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same name, and contains 100 well built houses, and niinolj,
southern side lUum iniui.
0'22 inhabitants ; Cahok'a, situated on the
and ^T^f""^
Inhabitants;
711
containing
and
Creek,
of Cahokia
Goshen, the capital of St Clair county, which has 1725
inhabitants.
.
.
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The chief rivers are the Mississippi, the Illinois, the
river, the Chippeway,
the Do\e,
the St Croix, the St Louis, the Winnipec,
the Seseme Quian, the Kasaskia, the Ausvase, and the

Wabash, the Ouisconsin, the Fox

*34

of houses
of families

434
I

Do. employed in trade
Do. in apiculture
PopuUtion
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Little

Wabash.

principal lakes are Lakes Michigan, Superior,
Rainy Lake, Red Lake, about 60 miles in circumferLake Pepin, about 20 miles
ence, and nearly round
broad ; Lake Winnebago, 1 5" miles long
and
6
long
ObMason's
See Polwhele's Survey of Devonthire ;
Illinois, about 20 miles long and
and the BeaiUiesof and 6 wide ; and lake
tervotiont on the IVeitern tounlies
3 wide.
iv.
267.
vol.
Wales,
and
EmgUnd
p
The country between the rivers Kasaskia and IlliILFAC Passion. See Medicine.
nois, which is a distance of about 84 miles, is a rich
ILIAD. See Homer, vol. «. p. 97.
of land, terminatbg in a high ridge.
ILLE AND ViLiJiiNE, is the name of one of the north- and leveloftract
these rivers is bordered by fine meadows,
last
The
from
name
its
derives
which
of
France,
departments
west
and the soil of the country is in general of a very suthe Ille and Villaine, two rivers which unite at Rennes,
The soil of this ileparU perior quality.
the capital of the deprtment.
Fort Massac, which was built by the French on the
ment is in general ill-fitted for culture, nevertheless bebank of the Ohio, is a port of entry ; and in the
west
fruits,
are
and
corn,
hemp,
Malo,
and
St.
low Rennes
quarter
of 1 803, foreign articles were exported to
4th
from
Rendistance
produced in abundance. At a short
the value of 17,320 dollars.
nes, is the farm of Prevalais, where the butter is made
The principal mines of this territory are those of Natural
The inthat is so famous in every part of France.
and lead. On Mine river, a western branch of history,
copper
principally
consists
this
department
land commerce of
mine. On the south
of its natural productions, which are corn, lint, hemp, the Illinois, there is a rich copper
wood, cattle, butter, mines of lead, oysters, and fish. shore of Lake Superior, there are many mines of pure
The department contains 7185 square kilometers, or copper. About 9 miles from the mouth of Iron river
3&\ square leagues. The forests, of which three-fourths there is another copper mine ; and the same metal is
belong to the nation, occupy 54.000 or 55,000 acres. also found in great quantities on Middle Island, nineThe contributions in the year 1802 were 421,093 francs; teen leagues north-west of Iron river. The purest lead
and the number of inhabitants is 488,605. The prin- ore is found in immense quantities on the banks of the
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cipal

towns

Ouisconsin.

are.

See Law.
is one of the northern of the
United States of North America. It derives its name
from the river Illinois, an Indian word, which signifies
a nan of full age, or in the vigour of his years.
This territory lies between 37° and 49° 37' of North
It
Lat. and between Long. 85" 45' and 95" 6' West.
is alwut 870 miles long from the Ohio to the northern

and has the following breadths, 650 miles, 200,
It contains 200,000 square miles, exclu150, and 50.
nve of part of the waters of the lakes Superior and Mi-

Germany, some time previous
and which has been supposed

Rennes
St Malo
Vitr^

Fougeres

Redon
Montfort

25.904
9>147
8,809
7,297
3,783
1,118

ILLEGITIMACY.

ILLINOIS Territory

gj^^

line,

di igan.

elks, turkeys,

ILLUMINATI,

a secret association which existed in
to the French revolution,
to haVe been connected
with the masonic institutions on the continent.
This
'

bounded by Upper Canada on the north, by the
Indian territory on the east, by the river Illinois on
the south-east, and by Louisiana on the west, from
which it is separated by the Mississippi.
"^^^
Dinnoo
P*""^ °* ''''* territory which is settled by the
od popoU. white people, is divided into two counties, St Clair and
(wn.
Randolph the first of which contains nine towns and
5007 inhabitants, and the second three towns and 7275
inhabitants.
In 1800, tlie whole population was 215,
and in 1810 it amounted to 12,282.
The principal towns of the Illinois territoiy are KaTown*.
laskia, the capital, which is situated on the river of the
Bounduio.

The banks

of the rivers abound with buffaloes,- deers,
ducks, teal, geese, swans, cranes, pelicans,
pheasants, partridges.
The sturgeon and the picannau,
and plenty offish, are found in the lakes and rivers.
The vegetables of this district are tlie oak, hiccory,
cedar, mulbi-rry, hops, dyeing drugs, medical plants of
various kinds, and excellent wild grapes, from which,
in the year 1797, the French settlers made 110 hogsheads of strong wine.
Before the year 1 756, the French had settlements at
Kaskaskia, Cahokia, &c. but they were at that time
driven out by the British, who held the country till the
revolution.
In the year 1780, there were 12 Indian
tribes in this territory, which were estimated to contain 8300 fighting men. See Morse's System of Geogru'
phy, Boston, 1814.

Population.

ft is

;

was founded in 1 775, by Dr. Adam Weishaupt, professor of canon law in the university of Ingolstadt
The professed objects of the institution were
to introduce more enlightened ideas of government, to
disseminate a knowledge of the sciences, and to promote the interests of virtue but its members have been
accused, not without some appearance of reason, of inassociation

;

culcating speculative opinions, equally hostile to the
principles of sound religion and social order.
Soon after the commencement of the French revolution, the attention of the public was eagerly directed
towards th^ plau and objects of this association, which

History.
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Men of enlightened minds ininainiic,
surd and barbarous policy.
could not fail to look with abhorrence upon regulations, Umimttr.^
"""^
which were calculated to check the natural progress of
knowledge, and would readily endeavour to concert the
means of evading; the existing laws. These means,
however, could only be concerted in secret ; and to this
simple origin, we believe, the institutiun founded by
Weinhaupt may truly be ascribed, however widely tKe
conduct of Its members may have alierwards deviated
fWim the anginal object. There is undoobtedly some*
thiqg dangerou* in the very nature and oonatituiion of
such a secret association, however pure the intentions
of it« founder* may have been. Secrecy implies Mtnething illegal in the object ; and >uch a society being under no regular controul, its views may easily bettime
•nlargcd, and its ii.fluence perverted to improper

~

sealoua enthusiasts among tlie ilcontemplated the possibility of
diractiM the eiisting govrmmirnts, by means ol' the
puw«Au iMt pacific influence of a secret ussociatiiin ;
other*, imbued with the a)>*urd theory of the iiifirute
perfectibility of the human mind, may have cnn.-iilered
such an ins^totion as calculated to promute tlieir ro>
maotic ami MMttaitvuble views ; while a third class,
perhaps, cawaiat ing of men more cunning than enthu.
aiaatic;
of ambition, hot destitute of principle, may
hare leoked upon a aociety ao constituted, as best adapted to the eeoeoction of their wicked designs. Yet the
aoeiely ef tlieflliiiMaali nercr seems to have acquired

purpiaca.
Inminati,
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lbwy«n alter the aa^pteaaioa of the order in 1787>
nearly fttgottaa in the vtty country where it hod
it
It was chiefly on ac«
boHlad ao epfeMNnl emialeaea
eoaot ef ita sopoaad ininaiiei in producing the catai
tropbe of the Frfnch Revoiation. that the ashes of thia
ahart-lived asancfatiaa were raised mftom the charnal*
howe «t obllvioa, and a dcgrar or poathumous oal*>
Hie aappoabrity cttdkmi upon ita prooeeilfnga
Iwwevar, ia entirely anaopportad by eridcner,
haa been sidBdrntly refuted by M. Mounier and
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iaoUtc thimselve*
The aappreaaiun of the order.
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great maas of pubbcation* has sppeered apon the Buhject of this article ; but the suD«
MMC* ofthe whole frill be rannd in the works of the
Bamel, Profeaaor Robiaon, and M. Mounier. (;)
ILMINSTER, a market town o« England, in the
eoanty of Samt tt. It has a low but heaitliy situation.
at the iaiei aactiwi of two great road*, oi e from I.oiidon
to Taunton, and the other fVnm Bri>tol to Exeter.
Many of the houses, which are principally arranged
along theac roads for the length of a n.iK-, are good
stone and brick bu.lding* but the Krcatir nunil>er are
built from old walls, and are covered with thatch. The
church, which is a fine CicAhiC buildini;, is I'M Icet
long and SO wide. A handsome quadrangular tower
tii
riaes in the centre, sunniNiiitcd by I '2 pmnactcs.
'
,,( urnxb,
the north tr;.
and his
erected to t:
In the
wife, who fouudcU Wadham College, UxiorJ.
thoraAire,

by
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than ia Bav*.
of the elector
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V*

a new built market-house and
An excellent free school whs foundeil here
th;inil)1es.
»" ''''"• ''y Humphry WaI<lron and Henry Greenfield,

centre of the

town

nnJ well endowed.

is

The

cloth manufacture once flou-

here in n very great degree, but, though still
Ilminster is
considerable, it ha« greatly decreased.
iturrounded with fine orchards, and very extensive prospert* arc commanded by theneijfhlwuring eminences.
The following is the abstract of the population for
ri«he«l

the

^
'

town and parish

fur

1

8

1

1

:

of houses
of families

S65
403

Families employed in trade
Do. in agriculture

231
121
1022
1138

Number
Number
Males
Female*

'

.

-

2160

Total population

See the Benulies of England and Wales, vol.
533.
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Expressions or Quantities, or impossible quantities in Algebra, are such as have the sym-

—

They are so
I in their analytic expression.
called, because the square root of a negative quantity

,

can have no real existence ; for whether a quantity be
positive or negative, its square is a positive quantity.
The origin and nature of imaginary quantities have
been explained in our article Aloebha, § 189 193.
Tliey are there shewn to be of two distinct kinds, one

—

which is altogether impossible, and can denote no real
quantity and another, which denotes real quantities.
The first class, when reduced to their most simple
b^, or a-\-bt/
expression, have this form a -[- »/
1,
where a may in some cases be = o. These occur,
when a problem is to be resolved which from its nature
;

—

—

These can Imaginaty
be on the circumference of a given circle.
QaaiUiiitfS.
is less
only be satisfied at once, wh«n the straight lin^
rethan the diameter. In like manner, one condition
another,
quiring that a straight line touch a circle, and
both be satisthat it pass through a certain point, can
When
the circle.
fied only when the point is without
limited, as often
way
this
in
are
problem
of
a
data
the
incongruity
as they cannot be all satisfied at once, the
their being no intersecis indicated geometrically by
tion of the lines, which should meet and determine the
unknown quantities ; and algebraically, by the impos-

^—

1 entering into their values, and in
symbol
such a way as not to admit of its being eliminated.
1, in the aJgebraic
The presence of the symbol >y
expression for a quantity, serves not only to shew the
impossibility of finding that quantity in the particular
state of the data, but it also indicates the boundary
which separates the possible from the impossible cases,
and thus determines the greatest and least values that
can be given to the different quantities concerned in

sible

—

For example, let it be required to find a fraction
which, together with its reciprocal, shall be equal to a
given number, and also the limits within which the
problem is possible.
Calling the fraction x, and the given number 2 a,
the condition to be satisfied will be expressed by this
equation
a;

:

— = 2a,

x

— Zaxz= —

1,

= azi=^{a^—\).

From this expression, it appears that the problem is
impossible if a be a fraction, positive or negative, be-

—

1, because then a' will
tween the limits of + 1 and
la negative quantity, and
be less than 1, and a^
However, if a be a
,i/{(fi
1) an impossible quantity.
positive quantity not less than -j-1, or a negative quan-

—

—

—
—

—

2 to be
not greater than
1, (here we reckon
3 less than
2, and so on), the
less than
1, and
problem will always be possible, and, excepting the caI, X will have two values, which
ses fl=:-}- 1, and rt=
will be reciprocals of each other, because their product
tity

—

'

—

—

is

—

—

+

which produces the quadratic equation x*
and, this resolved, gives

—

requires that the data be contained within certain limits in respect of magnitude, while at the same time,
in the particular case proposed, they pass those limits.
For example, if it be required to construct a right
angled triangle, the hypothenuse of which shall be
equal to a given line a, and one of the sides equal to
another given line b; from the nature of the case, «
must l)e greater than b ; and if, in the particular state
of the diita, a be less than b, the thing required cannot
be done.
The unknown side of the triangle expressed in symbols, algebraically is j^ (a'
i') ; new, if 6 be greater
than a, the quanti'.y a'
6' is negative, and the expression for the side of the triangle has the form
n'=:nv'
The impos1, which is imaginary.
i/
sibility of giving a significant numerical value to this
symbol, corresponds, in this instance, to the impossibility of placing between a given point, and a straight
line given by position, a line of a given length, that is
shorter than the perpendicular from the point on the
line, or, which is the same, of determining the intersection of a straight line, and a circle which lies wholly on
one side of the line.
In Geometbical Problems, passing the first order,
the unknown qu.intitie3 are determined either by the
intersection of a straight line with a curve, or else by
the intersection of two curves
Now, although it may
be possible that the conditions to be fulfilled in a problem may be all satisfied at once, yet in many cases
there will be limitations of the data ; for example, by
one condition a straight line may be required to be of
a given length ; and by another, that its extremities

—

'

the problem.

See OpTicsi

IMAGINARY

bol t/

IMA

unity.
It also

appears that the least positive value of the

expression x
2,

{

is -J-S,

and

its

greatest negative value

reckoning, as before, that negative quantity to be
is expressed

greatest, which, independently of the sign,

smallest number.
Hence, we learn that no real value of x can be found

by the

that shall

make

the expression ^

(^H

j

equal to a

proper fraction, either positive or negative, but that,
this expression may represent any positive or negative
quantity whatever that is not between the limits of
-f

1

and

—

1,

example, it appears that the theory of impossible quantities may sometimes be applied with
great advantage to a very elegant and interesting class
of problems, namely, such as require the determination
of the greatest and least values of a variable quantity.
The general method of proceeding is to suppose, that

From

this

the quantity to be a maxvuum or minimum, is equal to
8 given quantity; and then to inquire what is the

—

1

I

I

'

;

IMAGINARY QUANTITIES.
raluM which thu qiuuiUtr can have,
'raducinffUM imaginary symbol v^ 1 into

or iMit

-,-fltrAt

—

formuor.
of imaginary exprtnioni, or those
which indicate ml quantitie*. involve the symbol
1 in such a manner, that,
by suitable transrona*tioRS, it may at last be made to disappear.
The two
fbOowhig expratimis are of thia kind, viz.
i„'

Tbe seoKul cUm

^—

have been altogether untractable. We Imsgiwy
have given examples of their application to the theory /_"""'^
of angular sections, and the investigation of that ele- " '
their aid, laould

property of the circle called the Cotesian theorem,
Arithmetic or Sines, j 19 i 25.
If in the funnuU

l^ant

in the

(Co*,

we

~-'l

J

—

write

(Cos.

= COS. n

x4.sin.xv/— I)"
for m,

it

x+sm.*v'

x-|-sin.

m zv^—'1

becomes

—

j«S5Cos.—

1

+ sin.— v^—

1.

Bt

takinc the square, and then Main the square root
ei each, uie fiiMi m tnudatmeata

Suppose nown to be indefinitely great, then, xbeingsup.
poaed a

and the

wUck an both rs^l qasBlitMa.
Tbe Hciicral cxpmaoa (or the

— will be indefinitely small

^Cos.x4.sin.x^-.lV=:
roots

1

+ — y/_l

oTa cubic equa-

form

or putting 00a. a

*•(•+»•— l)+V{a-^v/— I).
•

when ha
it

the arc

in this case its cosine will be equal to the raxlius, and
its sine equal to the arc itaelf, hence, n being indefi«
nitely great,

latter to

tion has the

finite arc,

sin.

-|-

I
•=

^—1 ^ *.

— v^—
X

IH
•

raols ara ail real ; but. nnlike tbe two former,
eaaiMt. bjr
nana, ba tnmSantmd faMo a real al.

x
a

am

a/eV—.l^

gafaraic ea pr t sii im , oonsMttng af a loita nomber of
ttraM: but ita value nuy ba wand by an infoita sarias.oratibleafsiiMs. (Aiasaa.*. f tt?—4 S9u)
It has bacn movad, in the Abithmetic or Sinks,
{
19, that, as bebif any whola nanibii or fraction,

and haoea

(««t*+ MBuX •—!)-= OBB.»* 4.
This figrnwla was first given by Da

initely great,

MXv^— I.

StO.

Moivr*.
'
TrmMM. 1707. and .V/m«/ Ammlfirm, Wb,%)
caBs it '< a fonaola as rswarkabla Csr its

aodclrr

ito

qurar.

Misiilm

—«gB

IPUL

»/. drj Famctkma, p. 1 16); awl Laplaaa
lu larcatioa as of aqital ia^MVtaMa with tha

—

(•^'— «>.'•—
From

this,

ditioo

and

I

>"=oaa.8sx—

i*v'— 1-

fin.

and tbe farmer npraasiaii. we And. b« ad.
•ohtiactica. that tha

i

(•^*+ •«»•»•— •r+(««-«—tfat.*v'—l)*
cqoinJtM to i coa.
imaginary wiprwsiwi
is

'

as x.

or raal quantity

;

trical stgniScaticn.
ft is iafMasibli ta
analytic rormnbe into the '—jntsga of
strict

*/—

to nothinit that adauta «f gaematri^
definition.

bavalcdlatbe 'liie^wy'^ mam

"— •)=

N*p.

log. », tbarafera

=

Coa.

M

4. sm. X

v^—

1

=t

im^oarv

formula of great value, bOb
a relation between
Ma eo.ama, sine, «cc
It was first
by n nlar, and is justly reganicd as one of the
nnportant analytic invention* of the last century.
Other ittvr.tigations of iMo tbrmula have been given in
AaiTHMiTic of :Nnoa, f fp, and Fluxions, } \t\. Ub.
serving, aa bafaw. that tha aqnaiv root of a quantity
may ba OMHidaiwd as negatiw as well aa positive, wa
have (ram the formula,
it

Ls^
it e uwlor a Inim form
atWh

—

sin.

* v'— •

= «'"'*'"''

and from tha two cxpreasions, by addition and sub.
}

l

•ion*

n\v

Nap. log. a
xv^->l
aod hnca^ c danotiiy tha bmia of the system. (Al.

Coa. X

isaqpivalsMttoSsia asx, annthw rml niisntll 1 Thaaa
liia
iaii akhougb the feiMsntativaa of
f«^
*"«»M«"w«. TO- « ooa. > X, and JJ sin as x.
derr.! I)y themaalvea. am utterly without
any

symbok ain.xv^-.| and

has been daoBomtratad in the intndnetion to

tha artida Flvxioms^ f IS, that % being suppooed in.

ake, that

J (<»-»+•«««.'•—»>—(cost*— sin. «v'—l)"

tha

it

|.

•mu. |SS5Midf 358) wa hares = e'^~'' that if,

gtocva% and CMihty

"' thcoraaa. (Lr^aas dm Eeakt yanaafei.) As
tha
of tba square root of a niiMitil| may baaithar
.for —I. we nay pat ia (be Cwaaala
«^— I UHtaad
of fv^— 1 : it than bccooMa

"

Now

s x^—

ITtbTS^

traction.

c-'=»{.'^-V.-"'-}
Sin.

X

Tbcae fbrmulv, in their present state, arc illusive 1 for
the arc and sine, or eo-sine, cannot, by means of them,
be founfl, tbe one (Venn the other. However, by ex.
panding the exponentials into series, we have, (Ai.OB<
aaa, { Si? )

'*'"'*

x«
1.8

x*»/—
\SL.i

—

1

)

1

)
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6

= 1— ,v^_i—

*^* — '~ 1.2 * 1.2.3.4
Sin.jr

= x — --|^ +

+,&C.

we

rr'

get

&a

-,

—

1,2.3.45

,

y

5ic.

=

=

2«-

^—

*

^"~

^—

now

r (Cos.

be-

1

= 0.207879.

This very singular imaginary expression was, we believe, first noticed by Euler.
D'Alembert first demonstrated a remarkable property of imaginary expressi'ns, namely, that however
complicated they may be, they may always be reduced
to the form
B 1/ 1 so that every function of
an impossible quantity n
6 >/— 1 has the form A -}B v/ 1, where, however, B may be equal 0.
I-et r
(u* -f. 6«), and suppose x to be such an
;

+

=^

,

then Sin. x ss

—r where
,

r,

Cos. x,

and Sin. z will be all real quantities ; by substitution,
the imaginary formula a
b
I will be transformed
into T (Cos. a
6' .y/
Sin. a
).
If, now, o'
I
be another imaginary expression, by a like substitution
it may be trantbrnjed into r' (Cos. x'
Sin. x' ^/
1),
where, as beibie, /, Cos. x' and Sin x' are all real. Suppose, now, an imaginary expression to be the product
of the formula; «
A ^—\, and a! Jf U
1, this,

{ ^—

^—

+

—

+

+

•—

+

by

substitution, will

TT"

By

(Cos. X

+

c>e

Sin.x

v'— 1) (Cos-x*

F™m

I

,-,,.

t--

,

Ihts,

X

(Cos..r'

by

+ Sin, x ,/—
+ Sin. x'^/— I)
1

—
—

il

j

Cos.

(x— x') +

Sin. (x

—

V'—

x*)

1

—

+

—

ner,

+ Sin. x y'—

r» (Cos.

X

r" (Cos.

«X

+

Sin. n

x

1

) «

=

\/— 1

a quantity of the same form.
the same substitution it is easy t*
prove, that the very general imaginary function

which

is still

By employing

+ i^-l)"' +

''v'-l

—

of the form A -}- B y'
1.
In applying imaginary expressions to analytical in*

is still

it becomes an important question, what is
the nature of the evidence it affords for the truth of the
results ? It must be confessed that this part of their
theory is involved in some degree of obscurity,
lohn
Bernoulli and Maclaurin allege, that when imaginary
expressions are put to denote real quantities, the ima«
ginary characters involved in the different terms of such
expressions do then compensate or destroy each other.
To this it has been objected, that an imaginary charac*
ter being no more than a mark of impossibility, such a
compensation is altogether unintelligible ; for to suppose that one impossibility can remove or destroy ano«
ther, would be to bring impossibility under the predicament of quantity, and to make it the subject of arithmetical computation.
Professor Playfair of the university of Edinburgh, has
advanced a different theory in the London PUiloi6phU
cal Transactions for 1778.
He there observes, that impossible expression.* occur only when circular arcs or hy«
perbolic areas are the subject of investigation, and that
corresponding to every imaginary formula, there is a real
formula perfectly analogous ; one of these is the analytic expression of some property of the circle, and the
other the expression of a like property in the hyperbola.
Thus, supposing that in either curve the semiaxis =1,
let c denote any abcissa, reckoned from the centre,
the
ordinate, and x the double of the area contained by the
semiaxis, a .semidiamtter drawn to the top ol the ordinate, anii the intercepted hyperbolic arc; also let e denote the number of which Nap. log. =: 1
In the circle

vestigations,

.v

.}-

Sin.x'

./— 1).

actual multiplication and substitution of Cos.
(x
x*)
for Cos. X C06. «'
Sin. * Sin. x' ; also Sin. (x -j. x')

—

—
—

—

(a

=—

=—
r

j

1-

—

b >J

-X-

-r—a—,

—

'

Now, let both sides of this equation be raised to a power
expressed by v^— 1, then, observing that ^ ;r \/— 1 X
-^—1
^ », we have,

x

—

By'

-|-

Multiply the numerator and denominator by r' (Cos. x'
x') for Cos. x
and substitute Cos. (x
Sin. x' is/
1 ),
x') for Sin. «
Cos. x' 4. Sin. X Sin. x', and Sin (x
Cos. X Sin. *', it then becomes,
Cos. x'

I

arc, that Cos.

a

_

the fraction

+

"^

—

A

>/— 1

x')

-f-

B y' 1 as before.
a quantity which has the form A
1)" becomes, in like man6 n/
The function (a

+ Sin. x y'— = e *v ""*»
^"^
comes, in the case of x = ^ w, yf— = e '

—

Sin. (x

+

1,

r'

;

A+

-f-

ed to

—

This remarkable expression for the circumference of a
was first found by John Bernoulli. It is of no
use as • rectification of the circle but it shews, that if
the expression should occur in any investigation, we
may substitute, instead of it, the real quantity 2 r.
formula, Cos. x

x')

substituting the trigonometrical formulae, will be chang-.

=

— =

\/~~l
= 4 log.
-•-1

(^-1)^-1=,

w>^-l^

product of any
h ,/
!, 0! -|&c. will be an imaginary quantity of the

Consider

circle

The

-f-

same form.

'
theree
Sin. x v'— 1
Because Cos. *
Let aI.
Sin. x v^
\) =1 x
fore, Log. (Cos. X
denote half the circumference of a circle, of which the
0, and
radius
^ t, then Cos. x
1, and suppose x
1
1, and
Sin. *
1 j hence we get Log. v'
i t 1/

=

•

to,

this it is evident, that the continual
number of imaginary quantities, a

cxprawions which
ry aymbol.
An example of the application of the same formulas
to the determination of tnc arc in terms of the tnngent,
is given in the AuiTiraeTic qk Sines, § 30. They also
admit of various applications to the • investigation of
(See Lerules in plane and spherical trigonometry.
gendre, Elemens de Geometrie, in App. to Trig.)

+
+

jcos. (x

which has manifestly the form

are altogether free from the imagina^

=

(AftiTHMETic of ^T^^^^^

x",

1.2.S

1.2

being «ub«tituted in the formula,

ThcM

y +

Cos. 5 Sin.
X Cos.
Sines,) the product is equivalent

for Sin.

xW—i

+

:

I

a;

IMAUlMAKlt i^UArviiiiiao.
QOAT*.

= H«

''if*-

+'

''

in the hjrperbolk (aa will readily appear from
Fli'Xion*. I 150. Ea 5.)

and

ratio ofmagnUude to be the numerical ratio between the Imigioary
ma/niitudes of the two lines and the ratio of potUion, Q"*"'*''**;
the inclination of the one line to the other, or the angle ~ » ~
they contain. Again he lays it clown, that four straight
lines are in prof/orlion of wtagnttiide and poiition, when
between the two last ttiere m the^ame ratio of niagni>
tilde and position as between the two firtt.
That is,
mppoeing a, 6, c, d, to be the masnitudes, we must

hare
I

''in

^

art parfiwtly analofpMit in tbcir (bim,
instead of the

tfaefnlMt y^+I be put

ayoibal

^—

1, it

be m—Hiately trans.

will

into tkc wceod. By the fint aetof limnaU. the
thaavy df the Arithmetic of Siaaa bh^ be invc**
d, 4Pd bj the aacMkl. a rwiiifiiMidiiig theory re)

m

the
^i^i^ la th» ui uidi—rw of an bypcibaia, bbbt
luiiieiiiwifiBg iiiiwir*'! ff T*-? T— rwrn tHI fr irftm
tical. and mmbc wuI diftr only in the dgaaaf the tenMi
In t>ath« the foaha wtU be alike free froo* the iaa^
gtnary siKH, althganh in the ooe caw the steps by
whidi they hare been fbeaid am vaiatelli^hle, and in
it

lb* other, they art perfectly s^aiift. Thii agreeeat of two methods so very diftnM ia the discovery
of trvth, theiB|[«nioM writer attrihalce *» the analogy
that takes place between the snbfecta of in vestigation,
vhidk is JO daatb iBat eeerr pxysiu of the one may.
ieiians, be tfi iilsii e d to the other,
vtth
it hapnai. thai the npirariiai pttfetm ad with
dntiiait of amaaiag
ikwrna Vm. «• Tft notaa of nfcrcnee l» othctvwWcb
art Mginieal t They peiM oal faMbiwllv a mwhed of
deaMatmoag a civiata ptofwfty of tha byptitwl^ and
tiltB Itavt as to eanchMle from anekigT ttut the saaw
the circle. All that we are a^
also to i<m
peparty baleags alaa
aamerhy theimagiaaey n
Jiirfmi My. iriib aU dia
nmaHi^ he Mtad af the
liwiifti thai
Ihanae we
\

-j-

= —r, also the angle contained by a and b equal

to the angle contained

—

1
rrprrtent in Ike
/ftaorv qmmntiiieM oj the rormz±:a^
ft Mcfry of pofitiun ptrpendicuUiri to Ike axis of the ab-

cuMT, and rtciprocaiU, iterpendicvtars to the axis of the
abcttMM mrr tmngtnaneM of thit form.
For, putting •{for straight lines lying in opporite directions,
and
Fran^ ais, the (luantity =t: av'— 1 is a
according in
mean pruiwrtional of magnitude and position between
Now it bm bean prtaaiscti, that a line, which
ia a aman proportianal in nrngnitude and position between two Kalas, oiwht to biwct the angle they con«
laai ; Iherefcrt. in Uic
ta sn t case, the mean must be
pat paaJit alar la the ana of the abciss*. and will lie
sbo^ or below tha azia according as it ik +<iv/ 1, or
«%/ I. Reupracalty, everv perp<-ndiculsr to the
axis of tha abdsa* matt , aeeorcung to the same princi>
aen .fa and
; it ia
of the fiinn dtdv/— 1.
of M. Fran^ais' demon »tration

^a

^

p

—

— —

—a

ia

oms^ mmmy

laa

i

bt

pravad af tha by*
It* held liar of
af tha aarvai^ wiU

iattiely tha
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a aaaas ia maat aat by aaaipaai
threey «
Of lala yaata

thw

.

TVaa* IHUf. aim by M. Argaadt

titla^

utiafactory.

seeking the

Wa

mean ofroa*-

—

af magaitada
Tbaat woald aava raquireti different
tha fcai would have aivaa y^a x ''=<> for
tae aMaa af la^giiiHidi . and, pottnm f lor a right an*
git, tha sacosd woald have givan \{n-\-q)—q for the
amaa af poaiiian. Wa caaaol, however, >ce any useful
from tha renilL The author of
iha thaaty, by crilisy tha Ham 4-a and
a, teems to
hava iavailad thaai al
at aaea wfch myiituJa and nom.
a timt ba aaeCs tha maan by a
things having only
to them

—

„

M

hi a

Xasai sar aa

MldtelWaia IMC, and again by M
la

in

I

ilhm

#>AW.

thM

d,

o^ oMiauaat;

Wee

ImabseaWa^bkfitvatdlMM

miwn*

to ba by no

o. he would
batvaca -fa and
tha maaa of maaalladt mdrpmdently of
and then tiw bmbb or paailioB inilctK-mlrntly

wH
avMsnoe of

la tha

d.

the conaequent uf the first ratio is the antecedent of the second, the proportion of magnitude and
position is said to be comttnued, and the middle term is
a mean proportional of magnitude and position between
the other twow From thu it follows, that the middle
lann bisects tha angle made by the two estremec.
Theat observations being premised, he gives the folbwing theorem as the toun<lation of his theory. Jma-

imM

be in
^^nV ^^^^ ^BP^ ^^^^M^^^^nB>
rvary «*• r esd ria
9mmt

by c and

When

J.

f\

lUa9da

Hmmmaapnmtip—iegu mtuir 4t fB\ i»ma s* mli rpit

aaUsa gmamfriaae aas tjKt^mM

san^j^saasras^

pabnsiMi

in

Um K tmm^m, >apl. lti«. Aecordbig to
aian tf asramdfc^ania
m i^a tha ^^ma^ew'caiv^
Ammidm 4r

j

••—I,
f

_^

writer*, re*

Bi imn Hal gaumeoically hy a asiyjibiaha to a otraight
line « thai fc. if a baa taihe rmbt ba laaiMiJ by ^ a.

aadaaa^ttnato

p iiy m di «atw

Mk

—

dMaathMNna

tha
by
a.
fa and cqaal «a either of

1by:l=aV'— I'ravMaalhii.thalaNi

thaw

will

bt

by Mr. Buee in support of the
I is the sign of per*
Irath of tha prapoattian, that y^
He nuppaem
peadicularity. is not more condusivc.
thrsa equal straight line* to meet in s point, two of
them to be in one straight line, and the third to be at
He calls the line taken to
right angle* to them biith.
the right 4- 1 then that taken to the left, be mys. mutt
T and the third, which must be a mean propor«
be
tional bctwean tfaaai, most be ^—{V), at more sim«
ply v/— I.
Hence he infers, that v'— I is the sign of
The inoondasivencss of this reasonftrftudicmlariiif.
ing, hm been well exposed by an able critic in the
Edfnbargh Review, vol. ail lulv I80H, where it is obssrved. that any imaginable conclusion might have been
For example, the third
derived in the same manner.

—

—

Ifa^
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;
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It is bounded on the north by the principal chain Imiretu.
**"""~y-»^
of Caucasus, on the east by Georgia, on Uie south by
the pachalic of Aghalzighe, and on\the west by the
It exceeds 100 miles in length from east to
Black Sea.
west, and is probably nearly as many from north to south.
Imiretta is watered by the Rioni and Kwrili, or Quirilia, s;ud to signify the roaring rivers, besides numerous
tributary strenms, the course of most of which is interrupted by cataracts. The former rises in the mountains of Soanni, and after being swelled by the waters
descending from the hills of Georgia, falls into the Black
Sea at Poti. The climate is extremely mild ; snow Climate,
seldom lies on the ground ; and the rivers in the southMuch of the surface
ern parts are never frozen over.
consists of rocks and mountains, interspersed with fercated.
A question has arisen, whether impossible expres- tile vallies and plains. Abundance of fruit of the finest Produc.
flavour grows wild, and without cultivation ; and the tione.'
sions ought to be' employed in a science, that above all
others boasts of the accuracy of its reasoning, and the trunk of the vine' is known to attain 15 inches in diaThe question ought cer- meter. Entire hills are overgrown with olive, chescertainty of its conclusions ?
tainly to be answered iti the negative, if in any case the
nut, and valuable timber trees ; and the lower grounds
theory led to error, or if it were of more difficult applica- are full of almonds, quinces, pears, and plums, the lattion than the analytic theories, which involve only possiter sometimes bearing twice a year.
Copious harvests
ble quantities. But neither of these is the case. The conof grain, as also of cotton, hemp, and flax, are obtainclusions it brings out.are in perfect agreement with those
ed by the inhabitants, who likewise cultivate the quanobtained by other methods ; nnd although it cannot be tity of silk that may be required.
From the variedoubted, but that every truth that can be discovered ty and abundance of fruit, this country has been comby the imaginary analysis, may also be found by me- pared to one vast orchard. Imiretta yields a kind of
thods of reasoning which are quite unexceptionable
green honey, which possesses a highly intoxicating quayet, generally speaking, these last are less concise,and of lity; and another veiy singular product called stone
moredifficult application. Indeed such is the power of /lonei/, or giialupli, by the natTves, whose nature is imper
imaginary expression as an engine of analysis, that we
fectly explained.
It is described to be quite solid, as
as
are not sure whether some theorems have been proved
hard as sugar-candy, brittle, and not viscous. The'hoin any_ other way.
It would be extremely valuable,
ney and wax form one mass, generally of a white coeven if its conclusions were not stamped with the cha- lour,, but growing yellow with age. It is endowetl
with
racter of mathematical truth, until they had been veria pleasant aromatic flavour, and is found in the clefts of
fied by the more strict methods.
It cannot be doubted,
rocks.
The Imirettians frequently carry it about with
but that the theory of infinities in its loosest form, has them in their pockets.
brought to light truths which would hardly have been
The population of the principality is computed at Inhabitimts.
acknowledged, unless they ha<i been afterwards esta- 20,000 families,
whose jlersonal appearance is supeblished upon more unexceptionable principles. The vast
rior to that of their neighbours.
They are in gencimprovement which that method of analysis has received r.il an indolent,
distrustful, and proud, though serbetween its first applications by Kepler, and the highly vile, race bold
and fearless. They are distinguished
;
finishe«l and almost perfect form under which it
has
by the virtue of hospitality ; and travellers are always
been delivered by La Grange, gives us reason to hope, offered
honey, fruits, and wine. Honey, among sevethat the obscurity in which the doctrine of imaginary
ral of the Caucasian nations, forms a common
ingremiantities has hitherto been involved, may in time
be dient of food, which occasions the cultivation of
bees to
dispelled, and that it may be brought to the same
state
a great extent in this country. The Imirettians are fond
of perfection as the other more intelligible mathematiof dress and ornaments ; they wear several cloaks at
a
cal theories.
time ; and those who can afford it, ornament themselves
On the subject of impossible quantities, consult
with chains of gold and silver. But the larger portion,
D'Alembert, Mem. de VAcad. de Berlin An '
1746 ' from indolence, insecurity, and other causes, are exceed,
pa« 182. Opuscules Math. t. 5.
mgly poor, and even reduced to great necessities. They
Euler, same work. An. 1749, page 122 and
139.
are dispersed in retreats on woody hills, by the
sides of
Fonccnex, Miscellan. Taurinensia, t. 1 and
2.
rivers or in valleys, courting solitude,
it is said, in order
John Bernoulli, Commercium Epislolicum.
to screen themselves from their
enenlies, as well as to
Schubert, Kova Ada Petrop. t. 13, page
172.
be preserved from ojipression. But they use certain
Maclaurin, Fluxions, art. 669, 763.
calls or signals, by which, on
extraordinary occasions,
Play fair, Lond. Phil. Trans. 1778.
hundreds are collected in a moment, in places where
Turemain-Missery, Theorie purement Als^braigue
des no one coud previously be
discovered.
Quanli/es Imiimiaires.
As nearly the
whole inhabitants dwell in solitary hamlets,
Edinburgh Review, vol. xii. July 1808.
the country contains scarcely any
towns except Cotatis or Ku**""• '"• P*«*^ ^^' ^^' ^*'
thais, the capital, situated
on the right bank of the
jss"ii^' sL^""''"""'^"^"'
1 hasis or Rioni, and Poti or Puti
Gompertz The Principles and Application
on the left bank of
of Imagi. the same river, at its efflux
riaru Quantilifs, hook i. Lond
into the Black Sea. Cotatis
^
1817
(t\
li^AGINATION. See Logic. Moral PHriosoPHv, seems to consist of somewhat more than 100 houses,
»ni, chiefly inhabited by Armenian
and PoETBY.
merchants, and is jiow
a state of decay.
Poti is geographically situated
IMIRETTA, a principaUty of Asia, situated
in the within the confines
of Mingrelil
Cauc«,i«.region;,'b; wcVn
n ine
LVTs^^^^^^^^
uiack Sea and the Gas- be larger
than the former. In 1 806 it was in Uie posses-

to m*ke an angle of 1 80° with the one, and of 60* with
the other, and still it woulil be a mean proportional betwern the other two; and its square would have been
1.
It is
I, and the line itself =v/
^. 1 X
I,
farther observe*!, that it would be very unfortunate
for science, and proiluctive of inextricable confusion
in mathematical Innguage, if the character which denoteil impossibility at one time, should at another
aignify something actually existing like perpendicularity, which, l>csi(!e.«, is not a quantity, but the mo<lific'ation of quantity. It would therefore be strange indeed,
i^a character, which applies only to quantity, whether
powible or not possible, should pass to the expres>
•ion of aomething, of which quantity cannot be predi-
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vooBn dodMk

bat no EacuL
Tbtjr nudw a kind
of wine of aapaiiMr qaalky to that of the oounlrica
in tho vicinity, aacb of whidi i« exnorted in akiaa
to Cooma, and dnak at Tctia; aad tbey aiao oxCcKaib

Btli^ioa.
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in tba aanda af Aiaiaaianib
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who cany
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Oiwk

davch: thoj hare a paniareh, who ia aaaallj ofthe royal
ftauly, bat

who
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waa Uk«n by the Siurians

it

in 1809.

I

inriilhiiaaa ean aehkaa i«ad or write.

N C

province of Letscknia. In 1802, Anna, the widow or Inptark'
meni
David, and mother of Conxtantine, repaired to Peter»>
burv, and obtained the liberation of her son, who bad
Inchkeitlu
hie
undergooe a confinement of ten Tears. Solomon 1 1., in
order to iccure himself in the government, acknowled/fed tho aupremacnr of Ru««ia in 1 804 ; and he and bis
tucoeaMMra were itoclared tbe lawful aoverrigns of Imi.
~
retta.
Lat '
N, Long. 43° E. (c)
IM PEAC
in law, ia a mode of trying great
aad enormous otienaers, or a preacntment by the Com>
acBaof Great Britjun, at the moat aokmn grand in*
tpMrt of tbe whole kingdooa, to the House of Lords,
aa the most high and aaprene court of criminal juris.
diction.
Tbe method 01 proceeding is to exhibit arti>
de* on behalf of the Coauaona, wIm also appoint mawagari to aaake good their chaiwca. The article* are
thea eaiTied to the Lords, betore whom, a* judgca.
every trial by hnanaBhaaBt aiaat be conducted.
ganiaMaiei eaaaot be iapeadied belbre the Lorda (or
aay capital cAaco^ bat only for high misdemeanours.
peer auy be hapeachcd for any crime. No pardon
nadar the graat aeal can be pleaded in bar of an im<
paacfcnmt fay the Coawions of Great Britain in parlia>
ment See Cotrrr. (s)
.
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IMPOSSIBLE

QoAWTiTits.

iMMnNART QoaHTiTiaa.
IM POTENCY, in Uw,

or that corporal imbecility

anarty naturally incapable of pi ucre atioa, ia
greaad wr aDauUing a marriage in the spiritu.
el canrt.
See If akbiaok.
IMPULSE. See MccaAjrica.
INCHKF.ITII, aa ialead of the Frith of Forth.
which derivrs it* naaM Awa the Gadic word Innit, an
ialaad; aad Knik, the title of a noble family of ScoU
lead, to whom with other landa this island was gifted
dMat the year 1010. by Malcaha IL for cadnuit scr.
vine raadai ad by that feaaily afaiaat the OeM's at the
battle of Beny ia Aapeahire.
The island afterwarda
caaM iaio the poaaMMi ef the lords of GIsmit in the
niia ef Rohart IL eloaig with the barony of King.
apaetef thedeanyef oaeof the King's daugh.
thia prtiod
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It
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Ma dth er dep e iwi io a year. Datkl, tha «•>&».
lew af Walowaa. who hail arriod a
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btaU.

ef BiMalwMh. vti. " That all
oE* fraadon of this
ted of the said contagioas plagoe
caWiil the <jbaBi%eta, devoid, rid. and peaa (brth of
thia'lewa, aad coaapeer upon the sand* of l^ith at 10
baftre noon, MkI there »Kall haw and find Iwiata
laady la the harboar, ct dci ad to them by (he officers
ef thia bargh, raadily fundshed with victuals to have
theaa la the Inch, (ialead of Inchkcith. ) an<l there to
And sll nther
till God provide for their health.
who take upon themselves to bed the uid c-on.
ity, and take the care thereof, that they
Id naaa with tb«», so that none of tliose per.
who teltc the cure npoa them, use the same with.
in thie baqih."
Tbe nmater of contravention, either
burning on the
bj^adia-edorthefi^^^ida.^

bahv vhMa

Sach had aAcrwards been the deserted and scqae*. BspwIaMBi
'
of tfcia island, that James IV. in the •TJamatV.
'

vofe Xf t ratt

I.

'

of his iaqaiiitB into (he origin of language,
^»^
a«4 -«
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by
caiued a singular sort of experiment to be made,
woman,
delivering two iiifanU to the charge of a dumb
they were sent to Inclikeith a» the scene o<
confinement, till the children should reach
It would, at this day, have been some,1
wh.T. iiuLrvbiiug to have known the result of this experiment but owing to the death of tlie king, and the

with

thti:

whom
'

;

troubles of the times, it seems to have been entirely
it is,
lost aight of, and all tiiat we now learn regarding
from Lindsay of Piucottie, who, in speaking of tlie
cliildren, observes, " Some say they spnke good Hebrew ! but as to myself, (he added, with proper cau-

Uon,) I know not, but by report."
During tlie period of the Reformation in Scotland,
hulini
pwtMlonorthe Lords of the Congregation having applied to the
bjr the Eng- English
for assistance against the queen dowager,
^^^
Mary of Guise, Edward V 1. sent them«a navy in 1549,
The first object of this force
consisting of 2.9 ships.
was to have secured the port of Leith ; but failing in
this, they landed and took possession of Inchkeith.
After rearing a temporary fort upon it, four companies
of English, and one of Italians, were left for its defence, under the command of one Cotterel ; who was
soon afterwards attacked, and, after a very brave and
ilefence, was dislodged by the French auxiliary
T«ken and g**'""'
troops, then defending the town and citadel of Leith,
ificd by
hitach. under M. Desse, who seeing the importance of this

r;

island as a military station, from its commanding position, at a narrow part of the Frith of Forth, he saw its
utility both as a cover to Leith, and a place of retreat

Desse had no sooner
temporary
works of the English were thrown down, when a regular fortification was erected, by order of the Regent,
under the sanction of her daughter Mary and the Dauphin of France, her husband. This fort consisted of
several strong bastions, laid out for the defence of the
place, with a strong wall of circumvallation, varying
iu height from a few feet to upwards of 20 feet, according to the situation of the ground. The principal
parts of this work, were executed in square or aisler
masonry, and from the inaccessible nature of the island,
in case of

any sudden

disaster.

made himself master of the

island, than the

either as to landing places or roads,

it

must

in those

days have been considered an operation of no small
magnitude and expence. It seems also to have been
BvtMfed
by Act of regarded by the Scottish Parliament as a place of so
Sitlmaau much importance, and one which might be turned to
so much account against the country by an enemy,
that the works were only allowed to remain in a perfect st.ate for a few years, when, by an act of that legislative body, the whole of the fortification, and the
greater part of the walls were thrown down, excepting
the eastern wall, and part of the southern wall, which
still remains.
The royal arms of Scotland is also preserved in one of the walls, with the initial letters M. R.

and the date 1556.
t>««rip»ioo
tf ibciiluul.

Inchkeith lies, per compass, from Leith S. VV. distant
about 4 miles, and 3 miles from Kinghorn in Fife.
It
contains about 70 acres ; is of a long, and somewhat irre.
gular figure, measuring about one mile in length, and
ane-fiftli of a mile in breadth.
Its shores are much chequered with rocks, and indented with several small
creeks or bays, capable of being converted into good
harbours.
Its surface, though in many parts
rocky, and throughout extremely irregular, yet, in general, is covered with a good sward of grass ; while in
the more sheltered points, the soQ is not only deep, but
fco extremely rich that it protluces the most luxuriant
crops where cultivation has been attempted.
It afforded indeed such excellent pasture, particulaily for horses,
U»at while it was in the posaessipn of the French, they

Jioat

On the eastern and Inchkeith
called it " L'Uk ties chevaiix."
western sides, the island S precipitous and «brupt; ^"^r"""
while towards the north and southern entV, p.nrticularly the latter, it rises more gradually, to tlie height of
180 feet, calculating from high water mark to the summit or site of the lighthouse.
Inchkeith possesses several pretty abundant springs Natural hifc
tory.
of the purest and most excellent water that is any where
landing
to be met with ; and since a boat harbour and
pier have been constructed, the water has been collected in the higher parts of the island, and conducted by
pii)e, from a large stone cistern, to the harbour, where it is served out by the light- house
From this cistern the shipping in Leith roafila
keeper.
is supplied, and seamen remark that this water is better, and keeps longer free of impurities, than any other
with which they are siipplied.
The rocks of this island belong to the coal formation, Mineralogy.
and are distinctly stratified upon the great scale. They
consist chiefly of beds of trap-tuft", amygdaloid, slateclay, bituminous shale, lime-stone, sand-stone, and
The lime- stone, in some places, is of a
green-stone.

a leaden

On

fibrous texture, somewhat resembling asbestus.
the south-west side of the island, under the lime-stone,
is a bed of flinty slate, containing the traces of
madrepores and shells. Some very beautiful specimens
of crystallized quartz are also found in various parts of
and detached masses of rock much impregthe island
nated with iron. Nodules of agate are not uncommon
on the shores; they have been washed from the amygdaloidal rock, in which they occur imbedded. The stratifi-

there

;

cation of this island has a south-western direction, dip-

ping towards the east at an angle of about 45°. It is
also worthy of remark, that the same strata of rocks,
with a similar direction and dip, are observable on the
;
and in the direction of a
chain of sunken rocks extending towards Prestonpans,
they have been traced on the south side of the Frith.
Besides horses and black cattle, which thrive well on Animals,
this island, sheep are sometimes pastured here ; but the
grass is considered too rank for sheep. There is a pretty numerous tribe of the common grey rabbit here,
which would increase and become very numerous were
they ijot so much annoyed by occasional sportsmen victors.
An attempt has lately been made to introduce a
species of the rabbit here, remarkable for the length and
silkiness of its hair.
The sea swallow, or pictamy,
breeds on the island ; and occasionally the eider duck
makes its nest on the least frequented part of the shore.
Since the erection of the light-house, birds of passage,
particularly woodcocks, have been sometimes attracted
by the light on stormy evenings, and have suffered
themselves to be taken by the keeper. On one occasion, a number of beautiful small birds ( frmgillajlammea), having a tuft of crimson feathers on the back of
the bead, took shelter about the light-house.
Thte
grey Norwegian rat is pretty numerous on the island;
no doubt brought here originally by the shipping in
Leith roads. The fishes found in the neighbourhood
of Inchkeith are chiefly of the smaller kinds, and such
as are common to the Frith of Forth ; particularly rockcodling, podley, or young coalfish, and small whitings.
One peculiarity, or change upon the habits' of the fishes,
in the Frith of Forth, which has been well authenticated by several of tlie oldest fishermen of the contiguous village of Newiiaven, may here be noticed, viz.
that in former times, alluding to a period about the
middle of the IStli century, great numbers of large haddocks and whitings were caught above, or to the westward of Inchkeith, but that such fishes are scarcely now
to be found to the westward of the isle of May, 20 mil«3

Fife shores to the north

now

INCHKEITH.
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darkneaa, or without the aid of llght-houiet, at the commanraumit of iha iiutitutJoii of the north li^bt-houses.
Whan Iha worfca of Inclikeith, however, were undertaken, the funds being ia « more proq>erous condition,
instead of two amall apaitBMnia for a single light-keeper, tha piaa of the houses was now extended tu t])e ao
mwniaadatii aiof a principal and an assistant light-keeper,
who aow keep a oonstant watdi, by night, in the lightbasses, ia toe sanM BMMter as is done on ship-board,
wbaa a vasaai is at sea ; and the whole establishment is
bka the a{M>ointmpnt of a public boanL
Tha dwalliag hoasa at Ifca light-hoaaa sUtions, instead
of cspoang, aa fiD>verty, a long slated rooT on a house
of ooa floor, is now built, as at Inrhkeith, with two
and covered with a leaden roof. On
the light-hooses are ooostructad; km iaataad of Iba roof oflha lighurooa being framed
with UaAar, and Um w iadu a giaaod with crown-glass,
that of lanhbtiilli ia eoafoaad of eopper, and the windows are giMcd with polishad plaila ^a«, of muc^
lafgwdiaiMaaiaa; and the whole praoniaes are, in a
gnat maanray roadwad in pcaof, the floors being all
laid wilb pasiwsnt, or Bafi stones, from the quarries
near Aalvaatb.^ The building operations at Inohkeitb
Maally fiaeihuted, ootl rendered much less expen*
nam having the use of the stones of the old iortiHcaticn and wall*, which IukI been thrown down by an
The stones of the old
act of iba SeaiUab Fi lia iaaat .
Cast bad bean oaanied, aad token fran a bad of sand>
aMMS on tba island ; and Iha mnaiaa of
oldqu
atiU abaatsMisak both apsn the aaatb*west and

tba

aflart

i

3

;

INC

level
elevated above the mcdiuin
such u the Po*«f"l
and
feet
285
.bout
0? the .e.
is distinct y seen,
TJiof the reflectinu apparatus, that it
at the distance
atmosphere,
o?'Vhe
fralo^rablc .tat!
-Ithough it is impossible that
of four or five leafC".
seen at a time.
more than a single reflector can be
light-house is considerthis
of
design
or
The elevation
stones,
is a house of two
«1 to b^ in very go«l taste. It
with embrozures ; the
with a platlbiS foof. and parapet
staircase to the second
*ght-house tower forming the
light-keepers are very comThe
light-room.
fl^r and
having three apartments
fortably locVged. the principal
Besides the «"a.n house a
his assistant two.
connection with the eastern
court of offices is formed in
other conveniences,
besides
and,
fort;
wall of the old
in which the
ground,
under
sunk
there is an oil cellar
equal ternin a fluid state, and at an

Wehtof Inchkeithi.

f

;

i!:^
^"^^
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that from
lived in the 7th century, observes,
lias been framed by hu.
"
mechaflical
something
abcstos,
"
chemist of tlie ninth centuryvloscribes the

who

rus,

man

art

I"~^^"^;'-

^^^^^^^

A

veiy near the
process of making it, which proves to be
a few others,
truth ; Marco Polo, Simon Majolus, and
ages; after
darker
the
to
subsequent
existence
testify its
directed
which Kircher, Ray, Ciampini, and many more,
manufacture.
their attention towards its substance and
The words of Pliny concerning the use of incombustible
are thought
cloth in preserving the remains of princes,
soby some commentators not to apply to the Roman
said that a
vereigns, but to those of the east ; and it is
one of
Tartar prince sent a piece of it to Alexander,
Tartery in
the popes. Marco Polo, who travelled into
called
the thirteenth century, speaks of a province
whereof
Chinchinthalas, in which a substance is found
"
incombustible cloth i? made. He learned from Curh- Process of
Oil is always kept
that the process consists "''''"n.8
Turk,
intelligent
very
a
can,
the
without
There is also a place fitted up
oerature.
beating it in a mortar, af- '^^'^"^\^
cloth in the
where they have a in drying it in the sun, and
It is to
pte, as a watch-house for pilots,
like wool.
wove
and
washed
is
which
it
ter
iiasu

„d

miard bed and fire-place.
very complete,
This establishment is in all respects
render«l pretty
light-keepers
the
of
situations
and the
The principal has a salary of £45, and
comfortable.
'
besides
-— 10 acres of the island
hit asaiitants have £35 ;
u ii •„
possess or hold in
indosed, and a garden, which they
oil tor
with a sufficient allowance of coal and

—

common,

„
m

family use.
.
.
„
a
The following inscription is cut upon a stone,
and
benefit
"
For the
conspicuous part of the building:
direction and comsecurity of commerce, and for the
was erected by order of
fort of mariners, this lighUhouse
Lighthouses. It was
the Commissioners of the Northern
on the
founded on the 18th of May, 180.3 ; and lighted
Engineer.
Smith,
Thomas
180*.
1st of September,
Under our general article Light-house, we shall
distinguishing
have occasion to treat more fully of
Sibbald's
Fife
Hist.
Pitscottie's
;
See
light-houses.
History of the Stuarts; Arnot's History of

fPinkerton's
Edinburgh

;

Dr. Johnson's Tour, 1773.

(s.)

INCIDENCE, Angle of. See Optics.
INCLINATION. See PonisMS.

INCLINED Plane. See Mechanics,
INCLOSURES. See Agriculture.
INCOMBUSTIBLE Ci.oth, is the name of a species

A
^
A badne

been
of cloth which resisU the action of fire. It has
known for many centuries, that a mineral substance
that
called asbestos can resist the action of fire ; and
some species admit of division into fine slender threads
of a lanuginous appearance. These in general are very
short and brittle, but witli careful attention in the separation, they may be obtained several inches in length.
The ancienU, availing themselves of the peculiar pro-

means of working it into cloth.
Pliny and Dioscorides. speak of asbestine cloth nearly
Pliny in one passage remarks the
in the same terms.
incombustible nature of asbestos, and in another he
speaks as if he had actually seen napkins made of it,
which, being thrown into the fire during entertainments, were much better cleansed and came out whiter
than if they had been washed with water. Dioscorides
lays, that " cloth is prepared from the asbestos of Cyprus, which, being thrown into the fire, bums, but is
unconsumeii, and comes more splendid from the flames."
Besides the preceding observation, Pliny adds, that from
this property the cloth was used to preserve the ashes
of kings when their bodies were committed to the fufind occasional allusions to asbestine
neral pile.
cloth ever since the age of Pliny ; and the ingenuity of
mankind in our own ara has proved that it may still
be mad? of the same materials. Accordingly, Isido-

cl«h known perty of asbestos, devised
10

tlie

•icnu.

an-

out
be put during an hour into the fire, when it comes
and no other washing is required,
.vhiter than snow
Coclius
flames."
if dirty, than passing it through the
Rhodiginus only makes an allusion to incombustiincombustible
ble cloth, but Simon Majolus saw an
Louvam ; and
cloak of asbestos exposed to the fire at
Agricola observes, that at Verelung in Saxony there
Obserrawas another of the same substance. Kircher tells us, tions^ot
fuU.of asthat in his museum he had a whole cabinet
it from
bestine articles ; that he had got a napkin of
fire
Cardinal Lugo, which after being thrown into the
came out quite clean. He also had writing paper of
were entirethe same substance, from which the letters
flames, as if
the
to
committed
being
on
obliterated
ly
washed out, and the paper was withdrawn entire and
Thus, he observes, correspondclearer than before.
of a
ence could constantly be carried on by means
In addition to these instances may be
single sheet.
mentioned the information of Mr. Ray, to whom the
Prince Palatine shewed an incombustible purse at Heidelberg, which received no injury after being thoroughA long rope likewise,
ly ignited in a pan of charcoal.
which had been steeped in oil, and then put into the

We

;

proved incombustible. In the year 1 702, a funeral
urn was found, containing a c[uantity of bones and

fire,

wrapped in a piece of incombustible cloth no
than eight feet long, and five in breadth. Being
presented to Pope Clement XL he ordered it to be de-

ashes,
less

posited in the Vatican, where it yet remains, and affords
incontestible evidence of the truth of Pliny's narration.
Some of the monkish writers also inform us, that a cerhe
tain St. George being sentenced to be burnt alive,
was enveloped in asbestine cloth, that they might not
ascribe his preservation from fire to a miracle.
Pliny is silent respecting the mode of fabricating Method of
fubricatint;
asbestine cloth. The chemist of the ninth century diwater,
rects the alternate soaking of asbestos in oil and
'^J™^^'*^""
the
in order to render it fit for spinning. Kircher, in
pera
few
were
there
that
affirms,
century,
seventeenth

sons in his country acquainted with the mode both of
spinning and weaving it, whereof some specimens might
be seen in his museum ; but such individuals were very
emolurare, and did so only with the view of great
ment. He considered it a secret art ; adding, that ihougk
Libavius, and ^orta,
it, had been described by Boetius,
they had been deceived by an erroneous account. Pivati,
in his Encyclopaedia, published in the year 1748, says,
that a quantity of asbestos was formerly spun at Venice. All these

inspired very

remarks refer to an early date, and they
At length Ciampini, aa
confidence.

little

INCOMBUSTIBLE CLOTH.
the
Italian, entered on a course of experimenu towards
beginning of the eightrenlh century. The m^ho<l he de'-« in soaking the a«best06 in warm water,
,er'
i« opened and divided with the hands, to
,ftt
This operaallow the extraneous particles to escape.
:

1

tion beinr frequently repeated, the flaxy parts are colsieve to dry, and then gently cardtakl in
ed, •ome of the flaxen substance being allowed to hang

kcted anu

over the side*. Next, by mixing the ends of thread
with what hamg« over of the asbestos, both may be
drawn out and twisted together, and wound on a reel.
Or, instead of carding the substance and then using
thread, Ciampini affirms, that the asbettoa may be
drawn out by mixing it with common hemp. During
tb« operation, the fore finger and thumb must be
kapt oaMtaatly wet with oil, both to protect the
skin from the friction of the substance while drawing out in a thread, and to render the filaments more
The thread of asbettoa, combin*
and flexible.
#d with real flax, having been thus obtained, it mar,
with great care, be wove into a coarse cloth which,
being put into the fire, the flaxen portion will be conmnctV, while the asbestine part remains entire. Thi»
doth can be best preserved by keeping it well oiled
when committed to the flames, the oil bums off, and
the eloth comes out white and purified. Whether or
not the art waa prwerved in Europe, thert it orery
FMson to believe that it mbaated in the EaaL Inde>
pendent of the Vanatiaa ttavaUar's narrative, we learn,

on

;

;

that a piece of incaaaboitiMe dolh was transmitted fWm
CfaiM to Batavia, and from thence to Fngland, in the
ymu |6W, which is dcacribed as a handkcrchiff or pattern, bat it accma to hare been a small portion of very
coant cloth. It was subjected to various expcrimenta,
it> Iwing withdrawn whiter and
rliiif aftar having been rendered red hot in a (ire.
A fcw jmn ago, the art of nakia| in bii*<bl a
cloth woa conplctrly revived bjr M. FiipMli, an Ita>
limn lady, who has improved on the praeeH flCaU hor
prcdecawon. Haraf aoan a liialaV of aabaMaa, ftwn
th* raiiM of Hercolanaoaa. in dM cabinM of natural
hlkurj balonging to the canon Csrwr Oattoni at Coroo,
aaade aoqnainted by him with the difcwit mehe
thods which the anaaMi are aupnoaed to here adopted
in making cloth. On faapactiaa, aWo^ she ranariud, that
their aibortine dolh waa ftibricatod of doohlo threads,
If . Pcrpenti liegan
in awler to he of t>aoHt atwngth.
' atoepinf it in oil and in
lij tuothif ttiT r-T—

and the remit was,

e—

WM

——
.

walar, whorabjr the threada t i c i m i more pliant birt
Undintt them loo nnMh reiacd tut wearing by the oD,
ahe abandoned thia owthod. She reatricted her oparatiaat to aaftening it in water, drying it in the tun, and
Ihn cardinf it like wool. A very close toothed steel
ceoib waa naed in cardinf. aa the filamenti were thick
and ahort; and in thia war she luecaided in obtaining a
weak and hmomI tbraaiC with vWdi nervrtheleaa ahe
;

waadbletoaakoanoirof^oTca. lluGhdifenBoe,how«
over, ia to be foona in the natore of the aabaatos itaelf.
niMffiif had beftee iimarlraj. that akhooch the aabcatoe of Cypma it reputed the beat, it in bet prored
the wont ; and what waa noat aaitahlc eaaae ttom Coraica. M. Peipenti ttrat mad aibcatoa from the mountains
of the ralley of Malewoo in the Valuline, which proved
to be better than what waa pwiaiwd fron the environs
of Genoa. In the former, ahe obenred, there were
Aranda much longer than the niece of aabaato* oontainiof them ; whence it became nnportant to deriae tome
method whereby they ahoold be detached and unravelraooesaful, for by rubHere also M. Perpenti
led.
feny the aabeatos, and diaengaging the two enda of

wm

IS

the threads, she thus obtained some of the'greatcst beau- Incombustible Cloth.
ty, and suiuble for the most delicate work. These were
several feet long, and equally fine and strong as silk or
linen thread. It was the more singular that such should
be the case, as a piece of asbestos, to external appearance, exhibits only a mass of thick short threads, which
has always been the chief obstacle to the fabrication of
All the previous preparation
incombustible cloth.
therefore which is necessary, is confitied to softening
the asbestine substance in water, beadng it to create
greater flexibility, and employing the iron comb. The
threads acquire greater consistence, by moistening the
finger with a little oil or gum while they are spun.
Those who have occupied InMtnfcmtiIncombtutibtt pai>er.
themaelve* with the subject of incombustible cloth, *>'« P»P*'have alao directed their attention to the fabrication of
Kircher propoincombustible paper from asbestos.
ses a certain process for it, which we do not discover
he adopted. Some waa made of Welsh asbestos to«
wards the close of the seventeenth century ; and Ciampini thinks the ahoeter asbestine threads would answer
this purpose.
M. Pcrpenti found the asbestos of Genoa, which was less suitable for spinning, the l>est
adapted for making paper, which she accomplished bv
wasning and puriiying it well. Some time ago, M.
Sage exhibited lH;fore the French Institute, a leaf of
incombustible paper, made twenty years before that
period by M. Levrier of Lisle, the proprietor of a paper
It waa not smooth like paper fabricated
inannfanliwy
of fUx, bat had sufficient coherence, and, if the ink employed was well gummed, would readilr receive writ»
When put among burning coals it was not con*
ing.
•omed t it amwned a groyiah colour from the glue,
and the written chamcteie appeared red. M. Sage rcgielB that M. Levrier had not reoeired greater encouragement, aa dccda on ccwwnon p^ier ndgfat be preacrvedftnm theflameabjr indeanrein eaiaa of that of
asbeato* ; bat Cianmini rematfca, that it waa no protafti
Accord* indntnis.
tion to a stick which he had enretoped in it
ing to M. Prrpenti's experimenta, an indestructible ink tibic iak.
tay be obtained, br mixing a third of sulphate of iron
with two-thirda oxmW of manganese, the whole being

well pulverised.

The Chineae and Siberians are aaid to hare gone FamasM
farther than any modem nation in conrertjng incom- 7*^.,''''
M. Sage dewribes a small
bustible aobHaDOH to nee.
Bualructe bjrthe former, of a kind of card or bmtible
which, in his opinion, conaisted entirely of atbet- paptt.

^
t\^^*^

d

'.

It was nine inches high, six in diameter. enfkH^
rided with a grate, and two doors for tbe asbe*. "^Vk
eoloar waa grey tending to red, but it whitened with
Both externally and internally it had a smooth
heat.
polish resembling paateboard, and its fracture was ab-

toe.

solutely similar.

M. Sage

conceived, that the asbesto*

having been pounded, waa mixed with a mucilage
-forming a paste, which being put into a mould, therebjr acquired its shape and polish.
Bcaidca incomboatiblc cloth and paper, the ancients {nextinare aoppoaed to hare poeaeaaed the aecret of making Kui>habi«
lunp*.
perpelaal or iaextingaiahable lampa. apparently with the
aaaM maiarialB. Several tombs have been opened, which
the apectatore dedaie contained burning lamp), though
many eentariea had eiapaed from the sepulture of the
deeeaaad. laidorus relate*, that a candelabrum was reported to be in the temple of Venus, which neither
wind nor rain could extinguish. We l>elicve that directions have been given for constructing perpetual
lamp* but the experiments of the modems with asbeatoaoo not appear to bare been succosful, for oil would
not rise in the widb It ia moat likely, however, that
;

;

INCUBATION.
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^

ought to rise in ubestin*
thit i% t mUtaka :
^**V"*^ well *» in other wicks. Y«l this would only be gaining
an incombustible wick. The ancient* however afitrm,
that asbettM once heated never cools, which has probably beco the source of other opinions that it may
cnwtitute a perpetual lamp. See I'liny Hist. Nntnral.

liicuteii««.

fur oil

Lti. xix.

cap. 4. xxxvi. cap. 31

;

Dioscoridea,

lib. v.

cap.

158 ; Isidonis Origiuum, lil). xvi. cap. 4; Kirchcr, A/uhdwt SubUrranaa, voL iL var, loc.; Coelins Rhodiginus,
LtcL Anliq. lib. xviii. cap. 31.; M. Pauli V^eneti de Regiomibus Orienluliiiu, ap. Cn/iusiu N<wus Or bis, p. 355
Pancirollus d* litbus de Pcrloitig; Philosophicd, Transaciiotu,

Tola.

xiv. xv. xxii. xxvii.

li.

Bell's

Travels,
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INCUBATION

I

is that instinctive process by which
birds sit unremittingly upon their eggs, with the exception of short intervals employed in quest offood, until, by imparting their own vital warratn, the young acquires sufficient strength, and breaks (he shell.
Persons not conversant with natural history have believed, that life does not exist in the egg until the commencement of incubation, or the application of artificial
The effect of either does no more, however, than
heat.
unfold the latent germ. About 101° of heat are requite
ed to hatch the eggs of our common domestic poultry,
which, in hens, must be continued during 21 days.
Sometimes the period is longer or shorter, ranging between 19 and 23. The period requiretl by the eggs of
otlier birds is extremely diversified ; whence Count
Morozzo has inferred, that the period of incubation is
proportioned to the duration of the life of the bird ; in
the same way as he conceives the gestation of mankind
and quadrupeds is proportioned to the length of their
existence.
The swan, which is supposed to live 200
years, sits 43 days ; the goo%, supposed to live 80, sits
30; while the goldfinch, whose life is restricted to 18
or 20 years, does not sit on its eggs above 14' days.
The experiments of most observers have been made
on tlie eggs of the common hen ; but Malpighi did not
Confme himself to these exclusively. On inspecting an
^gg at tlie larger end, where all the changes take place,
several con.s|iiciious parts appear, as the albumen, the
yolk, the air vessel, and the membranes, besides some
which are less obvious ; but the highest magnifier is incapable of discovering the germ of the chicken.
Nothing more than a confused whitish spot, generally called the cicatricula, is discernible. Malpighi, indeed,
who has treated this subject in a masterly manner,
seems to affirm, that the embryo is perceptible before
ihcubatlon, but it has been sensible to no other observer.
He likewise tfiought its evolution would be seen
in six hours after inculntion, and has given a magnified
delineation of the appearances. Haller consitlers it unnecessary, at least in the climate of Switzerland, to
make observations previous to seven hours ; and he remarks, that Malpighi's egg of six hours was as far advanced as his of twenty-four. On the whole, it is to
be concluded, that none of the more evident changes
happen before the twelfth hour. At that time a slight
enlargement of the cicatricula is found to have taken

place.

:

The embryo,

still of the most irregular and inundergone some expansion it is
surrounded by a line of a greenish or deep yellow colour.
The rmgs or halones environing it, of which
sometimes three and sometimes four are visible, seem
better defined.
No alteration is yet perceptible on the
bulk or consistence of the fluids, though Haller says
tlMt an egg, with seven hours incubation, contains a
greater quantity of albumen than it will ever have af-

distinct figure, has

terward*.

A

:

cavity at the large end, called theJoUiau-

of atmospheric air, which is gradually Incubstion.'
"^
enlarged by incubatltm ; and although twenty-one eggs
inch
of
air,
cuWc
the.
same
only
a
afford
newly laid,
quantity is yielded by two after twenty day^
Considerable alteration will be found to have taken
place in twelve hours more, or after the interval of a
The egg
day, from the commencement of incubation.
floats with the small end downwards, by the enlargement of the cavity, or escape of its own fluids, and
the figure of the embryo is better defined. It seems
about .18 of an inch in length, whereas in 12 hours
The circles or halones are
it does not exceed .1.
more extended, and the interior one has acquired some
resemblance to the figure of a heart, surrounded by a
Green specks are likewise
line of a greenish colour.
perceptible in different parts of the area enclosed by
Twelve
it, which are the rudiments of blood vessels.
hours later, tlie greenish line has gained more evidently the appearance of a vessel, and some of the
They are distinct
specks are seen to contain blood.
blood vessels in two hours longer, and convey red blood
In 48 hours, the foetus betrays signs of
in six more.
Its head resembles a hammer, and the tail is
motion.
extremely slender. The vascular area has attained the
figure of a heart, and pulsation is nOw evident, or perhaps some hours earlier. Still "it appeared like a
At this period
cloud, and melted under the scalpel."
also the eyes become visible ; and the contents of the
yolk bag have grown somewhat more fluid. It was only at this time that Haller succeeded in measuring the
length of tlie embryo, which proved .22 of an inch in
one egg, and .30 in another. It must not be supposed,
that there is the most distant resemblance between this
shapeless iKxly and a bird ; on the contrary, no two obAt the end of 70 hours,
jects can bo more dissimilar.
the rudiments of the wings, and sometimes those of
the legs, may be traced ; and at the close of the third
day, or 72 hours, the changes are still more conspicuBefore the fourth
ous, and the parts better defined.
has come to a conclusion, the pulsations of the heart
are so tremulously rapid, that the eye cannot follow
them. But as the life of the embryo is enfeebled by
exposure to the air, they become retarded, and are seen
to follow each other in regular succession.
The liver
is perceptible before the fifth day, not of its ultimate
hue and aspect indeed, but as a viscous cloud of a yellow colour ; and the eye also appears black ; the lunbs
seem to move against its termination. The heart gains
its proper formation, and the viscera are unfolded.
On
the sixth day life is so vigorous, that it is not uncommon to find the chicken lying on its back, instead of
en its left side as before. The natural figure is in a
considerable degree acquired ; and most of the organs
exhibit a certain definite formation.
The weight of
the egg has now greatly diminished, the external colour darkens, and the substance of the sliell becomes
more brittle. Next d.iy the white is smaller, and has
sunk towards the small end of the egg, while the dimensions of the yolk are enlarged. From this period,
the size of the animal advances with great rapidity. Its
members are gradually unfolded, and its strength progressively increased.
The muscular nature of the stomach is declared on the eleventh day. On the thirteenth the albumen is seen to have attained a greenish
hue, and to have acquired greater consistence; the
chicken has gained a more perfect form ; its head is
greatly curved, and the bill lies under the right wing
lus aerit, is full

'

'

It is pointed, and is sometimes opened and closed. On
the nineteenth, half the egg is occupied by air, and the
chicken is heard to cry. In the next place, the shell be-

'

'
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cctmneljr Avgik, and towwtlt the cicwe of the
seem to have in some measure departed ftora
the arigi. I.deptndiwentiecii dajr is Kcneralljr civckcd. but not,
as «rro.
nal principles of their sect, and to have
'"'>•
conformwl in
twooaiy Mppoicd. bjr tJ» mother, AAer this the
chick. many poinu to the sentiments of their
new allies. Since '" Y
m lv«7« beard, iu beak projects, and. bv the full this p«nod
the greater p«t of the diftrent
penoti of iiicubjtion beiny completed, it is
dissenting
'liberated
iocacties in £n|rUnd have, on their
part, adopted tt^
** conewniem an tbt tmrentjr.firtt. Now
the
l«dinp praiajiie. and practices of the
independenta oa
j'""* L^
^^^^ iH<i|ipu««J. and the oontento of the subject ot church
jfoyamment. even though mainMipj tae ttomacfa, which is
taimng very opposite taneta on doctrinsl
points.
to be giMl^ fHnaWWi See Harveii Opera.
But
Ualpicbi
^^"f"^ •" «"«^> »««« « 'li»^F'V**^l'>^ioOa>. AppeadigJtOmtlmaSmlm. Sii
i"!te!?"**'
tottand itamshing society, and have well
ixHiducted
*""^5"» ObHnmitmM tmr la Formahm da Cmmr dmm
education
thiLr TounRn-inisteni.
mFamm Hailer Smr ia Formaliom dm Camr dmu
u "****• ""^ ofWymondley-house,
U Pomnear
M:,. ^T"^^ dtPkfftufmt, voL Uv. p.480. rroMOctfMU
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icfomutM pro vrrU et genuinia habemus, cum iisdcm
quantutn in
in Mtcru Dei communioncin profiteraur, tt,
In rcj^ortl to politiail principles,
nobi* e»t colimu*."
th«y have htv^jpa generally and hastily denounced aa
government, and the
iJic unil'umt enemies of all kingly
mod intemperate abettora of republicanism ; but if eatimated, not by the proceedinga of a political faction,
but by the writinga of their learned men, and by their
avowed fonns of doctrine, there will nothing be found
to juatity these aspersions. On the contrary, it is eX'
pr^aaly iuted in a public memorial, which they drew
is
SJTin the year iGil. that, aa magistracy in general
the ortlinance of God, " they do not disapprove of any

government, but do freely acknowledge
bounded by just and wholeMcoe Uwa, is botl« allowed by God, and also a good accommodktion unto men."
In regard to church government, the nine articles,
mutually adoptetl in I6gi, between the independents
and other dissenters in England, may be consitlered as
the foundation of the present practice, and are in subThe I., relating to churches and
stance as follows.
church members, declares, that each particular church
has a right to choose their own officers; and, being
furnished with such as are duly qualified and ordained
according to the gospel rule, hath authority from Christ
for exercising government and enjoying all the exerdaes of worship within itself. The II., relating to the
miniatr}', affirms, that ministers ought to be endowed
with competent learning, sound judgment, and solid
piety and that none are to be ordained to the work of
the ministry but such as are chosen and called there
unto by a particular churcli that it is ordinarily requisite, that every such church consult and advise with
and that,
the pastors of neighbouring congregations
after such advice, the person thus consulted about beVing chosen by the brotherhood of tliat particular church,
be duly ordained and set apart to his office over them.

form of

civil

that a kingly government,

;

;

;

^

to be agreeable maepeadfesaion of the congregational brethren
dutyand dethe
The IX.,'^elating to
to the said rule.
are not
portment of the breUiren towards tliosc^ihat
in

communion with them,

deration.

inculcates clianty
,

,

m
.

and mo.

argued by the indej>endent writers

more

Israel is
than one; that though the whole nation ot
of worcalled a church, yet, as having but one place
the temple, it
ship, first the tabernacle, and afterwards
formed no more than a single congregation ; that the
Catholic church of Christ is likevvise a single congregation, having one place of worship, namely, heaven,
where all the members assemble by faith and hold communion, and where they shall be all finally gathered
They farther intogether as one glorious assembly.
churches is
sist, that the principle of congregational
confirmed by the practice of the primitive church
that the disciples in Jerusalem, though certainly numerous before they were dispersed by persecution, are
never mentioned as forming distinct assemblies, but as

meeting in one place ; that after their dispersion, we no
longer read of them as one church, but as the churches
of Judea, Samaria, Gallilee, Galatia, Macedonia, Asia ;
but that whenever the disciples of a particular city, who
might ordinarily assemble in one place, are spoken of.
they are uniformly called a church as the church of
Antioch, the church at Corinth, the church of Ephesus,
:

&c.

That, in

all

these churches or congregations, there

were elders or presbyters and deacons, who all laboured
in word and doctrine, but none who merely assisted in
ruling or governing, they argue from Acts xiv. 23.
XX. 17 ; and that these office-bearers did nothing, of

concern to the church, without the consent of
the multitude, they hold to be deducible from Mat. xviii.
15, &c. Acts vi. 1. XV. 22. xx. 28. 1 Cor. v. 3, 4, 5.
ing and scandalous members be first admonished
In regard to the ordaining of elders or pasand, if that should prove ineffectual, be excommuni- Rev. ii. 2.
tors in a particular church, they reason, that the ordicated by the pastors, with the consent of the brethren.
The IV., relating to the communion of churches, as- nary and permanent officers of Christ's appointment do
not succeed those that were extraordinary, such as pro«
fcerts, that the particular churches are all equal and
phets and apostles, in any thing peculiar to their work ;
consc(|uently independent; but that the pastors of those
churches have frequent meetings together, that, by that what these inspired teachers were to the disciples
mutual advice, support, encouragement, and brotherly of their time, their writings are to us ; and that no man
^intercourse, they may strengthen the hearts and hands can now be called to the ministry of the word otherwise
of each other in the ways of the Lord. The V., relating than that word directs ; that the character, qualifications,
to deacons, acknowledges that the office of a deacon is
and duties of those who should exercise the office of
of divine appointment, and that it belongs to their of- elders in the church, are completely delineated in the
New Testament ; and that, as far as concerns this defice to receive, lay out, and distribute the stock of the
church to ita proper uses, but waves the subject of scription, it is not competent for any man or body of
The men to add or detract ; that whoever possesses these
ruling elders, as a point of mutual forbearance.
VI., relating to occasional meetings of ministers, adqualifications or characters, and is chosen by the conmits, that in weighty and difficult matters, it is needgregation, has all the call and mission that is requisite,
ful tliat the ministers of several churches meet together,
and can receive no new powers whatever from the orin order to be consulted and advised with about such
dination of a bishop or a presbytery.* See Mosheim's
matters, and tliat particular churches ought to have a
Eccksiaslical Hislort/, v. ; Neale's Histort/ of the ParU
revcrentiHl regard to their judgment so given, and not
tans; Hoornbeek, Siimma Controverslarum Religionia
depart therefrom without apparent grounds from the Glass' Works ; Ewing's Attempt louiards a Statement of
word of God. The VII., relating to the civil magis- the Doctrine of Scripture on some disputed Points respecttrate, prescribes obedience to, and prayer for God's proing the Government, Worship, and Discipline of the
tection and blessing upon, their rulers.
The VIII., re- Church of Christ, a work which at once ably advocates
lating tu confessions of faith, considers it sufficient that
its principles, and frankly impugns the abuses to which
a church acknowledge the Scriptures to be the word of they are linble and Brown's Answer to Independency,
CotI, the perfect and only rule of faith and practice,
the most complete view of the arguments on the opand own either the doctrinal part of the articles of the posite side. See also Presbytery, in which will be
church of England, or the Westminster confession and given also a view of Episcopacy as contrasted with the
catechisms drawn up by the Presbyterians, or the con^ other distinguishing systems of church government,
(y)

The

III., relating to censures, prescribes, that

common

offend-

;

•

1

.

support Arguusually trans- '"">*
of their principles, that the word w«>i)r(«,
Scripture to signify
lated church, is always used in
where a single
either a single congregation, or the place
congregation is assembled; that, wherever there were
congregations than one, there were more churches
It is

:
;
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INDIA.
Ix this article we mean, in the first place, to give an
abstract of the histonr of India from the earliest period
till the rear 1760, when the Mosul dynasty was in fact
reduced to insiKnificaiice, and the Europeans, particularly the Ensluh, began to assume the greatest inshall
fluenoe in MincliMUn : in the second pla^,

Brahminical religion and languages prevail, with the
j^^^^
exception of Bootan ; nor are they found beyond these ^^.v..^
limits, except in Assam and Cassay.
It was called .
Bharat-veeresh, or Bharata, by its ancient inhabitants, quuc
from Bharat, one. of the nine brothers, whose father,
according to the Brahmins, ruled the whole earth, and
gire a sketch of the rise and progress of the European to whom this portion of the globe was assigned. To
settlements in India ; and this will lead us to a canti> these names they sometimes prefixed the epithets of Mednuatiaa of-tbe history af Hinda«tan from the year 1760 hjrama, or centnl, and Punyabhumi, or the land of virshall gire the stato tlM pnaent time and, lastly.
tues. The word Hindostan, by which the Persians detiitiei of India.
signated all that part of the empire that lies between
the Indus and the Ganges, and the latitudes of 21° and
HiSTOST. Whea the Greek and Roman writers 30° N'. is derived from the words Hindoo, black, and
India, in the most extensive acceptation of the
Stan, place; and the word Decan, which they applied
Wlfa«
they include a space almost as large as the whole indiscriminately to the whole of the southern peninsuct Europe, oomprising an araa of 40 degrees of latitude la, is derived from the Persian word decan, south.
Hindostan, fixing to it the limits assigned by the
and longitude. They regarded it as Iwunded on the
Diritio&k
wast bjr the Anchosian mcMntains, which dirided it Hindoos, is divided into four large districts. 1st, Northfrom Persia ; en the east, by the Chinese part of the em Hindostan. This comprises Cashmere on the west,
pcninsnla berond the Ganges ; on the north, by the snd Bootan on the east ; on the south, it is bounded by
oeaats of Tartary; and on the south, bv the line. the first ridge of mountains that rise from the plains of
Within tbeae boundaries lay the hills of Tibet the vaU Delhi, Uude, Bahar, and Bengal ; and on the north by
ley of CaafauMre; all the tetntorics in which the an- the Himaleh ridge, which divides it from Tibet.
2(1,
oents ptaoed tiie Indo>8c7tirians, Nepaul, BooUn, As- Hindostan proper comprehends tlie eleven provinces
earn, Caiamiy, Sian, Ava, ArMsn, snd the adjacent
formed by the Emperor Acber already mentioned.
IdngdooM as te aa the China of the Hhidoaa, and the The Nerboddah river divides it on the south from the
Sin of the Arabian geofraphers; the antii* wcatein Decan. 9d, Dcoan is bounded on the north by the Nerpeninsula of Hindoatan ; and the isLnd of Ceykm.
boddah, and bjr a line drawn from its source to the
IntheaCMptatiaaofthetenn HiDdo8tan,ae«iadbj MOth of the Hooglily. The Krishna and Malpurba
^^,,,^20.^
ahninai laii wrilan, the tettitorj in faamwlilii are the boundaries on the south. This division comIk* Miii»mtita vti- aoinectioa to the sBeweigBa of Delhi waa andaetaod.
the piu v incsa of Aurungabad, Khandesb, BeMa.
This was diTidcd, in the year 1 AM; by the
r, Hyderabad, Nandare, the northern Circars, Bcrar,
Aebcr, into eleven so ubahi or
Gundwana, Oriasa, and great part of Bejapoor. 4th,
inees >ia. LaJiorF,
If okta in wWch Sfaide was indndad, Ajmecr, Delhi. The aoath of India extends from the Krishna to the
Agra. AUahabad, Bahar. Onde. Bengal, Malwah. and ocean, and cumpriies a small part of Bejapoor ; the Ba.
Gnaaeat; Cabnl. and the caontries ly rng to the veal of Ughaat eaded uistiicti ; the tliree Camatics, northern,
the Indice, iiraMd a twdfth soobah ; and when the OMtral, and soothem ; Mysore, Cannra, Malaliar, BarDccan waa caaq as
nmahal, Ceimbetoor, Dindigul, Salem, KiAtnagherry,
, three new soabahs were added,
vis. Betar, KhBdab, aid Anrangalwd.
Cochin, and Trav ancore.
It is evident, that the limits swigHad to Hindostm
In the present article, we shall confine ourselves, both The praseot
by the Greek and Roman writers are not only modi in the history and statistics, to the second, third, and "t'<^< <><>«
too extensive, but they are also very vague and indeA* fourth divisions of Hindostan, referring our readers to
Jl^r""''/^'*
B, and that thoae assigned by the MahooMdan
the articles CaiHitKRC, NtrAta, and Tibet, for infor- e^n^jo,^
beiqg detiml fVora and varying with the ex- mation respecting the first division ; and to Bknoal, tan.
tont of the cgaqnaati of their •overeignt, are on that Camar*, Carxatic, MAt.ABAR, MvsoRK, and TratannamBCtory. The limits assigned by the coRC, for more particular information respecting the
LiBiU«/
Hiodaos are, on the contrary, cxtrtmehr well principal provinces in those parts of Hindostan of which
Aeentding to them, Hiiideatan ia boondcd on we shall here treat.
•'
*tiMHia"7 --r '^1 ill ti ii wM aiiii, -"rft '
The traces of the ancient dironolosy and history of Original in.
m»^
near the Indns, in about the S0th deme of north lMi> India
very faint and imperfect, and are nearly quite •'•Wtsntr.
tnde, and extend ftom Cashmere wiUiout interruption
lost in rsmote antiquity. It is supposed by those Eurobeyond the eastani earanitT of Minckistan ; this limit peans who have made the most elaborate and careful
on the nofth indndaa the hilly di^tricu of Nepaul, and fwseardiea on these points, and who have investigated,
the eeontry hdaael ug to the Deb Rajah of Bootan
and compared on the spot, the features, manners, Ianon the west, the tmr Indus is the natural boundary
guages and religions of the various tribes who inhabit
and en the sMsth, the ocean on the east, the Hindoos this vast territory, that a few only of the aboriginnl in*
point out the eastern bills and forests of Tipperali snd
habitants are to be found scattered in the hilly counCfaHtMong as the boundaries of Hindostan ; these will tries ; and it is certain, that the Brahmins have tradieany ttiafc^ country nearly as far as the 99d degree of tions that their ancestors came from the north, and
hwgitiide. Hfaulostan is thus defined by natural having conquered Hindostan, established there their
id extent and boundaries are pointed out CMtoms, religion, and langua^ According to them, ^Al^^
^f
t
aeenialely and clearly by another circum- Bharata comprehended ten kingdoms or states, each
,nJc|,t
i; Ihr within the natural limiu
Inn
were
called Hisdotuo.
tibe primitive
qieaking a different language ; five of these
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made, irom which it appears that he lived J 391 years History,
This war was carried on by Krishna ^""'Y"^"
before Christ.
and his Brother Bali Rama, J'gainst Jara Sandli«, who
reigned in Magadha, and was distinguished^y its crueland aouth as G|per.it it was called Siireswata from its ty, and by the decisive and permanent political and reThe brothers
The dominions of the Canyacubjas, a ligious changes which it produced.
principal river.
adversary in his capital, Rajaarlikc nation, comprehended part of the province of having surprised their
Tiie ancient
Delhi, Oude, Agra, Serinagur, and probably Allahabad griha, caused him to be split asunder.
and Cashmere. Tirhut extended from the Cusi to the worship of Siva, or Maha Deo, was nearly annihilated,
Gundhuc, and from the Ganges to the mountains of Ne- in order to introduce that of Vishnuor Hercules, Krishthose who still adhered to the ancient religion
Bengal* extended over the province of Bengal, na
panl.
and probably part of Bahar. Utcala extended along were compelled to flee to the mountains, while the poth« snores df the Bay of Bengal, from Balasore to Go- litical as well as the religious followers of Krishna took
Dravira possession of the plains. At the period of this invasion,
davery, and inland as far as Sammalpoor.
proper extentled from Cape Comorin to between 12 there existed in the kingdom of Magadha, several war.
and 13 degrees of north latitude. North of Dravira, like tribes, called Xetries; by these Krishna was not only
was the kingdom of Camatica it occupied part of My- strenuously resisted, but his newly established power
its
was rendered insecure by their activity aud turbulence.
sore, the Cnrnatic, and the' shores of Coromandel
name may be traced in the Camatic on the east, and In order, therefore, to give security and stability to his
Canara on the west coast. Tailingana extended over conquests, the Xetries were actually exterminated in
The many of ihe provinces, and Sudras and other low castes
the country between the Krishna and Godavery.
country of Muru or the Maharashtras, now called the elevated in their stead. After the murder of Jara Sandha, Bali Rama placed Sahadevati, the son of Jara, or
M.-ihrattas, occupied the district to the south of the Nerbudda, and the maritime country of the Kocan or Khan- the throne of his father; but his authority was little
Guriera, the modem Guzerat, seems not to more than nominal, as Bali retained for himself the
deish.
have changed its ancient limits. At what period these greatest part of his conquests , the extent of these may
ten great kingiloms of Bharata were formed, or when be inferred from the circumstances, that within his own
they were mingled and redivided, is not known ; but territory, he built or restored Palipotra on the Ganges,
many centuries before the Mahomedan conquest they Mahaballipooram to the south of Madras, and Pali Puhad changed their names and relative importance. ra in the Decan ; and that Gada, another brother of
About two thousand years before the birth of Christ, Krishna, was raised to the sovereignty of the country
to four
Bharata comprised four rich and powerful kingdoms, called after him Gadipoor, or Gazipoor, while many
kiBgiatat,
other provinces were bestowed by Krishna on the prinB. C. tOOO. together with many subordinate principalities. According to the Puranas, or ancient books of the Hindoos, cipal of his followers.
Though it has been found so extremely difficult to invasion o£
which treat of the creation, and of the genealogy of their
gods and heroes, these kingdoms acknowledged as their fix the era of Sesostris, and to free his history from Sesostris,
common head, the sovereign of the most powerful of events evidently either fabulous or highly exaggerated,
them, with whom they all united for mutual defence that many authors have been disposed totally to deny
against foreign invasion, and under whom, in time of its authenticity ; yet it appears to us that no reasonable
war, they acted.
At all other times, and in every doubts can be entertained that he invaded India. The
other respect, they were separate and independent circumstances of this invasion, the causes which gave
states.
The kingdom of the Prachii, or Prasii, people rise to it, and the objects which he had in view, canof the east, was the most opulent and powerful it not be ascertained ; but we are expressly informed by
comprehended the modem provinces of Bengal, Bahar, Diodorus Siculus, that he crossed the Ganges, and adand part of Oude. The kingdom of Bejanagur, which vanced as far as the Eastern Ocean. His conquests, howranked next that of the Prachii, comprized the whole ever, were not permanent, and indeed were so contrary
of the great Peninsula, from the Krishna to Cape Co- to the genius and habits of the Egyptians, that, on
morin.
The third state extended from the Gulf of the death of Sesostris, they were entirely relinquishCambay to the mouths of the Ganges, and from the ed.
latitude of 220 to 170 north. The provinces of Lahore,
The Persians under Darius Hystaspes obtained a ofthe'PerMultan, Delhi, and Ajmeer, constituted the last of these firmer, though a less extensive empire in India, than ^>'^^'^ about
kingdoms. The sole management of the internal po- the Egyptians.
That monarch having subdued the ^"^ ^ ^'
lice of all these kin^oms belonged to the rajahs of the
countries which lie in a south east direction from the
several provinces, mto which Aey %vere divided; but Caspian to the Oxus, turned bis thoughts towards
India,
these rajahs were tributary and responsible to their on which they bordered.
In order to prepare himself
respective sovereigns.
for this new enterprise, he appointed Scylax to explore
The only events in the history of Hindostan, prior the Indus and the country lying on its banks, from the
RvMittlalU
hhlotj bo- to the birth of Christ, of which we possess any direct upper part of its navigable
course to its mouth.
The
te* Chriit and clear information, either from the Greek
and Ro- account which Dai-ius received from Scylax of the popuman authors, or from the ancient books of the Hin- lousness, fertility, and high cultivation ot this territory,
doos, are the great war of the Mahabharat, the inva- incited the Persian monarch
to aim at its conquest.
sion of India by Sesostris, and by the Persians in the This he appears soon
and easily to have accomplished
reign of Darius Hystaspes; and the transactions of the but his conquests did not
extend beyond the district
reign of Chandra Gupta, the contemiiorary of Alexan- watered by the Indus
and of the circumstances at;
der the Great.
tending them, we are entirely ignorant. It would seem,
The tera of the war of the Mahabharat can be fixed however, that he compelled some of the Indian princes
War oTOm
Mahtbha- with considerable precision and accuracy
the heroes to acknowledge his dominion, by the payment of an
faC
of that war are expressly declared in the Hindoo books annual tribute
for we learn from a Hindoo writer,
;
A. D. 1391. to have been contemporaries with Parasara,
in whose that the ostensible cause of the celebrated invasion of
time an observatiga of the place of the solstices was India by Alexander
the Great, was to levy this tribute,

Wmrj-

^"'y^'

^
*

Gaum, occunyiii/» the northern and eastern parts of
Inilu ; aiid five were callttl I)ravira<, extending from
Cape Coniorin to (Juzerat. The fir^t state of the Gaurs,
comprehended all the I'unjah, as fur west as the Indus,
:

;

;'

:

:
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INDIA.
which some of it* prince* had refused to pujr, and to
compel Uwni to acknowledge their depeudance on the
throne «f Persia.
imaiiiby
It would appear, th»t the extensire confederacy form,
ikcpeopU
in Himloitan, by the mutual understanding and the
W Tibet; ed
union ot' the four great kingdoms already mentionefl,
liuCOfy*

Before the
agairut foreign invasion, did not lost long.
cofiqueat ot the Peruana, dissensions h.id risen aroor)g
'tiie different states, which, together with the wealth of
tht people, and their iinwarhke character, invited the
inroMb not only of these conquerors, but also of the
By them
ftetce and dwtrnctiTe bartiarians of Tibet.
the Dortbefn provincM were attacked and laid waste.
It appMfs also, that foreign war, instead of producing
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into it, partly with a view 6f establishing his own authority tJiere, and ])artly in order to curb Sandracottus.
Sandracottus, called by the Hindoo writers Chandra
Gupta, was descended from the ancient lunar kings of
Magadha, but he was illegitimate, his motlier having
been the daughter of a barber. His fitlier was N'anda,
king of tlie Frachii, of whom the liindoos relate so
many woniierful stories. Sacatara, his prime minister,
murdered him in his old age, but was in his turn put
to death, with the whole of his family, except one sun,

by I'padhanwa, the son of Nanda. The young man,
however, who had been spared, watched for an opportunity of revenge, and having provoked Upadhanwa
to offer an affront to a Hraltmin, he took advantage
donwatic enncord, extended and heightened their mu- of the confusion occasioned by the consequent excommunication of the king and as;»>ciating himself with
tual aniirokities ; so that, at the period of the invaition
of India by Alexander the Great, tiie nations of the pe- Chandra Gupta, entreated tlie assistance of the neighninsula were totalW sepantcd frwn the kingdom of the bouring monarchs to overturn the kingdom of the Fraprovinces of Hindostan diii. Of these monarchs, the one who could afiurd the
Prachii, though the
were more cmely connected with it than at any for- roost ready and effectual assistance, from the contiguity of his territories and his power, was Farvatt-swara,
mer period.
lord of the mountains, king of Nefiaul ; to him one-half
It is highly probable, that this union of the western
Vr Alcunprovinces en.>blcd them to make such a vigorous de- of the kingdom of the Frachii was pruroi!-ed. This
Ciot.
nnee against the enterprise and high military skill of monarch nqt only assisted Chandra Gupta with his
Alexander, and the much superior discipline of his own troops, but also procured the help of the Yavans
Their eKirts, aided by cruelty and treachthat their defence excited his suqirisc and ad- or Greeks.
troops
Chandra Gupta was seated on
miration, we are expressly infurmetl by Arian, Plu- ery, were successful
but their effurta, though the throne of Prachii, but he soon forgot his promise
tarch, and other bistorians
to Parvateswara.
I'he new monarch nut to death all
niO-iad to raligiaas enthnsiaam bv the eloquence of the
Brahmiaa, were incffsctuaL Alexander, aAer having the noble and legitimate children of his father. His
•obdned aevcral small state* on the banks of the Indus, reign, however, though commenced with the;>e acts of
cruelty, seems to have proceeded in a manner much
paiirrl the different rivers of the Pn^jab, attacked Puma^ tho sovereign of that district, who had collected more creditable to his character ; for he was respected
• mmeiaa* army tu oppose hia march, and obtained a abroad, and beloved by his subjects. Towards the
dedaiv* victory, in spite ct the gnllant defence of that western princes Ite was more grateful fur the assistance
they afibrdcd him in obtaining his throne, than he apprince, who, tofetber with aomm dt hie moat dislii^
This battle pears to have been to the sovereign of Nepaul. At
gniafacd MMnk. was taken priaonefs.
waa fw^fct OB the banks of the Hydaapm, which river least it •eems probeble, from the accounts both of the
k waa ntcMHijr for AIoumIw to craaa, in order that Greek atwl Hindoo writers, that the invasion of India
Ik* ffwt •b)ect of hia am- by Sclencu<, about A. C. 500, was occasioned by Clian«
he M%lH iweh the
bitioa.
To thia point O* now resoired to posh ; but drf (lupta having offered his assistance to the western
hia troops had already done so much, ar^l suAred so princes against the neighbouring dominions of the MaThe particular* of this invasion are ob>
finally, oapodally from excesaive rains «i< t inocaeant cedonians.
mundiatian*, that their patience as well «» tiicir strength scurely and didvrcntly related
According to some
were exhausted, and the* unanimously rofuaed to ad- accounts, Chandra Gupta m.irchcd a formiuahle army
vance (arther. Alexander triad every elort, but in to the banks of the InJus, and having restored tlie convain, to change their purpose ; they were inflexible, aucrcd province* to their rightful matters, offcre<l batand tbo eonqocrer wse obliged to give way to tiis
e tu Sdeueaa, which tiut prince declined. According
troops, to abandon all hb bvourite scnemw of farther to other account*, paiticuUriy tho*e of the Greek hiscom^ueaC, and to iseoe orders for manhing back to torians, tfae expedition of Scleucu* waa splendid and
Persia,
This maaomUe mutiny took niaoe on the mcccaaful. It is probable, however, that no decisive
Iwnka of the Hypbaria, the modem Beyab, oo* of the ucoeas was gaineo by either party ; and the terms of
moat wlahaaliid nvcn of tfae Pmyab. Alexander left the treaty, by which hostilities were concluded, seem
iMhiad bim aome of hia moat oxperiencod oCocn, with to confirm this conjecture. By this treaty, Seleucua
a nail part of his army, for the puipoee of keoiing gave bis daughter in marriage to Chandra Gupta, who
poseession of the conquered territory on the banxs of m return agreed to funiish Seleucus annually with fifty
the Indus ; but his troop* gave way to every kind of elephants. In order to keep up and confirm more comcumiption and debaucliery, to which they were stimu- pletely a friendly intercourse between the two molated by tfae policy of the Hindoos mutual animoatties narchs, 5icleucus sent M^gastbenes, one of his oflicen,
and recriminatiaa* took place ; and the death of Alex- a man of considerable acuteness and information, to reander, which happwud about tliis time, b*stened the side at Ualiputra, the capital of Frachii.
Daimachu*
downfal of his power "^ M-'ostan. It was not, how- was at\erwards sent as ambassador to Allitrodiidas, the
ever, immediately ai
Py tho, the son of Age- son and successor of Chandra Gupta. The time and
nor, acema (o have au«.<.rvucTi to aome part of Alexan- manner in which the possessions of the Greeks in Indef'a Iml^iatt oonqneata; and Seleucua, who obtained dia were finally and completely wrested from Uicro,
Upper Aaia oo the de^fh of hia maater, considering are not known, but it is probable that they were obliged
s of Inrlia, which had been subdued by
to abandon that country soon aAer the death of Seleubelonging to that portion of the Maoe- cua. About 179 years after the invasion of this mowas now M>Tercign, maidied narch, however, A&tiochiu Uie Great made a short in*
«f which
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road into IntJui, and coniludcd a pence with Sophaga>emut, Shivaca Sena, the grandson of Chandra Gupta,
receiving from him a number of elephants and a sum of

nuMf.

money.
Dynaity of

Andhan.
A. O. 191.

From this period, the race of Bali Kami, calleil the
Bali I'utras, gradually declined on the throne of Mandha, till A. D. 191, when a new dynasty .irose.
The native country of this new dynasty was Gaur;

but they took their appellation from the province of
Aiidbara, between Nellore i;nd the Gotlavery, of which
they were at one time sovereigns. The interval bc'
tween Chandra Gupta, and the establishment of the
new dynasty, was filled up by twenty-four kings
ten of whom were of the famUy of Soma, ten of the
Suraya Varshas. The most remarkable of these was
Vicramaditya, whose reign fiirriishes the date of the
common wra of India, beginning 56 years before that of
Christ.
dynasty were of
The four last kings of the
the Canwa race ; and it was during their reign, that the
Andharas gradually rose to power. In A. D. 151, Sipaca, one of the Andharas, murdered the last Canwa
prince, and placed himself on the throne of Magadha.
It is not easy to determine the exact extent, or the
Sipiea.
A. O. lU. precise boundaries, of the dominions of Sipaca. In some
grants of lands by him, which still remain, he styles
himself lord of Tri Calanga, or the three shores. Hence
it may be inferred, if this be not an oriental exaggeration, that he reigned over the whole of India.
Of the
dynasty of the Andharas, there were three races. The
first was of the genuine family ; the second of a spurious branch ; and the third consisted of the servants of
the latter, who at first governed, and at length dethrone<l their masters.
Of these different races, little remarkable or authentic is recorded. The last of the second race, Puloman, is represented as a warlike and
pious prince. After a life of heroic exploits, he voluntarily destroyed himself in the holy stream of the
Ganges, imitating in this respect the example of his
grandfather, who closed in a similar manner a brilliant
career of conquest.
Respecting the precise aera of PuPnboaii.
loman there can be no doubt, since the Chinese annals
A.
648.
coincide with those of Hindostan, in fixing his death
A. D. 648. After that event, the greater part of India
seems to have been divided into a number of small monarchies, which arose out of the confusion consequent
upon the intrigues and establishment of the third and
last race of the Andharas.
Maharajahs, or great chiefs,
established themselves at Canoge, in Guzerat, at Marthala or Tirhut, Sacita or Oude, Varenesa or Benares,
and Tamralipta or Tamlook. The kingdom of Magadha had originally comprehended South Bahar only ; but
under the lunar race of kings, or Chandra Varshna, its
boundaries were very much extended. During the
sovereignty of the third race of the Andharas, it was
again reduced to ite original limits of South Bahar.
The foreign princes who principally contributed to diminish its extent, were the kings of Gaur, or Bengal,
who at length became such powerful and troublesome
enemies, that the seat of the government of Magadha
was removed from Palibothra to Patna, as being at a
greater distance from the frontiers of Bengal.
About
this time, it appears from the Chinese annals, that the
country to the westward, or that portion of Hindostan
called the Punjab, was ravaged by a tribe of Huns,
whose savage appearance, and manners, and warlike
character, so completely terrified the native monarchs,
that they defended their territories in a very feeble

M

a

and

inefficient

manner.
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We now

History.
arrive at a period of the history of Hindos
not only of great intyest and importance, but Kiibt atwhich is also made known to us in a much morS ample 'e',J,''pt''ofthe
and distinct manner than the events which^receded it; Mahomcwe allude to the Malioraedan conquest of that coun- dans to conThe first attempt of the Mahomedans to con- que InAiii.
try.
"S"'
quer India, was made during the reign of the Kalif ^- °Omar, A. D. 636, but it failed of success. In the reign
of the Kalif Walid, the conquest of Sinde was accomBefore this time, the Kalif AH had sent a geplished.
neral, who effected some trifling conquests on the confines of this country. But, after longand bloody conflicts,
he was forced to desist. As soon as the Kalif Walid had
achieved this important conquest, the incursions of the
Mahomedans into the fertile countries of Hindostan became more frequent and successful. They do not seem,
however, to have attempted permanent conquest till
nearly two centuries after they had obtained possession
of Sinde, the first Mahomedan prince who made a
serious impression on India having been the Sultan Mahmoud Sebectaghin, who reigned at Ghazna. The erapiLe of Ghazna was founded by Abistaji, governor of
Khorasan, who rebelled from the king of Bucharia. His
successor Sebectaghin, the father of Mahraoud, appears
to have meditated the conquest of the western part of
India.
He actually carried his arms across the Indus,
and ravaged the Punjab ; but he made no establishments there j for at the period of his son Mahmoud's invasion, a prince of the Brahmin race possessed the
whole country along the east side of the Indus as far
as Cashmere, his allies being the kings of Delhi, Ajmeer, Canoge, and Callinger.
These Mahomedan princes, though really independent, were however nominally subject to the Kalif;
and even Mahmoud, on his accession to the throne, received the robe of honour, and the investiture as sultan,
from the Kalif Cader, in the year A. D. 998.
Before Mahmoud began his first expedition into In- Invasions
dia, he extended his empire northwards by reducing of WaliBucharia, and he also obtained possession of Balk, or
'^°^'.,^f,^
Balich.
Three years after his accession, he entered 1005.
Hindostan ; but he remained only a short time, as in
the year A. D. 1002, he invaded Segestan. In the year
1005, he again entered Hindostan, and seized on Habeth and Multan. But he was again induced to leave
his newly acquired territory, in order to turn his arms
against Ilek Khan, who, taking advantage of his abSuch was the activity and
sence, had besieged Balk.
success of Mahmoud, that in 1006 he had slain the invader of his kingdom, and driven his army across the
Oxus. As Eoon as he had secured his territories, he returned to India, under the united influence of ambition
and religion ; for true to the spirit and express commands of Mahomet, his object was no less to make converts than to extend his dominions.
His conquests,
however, for some time were not very extensive ; for
in the course of eight years he made no further progress
than to Multan. The inhabitants of this district, who, according to Major Renncll, were the Malli and Catheri
(that is, the Kuttry or Rajpoot tribe) of Alexander, inheriting the martial spirit of their ancestors, opposed
for so long a period such formidable armies, headed by
so furious an enthusiast.
In 1008, all the Hindoo
princes, from the west of the Ganges to the river Nerbuddah, were confederated against Mahmoud ; but they
were at length defeated ; and the victor's first step towards the destruction of the native religion, was the
demolition of the famous temple of Nagore Cote, in the

tan.
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moantaiiuadioiaing th« Punjab conntrj. His sixth exin' this also
pedition took place in the year 1011
he was succeatful, and true to his religion, he again
toolc advantage of bis success to destroy Tannasar,
a place of Hindoo worship, on the west of Deltii
the city of Delhi itself was taken ct the same time.
In the year 1018, he reduced Canoge, and destroyed
Flushed with his
the temples of Matura, near Agra.
victories, be resolTcd to attempt the subjugation of the
Rajpoots at Ajmecr who had joined in the confederacy
agamat him but their country, full of mountains and
rMlilissii. presented such lerious difficulties, that he
;

AD-

1019.

;

to relinquish his attempt. About this
period he seems to have reduced Benares and Patna.
Cozvat.
Hitherto his conquests and victories bad been oon/ined
A.n. loia
to the north of India; but about the year lOiO, allured by the reputed treasures of the south, he directed
His route was by Multan
his march to that quarter.
axd Ajmeer, the citadel of which last he was compelled
to leave in the pos ses s ioa of the enemy ; and in crossing the desert between it and Multan, he nearly lost
from the want of water. He
tbe whda of his
ptiwii stfil. howeircr, as far as Guscrat, which appears
tu have fallen an easy prey : Nehrwalla, the andent o»«
pita] of that kingdem. was redaccd ; and th* fiuBOUs
Hindoo temple of SuMinenat, adjoining tbe town of
Mahmoud,
Puttan, on tne sea ooMt, was daatroyM.

was compeued

Innda

amy

however, soflcred this new esm|iiest to retain at least a
noainal independsnct, appointing a descendant of tbe
andant rulers of Gaaerat to be itt Mvartign.
After an active and oeeossAil idgn of thifty-one
Hiaduih.
A.a loMi years, this prince diad in tba yaar 10S8: his ''"p^'tn.
at the period ofbisdaadli, eonaialMl of the eastern, and
ExMrt«f by far the largest portion of Paraia, as well as nominallr of all t^ Indian prorincas firoia the western jiart
ail
ef Gnaerat; and Aom
ctumGtmgm, to iha
the ladna to tha luwilrini af AJmnt. Tbe
hovavtr, whicli was in tba iwmadiate vidni^ of the
cnpfav of Ghaxna, waa the only pwt that waa snMact
torMBlar gvvamment, under the Mab
moMT appears to have been a prince dittingnUwd ftar

yw—li

Put^

of his court, as wall as
tbe eleguoe and
for his petioaage of
By his sjmr tse 6rdcr,
were collected; and
tha nMUriahof the
under fais eye, Fiidonri
that poem, winch
has imnortalised his
The empire of Ghaxna, which had boen bstinght to
rapid and unnatural maturity by tha tahnta and socoasies of Mahmond, eontaincd within itsdf the seeds
of its own decay and dartiatliuii : his sucMiaurs were
•eaqria^ cither with petty warfare at hoow^ ar in the
diAaet of their distant provinces, with varions sue*
TiMlMtar
eami Thirteen riMnarcha of tha ihrnssty of Sohrctag.
JLQ.U39. Ub vngned at Ghaana. Khoam Shah waa tha ImI ;
he was dapaaad and iapriMnad ia A. O. 1154, tha
weaten
largest part of his aaanira being seiaad on
by tha ftmihr of the Gauridcs tM pivrinees eoati*
gnoas to both shores of the Indus, rwiiained to the old
dynasty tiU the vear 1I8«, when the Ganndes also
gaincti thenv The new dynasty esublisbed permaOrtrntft
nently the Mahnwmfan bdief on tbe throne of Delhi,
which tliev fixed oyan at their capital in India. Tbe

mo

:

fallHr of Haasanben Raasan

owed

his

advancement to

tha tfanna ef Caur to tha seventh tuhan of the Sebcc.
tagbin dynaa^t and Hassan talkiBg advanti^e of the
distracted ana aalheblcd slate of tha empire of Ghaana
during the reign of the twelfth sovereign of that
dynaaty, invaded it, and after various success, accaaplishad his object, and, as has been already men.

St

and imprisoned Khosru Shah. Pre- Huioty.
vious to the final conquest of Ghuzna, Hassan, on wliat "^'Y'""'
pretence or with what object does not appear, invaded
the dominions of the Selucidu?, when he was taken

tioned, deposed

prisoner ; but he ingratiateil himself so completely with
the reigning monarch, by his talents for poetry, that
the conqueror sent him back laden with his gifts to his
own capital. He died either in the same year in which
he took Khosru Shah prisoner, or in the year immediately succeeding.
Hassan was succeeded by his son Mahomet! Seifeddein ; no event of moment occurred during his reign.,
but the joint reigns of Giathodien Abullfutteh and Shahabodien Abul Muzzuffiir, which lasted 40 years, and
the period of four years, during which the latter survived his brother, fixed the .Mahomedan empire within
India proper on the throne of Delhi. The history of
the immediate cause of the revolution which overturnetl the ancient Hindoo monarchy of India, Fatti, or
Delhi, is among the most romantic that even the annals of the East present.

" Jya Chandra, emperor of India, whose capital was Ancient
Canoge, was not in truth the legitimate sovereign of H'°'l«»
tha country that tftle belonged to the young hero
of7)ahi dePilimiii II. king of Delhi, whose noble character and un- ,troved,'
happy fate are the theme of Ixith Mussulman and a. 6. 1194.
Hindoo writers ; the two monarchs appear, however,
to have Uved for some years in good intelligence, till
upon oocasion of a solemn sacrifice at the capital of
Jya Chandra, where the functions of officiating priests
were to be performed by sovereign princes, Pitnaura,
not chasing to pnftna an inlinnor psrt, while his rank
as superior lora ahonld have made him high priest,
absented himsolf ftom the ceremony, and thus incurred
the cnmi^ and parsaculiou of the monarch of Canoge.
Shortfy aftarwaras a more romantic adventure terminated not only in the destruction of Pithaura, but in
his own ruin.
Jys Chandra had adopted as his daughter a beantiful and accompUshcd damsel, whom tlie
kinyof Sinhala Dwipa, or Ceylon, had presented to him,
dnrmg an ezcuraian he bad made to that iiUnd under
pralenoe of a nilgrimsige, but in reality to extract triDttto from the Bjngs
Kings OS
of me
the aumntm
aonthem provinces,
provinces.
This
i nis
damsel he had rmiscd in marriage to a neighbouring
monarch, butt
being anamrmrirt of the noble and
valorons Pithaura,
ura, refuaad har consent.
Pithaura l>cing at that time at Delhi, and hearing of her affection,
disguised himst-lf, his brother, and attendants, as the
servanu of a bard whom be sent to the court of .lya
Chandra ; and havnig by this means obtained an interview with the fair priaoner, for such »Iie had been
since her avowal of her affection for Pithaura,
he carried her off in saftty to Delhi, during a .<i|>rries of tournament held by Jya Chandra, though not without a combaS, which deprived him of some of his bravest warriors.
The kinc of Canoge, in order to revenge himself more
cemplrtwr for this insult, implored the assistance of
Shahafaotnen, who accordingly inarchetl with a powerful army against Pithaura, who rouse<l himself from
the delights of his capital, and the indulgence of his
love, to meet tbe Muaanfanans in the plains of Thanestar, where he was defeated and slain A. D. 1 ipK
His
capital immediately fell, and .Shaliabodien fixed in it
the first and greatest of the Mabomefian monarchies in
and very shortly afterwarils overthrew Jya
India
Chandra liiinself, and thus obtained the most extensive
and richest prorinces of Hindostan."
.
„,
Shababodien was suooeeded by Mshomed Gori, who cori,*^
nigtwd seven years. He fell a victim to the indigno- a. o'. itt?.
:

i

—

;
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by hi« treachery in betraying the young
Shah into the hands of his rival on the
thruneof Khouaresm, Mohammed Shah, being murdered in lii» l>cd, A. D. HI 2. He appears to have been
an active and enterprising prince, and extended his

lion excited

IIMMT<«—

'

prince Ali

territory considerably.

He

perpetrated in Benares

tlie

cruel intolerance as Mahmoud Sebectaghin had
done at Nngore Cote, and .Soumenat. H^ also carried
his arms to the south of the river Jumnah, and took
He likewise reduced the eastthe fortress of Gwalior.

Mme

kingiloiu

dl'

vkM.
Paundytaitf.

ern part of Ajineer.
Tne death of this emperor occasioned a new division
of the Ghnenian kingdom. The Persian part became
subject to Eldore, and the Indian part to Cuttub, who
foun<led the Patan or Afghan dynasty in Hindostan.
Ihe latter was a native of Af j^banistan, and originally
• slave. He had been purchased by* the emperor,

whose notice he soon attracted by Ms

talents

and

fide-

he ascended the throne, he changed
the seat of government from Lahore to Delhi, which
lity.

As soon

as

was nearer the centre of the new conquests.

The

ob-

immediate ambition seems to have been the
reduction and annexation to his dominions of Bahar
and Bengal ; but his premature death saved them for a
Altmash
The emperor Altmush, who ascended
short period.
en'.[>CTor,
the throne of Delhi, A. D 1210, was more fortunate,
A. D 1810.
as he completed the conquest of the greatest part of
He appears to have been the first MahoHindostan.
medan who reduced Bengal under his power ; the government of which was from this period bestowed on
one of the reigning emperor's sons. In A. D. 1215,
he had nearly subdued all the kingdoms and principaSubila«
netrly all
lities in Hindostan proper ; his empire extending from
Hinil<nt-<n
the mountains of Tibet to that part of the Deean which
U.
1213.
A.
jjgg jjj jjjg latitude of 20° North, and from tiie Indus
He appears to have been a spirited as
to the Ganges.
well as a juilicious prince ; and it is surprising, if we
consider the principles and spirit of the Mahomedan
religion, and the conduct of his predecessors, that there
is no proof of his having persecuted the Brahmins, or
destroyeil the Hindoo temples.
He appointed goverject of his

nors to the different provinces, and established strict
for the guidance of their
conduct. The natives of Bengal neither made much
resistance to his conquests, nor endeavoured to throw
off his yoke ; but the robust and hardy mountaineers
of Ajmeer and Malwali, as well as the inhabitants of
Guzerat, still continued to oppose his authority, and
seized with avidity and zeal every opportunity to assert
their independence.
Hence these provinces were almost constantly the scene of insurrections, which it
sometimes required the whole power of the emperor to
subdue. During his reign, the insurrections in the
western part of his dominions also were very frequent
and formidable.
^ ^e emperor Altmush was contemporary with the
G«nguKh«n
ln»»d«ln celebrated Gengis Khan. It was in the year 12'21 that

and wholesome regulations

this conqueror reduced to subjection, and annihilated
A. D. IJJO. the dynasty of Charasm, which had sate for some time
on the throne of Ghazna. Mohammed Shah at this
period sate upon the throne, and he claimed also the
dominion of some part of India ; but, in consequence
of having provoked the rage of Gengis Khan, he had
not the leisure nor the means to secure his Indian terriU-ries. The lieutenant of Mohammed, in his province
©f Transoxnnia, had seized and put to death some Tartar merchants, who were travelling in a caravan from
the camp of Gengis Khan. The Mogul monarch im-

dii,

mediately sent to

demand an

apology,

which was

The consequence was, that
imprudently refused.
he immediately invaded KhcJIrassan, which Mohammed
had conquered in a single battle in thevyear 1199,
and in spite of the v.ilour displayed by the eldest son
of the emperor, the troops of Mohammed were obliged
At first the flight of the emperor was toto give way.
wards India but, being intercepted, he was compelled
to flee towards the Caspian Sea, in an island of which
he died, A. D. 1220. His son fought long and valiantOne of
ly, but without success, against Gengis Khan.
his most desperate exploits was the swimming across
the Indus in sight of the conqueror and his army. Five
years afterwards he returned to Persia, and was for a
but he was at length obliged to
short time successful
By the
yield to the better fortune of his opponent.
year 1231, Gengis Khan had over- run all Asia to the
northward of the latitude of 30° ; but the difficulties iie

History.
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experienced in repressing the turbulent spirit of his
Tartar subjects, very probably deterred him from Atempting the conquest of Hindostan ; though, in the
year 1222, he had become the nominal sovereign of the
empire of Delhi, and actually subdued all the country
on the west side of the Indus, and portioned it out

among

his favourite generals.

In the short and feeble reigns between the death of Subsequent
Altmush and the elevation of the Emperor Balin, the invasions of
Mogul chieftains made several predatory incursions in- the Moguls.
to the Punjab ; and Turmeshirin Khan is reported by
Sherefeddin, the historian of Timur, to have carried
his arms into the Dooab, and to have penetrated even
Ferishta, however, does not
to the confines of Delhi.
mention the progress of this desultory conqueror, but
only describes the inroads of the Moguls into the PunIn the year
jab, which now frequently happened.
1235, Feroze reigned at Delhi; he did not, however, Feroze,
long enjoy his dignity ; his sister, who was a woman A. D. 123,5.
of great intrigue and activity, and of wonderful beauty,
having gained over the chief of the nobles, drove her
brother into exile, and took possession of his throne.
She, however, in her turn, was exposed to intrigue, and
being obliged to flee from her capital, she was killed
in endeavouring to escape from her other brother Baharam, who was then raised to the throne. His reign also
was of very short duration ; for in little more than two
years his army rebelled, and placed a son of Feroze on
the throne ; but he being a man of very weak abilities,
was almost immediately deposed in favour of his uncle
Nassurodien Mahmoud, a man of great energy, enterprise, and prudence, as well as of considerable literary
attainments.
For some time before he became emperor he had been imprisoned, and during his imprisonment he supported himself by writing, saying, that
those who would not gain their bread by their labour,
did not deserve to eat.
Even after he, was seated on
the throne, he continued to supply his private wants
by his own industry. He was eminently successful in
all his wars, and astonished his subjects by the moderation and clemency with which he pursued his conquests.
He died after a prosperous reign of twentyone years, and, leaving no children, was succeeded by
Balin, who was of the same family.
Balin had been originally a Turkish prisoner, who
Balin
was sold as a slave to a person at Delhi ; here making pressesreth«
proving
known and
his relationship to the reigning fa- Moguls,
mily, he was adn.itted into it, and advanced to the and imhighest rank and privileges, even before the death of provts his
Mahmoud. The character of Balin is represented as empireexcellent in almost every point of view.
It was one of
his highest gratilicatious to make his palace an hospi<
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rf Mid mAirtanmt^ and at
table asrlam for the opp
ooe period be entertained and aapported twenty of the
unfiirtiiaal* aoere igna, whom the irruptions of the Mogida bad ^*en from tbeir dominiuns. He employed \min encouraipni; trade and rasna&cture^, and
in pHbVBiaing the fine arts ; and invited men of talenti
andliteratoro fron tbe moat diatant parta of Asia to re>
tide at bia court. Evety niitbt • aocietjr of poets, philoaophera, and dirinea. met at tbe house of bia eldest son
and over tbia society the poet Khoaru preaided : The
patiiwga of tbe fine arts was more expressly tbe care
of bk Towiger son. Tbe emperor hims«lf encouraged
magniDOMice in arcfaitecture, equipaf^, and dreaa, but
he diaooantenanced drinking and debauchery of everr
kind. As h.ia claim to the throne was rather doubtful,
there were frequent insurrectiona againat bim, an'i he
is accused of having punished tbe autbon of them in
the moat cruel inanncr, it having been remarked that
be never pwdaaad • traitor.
In tbe year 1968, be appointed bia eldeal aoo rioeA.O.IMB. roy at Labore, wberc bia court became ftnooa for ita
aluganca and fearaiag. When Belin waa 80 yeara of
»ge, tba Mognla4Mda a violant incursion into Multan,
vbidi tbe emperor sent bia son to repel ; in this enterprise ha waa alain, ana bis father died voon aftcrwarda.
At tba time of hi* death, bia second son Kera, being
afaaant in hia viceroyalty of Bencal, Key Kobad U*
aon
placed on ibe tbrona af Delhi ; bat after
reign oftarea years, ba waa Mnrdvad A.U. 1889b
FmaelL Faraaa tha Saomd, an Algfaan cbief, waa raiaad to tba
A.D.m9. aga aiaj^alT. Preaedy ep«aking. be waa of tba triba ef
Cfail^|i ; bat aa tne terms Patan or Afghan
"
rr to all the (ribea
in aioaaa
an tha
)onodia,Peraia.«Ml Balh.
Akhaogfa ha waa 70
^faidad hi tha Ralaa dynaa^.
yaara af aga whan ha aacmded tha ibrone, yet ha alaaoat laaaMdialaiy prmaciad
nroiactad we
the extension of lua
bia donW
Biona by eanqat^ To tbia be acena to bava bani
escbad by hia oapbaw Allaodicn, a man of the aaal
raatlaaa and inaahahla atbiliaw.
Alia waa a onai aer
af tha^iatrict at Garrah. mhiA bordered aa tha
can; il aaay be proper, howarar, to iwaaibi, lha| at
tbja period, bv the Decaa waa oMant the oountry lying
gaMfally to the soo'Ji of tha Nerbadda and Mahanuddr,
ar Cottadi rivfva. Tbia eoontry nearlr aqoaUad
examt tba daaitnioaa of Farose ; for they <i all hail
fren tba ahoacB of tha Indaa ta thaaeMhef ihaCangaaiaBd fkoaa the ngrthera oaataiBa to Cvttack. Si>
rong, and Ajaaar, tbagralal part af Malwah, and tba
Ooaerat «al Siod. bate tha* hdipaJiit. AUa ba.
nag laanad that tha king of Oaogira, tba praaant
Oowlatiftad. aoaaf tha atalaaf tha
ioi.
aaenaely rich, aoaaoniealad lUa rinaaHain la iha
--|emperor.
-,1,^ fhriTlTr if i ln iaii
Hi
ri^aa, and eoB^oaring hia tai iilw iaa.
Thia
the
af Fmaa, mid war
afreaii
AUa.
ta aaodMt it* aaaoa aa iiTvption into
a int aa aailil hwi
attended
vith tbe
af Daafira, and with it aa iacradibla
qiiantitr of
andiawria. Aa aoan
Alia gained
poaaaaaiaaaf
ha i Bcaaa d hia army, and marchtag badi ta Dalhi, Ivaaad aadiBMrdaredtba
BMrdared
empet ur
itts. ta A. D. IY95.
bagaa bia plaa
r tha redaction of
Aiia caa.
'^ii^a^^ Oaaaral ; Car, wlule it r ontiaiad iailapeBdanl. it pr*.
l artad a formidable obataela ta tha conqoaat of tba
m, U.
Daoaa. Having socccedea in hia daaigna againat Gu.
Kintrf.
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of the strongest fortresses of the Rajpoots in Ajmeer
this was the first time that the latter lurtress had fallen
under the power of the Mahuinedoiis. In the year
1303, he conquered Warangole, Uie capital of Tellingana, another principality of the Decan, comprising nearBut
ly the whole of the present district of Golconiia.
while Alia was pu^hing his conquests in the south, he
was suddenly called upon to defend his own capital
against the Moguls, who laid siege to it with a powerful army, and even plundered the suburbs ; he arrived
at Delhi just in time to save it from destruction ; and
af\er one o( the most obstinate and bloody battles that
ia recorded in Indian history, he utterly defeated the
Moguls, who with great difficulty eSected their escape
acrosa tbe Indus. In the following year the remainder
of .Malwah was conquered ; but the continual and sudden irruptions of the Moguli rendering the presence of
tbe emperor necessary in the northern provinces, the
conquest of the Decan waa asaigned to Cafoor, an able
and enterprising general. He proceeded to the Deogire ccMinty, by the route of Baglana, whiclv he reduced in hia march ; and not only carried his arras into
Deogtre, and from thence into Tellingana, but into the
CarMtic also in the year 1310. By the Carnalic is here
meant tbe Pcftinsula in general, lying to the south of
Huw much farther he penetrated
the Krishna river.
intotlie south of India ia not accurati-ly known, but he
inalfaclad by Alia to reduce Maber, by wbicb
Mi)|ar Banadl underataada tbe southern part of tbe
Tba conquered countries were divided into
of which Cafoor appointetl a MaThaooantity of treaure which he
fellar<td
aaaaaaliaf; it ia aaid that silver
ragardad bj tha' aoidiera
too cumberaome, and
thai ihn voald not load thaaaeWea with any thing
gold: aooordin^ to Feriabta, tbe treaaure taken
tad ta 100 milliona aterling ; the princes of the
had bam eaaplo^ad in amassing it fur a great
BandMaiof yaan^athat it ia probable tbtir country bad
laaiai B ii l uadialatbad all that time.
In the venr IJIS,
Cafoer again laeagcd tha northern part of tbe Decan,
and auMtod ftaah thbaia fVom Tallingaaa and the Car>
natic : a, hewa rar, hia expeditiona were rather uf a
pmlatory natora, agraaably to the genius of his master
AUa, tba antira
conqoaat at tboae countha wanol
thna canturia aftarwarda.
In tbe year 1816, Alia died. An illnesa under which
ba laboored,
incraacd by a general uiKurrection,
at iha haad of which
Cafoor. 1 ie not only directad hia aahitiwi ta tha naual <ib)ecta, weakii and con[oait, bat, in tha early part of his life, he had formed
IS of fotinding a new religion, and of leaving a
Caroy in India, in onler to rival Alexander the Great,
after whom be called himself Secunder S*n\, Alrxanda tha Second As he had raised himself to the throne
by tba BMvda of Ua uncle Feroze, he
oooatantly
In order to guard againat ountba prey of aarpidoa.
ipiiariea and rebellion nore eiectually. he levii-d an
inunenae army, wboae aervices be endeavouretl to secure by gratuitoua advances of pay ; he confiscated tiie
property of several men of rank and influence in the
empire ; be published an edict, forbidding all private
meetings among bis grandee*, and prohibiting the um
of wine, and all intoxicating liquors he strictly forbade
tbe noblea to marry without license fn>m him
he exwell as his Hindoo subacted from bis Mabooiedan
jects, half tbe yc«rly produce of their landa ; and ho
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trery p«rt of the Maliomcilan law which was
At the peat variance with his own views of policy.
riod of his Heath, all Hintlostan proper was comprehended in the I'atan empire ; and though, as we have
yet the
itixt seen, Alia was a cruel and despotic prince,
Internal imlice was so admirably regulated, that stranpcrs might travel throughout his whole empire in pertet luidr

...

feet »*curity.

M»haoi»J
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Cafoor did not long enjoy the fruits of his ingratitude and treason; for, after a few months, Cottub,

Nothe clilest son of Alia, was placed on the throne.
thing remarkable occurred during his reign, nor till the
This
period when Mahomed III. became emperor.
prince at first seems to have been successful in the
Decan ; for he carrietj his arms to Warangole, the capital of Tellingana, which during the disturbances

Mahomed, had shaken o'ff tJie Mahomebut afterwards his reign was marked with
The Moguls penetrated nearly to Delhi
misfortune.
and he was obliged to raise immense sums from his subjects to iuduce the invaders to retire ; the consequence
wa.", that the farmers were so severely taxed, that some
burnt their houses and crops in despair, and many fled
to the forests, where they maintained themselves by
robbery. To renie<ly these evils, Mahomed very unwisely
issued base money, which necessarily increased them.
j^g ^j^^ j^jjj much territory by rebellions in Bengal, Guzerat, and the Punjab. Under these calamities, he projected an invasion of China, to which he appears to
have been stimulated by the reports that had reached
him of the immense riches of that country; but he was
repulsed on the frontier ; nearly the whole of his army
perished, and he was soon called upon to quell rebellions
in the southern part of his dominions
he also planned
the absurd scheme of transferring the seat of government
from Delhi to Dowlatabad, and attempted it twice but
without success. Dowlatabad soon remained his only
possession in the Decan; for some of the Hindoo princes,
headed by Belaldeo, king of the Camatic, taking advantage of the distracted and weakened state of his empire,
drove his armies out of that countr)'. About the same
time, Belaldeo founded the city of Bijinagur.
Mahodied, after a reign of 27 years, in A. D. 1351.
He was succeeded by his nephew, Feroze HI. ; the
sovereign was much more (lesu'ous of nnproving
what remained of his empire, than of adding to it by
that preceded
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conquest.
But whenever war was necessary, he displayed great energy and skill; and during his reign,
he was called upon more than once to quell insurrection, and repel invasion.
He built fifty great sluices
or canals, forty mosques, thirty schools, twenty caravansaries, a hundred palace?, five hospitals, an hundred
tombs, ten baths, ten spires, one hundred and fifty
wells, one hundred bridges, and gardens almost innumerable ; such is a list of the works of this monarch
and in almost every instance they were planned and
executed with great judgment, and contributed most

—

materially to improve

and beautify his kingdom. He
and so thoroughly con;
vinced of the beneficial effects of education, that he
spared no pains or expence to bestow on his children
the best that his time and age could afford.
In the
year 13.57, the Moguls made another irruption ; indeed
the empire was not secure for any length of time, either
fron, the invasion of these barbarians, or from the attempts of the Hindoos to regain their native land.
The old age of Feroze was rendered unhappy, by the
death of several of his children, and by a rebellion
against his son Mahomed, to whom he had resigned
5
was

Imiption of
the Mogul.,
A. D. 13*7.

also fond of literature

the empire: he died in 1388. The grandson of Feroze,
to have succeftled to the throne,, reigned
only but five months ; rebellion and cinil war raged,
and prepared the kingdom for foreign conquest. The
nobles having put him to death, placed his cousin

who seems

Historr.

^"^r""^

; but he also was unfortunate
for In's
Mahomed, returning from the exile into which

on the throne
uncle,

;

he had been driven, recovered the dominions of his
raged, and the historian recircumstance which arose out of
two emperors in arms against each
this civil war,
In the mean
other, residing in the same capital.
time, an independent kingdom was rising up in the
Decan, which was founded by Houssan, who 'had been
a general under Mahomed III. : before his time,
Deogire had been the capital of this part of India, but
Houssan fixed his residence at the ancient Koolbourga,
which he named Ahssunabad.
In the year 1397> intelligence was received at Delhi, Timur Bee
that Timur Bee was approaching ; this famous -con- invades
qiieror, after having overrun Persia, Turkestan, and part Hindostan.
of Russia, turned his ambitious views towards Hindos- •*• ^- ^^^'•
tan.
During this year, he had sent liis grandson. Peer
Mahomed, to reduce the Punjab and Multan ; and in
the month of October, he crossed the Indus himself.
When he first proposed to his princes the invasion of
Hindostan, he was answered by a murmur of discontent and despair. " The rivers, and the mountains, and
the deserts, and the soldiers clad in armour, and the
elephants, destroyers of men." These things his princes
thought it was impossible to overcome ; but when they
perceived he was determined on the invasion, they gave
father;
lates

civil

war

still

an unusual

—

way

to his superior judgment, or were terrified into
submission by his dreadful character. He had been
informed by his spies, of the weakness and anarchy of
Hindostan ; the soubahs of the provinces had erected
the standard of rebellion ; and the monarch was despised and disobeyed, even in his capital.
The Mogul
army moved in three divisions ; between the Shylum and the Indus they crossed one of the ridges of
mountains, styled by the Arabian geographers, the
stony girdles of the earth.
The mountaineers, after
a brave resistance, were reduced or extirpated ; but
great numbers of men and horses perished in the
snow ; the emperor himself was obliged to be let
down one of the precipices on a portable scaffold,
the ropes to which were 1 50 cubits in length, and before he could reach the bottom, this dangerous operation was five times repeated.
He crossed the Indus at
the passage of Attock from this place to Delhi, the
direct and rnost frequented road measured only 600
miles ; but Timur deviated to the south-east, for the
purpose of joining his grandson, who had by this time
succeeded in the conquest of the Punjab and Multan.
Being in want of provisions, he gave up the large and
populous town of Tulmubini to the plunder of his soldiers; and when its inhabitants murmured at this conduct, he directed them to be massacred. After crossing
the Hyphasis, he entered the desert, reduced the fortress of Batner, and advanced with little or no resistance to the city of Delhi.
In the mean time, the contending parties in the ca- Dellii bepital united for their common defence.
The siege, siy^'l anJ
'"•
more especially of the castle, might have been a work
of time, but Timur, by the appearance of weakness
and indecision, tempted his adversaries to descend into the plain, with 10,000 cuirassiers, 40,000 foot guards,
and 120 elephants, whose tusks are said to have been
armed with sharp and poisoned daggers. Timur,
:
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apikM, and
of fire, aad a dkA of
ammavtof buekkn; bat th« troops of the Enpafor
of Dmbi war totatlr unaMe to cope with the Moi^U
aoon at the c]«phaata were routed, they Hed in
far,
a wry diraelian. The ei upei oi and bis prime miniatar
aaaiOK bo poaiibility after thii defeat o( defending their
T^'Tt?, weaped under corer of the night, and fled
towaada Goacrat, whither they were pniaaed by a
attoag datMfatnaat, which Timar lent aftar tfaieai.
Tbia de ch awt oaaio op with tbea ; an enMcement
took plaea, duriaf whidi tho a»p«fof afladea bia tmthcr ratraat, with tlw loaa of two infiaU aaoBt and a
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blaad. Timur laaiiaiil hi Dalhi only Meca daya,
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which MnafaMlad in the year 1405, he wa» peaycd far
in the nm qe i a of H ind o<aa, and the coin waa atrack
in hi* name ; bat thia might be «mi« the eAci of p^
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than the act of Timtw. For, aoon after be \di
him aothority vittaally caaaad in Daibi

arty of the noet draadfal and
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peahyaattyaaarpar. Ha,
, waa aoon driven
naai hia Ihraac^ and Mahaa
who reigned at the
Meied af the invaaian oT-Tiaafv waa rrpboMi on it
nt hia aathw ity waa very oaafncd ; Ihr the aoohehe
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tha aaprene government of Delhi.
In \i\S, Mahomed died, and with him endetl the ^ouis.
Patan dynisty. Several sovereigns, supported by dif- Ead of Uw
ferent parts of the army, set themselves up in difi'erent Patan dyAt length the tiirone was occupied by Chi- d*^.
provinces.
zer, who tried himsrif a Seid, or deacendant of the DynaMj af
holy line of the prophet Mahoraed. In order not to '^* WiU.
rouse the hostility of the Mogul princes, he did not assume the imperial titles, but represented himself as
holding his authority under tliein. This, however, did
not preserve bis territories from invasion for, during
the space of nearly thirty years, the Moguls reUiued
poaeeaaiain of the western states of Hiodostan, from
which they made frequent incuraiana into those which
A(\er a turbulent reign of seven
lay nearer Delhi.
He was succeeded by ois son Muveara, Chiaer died.
barric Shah, of whom Feriahta savs, " he reigned 13
years he was crtcemed a man of parts, just and benevolent and tboogh no great warrior, had he lived
in a virtuous age, there is no doubt but he poaaeaaed
talents which might have rendered him worthy of a
throne." During the next t7 years, the throne waa
filled by hn
and hia son Alia.
The fceMe and ina uapicioiM dynasty of the Seids lenointta,
Inaiiaallid A. D. 1440, by the abdication of AlU, and K.D. IK».
the aibaeiiBim elevation of Beiloli, an Afghan of the
tribe of Loudi, by whom aa mland trade
Beiloli
flHtied on between Penia and Hindoatan.
iprHtntad aa a ""Tt**^ aad generoua prince ; bat
beiaf daelilale of talanii and vigoar, he waa totally
aaarvc the empire uniler the drcum;
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;

a^aw

of disaanaien and weakoesa in which it waa
In 148a, it waa iti—hwui All Hindoa. Wtima
laa Ml into aapaiatt govenmeata, and the authority liiwini
of the aaipanr did not extend beyond the province Mbosd.
Delhi aad the caatiguous districtB. The whole of Ben. *•"• KS^.
gal and Bahar waa under the dominion of a Iklahowho hed taken the title of kii^. A
atyled King ef the Eaal, whoae randcaoe
waa atJiaafuai, in the piaviaee af Allahebed, waa
the aaat fanaidable of theee patty eu ferai na. The
^
Mov i BMB of tha Oaon, aorlli ef the Knahna, had
lang thrown off that rihgianrf, and were now formcd nlo ire MabmawlM atataa^ c«|aally independent
of each other, and of tha inMrial goi nwiiit. Yet
thaagh tha MrnKfae of Dettrt had thaa loat their in.
floiBwand power, they atiD ntiinad their diadwn;
ani
r, the eon of BdMi (who reigned
yean)
aa
ng prinoi^ wonid probehly nave regained
aai
ioaa
pert of HU Sf^itf, hed not a preawture death
palaaend lohieBcejacM. He died at Agra in 1509,
to which dty he nad tranilcrred the seat of govern.

M

He waa ea cceedtd by hia aon Ibrahim, a man of avaty difliwcnt character. Ha rcndenxl himself ridicu*
loua by hia vanity, and detaatcd by hia craelly. The
horrors of civil war aad asaaaainatinn were apread over
At length ihe 'nobles, who were apprethe country.
henaive that they wan iwt of themaelves equal to the
taafc of gettiiig rid ef their tyrant, srjiicitrd the •*aietance of Saltan Baber, the Mogul princa of the houae
ef Timur Bee This tosero B lai^Md over a king.
deal compesed of most of the proriitees situated betwaan the Indoa and Samarcand. Having been stnpt
of tha aarthem parte of bia dominions by the Usbecs,
hedelOTMned to try hia fortune in Hindottan, and ac*
cecdingly moat readdy accepted the iovitation of the

M
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His residence was at Cabul, whence
nobilitr of Agrt.
he unifertook his first expedition across the Indus, in
the year 1517.
But it was not till six years afterwards
tliat'hetook possession of Lahore, and the next year
he marche<l to Delhi. Before he reached that city,
Ibrahim met him with a lar/re army, and a fierce batIn this battle,
tle ensued on the plain of Panniput.

with Ibrahim himself, were killed.
A. a liu.
Thus an end was put to the dynasty of Loudi. Baber,
in consequence of this victory, proceeded first to Delhi,
the Mogul
and afterwards to Apra ; both these cities opened their
ittliutjr IB
thtptnoo ffates to him, and he was proclaimed Emperor of Hin•rii«bcr.
It is said that he crossed
(lostan, in the ye.ir 1525.
the Indus the fast time with only 10,000 chosen horse,
the enemy's generals, by their revolts, furnishing him
with the rest of his army. The provinces which he
gained were those of Miiltan, La(^ore, Delhi, Agra,
Ajraeer, and Oudc
for, as we have already remarked,
the empire of Delhi was no longer the same that flourishe<l under Balin.
Tiie province of Bengal was completely separated. The rich countries of the Decan were
Guzerat did not even nothe scat of another empire.
minally acknowledge the sovereigns of Delhi, and the
mountain tribes of I'atan were independent, or at least
troublesome and restless subjects.
The reign of Baber, even in those districts which he
gained, was by no means free from anxiety and disasiti.OOO

Patans,

.-

He was

frequently harassed by insurrections, and
seemed so desperate, that his
nobles advised him to return to Cabul.
To this, however, he would by no means agree ; and by his moderation and firmness, united to a considerable degree of
ter.

at

one period

and
and placed

of mind, he overcame all obstacles,
in a state of comparative tranquillity.
He died in the year 1530. His character
may be thoroughly understood, both from the account
given of him by Fcrishta, and by the memoirs of his
life, written by himself; and the historian does not appear to have drawn it in too flattering colours in the fol" He so often pardoned ingratitude and
lowing terms
treason, that he seemed to make it a principle and rule
of his life to return good for evil ; he thus disarmed
vice, and made the wicked the worshippers of his virHe was of the sect of the Haunafies, in whose
tue.
tenets and doctrines he was perfectly versed ; but he
yielded more to the evidence of reason than to the martalents

HU death,
A.D. 1530,

and character.

his fortune

activity
his

kingdom

:

He

vellous legends of superstitious antiquity.
was not,
however, forgetful of that rational worship which is due
to the Great Creator, nor a despiser of those laws and

ceremonies which are founded on sound policy. He
excelled in poetry and music, and he wrote his own
commentaries in the Mogul language with such elegance and propriety, that they are universally admired."
The historian a<l(ls, that he was fond of pleasure,
though moderate in its en joyment ; and that he was
equally celebrated for his clemency, courage, and justice.
As an instance of the latter, he relates, that a
raravan from China having been buried in the snow in
crossing the mounuins, he caused the merchandize to
be collected, and sent notice to China of what had hap|>ened, in order that the owners might claim their property ; and he restored it to them, refusing to be reimbursed even the expences he had incurred.
UoUBiiiiTcdx

His eldest son, Houmaioun, who had been the companion of his victories, and the partaker of his fame,
succeeded him ; but the short reign of Baber had not
allowed time enough to compose the distractions that
prevailed, or to exterminate tlie seeds of rebellion.
After having subjugated the valuable provinces
of Gu5

and Malwa on the west, and those of Bengal and
Bahar on the east, the vicer^s of which, as it has been
stated, hafl declared themselves independ««t of the supreme government, he found himself compelled to abstain from future conquest, and to turn his whole attention to his domestic concerns. The Patans were enzerat

Hirtotf.

^—'V'"

couraged to disturb the tranquillity of his kingdom by
his own brothers, to whom he had generously offered
This they refused ;
to give up one half of the empire.
and after 12 years of civil war, and encountering every
species of distress and difficulty, Houmaioun was obliged to flee for refuge and protection, first towards the
Indus, and the Rajpoot princes of Ajmeer, and afterwards to the court of Shah Tamash, King of Persia.

Exiled.

In the mean time Shere, an Afghan cbief, ascended Shere asthe throne of Delhi ; and one of the brothers of the ex- c'^'"'' '''«
°^
iled emperor possessed-the provinces to the west of the 'i'?,"*
Shere was a man of extraordinary talents, and
Indus.
a brave and skilful warrior. He built caravansaries for
every sect at every stage, from Bengal to the Indus, a
distance of 3000 miles ; and planted fruit trees along
the road, for the accommodation of the passengers. He
was tlie first who established horse-ports in India, for
the purposes of government and commerce.
In his
reign such was the vigilance of the police, that travellers rested and slept with their goods in the highways
with perfect security. These are proofs of the good qualities which he possessed, and exercised for the improvement and benefit of his country ; but, on the other
hand, he was cruel, vindictive, and treacherous. He Killed,
was killed by the bursting of a shell at the siege of Chei- ^•^- i-^^
tore, alter a reign of five years, A. D. 1515.
His eldest son Adil succeeded him ; but this prince
was so totally unfit, and so little willing to govern, that,
before he was crowned, he resigned his title to Selim
his brother.
So very unsettled was the state of Hin- unsettled
dostan at this period, that no fewer than five sovereigns state of
appeared on its throne in the course of nine years. In Ilindosui.
effect there coukl not exist in the minds of the people
any idea of regular and fixed government ; for there
had been scarcely twelve years in succession during two
centuries, that did not furnish some example of successThis induced a strong party in Hindos- HoumaJ.
ful rebellion.
Secunder, the nephew oun recaltan to invite Houmaioun back.
of Shere, who had assumed the imperial title, and reign- led.
ed at Agra, made great preparations to resist the invasion ; but Houmaioun, having been assisted by the king
of Persia, and by the troops of several Tartar and MoThe battle of Battle of
gul tribes, was too powerful for hira.
Serhind, which was fought in the year 1554, was deci- Serlund,
give of the fate of Delhi, and destroyed for ever the Pa- A.D. 1554.
Houmaioun, however, did not long enjoy
tan power.
his crown ; for, in consequence of an accident, he died
He was celebrated
the year subsequent to his victory.
for the mildness and benevolence of his disposition, and
not less for his great personal bi'avery.

He was succeeded by his son Acber, who had been Acber,
born when he was an exile among the princes of Ajmeer. Acber was about 14 years of age when his father died. The reign of this sovereign is the most prosperous and brilliant in the history of the Mahomedan
empire of India. Even at the commencement of his
reign, he conducted himself with a prudence and dignity rarely found united in so young a person, especially in the difficiilt circumstances in which he was plaHe had been left by his father under the special *^" excelced.
guidance of Byram Khan, who was appointed minister j''"' charaoduring his minority, and who was a man of great abilities, but of a boundless ambition and an imperious tem-
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hi*

uknt* aoMy nbwrrient

to th« neccHitie*
and idrwtiga rfthg ttota ; while at the same time, by
aaacrtjof bb oan) authority on every proper occasion,
minister'*

h* naliaimil Um
t* hia aihitiwi

pMWoni of Bttwd.
Tbc unaaltlaa aU. e

aixl

placed limits

which the emleft, reqnir«rt all tb* talenu and resolu*
ally all th» haraluMM of the minister,
all tha brwary and gaatlaaaaa of the priao*, to lata any kind of oHar tha diaeotdant materiab of
it «aa eaaipaaad.
The itst act of Acber gave
praaaur af the ptinbplaa on
in

r

I

inieadad to ragwiate hia condoct. Ha itanad
ardcfa piahibitinK the aatiion of the praaant mottay.
oa thaaeeaaaieoof tbanaw tovarriipt, ftom tbafannaia,
tha pfcaBinn «f labourinc aaan for the vara,
all Moda to pata iwaa OB* part of hia
)

;

Mlfaar toll free.

Im yaan

Tbo

ite n«alia4

of Acber** reiftn were einployed in
tlw fadactioa of tha rrvahod ptovineaa. fran Ajneer to
Baogal. In ihia aniarpriaa nyiaia waa a principal actar.
A* aoon aa thoM piorinoaa ware l astaaad to the
•npfaa, Acber aadaavoorcd to pnotr<n than, by a piDpar choiea 9t guwrnwan ; by wiao nK«ia«iana t by an
Diiadlad tokaaMi in irlifkwa toarnani ; and by a propar attantiaw to tha habito and ariahaa of the paopia.
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and the conti|nious provinces, than the occupying the

'•—.-

The soubahs were

'

-

-

i

again dividi

aubdividcd into purgunnahs.
im- nanu's ot tin- original aoatiahs. as well as of tluisa which were ailde<l, have
already baen^ven and the leading particulars relative to tha extent, &c. of each soubah, will be noticed
whan we treat of tha statistics of India. At present,
wa shall only ot&r a few reaoarks taken frt>m Major
Haimail. on tha boundarica of those soubaha that borderad on tha Daoan, in order to have a more precise and
awarata idaa of th« conqucata of Acber.
" Gaaarat axlandad aoathward to Damaun, where
Ha ron
ittaaehadoatbadiairiotarBagUaa, adiviaionof Amed- quMts.
;

Vi.

*,

ondar tha

to Mecca.
Ha
aiul gTAtitude tvr tha aahatcaiial baoaito ha had laceiTcd inMn hin, aa wall aa tha aataral hiadaaaa af Aebai'a q^iaf*. paaiplad hiaila ipaat a AdI aanlan to Iha
fabal
Tha aasai aiga hivitad hit with kia dwato to la*
hu aarvioa; aad whao Byiaaa thtaw iMaaalf at
af tha thaana. ha taak hia by tha iHod. raiaad
aad thtawino' a raba of atato ovar bin. plaead
htm in hia fai ai tank at iha haad of tha aablaa. •• If,"
saxl Acbar, •• tha laad Byfaaa havaa a affitary life, ha
I

;

,

w

i;

af Calpa and Chindora : if
at aeaft, ha rfiall be loadad with
aadrfMald nhfiam paaiMt hiaa to aa an a

rtoMaaBa,haihdlbaaaearlad im ai
ByiaapaaAi
agai and Aabar aaaa hiai a aaitahl
MNOOOrapaaatoa^ipatChiiB. Oahh
«a,hawaa
llii
amj M aidaaad, with hia gi^d. by
airitablatohiadigwty."
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not all tha fear atolaajart aaa

by Mahaaaadan
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In hia

*P*a ^puaat tha Davn, Aabar
aat caomlalaly
•slWI; Aral tha pariad af hia daath in tha yaar
no farther pr o| aa waa aaada in tha radaetiaa of
,
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wentern part of Berar. Khamieish, Tellingana, a division
oTGolconda, and the northern part of DowlatatMd. The
capital of this last province -jras taken in the year 1601,
after a long and bloody 6iege, and an unsucce^iiul attempt
to relieve it, by the confederate princes of the Decan.
In these wars Acber himself was not engaged They
were carried on by his sona, and the Patan and Hindoo
chiefs on the frontiers.
In the mean time, the emperor iunucif, with his minister the leame<l Abul Fuzel,
waa ensploycd in regulating the internal management
and acooowy of tha kingdom. Inquiriea were set on HU int.
foot, by mcana of which tl»e revenue, population, pro- l*"'"'"''"^
duce, religion, arts, and commerce of each individual
district were ascertained, as well as its extent and relaMost of these iin|K>rtant and useful partive poaitum.
ticular* were by Abul Faael collected into a book, called tha Ajreen Acbarce, or Institutes of Acber. Ilindostan proper was divided into eleven soubahs, some of
-e
whid) were in extent equal tolnr -

Malwah astondad totha aoothaf lAa Nerbudda river
aadanaanlaafittoiiriiailenB^glanaand K.bandei»Ji, on
tha auath aaat aad aaath, and on Bcrar on the east.
Tha Naihadda fcaaml tha raat of the aouthern boundary of klalwah. md alao of AilafaabMl. The governOMnt af Beq^Bl cxiaitdad to Cuttack, and along tha ri•ar Mahanaddy ; but iha soubah of Orissa appaars
not to havo baan ibrmad at that time.
Of the nawly eractcd aoabaha in the Decan, KhandiiKji
tha HBallaat of than, occu pied the space between MaU
wahan thoavth. Berar ou the cast, and Amadnagur on
tha waat and south.
BciarhadAUahahadaBdMalwahanthenortli; Khandaiah and Anacdnanur on the weU ; Tellingana and
Golsonda on Iho south ; and Orits* on the eatt, as allaady ataiad, aaly. tha waatam parts of ticrar were ra-

daaad by Acber.
Amaihuyiar, the aaathmoal of Acber's soubahs, had
Khandaiah and Malwah on the north ; the Ciaui or lialagaut moantaina on the wcat Viaiapour and Tellingana
on the aaalh ; and Berar on the mat. The limit* of
thia aaahah era not defined m tha Ayeen Acbaree ; and
a* Acber had wara in the Dacaii during almost hia
whala raicn. it may be wi ppeaad that iu limiu were
whale
parpetaa^ ductuaun^.
Telliiwana. winch
the Ayeen Acbaree i« called a
drear ofBatM', waa poaaaaitd only in part by Acber.
TeUivgana, of which W.irangole was the capital, cocnBMhaaaad- the tract lying between the Krishna and
Uadaaory rivera, and aaat of Viaiapoor, (answering to
tha Biedtm proiince of Golcanda,^ and was probably
in BMira early time* an eatcnaive kingdom."
After Aclier iiail ascertatoed, by the enquiries he inatitoted, the condition and the want* of the different
proviacca of his vast empire, he applied himself rooit
:
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He caused her ImsbAnd to be assassinated, Hiitorj.
sovereign.
'^"^''^^
and the widow to be conducted to the royal Zenana.
did
not
bear
she
implacable
proved
that
resentShe soon
worksDoth of instruction and taste were made at liis ment against the murderer of her husband, and that
MpUM desire, and under the direction and superin- ambition was more powerful in her breast than affectendance of AbulFazel. Under his mild and equita- tion. She became the wife of Jehanghire, and shortly
afterwards her influence over him was almost without
ble ;fovemment, agriculture flourished, commerce reHer father and brothers were raised to the
limits.
vived, the arts pro8pere<l, and his subjects enjoyed the
first offices in the empire, and her relations, to the most
fruits of their increased industry, free from those apprehensions of insecurity to which they had been so remote degree, came from Tartary to the Mogul court,
long exposed. Acber participated in the prosperity of where she neaped upon them wealth, rank, and power.
In one respect, however, her influence, and the siIlis regular annual revenue amounted to
his people.
nearly £ 30,000,000 sterling and from sources less re- tuation to which he was raised, was beneficial not only
gular and permanent, he frequently derived in the to the emperor, but also to the kingdom at large. Her
His father was appointed prime minister ; and as fiis talents
course of the year about twenty millions more.
armies were not less remarkable for their numerical were not weakened nor abused by his elevation, and
his probity remained unimpaired, he did great service
strength, than their excellent equipnjent and discipline.
They consisted of about 30Q,000 horse, and an to the state. Under the name of Actemad ul Dowlah,
equal number of foot.
They were composed principal- he exercised the office of prime minister in such a manner till his death, that his name is to this day revered
ly of detached tribes under independent chiefs ; and,
from this circumstance, it required all the vigilance and by the people of Hindostan. The principles upon which His wise •
»<'™'"'*"'''vigour to prevent rebellions and insurrections from be- he administered the government were similar to those
ing much more frequent and dangerous than they ac- upon which Acber had conducted himself; he regarded '""'
tually were.
Acber died af\er a reijjn of 51 years, in the industry of the people, not only as the only source
Din.
A. D. 1605. the year A. D. 1605.
Prince Danial, his eldest son, of wealth and prosperity, but also as the surest defence
against foreign foes, and the best preservative of interdied just before him.
Immediately on his decease, a powerful party of the nal quiet. Forests were cut down, and towns and vil8«Iim luclages were built ; manufactures flourished under his
nobility intrigued for the purpose of placing Khosru,
the son of Selim, Acber's only surviving son, on the auspices ; but it was to the improvement of agriculture
throne but their designs were frustrated, and Selim that he specially directed his attention and his measures.
succeeded.
The new monarch assumed the appellation Those provinces, which during war had been desolated,
of Jehanghire, or conqueror of the world. Scarcely were repeopled and cultivated. Religious persecution
was he seated on the throne, when his nephew Khosru was unknown ; the Hindoo and the Mahomedan were
engaged in open rebellion ; to this step he seems to have equally the objects of his care, and placed equally unbeen led rather by the advice and intrigues of the no- der the protection of the laws. It was in this reign
bility, than by his own wishes or judgment.
The re- that Sir Thomas Roe was sent as the first Enulish ambellion, however, was soon quelled, and Khosru thrown
bassador to the Emperor of Hindostan. He presented
into prison.
As soon as Jehanghire had restored in- a coach to Jehanghire from James I. ; and, in spite of
ternal tranquillity to his kingdom, he turned his thoughts
the opposition of the Prince Royal, obtained the object
to the conquest of the Decan.
lie seems, however,
of his mission, which was leave to establish a factory
from some cause, not very apparent, not to have pur- at Surat. In the second division of this article, the
sued this object with perseverance or zeal. War was European establishments will be particularly consideralso made on the Rajpoots, and the Rana, or chief prince,
ed ; we shall therefore only remark in this place, that
compelled to sue for peace, on terms most favourable the Portuguese had by this time acquired considerable
to the emperor.
settlements in Bengal and Guzerat ; but only those at
Jehanghire was a man of talents, and would have Guzerat, where they also possessed some extent of terloflucnce of
hismiittesi. proved himself such by his conduct, had not his counritory, attracted the notice of the court ; and it is cucils been rendered vacillating and weak, and his gorious to observe in what terms the author of the Ayeea
vernment been constrained, by the influence of his mis- Acbaree mentions them. Speaking of the lands of Gutress Noor Jean.
She was the daughter of Aiaas, a zerat, he says, " By the neglect of the king's governors,
Tartar, and was bom in the wilderness, to which the
several of these districts are in the hands of Europeans."
poverty of her father had obliged him to flee. Aiaas Ferishta also, mentioning the site of an ancient Hindoo
afterwards came to the court of Jehanghire, and being temple near Diis, says, that it was situated in the disa man of considerable abilities, and of probity, he was tricts that were subject to the " idolaters of Europe."
soon noticed and patronizetl his daughter was educaThe rebellions of his son. Shah Jehan, embittered
ted with the greatest attention and care, and she soon
the latter part of his reign ; and these rebellions were
became one of the most accomplished women in Asia. sometimes fostered and strengthened by the nobles,
As she was also greatly distinguished for her beauty and whose martial habits rendered a life of peace irksome
her_ wit, she was not long in attracting the particular
to them, and sometimes excited by the intrigues of the
notice, and exciting the warm affections, of the young
empress.
prince Selim. He requested his father Acber to deJehanghire died in 1 628: at the time of his death "ies,
mand her in marriage for him but as she was betrothed he was on a journey to Cashmere, in the cool and beau- ^- O- JC28.
to Shere Afkhun, one of the most accomplished and
tiful rallies of whidi he was accustomed to reside dubravest nobles in India, Acber refused to interfere.
ring the sultry months of summer. " This monarch His characSelim therefore was obliged to wait till he ascended the had the character of being
a Deist, because he protecbo ^"'
throne, when, his passion still being as ardent as beed the followers of Brahma and Zoroaster, and even tofore, he resolved, by whatever means, to gratify it.
lerated Christians as well as Mahomedans he was most
Noor Jean was by this time married ; but this circum- rigorous in administering justice, punishing even those
stance possessed no weight in the mind of the new
he loved, without regard to greatness of situation or
Schools
dOigentlj mid wisely to thrir improvement.
established, in which both the Indian and Arabic
Translations of
Unj{u*ffe« and sciences were taught

;

.

;

;
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He

w« eaB|>latel7 fire« from

avarice: and his
In private his tanfier was
capricioMi. a* aaocn ao, indead, as to bear oocanonally
the dharacter of intanity, with which malady his unHe was
fortunate s >n Kfaoani wa« CMUinly aflicted.
office.

dispositioa

waa tm rni i iog.

and iwkilnd umcii

naturally indolent,

in

wine and

but he was fond of Titeratare, and has left
a well written life of himself. So well known, and so
well beloved was he, that he frequentK- left his palace
in a simple habit, and mixed with the evening parties
of every rank hi* person was too well known to be
diMPuiscd ; but he never had reasoa to repent of his faoainarity with his people.''
Jefaanghire, the nobility resumed
On the death
SlMh.ltbaa
their intri^vca, in the ka|Ma of preventing tfaa wecai
aioa of bia son Sliah Jehvi ; but as there wcva aa varal
parties among them, each with a different view, though
all hostile to Shah Jehan, their scheme* were defeated
by their own want of eoaeord. It is probable, however, that tbey might not have been clefeated so soon
or ao emStf, tmi not the emperor received the valaable
aaaiatancr of tlw talents of Atipb Jab : this parson was
the son ti Aiaas,' and cos—qaantly a brs tller of Noor
but he wasstiU more ooaaiy connected with the
by the latter having married hi* daughter.
Bf means of this man. Shah Jaitan was seated pc*ee>
ablr and finnly on the throne i and be no leas
ard•d bis services, than secured the tranquillity and proaparity of bia own Ungdom, by raising him to the rank
Hu tnielt}. afviaier. Aa aeon aa tbc intrMca of tba nobsUty ware
CNMlM. SbabJebM cnaaaJ &> umU ilMnwiliiili of
Babar to be pot to daalb ; and, in order to make the
people Ibrgct tbia eraeky. he held a feitival which turpaaard in nMgniAeeaM arerT thing of the kind that
bad ever baas ealebniad in the East.
Darinr tbe wnn
Uanng
frrt jmntt b
bia raiyi. ha
ii|
sk
ona ano happy : bia kangnani

opium

;

:
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ww

ymnm

winttumtha; SMlinhiadai
Hie
which bappwidl hi biaTtd
and iliough his unaa uus were soBMtlaMa tiwpo^g, yet
they were generally wi*e and prudent, and pfodncttea
at beneicial result*. The t m p r ess was a woeaaa of an
laniablaami gentia tfip tahi aB ; and of greak
vizier

K«fl

till

•

hi* death,

beautr ; iha

prvocn^

BiMi

'^

CMi

pnRwmy,

iFBgn.

ai

lar legard to bar baaband's
obtaiited unlimited influence over bsas: dnring bar life,
be had no other wife, and when aha died, ha rajanil to

her

memory

a baaotirul tomb, of tha ftneat tnartrle, inwidi preciona slonca, which coat £7M.00a
Tbe Mogul ddaiiBiaaB were eeoaidaraMy anlarged
during the reign «f Shah Jehan i tha aona iiaat ml the
Dacan waa puismd with great vigoar, and tha
dera and davaat a tiuns pei patiatad
of iu prineaa to andw aafaaMi'
tha awpeiar aa their aove rtig n. Tha whole of Bengal
waa eotlMly nbdncd ; and tha stataa of Tibet and
Assam were kept in awe ; Omdabar
from the Persians Caihmcre waa govamad by • tic^
Toy from Delhi; and (iuaerat y
Goiconda was in part actoally tab
afthnt
Bcjapoor and the Camalic, together with the
•f
the GauU, ivmained in the power of their andanl pw>
acsaors.
In the wars, during which these commbIb
laid

Ubom

i

;

were atchievcd, Shah Jelian was principally ladahlad
swccsB t* hia ganeral Mohabct, hU sen Khan
and «D tbrirdaalh, to the military talanta of bia
There vrera fimr af them, Dara, Sujah,

hr Ua
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Aurengaebe, and Morad. The characters and tilents of History,
"--,^"»-'
these were distinctly marked, and though in some
respects they resembled one another, yet in many ma- Ch»r«cieroi
"'
terial points, there were great and striking diflerences. „q,_
Dara was undoubtedly most richly gifted by nature of
all the sons, both in the qualities of his mind, and in
the virtues of his heart. Like all the princes of the
house of Baber, he was well versed in the learning of
Penia and Arabia and he caused himself to be instructed in the ancient learning of Hindostan by some
Hindoo Pundits, whom he liberally paid for that purpose he was even anxious to acquire some insight into the literature and the customs of Europe ; and in
order to gratify his desire in this respect, he paid great
attention to, protectetl, and encouraged the Jesuits, who
had a college at Agra. In his temper he was frank
far beyond what the manners and habits of the east require or sanction and his generosity was unbounded,
ijwl not always under the guidance of a discriminating^
prudeooe. In hia person he was remarkably handaone; and hia addreas was elegant and insinuating.
Poser ised of these qualifications, he was deservedly a
favourite with almost all classes and descriptions of hiii
Sujah, the second son, was distinfather's subject*.
guished for his prudence, which directed or restrained
ua openness of his temper, and the generosity of his
disuoailion, much more than Dara was inclined or
ooud be induced to do but his prudence, though a
goard against the excess of these qualities, was but a
Nabie barrier, when the attainment of pleasure waa
Sujah's object in thia respect he was weak and unrestrained.
Both Ihaae aona were distinguished, and
nearly in an aqnal degree, for their Uilents and suooasa
a* warriors ; but the third son, Aureiigzebe, was su.

—

all

;

;

;

:

;

perior to eitlier of his brothers, in the |M)litics, the
skill, and the bravery, which a state of warfare demand*. At he wa* inferior to his brothers in the adtmntagaa of parson and addreaa, he endeavoured, and
bat too iuecaaafully, to eoapenaate for these de6cienby diaaimolation and intrigue. Wrapt up within
himsalf, thcmgh apparently open and artlefs, he threw
hia advaaawiaa off tbair guard, and succeeded at one
tiaa^ in concealing hi* own aentiments
I ia dawahpiwg tiMa af olhars ; when it

M

&

opponents, or to make
to gnia ovar
iMa of them as inatraaaaata in bin own hands, he displayed woBdarAil powara of addres*. and exquisite
knowledge of the weak parts of the human character.
It is evioant (hat auch a dispoaitinn and liabit* a* Au.
1, aided by no mean talents, and the
art of having these talents alcsactiy when they were wanted,
of pisdncing much good, or much evil,

M

Unfortunately, amthajr were directed.
of no low atandard, was tlie ruling passion of his
heart and thia aMbitian, which aimed at as high power
as lay within hi* reach, he was resolved to gratify,
w ithout the smallest compunction of conscience regarding the meamris, which it might call upon him toexe*
cute.
Bat he well knew, that as he was not the oldest
sen, it would ba indiapensably neoesaary to keep his
BfaitaaB poneaalad from every aye; be therefore affected the habit* of a Faquir, and uaed religion as a
bition,
;

mask to cover his design*. I'he distinguishing features
in tha diapoai tion of tlie fourth *od, were violence and
impalianoe ; but they were not the violence and impa«
tience of a bad heart, or of an unfeeling temper ; they
were rather constitutional than the result of tliought*
lesaneas or vice, and they were accompanied, as is often

; ;

:
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the c«8e, vrhere they are of this venial description, by
• grett share of openness and sincerity in courage he
Mirpaued all his brothers. Of the daughters of Shall
Jelun, two only require particular notice ; the eldest,
Jehanara, resembled Dara, in almost every respect;
and these two were, of all the emperor's children, the
;

most remarkable

for

piety,

filial

and

for

mutual

affec-

Roshenara resembled her brother Aurengzebe
in disposition ; and this similarity induced her always
to support his interest and plans as far as lay in her

tion.

power.

MaknttM
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Shah Jehan, who had a clear insight into the characwas very apprehensive that on his death
partial to Dara, not
disputes might arise among them
more, perhaps, because he was the eldest, than on account of his excellent qualities, he made him the associate of his throne, and commanded Respect to be paid
to the signet of Dara, equal to thjit which was paid to
In order, however, that this might not rouse
his own.
the jealousy of his brothers, he at the same time made
Sujah governor of Bengal, Aurengzebe governor of the
southern provinces, and Morad governor of Guzerat.
But this very measure, in one respect, defeated the object which the emi)eror had in contemplation ; for Dara
ters of his sons,

:

being necessarily near his father, while his brothers
were at a distance, they were disposed to regard their
appointments as given them, not so much to place them
on a footing with Dara, as to remove them from the
seat of government, and consequently to deprive them
of the chance of contesting the throne with him, in the
event of their father's death.
As long as Shah Jehan continued in health and vigour, the authority of Dara was not questioned by his
brothers ; but in the year A. D. l657, the emperor having been seized witli a stroke of the palsy, was obliged

entire government to his eldest son.
as the other brothers heard of their father's il'Cduequent ness, tliey immediately anticipated a fatal issue, and apatMnptt of prehending the destruction of their power as soon as

up the

to give

As soon

'kill

Dara should ascend the tlirone, they each, without communicating with the other two, resolved to march with
the utmost expedition to Delhi.
The intelligence of
the approach of Sujah first reached the seat of government ; and as Dara did not deem it prudent to leave
Dellii himself, he dispatched his son to oppose Sujah.
The hostile armies met near Benares ; a battle was
fought, which terminated in the defeat of the invader,
who retraced his steps into Bengal for the purpose of
raising new forces.
But the danger with which Dara
was surrounded was very little lessened by this defeat
Sujah, from the position of his government, had been
obliged to commence hostilities without aid from his
brothers ; but tliey had it in their power to unite their
armies and this they actually did Aurengzebe, on his
march from the Decan, being joined at Brampoor by
Morad, with his troops from Guzerat. While Aurengzebe possessed the government of the Decan, his ambition had not been asleep, nor had it been unaided by
;

Aatngzcbc's io-

ingun.

:

kind and flattering manner, and soon gained such an
ascendancy over him, that^he found no difficulty in persuading him to join in the attempt to deprivfi Dara of

Historf.
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the throne of Delhi.
As the united forces of Aurengzebe, Morad, and
Meer Jumla were very numerous, Dara resolved to

oppose their progress by every means in his power
accordingly an army, under a general whom he could
depend upon, was stationed on the banks of the Nerbudda, to contest the passage of that river ; but the attempt was in vain ; the army of Dara was defeated,
and Dara then deemed it necessary to advance against
The brothers met near Agra a battle
his enemies.
was fought ; victory seemed doubtful for a considerable time, and turned in favour of the invaders only in HU victory
^"^
consequence of an apparently trifling circumstance. ""^
elephant
from
from
his
dismount
to
obliged
Dara was
different accidents ; and the soldiers no longer seeing
him at his station, were panic struck and fled. Aurengzebe and Morad thus gained a decided victory.
The nextobjects which Aurengzebe had in view was
the capture of his father and his brother Dara ; to accomplish the latter, he marched without loss of time
after the battle to Agra ; and that city presenting the Ent«rs
prospect of a resistance, which he had not leisure or Agia,
means to overcome, he had recourse to stratagem, and
His father consequently
thus gained possession of it.
fell into his power, and he imprisoned him, his daughter Jehanara, and the infant daughter of Dara, in the
time Dara had fled to Delhi,
fortress.
In the
;

and against that

city

Aurengzebe now directed

his

Hitherto he had succeeded in persuading his
brother Morad, that it was for his sake alone he was
anxious to deprive their father and brother of the
throne ; and that the only reward he sought for himself was a. hermitage, in which he might spend the remainder of his life, at a distance from the cares and vaBut his real projects now became
nities of the world.
apparent, and Morad regarded him with suspicion and
alarm.
As Morad was the favourite of the troops, and
besides had a great number of personal friends, Aurengzebe resolved to remove him ; and this he did, not in
his accustomed dark .and crafty manner, but openly ;
for having invited him to a sumptuous entertainment,
he caused him to be seized and murdered. It does not

march.

appear that this most violent measure created any disperpetration Aurengzebe immeHe did not, however, assume the sovereignty', without the mockery of appearing to have it forced upon him, by the urgent represenutions and entreaties of his friends: as soon as he .^„""„.
the throne
became emperor, he took the appellation of Alumghire, A. D. 1658.
or conqueror of the world.
As soon as Sujah heard of the death of one of his
brothers, the defeat of the other, and the, successful enterprize of Aurengzebe, he collected a large army,'and

turbance, for after
diately

marched

commenced

his

its

to Delhi.

march towards Delhi

;

as he

was now

those talents and habits, which were so well calculated
to attain its gratification in the most unsuspicious and

the only obstacle which stood between Aurengzebe
and the entire and secure possession of the throne, the
latter immediately made preparations to oppose him

certain manner.
Meer Jumla, a man of low origin,
but of an enterprising turn, had raised himself to great
power, and acquired immense wealth at the court of
t^ princes of Golconda but, in consequence of some
affront which he received, he fled to Aurengzebe,
bringing alon^ with him all his treasures. To make
this man his friend, Aurengzebe was incited, not
less
by the consideration of his riches and forces, than of
his abilities ; accordingly he received him in the
most

and as soon as he had completed such measures as were
necessary to keep Delhi quiet during his absence, he
The two broleft that capital with a powerful army.
thers met at Kedgera, about 30 miles from Allahabad ; Battle of
"^'^s'*'
the battle which ensued was obstinate and bloody, but
Yet, notwithit terminated in the defeat of Sujah.
standing this defeat, Sujah was still a formidable opponent ; and his farther resistance was rendered peculiarly harassing to Aurengzebe, as well as dangerous, by

;
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the following circumst«n«. Mahomed, th^ son of
the emperor, was attached to one of the daughters of
Sujah ; he was placed under the care of Meer Jumla,
to whom was entrusted the pursuit of Sujah ; as soon
as the two armies approached each other, Mahomed
took an opportunity to leave the camp of Meer Jumla,

and to join his uncle. This circumstance rendered it
the more necessary to bring Sujah to an ensagement
a* speedily as passible ; accordingly Meer Jumla attackad nim at Tanda, a town in the province of Bengal,
Hijaeent to the ruins of the ancient city of Gour, and
cain defeated him. Aurengsebe, as soon as he beard
of the defection of his son, wrote him a letter, the object of which was, in a most artful manner, to roa»e
This
his saspictqns of his uncle and father-in-law.
letter had the desired effect ; and .Sujah perceiving that
Jdahotned was no longer happy with him, sent him off,
along with hie wife, and jewels to a large amount. With
re
ct to hisMelf, having no longer any chance of op.
pomag Aurengsebe, or eren of ttanitiiig hi* ground in
tha pUn eomrtry, h« led, aftar Iba bada vtTmtd*, to
the mwnrtain* eir Tipperah. Among theaa, and in the
adjacairt eountriea, ne wandered almoat forgotten for
nany veara, till at length he was destroyed, together
with the greater part
bis family, by the Raj^di of Arracan.
MahoaM(l,'as soon as ha returned to his father,

y

M

waa thrown into prison, whcra be ronainrd till his
imth. With respect to E>ars, b* was. if posaiUa, still
mar* mfatanala than aitlwr at his brothera : Aftar
wanilnbM dbani in tbailiaails, he seems to have taJtan

•pMaMsMaaevattbaaeartof Jihon,

a petty prinoain
tha pi tBca of Bichar, west af the Indus. At first be
was hospitably racavvad i but aftar naiua, paohably
of tha iutciAicitca of Aarcngaeba, ba was
It to DaiU.
Thcra ba was obliged to
It, and
aftar baiag aaposad to tba
aa a captiTe, be was
nkud by tha oidan

w

m

—

afhia brother.
KxitM
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Anrcngiebe was now

seated, without • rival,

on the
empire which he governed
and powerful at the death of Shah Jehan, it stretched from Cabnl to tha Nerbwida ; wcatvardaf thiari«»r to the Indus, and to the eastward, it
Bengal and Ortsaa. To tha aaatb of iba
tha Moguls bad radnoed tha eanntriaa dahis ftther: the

s«be'«

;

Mdar; and

thaaa had been can nactoJ into oaa gtwram-

—alid aa

was bo

tha cast by B*.
rar, w eatu arJ by ibe hills towardi Cancan, and by the
dominion* of Goleonda and Bejapaeu to the south.
At Anrenrmbe had governed in the Deesn during
his father's lifetime, it ia not surprising that his smbib«ewk.
tion directed its views of eamnaH pmidpally to that
but it was not Ml tha yaar lO/t that ha
part of India
•anid in paneo, and with all his Ibrca, invade this district,
la tha Bean time, a power was rising up in tha
Deem to
tha oaaal, aad, aftar varioM vridsaitade«,towtaliatoaaMa
a ei a ui i tba iajviaa of bis
•word. This was the state of tha jlahi alias
In the ancient fables of tJte Hiadooa, tha term Maha.
. ttdtt
>i«bratiM , raabtra ia apptiad to a gcographieal divisMn of the D».
caa, eea^ichcndfaig prmapallT ila nortb-wcat quarter.
It iasmasad, that tba original cmnrtry of the MahratIwdndaJ Khandesb, Boglana, and part
par of Berar, extending, fai a north-weat oirectian, as fitf as Cinierat
and the Nerfoudda. Tbey posstas tJ the narrow but
maig country that berdafa on the Concan, and utrrtches
paraw) with |ha laa from near Surat to Canara. The
larritory

lisn.

;
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comprehended a country of History,
great natural strength, interspersed with mountains, >—"-y"™^
defiles, and fortresses, and admirably calculated for defensive wartare.
It does not ap|)ear, however, that the
original Mahrattas were of the military cast ; for the
names of their principal tribes signified fanner, shepherd, and cowherd.
It appears extraordinary, that a
nation so numerous as the Mahrattas, should have been
almost unnoticed in Indian history till the reign of
original Mahratta state

Aurengsebe. Nursingh, one of their princes, is indeed
mentioned in A. D. 1391, by Ferishu ; but it is probable that, prior to the time of .\urengzebe, their country, like the other parts of the Decan, was divided into
little principalities, many of which depended upon the
neighlionring llahomedan chieftains, but were never
completely brought under subjection.
In the middle of the 17th century, Scvajee suddenly
arose ; one of those men who, by a fortunate conjunction of rare talents and rare opportunities, raise nations
from obscurity to the highest pitch of fame. His father had been minister to the king of Bejapore, and,
having obtained possession of the wealth which he had
collected, he raised a bond of adventurers, and by
means of them he seised same strong fortresses in the
mountain?, n^ar the sea coast The security of these
retreala, and the connections he had in the army of Bejapore^ braught numerous bodies of troops to his serrioe; while his abilities, and the desire of opposing
a Mahomrdan power, induced many of the rajidu to
davoto tbaaaeliraa to bia cause. L'nder these circumataneea, the king of Btjapore judged it necessary to
send a Strang army againat him hut he first seduced,
and after WM ds mnroerad the general, an<l the army,
deprived of their leader, broke up and dispersed.
At this period Anrengaebe was in the Decan. He
bad reduced Goleondah ; but being obliged to return
to Ddhi, he waa raprebensive that his conquest would
ba a i aata d flom hna by the king of B«;iapore. He
thai afcr a endeavoured to gain tba MahnMto chief as
his ally ; and, by oo^gratnuting him on his success,
noasasaion
some forts adjoining
and nutting him
or ^sjapore, he succeeded in his
to the kingdo
keajar, aatarpnains and craAy, extended his
tall, by hie phmwr of Surat in the year
»""'
1664^ ba MMad tha wnpidoaa and the anxieties of der
s
Auraagiabai Basidaa tha abundance of its commerce, i^'o^isoi.
in high renown, as being the part through
this dty
whicfa the Moguls made their pilgrimage to Mecca,
of whicfa, in the arehives of tlie empire, it was called
the port. Auiaaaabe felt the disgrace as well as the
detnmeiK of the inanlt. The whole army of the Decan, therefore, was ordered to invade the Mahratta territorr ; but Aurengsaba did not trust entirely to force, *'^*d,,.
ha aiso amployad matag e ; and finding that Sevajee ^„„ „, ^^
made a aaost « ihatinato r mistan ce, he used all his aru to mre thcu
uaiaaada bim to aiaka peace ; and not only succeeded chief.
Out, but aho orevailed upon him to come to Delhi.
Whan be arrirccl at this dty, he discovered that be had
been dacaivad, and, burning with revenge, he contrived to escape, and place himself again at the head of
Aurengaebe was now convinced that be
his armies.
had stirred up against himself a most rancorous and
formidable foe, who would not only defeat his schemes
of conquest in the Uccan, but most probably wrest from
him the territories he had alrea<^ acquired there. To
reduce him by the sword was out of the question ; be
Unin attempted stratagem, biit without success.
thesa Gffcumttanoes, Aurengsebe resolved to em>
;

m

^
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he so
ploy that knowledge of human nature which
eminently possejsed; he knew

WM
tbi«

that the Mahratta chief

by the moat unbounded ambition, and
passion he hoped to manage in such a manner as
actuateil

to bring about his destruction.

In the year lG61, Aurengiebe appointed his son Mahonied Mautuni to the govi-rnment of the Decan ; and
O. IM7. the prince marched from Dellii with a numerous and
chosen army. As soon as he reached the Mahratta
countr>', he caused his troops to spread along tlie foot
of the hills, to the north and south of Jenneah-gur, in
such a careless manner, that the bands of Sevajee made
excursions through them, even to the gates of BejaAurengzebe, informed of this, wrote in a threatpore.
ening and displeased tone to his son ; who, in his turn,

Makavir
Ml
A.

hllD'

openly expressetl displeasure at his father. At last
there seemed to be no doubt that the son had revolted.
In the mean time the Mahratta chief had, through his
spies, fully informed himself of the state of things in
the Mogul camp ; he was not, therefore, surprised when
.

Mahomed applied fo him for assistance against his father ; but Sevajee's suspicions were raised ; he dreaded
a collusion between the father and son ; and this he endeavoured to ascertain by his spies, both in the camp
of Mahomed and at Delhi. lie could, however, learn
or conjecture nothing ; still he resolved to continue susand guarded, till at last Mahomed was convinFrom
it was impossible to overreach Sevajee.
this plan, though unsuccessful, Aurengzebe however
reaped one advantage; for it had fixed such general
distrust on his son, as was likely to prevent him from
gaining any support in any future intention of real repicious

In the mean time, the rebellion of the Patans of Cabul had become the most so^jcitous concern of the emOne entire army, commanded by the Mogul's
pire.
governor of Peshawer, which had crossed tfte Indus, was
destroyed by them. Encouraged by this success, they
became more daring, and formed a plan which might
have proved fatal to the power of Aurengzebe. It has
already been mentioned, that the emperor's brother Sujah took refuge with the rajah of Arracan, by whom
he was murdered. It happened that a Patan soldier,
who had served in the array of Sujah, bore such a re«

History.

Aurengzebe
obliged to

defend his
empire against tht

Patani

him in countenance and figure that they
might easily have been mistaken for each other. This
man had also acquired the manners and deportment, as
well as some minute particulars of the life of Sujah, in a
This adventurer the Patans produsurprising degree.
ced as the lawful king of Hindostan, and all the tribes
were summoned to march with him to Delhi. As they
could bring 150,000 men into the field, and were brave
and active, and retained an hereditary aversion to the
Mogul authority, this intelligence alarmed Aurengzebe,
ai d schemes of distant conquest were laid aside for the
protection of his throne.
As he was not a man either Marches adisposed or obliged to be dilatory in his movements, gainst them.
he immediately displayed the standard of the empire, A. D. 1674.
marched from Delhi in April 1674, and crossed the
Indus at the end of the year. The particulars of this
semblsl?»ce to

expedition are not clearly or fully detailed ; but it appears that the rebellion was soon quelled, and the Patans, though not completely subdued, were compelled
to retire to their mountains, and the emperor returned
to his capital in July 1676.
Towards the Decan, and the designs of Sevajee, he Affairs of
bellion.
About this period, the intrigues of the Persians had again directed his anxious attention. The Mahratta the Decan
KTUtb
chief was still carrying on his conquests, and had even and the
incited several of the Patan tribes of Cabul to rebel
against Aurengzebe ; but being deprived of the assistpenetrated into the Camatic. While Aurengzebe was M ahrattas.
ance they expected by the death of the sophy of Persia, engaged in warfare with the Patans, he was obliged to
they were left to the mercy of Aurengzebe, who punish- pass unnoticed, and unrepressed the schemes of Sevaed them with vindictive severity. It was in the Decan, jee ; and he probably thought, that he would waste his
however, that the emperor's schemes were carried on to force unprofitably at such a distance, against so strong
the greatest extent, and with the most zeal ; and there
a country. But he was mistaken in this idea ; for Sevathey were still opposed in the most formidable manner jee was not only able to maintain his conquests, he
by the Mahratta chieftain. Sevajee was at this time in also, by the prudent and economical mode in which he
possession of all the ridge that stretches from Rajahconducted his wars, drew from that conquest the means
poor to Damaun ; besides which, he had several detach- of other invasions. Visiapore now became as much exed fortresses of great strength to the eastward. With posed to his attacks from the Camatic on one side, as
the exception of Chaul, he was in possession of the sea
from the Concan on the other ; and the rich countries
coast fi-om the river of Rajahpoor to the river Pener,
to the south of the Coleroon lay at his mercy.
which flows into the harbour of Bombay. As it was
Aureng.^ebe intended to have put himself at the head Rajpoots
9ant taken.
evident that he meant to attack either Surat or Aurun- of his armies in the Decan, having found that his ge- revult.
A.O. 1669.
gabod, Aurengzebe's generals fixed their station at Jen- nerals were not equal to the Mahratta chieftain either A. D. lers.
neah-gur, which was the most proper point to watch in talents or skill; but his persecution of the Hindoos
his movements in either direction.
Sevajee, however,
had stirred up the Rajpoot tribes in Ajmeer, and he
eluded their vigilance, and at the end of the year I669 deemed it necessary, in the first place, to reduce them.
he suddenly attacked and reduced Surat. This insult Accordingly, he advanced towards their country in the
increased the indignation of the emperor; but as he
year 1678. On the approach of his army, they abancould not spare more troops from near his own person,
doned the plain, and secured their herds, and their wohe was obliged to dispatch them into the Decan even men and children, in the vallies within the mountains.
from the province of Bahar. He also resolved to make Aurengzebe, insensible of the dangers he was about to
a descent on the shores of the Concan, and thus com- encounter, and ignorant both of the nature of the counpel Sevajee to attend solely to the defence of his own
try, and of the resources and array of the rajahs, pushed
dominions. Against the fleet which was to be employ- on in the most imprudent manner, till at length the died in the transport of these troops, the Mahratta chief vision, which he himself commanded, was unexpectedsent one of his generals, in the hopes of being able to
ly stopped by insuperable defences and precipices in
destroy it in the harbour ; but this expedition proved front ; while the rajahs, in the course of one
night,
unsuccessful.
The plans of Aurengzebe, however, did closed tlie passes in his rear, by felling the overhanging
not restrain Sevajee ; by his prudence and enterprise, trees, and from
their stations above prevented all enhe gradually enlarged his territories, and more fitmly deavours of his troops
to remove the obstacle. The faestablished his power.
vourite wife of the emperor, who had accompanied him

ced that
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in another ilefile of ti^ nioun.
taken priaoner. The emperor

was

fiwJ la
ga.

B was
nnable to escape and unwilling to surrender,
flKpoaed to all the horrors of famine but most un;

aspMledljr and unacruunubly, after being thus conAnd lor two days, the rajahs withdrew from their stations, and permitted him to escape.
The empress also
waa sent back ; and the onlj reeompcnce which the nu
jalia aakcd in ratiim for tfaia modantioa was, that the
would refinain ftom deHroying the sacred aniof tka Hindoo rebgion ; bat be ascribed tb«ir <brIlea to fear at fnture vengeance, and continued the
war. Being, however, a scocnd time expoaed to immi>
Dent daagcTt be resoked to leare the conduct of the
rampaiyi to his sons Asim and Acber, while be himself retired to Ajmeer, with his body-guard of 4000
men. His sons continued the war each in a diSinvnt
thecooBtrir; but neither, at the end of tha year,
bean abW to Jbree the paaaca of the aaounlaana.
moat now ictara to the Decan. Sevajee, in ran.
•fa eaafcdcncjr of priaeea against him, had
to retreat; but his spirits were not
hnkan,
Ua plans frustrated. He soon resumed offimae« aaaMiMa, and waa again sueoeasful in a most
A convoy of money for the use

Cof

A&inaf

Wa

Mr

of tlie Mogul amy was coming to Auninof which he received early intelligence. He
ivod to intercept it ; and accordingly, with a do>
t of his best cavalry, he set out, and fell npoB
the amvoy, baftre his aptiraaoh wan known, within a
few miles of Brampora. tie. seind and carried off the
'(; but the esoaaaiva fatigues which he had under*
in this rapid aaareh, produced an inflammatioa of
a««s>iM ih*
BSaat.
His illn aw was
lad a* long as poa.
ckM
tho 5«h of April 168a At
"•*• "^ •* P"**^ latal
A.
'*^*'*>-tha|Miiodo/hiadaath.th«llalMMistst«a oeapsiaed,
an ttc waslstB aid* of India. aU tha CHsl. with tho back
•soMfjr. ft«s the tivar Miiawai to Veml« ex(
tkaaadltaniaerjrofGon.; tothaaoolh. Bonl
sstK and tha PtatogiMas
andOBBSaaa: to tha narth, aloag tha other aide of tha
ridge, they rii ief f i li iaJi J .aU the district aa far as tha
iBie nt sl B i rwW l H Bi d to <ha westward.
Tha lencth of
the whale anght ba
f I I at 400 mika,
tlM
hnadlh at 190. At tha distoaee of SOD ailaa Aaa tWe
milery ha waa in poaaaasiaB, towards tha aMiera see,
af half the Camatae. The whale hed bean ecqoircd b^
abilities aadaatoapma; and ha laA, at hit dea permancot a0MM|ga^, estobliriMd on coaunu.
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empire, which could with prudence be collected to one
was now employed against the two Rajpoots, unthe command of the three sons of the emperor, and
his own inspection.
Of tliese sons, the youngest, Acber, was turbulent, arrogant, and mischievous.
The
army he commanded lay nearest the city of Ajmeer,

r,

Hittorjr.

^""V™*^

where Aurengzebe was; and Acber was easily bribed, Acber, one
by the promise of the support of the Rajahs, to at "^
""j'.^i
tempt the seizure of his father, ami the placing himself \^]f_
upon the throne. The scheme, however, was betrayed a. D. 1661.
to Aurengzebe, and Acber judged it prudent to escape
and take rei'uge near Guzerat. Mauzum, the eldest
son, was ordered by Aurengaebe to follow Acber, and
not to quit the pursuit till he had taken him the fugitive, however, effected his escape ; and on the Ist of ""^ mc»P«»
June 1681, arrived at Pawleegur, a fort at the foot of
^^\,j„
the Ghauts, not far from Bombay.
Sambagae, who had succeeded Sevajee as chief of
tha Mahrattas, was at this time at Panda ; and shortly afterwards he paid his personal homage to Acber,
declaring that he intended to accompany him with
30,000 hurse to Brampore, and there proclaim him em:

peror of the Moguls.

Anrengsebe, when he learnt that his son had effect- AureBgiel<«
ed his escape 'into the south of India, fully impressed punucshim.
with the necessity of prompt and vigorous measures,
sent forward the two armies commanded by his sons,
and soon afterwarda marched from Ajmeer with a third
army, which he himself eonmanded. Before he set
out, however, he oondoded a piece with the RajpooU
th^ agrsed to surrender the dntrict of Meirdah, which
had bMD taken t^om Chittore by Shah Jehan ; and the
amperer, on his part, did not insist on the capitation
tax—tha censtaat source of uneasiness and turbulence
with the Ri^^poots.
By the middle of November 1681, the three armies
had arrived at their intended stations. Axim's at .\h-

adasMT, Maosam's

at

Aurungabad, and Aurengaebe

Mtoseli at Btanpore. His plan was to attack the mountains whh his hoMl Ifaroes, while his fleeu should act
agahtat tha fleet aiMl oaaito of the Mahratu chief. This
war iaIbU afpaltydeiaile, rather than of interesting and
iaepaitaiil tfanaetiaos.
Sambagce continued for a long
time either todsAet the open aeesores, or to frustrate
tha saerst dssfgws of Aurangs«4>e, till at length, in ot*>h of
I999> he waa betrayed into his hands, and murdered in Suabacec
the moat baffaaroas manner by his orders. Prior to this th« Mahevent, Aof«a«ebe had coamiencc<l hostilities against '"'I'^.'l^
the kings of Bcfapore and Goioonda, and he soon re- ^- '^ ""'
daecd tMae two coontriea oonpletdy umlrr his power;
but notwithstanding these sawemM, and the death of
tha Mahratto chief, the mowataii
parts of Baglana
were anaahdaad, and he ex pcri enceu great difficulty
in praescuting his eonqueats on the west.
Ilia abm nc e for so long a time in the Decan, encourw nhturbaged the tribes in the north of his empire, particularly nnce* in tht
the Rajpoots, !' atans, and Jats, to tAe up arms this nonb or
was the
time that the JaU appeared otherwise Hiodotian
These insurgents, however, were
than aa banditti.
soon and easily quelled ; and the emperor appears to
hare passed the remainder of his reign unmarked by
any efentofmament. He died in the year 1707, in Death of
tha 90th year of his age, after a reign of 52 years. Aureng.
Under him, the Mogul empire reached the utmost limita "'>^

the eaietioiia of hia
en htoring of Scrajae's death, nor the jastiee due
to hia character, which ha had dasied hia dariag hia
Uia.
'•Hewas,-'haaaid.-a graatcapton; md the
aaly one who had the nagnaninity to raiaea new kingdom, whilst he himself had lieen endeavouring to destroy tha ancient sovereigntiea of India ;" ha added,
that hia armies bed been amplofrd against him far 19
Am
years, and neverthal am his stato had been alwaya increasing.
Ha wm a tnait omi d to apply to Sevajea tha
-fMri MnaiMaiii ffel
-IT-"Aurengaabe still remaiaad at Aamir directing the
war ageinA tha Bajfaeto* carried on by two diiennt
aiBsiaa, under tha oommafad of hv eons.
In tha ytm
l£aJ, the mmy of Asim took the city of Chitta>a bj to which it ever attained; it comprehended the country
sarpriaa, where all the fivouriteobiacto of Hindoo woafrom the 10th to the 35th d^ree of latitude, and nearly
ahip were destroyed. The n^jaha, however, were not as many degrees of longitude.
diapiritcd, and Aunncaeba deemed it wudent to rccal
Notwithstanding the ambitious projects in which
his aroMa <rm the Oacan.
The whole force of tb« Aorengsebe was engaged during a large portion evea of
VOL. XII. rA«T t.
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by no means unattentive to
long reign, he
of big
the improvement of hit empire, or the comforts
He uniformly, and without soliciution, repeople.

hi* very

the taxes in those districts which suffered
scarcity, inundation, or the ravasres of war.

raitte<l

from

And

daring bis repeated journies through every part of his
immenae empire, he carefully noted the farms which
were cultivated in the most careful and productive
manner ; and, as a reward to the farmers, he either re-

He built colleges in
mitted or lightened their taxes.
in the
all the principal cities of Hindostan, and schools
He likewise established several public
inferior towns.
Hospilibraries, and gave rewards to learned men.
and where
itwaa impracticable to build bridges,, ferries were estaThe administratioa of justice was impartial
blished.
and though severe and cruel in many -of his measures
of foreign or general policy, he was by no means so
So averse
in the internal administration of bis empire.
tals,

ChanKter.

caravanseries,

and bridges, were

built,

wa»«be, either from feeling, principle, or, policy, to punish crimes with death, that capital punishments were
nearly disused during his reign.
His person was by no means remarkable ; nor was
his countenance handsome; but his features were marked with strong expressions of intelligence, and they

were by no means disagreeable. His manners were
prepossessing and simple, his voice was harmonious,
and he was a good orator, and an elegant writer. He
was well acquainted with the languages of Arabia and
Persia, and he wrote the Mogul tongue, as well as
the various dialects of India, with ease and elegance.
His wealth was immense. His revenue exceeded
£32,000,000 sterling, in a country where the products
of the earth are about four times as cheap as in England.
Even after many years of weak government,
and both public and private disturbances. Nadir Shah,
when he invaded India, carried back with him from
the royal treasur>' of Delhi above £80,000,000 Sterling
in gold and jewels
most, if not all of which, must
have been collected by Aurengzebe.
Yet notwithstanding the immense wealth which he left behind
him, the magnificence of his court was unrivalled, even
in the annals of the East.
His own dress was simple,
except on days of festivals, when he wore cloth of gold
and jewels. In the manners and habits of his private
life, he was free from parade and ostentation, but he
eneouraged magnificence in his nobles, and required it

wciaih.

;

Htbib
gOTCTn-

ront.

snil

in the governors of his provinces.
He rose every morning at day-break

and after go;
ing into the bath, he spent half an hour at his devotions, and the same time in reading.
He then dressetl.
At seven o'clock, he went to the chamber of justice,
where he expected to meet his judges. Here he heard
appeals from such of his subjects as thought themselves
aggrieved, and overlooked the lastdecisions of the courts
of law. At this time every person was not only permitted, but encouraged, to approach him.
To those
who were poor and necessitous, he gave money, having
always a large sum lying on a bench beside him for
that
express purpose.
If a well-grounded complaint was
made against any of his nobles, though they might be

men ot great influence and consideration, or even his
personal fnends, they were deprived of their
estates,
and thus degraded, were obliged to appear daily
at the
hall of audience, till they were
restored to their rank
and property, by offering full redress and
compensation to the injured party ; but,
if they continued contumacious, they were banished. At
nine o'clock, the
•emperor breakfasted with his family after
this he ap;

peared at a balcony facing the great square of his paThe elephants were now brought out, rijchly calace.
parisoned, as well as his state horses, to be reviewed
feats of horsemanship ana combats of
before him ;
wild beasts took place. At eleven o'clock he went to
the hall of audience, and mounted a throne covered
with jewels; before him all his nobles, in two ranks,
were arranged, on rich carpets, when the ambassadors,

—

History,

^~TV^
*^*''"* "nd
n,ent.°"

and visitors, were introduced. Each
person on being presented, made an offering ; and if
he was in high favour, the king received it f om his
own hand. The ceremonies of introduction consisted

viceroys, generals,

in

bowing three times,

at three different intervals,

on

approaching the throne, and the same on^ retiring.
When a new dignity was conferred on any noble, a
dress of state, two elephants, two horses, a camp-bed,
a sword, warlike instruments and ensigns, his patent,
and a sum of money,' were given him by the emperor.
The hall of audience was a most magnificent and splendid apartment ; its roof was of silver ; the rails which
divided it from the courts were of gold, and the other
It opened into a large square, where
nils of silver.
Aurengzebe reviewed his troops. A second square was
occupied by the lower order of nobility a third by
artizans, who came to exhibit their manufactures, and
who receiver] rewards according to their merits ; and a
fourth was filled by huntsmen, who presented wild
animals and game. The emperor spent two hours in
this hall, after which he retired to his bathing chamber with his officers of state, and regulated the common aff;;irs of the kingdom. He spent an hour at table,
and in the hot season slept half an hour after dinner.
At four o'clock he appeared in the balcony over the
great gate of the palace, when a mob usually collected
round him with petitions and complaints. From this
he retired to prayers, and thence to the batliing;

room

again, where the vizier and other ministers assembled. The council frequently sat late, but the
usual hour for the emperor's retiring was nine o'clock.
Such was the mode in which Aurengzebe spent the
day while he was at Delhi, as described by Bernier.
Even wlien he was on a journey, the court of justice
was held in the camp, at the same hours as in the city.
But as it might have been inconvenient, or beyond the
means of many, to follow the king for the sake of obtaining justice, to these was granted a sum adequate to
defray their travelling expences.
That most curious traveller, Bernier, who followed
the camp of Aurengzebe from Delhi to Cashmere, describes, with great accuracy, the immense moving city.
The guard of cavalry consisted of 35,000 men, that of
infantry of 10,000.
It was computed that the camp
contained 150,000 horses, mules, and elephants; 50,000
camels ; 50,000 oxen ; and between 300,000 and 400,000
persons.
Almost all Delhi followed the. court, wltose
magnificence supported its industry.
Such is the picture of the manners and magnificence
of the Mogul empire at the period of Aurengzebe's
reign, when it had attained its utmost extent and splendour, and before the peculiarities of its manners were
broken in upon by the intermixture of those of foreign

—=

nations.

Aurengzebe seemed sensible, before his death, that Convulaient
which had been extended so much by him- ^^'^ •A^""
self, by means not the most justifiable, and which was ^"^°^^''»'*
composed in a great degree of parts so discordant and

his empire,

distant, would, in all probability, not long remain quiet
and undivided ; and this apprehension was increased
by his observation and experience of the character ot
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bcnaioo, he

ka*

ben thangbt

MMle a

that,

peftitian of

under

this appre<

betore his death ;
but thia Half""" * or conjecture is not accurate ; for in
two lattera, which are extant, written by liim to two
of hia ions, a few days before his death, he dnes not
even allude to any intention of dividing the empire. In
these letters, however, he exprcases, in doubtful termsk
hia appreheoaioaa of civil wars.
He left behind him
foor aena; Mtittt. afterwards emperor under the ti<
tie of Bahanrlw Shah ; Azim, and Kaum tiuksh. who
MfwaDv oontcated the empire with their elder bnAher ;
aad AcMT, who, thirty yean before,
belbr
had been enga«
ged in rebellion, and fled into Persia. i»caroely waa
Aureogaebe deed, when a civil war broke out between
the pertiaana of Mauaum and Aaiaa. The former ap>
proKhed froan Cabul, and the latter from the Dccan,
aad dispu ted the paaiiwinn of the eaapire. Their re«
it

I

apectiveanaiaaooaaiatadefabout 300,000 men.

Near
Agra a battle waa fiM^fat. in which Aaim waa alaia,
and hia brother waa cunJirBiad > his kingdom for
Kaaaa Bukab waa not aaora aaeoMaful in his attempts
than Aaim. He tjeigned neaHr Are years. He seems
;

to have been a prince of eoaaHMnfale taJanla, and who
A.aiTD7. paid great attention to bosincaa; bat hia eObrta to keep
the cmpife up to that hicfa pitch of graatneat, and to
that
ataie of ooaaolidalion and strength to whieh
A
ahe bed raiaed it, were utterly frustlcia. In
bet, the ieag ahaamii of his father in the Deoai h«l
given riaea to aaaaj disorders, and sown the aaada of
aaotant aad aaditian near the aaat of aniiiiie
Shah Tcnr wierijr qoitted the aeane «f hia £»
thai'a iarihan aatoian
aoon aa he had aacceadad
in rwAh g tha wbalieB af hia brother Kaam Bakah.
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which hadbaen taiaad ai that diatiict: The Bupoot
of AJaMar. whohad taken advaataga of Au'a abaanea ia Ike Oacan. aaatcaOad ftr hia atThaj tmA fiaiiiail a alna^ laiifciliiai j
which he waa about to aal. wken aa *«il of a
aaipanv^ tkoaghtaand
aaalker quarter. A abort tiaM before Aafang^
aaber»4eet^ tka Saika, a pwticnlar aact af raligion.
lata, who hid aataMiakad Ihwaialvea tkmg thefaatof
tka aaatem BMualakM^ danaw the ragnofSkah JalMa,

^

napna

Oeaw

by
*

Covind.

'
.

lliia chief n«w.
end cenvartad them

a band of faiaaaaa aaldien. The Seika revere
aa the ftaader of Ikair yaatnaaa aad indcpendenoe.
During tka eaaAHiaa which took place in Hin>

him

doMaa, aalbedHlhof Aanagaebe, they incrmatd in
aad laid waste tka caaalnr nadar tka coai*
af a bairani, or iriigioua aaanifir aat. Tkaaathe
Dmihtt
A. O.

I

Tit.

Their leader wae taken
After thia the aaiparur took' up kia
at Lahore, (or the parpeae of keeping tke Saika ia
check. Ucie he died, after a akortiUnaaa,ia tke year
„

aaKNig hia (our aoaa. The aeoaad took noaaaaaion of
the imperial treaauna : kat he was oppeeed by hia thrae
brothers, who agreed to dirida tka cmpireaBMOgtkem.
A battle was fongbt. ia wkick tka teeoad aoa waa kill,
But on this aueaaaai only the jpoaageat son wss
ed.
aaady to carry hito execution the aaiaawU to divide
tka emira ; and as Uie other two brothers lafoaed to
eaindda with him, another war caBHncnced, wMck end.
ed in tka death of the yeungtet. Only the oldeat and
tkifdjbiatkan now remained ; and as tka oldnt waa
by aa Omrah in high tniat, a nan of great

talents

S5
and

intrigue,

he

at last

succeeded in gaining

Mntorr.

possession of the throne, after a third battle, in which ^""V"^
his brother was slain.
The low and disgusting vices of Jehaunder, who was irhauDdc
now emperor, together with the pride of the Omrah, ^^^'
who had raise<i him to the throne, soon prove<l his destruction.
The two brother Seids Abdoola Khan, and
Ali Khan, originally soldiers of fortune, had raised
themselves to governments in the eastern provinces,
during the troubled times that succeeded the death of
Aute^pMba. Theee two chiefs resolved to place Fe<
rokaliBra,grandaon of Bahauder Shah, and of course great Ferokiher*

grandaon of Anrengzebe, on the Mogul throne and having raised a large army, they attacked and defeated Jehaunder near Agra, in the year 7 1 «. The emperor was J»haunder
killed in this battle, and for some time the capital was killed.
deluged with the blood of his nobles. In order to secure the throne to Feroksherc, all who might aspire to
it wero branded with hot irons, and afterwards imprisoned.
In the following year the Seiks again appeared A. D. I71C
in arms ; and in 1716, they had become so formidable,
that the emperor mardied against them at the head of
his grand army.
But the particulars, or precise issue
of the campaign, are not known.
The two chieAains who had raised the emperor to
tha throne, thinking themselves slighted on account of
We fiarourite*, imprisoned him, after a reign of sis
yaara, in I717. and placed one of the royal family,
whoBB tker raiaaaed noai confinement, in his stead
him they depoacd aad aanrderod, and alao his brother.
Thua in the apace of alatau Teara ftom the death of
Aom^pHba^
priaeaa of his line who had mounted
tka thnno^ aad ais atheia who hod l>ecn competitors
for it, had been diapoaad of.
The Seid< hnd the disposal of the seat of guiaiimiaal, and nominnlly of the empire at large ; but an incurable anarchy had been intraduced into all the provinoaa^ the governors of which
iHwagly dianraan aotonly to coincide w ith the Seids
ia tkair want of aUagiance to the head of the empire,
but even to diMNtte tka power of the Svid^ themselves.
In the year ITSO, MMKinad Shalt. i;r.indiun of Ra- Milton.ilV
kandargfcah, wba aiaeethe c caaa i on o* .Uh.miKUr .shah sinh,
kad baaa ia eonfinaaicnt, was placed on the throm- bv a. ii. i:t>:
tha Siida. Hia irat eatarariaa waa againat tha Sciiu
thaaiaalna. Warned by na (ke of his aredeeeaaora,
he was convtneed, that till they were rcuuced to the
rank of auhjecta, be could not be emperor. As soon,
tharefore, aa he had cautiously an<l ;.nradually strengthened kia own inflaance and power, Ur b«'gan to reduce
tfaain.
But tkey kad been too long die virtual rulera
of the empire to aubai it quietly ; and having numerous oublKba
friends and partiaana, mey openly rebelled against hinueifiMi
their aovareign.
A battle cnaued, in which they were *>>* duoor.
daftaied, and their defeat waa followed by the emperor'a acquiring his foil and l egi tim a t e power.
But, in conaetfocnce of tM agitated and disturbed kjuoi.
sUto of tha empire, the distant porta of it, especially ric«ra7'or
those which had been added to it recently, looaed their the Dscan.
llegianee and dependance ; particularly the Decan, of
which Nizjm ul Moolk was viceroy. 1 hi* man having
been affronted by the Seids while they were in power,
He acreaolvrd to avenge himself upon the emperor.
eordingly remained almoat constantly at the seat of his
government and his measarea while there created great
aaapicion an<l alarm. In order, if possible, either to tempt
Mai from his plana, or to get him into his power, the
eaqierot invited him to court, and oflered him the situaBut be was too enlightened and caution of viaier.
tious, or too ambitioiu to accept of thia oder. As, how;
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among the Persians no one was mo-< Histonr.
and the emperor, ai^r having been kep^t a state
prisoner with his family for a few days, was permitte<l
iftance and on many accounts the Mahrattas seemed to return quietly to his palace. But though this strictness of discipline was maintained, and this moderation
to him best calculated to answer his object.
The power anil territories of the Mahrattas had been shown with regard to the emperor, the conqueror was
l.(*Kiut
with the
Enterprising and active, com- intent on plunder, and the scene was soon changed. A
gradually increasing.
M*bnttiu,
manded by princes who in a high degree possessed quarrel having arisen in the bazar of Delhi, one of those
tbew characleristics of the nation, and surrounded by engaged, suddenly called out that Nadir Shah was
-weak and divided states, it is not to be wondered that dead, and that now was the time to free Delhi from
A massacre instantly commenced; and Plunder and
they succeede<i in gradually extending their dominions, the Persians.
and in striking awe into their neighbours. Early in during the whole night, the city was a scene of con- massacre at
The inhabitants, however, had DeUii.
the reign of Maliomed Shah, they had imperiously de- fusion and murder.
manded and received tribute from him, under tlie con- soon ample and dreadful reason to repent of their precipitancy ; for at day-light Nadir gave orders for a gedition tluit they would lay waste or seize the provinces
whoUjr
of Malwah and Ajmeer and this tribute amounted to neral massacre, without distinction of age or sex. The
one-fourth of the net revenue which be derived from carnage lasted from sun-rise till mid-day, when the
As might have l^een expected, how- emperor and his nobles appeared before Nadir Shah,
these provinces.
and, for the sake of Mahomed, he was induced to proever, they were not long satisfied with this tribute, for
they invaded and conquered the greatest part of Mal- nounce the words " I forgive." Instantly the carnage
wah. A short time aiterwards they seized upon the stopped, but its effects continued; for many Hindoos
other part, as well as upon the province of Ajmeer. at well as Moguls, in order to save their women from
The Mahrattas, therefore, were by no means unwilling pollution, had set fire to their houses, and burned their
These fires spread, and the city
to listen to the proposal of the Nizam ; but their object families and effects.
was not so much to assist them, as to benefit themselves
soon presented a most dreadful scene of ruins. The
and they hoped, during the disputes and wars between dead bodies occasioned a pestilential disorder among
him and the emperor, that they should be able still fur- the comparatively few inhabitants that survived ; and,
ther to extend their territories.
as always is the case during the prevalence of any
In the yew 1 7*<8, the Nizam, having arranged all his dreadful calamity of this nature, every species of crime
A. D. 1 738.
The Nizam plans, and believing himself sufficiently powerful to and immorality was indulged in. In order to extort
inviiM Na- carry them into execution, came to court attended by a
confessions of treasure?, private murders were commitdir Shah,
]argc boily of armed followers. He had already, by his
ted ; the ties of friendship and blood were forgotten.
intrigues and bribes, procured a large party there ; but
The evil, however, was not yet at its height: famine
on his arrival he found that the opposite party was too was added to pestilence, murder, and plunder; and
strong for him. At the head of it was the commander
hundreds of persons, desperate, and hopeless of escain chief of the army of the empire.
The Nizam had ping from such accumulated distress, and unable to
now gone too far to retreat, and as the Mahrattas, bear the sight of those whom they had loved and rethough acting with him in the middle provinces, could spected, either falling under it, or what was worse in
be ot no use where support was chiefly wanted, he di- their estimation, giving themselves up to the commisrected his thoughts to another <juarter.
sion of every crime, put an end to their own lives.
At this period Nadir Shah, the usnrper of the PerAt length, after having had possession of Delhi for Nadirleaves
sian throne, had invaded the province of Candahar, and
about six weeks. Nadir left it but he left it almost a Delhi
was besieging the fortress of Candahar itself. This desert; for it is said, that 100,000 of its inhabitants
province, which had long formed part of the Mogul had been massacred by his troops, or destroyed by
empire, at this time was held by an Afghan chief. The fire, pestilence, or famine. A treaty had been conclusiege lastetl 18 months.
After it was finished, Nadir ded, by which he confirmed Mahomed on the throne of
prepared to invade Cabul. The Nizam, informed of all the provinces east of the Indus, reserving those to
these things, resolved to invite Nadir to invade HinHe also married his son to a
the west for himself.
dostaji.
By some it is said, that it was in consequence grand-daughter of Aurengzebe. He carried with him witli iinof this invitation alone, that Nadir entered Hindostan; three millions and a half sterling in money from the nienseplun4>ut according to others, while he was in Cabul, the
royal treasury ; one million and a half in plate ; fifteen (let.
imprudence of Mahomed affronted the Persian ambas- millions in jewels ; the celebrated peacock throne va•ador, and this afforded an immediate pretext for the
lued at a million other thrones of inferior value and
hoinrtdei invasion of his master.
However this may be, in the the canopy for the royal elephant, estimated at eleven
HindoMan, year 1739, Nadir Shah entered into
Hindostan.
millions ; besides 500 elephants, a number of horses,
A. D. 1739.
A kind of infatuation seems to have prevailed in the and the imperial camp equipage. A fine to the amocmt
Mogul councils. The army was not half assembled
of five millions was exacted from the nobles and other
and Mahorned had marclicd only a day's journey from inhabitants so that, if to these sums be added the plun;
Delhi into the plains of Carnawl, when Nadir, who had der of the soldiers, the estimate that 62 millions were
Batik of
by this time reduced Lahore, defeated him, with the carried away, will not be deemed beyond the truth.
4.'ama«L
loss of Douran, the commander in chief
of the army,
No empire, after such devastation committed in its
and his best and bravest minister. It appears that be- capital, could soon have recovered its strength but
fore this fatal battle. Nadir was so little
confident of with respect to the Mogul empire, its restoration was
success, that he offered to evacuate the empire
for SO absolutely mipossible.
It was loosened from its founacks ol rupees. IJut the "Ungues
intrigues of tlie Nizam and datiop
dation ; and there were those
tj
on every side of it, who
his party induced the emperor not only
to refuse this
were prepared to hasten its downfall. The departure State of the
sum, but after the battle to throw himself on the cleof Natlir left the Nizam in possession of the whole re- empire.
mency of Nadir. The first consequence of the battle
maining power of the empire but he preferred an inwas the reduction of Delhi. At first the strictest disdependent kingdom in the Decan, to the government
Uutor;-

stood

little
ever, he ytu Miitible that by himself
cliance of succeeding in hin designs of rendering the
Uecan indojjendcnt, he cast his thoughts round for aslie

cipline prevailed
lestcd

;

;

;

;

^

;

;

;

;

:

;
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Ben*
of a feeble and
••''Tiendeiit of Delhi, under Alivcrdy
pal bet.t) ; and not long aAerwards, a vast
Cawn,
army of .\;aiii.<>.:«'-, both from Poonah and Berar, for
they were now divided into two states, invaded it, under
(leclininj State.

this tint*.

-

[

TWBAn-

the pretence that their object was to recover it for the
emperor. The Mogul empire now became a prey to all
the neij;hLourinff states tnat were sufficiently contiguous and nowerful to attack it. The Rohillas erected sn
indepenaent state on the cast of the Ganges, within 80
mtlet of Delhi.
They were originally an Afghan or Patan race, who
eroigr^ed from the province of Cabul about the be>
ginning of the I Sth century. Hiey then consisted of
sereral independent tribes, who acted in concert when
neceasarr, and were remarkable for the hatred which
subsisted between them and the Mahrattas.
.About
the year 17^0, the .Afghan chiefi Bitharat and Daood,
accompanied by a great number of their countrymen,
came into Hindostan in queU of military service. Here
they established themselves. Daood was succeeded as

tbeir principal leader by AH Mahomed, under whom,
taking advantage of the distracted state of Hindostan,
they acquired the territory which has been mentioned,
to which they gave the name of Rohilcund.
Tht itlum
In the year* 1740 and 1741, the Mahrattas invaded
the Camatic : and the intelligence of these invasions
IMU.
haetcned the <!rparture of the Nisun from Delhi to the
A. D. 1T40.
Decan ; fur the (Camatic wa» included in his government, and he was anxious to recover it Before however he left Delhi, he delegated his power at court te
ha iM wt MB. G^ hb arriral in the Camatic, he sueCMdcd in acUling it for the present ; but this part of
tht Monl empire was now not only rrally but nocninally leiMiei ed tnoc pendent.
(n the jear 1747, Nadir Shah died and in the con>i»<lir,
fnsian which fullowetJ, Abdalla Ahmed Shah, a soldier
A. 0. 1717. of fortune, who had been raised to high rank l>y Nadir,
aeiacd on the eastern part of Perii*. and on the coatinaa> |«ovinen of India, which had been ce<}cd by
Mahoned to Nadir. These he formed into a kingdom,
and Bnhed it to Calnil, of which be had also nude
htnseif the chief. The provinces thus wr.-»ted from the
Mogul empire, nearly compri»cd the ancient empire of
Ghaxni.
In the year of tJiia invasion of India by Ab>
dot hy Ab- dalU, Mahomed Shah Std, after a reign of 99 year*.
Tboogfa by no means qnaKfled either in talenu or habita for the turbulent times in which he lived, he seenu
to have been a humane and mpcctabic prince.
He was anccecded by his aoo Ahned Shah. Before
AfanMd
Ua icrawion, he had roanifertcd many proofi of spirit
bnftr^i but scarcely was he teatM on the throne,
when he diaappointad hb mbjccts, bjr givntt himaelf
up entirely te diseipidoa and pl iMain .
rngn,
which
dboot aix yeen, was a scene ot oonftnion,
owing te the torbalence of the noblea, and tht incurJOBS of the neighbouring powert. Before he died, the
antne diriakiB of the remainder of the empire took
piece, nolhhig naatfaifai« to tht house of Timur except
Kmyira
• HBall tciiilMy voend TMhi, tegcther with the dty
;

P"

mI

Hb

hUM

itattf;

A. O. I74*.

and thb
i. and

maaii rr
The

i

last

WW eouiBatly espoacd todenedations,

the year 1740

;

by the cnntcMa of invader*.
army was defeatctl by the Rohillas in

famfaiat,

imperial

and the

result of this defeat,

was the

eeiplrti aMabUahment of the hidcpcndcncy of the Ro-

TlMOm*
%*•* Ml

Ullti In tht eastern part of the prmrtnce of Delhi.
Tht Oanta, a Hindoo tribe, esUbluhcd themselves,
and (banded i^ state in the province of
This tribe
attracted DOtioe in Hindostan for the first time about

Am
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the year 1700.
At this period, having migrated from Hutorf. ^
the banks of the Indus into the lower part of the pro- *""'V'^
vince of Moiiltan, they were permitted to settle in several
parts of the Dooab of the Ganges and Jumnah.
They
Were then a^icultural, but they soon afterwards became
a warlike tril>e ; and their subsequent progress was un*
commonly rapid. During Aureiigzebe's last march towards tlie Decan, one of their leaders pillaged the imperial baggage, and, with part of the spoil, erected the
fort of Bnurtpoor. Aflerwards they erected other forts,
from which they made incursions into the neighbouring territories ; and during the civil wars carried on by
the successors of Aurengeebe, they found means to se<
cure themselves a large portion of country, and accu<mulatetl great wealth.
It may be proper to point out particularly the fate View of
of those province*, which once constituted the Mogul ihe fate of
empire, at this period. The Decan was usurjied by its '*'* ^''«*''
viceroy the Niz.im ; and Bengal by its viceroy Aliver- P™^'"'""
dy.
Oude, which at an ecrly period of the Mahomedan invasion had been subdued by the invaders, and
had remained under different vicissitudes attached to
the throne of Delhi, was seized upon by Seif'dar Jung,
the nephew of Saadet, who had been appointed soubahdar of this province during the reign of Mahomed
Shah. Allahabad was seized by Mahomed Kooli. MaU
wxh, which had been invadctl and overrun by the Mahrattas in the year 1707. was finally separated from the
Mogul government about the year 1732, and was divided between the Poonah Mahrattas, and several native
prince* and Zenindan ; the Mahrattas also possessed
Uie greatest part of Guzcrat, Berar, and Orissa, besides
their ancient territories in the Decan.
Ajnieer had
never become a regular urbanised poasetsion of the Mogul empire like Agra anil Delhi ; but remained in a
kind or lialf in<]ependent state, paying a tribute, and
fumiahing the imperial armies with a certain number
of mercenaries. After Aurengzrbe's death in 1707i it
r-.r.i;r...r<| for some time under a nominal subjection
to
thmnc ; but about the year 1748 it assumed
I..L... lificiiendence, and
reverted to its ancient master*
the Rajpoot princes. The Seiks also took advantage of
the wMMne** of the Mogul empire, and in 17U> made
themaelret master* of a considerable port of the Dooab
of R'V'T *»d Jallinder. In fact, to use the words of
Major Rennell, '* The whole country of Hindostan
proper was in commotion from one extreme to another,
each party fearing tht machinations or attacks of die
other so that all regular government was at an end,
and villany was practised in every form. Perhaps in
tht annab of the world, it has seldom happeneil tliat the
bonds of goTcmment were so suddenly dissolve<l over
a portion of country, containing at least CO millions of

m

'

;

innabitants.**

In 1748, the Nizam died. His eldest son still reantl his second son Nazinung, taking
at Delhi
advantage of his brother's absence, ascended the throne.
At this period, the French and English first appeared in
a military character, as auxiliaries of the princes of Hindostan, in consequence of the wars respecting the sovereignty of the Decan, and for the nabobship of Arcot.
In the first, the French only interforcd ; in Uie latter,
Imth n.itions. These wars lasted till the year 1754,
and terminated after much blood had been spilled both
in battle and by assassination, in fixing MaJiuined Ali
in the government of Arcot ; and .Salibiiljung, one of
tht sens of the Nizam, in the government of the DeAlthough the power of tfie Mogul emperor had
can.
!•••
1
I
1 .
u _i>
. Llong ceased to be of political consequence, yet his name

mained

;

Death of
the Nizaai.

A. D. 17««.

The Mogul

T.?TTi
iUll held
j^fptcu
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Ahmed

»^

de-

A. D. 1743.

and person w*re of use, «s rf tainiiig a considerable degree of veneration among the mass of the people, not
only in Hindostan proper, but also in the Decan ; so
and conthat application was made to him to sanction
which
firm all grants of lands, even in those districts in
the
reconcile
to
order
in
sovereigntjr,
no
reuined
he
Even to this day, the
transaction to popular opinion.
coin throughout the whole district, known by the name
of the Mogul empire, is struck in the name of the nominal emperor.
In the year 1753, the emperor Ahmed was deprived
of his eye-sight, and deposed by Gazi, the son of that
Gazi who had been his vizier. A httle before his death,
the Mahrattas had been called in to assist in reducing
the Gauts, who being in possession of Agra, were
troublesome to the emperor ; and the Mahrattas of

Berar established themselves in Orissa, by cession from
the Nabob of Bengal, who wa» also compelled for
a short time to pay them a tribute for Bengal and
Bahar on this tribute they long afterwards rested their
On the death of Ahmed,
claims in these provinces.
Alumghire Alumghire his cousin was placed on the throne by
•ucceolfc
Gazi the new emperor soon found that he was a slave
in the hands of this persort. and in order to get rid of
him, he invited Abdalla, commonly called the Durannec Shah, who was at this time in possession of
Lahore, to Delhi. He gladly accepted this invitation,
CiU« in
Abdalla.
and laid that city under heavy contributions, not even
From Delhi he
sparing the sepulchres of the dead.
proceeded against Agra, but the Gauts repulsing him,
:

:

he returned towards Candahar in 1758. The situation
of the emperor was now most deplorable; he could not
possibly retain the small remnant of an authority which
was left to him, without foreign assistance; and yet if
he invited foreigners, they only defended him against
internal commotion and intrigue, for the purpose of
Dreadful
Thus
•tatc of the plundering him, and laying waste his territories.
empire.
he was alternately treated by the Mahrattas and Abdallah, according as he called in the one or the other
The empe- to his assistance. A little before he was murdered by
lor murder- his vizier, Abdallah ag.-u'n visited Hindostan, when
ed.
Delhi was plundered and almost depopulated. At this
Shah
period his son Shah Allum was engaged in a fruitless
Allum,
attempt to reduce the Bengal provinces. As soon as
A.D. 1760.
he ascended the throne, he followed the example of
his father, and successively threw himself for assistance
on the Mahrattas, Nedjeb Dowlah, a llohillah chief,

the midst of these confusions, had been daily gathering History.
strength, and being engaged in every scene.of politics ^"""V"*
and warfare from Guzerat to Bengal, aijd from Lahore
to the Camatic, resolved to attempt the expulsion of
Abdallah from Hindostan. Thus the principal power.s
in it were arranged in two parties, the Hindoos and
Mahomedans, for the Gauts joined the Mahrattas, while
Sujah Dowlah, with the Rohillas, and other Maliomedan chiefs, joined Abdallah. The battle, which was to
determine whether the Hindoo government should be
restored or not throughout Hindostan, was fought on
the 7th of January 1761, on the plains of Paniput, al- Battle of
Pan put.
ready famous for having been the scene of a battle be'^^ ^- ^^'''
tween the Sultan Baber and the Patan emperor Ibrahim in 1525.
i

The combined Mahomedan army was commanded Mahoracilan
by Abdallah, and that of the Mahrattas by Sedasiva; a"ny.
The former consisted altogether of '12,000 horse, and
38,000 foot, besides camels, and between 70 and 80
these were the regular troops, but
pieces of cannon
the irregulars were more numerous. The Doorrannies
of Caubul, who were the strength of the army, amounted to 29,000 they were all men of great bodily vigour, and their horses, which were of the Turkish
The regular troops of the
breed, were very hardy.
Mahratta army consisted of 55,000 horse, and 15,000 Waluatta
"""y*
foot, with 200 pieces of cannon, and camel pieces and
Besides the regular troops,
rockets without number.
there were 15,000 pindaries or plunderers, and the followers of the camp were nearly four times as numerous
;

;

as the regular troops.

strength of these armies was too nearly equal,
issue of the battle too momentous, not to excite in the generals of both parties great anxiety, and
to render them cautious and reserved about commen-

The

and the

cing the engagement. Accordingly, they continued in
sight of each other from the 26th of October 1 760, to
During this long interval,
the 7th of January 1761.
many bloody skirmishes took place, which generally
terminated in favour of the Doorrannies. At last the

Mahratta army, being greatly straitened for provisions,
entrenchments and
give battle. The action continued from morning till
nearly noon, without any decisive success on either
side; but about this time the Mahrattas chieftain's
son, a youth about 17, being mortally wounded, the
fate of the battle was decided ; for after this event, the
jvjj,i,,^„j5
who commanded the Mogul army in the time of his Mahrattas fled in all directions. The victors pursued, defeated
father, and Sujah Dowlah, another powerful chieftain
and gave no quarter in the heat of the pursuit.
by these, however, he was cither not assisted, ofassisted
In the Mahratta camp, it is said that there were of
only to be still more plundered and insulted at length, all descriptions, men, women, and children, about y,^^^^ jreadhe was received under the protection of Mahomed 500,000, of whom the greatest part were either killed, ful slaughKooti of Allahabad. This chief, in conjunction with or taken prisoners ; and of those who escaped from the ter.
Bolwant Singh, who had increased the Zemindary of field of battle, many were destroyed by the Zemindars.
Benares, which he had received from his father, to the
About 40,000 were made prisoners duch as were taken
«ize of a province, supplied him with an army
with by the Doorrannies were mostly murdered afterwards
this he entered the Bengal provinces, where he was
by them ; for this carnage in cool blood, they alleged
joined by some Zemindars of Bahar, so that his force
as an excuse, that when they left their own country,
altogether amounted to about 60,000 men.
But his they were requested by their mothers, sisters, and
troops were so ill disciplined and provided, that in the
wives, to kill some of the unbelievers on their account,
year 1761 he deemed it prudent to surrender himself in order that they also might possess a merit in the
to the British, who were then acting as allies of the
The commander-in-chief of the
sight of the prophet.
Nabob of Bengal. They however were not disposed Mahrattas is supposed to have been killed, either in
to connect their fortunes with his ; and he was again
This was the most imthe battle or in the pursuit.
obliged to put himself under the protection of Sujah
portant struggle that had taken place since the contests
Dowlah.
between Aurengzebe's sons in the year 1707.
Abdallah, in the mean time, was by no means seAfter this very decisive battle, Abdallah with justice Abdallah
cure in his possessions; for the Mahrattas, who, in regarded himself as the uncontrolled master of Delhi; S^""*^
their chieftain resolved to quit his

;

;

:
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but u his policy wm to rule there in the nameH>r the
Uwt'ul em peror, be invited Sh«h AUum to return thither,

promising to Mst him on the throne of his ancestors.
This inritation, however, was not accepted and Abdallah, in order to secure to hinadf the attachment of
the people as far as he could, set np Shah Allum'a son,
under lae protection of Ntdjib Dowlah, exacting at the
•Bc time an anaual tribute. It is highly probable
IkM he meant Aenrards to have changed the dynasty,
and to have Mtibihhad himself on the Mogul throne ;
bat his pttatwet waa fc(}uircd in Lahore, where the
;

ivMMaed

overpower

his garrisons.
Scarcely
before the small portion of
tvritorr which remained to the .Mogul emperor, con>
merely of the notthem part of the province of
Delhi, was invaded both by the OanU and the Mahrauas ; but Nidjib Dowlafa, under whoae guardianship

AMdWl

to

left Dellii,

Ming

;
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Al

tiw EoropevK were induced to form their eat*>
bltslments in India, In order to be nearer the source,
and have a more ready and complete commami of those
hixoriea wbicli, for many centuries before the formatian of these Uhlishnienta, had beoome in luch high
and geoaral fequeat in the western w-'M <f nuy be
proper to intRMlace this part of our
a rapid
gbneeof the eommerce of the anrienu '-.v.. ...Jia, and
of the means and route by which tbeM laxuriet were
- >pe before the
introdtt>.ed ir">
diaoovery ct the

Of

II.

AND PROGRESS OF THE EUROPEAN ESTABLISHMENTS IN

Capeof Go<.

RsoM

S9

Abdallah had left Shah Allum's son, either baffled them HUtor^.
or bought them off.
"*"'nr"
We nave been induced to carry the history of Hindoitan rather beyond tlie limits which we tixed to the
first divittion of this article, in order that we might em«
brace as many of the events of that history as possible,
which did not mainly or directly depend upon the
principle or auxiliary operations of the Europeans but
from the period to which we have brought it down,
the Europeans acted such an important part in Hindostan, that it will be proper to consider tlieni, and especially the British, as the pivot on which its fjtnre historv turns.
This, therefore, leads us to the second division of this article, in order that we may trace the
rise and progress of that power which, proceeding from
•
the western extremity oif Europe, established such a
vast empire iu Hindostan.

'he Phenicians were
their comnieroe.
Having obtained poweesion -i h«ianeeber, and other
peru et the head of the Arabian Calf, they were cd>
to keep op a regular iiitrrc«ar<e with India and
eaatooast or Africa.
At fint they were oMigcd to
fhair atercbaii''
^^.s of Idumc* to
TVl«: bat having ari,
orrra, the present
El Arisch, the neartat oort <>: itit Mediterranean to
the .^rabun (iulf, they oreught the produce and manufactarea of India to this port, and ihenoe conveyed
thca by tea to Tyre. This waa one oi the totnt ancient routes of cnmmunication between the western
parts of A<ia ami India.
Anothrr rmitr, whidi seems
all

*^ nwrt

the riiti.ni. of atiT"ent*rpri«ing attd <

'r

i

^M

b
dnmy

>

aboto!

dfrontlktoar

-,

waabjthe

Ptnian
..ugh MoMMU
c«ast of Syand P ata i nt. Beiidai Itaate two routes, two othera
were pBnoad by the andeata, by the Caspian and
Bbcfc Seaa. The 8nt laote, aceording to Strabo, was
aa Mlows: The pradnctiooa of India having been
eellaelad at Paltala. the pre<«nt Tatu. near the mouth
of the Indut. wrre carried up this river a* far aa it was
navigal.'
>enoe they were conveyed by caravans
totheC'-'-.iion, where they were again sent by
water, and daacendcd thii nver as far as the point
where it moat nearly appro«:hes the Ochus, Tedjrn.
Tb this latter river they were conveyed by caravans.
'

tfa

i

.

The Ochus brought them

to the Csepian Sea. across

which they were embarked to the mouth of the Cyrus,
Kor : ap this river they were carried to iU nearcat approach to the Phasis, Rioni, where caravans were again
•npioyed to convey them Jo Sasapana, Scboroban, a
town on this river. The caauaaaication between this
flaot aiii the Black Sea, by the Pharia, ynm aaay and

INDIA.

short.
In some instances, it appears that tlic merchandise of India was carrinl down the Oxus till it arrived
at Lake Aral, into which that river falls ; and, being
tranniortcd across this lake, was sent in caravans to the
Caspian. The Wolga was next ascended, to the point
where it approaches nearest to the Tanais or Don ; to
which latter, crossing by land, the merchandise waa
carried down it to the sea of Aaoph. The fourth route,
according to Strabo, was across toe Caucasus from the
Caspian to the Black Sea.
Such were the routes by which the merchandise of
India arrived in Europe, prior to the time of Alexander's invasion of that country ; but he determined, aa
soon aa ha became master of Kn'pt, to found a city
which ahoald not only eclipse ly re, but carry on a
more direct and easy intercourse with India than had

Tlie Romans had not been very Se9 nutt
long established
Egypt, before, having acauired a framB|]rpc
knowleilge of the morsuont, they perceived that, by
taking advantage of thrm, a more direct communication with India might take place.
Their merchants,
accordingly, ascended the Nile from Julia|>oli*, about
two miles iVora Alrxan<lria, to Coptoa. Hence they
tran«ported their good* in caravans i<> fUrrnice. Here
they arrived in the mid«lle of tummcr
an<l immediauly embavlung, laachad the coast of Osellis, GmU
la, on the cast coast of Arabia Frlix:
thence thev
coas t ed to Musiris, Metjee, on the west of India.
It
ia probable that some of their navigator* even doublctl Trapobane, Ceylon, and ascended the Gan^ies to
Palibrotha, at that time the most commercial city in
India.
They returned from India with the north-east
monsoon, performing the shorter voyage within the

been furmrrly done.

m

;

year.

The great maaa of the commerce between India and
Europe was carried on in the same route of the Red

Cooimcrcc
<^ ladis

*^"ni

Sea, tID the seventh century, when the concptest of
E^pt by the ^acen* traaafared it by the Black Sea 2^„);f^'
As soon, however, as the Mame- ii^ tUi
to Constantinople.
lukes became master* of Egypt, they permitted the csatury.
Venetians to follow the ancient route ; and when De
Game displayed the Portogoese flag in the Indian seas,

Alexandna was the

aola aotrepot

of

Indian

com-

merce.

Having thus traced the varioui

routes of

communi-

;
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cation th«t existed before the iliscovcry of the Cape of
Sttilnntpu Good Hope, we shall subjoin an enumeration of the
""^
principal articles which the ancients brought from InFurop»»n

.

~

dia.

These were in great deI- Spices and aromalics.
inand, not only as articles of high and expensive luxury,
fton IndU \j^ ,ijo fof religious purposes ; of course, the ancients
^_*!!*""" required a regular and immense supply of them
but
CKnU.
there is reason to believe that they were brought principally, if not entirely, from Arabia; though it is
probable that the Arabians obtained them from the
western parts of India ; as at present the extensive demands ot various provinces of Asia for these articles,
especially for frankincense, are supplied by the Arabians from India.
2. Precious stone's and pedrli.
Of these India furnished the chief part to the luxury and extravagance
of the Roman emperors ; and its productions oi' this
Attickt

brai«fci

:

kind were allowed to be most abundant, diversified,
and valuable.
3. Silk. As the ancients had no direct communication with China, all the silk which they obtained, was
purchased in India, whither it was brought in ships of
Impoitt
I'itii.

the country.
Arrian, in his Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, has
given us some minute and curious particulars respecting the homeward and outward cargoes of the ships
employed in his time, in the Indian trade ; they imported into Patala, on the Indus, woollen cloth of a
slight fabric, linen in chequer work, some precious
stones, and some aromatics unknown in India, coral,
storax, glass vessels of different kinds, some wrought
silver, money, and wine.
In return for these, they
obtained spices of various kinds, sapphires and other
gems, silk stuffs, and silk thread, cotton cloths, and
black pepper.
Patala, however, was not the only, or
the principal port, which the ancients frequented in
India ; the chief emporium of trade was Baragyza,
which seems to have been situated on the river Nerbuddah. The articles of exportation and importation
here were very various and numerous ; besides those
already mentioned, there were imported brass, tin, lead,
girrlles or sashes, mertilot, white glass, arsenic, black
lead, gold and silver coin.
Among the exports there
were the onyx and other gems, ivory, myrrh, various
kinds of cotton goods, both plain and ornamented, and
long pepper. The exports from Musiris, which lay
nearer the eastern parts of India, were still more rare
and valuable. Arrian specifies particularly pearls in
great abundance, and of extraordinary beauty, a variety
of silk stuffs, rich perfumes, tortoise shell, different
kinds of transparent gems, especially diamonds, and

pepper in large quantities, and of the best quality.

As

the

demand

for these,

and other

articles the pro-

duce or manufacture of India, increased along with the
increasing civilization .ind wealth of Europe, the commerce of India was always an object of great importance
with all those states of Europe which applied themselves
to trade.
Hence the rivalship of Venice and Genoa
respectmg it ; and hence the attempts which were made
to reach the East Indies by sea.
At length the Cape
Hope of Good Hope was
discovered and doubled; and the
'
Portuguese opened this easy communication with India,
and iirti»»l
After a tedious course of voyages, continued for near<,f the Pot)y half a century, Vasco de Gama, an active and enterTape of

tiooU

iXT
A. D. J498.

Pr'«'"g Portuguese admiral, doubled the Cape of Goo<l
Hope, and coastmg along the eastern shore of the contment of Africa, sailed from thence across the Indian

Ocean, and landed

at Calicut

on the coast of Malabar,

I

'

A.

on the 22d of May 1498. At the period of the arrival Kuropean
of the Portuguese in Indig, the west coast of Hindostan Settitmeru .
was divided between two great sovereijnis, th'e kings of ~ »"'"'
Cambay and the Zamorin, each of whom had under
him numerous petty princes ; at the same period the
maritime region on the gulf of Bengal was divided into
three sovereignties ; 1st, That of Aracan, or Rokhang,
from the Ganges to Cape Negrais ; 2d, Pegu or Bagoo,
from the Cape to Martaban ; and 3d, Siam, from the
latter to Tanasserim, near which the Malay peninsuThe dominions of the Zamorin inla commences.
cluded the whole coast from Bombay to Cape Comorin ;
Calicut was the capital, and one of the most commerDe Gama, having received inforcial cities in India.
mation of the riches of this city, immediately proceeded
thither, and was on the point of concluding a commercial treaty with the Zamorin, when his object was defeated by the jealousy of some Mahomedan merchants ;
soon after this, he returned to Lisbon. Cabral was next
sent out by the Portuguese court to Calicut ; but the
Moors were as little favourable to him as they had been
to De Gama, so that he judged it prudent to proceed
to Cochin and Cananore.
As the kings of these places
were under the yoke of the Zamorin, which they were
desirous of throwhig off, they received him very fa»
vouvably, and entered into alliance with him.
The
Portuguese thus in a short time acquired so great an
influence, as to give law to the whole coast, fixing their
own prices on the productions of the country, and
•

building forts in the principal towns.
In 1508, Albuquerque arrived in India, and took the coa taken!
chief command of the Portuguese hitherto they had by them,
not acquired a good port; and as this was an object of A-0. 1508,
the first consequence, he attacked Goa, and took it with
little difficulty ; he was, however, unable to retain it
for the natives besieged it so closely, that he was in a
short time in want of provisions, and compelled to
abandon it and retire to his ships. He did not, notwithstanding, give up his object ; but returning in a
few months, he took it by surprise, and fortified it in
such a manner, as to render it quite impregnable by
the forces of the natives.
It now became the metropolis of the settlements of the Portuguese in India, from
which they spread their conquests and their commerce
over the Eastern seas.
As the Venetians had been deprived of the most Venetians
abundant and certain source of their riches by the dis- jealous of
covery of the Cape of Good Hope, and the subsequent 'hem.
commerce by sea between Portugal and India, they
stirred up the Sultan of Egypt to unite with them in
the attempt to drive the Portuguese out of India. This
he was easily induced to do, as he also had felt the consequences of the Portuguese voyages to India, in the reduced receipt of the transit duties, which he had been
accustomed to levy on all Indian merchandise passing
Accordingly an Egyptian
through his dominions.
fleet, equipped principally with materials supplied by
the Venetians,, made its way into the Indian sea, and
being joined by the fleet of the king of Cambay, attacked the Portuguese, at first with some success ; the
latter, however, having received reinforcements from
Portugal, soon regained their superiority.
About tlic same time, the Portuguese having gain- Extent of
ed the command of the Red Sea, ^id the Persian the PortuGulf, the commerce between India and Europe by f"""^'"*'
Thus secure from com- blishments
these routs entirely ceased.
in IiKla.
petition on the western shores of India, they next,
turned their thoughts to conquests on the East. Neglecting the coast of C-oromandel, which possessed no
:
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ports, therpMitd on towariN the r*<;:r>nsb«yon<i,theOanCM, and the Malay peninsula, of the riches of which they
Bad heard wandcrful accounts from the merchants of Sunt. Thehr oonquesta here, however, and in the Spice
In the middle
ialands, do not fall within our notice.
of the I6th century, they had become masters of the
eaat coast of Africa of the coasts of Arabia and Persia
of the two peninsulas of India of the Moluccas ; and
of the trade to China and Ja|Mm : they seized every
Yoaael that sailed on the Indian seas without their permiMinn. ravaged the coasts, insulted the native princes,
deatroycd tha templea of their relij;ion, and established
But in the midst of thcae abuthe inqoisitioa at Goa.
aca of their power, their settlrraents were divided and
torn bjr ftctioiM ; the tribute pai<l by one hundred and
fifty priwcea of India, as well as the revenue derived
from other source*, was squandered by individuals so
that the forts and the ships were in a very ruinous conditied.
In this atate of thin)^, the Portuguese empire
in India mast soon have fallen, had nut Juan de Castro
arrived as viceroy.
But great aa hia talents and virtue*
were, and indefirtifahla and wiaa aa he was in his endeaTooia to rettortf his oanntTTncn to their former chanctar, the task was beyood his power* and the n*>
tin princes, at last routed bv the indif(nitie* and oppR«sion under which they nad so loog suflinrcd, and
encou raged by the effeminacy and supincne** of their
ommaon, united in a league to aatteminalc tham. In
tan object they would have lucBiadsJ, had net reinfbraaments arrived ftom PortiiMl at this critical motatmH, by the amislanca of whira, the attack made by
Iha native princes ca the PortafMaecatahbahflMnti in
;

;

;

TMkr

;

;

^

aUlM
•U
mJbsT '^^ ^** '*P"'**^ OnthewBJOBofPwrts^lf:
ia>a4 -whidi took plar* •oooaftwada, is 1580, thai
'ttu(»l.

A. O.

nearly all hor powtr and hsr calabliabths manner whidi wadtoll prcawtljr
At this tisM they poaataaod Ik* Mowkig
Jaarribf
pboaa : Din, Oanacon, Cbool, Jfaswin, Salactte, Bombey, and Goa ; they had factories at. and iaiuenced the
ovcrMMato of Oabul, Ooorsb Baacsioro, Mangalara,
Cansipift, Calioil, Crangaaot*. CocMn, andCiM"":
thay had abo ftdoriss in the
of Bcnaal, at MaaalipaUa. MmmhIwi, and St Tbon^. witt uu—amiil
itarisBS ia fc^pswrinca af Baiyl.
Ail thca* poaaes•ioo* and aatidilMhaMBts wars inoopendsnt of what they
had in Malacca the Eaalam Archipalan Ite. At present tha ssltl— snt of Goa. which •tul nominally rr>
mains tathcnib •• ahaoat wholly ahamionad by tha aather country, and its inhabitaBta searorly spaak thaim^

cBumij

r

IMn aMMk tn

lost

m

India,

B^

)ai^gmga ialaB^ihljr. Tbair poverty is aocfa,
of tkabast frndNos cam their aahristance
fcjr miking lace or attificaal flowsn, and working mus.
ha. The rrataining Portaanaas poaasaaioM are l)aaan, a sea port in the pfwvtnee of Auraaaihad, 100
ilea north ftom Boasbay. DhaUi in tha itbad of Tisour, aad Macao in China.
The fint CH ani rt id ttaasactioo* of tha Dutch, after
they had eaat otf the Spaniah yoke, wera with the Por.
togucsa. Fnan Lisbon they prociwod tha production*
of India, to sell them again to tha naboaa of tha ooith
ofEurooe. This trade, however, was pot an cad to by
Pbilio II. when ha bacaase master of Pvtagal; andtbc
Dntot then endcavoarad to discover a passage by the
north seas to China and India. 1 his enterprise was
unsneesssfid ; but, while engaged in it, Iloutman, a native of Holland, oonincd ia the prisons of Lisbon for
debt, pronasad to the OMfckaBta af Bottetdam. to ravral
to UMia tBC knowlcdga t
afladiaa navig»>
tional

that

waaMn

i
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commerce, provided they liberate<l him from
Hij proposal was accepteil and an association was formed, which sent out four shins to India
under Houtman, in the year 1 594. On their first arrival in the Indian seas, the Dutch and Portuguese had

tion and
prison.

l!i»»nr».
'

;

^ir~~

„"^',„ ,J.

only occasional skirmishes ; but a sanguinary war soon
followed, which in the end totally tlestroyed the Portuguese power. The native princes, in these contests,
generally took the part of the Portuguese, either from
fear of the Dutch, or from other motives.
The Portuguese also had another advantage, in their superior
knowledge of the Indian seas. But the Dutch, on the
other hand, were much braver, and more active stimulatetl by stronger motnas, and yet in the vigour of their
republican enthusiasm.
Besides, they receivetl continual rt-inlbrcements from Holland ; whereas, af^er the
conquest of Portugal by Spain, the connection betwixt
the Portuguese settlements and the mother country was
very much loo^ned, and the intercourse abridged.
Spain, jealous of the prosperity of her newly acquired
subjects, left the Indian settlement* entirely to their
own force. In the three years, 1620 to 162'2, that Hernan de Albuquerque was viceroy, he never once received any letter of instruction or information from the
The colonies, therefore, must have been
court of Spain.
supported entirely from their own resources, which involved them in a destructive war with the Dutch. Success was notwithstandiiiK long doubtful ; but the Dutch
The Poituguese at first
at Ust gained the ascendancy.
lost Malacca and Ceylon ; and in the year l6f)0, they
were driven from Macassar, Cochin, Cananore, and
other settlements on the coast of Malabar.
In 166^,
the Dutch obtained pemiaaioQ Aran the native princes
ta aslahliih factories at Ncgapatam, Sadras, Pulicat, and
BiodipahaB, on the eaat oaast of the peninsula. From
this pariad, the alTair* of the Dutch are so interwoven
with tkost of the English in India, that we shall defer
tbrir Altars history till we come to treat of the csta*
blishments of the Utter.
For several yean after the Portuguese, Dntch, ard
Ei^iak had panetratad to Indi.n, f he French contenti-<l
from the Por.
tksaNslva* with procunng iu pr
tagaeae aad Dutch. Inuieyeo
ndeed, s Com-

,ii.,.

\. D. 159t.

—

pany

Duicfa eif-

"^ >>>•

'<>"""'
'ortu((iu«c
wtUeraenu,

A.D. 16«0.

Prmdi wttimicnu ia
'"''^

bfcafacmad in Brittany, which sent two ships
fctumcd with cargoes barely sumeiant to daftaqr thaaneacas of the equipment and vovscat oaesoqaantly Inc Company was dissolved. In
169S, aaolher Company was formed but as their entaipi lm warn eonked to the island of Madagascar,
thr^r do not fall within our plan.
The attempt to co'
Ionise this island not sucoeedmg, the FretKh sent some
shipa diract to Imlia, aad astsMished ractorics witli the
cen *s*it of the native ps h ice*.
Thrir chief rvndrzvoas
but the Dutch and Kn({li!'h uniat first was at Surat
ting against them, soon obliged them to abandon it.
They neat attaoqptad to aeise oa Trinoomalee ; but in
this also thsy were nnsoecsasftd.
In I67S, a Froich faros, comounded by M. de la A.D. K't.
Hsye, Isncled at St Thomi, a sea-port contiguous to Madras, formerly nossaased by the Portuguese, but then belonging to this kingof Golconda.and carried it by assault.
War, however, brmking out the same year between Holland on the one side, and France allied with England
on the other, a powerful Dutch armamrnt, assisted
by the armies of the king of Golconda, invested St
ihom^ by •«• and land. AfYer a skiirul and obstinate
defence, the town was reduced in September 1674
but the king of Golct>Dda insisted on retaining the conha<l

to India; but they

;

;
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India, or the tract extending from the parallel of History.
C&pe Comorin westwards to the Persian and Arabian *""'V""^
Soon afterwards, Ihey obtained an establishGulfs.
ment on the coast of Coromandel, at MaJulipanm. To
this they were prompted, because the cloths of Coromandel were in high request in the Spice Islands, and
FofidicbCT'
consequently constituted the best medium of exchange
for pepper and other spices.
In tiie year I6l5, Sir
Thomas Roe was sent by King James as the first Bricherry, witli small and insignificant factories at Masulipatam and Rajapore. Soon after this period, the his- tish ambassador to the Mogul, from whom he obtained
tory of the French and English nations in India are so considerable privileges for the East India Compimy,
About the same time, the Zaniorin of Calicut granted
blended, that they must be considered together.
so that a long range of settleIn the year 1716, the Europeans established in India them similar privileges
found themselves unexpectedly encountered by a new ments was formed, immediately subject to the presiand powerful rival for there appeared off the coast of dency of Surat, among which were in the Slogul terMalabrir two forty gun ships, under imperial colours, ritory. Broach, Brodera, Ahmedabad, and Ajineer ; and
ertendE«*t which had been fitted out at Ostend. In the year 1720,
in the Zamorin country, Craganore and Calicut.
IdiIU ComThe disputes and wars with the Dutch followed soon The Dutch
the Ostend East India Company, by vJhom these ships
bad been fitted out, received a regular charter from the afterwards and these were not only fatal to the British 'larassthem,
emperor; and in 1723 they had established factories settlements in Amboyna, but also prejudicial to those
settlements on the Coromandel coast.
In consequence
at Q)verlong, between Madras and Sadras, and at Bankibazar on the Hooghly. The Dutch, French, and of disputes with the Dutch and with the king of GoljCnglish, immediately took the alarm ; and in 17527 a conda, in whose dominions Masulipatam was situated,
in the year 1629 they left this place, and fixed themtreaty was signed at Paris, in which the emperor promised to suspend the company (or seven years. Before selves at Armegum ; but soon afterwards they again
About 16*0, the
the expiration of that term, he pledged himself, by the took possession of Masulipatam.
Dutch began systematically to harass the European
treaty of Seville, to the dissolution of it altogether ; and
commerce on the coast of Malabar. In consequence of Presidency
this accordingly took place.
The Danes received the first idea of forming esta- this, the English fixed on Madraspatam, which they ft' Madras,
They immedi- ^^- '^^3.
blishments in India from a Dutchman, who, discon- obtained from the chief of the district.
tented with his own government, ofTereil his services to ately built a fort, with the name of Fort St George ;
This and in 1653, this station was raised by the Company
Christian IV. to form a settlement at Ceylon.
man, however, dying on his passage, and the Danes to the rank of a presidency.
Nearly alx)ut the same time, the commercial transhaving been unfavourably received at Ceylon, they proactions of the British commenced on the Ganges.
cetxled from thence to the coast of Coromandel, where
In
the king of Tanjore allowed them to form a settlennent
1634, they obtained from the court of Delhi the priviHbtury.

This occurrence is principally remarkable, as
noting not only the first appearance of the French on the
cout of Cottiniandel, but the orijrin of their power in
for, from the wreck of their establislithat quarter
meiit at St Thome, was formed their celebrated settlement of Poudicherry, where a small district was ceded
them by the native prince. At the begiiming of the
18th century, their establishments consisted of Pondiquert.

;

;

;

;

at Tranquebar.

The

Danish settlement

that remains to be told of this
be found under our account of

little

will

the British proceedings in India.
Queen Elizabeth was the first English Sovereign who
lish adventhought of obtaining for her subjects a share in tlie trade
ture,
India.
In the year 1583, she granted letters to two
A.D. 1583. to
adventurers for the princes of India, and in 1596, other
All these adventurers proceeded to the court
letters.
of the Great Mogul, by land, where they were well
received.
The attempts to discover a passage by the
North Sea to China having failed, the English resolved
to go round the Cape of Good Hope. Accordingly the
Queen, on the last day of the year l600, granted letters patent to a society of merchants in London to trade
to the East Indies.
The object of the company was
principally pepper and other spices ; and therefore their
voyages were to Achen, Java, and the Spice islands.
In the year 161 'A four ships were sent out by King James,
for the purpose of conciliating the Mogul emperor,
some of whose vessels had been annoyed by the English in the Red Sea.
The commander of this fleet succeeded in his mission ; and, at the same time, he obtained from the court of Delhi the liberty of establishPMtory of ing a factory at Surat
; and this city was some time af*«'*ards regarded as the principal English station in
•T* A^d"
^^ *'*** "'' Jn<l>a- The Portuguese, alarmed at the
mi.
success of the English, attacked their fleet near Surat,
but they were repulsed. This voyage, therefore, may
in some respect be regarded as the origin of the power
of the British in the East ; the two foundations of which
were, the grant of the Mogul sovereign, and their own
naval ability and resources. The presidency of Surat
First

Eng.

controlled

all

the fiictories in what

may be

called

wesU

lege of a free resort to the port of Pipley, in the province of Bengal.
This privilege was much extended
in 1645, chiefly through the professional skill and success of a surgeon of one of the Company's ships, who
had thus, at the Mogul court, conciliated the favour of
the monarch.
Factories were accordingly established Their facto.
in Bengal, the principal of them at Hooghly ; but this, ries in Ben.
as well as the others, was subject to the presidency of R"' '^^^•
Madras, or Fort St George. The factories of the Bri- "'^'^'^

time were Madras with its dependencies
Masulipatam, MadapoUam, Pettipolu, and Hooghly and
the factories subordinate to Hooghly, were Cossimbazar,
Balasore, Patna, and Malda.
But the Mogul government, as well as the other Indian princes, though they granted to the British the
privileges of commerce, yet denied them the exercise
of civil jurisdiction, or the use of military strength.
The factory of Surat was strongly built but it was
not 'allowed to be either fortified or garrisoned. This
factory was exposed to still farther inconvenience and
danger ; for it was exactly placed on the debateable
tish at this

;

;

ground between the Mogul and the Mahrattas, and, as
we have already seen, was more than once plundered
by Sevajee the Mahratta chief. It is probable, therefore, that the British would have been obliged to have
given up Surat, had not they gained an unexpecte<l relief.
In the year 1668, King Charles 11. ceded to the Obtain
Company the island of Bombay, which he had received Bombay.
""

*
D. 1668.
as a part of the marriage portion of Catherine, the In- A.
fanta of Portugal. This was a strong place, and it was
within 200 miles by sea from Surat, to which it was
made subordinate. The British now commanded greater
respect, both from the Mogul and the Mahratta q&-

'

'

'
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but in the years 1665 »nil 16T2, their set^ements. new possessions being completed, received, in compliHiitory.
partirulvly on the Malabar coast, suffere<l much from ment to the kind of England, the name of Fort WilHam ; and about the same period, the agency of Ben- f°" "
the hostilities of the Dutch.
idraa was also espoved to great
gal was elev.itetl to the rank of a presidency.
The fettlemeiu of
For
u^n
some years tin- jKJsition, and relative constitution of the
difflcaltie* and danger. About the year 1 636, the territo
which
stood,
and
which
belonged
the
king
British
it
presVencies, had fluctuated very much
tory on
but
of Bisnacur, was conquered by Meer Jumla, the gene- Bointiay at la-i superseded Surat completely; and from
the date of the Suilding of Fort William, the established
ra! ' '•"• Viiig of Golconda, who afterwards dininMe\f, as we have already noticed, as the
presidencies were those of Madras, Bombay, and Bengal.
g\
al/:i-L i..i.. .r in the service of Aurengzelie. This event,
Soon after the death of Aurengrebe. the settiement
however, in the end proved fortunate to Madras ; for of Bengal was ronch exposed to the depredation* and
in •'"•
'*-''i and 1676, the king of Golcnnda perextortions of .Tsffier, who had bt- come nabob of that
-I* government to build ships in any
province.
Wenry, at length, of the insults anil the inpart or ni-. i.'>iii,iiioitt, and forbade his officers to molest juries whjrft they sustain^, the Presidency of Calcutta,
the Bririnh comnjfrre.
the year I7IS, sent an embassy of complaint, accom- liiiibaMy
ta
The settlements of Bengal also flourished but in the panied by presents, to the court of Dt-lhi. It would, Delhi,
mean time, the war between the emp<'ror and the however, have failed altogetl-.er, but for the concurrence A- O. IIIX
Mahrattas weighed heavily on the factories of Surat of two profiitious circumstances. The one was, a cure
and Bombay. 8ir John CKild was at this period, what effected on the emperor by .Mr Hamilton, the surgeon
voold now be stiled governor {general of the British of the embassy. This gentleman being offered any reSir Joha
ward he chose, besought the grant of the Company's
Chja't po- •etdcments in India, while his brother Sir .Jonah was
trading member of the Court of Committee"! their requests, which were instantly complied with and the
licy.
policv wa», fimt the enUrgement of the .-.uthonty of the emperor, benides other valuable presents, gave him mo'''iti»h subjects as were within the
C'dels of all his surgical instruments in pure gold.
The
liii.
and sermidly, retaliation by force other circumstance was, the retirement of the English
" ^o had oppressed
of arim uii the In-liin
from Surat, from which place the emperor had been
r|M>litit-al strrngth
their settlements, and the at:
long anxious to induce or force them to depart. Of the
and dominion in tbe Cast, i Itfiuv it i« evident that privileges granted to the Company, those relating; to
they laid the foundation of thnt »y>tem of aggrandize- Bengn! were the most important ; and. indeed, they
ment, on which the Britiih have ever rinre acted in wri>
..idered as conMituting the great charter
India.
In Bengal the design was to gain poaaeasion of of ti..
h in India.
Thcv were, that, in Bengal,
the city and territory of Chitiagong but ho»titities were all persons indebted to
.iny should be deliverprematurely commenced, and the attempt failed. On ed up that English g'
^ht l>e ronveye<l duty
the ride or 9arat considerable advanlafe was at first fVee through the Kendal provmces and that the Engo
((alned by the ctpture of * n 'mher of .Moorish vessels,
lish should be at liberty to purchase the lordships of
Hot thesi
which hati lieen thirty seven towns contiguous to Calcutta. This last
rii
« rr
II" Mthnitt.i
UIM
Auri-iii.
iirnili-vr h..wrMr, wa< never in fact granted, and even
nearly e<}iulty poised
were rendered ineffectual a.«, how^
hopes that im latter «
of escmption from duty, and a free
were brought to a pr
bv the o
'Kids was actually given, the F.nclish
- r John C !...,:
whehafng victories i-i
-....
(irinripal carriers from tlie portk of the
ther«-fore applied to i!
for peace, which waa
Oanges, and the shipping postMaed by private Ruroa
A.n. l'»0. ({ranted in February
peans in Calcutta, in ten year* after the embassy,
Pan S( uaAlmost immeillatel\
concla«ion at the Mo. amounted to lo.cW tons,
. ! utxaiagral war. a new se"'-' this time till the breaking out, in the year a D. iTij.
on the coast of ('•
the war between France and England, the HngUihand
waa at first r<-'~
-ftilements in Inilia present nothing dc,<erving <";•'«*>•«»""°*'"»'
tranJs, whei'<>fT was canqueTMl by Aunilar notice or record.
At the hrf.iking out of
-1.^ •»-i.».^
f r'-fI, riififirtned by that monarch.
he tint war. the English poneswd the follosring settleBi
le station, and it baa since been known
ments:
Bombay; Dabol, about 4<) leagues farther to
by tiK' nuTD'- in ort fit David.
the south, in the provitice of Cancan
Carwar, in the
About the mune time, a more important acquisition provhKC of Nortn Casura
Telhcherry, on the sea
waa made in Bengal. DnrinK the late btmilrties in coast of the Malabar province; .Anjen^o, their most
that province, the a^ent and eoaeril had nrtirrd to a
southerly settlement on the western co.i
i>f the penintown *
wer dosrn tf»e river, called tliut- sula, on the sea coast of Travancore; Fort .St D-tvid;
unutt<<
contiguous to which is that of Madras ; Visigapatam and Balasore. on the Coromandel
Calrutu ai soun ju peace waa made with the court of coast and Calcutta. The principal French settlement*
Delhi, the agency waa tnnsferre<l to thi^ latter place.
weiv Pondicherry and C handemagore ; the latter alx>ut
At first, however, they could
-»um to SO miles al)ove Calcutta, tbe farmer on the sea coast of
fortify it ; but aone of the
rebelled
the Camatic.
acainat tbe Mogul monarch, the liriiuh, under pretence
Ill the year ITiB, Madras was besieged by a French a. D. 17J6.
«f beinc afraid that Calcutu would be attacked, ob- armament, and cumpellcd to capitulate but it was retaiBcd leave V» raise walls round it
In l«9«. I*rince stored to the English by the |>e.-ice of Aix la Chapelle.
Asim, one of the grandsoos ol Aarengstlie, who com
About the snmf time, the nabob of the Camatic, within
manded the Mogul armv in Bengal, was bnlnrd by the wbowe jurisdiction both Madras and Pondicherry were
British to confer on them .i ^<^-^nt of the tlirer consituate<l. and who successively took part with the com- Nabob of
nected villMea of ChottaiTu'
re, and Calbatant* on l>oth sides, sii«tained a total defeat from a the Comatk
estta, Ifigt^Str with the ju*'
'>ver tbe inhavery inferioi number of French. The event is memo- defeated by
.
Mtantt. Swrtly afterwards, the Vortifications of tbe rable chiefly, as being the first which decidedly proved *^ f"«tK
Itbtarf.
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The constancy, however, of the English, Iliitorjr.
the «upcriority of the European troops over those of to Madras.
arrival of reinforcements from Europe,
the
by
aided
liindostan.
The former
The territory of the Camatic was one of the subordi- succeeded in turning the fortune of the war; the French defeated.
were repeatedly defeated; Pondicherry »^s taken; and
uale principahties immediately governed by nabobs,
established in his principality.
Salabut
but subject to the soubhadar of the Decan, who was Mahomed Ali
Jung, the third son of the Nizam, who had been raised
still rcgardeil as a feudal prince under the Mogul emNizam ul Mulk, already frequently mention- to the rausnud of his father by the assistance of the
pcror.
who
was soubhadar of the Decan, died in the year French, at length sought and obtained an accommock«
ed,
English, in return for which they receiv17*8, and the province was disputed between his son tion with the
At the same time, ed from him a grant of the possessions which their
Nazir, and his grandson Murzafa.
the nabob of the Carnatic, Anwaraadeen, who had been victories over the French had given them, viz. the Cirregularly established in that office by the Nizam, was car of Masulipatam and its districts, and the Circar of
opposed by Chunda Saheb; the latter and Murzafa Nizarapatam. At the same time, they received from
made common cause, and to their alliance acceded M. Mahomed Ali a part of the territory about Madras, and
Dupleix, the governor of Pondicherry, a man of great the advantage of a powerful influence in the Carand ambition.' The combined troops
of the French and the twp piinces overthrew those of
Anwaraadeen, on the frontiers of his own country, in a
pitched battle, in which he himself was killed, and his

DMiT* piin- talents, intrigue,

eldest son taken prisoner, while his second, Mahomed
Ali, escaped, and implored the assistance of the English.
For some time the English hesitated, till at

—

length they were induced by several reasons the
strongest, probably, a desirie to curb and oppose tlie
French to espouse the alliance of Nazir and Maho-

—

who nad made common cause.
Such was the origin of the war for the succession of
Canutic
the Carnatic, or the Carnatic war as it is called, between
war,
In its progress, this
the English and the French.
A. D. niO.
war preserved essentially the character under which
it had commenced, that is, in reality a contest between
the English and French for superiority of power and

med

Ali,

The violent
extension of dominions in Hindostan.
deaths of Nazir Jung and his nephew introduced new
competitors for the soubhadarship of the Decan; but
the English throughout the contest persevered in their
object, of securing the nabob.ship of the Carnatic to Moliamed Ali. It was during this war that Mr Clive, afterwards Lord Clive, first appeared as a military character, and by his talents the English gained considerable success. In 1751, he defeated his opponents in the
plains of Arani; and this victory was followed by the reduction of the forts of Timery, Conganzam, and Arani.
These successes, however, were only against the Indian
troops of Chunda Saheb ; but, in the beginning of the
year 1752, he attacked, and, after an obstinate battle, he
defeated, near Arcot, an army consisting of 1500 sepoys,
1700 horse, with 150 French, and eight pieces of cannon. Soon after this, Chunda Saheb having been surrounded and cut off from his supplies by an English
but was taken and beheaded by his rival.
army was defeated and routed by
Major Lawrence, who had succeeded Mr Clive in the
command of the army. The French immediately proclaimed Rajah Saheb, his son, nabob of the Carnatic.
Thus the forces of the English and French were engaged in regular hostilities against each other in India,
at a time when no war existed between them in Europe. As soon, however, as intelligence of these events
reached the courts of Versailles and St James's, orders
were sent out to put an end to the war ; and a treaty
was entered into, by which the French and English
were to possess an equal dominion, military force, and
commerce, on the east coast of the peninsula.
The breaking out of the seven years war in 1756,
The French
and KnKprevented the execution of this treaty, and rendered
iuh become the French
and English principals in the contest the
prinripak
former captured the subordinate factories of their rivals,
in die war,
A. D. \1i1. and at length even laid siege, thongh unsuccessfully,
force, fled,

After his

flight, his

;

natic.

Before, however, the war in this part of India, of
limits have" obliged us to give this rapid and
brief sketch, was thus happily terminated, the English
were obliged to detach a force to the succour of their
The causes and circumstances of
interests in Bengal.
their misfortunes there, it may be proper to trace with
all possible brevity.
In the year 17'tl, Alivedi, as we have already seen, The Engusurped the nabobship of Bengal. He died in 1756, lish settleleaving for his successor Surajah Dowlah. This prince ments in

which our

was strongly prepossessed against the English. Understanding that the governor of Calcutta was building
a wall and digging a moat round that city, he took
offence, and at last marched at the head of his army
The town
to attack it, with its dependent settlements.
was gallantly, though not very skilfully, defended for
three days, but then was obliged to surrender.
Sura-

Bengal attacked.

Calcutta ta»

ken.

jah Dowlah had promised the prisoners their lives, but
on the same night in which he entered the place, he
ordered the massacre, (for it deserves no other appellation), which has rendered proverbial the black hole
of Calcutta. The Europeans, to the number of 146
persons, were, in the most sultry season even of the
Bengal year, confined for twelve hours within a cube
of 18 feet, having no outlets except two small windows,
strongly barred.
All perished except twenty-three;
and some of these afterwards experienced from the
nabob fresh cruelties. As soon as intelligence of these
events reached the English on the coast, they detached
to Bengal 900 Europeans, and 1500 sepoys, under the
command of Colonel Clive. In a few days after their
arrival bel'ore Calcutta, the city was retaken, and the Retaken by
nabob being attacked in his camp, acquiesced in a pa- Col. Clive.
cification highly honourable and advantageous to the
English. On him little reliance could be placed, especially as by the breaking out of the war between the
English and French, he might naturally expect the
assistance of the latter, who had, at tlieir settlement
of Chandt-nagore, contiguous to Cakutta, a force of
300 Europeans, and 300 sepoys. Under these circumstances. Colonel Clive resolved to attack the French
settlement, which he accordingly did, with success.
Still, however, the nabob was justly suspected ; and as
it was soon afterwards proved that he was in correspondence with the French, the English listened to the
overtures of tiie discontented grandees at his court,
and at length resolved to support Meer Jaffier in his
pretensions to the nabobship.
This arrangement led
immediately to the famous battle of Plassey, by the is- Battle at
sue of which Meer Jaffier gained the nabobship, and I'lassey,
his English allies a large treasure, a portion of terri- 23d Juns,
tory adjoining to Calcutta, and a considerable influence 1757.
with the new nabob. The British forces engaged in

;

;
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Uus b«Ule were eoaHMnded by Colonel Clive, and conMted ol 'j««0 Europeam, 100 to|iasses, and steo aepoys, with eight six poumlers, and two howitzers. The
nabob's army was estimated at 50,000 foot, and 50
Ao
iiimat of CMUMO, besides about 40 Frenchmen.
fflwt'"g to one accoant, the fortune of tlie day was decided by Mcer Jaffier, who rommanded part of the na>
bob's army, renMUDing neuter duriug the engagement
but by other accounts, it would appear, that even if his
forces IukI taken an active pnrt, tlic issue would have
been equally favourab

S.

and the new nathe treaty bet w I
Tr«ai) b*agreed
to pay a large sum into the treathe
Utter
bob,'
twccaih*
KaclMbiaa sury of Calcutta ; and the English guaranteed his do>
minions. Jaffier, however, alter he had acquired his
C>wer, seems to have been unwilling to pay tbe stiputed sum ; and on being presaed bv Colouel Clivp to
fulfil his engagement, be meditated the reduction of tbe
This, and the nonpayment of the
Britiah influence.
money, were sufficient pretesUi for stripping him of his
newly acquired dominions ; and to thii object the British directed tiieir plans, so as to accompUsb it with the
least appatfrance oC injustice.
Before, however, we narrate •!•'•-• r-'^ns, it will be
inother quarproper to attend to the affairs o!
r- ;it of
ter.
In the year 1759, the son -..>.... r
r.mthe Mogul appeared in a boatile position
tier of the provinces ; and he afkerward> ni.ania Uahar with a view of poaaeaatng himaelf of the soubha':
'
rrc bound
-^t. As the r
darship of '/
who wa >
of Bento support
gal, foia*d fais army to that of tia- i^jum.i i, and the alUM drove the enemy beyond the Carumnasa. In the
aoon after the dose of thia campaign,
MBt y«ar,
riranur M
the Dutch projeclad the overthrow of the English esta•vctUkfov
in Bengal
An expedition
lll«Ka«liJi bliaiuBcnta aaa influence
t«Ttl«— na. tot tbift nurpaaa waa fitted o<it at Batavia, whicn in the
A. O. ITi*. OMnlb 01 Atyust entered the river of Bengal, with the
nrcftwion or proceeding to the Dutch acttlcnient at
CUMurah. As Clive was apprchoMiv* that the nabob
uke advanuge of this circaoMUnoe, be fcaolved
to call upon that prince to inaiat on the departure of
the Dutch, aa tbc^ were within his territorica. This,
hBwe» et, be did not do ; and the Dutch landed their
wboie force near Calcutta. In this emergency, Clive
waa at a loaa in what manner to act ; for the English
and Dutch were at peacr. As, however, some ueciaivc alcpa were neccaaanr, he ordered Colonel Ford to
intercept the march of tae Dutch ; thia was accordingly done with most complete wcwm.
A. 0. ITMIL
In February 1760, Coionel Dive led Bengal for Enf land ; and about the same lime, the dominions of the
nabob were again menaced with inva»Jon from the in- Mibterior.
Mahratta army entered tlic dijirii-t of Burd» entct wan, and Shah Allum ra appeared on the frontier of
Berar.
Againet the former, the nabob in person led
an army, partlr composed ot British troops, but the
ca paign
tois quarter proved unsnccaaeful.
The

By
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Mogul waa oppoaed by a

British army, commanded by
a British officer, but tb« operations of the latter were
much impeded by the obstinacy of the nabob's son,
who commanded an auxiliary force, so that tlte Mogul,
th-

'•

'-'Vited near Patna, escaped

into tl>e southBengal, where he rlTccted a junction
Willi lilt: Mahratta general who ha<l invaded Durdwan.
He was soon, howe>er, compelled to retreat into Berar.
This campaign, which presented nothinK else
remark able, was dosed in July, by tbe letting in of

w
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the rains, and the death of tlie young nabob, who was
struck dead with lightning in his tent.
By this time, tlie plans of the British against Meer
Jaffier were complete; accusations of various kinds,
besides the non-piaynient of the money, were brought
against him; and in September 1760, a treaty was
privately maide at CalcutU between the British and
Sleer Cossim, son-in-law and general of the nabob.
By this treaty it was stipulated that Cossim, under the
title of dewan or deputy to the nabob, should obtain
the real possession of the nabobship, and that he should
grant to the Englitih, for the pay of the army, the dis-

History,

"^""^""^
Thr nabob
dupxed,
'^^ '^

'^**

Treaty with
»!>' "«* °»-

of Burdwan, Midnapore, and Cliittagon^.
It is
promised the projectors of this revo«
lution two millions of rupees
tliis, however, was expressly denied in the examination l)cfore the Select
Committee of the House of Commons. Meer Jaffier
was soon afterwards brought to Calcutta, and thus deprived even of the name and appearance of power.
MecrCosseim had nut been long possessed of the nabobship, when he entered into pru)ect« unfavourable to
the English; levying high duties on their merchandise
contrary to treaty ; and at last massacring the English
deputies who were sent to him to sdjust matters. The
English, therefore, in order to punish him, resolved to

tricts

also said that he

;

Meer Jaffier to the dignity from which he had Tl.e former
been degraded. As a condition of hit re-instatement, nabob rehe consented to cede to them the districts already '«"'<^<1>
granted them by Cosseim, of Burdwan, Midnapore, and A. a 1763.
restore

Cbittagong, and also to grant to them those commercial privileges which Cosseim had withheld.
On the
7th of June 1763, he was proclaimed soubhadar of tlie
three provinces ; and the British government also dedared war i^ainat Cosseim. On the 19th of July, one
of Coaaeim'a generala waa totally defeated by a British War with
1'"«»»n«.
force, half way between CalcutU

and on the 24th the

latter place

and Moorshedabad,
was taken. Advanon the 2d of August

cing rapidly after Uiese successes,
they encountered, on the plain of Goriah, the whole of
tbe hostile force at that time in tlie lower part of Bengal.
It waa composed of about 15,000 black cavalry,
and 10,000 regularly disciplined sepoys, with 17 pieces
of cannon, managed by 170 Europeana. After an obstinate contest of ieur hours, the enemy were completely wbo ii itrouted. Cosseim was himself in the province of Itahsr, '**>«>.
and thither the British pusued him. In the beginning
of October thev gained poeaeasion of Muiighir, and in
Noramber of I'atna. Cosseim still fleeing tram danger,
luiving cacaped into the dominions of the Nabob of
Dude, carrying with him treasure and jewels to the
value of two millions sterling.
The same year which witnessed the expulsion of Pes* of
Cosseim from the three provinces, also produced, in Eu- ^l^J* "
'"'
rope, a pacification between France and England.
By
the treaty of peace, France, whose recent acquisitions,
m» well as her ancient possessions in India, had been
wrested from her, was restored to the factories of which
she had been mistress in the year 1749, but she renounced any pretensions to the territories which she had
recently acquired on the coast of Coromsndel and
Orisaa, and engaged neither to erect fortifications, nor
maintain troops in the soubah of Bengal. Mahomed
Ali was acknowle<lged lawful sovereign of the Camatic.
The English sacrificed but a small part of the territory
which they had gained; they retained unini|>aired their
authority at the courts of the Carnatic and Bengal
they retained, in addition to their old settlements, the
newly acquired po me iiiona of the Circar of Maaulipa-

^"'

;

;
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which they had con-

Um, and

iu dependant district*,
3uered from the French also the castle of Sural, the
aghire, or territory round Madras, the Calcutta zemindary, and the districtt of Burdwan, Midnapore, and
;

Chitta|;ranff.

Battle of

Buxar,

A.O.

17C4.

Granti by

In the pursuit of Cosseim, the British array had
reached the interminous frontier of the territories of
Bengal antl Oude : the fugitive prince had taken refuge in the court of Sujah Dowlah, otherwise called
the Nabob Vizier, which, at the same time, harboured
a more illustrious exile, the young Mogul. The British
camp now became the scene of complicated negtjciations; an alliance was proposed to Sujnh Dowlah, which
he rejected. While these negociations were going on,
discontents prevailed in the British army. Encouraged
by this, Sujah Dowlah, who had already collected an
army on the frontiers of Oude, determined on hostiliIn
ty ; and he was joined by the Ri^ah of Benares.
March 1764, Major Camac took the command of the
British forces, and having restored discipline and subordination, repulsed the vizier in an obstinate engagement near Patna. The war was now carried into the
province of Oude, and Major Carnac was succeeded by
Major Monro. On the 24th of October, was fought the
celebrated battle of Buxar, on the river Carumnasa,
about 100 miles above the city of Patna. The British
army consisted of 856 Europeans, and 62 1 5 sepoys
the combined troops of Sujah Dowlah and Cosseim consisted of 40,000 men.
After an arduous contest of
three hours, the army of the vizier retired in disorder,
leaving on the field 133 pieces of cannon, and blowing
up some of their powder magazines ; 2000 troops were
slain on the field of battle.
The loss of Major Monro's
army was trifling, being only 87 Europeans and 712
sepoys.
The flight of the allies was so rapid, that they
did not stop at Buxar, but hastened to a small river
beyond it. Over this was a bridge of boats, which,
however, they had not all crossed, when Sujah Dowlah directed the bridge to be destroyed.
By this act
of generalship he sacrificed indeed the rear division of
his array, which, to the i.uraber of nearly 2000 men,
were drowned ; but he saved his main body from certain destruction, and at the same time preserved from
capture the immense treasures of Cosseim as well as his
own. A native historian describes the camp of the
two chiefs in the following terms : " A bridge of boats
being thrown over the Ganges, the allied armies began
their march in numbers not to be reckoned ; but, from
the ignorance of the generals and want of discipline,
murdering and plundering each other. It was not an
army, but rather a moving nation." On the following
day the Mogul, who had uken no part in the battle,
sought and obtained the protection of the British, offering them terms highly favourable to their views and
plans of aggrandizement and extent of territory.
Sujah Dowlah was now obliged to struggle for his
existence. He offered to negodate ; but as he refused to
deliver up Cosseim, his offer was rejected. At last having dismissed his ally, who took refuge in upper India,
he voluntarily repaired to the British camp, and siirrendered himself to the general. Terms were made with
tarn, by which the entire territory of Oude,
except the
districts of Corah and Allahabad, were
restored to him ;'
the excepted districts were allotted to the Emperor, the
fort of Allahabad being assigned for
his residence.
In

return for these cessions, and for an annual
stipend for

the Mogul his support, the Emperor, besides
a confirmation of the
to tue Kng. territorial acquisitions
which the British had made, ei-

""•

Uier on the soubhadary of Bengal, or

on

tlie coast,

con.

on them two important favours : he invested them History.
with the Dewaunce of th* three provinces ot K»-iiga!,
Baliar, and Orissa ; the second grant was tnat of the
Over these districts imleed he
five northern circars.
had only a nominal claim, derived from their former
conquest, in the latter days of the Mogul so: rnment.
At this time, they belonged to the soubhailar of the
Decan. In 1 754, he had granted them to the French,
then his allies, and on their being defeated by the EngAfter the general
lish, the circars reverted to him.
peace of 176f}, the French again endeavoured to gain a
footing in them ; and this induced Lord Clive, who arrived in India for the second time, in l"tt5, to obtain
from the Mogul the proprietary grant of this territory.
In the year 1766, four of the circars were given up by who obtain
the soubhadar ; the fifth, held by a brother of the Ni- the Circurs,
zam, was granted in reversion to the British.
In return 1766.
for these cessions, the British promised the soubhadar
the assistance of their troops, whenever he might need
it, to settle the affairs of his government.
About the
end of the year 766, having united himself with a
Mahratta chief against Hyder .\li, sovereign of the
Mysore, he applied for these troop.s, which were grant*
ed him, even before his oliject or that of the Mahrattas
was known. As soon as the British troops had joined,
the united army entered the territory of Mysore. It was on this occasion that Hyder Ali first display- Hyder AU
ed those talents which afterwards rendered hira^^elf so flnt apvery formidable.
He bought off the Mahrattas by large pears,
A. D. 178T.
brit)es.
Next he entered into negociations with the
Nizam with such effect, that in August 1767, the armies of the Nizam and Hyder actually united at Bangalore, from which place they made irregular incurHad Hyder adhered to his
sions into the Carnatic.
own plan of the campaign, which was to elude a general action, and to harass the British by his superiority
in cavalry, the latter must have suffered dreadfully
but on being accused of dilatoriness by the Nizam he
consented to change his plans. The result was fatal to
for by a succession of obstihis interests and views
nate engagements and bloody defeats, the allied army
was driven out of the Carnatic. The Nizam deserted
Hyder in his misfortunes, made peace with the Madras
government, and retired to his' own dominions. This
defection, though it weakened Hyder, gave him greater
liberty of action, which he improved to the utmost
and partly by the nature of the country which was the
scene of wartare, and partly by the mode in which he
conducted the campaign, he baffled the British for a
The intelligence of his beconsiderable length of time.
ing able to oppose an enemy hitherto invincible by the
Indian princes, so raised his reputation, that adventurfcrre<l

1

;

ers flocked to

him from

all parts,

and

his cavalry

were

soon increased to upwards of 00,000. At last he was
induced to give up his plan of defensive and dilatory
warfare, in order to protect a fort be.sieged by the British.
The consequence was an obstinate engagement,
in which, notwithstanding his vast superiority, he was
defeated.

He

still

Defeated by
the English,

persevered, however; and in Janu- A. D. 1769.

ary 1769, having recovered his own provinces, marched
into the Carnatic, which he ravaged with fire and sword.
At this period the British were commanded by General
Smith, who, by a dexterous movement, cut off the enemy from his own country From the difficulties, however,' which seemed to be entangling him, Hyder was
extricated by his own spirit of enterprize ; for having,
by a variety of movements, contrived and executed with
great skill and adroitness, drawn the British forces to
a considerable distance from Madras, he directed his

.

;
;
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and prepared for the invasion of the Camttic. On the Histwry.
Si4th of July 1780, Hyder All's cavalry were only nine **^V"^
miles distant from Madras; and it was ascertained,
that his whole force oonaisted of 100,000 men, among
whom was a large body of Euri)pean troops, under
French officers, and commanded by Colonel Lally. In
thiH emergency. Sir Hector Munro ordered llie British
army to assemble at Conjeveram, and directed Colonel
Baillie, who commanded a detachment at Gumeropanda, to join him at that place ; but this detachment was
cut to pieces by Tr]ij>oo Saib, Hyder'a son.
This oblige<l the Camadc army to retreat, till Sir Eyre Coote
arrived from Bengal with a brigaide of 70UO men, and
assumed the command. Sir Eyre immediately restored
ti>e spirits of the army, and in a very short space of
time defeated Hyder in five several battles. In some
inatances, however, the British were not so successful
for Tippoo entirely defeated a detadiment of alK)ut
SOOO inlantry, and 300 cavalry, under Colonel Braithwaite.
In the end of the year 1782 Hyder dietl
and His inOi,
one ef the first objects of Tippoo, who succeeiied him, *• ^' '"*^
it.
wa* to recover Canara, which had been conquered by a
In ITT 3, the Mahrattas crossed the Ganges to invade
detachment under General Matthews. It had been
the Hohilla'ctmntry ; a bngade of the Brititih army
marched to the western frontier of that country, and aupposed by the presidency of Bengal, that an attack
drove the enemy beyond the ri«'er. For this pratection, of Tippoo's provinces on the west of India, would, by
the Kuliilla chiefs had stipulated to pay Sujab Dowlali, E'ving an easy and immediate entry into the most vaable part of his dominions, draw him olT from the
•a whose aUiea the Briliik acted. iO lacks of rupee*
bat when tW aanriee was pcrfiatmed, they peymcot wae Camatic, which he still occupied, ix>twithstan<ling the
evaded. Thia breedi of treaty led to the nrraaioa and difeats which his father had sustained. Accordingly
oanaidar< General Matthewa wa* sent into Canara, a province
canquMtof (ha Betdllefloantry in t774w
able tnct of land in the Doadb was also oonqwnd ham which Hyder AK had conquered in 1763, and he sue*
the Gbants. Hmh the baoidery of the prmrince of Ottde ceed ed in redodng the whole of iL The scheme suoi in drawing Tippoo firom the Camatic into Ca<
advaoesd weatwaed stitUa 90 aailea of iWn
hut at the (headfttl expetiae uf the loss of Gene*
we
d to the uppOTpatt of ike navigabla eonna of
the Oanire* ; and saulhwiaitaaid la the Jaamah river. ral Matthews and hia army, which was obliged to capiIn the following year, on the death of SiiUi Dowlah, tulate, on condition of being allowed to go to Bombay.
This condition, however, was not fulfilled and Genethe province of Itenarc* was ceded to the Britiah.
In the year 177^. • war bn^e out between the Bri. ral Matthews, and 90 of Ms officers, were poisoned, and
tiah and the wcalcm Mahrattas.
This occeaionsd the most of hia troop* were maasacred. At hut Tippoo findaiarch of a bngade fWon Bengal aeroei tha eooliaaat to h^ that the Manratta*, his inveterate enemies, were at
thesideof BoMhay awl Soiat. By anae ainanM^i^
with the Engbah, and at liberty to attack him,
BMfit. it was nMinad Io fpihJete with the Mahntta and being dirtaiTby the Franch in coneequence of
general on the 9th of Jenaary 1779One of the terrna the pMce of 1783, candeenodcd to treat in March 1784. P^^ «>*
was. that a bodv of troopa, which were advancing on By this Ufcatv, natter* were restored nearly to the con- ^''T'^'^g^
the other side, snoald he obliged to return to Bengal
dilion in which they had been before the commencebut thia conditioa waa not eowplied with, and the cx- ent of hoatilitie*.
pedit ion proceeded. There were not mere than 7000
Having given this brief sketch of the wars in which
IB. all native troop*, oonaaadad bv Earanean oA- the BriOMi were wnngail with the .Mahrattas, and with
cer*
and yet they marched from Uie henJt* of tha liydar Ah and hi* aea, it will be proper to advert to
Jumnah to the wiiiin aea in daspita af the MehraWae, • MMtalMaMwarr which leenu to have been enterwhose empire tney tmveraed ataMM the whole waj. ed into against the Britiah, of the plan of which these
This war wae attended by tha nm^tm, by tha EagiiA, waia fiaiii*ii a part. The Nisam of the Decan having CtateUney
of the fineat ^ertt of the Gwaent and the Concan. in- taken diagoat at the condtict of the Madras government *vi^ >he
the
aaleiit faftraaaa of Bawsin and Amc- towards
Under B"*'*''in 1779, detei mined on revenge.
in hotC of the whole eowrtryAem Ahmedafaad
tha jnliwca of this feeling, he resolved to engage all
to the river Feaner, and inland to the foot of the Ohanta t the iiuupai pow eis of Hindostan Proper and the Dep
aadon theadeef Cade, the province of Gohod and can againat the British. The Poonah Mahrattas were
a«hcr districts, together with the oelebraied fortrta of alrca^ engaged, and Hyder was preparing.
There
Owalior. were reduced, and the war waa evried into r*flMUned the Nisam himself, and the Brrar Mahrattas.
the lieart of Malwah.
But, in coneeoaenoe of the war Path partv was to pursue a particular scheme of attack,
which broke out in the year 17W> with Hvdrr AU, sited to his local position and means. Hyder was to
with the Mehritte*, after detaching attack the Camatic; tlie Nisam the Circars the Poob, the princtnal
bir ef that stale, from the nali Mahrattas were to keep the fiuzerat army employ.
All the aewaiait ioiia made during the ed ; and the Berar Mahrattas were to invade and lay
war waa* ipven up, except Sabalte aid the naall idanda waste the provinces of Bengal and Rahar. Rut this
siUMied within the gulf temad by Boobay, Salactte, oonAdetaey, like most others among nations of diSrrent
and the continent.
habits and interests, did not act in concert, or towards
Hytirr All, indigiMUit at the refusal ef the British to the attainment of a common obji-ct : tech member of
mm». hiaa agmrt the Mahrattas, made peace with them. it pursued its own peculiar plaos and interests. The

eoane

body of 6000 cavalrj

to that city with a

;

and

three days, presentMount St Thome. The preaidency w«»
ed
:i>etl at hi« uiiexpecte<l appearance, tliat
so n.»
they entered into n ne«;<>oiation with him and on the
Sd of Aprd, an ofleuiive and detenitive treaty was concluded, on the simple condition, that the forts and
I.,..:. .,,1... .Sould be restored.
let waa involved in a war
Soon n
with the :» «liiaLt<i3, uia v« ch occmaion he sought, but
from the liriti.>ih, which, by
in vain, tkat
'< i^ve him.
In thi« war he
tnaty, thejr were hr—
:l, having been totally de«H«t hnt very n
within a few miles of his own
fnted, in the year
He himself eM.-aped with great difficulty, with
capital.
• aiiall rennant of his amy, into SrnngapMsan, where
h* <kfcd the attacks of lui ui—roin tnaiMS. who
neither the skill nor the otJinM y rcqioMtH
a sieffe. Hyder waited io p*ticaec. until tM
my, by desolating the country, were cotnpcUed to leave
to^iri'IilTi.^r

a|\tT

about 1^0

inilv« in
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HyJer AH and of the Poonah Mahrat- japour to the north ; Guntoor and Ongole on the north- Hifitorv.
have been already detailed the array of the Berar east, and the sea on the «west. Tippoo was without
Mahrattas, though it was put in motion, never arived doubt the most powerful of all the princes of HindosHis dominions were equal in extent to Great
tan.
at the projected scene of action, and the Niaam speedBriUin ; his revenue was computed at four millions
ily made peace.
Before we proceed to narrate the particulars of those Sterling; and his military establishment consisted of
72,830 regulars 49,000 in garrison ; 7000 irregulars,
•rara which took place between 1784 and the present
Of the
time, we shall, as shortly as possible, give an account and 26,300 auxiliaries in all, 15.5,130 men.
of the divisions of Hindostan, as they existed in that regular troops, 27,400 were cavalry ; 36,000 sepoy inyear, when the British were at peace with all the In- fantry, Hindoos and Mahomedans ; 7300 topasses or
hatmen, that is, the descendants of the Portuguese
dian princes.
200 European cavalSutcaf
In I78i, the British possessed, in full sovereignty, and other Europeans, infantry
and 540 European foot. The artillery corps, conHindoMui. the whole soubhah of Bengal, and the greatest part of ry
<*• D. llii.
In Orissa they possessed the districts of Mid- sisting of European topasses, &c. amounted to 1390.
.gahar.
napore: the district of Benares also belonged to them. There were 110 guns attached to the battalions; the
Of tlie five northern circars,- four were in their posses- horse garrisons on the frontiers amounted to 2 1 ,000,
The auxiliaries were
sion, and these occupied the sea coast from the lake of and the foot garrisons to 28,000.
Chilka to the northern banks df the Krishna river. supplied from the rajahs of Uydroog, Darwar, &c. and
Their territories in the Carnatic were confined chiefly consisted of 13,300 horse, and 13,000 peons, or irreto the tract called the Jaghire, which extends along gular troops.
It was not to be supposed that a person, possessed Tippoo inthe coast about 108 miles, and stretches inland 47 miles
They also were masters of Bom- of the ambitious and restless disposition which charac- vades Train the widest part.
bay and Salsette. The dorninions of the nabob of Oude terised Tippoo, would long remain at peace with such vancce,
A. D. 178T.
lay on both sides of the Ganges, occupying nearly all an immense force at his disposal, or that he would find
the flat country between that river and the northern any difficulty in raising pretences for commencing hosAccordingly, towards the end of the year
mountains, as well as the principal part of the Dooab, tilities.
or the tract of land formed by the approximation of the 1789, he approached the country of Travancore for the
Ganges and Juranah, to within 40 miles of the city of avowed purpose of recovering two places which the
Delhi. The district of Rampoor, at the foot of the rajah of that district had purchased from the Dutch,
northern mountains, was held by a Rohilla chief. The but which Tippoo alleged were dependent upon him,
Seiks occupied the most western part of Hindostan, as forming part of the possessions of his tributary the
viz. the whole province of Lahore, the principal part
Rajah of Cochin. On the 29th of December, he storm.
of Multan, and the western part of Delhi. There were ed the lines of the Rajah of Travancore, who was not
besides several petty princes in this part of Hindostan.
disposed to to accede to his demands; but without sue*
The Mahrattas formed two distinct states ; that of cess. As this Rajah had put himself under the proPoonah, or the western ; and that of Berar, or the tection of the British government, and was acknoweastern.
These states occupied all the southern p.trts ledged to be so, by the treaty concluded with Tippoo
of Hindostan proper, together with a large portion of in 1784, war between the latter and the British seemthe Decan, from the confines of Agra northward, to the ed unavoidable.
Lord Comwallis at this time was
Krisnah southward, and from sea to sea across the Governor General of India. His first object was to
widest part of the peninsula ; comprehending Malwah,
enter into a treaty oifensive and defensive with the
Orissa, Khandeish, and Bejapour; the principal parts
Nizam. This was accordingly concluded on the 4th
of Berar, Guzerat, and Ajmeer and a small part of of July 1790.
A treaty was also formed with the
Dowlatabad, Agra, and Allahabad. The western state Paishwah of the Mahrattas. The provisions of these
was divided among a number of chiefs, who professed treaties were, that measures should be instantly taken
obedience to the Paishwah, or head. The Paishwah to punish Tippoo, and to deprive him of the means of
resided at Poonah, and there were three principal chiefdisturbing the general tranquillity, and that the Nitains on the north of this city, and two on the south.
zam and the Paishwah should both vigorously prosecute
Those on the north were Scindiah, Holkar, and Futty the war.
Sing. The first was indeed a sovereign prince. After
The British Madras army was assembled on the plain and is oppothe Mahratta peace, he extended his frontier from Mal- of Trichinopoly, and on the 24th of May 1790, Gene- sed by Uie
wah towards the Jumnah ; carried his arms northward ral Meadows, who was to take the command, joined it. British,
to Delhi, and obtained possession of the person of the
On the I2th of June, he entered the territories of the
Great Mogul. The principal part of Berar was held
His first object was to relieve the Rajah of
Sultan.
by the Nagpoor Rajah, and the remainder by the Nizam Travancore ; and, before the end of the year, he was
of the Decan. There were several states tributary to completely successful. In the mean time, the Bombay
the Mahrattas among others, the Rajpoot principalitroops under general Abercrombie conquered thfe vaties of the soubhah of Ajmeer.
luable districts below the Ghauts on the west and the
The possessions of the Nizam comprised the province north, as far as the River Baliapatam. The next camof Golconda; the principal part of Dowlatabad; the paign was carried on by Lord Comwallis himself in
western part of Berar ; and Guntoor, one of the five the centre of Tippoo's kingdom. The important fortnorthern circars.
The dominions of Mahomed Ali, ress of Bangalore was conquered. A successful battle
nabob of the Carnatic, commenced on the south of the was fought near Seringapatam ; but the unfavourable
Guntoor circar, and extended along the whole coast of season of the year, which now began, and the delay of
Coromandel to C^eComorin. The dominions of Tippoo the Mahrattas, prevented his Lordship from attacking
Sultan comprehended generally the provinces of Mysore,
that city, which had been his principal design when he
Bednore, Coimbettore, Canara, and Dindigul, besides commenced the campaign.
In the mean time, the
his father's conquests to the north
stretching as far as
Bombay army was marching to join his Lordship but
Travancore and Madura on the south ; Soonda and Be- being unable to effect the junction, from the badness
HUiMT.
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of the road*, and the swelling of the rivers, they were
compelled to retrace their step* over those mountains
which form an almoat impaatable barrier between My<
aore and the Malabar ooaat.
In this march and retreat,
the troops suffered dreadfully ; but the frufTcrinf^ were
mild cooipared to those which the Madnu army underwent while abligad to renuin inactive in the heart
ct Tippoo's ilmBtiiwim oo acoeant of the rains. They
were infected with an epidemic diaorder, the ravages
of which were greatly increased by a scarcity of prori*

odamities, the smalUpox
I and, to add to these
i^ged in the camp. Fortanately, they were soon joined by the allied torce of the Mahratta*. amounting to
98,000 cavalry ; and soon afterwards, the troops of the
NiMm joined liicm but from neither uf thne alliea
could Loni Comwalli'4 expect much efficient aasittance,
cspedaily
the monirnt of danger, as their equipoient aod discipline \>.rTc excessively defective.
In
the month ot'
Lordship set out towards
was to secure an easy and
who innae Bawalorc.
^
Mthr.
refttlar eomaonieatioa between the Uyaore and Car>
A. O. lltL natic. as fitm the latter the supplies of the army were
chiefly to be drawn
but this conmupication would be
impracticable, so \ang at the varioua hill foru which
oonmunded the penes were in the po ssession of Tippoo. They were iineomnionlv •t'oafi both by nature
•iooa

:

HUioiy.
Mahrattas and of the Nizam had also joined. Lord
Comwallis made preparations for besieging Seringapa- ,^7^"^""^
tam. On the ."ith of February, the city was seen by ^m"i^°'the whole army from the heights which they hud jj,
mounted, lying six miles to the north-east of it. The
sultan's army was encamped under the walls of his
capital.
Seringapatam is placed at the upper end of an
island surrounded by the Cavery. which is here a large
and rapid river, having a very extensive channel, impedcd by rocks and fragments of granite. The fort
occupies about a mile at the west end of the inland,
and is an immense anil unfinished building. In fortifying the town, Tippoo retained the long ».tr:iit walls
and square bastions of the Hindoos, and his gl.-icis was
in many places so high and steep as to shelter the assailiints.

m

->

{

',

end art.
Of theie, Savenoraoir, Chittledroog, and
KiMna^hury, were the mo>t remarkable for natural
slrrn(;th.
The first is surrounded by a forast of nato*

« o>id, or jan«rle, lerend

milr* '" -I'-^'h, thickened
clumpa of planted bamboo*
trabte as poa si ble
It is impo*>>;...v
.invest or
kade it closely, the rock forming a base of 8 or 10
miles in cimnicrener. .i..^i. ^ith the jungle sad les»er hills that suiwmud
< adrde of 90 miles.
From this baw, it is re
rise above half a mile
in pvpsodicalar height
ge noontain ia further
rendered (tronc by bei
tiled above by a chasm
that separate the nppcr part into two hills, each, with
their defimers, fbnnmg two citadels, and capable of
beipg 9iaiataiaed L-ilepcndcDt of the lower works.
This stiq)endoas foitfcas, so diAealt of affmacb, is ao
less reaaarkaUe fee its mouoae aiiaosplHn^ iii i asiiiiiiiil
by the surrotadii^ kills and wood% than for iu woo*
d'^rful lize and atrencth.
The rwbt wing or the OHin amy, under the conIks (Mar
aaaod of Lieatenant C slaasi Stewart, was ordered to
the aaeef
aaae of this
irl
s lortreis.
In three days,
a peacttcaWe
and the troops sdral

wiiii

;..,

.

'

'
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la tha stora. Lord Ceniwallis in person saper>
attadk.
On the appsaiamo oftbaEo.
ropcaas aAwtcing, tha gnrison were tieaad with a pa>
lie and fled, aod the btMch waa cvTiad
ing or even overtakJM the
awy . The main body
endeavoarad to gain lbs vaatam hill, and if they had
daw sok the aisge mast have rsc—laisatad ; but they
weta dosely parwed by a anall party af the Bntish who entered the diCmnt barriara along with them,
sad gBHMd pnstMil B B of the tap of tha nooalain.
Thus, in l«aa thai an boor, ht open day, thia fortram,
hitherto deemed faapr^gaable. was stormed without the
loss of a man, only one paivate soldier having been
wooaded in the assaah. Othar fannsacs were also
taken, ao that the eMnw^ laachcd the army without
the least debv or opposhioa.
On the Std of January 179S, the Bombay army, haring psaasi the Ghauts, joined Lord
L
Comwallia. They
<«ms)>t«4 of MOO men, and as soon Mthe anaics of tKe

imsii dii^
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The camp

of the

of the islanu.

The

allies

was

pitchetl

on the north

side

British tbnnr<l the front line, the

reserve waa placed a mile in the rear, and the Nizam
and Mahrattas were stationed still farther in the rear.
Tippou's tbrtiSed camp was under the walls ol'Seringapatam, within a bound hedge strengthened by re<loul)t9.
In this line there were lUO pieces of artillery ; and in
the fort anil !.I:i:i.l which formed his second line, there
lO pieces.
The whole, of his army
were a\^v
afnountecl lu i.,
'J
infantry, besides a large body of
cavalry.

On

the night of the 6th of February 1798. Lord
For this
to atuck Tippoo's camp.
service he •-'.•<-i.^.i -jsoo Europeans, and 5900 native in.
The attack was comartillery.
Gratrr, l>
pletciy suv^...-^;....
It was made in three columns, amluken,
The centre cuhmui under Ix>rd Comwalhs, attacked Feb. 1T92.
the Saltan's redoubts, snd having carried it, forced
their way into the town ; and, by the other columns,
the enemy's positions on tlie north side of the river, and
Kighty
almost the whole of the island, were carried.
gons were taken, and the loss of the Sultan in the batUa b said to have been 4000 ; but the desertion was
so great after the overthrow, that his army was rrducetTin number at least SO.OOO. The loss of the Bri-

Comwallis resolved

-.

waaM5.
Tha Britkh army having thus

tish

obtained possession of
the island snd town of Sermgapatam, were immediatsIt employed in making preparations for the siege of
But Tippoo, al\er several unsuccMsfuI
the ioctiess.
eflbcta to retrieve lii« fortune, at length on the 24th
of February agreed to terma of peace, by which he Tjppge
agreed to pay 8 crores and 30 lacks of rupees, about maka
S| millions sterling to ralfcMpuah half his ilominiona pcaesand to give op three of bb ablest sons for the due
petfonaanoe of the treaty. Lord Cnrnwallis gave up
to the troops his whole share of the prize money,
...sfa.j to £ 47.244 ; snd General Meadows, the
eoaunand, his, amounting to £ 14,997.
aeit
On thia ocession, the force brought against Tippoo
was one of the roost formidable ever seen in Hindostan.
On the 1 6th of March 1 792, the British army above the
(ihauU amonntr') in all to 1 1 ,000 F.uropeams, 91,600
The Mahrattas, the
ces of canon.
natives, a
of Travancore, and the other auxiNizam'n, t
_
liary forces, amounted to about 40,000 men, of whom
50,000 were cavalry. Towards the conclusion of the
siege, allowing four camp followers to every soldier,
the totnl I'unibrr of persons attached to the camp ot'
,1 exceeded 400,000.
the
icrmination of this war, the alliance beAlu.
tween the British and the Nizam became more inti-
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mate but, on the otlier Iiand, a coolness arose between
them and the Poonalj MahratUs, principally on account of lite close connection between them and the
Nixam. Scindi'ah was uiknowledfjed an independent
power by Ix)rd Comwallis, who did not think it pro;

The con-

per to prevent that chief's agfjrandizement.

sequence was, the complete establishment of his power
over the northern parts of Hintlostan the possession
the formation
of the person of the Emperor of Delhi
;

;

formidable corps of rcfjular infantry,
chiefly under French oHicers the erection of founderies
and arsenals ; and, in short, the accumulation of those
vast military powers and resources, which enabled his
immediate successor to carry on a war, at the same moment, in the Decan and Hindostan, against the British

of a

larjic an<l

;

Treatiei *

with the
Nabob of

Canutic
Uid Vizier
of Oude.

government and its allies.
Lord Comwallis- had formed

treaties

with

many

of

the Indian princes, the chief of whom were the Nabob
of the Carnatic and the Vizier oR Oude ; with the former it was stipulated, that, in the event of a war in
that part of India, the British should charge themselves with its conduct, on condition that the Nabob
applied a certain proportion of his revenue to its supIf he ftiiled in this condition, the British were
port.
vested by the treaty with a right to appoint superintendents and receivers in his territory ; they were also
to assume the management of the Carnatic, which was
to remain in their possession during the continuance of
hostilities. The treaty with the Vizier of Oude related
principally to the regular payment of the sums which,
by former treaties, he had engaged to pay to the British.

When the account of war between France and England reached India, Pondicherry was immediately atA. D. nOi. tacked, and taken by an army from Fort St. George.
In the month of August 179^, Lord Comwallis sailed

Pnndicher'
ry uken.

for England.

war with the Mahrattas. Tliis war, however^ lasted
such a short time, and Tippoo was so completely occupied in his own dominions, repairing tha losses he
had sustained, that he could nut accon^plish his object
of attacking

tlio

Histonr.

Nizam.

the Mahrattas and the Nizam beFebruary 179!> ; the ailvanced corps of the former, under the command of Dowlut Row Scindi.ifa,
marched towards the Nizam ; an<i on the 1th of March
attacked that prince, who had advanced from Bedar to
meet him. After a general action, in which both parties were thrown into s.ome confusion, and neither obtained any decided advantage, the Nizam, yielding to

The war between

gan

in

1

the fears of his v.omen, who attended him in the action, retreated during the night of the I til, and took The former
This fort is com- defeated,
shelter in the small fort of Kurdlah.
I

D. 1795.
by hills, except in one direction, A.
which the Mahrattas immediately occupied ; and by
that means hemmed in the Nizam's army, and cut it
After remaining for some weeks
off from all supplies.
in this situation, he was ol)liged to conclude a peace, Treaty of.
the exact particulars ot which are not known ; but it is Kutdlalu
understood that he agreed to cede to his enemies a
country, the annual revenue of which was about 35
lacks of rupees, including the fort and district of DowAflatabad, and to pay them three crores of rupees.
ter the convention was settled, the Nizam returned to
his capital, and the Mahratta confederates towards
their respective countries. Very shortly afterwards the
young Paishwah died suddenly, and the eldest sun of
The Nizam,
the Nizam rebelled against his father.
alarmed at this, pressed the instant return of the English subsidiary force to Hyderabad, and took every step
to manifest his attachment to the British government.
The troops were immediately ordered to march; and

pletely surrounded

they were already advancing to join the army acting
against the son, when accounts were received tf his

He was succeeded as governor-general by Sir John defeat and capture.
At this period, the French, under M. Raymond, were French inShore, afterwards Lord Teignmouth.
During his ademploying every means in their power to ingnitiate fluence over
ministration, no war with a foreign power occurred
hint.
but that period was marked by political changes in the themselves with the Nizam ; ancK is they had acquired
the active part whieh they took in
reputation
by
India
of
great
State
of
great
importance.
rupture
took
War beplace between the Nizam and the Mahrattas
the reduction of his son, they succeeded in their obthe fortween tlie
Nizam and mer entertained the most friendly disposition towards ject ; and the influence they possessed they directed
the .Maluat- tlie Briti-sh government, v hereas the latter viewed
the against the British.
success of our armies witli alarm, and, consequently,
The death of the young Paishwah contributed to recould not regard the Nizam with any friendly feelings. store to the Nizam a part of that power and rank among
They believed, that if they could reduce his power, the states of India, which he had lost by the treaty of
they would not only increase their own. but injure the Kurdlah, as it occasioned the most serious dissensions
British government.
As they trusted for the accom- among the Mahratta chiefs, whose interests were deepplishment of "any object which they liad in vkw, not ly involveil in the succession.
The principal minister
)nore to their military strength than to intrigue, they at Poonah was desirous of placing an infant on the
Dispute*
had for some time gained over the Nizam's minister, Musnud to. the exclusion of the legitimate heir. This among the
who acted more at their command than at that of his plan was opposed by the agent of Dowlut Row Scin- Mahrattas,
master.
As soon as the Nizam found this out, he put diah and that chief prepared to march to Poonah to
him to death. Immediately before the occurrence of support the legitimate heir. Under these circumstances,
hostilities between the Mahrattas and the Nizam, Tipthe minister endeavoured to gain the support of the
poo, whose active spirit of hostility against the British Nizam, and for this purpose he resigned all those /vreat
had led him to commence intrigues with the French cessions which, had been obtained from the Nizam by
government, the court of Hyderabad, and the court of the convention of Kurdlah.
In the mean time, howPoonah, almost at the same moment that the peace of ever, Dowlut Row Scindiah, having arrived at PooSeringapatam was concluded, had assembled an army, nah with a force, which gave him a decided superiand threatened to come forward as an ally of the Mah- ority, and thus placeil the legitimate heir, Badgeron,
rattas against the Nizam, in the quarrel between those
on the Musnud, a new negociatiou was opened with
states.
Sir John Shore seems to have been of opinion,
the Nizam, not so favourable as that which he had just
that the British government was not bound, either by
concluded for by this, he agreed to cede one fourth
express treaty or by political expediency, to support its of the territory, and to pay one fourth of the sum fixed Influence
and power
ally the Nizam, in the event of his being
The success of Dow- of Scinattacked by by the convention of Kurdlali.
Tippoo, during the period when he was engaged in
a lut Row Scmdiah in this unportant transaction, esta- diali.
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bUihft] his fnflamoe tid ascendancy in the Xlahratta
*"^V"™^ empire. This wa» fnvatly auftmciited by the rfeath of
Tuckojoe Holkar, most of whcue pMics»ions he usurped, alter putting to death hii eldeat ion, anit imprisonHe a]«o obliged
ing the otJicr ntambcn of his family.
the Paiahwab to cede to him the important fortress of
AbaHdnacnr and its surroundinf; district, by which
Wt not tmr obtained the command of the city of Poonah. but the brat pawi^t into the territnrien, either of
the Paisbwah or the aoabhadar of the Dt-can.
TUi IP*at xul rapid increaae of power an
aapacial^ aa it was t upportad by an army di
after the European manner, by Krench
aKtvat inta
Uictxr-

'

MW

oAren, gvm tome nneaatneaa and aUrm to the British
government t>f India. Ahnoit the whole o£ that part
of Hindoatan- wbicb had been subdued by Scindiah, as
welt a« the eaWMitlMBant and realiaation of his claims
upon the Kajnoot stales, were entrusted to the m*of the French general who cotnmanded bis
:

Ttmtf W**"> '^

<...).. I

el

'"•

i>u..s.

In IT<)8, a treaty was entered into by the British and
\|i IChan. who had cUims to the Mnsnud of
' Sish tbe British
premised to support ; in re•

he

their assistance,
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r

A. O. ITM. the defence of hi« dominioon
of rupees; ar- •- •'• •—

•"

•

"-• ••

.,.

.

these inatalmi
iaaaioo of the <.u..iiiii <• t-i....
leeks of ropeesk Saadut Ali kh..

•'•"i

..ii_,

..•

nt into pos'

-•'•.•

!•
r;
whivu hh.- i.
i
the aaonnt n*' >
^ic throne, and
i^e
incur in p(ai
-rore sevemt otnrr arfortrcsa of Aitniuiixii
itiah, and which were
ticle* highly fiivottrabheridently etlcidated to a»'<i>t i.>rm in obtaining the entire aowamgnty «t the province at some (btwre patiod.
These were the priiteipel transecticpa whirh happened
in India during the gueemnwt at Lard I'eignmMith.
On the Vtiih of April I79*. Lonl Weitasl^ nachcd
Seal* of t».
AllaJn at ihu time were rather criticnl far the
4i*aa ih< India.
anWalx/
British interrat.
1 he dcaigna at Tippoo to renew the
\mA Wil. war wae^ nndealitcd ; a Frmdk oarty prevailed at the
cearta (ifthc Nium and of Sdndiah ; the Peonah MahApril ITM.
rattas were entirely nnder the power of the latter
and the coort of Berar was snipected to be adverse to
the British, whom it had long looked upon with jeeloasy snd apprshensian. The territory of Onde wae
not yet nuict nndcr the govcrmnent of Saadnt, who
still callea opoo the British far aoMort in the esercite
of that power to which they had retard him. The Car.
natir. al.oo, over which (>mdiit L'l Omrah ruled, waa
in a wrak state ; and jet 'it was evident, that in the
event et haalilitic* in that part of India, the Britivh
hmC rely creatly on the aatialanoe of ita nabob. I'he
of the BiiMb
i rrH mim hed been grcMly
i dn
l iil be the etpedWo—
i aat the Dntch poas t s
siona in
and the Smee Tsknda. and a considerable part ef the army of Coracaaadel wae likewiae ab>
'

M

Immm

M

CeyM

y

on these cspeditians.
Lord Wellcsl^ immediately began a system of measvea 'and operation*, whii-h in hia opinioa would
•tfcagthcn the Rri>^!i dominions in India, and secure
Ihemagainai
laUoaOadi by the native prineaii
In ScpiemlKT
^ t'aeonrable treaty was oonclofled
sent

with the Niiam. by which, among other conditions, he
promised toduband the French oorp* in his service, ami
to deliver over iu officers to the Britiah government,
whenever the whole of the British force, to be stationed in his dnroinifins, rtachM his ospitaL The British,
on thcts part, agreed to arbitrate toe pointa that were
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between h|m and the Poonah Mahrattas
and if these were not settled, to protect his tlominions '*""^,'"~*'
from any unjust demand made by them. That part of
the treaty which related to tlie dismissal of the French
army, was of difficult execution but at length was
accomplished by the firm and decisive measures of the
British, aided by a mutiny, wbicb at this time broke
out in that army.
Lord W'ellesley next endeavoured to bring Tippoo War with
to rc.Ton
but his attempts failing of success, in the '•"'PP*"'i of February
17P9, he directed the British ar- [^9™'"''
!o advance against that prince» empowerirj;, how-

in dispute

;

;

;

ever, the

commander

in chief. General Harris, to treat
he shewetl a sincere desire for peace.
The army under (Jeneral Harris, after having been
joined by that of the Nizam, entcretl the territories of
Mysore, on tlie .Sd of March, unopposed by the Sultan ;
who bad, aa soon as he saw the preparations of the allies, hastened to attack the Bombay army under Gene«
ral Stewart, which was posted in Coorgah, and ready to

with Tippoo

if

co-operate in the re«luction of .Seringapatam.
He was
however repulsed in his attack on the Bombay army,
with great loss. His next object was to impede the
r'"'h of General Harris" army, which he met between
Here
pet and >lalavi1ly, on the 'J7th of March.
u j...riial action took P'sce, which ended in his defeat,

Seringapatam. That fortress was
daya afterwards regularly investetl by the c^mbi.
^--mies of the British and the Nixam. Tippoo now
--' •"
- f-ncc; l>ut as he was unwilling
i-iuit-.i'
ipo«e«l by General Harris, the
to act
antl instant retreat to
-

'

--r

—

'

-n tnc Mh of-Alay, the fort was tasiege (.iiiuiiiimi.
ken by assault. Tippoo was killed under a gateway,
but by whom, or in what manner, is not known no
individual ever appeared to claim the honour of having
sUsn him, nor was it ever discovered who had obtained
of hia valuable neckbce of pesrls. A great
of the garrison, which amounted to about
»

;

^,riiiaaiifc

t^ulTuliSl
wid Tip-

poo

killed.

I

ras slain.

~'

Tippoo were undoubtedly great but
them in an equal de)p-ee with his
fatlwr. A»d he was yet more b- low hira with respect to
prudenee and knowledge of human nature. He succeeded best in attaching In him the lowest classes of
the Mabometlaru, and he pOMr*sc«l all the bigotry and
''Uta of

:

poesesa

;

i

None of his Mahomeacol naccaaary for that purpose.
dan aoMicrs entcrcti the Briti*h service, though many
suffered ntremc poverty, and they still revere his memory, regarding him aa a mart}-r, who fell in the de•
fanoe of their religion.
By the ticaty with the Nixam, the fall of Seringapalam, and the d'
;ix>°- ('* Mahomcdan branch
\
which the French had raiof the grand c
sed agMMt the Bniisfa in India, was completely de«

As soon

as Ix>rd \Vrlle«1ey leamt the fate of Tippoo, The My.
for the partition of his country. This ""'« <*•"*•

he formed a plan

waa

The districts of Canara, inclucarried into effect.
ding all the sea-coasts of Mysore, and the provinces immediately adjoining the possessions of the British on
tlie coast of Malabar, and t)ic Carnatic, were kept by
the Britiah ; they also ret.-iined the forts and posts at
the different passes into tlie Mysore, and the fortress
and island of Seringapatam. The districts of Cxxirum,
(...,,
^Jooty, and others contiguous to his dominions,
Lord XVellesley moreover
to the Nixam.
ir->i..., iu cede some districts contiguous to the Poonah gnvemmeiit, to the Paishwah, provided they would
Over what remainenter into a new treaty with him.
I. . I,

^

11

^

;;
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ed of tlie Myiore territories, Lord Wellesley placed tlie
descendant of the ancient Hindoo family of Mysore
and, as he was an infant, a Bramin of great ability and

Two treaties
reputation was apjvjinted his minister.
were formed witli this prince. The first related to the
the second to the relations
partition of the Mysore
which were to subsist between the prince and tlie BriBy this last treaty, the British were
tish government.
;

to maintain a military force for the defence of the kingof Mysore against all external enemies ; and the
Rajah agreed to pay an annual subsidy of seven lacks of

dom

In case the Kapagodas, for the support of this force.
jim faile<l in executing his part of the treaty, or its appearing probable that he might, the British government were either to introduce such regidations in the
management of the rcvenuesj or to assume such parts
of the country of Mysore, a.s appeared necessary to render the funds fixed for the maintenance of the troops
The Rajah also agreed to perefficient and available.
mit the British to garrison with its own troops such
fortresses in Mysore, as it might think necessary to enable it to fulfil its engagements of defending that king-

dom.
TieatTbetveoi the
Nizam and
Britub.

1800.

On *-^^ 12th of October 1800, a new treaty was
formed between the Nizam and Lord Wellesley, by
which the former agreed, in consideration of a larger
British force being kept for his defence, to cede, in or-

jgj. j^ secure the payment of this augmented force to
the British, in perpetuity, all the territories which he
had acquired by the treaty of Seringapatam in 1792,
and tlie treaty of Mysore in 1799; and the British
bound themselves to prevent any power from invading
the territories of the Nizam.
It has been stated, that the British government had
reserved a considerable portion of the territories which
they had conquered from Tippoo, to be given to the
Paishwah, on certain conditions; but he, having refused
Suteorthc to accede to the terms proposed, the reserved territory
Mshntus. ^as shared between the British and the Nizam. Lord
Wellesley was still desirous of connecting the Paishwah more closely with the British; and a favourable opportunity to accomplish his wishes occurred in
the beginning of the year 1801. At this time a war
took place between Holkar and Scindiah, which obligThe Paish- ed the latter to remove from Poonah, and consequently
»ah obliged weakened his influence with the Paishwah. The latter
seemed disposed to form an alliance with the British
J?/"2f
and indeed his territories were in such a weak and unsettled state, that an alliance with them was highly desirable. Hordes of banditti were daily pouring in from
Malwah and Hindostan, to contend at Poonali for the
sovereignty of the Mahratta empire.
In 1802, the
Paishwah, under these difficulties, united himself with
Scindiah ; but his army sustained a signal defeat near
Poonah, on the 25th of October. The Paishwah was
now more anxious than ever to place himself under the
protection of the British ; accordingly, a definitive treaty of alliance was concluded on the 31st of December,
at Bassein, where the Paishwah resided under the proTreaty of
Bawein.
tection of the British.
By this treaty, the British government bound itself to furnish to the Paishwah six
battalions of native infantry, with a suitable train of artillery ; and for the payment of this force, the Paishwah agreed to cede territory to the amount of 2fj lacks
of rupees. All his claims on Surat, and the English
districts in Guzerat, were given up.
'" order to support this treaty, which included the
The Brituh
«storation of the Paishwah to his throne at Poonah,
rewore the
the army of Fort St. George, under the command of
Paiahwah.
A.D. 1801. Geueral Stewart, advanced to the bank of the Toom-

buddra, and General Wellesley was detached in' front ;
the latter advancing in coyjperation with the subsidiary
force in the Decan, commanded by Colonel Stevenson,
through the southern parts of the Paishwah's territoThe troops
ries, reached Poonah on the 20th of April.
of Holkar fled at his approach ; and the Paishwah, who
had left Bassein, when he learnt that the British forces
were coming to his aid, entered Poonah, and was reseated on his Musnud, on the ISth of May. This meaand all the
sure was effected without any opposition
principal Mahratta chieftains, who are the more immediate feudatories of the Paishwali, joined their troops
to those of General Wellesley, and advanced with him
to Poonah, where they paid their obeisance to the
Paishwah.
As Holkar had fled on the advance of General Wellesley, it was hoped that the Paishwah would be allowed

Hisiorv.

—^,'-—

:

These hopes, however,
sit quietly on his 'Musnud.
were soon disappointed; for Scindiah, after remonstrating against the advance of the British troops to
Poonah, and finding his remonstrances disregarded,
marched towards the frontiers of the Nizam. Lord Wellesley at first endeavoured to ncgociate with Scindiah,
but not succeeding, he vested the officers in command War with
of the armies in Hindostan and the Uecan, with the Scindialu
General
fullest civil, military, and politicid powers.
Wellesley was authorised to negociate treaties with
Scindiah, Holkar, or the Rajah of Berar; and Lord
Lake, who was at the head of the Hindostan army, was
directed, in the first place, to reduce the formidable and
independent French authority which had been established there ; and then to occupy the whole country,
forming the Dooab, between the Jumnah and the
Ganges, to the mountains of Cumaoun, and also to take
possession of Delhi, Agra, and a chain of posts on the
right banks of tiie Jumnah, from the mountains of Cumaoun, to the province of Bundelcund.
The first operation of the war was the reduction of Splendid
the fortress of Ahmednagur, on the 8th of August, by ^"'^'^^ °^.
""'
General Wellesley ; this success was followed up, both ' ^
by him and by Lord Lake, by the most splendid
and decisive victories, especially those of Assaye and
Arghaum by the former, and those of Delhi and
Laswaree by the latter. The battle of Assaye was
fought near that town, which is situated in the
province of Berar, on the 23d of September. General Wellesley's army consisted of 4,500 men, of which
number SSOO were Europeans the armies of Scindiah
and the Rajah of Nagpoor amounted to 30,000 men.
The battle was obstinate, but at length the allied
troops gave way and fled in great confusion: 1200
of them were killed on the field ; 98 pieces of canto

*.

'

:

non, seven standards, their camp equipage, a large
General
quantity of ammunition, &c. were taken.
Wellesley immediately followed up his success ; and on
the 28th of November was fought the battle of .Arghaum, equally splendid and decisive in its results with
These defeats led both Scindiah
the battle of Assaye.
and the Rajah to solicit peace ; and the latter, immediately after his principal fortress,

Gawelghur, was

re-

made peace with General

Wellesley.
In the
treaty he was compelled to submit to very unfavourable
terms tke province of Cuttack, and that part of the
provinces of Berar to the west of the Wurdah, which
belonged to him, were ceded to the British ; he also
promised not to permit, for the future, any person be-

duced,

:

longing to a European or American state, at war with
Britain, to be in his service.
t tv 'th
Scindiah thus beaten and deserted by his ally, sued g^-^Jfa™
for peace, which was granted him in December 1803. a.D. 1803.

;
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He gave

up to the British all his territories ijj Hindos.
which lay to tlie toothwnrd of thfwe possessed by
the Rajaha of Jypore, Joudpoor, and the lUnah of
Gohud be alao ceded the lands to the south of Adjuntee, and the fort and territory of Barotu-h and he
nvfrtteil all claims which he had on the British and
tan,

:

;

their ailir<.

During

this war. Holkar had remained quiet and inthough he had engaged to assist the allie« atrainat
the Britiah. As Lord Wellesley was informed of this
circumstance, he (lecmed it indispensably necessary to
obtain frmn this chief an early and sati^actory expUnation of his views and plan*. This, however, Holkar
at first evaded, and afterwards nuile such propoaaU
for a treaty with the British, as l^rd Wellealey could
not accept. These propcnals being rejected, Holkar
openly prepared for hoatilitie^: lie rii(leavourp<l to per>
soade Siindiah to assist him in an attack on the Britiah
territorie*
and at the mne time invaded and plundered the country at the Rajah of Jypore. Lord Lake
wnmediately advaooed Minat him, but he retreated
from the poaitiaa which
oecapicd. The war with
Holkar wm diatingiuahed hjr the suddMineas and rapidity of the mo vem en ts by which be for a long time
contrived to elude the attacks of the Britisli, though
his territorie* were -invaded b^ them in every direction ; and by the rtverMa which attendrtl the British
arms. Two corps under the onmmand of Cotcoel Moo•on, and Colonel Murray, had been sent agriit tlM capttat of Holkar"* dominion* : the latter wrirad it it,
and •nocreded in rcdocinf; it ; but the fomer having
been led astray 1^ hia gnidai, waa attacked by Holkar
with such a decided su pe riaeit t of ibeea, that ba waa
compailad to rrtreat towarda Afni: at frat tha retreat
waa eoDiiactad with a
daal of oedcr ; but afterwank is cwnaiiq anna or scvtral eaniict* in which tlM
Britiih asArad irrwalT. and tha loaa of imm of thair
aitiHer^, ammnnition, &c they nCfaatad ia tha otBoat
oonftincn. Aa tha country waa nearly tomanaMa ftoai

active,

Wv with

;

M

md

the nin«. Colaaal Mooaon did not reach Agra till after
the spaTe of aavan waaka ; and then only a very few
of hi* troop* antaicd it, tha rest having ban either kill,
cd by the enemy, or harin« periahcd thraagh fajgna.

*ha

is

d*>

•«• of
:tI«XC.

Holkar hitherto had dmlad all attempU of General
Lake to bring hia to battle; bat at length, havoig encamped bis army under the walla ot Daag, in tha province of Agr*. with aeveral rangaa of battariaa be&re
them, to the depth of two mflea, he nadvad to wait
the attack of the Britiah. Tha attack wm UMda with
oaarpicte Mecca*. Holkar'* rmlar inCtttiy and ar«
laiery ware ncariy all da*ti«7ed i and aAar a dMrt but
nforaoa abae, the town awraBdand to tha BvitUk
In oader that he might have time to eaOaet hia Mltend Irae^ Holkar perauadad tha Rj^ah of Bhnrtpoar
to eBfaraae hi* caose.
Aa tha reduction of thia lortreaa
waa da Midi an abject of gfaaC iiiiattiiM, General
Laka aat down before it ; bat tha Atlmea wuit by the

ganiMMi proved mart obatinate. Thajr rapokcd with
great slaughter dia awanha of tha b * «i *gar * ; *o that in
the course of dte liega tha loaa of tha Mitieh exceeded
that which they had MMtained in any three of the
battle* they had ftmgfat in India.
At Urt the
jah sued fot peace, which waa granted him on condition that he paid to the Britiah 80 lack* of rupee*, five

EMiest

and the r^^^--'"'!-- >- •nstalment*.
NotwithsUnding th<
Holkar had anataiaad, and the d^au^i, y. ..c.^ i.il hisallica, ba still
paneveied in tha war ; but be conducted it bbocc like
tha cfajaf of a-band of marauder*, than tha gtnaral of
inuaediately,

.
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last canipaij»n. he entered the British
westward of Delhi. Lord Lake im- '*^^r™^
mediately nwrched after hiin, but on the approach of
the British he fled and his flight M-as uninterrupted
and most rapid, till he reached tlie hanks of the Beyah,
in the Punjab, when, being reduced to the utmost dis- Treaty with
The treaty ''"i^Vins
tress, he solicited peace from Lord Lake.
'*°®was ratified on the 6th of January IS06, by which he ^"*
gave up all claims on Kooinh and Bundclcund, and the

an army.

In his

territories to the

:

districts

north of

tlie

Chumbul

;

the latter, hoivever,

were afterwards given back to him.
Before Holkar was finally overcome, Ixjrd Wellesley
had left India. We have briefly related the military
transactions which took place during his government
but it will be alao proper to advert to those changes
in the British pa— enions in India, which he efiedbed
without the aid of war.
In November 1801, all the frontier province* of Chsngts ip
Oude were ceded to the Company. The rea«>n a**ign- l^"^^^^''
ed for this cession was, that the British possessions vv'dlolry's
might became a barrier between the dominions of the govtmOn the 25th menu
vizier of Oude and any foreign enemy.
of July ISOI, the civil and military government of tlie
Camatic was given up to the British, on condition that
they should pay the debts of the Nalrab, and allow him
an annual sum, equal to one fitUi uf the revenues of the
Camatic.
At the period of Lord Wellesley's departure for England, the allies of the British were more secure, and
thair aniini*TT lev numerous and formidable than they
had arar bam baftiic Of the funner, the Soubhadar
of the Decan was the most important ; and he had
been placed in a situation of security, by the reduction
of tha Mahratta chiaft, and by maintaining within his
te iiitaria* a
lw ii i iaM Eurupi>an force. The sovereign
of Mjaora waa now friendly to tha Britiah, instead of
banw ana of thair nKMt inveterate enenie*. The two
IVaaidaaaaa of Madia* and Bengal were cotmected by
tha coaqnaat of Cntlacfc ; and mis conquest, together
with tha tairitoriea which the British now po**eiied in
fiiiiiral. Malabar, and Caaara, rendered tliem the ma*tara of aaarly all tha *aa coast finon tha atouth* of the
Oai^iaatBlfaeaaaf tha Indn*.
In Hindoaian proper, the influanoe of the French
waa completaly daatrayed ; the incurnon* of the .Malirattaa into it had baan aActnally checked, and were
not likely to be aoon renewed ; a* by the territorie*
ceded to tha Biitith in the Dooab, and on the ri^bt
banki of tha Jinnnah, a* well as by the protection
wUefa tha Diiliih gave to thoae snail state* which
Mretch ftoH the aaoontaina of Cumaoun to Bundalcund,
tha Britiah provineaa ware daAnded from the encroachnMHla of tha MahratU duaft.
On the Sist of Daoandiar 1805, during the admini.
•tration of Sir Georca Barlow, a new treaty waa concluded with Scindian, by which that chief gave up all
daiow on tha connttie* of Boondee, Surredee, Dboolpoor, B«ma, and Bajoh Keriab.
Dnring the administration of I>ord Minto, the only
arenta of inuMrtanoe which occurred in India, were the
reduction or Java, for an account of which see Java ;
the renewing of the British |Mtitection to the Seik chiefs
cm the north-west of the Jumnah, and the south of tlie
Sutlege, thus strengthening and extending the fronHindostan ; and the protier oi the British territories
tection afibrded to the liajah of Berar from the attacks
of Mecr Khan, a chieftain of Malwab, and a noted pin<

w

m

daree, or freebooter.

Lord Minto waa aucceeded

in the

government of In<

—

—

;
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now M.irquis of Hastings,
who found himself comiwUed to make war on the Rajah
chief having
of Nepaul in 1815, in consequence of that
invaded the British territories contiffuous to his dcnnihardy and
nions. In this war, the British met with more
formidable opixinents than they had been accustomed
many
to encounter in India; but after surmountine
mountainous
difficulties, pr.nciiwlly arisiiijf from the
nature of the country of Nepaul, and getting possession
which
of the lliijah'8 capital, a treaty was concluded, by
he agreed to give up ceruin districts deeme<l necessary,
by Lord Moira, for the better protection of the British
Scarcely, however, had the British army
territories.
been withdrawn from Nepaul, when the Rajah refused
to fulfil the treaty ; and a second war becime unavoidable. The British in this were equally successful ; and, in
di« by the Enrl of Moira,

Hbtory.

'—

^

Wutwiih
Nepmul

Scindiah has about 40,000 soldirrs He is said to
with thfi Rujah of Rerar, and with
He has acquired much strength
the Bhurtpoor Rajah.
since the Mahratta war, by bringing the feudatory states
in close alliance

his generals.

"

Pttccnt
ItttTof the
native pow- tious leader.

€0.

similar devastations.

by the latest intelligence from India
" l.TheSeiks possess a large tract of country. Their
tribes are headed by Runjet .'?ing, a warlike and smbi:

Their usual military establishment may
be estimated at 28,00(1. The Seiks under the British
protection can bring into the field about 17,000 soldiers.

PART
CHAP.
Extent,— Boundaries,

III.

I.

— Divisions,—Progressive GeO'
graphy.

We

have already mentioned the grand divisions of
Hindostan, into North Hindostan; Hindostan Proper;
the Decaii ; and the .South of India ; and the boundaries of the whole, as well as of each division. We have
ali-o mentioned, that this article will be confined to Hindostan proper, the Pecan, and the south of India
referring the reader, for information respecting Northern
Hindostan, to the articles Cashmere, Nepaul, Bootan,
Tibet, &c.
Taking Hindostan in the largest acceptation of the
Extent.
term, its area comprehends about one million geographical square miles, or an extent equal to the whole of
Europe, with the exception of Denmark, Norway, Lapland, Sweden, Russia, and Poland. Hindostan proper is
equal in size to France, Italy, Germany, I5ohemia,
Hungary, Switzerland, and the Netherlands and the
Decan, and the south of India, are about equal to the
British islands, Spain, and Turkey in Europe.
Proviiun in
L Hindostan Proper contains eleven provirices. 1st,
Hindostan
Lahore. The boundary of this province on the west is
Proper.
the Indus, by which it is separated from Afghanistan ;
Lahore.
on the east the river Sutlege, a subsidiary stream of
the Indus, divides it from Northern Hindostan ; on the
north it is bounded principally by Cashmere; and on
the south by the provinces of Multan, Delhi, and Ajmeer.
Its length is about 320. and its breadth about
30 miles. From the 32° to the 34" of north latitude it
is mounUinous ; from the 32" to the SO", its southern limit, it is flat, constituting what is called the Punjab, a
StatUtii-s.

;

;

'

under his immediate controul.
"3. Meer Khan may have 28,000 soldiers. Mahomed
Shah and La1ly Sing, who generally act with him, can
Meer Khan is genebring 20,0('0 more into tlie field.
rally much in want of money ; and when his troops
become mutinous from being kept in arrears, he gives
thorn perh.niis half their pay, with authority to plunder
to the amount of what is still due to them.
"4. Holkar is poor, and has only 17,0()D men. Meer
Khan, Mahomed Shah, and Lally Sing, are iiominally

The Pindarees are a tribe of military adventurers,
having followed the standards of different chiefs,
and, from the present tranquil state of Hindostan, being out of employ, have joined with other v;igrants, and
cemented themselves into one great body, which is daily accumulating, so that at present, it is said, their force
amounts to nearly 80,000 men, most of whom are well
equipped, and all well mounted. Their mode of making war is most destructive, as plunder is their only
They separate, for the purpose, into bodies of
object.
from 100 to 4000 or ,5000 horse, and ravage a territory
of 50 miles, or more, in circumference whence, after
rendering it a perfect desart, they march elsewhere to

1816, the fulfilment of the former treaty was enforced.
This year, also, the Pihdarees, tjr freebooters, taking
advantage of the Nepaulese war, traversed, to the number of several thousands, the whole of India ; and penetrating to the bay of Bengal, laid waste the province
of Cuttack, in the immediate vicinity of Calcutta.
The following sketch of the military strength of the
powers bordering on the British dominions, is supplied

Ilietory.

2.

be

5.

who

;

who

will best

Tliey will fight under any chief

pay them."

STATISTICS.
natural division of Hindostan proper, which we shall af- statistics,
terwards notice. Thegreatest part of Lahore belongs to ^-"^r~^
the Seiks. The city of Lahore is the capital of the province: but Amretsir is the capital of the Seik nation. 2. Multan.
Multan which lies between the 28° and 31° of north latitude. Isbounded by Lahore and Afghanistan on the north;
by Ajmeer and Sinde on the south ; by Belochistan on
Its
the west ; and by Lahore and Ajmeer on the east.
It is possessed by
extent is not accurately ascertained.
several petty princes, of whom the nabob of Multan is
one of the principal ; but they are continually exposed
to the incursions of tlie Afghans, Seiks, &c. and are also
almost always fighting with one another. Multan is
Sinde is generally regard- Sinde.
the capital of this province.
ed as part of the province of Multan, though it ought
with more propriety to be regarded and described as a
Sinde lies on both sides of the Inseparate province.
The eastern division, the only one which we are
dus.
called upon to notice in this article, isboiinded by Multan Jind Afghanistan on the north; Cutch and the sea
to the south; Cutch, the Sandy Desart, and Ajmeer,
on the east ; and the Indus on the west. The whole
of Sinde is governed by a prince of the Talpoony family; but one of his brothers,' though nominally dependent upon him, exercises all the powers of sovereignty
over the districts on the eastern banks of the Indus. 3. Ouzerat.
Guzerat is bounded on the south chiefly by the sea, and
in a small part by the Decan ; on the north by Ajmeer
on the east by the Gulf of Cambay, and the provinces
of Malwah and Khandeish ; and on the west by the Gulf
of Cutch, the province of Cutch, and the .Sandy Desart.
It lies between the 21" and 24" of north latitude.
Its length from north to south is about 320 miles ; its

;

;
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may

on an average it

breadth rarSe* »fty
IbOmile*. ThtHc p-ii

be

proTinco wliicn are the
the pouession ot'the British, the
best cultiva'
i^vwar. The terr.torie* ot' the Gr>t
pAuhwah aJ!
Uretch along both »i<te< of the Gull' of Cainbay, and
ooMipruethe citie* of Surat, BaitMU^h, Cambjy, aiid Go>
The tea co4tt from tliia ^ulf tu the mouth of the
go.
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boHndad on th« north by Lahore.
degree* of
and •ooiediiUictt Ill northern llindoatan ; on tho aonth
by Agra and Ajmecr ; on the wcrt by Ajmeor and
Lahore, and on the e«U b^ Oude, and the hilta which
dtTide il ffom northern lliadoataa. Ita Icagth i* aboM
9*0 niln. and average breadth about IMi The city
•f Delhi, with a tract of eountnr m«nd h. the whole of
tlie ««rt of the Jumnah. and lb* norththo pri>'
"f it, bekiaf to the Unti>h. 1 h«r louihCMtcrii
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m tiie wrU by AjDelhi; on tho tnuth by .M
tl All hatMd.
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length
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drj(trr« of Utitudo, i* >>.
and Agra ; on the •«>
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lilr

Suiiidck
Ajjra and on the south by Gundwana.
Ita
about '270 miles, and its breadth averages '^^"Y'^^
about 120.
Nearly the whole of this province belongs
either to the British, or to their ally the nabob of Oude.
The principal towns are, Allahabad, Benares, Calliuger,
Chunar, &c. g Oude, between the 2(iih and 28th de- Oude.
grees of Utitude, is separated, on the north, by a range
of hills from N'<^ul on the south it is hounded by
Allaliabad
on the east by Bahar; and on the west by
Delhi and .A>.'ra. Its length is S.50, and its average
breadth 100 mile*. The whole of this province is either
poanewed in full sovereignty by the British, or, though
still hrltl nominally by tlie Nabob, entirely under their
;
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principal
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xabad, the former capitd, Oude, Gooracpoor, &c.
10.
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;* >l,\;.l..,J_ on the north, from Nepaul by a range
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~ ; on the south is bounded by C>uiidwana
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broad
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rage breadth 90. The Paishwah, Holkar, and Scindiah,
nonets the whole of this province ; the greatest part
bekmging to Holkar, and the least to the Paishwah.

towns are Boorhanpoor, Hindia, and As3. Beder, between
of -strong fortresses.
the l6th antl 18th degrees of latitude, is bounded on
the north by Aurungabad and Nandere ; on the south
by the Kristhnah on the west by Bejapoor ; and on the
Its length is 140, and its breadth
east by Hyderabad.
It is wholly possessed by the Niaverages 65 miles.
zam. Its principal town is Ahmedabad, built near the
4. Hyderabad,
Hyderabii ruins of tne ancient city of Beder.
between the Kith and 19th degrees of latitude, is
bounded on the south by the Kristhnah ; on the north
by the Gotlavery ; on the west by Beder and Aurungabad ; and on the east by <nin'dwana. Its length is
It belongs
180, and its average breadth 150 rtiles.
The printipal towns are Hyentirely to the Nizara.
derabad, the capital of the Nizam's territories, Golcon5. Nandere. This small province,
Saiett.
dnh, Warangol, &c.
lying in about the 1 9th degree of Istitude, is bounded
on the north by Berar ; on the south by Hyderabad
and Beder on the west by Aurungabad ; and on the
It belongs entirely to the Nizam.
east by Gundwana.
The principal towns are Nandere, Candhar, Balcun6. The Northern Circars, a narrow slip of
''ah, &c.
rircMs.
maritime country, extending from the 1 5th to the 20th
degree of latitude, is bounded on the east by the sea ;
it is divided from Hyderabad on the west, by a ridge
of small detached hills from Berar, on the north, by
aiiulhcr ridge of a much greater height, and nearly impassable and fnim Orissa on the north-east by the
same hills, and the Chilka lake the river Gundezama
divides it, on the south, from the Carnatic Payenghaut.
The length of this province is about 470 miles, and its
breadth varies from 50 to 70 miles. In the year 1765,
four of the circars were ceded to the British and in

The

T^n.

seer.

principal

It is full

;

;

;

;

;

;

178S, the remaining circar came into their possession.
The principal towns are Ganjam, Visagapatam, Masulipatam, and Guntoor.
7. Berar, between the 19th and
Bcru.
22(1 degree of latitude, is bounded on the south by
Nandere, which is frequently included in it ; on the
north by Khandeish and Allahabad ; on the east by
Gundwana ; and on the west by Khandeish and Aurungabad. If Nandere be considered as part of it, its
length will be S.TO miles its average breadth is 120.
Three fourths of it belong to the Nizam, and the remainder to the Mahrattas. The principal towns are
Gundwana. EUichpoor, Gawelghur, Poonar, &c.
8. Gundwana,
lying between the 19th and 25th degrees of latitude, is
bounded on the north by
ilahabad and Bahar ; on
the south by Orissa and the Godavery ; on the east by
^ Orissa, Bengal, and Bahar ; , and the west by Malwah,
Berar, and Allahabad.
It is 400 miles long, and 280
miles in average breadth.
The fertile districts of this
province are held by tlie Nagpoor Mahrattas ; the
mountainous and barren parts are still in the possession
of the native inhabitants, called Goands.
The princiOrim.
pal towns are Nagpoor, Gurrah, &c.
9. Orissa, lying
between the 16th and 23d degrees of latitude, is bounded on the north by Bengal and Bahar ; on the south by
the Godavery and the Circars ; on the east by the bay
of Bengal ; and on the west by Gundwana. Its length
is about 530 miles, its average breadth not
exceeding
«0 miles. Three-fourthsofOrissa belong to the British;
the rest is possessed by several native chiefs, over whom
^^tfoo,
the Nagpoor Mahrattas claim the sovereignty. 10. The
greatest part of the province of Bejapoor lies to
the
north of the Kristhnah, and consequently may justly be
:

A

It stretches Statistics.
considered as a province of the Decan.
from the 15th to the 19tli degree of latitude. It is '^"^r"^
bounded on the south by the Toombuddra, a Branch of
the Kristhnah, and North Canara j on the north by Aurungabad ; on the east by Aurungabad and Beder ; and
Its length is about 350 miles,
on the west by the sea.
and its average breadth 200. Four-fifths of this province belong to the Poonah Mahrattas ; and of this part
the Paishwah possesses in full sovereignty little more
than the maritime district of Concan. The Nizam posThe principal towns are,
sesses the remaining fifth.
Poonah, Bejapoor, Darwar, Miijee, &c.
Bejapoor, a small part of Provinces
III. The South of India.
which lies in the grand division of India, h^s been al- in the south
"'^ '"'^'**
1. The ceded districts comprehend
ready described.
Toombuddra
and Ceded disthe country lying to the south of the
Kristhnah rivers, which was ceded by Tippoo, in the tricts.
years 1792 and 1799; at that time assigned by the
British to the Nizam; and afterwards, in 1 800, given
up by the Nizam to the British. The greater part of
these districts consists of Table land, or that country
which lies above the Ghauts, called Balaghaut ; and
besides this, it comprises those portions of Punganoor
and Goodiput, which, by the treaty of Mj'sore, were
reserved for the Paishwah ; but which, in consequence
of his not complying with the conditions that were stipulated, were occupied by the British.
The exact extent of the -ceded districts has not been accurately ascertained, but they are supposed to contain an area of
about 27,000 square miles. The principal towns are,
Cudapah and Balharry. 2. The Carnatic extends from Carnatir.
the 8th to the 1 6th degree of latitude.
It is bounded
on the north by the river Gundezamor, which separates
it from the northern Circars ; on the south, it stretches
as far as Cape Comorin ; on the east, it is bounded by
the sea ; and on the west by the Ghauts. Its length is
about 50<.) miles ; its breadth varies much, but may
average about 75 miles. The Carnatic is divided into
three parts, the northern, central, and southern.
The
first is bounded on the north by the Gundezama, and
on the south by the river Pennar ; the centre extends
from the Pennar to the Coleroon ; and the southern
from the Coleroon to Cape Comorin. The whole of
this territory belongs to the British.
The principal
towns in the northern Carnatic are, Ongole and Samgaum ; in the central, Madras, Pondicherryj Arcot,
Vellore, Pulicat, and Cuddalore ; and in the southern,
Tanjore, Trichinopoly, Madura, Tranquebar, Negapatam, and Tinnevelly. 3. Mysore, between the 11th Mysore.
and 25th degrees of latitude, is surrounded by the British territories under the Madras presidency, the whole
of the country being inclosed by the eastern and western Ghauts. It is about 210 miles long, by an average
breadth of 140 miles. The whole of the Mysore, with
the exception of a small district, allotted, by the treaty
of Seringapatam, to the family of the Rajah, is possessed in full sovereignty by the British. The principal
town is Seringapatam. 4. Canara is bounded on the Cinara.
east by Mysore, and the ceded districts ; on the west
by the sea ; on the north by the province of Bejapoor
and on the south by the province of Malabar. Its.
length is about 200 miles, and its average breadth about
35.
It is divided into two parts. North and South Canara.
The former lies between the 13th and 15th degrees of latitude ; its principal towns are Battecola,
Carwar, and Ongore. South Canara stretches from the
13th to the 12th degree of latittide ; its chief towns are
Barcelore, Mangalore, and Callianpore.
The whole of
Canara belongs to the British. 5. The province of Ma- Malabar.
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lahar i* a particular p«rt of the coast of >T«Vbaf to
which this namp '% .ippropriatwl. It is situated Vvetween

On the north
0th ai
i trt* of latitiKie.
province of Canara on the south
boundt
by Cochin on the east by the Ghauts and on the
vest by the ses. lu leni;^ it about 155 miles, and its
arerage breadth about S5. The whole of the province
beion)^ to the Britiah. The principal towns are Cali»""»*^- cut. Tellicherry, and Paniany. 6. Bar«niahil, situated
between the 1 2th and 1 mU dein-ees of latitude, and
nnd on the east by
bounded on the west
r«iaibet»ar. th» «»-», li.-^.n,/* entire.
I'h.
7- Cohnbetoor
he north by Mysore; on the tooth by
u
and
... '.he east by Salero and Kistna^erry
,...
I),.
on the west by the province of Malabar. It lies entireIt belong entirrlv t<i th.- Mri.
ly above the Ghaut*.
DfaHligaL
tiah.
The prmdpa) town is Coimbetnor
tie* between the lOtband llth decreeaui ..;.;
ia beanded on the nortS by CohDMtaor and Kiatna^r17 ; on the south by TravMioore and Madtira t o*> the
CMl by the •oothem Camatic and Matlura and on the
we*l by Travancore, Cochin, and Malnhar. It bek»nir«
entirely to iSe British.
The principal towns are L)in"
ind Palapetty. 9. Cochm is a verj- wnall
Codria.
d ifd on the north by Malabar; on the
I
'' - ''-^ east by P
wjiivi LIT
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tary to tht "
Tt sT incws. 10. Travj!
'inded on the aoath and tha went
- ^ -,n iJi* ««•(
hy the *em on tw nofth by Corhm
natic.
It
hv t'le Tinnevelly dittrirt of the »«'
Its
HIm between the 8th and 10th degrrr< ui laiititd*.
length is slsovt 140 nriWa, and its braackb abaM 40l
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sab)e<t to tWBriMk
Ai^**'^*^ Cooisi,' mti

The Raj^hoT TraaraMotv la
prfatipal town*
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Sadi are the g aog r ayhical Uttdaum of HindoaUn.
There sre, however, natural and political divtaioiM,
which it wiH ba praprr to notir*.
Of tfaa MWral (ttvWaM, the Pim>ih it on* aTtlii
moat OilcbntMl in Walaty, as sr«(i as on* of llM mort

*

Nttonl

uwiihtii III
cawiatif only of th« flat pnrtiasaf tk*
pr o s inc* ti I alinn ; b«t, te ita pnawa* awi Moat estan*
ahre meaMg; it iwmpuhaiid * all uiai tnvi of eanntry
to the wcac of tbvHinnlqFS Itowitaim, thra«fh whicn
the orincipal tribotar^ attvaaoa ofth* Indnaroa.
Ita
aeatMMl beiiatlary
Hahmi by th* 8<itlag*i and,
ftoqi thia rircr to Attack am th* ImNa. it* btawltb ia
ipat*4 to b* SS0 gaafwapllleal cniiaa.
Ita laqph
Midi to aoath haa aot boon aao tai aod, Tb*
Dooobia another natural diviaien of tba eonatfy, wbich
ft aqaa a tly occara in tb* hiMorjr of Hiadaaian.
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trrm Oooab poparly aaeana any tract •feoiiMry incbw
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dad batwoaw twa riven; of
Dooafaa ia HMoatan : but the tana
to the montiy batmen th*
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pbad

rrfaix iHwa, to tba *Bntfcani panieii of
tethcoMatpart ewpohanJed in the
^nriae* of Afia. Tb* IMtaa of thaOa^fM aad the
ladaa an alaa Botaral di«i4oa* ei Hiatfottan. TIm
Ibtowr cotBBMBCKa aboat
nriloa tnm tfa* laa.
The
lower part of it ia(aIlidtk*8aaileriMnda, and extends
iMftfa* boy «i Bcagd aboat lao milcai 1 he Son-datakb a** akaoat wlkal| fuiaiaJ of wooda, int*r>
aperaad with crc^a, and nomberlea* islands, and aak
awrahaa. Thia tract ivtp extent cqnal to the priodpality of Walea.
The Dcha of th* Indao fa abairt 1 00
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miles in len^rth alohj^ the sea -coast, and about 1 1 5 from
the point of separation of the superior l>ranche» of the
river to its

most prominent mouth.

The lower

Ststinics.

^""V*^

part of

v»

the Delta of the Indus reiembles the lower part of the
Delta of the Ganges, in being intersected with rivers
and creeks ; but there are no trees on it, the greatest
part beiiw sandy, or covered with swamps and stagnant
lakes.
The last natural division of the country which
we shall mention, is the Table land in Central and T»ble 1*»J.
S'Uthem Hindostan. This is supported by the eastcm and wertem Ghauts. It stretches not only through
the Mahratta territories, but also through the peninsuProperly
la to the ioathem extremity of Mysore.
•peaking, however, it is not table land, as the surface
is considerably varird, being broken into hill and dale.
In the g eogr a phical description which has been giren of the different provinces of Hiiulostan, mentioa
baa been made of the powers by whom iliey were po»It will be prapcr> however, to bnng into one
Bcsaed.
view the political tiivi«i.m« of the country, by exhibit- p^ijiij^
the possessions held by the divisions.
ing a connected
ury to the Uritiah ; the inBritiah; the print. ^ ;
dependent pruieaa ; and the petty chiefs.
The British possessions are divided into three pre^ British
Bengal is iiindustiD.
tidendes, Be9gv> Bombay, and Madras.
the MipranM presidency, and in it are con-nrw...) the
th*
whole pww iucaa of Bengal and Bahar
of the atoning pravinc* of Onaaa; tin ,.,,:.., ^» of
Benarra, Allahabad, and BuwMeaad in the province
of AUahabad ; a email part of Berar ; and a great portian of the territoric* of the Nabob of Oude, ceded
by th* traarita of Novantber I8«)l the eastern and
iiiwih aaatiin diatfwts of Delin, and that part of Agra
wWcb liaa to the *a*t of the Junnah, are also under
The Bombay presidency exthe Bengal ntaaidency
..

;

;

'•mmI* ita inaaanc* airar th* whole wcalem coast of India { bat tha paiaaaiiaaa ander its abaolute and immediato Jariadknan are of iriding extent, compared with
ta the iiraaiJaarim of Bengal ami M M\n9.
antaiat of th* diatrieu of Surat, Baroach, Cambay,
I, and in Ranaral the tract which lira aloag
I of th* Oalph af Cambay, com ralwn dhit
p
hiaa
lertil* aad po|>wloaa part of the u
th*

aab^

wi

G

m

the whole of
th of th* Kriathnah, and th* northern Circan
The Rafahaof Myaore. Trafa) th* Dccan. are placod.
vascero, and Cochin, indeed eollcet the rrrennes, and
dincttlieiatcmal paheyoT thoirraapootiraalBtes; bnt
they tr*. in Act, raaaala ofth* Britiah in erery thing rers, there
lauMftaestniid politicr tnthenort'
Myaore
an
dhcrieli ; in the Gunatie, aix
and tha aaathatn Camatic form one tiiatnct. I'inn^
.veMy, in the aeathem Camatic, eoiMitirtea another dia>
trirt; and, in the laat of the Myaora, there are eight di*>
trict*: in all. Si Atriatsnadar the Madras presidcncT.
The Niaaa pomaaaea thaoentre of the Decan, his TkeNiiam.
dominaiHta nuMipi iatay the aiaater part <•!' Kerar, the

Uaderthoprfidmcy of Madras,

••

1

whale of the provinca of Hrderabad, Nandere, and
His
Bader, and part of Aorangabad and Beiapoor.
are divided fttmn those of the ISriiish by the
Kria th nah and Toombuddra ; and from thn-f rCtheNag'out 4S0
poor Rajah by (he Wurdah. Their l<
.Niaara ia
1 ..^
Mica, and their average breadth 9iiu.
onr of the principal of the Hriti.sh allica.
By the treaty of the SI st of December 1 802, between
the Paishwah and the British government, the federal
power of the Mahrattas was annihilated, and the indepeadoit state of the Paiafawah, the Kajah of NagpooT,
laiiiliiiiia

;
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served, however, that it comprehends Northern Hindostan, the description of *vhich does not fall within the

Sutittic*.
Scindiah, Holkar, and Uie Guicowar, were established
and recx)ffiiised. The territories of the Paisliwaii are by
Tha^'lbhno means extensive they lie in Guzerat, where they are
much intermixed with those of the British above the
Ghauts, to the north and west of Poonah and in the
provinces of Bejapoor, Aurungabad, and Allahabad.
Poonah is his capiul: he is still the nominal head of
the Mahrattas. The Mahratta chiefuin, known by the
TbtGni.
rawv.
family name of the Guicowar, possesses the northern
he is also
his capital is Broflrah
districU of Guzerat

scope of this

article,

Statistics.
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^

;

;

Gcograpliical Square

;

;

Nibobof
Oode.

Nagpoor.

ally of the British.

The Nabob

upon the

British

;

great districts, one of which alone contains a greater
extent of territory than was originally subject to his
The Rajahs of Cochin and Travancore, who
family.
are ano tributaries to the British, possess the territories
already described under the geographical divisions of
Cochin and Travancore.
Scindiah is one of the most powerful independent
princes of Hindostan ; the greater part of the province
of Malwah belongs to him : Oojain is the capital of his
dominions. The Rajah of Nagpoor, the chief of the
Berar Mahrattas, possesses the greater part of the an-

.

British Allies

.

,

',

.

357,000

and Tributaries.

The Nizam
The Paishwah and Guicowar
Nabob of Oude
.

222,000
125,000
10,000

Total of British Hindostan

residence.
into three

Hindoo province of Gundwana ; his territories
bordering on Bengal, the Northern Circars, and the
Nizam possessions in the Decan. Over this extensive
tract of country he has a nominal territory ; but his actinl power does not readi much beyond Uie vicinity of
hi* capital, Nagpoor.

Rajahpoot
prinoo.

60,000

since 1799

Under the Bengal presidency
do
Under the Madras
Under the Bombay do

of Oude is coma great part of his
dominions having been ceded by him to them, and
they also having the right of interfering at pleasure in
The
the administration of his remaining provinces.
districts of Lucknow and Oude still belong to the Na-

an

pletely dependent

cient

ThcSeilu,

sa,

162,000

;

bob ; the city of Lucknow is his capital and
The Mysore Rajah's dominions #re divided

Sanduli.

.Miles.

Bengal, Bahar, and Benares
Acquisitions in Hindostan Proper, and Oris-

76,000
53,000
13,000
22,000
5,000

'

.

Mysore Rajah
Travancore and Cochin Rajahs
Total under British jurisdiction and influence

526,000

Independent Principalities.
'

Under the dominion and

influence of Scindiah,
.
75,000
Holkar, and other Mahratta chiefs
58,000
Ditto of the Nagpoor Rajah
Ditto of the Lahore Rajah and the Seiks , 54,000
.

.

776,000

Under the Rajahpoot

chiefs

;

the Ameers of

Sinde ; the Caubul and Cashmere govern.
.
ments, the Rajahs of BooUn, &c.
.

244,000

The

Seiks inhabit and possess the territory that extends from 28° 40', to 32" 20' North Lat. comprehending the whole of the Punjab, a part of Multan, and
those districts of the province of Delhi which lie between the rivers Jumnah and the Sutlege. Their dominions are bounded on the north by Caubul ; on the
east by the territories of some petty Rajahs in the mountainous parts of Lahore ; on the south by the British
provinces, and on the west by Caubul.
The Seiks between the .Jumnah and Sutlege are called Malawah
Singhs; those bordering on the Indus, Sinde Siughs; and
those residing in the province of Multan, Nakai Singhs.
The province of Sinde is alnuist entirely possessed by
five Ameers, or noblemen of the Talpoony family ; that
part of the province which is, properly speaking, in
Hindostan, is governed by Meer Sohrab, and his brother Meer Thora ; the districts subject to the authority
of the former are situated on the north-east quarter of
Sind; those belonging to the latter lie more to the
south, on the eastern banks of the Indus ; these brothers,
however, are subject to tlie authority of another Meer,
who has the title of hakim, or ruler of Sinde, and is regarded as the head of the government. The dominions of the Raj.ihpoot princes are situated on the northwest side of Hindostan, and principally in the central
division of the province of Ajmeer.
The eastern quar.
ter of this division is subject to the Rajah of Jegenajur
the south eastern to the Rajahs of Kotah, Boonde, and
other chiefs tributary to the Mahrattas ; the western
parts to the Rajah of Joudpoor, and the south western
to the Rana of Odeypoor.
The following Table, given by Mr Hamiltw, exhibits, at one view, the extent of territory possessed
by
the different modern rulers of Hindostan; it will be ob4

1,020,000

Total of Hindostan

The first notice of India by the ancient authors is Progressive
given by Herodotus : Prior to the invasion of that coun- S'^g'^P'')'*
try by Darius Hystaspes, the Persian monarch sent Scy- Herodotu?.
lax of Caryandra to trace the course of the Indus, and
ascertain the place where it discharged itself into the
From his account, Herodotus was supplied with
sea.
his knowledge of India, but it evidently does not extend beyond the sandy tract which lies east of the
Indus and south of the Punjab.
The conquests of Alexander supply us with the next Alexander
the Great,
step in the progressive geography of this country ; he
is generally supposed to have crossed the Indus at Attock ; but Major Wilford is of opinion that he crossed
at the ferry of Torbeilara, a few miles to the south of
Attock from the east side of the Indus, he advanced
to the Acesines or Chunaub, which he crossed, and also
Afler this he deviated from
the Hydraotes or Rauvy.
the direct road leading to the Ganges, and advanced in
a south-westerly route to Sangala; from this place
he turned again to the east, and reached the Hyphasis
Beyah. This was the limit of his march and cansequently the information which Arrian and other historians afford reespcting India, derived from his victories, does not extend beyond this tract of country;
that is about 200 miles across the Punjab, or the modern province of Lahore, and the countries which, on
his .return, Alexander traversed from Multan to the
:

;

sea.

knowledge of the Ganges is derived from
who was sent ambassador by Seleucus to
Chandragupta or Sandracottus, king of the Prasii the

Our

first

Megasthenes,

:

j^

,

thenes.

«

INDIA.
was

Mebro ha,

gener^ly «up<
on the footh tide of the Guises, in

capital of this kingdoia

BMcd

t

to be I'atiM,
htiUide 25* 31', and longitude 83° 15'.

In this city

Megaatbeno resided thrae year*, and as he kept a
journal of what he saw and heard regarding India
during^ bia residence,

may be supposed that his inmuch to the knowledge which

it

very

Maaed of
AnuB, &c

Uiodorus Sicolus,

India.

Arrian, and Pliny seem to hare derived all tk*
ita which they gave of India from Megaathenea.
AD thaae authors by <luw tlw |iwnwiitional dimensions
«f thia country with tolar aMe accuracy. According
to Diodonn, tbe bicadth ia aevcn>«igfaths of the length.
Arvian'a gaogtwftij of India ia principally confined to
the Mrtham parta. wiuch had bem vWimI by Alexandcr and McgMlhcnaa : he givea a tolerably accurau
oat of the rivers which flow into'tba Indna
; and the extent of India, which he derived
aa near tiM irMh, aconding to
_ thanai^
llv Baanal,
tkal whidi we aaaigwsd it 60 year* ago.
FUi^ vaa evidently acquainted with the form of the
Ptaawob, tnm the waaawrea wliicb begivea aleNg the
coMU between the htoutiM of the Gaagea and tiM IndML
One of the aaoat important andent raootda of
aai
try, is to be found in the map and dmcripdon af Flo*
lemy. In aonoe reapeeU thia author ia vei^ aaiiiMto and
•couala; bat ia ether vaapecu he ia aMal gfoaaly
anaoaow: ihonfh he Kred 60 ycwa aftar Pliny, he
daMribea the pentnatt la of India aa sIreteMiHt froio the
nif of Caiabay fraaa cast to weat,
iraniMrth to aoatfa. Thia is the more
not aniv bosBMe he had aecaaa to the
cutalo hf
iliiiii
ieM J
ladh a
by 8lwho
Uiodoiw Scnhia. and PKnjr, but >
ho Wanif
tnaaak with great minatcnaaa, tho aaa MMlt aMciiaa
tho Pit f iai lii li lo
k. and artgna tlie lati.
Ml loi^gilod* of «adl fr— Capo CaiOBfin to the
aTthoGMifM. Haitcoitwe«ldaMiu>. thothia
of tho fbra oT India woaeBprcMly
by Ma iifli 1 iJitliirii oTtho aHMiiij.
To Putfaiy alao wo ara iMiahtad lor tho miniwiliii
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ohw m
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rdoiiw pn rii ian of Iho diflbnm oMMNho of the
; and ilbr a caiioM dallnaaliea of vrieuareoda
by tho Cradan to ChiM,
tho Mnh «r Hi».
M.
The goafnmhy of iWa
of Iliniliif la
alao groMljr iUMntoi iMT tht 4«Kfiptiao givoB h* PUm;

OMM
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tahloaflfiho i

i

M iii

wyal or

Bfldv vilB flSM ^HVl ^^rf
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Aw^M

lifei^^^

Impart of it ODRwjpaada

wteh tho roolo pamod by
Indoo to tho Hiphaih; tho n.
rlodtePalebiMlta: ha whole ^Mth sr^a aaw^
liOO mik«i Thia rand baa baaa iBaatiMod wkh oan.
lavaiac. bat aot ohraya wkh tho
ftoai tho

Aft» thoago of Flainqr, wo derive no additkaol
I

wwy.

raB«din«

Inslia. tiU

or
the 6th

thta period CoHMa, on Eayp>
BM voyaMo u> ladia. Fraaa
that he was weU
PaamsaU, wbith ho portkahrly
I

_of

knla Um
9th<ntaij.

Hindoo

the
ai rolabiaatd ftr iu trade in peppai.
After
. Ull tho diaoomy of tho Capeof dood Hopa^
"^ ''^'* ^ alMM^Mfaoly Btoairiitod
by tho Arabian writer*, partieubriy by two
dan traveMan
the Mi centm^,

!^fTP7^>
n

:

by Bca^^Kkt; by Maaaoodl,

who wrote

Md

by

about the laiddfe

history.

The

third

aoothem, which be

Comes in.
Marto

calls

8«atuties.

^"^V^
lOiht

kingdom was Cashmere;

the fourth was Ouxerat.
From this description, it is
evident that the information respecting India possessed
by Masaeodi, and probably by his countrymen in ge«
neral, was confined to Hindcistan proper.
The Ara<
bian author who wrote about the middle of the 1 4th
century, dividca into the northern part, comprehending
all the uroviaoaa on the Indus ;
the middle, which
stretched acroas ftt>m Guzerat to the Ganges ; and the

^j

i4t|,

centuries.

Comar, probably from Cape

Aboot the

oiiddle of the 13th century,
Pble visited diiiaaat parts of Hindostan he is
.-

who

mentions Bengal and Surat by
their present naaaes, as rich and powerful kingdoms.
The next illualration of the geography of Hindostan jjjg j^-„,
ia derived ftom the Avin Acbaree, a work which we Acbatcc.
have already mentioned under the reign of the Empe>
for Acbor. Thia sovereign divide<l Hindostan Proper
aoobabs or provinces, which were again
and theao subdivided into parja.
Caohul, and the oountriea weat of the Indus,
ited a 12th soubah ; and the conquests in the
oAarwonb were divided iaflo throe more. The
given ia Ae Aria Aobarao, of tho oitant, boundieiaiaiii, prnnaliaaa, military force, &c. oi'
eoviaooa, is iHHoiihigty minute, and apparently
of Hodi oMantiva and laborious mvcstigi^
the

first

and

anthor

But oar object is only to noSoe
hovo o diiermt ostoat aangaed to
tbeai ia tho Ayhi Achavco from wiMt la aaaigntd to

tion

OMk

inqoiiioa.

piiiiBiMaa oa

wo nay thus illustrate
tho laiigiaariii goagnphy of Hiadoatan. In the reign
of Aobor, Molton waa one of tho largeat provinoea of
tho api i i. eatciKling to the fbontiers of Parsia, aadi
iao ooawahaadiag wroral of the Dooaba now bdongbig to tao prorineoof Lahave. Tho province of Aj.
thaai at poosant, ia oador that

Wra—i tood. ThL wit aM«
U^ ^m4
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of the lith century. The Mahomcdan travellers mention a great empire on the Malabar coast : their relation in this ami other respects is confirmed by Mas.
soudi, who published his account of India in the lOth
century. This last author describes India as divided
into four kingdoms ; the first comprised the provinces
on the Indus and its tributary streams, of which MuU
tan was the capital. The second kingdom seems to
have lam on the banks of the Changes; of this, Kanoge
was the capital.
This kingdom and its capital are
much celebrated in the most remote times of ancient

BOOMBt oaMada rather more

to the south
tho laiga of Aofaer, when thia part of it
was pfohoUypaoiaaaadby ia Jipiailnir Baipoot p^aioaa.
In the soabA of Bengal ore kwhMlod Oriaaa and Cattack, with the country to tho aeorh aaat as far aa ChitMalwah, instead of baiag boundMl on the
lagong.
•aath by Khandeish aad Boiar, onendrtl beyond the
Karbudah, while on tho eoalliMWoat and tooth it touched on Bsglen a, and on Banv on the east. The very
aa riant Units of Goaarat induded the greater part of
Khaadakh and Malwah ; and in the reign of Acbar, k
as leads J soathwwd to Doinann, where it tooehed on
AaioiMalnil.
The pi eaaiit province of Nandero waa
cawaatlniided in that of Berar, while the western parts
of tao latter do not aaan to have been eaaquered by
Acbor. The previnoo of Khandeish diAtcd in iu diono boundaries only very little froaa what it
then having AarungsixKl on the west, mof Goscrat, which now bounds it on that quarter.
The provinoe of Aurungabad, which in the time of
Acbar waa known by the name of Ahmednagur, having boat partiaHy oanfaandhy that monarch, its boun*

than

M
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nor were they peraaries were consUntly fluctuating
^"^^/""^
inam-ntly fixe<l, till the capiul having been Uken in
!(>.?, the whole of the province was annexed to the
»u«t»tjci.

;

Mogul empire.
Notwithstanding the conquests and settlements of the
Portuguese in India, yet as they were almost entirely
confined to the sea coast, they did not much increase

M«jnr
Baoaell.

the geographical knowledge possessed by Europeans
Indeeil, till the conquests of
respecting this country.
the English, during the middle and latter end of the
18th century, little was accurately known respecting
In 1788, Major llennell
the interior of Hindostan.
published the first edition of his Mi-inoir of a Map of
Hmdoslan ; in this work, with wonderful research and
information, though not always with the most perspicuous or satisfactory arrangement, he has thrown great
light on the geography of this country ; and except
with regartl to those districts whiph at that time had
been little, if at all explored by the English, he left
In the subsequent
scarcely any point uninvestigated.
editions of his Memoir, as well as in the Oriental Repertory of Dalrymple, the Asiatic Researches, the vahiable Travis of Ur Francis Buchanan, and other authors, the geography of Hindostan has received such
ample and minute investigation, as to leave very few
parts of that extensive country unexamined.

CHAP.

11.

—

—

Face of the Coiitilri/, Mountains,— Plains, Deserts,
Rivers,— Lakes,-^Canals,—Sta Coast.
Faceofihe
country.

—

The

general description of the face of the country
given in a few words.
In Hindostan Proper,
it is for the most part champagne, with occasional hills
of no great elevation. In the Decan and the south of
India, it is flat near the sea coast on both sides, and

may be

mountainous in the

interior.

But

it

may be

satisfac-

tory to give a more regular and minute description of
the face of the country.
If we enter Hindostan at the
north-west corner into Lahore, the face of the country
is hilly, till we reach the southern extremity of this
province, where the Punjab commences ; passing thence
to Multan, we again meet with hills in its northern extremity.
The face of the country in Ajmeer is nearly
the same, but when we pass to the south west into Guzerat, the surface is very flat ; on the contrary, if we
pass into the south or south-east, into Malwah, we enter a very elevated region, one of the most elevated,
indeed, in Hindostan, as the rivers flow from it in
every direction. If from the province of Lahore we
change our route, and enter Delhi, we find the face of
the country very flat ; indeed, Delhi, Oude, and Bengal, are the most flat provinces in Hindostan.
The
surface of Orissa, also north of the river Chumbul, is
flat, but to the south of that river, as well as in the
north-west, it is hilly.
Proceeding to the south, the
first lofty land we meet with in Hindostan Proper,
is
in the Bundelcund district of the province of Allahabad,
in the south-west.
The southern part of Bal.ar is also
hilly, while the northern division of this province, beyond the Ganges, partakes of the flat character of Bengal and Oude.
On the east side of the Decan, betbre
we arrive at the Ghauts, there is a mountainous ridge,
extending from the Godavery to the Mahanuddy : proceeding acrtws the country in a direction ne.".rly due
west from this ridge, we enter the province of Berar,
the surface of which is for the most part elevated and

character applies to the province of
; the same
Gundwana, Khandeish, Hyderabad, Orissa, and the
hilly

Statistics.
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Northern Circars. The south of India consists of table
land, or rather an elevated surface considerably broken
in the centre, and remarkable for many precipitous
rocks, the natural strength of which has been greatly

augmented by the erection of fortresses on them ; the
Ghauts on the east and west of this table land, and a
flat country between both the chains o( Ghauts and the
In the province of Malabar, however, there is a
sea.
chain of low hdls, separated from one another, and
from the Ghauts, by narrow vallies ; in some places
these hills rise to the sea coast, but in otljer parts there
is between them and the sea a flat tract, seldom above
three miles wide, and in general not so mdch ; near
the low hills these plains are the most level.
On the north, Hindostan, in the largest acceptation Mountains.
of the word, is bounded by the Himalaya mountains.
These are now known to be superior in elevation to
the mountains in South America ; their height above
the plains of Rohilcund being about 27,000 feet:
branches spread from them to the south, as far as the
borders of Bengal, Oude, and Delhi.
The last province is also separated from Northern Hindostan by the
Seevalic or Kemaoon mountains, which are low compared with those of Himalaya ; the principal pass into
these mountains from the province of Delhi, is called
The Vcndhya mountains, among
the Lottdony Pass.
which lies the Arcadia of India, pass through Bahar,
Benares, Allahabad and Malwah, along the north sitle
of the Nerbuddah, nearly to the western coast : to the
south of these is a less elevated chain, called the TaThe Ghauts, however, are the most re- Ghauts,
hya hills.
markable mountains in India. They are divided into
the Eastern and Western ; the latter, which are called
Sukhien Purbut, or hills of Sukhien, stretch from Cape
Comorin to tlie Tuptee river near Sural, in a line nearly
parallel with the sea coast ; their general distance from
it is 40 miles ;
in some places 70, and in one part onAt the Tuptee, their direction is suddenly
ly 6 miles.
changed from north, with a little inclination to the
west, to east, running nearly parallel with that river.
These Ghauts run through 13 degrees of latitude, being nearly unbroken the whole of their course, except
opposite to Paniany: here there is a valley which extends 14 or 15 miles between the termination of the
northern Ghauts and the commencement of the souththrough this valley the river Paniany
ern Ghauts
In that part of
flows from the Coimbetoor province.
the western Ghauts which runs parallel to the Tuptee,
there are several passes from which there is a descent
There are also some
into the province of Khandeish.
passes from the Concan district of the provinces of Bejapoor through the Ghauts; the principal of which
are the Ambah-Ghaut and the Tourna- Ghaut, (for the
word Ghaut properly signifies a port or pass.) The
mountains near the Ambah-Ghaut rise to a very great
height ; the pass at Tourna is much more rugged and
steep than that of Ambah ; and in the middle of it
The principal pass
there is a plain of some extent.
from the Mysore country through the Western Ghaut
is Bergeley Ghaut, which leads into the maritime province of Canara. As this pass is much frequented for
the purpose of conveying grain by means of oxen to
the sea- coast, and bringing back salt, the road has
been formed with great labour; notwithstanding
which, the strength and rapidity of the torrents are
such, as frequently to wash away all the smaller and
softer parts, and to leave single rocks four or five feet
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in dlamctn-, in the OMttre of the roeul, not abo^c two
This paw i* often tnvelle<l at night by

Teet Muniicr.

Th* wntern Ghmuts,

torch light.

especially about the

Utitixle of \y, are covered with a rich mouUI,
varioua ktn<U of forest tree* grow
n
Their hei>;hl haa not

on which

MOO

luxuri-

<i

Uwn

vm.

but

it ia

Tlie eaMcrn Ciltauta
do not extend m> far to the aouth aa the western, begin>
BiD^ only a little to the north at the Cavery, about the
klitade of 11 -2U'. Their line ia newly atraight and ia
ointcmMled aa far aa the hanka of the Krittthnah, in
At Madm* their height i* greatest. It
latitod* IO°.
I'l Bangalore, in latitude
ia catioialed to be 3(x

uppoied

to be

about

IS" tT, and lon^ntud'

feet.

rast, wbicfa lie*

within

rtMncd by barometrical o(M«rv».
iImGIhmM*.
abwre Madia*. To tba aouth of
ha
the
the Narbwklah, ail the river* Sow caatward.
•Micm Cbauta are not ao high aa tba weatctn ; thejr
are alao leta abnipt in tlwir Armoa : and tbair gao^
ral character ia laaa fartfle and pleaaing. in the noat
MTt exhibiting naked, ann-biinit, and racky pcaka.

Hm^U

:

—

To enter the Mnore oonntrr. there ara aaveral peaeeat
the principal ot which are tlvMe of Muglce, Palicand,
Aaweor, Changama, Attoor. and Sautgur. The laat
waa alwara conaidcfed ene of great importance, aa it
ODnunaoda the maiii n»il Wilin.' to the npper Cama'i the BananMhal.
tie htm the Vall<
— J frocn the Mjr>ora.
whiih ia the noti Thia pe« baa bten levelled and widened aince the Bri>
The other
tiah gained poMaaaion at the pr.ivinrr.
once^ thoi^
nMaaa aU centre in the Palicaiii
Hydnr and Tippee poaaeaard -...^ . antage of all
theae ronica «>icn they attacktd the low ooontry, they
had but one cntranee at thia part into the Myaore to
.

tlat^tu

FroB the geaval deacriptien which haa been givan
of the anrfaM ef ibe oonntry. it will naturally be cspacSHl tiMfttbe meat maaerana end cxtenaive niaina
be aoi^h* lor in HindoNaB Proper. Indeed, tbe
whale cButry tfaraiif[h which the Gengea flowi.
theSeemlie menntama to the aaa, ia one vaat

MM

Then

ia alao a plain alretcbing fteai dirhind to the
city of Delhi, in a N. N*. W. direction, a diatanee at

I55niilc*.

Thia plain riliiwulietewaef Pannipirt

M

the aetaeo< twejnat
and CanHwI. and la oaWmad
ene in A. IX I5S5 between the Enuerar Beber
P^an SollMi Lodi ; and the olber in 1761, b*.
twoan the Mahrattaa and the Maheaanlan anny com*
Aocea the enatan eolnBee ef
iMndcd
Ahdalli.
the paaa at Pknianv, already deaceibed, there ia an de.
«alad plain 60 miles in eBtaat. which riaea aaddcaly
the level oTthe aw)r««idii« eanrtry, mwlilii^i
itnce. It ia benwtlad en the weat
~ by a
Then an aiailar derated pUaa
aad in the Henitda caanliy, eooth af the OanMbnear
thaSoelMgce ChMt. Fran the annnnit of tiie Mianret in front ef the Maaiiilmin of AdMr, at Sacadn^
ftaabatathenaathaf Agra, there xtm
80 ain in a dbea line» tiled with therainaef
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Cutch, and wliich in some places seems to adjoin, and
in other places to be intermixed with the Sandy Desert,

The latter is ul<out 550 miles in length, and al>out lliO
In some parts of it there are
miles in the wide-t pnrt.
<Ii the sand ; but, in gt-neral, the
spots of cluy <'
.:e, desulate, anil sterile; and the
country i» dri.
wells are frcqueiiUy ul llie ditt^nce of 8 or 10 c(>ss from
one another. All over tliis sandy tract there is scattered
jungles, but of stinted growth.
The Run, or salt morass, in some place* consists of water only a few inches
deep ; in others it is an impassable swamp and in
others a b.-ink of sterile and loose sand.
It is everywhere saline. It bends round the nortli of Cutch, and,
including its windings, is supposed to extend several
hundred miles. This marsh evidently must have been,
at some remote period, covered by the sea, the waters
of which are still slowly draining off; but when it was
Legentlary tales antl songs
so covered is not known.
record the passage ot' the Run at Mallia on the river
Muckoo, by Jam Bhamanu, wlio invadcil Guzerat
froot Sin<fe,about the yc«r A. I). 700. This is evidence
of the ezisteiKse and extent, in tltis quarter, of the mo>
raaa at this period.
The only river* of Hindostan of a very lengthened Binis.
course, or grea^ volume of water, are those which run
through Hindastan Proper, the Indus and the Ganges,
with their respective tributary streams. The Indus enHere it Indut ami
ters IliiidtMtan about the latitude of S3" 15'.
is an
imUe atream, but its breadth and volume lu ktrnms.
._ luUch incrciSM'tl In tin- imutiun uf the Atof w
os
tock, which, as fowinf
no farther notice under
; .irsurs its coiinc through HinUoctan to the beginning of
its Delta, about 170 miles frosn the sea, nearly in a
Of its two branches which
•traight line sooth by west.
Cutm the Delta, the wcstrnuBost ia the Urgest ; and
thia, aAer Bowing nearly SO milea to the aouth-west,
dividn itto two other straema, which, as they
tbe aaa. an sobdivided into nmnaraua creeks,
whole eoane of this river, from its entrance into
Hindoatan, ia aboot 900 miles ; but the tide docs not
flow np
than 60 or 65 miles. At Tatta, about
ISO BUM, hf the conne of the river, from the aw, the
Indna ia vary shallow: aboot five miles below thia
town, the gi aalaat depth ie fiour, and the common
d«Bth only two bihona: tha bnadth ben is about a
Bue. The land flooda^ occaaioned by the melting of
'
'
and do not
the now, begin abont the niiddl>
tandmg the
aabn'di tiO tCa end ef Aagnat.
tide flows bnt • short way np this nvcr, on account of
the riHQarenMW of its alrcoin, yet it enter* the mouth*
ofthodiflbnntbnnchnwithrstraardinary violence and
vaiodty, ae
to carry up the current frequently, in
aane places, at the rate of four miles an hour. The
tnbotary river* of the Indus chiefly How into it in tlie
netthein half of its oeurse. in tbe province of Multan,
Itrrirw the Punjab, or country of river*.' These rinn. tEe Jhylum, or Behut, the Choiiaub, the Ravey,
the Befah, and ilie Sotlege, all rise nearly in the same
;

.

1

men

'

m

Himalaya nounuins. The
Jhylom, the Hydaspes of the Greeks, aAer crossing
the greet road leading fkom Lahoreto Attock, and (low.
ing along the eaalem aide of the .fmid mountains in the
Imnaub, near Jenravinn ef ^aeer, unites «
<itaii.
Its whole
niingawl. aboot 6o miles m
comae is about 4O0 miles. It » the most westerly of
the streanu that flow throogh the Punjab into the InThe Chunaub, the Acesines of the Creeks, u nodus.
where, ai\cr it enters the Punjab, more Utaa 35 miles
plaoe, at the f.>ot of the

Of

the .Sandy Daaeft mentioned by Heradotne, our
know ledge j« but imperfect. Cnleh bea to the touth of
^mif r to the wcet. and Ajm I ar
it ; (juacrat to the ceat
to the nerth. Thrw
liu generally aMgned
Keonnl, it cxtaode neaa
to it bnl, aocording t.
the *ea to the Punjab ewntry
In thia extant, how.
he probably oumprabenda the Bon, a lai^ aak
which bounds the Vcatem fiantlan of the |>r^
and eontmunicatea with the Oulf of
3
:

:

Statistic*,

""^r""^

'

'

;
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Stati.stic;
Its whole course is about 780 miles, on the west side
of the Ganges. Ten miles below Etaweh^ a town in ^—nr*^
the province of Agra, the Jumnah \s joined by the
Chumbnl, which rises near the source of the Nerbuddah
;
in the province of Malwah. Its course is north-easterIt constitutes the
its whole length is 440 miles.
ly
boundary between the British possessions in Hindostan Proper on the south, and those of Scindiah. The
largest rivers that flow into the Ganges from Bengal
and Bahar are the Goggrah, the Soane, and the Cosa.
The first is composed of the waters of the Goggrah and
the Saregu, which unite at Swargadwara. They afterwards flow through the province of Oude, and unite
with the Ganges in Bahar. The course pf the Goggrah is nearly parallel to that of the Ganges on the east
side. The Soane rises near the Nerbuddah, on the east
of the table land of Amercuntuc. Its direction is at
side
Oldbedjke
the
small'
canal
called
still
a
there
is
where
north ; it afterwards turns to the north-east, and
first
due
about
350
course
is
of
length
its
The whole
river.
The Sntlege is the most eastern of the rivers joins the Ganges in the province of Bahar. Its whole
miles.
The course of the Cosa,
of the Punjab ; it enters Hindostan at Bellegpoor in course is about 500 miles.
mountains, is at first
Himalayah
in
the
rises
which
joined
the
Beyah,
Before
it
is
by
Delhi.
of
province
the
Its junction
S. S. E. ; it afterwards winds very much.
it is a very considerable stream ; after their junction,
they lose their respective appellations, and take the with the Ganges takes place 45 miles above Uajemal,
name of Kirah, the Hyphasis of the Greeks. About 20 in the district of Purneah, in the province of Bengal.
its course is
miles below their junction they again separate, and Formerly these rivers united at Rajemal
Near Multan they unite about 400 miles. The Brahmapootra, which afterwards
four streams are formed.
again, and fall into the Indus about 80 miles below that forms the great eastern branch of the Ganges, is supi
place ; it is navigable 200 miles above the junction : its posed to rise very near that river. Its course for a conwhole course is about 600 miles. These five rivers of siderable way is eastward, and at one place it reaches
within 220 miles of the most western province of
the Punjab increase the breadth and depth of the Indus
so much, that there b water sufficient for vessels of near- China. It then very abruptly turns to the west, through
Assam, on the north-east of Bengal, a country rely 200 tons burden, from the Gulf of Cutch to Lahore,
a distance of 760 geographical miles ; these vessels, markable for the number and magnitude of its rivers,
It enmost of which flow into the Brahmapootra.
however, are flat-bottomed. See Indus.
Its course is now
The course and termination of the Caggar, or Cuggar, ters Bengal near Ranjamattey.
The Caga river to the east of the Indus, are not accurately west, and afterwards south, in the Decan district of
8«'
known ; by some it is supposed to be lost in the sands that province, where it is joined by the Megna. The
to the west of Batneer, a town 176 miles to the north- Ganges and the Brahmapootra unite below Luckiwest of Delhi, and to have formerly joined the Sut- poor. The whole course of this river, as far as it is
It flows 400 miles
lege ; and by others, either to join the Indus, or to fall known, is about 1650 miles.
into the Gulf of Cutch.
through Bengal. Though the Ganges and it rise near
The Ganges rises on the southern side of the Hima- each other, yet at one part of their course they are
Tbe Ganges
laya Mountains, and enters the plains of Hindostan at 1200 miles distant.
«nd its
etreains.
Hurdwar, in the province of Delhi, latitude 29° 57',
The rivers in the Decan, or central division of Hin- The rivers
longitude 78° 2'. Its course is nearly straight till it dostan, are the Nerbuddah and the Tuptee on the west, of the Depasses Allahabad, when it becomes more winding, and
and the Subunreka, the Mahanada, and the Godavery can.
Its bed deeper and broader.
After receiving the tri- on the east. The Nerbuddah's course has been already
butary streams of Bengal and Bahar, some of which noticed ; but while the Soane flows to the north-west,
are equal in volume to the Rhine, the channel attains the Nerbuddah takes nearly an opposite course, flowits full breadth,
which is commonly about three ing almost due west.
It has fewer windings than
fourths of a mile, when the river is at its lowest.
most Indian rivers. After passing through part of the
Its
depth, at this time, is SO feet for an extent of .500 provinces of Gundwana, Khandeish, Malwah, and Gumiles, before it reaches the sea.
Of the different zerat, it joins the sea 25 miles below Baroach. Its
branches into which this river is divided before it en- whole course is about 750 miles. The Tuptee, or Suters the gulf of Bengal, the westernmost, called the
rat river, rises in the mountains which bound the proHooghly, and the most eastern, which receives the vince of Berar on the north. Its direction is westerly,
Brahmapootra, are the widest and most important. through Khandeish and Guzerat ; and, after a course
The Hooghly is the only branch that is commonly navi- of about 400 miles, it falls into the sea about 20 miles
gated by ships. The whole course of the Ganges is below Surat. The Subunreka rises in the southern exabout 1 500 miles. For a fuller account of this river, tremity of the province of Bahir. Its course is to the
see the article Gai^qes.
south-east for 250 miles, when it falls into the Bay of
The first large river that joins the Ganges after it Bengal, about 30 miles to the west of the Hooghly
enters Hindostan Proper, is the Jumnah: Its source
mouth of the Ganges. This river is by some consiis supposed to be farther to the north-west than
that of dered as the north-east boundary of Hindostan Proper.
the Ganges. A little before it enters Hindostan ProThe Mahanada rises in the hilly country of Gundwana
per, (which it does in the province of Delhi,) the
two its course is very winding. In the district of Cuttack,
rivers are only 40 miles distant from each other.
Af- in the province of Orissa, it receives several streams,
ter Its entrance into Hindostan, its course is
nearly one of which afterwards separates from it. The Mahaparallel with that at the Ganges, at the
distance of nada then directs its course to the bay of Coojung,
irom BO to 75 mUes. These rivers unite at AUahabad. where it falls
into the Gulf of Bengal. Its whole course

of
from the Jliylum about 28 miles above tbe aty
of
its course
length
the
Kavey
the
into
flows
it
Multtn,
The Ravey enters the plains of Lais about 420 miles.
till it
hore near Shahpoor its course is south-west
yards
passes the city of Lahore, alwve which it is 120
the
broad, and very rapid. After its junction with
united streams ef the Chunaub and Jhylum, its breadth
it soon confor a little way is upwards of a mile ; but
than
more
350 yards
not
stream
rapid
a
into
tracts
It falls into the Indus 20 miles below Multan,
across.
bringing a volume of water nearly equal to that of the
Indus Itself. Its whole course is about 500 miles.
The course of the Beyah, for the first 200 miles, is diit afterwards flows to the west ; it unites
rectly south
with the Sutlege about 300 miles from the sea ; their
junction, however, formerly took place much lower,
;

;

:

;

:
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U 550 uSm. The Godavery ri«es in the Western
Gbauta at Trembuch Na«Mr, about 70 roilea to the
iMrtb-«Mt of Bombay. Ila coHne i« at first due east,
tbraugh ArunKabad and Teili^ana ;

it afterwards turns
to the aooth-cast.
At RajanuTidry, in the Northern
Circara, it diridea into several bnmches, which form a
fiiftile Delta, and several harbours for sniaU vessel*.
1m wttoie cwirte is about 850 mile*. About 90 mile*
k» OMMth it is joined bjr the Bainjunga.
To th* amitb of the Tuptee, the course of all the ri*
v«n ia 10 the cast, in CMMcqacno* of the superior eleaiiiii of the Wcalani Gfaaat*.
The few rivuleU that
into the iPMfcm
dcaecnd so abruptly from th*
k tlHt thtv hare not time to oollect into
«tmn.wmgmmde. Thoae on the eastern side

tmm

m

M*

I

'

f

ihikma with aad-iMak*, thrown up by a

vMMnt mafmtnm tiidr bmhIm.

Some

d' these,

how.

Kriirt—liHiii ia tha WMtrm Ghaota, not more
A«a tiM wot com! at India. Its direcia
the amttb-wttt till it raflir* Mcrsetch, in the
iriaw of B^japoor. Hem it ia joined bv a number
iRHaH
the ^trntt*, oaiMd ander tae common

Tl»

iTcnsf
iMWksT

50 aulai

M

I

Mm

eonne is now nore to the eaat,
again incrasaed by asveral river*,
si at whi^ are the llalpivfce eod
It ftfiM a delu near li—ill|ial—

leafWamefc.
IB ito enii— s

Its

is

oMMeerMsrivfaOedssb

k

eqeek

Vk

<k

larpHi, aMf eOMT ladin fivar. hi the tetflity vhidi it
«MIM dM)i« its eaoras: »rterh«, and aT
taWagthepisiiaMsaf B iJ f um. Bedsr.
tat.
Tethes—thaflhelCiiMhiMh. iathe
Mar, *id the Ca«enr. The PtaMr b iwl to
af Nandjrdka^ia the Mvaorr' Its
to MMhariir
U
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it chanaaa ta the
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The water

ha< a communication vi ith the Sudsdcs.
sea by a very narrow and ileep outlet and, indeed, evi- ^""V""'
dently has been formed by the sea breakini; over the
flat sandy shore.
This lake receives one of the branches
ot'the Mahaoada.
It contains several islands, which
are inhabited.
Between the Kristhnah and Godavery,
in the lower part of their course, there is an extensive
tract of flat and rich country, evidently alluvial, and
formed by these rivers. It is about 150 miles in length
along the sea coast, and from 40 to 30 wide.
.'Vbout
half way between the two rivers, there is a hollow of
coasiderable extent in this alluvial soil, in the lowest
parta of which there is a lake at all seasons. The whole
extent of thi* hollow )^und is 47 miles from west to
east, and 14fVoai north to south.
During the miny
saaaoB, the whole is covered with water, except 60 or
70 rwrj anaU aaainenoe*, on which the inhabitant* take
rsfoge.
Thu is the Coloir lake. Between it and the
Godavery and the Kriathnah, there are traces of a chan>
nel, formed by the nadre* either to drain the lake, or
tu irrigate and improve the adjacent lands.
The latter
pnrpose hes indeed been eifected by various other chan.
neto.
The lake of Pulicat, on the coast of the Carnatic, M about SS mile* from north to south, and 1 1 miles
in its broadest p^rts.
Ita water ia salt, as it communicates with the sea by sersral narroar chaMisls ; and it
evidently owes its origin to the sbbm caasa which prodaecd the Chilka lakes. There are several large isbinds
in it.
The lake of Onore, in North Canara. rsaches
nearly la the Ghsutai A* it i* in fact a large be* on, it
daring the dry sM»on ; but when the
the torrent* Anas the nountains, it*
In the nsthem pasts of Hinidea>
tao there «• ftnr laha% aapeeially ia the vicinity of the
is salt,

aa

it

;

I

ters alao

two

lakes

dose

the walto af AJmeer ; the ntou northern i* six
ia ctocMBftnaeSk aad very deep.
ThagiasMr paitaf HiadosiBB Pra|Mr tosoawchin* CsmI*.
1

IM Bike to the north

ttntheCametfr,

The
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Object was to
Ijihore, «bout 80 mile* in length ; the
supply ihc city with water during the dry season. For
the same purpose three other canals were tlrawn from
the Ravcy, near Shshpoor, to the south and east of LaIn the year ISO.S, n canal was made from the
hore.
Black-town of Madras to the river Rnnore. Its length
Irreadth at the top 40
is 10,560 yards ; its greatest

Dy means of this
feet ; und 'iu greatest depth 12 feet.
canal, boats convey charcoal and fire wood, the produce
of the high land behind Puliiaf, to Machas. The rivers
of Tripapolore and the Panaur, which approach within
about 1800 yards t)f each other near Fort St David, are
joined by a canal, which runs nearly parallel to the sea,
at the distance of about 1000 yards.
The eastern and western 'coasts of India differ in a
very striking manner. The Malabar, or western coast,
is high and bold, and possesses a few excellent small
harbours, formed by insulated r&cks and promontories.
The Coromandel, or eastern coast, is low, sandy, and
full of shoals and banks, without a port of any kind ;
the entrance to its small rivers being blocked up by
the sand thrown in by the dreadful and dangerous surf,
which beats against it at all seasons. Having given
this general description of the two coasts, we shall
commence a more detailed account of them at the northwest extremity of the western coast.
Cape Monze. which lies in the latitude of 24° 55',
W«M coast
and in the longitude of 65° 46', is considered as the
commencement of the coast of Hindostan in this quarThe bay of Corachie lies between this cape and
ter.
the Indus.
It admits vessels of 300 or 400 ton during
the rainy season: the tide rises 12 feet.
On the eastern side of the bay are six rocky islets.
From Cape
Monze to the Gulf of Cutch, it is called the coast of
Oulfof
Sinde.
The Gulf of Cutch runs far inland towards the
Cutch.
east.
The upper part is full of shoals, and is bounded
by a low narrow plain, always overflowed during the
rainy season.
It is said to have a communication with
the Run, already described.
On the south shore of this
Coast of
gulf, the coast of Guzerat begins.
Between it and the
Uuzetat.
Gulf of Canibay, it is rather high. The Gulf of Cambay

bounded by the coast of Guzerat on the west, and by
that of Surat on the east.
It runs nearly 150 miles inland.
Near to Cambay, which stands near the upper
part of the Gulf, the tides run with extreme rapidity,
nearly at the rate of six miles an hour : at high water

is

Cunbay.

and at low water leave the Gulf dry, even
leagues below the town.
Fifteen miles to
the east of this town, the breadth of the Gulf is only six
miles.
It is here also completely dry at ebb tide ; but
the bottom is covered with mud and quicksands, so as
to render a passage across without a guide extremely
dangerous. Both in the Gulfs of Cutch and Cambay,
the bore or rush of the tiile is nearly as rapid as that at
the mouth of the Indus and Ganges. The depth of
water in the Gulf of Canibay, is supposed to have been
gradually diminishing for upwards of two hundred

rise

40

feet,

for seven

The river Jumbaisier runs into the east side of
the Gulf, to the south of Cambay.
On it stands a town
of the same name.
The Nerbuddah also falls into this
part of the Gulf.
On it sUnds the town of Baroach.

years.

As we approach

CoMtof
BnisL

further to the south, to the coast of
Sural, the coart becomes more level.
The first seaport that occurs is Surat, on the left bank of the
Tuptee,
about six leagues from the sea. This river,
however'
IS so shallow at the town, that
large vessels are obliged
to anchor at Us mouth.
During the

south-west monsoon this anchorage is dangerous ; but it is
safe and
fommodJous while the north-east and north-west winds

Tlie coast between Surat and Cape St John Statistics.
i""^
continues so very low, tlTkt, during the prevalence of
the south-west monsoon and high tidesvit is inundated.
There are several small rivers in this tract. From this
cape to Bombay, a reef, lying three leagues off, stretch- Bombay,
Bassein, a port in the province of Auruiigaes along.
bad, lies on a narrow strait, or rivulet, which separates
Across the mouth of
it from the island of Salsette.
this there is a bar of sand, so that only small vessels
Salsette. 18 miles long and 14 broad, was
can enter
formerly divided from Bombay by a strait six miles
long, and about aOO yards across, which was occasionally
but these islands are now united by a causefbrdable
way. Bombay is about 1 miles long, with an average
breadth of three. This island, with Salsette, Caranga,
and Elephanta, forms a most commotiious harbour.
The tides rise higher here than in any harbour possesThe
sed by the English in their Indian settlements.
usual height is 14 feet, but they sometimes rise to 17.
Advantage has been taken of this circumstance, to construct docks large enough to build a 74 gun-ship.
now enter on the coast of Concan, on which the first Concan.
object of importance is a rocky promontory, joined to
the continent by a narrow neck of sand, about one mile
long and a quarter of a mile broad. On this promontory stands Ghereah, formerly the capital of the celeriver of some magnitude runs
brated pirate Angria.
from the Ghauts into the sea, on the north of this promontory. About 30 miles to the south of Gheriah,
lies Melunday or Malwan island, the principal alx)de of
To the
the pirates who at present frequent this coast.
south of it, -4 leagues off the coast of Bejapoor, lie a clus- coast of
ter of rocks, called the Vingorla, or burnt rocks.
On Bejapoor.
the left bank of a navigable river, and about seven miles
from the sea, stands the town of Goa. There is here a Goa.
fine bay, bounded on the south by the peninsula of
Marmagon. From Goa to Cape Ramas the coast is low,
with a beach of sand. Near this cape is Salsette river,
a branch of which communicates with the river of Goa,
There
thus making an island of the scite of that town.
are few coasts so much broken into small bays and harbours, and at the same time retaining so strait a general outline, as the coast between Bombay and Goa, a
distance of nearly 220 geographical miles.
After passing Cape Ramas, the coast of Canara be- Coast of
gins.
At Fort Carwar there is an inlet of the sea, Canara.
with a wide and deep, but intricate channel. To the
south of this is the island of Anjediva, about a mile in
It lies before
circumference) and two from the shore.
a bay, which is formed by two promontories, so lotYy,
that they afford some shelter to ships, even during the
Meerjahur, a river of the same size,
S. W. monsoon.
which, in the month of February, seven miles from
the sea, is "00 yards across, affords the most convenieiit
wooding and watering place on the. coast of Malabar.
The Lagoon of Onore, already described, succeeds in
On the north entrance of this'lagoon
latitude 14" 18'.
To
is an island that has been fortified by the British.
the south of this there are several promontories, forming bays tolerably well sheltered. There are also several small islands, of which the most remarkable are

Wow.

;
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Mangalore, in South
on a peninsula,
which stretches into a large salt lagoon that is sepaAcross this beach
rated from the sea by a sand beach.
there was formerly an opening c.ipable of receiving
large ships ; but at present this channel has become so
shallow, as to admit only vessels drawing less than 10
feet.
'I'here is another channel with still less water.
island

and Pigeon

island.

Canara, in latitude V2° 49',

is

situated

;
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Scatnio. Twenty-five miles east bj south from Mangaloi^, stands
^^nr~"^ Coinly, on a high point of land between two rivers,

which run into a salt water lake, that is also divided from
In the rainy season
the sea by a narrow sand bank.
From Cumly
both the rivers and the lake are fre«h.
Ibr several leagues to the south, the ooast is lined by a
nage of salt water lakes, which, however, are of little
use to navigatioo, in consequence of the sand banks
which lie bet^raen them and the tea.
The c«Mut of Mahhar bMma at the river ChandraThu» ooait is much indented
«tri, in latitude !«• 87'.
by inlets of the aea and salt lagooos, lying within a
chain of sandy and narrow islands. These inlets run
for great lengths parallel to the coast, and receive the
mall and rapid aUcams that descend from the Ghauts.
Tbey open to the sea by narrow and shallow channels.
The first renariuhla spot on the coast of Malabar is
Mooat Dilla, whidi b separated from the main land by
•It water creeks. The beat bay on this part of the
GOMt ia formed by a point of knd, oo which stands the
figtt thai pralMta the cuUiica to the town of Cananore.
The town itself is situated at the bottom of the bay.
TeUichcrry, in latitude 1 1 " 44', suoceads ; it stands on
a small river. The coast here is very low and sandy.
At Vadagherry, in latitude 1 1" 35', the aeries of salt
l^kcs commenc*, which run without interruption to the
oath, figtnifif a kind of inland navigation, protci-ted
Calicut is
firoaa the ac» by a chain of sandy iaiwda.
Mtaalad on a river, navigable by boata, 100 milea ap
the cwiDtiy ; k ia the poet nrinapally fnqucntad by
Pantany, 40 na|^MOth.«a»t
the Ataba of Maecat.
ftoa Calicat, is situated on the south limKm a river,
which flows from Animahtya. or Elephant HilL The
entrance of this river, though wide, ia so ebsti ucted by
a bar, that only the udiM beats of the nalivae can

ver Gingie,
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a port of

little

consequence with respect

to trade, as the river can only receive smalt

even

duriiif;

the rainy season.

however,
and landing

Its roadstead,

Sintisiit*.

vessels
I'onO idler*

not so dangerous as that of Madras ;
occasionally be accomplishe<l in ships' boats.
To
the north of Sadras, and about 38 miles south by west
from Madras, the coast seems to have been encroached Knrroaohupon by the sea, to a considerable extent About 100 ""''>» o'" '''«
***"
yards from the sea, there is a high rock, covered with
f'Mg'^rf
Hindoo sculpture and imagery. I'here are also other
'^^^'
rocks washed by the sea, which, by the incriptions on
them, appear to have been formerly at a considerable
distance from it. According to the traditions of the
brahmins, a large city, called Mahabalipuram, or the
city of the Great Ball, stood here in very remote times
and the surf is said still to break over its ruins. Ma- Midrss.
dras, in latitude I3f> S', and longitude 80<"25', lies on a
coast, where a rapid current runs, and on which a dreadful turf breaks, even when the weather is the most
oderate ; the shore here is perfectly strait. Hence the
meH stead of Madras is the worst in India ; the most
dangerous season to remain in it, is from the beginning
of October to the end of December ; large ships generally anchor aiwut two miles from the shore.
V'hen
the iuriace is \inusually high, catamarans are u<ed to
convey paistngrrs from the Manilla boats; the latter
are formed of nwterials that easily yield to the stroke
of the waves, and are always employed between the
riupa in the roads and the shore.
In the latitude
15* SO', the ooeat of the Camatic terminMce, and that of
the northern Cireare begins. Attar paanng Masulipatam, on a branch of the Kri»hnali, and some other plains
of Icm importance, we arrive at the lay ofC'oringa, in (Coring*
latitude !(/> 4>y
into thia bay one of the branches of ^'Tthe Godavery fall* ; a bar of mud lies across its entrance, through which ships must be forcetl.
This is
the only place on the eaet coast of Hindostan where
the fint of consequence, to the sooth of Paniany, is Co> there ia smooth water daring the south-west monsoon,
chin, which is built on a very low island.
1 be inlet so thet a ship oC above SOO tons can be thoroughly reto it is navigable tor veesela of oonaiderabtc burden.
fittad hare by being Aorr down. A little to the north of
Cane C«nMtin, the southern eiir'nii*^ nf Hindostan, Coringa bay. the low ooest tarminatrs, and a ridge of
high mouniaine cenmenoe^ which line the coast to
mialitnde 7* 57', and Umgitu.
ia in itself
:„ ;iie north of it,
low end level ; but, about half a
Ganjam in latitude 19* SS*. There is nothing remarkthere ia the mountain of KoiMrif the southern trrmina>
able as we proceed northwards, till we arrive at Point
tion of the Ghauts, the summit of which is said to be
Palmyeaa, which forms the entrance into the Bay of
1S94 yards above tlie level of the tea. This is r^gard- Balaiore on the south.
reef extends nearly 10
ad br martncra as the cape.
miles to the ENE. of this point. There is but little
I
Tae
eaeHiii catrcaitv of Hindostan ia oocudepth of water in the Bey of Balasore ; in some places
I
In it are no perU of the water leaves the ahore for half a mile out at low Bay ol Bapied by the coaat of Tinncvelly.
Cmi of
TmamUj, any moment On some parta of it the tide risce only tide ; and even at the distance of three leagues there it L>. re.
two or thne feet. Between the island of Ceykm and not mora then icvcn or eight fathoms : this arises from
Point Ramen is the island of Bnnimnnin, about eleven the ionneasa.iMiantily of mud and sand carried out by
ulea loqg and six breed. It is low and asmdy. The the fjlw^grti The ehoret of the bay are intersected by
iliait between h and the main land is about a mile
aavatal taall ttiaeaat, tome of which are navigable.
wide : but seobatmcted by rodu, and with an entrance 'The town of Btlaenre ttandt on the Booree BeUaun
from the north so very narrow, that it cannot be navi. river, where the tide commonly rises eight ffcet ; at
gated, l a eift by venr snail vtasrii
Thio it an iaiand high water vasaele of 1 00 tons burden can cross the bar.
ofjpwt—Kt i t| mtheepinieaoftheHindeoa. From
The coast of Bengal commences at the town of PifPouit Celjrmcia to the river Cavery ia the ooaat of Tan- ley en the .Subunrecka river, about 22 miles N. E. from ^'^' '^
ti Ta>w(, 'ym, which ia so extremely low and flat, that the first
Balasore, in latitude 21' 4S'.
This was formerly a port ^"^
tkjiHto seen, hi yfwrhiHf it, are the tope of the co- ot contitltrable trade, but it is now little frequented, in
caa pahaau Nfgifataw. 4B milca to the eaet of the oontcquence of the flood having formed a dangerous bar
town of Tanjore.
tattode 10* *V, ia ntnaled on a acrom the mouth of the river, as well as washed away
laek. Only ooaetiBg vamds. or sfaipe lor refresh, a rea t part of the town itself.
The course of the
g
fteqnent it. Tranqueber, in latitwie II*, ia »•
GoBgea to thaeea has been abcedy dcacribeil
Acrom
on a small river, acrosa the mouth of which ia a the entrance of the Hoogfaly, or weatem branch of it,
her. The best raedslcad on this part of the const is oS
there are several soumls, which render the navigation
the town of Portonovo, in latitude ll<> 90" ; it ia sheU
difiictilt and dangerous, particularly two, called the
tared osTthe sooth by a sboaL Poodkherry, on the li*
and western sea reeGk The whole of the coast
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mouth of the Ganges
consists of low islands, divided from one another by inferior branches of tlie river, and intersected in almost
The coast of ChitUeong, a
every direction by creeks.
district lying at the south-eastern extremity of the province of Bengal, is dirided from tliat province by the
eastern moulli of the Ganges; and from Anican, a
province in the Birman Empire, by the river Naiip.
On this coast there is one good port, Islemabad, about
two leagues and a halfofftheriverof Chittagong. Ships
of considerable tonnage are built here. To the south
df the river on which Islemabad stands, there is an
island called Kuttubdea, separated from the continent
by a strait in no place more than two miles broad.
This island is about four leagues long, and one league
broad it is divided into two by a creek. To the south of
Kuttubdea is Mascale Island, larger and' of greater elevafrom the

WMt«m

to Uie eastern

:

from Cape
Comorin to Chittagong, forms the western side, and
The western side
the bottom of the Bay of Bengal.
Btretches from Cape Comorin to Balasoie ; that is, from
latitude 7= 37' to latitude 21° 31', and the bottom of
the bay from Balasore to Chittagong, or 4° 5i' difference of longitude. The depth of water on the western
side is very great, at a comparatively short distance from

The

tion.

lay of

^

coast

which we have

dfescribed,

the shore, there being no soundings about .'iO miles off.
At the bottom of the bay, however, the sea is shallow.
The British and their allies are in possession of all the
sea coast of Hindostan, except that part of it which
.stretches from the small islands to the south of Bombay, in latitude IS" 42', to the small islands about 17
miles north by west from Goa, in latitude 15° 50'.
This part of the coast is principally occupied by pirates.
The sea coast from the Gulf of Cambay to the river

Indus

is

also occupied principally

by

pirates.

This .species of acacia seldom exceeds
12 feet in height. The cat*chu is extracted from the
inner wood. Acacia Arabica, the Babul tree of the
Hindoos, grows in great abundance all over the Decan.
Its flower is rather beautiful, consisting of a bright yellow ball, which is very sweet scented. The wood is
hard and tough, and is considered to make the best
wheels and axletrees of any in India. Its bark is
used for tanning. The gum drawn from it resembles
in its qualities gum arable so nearly, that it is used inIn Gur>erat,
stead of it for all purposes in Hindostan.
especially in the wastes, the Babul tree is very common.
The poor inhabitants of tiiis province used its gum as
It is planted in some places to protect^he villafood.
It was formerly supposed that
ges and fai-m-yards.
catechu was extracted from the nut of the arecaj but
The areca, however,
this does not appear to be correct.
which is a species of palm, is cultivated nearly over the
whole of India for its nuts, which are used by tlie natives, mixed with the leaves of the betel, pepper, and a
little quicklime or chunum, in the same manner as tobacco is used by Europeans. This tree is seldom met
with in a wild state. It however grows spontaneously
on all the hills in South Concar, and in Nortli Canara.
None of it grows above the Cihauts. In Malabar there
grows, or is prepared, a sort of red areca, which is used
in dying.
Besides the areca, there are a great variety
of other trees of the palm kind in India. The cocoa
nut tree is found every where, especially on the coasts
of Malabar and Coromandel, as it requires a low sandy
On the higher grounds, the cocoa-nut tree besoil.
gins to yield its fruit when seven or eight years old.
How long it lives cannot be ascertained ; but it undoubtedly attains a very great age. If the trees are of
good quality and young, they will supply 100 nuts an-

and chu juice.

III.

'Natural Hisloryy—Botany^^Zoology,-— Mineralogy,

Climate,— Soil.

To discuss fully the natural history of India, and
particularly those branches of it which relate to botany
and zoology, would require much more ample space

Boway-

than can possibly be allotted to- this article. It will be
necessary to be both select and minute in the description of the botany and zoology of India.
The minerale^, not presenting either such ample or such characteristic materials, will be treated of with comparatively less brevity.
With regard to its botany, we
shall

select for notices

chiefly

which are used

and description those plants
for the

purposes of medicine,

food, the arts, or domestic purposes, or

which are distinguished by the beauty and elegance of their form or
flowers.
Actciat.

Acacia Calechu, Catechu, called in the province of Bahar Coera, grows in abundance in most of the mountainous districU of Hindostan.
The extract from it,
which is called cuU by the natives of Hindostan, culch
by the English, and by tlifferent authors khaath, cale,
catechu, &c.

is brought to England both fVom Bengal
and Bombay. According to the analysis of Sir Humphry Davy, the variety which comes from Bombay
contains 109 of tannin, 68 of extractive matter, 13 of
mucilage, and 10 of earths, and other impuriUes in 100
parts ; and the variety from Bengal, 97 of tannin, 73 of
extract, Iti of mucilage, and 14 of impurities.
The
name catechu, under which it is now more generally
known, is derived from two oriental words, cate a tr«e,

Arcca.

Cocoa-nut
tree.

which are lipe at all seasons of the year. But
the benefits which the natives derive from the tree are
by no means confined to its nuts. It supplies oil for
the lamp ; coir cables are made from the fibrous covering of the nut; toddy or arrack is supplied by the juice
of this and several other species of palm trees ; and
though the British confound all the kinds of arrack,
the natives have distinct names for each kind of juice.
What is drawn off in the iiight is the sweetest.
It is curious to see the bandaris, or toddy gatherers,
" climbing the short stems of the palms ; having tied
their ancles close together, they pass a band rotmd the
tree and round their waist, and, placing their feet to the
root of the tree, they lean upon the band, and with
their hands and feet climb nimbly up a tree without
branches 50 feet high, carrying with them a bill or
hatchet to make fresh incisions, or to renew the old
ones, and a jar to bring down the toddy, which is received in a pot tied to the tree, and epiptied every 12
Properly
hours." Graham's Residence in India, p. 26.
speaking, the arrack is the juice or toddy prepared by
distillation ; and the apparatus employed for this purpose is very simple. Besides the toddy, a fermented
juice, jaghery, or an inspissated juice, is made from the
palmyra, and other species of palm.
In Bengal, the
toddy and jaghery produced from the wild date are the
most esteemed ; but in the Jaghire district of the Carnatic, where the palmyra thrives extremely well, and
requires little care or attention, the toddy and jagheiy
from it are considered the best. The leaves of the
cocoa-nut tree are used to cover the houses, and out of
two of them plaited together, the peasants form a kind
of cloak, which defends them from tlie rain while
working in the fields.
From the smaller fan palm toddy is also made its Fan "palm,^
nually,

CHAP,
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leavM, which are bnmi, are a«ed Tor wrkinf on and
for thatching;. The pakarni or bntb i* another species,
the leave* of which arc ako used for thatching;, and for
fuel. TbeUrgeatspedcaoftbii kindoftreesisthegreater fan pahn, which u Tcrjr abuiulant in the Payen^haut,
or lower Camadc: H ia caid tliat each leaf of this tree
ia capable of coverii^ a doaen men, and tlut two or
dnee of them are anScicwt to roof a cottage. The
wood of all thee* ipgtiaa of palma is excellent for water
pipes and rafter*. The nxtat beautiful of the palm tree*
which gnwt in India ia tb« aafio palm, but this is by
no means to cwnwm-— maw of the other specie*. We
hare by no i—iw MmaMmted nil the use* of the trees
of lfa»pafan kmd. P. P. Barteloineo aaya, that he haa
MdMBMi np forty different properliea that the real
pahn tree peaMMC*, which are all uaaful toman.
EltUmia eirrfiwiw— , or the- oaNUmon plant, erow*
in the aoMilnBe above Cochin and Calicut, chiefly in
shady piaeW' on their declivities and in the vallies.
Th» JialiiU'of WyniaFd, situate<l on tlie summit of the
Ghania, ahawt the ISth <legree of latitude,
the beat caHamons in India. There are also
HI tha bottaoi of the Ghautu, at Maleatnr, c:irdaThe tree rise* abmit 1 2 feet in
1, taypar, &c.
Toe oardamone, or seed*, are brouf(ht rhirfly
in the ahipa from Beagai, in case* containing about
190 lb*, weight.
It has be««i long known that the lewy- peppe r tree.
Piper ki>gmm, was a native of India, particniarly of
praviacn ; botiliaonly withthe Matahagaiwl
the black
in thaao thifty year* that the diatu iai
pepner plant (Pt/vr oi/rwm) was made in the di»trict
at llanipo, ia the itorthem Circar*. Dr. ItoxburKh be'
>»riwi of it in Ihio ptwince in 1787. It
lri
d
a tkt piw inta of klalabar, and
of thoir Mf iacipal atticlea of export,
yieM from 500 to 1000 Rm of
On»Tho pVwt dimbe like a vino ; i* flrom 8 to
I< fcot in lanittii; and ia MMrallv i» |itwHwl by the
Mooofap vood ti««, Erylkrtmm nrmHtimitou. Nearly
all ibv foroat* in thn Mithbotfcood of Ydkpvfa. a
town aboieo tho wmtmn OMtiy pradaet pepper apon)

i

P>pp«r.

Bco^

yf

WH

Mawaath w

ima

culm*.

Pimtr heltl, tho leave* of which are called UitI, ia
rounu lo * ucc* * d bod in India on mkIi groond*
can
be i ri i gaea d at pai tiwilar s ti ew * of the year. On that
tfwt of land eliMtf the bank* of the MMrna, the river
whtdi h enwdi tho TIppendi dhti i
of Bci^on the
we^ nartiottlarlr between DMadeaandy and Luck,
poor, the P.bttH» dt emeelHl VHltoyt the produce
of thia tfiet ia ao higU* calcMMd by
native* of Uw

•

a

w

Biraan emire, that OMy nake r>gel*r contract* an.

nMHrfor nec«ninK«e«p;

it is nearly all booftht up
IV thani fbr ready OMney. The ccneral use of it,
alMg with tho ca«e and cAmnm, haa been ahcwiy men.

the leave* of the betel iaelaae the cate and

CWrtaMa, Zcdoary, the root of whicfa i* wmietime*
•ed in meditiBe aa a tomorhic; grow* in aandy

ope nplaoM

m

Malabar, where it is called mmt by
DoUdttm prwrieni, grows in Hcngal,
called cai^rarf, the plant whiih produce*

tho Brahmins.

vhcf*

»e

it

is

||aee asnawniac.

Hnmcirtim, ritmmif'rntm, is also
The Lauru^ cauia, which
in *ome rvpert«, bat in a very inftrior degree, anppltc*
tho place ol annamon in medirine. and for domeatic
paipwiB, I* a native of Malabar, and frequently is
eewd Jj^aiahar ci awaiuuw. There are two tpeciea of

a oalivo of th* East

'
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nipplie* the dragen tree resin, oommonly called rfm- Sutatiw.
go«i'« blood; and the P. SanlaUnus, which supplies the ^"'V""'
red Sanders wood ; the former is used in medicine,
the latter as a colouring matter. P. Draco rises to 30
feet high.
P. Sanlalintu is a native of the mountains
of India; it was first discovered there by Kcfhjg.
This tree thrives best on a strong soil, and is found in
the greatest abundance, as well aa of the best quality,
in the Mysore, above the western Ghauts.
About SO SukIsT
miles to the south of PeriapaUm, there is a tract of woodland, on which an immense quantity of Sanders wood
is grown
it is fit to cut in about ten years
the sandal is merely the heart of the wooti, and in order to
obtain this, it is usual to cut the tree into pieces, and
bury them in dry ground for a month or two : during
this time, the outer wo«mI is eaten by the white ants,
but they do not touch the heart : the smallest pieces
are generally brought up by the Arabians, who distil
an essential oil from them
tlie Chinese buy the
large^t. und the Indians u<« those of middle size.
In
the neighl>ourho<Kl of Periapatam, there is about SOOO
weight produced annually. Tellicherry, on the Ma«
labar coaat, is the great mart for the .Mysore sandal
wood ; but in the province of Malabar it is scarcely
met with, and what there is, is destitute of fragrance.
The SmfiltHia fehrijvga, which supplies an astringent
and tonic bark, is a native of the East Indies, grow*
ing among the mountains of the Riijahmun<lr\' Circar :
the native* u*e it for the cure of iiitrnnitteiits. The
TamarimHttt indiet, tamarind tree of India, produces tamarinds of a darker colour, and drier than those from
the West Indies
the pods also are nearly twice aa
long.
The ginger plant grows in most parts of the
Malabar roast where the sea- water cannot penetrate;
it i* called ati by the Brahmina.
The Bamboo treea an very cumniun , and very use. BsoiIm»
:

:

:

;

fol in India ; scarerly any tree equals them for rapi.
dity of growth, as in the short space of five months
tlM^ rise to tt- <•-*-• •• eo yartis, with a circumfe-

rence of eight
rcatest height is completed
during it* nr*t year an<t (luring the second, it acquires
tha*e pfO| iet tio* of hardness and elasticity, which componndlr or singly i<ender* it* wood so extremely aaeful
for acfa a variety of purpeae*.
A single acre of Bamboea, if they are sitnalea in a proper soil, and care is
tahcn of them, prodaeea more wood than ten acres of
any other tree. The be«t bambooa used for palanquins grow near the summit of the rocks in the per*
gunnah* of Tolcan and Hindole, in the province of
()ri**a.
They spring up in July, at which lime the
•tringent shoots are iutened to stjdte* driven into the
grotmd, in order to ti»in them up to that form which
will render thcao moat useful (br palanquins.
As soon
a* the dry acaaon begins, their tops are cut olf ; for, if
they were to stand longer, they would become too
weak to support a palanquin, in consequence of the increase of the hollow part, and the wood growing thinner.
In some place*, they are u»ed for the nurposes
of deftnoe and protection, being planted on the bank.s
of the country rastneases, on account of their thomi,
which are three inches long, and very strong and tharp.
In the dry season, however, they can afford little nroIn the neighleetion, a* they are *ery inflammable.
bourhoiid of Goonsur, at the north- west extremity of
the northern Circars, the forests are almost entirely composed of bamlxKM ; and as, besides their thorns, they
grow closer and resist the axe better than any other
tree, the inhabitants formerly trusted entirely to their
forcata of bamboo*, binding and intertwining theqi so
.

;

;
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completely, as to constitute an excellent defence, in the
Perhaps the best
of re<loubU. to their fortresses.
bamboos, for all the various purposes to which th^y are
15th
applied, grow on the western Gliauts, about the
They here compose the greatest
de^^ree of latitude.
lofty
part of the forest, and equal in lieiglit the most
Besides their uses
palms, sometimes rising to 60 feet.
first
for |>alanquins and as a species of fortification, the
and smallest shoots are made into walking canes: the
larger shoots and the trunk are employed by the Hin-

"—-^r—' room

doos to construct their houses, and to make all sorts of
They likewise make of them a kind of pails,
furniture.
In some
in which the water keeps extremely cool.
parts also, the young shoots are pickled with vinegar,
•alt, garlic, &-c.

TcJl

The
been

and uses of the teak tree seem to have
or appreciated in Brhain till near the
century. This valu&ble tree is found al-

qualities

little

known

close of the last

most exclusively in India, along the western side of the
Ghaut mountains, and other contiguous ranges of hills,
particularly on the north and north-east of Bassein.
On the east side of India, the forests of Rajamimdry,
which stretch from the hills on the banks of the Godavery to Potoonshah, contain abundance of these trees
and this is the only district in the east which furnishes
In North Canara they grow in
this valuable timber.

Banjran

""•

considerable quantities. In the year 1800, the number
of teak trees cut down annually in this district, amounted to 3000. In the province of Malabar it grows mostly about Manarghaut, in the district of Palicaudcherry.
From this district it is computed that about 45,000 cubical feet of this timber might be procured annually
and on the hills above I'arupanoda, which might supply
from 2000 to 3000 trees every year. The teak is also
found at a very considerable height up the Ghauts, but
here it is of an inferior size.
TJje banyan tree must not be forgotten in this sketch
of Indian botany. The characteristics of this tree are
In Hindostan there are two of wonderwell known.
ful size.
That which is described by Milton in his
Paradise Lost, stands on an island in the Nerbuddah,
within a few miles of Baroache. It is said by the natives
to be 3000 years old, and is supposed to be the largest
in the world, its shade being capable of sheltering 7000
persons.
It must, however, have been considerably
larger than it is at present, for part of its roots have
been swept away, along with the banks of the river, by
the floods.
It still measures nearly 2000 feet in circumference, even if those branches alone which have
taken root are included ; and the area which it covers
must be considerably larger, if the hanging branches
are included.
Of the smaller branches there are upward.s of 3000 ; and of those which are larger, and have

become trunks, there are 350, most of which
exceed in circumference most English trees. The other
remarkable banyan tree grows in the Sarun district of
the province of Bahar, not far from the town of Mangee.
The following are the dimensions of it. Its diameter is from 363 to 375 feet; the circumference of
Its shadow at noon, 1116 feet;
the circumference of
the several stems, which amount to between
50 and 60,
is 921 feet.
in fact

M
&«•

planrs.

There are

several trees

and shrubs which produce

besides the cocoa-nut tree.
In the vicinity of
Beihoree,
North Canara, the Calophyllum inophullum

oil,

m

grows

in

abundance.

leet in height,

seed of

it,

extracted.

the

It is

and 12

a lofty tree, frequently 90
in circumference.
From the

common lamp

It is also

oil of this part of India is
esteemed for the elegance of its

The RicU
shade, and the sweetness of its blossoms.
uus communis, common ri«inus, or Palma Christi, \b
cultivated in the Mysore; the castor oil ^hicfi it produces is used for the lamp, and given to uie female buffaloes, for the purpose of increasing the quantity of
their milk, as well as applied to medical purposes. This
species of ricinus is also cultivated in the province of
Bengal, and in other parts of Hindostan.
On the Alroorah hills in Northern Hindostan, there grows a tree
Its usual height
called by the Hindoos Phutwarrah.
is 50 feet, and its circumference six
from the kernels
of the fruit a fat-like substance is extracted. There are
only a few places where any species of the pine grows.
It is found, however, in considerable abundance in the
mountainous district of the province of Lahore, which
It is used for torches or lamps by
lies near Cashmere.
the natives, cut into small slips ; but neither turpentine
nor tar are made from it. The northern sides of the
hills which lie on the north of the province of Delhi
produce the common Scotch fir in great abundance. Indeed, it is a tree by no means uncommon in the northern
districts of Hindostan Proper. The timber of the pines
that grow in the Terriani district, is remarkable for its
straightness and durability ; and fi-om a species of the
pine, called the Sulla pine, Kota, a pure turpentine is
procured. The willow is generally found in those parts
of India where the pine thrives.
In the vicinity of Sautjur, among the Eastern Ghauts,
the great American aloe. Agave Americana, grows in
The district of India most destitute
great profusion.
of trees, is the barren sandy track of the Carnatic. Here
tlie only trees that grow spontaneously are the Mtiia
azadirac/ila, or bread tree, and the Robenia milis.
All
the three species of Molea grows in India. The R. mi'
ies is also found among the rich muddy soil on the
banks of the Ganges.
Of the fruit- bearing trees, we have hitherto noticed
only such as are also valuable and useful in other respects ; but we must not omit the enumeration of a few
of the most celebrated for their fruit alone.
Of all the
Indian fruits, the mango is generally deemed the most
delicious.
It grows both in a wild and cultivated state
in almost every part of Hindostan, especially in the

Statistios.
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southern districts. Mazagory; near Bombay, is celebrated for this fruit.
Mrs. Graham informs us " that
the parent tree from which all those of this species have
been grafted, is honoured during the fruit season by a
guard of sepoys ; and in the reign of Shah Jehan, couriers were stationed between Delhi and the Mahratta
coast, to secure an abundant and fresh supply of mangos for the royal table. At Battalali, in the Punjab,
a plum grows of excellent flavour, called by. the nanatives aloocha.
At Jaraboc, in Lahore, the white
mulberry produces fruit of a large size, and remarkably
fine flavour.
The trees of this kind which are cultivated for the support of silk worms will be afterwards
noticed.
In the Silhit districts of Bengal, orange plantations occupy a considerable tract of land. They form
the principal export of the country, and are sold on
the spot at 1000 for a rupee.
Grapes have been long
grown in Aurungabad, near Poonah, and in the province
of Malwah ; and, latterly, they have been introduced
into Bombay.
In the neighbourhood of Cliikery, in
the territories of the Paishwah, grapes of an e.vtraordinary size are produced. Near Oogain, in tlie province
of Malwah, where the soil is very rich, the vine produces a second crop of grapes in the rainy season, but
they are by no means of good quality, being very
tart.
In Bombay, in order to prevent the fruit from
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setting at tbe eaMMBcement of this aeason, artificial
mnns are nnplajrcd to impe<le the {i^wth. The Juiti>
boo, a «pecie4 of rose-apple, is esteemed not only for ita
fruit, but also for its crimsoo flowers, which hang down
with much elefance from every part of the steni. Reaidc* tbe grape, mulberry, fig, and a few other fruits,
than are not many European fruits that grow in HinThere are some apple-trees ; the largest and
doatan.

imt grow

in the province of Lahore, near Elattalah.

species of the papan fig. " remarkable for the
a w tilmaa and nae-flarour of their fruit ; the tpoitdiut
dmkm, wboae aweetacaa, pleasantly tempered with acid.
winlar s it peculiarly agreeable in this hot climate ; the
fiUmw. from tbe trank Mid larger branches of which are

Two

pwdiicwi fiboNM baga. aomeitimra of tbe weight of 35
pounds, which are nlled with nuts like tbe cheanut,
and resemblinc the ahnond in flavour ; the iLllemia Indiem, lemariuEle tar ita beauty, and valuable for iu
large uaimfwa ftak ofa pore add, and equal to the
white uly in fragnutoe ; the acrrtknm tmrc Ma, which
prodiicea three cropa of fruit in tbe year ; and another
of tbe aame genua, ifhich is in a manner covered with
Itfge jaicT fci iaa of tbe siae of a ben's egv. and re»
nble the grape and the elephant appw, almost
•qiually a favourite witii the animal whose name it
bears, and with tbe native Hindoo*." are mentioned by
Mr. Aikin as some nf tbe moat celebrated fruit-bearing
treea of India.
After premising that tbe red lotus, tbe most beautifnl of tbe ayiyi— », ia wnmnn on the banks in the
south of India, end that the aawitive plant grows spoiw
taneottsly in the Amutt dhtrict of Gusrral. we shall cooclude our aoooaat ct Indiai botany, (with tbe eaccntieo of a short notiee or two i sgatuw ^ aoae of toe
granca,) vith aBOthar extract fran the
we have Jnst qoatol, in which be ia diwrihing nme of
the truaa, hraoa, and berbaceena planU that are rewnlrahU (or thm siae or beauty. " The kdueiu
Jkmhmu'u rcmarfcable by ita magnitude and the pr^
fmioo of its elei^ant blosactns ; ami ie of peculiar value
hi • Irnylnl climate, aa hardly any insccta are found
ndar ita shades The ootton tree rise* with a thorny
tniak ajghtsan fcet in circuafiirmee, to tbe height
SO feat witlMut a branch ; it than throws at nanMroaa
bongiM. vltidi u» adorned in the rainy seasen with
|Mvple UoMoaM aa large aa the open hand, and thcae
are suecnediii by ospsnla filed with a fine kind of
cotlan.
The ahruba and berbacceus planu are innn*
and mwhitudae would be well worth r*.
tar tlidr beauty or use, if tbe nature of
aliowad an onnartunity ; we ca
it the indlga and Indian madder, wlMuee the beauti«d
iraoftlie Indian chiniaes are procured.
Tbe
nde, and the Jatmmmm grmmdijhnam,
boast the BMStlagrantblomanM of tbe whole East, the
fannar perfuaamg tbe nighl, the latter scenting tbe
day. Tne Janata tmpnba, and Indian vine, form, by
their anion, bowais worthy of Paradise ; and tlie lmt€»
rofiirh*, a small tree, by the suiking contrast of iu
iMves. iu black Eowery sulks, and iu huge scar*
Mt papilionaocona MosaoiBs, attracts, with iu osientalioua dMuna, tbe notiee and admiration of the moat in>
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men

curioua."

Of the Potu, the Poa ejfmomuwJer, tbe koesa grasa
of the natives, deserves particular notice. It is rcgard>
ad aa a sacred grasa, and is held almoat constantly in
the hands of such as are anxious to be regarded as particularly devout ; it is used at sacrificca
It is also of
R IS this climate, since from the roou
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a kind of mat called tails is made, which are placed St»t-stio%
against the doors or windows, and constantly watered, '^^'Y'"^
in order to keep the rooms cool ; as its fragrance is pleasant, it thus spreads an agreeable scent as well as freshne*s throuph the apartments. On the eastern frontiers
of Bengal, there is an immense extent of land covered
by a peculiar kind of grass, calle<i by the natives the
augeah grass. The soil on which it grows is sandy ; it Augeak
grows to the height of 30 feet, and is as thick as a man's B"»»wrist.
The jungle grass is very common in many parts Jungle
of Hindostan.
In the Ragemal district of Bengal, it grus.
attains the Iu ight of eight or ten feet, and on the top
of it there is a beautiful and elegant down, resembling
the feathers of a swan.
But we moat conclude this desultory account of Indian botany, merely remarking, that when we come to
treat of the agriculture of India, we shall have occasion
to notice some planto, which more properly fall under
that head.
The native breed of horses in India is a small ill- Horses,
shaped vicious pony, in some parts not excee<ling 30
incties in height, particularly on the confines of the
Nepaulese territories. Wild horses, of a hardy and
useful breed, spotted in a singular msnner, an<l with
great variety or colour, are regularly brought from the
banks of the BonUu, in Nepaul, for sale, into Hindostan ; they are called Unyans.
There are also a great

of

it

many horses brought from Candehar and I'ibel, and
told at tbe annual fairs of HindoaUn.
In some paru
of the country itself, however, the breed of horses is
good ; and as most of the Hindoo princes, as well aa
tne British, are obliged to have numerous cavalry, con*
tideraMe attention, as may be suppo«e<l, has been paid
to tiM imprDvanMnt of this useful animal.
In the ChoA of tbe province of Gundwana, brood
of tbe Ultoo species are kept in considerable
nnmbOTS. This is the «aroe species that is common in
Bengal ; it is a tiiin il|.»haped ammal.
The horse
commonly used by the Mahrattas in war, is alio a poor
looking animal, about I i or 14^ hands high, with large
but in the Poonab Mahrattas, particularly near
river, there are excellent and beautiful
of a middle siae, generally of a dark bay co.
lour, with black legs, which are highly esteemed by
the MahratUs : they are calle«l Becroarteddy horses,
fttim the diatrict where tlicy are bred. In the province
of Auruiigabad, alai^ereet numbers are reared for the
MahratU cavalrv. Tnsae^ however, are neither strong
nor ha wt some, thoi^ they are of a hardy breed. The
ahrlta cnihj rkofoiil entirely consist of mares.
In
that part of the province of Babar which lirs near the
N'epanleae territories, a great numlHr of horses are
brsd for the British cavalry. It has been satisfactorily
ascertained, that this animal degenerstcs in siae, and
in aiutt of his useful qualities, in low and moiat situationa; hence it it suppo>ctl, that the li urses of Bengal
are of such an inferior daacriptlon and small sice, some
of tbcm being no buger than maatifrs.
In dry and
moderately elcvate«l situations, on the contrary, they ant
only thrive well, and attain a good siae, and are strong,
Since the B^lti^h began to pay
active, but hanilsomc.
attention to the bieeding of them in the nurthcm parU
of tbe province of BJiar, many of the very 6r^t quality
have been reared there, particularly in the liiitncts of
Tyrpoot and Hajypoor i and tbe^ are in such request,
that horse dealers t'mm Upper Hindostan frequent the
fairs at Hurdwar and other placei to purchase them.
Fartlier to the north, however, when- the countir bevery mounuuious, the horsci fall off in point oC
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but though nearly as small as those of Bengal,
they are nmdi more handsome, active, and stronjj.
The British have also frecjuently obtained horses from
the midille districts of tiuzerat and from Lahore : the

tuie

;

Those
latter are particularly excellent.
consist prmcipally of two breetls, from

TbaiM.

Ctutt and
buffaloes.

Werrear ; the latter are small in size. They ar« exported to the territoriies of the Rajah of Joudpoor.
In some parts of India, the ass is a common and use.
ful animal, particularly in Bengal, the Camatic, and
above the Ghauts. They are small in size, and are
distinguished by the great variety of their colour.
There are some entirely black ; and it is remarked of
these, that there is no appearance of the cross on their
This animal seems regarded with various
shoulder.
It is generally
feelings in different parts. of India.
dcemaJ an animal which none but the lower castes
would ride on, or otherwise employ ; and yet in the
Mysore, if a dispute arises in a village, one of the parBj'
ties frequently terminates it by killing a jack-ass.
this, inueed, they both suffer; for no Hindoo would remain in the place where the ass was killed, and consequently they are both obliged to fly. This singular
mode of revenge, if so it can be called, is also had recourse to by the inhabitants of the Mysore, when they
consider themselves aggrieved, oppressed, or affronted
in any thing relating to their caste by their rulers. The
milk of the ass is never used. Herds of wild asses are
sometimes seen near the mountains in the north of
Hindostan.
The cattle kept in India are the common black cattle, and the buffalo.
They are both very numerous,
particularly in the ceded districts, where, in the year
18 6, there were l,198,fiI3 black cattle, and 1,147,492
buffaloes
in Bengal, where it is supposed that there
are of both kinds above 50 millions
in Guzerat, where
the bullocks are reckoned the strongest, swiftest, and
handsomest in India, from the Choteesgur district of
this province, which contains about 20,000 square miles,
part of which, however, is mountainous, or covered
with jungle, they export in favourable seasons 100,000
bullocks.
The British government in India have paid
considerable attention to the improvement of the breed
of bullocks for their ordnance; but there are oi.ly two
districts in the Bengal presidency, in which bullocks
of a size required by the British for this purpose are
bred the Purneah district of Bengal, and the Sarun
district of Bahar.
The bullocks of the former are of a
large size, very strong and active, well formed, and
much superior to the cattle employed for draught in
the lower parts of Bengal. The bullocks in the Sarun
district are not so excellent in their qualities, nor so
large; but they are little inferior in these respects. Upwards of 5000 from these districts are employed by
the Bengal government for the conveyance of artillery,
camp equipage, &c. besides elephants and camels. The
natives in these and the adjoining districts, have made
no attempts to improve their breed of bullocks, notwithstanding the example and success of the British.
The common draught cattle all over India have a
hanitch on their shoulders, on which the yoke rests
they are of a white colour, small size, but active and well
proportioned ;— as used in agriculture, thfy will be afterwards considered, as well as the l-uffalo. See Bijfpaloe.
1 he sheep in India are small, generally of a black
or dark grey colour, with wool-like hair for hardness
and coarseness, and scarcely fit for any purpose. In
Allahabad and on the Coromandel coast the sheep are
mall, and of an inferior quality, even compared with
those of Bengal. In the year 1806, the number of
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from Guzerat
Cottiwar and
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in the ceded districts amounted to 1,117, 492.
^""^j"^^
are also numerous in the Mysore, where they
are of three varieties of colour, red, black, a'nd white.
Here the shepherds and their families^ live with their
flocks ; the men sleeping in the open air among their
sheep, wrapped up in blankets ; and the women and
children under baskets made of leaves, and about six
These baskets will keep out the rain.
feet in diameter.
On one side of them is a small hole, by which they
creep into them. As there is no door or covering to
Of the
it, it is always turned from the wind or rain.
provinces in the south of India, there are most sheep
bred in that of Coimbetoor, particularly in the AranaThere are in Bengal a few^sheep with
si district of it.
four horns, superior in size, and better proportioned
than the common kind. Goats are by no means un.
common in the hilly districts of India. Thej' resemble in size, &c. the "European goat.
In the year 1 806
there were 6'94,(>3^ in the ceded districts. Swine were
common in the Mysore till they were almost extirpated by Hyder Ali.
Thej' are not numerous in any
part of Hindostan, either domestic or wild.
Next to the animals which we have described, in Elephant.
point of use, and intleed before some of them in this
respect, the elephant claims our attention.
In the elephants of India there is a considerable variety, with
respect not only to size, but also to colour, and the
length of the tusks. They seem to be generally a blackish brown colour.
Sometimes an elephant of a reddish
colour is seen in the forests; but this is supposed to
arise from the red earth in which it has rolled itself.
White elephants are rendered so by disease. The best
elephants are reckoned to be those of Chittagong, and generally such as are found near the sea. In the Tipperah
district of Bengal they are very numerous, but not of the
first size or quality.
On the mountains in the north of
Hindostan, they are still smaller, seldom exceeding seven feet in height ; these are frequently caught merely
for their teeth.
With respect to the height of this animal, it appears that of 150 elephants employed in the
first war against Tippoo Sultan, there was only one
which reached the height of ten feet. The height required by the Britis^h government in Bengal for the elephants which they purchase for the service of the army

sheep

They

nine feet. The common height of the Indian female
elephant seems to be from seven to eight feet ; and that
of the males from eight to ten feet, measured at the
The largest ever seen in Hindostan meashoulder.
sured 1 feet 6 inches at the shoulder.
It was caught
in the year 1796, and belonged to the Nabob of Oude.
The largest tusks in Bengal very seldom exceed the
weight of 70 or 80 pounds. See Elephant.
Camels are bred in that part of the Delta of the Indus Camels.
which is nearest the sea. On the sea beach and sandy slips
in that part of Guzerat which is separated by the mainland by the Run, they are suffered to run wild among
the jungles, the tender parts of the brushwood serving
them for food ; they are, however, of an inferior description.
The camel is not unfrequent about Patna;
they are employed by the British government in carrying military stores, &c. See Camel.
Notwithstanding the positive opinion of Mr. Pennant,
that the lion is met with near the fcjrt of Gwalior, in the
province of Agra, it is generally believed by naturalists
ahd travellers, that this animal is not a native of Hin" The royal tiger of Bengal, however, is a far Tigcr.
dostan.
more terrible animal than the stoutest lion, and was
known in classical times, as Seneca the poet calls it
Cangeiica tigris, or the Gangetic tiger. Such is their
size and strength, that they are said to carry off bul-
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Parties of pleasure on the
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{la at flm oaths of the GauMs have oAen been shocki^hr ioMRSptcd b/
for

the

f udiun

appearance of the

which

hii fatal spring,

—

is

ti-

said to

not improbable, when cotnto' a hundred feet
with tliat of the cat. Such is the nature of the
that if rliiap|iniHtid in his first leap, he couches
bis tail and retiresw'
In the northern district of Coirobetoor, there are a
gnat Bomber of black bears, which, however, are very
Molbasive, living chiefly on the white ants, and thie
fruit of the palmy ra. Near Chittagong there is a species
of bear which is called there the wild dog. " Hk head
it ihaniid like that of a dog, but bare and red about the
mussle ; bis paws are like those of the oomroon bear,
but his coat u short and anaooth."—£nham's Journal,
This animal is Tery ferocioas, and will not eat
p. 143.
any kind of ve^gatable food. The one-homed rbinooo*
raa is- not unooawnon in the islawle of the Ganges. Antsiepss, especially that spaciaa called the Nylgau, are
eroni, and at a lari^e siae ; the bunting of them by
Iks laepaKl, k a favourite sport among the Indian prinTippoo was very fond of it. Apes and monkiea
oea.
are oammun ; and it it said, but not on very good authority, that the oorang-outang exiats in the (areata to
tho west of the northern Circart. The other <|nadropods are dag*, of the cur kind, with eharpi eeact ears,
tmi p aiatidswaes ; boars, wolves, fa«c% jackalla, byw
nm^ pmihai*, I^Bxei, &c. Tho OMachni^ maaobifenis.
aina which
er MMJi disr, i» a« talMbitant of Iho
liooathaaofth of Hiadoatan; but the nu»k that is
lio fcllbwn H igi l is ofan inferior kind to tltat which
;
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(•very part, ia a
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India they arc in their Mlaral Jimatf. They Uy SO
or 90 «w» in the eoarae at Iho vnar. Near Caaibay.
aadia^Mrvent parte of the prw mBe aTllaUiar, tk^
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bird*, natives of India, so i
has cxatcil to etrongly tho attcntioa of n^
tanlitt%<B the g? a ss beak. ( Ltium ykUippimm,) the oloMrioftheMalabars. It is dsserihs J
tho Jtialk Kematthei. by Har Ah Khan of Delhi, aa •• ratkar larger
tkan a spvrow, with yellow biawa phnnago, a yellow,
iak head and feet, and li^ calaand braaal. and a oonicil baBk> very thick in praporliao to its body."
They
' frequent the cucna-nnt trees, or the palmyra and
if. being evidentljr partial to a lofty site for its
This bini oonHructs il< nest in a very cunous
with the loag fibres of plants or drr grass, and
snanend* it by aaani ef a kind of cord nearqr naif an ell
ialaagtb,' Ihxa'tho eatrcaity of anuattimMlybalapfer
bnnch o< the tree, in order that it may be inacoesaSle to
aail'
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snakes and other anim&l«, which might destroy its eggs Suii^iirs
or its young.
This tianging nest, though sttit-itcd by ~"ir~~^
the wind, is so strongly secured, that it never sufiiers the
least injur}-.
The interior part of it consists of three
neat apartments or divisions. The f:rst, which forms tlie
fore |>art, is occupied by the male ^ the second is destined for the female ; and tile third contains the youn^.
In the drst apartment, where the male always keeps
watch, while the female is hatcliing the eggs, a little
toDgb clay is always found stuck against one side of it
and in the top of this clay is a glow-worm. Bartolomeo, from whom this account is tflken, thinks tlutt the
glow-worm serves to afford light in the night time; but
It seems much more probable that the uird feeds on
these insects.
This bird is much valued in Hindostan
for its docility, and attachment to those who domesticate
it.
Tlie common fowl is found in the jungles, and is
called the jungle bird ; and the wild cock, the feathers
of which are of various colours, and shine like gold, is
found in the Ciluuts and the adjacent forests. The
Pelieanui onockroUdut, or large Aswtic pelican, is found
This province is also the native country
in Malabar.
of what are called the MaUbar bat, I'et/jerliJiQ vampi/rut, at caninua, and which seem to differ from the vanipyre bat of Surinam. The Gracula relifiiosa, which are
common in tha dislticta a4iotning the Ghauts, is a bird
held in canadarabla esteem bv the natives on account
of ita aong ; its body is<)uit« black, an<l its head is covered with a hood of a bright yellow colour. This bird
ia called Mina by the natives, and is otten seen with
tho kokoU and otiier birds of song, together with a bird
as small aa the bumming bird, which fixes its nest to
tho pointed tips of tiie palmyra, to secure its young
firam the treo saaka, in tne ^udens in the vicinity 5^
towns.
Eigrus, ti
the largest of
BondMy
nomnay aaa
aad oumo
otka* utwns.
The
s ne r.,igrus,
birda, k found among the Utes in the north of
Utadaataa Pnmer, when it u kept by th
the natives in
tkoir gardens, lor the purpose of picking
_ ufp the vermin.
_
of almoat all tho vanatios' with reapect to sise
id oalaor, ahoaad ia Uiadaatan.
Snafcaa akoaad: tho coluber naia, cobra do oapello^ Snalus, &r.
poiaowoiis of all the apedcs, is one of tho
in Malabar, where there is also a snake
J, in the rings round its bodv, the coluber natrix of .fiaropc, but muieh smaller, an<l very poisonous.
Tko amaalaM aaake of the GhauU mems to raaemble
tko boa ooaaliklor, aa it k repraaeated by Bartakuaeo,
aa boing fiva 40 ta 40 fiMt kag, and as thick as a fed
OS, aao aa <levo«ring hogs, deer, cows, and other animals, which it soisca by twisting itself round tJieir
bodieSb Mrs. Gaham mentions the aame kind of snake
ia tho vicinity of Boaibay, where the cobra
and tha oobra manilla, and a small bright
lake, and, in short, snakes of all sixes, are
ooaatantly gUdkig about.
Thainaacta era also very numerous, and in great va- Idsku.
ricty in all parts of India.
The termes fatale, or white
ant. which is particularly noticed by Herodotus and
Arrian, is very tlcstructive to furniture, cloaths, &c
they are eagerly devoured by the Chansu Carir, a
wretched and deserted caste in the Camatic. The meloa trianthema is found in great quantities in the
Doab, and in that track which stretches along the
right bank of the river Jumnah ; it seems to feed on the
salraaai mrhngn^ and makes iu appearance at the
The roeloe dcorei
iiiiiiuaiiii iiiBiiil of die rainy season.
k prinoipallv ibond in Bengal, Bcrar, and Oude ; it
ubaiats on the flowers of the cucurbitaceous plants, and
also on thoae of the hibiscus and sida species ; it k moat
abundant during the rainy acaaona. Vetb thesoapaoia
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of nieloe mny be iisetl as medicine instead of the Spanish
The fire-fly is very common in India,
bhstering fly.
and \i one of the most beautiful insects of that country ;
the trees are sometimes so completely covered with it, as
to apiiear like *• pyramids of light." The most troublesome insects arc the flies, muskeltoes, and chinches, or
bugs ; and the small worm which deposits its eggs under the skin ; this laU is particularly troublesome.
In our account of the fish of India, we must be

equally concise as we have been in describing some of
In the
quadrupe<ls, birds, snakes, and insects.
Ganges there is great variety and abundance of fish ;
but of all the kinds found either in this river, or in any
other part of In<lia, the most delicate and high flavoured is the mango fish it receives the name because it
appears in the rivers- while the mangoes are fit for use.
The Europeans in India esteem them most highly, esits

:

when 4hey are full of roe.
oUier kinds of fish in highest repute for their flavour, by Europeans, are the cockup and the sable fish.
The coast of Chittagong is celebrated for oysters, particularly near the island of Cutubdia ; they are here
small, but of an excellent flavour, and are sent by the
Oysters are also
inhabitants to Dacca and Calcutta.
exceedingly plenty in the rivers of Cochin, where they
are fishetl for in the same manner as the pearl-oyster.
Turtle are found in the Ganges, but small and of inferior quality.
The salmon frequents the sea coast,
and the rivers of Malabar ; and pilchards in immense
abundance are found on this coast. In the Alacananda
river there are a great many fish of the cyprinus genus, particularly C. denticulattis, which grow to the
length of four or five feet ; there are some, it is said,
even seven or eight feet long ; these are represented as
very beautiful ; the scales on the back and sides, which
are very large, and of a fine green colour, with a bright
gold edge ; the belly is white, with a slight tinge of
gold colour ; the tail and fins are of a dark bronze coThis fish is very delicate and rich in its flavour
lour.
and many of them are so remarkably tame, that they
take bread, &c. out of the hands of the Brahmins, by
whom they are daily fed. Alligators and porpoises are
common in the Ganges. The whale, which the natives
call the sea elephant, is sometimes seen off Cape Comorin.
The sword fish is very abundant in almost all
parts of the Indian seas.
Crabs are represented as
poisonous, or rather very unwholesome in the months
of October and November, in consequence, it is supposed, of their feeding on poisonous aquatic plants.
The sea hedge-hog sea-star ; pipe corillino ; sea-nettle, &C. are common in the Indian seas.
Minenlogy.
The mineralogy of India has not been very carefully
or thoroughly explained; there are, however, some parts
of it which are well ascertained, and are very important
and interesting. To begin with the Ghauts ; these mounuins are composed of a granite, in which the feldspar
and quartz, both of which are remarkably white, bears
more than the usual proportion to the mica, which is
of a dark green colour. The particles are angular, and
of a very moderate size. These are evidently strata,
but in general they are so very much confused and
broken, that the line cannot well be defined. In the
Coimbetoor province, however, the strata of the Ghauts
evidently run north and south, and are vertical ; they
are much intersected and broken by fissures, which renders the stone not of much use in building.
Many of
the masses of rocks in the Mysore country, on which
pecially during the time

The

;

tlie

almost impregnable fortresses of Tippoo were built,

^d

rise into high sharp peaks.
are of granitic porphyry,
Granite seems to form the principal mountains in Hindostan, as well as the Ghauts ; it is fouW mixed with
the soil in the neighbourhood of Ilajamal, a town situa-*
ted on the south-west side of the Ganges, in latitude
55" 2', but not lower down the river.
Limestone is
found in many places, particularly among the hills near
the bed of the river Palar, in the vicinity of Arcot, where
it is found in the form of nodules.
This species of
limestone is the chunam, that is used by the natives
along with the areca-nut and betel. Chunam is also
met with in almost inexhaustible quantities in the Silhit district of Bengal ; and from this district Calcutta,
and the most remote parts of the province, are supplied with it.
In the neighbourhood of Bombay a
good deal of chunam is made from shells, and the natives are very particular in gathering them, and in
burning each sort separately, as it is said that the chunam varies in its qualities and value, according to the

Statistics.
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kind of shell from which it is made. The Madras
chunam is smooth, hard, and polished as marble. Most
oflices in this town are built of it.
There
are marble quarries of considerable extent, which yield
marble of excellent quality, in the province of Ajmeer,
near the town of Pookshur, which is much employed
in building.
Other stone proper for building, particularly what is called the Theban stone, is very abundant
over Hindostan Proper, and is by no means rare in the
Decan and the south of India. In Bombay there are
large quarries.
In one of the branches of the Ganges,
as well as in other rivers, a very rare stone is found,
which is regarded with much veneration by the followers of Vishnou.
It is described as very heavy,
commonly of a black colour, and sometimes violet
round or oval in its form ; a little flat, and nearly resembling a touch stone. It is hollow in the inside.
There is only a small hole on the outside, but within it
is almost concave, and furnished in the interior coats,
above and below, with spiral lines, which terminate in
a joint towards the middle, and in many these two
points toach: '[Sonnerat, i. 41.)
In the province of
Oude, lapis lazuli, of an excellent quality, which sells
in England for nine guineas an ounce, is found. *
The diamond mines of India have been long known Diamond
and celebrated. The most remarkable is that of Pan- >"""<:snah, which seems to have been known to Ptolemy.
The Emperor Acbar, among his other plans of improving and enriching his territories, paid great attention
to this mine, from which he drew eight lacks of rupees annually. The native chiefs of Bundelcund, (in
which district of Allahabad, beyond the range of
mountains extending from Rhotas to Ajmeer, Pannah
is situated), as well as the last Mahratta conquerors of
this district, also drew considerable revenue from this

of the public
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Subsequently, however, it seems to have defor in the year 1756, they yielded to the Rajah only four lacks of rupees. Of their present state,
nothing accurate is known. Besides the diamond mine
of Pannah, there is one other to the north of the Decan, near Sumbhulpoov, in the province of Gundwana,
near the junction of the Hebe with the Mahanuddy.
In the year 1766, a journey was undertaken to this
mine, under the direction of Lord Clive, by Mr. Motte;
but he was not permitted by the Rajah to reach it.
From the information which he collected, however,
in Sumbhulpoor, we learn, that the " natives search in

mine.
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Till the ]>ewi-i a clay nearly as red as burnt bricks.
ri<xl that thi» district was overrun by the Mahrattas,

the natives inlbrnKxl Mr \Jotte that they usetl to go
- diamonds ; but this practo the mountains
. :, as it would only increase
tice they have disL....:
the tribute which they were obliged to pay to their
The other diamond mines in Hindn^tan
coiiquerors.
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'ries, were very
n the Balaghaut cr
]ir(j<i.ii.iive, but these, as wcu a- an liie other diamond
mines of Hiodoatan, have Ion;; ceased to be very valuable, being either exhauste<i or neglected.
There
are also mines at Raolcondah, about iO miles N. W. from
the junction of the Bechraab and the Krishiia ; at Colore, on the soathem bank of the latter river, not far
from Condavir, in the Gen toor drear; and in Golconda.
Cornelian and other opake stonet are found near Cam*
bay. and garnet* near Hyderabad.
CoU.
The metila found' in Hindo«tan are gold, iron, and
lead ; there are not any indications of silver ; and with
re«pect to copper, thou^^h it i« tnuiiirrated by someau:netals oi' Hmdo«tan, there seems no
statement. •
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There are several mineral water*, particuLirly in the Miosral
^uch aa are warm are waun.
diatrict* of ilindii^tan
timnad Mwrcd. MiMt of t)ie wells in the vicinity of
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-rotated with some mineral Mibdaap^ arettron.-'iron, but they have not been
ttauTt*, probx!
In till- iH'^ii|>oor district of the province
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Gange>, in a plain nearly surrounded with ro(ky hillr,
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of Hindustan.
At some of the iron works, 47 per SuUsi!o«.
cent, oi nnalleable iron is obtainetl from the ore, but it '"^V™^
is by no means in a pure state.
On llie western side
of the south of Ind'm, the raetal in tlie Velater district
of tlie province of Malabar, where there are many
forges, but here also, and indeed all over India, the
work is performed in a very ignorant and careless manner, pieces of charcoal being frequently enveloped in
the iron alter it is smelted.
In the Singrowla district
of Gundwanah, this metal abounds, the price being from
one and a half to two and a half rupees per 80 lib. according to the quality. I'he highland district of Bahar is also rich in iron, which is fused for sale by the
natives in large quantities.
In the south-west coast of
the Guzerat peninsula, there are likewise extensive
works for fusing this metal. There are lead mines in
the territories of the Rajah of Joudpoor, in the province of Ajraeer.
The manufacture of salt from the sea water, and of J'"'' "•"'
**'
saltpetre will be noticed afterwards; but this is the proper place to notice the mines of rock-salt in Hindostan.
These lie in the district between the Indus and Ihylum, in the province of Lahore they arc uncommonly
(•; and the fr.i
'T rock-salt arc suffi)
rd tcrbe shapec
irnt kinds of vessels,
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Dhaopoor, a viOafa btl«ngiii( to the Rajab of Ntpaul.
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by th* Hindoas, is about 20 miles to the north of
ItlamabuJ, in the Chitlagonj? district of Bengal; it cvidently contains tarbonatod hydrogen gas, as the surface
o»"it may be inflamctl by the application of a light. Seetacond U the common appellation for hot springs among the
Hindoof. Near the south-western extremity of the peninsula ofGuzerat, there is a spring, within high water
mark, of a pink colour; evidently, from this colour and

tion

mineral qualities, impregnated with iron, which indee<l colours the adiaccnt soil. On the north side of the
river Villenore in the Camatic, there are a great number
of curiously petrified trees, supposed to be of the tamarind
some of them are like other petrifactions, exspecies
tremely hard, while others are so soft, that the slightest
its

tnn.

:

pressure with the fingers crumbles them into dust. There
one tree whiclj is said to be fiO feet long, with a diameter varying from 2 to 8 feet ; the root of this tree, which
is so hard that it strikes fire with steel*, and can be po-

IS

lished to a great degree of smoothness and fineness, is
beautifully variegated in its veins and colours, so as to
resemble agate : there are parts of it also of a red coBeads, bracelets,
lour, similar to that of the cornelian.

&c. are manufactured out of the root of this tree. These
petrifactions are regarded by the natives as extremely
ancient.
Petrified wood, supposed to be that of tlie

tamarind tree, is found also in the sands near Madras ;
it bikes a beautiful polish, and is manufactured in that
town into various ornaments.
Climate.
In treating of the climate of India, the monsoons
It is generally said that the
MonwoDs. &"st claim our attention.
monsoons do not extend beyond tlie tropics this, however, is not accurately the fact, as will be afterwards
noticed.
At present, however, we shall regard them
as merely blowing on the coast of India, from Cape
Comorin to the tropic, and point out their effects on
On the Malabar coast, the
the climate of thv» region.
south-west monsoon commences about the middle of
April, and continues till the months of August or September ; it begins to blow first on the southern parts of
In
this coast, and gradually advances to the north.
September it has generally lost its violence and for
At
tlie next six weeks there are light variable winds.
the latter end of October the north-east monsoon begins on this coast ; this also blows first in the south,
and about 15 days afterwards is felt on the northern
;

;

monsoon continues till April.
Coromandel coast the south-west monsoon begins about the end of March or early in April but it
parts of the coast: this

On the

;

not regular or strong till the month of June, land
and sea breezes being not uncommon in March, April,
and May. In June, July, and August, this monsoon is
very steady, regular, and strong ; but even during these
months, a land or west wind blows from the shores for
2i or 48 hours. In August and September the southwest monsoon begins to lose its steadiness and violence;
and the north-east monsoon commences about the
middle of October ; from this period till the beginning
of December, it is very boisterous, and navigation is
rendered extremely dangerous ; but in December, January, and February, it is steady well settled weather.
On both coasts, the setting in of the monsoons is generally attended by violent hurricanes.
Such is a short description of the monsoons as they
appear on the western and eastern coasts of India ; but
before we proceed to point out their effects on the climate, it will be proper to advert to the circumstance of
their extending beyond the tropics.
This is decidedly
the case at TatU, which lies in 24" 44'. The monsoon,
however, does not reach Corachie in latitude 24* 51'.
it is

'

There are indeed at this placp, as well as along the Statistics,
'""^"'^
coast of Mekran, from April to October, south-west
and west winds but, as tfiey often veer round to the
north and north-west, titey cannot be reg«rdc<l asmonsoons, especially as they are seldom attended with
squalls and rain,
the invariable marks of the southwest monsoon on the coast of Malabar.
;

—

The climate of th.it part of India (as far as respects
rain) in which the monsoons prevail, and the Ghauts
are situated, is uncommonly regular.
It will easily be
conceived, that when the south-west monsoon prevails
on the coast of Malabar, this coast will be deluged with
rain, in consecjuence of the Western Ghauts intercepting the clouds brought by this monsoon ; and that the
same monsoon, on the Coromandel coast, will occasion
dry weather while, on the latter coast, the rainy season will be occasioned by the north-east monsoon,
which dashes the clouds, surcharged with moisture,
against the Eastei-n Ghauts. On the Malabar coast, on
the contrary, this monsoon will occasion dry weather.
Hence it appears, that the rainy season on the Coromandel coast must commence with the north-east monsoon, about the middle of October, while at that time
the dry weather begins on the coast of Malabar ; and
that the rainy season on the Malabar coast must begin
in April or May, the period of the commencement of
the dry season on the Coromandel coast. The rains on
this coast are not, however, so violent as those on the
Malabar coast. This seems to arise from the circumstance that the Eastern Ghauts are farther from the
sea than the Western ; anil, consequently, the clouds
arc not so soon broken, and have also a greater space
over which they can spread themselves before they are
broken. It is not improbable, too, that the greater
height of the Western Ghauts may intercept a larger
portion of the clouds than the Eastern, and break those
which it does intercept more completely. As the
Western Ghauts extend no farther than the latitude of
Sural, the south-west monsoon, to the north of this latitude, as far as it blows, carries the rain without interruption over the whole country.
have already
mentioned the break in these Ghauts near Paniany. In
consequence of this break affording a passage to the
north-east monsoon from the Coromandel coast, ships
which navigate the Malabar coast commonly experience
a stronger gale in the neighbourhood of Paniany than
on any other part of this coast. The lower part of the
province of Coimbetoor partakes of the rainy monsoon
of the Malabar coast, which is probably occasioned by
the same break permitting the south-west winds to
blow through the Ghauts in this part.
The south-west monsoon blowing so long, and part
of the time with such violence, forces a great body into
the Gulf of Bengal ; and, during its prevalence, the
surf on the Coromandel coast is very tremendous. The
north-east winds continue this surf, by impelling the
waves on the shore, which is very steep, having, as was
before observed, no soundings at the distance of thirty
miles.
As soon, however, as the north-east monsoon
begins to abate, that is in December and January, and
the south-west current, which prevails in the Bay of
Bengal, can operate, the surf on the Coromandel coast
is by no means high or dangerous.
Having thus briefly explained the monsoons and their
effects in the southern p:\rt of India, we shall now make
some observations on the climate, as it respects wind,
rain, and heat, in other parts of this country.
In that Seasons in'
part of Bengal which lies near the head of the bay, the Hindottan
wind blows alternately from the north and south, dur- propw:
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ing mwqnal porti«i8 of the year. The northewly wind
prevails durine the cold seaaon, that is, durinj^ October,
November, and December and the southerly one during the hot. that is, from March to the end of May.
In the eastern |wrts of B<>njral, a north west wind beDurinp the prevaffin? about the middle of March.
Fence of this wind, there are sudden and violent squalls
of wind and rain, which are often veiy destructive to
the boats on the Ganges. These squaHs are more freqnent in the eastern than in the western parts of Bengal.
The most settled weather is between the end of
the rainy season and the beginning of the north-west
wind.
The season* in Bengal are generally divided
into cold, hot. and dry but the natives are more minute in their divisions, assigning six seasons to the
year. The spring and dry season occupy four months,
that is, February. March, April, and May.
The periodical rains commence nearly at the same time over the
whole of this part of Hindostan, that is, in the begnining of Jure.
During the first two months there is
•carcely an interval of two dry days
and the rain fails
in such abundance, that four and five inches have fallen
in the coarse of a single day.
In August and Septembcr the interval* are more frequent and of longer duration, and the weatlicr beccBiea sultry.
As the cold
WMOn
tundm, fo^ and dews are very common and
itmm. Thk deecription of the climate of the province
of Bengal will apply, in almoel erenr particular, to the
climate of the whole of Hiodeetm Proper, except that
in the mounuinoua pert* the rainy irMiin begins early
in Aprd.
In Bahar alao, ami the -i-iitigiiinM districu,
• (trong parching wind Mows from the weet during
thegTcetcrtpartofthehotacMon: but it ianot (tcMly,
nor rtrj regular; for it aometimea eeMaa altogether,
and is nicoeedcd for a few dayi by
tituly wind ;
and eren after a parching wind flnom the west in the
dajr time, a cool caalerljr btveac will set in at night
To the weat of this pt wiuca thaae pawhing winda are
;

;

;
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In the mountainous parts of the pro%nnce of
sea cowt.
Coimbetoor, there are two rainy seasons; the first is in
April, and the second in July, August, September, and
October. The north-west parts of Hindostan Tioper
seem the driest wiih respect to climate. " During the
greater part of the south-west monsoon, or at least
the months of July, August, and part of September,
(which is the rainy season in most other parts of India,
but no rain
the atmosphere is here generally clouded
falls, except very near the sea. Indeed very few showers
Captain Hamilton says,
fall during the whole year.
that no rain had fallen during tlie three years preceding
Owing to tliis, and the neighbourhis visit to Tatta.
hood of the sandy deserts which bound it to the east, and
are not far removed from it in the north-west, the heats
are so violent, and the winds from those quarters so perally ventilatetl,

by means of apertures on the tops of
.

thero, resembling the funnels of small chironies. When
the hot wind* prevail the windows are closely shut,

by which the hottest part of the current of air (tliat
nearest the surface, of course) is excluded, and a cooler part, becatiae more elevatetl, descends into the house
through the funnels. By tlii* means also vast clouds
of dust are exoluded, the entry of which alone would be
sufficient to

render the housea uninhabitable."

(

Uay-

nail, p. 132.)

The genenl temperature of

India,

it is

evident,

must Tempera-

vcrjrliigliteipecially in those parU, which, like Sinde,
are of a mndj Mil, and dry climate, and in the

be
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eumhem prorincea.

In the more elevated regioaa,

however, m cooBderable dMree of cold is o<\en experi.
anced. At CalcvtU, the fgUowiBg ia the range d* the
thenneoMUr from Ootob« to April, with the prevabnt windi dhring thU period,
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nfciy season, and the long ooBthnance of that aaaan,
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are considered, we shall not be swpriMd, that the ae*.
do.
April
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nge annual fall of rain in the lower pans of the provine* shovld be between 70 and 80 hwfaes. During the
In Calcutu, the heat is sometimes so intense that
oath-west OM aotst at Bombay, the qnaotity of rain pigeons drop clown dead at iraon, while flying over the
genanlly exceeds 100 inchee ; srenHtmrn it reaches market-place. In the middle districu of tlie province
1 10 er I IS fakhsa.
At Madras, according to Mr. Codt- of Be^al that are occaaional thunder storms during
borne, who
ti a h >ed before the Select CammiUm the hot seaaon, which render the atmosphere cool ; and
on the afiurs of the East India Company in the year in the attin districu the seme eflect is produced by
1818, apwards of SO inches fall in the eeniae of one occasional ihowen of rain. Intbe hicber parts of Benmcnth ; and ret he est ima tes that only from 45 to 70 gal, the weather ia sometimes very cold. Between the
«r 80 inches bll in the eooree of the ymr, aenedmg M'T'-'tt of tS* and SS", in the province of Delhi, the
to the aituatioo and severity of the mimeoeo.
Daring beat daring snmaier is very intense ; but when the
the first pvt of the rainy
cnaooB on the coeat of Ma- wind blows frmn d>e northern mounuins in the winlaber, thet ia, in the months of May and Jane, a eonsi. ter, the thermometer falla below 30, and water freeze.<«
dcroMe tfumtitf of rain falls in the Tableland of My* in the tenU. The same description applies to the Shahaore; bik it ia nooertain whether this is the eflect of raraporedistrictof Delhi, which lies farther to the nortii,
the motisoea, or ia merely the periodicsl tropical rain, principally in the Doab.
Hut the cold here is moderate.
In the north- westeni eatremity of the Rajah of Mysore's compared with what it is in some parts of Northeni
Umtorica, on the sommit of the wcatem Ghauta, there Hindoetan. At the end of May in the year 1808, there
an osually nine rainy month* in the year. During six were msssrs of snow, alxiut 70 feet in thickness, lying
af these months the rain is so violent and constant, that undisturbed on the road to Bhadrinah, in l.ititude 30^
it is imposable to go abroad, sad " it ia cnstnmary to
Even in the Benares district of Allahabad, the cold of
make the seme preparatory anai e eotafor provision, the winter ia so •evere, a* to render fires necessary,
("ater excepted,) as are. adopted in a ship proceeding while in April, May, and .lune, the heat is very oppreson a voyage." The elevation of this part of India is so sive. The winters in the Decan, which conUms a large
gicaty'thatlhedlimatoiaamoDth later than it isonthe portion of high Und, are cold. At Hyderabad, and the
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the north of it, the thermometer during
sometimes down
,ii» often as low as 45", and

„
th,

to

T«apcnlUNi

.SA-*.

Inclimate of Sinde, on the north-west coaat of
It mny be added,
has been generally described.
the thermometer
that in the months of June and July,
variations are
the
Surat,
At
Oir'
to
I00».
from
ranees
59" to 96"- At Bombay
in the course of the rear from
the year.
from 61" to 98" ; the former about the end ot
The hottest months in the Malabar coast are April and
In the former month, the maximum height of

The

dia,

May.

tlic" thermometer

at

Cochin

105.

is

m

of Coromandcl is
the provinces on the
west
coast of Malabar; and the Carnatic and the northextremity of the northern Circars are deemed the hotall India.
test, not only on the Coromandcl coast, but in
In the latter" district, the French, iy the year 1757, lost
seven European soldiers in the course of a single day

The tempernture of the coast
general much higher than that of

The Circars, generally, have certain
tuleil.
varieties in their climate, pointed out by Mr. C/rant in his
Political Survey of them, printed in the Fifth Report of

by coups dt

tliere is

a considerable extent of clayey

soil

;

gtati stia.

aifd that

was the original soil, where the black mould is now
found, is proved by the appearance of the beds of the
The substra^im of the soil
rivers, which are of clay.
in this part of Hindostan Proper is in many places
in others clay ; and in a few instances
calcareous
rocky. The soil of the Punjab resembles that which
As
chiefly prevails in Bengal, and is equally fertile.
we approach to the south-west into Sinde and GuIn Malwah, it
zerat, the soil becomes more sandy.
Of this kind of soil
is a deep, black, rich mould.
then; is one variety, named by the natives eyrey, which
The whole of the plains
is deemed very unhealthy.
of Chitteldroog, in the Mysore, which is lO^jiilesfrom
north to south, and 4 from east to west, consists of

'^''"^

~'

this

;

kind of black mould to a great dej)th. The provinces of Gundwanah and Orissa contain the largest
proportion of poor unproductive soil perhaps in all HinTo the south of these provinces, the soil near
dostan.
the coasts both of Malabar and Coromandel is sandy,

this

and generally of a poor quality. It is more fertile,
however, as the mountains are approached. In the
province of Malabar, the soil at the foot of the low
the Committee of the House of Commons, on the affairs
hills which intervene between the sea and the Ghauts,
of the East India Company, which deserveto be noticed.
On the Coromandel side,
is a red clay, or brick earth.
mowintl,
with
westerly
Godavery,
a
of
the
north
To the
the sandy soil continues nearly to the foot of the eastern
derate showers, begins about the middle of June about
The soil on the Table-land, and also in the
the middle or end of August, the rain becomes more vio- 'Ghauts.
extreme southern provinces of India, is of various qualent and regular and it continues so till the beginning
very fertile.
of November, when stormy weather takes place, and lity ; but, in general, a loam, on rock,
The weather contithe wind shifts to the north-east.
nues moderate, with respect to temperature and rain,
CHAP. IV.
when the hot season comtill the middle of March
mences. To the south of the Godav«ry, the climate of
the Circars is different in some respects. During Janu- Different Tenures of Landed Property Agriculture
Rice
IVIieat, S;c.
Produce
IVet and Dry Lands
ary and February, the wind blows along the shore
Tobacco
Indigo
Cotton
Sugar
P"PPy
strong from the south ; and as the sea breezes set in reMode of Harvesting Implements Pasture Cattle
In
gularly every day, the temperature is moderate.
Sheep—State of the Agricultural
Milk, Butter
March, the hot season commences ; and as the wind
Clas,ses,
blows from the west over a loose, parclied soil, and along
the sandy and almost dry bed of the Krishna, the temIt is foreign to the nature and object of this article,
the thermometer being
perature is most oppressive
sometimes raised, near the mouth of that river, to 1 10'^ and would extend it far beyond its proper limits, to enter fully into the subject of the landed tenure in Hinfor several days, even in the house, and seldom falling
under 105°. In the low country of the Arcot district dostan, especially as. with respect to some points of it,
there is considerable difference of opinion among the
of the Carnatic, during the hot season, the thermomeWe allude particularly to the
ter, under the corner of a tent, rises to 100", and, when
best informed authors.
exposed to the sun, to 120°. If the annual heat at Lon- dispute which was for a long time carried on legaiding
don be considered as represented by lOCO, that of Ma- the rights and original character of the zemindars.
dras will be 1565, and in July 134-9; and if the cold in
There can be no doubt, that, in the most ancient time
January in London be considered as represented by of Hindoo history, the property of the land was vested
1000, that at Madras, during the same month, will be in the sovereign ; and the opinion that the zemindars
491. Taking the average of the whole year, the heat were merely collectors of the revenue, seems the more
at Madras is less than that of Calcutta.
In January probable. Indeed there is a common saying among
the thermometer is about 70°
this is the lowest temthe Mahrattas, that " the daughter belongs to her pa:

;

—

—
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—
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—
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—

;

Zemindars.

;

perature

•

is

in July,

when

the

thermome-

about 91°.
The soil of Hindostan exhibits fewer varieties than
might be expected in such a vast tract of country. In
the whole of that district which is watered by the
Ganges, the most prevalent soil is a rich black mould,
ter

«oiL

the highest

:

18

evidently of alluvial origin.

No

tween the Tipporah hills on the

other

soil

appears be-

and the district of
Burdwana on the west, nor below Dacca and Borleah to
the north nor is there any substance so coarse as gravel, either in the Delu, or nearer the sea. than 400
east,

;

miles along the course of the Ganges at Oudanulla. At
this place, a rocky point, evidently stretching from the
base of the neighbouring hills, projects into the river.
In other parts of Bengal and the adjacent provinces,

rents,

but the land to the king."

Our most

accurate source of information on the sub- Ancient

"""•
ject of the tenure of land in Hindostan, belbre the.ar-

Mahomedan conquerors, is derived from
the Institutes of Menou : these were drawn up about
1300 years before Christ. In these Institutes, there are
very minute and particular regulations on the subject
of the rent of land, from which it appears, that the

rival of the

The mesovereign in most parts was the proprietor.
dium rent was estimated at a sixth part of its produce ;
but. it varied considerably according to the degree and
quantity of labour which the nature of the soil and other
circumstances required. If the lands were very unfertile,
and necessarily required a very considerable degree of
labour, only an eighth or a twelfth of the produce

was

te-

'

INDIA.
Under the pressure of great difficulty or dan*
the state, as in the esse of inrasion or war, the
fourth part of the produce was collected as rent.
In
everj- instance, tiie Institutes expressly enacted, that
what remained should belong to the Ryot, or cultivator.
This rent was, in the most ancient times, paid in
kind, but aAerwards it was paid in kind or money.
The produce of the crop waa ascertained as nearly
aa possible before the harvest oooimenced, in the presence of the inhabitants of the villaf^, by skiltul and
impartial persons, who, in the adjustment of their bunoeaa, were materially aided liy a reference to the produce of former years, aa recorded by the aticnunUnt
of the villafte. As these persons werr appointed by
the collectors of the rent for )((>^'emment, it waa in
the power of the Ryots, if they were not satisfied
with the estimate of the crop, to make another survey
by people of their own choice; and if the estimates differed much, a third survey waa made under the direction of the villajte officers.
The share of the eultiTrtor waa grratcM on tlie plantation or frtrden culture,
oo aceonnt of the very f^*t labour in the mnn-iir,., ,,,.!,(,
and the distance andhazarrl of carryine the
;<>
market. The rent of this land, as well as i....; ,.
,i
on the small k*^"*' ^a* always paid in money, and
waa fixed. Those lamia which re(]uired artiricialmeans
to water them, paid a smiller portion of rent tlum
those which w«t.- r.nri;/,.,! i,v t).« >^i-vUcal rains.
There wer.
„ns of land attached to each ....„^., ....... ,,lent to the soTereign, i>r only a very low rent.
These were small allotm-"- •'' 'he siipport of the Pagoda Establislnocnt
taken.

fter in

.

and

ts; for charitable nao), aadi

up t'
•nd
the

•

•— •'

%;...!«.. p...

—

morV-

'

'

'g

I

a.i

"^t

M koaping

-^rxiatianoftnveller* ;
IS and barda.
Af^er

for the tuppr'
'

.

tne iicnis

l«a toa&t.
-i:-.! aUoT:
,

to tfie

'fIandwei««lso
in* |)lfec% ami
whidt It i* CttStoinThe local oficen
r rctw-frc* kada.
.20 ••mats waa
luo ooatdtvtioa,
rly ootioad.
It

dif}'

i!iL- I iitfi
ittport on the Aflairt of
Topany, already referred to :
(tmsidcred, ia a tract of ooantry
'reds or thoDtonda of acre* of
•^-ally viewed, it wwwlll^^

"A

.

proper estaboanaMat
of tne following desq iuPot/tit. or head inhabiunt, who baa the
of the afaira of tho nihf*.
he inhtbiianta, mradt ta um
luTiiii tl)« duty of ciiHrctiiig the ilali^^
Tf Thr Ctinum, who keeps tbc se*
Ipaten evary tluiig eac»r aad Totic ; the atrty of
^ to oonsiat ia gaining inlbraiatian
Its

of uCiccr* uul
tlooa:

The

Stoeral

•>

settle* t>

<

the form<
of crime*

Li'.'VAiiis (oiiaiatt

-

ea,'and in eacortinir ami protfctlnij
travelling trom one viKage to ai
vincc of the latter •ppearihg to be m-'
..y
confiited to the village, eoosisting, among other duties,
in guarding the croi)« and a<it>tiii" in in>' i.nriK.f them.
<

pervms

The

boundar).mi>
«r gives t

,,f

village,

Tba superiotendai
covrae distributes the water li..

mks an<l

diapate.
tnre.

•hip.

The
The

the

,ast* of

water-

j.-rpoaaa of agriculBrahmin, who'performa the village wor>
(cfaoolmoster, who ia acen teaching the
;...
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children in the villages to read and write in the sand.
The Calendar liiahiiiin, or astrologer, who proclaims
the lucky or unj)ro])itious periods for sowing or thresliing.
The smitli and the carpenter, who manufacture
the implements of Agriculture, and build the dwellin;^

Siatisit<^.

^""Y"'^

The potman, or potter. The washer-man.
barber.
The cow-keeper, who looks after the cattle.
The doctor. The dancing-girl, who attends at
The musician and the poet." Such was
rejoicings.
the establishment of a village in all parts of Hindostan
during the independence of tin; native Hindoo governof the Ryot.

The

—

ments, and such it is at present in some parta. To
all the members of this establishment a certain |K>rtion
of land was allotted, according to their rank und the
iroportanoe of their duties. Besides these allotments to
them, the Pagoda establishment, Uie choultries, the local
offioars of government, &c. they were eadi entitled to
certain Bnall ahares of the crops of the village, which
were aet apart for them previously to the division of
the prodnoe between tlie sovereign and the cultivator.
The Mahoaedans also made large grants of land, under
the name of Saghires, to such offioars as were high in
civil and miUtary rank.
The moat probable opinion, as we have before sta- ZtminJari
ted, is, that the aemindara were only tlie collectors of rccogni>cd
the revenue ; but in proccM of time, taking advantage ** |>n>|'tic'^^
of the weak and unsettled state of the Hindoo governments, they claimed and exerdsetl all the rights of abIn this character, the
solute pr ops ity over the land.
Britiah government have deemed it prudent, and a
matter of policy, to rccngnise them.
One of the prindpal and favourite objects with the Acbar'i re.
Emperor Acfaer. was to make a survey of the whole
laaos of hiscaipire. After this was done, be fixed the |ih?<u^^
Und raat at a fiwrth part of the valued produce, which rtnt.
thcjr deaiBcd equal to a half uf the proouoe if tidten in
kimL Only oae-fourtb was taken from garden prodnoe. For the purpo«e of carrying this plan of reve«
nue into eflect, an offcer waa appointed to reside in
every Tillagr, wboae duty it was to int^uire into the re.
eaipta and cnabanamenis of the Ryot, and another ofHoar who waa boaad to piotaot tiw Ryot against the
In order to
injastics of tha acadadaia or celkctora.
understand the nason of the appointment of the first
ofBcer, it is proper to remark tnat, in the time of Ac-

^^^

'. ^tan,
' T
bar, as well aa at praaant, in BMWt parts
timilar to that of the wtHmjfer »y
.uice
ptwailad- Tba Eaaparar also caused reguLtr rent-rolls

a system

:

be laadr oat aad upt by the officer whose duty it
was to protacttfaa interests of the Ryot. In sh<,>t, he
levived the sncicat systcn of the liinduos with regard
to

It deserves to be noticed, that
to landed property.
the term semuuiar occurs only twice in the institutes

of A char.

Having thus given a general account of the nature Landed
of the tenure of landed property as it existed during xaur* ia
the most early periods of Hindoo history, and as it was Bovl <
revived by the Emperor Acbar, it may be proper to de•mbe it a< it rxista at present in different parts of Hindostan.
In Bengal a large portion of the landed pro*
petty is held by the aemindara, and the semindaries
The semindary of Barduan comare very extensive
prises nearly SiM miles, bdng about 73 miles long,
and 45 broad. This, however, is in fact the property
of government, as the Rajah who holds it pays a very
bi|^ rent for it. The semiiKlary of Raugesliy comprehends 1*2,909 squsre miles. In Bahar the zemin- ia Bahar;
•• are comparatively small, there being but three
dartes
princi
cipal semindars.
The most ancient zemindary in
i

S
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Oi Mirtw this part of Hindostan is that of Bisuunpoor, in the
^"'^r'^ Burdwan district of Bengal. It appears from good authority to have been in possession of the present proprietor's family for upwards of 11 00 years, the present
zemindar having a list of 5ti successive Rajahs who
Its area comprioes 1256
held it in regular succession.
kitlM

•anhero
Cifcvs

{

square miles.
When the Northern Circars were acquired by the
British, they consisted of zemindary lands and havellie
'
The former were situated in the hill country,
lands.
and in the plains between the hills and the sea. The
possessed them were surrounded by
who held their lands on the feudal
tenure of personal service. The latter not being so
well secured by the nature of the country, seem to
have been more quiet, and- more disposed to encourage
agriculture; accordingly they farmttl their lands to the
Ryots, on annual or longer leased, for rent paid either in
kind or money ; one or more villages or districts, and
sometimes entire zemindaries, were thus leased out.
The havellie lands consisted of the demesne lands of
the Circar or government; they constituted a large porAfter the usual deduction of the northern Circars.
tions were made from the crops of these lands for the
Pagodas, &c. the government possessed the right to
But in order to
certain proportions of the remainder.
obtain this proportion with the least trouble, a whole
Circar was rented to one individual ; the more ancient
custom, however, was to let the land in smaller por-

zemindars

who

milit.iry tenants,

tions.

In the Jaghire, there were lands held as inheritance
from father to son, called meerass lands, and lands held
by the pyacarries, or subtenants. For some time, it
was matter of doubt whether the meerassadars had a
proprietary right in the soil or not but this question
was set to rest by Mr. Place in the year 1799. who
proved that they possessed this right originally derived
from the sovereign, to whom they paid a certain proportion of the produce, as the tenure on which they
held their land ; that they could sell, mortgage, and bequeath their land and that, till the period of the Mahomedan conquest, they were described, in the Malabar
language, by the term Caniatchy, compounded of cani,
land, and alchy, heritage.
The pyacarries, who were
called strangers by the meerassadars, under whom they
held their lands, seem to have had a life-property in
them, receiving, however, only about 45 per cent, of
the produce. Such were the resident pyacarries ; but
there were other pyacarries, who seem to have had
nieerasse lands in one village, and to have taken lands
on liferent, or sometimes only from year to year, in
another. These pyacarries were allowed 50 per cent,
of the produce.
Cuan;
In the provinces of Canara and Malabar, the tenure
of lands is very ancient, and is clearly pointed out by a
series of regular deeds, which have a very striking reRemblance in both these provinces. Land formed a
clear private property, more independent and perfect in
its tenure than even in England, and it still remains so.
It is possessed either by a single individual, or by a
number in partnership, each of whom possesses an
equally inalienable right in the estate. In Canara there
are three kinds of occupiers: those who hold under the
nair mul guerry tenure ; under the shud mul guerry tenure and the chalic guerries. The land held under
;

;

ID

;

tenure descends to the heirs-at-law, and is inIn cases of the non-payment of taxes, or of
mortgage, it reverts to the owner as soon as be satisfies
the

first

alienable.

1

government, or the Mutgolle. Under this tenure,
land is not even forfeited where the owner's life is taken away by the laws of the country, but passes immediately to the heir-at-law.
On the fadure of heirs it
reverts to government ; but is always granted to individuals on the payment of a few years' rent.
In some
instances tlie proprietors hold immediately off tlie government but their proprietary rights are not in the
smallest degree lessened by tiiis circumstance.
The
shud mul guerries, or tenants for ever, are in fact lesser
proprietors, holding under those just described; they
can, however, give up their lands to the latter, who are
bound to reimburse them for the improvements they
have made; and in case the tenants for e?er die with-

Statistics.
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;

out heirs, their lands revert to the superior landlord,
Chalic guerries are tenants at will, who hold under the
lesser proprietors.
The tenants for ever, as well as the
tenants at will, pay a fixed rent either in money or in
grain ; and never by a share of the crop, as in the other
parts of the British possessions in India, where fixed
rents exist.
Private property in land in Malabar, where it has ami Malarested, from the most remote times, on a tenure as well bar.
defined, extensive, and secure, as in Canara, is called
jummum, a word which signifies birthright. In one
respect, indeed, these lands differ from the lands of the
greater proprietors in this latter province ; for in Malabar they may become forfeited by acts of treason to the
sovereign. In the event of the proprietor having no legal heirs, he possesses the right of adoption, which prevents his land from escheating to the government.
In
mortgaging land« in Mblabar, there are some peculiarities.
The proprietor receives from the mortgagee two
thirds of the produce or rent of the estate, and retaining an interest in the land itself; when he loses this interest, he ceases to be a proprietor.
There are two other
modes of transferring land, which, however, are very
little different from that just described.
In all cases
the mortgagee accounts to the proprietor for the surplus
of rent above the interest to which he is entitled. If
the proprietor is under the necessity of raising further
sums on his land, there are other forms of deeds established by the custom and laws of the country, by
which he alienates so much more of his proprietary
right ; and, in many instances, the money advanced
on mortgage bears a value so nearly equal to that of
the estate, that the proprietor at length " has nothing
left him but a handful of rice, or a measure of grain," as
an acknowledgment of his title. In some parts of Malabar the option of redemption is in the mortgagee ; in
Where the former has a
others, in the proprietor.
right to refuse the redemption, and has long been in
possession, there is another species of contract, by which
the land is transferred to the mortgagee as a kind of
freehold.
All these kinds of contnact must be executed
•

previously to the execution of the deed called olliper,
by which the proprietor absolutely transfers his property.
There are several descriptions of tenure by
which lands are granted in lease. According to one of
them, the proprietor receives a sum of money in addition to his rent; the tenant retaining so much of the
latter as will cover the interest of the money advanced.
Under another kind of lease-hold tenure, the interest
of the money and the rent are considere<l security for
each other. Lands are also let for a number of years
for a gross sum advanced by the tenant on his entry to
the farm.
In those cases in which the land requires
improvement, the tenant binds himself to improve it.

INDIA.
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particularly to inclose

with mud-walls, and plant

it

it

'«—,-»» with productive tre*s, and erect the necessarj- buildings
upon it and the proprietor, in consideration or thoM
improvements, erant* a lease for a certain number of
;

yean, which, however,

is generally extendetl if the teinnt has fulfiPed his contract. The buildings and plantatioo* are ra far the property of the tenant that he can
mortgage them. There is al«o a simple lease, when
the rent is annual or for a definite term. The general
As the Hindoo
price of land is 20 year's purchase.
law reqaires that property should descend to all the
male children of a family, and admits atloptinn, it is
evident that land would be, in the course of time, divided am] subdivided into portions no; worth possessing,
were not some measure adoptefl to elude the law. Accordingly, it is the general practice through the Peninto preserfe the original property nominally entire
long as poissible, by letting; it «tand in the name* of
thoM who nave the greatest shares in it. They manace it for the rest, each receivinj; his portion of the
*nnn '< »'.>'<U. The variotis tenures which wt have
ae»'
t in the KTfate«t purity in the southern
- rtriinnula, •itu.ited below the Ghauts,
r"

mU
M

aded and it is on this account, as
genuine view of the tenure of landed propel ty among the Mindooa, that we have dwelt
thtu long on the state of Ur-'i-'i "'onertv in Canara
n tfie history of
and Malabar. There is no
<•iw. reigik ^. i..t.f first prince* till
ft,. u.^A..^
;

t,

...^

:,,^

,t

>

I

.->'

'rt

,,

,v

fver, in

sert

P^

^

mi

g nty, toat any of
have been enommted and dethe nalleat degree, impaired or
!-loo aon

..

,

i

ever iiuriLunit^l.
Besides, however, theae tenures in this part of India,
which, it will be observed, are entirely eseni|it fnm
the daiiM or oontraal of semindar«. there wan lands
by Polygars, who, in manv rrvpacta, i laawb li tiM
wimdsrs or the N'oftharn Cirosni Tba rslygatsf
territorv, as it is callett, ia sitnatsd principally bai waro
the loth ami 11th degreca of latitude, and ia boondcd
on tb* raH by Tanjorr and tha saa, and on the west by
DiBdi(«K Tb* origin at tha [ apiiatoiy tight* and
fiowcr oTth* Potygars ntaj ba ttaeed to the tmam cwi>

hM

which prodnrrd tb* saadndara at thm N oHhti u
Th^ were in fact vibtwy th isft s iw s, who
oblataed th*ir powe/'and landed imipas ty bjr tece, and
numbers and •trsnfth of thair va^
preserved'
-e were, in the Polygar c—tf i*s of
sab. Ot
MvsDte, three Ucicnptians i th« first coBHslad of tfcoaa
who were paid entirely in monajr ; tba aaond, af titaa*
wbopniMiiiil lami* on atrrie^tanart. bat wbo^ bang
altolamen Of otiiar l—ds, aaldeM ragaidad tfaairsarw
te«

Cireara.

'

«i»landa«armiMb cwaaqwaea: tRtWrtdwuhi
tiM ceniMliil of sock aa CBwIlaiil tb —ill nil tatfca
oaMsMian of their sar*ie»'lada. Tbaae vaiaab wara

p«n waaaMd val«adatlbaf«ntaf6pairida& The
nead peon, wbo coold brine in 10, 50, or 100 aammaa
paana, bad a piece of land of fnoi 9 to S4 pT"*"
In the TinneveUy distHct, there are thice kinda of
taawre, vis. villages, of which tha absolute pranrialanr

r%lM

ia

cbiaiy

bdd by Brahmins ;

a*

villagca,

of which

abaofciU praarietMT right ia chiefly held bv soodra
inhabit ants ; and tbifdfy, villages, which faeraif gaae
to waste, soodka inlHuitanta were invited to ocnipy
and csikivata tl^iak The laada aadw th* firrt temire,
thoi^ nmnin^lv vcaled in the Biabaiins, in tact be.
the ixdiabitants flflba village ; aDdnetnnakof to all the
i

I

(
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fer is rated that is not approved

and sanctioned by every

Statudra,

stated periods, a new division of these '*"-Y"~'
lands take place by a kind of lottery ; the object of
which seems to be, in the first place, to prevent any
proprietor's right being established to any particular

one of them.

At

and, secondly, to afford every inhabitant the
ce of occupying the fertile as well as the less fertile parts of the land.
The villages under the second
kind of tenure, resemble those under th«? first, except
that in the former, the influence of the Brahmin predominates, who will not permit the soo<lra to interfere
in his vilUge.
The last kind of tenure comprises all
those lands which the inhabitants are not considered at
lil>erty to sell ; they form a large proportion of the district, and are generally occupied by the soodras.
The
land of each individual is fixed, there being no new
distribution of it at anv time.
Each Kyot cultivates his
own land as lung as he possesses the means ; if these
fail him, he mortgages his right of cultivation till he
regains the means.
When the supply of water is deficient, all the inhabitants assemble, and having determine<l the extent of land that may be cultivated, according to the quantity of water in the tanks, &c. apportion it out to each, with reference to the extent of
land he holds.
In Tanjore, tjiere are also three descriptions- of te- In Ttnjore.
nure ; first, individual possession ; when villages belong
to a single individual, who either cultivates them himself by his slaves, or entrusts them to labourers, who
receive part of the produce as their wages.
The se^
cond description relates to lands possessed by two or
more individuals, each of whom has the same rights
in his individual share, as those who hold under the
first tanare. have in entire villages.
The third tenure
ia paaaasaian in co|>artn«ry, under which the partners
cnllhrate their shares themselves, cultivate the
whole Jointly, employ Ubonrers, or commit their mangaeaaat to one of thanaalvca. In all these cases, the
prodooF is divided in proportion to the sharca bold.
have thus eiven a rapid sketch of the varioas cqm and
tenures by which landed nnpcrty is held in most parts cim>«

r;

m^

We

of Hiadaataa :

tiiejr

an all

oonpriaed under the taim UoOs.

|MMBAlainn,ortann«of hcradilarypanaaaion. There
an olhor lands, however, deaaninand cost and ooaiar
landa.
The faiw i an very eKtaasiva in aoan partaof
i

India, eonaistinf of sach landi^ as having been Dagleelad,
or entirely dtfiopalaiad, in ooaaMMeace of the opprea*

of the

oolleclars,

an udar

of govamaMBC

lac tmaMdiata supeiw

The oommt

landa

an alao

tber caaaist of aadi, as having no nacaKtvatad bjr eontnct ; the xemindnr
_ to the cakivatar uie neeeaaeiy capiul, and
i aeti » iiig an eqaal share of the crop, as well as interest
for the money advanced.
By the act of perpetual aattlcment, as it is called, Art nrperthe kast India Company not eoly confirmed the scmin- ftttui Mtdars in their propriatary right to the land, on condition tJoncnL
of peyinf the value of a certain part of the produce,
bat they also fixed the rent to be paid in kind by tiie
In no other nspect hsve they interfered with
RyoCi.
the hndcd tenure of India.
In the preceding illu<>trations, the rent of land has Rents of
been staled aeaerally to be a certain part of the pro. laiuU.
duoe. paid mbcr in kind or in money.
In those parts
of Hindostsn where agriculture flourishes most, the
average rent of wheat land, calculated by the stipulated
portion of the average produce, taken at an average
price, is about i 9*. the English acre. The rent of sandy
loams, which can be irrigated with little trouble or ex-

n
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cultivation
peiise, reckoned tlie
of rice, let, in the Coimbetoor district, for three or four
guineas per acre if they are of inferior quality, the
In other parts
1 per acre.
rent does not amount to

most favourable for

tlie

;

£

of this province, good rice land lets for £2, 7s. per acre
the worst for lis. id. ; and dry field land from 5s. lOd.
Land in Bengal which produces
to Is. 6d. per acre.
two crops, one of rice, and the other of mustard or
pulse, lets for about a rupee and a half per begah, or
bout 1 Is. 3d. per acre. That which produces one crop,
Good soil, tit
at three- fourths of a ruj)ee per begah.
for kitchen gardens, pays a rent of from 123. to 21 s. per
acre, in some parts of the Mysore.
These statements of the rent of different kinds of
lands, though few, and applying, for the most part, only to particular districts, are. sufficient to pomt out the
extreme difference in the quantity and value of the produce of land, as well as in the labournecessary to render
it fertile, in various parts of India ; for the rent is varied according to both these circumstances, considered
DUtricfs ce-

jointly or separately.
The agriculture of Hindostan, generally speaking,

kbratnl for in a
tlitir

agri-

cultuic

very rude anil imperfect

state.

There

are,

is

how-

which this art has reached a state of
improvement, not inferior to that in which it exists in
many parts of Europe. Perhaps the Burd wan district of
Bengal deserves the first place in the scale of agricultural
excellence, and the province of Tanjore.thesecond. Many
gy^r, districts in

parts of the province of Allahabad, and especially the
district of Benares, rank nearly on a level with Burdwan and Tanjore. In the neighbourhood of the city of
Patna, the capital of Bahar, also, the husbandry is excellent ; the fields in many places being cultivated with
such nice and minute attention, as to resemble gardens.
Travancore is distinguished for its excellence in what
is called the wet cultivation, which is carried to such a
degree of successful perfection, that the whole of the
government expenses, civil, military, and religious, are
ilefrayed from it alone, without drawing any thing from
the produce of the dry-land cultivation. The agriculFrom this province
ture of tha Circars is also good.
and Tanjore, the Carnatic is frequently supplied with
grain ; the Circars being esteemed its granary during
the north-easterly monsoon, and Tanjore during the
south-west monsoon. Formerly the Punjab exhibited
undoubted proofs of good husbandry, and its crops, owing to this and the natural fertility of its soil, were
abundant ; but in consequence of the devastation it has
sustained, and the number of petty hostile states into
which it is divided, it is now but very imperfectly cultivated, and contains a large proportion of land absolutely waste and neglected.
That part of Agra wiiii.li
is called the Doab, was formerly, like the Punjab, cultivated with skill and success, especially during the lat-

Nabob of Oude's government. While it
was under the management of Almass AH Khan, and at

ter part of the

present,

its cultivation is improving, as indeed is the
case with all those parts of India which are placed under the British authority. In the Midnapoor district
of the province of Orissa, improvements have lately taken place in agriculture ; but they arise rather from the

extreme ease with which they

may be made, than from

the superior information or activity of the inhabitants.
The other parts of the Decan in which the agriculture
rises above the level of that generally practised in Hindostan, are the low districts of Aurungabad, some parts
of Berar, and the Circars, already mentioned.
In the
south of India, besides Tanjore and Travancore, which
rank in the highest class, the industry of the husband.

man

the ceded districts has raised the agriculture of Staii,t!c!i.
to a considerable degree of perfection
and they are likely still farther to improve i», in consequence of the excellent regulations introduced by the
In no part of India has the husbandman been
British.
obliged to htruggle w;th greater difficulties in the improvement of his land, and nowhere has he surmounted
them more completely than in Canara. The largest
portion of the surface of this province is so rocky and
uneven, that nearly all the agricultural labour, and especially the indispen.sable previous operation of levelling the ground, must be performed without the aid of
cattle ; which, indeed, are by no means common. And,
even after the land is brought into a state of cultivation,
it would soon revert to its original character, and be
broken up by the torrents from the mountains, were not
the husbandman constantly alert and active.
Notw -thstanding these difficulties, there everywhere appears midoubted proofs of good husbandry, not merely in the
quantity produced, but also in the neatness of the culture, and the regularity and method with which it is
carried on.
This may in a great degree arise from the
circumstance, that each man cultivates his own land,
however small ; all the land here, as has been already
remarked, being private property, and the subdivisions
of that property being very minute. The same character applies to the husbandry of the province of Malabar
each proprietor bestowing on his little spot " all that
minute labour and attention which is so important to
Indian husbandry." In no province of the south of India was the husbandry worse than in Barramahal, previously to the introduction of the permanent settlement,
but at present it is very respectable, and will probably
improve. The tract of land in North Coimbetoor, which
lies near Mutu and Coleagala, and that p.irt of South
Coimbetoor which stretches along the banks of the
Amarawati, are remarkably well cultivated, particularly
the first district, in which the management of rice is
equal to that of any other part of India.
The same
character applies to the rice cultivation in the vallies of
Cochin. From this sketch of the general state of agriculture in Hindostan, it will be seen, that, with a few
exceptions, that of the south of India is superior to that
of Hindostan Proper ; .that it is more generally good ;
and that the husbandry of the Decan is inferior botli to
that of Hindostan Propei- and the south of India.
Over all Hindostan, as in every country that lies Three difi.
within the tropics, or only a little beyond them, the fcrent
general mode of cultivation, as well as tlic particular modes of
cultuie.
crops cultivated, must depend, in a great measure, on
the more or less abundant and regular supply of water.
Hence arise two distinct modes of cultivation in
Hindostan, besides subdivisions of these modes.
The
two leading species of cultivation are denominated
nunja/i and punjah ; the first being the wet-grain culNuujah
ture, and the other the dry-grain culture.
The_ first is
and punjai
more attended to than the second, and is deemed more compatcd.
valuable and beneficial. The grain cultivated oii nunjah lands is generally only of one kind, or at most of
two, and is consequently cut down at one season or
two; hence the produce of this land can be stored,
watched, and sold, with much greater facility, and at
much less expence, than the other kinds of grain. In
the south of India, the produce of nunjah land was
always divided between the government and the cultivator.
Punjah land is in almost every respect the reverse of this. The grains sown on this land are very numerous, and are put into the ground at various periods
the produce is uncertain, depending on the rain that
in

this province

,-

'

;
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crop must be performed
That part of it which Arrie* the
at different times.
grain in the ears must be reaped atoneaeason, and that
which carries it in the pud at another. It frequently
»»»iyMia, tbat MverBl kinds are sown together in the
€eM. each riperting at a different period ; and if
one of these be oottoa, which is often ttic case, it must
be gathered every day aAer the plant arrireii at full
crawth. Hence, the produce bein^ uncertain, and the
labour great, the revenue exacted by government from
land •Wm aiftmiily paid in monry. This
fcind of land appeits ts have been brought into culti>
«Mmni after the nungah land, as it generally lies at a
wwiileiablt distance fitan the village.
Nungah mail pungah, is a spedes at nungah cultivation, carried on either in the stabble of paddy or nungah lasd, or when, from an acddcntml deficiency of
watar, land which Is usually cnltjvated with rice be.
eo aa unfit for that gmin ; in thiae caaas, the cultivator, availing hioMeir of the wioismri raaMining in the
ground, or of the water that may be drawn by jiuotalis
to the field, sows the best kinds of dry grain,
fanmer, at loficot landt, sre lands managed according to
the garden cnltare. in which the more valuable artiolas. such at sugar cane, lobaoeo, chilliet, &c. are irrown.
These lands are generally seenied against a failure of
water by artificial BMans.
The nungah lands aie rendered fit for vet-grain cuU
tivation, by the o vetflo w ipg at the rirs is
by canals
and water courses cut Ana the rivers and strrani*, for
the purpose af irrigatiBg them—or by water drawn

The

talU.

gatlicrinj; of tlie

MM

pmyh

m

Lod*.

kudtirri-

Wdby

ftn— •—I'- nnd
lit*

imni

wells.

and

hranchcB are the great sources
of country whidi lies near
their banks, in Hindostan I'ruprr.
In canseqnencv of
the ram* which fall in the moaniaina whence it springe,
thi« n^tt begii
begins to ueaitu w it* hanka in the lev conn*
try in the month of April.
Itai iae is at in* gradnal
MtaaaooB as the rainy
haa raadMd the few
eomtfry. am'
it rises with
4ity.
of July, all tiie lower
••By
oontigwona to the Gangea
oTBeiVal i
and .PiahiHapooira.
an iiwndatioa of mare
than I Oil miles in width." B> the middle of Augnst,
Ike river has increased upward* of 14 fret at Dada,
Si (cot at Jetlinghy,
oaa oii years. As soon
nt the rainy aaanm cease* \n the mountain*, which is
ahottt the middle or end of A ogo^t. the Oange* bn.
gin* to »l » rvr aae in Bengal, slow ly at fir«t, Nke ns rise,
•

at

!•

>••
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rtgaa

its

u> that vast tract

id

m

m
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oaaae also in this province. Ititfaayto
incraaae of the Oaneea
not «i«ly htnrn tanaed the rich allneial aoO of uria
pan of Hindiitan , and mnat every year dtparit ca it
which will strra tn keen np ita Avtiliiy, bat
a pnpnv the gaannd ibr UMae crap* vhiek r».
quirr mi it cnKivalion, and etaa ibr those vbieh vonld
not thnve and repqr the hiiibanibnin in a eUmam so
bat. and at other ims nns so very dry, if tham inondatiaos did not take plaer.
Accordingly the rise at the
(tegea b vaiebad with treat attantien and anxiety by
aU the inbafcritaal* «f the roMttiy throngh which it
laws, once acaruty av fcaine are the oonaeqoence* of
a fUhtre or a grmt ibi i isiicy of ito inundation. If,
on the other hand, ita inomialion is unusual^ great,
ull

pr;

Jt thia periodioal

MM

I

com may

be swept away and destroyed; bat thb
evil i* ganmnlbr light and partial, eamtimed with Iba
calamity vbich results fiom a ibilkaiiit i mdalii ai
The Ganges, without the witanca of ai^ vaten im>
the

a
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raense tracts of land, and renders them fit for the wet cul- Siati^iifs.
tivation.
In former times, as we have already noticed, '~^i'^~'
canals were made for the purpose of conveying the
waters of the Indus to irrigate the lands, as well as
for the purpose of internal comuuinication ; and a canal was made from the Jumnah to Delhi, which was
probably used, though not principally coii8tructe<l, for
the benefit of agriculture.
But neither in those times,
nor at present, has all that advantage been taken of
either of these rivers, particularly of the Cianges, which
agriculture might derive from them.
The Punjab, or tliat extensive tract of country which
is watered l>y the eastern branches of the Indus, is not
entirely inundated and enriche<l by this river :
lower part only, towards Mulpan, which is very

deriving this benefit to

The
flat,

agriculture from the periodical rains which fall between the months of May and
October. The lower part of the province of ,Sinde is
also inundated by the Indus.
Kvery where also this
river and its bnnclies do nut, unassisted by art, greatly or extensively benefit agriculture.
its

i. Though artificial inundation fTom»thc Oanges i* bv canals
not carried to such extent, nor con<lucte<l with so muci «nJ
skill as it might he, it is not entirely neglected.
In thi "'"
Rohilcund territory esjiecially, the water.t of this river, *"•"•••*
or rather of the ItNiiigunja, the Goggra, and other
smaller streams, which flow into it, and intersect this
district, are distributed over its surface by means of canab. But as the sod in almost every part of the country through which the ('snges flows is naturally rich
and loamy, the inhafaitanu are not placed under such
an abaoluie neceaaity of having recourse to irrigation,
aa those who live on the sandy and parched soil of the
Invar fMfta of
the pmvmce
province of
* tBe
a( Sinde. Acconlingly. in
tbia province, eonsiaerable attention is paid to irrigation
bjr means of canab and water^xMirses.
A regular sys>• punncO, and a fixed tax levied by government
for the oaMtiuclion and repair of tliese M-ater-conrses.
Every bu|gak of land, (ann>third Of an acre,) pays a revenae nfl* to 9| rapae* for the water with which it is
lied by a
vbeel.
One wheel is capable of
16
It M in the south nf India, how.
r..^tba.
af rendering laml fit for the wetcnkivation, by
of canal* and watercourses, is
carried on to the
extent, and with the most intiostry, skill, and
In the province of Coimbetoor, there is a
the nver Rhawani, constructad on the beet
well as executed with considerable judgment, vbich wsters a narrow space of
groond, 15 Malabar
Jouniey in length, and has
nrised liie rent,
hKreaaed the pro<luce of the land
In the vicinity of 8eringapatam
there are many ascellent canals, which are drawn from
the river Covety along the windings of the hills ; the
a aDBoaa be t wae n these canab is watered by
tar of the dvery is forced into the
by means of dams thrown across it,
which are foraaad of laf||e blodts of granite. The whole
must have been executed at great expence, and is a
work of vefy great laboor and strength The river,
whence theae canab are drawn, is maae nearer the sea,

!

m

to answer still more importsnt and beneficial purposes
to agriculture ; for it is in consequence of the waterMimrs
sent off from it through the Tanjore, that thia
pCDv ince n entitled to the second rank, among all the
provinces of Hindootan, for arrirulture. It has already
Men staled, in our account of that river, that, opposite
to Trichinopoly in the Camatic, the Cavery divides into

m
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by ttaks,

two br«nchM; which, about 13 miles

to the eastward

of the jwiiit of separation, again approach; tlie northern
brand), liowever, being at this place 20 feet lower than
the southern ; and that an immense mound is formed,
to prevent the waters of the one branch from descending into those of the other. The higher, or southern,
branch retains the name of the Cavery. From it canals
are conducted in all directions ; " which, by means of
embankmenu and reservoirs, are directed into every
to
field, and fertilize a tract of country, from Dericotta
Point Calymere, (a distance of nearly 70 miles,) which
would otherwise remain a barren sand." In most parts^
of the Camatic, the water necessary for the purposes of
wet cultivation is supplied from tanks. In the V'allore
district of this province, however, the system of canals
These are dug, during the dry season,
is followed.
across the channel of the rivers, below which, even at
this period, moisture is always met with ; or they are
drawn from subterranean streams, many of whicli exist
in this tract, and contribute not a little to the greater
degree of verdure which prevails here than is usually
seen in the Camatic.
3. Tanks, or reservoirs of water, are of two kinds in
Hindostan. They are constructed either by digging,
or by shutting up, by an artificial bank, an opening beween two natural sides of hills. The former mode is
practised in Bengal, and in other parts where the surface is level, and the soil loose, and free of rocks ; the
latter, in the more hilly districts of the Decan and the
south of India, where natural situations, proper for this
kind, are met with in abundance, and where the former
kind could not be constructed without almost infinite
labour and expense. Considerable insecurity, as well
as great labour, are requisite in the formation of the
tanks in the hilly districts; in the selection and damming
up of the outlets of the narrow vallies; and in making
the surrounding rocks answer effectually the purposes
of walls.
In Bengal, and the other flat districts, the
tanks are generally lined with stone, and their bottoms
rendered hard, and impervious to the water, by a mixture of chunum and clay.
In these parts of Hindostan
they frequently cover 100 acres of land. Tanks are
constructed either by government, or by rich individuals.
In the former case, a tax is levied on the land
for their repairs ; in the latter, they are kept in repair
by the person who constructs them, but, as a compensation, one-fourth part of the lands which receive water
from the tanks is given up to him in full proprietary
right.

Tanks

are very numerous,

and some of them very extensive in the Camatic ; where, indeed, from the extreme aridness of the soil, and the want of water from

Wells are also constructed in

many

parts of Hindos-

Sututics.

tan, at great labour and expense, not only for domestic '^'^'^r'^^
purposes, but also for irrigating the land.
Irt the ele-

vated and sandy districts of Ajmeer, the Veils are from
100 to 200 feet deep, made of brick. In Guzerat, there
are a greater number of wells. One is said to have cost
nine lacks of rupees ; and another is remarkable for its
antiquity ; appearing, from the inscription, to have been
erected in the year 1482. In the sandy soil of this province, which lies to the north of the river Mahy, the
wells are from 80 to 100 feet deep ; but in the adjoining province of Malwah they are still deeper ; the in- .
habitants being frequently under the necessity of digging to the deptli of 300 feet before they obtain a sufficient supply of water.
The machine used to draw water from the wells to Machine to
irrigate the fields, is called a picotah, and is thus de- water tlie
scribed by Sonnerat > " it is a swipe erected on the side '^"''*of a well, or reservoir for the rain water, to draw up
the water, and afterwards to conduct it at pleasure.
This machine, equally simple and convenient, is constructed in the following manner : near the well a
piece of wood is fixed, forked at the top ; in this fork
another piece of wood is fixed to form a swipe, which
is formed by a peg ; and steps cut at the bottom, that
the person who works the machine may easily get up
and down. Commonly the lower part of the swipe is
the trunk of a large tree.
To the upper part is fixed a
pole, at the end of which hangs a leather bucket,
man gets up the steps to the top of the swipe, in supporting himself by a bamboo screen, erected by the
side of the machine ; he plunges the bucket into the
well, after which he descends, and by his weight draws
up the bucket. Another man attends to pour into the
basin, from whence the water flows into the furrow, and
is distributed over the whole field.
The person who
empties the bucket sings, to encourage himself, one,
two, three, according to the number he has emptied.
When the water in the tank is on a level with the surface of the earth, they use a basket for watering, which
is made impenetrable by cow-dung and clay ; and is
suspended by four cords. Two men hold a cord in
each hand, draw up the water, and empty it in balancing the basket." (ii. 132.)
Land under water-courses is more productive than
land under tanks or wells, in the proportion, in land of
the first quality, of 146 to 97 ; in land of the second
quality, of 1 1 9 to 86 ; and in land of the third quality,

A

of97to-5.
The dreadful consequences which

follow a deficiency pamine in
of moisture, have often been experienced in Hindostan; consequence
and the apprehension of these consequences induces the of want of
other sources, they are indispensably necessary to culti- inhabitants to be so extremely anxious respecting the "'"'
vation. Some of them occupy an area of eight miles in
overflowing of the rivers, and the erection of tanks and
length, and three in breadth, and contain water enough wells.
In Surat, and the neighbouring counties, there
to supply the lands of 32 villages for 18 months.
In was a dreadful famine in the year 1630. In the.year
the villages watered by one tank, there are 5000 persons
1661, the famine was almost general throughout the
employed in agriculture ; and at another place, there is Mogul empire ; but the most destructive was that
a Unk which waters 2500 acres. These tanks are made which occured in Bengal in the year 1770.
The crops
either in the manner already described, or by inclosing
of December 1768, and August 1769, were both scar>deep and low situations with a strong mound of earth. ty, and hardly a drop of rain fell in October I769,
Tanks upon a less extensive scale, for the use of gar- which caused an almost total failure of the third crop
dens, &c. are lined with stone, and of a quadrangular
of rice. The refreshing showers which usually fall beform.
In Malabar, Congo, Wynaad, and in the vicinitween January and May, and in which the intermety of Surat and Bassein, irrigation by means
of tanks is diate crops of inferior grain depend, also failed the
carried to great perfection.
In the vicinity of Surat, heat was insufferable. Upper India suffered nearly in
some of the lands watered by Unks are worth about
an equal degree with Bengal, and consequently could
seven or ten times as much in gross produce as the
best
not send any supply of rice. Famine began to apof those that are only watered by the monsoon.
pear in November 1769, and before the end of April
-

:

;
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1770, rice rose to ten prices, and even then could
scarcely be had the roads and streets were filletl wiih
the dead and djring; the inhabitants fed on forbidden
and abhorred animals ; the child on its dead parent,
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pal object of the famaer's attention.

It is

sown on the

St«ti >tio»

sandy loams, which are ploughed once about the coin- ^""^ ~
mencement of the rainy season in June. After the
rain cea«e5, it is ploughed repeatedly again, sometimes
the mother on her child. The number who died in 6i\een times. In September or October it is gown.
at this period may be estimated at three milWhen the dry season begins, it roust be watered it
Jn the same ^ear nearly one half of the Midna* requires four bullocks and three men to water an acre
poor district of Onasa were swept away by famine. in nine days. The average crop is estimated at fifteen
The ooMst of Coroaaadel, perhaps, suffers more fre- maunds per bejah, or seven quarters per acre. In the
?iuently uiMlcr this caUnity than roost other parts of Oenarcs district of Allahabad, the Ryots, or husbandodia and in an especial manner the Camatic, in con- men, are very industrious in the labour they bestow on
•equcnce of its sultry climate, sandy soil, and irregular their wheat and other crops. It is not unusual for
and inadequate supply of water.
them to plough by moonlight, and for some crops they
Cvopi on
In India, the ground under the wet cnltiration plough the land forty times. Barley, peas, oil cakes,
bringa forth crops almost all the y<the first and a plant affording a yellow dye, are often mixed
cni|> of rice is ^thered in about ti
August, with the wheat in Allahabad the last is generally
the second, which is the irreate»t, early in the end of planted at the distance of six or ten feet.
The wheat
ApriL Even on land which it not under the wetcul* of tJie province of Baliar, especially that part of it
in cadi tur- tivation, there are two harvests.
Kheerisf, in Septem- which is watered by the Ganges, Soane, &c. is of a
ber and October, and Rebbeef in March and April. superior quality to that which is usually grown in InIn the province of Agra, the following are the princi- dia that perha|is of the worst quality is grown in the
pal articlca produced in the spring harvett.
Wheat, Oinage|Mor district of Bengal. The flour produced
retcbas, barley, adesa, a spades of lentil, linseed, maa- from it is very dark, and scarcely saleable among Euaaar, anewara, a kiod of millet, mustard, peas, fenu^
ropeans. Guxerat is famous not only fur the quantity,
gweki sbaly-kour, a particular kind of rice ; pot herbs, but also the quality of the wheat it produces, es|>ecijrewain, an inferior kind of onion- seed, onions, car- ally on the rich black soil near Wurgaum. From this
rata.
In the Autumn harvest, com on sng^-cane, province the Europeans in Bombay are principally supshahr muskur, cummon riee, maah, mowng javar, a plied with wheat.
Barley is a most abundant crop in Barlcj, &c.
all the upper districts of Intlia, where it is made into
kind of pea, ahameth, a grain resembliM po|ipy aead
gall, a grain reecmbUng mnalard : beoenaaa, sesame,
thin cakes br the natives.
March and April arc the
a grain of which oil is made tureya^ a amidl grain harvest months for wheat, barley, and the grains, &c.
rescmbiiqg mustard ; turmeric, water wdcna, pot- which arc almost always sown in the same field with
hseU mereli^ Uadnab, araaa, a kind of millet, ko- tbcm. Aj there is a very great and almost universal
rae, indigOk catleB.
Tke aven^ge produce of the demand for vegetable oil among the natives of Hindoo Oil pisnu.
tan, such plants as produce it are cultivated most abulia
tfiiiiig h«vee( ia aboM thne mamiHa one aacr; a
wannd ia afaoat 74 tba. and a half: and a sear aeuly dantly in both harvests, mixed with other crops. Flax
fl lbs. ; and t)ie average pradoce of the autumn harvest
and mustard arc generally sown along witli wheat and
is about a maudt 6 seer per bsgah.
Tbia b about the barley for this purpose ; and as they ripen first, they
oommen prednee of laml in the Compaay'a aenrieci are pulled from among the wheat and barle}'. The
tJeaea it appears that the produce of tM two harvcsto latter are reaped together
but are necessarily much
84 manndi, Si aaers per acre, or neerijr (bnr injured by pulling out the flax snd mustard, and still
B esides the grain, tte. above enaaacalcd, mere so when the plant affurding the yellow dye is alarm cnltivated ea tons* lamia wkidl have a reg n- so Sown in the same field.
The prod'ice of these
lar spring and autumn barvast, bhoolrf i , whicb Aowcra graias is also diminished by their being often pemiitte<l
in July, and is reaped in Augual and Saylember ; ron- to stand till they are over-ripe.
In some parts of Hingvee, panicum italicum, whidk leweratbe end of July i dostan Proper, where pasture for cattle it scarce and
imwhn a. the raggy of Uymm, nalchiBy in tbe Cama- bad, the wheat and barley straw will sell for as much
licendmaudormai,iatMnppcrp>oviaoHt cjmosnrus as will pay •'
CoraaiBW; begin, hoteas ipicelBe» titta ia reaped in
nice !•
much more cxtensivelv than any Rice
balfahirveeto; beeitia. a spedee af nanirum ; Aeae be- other crop m uuiia indeed there are very few provinlaog to tbe autumn harvcet. In tnc spring harvest, om in which it is not the most prevalent crop. There
AsT --^
--•--lum; torv, or arbcr. cytysus ca- seem to be tlirce kmds of it in the stjuth of India the
ig the rains mixed with the jaJan
first is reaped in iieptcmbcr
the st-coiid in December
.iiKi -wiirii t(Mt crop is f eind, it stands till tbe
var
and Jsnuary ; and the third in March or April. But
wheat harvest
in most parts of India there are only two kinds; the
It win be seen fi
ef the diCerent cnmmon rice, and that kind of which the grains are vekinds of nradnce in
and aataaM hervesu. ry white and small, with an excellent aromatic taste.
that in the latter arc reeped most of Che European
Tber* see three modes of sowing this grain practised
siti».
As it would carry na Gv beyond our limiu, we thfongfaout India generally. According to one mode, modes of
J, io our farther neciee of the i^riculture of Ilinthe seed is sown dr)- on the fields which are to bring it nUuTtting
Ian, confine oarselvee to sack ertlcles as are known
this i« called the dry seed cultivation. (•
to maturity
in Europe, banning with ilM>«e which are meetgeit^
" setd is steeped in water till
By the second
rally cultivated in that quarter of llic worlds
in which it is to be sown is
it vegetates, a;
Wheat is principally cultivated in Hindustan Pro- wstered till it becomes a kind of puddle: thi* is the
per, and in one or two proviaom of the Ocean ; bat
sprouted cultivation. The last mode is I>y transpl.u)tbedimale to the south of tbe Deglm is much too hot tation. A piece of rich ground is selected, in which
lor it; aer, indeed, is there modi demand for it, in
the seed is sown ; and as soon as the plants have atcaaaeqpMBOB ef rice beiivtbe (avourite and almost uni- tained the height of a foot they are tmnsplaiited. The
versal And oCell riiins in Hindostaa. From Allaha- mean* used to sink it to the bottom of tlie field, w Inch
bad to the fhmticr* on tbe north, wheat is the princi- i* covered with water, are very simple and effectual.
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" A small ball of clay is formed around the root of
each sulk, to carry it perpendicularly to the bottom,
and to secure it nourishment, till the roots, by spreadTennant, xi. 126.
in>f, procure a more liberal supply."
The first mo<le is necissariiy confined to the higher
grounds the other modes are followed on such lands
;

The Ryot is deas lie low, and can be easily watered.
terminetl with respect to his time of sowing rice, by
In a wild state, it sows
observing its natural seasons.
itself in the first month of winter, and at the approach
of spring begins to appear above the ground : it ripens
diirmg the rainy season, and drops its seed at the beginning of winter. But, in order that he may have
two crops of this necessary and valuable grain, the Ryot
sows it not only at its natural period of vegetation, but
also during the second month of the rainy season, that
he may reap a second harvest- at the beginning of winIn those parts of Hindostan Pro'per, where rice
tei-.
is cultivate<l on good land, well ma\iaged, five quarters
per acre are deemed a large produce, or a return of
Produce.
In some parts of Mysore,
fifteen for one on the seed.
the first quality of land will produce from 47 to 49
bushels ; the second from 35 to 42 ; and the third from
17 to 24 bushels of rice. Two crops of this grain are
very seldom grown on the same field in one year. In
the northern parts of the province of Cochin, however,
the rice grounds, which lie in narrow vallies extremely
well watered, enable the cultivators to raise two crops
This is also the case upon land of
annually on them.
the best quality in the Rungpoor district of Bengal
two crops of rice being obtained in the year, besides
an intermediate one of mustard seed. In the Vellater district of the province of Malabar, there are a
few remarkable spots of land, watered by perennial
streams, which produce three crops of rice annually.
Three crops Where it is necessary to use artificial means to water
anniully
the rice, the rice fields are divided into squares of 100
in some
or 1 20 yards, round the sides of which there are borders so high and firmly constructed as to keep in a
sufficient quantity of water
furrows are made from
one square to another, by which the water is, without
much labour, carried all over the rice field. At harvest,
it is cut with a sickle ; nearly four feet of the shaw is
left on the ground, in order that it may rot and serve
Huresling. as manure.
It is made into sheaves, which are beat on
the ground as a substitute for threshing ; but as all
the grain cannot thus be got out, the sheaves are again
beaten with a bamboo to obtain the remainder.
Rice
is cleaned with a wooden pestle and mortar ; and this
operation, like all the other operations connected with
husbandry, is paid for in produce ; the person performing it binding himself to deliver back five-eighths
of the weight, in clean rice, receiving three-eighths
with the husks for his labour. It is afterwards scalded
in hot water; spread out on mats to dry in the sun;
:

and afterwards deposited in pata^as, or granaries built
of teak wood. As it is of the utmost importance to
preserve rice in cases of scarcity or famine, the East
India Company several years ago erected a very large
Giaaatici.

granary at Patna for this purpose. " It is a building
of stone, in the shape of a bee hive, with two winding
stair-cases on the outside, which have been ascended
on horseback by those stairs the grain is poured in
at the top, there being a single door at the bottom
to
take it out; the walls at the bottom, though 21 feet
thick, have given way.
It cost 120,000 rupees; but
notwithstanding the expense of erection, and the size
of the building, it would not be of much use even if it
were kept constantly filled, as it would not contain wie
:

day's consumption for the inhabitants of the province Statistics.
of Bahar, in which it stands. The district of Dacca """"Y"^
Jellallpoor is deemed, from the immense quantity of
rice which it produces, the natural granary of that
grain, for all the rest of the province of Bengal.
Maize is little grown, except in the western provinces Maize,
of Hindostan proper, on the poorer soils and hilly millet, &c.
Millet is much more extensively cultivated;
grounds.
there are several varieties of it ; though a small eared
grain, it furnishes a great quantity of straw, 10 feet
long, which is used as provender for the cattle.
The
Doab is particularly distinguished for its culture of
Some of the oil plants have already been menmillet.
tioned ; but besides mustard and flax, there are sesamum, &c. some of which occupy the cold season, and
others ripen soon after the rains.
The crop of raggy,
in the South of India, is by far the most important of
any raised in the dry field, and supplies all the lower
classes with their common food.
Flax is not cultivated in any part of India for the Flax^he.mp,
purpose of manufacturing into linen, but only for its &<=•
oil ; and the common hemp is grown only, that an intoxicating liquor called bang may be made from it.
But sunn, hemp, has lately been cultivated at Luckipoor, Chittagong, Commercolly, Buddaut, Dacca, Malda, Cuttorah, &c. ; the best and finest is that of
Luckipoor, which by experiments has been proved to
be considerably superior in point of strength to Petersburgh hemp ; all the rest, except the Cuttorah, are
also superior in this respect to Petersburgh. The Concan district of the province of Bejapoor is also noted
for the excellence of its hemp.
Sugar has probably been cultivated to a considerable Sugariextent in Hindostan from time immemorial
the name
of Gaur, the ancient capital of Bengal, a city highly
celebrated in Hindostan antiquity, is apparently derived from gur, which both in the ancient and modern
languages of India, signifies raw sugar ; and that the
inhabitants of India have long understood the mode of
manufacturing it, seems evident, from the circumstance,
that the name given to the manufactured produce, in
all the European languages without exception, as well
as in the Persian, Greek, and Latin, is derived from
the Sanscrit term for manufactureil sugar, Sarcara.
It is at present cultivated to a great extent in almost
every part of India ; in Hindostan Proper, it thrives
best in the districts of Benares, Bahar, Rungpoor, Berb:

poom, Burdwan, and Midnapoor; in fact there is
scarcely a tract of land under the Bengal presidency,
from Benares to Rungpoor, and from the borders of
Assam to Cuttack, in which it is not cultivated to a
considerable extent, and with great success.
If we
proceed farther south, we shall find it an object of great
and the source of much profit in the Delta
of the Godavery, and in the Zemindaries of Peddapoor and Pettipoor, along the banks of the Elyserain
river, in the northern Circars.
In the neighbourhood
of Cudapah, in the ceded districts, the sugar cane is
also grown to a great extent.
In short, wherever tlie
soil is fit for this crop, and agriculture has made any
advances, it is cultivated more or less in Hindostan.
As it requires a soil of great fertility, it is not culti«
vated on the same ground a second time, till after the
intervention of two or three other crops ; and such
soils as are fit for it, let at a very high rate.
One acre
of sugar cane will yield on an average about ten candy
of sugar, each candy weighing 500 lib. : but the sugar
attention,

cane, especially that of an inferior quality, is also made
into the inspissated juice called jagary, and of this an
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not improved, notwithstanding the increased demand, Suiisiic*
and, at first, the conse(|nent increased price. The qua- "^"y"^
lity and quantity of the pro<luce depends nearly as
lently their whole produce
is 4
>-'wt. each, which is about
much on the nature of the soil, as on the mo<Ie of culwill
In tlie Dnoab the soil is so favourable to this
l"he cane tivation.
one-!'HKih paft of the proiluce of Jamaica.
plant, that what grows there in a wild state, is of supeia planted in Janaary. on land which ha« been either
laaau red. or prepared by a fallow, or the growth of rior quality to that pnxluced bv cultivation. The soil
legmainoos plants : it muit be watered repeate<lly be- and mllivation of the Benares district are also extremely favourable to indigo ; but perhaps there are few
fore the raina *et in : in about ten months from the
spots of equal extent,
which it is grown to a greater
tiiBe at their pt.int?n;j, the canes are ready to cut.
extent, than in the vicinity of Mowdy Ghaut in the
'-^inp the manufacturer's »u|rar
The apparatii
province of Agra ; from this place there was sent to
is rery timpli,
:\g of a mill erected in the fieiti,
Knropc, from one manufacture alone, in the year 1798,
or earthen or stone mottar, and wooden pestle, turned
by two bnllorks, boiling pots of comnion earthen 800 maomis of 80 lib. each of manufactured indigo.
have already adverte<l to the stimulus which was
wson; and botlcra of country iron plates ri^etted. Six
poooda of jaltee will yield one pound of %ugu from given lo the cultivation of this plant by the state of
good cane*. The refuse is given to cattle, or carried St. Domingo: As a proof of this, we may mention,
away by the Li7i<>urrr4 the sufrar harvest in Hindoa- that at the sales of tne East India Company, in the
es, is a jnvous and bosy season.
year 1786, only 845,01 1 pounds of manufiictured inditan, as in the
the sf^ricuftural nroductiona for go were sold in 1807-8, the total manufacture of inCotton i< a:
which India has been celebrate*! from tne most retnote digo in thr Bengal presidency amounted to 8,800,000
and in the year 1810, the total quantity of intimes: its mannfkctiifca of cotton of extraordinary libs.
digo, British property, which was sold at the East Inwhiteness are exprcsaly mcntiaaed by Arrian, Ace.
It
dia Company sales, amounted to upwards of five milis cultivated very extensively, bat of a better quality,
aa well as in greater abundance in some parta of Gu- lion pounds weight. St* Indiso.
The poppy, pa/javer tomniferum, is chiefly cultivated PiTPy.
sem* I!- '^^1 the Mahratta districU, the district of
in Bengal, Allahabad, and Bahar.
Tit
'ic vicinity of Surat, and on the coaitt of
It is a very uncerthe produce of an acre varying from 20 lbs.
tain crop
Coru.i.....'.< ., the soil and rliinate of which nirticularly
Hindostan.
The cotton to 40lh< It also rrquirei much labour in the cultivasuit it, than ebewhere
grown near Abroood in the province of (iusmt, is tion, and in the gathering of the juice, which is afterperhaps the (Incat of all ; the fibre i* extrrmely deK- wards evaporated into opium. Besides between SO lbs.
and 30 lbs. of the opium itself from an acre of land,
cale. not the staple, as is the case with almo«t all Irtdian cotton, very short. The cotton grown near Nag* the cultivator obtains about 40 lbs. of poppy seed, and
tvfrequently from the same land a crop of pot herbs, or
poor, in the prasinoe of Gundwanah, is aUo
tie
some other early vegetables or grain. In Bahar. the
pote ; CMMinwalili quantities of it are l<r<>
'" >tidnii|M»>r, wmrh
cultivation of the poppy, and the manufacture of opium,
iupjity of theBatnl wtmaf*'
m lor cotton.
is the great depetlB iIm po'
In are carried on so exlensivtly, that 4000 chesU of the
thoa* diatrict* of CiMait, wmcn ne near the Golf of latter may be exported annually ; but it is a general
CaobajTt tke csttoa ia of gjaod qoaKty, but Bcrhaps not complaint in Europe, that in this, as well as other provinces of Hindostan, the oi>ium is fVrquimtly adulterac(|«al le the Almaad eotton : it i* towo here on faU
iMTtd sfola, ikmm with rice, the latter being raaped at ted by a mixture of row>dung. an extract from the
- of th<- mimosa,
tba baipDBfaig of the rainy season, while the cutton leavca and tialk of the poppy
•laadii
It ia a prccarioua nop, aa either too much at
and ether hatawr^a, It is >
pium of an extoo little rain dtati oys it. On the banks of the Jumna ecHoit <|uality ia aiade from tlic poppy's gum in some
its culttvaddn ia aa olject of great attention ; indeed
parta of Northern Hindostan.
in the ceded districts
the demand of the Bengal aurket is so rtiei>sive sod of Mysore, poppies are cultivstetl not only for the purregular, ikat the growth cf this shrub miut always be pose of making opium, but also for the sake nf their
proCtabie in every district, with a proper soil, within seed, ftum which, wtien ripe, an inti>>
quor,
the reach of that market, specially as Bengal itself, called poll, is made, that is much drunk
aion,
with the exception of iu ok re lailarn tracts, in which both bv the Mahamadans and Hindoos.
Ilie o|)ium
a line sort of cotton is grown for the laeat drliraic
made
the poppies grown in Malwah is ilcimed
afacturaa, doaa aol aapply acarly rnoagh of fine oet> much inferior to that of Bengal, and is alinott always
loa, nor ev«« a anSdeacj of the coarser kind, though adulterated with oil and other lubsUnces.
In some of
thajr are cakivaled in every part of the province, m>
the provinces in the south of India, the poppy is cultitersperard in field* of pake. Cotton, as it m diipoaad vated almost entirely on account of its setHi, which is
of by the ci:
called iopaas / whea divaalad
mixed with the >wret cakes that are eaten by the highofitssced, «(
an average (UI tbrccfbortba of er ranks of the natives.
iu Wright, it is iiainail T*o€t.
Till lately, it was rather supposed that the tobacco Tobscos>
As there can be little dbabt that indigo is the same plant was mdigenous in India but .Major R'jnnell has
aa the iadicn af the anciento, we nay reckon this shewn that this notion is erroneous, as there are in exgiant aa awathg of tfte agrtcwltural prod a OiaBa of Hin- istence aroclamations issued by the Mogul emperors,
dostan, culliratMl Aoaa tima iiamiiaalal
The great especially one by the Emperor Jehangire. in the bedainaud for indifo fVaa Hinclasun, in conaeqaenoe of ginning of the 17th century, in which tobacco is menthe devaatation of the pUnutinns in the i«1«iid of St. tioned as " a pemiaous plant, introduced by EuroDiaaiagOy which ferroerly yielHrtI
i>r».iuce nearly
Beans." Besides the names by which it is kmiwn in
equal to that of all the other Wi
lands, has uf
Hindostan, even the Sanscrit names do not occur in
late yean verr much increased i .- ...nvation of it,
old writings, and are evidently corruptions from the
capaaaUy in the British iJrovinccs under the Bengal European term. Tobacco is now cultivated u\ almost
hat the culture of it by the natircs aaa every part of Hindostan, especially in the northern and

The annual produce ^f 1 100
«crf will pitHluee more.
acre* in the ZcminiLirie^ of Peddspoor and PMtipoor
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WMtem provinces of the presidency of Bengal, in MalIn the southern prowali, the nortlicm citcars, &c.
The
vinces of India, it is not so commonlj' grown.
tbstrict round Bilsah, in tJie province of Malwah, belonging to Scindiah. is highly celebrated all over India
fur the excellent quality of its tobacco, which is in great
ilcniand, not only for home consumption, but for exporution. Such, however, is the indifference and indolence of the natives, that this liigh character and
great demand does not appear to have stimulated tliem
to extend the cultivation of this plant; they prefer the
risk of injuring their trade, by mixing inferior tobacco with genuine British, or substituting the former
The tobacco grown
entirely in tlie room of the latter.
in the Uungpoor district of Bengal, though by no means
equal to tnat of Bilsah, is of good quality, and remarkably cheap the southehi and eastern districts of
this province are principally supplied from Rungpoor.
In the vicinity of Baroach, in Guaerat, tobacco must be
a productive crop, as a begah of land planted with it
yielded a nett revenue to tlie government of 20 rupees;
whereas, according to Mr. Tennant, in the northern and
eastern provinces of the presidency of Bengal, " between ](> and 20 mauncis of tobacco are reckoned a
medium produce from three biggahs," and the value of
each maund is oidy a rupee.
While the crops are growing, such as require it are
watered, and they are generally hoed, but by an implement which would be of little service, even if it
were more industriously and skilfully used than it is
by the Hindoos. In order to protect such of them as
are liable to the depreilations of the birds, watchmen
are placed at the different comers of the fields.
During the dry season, they stand upon a pillar of clay,
about ten feet high, which they exchange for a scaffolding of wood, with a roof of straw, as soon as the rainy
season commences.
These watchmen are provided with
a sling; but in consequence of the abhorrence which
the Hindoos feel to the shedding of blood, they seldom
or never use it, contenting themselves with bellowing,
that tliey may terrify without hurting the birds. Maize,
and some sorts of millet, when nearly ripe, require to
be watched, not only diu'ing the day, but also at night,
from the large kinds of bats, which would otherwise
:

Mode

of

lurresting.

destroy the crops.
Harvest operations are performed in India in a very slovenly and imperfect manner. This arises in part from the
practice already adverted to, of intermixing a great variety of crops, -which ripen at different periodsin the same
field; and partly from the indolent habits and the ignorance of the natives. The Hindoo peasant, in Hindostan
Proper, is httle able, with his body almost naked, to
bear the inclemency of the morning air, at the period
of the spring harvest ; and he is as little willing, when
the weather is more favourable, to exert himself. They
also want method and regularity in conducting this
business ; and their sickle, like all their other agricultural implements,

is very rude, and very small ; with
he picks out the ripest plants. In his other hand
he holds a rope, with which he ties up and carries home
all that he cuts down in the course of the day.
His

this

wages consist of the tenth of the coarser kinds of grain,
and the tw entieth of the finer kinds. The sheaves by
which he is to be paid, are selected alternately by the
reaper himself and the Ryot. When the season is far
advanced, a;i ultimate and positive order to the Ryots
for reaping the harvest is issued in the northern circars,
which is called dumbalah deron, literally, taking or seizing by the tail. Corn is very seldom put up in stacks;

indeed, the greater part of it is thrashed in the fields. Statistic*
by the cattle trending it out, or, with respect to '^"'Y'**'
the smaller seeds, simpl}^ by the staff' of the peasant.
It is winnowed by being thrown into the air, when
either

there happens to be a little wind; and after this rude
and imperfect dressing, is stored up, in Benares, the
•western provinces, and the south of India, in subterraneous granaries, and in Bengal and other parts, in
jars of unbaked earth, or in baskets made of large
If the quantity is very considerable, it is detwigs.
posited in round huts, the floor of which is raised about
a foot or two above the ground. Kilns of a small size,
and a very simple construction, are used in the damper climates of Hindostan, to dry the grain before it is

" They are large earthen pots, sunk deep in
the earth, and under them is a furnace for fuel. These
pots are filled with sand, which are heated almost to
redness, when it is taken out, and in this state mixed
with the grain. A few minutes in this mixture fits it
for grinding, when it is cleared of the sand by means
of a sieve." Tennant, xi. 393.
Having thus given an account of the most important
parts of the arable husbandry of Hindostan, so far as
It is conducted on the nungah and pungah lands, we
shall briefly advert to the garden cultivation, .and the
principal implements by which all the three kinds are
carried on, before we notice the pasture husbandry of
this country.
ground.

•

The proper garden cultivation is most common, and Ganlcn cul'i"*"""'
carried on with the most attention, skill, and success,
Near the town of Coirabetoor,
in the south of India.
all kinds of soil are under this cultivation, and the rent
varies according to the depth below the surface at which
In some garden grounds, it is withthe water stands.
in eight cubits; in others, it is not met with nearer the
Such gardens as are watered bjsurface than 18 cubits.
machines, are called bagait, and are in great request,
and pay a high rent ; since from such gardens, a very
large produce may be raised with more certainty than
from those which are not thus watered. It is calculated, that a garden of SOO acres requires the labour of
six people if it be watered from a well, .but only three
Many of the crops,
if it be watered from a tank.
which in other parts of Hindostan are grown in the
fields, such as sugar cane, tobacco, &c. are cultivated
in the south of India in gardens, as are also betel nut,
In the westblack pepper, cardamons, plantains, &c.
ern part of the district of Soonda, where the garden
cultivation is the chief and favourite object of the far-

j

I

mers, these are the common produce ; and it is remarked, both here and in the neighbourhood of Bednore, that the garden pippins are of better quality than
those which grow spontaneously, in the proportion of
ten to nine.
In the neighbourhood of Bangalore, in
the Rajah of Mysore's territories, the gardens are very
fertile, possessing a soil in some places 20 feet deeii.
Here a gardener is a separate profession from that of a
farmer, and is considered of inferior caste.
The vegetable fields, which are common in the vici- VegetuL
nity of most large towns, nearly resemble the gardens fieldswhich we have been just describing. In the south of
India, they are in their greatest luxuriance and beauty
in the month of November, after the rainy season has
ceased.
In them are cultivated, among other vegetables, the brinjaal, a species of solaraan, which bears
a fruit as large as a pear ; it is eaten by the natives either baked or made into cuiTy ; a plant resembling
the holyoak, the seeds of which are soft and mucilaginous, and are much used in soups, &c, ; various spe'

5
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det ottmamher*, water melons, &c.
as are

Such VNetables

in Europ*, are scldotn met with in the
India, where the climate is too hot for them.

common

south of

potatoe, however, both tlie common and sweet
grown of an excellent quality near Bombay.
UusciBt and Bengal alio supply this vegetable in great

The

kind, are

of Bombay is famous throughOrchards of mango, nalmira, and other
r, are favourite objects with the Hindoos, who, bebeing sheltered by them during the hot weather,
and derinog profit ttnm their fruit, regard, with a feeU
iag of veneration and respect, the trees planted by their

The onion

|iiiiflM»i

•at tiw East.
I

In the gardens belonging to the Mahomedan princes,
in seme parts of India were made at • very great
exDMtoe, a separate piece of ground was nsually allut>
tea for each Icind of plant, the whole being divided
into sanare plots separated by walks.
Thus one plot
was filled with rose trees, another with pomegranates,
The gaidcns of this sort most celebratett in India
tee.
ware thoaa of Bangalore and Delhi. The furmer bewere made by him and his father
VoBgwl toTippoit,
As Bangalore k very much elevated
Hy^tr AU.
aM«c the ica, it enjoys a temperate climate ; and in
the royal garden* were seen, not only the trees alreadr BMatiooad, but alio the cypress, vine, and the appl^ aod peach : both the latter produced fruit Strawbeiriea were likewise raised ; and oak and pine plants,
faroogfat ftvoi the Cape of Good Hope. fioaAhed. The
of ShaMnar near Delhi, wkicfa ware oMde in the
li^M*n oftlM ITlb
jeftn. are said to hare eoM
saaaa to hare occupied aboat
Tbcj were sarrwuidad bya
brick wall ; bat they
are now eaurefy in isbul
IwplcTacius
Tha plMgb Mod tbraighaat all India i« at rude and
•f Inktaa- iapeHhcl an insliainiwt aa can well be conceived.
It
^caMitfi MBply of two or three pieces of wood, moat
'Ml, or even of a pieoe of crooked sticfc,

Ksjsl
it Bk

(Br-

which

md

awWM

b^

maaUingor
sh lhaawf .

am

serVia||tlH aanMHa of a
so
rti Hgte. that
cular aa«a|tt,
camly

It is

aa

wii—

cm

a Hindoo, a
of no
carry it on hie dioaldcr la the idd.
to Bmga), and
gtocrally in Hindealan Plaper, it ia diswn I7 a yoke
of OMB gnidad by the ploafriinaa WaMclf.
These,
hawercr, work only part of die day, as then are always two or threepair cf oien asaignad to cachpioucfa.
In sooM parts of Prism, the woomb era scan boldSig
the pleagb, and the fnnale dnldrai driving tba

alaa
MMraOy

balda the aiaa^ with ant hand, ((br H
ar haadla), and flaoMiaaally pull* the taik
I
flflka
wilh the ^htr. A mir tit mien may ba
Ifbr 6art rapaae, a piaa«ii *r V^lha of a
and a yoka tar {ih. In
Proper, it ia
Mad thalaa
aloagha beIMI OT iMid MVIffM
eriheday:
and
_ _
_

bat one

still
I

HMMlan

,

mthesoatliariadiB.tha(lSi aoaa of watoaj land,
and «5 aoaa af*^ land, rcqairr §n ploagfas. In the
near SRiaraa. of which Mr. Tmnaat gives
400 working cattle wcia kapl for 800 acres
andar the plough. Tbia ia a lafger aUawaaea per Mre
iMD Mr. Grant, in bis Amifdt ifUta Fumaeeto/Bem.
fai; states; far, aooording to Unman yoke of oxen are
,

safldant far tbe ordinary yearly tInaefrU cultivation
of 100 bi^aha of ground. Wbero k b necaaaary to
ftmffi Iha gioaaa to a oontiderable dqnh, several
flni^* Mlaw aoe another ; but even then, unless the
•oil to va^ loaaa and friable, they do not pcnctnU far.

and the
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field

remains

full

of dirt and rubbish.

Nor

is

StaiisUo.

rendered much more fit for the seed by the repeatetl '^"^T^^
ploughings which are given it ; in Bengal to the number of three or four ; in the Mysore, of seven or eight
and in the Benares, sometimes to the number of 30 or
40.
Indeed, the grass roots are in general of such
great length and strength, and so extremely difficult
to kill, even in land that has been long arable, that u
much more pertect implement than the Hindoo plough
would produce very little effect. In the Mysore, it is
not uncommon to see small bushes as firmly and erectly fixed in the soil, afler six or eight ploughings, as
they were before, and the mould not moved to the
depth of three inches. The second ploughing, where
only three or four are given, is generally across, and
the third in a diagonal direction. The harrow is, if
poaaible, a more imperfect implement than the plough :
It is simply a bough broken from the nearest tree.
The
roller is described by Mr. Tennant to resemble a ladder about IH feet in length, drawn by two bullocks,
and guided by two men, who stand upon it, to increase
its weight.
When a plough with its yoke and oxen is
hired, about 4d. a day is the sum commonly given. In
roost parts of Hindostan there are two huliratirt or
ploughinr seasans, namely, after the setting in of the
The
rains in June, and after they cease in October.
wages of a ploughman are five seers of the grain which
is in cultivation, and two rupees for each ploughing
season.
The wages of the other country labourers are
five seen of grain, and a S5th sheaf during harvest.
The kteiery, an iU'eanatnieted and clumsy two-wheeled oat, ia aaad by the Ryots of Bengal for some piirpoaw on their fiuins, where they have not an opportunity of water catriaga ; but lor heavy burdens to be
earriod to any iwinr rable dtrtance, oxen and bullocks
it

enkivadoa which the arable land in Mnouis*.
and other agricultural
. is by no mcaM eeapnaeted by the appliTba aaeofit is entirely unknown
iif laaiiaia
In the
in aost distridi, cacrpt occ aaion a l ly for sugnr.
Mysore it saaaa la nt tba most attended to. Every
farmer in tlMC province forms a dung- hill from the litter, Arc of his cattle, mixed with the ashes and soil of
has bouae ; the soil of the town, however, is not used.
:

I

fkaoi tlM ptoagfa

In other pvts of the sooth of India, if the rice straw
OQ the fidd be not saSdcnt for the purposes of manan, mmII pit* are dag in diftrant parts of the field,
wlach are filled with waves and the tender twigs of
ttaosiand eovorcd with earth. These, when sufficiently
rattan, are applied as manure.
The pasture land of India is in fact nothing else but Putuie
the waslaa, fonsts, snd coarse jungle. Artificial grass- >*"<'•
es waald not thrive, nor even exist, during the hot
waathar. Evan the coarse and natural grass of the
conatry disappears in some places during the prevalanea «f the hot winds so completely, that the farmers
are obliged to feed their cattle on the root: cut from
andcr tbe ground and washed. The grass cutters, a
dasa of people who are em|doyed by Europeans to pro.
cure food for their horses, will bnng provender from
a field where there is no appearance of verdure, by
means of a sharp instrument which they u?e. During
the rainy seaaon, indee<l, the grass lands luok green,
and are oovored with various kinds of pasture ; but,
for tbe most part, it consisU of a hard grass, vay similar to what is called bent in some parts of England,
which is neither relished by the cattle, nor nourishing
There are, however, some districts in Infor them.
left

;:

;
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supply ; in those districts the sheep are generally shorn Statistics.
twice a year, once in the cold,.aiid once in the rainy
season; it is calculated \liat 12 sheep will i'ufhish wool
sufficient to make a blanket six cubit« long and three
wide.
In discussing the nature of the landed tenure in In- StAte of thi
fertility of iu pasture lands, as well as for its exceldia, we incidentally noticed some particulars relative It' Dt» in
lent breed of horses, which, originally good, have been
Hinlostin
much improved by Persian horses introduced at the to the condition and circumstances of the R} ot or hus- f roptr
it will be proper, however, before we close
bandman
jungle,
;
This
Abdalli.
Shah
and
invasion of Nadir
which forms a circle 4') miles in diameter, is bounded on this chapter, to attend to this subject more directly,
the north by the country of Roy Kellaun, on the east and rather more fully.
In Hindostan Proper, the Ryots hold their lands eiby Hurianeh, on the south by Balneer, and on the
west by the Sandy Desart. The Poorneah district of ther directly from the zemintiars, or from the talookBengal is also distinguished by the extent and fertility dans ; the latter are of two sects ; some of them pay
The excellence of the bullocks of the rent, and account for the collections* they make
of its pasture land.
Guzerat, which has already beenatlverted to, is in some from the Ryots to the zemindars ; others to governmeasure owing to the richness of its grass in those parts ment : the latter are called independent talookdans,
of the province particularly which lie near the Run, and are in fact only petty zemindars. The poorest
one tract of land in this distrrct being emphatically Ryots are, by the custom oi the country, considered as
a sort of proprietors, entitled to a perpetual lease; they
called Wuddyar, which term, in the language of Guare attached in the strongest manner to the soil, and
zerat, signifies a herdsman, and designated the originImmense never migrate but in cases of absolute necessity. Waste
al inhabitants of the borders of the Run.
herds of cattle are sent to pasture here. The table and jungle land, if low and fit for rice, can be brought
land of India, especially the Mysore, from its elevation into cultivation in one season, and the poorest Ryot
and consequent coolness, is favourable to the produc- can undertake it ; he can with ease cultivate 16 bygars of rice, and suppo-sing the half to go for rent,
tion of those grasses which are most nourishing to catthe remainder will afford tbod for four or five persons.
tle ; and its pasture lands are accordingly extensive and
Such was the state of the poorer Ryots before the Bririch.
The pasture lands of India, such as we have descri- tish acquired a permanent and extensive footing in
bed them, are used for the grazing of the cattle that Hindostan Proper, under such zemindars as were just
are kept for labour, subsistence, breeding, and the dai- and equitable landlords, and regulated tlieirconduct tory, and for the feeding of sheep.
Such cattle as are ward their tenants by the customs of the country ;
but the condition of those who rented their land unfor labour are confined to the patches of grass that are
intermixed with the arable land : the other cattle, as der the generality ot zemindars was ()uite the reverse
well as the sheep, are allowed to wander in the forests,
agreements, indeed, did pass between the landlords and
&c.
In either case, it is necessary that they should their tenants at the beginning of the year ; but they
be watched and prevented, either from injuring the were commonly broken by the zemindar.
arable land, or going astray.
The condition and circunl^tances ot' those Ryots, who
For, in many parts of
Feacei.
India, the only fences consist of a low bank.
In some occupy more land than they can cultivate by themparts of Delhi and the adjoining provinces, indeed, the
selves and families, and who, of course, ai-e obliged to
strong jungle grass is plaited into a kind of basket hire servants, do not appear so favourable.
From the
work, which is carried along the s des of the field to produce of their crops they are obliged to give, net
protect the grain from the cattle. In Guzerat, the fields
only the necessary servants of the farm, high grain
are divided and protected by dry stone walls; and
wages, as well as money, but also the poet. Brahmin,
in the south of India, fences of the milk bush are not
blacksmith, &c. so that, after deducting from t'le prouncommon. Besides the shepherds who have fixed re- duce of his land, that part of it which they require, and
sidences, there are found in many districts of Hindosthat part which is paid to the zemindar for rent, the
tan Proper, shepherds who come from the country of share of the Ryot himself will be but small.
It should
the Batties in search of employment.
They are scaU be i,bserved, however, that his whole stock is small
tered ail over the Punjab and the high grounds to the
in the district about Allahabad, it does not amount to
east of the Indus.
The herdsman is in every case a eight rupees, exclusive of the value of his cattle. The
person attached to the farm on which he is employed.
cultivation of tlie province of Bengal, according to Mr.
Produeof
Milk, ghee, and cheese, are the produce of the cows
Grant, does not require a greater agricultural stock
the dairies,
and female buffaloes. In various parts of Guzerat, than a crore and a half of rupees.
ghee,&c.
Cutch, and the Decan, there is a particular tribe,
The preceding observations apply to the cultivators in the soutk
whose chief employment is selling milk and day-la- in Hindostan Projier: those in the south of India, es- of India;
bouring,
in the provinces of Hindostan Proper, it
pecially in those provinces which were least affected
IS calculated that the produce of
each cow, annually, by the Mahomedan conquest, are in a better condi18 nearly 1500 maunds of milk ; and that
one maund tion. The Ryots here hokl directly under the governwill produce 2^ seer of ghee or clarified
butter.
Ghee ment, or rather pay rent as revenue to government.
IS made of butter which is
kept for two or three days ; Districts are divided into villages, and each village is
in this time it becomes rancid,
after which it is meltunder the management of a Polail, or head farmer, in
ed in an earthen pot, and boiled till all the water
what are called the sixteenth villages, from the land
has
evaporated; it is then poured into pots, or
All the
leathern and rent being divided into sixteenth shares.
jars, and kept for use.
Some cheese is made in Gu- Ryots assemble to fix their respective rents, a little bezemt, and other provinces in HindosUn Proper,
but it fore the season when cultivation commences : the
IS of very inferior quality.
Shtep,
The wool of the sheep is of amount of the agricultural stock possessed by each in
Jlttle value, except in those
districts where the climate
dividual, the quantity of land, its probable produce, ave
xcguires clothing warmer than that which
cotton will ascertained, and the rent is then fixed; and such a por3
Suiutiofc

dia,

where the pastures are abundant and

nutritious.

north-west quarter of the province of Delhi,
«n<l partly in the northern extremity of the province of
Aimeer, there is a jungle called the Lacky Jungle,
which is celebrated all over Ilindostan Proper for the
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of properly cultivating.

^i^'b''
'

diflerent,

u he has the means

In other perts the os stom is
and the real is fixed by the agents of govemnent ; these set out on their circuit in September or
October, when the early crops begin to be reaped, and
the late ones to be sown : if the cultivation is the same
at Iwt year, and no failure occur among the Ryots,
tbcsv is DO alteration in the soil if waste land has
^ exacted for three
been broaght in, the full r< *
:

js state
if it apor four years, according to
t-, iiom ine failure of tlieir
newt tlMt some of
the loss, or a part of it, is
aopt, canaot pay
aoneliiBee aasessed upon the others but this is seldom
When the land is in cultivation, and its rent
(loo*.
ha* been awartained, the collector gives every ryot •
jmliak. with his signature, in which every field he holds,
and its rent for the year, are inserted. In most villagm the greatest part of the ryots hold the same fields
Mvaeal yean. Ouriiw the intervala of the rents of the
eoOcotors, the agricnuoral cancer n* of the village are
iMnlatcd snd o\ erlookad hj a complete establishment
ofhii'iilitary revcnoc serrantsi A diattict paying a rent
a at 5OJ0QO pagodas, nsoally contains about
or ia >
100 vilh^M, soane of which pay not more than lOO,
:

'

'

.

;

w

and odMnaamncbai 9000 pa^ada8,arawalMnt. The
general directien of the cnltiTatian, and the collecting
ct the rent, is the duty of the Potail, or head farmer ;
the accounts are kept by the Cmrnum. As soon as the
•MMB ftrplnmghing b^iiis, the Potail ascertains what
had aack Byotoan cultivate ; and if any are desirous to
nimMiih net of their farms, he gives it to another.
In tM eatl^ part of the season, the Tehsildar goes
round the district ; his duty is to regulate cnkieaftian
in tboaa villages which are miimsnagad, thfwigh the
Bigiaet ar jaapad^ of the FotaO,
to make advms.

nd

}

cwtotl»poaf«rByatafcrtiw|arrliiiiaftaad,plongh«,
er cattle : he goea rovad afun when Ih* cnpa are
(ipenmg. to see thair «ma4Utm, and to
main wh».
the quantity of land MMritf caltivalad. is mora er
Wn than that which the Kyoli had cngMcd to take.
Nana ol these, however, hart power to
tha rent
ihia la daoa iiahMiTaly by the collectar ; bt the FWafl
the Rfotothift the renu will ramaiB Cfaa mtm,
to bai

—

ma

n
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the ilahtHtaa, whan a Ryot
of knd, ho OB naver ioave it, ner
m pan of it if ho wom to bo deprived of the
of his cfajlAaB, or
tod it with him, hoaartaliB
to bald it,
fwt aa mmtL Bvmi tho
aiwoUigad.
tho death of thair
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Canara, above the Ghauts, differ from the Brahmins in Sutistics.
most other parts o£ India ; for they are very industri- """"V™^
ous, and perform all agricultural operations with their
own hands.
The agricultural labourers in Hindostan are either Lsbouren.
such as work for hire, or slaves. The condition of the
former, as has been already remarked, is by no means
unfavourable.
His money wages, indeed, are low. In
Bengal, where a ploughman is hired by the month,
he receives one rupee, in some parts only half a rupee for that period ; but, in addition to this, he has an
allowance of grain, and at his leisure hours cultivates

aome land, which he rents from his master at a payment in kind. A herdsman receives, in food, money,
and clothing, about one rupte and a half per month.

The wages of the

other labourers are chiefly in kind.

In the neighbourhood of Seringapatam, the hire pf
farm Ubourers is six rupees per month ; but in the
country, at a distance from any large town, it is much
less.
On the Malabar coast, agricultural labour varies
from two rupees to six rupees a month. Such a comparatively high rate, however, it should be observed,
includes the value of all that the labourer receives in
kind.
The average price of agricultural labour in the
ceded diatricts^^ is aboiut two rupees a month ; and this,
indeed, seems' to be about the average of Hindostan,
independent of allowances in kind. If, therefore, tho
very low price of all commodities in Hindostan be co»>
sidered. and it be further taken into account, that the
agricultural labour requires very few of them, we
shall bo diapoaeri to regard their situation as by no

mama unoandfartable.
The tbvm who labour

tlie farms in the south of In> Vtim
property of their lords ; but they tlarrv
are not like tho slave*
Roaaia, te. atUched to the
soil : they may -be sold or transferred to any person
their master may think fit.
Children may be separated
thair paranta, bat a haaband and wife cannot he sold
ly.
In the district of Palighaot, in the province
wharo tho gmater part of the kboor of
tho field ia parfarmod ay atavm of different caaUs, a
youn^ man and hia wife will sell fVom X.6. i<. to £7.
8s. ; if thaoa bo chBdnn, the value will be increased
according to their number and age*. They live in tem«
porary huts, forronl of tho bamboo and other wood,
hko largo botkela, which they erect for tbem>
omd bboor of the wife is always at
tho dtapoaal a/ the mastar of tho hiuband ; tho master
af the giri having no authority over her, so long a* sho
livm with the slave of another nam.
The weietH and diildraa of the ftoo labourers, aa
waB af the slaooa engaged in agrioalMio, are princi.
in pOBtartino the seed and creo from
the hird^ in them diatricta whero this is not periormed

dia, are the abaohrto

m

m

gwmrf

aboa^ noticed as the pro.
laf yill a giii in tho aotb of India. In the Cartbey also rent a oaHidmofalo qaanlkT of bnd
botthay will not hold Iho phmgh, nor pmifann any
odiar part of tho liboor nteiMary far tta onhivatian.
The inferior cast«,partie*Iar)jr the .Sodrss. areobligcd
to cultivate them, and are in fact their slaves.
There
are, however, some Sodrm who rent fsrm* on their
own account, which they cultivate, either by their own
Uhoar. or by slaves. tlM Mahomedan (armor* in this
part of Htndostan are not mrawrooa: their agriculto.
ml labour, in g a na ial, is pstformad by slaves. The
Haiga Biahndn^ who Uvo in tho ptovteo of North
VOL. Mtu run L
haeo boaa
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Mmm/aettirtM— Collon—SUk— Woollen Leather, SfC—
Saltpetre, ifCi— Trade and Commerce.
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the various manufactures carried on in India, Muu<acfirtt and most extended no- turet, tradr,
'•*
being the sta- •"<* •*"•
tice, on account cX its a
""^*'
')e country, and
pie and meet eommen m
of the vsriety of the fabric* wiiicn it pro<luces. The
perfection to which the natives arc known, from the
all

that of cotton claims our
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most remote limes, to liavc carried the cotton manufacture, must be mainly attributed to the circumstance,
y^jjj pyp^, (Jistinct kind of cloth is the produce of a

which the mode of manufacttiriiifr
has been transmitted for centuries from father to son.
TIjc province of Hcngal, and tlie eastern side of the
principal seats of the cotton manuWbCTt cu. l'eni"sul«. are the
The vicinity of Siraoj^a, a town in the Myfacture.
liod 00.
sore Rajah's dominions, 122 miles to the north- west of
Seringapatam, is the limit of the manufacture of cottoii
to the westward, in this part of India ; and, with the
exception of a particular kind of chintz made at Poonah, and painted with gold and silver, there are as
Jine cotton cloths made on the western side of the Pe
On the eastern side, the Madras investment
ninsula.
of cotton piece goods for the East India Company is
provided from Cape Comorin and Ganjam, in the NorthThe prinern Circars, a distance of about l.'KK) miles.
cipal part of this investment is provided in the Northern Circars. In Bengal, this manufacture, in almost all
It also extends
its branches, flourishes very extensively.
into the provinces of Oude, Allahabad, particularly
the Benares district, Bahar, and Orissa.
niflerent
There are such varieties in the fineness and other
kindii.
qualities of the cotton goods, especially of the calicoes
manufactured in India, that it would carry us beyond
our proper limits to particularise each kind ; and, indeed, most of them are scarcely known in Europe, or
merely known by their Indian appellations. Coarse
CouM.
cotton cloth is manufactured in different parts of the
province of Agra. In the centre of the Doab, there
IS a kind very coarse and common, which is dyed red
with cheap materials. The coarsest sort of blue handThe greatkerchiefs are manufactured near Calcutta.
er part of the return cargo carried annually from the
northern parts of Bengal to Bootan, consists of cairse
cotton goods, which are the staple commodity of IlungThe cotton goods made in the more southern
poor.
parts of India, in general are not coarse, though there
are goods of tliis description manufactured in the Northern Circars, both to the north and south of the Godavery these are either plain or coloured with chay
root, which grows in most perfection on the pure sanda
annually overflowed by the Krishna. There is also a
manufacture of coarse cotton cloths at Arcot.
Dacca, in the eastern quarter of the province of BenMiulins.
gal, has long been celebrated for the manufacture. of the
In this district there is grown a kind
finest muslins.
of cotton, called Banga, which, though not of a very
superior quality, is necessary to form the stripes of such
muslins ; and this circumstance may have contributed
to the perfection of the fabric at Dacca. The manufacture, however, is in a declining state, owing to several
causes.
Betbre the fall of the imperial government,
those delicate and beautiful fabrics were held in such
estimation, not only at the court of the emperor, but
amongst all the higher orders of the nobility in India,
as to render it a matter of difficulty to supply the demand for them. The almost entire cessation of this
demand, must have greatly contributed to injure this
manufacture. But, besides this cause, another must be
sought for in the perfection to which the muslin manufacture of Britain has recently been brought.
In coiisequence of the falling off in the demand, many of the
families who possessed the hereditary knowledge of
manufacturing these very fine muslins have given up
the business.
So minute is the labour bestowed upon
tliem, that a weaver will require five or six months to
execMte a piece. Besides those very fine muslins, plain
^^^jjpyj,,^ district, in
it

:

muslins of an inferiar quality, as well as flowered, stri- Statistics.
pcd, and checkered muslins, are manufactured in the ^"""V"^'
di.strict of Dacca, and in the northern parts of. Benares.
The manufacture of muslins in pieces, ^iefly fc/r turbans, is carried on to a great extent in the'Cuttack dis- Diniltie?.
Dimities of various kinds and pattrict of Orissa.
terns, and cloths resembling diaper and damask linen,
are made at Dacca, Patna, Taunda, and other places.
Chintzes are manufactured principally in the district of
Benares, and in the country around Patna and Calcutta ; in Hindostan Proper, and at Masulipatam in the
south of India. This last place has long been famous
for this kind of manufacture, which is in great demand
at

Bombay and

in

Persia.

Masulipatam and Madras

are also celebrated ibr their palampores, the groundwork of which is formed of the plain long cloth, chiefly
wrought in the island of Nagur and its vicinity.
The first process npcessary to prepare the cotton for Processes,
being manufactured, is to separate the wool from theseed;
the cotton encircles a black seed, and advances perhaps
half an inch upon it.
To separate them, the natives of Carding.
Hindostan make use of three cylinders that go different
ways. As these move closely together, when the cotton is introduced between them, the wool is drawn out,
and the seed is left behind. This simple machine is
found in every house, and is worked either by the spinner, or even by children.
The second process is performed by a sort of bow, something like what the hatters use in Europe to prepare the wool for making hats.
One end of this is fastened to the ceiling ; tlie workman holds it by the middle, while, at the same time,
with a piece of wood that has a pad at the end of it, he
stretches the cat-gut string of the bow.
This, by its
elasticity, beats the cotton, separates the dust and seeds
that may remain after the first process, swells it out,
and, in short, answers the purpose of carding, and puts
it in a state to be spun.
It is remnrkable, that this process is performed, in a country where there are so many
species of Hindoos, by Mahomedans, called Choulias, of
the sect of Ali.
They are of Arabian descent. There
are one or two such persons in every village of the
Northern Circars, who performs two operations, that of
cleaning cotton, and of spinning the warp.
The spinning of the cotton thread which is to serve Spinning,
for the weft, is the occupation of the females of almost
all the castes, except the Brahmins : but particularly of
the cultivating caste, and of such families as are in decayed circumstances, and, having few means of employing themselves, from the secluded nature of their mode
of life, derive from this occupatio/i the supply of their
few and humble wants. The spinners purchase the
cotton which they may require weekly, at the market
and " this is done in so simple a style, and with so much
attention to economy, that the weaver, perfectly well
acquainted with the price of the raw material, seldom
affords to the spinner more than he thniks a just return
for the labour of the week : and that matter is so well
understood among the weavers generally, that no weaver, for the sake of getting a larger quantity of thread,
will outbid his neighbours in the purchase of it."
Evidence before the Select Committee as to the affairs of the
East India Company.
The weavers live entirely in villages ; and on the Weaving.
coast of Coromandel, and in the province of Bengal,
which, as we Iwve seen, are the chief seats of the cotton manufacture, there is scarcely a village, at a short
distance from the high road, or a principal town, in

which every man, woman, and
in

making a piece of cloth.

As

child, is not

the thread

employed
is

laid the

,

;
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length of the piece, the %reaver is under the neIn tlie morning he
cessi^ of >»orLinjt in the open air.
fixe« bis loom under a tree before his hoiue, and in the
evening he takes it home
It consists merely of two
roller*, placed on four pieces of wood, which are fixed
ia the ground, and two sticks whirh traverse the warp.
One or these is supported by two strini;* tied to the
tree under which the loctn is placed, and the other by
two strings fastened to th« foot of the weaver. By
means of these he can easily remove the thread:* of the
when be is throwing the woof
Tne weavers are of a respectable caste, and many of
Meic at
The demand for their
nuflfpnit them are cultivators of land.
tna wurcn work has greatly increased since the British gained post7 ibtjim
fft0aa of Hindostan, in consetjuence of the large inTcatments of the Eaat India Company. As soon a* an
order for an investment from the Court of Directors arrive* in India, the Board of Trade there make* a calculation of the »uma required for the providing of the
goods allotted to each factory. Under the Mathas pre•idenCT there are •lercn fcrtoriea, moit of which proride dndact kinds of gooda. It is calctdated that aH
thctc factariea are caiMible of producing goo<U to the
amomt of S4 lacks or pagodas, or or
Sterling.
The Mtaal deoMtMl varies from 5 I..
If the
weaver* do not live 'near a factory, native agents are
empIoTcd to engage them, convey the money to he adto them,
the goods in, and sat e the Cotopany from aU risk. Where the weavers live near a (ao
tury, the contract is made with them directly ; and it is
not nncoaunon for all the weaver* inhabiting a vill.f^,
periiaps to the norabcr of 100, to beoome security, <
jointly, fir the due erfor ance of the contract, «
p
M entrrrd into by each. An advance in goods or
nrv it alway* nrnilt t* the weaver, and thia ha retain*
inhia band u1l thaa fcuilln of his contnet an coov
plcted ; the original advanev, if in eotton, is than W(irk>
ed im. Thare are foor kfaicb of goods, for each of
wbiai there i*a standard prioat ami if. «n inspectinn,
any art found, from da6dencie« in length or breadth.
ar inlariorinr of onality, not eonal it> t!u Rnt itiw t'n v
are redocedTto tba second, third, or
frrmfr nfSpcr cent between each
pen*, that a weaver, aAer getting his ad>
X''
~i:iej, resorts to the weekly markets all over
the ONiM/y to procare materials for his web| and aAer
hating procured what will suftca for one piece of doth,
bt ipMids iba ratt of the monc^ in a cock^gbt, or any
other
of gambling that i* going on Si the market.
Tbapractica af onJung advanca* to the weaver
lui< rxiitcd ever since the estaSlidiroeni of (he Eaat In«
di* (•'inpany.
If the weaver doe* not deliver in his
ftooiU .^ -' - - -i.xb speciSed in the contract i. a pcoa
M plar<
lose, who reeaim anhiiataace-nionay,
at the rate oi one «a« ner day fton luni : it was a nr^

^"y^^
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vup
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^MOf

vabnt |aaalii« under the native gOfreniBunU to piaoa
pe<n\% The aMnthly praaia of Ua wearer vary <rom
three to five ranaca, aooanliaff to the price of thread,
tha quality flf dw doth manuTacturad. and bis own in.

oaatiy, eapeiiauoe, and

BtckUrf.

skill.

Tb* good* aragoaMlKbleaabad at the station whera
they are man ufactnred. The waters of tba Narbuddah
are said to pos*ea m pecaUar prap**ty of biaaching
cMba to a pure white. Most of tha piacca are twice
Uaacbed. Other* are not Uaadted at all, but arc dip.
cocoa-nut oil.
order that they may be (he

Sin
m fieasarred.
irnnaed, ia

m

They

w«

rice water,

aba "n—tifTwr waAad, or
with a view to gira them
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smoothness, and

tlie

appearance and feel of closeness and

SutU^u.

^^""V^^

strength.

The

coloured cotton stuffi are preparetl in different Psiming
of which are as simple and rude aa the pre- "^^ dyingvious processes.
The most common method, formerly, oW mod*.
was for the dyer and his family to wear next their skin,
for a week or more, the cotton cloths as they came fVom
the bleachfield. The next steps were to macerate them
in water, impregnated with goats' dung ; to wash them
frequently in pure water; and to expose them to the
noon-day sun.
They were next soaked in buffalo's
milk, curdled by some astringent plant, and were again
exposed to the sun. After these preparations, and hav.
ing been rendered smooth by pressure and friction, they
were ready for the mordaunts. These consisted cliiefly
of a liquor, made by dissolving iron in sour palm wine,
and of rice-water. Such parts of the cotton cloth as
were intended to be figured, or spotted black,swere
washed with these mordaunts. The next mordaunt
was alum-water, applied to the places which were to be
red, generally by children.
The pieces were then exposed to the hottest sunshine, in order that the parts in
which these mordaunts had been used might be rendered thoroii:;hly drj-. Before the dying process was performed, they Were freed from all the impurities that the
buffala's milk, &c. might have left in them, by being
soiked in pits of water.
The following is an account of the modem practice, >fo»!CTii
a* it was communicated to .Mr. I'arkes by a gentleman pr«uc«.
who had spent some time in India. " The finest chinU
coimtprpane*, which the natives call palampons, are
tared at Madras. These are woven in one
two to four yards square; and are printed,
ar rather painted, w ith various designs, and in various
•oloura. Their m(tho<l is to draw their pattern first on
ahacts af paper sewn together, of the size of the intended
pdanpon, and th«>n t.. nr?rk out the same in the paper
with a sharp
'ane, the paper pattern

ways,

all

um

i

istmoothly

fix

..

.

daaanad, and a sm

.„;;i,

which

is

pnvl

''.-i,

containing *o;
nrw«rk powder, u
«.i over the whole, in <.ivi<.i i..
irt of the powdtr through the pin holes, and
•.„..!... uly mark out the nattcm.
" The ^ttem being that kketched upon the cloth,
the paper u removed
n the outline of the variuos figures is drawn v
,cil, the piece is conai«
derad to be readv for rt-n m^^ the colours.
" One colour u then laid on with a brush, made with
a tough root of a particular kind of tree, or with the husk
of the cocoa-nut ; and when this dries, the piece of cotton is given to a woman to wear, or to use in the family,
til) it be rarr UMMh dirtied, in order that it Tni<;ht noocaaarily tntdergo a thoroufffa washing, whii'
-ht
requiaita to prove the goocliicss and ncnn
.he
flalour.
Another colour is then laid on in tt;c same
anner, and tlie piece is again <ubniittc<l to the same
trial of wearini^ and washing. This is repeated for every colour that is employed ; and when any one of these
coloitr* i* found to be deteriorated by this treatment,
it is printed afresh, and so are all the rest, till the workis satisfied that all the colours are actually perw
I>ag,

-

'

'

,

:

.

" This tedious process i* adopted, however, only
the manufacturer mean* to warrant the article
but in all case*, even in thote piece* which will not
bear washing, the colours are laid on by a brush as be«
tan mentioned." Parkes' Chemkal Eaaut, yoL it.
p.9«.-9e.

when

—
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employed, after the outline is drawn, in putting on the principal colours; but
the fthades and more delicate parts are executed by the
most skilful workmen, the cloth being extended on a
The brushes and pencils employsmall narrow table.
eil, and mentioned in the extract from Mr. Parkes, are
made either of the fibres of the rhind of the cocoa-nut,
beaten so as to give it the appearance of horse hair;
(this is very elastic, and therefore answers the purpose
ver>' well, ) or they are made, in those cases which require a firmer and finer point, of a piece of bamboo
split.
A little cotton-wool is fixed about an inch above
In some

cases, children are

the extremity to retain the colour, and this the workpresses to make the colour descend to the pencil.
are not acquainted with the nature of all the
n^M used.
dyes which the Indians employ ; but some of them are
well known. The indigo is the principal. The Romans
were acquainted with the deep blu^ colour of this dye,
and gave it the name of Indicum. By them it was held
It is mentioned, under the name
in high estimation.
of Indicum nigrum, among the articles of importation
from India, in the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea. The
red and the blue are the colours of most conspicuous
lustre and beauty in the cotton and silk stuffs received
from India at present ; and this seems to have been the
case in the time of the ancients, for Indian dyers was
the ancient name of those who dyed eitlier of these colours with great perfection and delicacy. The source of
the blue colour has been just mentioned.
The red is
dyed principally by means of gum lac. This also was
known to the ancients. Ctesias appears to have learnt
pretty accurately the nature of the insect which produces it ; and he expresses his admiration at the beauty
of the colour which it produces. The insect which
supplies the gum lac is found on a tree called bihar in
Assam, a country to the north-east of Bengal ; on a tree
called jala, growing on many of the hiUs in the Raiah
of Mysore's territories ; and in other parts of India.
There are also some flowers, roots, and fruits, which
are employed to dye red ; but the red of the gum lac is
the most delicate and beautiful. The semecarpus anacardium, or marking nut, which is a native of all the
mountainous regions of India, is used for giving a durable black stain to the cotton cloth ; and a yellow dye
is supplied by the curcuma, or Indian saffron.
Of the capital employed in the cotton manufacture
C»piul employed.
of India generally, it is impossible to form even the
slightest conjecture.
The materials for the following
estimate of the capital employed in this manufacture
in Bengal, are supplied by Mr. Grant, in his Analysis
of the Finances of that Province, printed in the Fifth

man

We

the wives and daughters of the husbandmen and manufacturers, who could not otherwise be so usefully
employed, at least during the hot and rainy seasons.
The number of weavers, masters and joiJhrneymen, Mr
Grant estimates at 300,000, who are generally employed in making three million of pieces of cloth annually,
the prime cost of whieli is about 2 krore and 65 lacks
of rupees ; yet, as the amount of thread is not above
half the price of the finished manufacture, and as the
capital laid out in the purchase of such materials seldom or ever can equal the consumption of two months
labour, so the whole productive stock at any time required, or actually in use, for completing all those beautiful fabrics, so much the object of our admiration, after
allowing a loom, of six rupees, to be renewed once in
20 years for every workman, will not exceed 25 lacks
of rupees.
The manufacture of silk next claims our notice.
Though the Romans procured their silk from China,
and were obliged to depend upon the Persians for a
supply of it, there is little doubt that, at this period, it
was manufactured in Hindostan. In the Sanscrit there
are names for the silk worm and manufactured silk
and what is more decisive on this point, there are, and
appears to have been from the remotest times, two
castes of Hindoos, whose respective employments were
the feeding of silk worms and the spinning of sUk. In
the year 1762, when the power of the East India Company was pretty firmly established in Hindostan Proper, they sent over some natives of Italy to introduce
The first attempt to
the Italian mode of spinning.
establish a silk manufacture was a little below CalcutIn the year 1773,
ta; this, however, did not succeed.
buildings for that purpose were erected at Jungeypoor,
in the Raujeshy district of Bengal ; and in the year
1803, about 3000 people were employed here. This is
the greatest silk station of the East India Company
The others are at Cossimbazar, Mauldah, Bauleah,
Commercolly, Radnagoor, and Rungpoor. It is calculated, that the district of Raujeshy, in which these
places are situated, supplies four-fifths of. all the silk,
raw or manufactured, used in, or exported from HinThe raising of silk woi-ms is principally condostan.

Statistics.
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Where
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fined to a part of the district of Burdwan, and to the
vicinity of the Bhagirathi and Great Ganges, from
the fork of these rivers, for about 100 miles down
The introduction of the silk worm has
their streams.

not yet succeeded in the warmer districts of Hindostan, but it is probable that the country above the
Ghauts, where the climate is temperate, will be found
suitable.

Report on the Affairs of the East India Company. He
The mulberry tree used for feeding the worms is the Mulberries,
supposes, that the produce of cotton in Bengal is equal Oriental ; the dryness of the soil, it is supposed, is preto four lacks of maunds ; which, after losing three- judicial to the China mulberry.
The expense of plantfourths of its gross weight, by the operations of clean, ing this tree on a biggah of land is about 14 rupees
ing and dressing, will sell for about twelve lacks of ru- and the annual expenses afterwards, 9 rupees. Twenty
pees.
There is, besides, imported into Bengal, for the rupees are generally given by the feeders, for tJie
use of the cotton manufacturers, cotton from Surat
and leaves of a biggah. From one biggah, two maunds of
Mirzapore, in the district of Benares, of the value
of cocoons may be produced ; and two seer of reeled silk
SIX lacks of rupees ; so that the total
value of the rude is the produce of one maund. Four crops of mulberry
materials used in the cotton manufactures
of Bengal leaves are obtained from the same field in the course
may be estimated at 18 lacks of rupees. The price of of the year.
fine thread is enhanced to 16 times
the value of the
Wild silk worms are common in the forests of Silhit, Wild «ilk
raw material ; yet it is a remarkable fact, that the
laAssam, and the Decan ; from them a kind of coarse worms,
bour which thus enhances the value of it, scarcely
silk, called tisser, is procured, which is very far inyields a subsistence of nine anas, or
about 18 pence per ferior in colour and lustre to the other silk.
In Silhit,
month, being no more than three farthings a day
to
it is manufactured into a kind of goods called muggaeach spinner,— perhaps 18,000 in all. They
could not dooties; but it is principally manufactured, mixed
labour so cheaply, were it not that they are
principally with wool or cotton, into an article in considerable re-
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qnMt ia India, and by no means destitute of beauty or
elegance. Much of it U also exportet], wrought or unwroogfat. into the weateni part* of India.
The beat coeoona of the do—eaticated ailk wonns are
aeld by the native* to the Company ; from the rest they
wind off the tilk. But previous to this, the ooooons
are immened in a mixtim of water and the excretions
o£ the wonns,

Windiaggff thejr

*^

"^

an

till

when
The women

a Anaenlatiaa commences,

bailed in an earthen vcaeeL

'*

wind off the silk from the pod of the worm. A single
pod of raw nlk is divided into twenty different degrees
vt tntutm ; and so exquisite is the feeling of these wo>
Bcn, that whilst the thread is running thvovgfa their
flngera so swittly that their eye can be of no aMiatance,
they wiU btcak it off esactit as the assortments change,

at once ftom the first to the twentieth, from the nineteenth to the aecand." Corme's FragmenU, 4 IS.
hand reel is empkiyad ftr this purpose, which reaemin ita aimpHcity and cheapocaa, all the other impleBita Dsed by the nativea.
The moat estenaiTe and Booriahiog oMMtelaM of
Wow Jk,
tiflttM, Ac wore aUu ia at Monahedabad and its wei hbowhood ;
g
here are also made <wrioya kinda of tafttas, plain and
iowcred, andolhcr aorta of ailfc goods, both for home
the district of Be>
eooamnptian and exportation,
naica, tiaraea, brocaoea, and oraancBted gauacs are
naaoCMtand: in the western and aoothem parte of
Bengal, jiun gauaea. principally (far hooM consanpalk and cotton at MaakUi.
tion, and mixed gooda
BogUpoor, and in aaow pert* of the district of BonU
wan. Silk itockinga are knit with wire in the neighbonrhoed of CosMobanr; they are eatceaMd the beat
ktBmtait hare are alao made aatioa, alka, eaipeta, ftc.
-naqpi the aiUt worn haa not yet been introoiced h^
^
I* lfe» CwMtie, and prababiy woaM not thrire there,
jet ia dda pravinoe, the nlk weavers make gooda of a
Mr. Orant calcalatca that the
venr atranf Uric
traoinc tack.aoMHMiy employed in the whole of thia
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cables are made at Anjengo and Cochin, of the fibres Stetirtics.
of the laccadine cocoa nut. Canvas is manufactured ^^"Y"*^
from cotton and from the sun hemp; the former in
the neighbourhood of Chitta<i:ong, Patna, and some
In this city
other places, and the latter at Calcutta.
there are upwards of 70 looms at work, which can
make 150 bolh monthly at least; the workmen are
one
paid at the rate of four rupees for every bolh
;

man, if commonly industrious, is capable of weaving
one bolh in ten days, and at that rate might earn 12
rupees a month but he seldom finishes his bolh under 15 days
some take 17 days. As soon as a native
woriunan is paid his four rupees, he quits his loom,
and seldom returns till his money is spent. About
200 people are employed in this manufactory. The
Cannes is of the same length, breadth, and weij^ht as Cinru,
the EngUah canvaia: it hu a dross upon it, which ia
Pack thread is
reraored by bleaching and washing.
;

;

wove into sackcloth in many places, particularly in the
northern parts of Bengal, where it is used as clothing
by the awwi nt a innr s. A coarse, but very strong sadc*
CMth, is abo made at Bangalore, in the Myson, from
the Indian hemp.
Saddles, harness, military accoutrements, and other
artidn of leather are manufactured by the natives in
BcngaL Leather pantaloooa for the artillery, and gloves
an aaade at fifamst and shoes all over India. The
Bonbey shon an reckoned the best. Hyderabad, the
npital of Sinde, is noted ftir ita artificers who embroider on leather.
number* of braten water- pots
an inaniilhrtiiiad at Banilly, in the province of Delhi.
Artidn of cntlery, and even brass instruments, are

Ac.

Saddles,
•'>o**>

'>-<''•

Gmt
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f

of MMdhrtare,

in

itengal

and Bmarca, the

of it, mar reasonably be estimated at 10
diief a
lacka 0t rapeca, while the prinw ooal of the raw silk
peMMBM ni the eovntiy, cMaflJr tot nreign czportatien, he iHiinln etWladui the laifMt portion of
wfaiefa ia adnand by the |
fanign oportar; the
aon paid to the warden ha
at one lack.
Tlie other nanaftctiirea of Hindoatm are not of
or valae, and may thardbt* be elkad in

m

the alcmlta oialneta of the
nwtaoHtiOf pvtiauviy
Mysore, the nativw wear waoUaa dotho, called cooMh.
Km; tlmr are warn al they eonM A«n the kxMa, and
an of dilhMBtlangtlM; aeaw being ab or aeran feat
long by har or Are broad ; thaaa an of eoaraer quality ; stich aa an of a incr tcxtare, an about ten feet
long by six or aenn broad; tlMM nMnUe EngUsb camlau Neither of the kindi an dyed, bat are
of the natoral colour of the wool, wfaldi, ia the fee
oars, ia akant always a good black ; the prin of the
floaiacr kind m htm eigM*«n.panee to two rfiflKngo,
the Sner from twelve to
thilling*.
The
Onttddroey dialfict of Myaen ia cdcbrMad for the
niArt ii r i of exeriiat «aaeiiaa. that b of such aa
keep the natives warm, and protect then ftom the
rain.
FUnncIt wril wove, but fulled in a nry imperliMt aanncr, an manoiactarcd at Patna.
Carpeting,
of a nry darable frbric, ia made in the Churrar district
of Allahabad ; and Ellora^ the coital of one of the
Northern Ciroara of the sane nane^ it fiaaooa ftr nrfglM of a rich and beantiral lextam Th« boat coir

Md

Mmb

a

-

lade in aaneparta in tolerable perfection. The swords
nade in the Dean, and in the north part of India, are
canal in tacapar, tte. to the bcrt swords made in any
ouier part of the world. The armourers of Hyderabad,
in Sinde, an nlahralrd for the excellence of their workBMnhip ; and at Poiooiuhah, in the territoriea of the
Niam, than b a loife naaufectory of matchlocks,
At Mataodon, in the Myad othar wacpowa
Ri|)ah*8 deniaiaM^

b

the glasa

b manufiKtnred which

Ar awkhig the rings which are worn by the
Hindoa tnoMn round theb wrist*. The quality of
thb glaaa b not good, the materiab of which it is formmad not being well aorted, mixed in due proportion,
used

nor

fkcadl

MMicntJy,

eoom and oMqaa.

—

in

conacqiienn of which

it is

made of fire colours, black,
gnen, re<l, blocandTrilow. The black is in the most
rcqaest, and bean Che highest price.
The natives obIt is

tain the soda that thej
ftelds,

when

it

un

in the manufacture in the
the hot season. The

fema during

aaow Md* rapplv then with sand. The ring makers
on the western sale of Indb purchase the greater part
of thb glass. VbagajMitam is celebrated for its beautiful cabmet work, which is painted and inlaid with
ivory and black wood with great elegance and art.
The nanufaetures of opium and indigo have alreadv CochinesL
been awntiencd. About twenty years ago, the cochiand cochineal,
neal insert was introduced into India
;

though of an inferior kind, is now produced in different
The insect is found to thrive best on
parts of Indb.
the indigenous opuntia, which is abundant in Bengal,
and in nost parts of India. Near Baitura, in the Myaon Blah's territories, the husbandmen keep the in*
sort on the opontias, which ser\-e as a fence to their
gardens, and make from it annually about 1500 pounds
Tar b extracted from teak wood in most Tu.
of cochineal.
Rose-waof the places when ships an built of it
Gazapoor, in the Beter b distilled in many ports.

:
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Paper
long b«;en celebrated for it.
--Y""-' 15 manufactured in some parts of Northern Hindotan
from the bark of a tree named deah. It is very strong,
and capable of being woven, when gilt, by way of ornament, into the texture of silks and satins. Saltpetre
Saltpetre.
of
is manufactured to a great extent in the provinces
Bengal an<l Bahar, particularly in the latter. The export of it is principally confined to the Comp.iny's inSurt

il<^

iiarcs district,

hw

vestment, the greater part of which is made in the disThe climate
of Hajypoor and Sanur, in Bahar.
and soil are ' extremely favourable to its spontaneous
It is sent to Europe in an impure state,
production.
but chrystallized, put up in bags, e-ich bag containing
two bazar inaunds, or about Iti41b. As the Company
are obliged to supply the British Government with a
certain quantity of it. each Bengal ship of 800 tons, in
time of war, generally brings home about 5000 bags.
Salt is made from sea water along nearly the whole of
the eastern coast, as far as the mouth of the Ganges, in
tricts

5«lt.

JUce ind

Tumlock and Hiljellce, which lie
great abundance
to the south-west of Calcutta, near the Hooghly, are the
principal places where salt is manufactured for the
Bengal presidency. The land at these places is regularly overflowed by the tide; and, in order to retain
the saline particles, mounds of earth are formed, from
which the salt is extracted by filtration and boiling
each mound will yield, on an average, 18,640 libs, of
salt, and requires the labour of seven men. The working months are from November to June, during the
dry season. On the West coast of India, salt is made
in large quantities, on the coast of the island of Salsette.
The process is similar to that which is followed
in Europe; but when salt of a superior quality is
wished for, it is obtained " by fixing a jagged piece
of stick in the water, when first let into the reservoirs,
to which, as the water evaporates, saline particles adhere, to tlie weight of three or four ounces."
Salt
made from sea water is in high repute among the natives of India, principally from religious considerations,
especially that made from the waters of the Ganges :
,but European tables at Bombay, and other places on
the western coast, are supplied with a remarkably fine
salt from Arabia, " in pieces not unlike a cheese in
shape, and sparkling like a sugar loaf."
The mechanism of the Hindoos is very rude and
imperfect, and probably has been stationary for at least
2000 years. The rice mill consists of two round flat
stones ; in the lower one there is a hollow, into which
the middle of the upper one is inserted ; it is turned
round by means of a wooden peg, and the flower
comes out through a groove in the under stone
in
fact, it resembles the quern of Scotland.
Two Indians
with their hand corn mill can grind only 60 libs of
flour in a day.
On several of the streams, however,
in Hindostan Proper, particularly on the Ilavey, there
are water-mills for grinding corn.
The mill that is
usetl to extract the oil from the cocoa-nut is very simple in its construction, and, at the same time, answers
ita purpose extremely well.
It is thus described by
;

Sonnerat
•n

milli.

:

" The pieces of this machine are, first, the trunk of a
large tree sunk in the earth, and strongly fixed, the
top
the form of a vase ; secondly, a mortar placed in
the
middle of the trunk, and which, not being very large

m

goes widening to the bottom; thirdly, a pestle placed
in the mortar ; fourthly, a cross pole, adapted
to the
top of the pestle, and which turns it ; this cross
pole is
composed of equal pieces, tied together with ropes,
which, being flexible, are not subject to break ; fifthly,

a large bar of -wood, flat, placed horizontally .at the Statistics.
bottom of the machine, and to which the cross pole is **"-Y"'"*'
This bar, widenirig and increasing to.\vards the
fixed.
extremity, which is fitted to the trunk oil the tree, turns
on a slope made at the bottom of the trunk, anil reTwo bullocks, tied to this bar,
gulates the machine.
turn it, and the people along with it.
At the top of
the trunk, is a ledge to prevent the oil from running
man stands on the horizontal bar, and turns
out.
puts back the grains that are falling out,
along with it,
collects the oil as soon as it rises to the top, and puts
Sonnerat's Voyage to the East Indict,
it into vases."
vol. ii. p. 133.
The same author thus describes the arts of the car- Trades of
penter, sawyer, blacksmith, goldsmith, and Shoemaker, iJie Hin'
^°°^'
as they are carried on in India
" The Indian carpenter knows no other tools than
the plane, cliissel, the wimbol, a hammer, and a kind of
The earth serves him for a shop-board, and
hatchet.
his foot for a hold-fast
but they are a month in performing what our workmen will do in three days. It
is to no purpose shewing them the most expeditious
and easy way of sawing wood; they had rather keep
to the imperfect manner they received from their fa-

A

—

—

;

thers,
''

than adopt a

The sawyer

new one more commodious.
wood between two

places his

joists

the ground ; and, sitting carefully on a little
bench, employs three days, with one saw, to make a
plank, which would take our people an hour's work^
fixed

ill

" The blacksmith always carries his tools with him,
and his little furnace working wherever he
employed. He sets up his forge before the house of

his forge,
is

the person

;

who

calls

him, and, with the dirt of the

makes a little wall, before which he places his
hearth.
Behind the wall are two leather bellowa,
which the apprentice keeps going, by alternately pressing the top.
In this manner the fire is kept up. A
place,

stone serves for an anvil, and. his whole apparatus conof a pair of pincers, a hammer, a mallet, and a

sists
file.

" The productions of the goldsmith announce, in sv&.
ry shape, the want of tools. Like theChihese, they have
not as yet arrived at the art of polishing gold or silver, or to work the gold in different colours.
Yet we
have their filigree work in esteem ; that is, indeed, only a work of patience.
The Indian goldsmith carries
his workshop witli him wherever he is sent for.
His
furnace is an earthen pot, an iron pipe serves him for
a bellows, and a pair of pincers, a hammer, a file, and a
small mallet, are all his tools.
He makes his crucible
on the spot, with clay, mixed with charcoal and cowdung ; which gives a solidity to the crucible that prevents its breaking in the fire. One shilling are the wages of the master and his servant for a whole day.
" The shoemaker is of the most defpicable caste, and
He has no other
is also the poorest of all the artisans.
tools than an awl and a knife ; no shop for leather, or
lasts.
When a pair of shoes are wanted, the money
must be advanced, and with this money he buys a
sheepskin, which he prepares on the same day, and
on the morrow brings the shoes. From the shoemaker's
working in leather, and eating meat, they are held in
the greatest contempt by the other Indians, who esteem
them the lowest order of men. Their huts are in separate quarters, out of the towns and villages ; and in
the European settlements they perform the office of
executioners."
Sonnerat, xi. 126-8.
Fishing, as a source of trade, is little followed in Fishede*.
Hindostan; there is, however, an extensive fishery on
.

.

.
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the

Gulf of Cutch

;

th*

fish

»re dried, and exporteil on

The natifes here
l)ull9ckt to the interior.
are alio emplojrcd in the pearl fishery ; but this kind
carried on to the f^reateat extent on the
of fisberr
mnels mnd

w

heres of the sowth eaitem extremitj of India, particuhrif *t Tuticurin, and six other villages in the district
of Tinnevelly. There are two fishinr seasons in the
jraar ; one tn March and April, and the other in Augnat and September. The pearls are disposed of at a
fiur that is held iauMdiatdy after the terminatioa of
mth liftiTiia MBinn . they ara mtich inferior to those
peocored

m

Ceylon,

jtrecni»h tinge.

h«Dc

di«fi«ured bv
fishing at-'f

.1

Moe

Near BomDay,

or

cd

at
of the trunks of the eoeaft>iwt tree, an
th« higinaing of th« bit aeaano, in eight or nkte fathooM wattr ;• they are taken ap befiMrc the south-west
monsoon cciamenoea. Thev are fixed by means of
'boats filled with water, attached to them when the tide
is low ; thus, of roonc, diey mn sunk to the bottom
and they are raised by a similar process, emptv boata
being attached to them, bv means of which they are
lifted up at the flowing of the tide.
The iiitenial trwle of India is conducted by boots,
land carriers, travelling merchants, and at fair«>
The
boats which are used un the Ganges, and it* tributary
streams, are of rarious sisea and constructions
from
Patna to Calcntta, where the navigation resembles that
of the sea, both from the width of the river, and the
1 i

:

;

Moras which fVcqnently

arise, it is neceasary to employ largfe and strong boiata, or rather ships o( upwards
of 100 tona ; in the higher parta of the nver, the boaU
arc made cither low ai^ deep, or flat, and eiinktr bmilt.
Between Calcatta and the aaa, •nmnc the shallows,
the boats are made witbeat kceL Tnoae which are
ased in the Inshu are Ha^ beWoiaed, with
beads
and stemsv low forwaid, bjgb abaft and drawing only
a 9rm incnca water; ears are seldom employed, but
they arc either dra|ai«d by Kien. or msahed along whfa
poles ; when the wind admits it, sella are need.
The
matctials of which these boata are oooelructed are very
few, simple, and cheap ; and tiie buefaae u acarccly receive mtf wafr«-tgu^« what will purcbaae thnn a liu
tie salt, tehaocok and dethiDg ; grain ia aappUcd th^a
for food.
The avenge rate of travelling, with and
against the current, may be reckoned Sj mile* a-day.
!' the iiilaud navigaton in Hindostan Proper, mU,

syw

and manuCictured article*, are interchanged. It is said that the whole number of boatmen
cnployed in the rivers of Rengal and Bahar are nearly
900^000 ; mod of these are also labourer* in husbandry,
.:x.A. cotton,

erfiabernen;

Land omage is perferroed by osen, bnlaloes, and
tamitkam hw horvcs ; no carriages are oanl, their beia|E ae n»m adaniad Ar then.
The owner* of ilie

f

owmr

catUe we
i iellj the
aiao of the merchandiM they canry, aa weO ae the drivera. One driver is
alkwcd to Cbot okch. Their Ibod b generally obuined without npeaae on the road side; but where buffsloet are cmplnod, it ia nrceasanr to give them grain.
The attides of merehandlic which »n thus transported,
art grain, salt, cotton, sugar, tobacco, betel nut. k.e.
Id the Deean thete ia a waMlering tribe of carriers,
called Loenballies, or Barganhs, who interchange the
ceaoBoditir* uf this part cC Hindoatan for those uf Renthe adjacent piwvinoea. They are said to be
immmiitmt at ihoae cmp.feilawen who aecam-

Cmd
panM

OBoerors Shah Jehan and Allum Geer, in
ne Decan. There are also in the Mahntta OMifttkt, /ad other paru of India, vanjarica, or
Ifac

their wara in
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itinerant grain dealer*
a singular race of people. Statistics
^^
Formerly they were never molested in the most dis- ^~.^i_j^"jj
turljed state of the country, being regarded as sacred;
this reverence for them, however, is now nearly at an
end. They travel in large parties, with their grain on
bullock 0, brought from a great distance ; but ihty do
_

^

^

not depend entirely on their profits as jtrain dealers,
nor on their returns of merchandise from the Decan to
Hindoetan I*roper for they occasionally become staThi^,
tionary, and apply themselves to husbandry.
however, seldom happens, except when they are unable
to dispoyc of their ^rain.
They also employ their leisure in weaving a stuff from hemp, of great strength
and good quality this is made into bogs to carry
I'he
grain in, and into large cloths to cover camels.
travelling merchants or banyans resemble the chapmen in Britain; they come in great numbers from
Guxerat to Bombay, selling muslins, cotton cloths, &c.
;

;

Trivtllirg
n-.crctm.ti

They are chiefly Hindoos though some Mahomedans
they are distinadopt the name and the nrofesiiion
guished by a red turban, shaped in front like tike horn
of a rhinoceros.
The banyans are generally rich,
and carry on a stationary as well as an itinerant biisi«
ness.
When travelling they are attended hy ciiolie*,
Besides these,
porters, to caiyy their merchandize.
there are the burabs, or |ietty chapmen, who^ire Mahomedans, very poor, and not distinguished by their
honesty. They travel about the country' with an almost
infinite variety of small and diesp artides in their
boxes
There are weekly markets ever most part of Min- Mvktti^
dostan Proper, but lliey are nut rommon in other parts
of India. At theae there is a consitlerable intrrchan^^e
of commodities, Init, of course, confined to the vicinity
of the place where the market is held. The fairs of Pain u'
Hindostan arc of infinitely greater importance. The Cooloo
mo*t celebrated are those of Cooloo, Hurdwar, and
Nolucky Hant. The fair of Cooloo, in the province of
OrtMa, is attended by the traders of the inland parts of
Hindoetan, particularly those of Berar, and the traders
in salt and European commoditie* fVom the sea coast
Dariof the Bootha of Jamary, February, and March,
the Immuf ariei^e their eatavana, and bring their
mercfaandiae, which oonatata chiefly of cotton, on bul«
locks to Cooloo.
Here they are met by the trader*
Iniaa ike sea coaat
Factors are employed to transact
tlie business ameog them ; and they also supply them
with huts, food, and other neccaaarics, duruig their
abode. The cotnmiaiion of the factors is one per cent.
Nearly all the busiacaa is carried on by factors. The
fair breaks up about a month before the commencement of the rainy aeaaon. The traders then depart ;
but the fiwtor* are stationary.
<Tbe wiwiiaa fiur at I lu'rdwar, the place where the and HardGanges enters Hindostan, is held annually ; but every «at.
twelve years there is a fair here, at which arc assent*
bled a much greater number of people than at any
other fair in the world.
Many of these, indeed, per«
hap* the largest portion of them, visit Hurdwar mrni
mntives of superstition, and as a place of pilgrimage,
which will be aAerwanl* noticed; but great number* are
also led hither from commercial motive*.
At the annual Curs, it is computed that between.SOO.000 and
SOO.OOO people are collected. At the fair every twelve
^ean, there are often a million and in April I8O9, it
i« *a ppoaed there were assembled at Hurdwar, from
every part of Hindostan, from the confines of China to
thooe of Persis, Hindoos of every description, amountiog to two million* of penoo*. An immense variety
;

;

.

;
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Caubul, Candahar, Multan, and the Punjab, supply horses, mules, camels, tobacco, antimony, assafoetida, and dried fruits of all
Caahmere, and the country of the Seiks, send
kinds.
Spotted
shawls, and other goods of that description.
turbans, looking glasses, toys, with various manufactares in brass and ivory, are supplied from Jeypoor.
of articlcj are sold at this fair.

Shields from Rohilcund, Lucknow, and Silhit; bows and
arrows from Multan and the Dooab; rock-salt from
Lahore ; baftas and piece goods from the Punjab ; and
cotton and woollen goods, C04M>a-nuts, &c. from the

The most freprovinces of the East India Company.
tiuented place in the fair is the bed of the river, for at
The bargains
this season of the year it is almost dry.
are conducted and settled without a single word being
spoken : a cloth being thrown over the hands of the
parties, they communicate with each other by touching
Exports

firom

the different joints of the fingers, and thus effectually Statistic*
prevent those near them from gaining any inlbnnation. """V""^
Before the British gained possession of this part of Hindostan, heavy duties were levied on the ci^tlc brought to
this fair; but these are now taken off; neither are
any of those scenes of tumult and bloodshed, which
formerly always disgraced it. The fair at Nolucky
Hant, in the pergunnah of Bowal, in the Dacca district
of Bengal, is held annually for the space of nine days.
Here the weavers assemble to purchase their annual
stock of trade; and it is computed, that the business
carried on there frequently amounts in value to three
lacks of rupees.
The following list of the principal articles exported Exports and
from the under- mentioned places to India, and import- imports.
ed into those places from India, is taken from papers
printed by order of the House of Commons :

*

Imports into

Great Britain.

Malt liquors, wines, spirits, apparel, metals, cutlery.
ironmongery, perfumery, books, carriages, glass-ware,
jewellery and plated ware, oilman's stores, provisions,

Eiporti.

saddlery, naval stores, stationery, woollens, cochineal,
coral, cordage, quicksilver.

Piece goods, indigo, saltpetre, opium, cassia, lynia, Imports.
silk, cotton, gum lac, pepper, rice, sugar, turmeric, precious stones^ elephants' teeth, drugs, gum, gin.

'

raw
ger.

Denmark.
Brandy, cordage, canvass,

claret, cyder, copper, nails.

coffee, gin, iron, steel, spices,

Piece goods, sundries,

wine.
Lisbon.

Lisbon wine, Madeira, port, Goa paper, sundries.

Piece goods, indigo, grain, cassia buds, drugs, cotton.

America.
\

Arrack, rum, brandy, cherry brandy, claret, port.
Madeira, Cape wine, gin, cyder, coffee, cordage, metals,
timber and planks, spices, oilman's stores, broad cloth.
Coast of Malabar to

Piece goods, sugar, indigo, cotton, camphire, ginger,
hemp, flax, canvass^ gunnies,

seeds,

-i

andfrom

Piece goods, betel nuts, horses, drugs, tobacco, fruit.
coir and coir cables, liquors, grain, timber, tea, lamatta,
nankeen, coral, spice, naval stores.

the other parts

of India.

Piece goods, sugar, raw silk, indigo, grain, Bengal
rum, canvass and gunnies, cardamons, long pepper,
seeds, carriages, betel nuts, ginger.

Northern parts ofGuzerat.
Cotton, piece goods, grain, cornelians, oils, ghee,
putchuck seed, sandal oil, gingelly seed, shawls, drugs,
morva, tobacco, hemp, horses, hides.

Piece goods, sugar and jaghery, raw silk, cocoa-nuts,
pepper, drugs, elephants' teeth, cochineal, woollens,
copper, iron, steel, betel nuts, liquors, dates, grain, embroidery, copra, gunnies, ghee, spices.

Sural.

Cotton, piece goods,

hemp, red and white

lead, tin.

horses.

Raw

silk,

copper,
pepper.

tin,

piece goods, sugar, betel nuts, cochineal,
iron, woollens, elephants' teeth, liquors,
'
•

Bombay.
Piece goods, cotton, sugar, sugar candy, cochineal.
betel nuts, spices, salt, woollens, hquors, elephants' teeth,
cocoa nuts, grain.

Cotton, piece goods, pepper, grain, fruits, betel nuts,
naval stores, sandal wood, chillies,

provisions, spill,
tijj_

Coromandel Coast.
Piece goods, chanks, copper, nails, spice, brandy.
woollens, metals, drugs, naval stores, timber, sandal

Grain, piece goods, raw silk, sugar and jaghery,
opium, seeds, ginger, courass and gunnies, long pep.

Northern Circars.
Grain, piece goods, indigo, rum.

Piece goods, sugar,

silk,

opium, canvass..

^
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fu-l'-i.

,L-v.-^
liziitfts.
**~"'

»t«tlni».

iBiportsiato

Camalie.

•

i^i^T
UBportfc

Grain, tobacco, blue dotbs, rum, indigo.

Grain, piece goods, tobacco, woollens.

Fort

St. George.

Grain, piece goods, tobacco, cott<», pepper, jagherjr,

grain. liquors, drug*, (pices, timber, naval

Metab,

•tOMii piece goods,

fruits.

fruita.

Tanjore.

Piece goods, indigo.

Grain, liquors, metals, drugs, cotton, fruit, spice.

TimneveVy and Ramnad.
Pepper, piece goods.

Pieec goods, grain, jagherj, cotton.

X^anara.

Grain, piece goods, tobacco,

Piece goods, sugar, jaghery, betel nuts.

Malaiar

Capn, cocoa

nuts, pepper, aandal

fruits.

province.

wood, bctd mts.

piece goods, ooir, caraamoas, gbee, grain, timber.

Cotton, piece goods, wines, horses, liquors, iron, brass,
copper, tin, woollens, sugar, drugs.

Cochin.

P0ffn, cardamons, teak wood, sandal wood, coco«
nnts, ooir coedage, caane, tab maws.

Piece

opium,

goods,

wine,

liquors,

cassia

buds,

gum,

fruit.

BatgaL
piece goods, foger, opium, drugs,
Grain, raw
liquors, gunnies, ginger, spice, ghee, iDdigo.

Piece goods,' salt, chauks, copper, honei, fruit, spice,
and cordage.

tilk,

coir cables

C/yfo*.

Arrack, betel, coir and coir cabl ee, copper,
tiaber, naval atofta^ diphanta' teeth, cinnamon.

apice,

Graia, piece goods, mctali^ hones, provisieas, tu«
gar.

AoMtm.
Opium, piece goods, caoTin.

Pepper, spioca.

Jrwhiam mad Pertitm Gulf:

Hones, cowrtee, copper
caflee, dates,
fins,

tortoise

raisins,
shells,

naila,

drugs, galls, gnma.

mjrrrh, olihanum, grain, shark
lamettor, bing, coral, almond*,

Piece sooda, indigo, sugar, raw

silk, grain,

pqiper,

iron, lead, coloured silk, <migs, tobacco, soawls, cotton,

Japan wood.

rose-water, dephanta' teeth.

Caihmtn.
Cowries, piece geodi, ihawlt.

,

Piece goods.

Celt* and Simle.
Cotton, gbee, grain, oO, piece goods,

w

is , dniga.

Sugar and jaghery, piece goods, raw

silk,

pepper,

iron, drugs, grain, steel, cocoa nuts, betel nuts, c<nr.

Gram,

ivory

we,

ad, hemp, timber, piece goods.

betel aati.

Piece gooda^ grain, iron, sugar, cocoa nuts, copra,
mta, datie, pepper, turmeric.

betel

Goamtd
Gnin,

piece goods, betel nuts, hemp, sandal wood.
cinga, capper wares.

Caitean

,

Grain, piece goods, raw tilk, sugar, woollens, hing,
drugs, seals, wme, dates, spices, iron, tin, liquon, co«
boraei, pepper.
I

Makratta Doauniont.
Piece goods, cottons, woollens.
VOL. Zir. PART.
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Importoinw

Expomhm
Travancore,
Betel,

skins,

fruit,

timber,

Piece goods,

grain.

drugs, pepper,

salt, cottoB.

\

chaulu.

Tranquebar.
Piece goods, grain, opium, sugar.

Liquors, naval stores, metals, grain, piece goods,
spices, dyes, mother-of-pearl.

Pegu,

Timber and plank,
coir cables,

hartal, horses, pepper, coir

wax, cardamoms, stick

and

Piece goods, opium, woollens,

tin,

wine, grain, rum,

canvass.

lac.

'

Penang.
Pepper, betel nuts, benjarain, metals, spices, tutehague, ajia woo<l, piece goods, sugar, elephants' teeth,

Opium, piece goods, raw silk, grain, cotton, wine,
metals, iron, carpets, blankets.

*

cochineid.

Manilla.

Piece goods, opium,

Nankeens, Japan wood, tutenague.

silk,

iron

and

nails, glass

ware.

China.

Sugar candy, tutenague, piece goods, camphor, nankeens, tea, vermilion, China ware, raw silk, cassia buds,
spices,

red and white lead, pepper, alum,

tin,

drugs.
Isle

Cotton,

shark

fins,

opium, piece goods, pearls, sandal wood,
grain, saltpetre, cornelians, pulchuck, co-

.

rals, rice.

of France.
Piece goods.

Brandy, &c.

Maldive Islands.
Coir and coir cables, cocoa nut shells, cowries, salt-

Grain, sugar, piece goods, tobacco,

petre, turtle shell.

Coast of Africa.

Piece goods, glass beads.

Elephants' teeth, tortoise shells, grain.
Commerce
with Kurope

^d

America.

The commerce of India is generally considered under
two grand heads ; viz. that which is carried on with
Europe and America, and the " coasting trade," or that
which is carried on from one part of India toanotherjand
from Indiii to the ports of the Indian islands, China, the
Arabian and Persian Gulfs, and the east coast of Africa.
The Indian commerce to Europe is almost entirely
carried on by Great Britain and, till within these two
years, it consisted of the commerce of the East India
Company. That which is called the " privilege trade,"
established by an act of Parliament in the year 1793,
by which the Company were empowered to grant li;

cences to individuals to trade to India ; and, lastly, the
private trade, or that enjoyed by the commanders and
officers of the Company's ships.
Since the trade to
India was thrown open, a considerable capital and

amount of tonnage have been embarked on
viduals

it

by

indi-

but the only particular respecting this branch
of the trade officially known at present is, that there
are employed in it upwards of 180 vessels, most of
which belong to London.
;

In

six

ytarsfrom 1802

Goods.

Imports into all India
Exports,
Do.

£ 957,224
6,901,269

Bullion.

6,528,250
25,696

to

The only foreign nation which partakes largely in American
the trade to India, is the United States of America, trade.
The vessels of the American states first appeared in the
In 1794, Britain
Indian seas about the year -1785.
granted to them, by treaty, a right to a direct trade
between their own ports, and ihrough British India;
this grant, the troubles in which Europe was involved,
and the capture of the settlements of the Dutch, Danes,
and French, in India, by the British, contributed to extend and confirm the American commerce to this counAccording to accounts laid before Congress, the
try.
amount of Indian goods landed in the Unitctl States,
for re-exportation, was, in 1790, 2,000,000 dollars;
and in the year 1800, 39,000,000 dollars. In ten years
ending 1801-5, the Americans exported from Bengal
goods to the amount of £4,643,575, or, on an average,
£ 464,357 per annum ; and imported to the amount of
£ 3,906,068, or £ 390,606 per annum. The following
Table will farther illustrate the trade between America
and India.

1807-8.
Total.

7,487,524
6,926,965

In three years from 1808-9

to

1810-11.

Goods.

Bullion.

TotaL

35U602

4,531,253

4,882,8.36

5,107,818

9625

5,117,443

»
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The following Table exhibiu the sole amoust of privilege and private trade goods, told at the East Com>
pray'a mh», from 1793-4 to ISOd-lO.

Pi liB^t

1793^

je

179»-5
1795-6
l79«-7
1797-8
I79S-9

179^1800
1800-1

iaot-«
ISOif-S

1«»4

Ttml*.

PiHaMTmia.

i,:+:,i39
1,566,979
l,7S4.«17
2,386,581
1.860^754
1.853.050
I.7tt.97t
).Of8.769
1.931,985

623.639
843,747
868,!W8
953,361
939,907

797.-/29

580.ti0S

1,IS9,408

413.875

1.56A68S

ToUl £il^l7.iHS

7,545,076

18,760,359

tW7-8
I80«i«
I809-I0

617,876

967,388
1,011,165
1,073,637
1,081.045
l,0:i6,667

1,598,884

Bombay.

264,799
195,108
247,260
591,798
411,096
621,940
414,626
572,792
381,987
400,387
236,337
481,184

71,235
97,185
197,059
146,917

l«<'5.b'

537.568
943,217
714,403
S80.IK3
885,433
95S,«*+
mr.'-'j

180(1 7

27-',i-M

1807-8
1808-9

52'j.i.-;j

:;;)-. iHil

754,1X13

•»--iy,792

1803.4
1804-5

S.04'i.6SJ

4^^4,846

£765,188

179:>-4

lftU2.3

1. 9:^.64*

7«.ltO

1792-3

1799-1800
180U.1
1801-8

t,329.7tS
8,117.947
2,113,»91

Mtdru.

Bengal.

17989

8.176,087
8,424.036
«.43I.08S
1,453,608
8,349.561
1,317,932

I8(H-S
t8(»-«
1806-7

Statntic!:.

Yrin.

1794-5
1795-6
1796-7
1797-8

TolaL

441.9-^
373,S6«
458,5*1
274,»12
«93,I60
4«8,06t
870,808
546.419
868,487
456,052
S15,30S
570,9»6

181.710
469,879
409,787
e7».749
646,747

99

S41.(;i5

:k,:i-2

18S,5'i7

146,322
126,775
146,196

The foltowing it a ttatcment of the amount in value priodpal
of the principal articles exported fVom India, from artidnof
1793-4 to IPO9-IO inclu»ive, coniistinjj of the Compa. "poratioo
*'''*»°'
nj's, the private and privilege trade, and the neatral ""
and prise good*.

'

Aeoaont of tbe lorMtmcnU of goods rteeivad ftoM
Ib'^ p«ticalaraing tite amaont received ftoa each
S^TT"*''*
""^
unmimrj in eocb jmr, fran tbc jrcor 17ttt-S, to
ladte

Swat da
Sahpctre

OMipany'i

Prlval*

Ncutrd

UootU.

Gooit.

Good*.

r>r«g*,
Silk
.

and

ftoin

7,014.986
3,388.835

.

.

The two foOowiM ToUce
trade to

«,09t^l«

ftc
.

will further illMinte lb* coBMBOree of India,
Earope and Aiaerka, and the coaating trade.

iHuitwKin nj ike ComnfTve ef Brkuk

tmdm

1,563,923

3,060356

SugaTf

liMiigo,

Pepper

1

.

.

...

1806.9 mdaavc.

153,961
259,868
197,445
160,180

S'-ii.ii,:<>

goods £14.490.3781

Km*

171,9:10

319,384
111,329
261,342
172,615

in

6.960,505

108,921

380.777

18.469

I0,19l.l8sll1,484,885
1.81 1.081

380,777

6,455
18,469

iu two great divinons of the

trah /.Biidba. Amtnctt^ omM tgrtigm Lmrvpt,

Jrom 1808-3

to lSlO-1 1.

Iwpeirre imto Imdu.
Imports.

18(»-3.

McfdMirflM
P'

Loodaa, on aeenmt of the 1

M81.I
East India Gnmanjr X [£
CO areonnt of Com-'
S90.00I

Oa

awnderaand OCoar*
on aeeoMt of Privme

Do^

Total ftMT

LondoQ

1

1803-4.
Total.

Bullio

jiwrsRBAwiiv

Total.

£45S.7W«1.M0^6M £8M,79S<C l.253,688!irS,,15^,481
'

14.616

344,616

475,000

88,540

503,540

475.566

S58.38t

787,888

K'8,778

868.566

437,344

.987,404

785,729

t/i53,lS3

,548,577

1,550,788

3,09?«.365

6k+,;)00

1

69

,591

34,8.18

Barape

60^668
I9l«8i«

C»t,98J

FoM^a

876.5M

466,318

147 738

650,068
507,887

Poeriiga

Earope and Anerica

258,478

908,487

1.160.909

188,570

1,157.955

1,340,525

2,179.876

1,634.166

3,814,042

1,785,147

2,708,743

4,433,890

ToUl

655,625

INDIA.
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Statistics.

Statement of the Commerce of British India, i^-c.— Continued.

Imports into India.
Imiiorts.

Impoitb

1805-6.

1804-5.

Prom London, on account of the'
East India Company
on account of Cora- .
manders and ofRcess
on account of Private
Merchants
J

Do.

Total.

Merchandise.

Merchandise.

Bullion.

£ 779,538 £

788,705 £1,568,243 £579,111

Bullion.

Total.

£1,502,905 £2,082,016

445,000

49,622

494,622

.505,000

15,539

520,539

203,703

185,299

389,002

275,740

283,052

558,792

1,428,241

1,023,626

2,451,867

1,359,851

1,801,496

3,161,347

From America
From Foreign Europe

81,312
212,725

531,756
420,942

613,068
633,667

198,010
156,182

888,035
415,321

1,086,045

From Foreign Europe and America

294,037

952,698

1,246,735

354,192

1,303,356

1,657,548

1,722,278

1,976,324

3,698,602

1,714,043

3,104,852

4,818,895

Do.

...

Total from

London

.

.

.......

Total

1806-7.

From London, on account of thel
East India Company
Do.
on account of Com-

£ 848,944 £

571,503

1807-8.

1,318,254 £2,167,198

£ 1,206,235

£ 1,206,235

405,000

27,894

432,894

480,000

43,545

523,545

736,996

158,511

895,507

319,653

124,236

443,889

1,990,940

1,504,659

3,495,599

2,005,888

167,781

2,173,669

From America
From Foreign Europe

242,308
190,533

1,222,898

1,465,206
492,801

102,335
257,215

971,498
287,308

1,073,833

302.268

From Foreign Europe and America

432,841

1,525,166

1,958,007

359,550

1,258,806

1,618,356

2,423,781

3,029,825

5,453,606

2,365,438

l,42tf,587

3,792,025

manders and Officers
on account of Private'
Merchants
J

Do.

...

Total fi;om

London

.

.

Total

1809-10.

1808-9.

From London, on account of the!
East India Company,

Do.
Do.

on account of Com-1
manders and Officers
on account of Private'
Merchants
Total from

London

....

From America
From Foreign Europe

',

.

From Foreign Europe and America
Total

544,528

£ 884,807 £ 229,597 £1,114,404 £ 869,743

869,743

400,000

28,087

428.087

470,000

8,218

478,218

390,167

114,353

504,520

360,453

11,448

371,901

1,674,974

372,037

2,047,011

1,700,196

19,666

1,719,862

15,075
40,270

16,466

31,541
40,270

65,065
65,114

827,084
135,924

892,149
201,038

55,345

16,466

71,811

130,179

963,008

1,093,187

1,730,319

388,5t)3

2,118,822 1,830,375

982,674

2,813,049

\
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—Continued.

Imports into India.
Imports.

General Totals.

1810-11.
McrctiandiM.

From LoodoD, on account of the'
East India Company
on account of ComDo.
maoden and Officers
oo

Do.

accioinH

£ 835.778

of Private'

...

ModMBla

Tout

BuUiun.

*

.

•

Mercbandiac.

£ 835.778

Total.

Bullion.

8.024,793 .« 3,551,934 £13,576.727

JC

SS5.000

9>00l

394,001

3.895,000!

223,062

4,\iO,Q6i

653,098

27.487

680,585

3.584,154

1,425.874

5.009.428

1

Total from Lflndoo

.

.

1,873,876

36,488

1,910,364

15,503.947

7.202,270

22,706,217

51,711
65,913

855,662
280,688

907,373
346.601

851.306
1.327.504

6.595.400
2,626,846

7,446,706
3,954,346

in.ea*

1,136.350

1.253.974

2.178.810

9.222,242

11,401,052

1,991.500

1,172.838

3,164.338

17.682,757 16,424.512

34,107.269

FranAnMrick
Fram Foreign Earope
Front Foreign
Total

Eon^ and America
.

ExroiITS rmoM India.
Exports*

1802.3.

1803.4.

TaUL

BallkHi.

India Coopanjr
on account of the Com*
auDdertaiid Offioen
on aeooont «t Privau'
Mcrchanla

Da
Do.

...

Total to London

.

.

.

£

S48.M0

Total

£

1.543,156

24^550

419.135

-

Do.

Eaat'

on account of tlieGND-'

aadenand OCean

Da

on account of

Prirate'

Mocbanu
Total to London

.

.

To America
To Foreign F.arope

To

FcffvigB

Eofope and Ajnenca

Total

.

419,135

1.431,400

1.360,244

3,353.361

124

3.353,685

3,328,535

653.905
507,286

5,406

787

661.311
508.073

40.397

163.191

6.193

1.169,384

1.905.568

11,157

1,316,725

4.516,752,

6,317

4,523,0611

4,628.103

11,157

4,639,260

1.

865.171

1.360.244

-

3,322.535

£11,157
*

876,328
440,397

••

1805.6.

1804-5.

To London, on account of the
India Comfany

1,543,156

£124

To AoMiica

.

£

l,679.75J

TdaU

Bullion.

i.43i.rre

To Fan%B Earapa
To Foniga Enrapa Mid Aaarica

£

1,679.755

McicfcandiM.

£

1.809,086

£ 1,046.131

390,656

269.464

924.484

924.484

65S.507

3,118,126

3.118,126

1,968,102

462.84J
622,736

462,349
62«,7.36

964,402
346,300

-

964.402
346,300

1,085,085

1,065.085

1,310,702

-

1,310,702

4.203,211

4.203.211

3,278,804

e

Y I.809.096J
990.«M

.

4

£48
m

m

1.046.179

269.464

652,507

48

48

1,968,150

3,278,852

1
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of the Commerce of British India, <5'C.—Continuea.

Slalentent

^

Exports from India.
B^VIU.

Exports.

1806-7.
Merchaniiise

account of the East
India Company
on account of the Com-

To London, on
Do.

Do.

£

JE102

...
...
Total to London

Merchandise.

Total.

Bullion.

1,048,469

manders and Officers
on account of- Private 7
Merchants
J

1807-8.

£

1,048,571

£

308,767

460,749

965,308

965,308

718,348

1,580

719,928

1,580

2,798,167

2,322,646

2.796,587

.
To America
To Foreign Europe

1,265,124

2J09

I,267.8;^3

302,72:^

963,002
407,445

To Foreign Europe and America

1,567,847

2.709

1

,570,5.'36

1,370,447

3,890,391

2,811

3,893,202

4,167,034

302,723

Total

account of the East")
India Company
j
on account of the Com- J

£

£

1,313,569

460,749

963,002
407,445
1,370,44'

1,580

4,168,614

1809-10.

1808-9.

To London, on

1,617,490

308,767

102

.

Total.

£

1,617,490

2,322,514

.

Bullion.

1,313, 569

£

£

1,170,494

1,170,494

.

Do.

Do.

...

Total to London

To America
To Foreign Europe
.

.

To

318,835

manders and Officers J
on account of Private!
Merchants
J
.

.

.

,

Foreign Europe and America

Total

318,835

329,752

831,103

875

831,978

1,050,463

5,177

1,055,640

2,463,507

875

2,464,382

2,550,709

5,177

2,555,886

138,918
51,511

138,918
51,511

879,140
138,906

3,609

8S2.749
138,906

190,429

190,429

1,018,046

3,609

1,021,655

2,654,811

3,568,755

8.786

3,577,541

875

2,653,936

General Totals.

1810-11.

To

London, on account of the

Do.
Do.

India Company
on account of the

J

.

Com-

manders and Officers J
on account of Private 1
Merchants
J

...

Total to London

To America
To Foreign Europe
.

To

East")

.

.

.

,

Foreign Europe and America
Total

.

£

329,752

£

1,098,542 £12,320,642

£150

12,320,792

1,098,542

-

250,979

-

250,979

2,990,867

947,782

-

947,782

8,881,465

7,756

8,889,221

2,297,303

2,297,303

24,192,974

7,906

24,200,880

897,373
290,446

897,373
290,446

7,091,384
3,107,750

22,881

787

7,114,265
3,108,537

1,187,819

1,187,819

10,199,134

23,668

10,222,802

3,485,122

3,485,122

34,392,108

31,574

34,423,682

l£

2,990,867

1
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CoatttHg Trade of Brilith India, incbuUng the Country Trade to China.

fimting

L

IMPORTS.

Coasting

EXPORTS.

trade.

Aa AecoanU tbcwlBf the Value of Good* and An Account, •bening the Value of Good* and
Trtmira CBlered Inward* at the Custom Trtaaure entered Outward* at the Cuttom

Hoona
nf« of

of the rollawla( Port*, oti an kitSis Yean: cofnm«nc!ng in 180S-3,
andiac >" 18<X-T, froin tbc Olatrtett and
Plaecs aaaocd in the Marfin.

ad

Home* of the following Pons, on an Ave>
rage of Six Yean; commencing in 1802-3,
and ending in 1806.7, to the Districts and
Place* named in the Margin.
Tout Value

Total Value of

Importi eoten^

ToUl Value

of

laapocta atilcfad

Cioten
HooaeatCalcatta, fraa the
at the

Plaea*

aancd

ia the Margin.

Sicca

CMtarBfaUMr

.

.

.

Bupcca

4,49,OS7

Morthem parts of Guacrat
lant mnd adjacent villages
Bwilwjr
Ctait

lif

rwnMiiilil

NwthciB
Soitham

.

.

Cnws
Oiviaioii

Sicca Rupeea.

5.88.J08
49.4S8
87.811
7. 10.850

45,4«,156
71,77,378
17,08.518
18,98,075

Malater (pravfaet of)

ICaoan

m

8S.442

Mval
Cnka

as^i,Mo
«,7Mi«

9oxn
.

4,o6,«t7

o«ir

SS,170

andViU^M
.

«.«.0S9

3,56,1 06 >

1,41,886)

64.91,41

901069
8.9,83.048

8,48,868
4,53.548
18.59.96i

2.
-

;

7S.508

.

l.W,7**

1,940
5,91.199
1,84.936

1,38.148
85,73,857
1,35,147

Various Places

9,01.709
9».71,t96
«.77,*46

13,00,379
1,65,406
7,31.003
8,90,153
2,45,541

59.67,931
4i>3.450

S5,4S,89«
4,16,961

Grand Total

100.73.954

168.06,168

357.49,083

193,47,553

igand Eaatward

Sl,15,159

M.S4A

7,966
5.88,888
8,08,679
19
8,85.334
3,85,855
»7,4IS

.,

15,93,955

I,4«.7I0

.

.

64,65^831
88,64,123
15,34,670
1, 52,238

1,8 1, .621

\.

jtmaaA Ctnean
MMmtti Pnminiow
FraTsncM*
.

31.13,144

81.14,il8

75,671

MM Smot

Sicca Rupees.

4,76,912

9,19,466
48,574
89,10,067
8.77,769
8,19,789

S5,08«
l.SS.Sll

Sicca Hupec*.

59.650
18.585
16,78,076

*M

.366
o,i5,a33
5.11.576
!.-i.479l

ranjoi*

rranqoebar

Sicca Rupee*.

of Canwtic

rinmwOjr and Banaad

DBtdi

Rupees

«.i«.779
-

Coaatef Sonwtra
Gair

Sicca

^37,315

^58,590

DiTMaaofCatnatic

of

Exports

Total Valos of Total Value of
Total Value of
entered at the
at tbc Ctwlom
Bx porta
Importa enlarad
Exports
Hoatcs in the
Custom Houaes
at
the
el tkaCuaton aalatad
entered at the
in the Territory
Tttritory andct
Uoatooa
Houae
BoaaaaeraoBCustom Houses
under the
the Pceaidency
at Calcutta,
of Bombay and
b»j and Sural,
Presidency of
of Port Si.
from the Place* to the Place*
Surat, to the
Port St. George.
Geoifr. rrem
named In (he named In the
Places named ir
to the Place*
the Place*
Margin.
Margin.
the Margin.
named it, the
named In the
Margin.
Margin.

3,3-

>.

474

5,50,795
1,63,434
15.864
5,62,224
1,35,575
11,68,340
47,701
8,41,490
6,97,148
8,35.975
131,61,181

8,10,607

4,60,311
63.101

15,44,662
17,20,760
14.51,787
4,59.376
45,68,861

2,045
8,94,494
1*,097
69.55,601
3,03,443

296,00,929

—

;

gtmaAio.
ship* will
tonnage
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We

..
t „f
of
statement ui
a suwemein.
shall conclude
the
from,
departed
hips and tonnage arrived at, and
""''^
--- P0'»;
Calcutta; the
% „
p.,^ of Calcutta,
r
TlS
Sural
^.^rSuJaT"
the ports of.Bombay^nd
.,
with
this chapter witii

f

Madras; and

'^•'^^tcalcut'J^^lsiupf^mthc
is
It respects <;ah:utta,
s
statement, as
that re1812,
of Apnl
.
- ,,
1st of June 11811 to the 30th
1811 to
May ,011
specting the otlier ports, from U.e 1st of
1812.
theSOthof April
made up irom

—

«

,

Calcutta.

.

m

™

oi Nagore, there arrived 1223 vessels,
district of
In thp
tne a.strici
,
,
^
'" ";- Xa'aa'a
of which 1, tonna«e 240, was under

tp"3^3»;f ^^5°*

fonnagrsoO.' under

^^

1>

Bu^ah

863, t,^nnage 19,7U.

Statistic?.

y^^
S'^J^'
'""""«'

V98

tonnage
And there departed
of which 1, tonnage 269, was under American ;
^^^^.^^'^^^^^ 9,61; „nd„ Asiatic; and 1 613, tonnage
40,415, under Enghsh colours.
In the district of Ramnad, there arrived 107 vessels,
tonnage 1792, all of which were under Asiatic colours.
And there departed 119, tonnage 2952, all hkewise

under^Enghk

under Asiatic colours.
•4

CaUutu

Arrived.

Under Enghsh colours
Portuguese
Spanish
.

....

.

.

.

Ships.

Tonnage.

Ships.

Tonnage.

193

78,50t
4,180

194
10

77,072
4,020

2,313
66,227

8

H

1

.

8

American

389

Indian
Total

Departed.

....

601 151,224

386

In the district of Tinnevelly, there arrived 406 vestonnage 10,100, of which 308, tonnage 5913, were
under Asiatic colours; and 128, tonnage 4J87, under
And there departed 366, tonnage 8103, of
English.
sels,

650
2,369
65,650

599 149,161

Madras Presidency.
in the

Ma-

dras presi-

*"'J"

In the district of Vizagapatara, there arrived 223
tonnage 2,5,7*0 of which 178, tonnage 15,076,
were under Asiatic colours; 12, tonnage 1078, under
Burmah colours ; 33, tonnage 9595, under English colours. And there departed 305 vessels, tonnage 33,847
of which 257, tonnage 22,644, were under Asiatic colours; 13, tonnage 1218, under Burmah ; and 35, tonnage 9985, under English.
In the district of Ingeram, containing the ports
of Coringa, and Coconada, there arrived 131 vessels,
tonnage 12,876, of which one, tonnage 80, was under
Arab colours: 124, tonnage 11,961, under Asiatic;
6, tonnage 835, under English. And there departed 235,
tonnage 26,714, of which 2, tonnage 400, were under
Arab colours; 227, tonnage 25,694, under Asiatic ; and
a, tonnage 620, under English colours.
In the district of MadepoUam, there arrived 4 ships,
tonnage 503, under Asiatic colours ; and there departed
2, tonnage 219, of which 1, tonnage 37, was under
Asiatic, and 1, tonnage 8J), was under English colours.
In the district of Masulipatam, there arrived 755 vessels, tonnage 31,277, of which 1, tonnage 600, was
under Arab colours ; 721, tonnage 22,308, under Asiatic
33, tonnage 8369, under English.
And there departed 727, tonnage 31,048, of which 2, tonnage 175,
were under American colours ; 1, tonnage 6OO, under
Arab; 689, tonnage 21,589, under Asiatic; and 37,
tonnage 8859, under English colours.
In the district of Nellore and Ongole, there arrived
739 vessels, tonnage 24,948, of which 727, tonnage
21,990, were under Asiatic; and 12, tonnage 2958,

vessels,

:

:

which 246, tonnage 4162, were under Asiatic ; and 120,
tonnage 3941, were under English colours.
In the district of Malabar, there arrived 1146 vessels,
tonnage 71,796, of which 3, tonnage 520, were under
American; 1, tonnage 2500, under Arab; 1141, tonnage 68,576, were under English colours ; and 1, tonnage 200, under Portuguese colours. And there departed 469, tonnage 55,268, of which 4, tonnage 770,
were under American ; 1, tonnage 100, under Arab;
and 464, tonnage 54,398, were under English colours.
In the district of Canara, there arrived 943 vessels,

tonnage 36,951, of which 16, tonnage 13,292, were
under Arab ; 882, tonnage 23,409, under English ; and
Portuguese colours. And
1, tonnage 250, were under
there departed 882, tonnage 24,576, of which 7, tonnage 2335, were under Arab ; 874, tonnage 22,228,
under English ; and 1, tonnage 13, were under Portuguese colours.
In the district of Ganjam, there arrived 83 vessels,
tonnage 9470, of which 80, tonnage 9311, were under Asiatic; and 3, tonnage 159, were under Enghsh
And there departed 206, tonnage 25,802, of
colours.
which 197, tonnage 21,009, were under Asiatic ; and
English colours.
9, tonnage 4793, were under
The grand total of arrivals was 5826 vessels, tonnage
267,888 ; and of departures 5292, tonnage 265,249.

Bombay.
Departed.

Arrived.

Ships.

Tonnage. Ships. Tonnage.

;

Under English
Spanish
Portuguese

Arab

colours

....

......

And there departed 1 37, tonof which were under Asiatic colours.
In the district of Cuddalore, there arrived S3 vessels,
tonnage 3329, of which 20, tonnage 1718, were under
Asiatic colours; and 13, tonnage I6II, under English.
And there departed 41, tonnage 4066, of which 21,
tonnage I967, were under Asiatic ; and 20, tonnage

25,601

93

38,337

2

3
12

950
1950
3660

14

950
750
4551

79

32,16^

110

44,588

62
2

1

luider English colours.

nage 1909,

Surat.

all

2099, were under British colours.
In the district of Tranquebar, there arrived 3 vessels,
tonnage 236, of which 1, tonnage 65, was under Asiatic colours ; and 2, tonnage 171, under English.
And
there departed 5, tonnage 600, all of which were under
£nglish colours.

and
Arrived.

Ships.

Under English
Pqrtuguese

Arab

colours

....

Departed.

Tonnage. Ships. Tonnage.

9
4

1106

9

2300

4

1030
2300

19

1988

19

1988

32

5394

32

5318
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His wife, or female favourite, is Sree, the goddess of SuUstic*
fortune and plenty. Siva is worshippctl not only as a ^^'Y'"*^
CHAP. vr.
destroyer, but also as a reproducer. His principd chaAs the first,
racters are Budra, Iswara, and Mahadeo.
JmhabUenU'-Hindotu—Tkar Person*, S(C.-—Religion— he is cruel ; as the second, he is worshipped as the lord
Superetiiioiu
Pilrrimages— Marriage*'— of all ; and under the third name, he is known in the
Cattes
BirtAt
EducalUm FiateraU—Maiinert and Cut' mountainous parts of India. He is a great favourite
torn*
Food Dreu lle u iei Mode and Expence of with the common people. He is generally representLiving'— Lawi
Gootmmeat Langtiagt* LMera' ed with only one head; the number of his hands
tmr^—Fine ArU Srimttt Moor»—Par*eei—Chrit» varies from four to thirty-two. Round his neck there
Ham Jetci—PoptJaliat.
mn strung a number of human skulls. His hat is the
His wife, Parvaty, is
akin of the tygcr or elephant
time, and tlie punisher of evil doers.
Thi Hindoof cemtitute the great niMt of thapopo- tho goddess
lation of India.
Their features and penona aeem to Besidea these great deities, there is a number of infeattktHin. mark them out as a peculiar race.
Their hair is long, rior ones, the principal of whom are those who preside
iatp bladk, and bjr no means coarse. Their nose and over death and hel). The gods of tire, of medicine, of
]ipn reacBible thoae of the European.
Their eye-brows the wind, and of the atmosphere. Ganesa, whom Sir
JHcful
are
full, cspedall r in the men.
The eye itadf disco* William Jones justly compares to Janus, is invoked the
|»
vers a tinge of yellow in the white of it, while the iris first, by the Brahmins, in alt sacrifices. His name, and
that of Seraswatee, appear at the beginning of all writis Uack; but it poateaaca little animation or intriliThe form of their &oe is oral In the north- ings; and his statue is placed on roada, and at the
ern pttnriaocs of Hindoatan the men are atrong and boundaries of villages, &c. There are two great sects
muscular. To the south of Lahore they are getwrally among the Hindoos ; tlie worshippers of Vishnu, and
delicate, and coaparatirely weak in the structure M* thoae of Siva. Formerly the worship of the former
their frames : even these, however, can undergo great
appears to have predominated on the Coromandel coast,
fiMigue.
In the north their stature approaches that while, on the opposite coast, especially in the neighwhich b most common in the middle and south of bourhood of Boodiay, that of Siva prevailed. The tbiEarope; In the south of Hiadostan it diminishes sea* lowom of Viahna cfistinguished themselves by paintbhr, and in some parU it is rery knr. The RMwena ing their fiwm with a horisontal line ; the followers of
Siva draw a perpendicuUr line.
The gopec chundun,
flf Giuetat are rackooed the hiiiMwnast people ia Hi»>
doataa ; and some «f the lowort emiaik mpoHally tboa* a white day, taken from a holy tank near Positra in
whooa hnwi ais it ia to nmova all kinda of fflth, and to Guacrat, and chalk from the vicinity of the celebrated
bury and bmn the dead, are dawmd the moat ogly. temple of Dwaraca in the some province, are used for
The lemale Hiodooa oftiM hmhcr castm «• diatin. thia puipoa^ aa well aa distinKui!ihing the different
piahod hf tba polkh
oaMoai Taoro ia, however, vary little difference in point
aoAaam oTtfaair akiv,
ay thmr
Umg hair, black oym. extended mn, and of rritfioa botaoan theae, or any other Hindoo sects.
Vi£ra ia liolio wnl to have undergone nine avatars,
da lf eiH pmwWb Thorn of the infetia
howorar, or*
at maail atature, and by no or ncamatiena; tho Bwot celebrated is the eighth,
Kriahna, and, by hia victories,
ho appeared
The roost aiofalar «m1 ilriUNf Aatore in the dm.
Iho Hhahwa to adbalitate tlie oflirring of ima'
racter of 'he Hadooa,
ati iBolaad of hoBMn aMriieoi^ and milk for blood.
tba paiiw
j of
Upon and rastaw^ In ahnort <
Tho tonlh incamlion of Viahna baa not yet taken
tboaame saw
ther wore
tl.
plara.
Tho lahaion of tho Hindooa ia contained in
of tho hialoty of India, ofwyab wo paaamathe most their aocrod beoca, called Vod«, the divine authoUot haowMgr. It ie mppamd. however, by many rity of whidi. hawever, ia rejected by the Jains in the
airthorf,that Ao loligiiaBarBMdha, which stBI prwidb aonth of India," a sect who dificr in some important
in the BinMB MBpitOL Cagrioa, ftc. was in voiy
tonota ftom those who follow the Brahminical religion.
liiMa thojmimli iilkiw of Hmdoatmi. At
All the Hrodoo aocta boliovo in tho immortality of the
kia tho fchmhliil Thitmi, iho emtiB|| power; soul, transmigratien, and a fhture state of rewards and
Vkhaa. the pvoaarvori aadSiva, dbedaatnyer. are their
uniihrnanta t hat their faith in these important points
p
gTMiMt deitlaa. Smet ite cnMion of the world, u iatetaiixcd and debaaed by the most absurd lcgen«
revrr, Brahma inlanalB hiMrif little with m«D« dnry taloa, and m^alieal allagoiies.
aflaira,
Ha ia rMmiiid tho fclhii of lagislatoea
The ntost ancient ocooanta which we poasoM r*. Cotti.
fkom hie tea aow dl adoMa
kwa pmoadad, ncting Hindmtan, raprmaot the inhabitants as diwhilohohimiilfwmthoarfmeoftheVodBa. OfMa eidad mto lour castea, which still subsist 1st, The
aona» Maaoo ia tho most orfafanlod.
Fram him tho Bedaaiaa^ who piuiiadod from the mouth of Brahma
Uiadooe derive the iaatilalaa which boar hia aame. at tho aaoM time that he produced the Vedas ; hence
Bcahmo ia r i ntam od with imr hands, and with a their previaco ia to prsy, read, and instruct id. The
orowB oo hia boad Thalmi^oftheiamiago^antho Cheptoroo, fkom tho armm of Brahma, whose province
wktgt of which ho ia onpoacd to «t. ia coMt tly it is, br atmgth and military prowem, to protect fWnn
plKod near UoMatooia the tomplo. His wife, whoae il] : Too Vaiaiya, or Brice, from the belly or thighs,
aaam is Sor watoo^ ia aapardad
the patroness of whoae pru vinco it is to supply the neceaaaries, comVishno. wboao proviaoo it ia to pecaervo forts, and luxuries of life, by agriculture and commankind, is fopnaaaiad aa omatantly at* msrca ; and, 4th, The Sadras, froiB the feet, who are
an or^le. or a Isvge brown kil^ and mhav. doomed to labour. Besides these, there are the Pas1 a naaaber of heads, eaahieamtical of
cars or Chaadolas, who, having loat their caste, are
omnipotence.
He is said to have held in the utmost abhorrence, and treated with the
diflcrcnt incarnations, in all of utmost indignity by all the other castes.
_
which hedaatroyed tho
of the human race.
The Braynins are subdivided into ten great chuses, Brshmist.
VOL. XI. rua u.
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pre-eminent. Its water is conveyed to distant parts ; StatUtics.
and the dying are often brought to it, that, with their "*"^''™^
feet in it, they may have a happy passage out of life. HolypUce.^
Briluniiii.
If persons think of it, or invoke it, wiTen they bathe
in any other water, they will still derive all the benefits of its virtues.
The Brahmins also represent four
confluences of rivers, or prayajas, as sacred
That at
Allahabad, where the Jumnah flows into the Ganges,
is the largest and most holy.
Many pilgrims to this
place annually drown themselves, being conducted to
the middle of the river, and then sunk, with pots of
earth tied to their feet.
There are also a great number
of holy places in Hindostan.
The following are some
of the most distinguished
1 st, Benares, aijd the district ten miles round it.
'2d, Oude, where Rama was
born. 3d, Metta, famous for the birth of Krishna. 4-tb,
Hurdwar, already noticed for its great fair ; this is frequented by the Gosseins, or worshippers of Siva, who
are distinguished by a wrapper of cloth, dyed with red
ochre ; the Bairajies, disciples of Vishnu, who are distinguished by two perpendicular stripes of yellow
ochre or sandal on the forehead, and a string of beads
round the neck ; the Udassies, the followers of the
founder of the Seik sect, who are distinguished by a
conical cap and fringe ; and the followers of Maliadeva,
who have a longitudinal slit in the cartilages of the
ear.
The period of bathing is when the sun enters
Aries ; and every twelfth year, when Jupiter is in Aquarius at this time, the concourse of people is greatly in:
creased. No particular ceremony is observed in bathing.
5th, The Hindoos regard all Cashmere as holy land.
6th, The famous pagoda of Juggernauth, in the province juggerof Orissa, is another place of great sanctity. The po- nauth.
pular belief is, that the body of Krishna was carried
there by an inundation from the vicinity of Surat.
At
Juggernauth, a Brahmin may receive food from the
The institutes of Menou expressly declare that the hands of a Sudra. The idol Juggernauth is placed on
abode of a Parian must be out of the town : he must a throne, which is raised on a car 60 feet high ; and it
not have the use of entire vessels; his cloaths must be is said, that many of the pilgrims who resort to this
the mantles of the deceased ; he must continually roam place throw themselves under the wheels of this car,
from place to place, carry out the corpse of every one as it is dragged along. The number, of those who
who dies without kindred, be the common executioner, come to die here is so great, that for 50 miles the
and receive his food in potsherds, but not by the hands ground is strewed with human bones. All persons.
of the giver.
No Hindoo is allowed, by his religion, except certain devotees, are obliged to pay a tax
before they enter the temple. From the 1st of May
to quit the caste in which he was born. Tippoo forced
1806 to the 30th of April 1807, this tax produced
12,000 Brahmins of the coast of Malabar to swallow
beef broth, in consequence of which they lost their 117,490 sicca rupees. The annual expenditure of the
caste, became outcasts, and were either starved to
temple is estimated at 56,000 sicca rupees, which
death, or committed suicide.
arises from lands and villages, and an allowance of
Mode of
Almost every action in the daily life of a Hindoo is 20 per cent, from the produce of the tax. The most
life.
prescribed by his religion ; there are rules for diet, holy and frequented periods of pilgrimage are in
and for the manner and time of eating he must pray March and July. 7. Ciayah, in the province of Bathrice a day, morning, noon, and evening.
The sip- har, which is esteemed the birth-place of Budha, is a
ping of water is indispensably necessary in all his place much resorted to by pilgrims. The tax levied
ceremonies and religious acts, and running water is on them by the Bengal government^ amounts annualalways preferred. The Gayatrie, which is regarded ly to about 1^ lacks of rupees. See Juggehnauth.
as the most holy text in their sacred books, is repeated
8. Dwaraca, in the south-west extremity of Guzerat, nwaraca.
a hundred or a thousand times, acc6rding to the mag- which was long the residence of Krishna, is on that acnitude and the variety of the sins to be expiated.
In count much resorted to. The ceremonies consist in
ancient times, animals, and even human beings, were bathing in a sacred stream
in receiving a stamp imsacrificed to their gods ; but, with the exception
pressed with an iron instrument by a Brahmin. On
of the Ghatteries, who on great occasions choose a this instrument are engraved the spell, the ring, and
human victim, and always sacrifice animals, only the lotus, the insignia of the gods.
pilgrim may i-efruits, flowers, incense, and money, are offered in saceive not only his own stamp, but stamps on his body
crifice.
Lastly, The pilgrims visit the isle of
for his friends.
Hoi; places.
There are 28 holy 'rivers, dedicated to one or other Bate, where there is an image of Krishna. For all
of their great deities, beginning with the Ganges, and these he pays a fixed sum. It is computed, that the
traversing the whole continent to the Indus ; but the
revenues of the temples here amount to a lack of ruvirtues of the Ganges are universally allowed to be
pees, and that 15,000 pilgrin^s annually resort to Dwa-

y

fuOria.

>i^

'

Mid these are TarthW subdivided according to the disfamilies from which
tricts they are born in, and the
neithey are spninR. The Brahmins of Malabar will
ot other parts ot
Krahmins
the
with
drink
nor
ther eat
especially
India; whereas the Brahmins of the north,
cultivate the
the Haiga Brahmins, do not scruple to
Alground, to trade as merchants, and to eat fish.
the
exercise
to
permitted
not
are
though the Brahmins
princes.
sovereignty, yet they arc of a higher rank than
The laws, religion, and prejudices of the Hindoos, alike
immunities
invest them with very great privileges and
no greater crime can be committed than that of murdermonth
ing a Brahmin. He pays only one per cent, per
one
interest for money, whereas the second caste pays
and a half; the third two; and the fourth five: if he
whole,
fiiuls what belongs to a stranger, he keeps the
or five-sixths of it ; whereas another person finding
All the
his own, is obliged to give up a^part of it.
priests are chosen from this order; they may also betfome secretaries and accountants. Some of the divisions of the Brahmins deem it unlawful to destroy animal life, or even to eat eggs ; others feed on fish or
The following extracts
fowl, but not on animal food.
from the ancient Hindoo laws will further illustrate
the comparative state of the Brahmins and the lowest
" If a Sudra reads the Vedas to any of the
castes.
other three castes, or listens to them, heated oil, wax
and melted tin, shall be poured into his ears if he
if he
gets them by heart he shall be put to death
Sudra,
spits on a Brahmin, his lips shall be cut off.
Brice, or Chepteree, guilty with a woman of the Brahmin caste, who has a master, shall suffer death, by
A Brahmin guilty with a
mutilation and burning.
woman of any of the castes, who has a master, to be
The shadow of a Parian
fined from 8 to 1 6 rupees.
passing over victuals, milk, or even water, defiles it."
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There are several other places oT piifriiaaf^,
particularly at Parkur, to which placr 70»dbo pilgriiiM •nnually Ko, to aee an idol made of mirble,
which, after the cerefBonies are perfonned and paid
mat.
'

concealed in a spot known only to a
And at Stgur islnnd, which lies at the junction
few.
'inch of' the Ganites with the ocean,
of the y
-rinw oMfd to lacribce fhrniMelvet or
many <'
for, ia carefully
'

'

th<-

'

'r«

bf.

and sharks. v«hich abound
was abolished by Lord

tice

Wflk»lty.
It would carrv u« far bejrond our limit* to notice all
the various suporstitiotta opinions and practicses of the
Hindoo*. Snrne. however, may be very briefly touchlie* of those who have not been
ed upon. I'
carrCul. durir
vea. to secure the pardon nf their
sin*, are thrown into the Ganges, they will he allowed
to transmii^rate in such another Ibrm an will at last
The soul* uf the deoa«iMl may
brinjt them to heaven.
aUo be released I'rom punishment, it* their friend* will
put on • iCaae, readmd aaoed by having been imby Vishna. a certain paste, and at the same
time repeat the name of the deceased. The painful
distortioiit and tortiirei to wiiich the Josois subject
th<
be related, and could
not
:..;.,:
.-liable testimony.
i>if.
ferent kimU of *uici<lc are held by the Hindoo* to be
mcntijriou*, vis stmrvinc ; covering themselves with
C»w dune and setting it on fire, and thus bring con•wue<l ; burying thrmselvca in snow ; and rutting their
thrusts at AllahalMKl.— to this IjMt spcciea at suicide,
perfonned at iiie eclipses of the sun and moon, great
weahh ia praaiMd in a future state. Sur, ia the art of
pwdicting evcat^ by observing in what manner the
breath iwwa thraogli iJie nostrils.
Akum, teac^
what i* eonlagioa* and bnrtlU, and what artraniagiiiiii.
Shoqi^nn, is the art of diaovering what is happTniM
or will happen, by ebsaniay tbm tpctioiis at birtEi
Key wall, are omen* laamrH ny tbrawin^ diet. Saai>
difg, by obaervii^ the <brm of the limb*, their raotioiM, aitd the linea and moles on the body
Gamd. is
the ait of wpinting incantations lor recovering a peraon atmig by a serpent. Indetjal, includes the art of
nefro ancy, raHaiiiiia> aod aiight ef hand. The (bU
iawmg diaeaiai art r^faidad aa pnniihmanta l«r crimei
in a (brroer stale : l^ameneas, for having kidced a Brahmin a (ever, for killing an innocent Chebteree ; a
cough, for lulling a Brahmin : For tkma pnaiiiMMat^
the eapiaiion* are prtsan l* of goki to
of tlicir superstitious practiofa have alrandv t
•cribed : A few other* may be noticccL
The practice
ftbc widow burning banelfon the funeral pile </ her
baaband, is well known. There are nine kinds of trial
by ordea l by the balance by firr—by wstrr by pa»>
ton by the ooaba, or drinking of the watrr in which
^

.

pwnA
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idol* lis»e

—

been washed—by

— b^ boiling oil—by

rice

—

red hut iron—and by images.
Infanticide was practised by many tribes of Himloos; by some, their children'< livei were devoted to the sacrrd water*.
Other
Hindoos of high caaU in Benarea. on a proapect of be.
in,4 unable to provide <iiitsh!y for tbetr fcm-ilc children, wcra induced, r.
.ently, to
to
death ; and other castcM
jo*, with a
.
:.
i^tar the czcaition of legal pioccas, or in revcn^r tor a
rd injury, would morder their femaics or tlicir
duMran, being persuaded^ tluit by such mi-ans they
Cmld obtain spintual vengeance against their advcri

wypw

This

last species

of ialaoticide, wbid), as well aa the
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by the British government, Sutistics'
one of the modes of what is called dherna this is """"^i'^^
generally practised by a Brahmin, in order to obtain Dhema.
justice, or enforce a petition.
For. this purpose he
f>liices himself before the door of the person from whom
le wishes to obtain his object, and threatens, if be perseveres m recusing it, that he will put an end to bis
life by a da^eer. or poison, which he always has in his
others, has been abolished
is

;

The Rnhmin, as well as the person thus besieged, fast, so that the latter is abnost alway!> oblijred
to yield
Another mode of dherna, which is employed
hand.

to recover property, is by the {jerson standing up with
an enormous weight on his head, which he swears to
suppurt till he attains his object.
But the most desperate species of it is that called knnr
a pile of wood is
erected l>efure the door «i' the besief;ed party, and on
this a cow, or an </
is placed
the pile is set
:;rante<l.
fire to, unless the r.
These species of
dherna are common in tlinilustan Proper, and in some
parts of the Decan, especially among the Mahratta
tribes ; but they do not appear to prevod in the south;

;

_

em

part^

(if
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i-re is an hospital for animals, supported
by tli.
.. iiiioii of the Hindoos; not only quadrupeds and bir^ls are received into it. but it has also
wards fur bugs and other vermin, which are carefully
nourished this is perliaps an extreme instance of the
*uper»titiuus dread whidi the more rigid Hindoos en,

;

tertain of destroying animal

life;

but the practice of

sweeping the ground carefully, and very gently, in
order that no Uving being may be tnxl upon, and of
constantly keening gause before tiie month, that no insect may be inhaled by the breath, are by no mean*
uncommon among the more devout Brahmins.
The religion oi the Hindoo* strongly enjoins marriage as a sacred duty
but as strongly reprobates the
any of the younger branches o: a family

Marriages.

;

Hmi^of

bcfof* the rider : marriages utually take place when
the children are 1 1 years
old.
Polygamy is |iermitted,
vi
bnt »ai d oiB pra ct iatd . csoept where the wife is barren.
Asa pmrerntl raligio pi^ttdioe or feeling prevails in
fovonr of leaving a representative, a third marriage is
even ailowcil ; and if all are unfruitful, a child is adopted.
The aaarriagea of the Hindoos are celebrated with
great pooip and eKpeocr, and are attended with a vast
number Of fltrMMmiea: the most material part of the
oaremany eansita in the bride's taking seven steps, for
the marriage ia not complete till the seventii step i* taken.
In the evening the bridrKroum points out to hi*
brida tbe polar star, a* an emblem of stability- ; for three
day* tbey remain in the bouse of the bride's father,
where the roarTia)(e i* otkbralcd ; and then a formal
entry into the bndcgraam's honae takes place many
caniBUiiie* attend this, the principal of which 'is the
UbaiMianefa cow, which had been tied up in the
northrru siile of the apartment, by a barber, who attends for that purpose, and exclaims, " the cow
the
cow I
The HinUoos make presents to the fathers of
their brides, instead of receiving dowers.
All persons
tiearing the sixth degree ot afhnity, or even tlie same
family name, are Ibrfoidden to interuurry.
As it is deemed of such hi^li imfiortance to have Birtli.
children, the wile, during her pregnancy, ia attended
to with great care ; when she has attained the seventh
month, a particular festival is celebrated, and anotlier
wi eu she is delivered
As soon aa the child is bom,
water: information is immeit is bathed with cold
diately sent to the ni.«gistrate. in order that it may be
added to the list of those who compose the caste to which
:

!
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belongs : iu birth day is also entered by the Brahmins, in rej^«ters kept by them in the temples, of
The astrologer next
births, marriages, and deaths.
On the 10th day after the birth,
foretcls its destiny.
when the period of purification is complete, a name is
given to the child, from the elements, plants, or stars, or
from the symbols by which they are represented. On
this occasion there is a burnt-offering of wood, rice,
and butter. Water is consecrated by the Brahmins,
and with this the child and every person present is
it

If the parents are too poor to pay a Brahsprinkled.
min, the name of the child is performed by the chief of
the caste. New ceremonies, with presents to the Brahmins, take place when boys arrive at the age of seven
the periocl at which the three first castes reor nine,
ceive tlie string, which is one pf their distinguishing
In cases of adoption,- the child is placed on a
marks.

—

large brass plate, in the house of the person who means
to adopt it ; and after the husband and wife have repeated a certain form of words, the ceremony is finish-

ed by their drinking water mixed with saffron, and
pouring part of it on the feet of the child ; if they afterwards have children, the adopted child retains his
rights, as if he had been their own, and first bom.
There are schools in almost every village for teachEdaution.
ing, reading, writing, and accounts the children sit in
the open air, under the shade of a cocoa nut, or other tree,
and trace on the sand, with the fore-finger of the right
hand, the elements of the alphabet, and then smooth it
with the left hand. This mode of teaching, like all th«
other customs and practices of the Hindoos, is very ancient, being mentioned by Megasthenes.
The village
schools are only day schools ; each child pays one or
two anas per month. In opulent families teachers are
retained as servants, as the children of respectable Hindoos seldom go to school. Persian and Arabic are
taught for the most part by molavies, who frequently
have a few scholars \n their houses, whom they support
as well as instruct.
When the children have made a
tolerable progress in writing on sand, they begin to
write on palm leaves, with an iron pen, or style.
When the teacher enters the school, his pupils throw
themselves down at full length before him, and place
their right hand on their mouth, from v/hich it is not
withdrawn till he gives them permission to speak. In
some parts of Hindostan, there are schools supported
by voluntary contributions, or by the produce of land.
In the 24- Pergunnahs, a small district in Bengal,
which contains only about 882 square miles, there are
190 seminaries of this description, in which Hindoo
laws, grammar, and metaphysics, are taught ; the annual expencc is estimated at 19,500 rupees. When the
education of a Hindoo is completed, he commences the
;

he

dies,

when another

set

of ceremonies comnience.

Statistics..

All the relations repair to the house of the deceased. '^""'Y'^^
Cries, lamentations, dishevelled hair, beating of breasts. Death and
and rolling themselves on the ground,^ are common funcrak.
among the women. After all the ceremonies are performed, preparations are made for the funeral the body is washed ; the sign of the caste is marked on the
forehead, and betel is put into the mouth.
It is carried
and when it arrives
to the place of funeral by pariars
there, the nose and stomach are pinched, water is flung
in the face, and tomtoms and trumpets are sounded,
The funeral ceremoto perceive if it be really dead.
The followers of
nies are always performed at night.
Siva bury their dead, whereas those of Vishnu burn
them. The burying grounds are out of the towns, generally near a river or tank.
Each caste has their separate burying-place.
As a dead body is supposed to
pollute not only the 'house in which it is, but also the
neighbourhood, all who live in the same street abstain
from food till it is removed. It is not carried out by
the door, but through a hole in the wall made for that
purpose, in a sitting posture.
After the funeral, the
nearest relation returns to the house of the deceased,
preceded by a person bearing a staff, to drive away evil
spirits.
variety of ceremonies are then performed
for a few days ; and till these are completed, all the relations are restricted to one meal a day ; and in cases
where the body has been burnt, they are not permitted
to sleep on a bedstead, or adorn or perfume their persons till the ashes are gathered.
This cannot be done
till food has been offered to the manes of the deceased^
the Brahmins have been fed, and the officiating priest
received his fee.
The ashes are gathered according to
a prescribed form, and then thrown into the water.
Ninety-six formal obsequies are performed in the course
of the year, besides daily oblations to the manes. The
mourning of the Hindoos is very simple, and in some
It
respects resembles that of other Asiatic nations.
consists in shaving the hair ; covering the head with
the linen which they usually wear on their shoulders
and abstaining from the use of betel. As this last is
deemed very annoying, the abstinence lasts only for a
few days.
The customs of the Hindoos, which we have descri- Miscella.
bed, are immediately derived from, and intimately con- neous cu»:

;

A

nected with, their religion and superstitions. There ^""'^
are others, however, to which we must briefly advert.
The extreme fondness of the Orientals for formal and
minute ceremonies in their interviews with each other,
is well known.
The most important of these ceremonies, practised especially among the Mahratta tribes, is
detail of all the minutiae would be
called milling.
It takes place only between
tedious and uninteresting.
business of his father.
two persons of equal rank, and generally when they are
Death and
The ceremonies which are practised in cases of ill- in the field with their troops. A spot mid-way befaneraki
ness, which it is anticipated will prove fatal, are nume- tween their camps is selected for the interview ; .and
rous, and some of them of such a nature as seem intendtowards this spot, two splendid and magnificent cavaled, as they are certainly calculated, to hasten the
death cades set off, as nearly as possible, at the same time.
of the patient their professed object is to secure his
As soon as they come in view of each other, the titles,
salvation.
After these ceremonies have been performed. rank, &c. of the parties, are solemnly and loudly proIt IS deemed unholy to live
; and the patient, if he does
claimed by officers kept for that purpose. The persurvive, loses his caste, and b«comes
a pariar.
At the son to whom the honour is intended, then first lights
approach of death, he is laid on cusa grass, in the
open from his elephant, and mills with all the attendants of
" deemed unholy to die in the house ; or, his visitor. The ceremony consists in embracing ; lay^f*^'/"^^
if the Ganges is near, he is
carried to its banks, and ing the head first over the right, and then over the left
there bequeaths part of his property to the
Brahmins. shoulder, and making a salute by lifting the hand up
Water and mud from this river are thrown upon him,
to the forehead.
No business is transacted on these
and the salagrama stone, already described, is placed
occasions.
When the chiefs visit each other in their
near hua. Sevwral other ceremonies are performed
till
respective camps, valuable presents are given ; and on

A
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INDIA.
occasions of viaiting amon^ people of all ranks, beiDTariablj lervra round without it no ^rson
ever learea the boose of the person he visits.
Thei« are sotne custoos of the Hindoos which bear
« striking resemblance to some €jf the customs of EuDuring the festival of Huli, which is held in
ropeans.
the month of March, the custom of what we call making April fools is practised ; and on one of the festiviSs of Bbavani, which occurs about the beg^inning of
May, the caste of cow-keepers erect a pole a<lomed
with Bowers, round which they perform certain ceremonies, Tcry similar to those which are peH'ormed
rocmd the Maypole in England.
The Hindoos are much ad<licted to gaming, especially cock-fifhting ; besides cocks, quails and other birds
At these games, the Hinare trained for- this purpose.
al!

tel is
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The greet part of the army on tlie Bengal
Establishment, is composed of these men ; and it is remarkable, that there are few corporal punishments in
it, the slightest reproach being felt as severely as the
greatest punishment is, among soldiers of European nations.
On the coast of Coromandel, the Hindoo is
inferior, both in bodily and mental qualities, to the
Bengalee ; the other inhabitants vary much in their
character.
The Mahrattas a:e bold, active, and insidious ; among the higher classes, and especially among
the Brahmins, there is frequently displayed a very extraordinary degree of urbanity, proceeding, not from
feeling, or even politeness, so much as from hypocrisj'.
Their command of temper and countenance is indeed
ties.

Suti»tie«.

^^"V*^

astonishing.

One of the peculiarities of the Hindoo?, recorded by Fo«d.
doo* will (reaaently lose all their ornaments, and even Arrian, &c. is their not eating animal food and tliis
put of their ansa. Chess is a favourite play with them, peculiarity still exists. Throughout the southern parts
and appears to have been played in the moat remote of India, however, fowls are a common article of diet
periooi of their history, but in a much more complicat- with the lower castes ; but in the northern parts, they
ed form than at present. The mode of playing it, in are seldom eaten except by the Mahomedans and Euro,
ose among the modem Hindoos, very stron^^ly resembles peans. Fish is eaten even by some of the Brahmins, as
the European modei. Daicing, tumbling, slight of IMS l)een already noticed but in all cases where fowls
hand tricKs, and wrestling, are favourite amusements or fish are eaten, they are mixed with a very large porwith the Hindoos. Dancing, however, is not permitted, tion of spices. .Vegetables are their principal diet, in
except to a particular .caste, who are trained to the art. all cases most plentifully mixed with vegetable oils.
The dsncing-girls, or deradaaai, are generally of agree- Wheat is used 1^ some of the natives of northern HinRice, barley, and
able penon* aind countenances ; their irotions display dostan, but in no great quantities.
gmt grace and ease, but are not always scrupulously different species of pulse, made into cakes, is the usual
oMmt. They devote themselves to the honour of the food in Hindostan Proper and the Decan ;—raggy, in
gods ; but this does not pnvent ibera ftma hiring them- Southern India. Mrs. Graham thtu describes the mode
advea out to thoae who srisb for tbeir exhibitians ; and of making rice rake: .^fter the rice had been poundaccwdipgl y their dancing forms pert of all great enter- ed by a mill already noticed, the woman, whom Mrs.
tnaaenta. They are aMrned wrth jewels ; and their Graham observed, carefully washed every vessel, though
apparently clean before, " and tlien mixed her ricerobes^ which are made not to impede their motions, and
to display thoir persons to the greatest advantage, are floor with milk, water, and salt, when she beat it behung with little belN. There are alao male dancers, tween the palms of her hands till it was round, and
bat these con^ne thenaelvca tonaatamimca. Surat is then baked it on a round iron plate, snch as is used in
ftnoM for itv nenc iny.girls. The Kttti of the ing^ Kit Scotland for oat cake*. Besides these cakes, she pr».
pared a few heads of maixe, by rubbing off the cnaff,
ftr aofiMii any tbat ase practised by those of Europe
srith then may be mentioned tfte exbiand laying them in the fire to roast for the family supis
i imH iwH
bidoa ofdaiKingtnilMa, which are handled withoot tfa« per. At the next hut, the woman sraa grinding inissala, or curry stuff, on a flat smooth stone, with another
loMt danger. Tb* feau of the pr uft sesd snestters
very surprising, rahibiting a dmce of strength and shaped like a mlling-pin. I.rss than an English half,
agility, and at the same time of eleganoe and grace, in
penny procures enou;;h of turmeric, spice, salt, and
their attitudes, of which, it is said, thoae who nave not ghee, to season the whole of the rice eaten in a day by
witneaaed then can fonn no ade«]uata idaa. But the a labonrer, his wife, and five or six children. The venoai flivowite aaaaanant of the Hindoea eansisu in getables and adds he requires are found in every
baariM liw tacital af poena or Malarias. Tbate are hadga." Jomrtmt, p, SO. The Hindoos eat tlieir food
Tcdtea by persons who make it a rrgtdar boainaa
gcnarally from dishes made of the leaves of the plansometimes tb^r merely recite, at othart, a Idnd of n- tain. In Bengal, a single leaf is Bufliciently large for
ciutive is parfomad.
this parnose ; but in piaor* where they are not of a
The general diaractar of the Hindoo* varies modi prapcr sue, they are fastened together by people cal>
in diflcmt parts of In^Ba.
Evan nndcr the Bengal led oariii, who make it a particular business, are to be
pmidtiK j>. ttiere are two diMinct tlastii|MiiiMa of lira, Ibond in evcrr rillage, and receive their allowance of
doos.
Berar I'atna, the Bmnlcae, as dwy are called,
wag** from tne Zemindar and Ryot, in the same manner
are weak in bodpr. and timid
odad ; and that timidi- as Ute Brahmin, bard, &-c The potter, also, who makes
^r is aeegapamcd, as usual, bv servility and fraud. the earthen vessels used for cookinff the food, or holdTida daaa aeem to diminish, both in their bodily ing wster, receives his allowance of grain or of money.
Ircngth and nental quslitir*, as they spproach the \^ater is the only drink of respectable Indians; toddy
ooatt ; thoae bdow Culcutta being rcclumed the most and other intoxicating liquors are seldom drank except
abject and imbecile in body and mind, of all the Hin- bv the very lowc*t castes.
In such a hot climate, it is
doo*, sobjcct to the British government.
As soon, abaolntely nece*sai)r to cool the water and other liquids
however, as Bahar is entered, or rather the district of before they are drank. The vessels used for this purBenares, a diflierent race appears. Tbroochout all the pose are made in most parts of India, but principally
tarritoriea in that quarter, subject to the Gnpany, and
Smoking u very general in the northern
in Guserat.
the Nabob of Oudc, the Hindoo iff Mutants are dis. parts of India ; but in the Camatic, and other parts of
taagaishad. not nor* by their lofty statara and robust the south, it is held in great disrepute.
Here, taking
fiaac oCbodyrthan by their courage, Had ncntil quali- snoff is much more common than in BeogaL The
;
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lower clatSM indeed smoke segars ; but by this prac''^'Y^^ tice, a Bralimin would Ipse his caste ; and even those
of the Sudras, who are comparatively rich, would be
dishonoured.
It is scarcely necessary to state, that the
reliction of the Hindoos forbids them to taste any food
or liquid, which has been prepared by, or belongs to
persons of a different religion.
The distinctions of dress in India consist almost enPnmi
tirely in the fineness of the linen of which it is made.
The kinds and form of their garments are tlie same
that they were 2000 years ago, with the exception,
perhaps, of the turban, the jumnah, and long drawers,
which are supposed by some to have been borrowed
from the Mahomedans. The ancient dress of the Indians, as described by Arrian, consisted of a muslin
cloth tlirown loosely alK)ut the shoulders, and a muslin
shirt which reached to the nuddle of the leg. He likewise notices that their beards were 'dyed various colours.
The dress of the women« at present, is very
simple and graceful ; a boddice, or close jacket, with
halt sleeves, fastened behind, and generally made of
coloured brocade, covers their breasts, without concealing their form. The shalice, a wide antl long piece of
coloured silk or muslin, is wrapped round the waist, in
such a manner as to leave part of one leg bare ; on the
other side, it reaches below the ancle, which it covers
with long and graceful folds in front it is gathered
up ; and the upper end, which crosses the breast, is
sometimes thrown over the head as a veil. The hair
is generally tied in a knot on the back part of the head,
and the roots are often stained red
The hands and
feet are covered with bracelets and rings ; and a valuable jewel is frequently fastened in the nose.
The
large black eyes of the Hindoo women are lengthened
out at the corners by black streaks ; and the palms of
:

their hands, soles of their feet, and their nails, are
stained red with the juice of the seeds of the hmsea
plant.
The dress of the men is either in what is considered as the ancient Hindoo fashion, or in that which

resembles the dress of the Mahometians, and which, as
we have already mentioned, is supposed to have been
introduced by the Moguls. The former consists of a
piece of cloth fastened round the waist, reaching down
to the knee.
Round the body another piece is folded,
in different modes, according to the fancy or taste of
the wearer. A piece of fine muslin envelopes the head.
In the other fashion, wide drawers reaching to the
ancles are worn, together with a long robe, which is
crossed over the breast, tied round the loins by a scarf.
A kind of turban is worn on the head. The Indians
who wear this dress are distinguished from the Moors,
by the circumstance, that their robes are fastened on
tlie left side of the breast, whereas those of the Moors
are fastened on the right side.
Sandals, or slippers,
are worn on the feet, the latter having a long crooked
point.
The Hindoos generally shave their heads and
beards, with the exception of a lock of hair on the back
part of their head, and a small pair of whiskers.
The
different castes are distinguished, with respect to their

by strings worn round the shoulders.
The
string of the Brahmins is composed of threads of
cotdress,

ton

;

the number,

_«f knotting, are

mode of spinning and dyeing, and
most especially marked out by their

The Chehteree caste wear a string cornposed Statistics
of fewer threads ; the Brice have one with still fewer ^""^r'"™^
threads ; but the Sudras "are not permittee^ to wear

religion.

any

string.

^

The houses of the great mass of the Hindoos are
made with little trouble or expence, and in a very short
A number of mats, formed of tlie leaves of the
time.
palm or cocoa. nut tree, are spread over a roof made of

Houses,

bamboo laths, whilst the bamboo, unsplit, forms the supIn it, a Hindoo can live for six
ports of the house.
months in those parts of Hindostan which are not subThe houses of rather a better deject to much rain.
scription have walls made of mud, which the intense
heat of the climate soon renders sufficiently hard.
These walls are raised to the height of sIk or seven
feet ; the covering consists of rushes or rice straw. On
the west of India, the practice of covering houses with
general.
Different styles of building prevail to
To the north
the north and the south of the Krishna.
of this river, the roofs are in many cases pitched and
thatched; to the south, those of the lower classes are
flat roofed, and covered with mud and clay. The houses
in the south of India, also, usually consist only of one
storey, inclosing a court, with a small gallery supported
The houses of the more
by slight wooden pillars.
opulent consists of two storeys, and are sometimes built
of brick. The upper storey is set apart for sleeping,
studying, or performing any business in which they do
not wish to be interrupted.
On the floor of a gallery
which runs out towards the street, and is raised a little
above it, the palanquin bearers, and other attendants,
often lie down.
The cement employed in the construction of the best houses, is composed of sugar and
lime.
The best sort of cari, which is used in painting
their houses, is produced in North Canara.
The furniture of the houses is in general very simple.
The floors of those of the lower classes are either
The floors
the bare mud, or are covered with straw.
of the apartments of the higher classes are covered with
mats and carpets, over which is frequently laid white
cotton cloth.
The other articles of furniture in the
common houses consist of a bed-frame,- on which a
mat is placed ; a few flat dishes of copper or brass ;
a brass drinking vessel with a spout ; a pot in which
they boil their rice ; a lamp ; and a large wooden morHindoo has no table : he
tar to pound the rice.
The whole of what
eats alone upon the bare ground.
may be called his table service consists of a brass basin
tiles is

A

and an earthen

plate.

the account we have given of the dress and Expence
of living,
food of the Hindoos, it may easily be perceived that
the expences of their mode of living must be very tri.
otherwise, indeed, it would be impossible for
fling
the Hindoo labourer, whose wages seldom reaches five
shillings a month, and is in general much lower, should
be able to support himself and famify. On this subject there is some curious and interesting information
in the reports on the affairs of the East India Conlpany laid before Parliament. The following table exhibits a statement of the expences and earnings of the family of a Madras labourer, consisting of himself, his
wife, and five children, the eldest eight years of age,
the youngest an infant.
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bna^

Fan. Cash. Pag. Fan. C«h. Pag. Fan.

Xece»aric«.

Rice for

CuiTV

..,,--.

the husband and wife

fttuff

at

1

^ measure per day

1

Salt fi»h, or greens and berbs
Fire- wood and bratty
Lamp oil, and oil for the hands

Salt
Betel nuts and tobacco
Rpnt nf a imall

40

Boy, 8 yean

M,

15

5

10

3

20
20

7
7

20

7

b

\ meuitre of rice

2*0

22

for a ytar

11

do.

tnrbwi,

i woman's doth, do.
Cloth for 4 boys

Foe the man
For the woman
For the boya
Deduct

Saving*

11

40
20

8

10

7

30

do.

2
1

50
60
40
40
40
40

2

do.

2 man's doth

Cash.

1

mom

4 infants ^

Per Ye«r.

Per Month.

Per D«y.

26

6

10

2

5

60

28

11

70

42
9

n

40
20

1

17

.

....

2

3
1
.

*40
60

1

22

40

ibr casualties

.

.

•

33
4

•

33

£l

or

10,

17

The following ia • itatement of the cxpence* for a rooDtk of a Madras middling Hindoo family, beinv that
of a dnbaah. or mtcrpretcr, who kept a hackery, or caaaafr, and 8 bullocks. Ihe family ~—'—*^ of 6 men,
• boy of IS year* old, «xi 12 women in ail 19
;

{

Fan. CaA.

Mrrois ot ricr, at I mercal per dar, at j rorrtalsjxT pagoda
JO MaaMre* of do. at I meaaare per day, for the daOy beggars, &c.
SO Do. of Nutcheny is 3] mercals per month, at 8 mmala per pegqda
do.
at 4
S Do of doll and green gnin
oo.

6

.10

30
7
16

20

I

15
2

20

18

20

£10

8i

at 3 incasurei ner lUr. at a mercjds per
1

...

1
1

1

31
.£12

.

O

I

5
25

Hutwy E«|iiniii,

floth for the men ind women for a year
Fsther and elder brother's annhreisariea
Fxpences of the Ponjal feast
.

SO

5

M

.......

41

5

<

Hereo mbi Ibr the 2 balladu, go raaasoree,
pagada
Sliav, *0 bondDca, at 4 fanauM per baiidl<>
HadMry driver's pay
I Saf»«nt, I pa9«U, I washer, ««-«0

60

1

....

«nmww,

aodi a* gWc, apicee, curry, &c.
500 Billtla of fii».«Md, and bratty
" inAes of beul, at 1 biuMlte per day, at 1-30 each
of bailed nuts^ at 15 bnaaw par visa
1 Uu of tobacco
lanama ; 1 meaaort GingeIay>oti,
9 MeaMwea af iaam>oil,
iMindry eipencea tar vegetable*

Bosar

33
22

35
S3
22
34
14

60
40

60
8

80 Pag.

...

25

IS
12)Tg0(
Per month 10

Total

npenoe

Total per

for a

annum

month

41

34

£\6
£200

14
10

60
2

Kxpenct of
Uving.
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Kipcnc* of
living.

Pallem =;

I

to

oz.

I

The

dr.

= 3 lbs, 2 oz,
40
inaund- = 25 lbs.
8 Viss =
candy = 500 lbs.
20 Maunds =
=

Pallera

cash

is

a copper coin, 37^ to a penny, coined

and sent from England

1 viss

to India.
*

1

The

following is a general estimate df the consumption of natural and manufactured produce in Bengal,
Bahar, &c. supposing them to contain 15 millions of
native inhabitants, and that these are divided into eight

1

=

9256 lbs,
1 Garce
400 Mercals = 1 garce.
8 Measures

=

1

niercal.

= 8 shillings.
= pagoda.

Pagoda
45 Fanams
80 Cash =
1

classes

1

Fanam.

1

Number

Number

Month.

rate

Average

rate

of each Family
per Month.

of each Family
per annum.

Hup.

An.

Hup.

Rup.

6

4

25

3

12
8

15
10

300
180

125,000
250,000
375,000'
500,000
750,000
1,250,000
375,000
125,000

1,500,000
5,00,000

Average

rate

of each Person per

of 4 Persons.

500,000
1,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000

15,000,000

Average

of
Families

of
Persons
in each Class.

2

8

2
8

1

1

72

4

48
36
24

3

12
8

2

3,750,000

I

4000 Europeans of the 1st rank, at 75 rupees per month, or 900
do.
360
ofthe2d rank, atSO
do.
3000
of the Sd rank, at

do.

13,000

8

do.

per' an,

96

....

Total consumption of European and native inhabitants
Elephants at 10 rupees per month; camels and horses at 4; draught and carriage!
bullocks at 2 ; sheep, goats, hogs, poultry, adequate to the consumption of >
125,000 families, at 24 rupees per annum,
J

Total

Pice.

10

8

2d
3d

6
4

5
3

4th
5th

3

1

2

6th

1

Vtbs

1

7
8
3
10

1st class will

be

8th
1

9

14.

—for

the total expenditure (clothing excepted) of eight
families of four persons, from the prince to the beggar.

The expenditure

for clothing will

be in the families
Rup. Ana. Pice

ofthe 1st class

5

2d

3

3d.

2

*th
Sth
6th
Tfh
8th

1
1

00
10
3
13

Rup. Ana.

dau

.

1

4

2d
'.'.*.'.

3d".

1

7
5

Pice.

01

-

,

,

g(.«»''''a"nent and wash-

73

^"g P«'

306,000,000
3,600,000
480,000
1,248,000
311,328,000
3,000,000

The

average expenditure allowed to tlie three first
ana 9 pice per per-

classes for food, &c. per day, is 1

son.

And for the other five classes rather jess than 6 pice
per person.
In the first class are included, the nabobs and their
near relations, rajahs, superior zemindars, merchants,
principal shroffs, or bankers, banians, superior brahmins, &c.
In the second, zemindars, principal renters, inferior
shroffs, traders, head circars or accountants, superior
officers of the judicial court, collectors, mohorirs or
writers, moonshees or secretaries, muftis, second order
of Brahmins, first rank of native officers, &c.
In the third class, inferior zemindars and renters
head Ryots or principal men in villages, shop-keepers,
gomastaks or factors, second rank of native officers,
attendants of superior zemindars, superior menial servants, &c.
In the fourth class, petty zemindars, renters, sepoys,
upper servants, head artificers and mechanics, petty
factors, pykats, or foot messengers, superior weavers,
petty shopkeepers, &c.
In the tifth class, superior labouring Eyots occupying
lands, servants, artificers, distillers, confectioners, re-

9
6

Persons of 1st

annum.

314,328,000

On the supposition that four-fifths of the expences
of the natives are for food and other necessaries, the
average daUy expenses of the families of the
Rup. Ana.

per

Rup.

96

6

Total
consumption

37,500,000
45,000,000
45,000,000
48,000,000
54,000,000
60,000,000
13,500,000
3,000,000

120'

""n*.

of cowries, common weavers, washermen, sail&c.
In the sixth class, second order of Ryots occupying
lands, ordinary artificers, common servants, bearers,
boatmen, fishermen, &c.
In the seventh class, hired husbandmen, herdsmen,
shepherds, common labourers, &c.
tailers
ors,

staUsUcs.

"^"•Y'"*'

Expenceof
living.

;;

INDIA.
Iq the eighth dass, the most indigent and lowest orders of society, beggar*. Sec.
to 2k 6d.
One Rupee
to I Rupee.
16 Ana*
to I Ana.
IS Pioe
Such Hindoo* aa can aBord it, travel either in a
hadcery or a palanquin. The firtt resembles a turret,
fixed on a mbbII cart with two wheeli, with curtains
round it : it is drawn by oxen. The palanquin is a
Cuuch covered with a canopy, suspended on |>ole« tbrmcd of baniLiao* ; two bearers take hold of the poles at
each end. and will carry the )>alanquin at the rate of
nearly six miles an hour. Caravanaariea are common
on most of the ruada in India : they consist of three
apartment* ; in one the palanquin* are dapoaited ; the
others are intended (or the travellers to aleep in ; on
these mat* are spread : boiled rice and water is given
free of expence and other article* of Hindoo diet may
generally lie obtained from the Brolimins who reside in
the neighbourhood.
The ship* and boats of the Hindoos are of a very
simple ronttniction ; they make little use of nails or
iron work
llie planks are *ewed together; the seams
filled up with the fine fibres of the cocoa nut tree, and
daubed over either with cocoa nut oil and lime, or
with fish oil. In some cases, however, their ships are
constructed mote aft<;r the European manner.
An Indian array cnnaista not neiely of those who are
to (iifht, they indssrd cowpoie • mmII pottion of h. but
of the wives and familiei of die aolJiers, merchans and
their servants, and adreatonra of all descriptions:
Evcty horse ha* two penooa attached la k, be>idea the
rider, one of whooi deans it. Hid the other pnyridea the
langa. The devaanriqae cunleil
ciileil by an Indian army
ar
mt dMedfnl ; on
ppro h the whole population
tlte people Of a district thus deaerting their
re called the mwUa bcfot* British army.
d bjr Indian allies, this emigrsthe Minduo* are capable

=
=
=

;

I

kod

;

f

Tdm

eboniiwtly prowcd br

Mn tBungt, to whicn
mSmoffftin Bntiabpay here been niied
,

In

HhwIwHi

are connerted with military

all titles

power; if Ihiaia lost, the title is sooa laetalaok Lafr.
terly, howesei , grmt wealth and inflnence also ooofiRs
a title, in the same WMinrr as a learned person b *••
Inted by the appellation at pandit.
The lawa at Mcooa are the meat BDdeot aad meet
higliiy vcBetalad enon^ the Himboa. They eonaist of
•Kfateen prindpd artidea: the ten firat relate to
deMa, depdrila, pertaarriiipa, boandarieo, sale*, (ce.
Mri mailer* and senranu the rlevrnth and twellUi,
to assnalt and slander the thirteenth to larceny ; the
;

;

AMrtMUth

to robbery
the fifteenth to ailultery
the
•KtSMtth to m.itnnfmial disputes ; the seventeenth to
inheritaii'
eighteenth to gaming. Theaelaws
contain, !>•
., ^ variety of very frivolous rule* for the
nMMt ordinary tranaectian* of Lfe. According to the
law of inheritance, the property i* divided into equal
ihare*. two to the eldeat sosi, one ami a half to the
Beat, and one to each of the others
to the unmarried
AMeblert. the brothers give each a fourth of his share.
In Hindoatan Proper, th- ^'-"^ niedan law u the rule
hr the edminiatration oi
justiee ; and to this,
with a few exceptions, tlic uniuii jnieiiiiiMiit haa ad;

;

<-

;

hered.

The sapnoM

Wnc

anthority in British India, which, a* we
its direct or indirect a««

m

have aeen, eoaqwiaai, ctlbae

Tou

x*v run.

i.

5-

IIS

thority, the greatest part of India,

is

vested in a Cover-

Stiti^tio.

nor- General in council, who is appointed by the Crown '•'V"""^
and the Court of Directors the seat of tliis supreme
government is at Calcutta, the capital of the Bengal
:

presidency : in each of the two subordinate presidencies of .Madras and Bombay, there is also a governor
and council. In the Bengal presidency, there is one
supreme court at Calcutta six courts of appeal and
circuit attached to six different divisions ; and forty
magistratex stationed in as many different districts and
cities.
The territories subject to the Madras presidency are divided into twenty-one districts those under
the Bombay presidency are less numerous and less
clearly delined.
Besides magistrates for the administration of justice, the Elat>t India Company have collector* of revenue in all the districts.
This revenue is
almost entirely derived from land, salt, and opium
it amounts to about seventeen millions annually.
In
time of war, the troop* in the pay of the Company
generally amount to about i.'>0,0(lO, of which there are
•eldoai more than V5,000 Europeans ; the rest are
The number of British born subjects
native troop*.
in India (exclusive of those in the army) is about (JOOO
or 7000.
The ancient kingnagea of India are supposed to have Ltngaagti.
been the Sanscrit the Pracrit ; the I'aisaichi, and the
Magadhi ; the Sanscrit is still cultivated as the language of literature, science, laws, and religion of the
Pracrit, or spoken language, there appear tn have been
10 dialecu ; that still called Pracrit is spoken on the
bank* of the Seraawattee ; in it great part of roost of
the Hindoo dramaa, and many poems, are written ; the
next dialect of the Pracrit, named from the Canujacubja>, who anciently spoke it, is supposed to be the groundwork of the modem ilindoatanae; ttie Oaura, or Bengalee, I* spoken in Calcutta, and in Bengal on the
bank* of the Ganges: the .Maihhala i* used in the Circar of Tirkut the Uriga, in Orista; the Guzeratic,
which i* not unlike the Himlostanee. i* (poken not only
in Guserat but at Surat, Tatta. &c
The Tamelor
Malabar extend* from Cape Cnmorin to Canara ; the
Mahratta prevails througli the whole of the .Mahratta
territories
the Canara is spoken in the mountainous
district which lies between the eastern and western dieiaiana of the ancient Camataca ; and extends as far as
Go* ; the Tslenga ia spoken im the coast of Orissa, in
GoIcihkU. on the Kriahna, and a* far as the ceded dii;

:

;

;

;

;

tricu.

The roost rencrated books iiiin the Hindoos art Books.
the Vedaa and the two ||rrat poena ; only the three
highest castes are perasitled to read these.
The Vedas
treat ot all the diflierant branches of knowledge; the
two areat pocsaa are the Ramayuna of Valmiki, and
the Mahafaharut, which contains the adventures ot
Kriahna ; there are also other ancient epic poems, besides drama* and lyric poems, in high esteem among
the Hindoo* of their drama*, Saoontala, or the fatM
ring, ha* been translated by Sir William Jone* and Mr.
Wilkins.
The ancient music of Hindostan i* suppoaed to have Miuiri
been superior to the modem, and to have been more
cultivated ; the modem scale comprehends seven sounds,
and in the octave they reckon 22 quarter* and thirds
they also divide the seven natural aound* into 8'!' modes.
Their inatnnnent* are very loud and diaagreeable and
consiat pnndpally of drum*, trumpets, and pipe* ; in
their stringed instruments, the strings are made of iron
or braas wire, sod the finger* of those who play ci>.
:

;

.
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SUiutic*.

>^.

them are

(Ufe.ule<l

teU are harsh anil

by thimble* hence Uie sounds <n«itThere is no harmony in
unplcnsant.
;

m

one person sinRS in a lii-h anil another
beginning in a low tone, till near the emi
In the
into a loud noise.
of the verse, thev break out

their songs ;
a low voice,
Piiatin^.

Sculpture,

m

painting
deficient:
other fine arU they are eciually
colours, esgaudy
perspective
;
of
thov are ignorant
figures crowned ^ylth
pecially reil and blue, with the
perfection ot painting.
cold, are in their estimation the
are rich and elegant
architecture
and
sculpture
Their
and destitute of taste and
in ornaments, but rude
the
iudument in their principles and grand outline ;
the excavations
are
arts
these
of
remains
ancient
most
Salsette. at
and sculptured rocks in Elephanta and
of CarEliore J the seven pagodas, and in the Cave

Mahratta iiiountaips. The Hindoos seem,
acquainted
from very remote antiquity, to have been
with the construction and use of the arch. The mothendern pagodas or temples differ 'considerably in
Hindostan
of
parts
;
different
in
ornaments
and
style
the
those in the north are the most simple; those on
li

in the

built in the style of the most
large square stones, so arranged
and connected that they form a pyramid. The pagodas on the coast of Malabar are for the most part

co.istof

Coromandel are

ancient temples, of

circular,

and covered with plates of copper.

There

are several magnificent and very costly specimens of
Mnhomedan architecture in various parts of Hindostan Proper, particularly near Agra, where Shah Jehan
erected a monument of white marble to the memory of

See Civil Architecture, vol.
VI. p. 52*. 575.
The claims of the Hindoos to an intimate knowledge
Artionomy
and chrono- of a-stionomy from very remote antiquity, have been
^ydisputed. It is certain, however, that the ancient Hindoos were better acquainted with this science than the
Greeks and Romans ; and that the rule for computing
the circumference of a circle was known in India at a
more early period than in Europe. The division of
the zodiac is the same as ours. Their year is sidereal,
beginning w hen the sun enters Aries. The civil year
and month begin at sunrise, instead of midnight. The
day and night are divided into four day watches and
four night watches, the length of which roust, of course,
vary with the season. Each watch is subdivided into
ghurries, which contain 24 minutes, which are again
subdivided into smaller portions of time. These periods are measured by a brass cup with a hole at the
bottom, placed in a large vessel filled with water, and
marked with lines. As soon as the water rises in it to
any of these lines, the watchman strikes a pan made of
bell metal with a wooden mallet, indicating the num(See Horology, vol. XI. p. 116,
ber of tlje ghurrie.
Note.) Only very rich men have clocks; and there are
no public clocks, except those attached to the armies.
See Astronomy, vol. II. p. 585.
Beside the Hindoo inhabitants of India, there are
Moon, ParMes, Sec
Moors, Parsees, Jt ws, and Christians. The Moors are
most numerous in Hindostan Proper, especially about
Delhi. They may be divided into two classes
The
first comprises the descend'ints of the conquerors. Tartats who are continually naturalising themselves by entering the armies, and Arabians and Persians, who settle in Hindostan for the purposes of commerce ; the
second cl.iss comprehends all the descendants of converted Hindoos. Most of the Mahomedans in India
are of the sect of Shiah.
The Parsees, who are very
numerous in Guzerat and Bombay, are the descendants
of the followers of Zoroaster ; they are a hardy, enterhis wife, at Delhi. &c.

prising race of men, mid some of them extremely rich. StatisUoi.
"""^^.'"""^
The Jews are very numerous, especially in the vicinity of Cochin, where they^are divided into two classes ;
the white or Jerusalem Jews, and the »ncicnt or black

—

the latter are considered an inferior race.
Christianity established itself on the Malabar coast at a ChrisUans.
very early period. Before the arrival of V'asco de Gama

Jews,

there were 44 churches, all of the Nestorian persuaAt present
sion, containing above 200,000 people.
there are not above 40,000 of this persuasion ; but the
number of all kinds of Christi,ins on the Malabar coast
is still about 200,000 ; of whom ()0,000 are settled in
the province of Travancore. In some parts of this pro-

vince Christian churches are much more numerous tlian
Hindoo temples. A great proportion of tite fishermen
on the Coast are Christians.
The population of India has been differently estimated, nor is it possible to fix it with any degree of ac-

Populiiii n.

curacy. According to Mr. C. Butter, in his letter to
the Court of Directors respecting the temple of Juggernauth, IQth May 1813, the whole of the Hindoo
population, as fur as Cabul, is not much short of
This, however, is undoubtedly much
200,000,000.
too high an estimate. According to Mr. Walter Hamilton, in his East India Gazelleer, there are in Northern
Hindostan, Hindostan Proper, the Decan, and the
South of India, 101,000,000; of which there are
53,500,000 in British Hindosten, 1 7,500,000 in the ter-

of the British allies and tributaries, 15,000,000
independent principalities, and the same number under the Rajpoots of Ajmeer, the Ameers of
Sinde. the Cabul government, the Rajahs of Bootan
and Assam, &c. The Marquis Welleslcy. however, in
a recent debate on East India affairs, stated the popuand
lation of Briti.«h Hindosten at only 40,000,000
Supposing the area
this is probably nearer the truth.
of this part of India to be 357,000 geographical square
12 inhabitants
miles, this will give rather more than
to the square mile. In the years 1 800- 1 and 1 802, answers were sent to the Governor-General to several
queries regarding the Bengal Presidency, one of which
had relation to the population of its different districts.

ritories

in the

;

1

The

following are the results :

Cakutla

division.
Proportion of

Area
{

Zilbhs or

squire Population.

Districts.

Maliomcdans
to Hindoos.

.Miles

Mah.
Jessore

1,500,000
6102 1,500,000

....
....

.

Midnapoor

Berbhoom
Hooghly
Nuddrah
Burdwan

3858

700,000
1,000,000

3175 800,000
5174 2,000,000

Hin.

1

to

4
6

1

to

201

1 to

1 to
1
1

to
to

3
5
16

_

24 Pergunnahs, inclu-'
ding Calcutta
J
.

882 2,225,000

1 to

.

:

Dacca
Dacca city
Backergunge
Tipperali

.

Silhit

.

.

Mymensing
Jelalpoor

.

division.

200,000 145 to 130
6 to 10
4564 926,763
4
3 to
2600 750000
2
3 to
2861
492,495
5
3 to
6700 1,928,531
6 to 10
3400 1,000,000
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fat 525 miles ; on the west, for
tiMippi, which divides it from

S'ita-A>.

MtorAtithod ihuion.
Ar<a
ZilUbt or DMiiet*.

I

Croportion of

H)uarr Populaiion.

M*homrd«m

MUti

lu

Hindoo*

213 miles, by the Mi»fpper Louisiana; on
which divides it from

the nortb-west by the Illinois,
the Illinois territory; and on the north, for a short disIndiana is divided into 3
tance, by Lake Michinn.
counties, and 27 townships, y'u.

MoonbctkbMl dty

No. of Population
Town*.
in 1810.

Couotics.

Principal

Towni.

Hmutpoor

RSar.

Dearborn

9

CUrk

6

Moonbedabwl

Marriaoo

S

Knox

9

7310
5670
3595
7945

Total

«7

24,5S0

Ruafpoor

.

1000 .IflOOfiOO^ mmttf mtmL

.

r*tna dimnoH.

Patudty

C50,000

Sarun

l,fiOO,000

S80O ailnsvB.
1.500,000
500,000
;^ooo,ooo

t0
to
1 to
9 to
1

I

1

to

1

to

1

to
to

10
4

4
96
SO
4

Sifartt dhitiom.
':e')«9^|

Juanpoor

.

1

.

1

Mnsapoor
Bcnaro

ispWoiooq

1

U>
to

10

8
10
5

Clarkesville

Harrison
St.

Vincennes

The soil of this territory ia very fertile, and is well
^^fp*f^ to the production of wheat, rye, indigo, tobac*
A sdvcr mine has lately been discovered
00^ &C.
aboTe Ouiatanoo on the northern sides of the Wabash.
Sah springs, lime, blue and yellow frcwaton e, and white
Sea coal is
clay, abound upon the River Wabasb.
found on Bic River, and on all tb« atreanu which run
into the Obso.
An establishment of salt works, onder the potitmage of CoDgrtsa, has been made at the
salt •priaga near the Wabash, which was ceded by certain Indiana to the Unitad Sutes.
Tlw priaeipal rivers of Indiana are, the Wabasb,
which nUM into the Ohio bv a mouth 610 feet wide,
It is navi^^able
and abont 997 wiha below Fituborif
in spiing, aMBOMr, and autumn, by batteuixs drawing
water, for 419 miles to Ouialancn. and the large
S
eaaoea Car 197 aulaa higher up to the Miami carrying
pbc*. 9 aulea ftom the village of Miaau on Miami
Bivir, whidk low* iato the aoatk'VaM part of Lake
Erie.
White Bivor ftUa into the Waboih about 90
aula below V incaanoa. The other riven ere the Tbe>
akihi end Haia. which unite bdow Lake Dupage,
and Ibm the llbaesa Uror.
.

TIm foHowinf «rr some further pafticulan rMptctiac
llw popalatiaa ofdUfcRM pMUoT UiwiaMaii, coUMtad

mUmfnm tU pirii—Wy rfoita. m kam mucm

—
f

,
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DMtricCorCllitt^«i|r<M7aqiMi«mtlM; §400^000
wfci li i l i; S MakoMMlMM te S Himlaafc
.
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mwlans to 7 Hindooa.
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pfOTtnra of

OfMMM
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to be aboot
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; oTHyacralMd ii ouUmm, tka
44 nsiaiMM
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ft* MahoM.
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I.VDIANS.

see

INDICA liVE.

Aaaaica and Canada.
see

—

. , ,

^..>„

limrmUmm; HMuhan'a

{t. %.)

territory ia

or >«tiii America,

Ija^ batwam

lo^

GaaaaAa.

in law, is a

mode of

praaecuting

SomlA

a part of lb* Uaited tetca
laL S7* 45* aad 41*
«/ nortb laL, and batwoao 89* 4^ aid M* 4y weot
Ung. lu mmu
ia aboot 970 uOm,
iu
•MM bMdtb about IM. It ia bonwled on tho cMt
by tbo icalo sTOhio ; on the aouth by tbo Obio Bivtr,
1

•

«

wWeh ajtaated
the boidu of the Wabash,
ahoai 190 aulaa ftoai kaaMalh. The awrehanta brtnf;
thair 0oods Aoai Gaaada down the Wabasb, up the
MiaMtaippi Ann Orieana. aad down the Ohio, and up
the Wabaah from the caateta itataa.
The population of this tadtPfT in 1800 was 4875,
and ia 19IQ, 94,Ma la liflMhe militia of this tor.
ritety, which then arobtaoad oSm of Waiaia, waa 9057.
and the aaahar of aulea brtwean l6md45was 460O.
Indiana thraied part of the north-waMetn territory
tin Jaaaary 1901, when it waa erected by consent of
Coagfate into a temporary gnvemment, with the usual
power and privileges. See Morae's CJMgrapAy, p. 905.
ciVJtel,

IN'UiCTME.S'T,

'iatttlttr.

.A

Milbuniart

/ /m

^
OritrntmlCmmmtrtt;

MK

ad

wbKk MpMMailadioM fam KcntMky, nd booada H

In the law of England, an in<lictroent is a written
of one or more persons of a crime or misHeto, and presented upon oath by a
grand jury.
IndMlaMBte annt be framed with precision and certainty.
In order to identify the pn-son of the criminal,
thev mast set forth his Christian name, surname, state
ana degree, mystery, town or place, and countv. The
time and place of committing Me offence, are aUo to be
^' ''
but a mittake
theae points is tjot in ge-

—

m

Indiana,

ladiemcnt.
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neral held to be material, provided the former be laid
**"~»'*"^ previous
to the fiiidinfj of the indictment, and the latter
be within the jurisdiction of the court ; unless in those
cases where s liniiution in point of time is assigned by
The offence
statute for the prosecution of offenders.
must be set forth with clearness and certainty ; and in
some crimes, particular technical words must be used,
Thus in treason, the facts
else the indictment is void.
niust be laid to be done " Ireasonabh/, and against
hit allegiance ;" in indictments for murder, it is necessary to say that the party indicted " murdered" the
Indign.

other ; in felonies, the adverb " feloniously must be
In rapes, the
used, and in burglaries, " burglariously."
word " ravished" is necessary, and must not be expressed by any periphrasis. So in larcenies, the words
" Jelonioiisli/ took and carried aivay" are necessary to
every indictment, as alone expressive of the precise offence.
In indictments for murder, tne length and
depth of the wound should also in general be expressed.
In some indictments, it is likewise necessary to express
the value of the thing which is the subject or instrument of the offence ; as in larcenies, in order that it
inay appear whether it be grand or petit larceny ; and
whether entitled, or not, to the benefit of clergy ; and
in homicide of all sorts, as the weapon with which it
is committed, falls, as a deodand, to the king.
In the law of Scotland, indictments are framed at
the instance of the Lord Advocate, in whose name they
are laid.
V\'hen a private party joins in the prosecution, his name may be added to that of the Lord Advocate ; but when the private party is the principal prosecutor, with concurrence of the Lord Advocate, the action is brought in the form of criminal letters.
And
this last is also the form generally used in prosecutions
at the instance of the Lord Advocate, when the party
accused is not in custody.
Indictments, in Scotland, are prepared in a syllogistic form.
The major projwsition states the nature of
the crime, and in general, that it is severely punishable ;
the minor states the offence alleged to have been committed by the party accusetl, and avers that it constitutes the crime stated in the major proposition ; and
the indictment concludes, that, on conviction by the
verdict of the jury, the pannel ought to suffer the
punishment of the law. See Blackstone's Comment.
Jacob's LMvDict.
Erskine's Jnst. of the Law of Scotl.
Hume's Comment. BeW's Diet, of the Law of Scotl. (z)
INDIES, East. See India.

INDIGESTION. See Medicine.
INDIGO, a well known and much

esteemed blue
dye. Under the article Dyeing (where see Indigo in
the Lidex) will be found an account of the history of
its introduction into Europe, and of the processes by
which it is applied in practice. Under Chemistry,
(see Index,) will be found a minute account of its chemical properties, with brief notices of its natural history.
But as the importance of indigo renders the history of it, and the processes which it undergoes preparatory to its exportation from the countries which produce it, interesting to those who cultivate or respect the
useful arts, we shall, under the present article, give an
ampler account of these subjects than appeared conformable to the rank which it held under those more
comprehensive heads. At the same time, as even in
this instance we avoid unnecessary repetitions, we
advise those readers who are deeply interested in the
suWect, to peruse also the accounts there given.
This substance, or its basis, is contained in the isa-

which grows in temperate climates, and
been used for imparting a blue colour to the animal

tis linctoria,

Jias

I
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and vegetable fibre. It is also contained in some leguminous plants of warmer latitudes, particularly various
species of the indigofera. When it exists in smSll quanalong with the other constituent part J of the plant,
extracted by water, and detained in that
menstruum a sufficient length of time to admit of being
used as a dye. These plants, therefore, were, in former
times, merely dried and comminuted for the market, and
the processes of fermentation and exposure to an absorp^
tion of oxygen were left to the care of the dyer.
The
isatis tinctoria and lusitanica were indeed often subjected to a partial fermentation previously to drying.
In Hindostan, for thousands of years back, the colouring matter of the indigo plant has been extracj«d, oxygenated, and precipitated in a comparatively pure state
for sale.
In the plant, the basis of indigo is formed colourless, destitute of the requisite proportion of
oxygen, and is then- extremely liable to decomposition and destruction
but, after it has received that
addition, its qualities are remarkably permanent. This
property is mentioned by Dr. Bancroft, as manifested
by the simple experiment of squeezing the juice of the
fresh lea\'es on calico.
The colour is at first green,
but, by the influence of oxygen from the atmosphere,
it is converted into a permanent blue.
This, however, only affords an imperfect, though a
simple, exemplification of the principles on which the
preparation of indigo depends. We shall give an account of the process by which this is effected on the
tity
it

may be

;

large scale.
The plants from which it is produced are, 1. The/ndigojera anil, a large American plant, which affords indigo of good quality. 2. Indigofera tinctoria, a Chinese and Indian plant, which has been carried to America.

This

preceding.

hardy, but more productive than the
This affords the
Indigofera disperma.

is less

3.

Guatimala indigo.
but less abundant

Its

produce

is

uncommonly

fine,

and, 4. Indigofera argentea, which
affords the indigo bntard of the French.
All these
plants are small shrubs, which emit a smell offensive to
cattle.
The stems with the leaves are cut^ and, either
immediately, or after more or less drying, are pressed
down into large vats or sleepers, then covered with
slight motion, inwater, which is generally cold.
crease of bulk, and evolution of heat, are in a few hours
jjerccived: air-bubbles rise, and patches of froth are
formed on the surface, together with a violet or copper-coloured cream, which soon afler acquires a fine
blue ; the body of the liquor becomes green, but in no
d^ree turbid, till fully exposed to the action of the
Instead of the peculiar smell of the recent plant,
air.
a putrescent and extremely offensive odour is generated.
In the first part of this process, it has been ascertained that there is an absorption of oxygen ; the gas
which is separated in bubbles is carbonic acid. While
the liquor first becomes green, it deposits a fine green
at a later peprecipitate when treated with alkalies
riod, it deposits, when thus treated, a substance of
a light sky-blue. When the fermentation is completed,
the green liquor is drawn off into the beating vat, in
which it is agitated or churned by machinery. It now
absorbs oxygen, and the colouring matter is formed into a floculent substance, which is merely suspended
in the fluid, while the other principles are slill in a
Lime-water, or caustic alkali, is addstate of solution.
ed, to promote the precipitation of the indigo, as soon
At this
as it is observed to be distinctly granulated.
stage, the froth, from being blue, is rendered colourWhen
less by the subsiding of the bhie matter.
this addition is made, a furthtr absorption of oxygen
:

.
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^e

evotikes place ; and, af\er it has settled a little,
When the prelution of carbonic acid wholly ceases.
cipitation is complete, the supernatant liquor is of a
greenish or
clear brandy or Madeira wine colour.
olive tint n an evidence of imperfect precipitation, and
arises either from its being united to a portion of carbonic acid, or its nut having absorbed a sufficiency of
osygen, most probably the latter, as a further exposure
to the atmosphere by churning causes it to precipitate
an additional portion of indigo when treated with al-

A

kalies.

Great attention must be paid, in all the stages of this
If
procew, to adjust the best degree of each change.
the fermentation is too soon stopped, a part of the indigo remains unextracted. This is ascertained by the
colour of the twigs, when a few are taken out and inmected. They are of a pale yellow, and tender, when
iney hare yielded the whole. The degree of evolution
of gas is also to be regulated when the quantity is deWhen the
ficient, the liquor is of • yellowish green.
fermentation u carried too far, the liquor becomes turbid, from an admixture of groMcr parts separated from
the plant, sind the condensation aad precipitation of the
indigo are prevented from taking place with the due
facility, and from yielding an article of genuine purity.
This b more dangerous than a deficient fermentation,
It appears from the
as not being so easily remedied.
experiments of Or. Roxburgh, that the absorption of
oxygen is essential both during the fcrmcntatioo and
the precipitation.
The only farther profcas which the indigo undergoes, is that of drymg, which sometimca n cflacted
at other times it is subjected to a
•olcly by dripping
It is
pressure, by which the watrr is sqnccxcd out.
exposed to a free current of air, bat shaded from the
light of the sun.
:

,-

Indiffo differ* greatly in its cxerllctMr, as well aa in

iu actMcntal propcttKa. Soma spcdtacns of it hare
much tr« specdlc gravity than others, and th« Vghtcat
Some of it « ill even float in water. If
is the pamtthe air t» asdvded while it is in any degree moist, it
uodargBca a cheariical change, bv which white specks
are foraied in

its

subatanee.

When

too

much

lime haa

been nacd inprrripitation, it subaidei mixed with tba
indigo, and throws down ether adukcrating msttcrs.
Indigo difers greatly in colour. Of the Gnatiniala indigo, the most cateemed sort which aooMS ftom America, there arc three varieties ; ooa called Jkm, has a
bine eolour ; a secnnd. called toiri itUtnIt, is vioand the thini, called corii-color, is copper coloured.
When the first sells at 9*. per lib., the seamd is ?*• and
the thtnl 5a. 6d. Of the Eaat Indian hxiigo, the JavaDese was formcrfy prefeire«l to all others ; but the
fine
\0t}

i

Mimfartu re

ia

in the Biritish

now

cultivate<l to a considerable extent

p osstaai ons, and an

article i«

produced

oIImi nperiar even to that oC f iustimala.
The comparatiTe value of indigo may be ascertained
by dissolving equal portiooa af oiferent specimens in
aolphnric acid, and afterwards romparing the qtian tities

which

it

•T oxymuriatic acid requisite to nrstmy tlic coJearof
each. Dr. Bancroft pr opose s to compare ro'creW the depth
of the cokmn, which the same proportion of each commir
water a teat whicn must be lesa accurate.
analysed the best Guatimala indi^, and
M
founu mat it contained other ingradicBta htw itr* the
true eoloaring matter. He ohtainad fton it, by hot water, aa uDoKygesated baseiif indigo, with a green matter mited to gum, some ammonia, and a little yellow
Otnctfye, aaiovnting in all tolS paru in 100. Fran
the iiwaiiiJBg
he obtained, by digesting with alco-

—

I

M
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30 parts, consisting of a green matter, a reddish
and a little indigo. By digesting the residue
with muriatic acid, he obtained 2 parts of red resin,
2 of carbonate of iron, 2 of red oxide of iron combined
with aluminous earth, and there remained 3 parts of
silex, and 45 of pure indigo.
This last alone gave out
the beautiful purple smoke on burning, which characterises indigo, and which is the substance itself in a
hol,

resin,

When thus purified, it is of a
purple colour, a circumstance which is also observed to
take place with Prussian blue, when most condensed.
Bergmag obtained 47 parts of pure indigo from the article of commerce, which, when distilled, yielded 2
parts of carbonic acid, 8 of an alkaline liquor, 9 of
empyrcumatic oil, 2:) of a charcoal, containing 2 parts
of oxide of iron, and 2 of silex.
Some have attributed the blue colour of the indigo
to iron, but this is improbable.
Chapt-U ascribes it to
charcoal ; but the mode of combination in which the
colouring matter exists, is so peculiar, that we ought
not to ascribe it exclusively to one principle. One
thing in it remarkable, is, that the compound base shews
a stronger affinity among its components parts, than that
which takes place between it and oxygen, as the base
may be obtained in a limpid state, in which it requires
only the addition of oxygen to impart to it the colouring
property. It is by being deprive<l of a part of its oxygep
that it IS rendered soluble.
This was formerly done by
mixing it with woad which had been fermented. A
boiling decoction of weld, madder, and broom, was
first poured on the woad, and allowed to stand in a
proper temperature, till blue veins were formed on its
Durface.
(juicklime, and the indigo in powder, are
then added, and the fermcntatioo conducted tecundum
arlem ; the liquor beeomet fpreen and fit for dyeing.
This pcoceaa is employe<l in dyeing woollen stulTs ; but
the pc Bpurtitm of lime requires to be carefully adjusted.
When exoasa, it imparls to it a brown colour. For
the same purpose of disengaging the oxygen, or a part
of it, urine is employed, also metallic salts, such as
green sulphate of iron, in which the metal is at an in«
ferior degree of oxydation : anenic and oxide of tin are
used for the same purpose, or metallic tin assisted by
the muriatic or other acids. The substance chiefly employed as a solvent of indigo, without depriving it of its
oxygen, or imparting any temporarr change of colour,
is sulphuric actd.
These processes form part of the art
of DvEiNO, and to that article we refer fur the details.
See Dr. Bancruft'i lUtearchitameeming the Pkito$ophy
of Permanent Coloun. CHniiSTRY, vol. ri. p. 1 1S; and
state of sublimation.

m

IxDU,

p. 85.

INDRE,

{H. D.)

name of one of the central departments
of France, which derives its name from the river Indre,
with which it is traversed.
It is bounded on the north
by the department of the Loire and Cher, on the east
by that of the Cher, on the south by the departments of
Creuse and Upper N'ienne, and on the west by those of
Vieime, and the Indre and Loire. I'bis department is
about 54 miles from north to south, and 45 from east
It contains 362 square leagues. The western
to west
part of the department abounds in rocks, pools, and
woods ; but the part on the right hand of the Indre
the

contains fine fields and vineyards, which afford grnin
and excellent pasturage. There are iron mines, marble
I'he
quarries, and mineral waters in the department.
contribution amounted to I,652,6o6 fVancs, and the po-

pulation to 207,!>il inhabitants. •Chatesuroux is the
.See France, voL ix. p. ()75.
principal town.
INDRE AMO LOIRE, is the name of one of the
western departments of France, which derives its name

Indre.

I
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from the union of the two rivers, the Indre and the
It is bounded on the north by the department
Loire.
of the Sarte, on the east by the department of the Loire
and Cher, and the Indre on the south and south-west
by the department of the Vienne, and on the w est and
north-west by the department of the Mayneand Loire.
It extends about 50 miles from north to south, and 45
from east to west, and contains about 32.5 square
This department has been called the garden
leagues.
The peof France, on account of its great fertility.
ninsula formed by the Indre, the Loire, and the Vienne,
The district between the Loire
is extremely fertile.
and the Cher is light and sandy, though productive.
Rye, barley, millet, wine, fruits, and pasturage, are the
principal productions, and it contains also iron mines,
and mineral springs. The annual contributions were
2,868.779 francs, and the population 278,758. Tours
See Fkance, vol. ix.
is the capital of the department.
;

p. 675.

INDUCTION. SeeLoorc.
INDULGENCES. See Ecclesiastical
vol. viii.

p

316..

History,

and Reformation.

INDUS, a celebrated river in India, known to the
ancients by the name of Sindus, or Sinthus ; is called
the Sindhu, or Sindhus, in the Sanscrit ; and Aub SinIts source
de, or the water of Sinde, by the Persians.
has never been explored, and still remains a subject of
conjecture. The natives of Hindostan assign to it a very
remote origin in the mountains, four or five days journey to the north-west of Yarchand ; which would place
it near the city of Cashgar, in Chinese Tartary, about
44° north latitude, and 70° east longitude. Hence they
describe it as taking a southerly direction, and approaching within two days journey of Lahdack ; then
turning west, as far as Saighur, (probably the same as
Shekerdou,) and afterwards proceeding in a direct
Mr. Colebrook supposes that it
course to the south.
may originate on the western side of the great Himalaya ridge of mountains, and thence take a sweep to
It enters Hindostan about 33° l.V north
the north.
latitude, where it is joined by the Attock or Cabul river, after which it is no longer fordable, and is about
three-fourths of a mile in breadth in the month of July.
As it proceeds along the frontiers of Afghanistan, it receives all the principal streams of that region ; and,
from Calabaugh northwards, it is a clear stream, rather
deep than broad, flowing between two ridges of rocks,
and yielding from its banks abundance of salt and
alum. In the province of Mooltan, it receives all the
rivers of Lahore or the Punjab, and increases considerably both in depth and breadth ; but is not considered
as one of the five rivers, which give the name to the
Punjab, being rather the trunk or stock into which the
Cabul and Lahore waters flow. About 170 miles from
the sea, it divides into two branches, of which the
westermost is the largest. This branch, after proceeding about 50 miles to the south-west, divides again into two parts ; and, as it approaches the sea, is subdivided into several other branches or creeks, like the Sunderbunds or Delta of the Ganges, of which the largest
is the Ritchel.
At the mouths of these different branches, the bore or sudden influx of the tide is extremely
high and hazardous ; but it is a remarkable circumstance that the tides are not visible up the river at a
greater disUnce than 60 or 65 miles from the sea.
From Attock to Mooltan, it is called Attock, or formerly Nilab ; and, farther down, it is named Soor or
Shoor, till it separates at Tatta, (supposed to be tlie
ancient Pattala), when its largest branch is denominated Mekran.
Its whole course, including its windings.

I
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to originate to the north-west of CashIndus,
From Attock to the Infanticide.
gar, is estimated at 1 700 miles.
Delta, its breadth is generally about a mile, and its ^"""V^
it

depth v.irying from two to

five fithoms. \ It is navigable for vessels of 200 tons burden, from the Gulf of
Cutch to Lahore a distance of 760 geographical miles.
From Attock to the sea, a distance of nearly yOO miles,
it runs south by west, with fewer windings than any
other river in India ; and forms, through the whole of

—

that extent, a distinct barrier to Hindostan, which has
never yet been passed by any of the invading armies.
Its

two

at the

mouths are those which enter the sea
and at Jiget Point in the
but the number and positions of its se-

principal

village of Ritchel,

Gulf of Cutch ;
veral fiutlets have been verv imperfectly astertained.
The Delta of the Indus is about 150 British miles in
length along the coast, and 1 5 in depth from the separation of the superior branches to the most prominent point of tlie sea coast
The lower part of this
Delta is intersected by creeks and rivers in almost eve1

ry direction, but is altogether destitute of trees j and,
except a few of the drier spots, which are covered with
brushwood, it is a mere desert of arid sand, noisome
swamps, and muddy lakes. The upper part is well
cultivated, and produces abundance of rice, which is
mentioned by Abul Fazel as forming, with fish, tht
principal food of the inhabitants of these districts.
great portion of the Delta, especially the nearest to the
sea, is set apart for the rearing of camels, which feed
upon the tender parts of the brushwood. See Rennel's
Memoir of a Map of Hindostan ; Foster's Journey from
Bengal to England ; Hamilton's East India Gazetteer ;
and Tennant's Indian Recreations. (9)
INFANTICIDE. The solicitude almost universally observed for the preservation of human life, has
been subject to some remarkable exceptions in different ages, and in various parts of the world.
Not only
has the ordinary course of nature been interrupted in
restricting the intercourse of the sexes by positive ordinances, civil or ecclesiastical, but the latent embryo
has been destroyed in its progress to maturity, and the
infant consigned to death at the moment of beholding
the light of day.
Parental affection seems so deeply rooted in mankind,
by a wise provision for the protection of the offspring,
that, without actual evidence, it would be difficult to
credit the extent to which infanticide has extended.
It has been affirmed by some learned authors, that
the sole purpose of nature in preserving the animal
kingdom is the reproduction of the species. Yet mankind,
as if to disappoint her object, condemn themselves to
celibacy, sometimes by vows of such a nature, that
their infringement would be attended with the forfeiture of life.
Nay, there are repeated instances of married persons having withdrawn from each other's socieMandelslo relates, that, in
ty from similar motives.
the Island of Formosa, the women have no chilaren
until they are 35 or 36, " from the impression they re-

A

'

ceive from their priestesses, that it were a great sin
antl shame for them to bear children before that age."
Therefore, should they become pregnant previously,
is procured by violent means,
sistance of the priestesses themselves.

abortion

and by the

as-

The laws of

Tunkin

are so severe against having illicit offspring,
that the same practice prevails ; and it is thence so
frequent, that there are women whose profession it
It is said, by
is to facilitate and obtain abortion.
Krascheninikow, that there are females in Kamtschatka who use herbs and conjurations to prevent conccpiion, and that they procure abortions

by means of

INFANTICIDE.
wherein they are assisted by ^kilM'Kenzie, the late traveller tcross the

luteiiddr. paisonous met)icine«,

women.
North American Continent,
ful old

affirms that the women of
tht Knisteneaux frequently procure abortion to avoid
the diitrcM con»equent un taking care of, and maintainThe Eskimaux, inhabiting the
ing, their children.
ihore* of Hudson's Bay, according to Ellis, constrain
their wives to obtain frequent abortions for the same
cause, by means of an herb common in that country
and an older, author, Denys, says, that if a woman of
North America became pre^ant whil^ suckling her
child, (he obtained al>ortion
alleging, that nursing
one at a time was enough. Other example:* might be
given ; for procuring abortion is common over the
World, arul must to a certain extent prevail where misfortune or disgrace attend the birth o» the offspring.
these mo.
There is too great reason for c.
c child is
tivea a« the cause of jnfiinticide
~
llic
of it are innumerable,
actually bom.
crt causes. Among the
though arising also
it i< customarj- to
inhabitants ofthe Kiir'
ican Indians, in the
Ogf^tniM destroy one of twin*. '1
BnMbourboctd of. Berfoice, are said to do so, from bclltraig tHat the birth of two children proves the infideKolben informs us that the u;;!iest
lity of themother.
of Hottentot femalet wins is put to death, under the pretext that a mother cannot suckle two females at once.
A? I-vi«? one of twiiM was wont t" !><• il--troye<l with
;

i

i

'

c weakest

'

t

a;.

''"^

'

-

'

,

experienced in supportA>
n. or thoae labouring im-:
ing It:
^.j
ot pcno
ftnttai
j^^ promintPt penonal imperfectiona, so the parenu
tmpKtUenpcffi'
f^^^
1^^ hesiution in bereaving tliem of existDiudorus relates, tliat all deformed children
'"'".-ina, which we sappow is Ceylon, were put
Qufaitnt Cartiua say* the same of thoae in
nf Sophitn*.
Promising chddren were
-ta
the othert were deatroycd ; nor
n
:i— ipare tlioae whom they chose ; aa they
»'-' •:' niittedtothc examination of certain persons,
~
-"..
anil i»'*rok or deformed, were thr r~ •-•
(.KToelli Careri wa« told in Paragon
r
iiUnds. that
'

'

'

^^

—

'

1

:

r'"~ '—

wonld

Ii

•pp*'''

were put alive into » h<>i:ow t-»nr, ami ouritri.
i nr«e
cruel expetlients mtitt be viewed as the rcanlt of nccea•ity rather than nf choice ; beosose in ooantriea where
MOi hM to depend on his own peraonal exertion for a
'^ere is no room to provid* for
precaHou nbl>cen seen, that, by a barbafrom a similar source, when •
man periahed, hia wi«li>w and orphans were put to
ilr\t)i: not from the detirc of ahedtling bloi"'
r.ii..- ih.- u rv t v m s had no wteaiw of tuppor:
of an inlant at tinlong with lier, if the
M liiiona a>uld not lind a nurse. At the
.1
It seems an inT.trin*>le practice of the ut-

the hefpteaa.
roos cufltom,

i

>

or!^i!ia:i:

,;

i

t

.

,

.

I

\*;{e»of New
thr <ame gravr
is the fir

''ie«ucking infant in
:i other ; nay, the faearth over the IxkIjc* of
f
hy the relatiirs f<ir it»
No coil
They sccin s-i'
hat ought to be
rfoe their own
deprive* them
of the mean* of providing for a being still more help'

-

'

;

j

laa than thcm^selve*.
The toutxx* of infantieide may, in general, be traced
to ntstmtj, lupeniition, the love of plcaturc, and

shame.

Mother*

119
in

Japan,

it is

affirmed,

do not scruple

Infanticide

to suffocate children at the breast, on finding themselves
too poor to brmg them up. Infanticide is said to be common in China exclusively from that cause. The women of

theKnistineaux, whomwehavealready named, frequently put their daughters to death to spare them the miseries
attached to a life of continual pam and labour, which
is their own condition.
According to Giimilla, the
South American women on the river Orinooko, arc
so keenly alive to the unfortunate condition of their
sex, that, to spare their daughters from it, they cut the
navel string too close, that they may perish. A missionary having reproached a woman with the cruelty
of tliis practice, " Would to God," she replied, " tlint
my mother, when she brought me forth, had shewn as
much comjMssion and regard for me as to hive preserved me from the pain I have endured and must endure until the end of my days. Had she buried me alive
when I was bom, I should not have felt death, and it
would have saved me from all I am indispensably subjected to, as well as labours more cruel than death is
terrifying.

God

Wouhl to God, father, I repeat, would to
who gave me life had shewn her affection

that >he

by depriving me of it at my birth: my heart would
!"
have hJsd less to suffer, and my eyes less to weep
In most countries, it is the female offspring which is

doomed

Females are
to destruction, while the males are spared: thus, more usual-

the twin* ofthe New Hollander be of a (lifferent sex,
Dobrizhoffer reit is the daughter alone that perishes.
late*, that he has known mothers among the Abipoiiians,
a South American tribe, who destroyed the whole offspring aa soon as they were boni ; but others mure commonly spared the males than the females. The ancient
Arabians, especiall) those of the tribes Koreish and Kendah, were accustomed to bury their daughters, from the
apprehension of inability to provide for them, as also, it
is said, from the grief which would be felt on their becoming captive*, or fh>m their immoral conduct. But
most probably the first was the leading cause, which, as
well as the fact itself, is proved by various passages in
the Koran : " Verily the Ixml will enlarge the store of
whom he pleaseth, and will be sparing unto whom be
pleaseth: kill not your children, for fear of being
».. .,
I
want ; we will provide for them and foryou:
HIing of them is a great sin." By this, and
ot :]iT injtinrtions of .Mahomet, the practice is supposed to

ly destroyetl.

if

bmi

have

Probably

al>olished in .Arabia.

it

never was

universal there. But it has been reserved for modem
time* to discover the existence of a numerous tribe
which seemi to have dntrajcd almost the whole female
off>pring without exception.
A< the Hrilish dominions
extended to the north-west of the Indian peninsula, a
certain race called .larejahs, was found in the province Pcmal* Infaniicide ia
t of Cutcli, where civilization
offJuxerat, ami ''
Jiidia.
.mrr*. and where the nature
had made oonsiil

ofthe country
Here there arc d

licnsions

'

ber* of this tribe ari'

ran k

Ur

.'>u|Mruir

iii

(xiiiit

,

of want.

and tile

mem-

of refinement to

thoaein savage life. The Jarej.ihs destroy all their daughter* at the moment of their birth, just as the result
of an ordinary custom, which excites no concern, and
indiires no reproach. But if the deetl is not perpetrated
It is also
iininedi.-itrly on birth, it becomes criminal
•' to the will of the father, who may
done ii
> the infant to be sjured. The birth of
direct <
a son among these people is a scene of mirth and festiAs Mavity
that of a daughter passes unnoticed.
homet writes of the ancient Arabs, " and when any of
them is told the news of the birtli of a liemale, his face
:

;
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becoRieth black, and lie is deeply afflicted : he hidcth
himself from the people, because of the ill tidings whicli
have been told him, considering within himself whether
he shall keep it with disgrace, or bury it in the dust."
On the birth of a daughter, it is said that the attendants
of the mother repair to the oldest man in the house,
who desires them to go to the father of the infant, and
obey his orders. Tliey do so, and he merely enjoins
them to act as is customary, and so to inlbrm the mother.
On their return, she is told to proceed in conformity to
It seems doubtful, however, whether all
their usage.
this ceremonial truly ensues, for ceremonies are generally obliterated in matters of frequent occurrence ; but
the death of the infant undoubtedly follows, and more
commonly by the hands of the mother. Yet here there
is much mystery preserved, somewhat similar, as we
shall see, to the customs of that society which is instiThe
tuted exclusively for tlie purpose of infanticide.
deed is committed in private, though riot with the de»ign of concealment, for neither shame nor punishment
Ladies of rank, who may have
is its consequence.
slaves or servants, are said sometimes to charge them
with this cruel office, but they are usually the perpeAs to the mode of destruction, it
trators themselves.
is figuratively expressed by the Jarejahs that the infant is drowned in milk ; but it rather appears, that
when the mother is apprized of the paternal sentence,
she puts opium on the nipple of her breast, which being absorbed along with the milk, speedily extinguishes
When destroyed, the infant is put into a basket,
Kfe.
and carried out for interment. The extent to which
female infanticide is carried in Cutch and Guzerat is
surprising, not fewer than 3000 females perish yearly
in the former, and it is affirmed 20,000 in the latter. It
will appear strange how the race can be preserved under such a system of depopulation ; but natural children are not within its sphere ; wives are obtained
by the men from other tribes, and there are, besides, a
few exceptions in parents sparing their daughters. No
account of the origin of the custom can be given by
the Jarejahs, who affirm that it subsisted among them
AboVuhed
for 5000 years.
Fortunately for the natives of Guzeby the exrat, the British influence extended to that province, and
ertions of
the resident. Lieutenant- Colonel Walker, (who now reMeut CoL
sides on his property of Rowland in Selkirkshire,) conWalker.
ceived the possibility of abrogating a custom so revolting to humanity. He endeavoured, with admirable skill
and perseverance, not only to divert the chief men of
the country from this horrible practice, but to gain the
support of the female part of the inhabitants in promoting his views.
Many difficulties opposed his wise and
benevolent exertions ; but he had at last the felicity of
seeing them crowned with complete success. The chiefs
renounced a practice, which they defended as having
been interwoven with the existence of their tribe for
thousands of years ; mothers soon brought their offspring, thus saved from premature destruction, to the
arms of their preserver; and the very first lesson they
were taught was to pronounce his name. It must certainly appear singular, that prejudices so deeply imlatkniiciOe.

planted, and passing, as it were, by inheritance, could
be rooted out by the efforts of one individual, and thus

Infanricidt

in gtneral.

admit a benefit of such magnitude being conferred on
humanity. But when reflection is awakened to the welfare of our offspring, it is nature which begins to
plead,
and whose voice will surmount almost every obstacle.
Other instances may be given of that infanticide
which is not restricted to females.
Krascheninikow
says, that there are some of the Kamtschadale women
so
lUMMtural, as to destroy their children

when bom,

or

The missionaries affirm Infanticide.
alive to the dogs.
that the Bosjcsmans, or Bushmen, an African tribe,
whose history is little kijown, " take no great care In Africa.
of their children; that they kill them «'ithout remorse on various occasions, as when^ they are illshaped, or when they are in want of food. When
the father of a child has forsiiken its mother, or when
obliged to fly from the Dutch boors, or from others,
they will strangle them, smother them, cast them away
in the desert, or bury them alive." Should there be no
exaggeration here, the barbarity of these savages is
greater than that of any other tribe whose name is preserved in history. But the missionaries even seem to
assert, that a lion comes to their dwelling for the ex" Thefe are inpress purpose of devouring infants.
stances of parents throwing their tender offspring to the
hungry lion, who stands roaring before their cavern,
refusing to depart until some peace offering be made to
throw them

jiasses a strong censure on this senstripped of its apparent extravagance,
it may be resolved into what a later missionary, Mr,
Campbell, expresses with greater simplicity," the Dutch
boiirsaflirm,lhat the Bushmen often throw their children
to the lion to pre-erve themselves, which has greatly increased the desire of these animals after human flesh,
especially the flesh of Bushmen, so much so, that were
a lion to find a white man and a Bushman asleep together, he would take the Bushman and leave the white
man." The same author mentions, that the Bushmen are
very kind to their own offspring,
" though there are
frequent instances of those who have had children murdering them, if the father refused to provide for them,"
It is generally agreed that infanticide is universal jn chiro
in China, being either immediately committed by tlie
hands of the parents, or resulting from exposure to
the influence of the elements.
The exposure of children was a privilege commonly sanctioned among the
ancients: it was so prevalent, that .^lian celebrates
the humanity of the Thebans, who decreed capital punishment against it nevertheless, where the parentswere in poverty, they might offer the child for a price
to the magistrates, who, having brought it up, were entitled to sell it for a slave. Almost all the children exposed
in China are females; and the number, though it be difcult to approximate the truth, is certainly very great. Mr
Barrow computes, from the mo.st authentic data which
may be deduced from the statement of the missionaries,
that it is not less than 9000 in Pekin, tlie capital, and
It is part of the duty of the
as many in the provinces.
police, to carry away in carts early every morning,
those who may have been exposed during the night.
No inquiries are made many are dead, but some still
survive, and all are conveyed to a pit without the walls,
wherein they are thrown promiscuously. Here the
Roman Catholic missionaries attend, selecting the most
lively among the infants for future proselytes, and sidministering baptism to others before they are lef\ to
expire.
The causes of exposure and infanticide are
sought in the necessities of the parents, as with the
ruder nations ; for those least capable of providing for
themselves are com^ielled to abandon their offspring.
Infanticide is well known to be connived at by the
Chinese government, and never the subject of punish-

him."
tence

Mr. Barrow

;

but,

when

—

:

:

ment.
Instead of awaiting that period, however,

when even

by exposure an infant may have the chance of

Society for

survi- murdering

we find the Arreoys forming a mysterious so- children.
ciety ex-pressly for the purpose of destroying their
whole offspring at the moment of birth. This society

vance,

is

peculiar to UJe islands in the South Pacific Ocean.

INFANTICIDE.
of both lexei, and is chiefly coin|^o8e<l on
the one part of pewom distinguished by valonr or meSodnj for
whence aam^of the fcwiliw of the citiefa are always
nunieruig rit
of the number. The gicateat trust and confidence are
childrtn.
repoaed in its members ; and it appears that the females
The whole enjoy
are principally of the highest rank.
great prinle^es, and are every where united by the lies
of raciprocat friendship and hospitality their clothes are
of the finest materials; they fetd on the choicest delicaThey pass their time in the enjoyment of luxucies.
ries, and travel about in great companies from island to
iaiaod, where nocturnal sport* are held for their amuselint, doBg with lascivious dances, to which no other
'

;

:

They are considered a class
•pcctator* art admittetl.
uparate from the other inhabitants, entitled to every
DiSerent gradations sub(Kitinctioa aiid gratification.
rftt 0ttaog ^itta, which are externally demonstrated
by the mode of tattooing their bodies. Bv tb« fundamental law* of the Arrcoys, their whole oApring
be dcaUuy ed ; and it is to be infrnwi that the murder

mwt

perpetrated in solitude, and immediately aAcr birth.
present, or behold its commisaioo, otherwise they would thMuelves be deemed partidpators in
Ikt crime, and liable to forfeit their live*. The ordinanAM of this society aeem abtolute and im|)erative; and
ahhoMgb aaj miiwhw aa^ withdraw, while the asaoperish.
woomb
dtidcm iQlMiata, tlM oAfwiiif
vho doaa ao, bovevar, incars • wptwchfttl nane, aig
wifybtf " the boMT of duMrao." An tnatnee t*
ia

None must be

!

qtitta ft a dncT

wbo

dM Meood^
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Ua int bom
MiMdto be an

killed
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child, but

Arreov

in

AnodMrduaf narriadaaatcrafoaeotthe

af Otahait%

bgr

whom

be bad aigbtdiildren. and

vtllMat cuapliaa, wtia dticj ad ; ^et the
waida adopted a nephew aa thair heir. The
fa and paeaharitiaaof tfcia aada^ ar* veiled in
they htna oarar ban aapUaao, and all that
can be aid oa tba aabjac^ eafiaiaU of mere glaaninga
from tianriimabiM'ialiMi. Itianatpravadtfaatthamothar aawdiT adhn anc^ diaMaa from the d eat h of her
lilda triwinalily, in tha apMon of the
It;
im iilwili, aKachaa ta tha deed, that womoM
acropla, tha nombcr thvf hare killed.
Eaampica ocear of nMthefa whose fulingi are awakescd, rcatataijg aseiy uoportiifuty to moruer their a0»
i|»iiig.
akiaMta elijaet of thia aiaorialiBW ahraya
ia i nflunticiila; it ia not known that anjr (faoilar aodetf
axiala,erhaaaKiated: ftirthe wocd* ofPatharOabicn,
which have baan le feri ed to, are not wiWciew tly eiplidt
lidt to mahlish the rarerae.
Heobaervca, that in the
Ladrone
tfaara were Toong people called L'rriwho Mvcr manriad, and li«td togataar in a kind of
ndlad debaacbety. They oaniad a

tWarMa,

^

md M
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latai^aaabadfeaf diatinctiaa; and
having atiam ptad to daatwijr tha public
dwdhaga which they inhabitad, soma of'*
the mfaaioaarie*
bacaaaa tha vidhna of their riiinlmi
of tha
toftlie Arraeya, it
jthaSawthScaidandera. When
Otadriaf haa a chUd by. a waman of the lower order,
kit never aaiefad to Uva; and tha Kka aoan* to take
plaea i aM |auUlly with tha Ughev lanka of fcmalca.
AMthair nalawi driMrea nBtpwiih. Nemii^Klory
•nfMtama cas ba eftied eaimniing tha origin and
fpaaaofthiai ujalw iaaaaedty. lu soarcc ha* been
ww^ht in
peovidon «f aomo wi*e lawgiver to check
the
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jkulation ; .bot who haa ever lieard of
^ in territoric*, frequently fertile, de-
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stroy ing one another's live* to obtain a greater portion of
subsistence ? Others have ascribed its contrivance to
the pursuit of pleasure, which, without such restraints,
might be more freely courted ; and if we may reason
from analogy, the reasons actuating the Abiponian wo-

iB&auciile. It eonsista

^

Infimiicide.

""^/""^

men will support this opinion. During three years
that children are suckled among that tribe, no conjugal intercourse subsists between the spouses: the
husband sometimes takes another wife in the interval ;
and to obviate these alienations, or even repudiation itself, the mother de!<troys her progeny.
But we shall find a more powerful motive for infan- Infanticide
ticide than all the rest, in that unbounded ascendancy ^'P™ super™'*
which superstition sometimes gains over the human
JIJ'^"'
mind. The practice of the modems, however, is not
so explicit in this respect as what we may collect from
antiquity.
It is said that the Kamtschadalcs destroy
their children if bom during storms, though the nece*sity of doing so may be averted by conjurations.
The
indigenous inhabitants of Madagascar and Ceylon are
likewise accused of infanticide, should the epoch of
the birth of a child be declared unfortunate by their
priests and astrologers.
Certain periods of time, as the
months of March and April, the last week of every
month, together with every Thursday and Friday,
are judgeu ominous.
The child bom at these time*,
will either be animated by evil propensities, or occanombeHrss disasters, from which cxi-mption is
by the sacriflca of its life. Mankind liave
n prone to embnie their bands in each other's
blood, to propitiate or apprass tbeir sanguinary deiBut of all oflinioga, children were deemed the
tDceptable, being a sacrifice of what wa* the
most precious to parenta. The Moabitas ofTcrrd up
tbcsr children for propitiation in desperate enteri>risc*.
Thus, " when the King of Moab saw that the baUle
was too sore for him, ha took witli him TOO men

drew (word*, to break through, even unto the
King of Edom but they could not. Then he took

that

:

have reigned in his stead,
and ofTrrcd him for a burnt offering u|)on the walL"
X Kings, iiL 87. Again, it is said that Balak, King
of Mwbk osBaalliiy Ralaaw, tha son of Beor of
his eldest ton, that (hoold

yMg an him

Mc

come and cona his
- Whorowith shall I come before
to

the Lord, and bow myself haAm tha higb God r Shall
I ooma beiota him with burnt odering*. with calves of
Will the Lord be pleased with thousands
a year old t
of rams, or with ten thousand rivers of oil
Shall I
give my 6rst ham fiar my trsnysssiens, thefriiitofmy
body for the sin of my soul
read
Micah vi. 7.
that Hamilesr, on reesiving similar intelligence, attended with aUnning circtmstances, immediately seized on a boy, and offered him for a sacrifice to the deity
KronuB while, for an opposite reason, after Hannibal hail gained the battles of Ticinus and Trebia, it
was proposed in tlie senate to sacrifice bis infant eon.
On iirrmiiai of an enemy l>eing at the gates of Carthage,
Diodorus reiatcs, that 900 children, of the most disun«
guiahed dtiseas, ware afcad up to the sanguinary
read also, though with
dcitias la areit tha rfmiger.
mora naMitHi^ of the fact, that the tirecian soothsayer* recommended the sacrifice of Iphigenia, the
daughter of Agamemnon, to Dian.-i. In deaoending to a
more modem period of History, Hscon, King of Nor>
way, offered hi* son to Odin to obtain a victory over
and Harold, the son of Gunild,
hi* enemy Harold
sacrificed two of his children to his idols, to obtain a
*.

r
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;
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tempest for dispersion of a hostile
p^,r„via„s

~ redeem

aw

their

said to liave

own

life

The modern

fleet.

saL-rifiieii

when

tlieir first

born to

a state of sickness, as
in older times, sought to purin

Aune, King of Swetlen
diase a prolongation of his with the blood of nine
sons.
It w;is with them as the Israelites, " Yea. they
sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils
Hud shed innocent blotxl, even the blood of their sons
and dau);hters, whom they sacrificed unto the idols of
Thus can the powerful asCan.'.an." Psalm cvi. 3?.
cendancy of superstition stifle the feelings of nature.
Hay, the mother herself, who offered her chilil in sacrifice, never uttered a sigh, lest its efficacy might be
impaired, «nd while the vital stream was flowing from
a multitude of innocent victims, their screams were
drowned by the noise of drums and trumpets sounding
" Tell me," rxclaims Plutaich, '• were
before the idol.
the Typhons and the Giants to expel the gods, would
they exact such horrid rites of raerf ?"
Infanticide may therefore be traced to a feeling of
shame on the part of the parent, which she has not
fortitude to bear, to necessitous circumstances, to the
pursuit of pleasure, and to the influ»"nce of superstition.
We cannot affirm, however, that such are exclusively its sources : but it is not probable th.it
many others will be disclosed. See Julian Faria Hisloria. lib. i. cap. 7. ; Dindnras, lib. i. cap. 80. ; Plutarch De Siipcrstitione
Ofjsra, torn. iii. p. 321, 1603,
in 8vo. ; Qiiinlus Ciirtiiis, lib. ix. cap 1 1
Juslin, lib.
xviii. cap. 6
Eusebius Prepusitce livaiigtiice. lib. iv.
cap. 1.5; DobrizhofTer Z)s Abip-uiibus, torn ii. p 10.5;
Mandelslo's Voi/ngr's and Trmifh, p 170; Collins' Account of New S'^uth Wales, vol. i. p 607; Peron, Voyage avx lerres Auxtralcs, tom. i. p. 46'i) ; Krascheninkow's History of Kamtschatka ; Barrow's Travels in
China, p. H)7
Missionary Transactions, var. loc. ; Gi
Iii Sngfrio di Sloria Americana,
Voyage a la Guiane et
Cayenne, p. 1.S2 ; Cook's and Forster's Voyages, var.
loc. ; Moore's Hindu Infanticide ; Cormack's Female Infanticide; Mallet's Northern Antiquities, vol. i. cap. 7
Koran, chap. vi. xvii. Ixxxi. (c)
:

;

;

;

INFINITIVE.

See Grammar.
A buildiiig provided by the public,
persons, and endowed with funds for

INFIRMARY.
«r by

cliaritalile

the treatment of the diseases of the poor.
Infirmaries are among the most laudable of all charitable establishments, and do not fall under the same
•objections with some others.
They do not, like the
system of poor laws, encourage indolence, carelessness,
and improvident marriages ; nor do they depress the
minds of the individuals who obtain relief. Accidental injuries, and attacks of disease, are not, like the unavoidable infirmities of old age, evils with which all must
lay their account, and against which a manly spirit calls
on every person to make a definite provision. It is un-

doubtedly to be commended, when the labouring
classes provide against every casualty.
But evils of
this description often intervene unexpectedly, when
want of time, and other pressing claims, have rendered such a degree of successful providence impracticable; and the evils, when they come, are in their nature overwhelming.
It is a noble feature of human
sympathy, to find society so constructed, that institutions exist on a scale sufficiently large to afford a ready

riicir ori-

«'"•
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attention to every emergency of this sort that occurs in
the average course of events,
It is to the spirit of Christianity that we are indebt-

ed for them
Ihey seem to have had their origin about
the time of the Emperor Justinian. It has become a

question among some of the modems, who have seen Infitmary.
the inip^^rfections attending our existing institutions, **^~V'"~*'
How was the want of them supplied among the an-

seems to have been expected that, from
some hints might be obtamed by which
our plans of charity might be improved.
But it ought
to be recollected, that the mass of mi.sery which exists
in such an imperfect state of society must pass unknown.
An immediate neighbour may become acquainted with
a scene of distress, and may exert himself to relieve it;
but, where no general encouragement is held out to
make known cases of this kind to those who are ready to
relieve them on such a scale as can be tiepended on, they
remain neglected. The persons whom our infirmaries
relieve, would, among the ancient Greeks and Romans,
have languished and died with disease and hunger.
cients

?

It

their practices,

Piety impelled numerous individuals

in

the Christian

world to appropriate.a part of their funds, either during life, or after their death, to religious and charitable purposes.
By institutions proceeding from this
origin, an immensity of benefit was conferred on the
sick poor.
But these became liable to abuses which
had not been foreseen, and ages of experience were re-

Their rcformation and,
""pru^e""'"'•

The funds
devoted to cliaritable purposes, being unalienable, tended perpetually to accumulate, and gradually to absorb
every other kind of projierty, and the monastic institutions with which they were connected, became the
abodes of idleness, and were contaminatetl with estravauance and debauchery. The Reformation, together
with an internal correction of abuses in the church of
Rome, placed these, among many other establishments,
on a better foundation The greater part of our infirmaries are of an origin much posterior to the Reformation;
and some of those of Catholic countries are less dependent on monasteries than fornit-rly.
It would be
a mattei of too tedious detail to enter on their individual history.
In nil the European capitals, and most
of the other large towns, infirmaries are established.
In London, there are seven general instil utions of that
sort, besides others more numerous, devoted to particular branches of the same benevolent object.
Almost
every large town in England, and several in Scotland,
have one. These have been gradually improved, and
the principles on which they are conducted have several leading features in common, though not always
We hope our readers
executed in the same manner.
will be gratifietl, as well as instructed, by an account of
some of the difficulties attending such institutions, and
It wdl be
the manner in which they are surmounted.
found that it is not enough that the spirit of liberality
should be sufficiently ample, to commence and endow
<iuired for the formation of a correct policy.

them; and that much invention and sound judgment,
together with persevering labour, are required on the
part of those who conduct them.
In the first place, it has been found, that the crowd- The avoiJing of many patients under one roof had the effect of*""^*"*^
"^'^* '°^'
exasperating several diseases, an<l of generating others,
such as the hospital fever, and the hospital gangrene,
which derived their names from these charitable institutions.
It was found that the mortality thus occasioned waa beyond all comparison greater than under
The Hoall the disadvantages of domestic treatment.
tel Dieu of Paris, previously to its reformation, was the
Hence
grave of the sick poor of that metropolis.
It
a general outcry was raised against infii-maries
seemed dangerous to go near tliem, and the conclu.sion
at one time appeared plausible, that they ought to be
abolished. This, however, has not been found necessary.

;

INFIRMARY.
inSfiMrT. The influence of conUminAtions of the etraosphere has
^— » ^^^ been more «ccuratel) a»ctTUined. It is now found tlwt
no tli«ail vantage arisen from a plurality of patients being within one buiUl-ng. All the reformation necessary
waa toavoicl exccaaive crowding, and to resign the vain
hoMt of the great numhers of patients contained in these

The beds of infimiariea are now placed at
Brapcr dktaDCM. The wards are regularly ventilated.
FNOacnt whitewaahing of the walla, and cleansing of
pla<<f
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parate wards to which these may be sent, and also such Infirmary.
patients, occasionally, as mi|cht annoy their neighbours ^""Y"""^
by the piercing cries which under pain or delinura they
In vume infirmaries, for e.vample that of Glasemit.
gow, every ward has three single betlded rooms at one
end, a method ailmirably adapted to theiic purposes ;
a.s a patient may be instantly moved to one of them,
>»it!)out formality or trouble.
Tor the convenience of the surgeon, it has in some
places been common toperform surgical operations at the
bed-side, in sight of the other patients of the ward. This,
which could not fail ot\en to shock their feelings, is
a\aideil hy the cas^- reKulutiun of having a separate
theatre allotted for all surgical operations. Accordingly
no such practice exi;its in the Briti!>h hospitals.

; and, in consetjuence of these
It
former evils have diaappcored.
1m> bcm found that even contagious fevers may be safely
tnaUd oodtf th* same roof with proniiacuous iUsea>ej,
provided they are placed in separate wards to the venThis object,
tilation of which due care is devoted.
Some disadvantages have arisen from negligence on Nrgliccncc
however^ h^ more recently been praeecuted bv the
CMction of separate fstihlithiaeiiHt which we shall con- the part of the different servants and officers connected oh»'»t«l by
with these in^titution». To obviate these is a difficult '"-r""""*dcr ia the sequel.
task, and requires the utmost vigilance.
It is equally
injarict ct the craniSorioM mugietl nam, Midi
am, oompoaiid hmettut* t£ the Umba, and gun-shot requisite to see that no abuses are committe<l by any of
wounds, when a plurality of them are faroo^ toge- the patients themselves, to the detriment of others. A
system of inspection is fur these purposes evidently neIher, have a tendency to generate an obatinacy in the
taaliM pwceli, apd require still more care than in eeesary. Monthly or weekly inspections are therefore
matdiag against febrile contagion. This has oAcn practised. The nurses are examined apart from the
Mco esperieDoed in military hospitals, in the spread patients about the conduct of Uie latter, and they, in
of the boapital sore. When it occurs, the dispersion of their turn, about their satisfaction with the nurses. The
medical gentlemen who reside in the house are under
Ihapedeats is the roost eiectnal method of ktoming it.
lofinaencs arr ""-••"•'mctnl as to admit oftnoraugh the direction of the attending physicians and surgeons
Vailils(ia»
and these, notwithstanding the respectability of their
ire maJe to open both fitxn
ventilation ; the
m the lliirorr way, that frcaii station, and those principle* of honour by which they
above and fix<u in.--,are supposed to be actuated, are not placed above inair may be adroitlc<i witliout a hiirilul cold drauglit,
and. in the Utter, that the heavy polluted air, which is spection and admonition. Though a rude and frequent
apt to rcet in the infceior part oi° the wanls, may be intetftrenee on the |>art of persons who are not ademot* ifcctually dislodged, by seasonably opening tlie quate jndgea of mniical duties is avoided, the inquiries
The practice of eoUcctin^ iinne fer the of the nouse visitors liave it for a part of their object,
infefiar aaab.
MBoftctiirer*, to wiiich the servants of infinDariea were to aacertain how the patients are satisfied with them.
fomeriy templod by nwney, is now disoontinucd. Upportunitie* are thus afforded for fnenclly and inThe bedrtceds are of iron, a material to which conts- structive explanations. The medical gentlemen derive
ciena and other animal rfluvia are less apt to adhere Sraiif'Ciiliun from tlie interest which others take in their
ulice; and. wiiereall wish to do their duty, and possess
Uiaa to wood. The bed-dothca are more frequently
waahad; and, when it ia oonvcnianl. the; are rcguUr- that degree of patience which is nccesssry to evert* pnbaired.
For this Ust pariio>e, tlMre ia fvobabiy nwm lie character, a good nnderetanding is cultivated. On
Wc have sieneth—s coniem- oocations of a difiafcm kind, flagrant errors an<l nbusea
ior further improvemcnL
pUted a plan of having the bcda of those petirnU who ait have liren fully exposed, and tlie means have thus been
afiordrd of pulling an end to them.
iM> through the day, so contrived, that, with little laboar.
Dilferent infirm^.
they might be elevated by same ••OBple marhipeij, by ries eiijoy different advent agre for this species of vigithe windows, to the roofigf ilie budding, and brought lance which often depaMl on the manner in which
Flock and iintber beds are not they are conatiluted. Where the number of manain again at pleasure.
used The preference i« given to straw, chaf, and ftrrs is small, ther have the best chance of roaint.iinothrr meieriils, which, fron> their low valOc, adiiiit of ing harmony, and of-nadeiatanding their duty
But
In case* ai whidi articles arr use«l tliey arc apt to bac ne nmiaa ; and, from a false defreijncnt miewal.
which cannot be fteqnenthr ranewrti, they are exposed lioiiey, to overlook the omimions of one another, and of
not only to ftcqueat ventiHtioo, but to purification by
toe principal oAcere. The duty of visiting the house
iaalaoapt to become toe burdenaioroe, when the turn to
Dhtoffcasce
There are other cimmstaneea apt te occur in infir- each cumee fre<|ucntiy round. Where the number of
'''•••» ••»'«»e«rable to the recovery of the patients.
managers i< large, amounting, as in some instances, to
MSHiiiIfd*
fi4ijM<«.
jjj^ ^^^ ^^ Miposetl to the sight of neighbouring im- hundiedi, many of them are unacquainted with the natientnnica of death.
ThiaiareBiediedlty Lotuir uf the institution, and either go through the forms
ving I.-. ^
ur scnens for the diflerrnt beds, an ar
of duty in their turn without intelligence or care, or
rangrment whirh gives tticn the advantage of a more mar the busincas of the diarity, by encouraging fVeCMDfwftablc appearance, -and more individual privacy.
qurnt and vexatious complaints. It is pleasing, howThey are not employed in every infirmary, partly oa ever, to find, that these ends arc in general so efTectuaccount of the cxprrir- -•- partly from Uie obittuc
ally and agreeably obtained.
tiou which tiiey gr.
Ution; but they onght
Infinnaries are liable to a variety of petty abases, pnty sba.
always to beat l>aiu>, miw iwls to which they can be which lave a tendency to accumulate in their amount, ks vatchli 1
ahoold accompany each bed. The sight ot' epiand thus generate much evil. Oneof tlic^c, is the prac- "*•
leptic*, the unplcaMUit noise which they auSu in their
ticc of nurses taking money from the patients.
This is
£u, and the shocking s|it;Ctacle, and nuntung noise, of not always eaailv preveled , as the latter feel a debt of
paticnta iindg^ insanity, are obviated by providing s«>
personal gratitude ; and it might appear hard to deprive

tlicfloan are practised

ulwinnii
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Infiimarr. them of the liberty of showhig it, and the nurse of the
"•'V'"^ opportunity of receiving a slender reward for superior
attention.
But it is necessary to suppress such a practice, ollicrwise it infallibly leads to a system of exaction
which amounts to a robbery of the poor. The only
way in which such practices could be at all tolerated,
would be by prohibiting them while the patients are
in the house, and conniving at expressions of their gratitude, which are made after the lapse of some days or
weeks. Even this would not be safe, nor probably any
thing short of a positive suppression of such perquisites,

especially

be
Ailrantagei

of explana"•"*•

when we

consider that the same patients

may

liable to return.

A system of inspection and explanation does not
merely secure tlie conducting of the charities on correct
principles, but produces a most beneficial effect, by saHence each patisfying the minds of all concerned.
tient is required to read an enumeration of the advantages of attendance which he may expect, and a statement of the behaviour required of him. A table of his
This is a subject on which
diet is also shewn to him.
abuses might creep in. It is also one, on which hurtand unjust complaints, are liable to occur.
Persons from a distant place, differing in its customs from
tliat in which they are admitted into in an infirmary,
are sometimes apt to find fault with the provisions, and
their complaints will always be more or less soothed,
when they are informed of the usages of the country.
Poor persons from the south of England find fault with
the colour of their bread in the northern hospitals,
though fully as wholesome as their o\vn. When the
reason of the difference is pointed out, they may despise the customs of the place, but they cease to harbour the idea that they are defrauded of a right. In
all public matters, systematic explanations compose the
public mind, and produce a charming alteration on the
moral aspect of society. It is better to cure jealousy
by intelligence, than to suppress it by inculcating blind
ful mistakes,

be obviated.

ope-

who

We

have already stated the encourage,
^^^ ^f indolence as one of these, but one from which
infirmaries are exempt. Another is a tendency to generate a depressing sense of dependence.
Some attempt
to remove this, by teaching the patients to look on such
relief as a right rather than a favour,
a notion, which
is considered as keeping erect the dignity of an independent mind. Some delicate distinctions, however,
are here requisite for moral practice.
Such relief must
not be considered as a right of the same indefeasible kind,
are relieved.

performed.
For the sake of preventing any unnecessary mortifi- Occasional
cation that might occur, as well as dispensing bounty in payment of
a more equitable manner, some descriptions of patients ?*'"?''
""'*""•
are required to make a payment in the name of board.
In some cases of this kind, a difference has been made
in the diet.
This is perhaps injudicious. The diet of
all ought to be wholesome, and the only differences
allowed should be those that are rendered proper by
the state of the complaint. Any other distinction has a
tendency to mortify the more helpless of the patients,
unless they are completely separated.
Moral disadvantages are apt to arise from the mixture Morals.
of opposite characters. The virtuous are shocked and
made unhappy by the profligacy of the vicious, and may
afterwards be disposed to dissuade others from entering
such houses; while the young, whose habits are not yet
confirmed, are in danger of being corrupted by bad company. These evils are most apt to appear, where venereal patients are accommodated promiscuously with
Accordingly this has beert in a great meaothers.
sure corrected, by assigning to such persons distinct
wards, and prohibiting all intercourse between them and
others, or erecting separate institutions for their accommodation ; such as that highly beneficent charity,
the Lock Hospital in London, which holds forth to the
diseased children of vice, both medicine and the sedu.
Want of corlously employed means of reformation.
rectness is in other instances kept down by a system of
domestic superintendence.
person of respectable
character and manners, capable of exercising due authority, is selected for a matron, or house governor.
This is particularly necessary, and sometimes requires
great delicacy, when any of the resident medical officers
are pupils, and young men addicted to pleasure, who
require control for the prevention of abuses.

A

confidence.

Public charities are in some particulars apt to
Unfavourable mental rate unfavourably on the moral feelings of those
influence to

human affairs, be placed; thus their deeds of charity Infirmaryremind them of the lot of mortality. Humbling in- ^""Y"™^
stances of such reverses frequently fall under ^he obser>
vation of those who visit infirmaries. >They are also
made to reflect, that no man is absolutely independent.
The rich depend on the poor as well as the poor on
the rich, and they feel that their deeds of charity are
only acts of justice, though they derive in the eyes of
others a merit from being voluntarily and cheerfully
of

—

as those advantages that are obtained by a man at his
own expcnce. The duties of charity are of such a nature,
that their limits and appropriate occasions do not admit

of being easily defined.

They

require

much

reflection

and care in the performance, and the neglect of them
is more excusable than an act of common injustice.
This ought never to be forgotten, otherwise the person
who receives charity clierishes unreasonable expectations.
While the poor man applies for the relief provided by public institutions with a mind sensible of
his claims, he must be taught to recognize the spirit of
active benevolence in others, without which his wants
could not be supplied.
If he does not, his independence degenerates into pertness, ingratitude, and clamour.
When matters are thus cautiously and modestly conducted, the moral feelings both of rich and poor are improved. The rich find that they are relieving persons
in whose situation they may aftwards, by the reverses

4

These charities are occasionally liable to be pervert- improper
ed by the persons who apply for relief. They are applications
sometimes abused by daring impostors, who apply un- for charity.
der the guise of distress so artfully assumed as to escape detection. This is not unfrequently done, for the
mere purpose of obtaining temporary support. Hence
the necessity of the utmost circumspection in examining
the symptoms of the patient, and, where these are ambiguous, practising a well-directed policy for subjecting them to a full probation. Suspicions on this head
authorise a practitioner to abridge tor a day or two. the
comforts of such individuals, a measure to which a
sick man will submit, as intended for his recovery,
while a conscious impostor will make his escape as

—

soon as possible.

The strictest regulations are always practised for preventing the patients or their friends from bringing into
an infirmary any provisions or articles of comfort, except such as are submitted to inspection, and for totally prohibiting the introduction of spiritous liquors.
Habits of sobriety, thoughtfulness, and religion, also
receive the usual encouragements, by the appointment
of spiritual overseers, and the regular maintenance oC
religious worship.

Irregulari-

'"«•

•
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of managing all these complicated concenu, and the great labour which is, in most instances,
bertwwed od them, ought to be duly appreciated before
any oomplaints are uttered against the imperfection* of
Nothing is more hurtful to society than
infirmaries.
the censorious spirit which conceives itself authorised
to mutter and frown on eveiy occasion on which a co>
difficulty

lour appears, on a superficial glance, for pronouncing
the words injustice, partiality, negligence, or others

This spirit of complaint is fosstill more indigiMait.
tand autf iiiwig penons who do not bestir themselves

6r active

good.

Thoae who are experienced

in such

Con, mn wtamble of

the difficulty both of executing
jnadoa and bamanity ; and, while they do not withhold
tiiMr atiictiim on such impertections as appear, bring
tbcin forward in the true spirit of social benignity, and
thus contribute to improvement, witfaont generating
ly respects, infinnarice crtatc additional cam*
irinalaga fata, and cherish addiriiinal virtoes among those who
fiMiicRaai
It not mftwracntly hap£dl nnder their pvlectioo.
pena, that bf lnuigiiig lndind«als into the notice of

V
*

the frienda-M hununihjp, ihay have proved the means
of aooompliahiqg the natal relbtmatioa of the ridous,
and on ouier nrwaii ien, |«m iJiiig enooaiagement to ne-

oroDaaoBaMiUiBdiHtry. Employments

km

who are able to work
ia the lighter donestie

thoae patintta

They aoMetiaMB a«Mt

oflBBpanvaaqpmi'eliBftftaa old

They thus
afterwards protern to ad>

linen.
ly

itatelife.
p^rorided in io>
i—irly in many casea
inaariaib vhidi it a
•fdinHik ya^flaMttelraableef pfvrrdia^it, is too

One article uCetmtmi aad of tan

pwlM

is

fta^MBlIf pM^Hsad ia laifate hfc, and ia aieoDvani*
ent ercD Ifar pei sui ie in ilscaat drcamstanees, vis. the
cold and wana bath, «e|aeieOy the latter. Being al<
ways ready ia an ininaafy, K is exhibsted et noee
tinea wh'tch ate nMiat aaitable to the naticntt or at each
regular periods of the day, that tite one prepaiatien of
the patient for it is always well timed. Thas it ia not
fVMaiad abortive by the iatarraaing of sleep, or of a
er aymptflBBa.
e the iMia haabU aMiabers cf the eeaamonity
taeeive diraet rebef ftna iii tii i w e i ies, these institutions
{Ntnra baoaiciai to sodely at Urgt, hy the singular advau t ages whics tney ptvaent nr the aaprovcsaent of
medical knowledge. Within a small campaei, much
mote pr actiee ean be seen by a mcdica] papil, than by
going roaad aaaeng the dwelling-house* of patianta.
Thaa a iavMr portiea of bis time mey be tlsseWd ta
reading and ether stadiea. With aU the traable aad

tiaw he coaM eiqiend, it woaM be imiMable for him
to see tha saaa ewlati ta private iwautka aa at an infiinMry.
He net only sem those who are aader the
can of the pbysidan er sargeso wbeei ha MIows
aearr cMnHdnsry case within the
«|mily talked of; and inuresting
'
strike Ae eyei
The imfcliihBiiiiil of cnoi.
lactmee on the Jlseaisi of the petfants, giree that
ta theknowladka ofthe stadcot, wfaick CB
oiriy be obtafaied by a
't oaaibanation ef tbe theory
with iha aniu , an^ of ttedMa of praetMal preoep(a,withdM aetaal
epnKsAHai of the iMttory of
dbaaaa^ and the
iNdacad by remedies. The
of tha peat aat'Hot meritaii J to the otject of
0» the oealnry, they iiisWNall)!
.-

w
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A

practitioner who treats his
patients in so public a manner, and lays himself under
the pledge of explaining his reasons for every thing
that he does, and for every ombsion, solicits new mo-

promote one

another.'

tives for the excitement of his diligence,

Infirmary.

^*™^r*^

and declines

under those ambiguous pretexts for
which private practice furnishes so ready opportunities.
The opening of the bodies of deceased patients Opening
is another acivantage of the utmost importance in tlie •xx^'**conducting of infirmaries. This practice has ot\en furnished onetopic ofunjustdamour. Dissections have been
held up to the horror of the public, and have been mischievously represented as the ultimate object of the medical attendants of infirmaries.
This is highly absurd.
In infirmaries, as in private life, no inspections of bodies
are made without the consent of the friends of the deceased, if he has any ; and none are made different from
those which a rational man would invite to be perform*
ed in his own family. When this is the case, no reason can exist that should prevent the performance of
this sacred duty to the living.
It is not for the personal gratification of the medical profession
it is for their
instruction and usefulness in society that dissections
are intended.
The barbarous prejudices which existed
to screen his errors

of

;

them among the ancients, retarded the progress
of medidne, and kept it in a state of comparative ineffiWhere such prejudices still
ciency for many ages.
prevail, let them be submitted to.
Let medical knowledge continue obscure and stationary, if it cannot be
without shocking the delicacy, or routing the
of an ignorant age. But let those who are
soperior to this fastidionwrss, use their endeavours to
open the eyes of others, and, in a particular manner, by
holding forth the enlightened examples of fathers, in
the audstof their parental sorrow, examining with their
own eym and hands the bodies of the children whom
they hare leet. The illustrious Haller, while he commemanlM tha eacellencim of a dtcsestd son, adds,
against

'

t

m

a civeamaumet nf eaarm, thai he gave

Ida

body to be

Tha

seven general boapitala of the metropolis, vie. Extent of
St. Thomas", Guy's, the I^ndon, 'l" «««'
the Westminster. St. George's, and the Middlesex, con- *irar<]«l.
tain constantly about I6(X) persons, and the annual
namber admitted is aboat 80,000.
We shall in tfaia article take some notice of the sue- Other mc'^"'^
laoas means which have served to complete tlie ob-

St Bartholomew's,

^^

9at

V" "V^^-

infirmaries are instituted.

*"^
the relief of strangers and persons who have
pcnaaaent home that their utility is roost highly con- <'m<^ <>l>•"*'"'"''"•
In a large me tmpu lin, numbers of labourers

It ia

no

which

ftir

artisans

who have

resorted thither for employment,

Hi^giiws at weekly paymients, which they cannot
rhan awkiMH dapnrm tithem of their earnings.
Strangers, also, who come from a distance for a temporary uuruuee, occasionally fall sick. Such are the poor
HigUanoers who annually migrate to the south of
Scotland to aasist in the harvest M.iny of these obtain,
in their easoal sickness, a cure and an asylum at the
Infinaarr of Edinburgh, and are justly enumerated
among tne roott interesting objects of public sjrmpathy.

Yet

it is

not to strangers alone that theae institutions
Mnty persons who are donesticated in

ai« adapted.

the plaem where infirmaries are situated fall into sickness so ewrerwhelming, that they require more care
than their relations at home can UMtow on them. Thus
the family is not only deprived <vf the fruits of the inis fbrced
ditttry of a member who has fUlen sick,

M
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to renounce part of its usual earnings in attending on
For these Cases, infirmaries furnish a most
this pt rson.
relief.

are,

however, cases of a different description,

Poor persons are offor whiili they are not suitable.
ten afflicted with slight complaints, which require medangerous,
dical care to prevent them from becoming
but to whom removal from their own houses is not
necessary, and would even prove injurious by preventing them from following their usual occupations. This
mothers of
is frfquently the case with the fathers and
families, whose domestic duties, as well as their other
exertions, are of great importance to society. For such
persons, dispensaries are formed, at which advice and
medicine are given to patients who attend on stated
Many of these are too poor to purchase medical
days.
attendance, though able to Vnake a scanty provision of

Infirmuries
tor chil-

dren.

Institution
in I'biladel
pliia.

There are^oth'er patients whose
the neiessaries of life.
complaints are so tedious, that 'they could not be retained in infirmaries without occupying the place of
others who are capable of receiving greater benefit.
There are some diseases for which infirmaries are positively improper, as they require the free air, the varied scenery and exercise of the country, and may receive all the direction and all the medicine they need,
by occasionally repairing to a dispensary. The case is
similar with the aged poor, labouring under complaints
which admit of no radical cure.
Poor children, when they fall sick, require such a
degree of care as an infirmary does not afl'brd, and their
parents usually object to tiie removal of them from their
own immediate superintendance. The necessities of this
description of patients are not yet in most places suffiIn Philadelphia, there is a socieciently provided for.
ty of benevolent females, who provide attendance in a
separate place for the children of the poor, even when
in health, in such a manner as to enable the mothers to
follow some species of industry. One of their expedients
for the abridgment of labour is, to have large cradles,
consisting of fourteen or sixteen subdivisions, each of
which admits a child, so that the attention of rocking
them can be paid by one, while the opportunities of industry are afforded to the mothers in the same house in
which theirchildren arethus provided for. Similar apartments might be assigned to the nursing and the medical
attendance of sick children. With regard to children
who are able to walk, the suggestions of Mr. Owen of
Lanark Mills, for consulting their comfort and good
behaviour, in a systematic and abridged manner, might
be advantageously applied to the formation of an institution for the cure of their diseases.
All the institutions now mentioned, will, like infirmaries, be liable,
in the first instance, to abuses ; and the means of obviating these will gradually occur, in proportion as the

become known.
But many, even of adult patients, can neither be relieved by infirmaries nor dispensaries.
For this reason
schemes of more extended charity have been attemptetl, amounting to a regular gratuitous attendance of the
sick poor at their own houses.
This would have appeared at one time a plan of impracticable magnitude
and, it must be confessed, that the enterprize of those
who undertake to execute it, is some times in danger
of being defeated by the inadequacy of the means which
facts

Domestic
«iuts.

can be provided, especially as many apply besides those
who are unable to provide for tliemselves. It is scarcely possible in any place to find well-educated men, who
are supported by medical practice, in sufficient number
for so much labour
and the characters of those who
are connected with public charities will not allow them
;

to admit into their body any who are in this respect of a Infirmary,
By efforts of this nature, how- "*""'Y"™^
decidedly inferior rank.
ever, much good has undoubtedly been done. .It still remains a desideratum in medical charitie^ to provide for
this object, consistently with the interests of the medical
attendants, and with the limitation of their duties to such
a scale of moderation as is compatible with cheerfut
perseverance.
After the funds are provided for fur-

nishing medicines for such institutions, it would be desirable to provide salaries for the medical attendants,
not indeed adequate to their trouble, but serving as an
acknowledgement for their labour, and a partial preservative against ultimate disgust in the execution of
their duty. This object would be well worthy of the separate consideration of those prosperous individuals who
have it in contemplation to devote part of their riches
to charitable purposes, either in the form of donations
or bequests.
It is most likely to be duly appreciated
by medical men who have acquired a fortune in the exercise of their profession, which they are disposed to
dedicate to public uses.
Some of the miseries accompanying the sickness for Alleviation
which the poor are admitted into infirmaries, do not "'"'''" '*''
come within the limits of these charities, and the relief »''^'»""b^
of them might be too burdensome, both for the atten- fne"skknets!
tion and the funds which they would require. To these,
in some instances, the attention of the humane has been
directed, and the task of affording relief has been made
a separate object.
An association was formed in London in 1791, under the designation of the Samaritan So- Samaritan
ciety, which attached itself to the London Hospital. Society.
The singular utility of this laudable institution will be
best shown, by describing the views of its founders, as
exhibited in their first address to the public.
" Observations prove, that there is distress in hospitals
calling on humanity for consideration, that cannot be
brought within the provisions of those valuable institutions.
I. Poor servants who have been obliged to quit their
places and go into hospitals, when dismissed cured, but
yet in a weak state, have frequently no friend to receive
them, or place wherein to lay tlieir heads securely, till
they are reinstated in service.
II. Many young females, who, through distress, have
panned or sold their clothing, when raised from the bed

of sickness, might be saved from ruin by proper

assist-

ance.
III. Many within the walls of an hospital suffer the
greatest anguish, on account of their families at home
starving for want of the wages of their labour.
IV. Patients from remote parts of this kingdony,
when discharged from hospitals in a low, lame, or incurable condition, frequently know not whither to
go, or what course to take, for avoiding worse evils
than have befallen them. And foreigners, under similar circumstances, experience at least as great hard-

ships.

V. Many a languishing fellow creature, it is reason,
ably supposed, might be saved by the opportune benefit
of fresh air for only a few days,
VI. The eflicary of the waters of Bath, where there
is an hospital for paupers, and of the sea, would probably preserve the lives of many, who are unable to defray the little expence of a journey.
VII. In cases of muilation, various services might be
rendered the sufferers towards gaining a livelihootl.
VIII Patients are frequently without change of linen, so essential to cleanliness, and consequently both
to their own continued health, an4 the safety of those
with -whom they may live.

'

1
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IX. Instances occur of liliinlness in persoi^ remote
from their pansbes and frien»l*, in which the distrew
might be greatly alleviated by proper assistance at their
departure.
X. Cases of rupture frequently occur, from sudden
cauxe*, requiring tnifses."
After the»e ob^e^vation», they jfire their opinion, that
such objects will be best fulfilled, by a supplementary
institution of this kind attached to each hospital.
This society was now regularly organised, and proy«d pxtmnely beneficial, a* appeared by their report in
1795. in which it was observed, that thej had extended
their benefits to a great number of instances of distress,
comprehending nearly all the cases enumerated in their
firit address, and found that much evil mi^ht l>e preTeBMd, hmI nocfa go>d done, at little expence, by help
that wmmm»Mj supplied. Ther were then enabled
the strongest terms,
firoa apcrimce to recommend,
Ae (oraation of other societies en a similar plan. One
otber has at Isaut been fbrmad, which is attached to

m

St.

VanVmat'

George^s Hmpiul.
Under the denomination of

infirmaries,

we

shall

which embrace only one im*
pottaat department of the same general object. The
moat conspicuous place is due to those mtcnded for the
treatment of contagious fevers, and which have been
These
called Fever HraspitnU, or Houses of Recovery.
i-uliarly extensive utility at cameoaai|>
•lao notice institutions

r„„

>i«.
Trie objects whoa they pa>
troaizc aic generaily in th«
deplonbl* sutt, and
are relieved aa spaacuiy as the aatora of tbair cmms will

pantiv-

.

mmt

The attandaice nqaavd, which would whawn
tiwaiMngth andtite mean* of aupport of their domwlic
la, is givan gntnituu<ly in tao beat poasible man{ and Uie apr—ding of infection through the rest of
Ifaa hmdj, and ila caiaHMtooa diffusion through a popa-

adnit.

V9 psvvcntcd*
In conacoiwnea of the inveatigatioaa aada bjr Dr.
Haygaith of Cheater, and other aniii iant physician*,
into the laws of the oontagioti of varioos fevers, cspelona naigMMnvfliooOp

and scarlatina, it was found that itie disiawiiBaaon «f ibea* diaaaaca liapandtd cfaiaflj on ilefi.

ciallT tnihtts

..,.1

•^- ^r mn iacnona ooniact of the

tta* BMdiam of ckiihes
vaiiou" wviK.! >.•>.« aiMjstanoeSt which is always
apt to happen whert rlwnllmsa ia naglacted. and
that, when usiaau r t s are tafcoi topvavwat snah commuaicati«». tha inftctieM loaaa ila virninea by dilution
and daeanpaaitiaa.
;

F.'tbmbn

ml

at

The in« hooar of racwary was

eatahlishtd at

Man.

In that pa a lona town, a laiga proportion of
jp
the working claaaaa inw
contnod livellmgi^ arc slo.
Tcnly in thoir d oaaatic habila, and in tiMir nmrnls diasohMa and inicmpcrala. Favars, whan onea intiodnead. aaad te anrtwl nipidljr tnm boos* to hooa*.
and fkvm «no naigMMwrhood to another, till tha fani.
lias aven of tha weidthier ranks were tMmmdy aa>
sailed.
Oeoimncca of this sort, from thair graot ft«>
VMKj, eseilad taacb cananl alann, and, when the
phywooM altetrtiad s
ftir tha aapprrMsoo ul' thi^
•vus, thair rrpnaoatMaM SMt with a ready
chaster.

m

£!

thepnUic
lul

^oar 1195. a fever prevailed at Athton-tindar*
bad l>etm introduoad by a patient frooi
On that occasion, a lanporary institution, an tha idan of a fever h<Mpital, was formed at
Aahton. This example agimatctl the inhabitants of
llancheater in the same ca««e.
A plan was drawn up
by Dr. F/rriar,. oontainiog his aatitrcd views of thu

ch

subject,
his leal
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which he had attentively studied, and in which
was deeply enjpigcd. He pointed out the fol-

Jnfirma^.
""^^^

~

sources of fever among the poor: I.
Crowded lodging-houses; 2. Dwellings in cellar stories,
which were damp and ill ventilated; and, S.Cotton mills,
which wei^ kept close, warm, and crowded with people.
The advantages he pointed out that would arise
from a house of recovery, were, That air and convenience would be better consulted, proper nurses would
be provided, and the spreading of the infection arrested.
This measure was not at first readily acquiIt was conceived that the bringing
esced in by all.
of many infected- persons under one roof would render that place a focus of contagion, which, in any popalous quarter of the town, would be pregnant with
danger. That prejudice, however, was in a short time
removed. The point of doctrine which hiul been previously ascertained by the learned, was gradually impressed on others by experience,—that, when several
persons are brought together in a well ventilated place,
the efHuvia emanating trom eacK patient, instead of uniting with those from others, are dissipatetl by the qualities
of the air, and by the means employed, whercus in ill
ventilatcil private dwellings, the bad air, in which the
people habittlhlly live, cherishes and rapidly dissemiIn
nates the contagion generated by a single case.
the nropofe<l institution, tlie attention, and the whole
conduct of the nurses, were to \k placed under the best
The access of unn«-e!.sary visitors was to
inspection.
be prohibited, and the vi^itsof near refatiims prevented
from l>ec«>raing <lan(rerou», by the mtorcement of precautionary rcgtiLition* in the mode of their intercourse
wiih the sick. The clothes of the patients were to be
stripped otf* as soon as they were bruught into the houre,
put mamedialely into water, and afterwards well puriThe patients, while under treatment, were to
Bad.
wear clolhe* Iwl'.tvin'r to the institution, and dismissed
>w in a clean «tate.
in their own

lowing

The

fertile

patrui'.^

.

.

.....

iimtitution

formed themselves

in- Board oJ

to a Boar' of Health, whicli witchetl o\er the sources

of infection, and rnmursged the people to give them
the earliest iiifonnation ofe^ery appearance of fever.
This board alw activrlv propagated all that informa-

promoting tiie general health, which
was derived fVom the nu)<t enliglitenetl sources.
The patrons of the Manchester tnfirmar}- co-operated cordially with the B<4rd of Health.
I'oor persons
under fever hjul been formerly attende<l at their own
houses by the physicians at that munificent charity ;
tion requisite for

was thus afforded to the object in view,
as these gentlemen, who were tlie best ju<iges of the
case, were to be authorised to tend such patients to the
aiHl a fJKility

Hoose o( Recovery
The means of conveyance were
provided, all annaoessary delay was thus prevented, and
orders were even given, when it was thought proper,
to have the hooaes from whicli the patients were taken,
white-washed and thoroughly purinetl.
In r, 9<>, the House of Recovery of Manchester was
on these principle* first e.'tsl>li*hed at a time when fevers were exlrrmily prevalent, ami the nuniberf of febrile patients, attended by the nhy>icians of the infirmary, were on the increuse. in a few weeks, these
began to be diroinishe<l, and the average numl>er of
fevers in that town ha* oinlinued ever since to be
much smaller than formerly. In the fir'.t ye.ir, they
were reduced to 37, having been S2(5 in the year preceding ; and, of these 57, several were brought from
the suburbs, the fevers of which, in the pra^Kung year,
were nut included in the 826.
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of this institution wns, that a spirit of
co-operation on the part of the owners of cotton manufactories was excited, and the health of their work people
became much more than formerly the suhject of study.
It was also found that, of those who were seized with
fever, a larger proportion now recovered, tlie medical
practice being materially aided by the attendance and
clean
the comforts which this institution provided. "
bed, a quiet ward, an attentive nurse, and the frequent
visits of tlie physician, were," as Dr. Ferriar observes,
" so many medicines to a poor creature, who otherwise
had been languishing in a damp cellar, or in a garret,
exposed to the injuries of the weather, amidst the neglect and confusion of a wretched family, clamorous
from hunger, or brutal from debauchery."
Some time intervened, after, the first establishment
of this institution, before it was placed on a scale sufficiently ample to comprehend all the cases that occurred
But, after this was acin Manchester and its environs.
complished, the result was, according to Ferriar, that the
medical faculty of the infirmary felt themselves com" Epidemic typhus,'' says
plete masters of the disease.
this author, in the third volume of his Medical Histories
and He/leclious, published in 1810, " is now unknown
to us, while it has been raging in some of the neighbouring towns."
Institutions of the same kind have been formed in
London, Dublin, Liverpool, and several other populous
towns. The principles on which these are founded are
the same which have been enumerated, and the effects
which have been produced by them correspond to those
of the parent institution in Manchester.
In houses of recovery, one part is appropriated exclusively to scarlatina.
In Manchester there is a ward for
this purpose, under the same roof with those for typhus,
but entering by a separate outer door, that the contagion of this disease, which is peculiarly difficult to be
decomposed or dissipated, may be prevented from attacking the other patients or their attendants.
In London, a small-pox hospital has been long established, by ^hich similar attention is given to patients
under that disease, and the contagion is prevented from
spreading, as it might otherwise do.
The important
object of inoculation has been comprehended by the
same institution, first the variolous, and latterly the

A

Extension
of houses
of recovery.

Sraall-pox
hospitiU.

vaccine.

Some

Among

other

instuuiiows.

infirmaries limited to particular diseases

may

the Lock hospital in London ; the hospital for diseases
of the eye ; and the cancer ward of the Middlesex hospital.
The laws of these institutions are founded on
the same principles as those of other infirmaries, with

such vaiiations in their application as are adapted to the
nature of the particular objects to which they are directed.
Bang's Selecia Diarii Nosocomii Hafniensis
Preface.) Iberti, Obse? vations gnierales sur lesHopilaux.
Ilighmore's PielasLondinensis. Blizard's Suggcslions for
the Improvement of Hospitals. Cross's Sketches
of the Medical Schools of Paris.
Roux's Narrative of a Journey

(

London. Ferriar's Medical Histories and Refifctivns.
Haygarth on the Prevention of Infectious Fevers. Clark's
Collection of Papers on Fever fVards.
Proceedings of
the Manchester Board of Health.
{H. D.)
to

INFLAMMABLE Am.

See Hydrogen, in the ar-

Chemistry.

INFLAMMATION.

.See Medicine.
Diffraction <>/' light, is a proconsequence of which coloured fringes

INFLEXION,
perty of light, in

or

are produced, both without and within the shadow of Inflexion,
'"•<•
bodies placed in a divergent beam of attenuated light.
These fringes are not prdfluced, as has always been '*"'V^*'
supposed, by the action of the body n^ar which the
light passes, but arise

from the constitution of light itIn our article Optics, this curious subject will
be treated at considerable length.

self.

INFLUENZA.

See Medicine.

INK, a

liquor used for printing or writing.
The
colour chiefly wanted for these purposes is black ; and
the principal properties of good ink are deepness of colour, distinctness, and durableness.
The vehicle employed for protlucing adhesion of the colour to the substance on which it is impressed, differs according to

the instrument employed in forming the liftes.
It is
chiefly on this account that printing ink and writing
ink are of so different composition.
shall describe
the modes of making, the best inks of these two kinds,
and then the different coloured inks, and the compositions known by the name of sympathetic inks, which
last are, on the whole, more curious than useful.
Printing ink is a mixture of black carbonaceous mat- Printing
ter and oil, and makes a near approach to black paint, ink.
It requires, however, some difference of mechanical
properties.
Paint is fixed by drawing a brush in lines
along the substance to which it is applied. But printing ink is made to adhere by a pressure, without superficial motion.
It requires to be more tenacious and
hard, but less tough and greasy than paint.
This, and
the other qualities, are communicated to it by a proper
choice in the kind of oil, and by the preparation of
boiling.
Linseed and nut oil are the most suitable.
The latter is the fittest for black ink ; but the boiling
imparts to it a brownness, which injures the brightness
of red ink.
The other oils dry too slowly, and inks
made of them come off and smear the paper, or the oils
sink into its substance, go as to surround the letter with
a yellow stain.
The oil is boiled in a pot large enough to hold at
least half as much more to prevent boiling over. While
boiling, it is constantly stirred with an ir(m ladle
the surface also is kindled, and allowed to burn for
half an hour, in order to consume and separate more
completely the inflammable parts on which the greasiness chiefly depends. After the burning is extinguishthick
ed, it is allowed to boil some time longer.
kind is made for use in hot weather, and a thinner for
cold.
Both go under the name of varnish. The thick
varnish is known to be of the due consistence when it
draws into threads between the fingers like weak glue.
proportion
It is viscous, like a soft resinous juice.
of turpentine or rosin is boiled along with it, to give it
body, and increase its drying quality ; some add a
quantity of litharge. But as these admixtures render
it extremely difficult to cleanse the types, it is much
better to employ varnish which has acquired the ^me

We

A

See Inoculation.

be mentioned, with applause, lunatic hospitals, (see
Insanity,) lying-in hospitals, hospitals for syphilis, as

ticle
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One advantage

A

property merely by age.
The colouring matter generally employed is lamp
black, two ounces and a half to sixteen ounces of the
varnish.
They are ground together like paint. It is
probable that the varnish has acquired, by the preparation, a gummy quality, and loses in part its oily constitution, a change which gives it the property of adhering to wetted paper. The substance left, when dried,
is tpugh and flexible, and little disposed, either to mix
again with oil, or with water. The gummy and oily
matter were thought by Dr. Lewis to be so proportioned, as to defend one another in some degree against the

menstruum of each.

•
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Ink.
But white wine formed a blacker ink than water, and vipreparing of prinUr's ink is a very delicate art,
The Ink used nefi^ar formed one still blacker than wine. Spirit injured *«"»^.'—
ia in the hands only of a few.
the colour, and occasioned a precipitation of part of the
in all parts of Great Britain is nnule in London. That
which ia used in France is somewhat ditTerent, and colouring matter. A decoction of logwood instead of
hence the French typopraphy differs from the British. water, improved both the beauty and the deepness of
the black.
A piece of iron kept in ink for a length of
It ha» a brilliancy and (li»tinctJiess which «e cannot inii<
time after it is made, improves its colour, probably by
tate, except by usin^ the article prepared in France.
DifknocM of opinion exist as to whether the!>e proper- uniting with the sulphuric acid disengaged by the galls.
Some complain of them, as In order to give ink a greater consistence, and enable
tie* are advantagca or not.
it better to keep the colouring matter suspended, gum
mBBampmaaA with a dazaling eKcC
Ink med fbr printing from engravings by the rolling arabic is added, and it probably preserves the black
matter in a state of greater tenuity, preventing, by its
picaa, OHHt have less of the adhesive qualitie?, and a
greater degree of yielding softness ; it must easily run mechanical qualities, the attraction of cohesion from
forming that matter into larger particles, and thus preinto, and fill the fwllow line* in the copper-plate, and
a^ttfawit nealvr a state of solution than it would otnerat tb* aune time be easily wiped off* the polishetl surThe gnm also prevents it from spreading on
face of the plate, previously to the taking of the imprea- iP^Be.
The peiuliarity in the manipulation of the var- the^per. A greater Ixxly of colour is thus collected ou
lion.
each stroke, and the writing retains its blackness much
niah, consists in giving it less boiling than that which
Lamp black is impro|)er longer than when none is added. A common addition
ia to be uaed for type ink.
is sugar ; but its only good quality is that of communifor cngniTcr's ink, as it commttnicates to it an inconIt renders the
venient taoghncaa. TTie ctiarvoal blacking, such as cating a shining gloss to the writing.
that called Gems" nr Frankfort black, supposed to ink more tedious in drying, and a sufficient glossiness
ne-twigo, or kernels of fruits
Dr. Lewis found that
is obtained by the gum alone.
bepMcnrcd frotii
^..l-.i reputation, as more free
the addition of other metallic subllwices which had
ana wine lees, ia :
been sometimes recommended, sudr as sulphate of
fraai gi iltiwe aa than the ivory black of this country.
The preya i ii g of engraver's ink does not require the line or of copper, injured ultimately the qtuility ofthe
The black, ink ; and that the galls ought to lie finely powdered, and
BBiae delicacy with that uf printing mk.
not merely bruised, as some had directed.
indeed. require^B be well chosen ; but when this ia
The recipe of Dr. Lewis, de<luced from his numerous Rrdp* of
done, every enfl^er mixes up his own ink, which is
trials for making good ink, wa* one ounce of powdered Ot. Lcwij.
not theeaae with •' -"-^— T.
k ia a substance of a totally
sulphate of iron, one of powdered logwood, and one of
Oer cosmnon
gum, with three of powdered galls, and a quart of white
different kind, buin m lU coiouring matter, and its
Bicnatmni. The colooring matter i* a tmniou* sub- wine or vinegar, although water will serve common pur"-- ripitatmg iron from
a oaline solupose*. The«e ingredient! are to be put in a glass or other
aUiMe, fonm>
ami tannin, and the vehicle is convenient vessel not metsllic, and the mixture shaken
tien, 1^ thr
But, four or five times a-day. In 10 ur 12 ilays it will be fit for
water, slighiiy impregnated with a macilaj(e.
thoagh thia is the radical principle on whkh ink ia use, and sooner if in a warm situation but it continues
made, the pie uii ng of gooci ink require* considerahle fur a long time to improve if lef\ without decantation.
When it u separated from the powdery residue, it will
nicety in the (aoice of DMerid*. as well as skill in the
Alihoogfa any *eh of iron wonid give a be kept in a good state with greater certainty, if some
nipulation.
dark prtcipitate, when trected with aao in gen t matter, broken jnlla, freed from the fine powder, and some
Iron, however, ia the onthe only one which give* • good Mbck is the sulphate, piece* of iron, are put in it.
and the onW fom of aetringent which answer* is the tr metal which it is safe to retain in contact with ink.
ft ia, indeed, often improved by oaa)oiaing
gall nut.
Leaden or copper vessels, when used for containing it, beIt haa been uba
ied that come diaaolved by its acid ingredients, and part of the iron
It with a little locwood.
inks are liable to become pale or to diuppear.
i* preripitated.
This fact appeared an anomaly during
The leanicd and laborious Ur. Lewis instituted a se- the prevalence of the doctrine* of elective affinity, aa
rin of aiBale aqieriiaenta, for the parpoaa af dMcraiB- explainad by Bergman. Aa iron precipitates other menf iIm lOiK |itwwilioQ OS tbe dawMnl mgivdientt, and tab from their a^ution*, it appeared contrary to all
oblainea earn* mterestinf dieafrieal Tcaoh*. He foond chemical prinaplc* to Mippoae that thcae o«her metalf
that equal pert* of thia aak, and of bloc or Aleppo
wrre capJUe of precipitating iron. But, since the ingave an ink whidu thaogh of a good black when vestigations of Befthcllet have impsrted a new, and in
Int Mtd, becane ycBowMb brawn when the wntinj; scNne r««pects more correct, light to the doctrines of cbewaa kept for a modmte time; that in praport
mieal afuiity, we acknowMge that the acid exerto a siquality of the ralphate, the inka wcrr tea* dur J
BOltaBCOua attraction for both metals, and dissolves a
loor ; and thatthoae in which the galU were in exoasa pnpbrtioo of each, depending on their relative afliniwere moat dvablc. Thus it appearcit that tbe galls wrr* tiaa. These precaution* relating to ink were clearly laid
tbe BMMt periibiiy aitkle in ink lAar it ia appfiad tothe down by Dr. Lewis as llie result of practical experience,
paper, and tbaraioie ovgfat tn be in largoat proportSon ;
while the doctrines of Berthollet were as yet unknown,
that a durable ink •boaU ooataia at leMt three parts of aiul in th«t state of science such prccautiona appeared
gall« fbr one of the nilDhate af iron ; but when much
inexplicable ; but, in its present state, they are recogabove tbia pnip<
y render the colour tiio pale.
ni*ea as furnishing a beautiful illuiitration of them.
of ink admits of contiderable
The degree oi
In order that ink may be more durable in the manuThe fullest and blacken colour is produced, script, the paper may be advantageously dipped in a
latitude
when the water is just suificicnt to cover the powdered solutitm of galls ; this obviates the fading on the back
i
wdhuta. But4t)or50aunoes of water, to one ounce of tbe paper ; i. e. in tbe part to which tho ink has sunk
ofthe mcUUic salt, mul three of galls, make an ink saffi- deepest, where that change ia most apt to commence.
ciefltly black for cominon porpowa. Distilled or rain waDr. Lewis found this to be very effectiml in his experiatcr wa* fimnd. by Lrwis, pnteUt to conmon srat«r.
ment*. Other* have recommended that tiie paper should
VOL. XM. PAkT I.
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Red ink from an infusion of logwood.
ink.
be dipped in pru8siate of potasM, which makes aay teoGreen ink from a solution of acetate of copper^ with **"*V''"^
dcncy to change of colour to consist in the acquisition
gum arabic and white sug^.
of a deep and rich blue tint.
Blue ink from indigo, ground with white of eggs, and
But, as this species of ink, after the best preparation,
brought to the due consistence by water.
is apt to decay. Dr. Lewis made attempts to form one
Yellow ink from an infusion of crocus, with alum and
of still more durable materials. He found that a comgum arabic.
position of black carbonaceous matter, such as lamp
Sympathetic ink is a substance with which writings Sympatheblack, with varnish, and half the weight of a thick mumay be formed, which are invisible till they are sub- ti« ink,
cilage of gum arabic, formed an ink which, though it
was easily rubbed out with water on common paper, jected to some process, which immediately renders the
whole distinct. This purpose was fulfilled among the
proved in every respect durable when applied with a
pen to bibulous paper. The manuscripts of the an- ancients by means of milk, or some other viscous substance, which was rendered legible by means of soot
cients were written with lamp black and gum and the
thrown over the writing ; part of it adhering wherever
Chinese use a similar composition for all their writings,
the same which is sent to Europe under the name of the lines were drawn, while from every other part it
was blown entirely off.
China ink, which they apply with a stiff hair pencil,
There are some articles employed for this purpose,
When vinegar is used infixed in the end of a reed.
which are rendered visible by the addition of a substead of water in tempering ft, the irik sinks deeper
stance which acts chehaically. The materials of writing
into the paper. Dr. Lewis ingenioi^sly suggested as an
improvement, the union of the ancient with the modem ink may, for example, be employed in a separate state.
Invisible words may be first written with a solution of the
method, by adding a small portion of the ancient comIn this
sulphate of iron.
If a rag, dipped in a decoction of
position, or of Indian ink, to our common ink.
galls, be drawn over them, they become immediately
case, cotton must be used in the ink-stand, to prevent
legible.
If this be afterwards rubbed over with sulthe settling of the black powder.
These methods are sufficient to secure every advan- phuric acid, it is effaced. But the application of a saturated solution of potassa will make it re-appear like
tage, where the effacing of manuscripts is not done by
design.
But it has become, in recent times, an object, yellow writing.
The golden sympathetic ink consists of a solution of
on many occasions, to guard against frauds of obliteration.
These are more easily executed since the disco- gold in nitro-muriatic acid, diluted with six times its
yery of the oxymuriatic acid, and its power in effacing
quantity of water.
Letters traced with this are invisible ; but when a similar solution of tin is applied to
all inks made of the gallic acid, or vegetable astringents, with iron. For preventing the possibility of this,
them, the writing appears in the form of beautiful pur.when it is dreaded, an admixture of lamp black or other ple letters. Nitromuriatic acid is now capable of effaburnt carbonaceous matter is effectual, and ought to be cing them, and the re-application of the muriate of tin
in larger proportion than on other occasions.
Finely
will restore them.
Letters made with the muriate of
ground indigo is recommended by some along with the gold, indeed, become spontaneously visible when expolamp black. Others employ finely levigated manga- sed to the air. This, however, requires several days,
nese, and others a solution of indigo in concentrated
and, if kept closely shut up, they remain invisible for
sulphuric acid. The editor of the Annates des Arts,
two or three months. The acid evaporates, and leaves a
vol. ii. p. 106, observes, that the common ink may be
Nitrate of silver affords
violet oxide or submuriate.
rendered incapable of being discharged by any action
invisible letters, which become black by long exposure.
which the paper can withstand, if, instead of water,
There are many Sympathetic inks which are renthe expressed juice of green vegetables be used, such
dered visible by exposure to a fire. Solutions of muas the lalhyrus, the sambucus niger, or common grass.
riate of ammonia, and various other neutral salts, act
Indian or China ink, being an article possessed of on paper by means of heat, in such a way as adapts
valuable properties, experiments were made by Dr.
them to this use ; but the letters become, in process of
Lewis to analyze and to imitate it. He found that the time, confused and illegible.
adhesive ingredient in it was an animal glue, and he
The best sympathetic inks are those made from ores
formed very good imitations of it by means of glue and of arsenic, bismuth, or cobalt. Diluted nitric acid is
lamp black. The superior delicacy of the imported poured on arsenic ore, and afterwards carefully decantarticle seems to depend on the black.
It brings differed, treated with nearly half the quantity of dried
ent prices, according to its fineness ; and this depends
muriate of soda, and evaporated. Letters or figures
on the kinds of oil from which it is produced. Various formed with this are invisible till held near a fire, which
oils are burned in that country, in chambers made for
renders them visible, and of a beautiful bluish green cothe purpose.
Du Halde gives three receipts for this lour. This disappears again when it is removeil from
composition, on Chinese authority.
In one of them,
the fire. Alum, with the sulphate of soda, used instead
the conglutinating ingredient is gum tragacanth ; this
of muriate of soda, renders the substance red. Borate
must have formed an ink different from that brought of soda, or nitrate of potassa, also makes the letters apto us from China.
In another it is thin size, and in a pear red.
third the size is mixed with a decoction of certain vegetaThe nitro-muriate of cobalt forms a similar ink, which
bles, which probably impart no quality excepting smell.
appears on exposure to heat, and disappears in the<;old.
Indelible ink, for marking linen, without being liable
The heat applied to it, however, must not exceed a
to obliteration by washing, is merely a solution of nicertain strength, otherwise the letters become permatrate of silver, with which the letters are traced after
nently visible both in heat and cold. These inks are
the part to be written on has been dipped in a solution
employed for making amusing landscapes, in which the
of soda, and dried with a strong heat.
trees acquire a summer foliage as often as they are
Inks of various colours may in general be made by brought near a fire.
using a strong decoction of the ingredients used for dyA sympathetic ink may be obtained from fresh urine,
ing, mixed with a little alum and gum arabic.
evaporated, then dissolved in nitric acid, and saturated
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with ammonui or its carbonate. Lines drawn .with this
become visible, of a fine red, on expo!>ure to a gentle
Sulphate of xinc applied to them gives them a
heat.
rich yellow. Thi* ink must be applied, however, imIt becomes deteriorated
mediately after it is formed.
{H. D.)
in so short a time as twenty minutes.
N'AVioaTioN. Sec Navigation Inland.
INN, Valhy of, a vallev of Switzerland, in the
cnton of the Griaons, bounded on the north-west by
iht mountainous chain of Septimen, Julien, Scaletta,
Fliiala, Varaina, and Salvretta ; to the west by the
Maloffgia ; and to the south-east by the chain of Bernina. It extoidi ogbtaoi leagues in length, from northeast to soutb-west, and is traversed throughout by the
This Tallejr is named Emgmdime in German,
river Inn.
and in th« language of the country Bngiadima, which

INLAND

U

oonceiTe may be derived from words
i ili igis
iog the head of the Oen or Inn. It is one of the
and moat beautiful in Switzerland, and is divided into two portioos, the Higher and Lomer EagO'

tym

'

diae.

As the raller of the Inn belongs to the primitive
Alps, and lies
a high situation, the climate is rude
during a long part of the year but almost every different quarter nas a ilifTerent climate. Winter continues
nine months, and the inliabitants can seldom dispense
with fire in their apartments in the course of the other
The sun is never oppressive a week seldom
without hoar-frost during the wannest weather;
the hottest day ia wcwded by freeaing
in liw niciit Snow ftaqaantljr fidk in June or Julv
the lakaa Wraaaa ftom the aid of Ne*«mber until the
noath of Mmj, and taaw Vm iv* or six feet deep.
athdoM, are AnaqaentljMt. the shocks
_^ io a dwocliuo nam aaat to waat>
Tho riVor bj whkh the valley ia waitarad, riaaa in a
hka called Lungm, or Lagtn, behind tbo aMwn.
tam Septimen, and is at fnt callod the wal« of Ohi. It
fidla into the lake of Sils, at Siglio ; leavh^ srUch, it
'
td to a much Urgm tomnt, dcaoendiBf ham the
Muretto, whara larwl
place the
of the Inn. After bang aniargad by a multiof itraanis, and fumutg tknogn the valley to
Thupf, it rolls iu waters acvasa the plama of Bavvia.
At Parsan it unites with the Danobe, tbereamadi leaa
wnaid«ablti river, when it loses its own name for that
of tba other. The Inn is a beautiful limpid stream,
cAaraciariaedbr fine and pictnraMaeaoanery. Tlwreare
twaiveflBall lakes in the vaUejrof the Inn, and twenty.
6ve laasernDiaa tamiaata wHtuB ita boandariaa.
The Higher Eafidiaa eilaada aavaa leagues in
leosth, ftoaMout Malaggia to Maoat Caaanna ; but
ita level ground ia onlv ftooi a qjMrtar to half a mile in
bfoaddL It uniswDy piM aiita theappeafamieof ha.
vfaip been bollawad ont I7 the action of the waters.
It M tta r ataad bjr primitive beds of calcareoos stone
and gypaaa, and contains argil of all coluurs.
The Lower Eiyadine estmds eleven leaguea from
Brail to Pont St Martin, and is more fertile and papaleoa than the former. Many thick fotesU of pine clothe
the valley ; and the southern sides of the Lower Engadina an covered by thoae of fir. from which consunt
npniies are drawn for the salt.works of the Tyrol.
Barley is the only grain which is cultivated. Legumes
soccecd well ; but there are few fruita, and the climate,
in general, i» not fsvoursble to vegetation.
The bread
baked here is made to last three, or even six months,
~id ie thence extremely bard,
lb* inhabitanu of the vallejr ate of agwcabla pfay.
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siognomy, laborious, active, and in a comfortable con*
dition.
Those, however, of the Higher Engadine, are ^ "°"' "'°°
~'
represented as superior, in every thing, to the inhabit- —
ants of the Lower Engadine. They ilwell in several villages, of which Soglio is computed to be at the height of
6300 feet above the level of the sea. All the villages of
the high district contain good inns, those of the low dis'

">

trict are

not equally

so.

Agriculture

is

prosecuted to a

much greater extent in the latter, but there seems to be no
manufactures of any importance. A particular essence,
known by the name of spirit of iva, is distilled from a
plant which is much prize<l in Italy for its musky and
aromatic odour, and the plant itself is exported, in considerable quantities, to Saxony and France, for the same
Jflkoae. The population of the valley is annually deiRBtng, and luxury is making rapid advances, i'herc
is a considerable preponderance of females, probably
from the resources offered for the enterprise of the
males being too limited ; whence they have to perform
many of the offices, which would more naturally fall ta
the province of the other sex.
Must of the Protestant clergy of the canton are na«
tives of the Elngadine ; and the Protestant religion is
professetl throughout the valley, except by the commuThe administration of justice is better
nity of Tarasp.
in the High than in the Low Engadine, where the judges
are accused of too great a propensity to severe punishment, and resorting too readily to torture. Likewise,
it is said, that the laws are very defective, and law suits
tedious and expensive. Emigrations are not so general
inxn the former as the latter. Ttie natives repaired to
Venice in great numbers from the thirteenth century ;
and, in the year I6l4, several thousand shoemakers, all
from the valley, were found in that city. Hut their
entrance into the Venetian states was prohibited in
17(16, since which time many have principally followed
the occupation of confectioners. Carrying their industrions haoits to other countries, some are enabled to retarn, with conaiderable pro6u, to pass their old age at

home.

The inhabitants of the valley have sometimes participatcd in the political disquiets of the neighbouring
nations. All (heir villages were burnt by the Austrians
in 1721 and 172^, and the valley became nearly deserted.
Five years later, the .\ustnan> were expelled by
the Duke be Rohan ; and the inhabitants enjoyed profound peace until the recent revehltionary wars wtiidi
have agitated Europe. A French army having passed
the frosen lakes in 1799, took possessiun of the valley,
in the courseof the aggieaaions of their government; and
in Switseriand several confiicu ensued between them
and the Austnans, by whom they were finally driven
out in the year 1801.
(c)
INOCULATION, in .Medicine, the artificial pro<luction of an infectious disease by morbific matter, brought
This is practised, for
in contact with the animal fibre.
the sake of inducing a milder form of disease than that
which is the general consequence of casual infection,
and for protecting the constitution against future attacks of the same diaaase.
Inoculation has been performed, for the sake of ex- IntcniMn
periment, in various diseases which are knovm to at- "T '"<*"'•"°"'
tack the human frame only once, but in none with that
marked success which has taken place in small- pox. Chiefly nsed.
Wherever it has been practised, it has greatly diminish- *" ""*''
*"''
ed the mortality arising from that disease ; and hence
has, for nearly a century, been in general use as a pre- internting
nature of
ventive of its dangerous forms.
Inoculation comprehends some of the most curious.''" <ub)eet^
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applied,

persons of distinction are casually mentioned as having Variolou
it.
The time of its first introduction Inowlwio
^"^/"^^
into Britain is not jwecisely. known, but botlkhere, and
in every other country, it has been peculiarly destructive when it made its first appearance.
It is said to have
been imported to Europe by the crusaders ; but it appears
to have been of much earlier introduction.
In 1320,
it first visited some provinces of South America, and
proved fatal to one half of the inhabitants. In Europe
it continued to be, till the last century, the principal

Far

risk to

VmW*"" phenomena
loocaUiion.

^""V^

ol'

physiological

^jj therefore becomes
and a practical view.

and pathological

science,

interesting, both in a scientific

We do not know all the causes
of the differences in degrees of mildness of the same disMse. Physicians are most generally inclined to ascribe
them to previous differences in the state of the constiIt could not have been
tution of the person affected.
concluded, and scarcely even surmised u priori, that a
difference in the mo<le in which the morbific matter was
would have in this respect any marked effect.
could it have been supposed, that matter, in a
fixed and moist state, brought in contact with an exposed living part, would have produced a disease milder
than that which is generated by dry contagion, casually applied to the cuticle or volatile effluvia inhaled in
These points of doctrine are only known
respuration.
in consequence of continual experience. It might be expected, that some extensipn of the knowledge of this law
of contagion might enable us to insure to the attendants
of the sick, a mild, rather than a severe form of other
contagious diseases, where one or the other is unavoidable; but as yet we know nothing more than the gross
less

facts

connected with inoculation as actually practised.

plausible rtUionale of the well known result is
It might be ascria desideratum in medical science.
bed to the minuteness of the quantity of matter introduced ; but this is hardly a probable theory, and does not
seem in perfect accordance with some other facts attending the communication of contagious diseases. But
it is highly satisfactory to find, that the beneficial effects of inoculation are so undoubted and so extensive in
exempting society from the incursions of one of the roost
ilesolating diseases, or reducing the mortality of it withIt will, therein an incomparably narrower compass.
fore, be interesting to take a retrospect of the history
of this valuable discovery.
Origin of
The small-pox had prevailed for several centuries in
tmall-pox.
civilized Europe, before inoculation was generally
known. It is not, however, one of the most ancient
diseases.
It was not known to Hippocrates, nor any
It is first menof the old Greek or Roman authors.
tioned by the Arabians after the establishment of the
Mahomedan religion.
The mode and principles of
its production must, like all other points of the same
kind, remain to us unknown, and the formation of conjectures on such a subject is a fruitless application of
inventive genius.
The existence of it cannot be traced
farther back than to the siege of Alexandria in 640.
But whether it originated among the besieged Egyptians or their Arabian invaders is not known.
We
are indeed told that traces of it liave been found in some
Chinese writings of much more ancient date, and
also in some of the sacred books of the Gentoos ; but
these accounts ase too general to prove the high antiquity of the disease, and are equally unworthy of confidence with the fanciful comments by which a similar
testimony has been extorted from the Jewish writers.
The only accounts worthy of being listened to are
those in which this disease is said to have attacked
the army of the Arabian and Abyssinian Christians at
the siege of the pagan city of Mecca, in 522, about the
time of the birth of Mahomet. But it was certainly
unknown to the most intelligent writers till the siege
Piogmsof of Alexandria by the Saracens. The history of its subthudiwuise. sequent ravages was but imperfectly recorded.
We
only find occasional traces of them. Circumstances of
that kind are often omitted in the historical page, but
we have enough to show that this was one of the most
formidable diseases to which society was exposed. Many

Even a

fallen victims to

which human

life was exposed at an early age.
that time the practice of inocidation first exHistorv of
cited public attention.
But this preventive had been variolous

About

previously

known and

in different countries.

resorted to in confined districts

inoculation.

The

discovery of it^must have
been entirely fortuitous, and it is probable that the
want of any analogy between its effects and all the facts
previously known, prevente<l the attention of medical
men from being duly directed to it. Hence it was for
several ages under the management of poor old women,
and other ignorant persons. After inoculation had been
introduced into London in \1'2,\, and excited much general conversation as a foreign invention, it was found,
(to the great surprise of the learned,) that it had been
known in South Wales as far back as tradition could be
traced.
And it was a remarkable circumstance, that it
had been there communicated artificially, under the denomination of buying the small-pox, exactly in tiie same
manner as in Africa and Turkey. When thus bought, a
quantity of the matter was rubbed on the skin, or inserted
by pins infected with it. Sometimes dry variolous crusts
were held in the palm of the hand. In the Highlands
of Scotland it was artificially communicated for many
ages, by tying worsted threads contaminated with the
matter round the wrists of children ; and it was super*
stitiously imagined that it would not produce the desired effect unless purchased for a piece of money, or
some other article, however trifling, in exchange. This
was the case in different parts of Italy, P' ranee, Germany, Denmark, and Sweden. In China it seems to
have been practised for more than 200 years, and still
longer in Hindostan. TheChinese performed inoculation
by introducing dried pustules with aromatics into the
nostrils,a method less successful than that which has been
In Hindostan this
in general use in other countries.
operation was practised by a particular tribe of Brahmins,
by means of a slight pnncture, over which they tied a
rag impregnated with variolous matter, accompanying
the operation with superstitious observances.
In 1701, inoculation having been previously in fre- Introduce
quent use among the poor Greeks of European Turkey, from Tuiwas adopted by the higher classes in consequence of a ^^1'
very mortal small-pox which then prevailed at ConThe knowledge of this fact was circustantinople.
.

lated in

England

in 1716",

by a paper from

Pylarini,

published in the Philosophical Transactions, and by
Mr. Kennedy, in an essay on external remedies. But
the subject was more generally impressed on the public
mind by one of the letters of Lady Mary Wortley Lady 51. W.
Montague, written from Adrianople, for the purpose of Alomaguc.
introducing this useful invention into her native country. That celebrated lady had the operation performed
on her own son. It was in 1721 that it was first attempted among persons of education in England. Dr.
Jacob de Castro and Dr. Harris exerted themselves to
recommend it. We must, however, consider the lady now mentioned as having the chief merit of the
It did not
introduction of inoculation into Britain.
meet with a ready adoption among the generality of
'
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medical men, who were rather inclined to despise it
on account of the obecore orisin of the invention, and
«f it was mmttmtaX uneteady. It was for
the pt og re
ptogto*

w

ijTCguUr.

Mbukok

•ooe ftan forgotten ftxim mere indifference, or held
in dread in oooManenoe of the rentonttrances of eloquent and pUasible adveraariea. The inoculators were

sometimes aMaile<l by the most formidable invective.
Miatakea oocaaionally arose among them in consequence
of tiw imperfectiaa of the knowled^ of the subject
onder which they for aome time laboured. Mr. Maitland, for instance, mtuntained that the inoculated snail*
poK waa incapable of brananittinfr infection, and he encanii^ied pai iona iadiacrtminately to handle children
vadar tiM mawilated diaeaae, in oonaeoaeaee of which
aoM lataind it in a severe or frta fonn. Advanti^ waa taken af inch auwuuuie to iai eunjwnt
the whole m&txnt of tha ade uoKea fee inoewatian;
ami the crinaa of mnuvmamf u mtitj , and downrwht Mwdir w«ra iapalad to tlMoi. A few theoloKUna vidted tiiair fartHipanaa daiMndatMms to swell
the a aptral aoliy. In pt i fa iiii y iMa inaginary duty,
the ReiT. Mr. Maaaey iaiiilMiil, " llMt tha cntaneous
of.Job was pMdaead bjr jwerrfatien fnat the
of die deril, and that the whole art was of
inTentten." One of its most powerful oppoDr. Wagetaie. phyaidan to St. Bartbolowime high cfavaeter for Icamtnf and

m

The

R»».

Mr.
uy.

Mif

r.r

Wif.

«

eed

iflijuaiit of the uncer• tiMiilwiinail it
of the eonaeqiicBces, dnwn tnm fiMta wliidi
orIt in one sort of ctiaaate. Hedcnooit'
aa caatndktory toiaaaon, ami maintained that,

it

•

vfco trere inocalatcd took the disease in a
aitbar not al iett d, or ao
aKi^Mljr, thai no aafiity eoald ba e tpectad agaiaat a
while otMta had it in the moat auming
Cgtm, aad diad nader it. He denied its
er in aacnriaf th« flOBatitai|M eipinat the disease
in fnt«**.
He eMidaanad It aaVeapaig up a forus of
tlwagli

odento imm, olhen wai«
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that the natural small-pox was fatal to one patient in V»riolou«
Inoculation.
five or six, while those who died of the inoculated dis~
*
ease were only one in 60.
In the years 1721, 1722,

and 1723, 474 persons were inoculated

whom 9

in

England, of

inoculated was
only 40, of whom one died.
In the following year,
when the natural small-pox was very prevalent, and very
mortal, 151 were inoculated, and in the following year
105, making 256 in these two years, of whom 4 died.
In the next two years only 124 inoculations took place.
Thus during the first 8 years of inoculation, 897 persons
were inoculated. From statements, it appears that 845
of these had true variolous pustules, and 13 an imperfect eruption
in S9 no disease was produceil by the
vims, and 17 were suspected to have die<l of the inoeulated disease.
From domiciliary visits, it was discovered that of I8,S29 persons who had been affected with
the natural small-pox, S008 had died of it, i. e. one in six ;
whereas the deaths by inoculation, granting the utmost
contended for by its adversaries, did not excceil 1 in 50.
Inoculation was first practised in Scotland in 1726 at ImrodufAberdeen, on eleven persons, by Mr. Maitland, who had J?™,'"'?
come home from Turkey ; and, as one of these cases **™"'"''5
proved fatal, a violent prejudice arose against it, in consequence of ^ich it was for SO years after this discontinued in that part of the country. At Dumfries, it waa
practised first
1733, during the prevalence of a malignant variolous epidemic ; but in other parts of Scotland it was not adopted till about the year 1 753.
In Ireland, it was firrt introduced in ns.S by Mr. into IreHall, aur]gcon in Dublin, who inoculated 1(> persons, l^i"!*
Other 9 operations were performetl about the same
time, and oftbeee the number that died was three,
a Declines ia
England.
cireaaHtmiee of a discouraging tendency.
Id Bqgfand, inoculation declined during the twelve lu progrcM
jreais
It was now, however, in America.
1796, i. e. till 1738.
OMUag jonaidetable pro^reas in the transatlantic world.
The
admienariaa introduced it among the aboriginea of Smrth America, to whom the natural smalU
pox waa highly dcatmctive. In 1738, when a fatal
apidemie prermicd in South Carolina, in consequence
ofiafMaiaa l
ted in a tlave ship from the coast of
AMca, Mr. llonhray, surgeon, mtroduced inocuU«
tion, and performeil it on 450 persona. He was follow.
ed by Dr. Kirkp«trick and wime others, so that the
number of the inocnlatad mxd amounted to about
1000.
Among thaae there wenu«ight deaths. Dr.
Kirfcpatrick publiiliad in L4indaa,~an easay on inoculation, in the year 1749.
The practice was soon after
iBti od ated at Philadelphia, and in some lA' the West
India iaiand a, where it proved still more successful in
checking the ptngtaaa of a fatal epidemic. The ao>
ooaata ^^|> •ticcesa contributed to the revival of ino>
igland in 1751 and the subtequent year*.
J|
8ai)eant Ranby had, in 1751, inoculated lUX) persona.
The writings ti( Dr. Mead and Dr. Frewen had con»
aiderable weight on the side of inoculation.
In 1 746, a scheme was proposed by some public Small-pox
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Ha staled, that tha whole ooaber
tt diath i, in Landai^ thefaety yaaw bach, waagW.TW,
of whfab gg/ffP <>f iiaaduaiJ by the natatal naP.
pa, ihawhM that awra than one fenrtaamh part of
iiilt hi rl diad of thia dliaaaa, otd as some mast have
diad withoal basing had tha anall nos in any fonn, he
cwncindad, ftwn a ^itdicioas calcniatioa, that of thoae
who weia laiaad wtth small-pox, two in saeoMean, or
aaa hi nine, died. Bat, by shm actual inquiof niOMroat Aailice. it appeared
'

'

spirited characters, among whom were several persons and inocuof high rank, for a hospital for the reception of pa- 'f'*"" '**"'
tienta casually affected with small-pox, ana another for '"'*'*
inoculating the poor. This was ii.irocdiately opened
under the designation of " The Middlesex County Hos.
pital for small pox." Other two were soon after est*.
btiahed, and their plan was greatly extended.
In 1 7dQk
there was an in.ititutioe, which consisted of thi|9
houses ; vir. one in Old Street, for preparing the patients for inociilatioDi another in Frog.iane, Islington.
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the disease appeared, and a
'**''' '•* Lower Street, Islington, for patients labouring
^^^T^*!!"
~ under natural small-pox.
*
^Method of
The opinions which then existed on the necessity of
conducting
a long preparatory course of medicine rendered the
iuKulauoo.
business of this charity tedious and expensive. The patients were subjected to this process for a whole month ;
and, that they might not be exposed in the interim
to any casual infection, a great number was inoculated
Variolous

for receiving thera

when

on the same day, and no inoculation was performed till
these were removed from the house of preparation, and

Rutsio.

Variolouf

The principal writings
elucidated, in our country,
rick,

Inoculation.

.^^^^
""
"

this subject was Principal
were those of Dr. Kirkpat- '«'''? wri.
Mr. Burgess, and Dr. Monro. Dr. Kirkpatrick '*" .°° ""

by which

published a second edition of his work, with large additions, in 1761.
In 1764, Dr. Monro published his
account of the inoculation of small-pox in Scotland.
The number then inoculated in this part of the kingdom,
was 5554, of whom 72 died, i. e. one in 7^- In the
most northern isles, 112 had been inoculated in the
middle of winter, and, though they went abroad barefooted in snow and ice, not one of tiiem died.
The public attention was long and powerfully excit- The Sutto->
ed by the Suttonian method of inoculation. This was "'"" '"^•
introduced by Daniel Sutton, an eminent surgeon in
Ingateston, Essex.
It consisted chiefly in shortening
the period of medicinal preparation of the patients for
the operation, from a month to a few days, and in keeping them in the open air during the whole progress of
In this he succeeded to his wishes.
the distemper.
The advantages of his plan attracted so many patients,
that in the first year he cleared 2000, and in the second 6000 guineas by his fees. In 1767, he removed
to London, but did not meet with proportional encouragement. The medical success of his practice was greatly exaggerated by bis friends. It was maintained that
he had a secret medicine which gave him perfect command over the number of pustules produced, and rendered the inoculation absolutely exempt from danger.
The few deaths which occurred were ascribed to causes
independent of the disease. His plan of preparation
consisted of abstinence from animal food and fermented
liquors for a fortnight. A dose of a powder, which appears to have been mercurial, was given three several
evenings during this fortnight, and next day a dose of
cathartic salts, during the operation of which (and then
only) fruit was prohibited. The months of May, June,
July, and August, were preferred as the most seasonable
The autumn
for the inoculation of delicate subjects.
was reckoned the most unfavourable season ; and aguish
Scorbutic constitutions he consihabits the least safe.
ed as not objectionable. He inoculated with recent
moist matter, introduced under a piece of elevated cuticle ; and he is said to have often inoculated with a
lymph taken from the arm of another inoculated paA pill was
tient, before the eruption of the small-pox.
given on the night following the operation, and every
second night till the eruptive fever made its appearance.
The same diet used during preparation, was continued
in the course of the disease. During Ihe fever, if there
was no perspiration, drops were administered wliich
brought on profuse sweating. In cases of high feverj he
gave a powerful powder or pill, the composition of
which he concealed ; cold water to allay dry febrile heat;
and balm tea during the desired perspiration. When
the sweat abated, and the eruption appeared, he ordered exercise in the open air, and milk gruel in unlimited quantity. The diet was kept low in proportion
Sir George
to the symptoms of local inflammation.
Baker, who interested himself in some inquiries into
It was in 1768 that it was first known at St. Petersthe Suttonian practice, ascribed the success attending
burgh, though the small pox had destroyed two millions it chiefly to the free and cool air, which formed part of
•f persons annually in tiie Russian empire. In that year, the regimeni and corresponded with the plan, which

the house subjected to a process of purification. Thus
the inoculations were only once in seven weeks, and
the patients were subjected to confinement for two
months. This institution had to contend with the prejudices of the populace, who regarded it as a source of
calamitous infection tothe neighbourhood in whichit was
established, and insulted the patients in the grossestmanner as they passed along after their tlismissal. Application was even made to the Lord Chancellor to have it
suppressed as a nuisance. This of course proved effectual.
Dr. Madox, Bishop of Worcester, who was made
InoculalioD
tfiuuipUanL president of that institution, was a most zealous and
enlightened advocate of inoculation, and preached an
eloquent sermon in recommendation of it, exhibiting
a luminous contrast to the intemperate abuse which
Massey had poured on it thirty years before, and it so
happened, that it was delivered from the same pulpit.
It was afterwards published, and contributed considerIt now made an
ably to the promotion of the cause.
uninterrupted progress, though still opposed with equiil
Its friends watched asviolence by a few individuals.
siduously the attacks of the enemy ; divines, as well as
physicians and surgeons, co-operated in vindicating and
recommending it, and all opposition ceased, except from
persons of very low character.
History
In France, it made a similar progress, in which it
of it in
had to encounter opposition, which was apparently
Vrance;
formidable, but betrayed equal weakness and absurdiDr. Hecty as that which we have already described.
quet expressed so great an antipathy to inoculation, as
^ft
to question the lawfulness of performing a certain operation which goes under that name on trees, and stigmatised it as contrary to the laws of nature, and strongly savouring of magic.
In Holland, inoculation was begun at Amsterdam
in Hoiin 174s, by Dr. Tronchin, in his own family.
It
was not, however, brought into general favour in that
country till 1764i. It was afterwards greatly promoted
in the Low Countries by the favourable accounts of the
American inoculation, as given by Dr. Tennet, an
American student, in his Thesis published at Leyden,
in which he stated that of 8327 persons who had been
inoculated in Pensylvania and the neighbouring pro•»inces, only 19 (making one in 438) had died.
In
Denmark, it was introduced by Dr. D. Argent, and in
Sweden by Haartman. In both of these countries, its
progress was greatly accelerated by the paternal encouragement of their respective courts.
In Switzerland and luly, it was introduced about
la Switzerland and
the year 1754.
In Germany, it was begun at HanoItaly ;
ver almost as soon as in England. The Prussian and
Austrian states were the last in which it was received,
as it was opposed by De Haen of Vienna, and discouraged by the occurrence of three fatal cases in the begin,
nmg of Professor Mechel's inoculations at Berlin.
ill

was established in the Russian dominions by Dr.
Dimsdale, who was sent from England for that express
purpose, and returned to* his native country loaded
with wealth and honours for his serviced It was first
established in Spain in 1771, though it had been practised for many years before at ladrique, an obscure
town of that kingdom.
it

•

.
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Sydenham bad found moat

snccessful in the natural
Jaacalt^m. gniall-pox.
Other* ascribed the success of this plan to
""^^^"^^
the preparaton step* by which the patient was predis>
poeed to perspiration, and the profuse perspiration after*
wards induced, previously to the variolous eruption. Mr.
Suttoo's moat partial advocate, the Uev. Mr. Houlton,
Vtectet

VsMoai
1*

'

'^J'*^"

ni th^"^
tanoBlj.

(who was a chaplain settled under that gentleman's
patronage, at the place where his inoculations were conducted,) maintained that the whole process was unknown to all except the discoverer himself
Mr.
Chandler asserted that the success of Mr. Sutton arose
firoin his taking the matter at a very early stage, before
it bad been ultimately variolated by the succeeding feBaron Dimidale explained, in perspicuous lanver.
guage, free from nrstery, what he considered as the
moat eligible- way of conducting inoculation. This author prtferrcd matter taken during the eruptive fever,
as the moat active ; and be preferre<l it taken from the
place of inoculation, rather than from the other pustules.
He describes the appcarancca at the different
stagn, with the correspcpdmy prognons, and af>propriate treatment, the buia of which was the same with
that of Mr.. Sutton.
If the variolous inoculation had continued to be
aqtMlly important, we should have reckoned it our du*y *" "'•'** *^^ more, largely on the preceding particuBut this baa oeaaed to be tbe case, not indeed
Ian.
from any failure of this form of inoculation, but trom
the substitution of another, which i* still more advantageous.
For a more particular account of the preceduK part of the subject, we refer to tbe works which
we nave ahvady raentkacd, and also to the intereoting
History of Inoculatioa of tkafiaall-pax. by Or. Woodville, which, in a grrat ma aaa re, aupriracdca every other
to the modem rnidar.
That work ahwinh in apt
I, and ia, on the whole, one of the moat inter-

auig

of nedioal and

literary hiatory

with

vhira we are acquainted.
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We

proceed

t«»

describe the form of InoculatioB ntrw

which ia commonly called Vaccination, or
•nm Cow-PoK, one of the meat brOUant discvTerica of
modera tiaaa, and which, at present, ilenvcs a graat id*
taraat ftw tbe acope which it still affotda for apccoU.
tion and rxpcrimental inquiry.
It is fooaded on an extraordinary power posseaaad bgr a diaeaw incidiBt to tbe
oow. and capable of bciDg TW—mnfealml to nun, vis.
• P0VV of obviating tka aaaeaptibiUty of the srstem to
The nimaBW of snch a power, derivable
a MMRv, tbeogh oAca aaawtad by tadividttapfMasad incmiibic to persona most extaaahrely
practiaed.

—

ith

all

the facU in

pathology icotivcd

„ the leaned, and the accounta of

it were din«.
DfTHofwdaKivdedaaraltvftblca. Sinee k has been aaeirtained.
m^'-l p(ui- it most be cons ered aa a death-blow to that aesptical
incredulity which gratuitously rejects all novel snggee-

M

tions prevtooaly to their plausible iotraductian into intelligent cu<aieib||k ia too raMuii to And medical

tma, whose iiiniaalioa estanda do 4hrtlier than the
rg^ptinc of the day, chefMoM Aair aeifr«amnlac«ncy
with a semblance of systcnatfe raaaaning. and aakioc
with incredulity, when any thing new is proMM,
what good it earn dot This spirit contracts greatlythc
nhare «f salubrious espetiu-nu. We have no right to
deny the existence of a power till we have diaproved

We have no right, mdeetl, to assert the cBisCenee of
it.
any power without evidence but we may figure to ourselves the poseihility of it for the purpuee of instituting
npariaaeirts, or walcfatiy coolly the raaalts of openmenu nade bjr otbcm After the discovery of tbaoow;
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Vacrine
pox, we find, accordingly, that the shock given to incredulity produced among its enthusiastic advocates a fertile '""c" !'"'""suggestion of experiments, and a description, by antici- ^""Y"™^
cannot,
ration, of numerous supposable discoveries.
however, advance as a point in science any principle
which has not been actually ascertained. The truths
known to us respecting the cow-pox are worthy of the
attentive contemplation both of the philosopher and the
philanthropist, and furnish matter for further research,
as equally subservient to the extension of science, and
the securing of additional advantages to human society.
For this discovery we are indebted to the now cele- Or. Jenncr.
brated Dr. .lenner.
It was previously known among
persons concerned in several large dairy farms, that
the disease, when received by accident from the teats
of the cow, protected the human system against !>mallpox.
Inoculation with it is said to have been practised in some instances by obscure individuals.
Several Known preyears before Jetmer wrote on the subject, some emi- viously.
nent physicians had heard of it, and mentioned it casually in their writings, but never with that (Niinted
seriousness which was suited to so great an object.
Dr. Jenner was the first who wrote a treatise foi the
express purpose of bringing it into view, and extending

We

its

benencud application.

treatiae
effigcts

was

entitled "

An

This was

in I'liiH,

and the
and

incjuiry into the Cause.i

of the Variole Vaccins a

()i>ease (liscovercl in

,

some of the western counties of England, particularly
Gkmceate rshire, and known by the name of the Cow.

He

did not blason his discovery with the enHe exhibited the facts
with that philosophic coolness which placed a just confidence in the candour and the enterprising spirit of
the age ; and he quickly found a ban<l of warm co-adjutora in the investigation of the subject, and the exAmong these. Dr. Pr. Ptsrtenaion of the knowledge of it.
Pearson of IxHulon was one who united much seal too.
with enlightened caation. He collected a copious body
of information : he nned sevaial important inquiries,
and be sraS«l himselrextentively of his opportunities
of aa<«rtaiiilng the laws of cow-pox by experinient.
'
It would be iiiinaramarT to mention the names of many
others who were oonepMooos for their exertions in the
same eaoae. In all parts of this island, and in every Rapid
cuuntr y of the civiliaed world, it was hailed by en- sprcsii o?'
lightanad men as an imporunt discovery, and they ^acdnaiios.
eagerly sought for opportunities of giving it universid
currency. It was sent to the most distant countries, and
spread even among the moet unpolished nations ; and it
ia now problematkal whether any tribe on the face of the
earth has not alrcadr experienced its beneficial operation.
Prejudices have existe<l against it, but have been generally suhdaad by the gradual introduction of correct
habits of thirinng.
Alarms have indeed been sounded Oppotitios
against it, even by men of liberal education. Instances *" '•
of thia, however, have baen few. They lun'e arisen
from arrt<Wntal occurrences , rashly construed into the
Zeal was precioperation of oonataat natural cause*.
pitate in its movements on both sides of this momentous qtiestian; and the unblushing contention for fame,
which on seme occasions appeare<l, was ridiculous, and
morse than boyiah. The effervescence which controversy produced has gradually subsided. The inoculation
with cow-pox has gsined ground facts of all kinds
We can- Our knowthat occur relative to it arc coolly observed.
not, however, boa.st of Ijeing in possession of a satisfac- {jjJ^'J""
Occur- "P*"''''
tory knowleilgc of all the laws of vaccination.

Pox."

thusiastic iv(*u of Pythagoras.

;

rences occasionally arise, which create a doubt concerning the exact extent of its efiitct*, both in exciting and
shall, therefore, in the rein preventing dij«ne.

We
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mainder of this article, give an account of the principal
points which have been ascerUine<l, and take notice of
some desiderata which are not yet fully supplie<l.
It WHS maintained by Dr. Jenner, that this disease is
never of sporatlic origin in the cow, but is derived from
a disease of horses called the grease, by the application
of the thin secretion yielded by that disease in its earSeveral presumptive
lier and less conspicuous stages.
evidences of this connection are given by him. Some experiments made by subsequent observers gave a different
Negative evidence, however, is less to be trustresult
ed than that which is positive ; and we have the respectable autliority of Dr. Loy for believing, that this
matter is capable of communicating the true disease to
the cow, and through it to the human system ; nay,
tliat without passing through the cow, the virus taken
from the horse at a particular stage of the disorder, im-

Wheparts the real cow-pox to the hiunart subject.
ther it ever originates in the cow independently of the
horse, is a question of more difficult solution, as all the
outbreakings of contagious diseases are enveloped in
some obscurity.
In the cow, the disease appears in the form of irreAt their first appearance
gular pustules on the teats.
Uiey are commonly of a palish blue, or rather of a colour somewhat approaching to livid, surrounded by an
erysipelatous inflammation. These pustules, unless remedied by caustic applications, or other effectual means, degenerate into tedious and troublesome phagedenic ulcers.
This disease is transferred to the hands and wrists
Jta sympIt appears in the
toms when of the persons employed in milking.
communi. form of blisters, similar to those which arise from burncatici by
ing.
Their shape is circular where the situation will
catual madmit of it. Tumours are formed in the arm-pits. Vafection.
rious febrile symptoms arise, as shivering, pain of limbs,
vomiting, headach, and delirium, which continue for

Symptonu
of it in
cow.

tlic

When

com.

several days.
municaied

by

iiioeu-

UtioD.

When communicated by inoculation, this disease assumes a milder aspect, partly in consequence of the matter being less extensively applied, and partly in conse.
quence of the parts in which it is inserted bein/> less
disturbed, and having a thinner cuticle than the hands.
The inoculated cow-pox is much more regular in its appearances than the casual.
About the third or fourth
day a small red spot appears in the punctured part,
which gradually becomes more florid, and is slightly

hardened and swelled. On the fifth or sixth day, this spot
is converted into a small white vesicle.
In two days
this is much increased in size, and generally acquires a
diameter of one-lhird or one-half of an inch.
It has
elevated edges, and, in the centre, a small depression,
which is soon surrounded with a narrow crust. This
last circumstance has been ascribed to the artificial
puncture
but we have found a similar appearance
;

in those rare cases in which other vesicles arise besides that which is formed at the inoculated part.

On

the eighth or ninth day, a circular inflammation appears around the vesicle, which increases for three
days, and is sometimes half an inch, sometimes two

mche?

On

in diameter.
the eleventh or twelfth day,
this inflammation begins to disappear,
first at an inter-

mediate place between the vesicle and the outer margin
of the red areola, producing the appearance
of two florid concentric rings, one in contact with
the vesicle,
and another at a distance, like a lunar halo. The vesi«de becomes harder, and of a dark brown
colour, and,
after tlie mflammation is gone, is
converted into a horny
•rust, which adheres for a time, and
afterwards separates, leaving

a red raw-looking depression, which con-

be distinguishable through life, being either
somewhat depressed, or merely of a whiter colour than

tinues to

Vaodne
'nocuUdon.

'
.
"
the neighbouring skin.
The appearances are subject to some sljght varieties. Vaiiations.
One of these is a copious eruption of minute papulae
on the inoculated arm, about the third day. This goes
It most probably arises from some
off" in a few days.
peculiar irritability in the inoculated subject, and is not
generally fountl to bring after it any disadvantages.
In some instances, a copious pustular eruption has Partiralar
appearetl over the whole Ixxly, which has given rise to cruiitions.
interesting discussions.
These chiefly occurred under
the practice of Dr. Woodville, at the small-pox hospital
in London, and hence were ascribed to some influence
of variolous matter, or a variolated atmosphere. They
are, with greater probability, considered by Mr. Bryce
have, however, seen
as cases of true small- pox.
two cases of general, eruption, one of which was copious, and the vesicles, though smaller than that which
usually arises at the inoctilated part, were distinguish'
able from those of small-pox by a minute central,
and apparently depressed crust, which resembled the
vaccine vesicle. From one of these, matter was inserted in the arm of another child, and produced the
real cow-pox. Such cases, however, are extremely rare.
The greater part of those in which pustules appear over
the body, are cases in which the iniection of small -pox
has been received into the system previously to the inoculation, has been silently operating, and at last shown
Matter taken from such
its symptoms in this form.
pustules for inoculation, has, accordingly, produced the
true small-pox.
The febrile symptoms attending cow-pox are some- Febrile
times well marked ; more frequently they are slight, symptoms,
and sometimes scarcely discemable.
Two important questions are involved in this subject.
First, Is the cow-pox perfectly safe \ and, 2d,
Does it afford full security against small-pox?
Its safety might almost be presumed from its general is cow-pox
mildness when compared to the inoculated small-pox. productive
The latter has much fever, and is acknowledged to be "' "? ""'
'"'
slight fretfulness or uneasiness for a-t
sometimes fatal.
JJ'^"
'
°
generally
attends
inothat
all
the
fever
hours, or less, is
Deaths
culated cow-pox ; and of this none have died.
may happen from other causes,' while the cow-pox runs
its course ; but even this is an infrequent occurrence ;
and some have indulged fancy so much, as to think it probable that the cow-pox increased for that short period the
average chance of human life, and thus was not only
no disease, but an additional confirmer of the constitution against every contingency.
But, though never fatal, the cow-pox may be sup. or subsei.
posed capable of generating other diseases, either im- quent disadvantage
mediately, or on some future occasion, or of making the
system obnoxious to seme diseases in a more severe and
dangerous form than they would otherwise assume.
Some intemperate enemies of cow-pox endeavoured to Cutaneous
explode it, by describing it as capable of producing that sequele.
loathsome cutaneous affection, the itch ; and, that they
might the more fully substantiate their point, added,
that this itch was cured by the same means as the common psora. This last observation evidently took away
the whole force of their objection. Who would hesitate
to employ the cow-pox, though succeeded by an itch
which required a few rubbings with sulphur omtment
for its removal, in order to avoid the small- pox ~ a disease
which combines so much greater loathsomeness, with
imminent danger of death,- and of hideous permanent
deformities ? Cases of this sort have certainly occurred.
5

We
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told the parents that the eruption

had no coi
had caught

the cow-pox, that thtf children
liie iicli, and ought to be treated fur that
The parent* have taken ofience at such an

The

.t*>

complaint.
imputation, and remained unshaken in their opinion
that the eruption wa^ generated by the cow-pox; and
produced a remiasness in the
unha|"
ended in a permanent liableuae oi
apprehend that such
neM to culaiieou« eruptions.
inconveniencies would be avoided, ifpractitioners would
admit the occasional existence of such a tequela ; and,
without offendini; the delicacy of a parent, preacribe,
upunthii princip'e. the laine remedies which are found
eriiectual in the di>order now mrntione<l.
ItonwcxThe oow-pos haa been accused of fpvinfr origin to
the tpnf/tam* at fomfihula. This accusation we be-
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and that the reports of mothers and nurses are often influeiiccd by fancy, by carelessness, or by a wish to
please
we shall 6nd little satisfaction in trusting to

Vaecine

—

^ "'>"''»"«'»/

febrile

~

'

~

symptoms

as afibrding a sure diag'insis.
The
therefore, under the highest obli);ation$ to

world is,
^rr. Bryct's
Mr. Bryce of Edinburgh, who, in his treatise on cow- test of a
pox, has proposed a test of a much more ascertainable '""»"'>»kmd. It consists m makmg a second insertion of tional aflfection.
the vaccine matter at the end of the fifth day, from the
We
inoculation,
first
and observing whether this produces
a vesicle of its own, which is smaller than the first,
and follows the same stages, but with an accelerated
progress, so that the areoloe surrounding the two vesicles are formed nearly at the same time.
These
appearance* will show that the influence of the ori-.
gmal inoculation extends beyond the \viTt operated
lieve to be wholly unfounded.
Some have even main- on, so far as to comprehend the site of the second insertion. In order that it tnay be ascertained to be universal
tained that it powerfully corrects the scrophulous diatheover the mrstem, it may be some improvement to make
•is, and the one doctrine appears at least fully as well
the second at a part of the body the most distant posmpported as the other.
By this test, we discover in what
sible from the first.
It has been remarked by some, that, of late years, the
acaales have hern ipi<rr-i1an|[^ous and fatal than inform- instances the moilification to which the system is suber times; and tl'
tancehasbeensuppo>e<lnot an jected is not merely local. Where no effect follows the
njiIiVi-lv i-,.ii,<..
second insertion, we are imcertain of this fact. If a veorncticeof the new inoculat
we cannot acquiesce in sicle is produced, but is not raoditied in its appearance
t^.. ^»
and progre^sln a manner different from the usual course
1...^...^...
^ of such laws of disease,
of the hr>t insertion, we conclude that the constitution
however, are iroporlant. Accurate comparative obaerva
tion* should be made on the varieties of subjecu seised
has not receivetl the requisite change. This accordingwith measles, before wr admit any such conjecture to ly has sometimes happened where the first vehicle has
!'•
been accidentally broken. We do not know if it i> even
pos*c*s the least pU'
reased
liable to occur where the progress of the first vesicle is
MXtjJity of aeasie*
It
If not, we khould conclude that no
often appearrd in •^
apiurrntly regular
:;n Lit>fora
te^t, besides the regularity of tJ>e local appearances,
vacrinatMxi whtiown tlwt
ip •»•:W'tuld Continue to be requisite. These important points
...
|.
may be numbered amonc the desiilerata of this |)art of
\\.
piihology. It is rash to mfer that this difference would More pre!<.ne taken place in any particular instance, merely rue infoi.
because we find the (tatient afterwards seized with >"*>><>>> dcirnsmall-|iox.
Tliat a perwin who has passed through '"*'''*•
lucdithis test in the roost satia&ctory manner never can
be seised with smalUpos, is a iirinciple which ought
tude.
Ii
not to be conSdi-i
'lipateu, but only inferred after the anplcat t
Mr Brjce's test is princiIlllit It <io<r> 'o III iTLiTiy mstances, is fully aacerpally to lie valued icr the importaut improvement which
tained.
The eviilcn(-e% of it are innumerable, and in It affords in the investigation of the subject and for
l^
they are in general absolutely devithe pleading liicht whii-n it tliruws on the pathology of
i'eptions, however, have occurred
tiMi animal ecunumy
With re«pect to the advantages
hr|K>rt< ot trice <i.imp«-d a little the ardour of Jmnrr
wl
imperfect from per•I an early stage ol his inqairies.
fe
But. coocnviog
i, much
kuporior
h inprelMble ttiat ntiure was in thi* inst.i
ir-.
to liul
lihriJt »w.
Suchsympcioas. he latiuured todlacover the true vauae
II the teii>)" I.'
toiiis n
oiiimotioii of a
It.- fiiond some circuOMtmces to liavr occurred m the
. 'r.-li c»ccur in
gre.1t
i'i;.
l'
I.:
joCBMftil ca««s, t« whic^ he a^rribed rt ; and on
thii' «
'I ci
.ii.;.rt
111 i:.i
iliii|>or<itions
these he established —m
marks be- ol
ren in wiiidi the functions of s^
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may arise from a local disease, which act* only
through the medium of seniation, or fugitive irritation.
Iftotti,-*, <-;-cu r—Cai us i wead<l,thata vaccinated subject M o
ocvsdnnalljr iccn by Lis medical attcodant,
VuZJtu. fSBT L
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times liiuut;
oprrVinr. h
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of vaccination in se- InOueilc* of
wdl-puX has been some- d liciencies
ircjiii
the manner in which the '" ''" ""*'
"»«""•
lormed."
If this were the case,
•

•

'ok for

till

-,

some

definite variations of
correKpuiiiiing to the deviations

from the be>t method of inoculating. But there is a
loo<^ene'' in the causes by which the failures are acwhich shows tliat something still remains
c<'
.

U,

red

g

i'y

heat,

I

>

I

n arc active.

cr.

roffehnle
•

II

It is

-i^, when ineffectual, were always distinits appavance, no dubiety could occu'.

Uierefore

somewhat satisfactory to be told, tliat
is more elevated and opake than

" the spuriotu pustule

8
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projfress ; that it is
the f^nuine, and more rapid in
not cellular, nor surroundctl with a distinct circumscribed areola, nor converted into a dark shining scab."

Vtgueneu

If these appearances are observed to take place, we, of
course, put no confidence in the preventive power of the
But it would be more satisfactory to
affection induced.

of the doctrine*

on

thii point.

its

—
—

—

stances (excepting the bluntness of the lancet,) may
be supposed to occasion a modification in the disease ; but is it probable that they aJl agree in the kind
cautious inof modification which they produce
.''

A

quirer will suspect that there is here some defect of
something presumed rather than discoobservation
vered, unless numerous cases of this wonderful coincidence are minutely described ; while the captious
critic will exclaim that these assigned causes are only
so many hedges behind which the wary vaccinator provides for himself a variety of shelter in case of disappointment. The only light in which reason and duty
view them is, as so many motives for more extended
inquiry.
These remarks have indeed been elicited only
by the explanations given of a vesicle which " carries
its spurious character in its aspect "
But we may derive instruction, by contemplating a specimen of that
precipitance in forming conclusions, to which the medical world is liable in other points connected with

—

state of the

important subject.
In order that vaccination may afford us the required advantages, we ought to be able to distinguish,
" without difficulty," all the cases in which the constitution is secured by it either from disease or from danger.
Vaccination has been chiefly in the hands of persons not medical ; for this reason, it is among these that
the most numerous failures have occurred, and room is
left for ascribing the failure to some imperfection in
the cases of cow-pox, which escaped the observation of
all concerned, though it might have been ascertained
by better instructed individuals. If failure takes place
among those inoculated in the most approved manner,
and declared by good medical authority to have had
the genuine disease in the most perfect form, the necessary conclusion is, that the faculty stand in need of more
accurate information.
That some such cases have occurred is admitted ; but
they are declared to be extremely few ; and we are

fact!.

justly

this

diief

desidera-

tum.

The

present

~

been cases in which this form of disea^ has been erroneously taken for small-pox.
The general fact we
have found to be, that, where parents have brought
their children, apparently under small-pox, to the practitioner who had vaccinated them, and declared them
safe from that disease, he lias told them that it could
not possibly be small-pox, and must be chicken-pox.
Each party continues to retain his own opinion. The
parent is certain that it was small-pox, the vaccinator
that it was chicken-pox ; but, since the children have
got well, the contest is not worth the maintaining, and

have a precise knowledge of the causes even of this vaThese causes, however, are merely enumerariation.
Such a pustule is said to occur instead
ted in a mass.
ef the genuine cow-pox, " in those who have had the
it is said to be " produced by blunt or
8maIl-i>ox ;"
ru.sty lancets ;
by matter taken from a spurious pustule
or from a genuine pustule at too late a period—
or by matter which has been too long kept or dried
(See the article Com- pox in Rees' Cy- the inoculator enjoys his triumph,— And who will deny
before a fire."
AH these circum- that he is entitled to this triumph, if the children always
clopawlia, written by Mr. Ring.)

—

The

Vnctii.c
an illegitimate small-pox of a severer kind, not
clearly described by any of the older writers, and that Inoculation.
the rare exceptions to the^flicacy of vaccination have ~ *

least

reminded that cases of repeated natural small-

pox, as well as of natural small-pox after the best variolous inoculation, have also occurred.
The rule of security is not wholly without exception in either instance.
—But, are the exceptions equally infrequent in both }

what we are also told on very respectable auSuch exceptions, we are informed, appear to be
more numerous than they are, only because chicken-pox
occurrmg after vaccination, has been mistaken for smallpox. There are various sorts of chicken-pox, according
This

is

thority.

to theaccounts given us in the writings of physicians, and
all of them are miid and safe
diseases compared with
the small-pox. See the varying descriptions of this
disease given in the works of Drs. Morton,

Van

lan.

Sauvages,
Swieten, Burserius, Heberden, Cullen, and WilSome assert that there is another chicken-pox, at

—

?—

get well
We believe it is, or at least
Is that the fact
exceptions to that most important of all results are extremely rare. However, therefore, we may in some
particulars acknowledge ourselves to be in the dark regarding the minute laws of the inoculated vaccine disease, this one fact must determine us to cling to it as a
sure preventive of all the dangers arising from smallWe use the word sure not in an absolute sense,
pox.
but as admitting of exceptions so rare as to be totally
unworthy of being taken into calculation.
The pathological principle by which the present state \fo«t plauof our knowledge directs us to explain this fact is, that, s'blc txplawhere the infection of the small-pox comes in contact """'"' o(
with a vaccinated constitution, it meets with a dimi- ''""
nished susceptibility which, in most instances, obviates
every tendency to the actual production of small-pox,
and almost always obviates the fatal tendencies which
it otherwise brings along with it.
From numerous other facts which presented them- Does vacci.'

selves, we had been led lately to conclude that it affords nation prea sure protection against the occurrence of the seconda- ^<^"' '•'« **"
ry fever, the principal danger of small-pox. We have, ">'^"^
indeed, recently heard of an exception to this conclusion;
a vaccinated person who has been known to die under
secondary fever. This is not in conformity to any thing

we have seen, and must be a phenomenon still more rare
than the exceptions to which we have refeiTed. As tenacious advocates for vaccination, we are obliged to declare
it as our opinion, that those who agree with us in this
feeling, will do much less justice to this preventive,
by pronouncing all the alleged exceptions to its efficacy to be cases of chicken-pox, than by allowing that
small-pox may occur after it, and by insisting rather
on the comparative safety, than the great infrequency,
of the disease under such circumstances.
It has sometimes been intimated that, " as the laws
of nature are uniform, such exceptions are prima facie
improbable ; and that it is most rational to infer, when
they apparently occur, that either the cow-pox, or the
subsequent small- pox, is different from. the corresponding disease, in the form in which the one is a preventive
The exceptions
of the other." This may be the case.
may proceed from some cause of a powerful and decided
That cause may be discoverable by human innature.
quiry ; or, it may lie so deep as to mock our researclies.
But, let us retnember that, in the present state of our
knowledge, we have other facts which warrant us, from
analogy, in allowing that such modifications of the animal system may not be absolute and invincible, but
may exist in different degrees. Here it will be useful to revert to some well known circumstances conEven a person who has alreanected with small-pox.
dy had that disease, either from casual infection or inoculation, though most frequently secured against it in

Theoretic

assumption
considered,

I

team.

y

C U L A T I O N.

Some

are atUc|^e<l even
I nnr ii winn when the expMuraCMual, ami not rvmariubly inticontinued. Others are secured in a greatAb iinpor- mate or long
er degree, so as never to take the diteeae unless in close
Uat an^
and long contact with a variolous patient On such

VaaoM

future,

t«

not •Iwayt

u

l

exposure, a iii«ease which has been calle<l local, and
which certainly is partial, may be generated. A nurse
who has passed the smaU-pox has found variolous pus«
tules breaking out on her breast while she suckled a

These puatules, though their
child under that disease.
number may be considerable, are generally contined to
one part of the body. They are seldom attended with
any fever yet, in other inatancea^ febrile symptoms
have in a flight de^n^e appeared. Such symptoms are
then generaViy attributed to mere irritation, and their
true Tahotmia iwtHre is draied. It appears moat philo*
;

ophwl 10 wiMiiiar all these raricties as eridenoea
tM cofrediao of this stisceptibility is liable taj

that

tiooa.
Such gradations, we think, take place
biy in the indueno* of eow-pox. Uut, obscure as their
causes are, and unable aa we ^et are to tell in what degree they depend «a eonstitutiao. on bafait, oo unknown
varietiea at vaocino matter, or unknown varieties of *»•
xiolow infection, we have the valuable oooaolation of
Qoadading that, in every case of oow-pox " not evi.
d«itly spurious," the susceptibility is so far subdued
aa to secure the individual, in all. human probability,
tram all the danfin, aod (it ia not naiwpertant to
add ) from all the >hfi—ilii I oc<—iowd by the Msallpox. It lemaim for futnro inquirers to snfaMiBtiate a
still more select £ana of cow-pox, by wbiok tfao aaeun.
ty will be OMM periact.
In tha n»aan tiwot
nnghl
to be thankfttl for liw vabMbla dli anl^gM attiding i»
i

w

M Cupar

10

WIT.

avan in ila noH ^aaniwiaMa Sam.
These obse r vations ai* caliarf foe by a meet import*
aroaewmBea ef an apidemic smalU
-

pov

ntinf of 1817, of
which an acoaint baa baan yWiihan by tha anthor of
Iha nreMnt artida^ femdad oo tiMpsiriaa wbiefa be nada
leskiNb ki iha

in tile <ann of domiciliary vinta, wbila dM aivanm*
itancw ware Grceb in the memariaa of the pannta of
thorn wfw had raeaveiad, and whOa aaaaa patianu rtiU
labooicdanderitinitadiibraBtalagaa. Framthiaaowa dbaU take tha liberty of extracting some of

liittMnU

"

Thoi^

I was thcf* oaiy tiztaan hanra, that is,
kooivoa the Slat of Mar, and eight on the 4th
of June, 1 l aee i vad aaconnta of aeventa
aaven^ patianta.
" Fit^-foaraf thaaa were said to have gone thraogh

eight

the vaccine diaaaaa
•' Sixtaan h4Ml
aithar not bean inoculated, or no vaaida
lit after tha iwitiiai of tha vaccina vinia.
had
" In alaoal tha whole, both the inocnktad and thoaa
who were not, there was a well mirkni emptiva fever.
" Vary few of the c«m were mild during their whole
counc. vii. about eight of the inoculated, aod two of
the nninofaUlad.
' It
not
to daaafy thnai with greater mi.
nutcnesa aa to ificir severity. There aeemea to be, in

inp—

WM

this respect,

My

an intensiblc grsdatioa.
- -\.-, bad
been niocnlalad, ana
si'
had nal bean inoenlalad. ae.

Of the littv
Of the
diad.
"

aoantt were recci.tu

• Here we have,

mi six rtaatha

;

"
ukk

WfU aiAa ittn
ihi Mmudt-pos."

aUaOed, aeae

Ui km

iaocmlaUd

Vserine
''"'"'Is'io'''

^""V™^

of vaccinated persons, while many who had received
the old inoculation must have been equally exposed.
This is a real diffisrence between the two inoculations
in one obvious point ; but is perfently consistent with
the confidence which cow-pox claims in obviating a
very extensive and a very alarming danger.
For the
features of the different cases, and some casual suggestioas for the further prosecution of the subject, as well
aa some marked instances of protection even from the
attack of the same epidemic, we must refer to the ac«
count itself.
shall only further transcribe the summary of );eneral practical conclusions there given, which,
though differing in some mstances from the belief pre*
viously entertained, are in their nature consoling.
"
are justitieil by the tbllowiiig considerations in Inferences
steadily adhering to this practical conclusion, that vac- »PP«rently
cination ought still to be valued, and universally recora- **"*''•''''•

We

We

mended.
" That
life.

By

bjf

aawMafsaa me do not poiUwely endanger

the old inoculation, a diaeaae was produced

which was sometimes

The danger

fatal.

artificially

created waa iMmndiatf. while th.it which it was intend,
ed to obviate waa lamote.
Yet the former was compa.
ntively so small, aa to prevail on the reflecting part of
the communit
munitv to ot
encountering it.
In the
vaccine inocnlation,
wa are saved all these
painful mlcnlataoH, bi
tunicate an affec
lion atteodad ^th n*
and the power of which
over the taa iaUimiuo ia g raat but silent
*< Again, allowing that the individual who has
been
vacdnaled is equally liable to anall-pox with any other,
(which no person will be bold enough on the large
scale to aaaart,) k* u mot liaU* to it in Ihe tame Jorm at
iftmaeimtitm kmi Aem oawttad. Thia point cannot be
danbtad ; and, if wa proceed at first on the sup.
paaliao that tha' UHJU-paoi mceeedinff vaccination is
esaet^ aqnal in risk to the diaeaae which used to be
cooawiicated in the old inoculation, it must l)c al.
lowed that me /rain Urn* in ike life of the individual bif
preferrimg vaccinalion.
He is not •nbjacted to the risk
the fint instance. Years may elapae before he is ex.
poacd to tha contagion of iaMU>pox: When so exposed,
aa will, in nMiat cases, be proteeteil IVom it by the cow.
poo ; and, if at UlM he is attacked, Ite enoountav a risk
only equal to that which would have been earlier in.
curre<l liy a previous inoculation with variolous matter.
" But this soppositioa is much lesa favourable than
the truth. The nak even at that late perio<l is far from
T>ie amail pat occurring in a vaccina^
being so great
ltd ptnom I'j muck tafer than the inocuuiled tmaU-pox.
It has never been maintained, that the disease induced
by the variolous inoculation was always exempt from
the occurrence of secondary fever. On the contrarj',
some of the few who died of the inoculation, were cut
,

M^

m

off

one dam, eoe death in fiftvin the other, moe* than ana in thra.
Coar
Bat tha
caaes taken into oanpatalion ought to be mach more
niinMiiina in order to afbrd an average on wbiefa we
in the
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This last tact seemed to jwitily a remark which the
author afterwards makes, and which has been subsequently animadverted on, that, " as a sure preventive
of an attack of small-pox, there is a marked distinction
between cow-pox and the variolous inoculation." The
security afforded by the latter has had some rare exceptions ; but, on this occasion, we have found it securing
the system from an epidemic which attacked numbers

by

that fever.

" The most unfavourable conclusion, therefore, that
can be admilt|da ia, Ikat there may be the tame risk of
death* from SKU-fom idlm vacdnation, as of deatks iit
Thus, the
Ihe early *toge of Ihe inocMlaled tmaU-pox.
risk is not only deferred to a later period, but is ultimately far inferior to what it was under the use of tlie
best inoculation previously to tlie discovery of the cow-
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pox, and

Inoculiuion.

i»,

in fact,

What

reduced almost to nothing.

more can be reasonably

<lesire(l ?

We

do not expect

to provide an ab.-olute sfcurily from all accidents."
have already stated that, since the preceding
publication appean-d, we have heard of a case of death
patient who
in tl>e «econdarj fever of small- pox in a
hud been vaccinated. If such occurrences should be
well authenticated, we must trust solely to the extreme
diminution of the gross risk as ascertained by observa-

We

tion, afterwards assisletl

This

by tabular statements.

continues decidedly favourable to vaccination, as
infinitely superior to the -preveiilive by which it was
preceded.
be (Hily im111 order that this important subject may
More minul«- prac
proved, the following requisites ought to be attended to.
tiol obsf r. The inquirer ouglrt to see nurnerous inoculations, and
vaticns calL
his observations on the progress of the disease ought to
ed lor.
be strictly daily. He ouglit to inoculafe -wHth mutter taken frotn the vesicle at various periods of its progress,
all within the limits now acknowledged to be well
adapted for commui>icating an efficacious vaccination.
lie ought to ascertain the number of successive reproductions in the human subject, to which the ilifferent specimens of matter which he uses owe their
Classifiorigin since they proceeded from the cow.
cations of patients ought to be founded on these and
other differences. Written accounts ought to be kept
Mode of
prosccnring of every circumstance, even the most minute, and apthe inquiry. parently trifling, in the past history of each patient,
and in the phenomena which occur during the progress
The aspect of his subsequent diseases,
of the disease.
espcci;dly those of a contagious nature, as scarlatina
and measles, ought to be inquired into and noted wherestill

,

"

it is practicable, and comparisons made in this respect between patients of different kinds. All this ought
to be done sitnultaneously by persons in different places,
each of whom ought to be ready to take a journey on the
shortest notice, in order to investigiite occasional anomaTo execute these objects on a large
lous appearances.

ever

and to provide for them men whose faithful and
assiduous exertions can be relied on, till such time as
satisfactory conclusions can be drawn from ample statements, might be a work of some difficulty. To secure
the daily attendance of the patients, or to visit them at
their own houses when thev do not attend, and to note
down every occurrence in the most scrupulous manner,
is a task to which no man can be expected gratuitously
to submit, unless his fortune is independent, his time
completely at his command, his heart bent on the object, and his resolution much firmer than his hopes are
definite.
do not see how it is practicable without
tlie provision of a fund for the express purpose
and,
since we find that governments have shewn themselves
not averse to appropriate part of the revenues of nations
to the great object of preventing the contagion of smallpox, it may not be useless to remark that their future munficenee will be best bestowed on those arrangements for the attainment of the object which call for
the most laborious, and perhaps otherwise unattainable
scale,

We

;

exertions,
I.C9S

im-

We

shall

now

give a brief view of some of the most
circumstances attending the cow-

portant
interesting collateral
lawsoi" cow- pox.

poxIt is not

spread by

lliis disease

not capable of being disseminated by
In this respect it differs from the inoculated small-pox, and exhibits one important advantage above the latter disease, that no cmitagious affection is by means of it diffused through a neighbourhood.
volatile effluvia.

is

Another circumstance Is worthy of remarlt, tliat cow- Vaccine
pox, once occurring, does not give security against a fu- 'noculation,
ture attack of the same diseaae. On this point different ^7"^^^^
opinions have been enteruined, and exj^iments have
pcatcil'in"'
varied in ther results.
It appears, on the whole, that the same
by one attack of cow-pox, whether c.nsual or as the con- person,
sequence of inoculation, the susceptibility to the same
ilisease in future is only <liminishcd.
Milkers in the
dairy counties are, by passing once through it, generally able to resist the contagion in future ; sometimes
they receive it, but always in a much milder form.
It
is important to keep this circumstance in mind, because
some have thoughtlessly trusted to the effects of a second vaccination, after the first had for som^ time run
its course, as a sufficient test of its efliicacy.
That is,
they have looked tor an .ibsence of future .'useeptibility
to vaccine influence in those cases which were worthy
of dependence. The influence of a previous attack (if
small-pox has a similar virtue.
It in a slight ilegree May occur
diminishes, but does not destroy the susceptibility of»''*«>""Jl
the constitution to cow-pox.
P*"'Some precautions are proper in conducting the vac- Precautions
cine inoculation.
The choice of matter should be care- '" pe'f"rmfully attended to
It should be taken from a good vac- '"^ ''>«<:'"«•
'""''
cine vesicle, in a healthy subject, from the 5th to the
9th day of the disease.
It is most certain in its effects
'

when immediately

inserted.

If

it

is

to be kept, it Choice and

should be allowed to dry. Some confine it, in order to preservatioa
preserve it in its original moist state.
They are not *''^ ""*""'
aware that it is suiijected to much greater change by
moisture than by exposure to the atmosphere.
It may
be kept on glass, or on the point of a lancet, or on the
end of a small pointed p ece of ivory. Mr. Bryce has
suggested the em})loyment of the crust, which, in its
central part, contains matter dried in an early stage of
the disease, and therefore perfectly pure and safe, and
from which the light coloured part round the margin
ought to be removed. Dried matter, in these different
forms, is convenient for transportation ; when about
to be used, it must be moistened with water, either
cold, or of a blood heat ; but recent matter is always
preferable, and therefore ought to be seciired in every
poi>ulous place, by regular weekly inoculations.
The end of the third month^ when the constitution Most eligihas acquired some firmness, and before it is subjected We time for
to the disadvantages of the period of teething, is the '''^ "P*""
"""'
most eligible time for the operation. In an adult in
been
neglected,
it
should
has
be
whom it
performed
when the constitution is in its soundest state ; when,
for example, no cutaneous disease is present, and in
females when there is no pregnancy, and when the caBut, when the contagion o{ smalltantemq are absent.
pox prevails in a neighbourhood, these disadvantages
must be disregarded.
With respect to the mode of insertiop, the object kept ^lo^e of inin view is, to secure the contact of the m^itter with, the '""o"^'
The operator, therefore, should delicatfly
culis vern.
raise the cuticle, without any effusion of blood if possiThe
ble, and apply the matter to the Joraded part.
method of doing this, which Mr. Bryce has found most
certain of success, is, first to lay a drop of the matter
on the surface, and then make several light iiuiictures
through this matter and the cuticle with the lancet. It
is then to be held exposed to the air, but not to !in arti-

and afterwartis left to itself.
must now mark its course, whether

ficial fire, till it dries,

The

inoculator

conformable to that which- we have briefly stated,
which is described by authors, and delineated in their
plates. These last, however, afford but feeble assistance.
it is

Prognosis
medical

»'"'

*''^»''"f°''
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laooibiioa

unl«M the operator baa alrmdy aeen the diaeasv** 't *Ppears in nature. Jjjke sparioas cow.pox is soroetimes

Iiupmn

accompanied with )Re\'ere phai^edonic ulcer, instead of
a regular vesicle. It would be projwr to watch the constitutional tymptoms, viz the heat of the akin, and the
' •' " pu1»e. It is better, however,
to u»e the test
at •
Mr. Bryce. If irre^^lar eruptions appexr
in
during'

t'i>-

fwojfre**, or after the termination

we ought to gu.trd

raccine affection,

oiF

against cold,

the

which

-m, and generate a visceral
!>lutions have been hitherto
If da
affection.
used, theae ahoum oe intermitted in such cases, and
It is always necessary to
tepid hMbing Mibatitated.
protect th« veaicle froai being ruhhed antl broken,
When it
aa ioch an accident dcatiuya ite efficacy.
happans to 'be broken, Mr. Bryce directs that the
fbrtner discharge of iu cootenta should be prevented,
and dM legnlar coarse of the afliectioo- restored, by
If a trou^
cold appKcMiana and efacmieal aatringcnta.
bicaonc sere is fonned at a late stage oif the affection, as>
triiweataand eacfaarotics ought to be employed, on surw
giou principles similar to those adoptctl ibr other ulcers
tVhen the vesicle is
presenting^ a stmiUr appearaaee.
iflamca areola ia too late in appearing,
fonnc<!
<>e cspoaed to the beat of a fire, in orthe par
der to quicken the local action, on which the rwular
phetKimena depend. Where the local inflammation is
cxoceaive, or where a tumour is fonned in the axilla,
laxatives sboold be nacd, accompanied with cooling
spplicBtioas, or with fcmsmirioiia, acoardiag to the
laie ef the parts. If ftfavtle sjrmplmna abould in any
case be imniadcrate in dtfnt, they are to be alleviated
bjr the nsaal aniiphlogiatic treatment.
The saeoeas or the practiee of rarioboa tnocuUtion,
lad the taw Prrfiwnr Heme of Ediiibuf gh to make
•one aperimenu (or the tnoflstimi of mmaisi, which
aiMourBiiemcnt la other Ifupta of the anw
fa««
ind.
B«t lite dimM*
ool ftmnd to be easily com*
maaMatad ia tbia auoaer. The oiwMtiMi was perbjr BMOH of the blood of a patient under the

might suddenly

-

i

-

•'

'

I

««

have even been made to ino>
These, fiir the most part, have
alher tetamaled in the death of the person who made
hiiastif the mk/j/ttl of experiment, or have f*i'ed to
Rcpchtad daring

trials

I

N Q

subject to the Pope, and particularly in Spain and Por- Inquisition.
"'

tugal.

existence of such a court proceeds upon the idea,
that it is the duty of the civil magistrate, either in his
own name, and by his own authority, or as the prop and
the resource of the ecclesiastical power, to search at\er
heresies, and to extirpate them.
It takes for granted,
likewise, the absurd and monstrous proposition, th.-it the

human understanding can be intluence<l and won by
other means than those of information communicated,
or argument proposed ; and that real and conscientious
discipleship can be the result of civil or political deprivations, or the infliction of corporal punishment.
In the early times, the church herself appears to have Opinion of
maintained a doctrine, the very opposite of that which ''' Fathers
has now been stated. As the satirist, when reduced to ''*P*."'"8
relifiious to-*
1-1
_^
I.w
i\i. »
poverty
himself. 8|>ee«lily perceive<l that jxjverty was jtraiioa.
no fit object of satire, so the Christians, when trembling
under the fear of persecution, or expiring amidst its
agtmies, were not slow to discern, or backward to Aecbre, that persecution was not the means by which
true converts were to be made.
Accordingly, in the
j'</x)/oj:»M which they presentetl to the Roman emperors,
in behalf of their religion, during the first three centu*
ries, they argue the (|ue»tion, and zealously maintain,
that the province of the civil magistrate extends no fat'
ther than that of >ecuring the peace, and promoting the
welfare of the community ; and that persecution for
any opinion which lies hid in the understanding, whe<
ther taat opinion be true or false, is not only absurd,
becaaae it is inefiicacious, but iinju«t and cruel in the
says Tertullian,
highest degree. " Svr
" eogera rtiigiomem, ft'.'
i lieheal, non vi."
And the same idea l^'
by I.jictantius, who
lived in the fourth ci
<i»U impnnal nihi,"
'

'

-

/ nolim, rrl quod
he, " aereidto/eM,
iiu TttiHquilur. li
eelfndi; qnui
tlutm hoe fiMtd aolMHiaie /d-h o/Mriei, libido euiorqurat
eliMe r* And again, in another place, " \i/iH lorn ett
9aluiiarit$m qtam rflifio. in. qitl.si aximtu tacrificanlis
itrrritt rf. jam ^nhlnln, jam iiuHa rtt."
St. Hilary of
'I, a« well as I.actautius, in

Mys

-

twiiai,

MM

/AaCafMs ^ simaU-Par
^
Cvm-Poa:
Jeamt's Cktnm wm am
ike

i»

ma

Oba

u;

aad hia

liai

O'.

utt<

WikmIvi tie's

Urportt

Cam- Pox s and hi* Obterrmiioiu om
The Writings of Mossl sy . Rowley, and
Rrown r,» Com- Pox.
oppo«iti(in)
The

Works of Wil'an, M
ton. TheComprnct Ll.^

1

'I'll,

and

and Thom>

uthcrs.

Brjce's

'f InocfUtiun

Sandrr^* Cnfmnrr

7"'

"•

S<
»)

I.ett«om,
.

of Com-Po*.
.,m uf Smail-Pox. Cam- Pox.
Drwar's .ieruuMi of an Epidtmtc

/VacAra/ 0**er»>j

Mtdicnl

atttt

PMifiical Jovr^

IdirtHf; Tic F.dinhuifh Mejod other medical periodical

4>-

H.

H

;

RB

frequently
1

l>.)

in the vegetable kingdom. See
XI. p. 197.
r, i« a term synonymous with Jury, and ia
laed in that signification in the law of
k

V to

the

hi*

/nfiartoa /v

Birch (io

ia u'

:,nm.

Pearson's It^iry.

tm'Pai-

Willi tliove

Fmnhtr
VoMummtton of Faeli ami 06.
Ike

t

U).S'

vol.

>V, cw tlie Holy Orrict, is the court
•.^guiaaaGC of bere»y
some countrica

m

though he held the very
which have just been quoted,
'

astii

tati

be found among the saints in the
'Penly maintains the inadequacy and
.if cotrcivf measures in promoting

Ro«

Ltw.«(s»

!

'

ealata the pl^pt*.
taf lb*

<

The

r
•

,"

'

'

,

says he, " untveni*

MriN

rrquiril ctntclant

himself to those whose
pndi
them to give infijrm..itioa
to the magiatnite, and to prompt htm to the rigorous
execution of the imperial edicts, he says, " Orb vat ejfnteo»f

iig

1

copi

qmiutmsm nffrngiit ad pradicandum rvangi/mm,

f (iiibtt adjuii potetlatibu* Chtiilum
fmeJicawtmnt, gtulnqnt fere omme*, ex tdatii ad Deum
IrumtiidmiHlf Anne aliquam ti6i axumrhaHl e palalio
difpiilaiem, hi/mnum lirn, tneurerre, inter catenas el JiaEdiclit regis Paidut Chritto eccUtiam
frtia c'lm aniet 9
Srronete credo out Fespatiano pulmcico-igregabal 9
uaniibH', iHe/'OJhr, quorum in not odii* confenio divince
Even so late as tiic fif^h cenprttdicnlioHit rffloruii 9"
tury, St Martin, in France, (and it hntl been well for
the world if the calendar had been filled with such saints
as he ) excommunicated n bishop for accusing certain
heretic* to the usurper Maximin, by whose means they
were put to death ; adding, in the spirit of genuine
Christianity, that he looked upon that man as a mur'*
dcrer, who procured the destruction of a fellow-creature,
3
apo*t>ii Hit imitl

•

>

!42
IhquiMtiim.

"""V™^
RiM

of the
inquuirion.

I

char^able,
iufj mistaken

in strict justice,
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with notliing else than be-

in his opinions.
correct and righteous sentiments prevailed for
a considerable time, and the deviations from them were
slow and progressive. When the empire became Christian, it still appeared to the civil magistrate, that he was

These

l>ound to support the religion adopted by the state.
Hence it was that certain laws, which are yet to be
in the co<les of Theodosius and Justinian, were
enacted against heretics; by which they were subjected to fines, and confiscation of goods, and to imprisonment antl banishment, according to the description of the
with this
offence, and the measure of the delinquency
limitation, however, in every case, that it was the peculiar province of the ecclesiastical judge to determine,
whether the opinions professed were heretical or not.
Hence, too, it was, that those charged with heresy by
the magistrate, were usually charged "with sedition or
rebellion at the same time ; and, whenever the punishment was capital, it was understood to be the result,
not merely of inaccurate or of perverted theology, but
of a criminal opposition to the civil and political authorities.
In this situation the law and the practice, respecting heresy, continued till about the year 800. The
trial of the whole case was in the hands of the civil magistrate ; and, with the exception of ecclesiastical censures, it belonged to synods and councils merely to answer the question, " Is the opinion or doctrine libelled
heretical or otherwise!"'
During the course of the ninth, tenth, and eleventh
centuries, however, the power of the ecclesiastical tribunals, and of the papacy itself, increased in a most remarkable degree. The zeal which animated the church,
and the people of Europe, became fierce and ungovernable ; and the crusades against the infidels in foreign

found

:

were equalled, in ferocious feeling and disposileast, by those against the heretics at home. At
last, in an evil hour, and under some planet of malig^^^1 aspect, and of disastrous influence, St. Dominic,

parts,

The inquisi- tion at
tion

first

proposed by

su

omi-

^^

) the father of the inquisition, arose.
It
was the object of this zealous, but mistaken individual,
to secure the purity of the Christian faith, and to support the Papal authority, by institutions appropriated
to these purposes.
The trial of the accused was now
placed exclusively in the hands of the ecclesiastical judicatory.
The principal inquisitor was likewise the
principal judge; he was responsible to no other authority than that of the Pope ; and he decided, not only
upon the description or quality of the propositions
maintained, but finally, and without appeal, upon the
guilt or innocence of the prisoner. And so complete was
the revolution, achieved by the skill and the perseverance of the Romish See, that the civil magistrate, once
the sole judge in matters of heresy, was now called upon to do little else than to execute the sentences of the
ecclesiastical tribunals.
Strange as it may appear, this
monstrous system was received by many of the nations
of Europe. It found its way especially into the dominions of Spain and Portugal.
The inquisitorial courts
were established ; and the emperor, or king, or powerful lord, themselves, trembling under the fear of excom-

jjg j^ called,

munication, proceeded to remove from this world the
unhappy individuals whom the church had pronounced
to be guilty of heresy. And the example of their pagan
predecessors had long ago taught them, that fire and
faggot were the appropriate means by which their removal was to be accomplished.
It was by Pope Innocent IV. (A. D.
1251,) that the
inquisitorial courts were introduced into Romania,
I^ombardy, Marca Trevigiana, and the other Italian

provinces, more immediately under the authority or inAbout the year 1481., they
fluence of the Holy See.
were established in Spain,' and in Portugal in the year
1537. In the following observations, hdwever, we sliall
confine ourselves, in a great degree, to the inquisition
as it exists in Spain.
At the head of the inquisition in Spain, stands the
inquisitor-general.
This high officer is appointed, nominally, by the king, but in reality by the Pope for
the Holy See enjoys the. privilege of a veto upon the
election of the sovereign, a privilege which on certain
suitable and well-chosen occasions, it has not failed to
exercise.
The supreme inquisitor cannot proceed one
step in the discharge of his office, till he has received
the confirmation of the Pontiff. When thus elected, and
thus confirmed, the inquisitor-general appoints the subordinate inquisitors ; but, in this last instance, the nomination of the supreme inquisitor is subject to the review of the king. Besides the inquisitor-general there
are five councillors, who have the title of apostolical inquisitors: it belongs to them to deliberate upon all affairs with the inquisitor-general ; to settle disputes
among the particular inquisitors; to punish the familiars attached to the institution, and to receive appeals;
and these officers, together with an advocate fiscal, two
secretaries, and other inferior functionaries, constitute
the supreme council or high court of the inquisition in
Spain.
This supreme council meets every day (with
the exception of holidays) in the royal palace ; and such
is the ascendancy which the Holy Office has acquired,
that the king of Castile, before his coronation, subjects
himself, {quoad sacra, we presume, ) by a special oatii,
to the judgment and decision of the high court of in«
quisition.
In the inferior tribunals there are, respectively, two or three inquisitors ; these have the epithet
of provincials attached to their designations, and they
exercise their functions, by the autliority, and under
the review, of the supreme inquisitorial court.
The privileges which the inquisitors enjoy are many
and valuable. Each of them bears the title of Inrd.
They are not subject to the bishops of the provinces
where they reside, or to the superiors of the religious
They alone can publish
orders to which they belong.
the edicts against heretics ; they can excommunicate,
interdict, and suspend ; and, except in a tew cases,
which are distinctly specified, they can prevent the
ordinaries or resident bishops, from absolving those
whom they have subjected to the censure of the church.
" Whosoever, by himself or others, shall kill, beat, or
strike, any of the inquisitors, or officials of the Holy
Office, or who shall injure or damage the effects of the
said inquisitors or officials, shall be delivered over to
the secular power." These lordly and privileged functionaries likewise enjoy the entire rents of their benefices, without tax or impost, they are exempted from all
" real and personal offices," and thejr may form new
laws, after the nature of bye-laws, against heretics,'and
modify the punishment at pleasure. And, last of all,
they can mutually absolve, and dispense with them-
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selves, grant indulgences tothepenitent,orto those whom
they shall pronounce to be so, for 20 or 40 days, as they
shall think proper ; and for reasons, of which they alone
are the judges, they can release " the companions and
friars of the several inquisitors, and likewise their notaries," during the space of three whole years, from all
the penances which may have been enjoined them.
When the chief inquisitor arrives in any of the pro- Mode of excrci&ing
vinces, he proceeds in the exercise of his functions after
their functhe following manner
In the first place, he delivers a tions in the
sermon, respecting the purity of the Catholic doctrine, provinces.
4
:
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Ia^uuii;ua. and exhort* the people to zealous and conscientious
'•^i'"^^ endeavours in the extirpation of heretical pravify. He
then publi*he« the letters monitory, ur, what is otherwise called, tke edict of tuith ; by which all persons of
whatever comlitioii or state, cler^^y or laity, are comnoanded. under pain of excommunication, to discover to
the ioquiaitor, " wittiin the six or twelve days next foU
lowing, any person, luiown to them,'' who entertains
heretical opinions, or is aiupectcd of entertaininigr tiiem.
I
He then reads the senteaoe of excommunication, and
^

roraM et
pocsss.

inakM ooounents upon it, and promise* indulgences to
those who sWl favour or aup|K>rt liira in the execution
•f hi* office. The whole ceremony is of an imposing
mkI awful nature ; and in countries where the inquitition prevails in its most fcartui ascendeticy, it is usual,
immediately aAcr the puhlicatiun of the edict, for those
who are preteul, and capectally for the magistrates of
the principal cities, to engage themselves, under an
oath, solcionly sworn before toe crucifix and the gospels, to protect and to asaist the ministers of tlie inquiaitioQ with all titeir auUtority and influence.
There are three ways in which the process may be>
1. By inve«tig»>
gin before (he inquisitorial courts :
fu certain individual*
tioD, where the inqtusit"
nto tlie .«ute of the
into his pres«iioe, and
>!''
accusation,
town or district where u
t
before the
where a direct charge of ht
tly named,
court against one or r.v
merely inS. By denunciation, wi
'
ns sua*
liganrd that certain bert.u>
umcd^,
pectc<l of heresy, (who arc
1 111* last u
esuMt within the limits of hi* jun-iiatixii.
bjr far the moat cosnmon mode, and it is that which
the inquisitor* arc atoat desirous to encourage. UifcnBatioos are avowedly received without any Mipwt to
the characters of the person* by wbom they are given.
'I'be lowest and anott worthless of the ckrgy aod of
the laity, thie«««aod dtcati, ju»t let loMsliran pCMaa^
prejudiced persooi. strumpets, and cHn hiljtm,
iiilvrm.
Wkan llw idm'
all aUowral aod ^
iiilk>wi«g qaaatiMM agt
toatum has been
vv iietutr the infofaser kaomi tiie
UMuUy propMed
pesaoB •Mapacted of heresy, and iiow Umg he Ita*
jUMmn him? Whether hew auspcetad ofbrresj, on
of hi* words, «r «n acooant of bis •ctiona?
Whether he ha* taid or done the thing* iroputcHi to
liiai ofianer iJiaa onoe ? and whether in ie«t or in car>
i
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ceeds to call tlie witnesses. And here, too, the distinc- Inqulkitlan.
tions of character are often altogether overlooked.
No
previous transgression of the decalogue, no loss of re- Kxauiiostioo of the
putation or of credit in society, prevents the witnesses
wiuittMt.
from being listened to. Usurers, detested and abhor,
red, are permitted to give their evidence ; " also, common blasphemers, common gamesters, persons quite
intoxicated, and not merely exhilarated by wine, stageplayers and prize-fighterj, apostates from religion, persons bastinadoed, bankrupts, traitors, backbiters, and
spendthrifts."
{IJmiorch. Abrtdg. p. 370.) And the
number of the witnesses is allowed as an equivalent for
their inadmissibility when they are severally considered.
We turn aside for a moment from this catalogue
of infamy, in order to prevent a mistake into which
our readers might naturally fall. When we speak of
witnesses, in Great Britain, we almost unavoidably
think of a charge regularly brought, the judges upon
the bench, the jury sworn, the criminal apprehended,
and in open court, the people admitted as auditors,
and the whole judicial a» * emb ly feeling and acting un.
der the assurance that they are responsible to an intelligent and watchful public for every part of tiieir proceedings.
But, in the inquisitorial tribunal, when the
witnesses are summoned, tlie party accused has not
even been taken into custody. He remains in his
own house, and in the bosom oi his family, engaged in
his ortlinary occupations, and entering, it may be, into
the amusements of the place where he lives ; utterly
ignorant of all thit has been done against him, and ut>
terly unprepared fur all that is to follow.
In truth, the
depositions of the witnesses are viewed, rather in con«
nection with the charge, than with ttic Lmuc, and relate
not «o much to the guilt or tlie innocrence of the party
•octieed, as to the sufficiency or insuliiciency of the inLike the informer, the witnesses arc sworn
fonaatioa.
to tocwejr i tlieir names, and personal history, are most
industriously concealed ; and there are instances upon
MOHi. where brother* and sisters hav« given evidence
yiint hrnthit* and Mstwv, where the wife ha* depo*ed aflMMt tiia husband, and tite husband against the

—

wife.

The next atep is the appreheoaion of the victim. This Appnhrn.
usually take* pilaoe in
'>t ; and for the most part **°''. <^
too, under some fa.
coaabiBation f^ circum- ^'<^""tanfa%jphnii the procccduig, by its suddtvine^s, and its
appaUw aharactcr, i* bast fiuivl over|>uwer resibt»erc said or anoe, ana prevent inquir}-, ami
neat, ami in whose cetapany tho-<
\ the occasions
oestion* arc of aecret fear.
done ? Tho answers to these and
Like the tiger
tlie wild ani'he notary, and read over to the in- mal from the thicket, the inqui'uior incditatps, in siwritten <''
subacrihc* hi* name to the docu- lence, hi* horrific purpose, regards hi* prey with anxiJonuer, V.
ment, or, if tx' oa>not write, put* ui
-mark ou* vigilance, ooniider* the whole ca»e maturely and
Hr is then (worn tu *•«.;
of the era**,
>ccrewell, aitd aelecta his opportunity. Not tlie slightest hint
sy, say the Catholic doctors, is the «As^
of the of JBUCMri^r is given, not a suspicion is breathed, till, in
Hit name, hi« personal apprarance, the the dead time of the night, a band of monsters calmly
inquisition.
place of his abode,
'y ether riminMlMW a^ approach the rcsidenoe of the accused, and demand an
apccting him, are >
led br the iaqwii- entrance.
To the qiiettion. In whose name Li this rejlor*> l«i* the practice ul iiilurmiiig should be itiamnw
quired i the answer is " The Holy Office.'' In an inged ; and having once put the court in poaeetaon of atant the tie* of nature are broken, every feeling of
the requisite intellifisace, he drof awav entirely fi
friendship is suppressed, and parents and cliildren, or
the view, and it never agnin mentioncj, and, if
aistert, or brother*, with a promptitude altogether inconbiU, is never again reiirr
nbole course of ceivable, haaten to deliver up the victim ; and tlie
Thus doet
the procesa.
iiii.il.
rallitl bv
wretcbeii individual, scarcely recovered from his sur'
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uinity fur indulof cencaiJncnt, and pru
ging the worst filling* and paaaions of our nature
periiontl malice, envy, and revenge.
After dfimiwing the informer, the giquintor pro*

itrise, and without knowing what lie is accused of, i<
hurried away into the prison* of the Inquisition. Should
couvictian afterward* take place, (and the rich merchant, or «ub«tantial atiacn very rarel v iscapeo,) his pro"f confiscation
perty is confiscated: and the
appue* retrospectively, not oidy t
.:;ite of his apOD. but to the tiise when the purity of hu
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ing the face of a human creature excepting that of his Inquisition.
keej>er, or hearing the sound of any voice but his. He
Kxannnais forbidden to make the Slightest noise, even to cough
or to stir.
It were a mockery to alio* him the use of
nri^'.r
books ; for, being shut up in total darkness, he could
not peruse them
The morning, and the evening, the
day, the week, and the month, pass over him, in the
same stillness and seclusion. Sometimes the prisoner
is doomed to spend whole years in this situation ; hot
and feverish, amidst the miasmata proceeding from his
cerely and
own body, or putrefying alive in the accumulating filth
is, and
he
where
knows
he
if
asked
then
him. He is
of his apartment, which, through weakness or disease,
whether he is aware that he is at present within the
men are he is unable to remove. " As liberty," says the author
walls of the inquisition, and why it is Uiat
He of the Letters on the Iiujuisilion, " is sweet upon any
usually detained in the custody of the holy office.
terms, and even the galleys themselves ard a paradise
over
in
run
and
to
himself,
recolUct
desired
to
is then
search out when compared with the dreary cells of the inquisition,
his mind the events of his past life, and to
'
and ascertain, whether heniay not, on some occasion, where every kind of rigour is put in practice which can
have said or done some one thing of another, contrary render life a burden, without any interval, or the least
authority of alleviation, nothing is more natural than for one, conto the purity of the Catholic faith, and the
If he persists in maintaining fined to such a prison, to wish, with the utmost anxiethe Inquisitorial Court.
his ignorance, he is informed that every degree of ty, for the next au/o da fe, which, though a bitter remercy is shewn towards those who confess, while the medy, is the only one that can afford him any prospect
But even this miserable comfort is denied
obstinate are treated with the utmost severity; he is of relief.
The wretch sits sighing and pining away within
soothed and threatened by turns ; his offence is ascribed him.
his gloomy dungeon, in expectation of the solemn day
rather to his simplicity and the easiness of his disposiwhen he shall be permittee! to behold once more the
tion, than to any criminal purpose or unusual depravilight of the sun, to breathe the fresh air, and cheer his
ty ; he is reminded of the horrors of imprisonment,
eyes with the sight of his friends and relations.
The
its hunger, filth, and stench ; and something is said
aboul the pure air of heaven, and the blessed light long-wished-for day at length arrives ; it passes away ;
of the sun. The questions are then varied in every and the unhappy individual still remains in the same
doleful situation."
Sometimes, however, the strength
possible way and every art of unrighteous investigaof his noble mind is broken ; and worn out by unmitition is tried and if, after all, he should still persist,
declaring himself ignorant of any word or action that gated and hopele-ss suffering, he belies his own concould be construed into heresy, he is told that he must sciousness of innocence, declares himself guilty, and
be carried back to his dungeon, to aid his memory by subscribes any confession which the inquisitors may
choose to put into his mouth.
reflection, to commune with his own heart, and to subThere is nothing in the history of the inquisitorial The prison'
ject the resolution of a haughty spirit to the dominion
procedure which has called forth such universal repro- " " '" S'of conscience.
bation as the fart, that the prisoner is never confront- "''f*,"!!?
'^'^^ ^®"* "'' ^^^ inquisition are square apartments,
Cells of the
ed either with the informer or the witnesses. He is mu/ihe
feet in superficial measureinquisiuon. each side being about
If the evidence is given wimesscat
ment. There is usually one row of them built over not even told who they are.
The cells of the upper row are lighted by to him in writing, as ih sometimes the case, it is preanother.
means of a small iron grate placed in the cell ; those of pared in such a way that he can by no means learn from
the under row are sunk beneath the level of the external it, how the information against him was communicatEach apartment has ed, or the proofs of his delinquency have been obtainsurface, and are perfectly dark.
two doors, one exterior to the other. The inner one is ed. The evil of these practices was long ago perceivIn the beginning of the l6th century, the Moors
of a massy thickness, and faced with iron, having a ed.
grate on the under part of it, and in the upper part an and Jews residing in Spain offered 800,000 pieces of
opening, through which his victuals and other necessa- gold to Charles V., who had just succeeded his grandThe outer door is father Ferdinand, King of Castile, provided he would
ries are delivered to the prisoner.
introduce a law, ordaining that the names of the witentire, without grate or opening, and, like the inner
one, is exceedingly strong.
The walls are commonly nesses in the inquisitorial courts should be regularly
about seven or eight feet in thickness. In each apart- publist'ed. Charles, who was only eighteen years of
ment there is placed a bed of rushes, together with age, was very strongly tempted to accept of tlie motwo pots of water, one to wash in, and the other for ney ; but Cardinal Ximenes, at that time inquisitordrink.
There is likewise a larger vessel, which is emp- general, represented to the king "that irrep;irable intied every third or fourth day.
The treatment of the jury would be done to the church if he permitted the
practice, and by reminding him of his grandfather Ferprisoners varies according to their rank or fortune.
Those who are poor have half a rial for their daily sup- dinand, surnamed the Catholic, he prevailed upon him
port allowed them by the king ; out of this pittance, to refuse the offer.
It was this same Cardinal who obhowever, the provision-buyer, or dispenser, as he is jected to the translation of the Scriptures into the vulcalled, the cook, and the jail-keeper, must all be paid ;
gar tongue, saying, " that the books of the Old and
and the proportion claimed by each of these functiona- New Testament ought to remain shut up in the three
ries amounts to nearly one-tenth of the whole.
Dr. languages which God, not without the greatest mysGeddes mentions a prisoner in the Inquisition at Lis- tery, had directed to be placed over the head of his
bon, who was allowed no more than three vinlcms a- dear Son as he hung upon the cross." Cases, however,
Mojeof
day, or threepence-haUpenny of English money.
have occurred when it was necessary that the witnes- confrontln
The obitina»e heretic is consigned to the apartments ses should see the prisoner, in order to ascertain his 'hem v;he
of the under row. There he sits upon his bed of rush- personal identity. But even in these cases, the busi- " '^ lecei
^"^'
e«, in darkness, solitude, and silence, without ever seeness has beea so conducted, thftt the prisoner was ne-
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tions of his heresy
^j^^^ ^ ^,^^^j ^j^j^y^ tl,e prisoner is brought forth and
howIt is worthy of particular observation,
examined.
his charge: he is
ever, that tio crime is ever laid to
British
never accused ; for, stranee as it may sound in
to draw
inquisitor
the
of
oliject
exclusive
ears it is the
is first
from his own lips a confession of his guilt. He
sinrequired to declare, upon oath, that he will answer,
directly, the questions which are put to
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The

*-*V"~^ u*ual IT ethod has been to introduce the prisoner into
the companv of several other persons in the same
drcM with hiiwrlf and to permit the infomier, or the
witncMOf to inmect the whole party, throu(;li a small

And though it hns
opening, or crevice in the door.
ometimc* happened that they have mistaken the
guilty individual, and made a wrong choice, even
after repeated trials, yet »uch is the nature of these
courts, and so neccasary is it that informations, of
whatever description, •ooold be communicated, that
tJKim fabe accusers, and deliberate and perjured detioj eii of the innocent and the unwary, have been allowed to escape with little more than • very gentle rebuke.
It ia no uairequcat occurrence, that while the prisoner icfoM* to confM*, and rrm.-tins in his dungeon.
the JnqoitUar afccts to be displeased with his obstinacy,
and eoadamiH him to the totture. But fiist of all, atiBBpla arc made to frighten him in various ways. The
iiMlmaicnta of torture are shewn him at a distance.
Ho is lad, by many windings, and throui;h a lucccssiun
«f doora, into a Ur)^ room, feebly lij^iited, where the
aaaCBliaBV is pointr<l out to him, covered with a black
liacn gaiMCi it, which reaches down to his feet, and
having a long cowl of (he same colour drawn over his
hMd and face. This extraordinary 6gure carries in bis
hand an iron collar, or a whip, or aoaw other in«trutn t of toHore, and he appears to stare in solemn stilU
acas at the prisooar, ihroi^ two small opening*, which
aro made for that purpose in the cowl. " All tlii*,"
ays Cronsalvius, " is intended to strike tha miserable
wretch with greater terror, when he sees himself at>out
to be tortured by the hands of one, who thus looks like
the very devil."
The degree* of torture formerly in n«e were live in
nnmber. Thar were inflicted in ncceaaion, and have
been deaerihed at length by Joiio* CUru*. I. The
thiaafiigf of the torture. S. The step* uken when
cndMlivg the priaoncr to the pbcc of torture. 3. The
IwlaiV'liy atiiupiiig and binding. 4. Elevation upon
the raA er pulley.
5. Squa—rtian, or the sudden nre>
dpitation, and sadden suspenaioa of the body. To these
may be added, the iran alipper, the eoh. or wooden
hone, the thumb.terewa. and varfctus others. The
neaaare of the severity is imiicated by the terms in
which the orders of the inquinitnrs are rxptcssed.
If it ia said, '< let the primnrr be interrxigatcd by
torture," ha is merely boiatcd up upon the rope,
but dot* not nndergo the aqaaatatioo
If the order
bear*, " let
be tqrtand. he auwt and«go the
aqBss»atiaB once, beiM inl iMtnogaled •* he i« hanging upon the cord ana engine
If it ia said, " let him
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represented as penitent, and restored to
though not without under;
going certain punishments, more or less severe, and
certain painful varieties of penance.
But, should he
either retract his confession, or persist in his heresy,
he is deliverefl over to the secular power, and is burnt
alive at the next auto da fe.
The punishments inflicted by the Inquisition may
be regarded as of two sorts, punishments not issuing
in death, and punishments which have that issue.
Under the first of these heads are comprehended the
ecclesiastical punishments, such as penance, excommunication, interdict, and the deprivation of clerical
fession,

the

but

is

bosom of the church
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and dignities ; and under this head too, are included the confiscation of goods, the disinheriting of
children; for no child, though himself a Catholic, can
inherit tlie projwrty of a father dying in heresy ; the
loss of all right to obedience on the part of kings and
other feudal superiors, and a corresponfling loss ot' right
to the fulfilment of oaths and obligations, on the part
of subjects ; imprisonment in monasteries or in jaib,
whipping, the gallies, and the l)ann of the empire, or
didiJatiun.
Under the second head, or that of punishments iaiuing in death, tliere are only two instances,
vix. Ktrangling at the stake, and death by fire.
These
instances may easily be comprehended in a short account of the " auto da Jr." For the severity of the
latter class of punishments, Simancas gives what i*
" We must
calle<l by Limborch, " a merry reason."
not contend with heretics," says he " by Scripture, aa
by tliat, our victory will be uncertain and doubtful."
Coihid Intutut. tit 59. sect ii.
In the proce**ian of tl»e " auio Jafe' the monks of Pneettion
the order of .St. Dominic, walk first. These carry the oftheanto
standard of the Inquisition, bearing on the one side, ^fi"
the picture of Dominic himself, curiously wrought in
nec<llr-work, and on the other, the figure of the cross,
between those of an olive branch and a naked sword,
with the motto " jut'Uia el mitrricordia." Immediately alter the Dominicans comes the penitents, dressed
in black roat*. without sleeves, barrfuote<l, and with
wax-candles in their hand*. Among the>>e, the prind*
pal oRendrrs wear the mfamous habit called the samie-iio.
Next come the penitents, who have narrowly
escaped the punishment of death ; and these have
flime* painted upttn their garments or benitoes, but
with the iMMnta of the flames turned downwards, imthat they have been aavcd, " yet so as by fire.''
come the negative, and the relapsed, the wretchea
who are doouMd to the stake ; these also have flames
upon thdr habiu, but pointing upward. After the
negative and the relapsed, come the guilty and impenitent, or th<«e who have l)ren coovicte<i of heresy,
be well tottiirad," he aiiiat sulTrr two aauasaatiotis. If ami who persist m it ; and these, besideii the flame*
the wptiwion k, " let him be aevcrahr iorture«i." it pointing upwards, have " their picture (<lrawn for that
i« nndef aloud of three squaaaalioaa. inflicted at three
purpose a few days before^ upon their breasts, with
diflrrent time* *ithin theapaocof an hour.
dogs, serpents, and deviU, all with open mouths, paintIf. " very
•evcrrly," it wuit be done with twisting, and weighu ed about It"
I'his part of the proce**ion is closied bj
•uapcodcd from the feet of the priaoncr and if, " very a number of individuals carrying the figures of those
aevarely, even «nto death,' the crimiiul'* life is in imwho have died in heresy, or large chests, painted black,
mediate danger.
Sbould the priMmrr, through the and marked with serpents and devils, containing their
weakao** of haoua natui*, or the extmniiy «f the bones dug out of the grave, in order that they may be
aufenng, be forced to cooIms, hi* oanfe*sion is instant- re<luced to ashe*. A troop of familiars on horseltack
ly taken down by the notary ; and if he adhere* to it
fo.luw the prisoners ; and after these come the sub>
at his next examination,
'nmooly take* place ordinate inquisitors, anil other functionaries of the Holv
in twenty-four hours after
tion of the torture,
Offii-'e, upon mules; and, last of all, comes the Inquioffices
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ing at proper intervals.
We hurry over the rest of this dreadful scene. At
tlie place of execution, stakes are set up according to
They are usually about
the number of the sufferers.
twelve feet in height, and at the bottom of each there is
The neplaced a considci-ai)Ie quantity of dry furze.
gative and the.relapsed arc first strangled at the stake,
and afterwards burnt. The convicted and impenitent,
or the professeil, as they are otherwise called, are burnt
alive.
To these, certain Jesuits who are appointed to
attend them, address many exhortations, imploring
them to be reconciled to the church of Rome, but commonly without effect. The executioner therefore ascends, and turns the prisoners off from the ladder, upon
a small board fastened to the" stake, within half a yard
of the top; and the Jesuits having declared, "that they
leave them to the devil, who is standing at their elbow,"
to receive tlieir souls as soon as they have quitted their
Ixnlies, a great shout is raised, and the whole multitude
imite in crying, " let tlie dogs' beards be trimmed, let
This is done by thrustthe dogs' beards be trimmed."
ing flaming furze, tied to the end of a long pole, against
their faces; and the process is often continued till
the features of the prisoners are all wasted away, and
they can no lonj^er be known by their looks. The
furze at the bottom of the stake is tlien set on fire ; but
as the sufferers are raised to the height of ten feet above
the ground, the flame seldom reaches beyond their
knees, so that they are really roasted, and not burnt to
" Yet, though out of hell," as Dr. Geddes exdeath.
presses it, " there cannot be a more lamentable spectacle than this," it is beheld by people of both sexes, and
of all ages, with the utmost demonstrations of joy,
bull feast or a farce being dull entertainments compared with an " auto dafe."
In finishing the account which we meant to give
of the inquisition, it is distressing to state, that this

—

most detestable tribunal, after having been abolished
in Spain by the orders of Napoleon, has been restored under Ferdinand VII. surnaraed " the beloved,''
a prince, reinstated in his possessions, and
established on his throne, by the magnanimous ex-

—

ertions of the British people.
The order for the
restoration of the Holy Office was dated at Madrid,
21 St of July, 1814, and bears the signature of "I

the King."
It was followed on the 5th of April
IS 15, by a solemn declaration on the part of D. FranCisco Xavier Miar y Campillo, the Spanish inquisitorgeneral, offering a term of grace to those who had fallen into the crime of heresy, and requiring them to
purge their consciences by confession, and to be reconciled to the church.
Both the king and the inquisitor speak of changes and modifications
and the lat;

takes notice of the " sweetness and
charity" which are now to be used in the ecclesiastical
procedure.
Strange things have happened in our day
but we should hope, that though the secret
prisons of
the inquisition may remain, and its solitary
and hope-

ter, in particular,

less confinement, and the agony of its
torture, we shall
never agam hear of a public " auto daje."
See the
Direclm-ium Inquisilorum, Fr. Nicoki Eymerici,
Rom.
1535, lol.
Pegnae Inslnwlio seu Praxis Inquisiturum,

cum nolts. Caesaris Cara-nie, Lugd. I669. Lucerna
Inwmtlnrum. Fr. Bernardi Cownsw. Simancas
Z)eC«//eo.
/lets InsUlutwmbiis.
Royas De Hwrclicis, Sjc. Ugolini
fractat. de Hterclicis. Gonsalvi Inquisit.
Hispanic. Aries
Detects. Du Cange, Voce Jnquisitio. Limborcli's
Hkt.

Dugdale's Spanish Inquisition.. Voli. p. 224, and
GedAcs' Vielb of the Inquisilion in Portu-

o/tfie Inquisilion.
taire's

Universal Hist. Supplement to vol.

vol. iii.p. 177.

gal. BtichaniLn's Ecclesiastical llesearchessp. IGS.

INSANITY.

This word ought, from

Inianity.

^*^~y^

(h)

etymology, to signify " want of soundness," or " want of
health."
It is applied, in the English language, to denote an unsound state of the mental powers. 1 1 is generally used as synonymous with " mental derangement."
But it is more proper to consider it as including a
greater extent of malady, by comprehending cases in
which the mental powers are in themselves deficient, as
well as those in which they are disordered.
It is a matter of great importance to fix the definition InijKiKance
and characters of insanity with such precision, ^js to ren- "f underder the practical application of just principles on the sub- ^"'".""'E "^^
ject a matter of certainty. The imputation of insanity to
any individual brings after it the most serious consequences ; as it subjects him, in the best regulated communities, to the loss of the common privileges of a man and
•
a citizen and, in certain states of society, and during
the prevalence of certain opinions, is followed by subjection to the lowest degradation, to utter contempt, to
As soon as a man has
horror, and even to cruelty.
been declared insane, it has too often happened that
he has not only been excluded from the conunon enjoyments of society, but cut off from all that consideration and tenderness by which comfort is preserved,
and has been committed to the custody of persons who
had no interest in his recovery or welfare, and from
whom no dutiful line of conduct was exacted or expect^
ed.
The rash application of such an imputation is an
event the possibility of which, under these circumBut,
stances, cannot be thought of without horror.
even under the prevalence of the most humane princiits

;

ples,

and the most considerate and discriminating treat-

different descriptions of insane subjects,
the questipn does not lose its importance. When ought
any individual to be pronounced insane
Human minds are so differently constituted ; their lu
excellencies and defects are so often and so strangely ty.
blended, and contrasts so striking presertt themselves
in the mental features of the same individuals ; the gradations of mental qualities and mental states are likewise so numerous, and difficult to separate from one

ment of the

.''

another, that this question
tous to solve.

is

as

hard

as. it is

diflScul-

momen-

Practical distinctions, with a view to legal proceed- Modeot
ings, therefore, are very properly regulated by the ef- '"nj'nflng
'^?*' '"*"
fects which the mental character and state produce on

those parts of conduct which are es^ential to man as a
member of society, and the safety and suitableness of

allowing him to remain at large, and manage his own
property and interests. This is more kept in view than
the minute analysis of the mode in which the mental
It is a common adage, that
operations are conducted.
the chief difference between a fool and a wise man is,
that the wise man has sufficient art to conceal his defiWe only descend a grade lower, when we
ciencies.
distinguish an insane from a sane mind, than in describing what we commonly call a fool in contradistincIt is often a flat and total loss of a
tion to a wise man.

view of his relationship to otlier men, in addition to
those follies which are common to him with many
othef persons, that decides a man to be insane.
It often appears an important point, when an atrocious action has been perpetrated, to determine whether it should be ascribed to insanity or to crime. But,
it may be observed, that every case in which this point
.5

culties.

INSANITY.
questionable, is ullimately detennined bv utility,
«nd the influence of example. Minds so cftnstitute<l
by natui«, or diatorted by diaeaae, that the common
modvea of mankind do not reach them, are very dit'.
is

'

fetent from

and

juatice,

tbMe

in

whom

rational fear,

an obtuseneas to humanity,

is

the direct effect of a de-

prmred self-indulgence. In the former, common motivea are precludni from all operation, and tiieir actiana are, in thia reapcct , entirely fortuitous ; whereas
lattar are caam by the punishment of which a
deacriptian of peraona are rertrained from
aAJm*. Ta prerent crime ia the object of
l^gUttioo, and not to gratify, by the infliction of pain, tlwt jnat antipathy which the virtuoiu
\Ve by no means asaert that
entertain to moral evil.
thia cotuMltnitian ia the sole foundation of the distinctiafM to be made between the different sources
•f hnrnu actions, and that accountablenesa haa no
wtmeaag in itaetf. In the ^preater number of cases, the
iliiaiina batWMt volnntary and involuntary conduct
Bat wherever a difficulty exista,
ia bMacUy markad.
tiia |Miuu|iha of utility, and a reference to the ultimate
tiMiaiinimii iia of our decision on the safety of social
Wherever a due degree of atlil^ aa«i tbt aoraat aid.
tanliaii laa Immi paid to the aberrationa of the haman
nund, bjr the parti^ called on to {pvelhairdeciaioa bafof* a man b to be treated aa inaane, and wherever thm
whole proceedinna a»»— hjactrd to a fair de^rree ofpulv
licity, we have little toappaiiicnd, in an intelltfient atatt

—

his

efaeeiaty.ftvnthaaMtcdiSealtyoftkeaab!^

Awo ineaiMdHalanaM,

nidiBBi^ thm toleratian of low
tlw aewJdiBe gf a dotjr feaiieiily

mieci—nr motiiraa,
v^A^i^ala^^ai^^Me tha^MMatntdaoMkHMlioaawidn
tbefidsafiridaoraamleaditlMBtofona witk otbata

who am

bjr

the woiat

iiM)Ci »e a

poiicT of «mBanl7
bte aboaaa an th«

to

a

hawadHived

their

at

Batitiaona'afttM

manl

nuBd lidag aap^
the pi tain t afe, to ind the
Wa
i^a ma^
rior to such aaeliianOT ana htrfra
mar prvP'^
bablrlMulthiaiMpib»aiaa aea |i>acuwBrof aaosroder

m

mode «f thnduBf on

all

|iie>alit Donl OMHaa of into thaaa wha an naUy
to be tether removed ftwa a tandaaejr to a

of some oT the

To know o
,

ia

itiea

partieipatioa in their malady, than

we rfionid uthai m ia>

be.
•

:a1

.,r..:y.

iBMoil^, ta tba aoit ooaifnhaMiva aeotplMiaa af
the tann, iiMlieaa aMntal iaantinMle tar
ane'a
tfaa BHDMamflit oi pHrate
ra the riliiiwn ti aadal Ulkw
Ji<lBiiiiriw tad
abanatMMp mdoad, anan exial, which are narcf d^

mv n

Cnm

nanHMsad nauMy*

Xhaea le aanavMlr a diBcfviicc
af phMiapaaai7 and aannar wMch, hi aridition to what
-'4.
m«r baaJHid vnaaoonMaMa [laculiaiit iec of
aothoriaa
in ptonoaaeinc a nan iaaane.
though readily nooKoiiad ^^ paneoi ot obirrtutiiin,

—

<

w

doce net

admt ordaanition.

nity

Iiiaa

cadata in reriana fonni, aa well aa rerioat

Whaa we

attempt to aataUiah a dirWon of
thaankjaet on the ftcnn which it amumca, our aabdi'
too mreareaa, and we mn the riA of
lofraat and
fjmptu BM which are UaMe to

^cgraaa.

I

fte different

wMss ia
'

orifso.

The maat mn!¥ai iieBt
which

ia

^

sanity.
nital"

ditician of the subject, is that
fatidad on the trithi of different caaca of inThaaf ia a marked difltrence between •* eonge-

M taiatfHim tMBilv." The

congenital va.
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one from which no recovery is espected. It is Idiotian.
generally denominated idiolUm, and is usually distin- ^""V"^^
guished by a deficiency, rather than a derangement of the
mental powers. Some one of the senses is often at the Congenital
same time dull or abolished. This happens most fre- insanity.
quently with that of hearing. The want of a power of
giving attention is the most glaring symptom ; and this
is distinguished from the volatility of lively minds, by
being accompanied with a slowness or inability to form
combinations among the ideas of perception, or to draw
silent practical inferences for the guidance of their acriety

tions.

is

readily

known by

a peculiar look and
all the
feelings and pursuits of other persons, an insensibility
to those impressions which are derived from social intercourse, and an ineptitude to receive instruction.
Sometimes the idiot never lean)! to speak, and his arIt

is

manner, accompanied with an alienation from

is always imperfect.
He seems insensible
to the langtiage of others, and only occasionally perceives a rude glimmering of meaning in words or expressions which have received an habitual association
with the supplv of his natural wants, or the excitement
of strong feehngs of bodily pleasure or pain. Yet
\there are i^
instances of partial idiotism.
- arc conjoinwl with grc.it quickMonstrous d.
neaa, great adiircss, tenacious memory, and even symptoma ofganina. Theae qualifications' are limited, however, to a narrow range of objects.
Yet congenital insanity has sometimes assumed a
form more nearly allietl to the madness which attacks adults.
Children have been known who, without thoaa defidenciea commonly reckoned idiotism,

ticulation

'

'

have evinced a d^^ree of estrangement from their spean inaenaibility to all kindness and good humour,
aiid a perpetual proclivity to the most unprovoked malice, and to the roost violent forms of outrage, in a form
equally incorrigible and conspicuous as in the most dangcrooa maniaca, Two remarkable cases of this kind are
uaaiiibail by Mr. IlaaUm.
We also occasionally see na<
tural idiots, who have a decree of activity which assimicies,

more or less to that of other insane
persons. On the other hand, an imbecility exactly similar to that of natural idiots has ofkcn originated, from valates their character

rioaacMMca, in peraons who had previously l)een in full
poaaeaaluu of th«r faculties.
It is only a prevailing, it is
nc< an universal fact, that congenital insanity assumes
the form of idiotism, and supervening insanity that to
which we give the name of msdrje^s.
To trace the coonection between deficiencies of mind Connection
defaeta or diaordcrs of organisation, is not an easy with organteak.
Nature inrrtea us to it by some prevailing com- " "*"««"•
cidcBoee but, when we trace these down to their millativ, she leaves us in the midst of such mere con-

nd

;

jecture and uncertainty, that we find it difficult to dc
- '"5 become unlerminc the point at which our ravailing.
Idiots are evidently •!
td from other
-ty in the ajjjuarjinc (if the head.
pcncmH '- - - i-ad isof diminutive size, and that
Moot C'
part of trie iirnin winch lies between the forehead and the
At other times, the back
vertex, is small in quantity.
part of the head appears deficient the boundary of the
occiput is a vertical line in continuity with that of the
cervix, and the anterior part ot the head is towering
and heavy. Some who have professed to prosecute
the subject extensively have told us tliat these were
cases in which the ventricles of the brain were distended with a serous secretion, and the cerebral substance
both deficient in quantity, and subjected to all the disadvantagn arising from dropsical oppression and diiocw
•

I

r

—

;
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This has het» declared to be universally
idiots whose heads either exhibited this
particular shape, or were preternaturally large. These

liiaum. ganization.

•^'V*"' the lase with

observations have not yet been sufficiently extensive,
and atteste<l by a sufficient number of observers, to form
is
a part of the asceruined doctrines of science. This
no derogation from the credit due to the enterprize of

who, though they
may not be trusted as superior to the influence which
entiiusiasm sometimes exercises over the power of obthose

who have undertaken them

;

servation, deserve praise for their devotedness to the
and will be entitled to more lasting honour if
even a few of their positions shall be ultimately estaCasts of the heads of idiots whose cases are
blished.

object,

minutely described, and whose hrauis have been dissected after death, if multiplied and well authenticated
in different countries, cannot, fail ultimately to throw
much light on the nervou? system, and its connection
with the manifestations of the mind? Yet it is possible
that the conclusions obuined may widely differ from
any that have been hitherto anticipated.
The chief characteristic about the head that is strictly universal, consists in the manner of holding and moving it, and thus, like other points of pure physiognomy,
resolves itself into the habits of the moving powers. Yet
we cannot deny that there is a deficiency of organization more strictly radical than this, which careful in-

quiry may be afterwards able in some measure to trace,
though we should not indulge the hope that the subcapable of being thoroughly explored.
idiots is not a matter of great difof humanity are generally in these
cases simple, and the events to be expected either from
the course of nature, from accident, or from any treatment, admit of very little variety.
The case is far otherwise with those forms of insaniInsai.ity sa
pervening
To such forms of it,
ty which are not congenital.
in (he
therefore, our chief attention is due.
ject

is

The treatment of
The duties
ficulty.

coiuse of
life.

Here, again, science finds herself cramped and embarrassed wherever the love of an easy and brief accuracy calls on her for a definition, or demands mention
to be made of any universal characteristic which is essential to insanity.

Nfelancholy-

Insanity, as thus applied, includes ?nefenc/jo/y and mad'
The symptoms of melancholy, however, often alternate with those ascribed to madness, and madness oftiess.

When melancholy exvarious degrees.
Few
persons are at all times exempt from it.
It is that state
which disappointment and external disadvantages have
a uniform tendency to produce. It is when comparatively permanent, and affecting a man's feelings towards
every object, that we call the disease hypochomlria, or, in
common language, " habitual discouragement." " Low
spirits," and the subsequent " indifference" tending to
that abolition of feeling and of interest which we call melancholia, are greater degrees of the same mental disease.
When symptoms of melancholy exist separately from
those of mania, the individual is disposed to decline
the common affairs of life in a greater degree than he
appears to be unfitted for them ; no coercion or confinement is called for ; no mischief is to be dreaded,
excepting that in some cases a tendency to suicide may
be suspected to be present, or that mania may be apprchended as its ultimate consequence.
Our further delineations and remarks shall be confined to mania, by far the most important branch of the
subject of insanity.
It is in cases of jnaaia, that the perplexities to wliich
ten ends in settled melancholy.

ists separately, it is

M«Bia-

found

in

we have

already alluded in forming our decisiona prin-

Afania.

cipally occur.
The difference

between Hie state of the thoughts in
maniacs and in others is not ensily descritted or defined ;
but it is judiciously observed by Cullen, that " it always
implies hurry.''
It appears in the form of false judgments, and irresistible actions
sometimes conjoined,
sometimes separate. Aberration of any sensation or
;

power is so incident to all men, that it cannot constitute insanity.
Hence some have made this
distinction, that in the insane tlie aberrations are totally unpcrceived.
Even this, however, fails to afford
us a sure diagnostic.
Maniacal aberrations of judgment
seem only a greater degree, and a more unaccountable form of that ignorance of ourselves, our* motives,
our character, and the relations in which we stand to
intellectual

others, which abounds among mankind
And with regard to the irresistible aberrations of feeling of the maniac, he is in many cases very far from being unconscious of their existence and influence.
Perhaps the
following definition, although it does not present to the
mind the striking image of madness, will more nearly
designate all cases of this malady than any other that
" A continued impetuosity of thought,
has been given
which totally unfits a man for judging and acting with
the composure requisite for the maintenance of the social relations of life." Yet this definition will only apply
with propriety, in consequence of the emphasis to be laid
on the word " totally.'' We must profess our dissaWords are only aids to
tisfaction with all definitions.
our minds in giving precision to our observations on
phenomena which must be presented to our actual view
before a conception of them can be formed ; and this
is one of those subjects, on which the words must be
numerous, and extend to the length of a historical description, before they can communicate precise information.
Even then their deficiency is apparent ; and,
when we are limited to a sliort compass, as in the present
article, we rather hope to present instructive sketches,
than an entire view of this important subject, the study
of which is worthy of being much better cultivated.
The impetuosity of mania appears under two leading Two iMd-.
Furor consists in an ex- ing f yinp.
forms. Juror and delirium.
treme irascibility, and an invincible propensity to com- toms.
mit indecent or atrocious actions. It is considered as a
Delirium consists in an extreme
disease of the will.
hurry of imagination, sometimes attended with a false
perception of objects as present which are not, and always depriving the patient of those just notions of
the relations of things around him which he entertains
It is, therefore, considered as a
in a state of health.
symptom of disease in the intellectual powers. Impetuosity, however, is a characteristic in which it agrees
with furor. A diseased inclination attaches the patient to those rambling thoughts which derange the
operations of his judgment.
Mania has seldom been known to attack any person iModes of
before the age of puberty, after which period all ages attack.
It is sometimes preceded by deep
are subject to it.
melancholy, or by a slight lowness of spirits. In persons addicted to intemperate drinking, the approach is
sometimes indicated by an increase in the extravagance
of conduct attending their excesses. The most general Its gexcnl
mark of decided mania is a total change of feeling to- featuiu.
wards connections and acquaintances, indicated by a
suspiciousness, and a violent hatred towards those persons who at other times are objects of affection and
confidence.
Very often the patient shews remarkable
proofs of penetrating sagacity, brilliant wit, and aa im^
:

INSANITY.
He

leems to understand better than
is goinff forward around him, but
give* an erranemu and gencallv a malignant construeThere have been ca.«es in
tian to every transaction.
which he has felt a strong inclination to assault, and
even to murder every person that came in his way, althoutrh he could converge rationally, and deplore those
ungovemed inclinations by which he felt himself so
inevitably swayed,
tiometimes there is an inclination
to auickle, secating to arise not so much from a sense
at nnhanpoMM^ a* from a mere tendency to extravagance. The patient ia so prone to novelty, and so re*
ganllets of conaequencea, as to grasp eagerly at any opBortunitT that may be given him, of throwing hinuelf
iImb « iMllgw o height. Here we have only a greattla gr
at tbaae nervous fectmga which are experitetd by aoaie perMna in appamt health and sound.
IMM of mind. We have known a man of the greatest
nafMctability, who acknowledged that, whenever he
pesaed a particular bridge^ he fisit • alight inclination to
threw himself over, af ce pe wied with a slight dread
that thia iaciination might nurry him away.
The JeMi iona m^inga which characterize mania in

ipoung eloquence.
•t other time* what

m

M

w

m

w

form, are as varioua aa the charactera ami
ideas of individuals.
Somctimea they are eeofined to
one eh}ect, which abaofba an inerdiaalB Jtgree of inita perfect

tanat;

hirt

maatgenanlly thereiaaMMJM^meBtoa

ewei f asBj^ect that oocttm

The awntog of miiace haa often been remarked,
,

aa

feels the

Msnis.

propriety of not suffering the thought of it to distress "^nr"™*'
him.
Were it not for this reflection, which his experience has taught him, it could not be supposed that mania would have any intermission, or ever terminate in
recovery.
The sensibility, besides, is often exhausted
to such a degree, by the perplexity suffered previous to
the attack, that circumstances really gloomy have much
less influence than formerly in depressing the mind.
The patient also experiences a secret delight in the re«
turn of sound impressions, and knows that the best way
of cheribhing them is to avoid every afflicting thought.
It is seldom that mania returns at regular periods.
Of two hundred patients under the care of M. Pinel,
in the Bicitre of Paris, only six were of this description,
and their periotis were dillerent from one another.
violent attack of maniacal excitement is sometimes Teraiinv
followed by a sudden debility, in which the patient is uoo.

A

speedily carried

off.

Sometimes persona who have been for a long time in
a maniacal state, recover composure of intellect, which
continues for a rear or two without any relapse; but
afterwards lose the whole energy of their constitution,'
and are cut off by that species of decay which is called
atrophia.
Very often

it

happens that a patient,

after

being for

cut off by an apoIt is very common fur tlie disease to
plectic attack.
negtmtatf into a chronic idiotism, which continues for

aome time recovered from mania,

—

is

The corporeal phenomena of mania are of less uni- Corponal
formity than the menUl ; but, when they occur, they •ymptonu.
throw light on the existing state of the constitution,
and attention to them becomes necessary in practice.
Want of sleep is the most common symptom of thia
kind.
An apparent increaae of atrength is also very
frequent. Fever, constipation, dryness of the skin, and
inaaaHd heat in the heail, are frequent symptoms. It
haa baan Mppoaed, that patienta under mania are leaa
tn eatamal cold than heathy subjects. Thia
by Mr. Haslam; and probably will
only apply to this disease in ita acute state, and ita

to iptermimiorn, during which
the petianC appeara
well aa previeue ta the atfeidi,
aaoant thai, not bmag engaged in hie ueoal occa pationa,
and being aoaibia of the esiating taadoicy to diaeeae,
bt shews leaa of the
intrmt which he naed to
take in sorreanding obyacts, and a de|frteof ahyncm to>
wards thoae who addrem him. It u cnrrmtly suppoaed by penana not iatimauly acquainteil with the
pbenoaena of mental disease, that the Imdd interval
•oat be the meat horrid of all possible sutca of mind.
They conceive that the temporary rcinm of iimuii.
bcingmg to the patient'a Bund a view of hie deploiable
amlady. most continually ahock him with mach greater
violence, than it can aStct thoae who inuwine to thrmaelvea the aame distme in others
This, however, i« a
miauke Tha lacid iMarval bring* witli it an exercise
of raaaon lese indeed to be depende<l on, but in some
than it is tound in the generality
whoLoevcr laboured under the (iimse. The
I

and

UA).

M

rmbr

situation,

and the pertinent

I

m
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becomes resigned to his

with which they
oeder te obtain aatialofthecraaionapractiaed by an
A peticnt in the Innatic asy.
when the wnter of thia article atatoing to have
loat Ua ear, and, when iaienefted aboat the inatrument with which h* had thaa mutilated himself, he
first made a great myateiy of it, and then boasted of
hie addeaae ia abitraeiiiif abaitoo fteai hiaaeUdMMr'a
J it oa a atone, and caltia^ on hie car
irbakgre any penon eould ebaerva him.
In thia
we may reoMcfc the Imind contrast between
the unnatural ol^ject whidi the patient had in view,
am! the akill which he eaqihrfod te aeoompliah it. A
aimilar ouwtf t ander a variety of fenne ia of Aenoent
oaaurmee. The impmaioaa which ofajeda malie on
the patient's mind ate alien extiavagaat, while the i«^
wnmga which be eitabliahee on tbaae impiimium are

daae and Mnng.
Manie ia often aabject

patient

carlicat atagoa.

The pwymaia of mania

ia

in general difficult

The

mtr

puberty, we, caieThe preri* pmrilmt, have better hopea of a recovery.
vioua diapositiona of the petient are worthy of our attention.
In persona naturally shy, and easily discouraged, the prognoaia, thoucfa not rendered decidedly
Mania acbad, is rather leas favoorabw than in others.
oonipaDied with mirth, i* less hurtful to the health, and
lamohatinate tlian that which is marked by horror and
earlier in bfir that

it

come* on

dialreaa.

When

this affection haa

aaooceded to a long conti«

religioua melancholy, we have little expecution
ofaparftct cure, particularly if the patient has been
strongly attached to discouraging npiuioiu.
Where the patient's turn of mind has bt>cn previous-

Bued

by singularities, and still more where
whole conduct has indicated a want of common
prudence and feeling, an attack of mania, though aply chaBacteriae«l

his

ptfently cure<l, leaves behind it a character of increased
In persons ol ingenuous dispositions it is somelolly.
times followed by a character of greater moilesty ; but
the morbid sensibility is increased in proportion to the
increase of external prudence, and the paticut runs a

of being carried off by apoplexy.
disease becomes leas hopeful in proportion t»
Hence, iu some iiutitUo
the length u( ita continuance.

risk

The

Progaosfak
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CauMiof
niadnen.

llncdiury.

under it for a year,
tionu, patienU who have labourwl
curative measures
are put in the list of incurable, and
In others, two
view.
in
kept
cases
such
in
are not
These
probation.
years are allowed for this species of
Recovery
predictions, however, must not be absolute.
the patient had
has in many cases taken place, after

meaning which we attach to terms. It is evidentthat it
Mania.
might be so managed as to involve the whole doctrines "^^'V™"
which relate to the nature
matter and of «ind, and
might thus lead us into the most unsatisfactory regions
of metaphysical discussion. Tiiis must be avoided when

years.
laboured under his complaint for several
Mania has always been considered as an hereditary
This opinion is certainly founded in truth.
disease.
find the features and expression of the counwe
When
we
tenance so often exactly copied from the parents,
have good reason to conclude that the conformation
and character which predispose the constitution to
mania are communicated in the same manner. The

question

fact is also well

confirmed in this particular disease by

^Ve cannot, however, asthe experience of mankind.
cribe so much influence to this cause as is generally
Other causes contribute to the repetition of
done.
it in the same family, indepcnde'htly of communicaIt has been sometimes maintion from the parents.
tained, that the present frequency of mania in this
country has proceeded from the intermarriages of persons of sound constitutions with those who have labour-

W

we

are in quest of real information.
In so far as the
is practically useful, it may be resolved into
this, Whether is insanity, supervening from the application of a mental cause, without any apparent bodily
defect or ailment, always the effect of this cause only, or
in conjunction with

some

disposition in the organs

fixed and very particular preby which the powers of the

We do not adopt the
We grant, indeed, that

mind operate >

latter part

of this

insanity owes its
origin to certain relations which the external cause has
with the state of the subject operated on. But we contend that the predisposition is most commonly founded
in a delicacy which is very general among men ; that the
increase of this delicacy in any individual is chiefly
alternative.

owing to a series of external impressions, and that even
the organic peculiarities which are the most strongly
marked are the consequences of such impressions, either
communicated to the individual or to his progenitors.
ed under this hereditary disposition but we have no rea- This susceptibility, which in one nation produces insanison to suppose that, at the time when mania became so ty, may in another appear to be absent, from being opeprevalent, such intermarriages were more frequent than rated on in such a form as prevents variety of mental exercise, and renders the individual entirely the creature of
formerly, or that these are now more common in proWhere both a limited set of habits; and it is questionable whether any
portion to the cases of mania that exist.
parents are predisposed to mania, tlie predisposition abrupt attempts to change the habits of an individual
has a chance of being communicated with greater cer- thus situated would not readily induce insanity. They
would certainly occasion unhappiness, or probably death.
tainty to the children ; but, where a sound constitution
If insanity were not the effect, he would probably owe
is married to one of an opposite character, there is as
great a chance of the offspring being improved as of its this exemption to the want of that sort of mental embeing deteriorated, unless other causes of general ope- ployment which exists in those tribes among which that
malady is common. Very few persons, perhaps none,
ration tend to increase the frequency of the disease.
The predisposition to mania is marked by peculiar are exempt from the symptoms of madness during jiarticular moments of their lives.
Dreaming is a state of
sensibility, accompanied with a disposition in the person to conceal the manner in which he is affected ; and madness. Reverie, or vague musing, is nearly allied to it.
sometimes by absence of mind. A determination to the The irregularity and imbecility of thought so often exhead, which predisposes to apoplexy, is also a predispo- perienced while a person disposes himself for sleep is
sing cause of mania, and probably terminates in the one a state which every one understands, and which, if it
were perpetual, would constitute madness. The unidisease or in the otlier, according to the conjoined opeThe same thing may be said of versal liableness of mankind to this state shows that
ration of other causes.
that tendency to inflammation in the brain, which is the weaknesses which lead to madness may be regardMadness is well ed as radically universal, and tliat external circumstanthe predisposing cause of plirenitis.
known to be sometimes occasioned by organic injuries ces operating on the senses and intellectual powers, and
through these on the material organs which lie hid
in the head.
Excessive sensuality, and intemperance in the use of from our view, are by far the most efficient causes of
intoxicating liquors, or other narcotics, are frequent
the appearance of this malady.
causes of this disease.
Their immediate operation is,
The mental causes which evidently occasion mad- Mental
to produce a temporary state nearly allied to it ; and, ness are, restless ambition, jealous love, and frequent causes,
where this is frequently repeated, the tendency be- or severe disappointments. Harassing changes are well
comes at last rivetted in the system. The suppression known to be unfavourable to soundness of mind. It
of various secretions is numbered among the causes of has been said that a sudden change of fortune from
mania, as obstructions of the menses, checks given to low to high has occasioned madness^ more frequently
the perspiration, and the drying up of a long continued than a change from high to low.
This was reraafked
•discharge from scrophulous sores.
That disturbance in the mental effects of the celebrated mercantile specuof all the functions which is incident to the puerperal lation called the South Sea scheme, which gave occastate, is a very frequent cause of mania. When we consion to numerous sudden changes of both kinds.
Resider the extreme delicacy of many females in the highverses of fortune are particularly apt to affiect persons
er and middling rank of society, we cannot be surpri- destitute of all taste for rational occupation, to whom
sed at any effect that follows the shock which all their wealth and its attendant honours form the whole interest
sensations must sustain in childbirth.
of existence. The dreadful reverses which took place
One question has been agitated as of the greatest im- in France in the course of the revolution, formed a
portance ; whether the disease is ever strictly mental, or fruitful source of madness ; some interesting cases of
'^ always dependent on faults or peculiarities or injuries
this' sort are describetl in the treatise of Pinel.
of organization ? The degree of importance attached to
The effisct of affronts is often to produce mania in Affronts,
this question is in some measure to be regulated by the
persons acutely sensible to the treatment which they
:

Marks of a
predispocition.

*•

Occasional

Whether
madness

ii

to^thfS
or the

body .9

INSANITY.
iUmia.

Kcdre fhn

Sone b«ve been suddenly

seized
with this (liseMe in iUmoct dreadful i'onn, iiuoiediately
after being made the objects of a torrent ot'ritltcuJe from
their companions. This eflectoi'ten tbllowg a long course
of ill treatment in tiio^ natives ofthe East who live in

otbcn.

the acnrtce of harUi master:^.

They bear

it

long with

MMBH^ patience, but at last they are suddenly infuriated
toaaeh an extreme decree, as to lay hold of a murderous
WMpoo, with which uey |>erpetrate a* many outrages
aa nejr can, with the certain prospect of tenninating
This is
thair career by an immediate violent death.
commonly called " running a muck.'* A person seen in
such a state unfurtunaiely rscites no commiseratioa,
twt is puntMii and <liqiatcaed a» speedily as possible.
The iudulgsniw tiaamat, wbethersecret or open, oflo -mania. If onlistB define anger to be " a
and Mihiwi we saoMtimcs know to
be nothing more than « lengthened anger. The case
of mania which at first aicht appeared to the author of
thia article the worvt he had ever seen, was that of a
vanan in the cells of the Manchester workhouse,
whan the aaci* sight «f bar atteadanta always roused
to the utntost cxtrsvagaaoa of pasaicn. She loudly accaaad tcnrf peraaa who cane near her of the moat
fcnrlriin crimca, denounced every sort of threatening
againat then, and west over their faaturaa and dress, in
onkr to tarn every part of then into the nest poignant
All thia was done with a rapidity which no
(idicBlc.
iatarporitiao of others eould interrapt; yet in no one
did this woman discover any errDocons jndg>
father than what ia incident to any inaciUe
dning a fit of diaplaaaura.
nadncsa arises fnan a thonghtAilnasa
per sea a awB iMBeMnan lo pnKianoe
aad taniutt, which hegndaaBj wngMiftn. tOl he ina>
gines that be baa bean gnil^r of the worst Crimea, and
To
that the BMBt Aaartfnl punishBiiiiit awaita bim.
,

I

UhI of cstmaniVBDoe, both
Glaany

nntimia

m

at iuiagluatioa and of wiU.

religion have proved a ftaaaaat
The rational nicoda of religiea

cause a# madness
take car* to repraaent it
badgaaM io ita tandancy
but in times not &r ismoead fton the present, it

m

;

wm

>toarnf itiBtlMnMalgiaam^oeloiti»,aBdto
rthe so pssw a oMact of odftioH aa smwumbJ ed with aething but inanite temn^ aad hie scanty
dispaasatiaos of BMrey aa oalj aeensibla tbtvagh a
syalan at maiatriMgUlm nataphysics, so dificalt in its
as to laav* anxiety, terror, and
ia the Band ofthe worahip|Mr.
The liiiHlal de^astatitai wbieh thia mode of
The ilraaJ of unavoidbaas of the worst kind,
:

ia auioidc. Ahhoogh
this nrsicai ia now opfedad, or ita tasiaaqmntta
careAilly ofcitad, atill that alhasiaitic
iwagary,

which

M aAai

esbAiited to the nrioda of ignorant per-

baa oooMioBally the

Tbne

effect

agitations,

of deranging their

artftdijr cacited,

which

arc aseribed to the ceaiietiM agsaafef a good and an
evil spirit, divert the adnd noai the acknowlcdgawat
of natural causes ; after which ao principle can oe a^
tafababed Air stsfming the career af falao iawginatian t
ad* aaiaaa the balance of rcama ia ia aaow tl^ree
BHiataiaad fagr the general infloeaoa of exteraal objecta,
• pnna tbaa daluoetl runs every risk of raadnsas.
iaideltty. or the renaacitioB of ntigiaaa seatiha* also producad ia thia raapi Bt ita vicCiBic
been taken inhumanly to desolate
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the hopes which religion has inspired ; and, at the
same time, to inflate the mind with the ex])ectation
of much happiness from the indulgence of an ungoveme<l expansion of thought, and of all the joys of sensual pleasure.
On such principles, hopes of a new and
happy state of society have been erected. The misera-

Mani«.

^"^"V"^

ble, gloomy, and unconsoled disappointment, which
were the unavoidable result of such a system, have

been keenly felt in proportion to the hopes excited.
this cause must undoubtedly be ascribed much of
the madness which occurred with uncommon frequency in France during the revolution.
A tendency to mania may be promoted in a certain Influence of
state of society, by the prevalence of political and moral in-egular
liberty, accompanied with a general style of thought "*'"*' "•
""""^
marked with a spirit of exaggeration and conflict, and "
a proneness to take an inordniate interest in particular
objects.
In this way the increasing frequency of the
complaint in Britain is accounted tor.
This prevailing spirit extends not merely to religion and politics,
but to literature and to morals. The production of
strong impressions is rcgarde<l as the most im|)urtant
aim of literature, while adjustment and propriety are
considered aa safely left to the unaided operation of
private thought ; and the distraction which is thus generated is not foreseen. Even morality has been treated in a fantastic manner. In the most sober circles,
virtue is too often cultivateil rather as a passion than an
intelligent perception of what is right and un aversion
to vice appears in the form of a strong sensation, rather
than a masterly and well-guarded prudence. Among
the nMsa oatentations circles, prudence is confounded
with aaUUaMBS and a thoughtless dcvotedness is plau-

To

;

;

g anenatty . Among souie of the
mnraKsti t£ taodan tinea, aiodefation is treated as
a word destitute of any «DncM » able meaning, except
when syno«)rmoua with iadiflereace. Every uiing that
passes onder that aaaM hn been stigmatiard as the death
of the aaad; while ambition has been extolled as the cmly
IsgiliaHlaayaMMaa of activity. The whole of the moral
oonpanra which ftraied the object ofthe stoical school
is nfitwmtudataa unnatural s|>athy.
By these extravafMMn, the hunun mmd, instead of being enoounged
in eakivating the happinesa which belongs to a regular
cut ploy uient of its powers, is hurHe<l sbruptly from sensitiva jdcasare and pam|>cred imagination! to the wailingsof Hstlese sorrow, or that agitating discontent which
generates gloom in private life, and clamour in public.
In private eoonony, the transition from distressing
want to oatentatioD leaves but little scope for a region of leisarely aajoyment A taste for new pleasorts too quickly rctgea into the creation of additional
noonsitios, aad beoooiea a source of unhappiness ; and
the love of order itself, by becoming fastidious, fatigues
itself with the maintenance at plans pregnant with anxiety and fragility.
Alietution between persons in
diflermt situations in life is connected with the spirit
thus fostered, and is promoted by the want of a steady
well-understood plan for facilitating social intercourse
on terms productive of mutual benefit, and consistent
with universal convenience. In so far as important general opinions are concerned, perhaps it is in tlic nature
of things, that, where diSerences of profession are treated with mutual toleration, a period of mental warfare
ihowkl precede that of sound liberality and that the road
to the bappiaat state of the general iniiul, should only be
found by travelling among precipices and Uiickcts, in
sibly ta|iraaantiiil aa

;

to trials too severe for human
influence of these circumstances on the

which many are expose<l
weakness.

The
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imitation.

Eroduction of madness is dispiiseil by the p:reat plausireility of the hvperbolical spirit ; but it ought to be
collected that this plausibility throws a lustre on the
manners and expressions of many individuals till the

very insUnt in which their startling aberrations disclose
the matured existence of the malady which has been
all along in a train of preparation.
The last mental cau^e of madness which we shall
mention is the principle of involuntary imitation,
operating by the frequent sight of persons in similar
That this has some influence we may
circumstances.
infer from the dread which many individuals have
of entering a madhouse. That principle which leads
us, even against our inclination, to adopt feelings,
and repeat motions which make a strong impression on our senses, is very strong in all men. The same
principle which makes a panic, (when once begun,) to
spread rapidly through an army, which gives the pathos of the orator, and the performances of the tragedian, a simultaneous power over the whole of their
respective audiences, and which has sometimes spread
convulsions and enthusiastic visions among large congregations, exerts a similar influence in the production of nervous diseases. In hysteria and epilepsy, the
effect is well

known.

It is not, indeed, so

nor so quickly produced

in cases

frequently

of insanity, because

this disease, in its decided forms, is more distant from
the ordinary state of any sane roind than these casual
notions.

On

this principle assisting the hereditarj' disposition,

the repetition of mania in the same family may be partly
People think with particular frequency
accounted for.
and seriousness of any glaring mental aberrations that
It has sometimes hapaffect their near connections.
pened that the parent of a person who has become deranged has acknowledged that he felt an apprehenWhen
sion of falling immediately into a similar state.
the mind is weakened by sorrow, it is moi'c easily operated on by sympathetic imitation; and the influence of
this principle would be more frequently seen than it is,
were it not counterbalanced by those efforts to maintain
fortitude, which are dictated by a sense of the necessity of exertion for diminishing the evils with which a
family is afflicted.
Even those who have had relations
whom they had never seen, who were subject to mania, especially if they died under the disease, must, if
tliey know the fact, be led to think at times of that
part of their family history, and certain expressions of
countenance and manner, arising from such circumstances, may be communicated from one relation to
another, and may thus contribute to cherish a diseased
train of feeling tending to mania.
We often find two
or more individuals in a family becoming deranged at
the same time. This we can Rttribute only to the influence which the progress of the morbid feelings of
each has produced upon the othei'
Treatment
Physicians sometimes differ in their treatment of maof ma(lnc&6, nia, according to their opinions regarding the
comparamedical and
tive influence of boflily and of mental causes.
Those
lorjl.
who h?ve supposed that some sort of organic fault is
always the cause of mania, and^hat the apparent causes
of it a-e merely occurrences Slightly contributing to
develope tl>e disease, place their chief dependence on
the resources of the Materia Medica; they trust to bloodletting, blistering, purging, antispasmodics, and the
application of cold.
This branch of the subject must be
allowed to be of great importance; but for the details we
refer to our article MedicinL

We confine

ourselveii

under the present

article, to

the

Mania.

moral treatment, or general management. It is well
known that, even after tli? diseased state has.been corrected, and the symptoms alleviated bji the judicious
use of medicine, a slight occurrence tending to irritate the mind is suflficient to destroy in one moment all
the benefit produced, and to give rise to an immediate
increase of violence in the symptoms.
Moral circumstances must be attended to from the very begining. The first and most important step is, to remove the Change
patient from his own home, and from all the objects habiti.
which he has been accustomed to see. His false no-

and harassing impressions
mind with the objects exposed to

tions

of

are associated in his
during the
approach of the disease. His relations have^become to
him, in the first place, stale and uninteresting, and afterwards causes of angry irritation. The places where
he has been accustomed to feel perplexity of thought
cannot be seen without in some measure reviving it.
It can seldom be expected, that in a private family individuals are to be found qualified for so difficult a charge
as the care of a maniac.
The most favourable situation
Seclusioa.
is a retirement, where the patient will be surrounded
by objects which have a composing influence. It is
seldom, and only in the most violent form of the
disease, that confinement in a dark room is advisable.
In ordinary cases, the darkness of night brings
with it an increase in the symptoms.
The patient
should, even for some time after he is apparently well,
l)e kept at a distance from his friends.
His importunities, and those of his connections, for a premature
restoration to his family, ought to be firmly resisted till
his recovery is well established.
From the too frequent neglect of this precaution, many violent relapses
take place.
Dr. Cullen judiciously recommentis that,
where the patient cannot be removed, the furniture of
his room should be changed.
In the Bicetre at Paris,
religious mania was often increased by the presence of
the emblems of the Catholic worship, and it was made
a serious question whether or not all such emblems
ought to be removed from the hospital. The projiriety
of removing all such objects ought not to be doubted.
patient might be hurt by an insult offered to his opinions, but not by a step purely negative in its nature.
Disputes have often been agitated on the utility of Comparison
harsh measures, compared with those of a milder kind. ot iiatih
Tyrannical principles, aided by the same passion for ur.d mild
the extraordinary which in former ages led to a Iiarsh treatment.
bis senses

A

treatment of almost all diseases, have been in some
measure the causes of the cruel severities often practised with this description of patients.
They have, tor
the most part, had the effect of inflaming and irritating
the disease.
In more enlightened times, iron fetters,
tight ropes, cruel floggings, and blows, have given
place to the use of the strait waistcoat, which is at once
milder and more efficacious. There is no doubt, however, that a mild treatment has sometimes failed, or even
appeared to be hurtful. Some writers, on comparing
these facts, have contented themselves with observing,
that harsh or mild measures ought to be emjiloyed according to the state of the patient, and our experience
of the effect of each method upon him. We must,
however, beware of suffering a mixed practice of this
sort to degenerate into an ambiguous and immethodical
empiricism.
The principle which we should follow is,
to practise uniform decision without harslniess or indignity, and to allow the patient, within a certain
range, a liberal degree of freedom without trifling. I*
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Mali.
on the politeness of the moment, and less on plain
"""^
dealing, are probably le«s affected by a slight deccption where no other serious consequences are produced

by

_

it.

Regular labftur is often of great use in assisting the
recovery of maniacs ; but in public establishineiits in
this country, a general provision for that object has not
been made. It requires very ex.tct precautions to find
employment for such as are fit for it, and at the same
time to prevent any of the patients from having access
to tools of which they might make a dangerous use.

t.'tility

of

^^'boax.

For this purpose, the sep.iration of the patients, according to a judicious classification of tiieir cases, is indispensable ; and provision will undoubtedly be made for
this in the arrangement of all new public establishments
'
for the tre:itment of the insane.
When the bi);h symptoms of mania have subsided, it Restorstioa
will be projier to allow the patient to see a little of socie- '" «>aeVf'
ty : hence tliuae who are in a mild or convalescent state
ill an hospital are allowed to associate together, and those
who are farther advanced associate with the servants
and superintendants of the house. There are certain
states in which an opportunity may be allowed for the
return of the former sympathies of life, by gradually
permitting the {Mtient to receive fre()uent visits from
his near relations.
One instan<:e in which sympathy
operated in the cells ot the Manchester Workhouse, for«
cibly struck the writer of this article as one of those fortunate occurrences which it is not easy to repeat by any
contrivance.
A maniac was visited by his wife and
two children, one of whom gave him an apple this cirnimstance awakened his sensibility, and made him melt
into tears. The scene was observed by the worst patient
ill the house, the furious woman who ha» been already
mentioned ; her ferocity was immediately subdued, and
wmUd be rendeted imfit for rctamtng to his (<irmer si- •he wept along with that unfortunate parent, recollectLnivenal CMwriaBce »hew» the danger of ha- ing, no doubt,
the children whom she herself left at
„ any pcTHm for a time to indulgencea which home. Frum that day she made speedy advances to a
be accurwi la him for the remaioder of his life
state of perfect composure, and in a few weeks was dis«
Ai»y aoet of reasoning with a maniacal patimt ought
mixed cured. In this in»tance it was apparent that,
*"
employed.
I'inel mentions a ca«c of
^ »l»»"»'Kly
tho«i|;h the intident was in itself fortunate, it was equal«*fc|P*»« mania, which he attempte<i to cure by rras<ining
ly fortunate
'itd not. in the first instant^e, seen
the patient out ef hia irrational opinions ; but tlie atany of hrr ov
n.
In lliat case the asuociation of
tempt only served to rouae him to the mmt furi
idea* in
i.-d to hrr mind thoae feeling* of
natiwiagainst the impiety of the person wh
paas im i..
ith winch khe was affected in the
•ha sacredneaa €if hia brmirfte doctrine*. lUaMxiiug
beginniiiK til the diseaae
when-as the feelings of maW9 indiftiem a&iia only Kive« the patient
tenial ndivtion, U-ing excited free from such associaoppmunny to gr '
I,,,
tion», hati time to aiquire greater influence, till they bcinmice «> •»plj. his
(3ime eufficiently powerful to fortify her against those
acoMin
the applic^t^un ui Uujfua^r, i.ui i»» festore
pasaiana by which they liad been su|iplttiited.
that aDiidtty rf thought which is independent of the
It ap]iears
the view which Dr. I'owtl give* of the (dcdaic of
"**
mmk, and that mental composure which no returna iiia<lefrom
in <liffVrrnt years since 1775, that insanity in«niiy m
worda eaa rapfcaent.
Vcrtwl reasoning shews too is on the iiK-rea»e in
Briuin, and that this increase is »tiuiii.
to accompBrfi the raraveiY of our patient
in greater proportion than that of the progressive poSilemaad ataad* maana, accompanied with frAnkness,
pulation ot the country.
Tuis fact muot arise from the
and free fnm all o.illen dkcuAm of t
will
more extensive operation of the moral causes of the disenable u>. I.y much surer slap*, to condu
irable
order already specified, and others analogous to them,
;

PMMlhkbut lobe

I

I

the tnana;: -ment of a lunatic, talents of the uatte sort
are requirnl as in comlacting the moral education of
children, or the poHtical aflairs of nations.
The ^neral principles to be adopted are the same, and the
difference in their application is less in reality than
keeper should shew the patient that
in appearance.
completely in his power as to r«nder all rehe M
natance on hw part vain, and at the same time convince
him that tfaia power is not to be exercised under the inflMBOe of pSMon or caprice ; that it is to be confined
to Mlnlary resuaint, ami not extended ti> the infliction
The boundaries of indulprenre ought,
of aevcritiea.
hawever, to be clearly understood the patient's reOMtts, when improper, mu<t be refu-ed with a mild
nnnncta, and nn vague holies held out to him which
•re not be fiilfilied. The mdd character of the treatBBODt nwt always appear to be that in which the pa*
ticaft'a attendanu take the greatest pleasure.
The plan of traatment, with ropect to severity or
nikhiCM, requires to be adapted to the former habits of
the patient
A man who ha.» lived in a polished society,
in which deference has been shewn to hu feelines, will lie
creatly injured b^- a dejjree of hanluMa which would
be produrtive of tio harm to a peraon who has been
used to submit tamely to teverities.
As instance* of
the latter. Finel particularizes the negroes of Jamaica
;
but It may be doubted, considering the former history
of a great part of tliese individuals, how f«r their rointia
•n subdaod to their situation. In the Russian boor,
who ia aeeoMomed to feel the mister's lash aa a neces.
aary incileni<nt to his daily labours, we probably have
a better example of a perMm to whom, in a state of mania, a certain degree of harshness would be of service. If
• P"*** "'"**>«^ habif were to be treated with all the
mililneaa that U naed in a FreaA bnatic asvlum.
he

tvL

:

^1"

.

i

'

;

,

'

m

^

««*«••

caaeioac

UW

'

iwery.

and might suggest to the politician anti the moralist
which a lift e matter of im|>ortai>t n-flrctioii.
SfMU nmd haa U«.i rcMrted to mith
msrked advantagr
Acooriling to the. returns lately furnished, in obenti„rtnof
« ii not, however, tomIoT danger.' Ii thr fmu.l is sat. dience
to the act of (larliamcnt, from all the parishes of imimc perpected. It n.>: only kMe» iu tffni. but excite*
the pa- Soitlaml. in numlier^S, witli the i xception of 2 59, toni in ScotUenis indignation. Instance have hap|>eiie<l in which,
>"«>•
the number of insane persons was 3489.
an apparent reove ry produced hi thi» manner, ait
Pfa»el a

•..ention u>atai>ce^ u,

:

me

cnlMMon
wbKh

(if

the

(icceution

have been lullowetl by

ba< created rrflections

complete rel..p»r. I'er.
to occur with the French than
s

haps this i. le*. liable
with the Brhi^«h
a* the former, teiting more value
*OL Ul. /A«T I.

Of these,

there were at Urge
confined

28

W

S489
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Inunii^.

....

1(5+3
Males
1761
Femnles
85
Sex not ineDtioned
.

.

.

Furious
F.ituous
State not specified

.

3489

622
2688
179

that the mischievous should be placed under restraint ; Insanity.
and that, lor obvious reasons, no females in this un- '"^^/"^
fortunate situation should be allowed to go at large.
third object is, to secure the best tre^ment to
3.

3489

who are placed in confinemen1> Even those
are really insane, especially persons of superior
rank, are liable to be treated with studied careless-

A

the insane

who

....

Adult
Non- adult

Age

.

.

not specified

2769
576

Nfaintained by parish
Partly by ditto
.

164

Wholly by relations
These circumstances 1
not specified

Mai'ia fre-

533
944
1020
„__
•^'^

.

J
3489

3489

ijurnt a-

.

According to these returns, the proportions of the
This

two sexes preponderate towards the females.

We are

inform-

iiiuiig fe-

circumstaiTve varies in different places.

inaln.

ed by Dr. Halliday, who at dn early period made extensive inquiries on this subject, by collecting statements from the parishes of Scotland, that the proportion of natural idiots was greatest among males, while

that of maniacal cases was greatest among females.
The parishes from which he obtained statements were
niong males. 788.
In these, the number of idiots going at large was
1976, of whom 1145 were males, and 831 females.
Iiliotism a-

Jnrispni(Icnce as re-

lating to
insanity.

That of maniacs under restraint was 1676, of whom
727 were males, and 949 females.
The objects of legislative enactment on the subject
of insanity, comprize three particulars.
1. The prevention of wrongous confinement on a
During a relaxed state of the
false plea of insanity.
law on this point, such confinement has very frequently been practised by selfish and depraved individuals,
for the purpose of obtaining possession of the property
of a rich relation. For this purpose false representations have been made to a medical practitioner, and the
lure of emolument at the same time held out, and thus
a certificate of insanity has been obtained, which was
suflicient to authorize the confinement of any individual
Such a power ought not to be vested in
as a lunatic.
any person whose qualifications are not well accredited;
and the certificate of one individual should never be
held sufficient to authorize the continuance of a person
in confinement beyond a very few days. All such cases
ought to be speedily reported to a plurality of official
men. This is necessary for ascertaining, to the rea-

sonable satisfaction of all parties, whether tlie insanity
is evident ; and cases will sometimes occur that bear a
very questionable aspect, and require frequent visits,
and the minute observation of a sagacious and experienced person, before that point can be determined. On
this account facilities should be afforded for obtaining information from respectable neighbours, of all the
previous circumstances that are likely to throw light
on such cases. Wherever motives to unjust confinement might be supposed possible, the case should be investigated with particular care.
Persons of property,
being most liable to cruel imposition in this particular,
should be provided with the best legal protection.
2. Another object is, to provide for the confinement
of all those persons whose mental condition renders that
measure necessary. On this point, delicacy towards
persons who show symptoms of incipient derangement,
and towards their friends, requires that much should
be left to private discretion. There is no doubt, however, that wandering lunatics ought to be attended to
;

ness from mercenary motives operating upon those in
whose charge they are placed, and from the base antipathies or the rapacity of relations.
Carelessness, mean
resentment, and a brutal disposition to abridge, as
much as possible, the business of a receptacle for the insane, have too often been productive of inhuman usage
towards all descriptions of insane persons. These evils
can only be prevented by an assiduous system of thorough and frequent inspection. Much advantage has
arisen from some recent enactments providing for the
inspection of such houses.
But this inspection, in order to produce the desired effect, ought to be at least
weekly, and the inspectors ought to have, without giving warning, immediate access to all parts of such establishments.

The arrangements

required in lunatic hospitals have Lunatic
attentive study, and it is hospitals,
hoped will be soon perlectly understood. The comfort
of the situation, the security of the patients, and the
prevention of mischief, are requisites in them all. More
particular care is required in those intended for the reception of recent cases, which admit of some hopes of recovery. An hospital for the curable insane requires, besides the circumstances now mentioned, much more assiduous medical attendance, greater addres on the part of
the keeper, and various arrangements for separating the
different classes of patients, for presenting to their feelings and thoughts only those objects which have an unexceptionable tendency, and providing them with salutary employment. Perhaps such institutions ought not to
be committed exclusively to the care of one medical person. Or, if this is thought necessary for preventing jarrings, provision sliould be made for extended communications on the progress of each case, and frequent consultations on the minutiaeof the treatment. Without this,
the due interest in the object is apt to decline, and the
practice is in danger of degenerating into an indolent
recently

become a subject of

routine.

Insanity

is

sus, Aretaeus,

treated in the

works of Hippocrates, Cel-

Van Swieten, Cullen, and the

grf?ter part
systematic writers on medicine.

of ancient and modem
See more particularly Arnold on Insanity.
Battle's
Treatise on Madness.
Haslam on Mathiess and Melnri'
Illustrations of Madness, by ditto.
choly.
Rush oh
Mental Derangement. Cox's Ohservati ms on Insanity.
Crichton on Mental Derangement. Perfect's Select Cases

Mons. Pinel sur I' Alienation Mmtak. Hallaran on Insanity.
G. N. Hill on the Prevention and
Cure of Insanity. Spurzheim on Insanfty. The article
Folie in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Medicales. JDr.
Powel's paper in the Transactions of the London College of Physicians.
Also the Reports of the Committee
of the House of Commons for considering the regulation of mad-honses ; and the pamphlets of Stark, "Tuke,
and others, on Lunatic Asj'lums. The Annual Reports
of the Glasgow Lunatic Asylum, being generally interesting and instructive, may be perused with advantage.
(H. D.)

of Insanity.

List of
authors,
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N S E C T A.

uutomical structure, &c. set Zoov-

Genus QPLXXXVII. CER.\TopoooN,Meig. Illig. Latr.

Inswta.
CetBtoi>o*

Winps incumbent lower joints of the antennae ovoid

Obdeb DIPTERA.
Trc

;

or subglobular, the upper ones longer and cylindrical ; the lower joints of the male with long bundles of

and of the tribes of
conipoMd, were given under the article
Entomology, Vol. IX. p. 161.
characters of thit order,

which

it

S""-

i«

hair.

Sp.

Fabr.

Fetnoratut.

1.

Genus DCLXXXVIII. Cccidomyia,

Latr. Illig. Meig. Ceddomyib

Oliootropiius, Latr.

SscT.

Pboboscioea.

I.

Tribe

Wings incumbent;
Sp.

Tipclaiiidbs.

I.

filiform or letoccoM, longer than Ike head.
Octrlli DiMie ; antcniMe very Dairy ; eye* Urge;

A. Antennir

L

Slirps

roctniin tubular, long.

Slirpt 4. Ocelli none ; antennae with short hairs ; eyes
palpi with their last joint very long ; lips
not inclined.

oval, entire

Culcb, of authors.

The common gnat.
1 . Pipient of authors.
Slirpt S. Ocelli none ; antenna- very hairy ; eyes
large; ro«trum very short, terminated by two liju.
anterior legs at a distance from the others.

Antennae

Antenn*

fourteen-jointed ; the basilar joints conicof th« male with iaacicali of hairs ; with simple
hairs on the female* ; tha two last joints attenuated,

ovoid

:

elongated.
Sp. 1. Cuiiei/ormu.
Ttsjpui.

Latr. Cttnophora.

the second joint short, the third elon-

;

gate.

Sp.

Meig.

Atrata.

1.

DCXC

Gbxus

Latr.

Illig.

Illig.

filiform, pectinated in the males, serrated

in the fenulee

Two

Cobbthba, Meig.

Meig.

Taniptera, Latr.

'Fabr.

Sp.

Gbxis DCLXXXII.

;

Gbrus DCLXXXIX. Ctbnopiioba,

Gbkcs DCLXXXI.

Conilu^

antennee moniliform, hairy.

Meig.

Lulea.

I.

Limonia, Meig.

PeoiciA, Latr.

Pedids.

ABtennse sabaetaceous, simple the two first ioints
dongate; the three following turbinated, the
threo next piobubu-, and the seven iMt slender, cylin;

larger,
dric.

Meig.

Gbxub DCLXXXIII. Tanypub. Meig.

Illig.

Sp. 1. Riooso.
Tivmla ritota. Linni.
Inoabita Europe.

Utr.

AntMHB fiMTteen

jointed, rery plomoi*, noailifonn,
their atnnilMB filiform
of the male, alnoit entirely
inoailiform, their last joint larger and ovoid in the fe>

Genus

DCXCL

Tipula, of authors.

Tipula.

:

male.
Sp.

2

Antenn* luhaeUcoous, simple

lindric

Meig.

Cimctta.

I.

t

GBRf s DCLXXXIV. Chiboxomvs,

Meig. Latr.

Illig.

Fabr.

twelve jointed, very plmaoBB, moniliform,
eztrcmitiea in the male; seven jointed,
the laat joint efanfte, cy lindric in the female.
Sp. I. Phmomu.
Meig.
Inhabits Europe.
Slirpt 3. Ocelli, none, antenn* v«^ hairj, eyes
larxe, rostnim vary short, leg* at an equal distance fixm

;

;

the aacond anbgloliosc

the first joint largest,
the next cylinoric

;

third elongate.

Sp. 1. OCrraceo.
Inhabita Europe.

GENt* DCXCII,

Linni, &c.

Nbpiirotoma, Meig. Latr.

Xephiw.

!

with

filtfiirm

MO other.

Gbjtob

Wings ddhiHd rortrum
;

^1. Pmmmm.

Cdlicoidbs,

Sp.

1.

tkirtalit,

conic, larger than tJM

bead

downy.

Latr.

Genvs DCLXXXVI.
MBAMU,

Schell.

Pstchoda, Latr. Fabr.
TaicMorrBmA, Meig.

Ti.

deflexed, rostrum shorter than the head, an<

tann* with Sftcen or sixteen

joints, of a globular form,

covered with bundles of hairs.
Latr.
Sp. I. Pkalgitoitkt.
Inhabits Europe.

toma.

Meig.

Slirpt 5. Ocelli none; antcnnie with short hairs;
ere* oval, entire ; palpi with their last joint very long
lip* very long, inclined.

Meig.

I..atr.

Inhdnta France and England.

Wings

subsetaceous, simple ; the joints for the
most part cyhndric ; those of the male arched.

Gbmub DCXCIII. Ptychoptervx.

DCLXXXV.

Kennw faoitMB jointed,
P7*iis.

Antennr

Illig.

Pty'choptera,

Ptjrefcop-

<«TX-

Latr. Fabr.

Antennse subsetaceous, simple the first joint subobconic, third very long ; the tenth, and three or four
following joints sulMvate.
Fabr.
Sp. I. CoHtaminala.
Stirpt 6. Ocelli none; antenns with short hairs; eyes
oval, entire ; palpi with their lost joint very long, and
always simple.
;

Genus DCXCIV.

Limonia, Meig.

Illig.

Latr.

Antennae moniliform, fourteen or sixteen jointed
wings with three perfect discoidal cells.
Sp.l. Picla. iicig.

Lioooaiai
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GcNCS DCXCV.

1.

E C T

fifteen jointed,
tlie

Genus DCCV.

the two

third;

wings

Eyes
•Syj.

Meig.

Hiemalis.

A.

Triciiocera, Mcig.

Antenna' setaceous, sixteen or

Sp.

S

Slirps 10. Ocelli three; antennae eleven-jointed.

first joints thick, subequal, shorter than
with three perfect th'scoidal cells.

Ertaplerjrx.

N

I

Inserts.

AntennjE subsctaceous, fifteen jointed, all the joints
except the first quite moniliform ; wings with two per-

DCCVI. ScatuopsBj of authors. Ceria, Scop.
Eyes reniform or lunate.

Genus DCCVII. Cordyla, Meig.

Meig.

Alra.

Gknus DCXCVII. Hexatoma,

Hexitoma.

Antennae six jointed, subsctaceous, the two
shortest, the four others very long, cylindric.
Sp.

I.

AntenniB twelve-jointed; eyes
Meig.
Sp. 1. Fusca.

Latreille.
first joints

Genus DCCVIII.

Latr.
Inhabits the vicinity of Paris.
S.'irps 7. Ocelli distinct

Gexus DCXCVII I.

'

Antennae eleven-jointed
Sp.

AsiNDULUM,
Meig.

Latr.

Reptans.

1.

Rhyphus.

Nigrum.

much

the head.
Sp. I. Feneslrarum.
Inhabits Europe.

Latr.

Anisopus, Meig.
little

shorter than

rostrum short, terminated

Genus DCCIX. Hermetia, Latr. Fabr.
last joint much compressed,

Palpi very short; ovoid conic, obscurely uniarticu.nntennas compressed, fusiform.
;
Bosc. &c.
Sp. 1. Tipuloidcs.

Genus DCCI. Molobrus,

Sp.

Latr.

Sctava, Meig. Fabr.

Palpi subfiliform, distinctly jointed ; antennae subsctaceous eyes sublunulate ; ocelli very distinct, placed
near each other on the vertex.
Latr.
Sp. 1. TliotHx.
;

Genus DCCII. Mycetophila, Meig.

Illig.

Fabr. Latr.

Palpi subfiliform, distinctly jointed ; antenna; subsetaceous ; eyes entire, oval ; ocelli very minute, distinct,
the lateral ones placed one behind each eye.
B.

1.

Ltwala.

Mcig.

Anlennw ma.mve or fusiform,

Slirps 9. Ocelli three
Bibis.

;

atid perfo/ialed.

antennae nine-jointed.

Genus DCCIII.

Bibis, Geoff. Schaef. Latr.
HiHT.iSA, Fabr. Meig. Illig.

Latr.

Xylophagus, Meig. Fabr.

Latr.

Antennae cylindric, the last joint cylindric-conic, elongate scutellum without spines ; palpi longer than the

Xylophagus.

;

Genus DCCIV.
Thorax with

its

1.

Maculiiius.

Meig.

Genus DCCXI.

Actina, Meig.

Aciin«.

Antennae cylindric, the last joint cylindric-conic,
elongate ; scutellum with six spines ; palpi not longer
than the proboscis.
Meig.
Sp. 1. Clialyhea.

Dilopiius, Meig.

Illig.

;

hinder

tinated ; anterior tibia;
ternally pectinate-dentate.
Sp. 1. Febrilis. Meig.
Inhabits Europe.

Beris, Latr.

Beris.

last joint

cylindric-conic,
elongate ; scutellum with four or six spines ; palpi very
much shorter than the proboscis.
Latr.
Sp. 1. Nigrilarria.
Slirps 2. Antennae, with their last joint having from
four to six rings, fusiiorm, cylindric-conic, or conic.

Genus DCCXIII. Stkatiomys, of authors.
Antennae very much longer than the head, the
joints very long, the latter subfusiform,
thorax biapinose.
pressed, with five rings
Fabr.
Sp. 1. Sirigata.

and third

Stratyomys.
first

.

com-

Inhabits Europe.

Genus DCCXIV.

Odontomyia, Meig.

Illig.

Latr.

odonto-

longer than the head, the last joint
cylindric-conic, with six rings ; thorax bispinose.
Meig.
Sp. 1. Ftircata.
Inhabits Europe.

'"y>»-

Genus DCCXV.

Cliteliaria.

Antennae a

little

Latr.

and posterior margins pecwith their apex and middle ex-

anterior

Genus DCCXII.
Antennae cylindric, the

;

Lam. &c.

Thorax without spines on its anterior part
tibia produced into a strong hook.
Sp. 1. HortiilaHus. Latr.
Inhabits Europe.
Dilophus.

I/lucen.f.

I.

Macrocera, Meig.

Illig.

Sp.

Hermetia.
its

Ceuoplatus, of authors.

late

Mycetophi-

having eight

Antennas with their
middle strangulated.

Sp.

Molobrus.

seta.

last joint

proboscis.

lips.

Genus DCC.

Ccropbtus.

1.

Genus DCCX.

Latr.

Slirps 8. Ocelli distinct;

by two

Slirps

Antennae with their

Latr.

proboscis porrect, a

;

Stratiomydes.

II.

rings.

Illig.

entire

eyes lunulate.

A. Antennce not lerminaled by a

Illig.

Genus DCXCIX. Rhyphus,
Eyes

;

Latr.

Platyuba,

longer than the head.
1.

Atractocera, SimuUum.

rostrum cylindric, elongate.

;

Eyes withia and behind notched; proboscis
Sp.

^

Meig.

Tribe
Asinduliim.

Cordyla.

Latr.

entire.

Simulium, Latr.

Nigruvi.

Heu-aloi'ia nigra.

Scathopsc.

GeofFroy.
Sp. I. Nigra.
Slirps 11. Ocelli none.

fect discoidal cells.
J.

Meig.

Funebris.

1.

Gen'us

Erioptera, Meig.

Genus DCXCVI. Eriopteryx.

Sp.

Penthetria, Mei^. Latr.

ov.il, entire.

Clitellaria, Meig.
piuM, Latr.

;

Ephip-

longer than the head, with their
two last forming a little
thorax bispinous, the spines erect.

Antenna a

little

last joint conic, six-ringed, the

style

Illig.

N

I

?&*«.

Meig.

Sp. 1. Epkippitm.
Inhabit* Europe.

DCCXVI.

Ntn:otcla*.

S

EC T

'

_

NcMOTELUs, ofanthon.

Oxvcera,* Meig.

Illig.

or wanting.
Sp. I. Bimaculaln.
Latr.

their first and second joints forming
• subfiMiform club, the third styliform.
Sr. I. H'fiiroteoH.
Meig.
Inhabits Europe.

y«fP*

Scutellum without »pinn.

CtKVs DCCXVI IL

Vappo. Utr. Fabr.

,

.

head.
Sp.

lindric- conic, five-ringed

Siirpt. I.

III.

Samict. ofaDthon.

Gtmtn DCCXX.

«>Buia>7ii.

TAaAinBta.

Wing* incumbent; aattaOum
Oxxomvia,

Rhaoionidbs.

Geku* DCCXXVI.

P»chy»t«.

Paciiy8toiii;s, Latr.

miu.

;

third joint three-ringed, with-

out a seta.
Latr.
Sp. I. Syrphoides.
Inhabits Germany.

terminated by a seta longer than the antcnne, their secood joint elongate ; abdomen generally
obloog.
Sp. 1. XmnlAopUnu Fabr.

Tbibc

ocelli tliree.

;

Tribe IV.

Antennv

'

Latr. Fabr. Chryjops.

Pachyo**-

Fabr.

GsRva DCCXIX.

Illig.

Meig.

Sp. 1. CeeculUns.
Inhabits Europe.

TEH, Meig.

InhabiN Gcmnany and Engbnd.

ta|M.

Hopuiom*

Antennae, with the two first joints of nearly an equal
lenfftli, the third joint as long as both the others, cy-

Antetmae cylindric
jlter.

I.

Latr.

Meig.

GiKUs DCCXXV. Chrysopb, Meig.

Antenna, with their two first joints transvent, the
tCoo J with the third joints forming a aub-lmiikpheric

^

Illig.

Antenna? fortned of cylindric joints; the second shortest; the third very long, four- ringed: ocelli obsolete

Antenrs with

Siirpt. 4.

Genls DCCXXIV. Hkptatojia, Meig.

_

Fabr.

the antennv are inaerted.
Sp I. Vliginonu. Fabr.
Inhabits Europe.
B. Anleniue trrmnnted by a ttyU or ttla.
Slirpt 3. Scutelluni spinous.

Gmus DCCXVII.

Insect*.
the third elongatethe second very short, cup-shapcd
conic, Honger than the first,) tubulated, four-ringed: '"^"Y"^
ocelli ousolete or wanting.
Sp. 1. Pluvialis.
Meig.
Inhabits Europe.
;

Antranir hair the length of the head, the third joint
fu»itonn, four-ringed; scutcllum without spines; probo*cis sheathed beneath a rostellifonn proceM, on which

ffjIJiU^
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A.

Genu* DCCXXVII.

Anteomr shoeter. or kvmIj longer than the head
the seesnd joiM •ubabeoaic, almrt ; the third kmger,
elongate-conic, distinctly eight- ringed : ocelli three.
Sp. I. Fcrruginea.
Latr.
Slirft.i. yt'ingt divaricating; scutellum without
aiitennip a< long as, or a little longer, than the
;

&c

Bbagia.

Antennce rocmilifurm, the third joint not ringed, but
terminated by a seta ; palpi porrect.
Sp. I. Scolnpaceut. Latr.
Inhabit* Europe.

spinous.

Latr.

Rhagio. Oliv. Rou. Cur.
LtPTis, I'alir.

Gbxc* DCCXXVIII.

Athcru,

Meig. Latr.

i

Athens.

Antennat moniliform, the third joint not ringed, but
terminated by a *ela ; palpi erect.
Meig.
Sp. I. Mmeulata.
Inhabit* Europe.

Gknub DCCXXIX.

Ortochile, Latr.

Anicnnv terminated by a globoae

itead,

Ortochil*.

bearing a

terminal seta.
Latr.
Sierxt ctrruUtu.
Inhabit* toe vicinity of Pari*.
.V^. I.

GKirvtDCCXXI. Panooma,
•A.

I.atr.

Takvolos.

Fabr.

Mcigen.

TrIBB V.

Probosd* siphunculiform, cariacMm, very long, tabpoirectcd or tabautant antentMe scarceW a* long as
the bead t the wcond joint sub-tranavene ; the thi'd

DoLVCHOPIDBS.

.-

longer, rioncato-conic, sub-arcoate,
ringed: oedn three.
Sp. 1. MaemUUa.
Fabr.

TibMcti

GsKuaDCCXXII.

distinctly eight-

Sp.

I

.

apine*

;

HanM«r*- Gend*

«

wanting.
Linne, &c.

Bounm.

DCCXXIH.

Hxmatopota, Meigen,

Illig.

Latr. Fabr.

AoMbdk

with their fint joint eloogal^ innaaaritf
'Tkiii

I

Pi.

vTVHtrA, Meig.

PUitpeu.

Mrig.

Gekus DCCXXXI.

Callomvia, Meig.

CalloBjria.

Anteniiv as long as the head, their last joint very
long, terminated by a seU ; hinder torsi filiform, the
first

Wings

divaricating; fcwtallum wtthoat
antennir remarkably longer than the head.

Slirp*. 3.

DCCXXX.

a* long a* the head, their last joint very
long, terminated by a teta ; hinder tarsi compre*Mddilated, the thinl joint largest.

Sp. I. Fatcinta.
Inhabits Europe.

Tabanv*. of author*.

Proboaeia a littW •horter than the head, terminated
by large lina ; antennv a* long a* the head, the second
joint coMftaped, the third lunate-subulaU, iv».ringcd ;
ocelli nraolete or

r.ENtJi

Antennc

joint largest.

Sp.

1.

EleguHt.

Meig.

Gbsus DCCXXXI I. DoLVCHOPDS,

Latr. Fabr. Wale. Dolyche-

Antennie half the length of the head, the third joint
trigonal, bearing a seta on it* binder part.
Sp.

1.

NoiilUatiu.

Fabr.

fssbsbiy eogbt to be pUccd in ibc seeand Stiip*.

''^

N

I
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Genus DCCXLI

Mydasides.

Tribe VI.

Genos DCCXXXIII. Mvdas,

Fabr. Latr.

Antennae two-jointed, the

;

Inhabits North America.

Thereva,

;

Sp. 1. Raptor.
Latr.
Inhabits Europe.
Stirps 2. Proboscis porrected.

Tribe IX.

Gen.

Tarsi terminated by two
antennae as long, or not much longer than the

1.

Laphria, Meig.

Illig.

Lat. Fabr.

Antennae with their first joint longer than the second ; the last suboval, without a style.
Sp.

Cibbosa.

1.

Palpi exserted; proboscis very
the head.
Sp. 1. Reticulata.
Latr.
Inhabits Egypt and Syria.

Genus DCCXLIV.

Mulio, Latr.

much

Fabr.

Genus DCCXXXVI.

Scopoli.

Antennce with their first joint longer than the second ; the last elongate-conic, terminated by a very disFabr.

Sp. 1. Holtentotta.
Inhabits Europe.

Genus DCCXXXVII. Dasypogon, Meig.

Illig.

mouth proboscis
;

Genus DCCXLV. Anthrax, of authors.
Palpi received into the cavity of the
short, not porrect.

tinct style.

Dasypogon.

longer than

Cytherea, Meig. MtJi*

Palpi received into the cavity of the
generally elongate, porrect.
Latr.
Sp. 1. Obscura.

Erax,

Asilus, of Authors.

Sp. 1. Crabroniformis.
Inhabits Europe.

Nemestrina.

Fabr.
,

AsBus.

Rhyncoce-

Latr.

PHALUS, (Act. Soc. Hist. Nat. Moscov.

and two

claws,

DCCXXXV.

Hjbos.

Anthracides.

Genus DCCXLIIL Nemestrina,

AsiLfDES.

head.
taphri-i.

Acro-

.

Tribe VII.

;

Fabr. Latr.

Antennae two-jointed, the last joint terminated by
a seta; palpi porrect.
*.
Sp. 1. Asiliformi.i. Latr.

«

Stirps

terminated by a

last joint

palpi porrect.

'

•

pulvilli

Tachydromyia,

myia, Bonelli.

seta.

Sp. 1. Pk/ieia.
Latr.
Inhabits Europe.

seta

Latr.

AntennjT as long, or longer than the head ; the last
joint ovoid-conic, with a distinct style, terminated by
a

Latr.

Genus DCCXLII. Hybos, Meig.

Genus DCCXXXIV,

Therera.

Sicu^

Meig. Fabr.

the last joint very
long, its point ovate-clavate, tru.icate, concave; the
concavity including an obscure little style.
Fabr.
Sp. 1. Filnla.
the head

Antenna longer than

A.

Anthrax.

mouth; proboscis

Fabr.

Latr.

Fab.

Antennae with their two

first

joints nearly equal

Tribe X.

the last subcylindric, terminated by a minute, articuliform, conic style.
Sp. 1. Pitnclalus.
Meig.
Inhabits Europe.
Slirps 2. Tarsi terminated by two claws and two
pulvilli ; antennae much longer than the head, inserted
in a common footstalk.
OiocuU.

Genus DCCXXXVIII. Dioctria, Meig.

Illig,

Bombylides.

;

Latr.

Stirps 1. Proboscis never longer than the head, its
point incrassated ; antennae with their first joint longest, and thicker than the third.

Genus DCCXLVI. Cyllenia,
Antennae shorter than the head,

first

Latr.

Cjllcni«.

joint not very

thick ; abdomen elongate.
Sp. 1. Maculata. Latr.
Inhabits France.

Fabr.
Sp. 1. Oelandica.
Fabr.
Inhabits Europe.
Stirpi 3. Tarsi terminated

Genus DCCXLVII. Ploas,
by three claws

;

pulvilli

wanting.
Gonypts.

Genus DCCXXXIX. Gonypes,

Latr.

Leptogaster,

Meig.

Abdomen

very long, slender, thicker towards

tremity.
Sp. 1. Tijnt hides.
Inhabits Europe.

its

ex-

palpi erect

1.

Borealis.

first

joint

first.

Palpi distinct ; antennae with their
longer than the second.
Sp. 1. Major, of authors.
Inhabits Europe.

Empides.

Genus DCCXL. Emus,
:

Ploa*.

Latr.
Sp. 1. Hirlicornis.
Inhabits Montpellier.
Stirps 2. Proboscis always longer than the hfead,
pointed ; antennae with their third joint larger than

Genus DCCXLVIII. Bombylius,

Antennae three-jointed, the
Sp,

Antennae rather longer than the head, the
very large, cylindric-conic ; abdomen short.

the

Tribe VIII.

a seta

Conopho-

Latr.

Slirps 1. Proboscis perpendicular.
Empii;

Latr. Fabr.

Rus, Meig.

Fabr.

of Authors.

last joint

terminated by

Genus DCCXLIX.
Palpi distinct
short and equal.
Sp. 2. Fulva,

;

of authors.

first

first

Bombylius.

much

Phthiria, Meig. Latr.

Antennae with their two

Meig.

joint

joints

Phthiiia.

N

I

TZ^

Gfurs DCCL.
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two first

Evi«talis, Latr. Fabr.
Lus, Meig. Illig.

Antenna contiguous

Stirpi 1. Proboscis distinct ; .\ntenns
j«intea, with or without a terminal leta.

broader than long; seta (simple or slightly plumose)
inserte<l beyond the dorsal junction of the second and
third joints ; head anteriorly distinctly rostritbnn.
Sp. 1. Narcissi.
Fabr.

two or three-

Genus DCCLX.

GtifVt DCCM. Panops, Lam. I^tr.
AntenntP lonjfer than the head three-jointed, the
last joint elon^te, cylindric, without a terminal seta.
;

Lam.
Sp. I. Baudini.
Inhabits New Holland.

Helophilus.

ActpMalut.
Latr.
Proboscis obscnre
not terminated by a seta.

;

the last joint

antennx three-jointed,

Astomclla, Duroar,

GcMUS DCCLlll.

Latr.

Dufour.
Sp. 1. Margimata.
Inhabits Spain.
.Slirpt S. Proboaeis obacure; antenns two-jointed,
the last joint terminated by a seta.

Gbkus DCCLIV.

Acncm.

AntennK
Sp.

1.

Acrocciu, Meig.

Meig.

Oocoou, iMr. Hknops,
Walck. Meig. Fabr.

Antemue

Genus DCCLXI. Syrphus, of authors.
Antennae separate at their base ; their last joint sub-

Genus DCCLXI I.
Antennie separate

Illig.

GENoa

GMotnt. Latr.
luhabiu Germany and Eqgfapd.
Syrpiiiocs.

m

divaricating.

GxKfs DCCLVI. Rmikoia, ofaatbon.
Head anteriorly much produced, temunatod by the
penbosria.
Rintrata, of author*.
Sp I
.

Inhabit* Europe.

Gtxi's DCCLV'II.

gjjj„„-j^

Antenn* with

Skricovvia,

third joints; last joint of

the ajit»'n" • -ii1x>rljicular.
'h.
Latr.
Sp. I
Inbali.— ...... .fie.
^

\

C«.vu»

DCCLVIH.

VotccntLti, Geoff Sch«ff.
PrERocERt, Meig.

Latr.

Antennie with their last joint elongate; seta plumose,
inserted at the dorsal juncture of tM iccond uul third

**

joint.

Ptitem*. Latr.
Inhabits Europe.

.V;>.

I.

:

Illig.

OotiM.

their last joint sub-

SciSVa, Fabr.

at their base

;

Sevra.

their last joint sub-

ovate; seta inserted beyond the dorsal juncture of their
eooBd and third joinu ; abdeaien subovate trigonal
the Iniffth double the breadth.
Sp. I. Ptfrattri.
Fabr.
Inhabits Europe.
SHrpf X. Head not anteriorly conicproduced ; antcnme about the length of the head, placed in a contmon delation ; oval cavity on the nasal prominence;
winga deflezed or slightly divaricating.

Gemds DCCLXIV.

Paraous,

Psngus.

I.atr,

Antennx separate at their base their two first joints
ubequal seu simple, not distinctly articulated.
;

^

;

1.

Bieoler.

Latr.

Genus DCCLXV.

I.atr.

their seta plun>o«e, inierteil at the dor-

Mi juncture of the second and

DCCLX in.

Antennae separate

I.

Antennae
Slirp$l. Head anteriorly conic-produoad.
a eoouBon el^
moch shorter than the head, placed
Oral cavity on the nasal pwminfnf. Wioge
vation.

lUtiofia.

Doros, Meig.

at their base

Cimopttiu.
Milttia eomopitm.
Ytbt.
Syrpkut eoardatut.
Pans.
Inhabits Europe.

inserted anteriorly over the cavity of the

TaiK XIL

Syrphus.

orbiculate; seta inserted beyond the dorsal junction
of the second and third joints ; alxlomen elongate-subquadrate, gradually somewhat narrower towards its extremity.
Sp. 1. Variabilit.
Panz.
Inhabits Eurppe.

mouth.
Sp.

distinctly rostriform.

.S>. I.

GMit;(DCCLV.

ttitoia.

bead anteriorly

orbiculate; seta insetted beyond the dorsal juncture of
the second and third joints ; abdomen clavate, contracted at each side of its base.

Latr.

inserted on the vertex.

Smngmitm.

;

Latr.

1.

Slirpt 2.

Aitamclla.

;

Sp. I. TeA*.
Latr.
Inhabits Europe.

Antennae very small, two-jointed;
OToid, with a terminal seta.
Sp.

Elophilus, Meig. Hdophilu^

Latr.

Antennsp contiguous at their base ; their third joint
longer than broad seta (simple or slightly plumed
inserte<l beyond the dorsal juncture of the second and
third joints

GtKUS DCCLIL Cvrtcs,

Cjitaa.

Evisuili!'.

at their base, their last joint

Illig.

>pk

Heliopiii-

joints

Acroccridks.

Tribe XI.

InMcto.

Genus DCCLIX.

Usia, Latr.

Palpi not distinct ; antennx with their
short and equal.
Sp. I. iEiiea. Latr.

159

A.

Psarus, Latr. Fnbr.

P«nu.

inserted on a common elevation ; the second joint larger than the first; seta thick, styliform,
distinctly btarticulate.

Antennv

Sp. I. AbdominalU.
Fabr.
Stirpi 3.
Head not anteriorly conic- produced ; anteniMt very much lon^^er than the head ; placed on a
common elevation ; oval cavity on the nasal promi-

nence ; winga deflexed.

Genus DCCLXVI.

Chrv&otozum, Meig.

Antennse subcylindric ; their
at iu base.
Latr.
Sp. 1. AreualHm,

last joint

Latr.

having a seta

Chryiotox-

""^
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Ccria.

I
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Inhabits Europe.

Genus DCCLXVII.

Cehia, Fabr. Latr,

Illig.

Latr.
Sp. 1. fispiformU.
Inhabila Italy and Barbary.

Genus DCCLXVIII.

Genus DCCLXXV?

Conops, of authors.

Conops.

much

Proboscis porrcct ; ocelli none ; anteftnaj vei-y
longer than tlie head, apex fusiform.
.9/;. 1.
Aculeala.
Fabr.
Inhabits Europe.

Cai.ucera, Meig. Panz.
and second joints forming

Antennte with their
an elongate mass, terminated by a style.
Meig.
Sp. 1. jEnea.
Inhabits Europe.
Slirps 4. Head not anteriorly produced ; nasal part
antenna inserted separately,
straight, not prominent
very much longer than the head ; wings deflexed.
first

Insecia.

^

Meig.

Anteonte with their first and second joints forming
an oval mass terminated by a style.

L'allicera.

A.

longer than the third, forming" with it a fusiform, or
subovate compressed club j body elongate.

Genus DCCLXXVI.

Zodion, Latr.

Proboscis porrect ; ocelli three
than the head, apex subovoid.
Sp. 1. Conopsoide.t.
Latr.
Inhabits Italy and France.

j

Zodion.

antennae shorter

;

Aphritis.

Genus DCCLXIX.

Apiiprxis, Latr.

Michodon,

Meig.
Antenna*

with their third joint conic, elongate,

its

base bearing a seta.
Latr.
Sp. 1. Auro-pubescens.
Inhabits Europe.
Stirp.!. 5. Head not anteriorly produced, nasal parts
concave or straight ; antennse inserted separately, very
much shorter than the head.
M^rcxlon.

Genus DCCLXX.

MsRODftN, Meig. Fabr. Latr.
Hinder thighs (of the male at least) large, very thick,
arcuated, points produced into a strong tooth ; antenna; with their joints trigonal.
Meig.
Sp. 1. Clnvine.i.
Inhabits Europe.

Genus DCCLXXI.

Eumcnos.

Proboscis very long, filiform geniculated beneath
twice.
Sp. 1. Dorsalis.
Fabr.
Inhabits Europe.
Slirps. 2. AntenniE with their second joint much
smaller than the last, which is patelliform ; body short.

Genus DCCLXXVIII.

;

Genus DCCLXXIX.

abdomen

cylindric.

Slirps. 1.

Antenna

Milesia, Latr. Leach.
very thick,
antennas with their

at least) large,

elongate- ovate, denticulate beneath
last joint much compressed ; abdomen trigonate.
Sp. 1. Aiimdatus.
:

Piiora, Latr.

at least) large,

ttr.

Itnrigera.

with their

last

;

SPHi«RocERA, Latr.
nus ? Meig.

Antennae almost completely exserted,
Sp. 1. Ciirvipes.
Inhabits Europe.

Rossi.

Chrysogaster, Meig.

from the others ; antennae
joint elongate-conic, much compressed.
different

Sp.

1. JEneus.
Erastalis lenrus.

;

Borbo-

Spherocera.

last joint setni<

Tribe XIII.

Latr.

Genus DCCLXXXII.

Thyreophora, Meig.

Conopsides.

ra.

Antennas almost entirely concealed within a deep

seti-

gerous ; palpi internal ; halteres visible anterior legs
simple ; head not subglobose hinder legs not larger
than the rest ; wings horizontal ; eyes sessile.
;

:

Antennae with their second joint as long, or
3

Illig. Thyreopljo-

Latr.

excavation in the front, last joint globular.
Meig.
Sp. 1. Ct/nofihila.
Inhabits Europe.
Slirps. 3. Antcnnpe inserted near the front,

Fabr.

Inhabits Europe.

Stirps. \.

seti-

halteres visible ; anterior legs
head subglobose ; hinder legs very large.

palpi internal

orbicular.

Genus DCCLXXTV.
Hinder thighs not

;

Genus DCCLXXXI.

Inhabits Europe.
ChiyEogas-

seta.

thick,

elongate, siibcylindric ; antennae with their last joint
short, subovate. much compressed.
Si/rn/iKS Imuiger.

long

first joints vfery minute, obthe third thick, subglobose, furnished with a

Spilomvia, Meig. Heliophi-

Hinder thighs (of the males

1.

Phora.

Antennas with the two
solete,

gerous
simple
Lus, Meig.

Sp.

Trineuua, Meig.

Scliellenberg.

Latr.
1. Alerrima.
Inhabits Enrope.
Sirps. 2. Antennae inserted near the front,

Fabr.

Genus DCCLXXIII.

mouth; palpi

»S/).

Inhabits Europe.
SpUomyia.

Muscides.

inserted near the

Genus DCCLXXX.

Hinder thighs (of the males

atinulutus.

Stomoxys.

external.

NoDA,

Surphus

Bucentcs.

Stomoxys, of authors.

Tribe XIV.

antenna; with

Fabr.

Genus DCCLXXII.

Bucentes, Latr.

Proboscis geniculated twice.
Latr.
Sp. 1. Cinnreus.
Inhabits France and England.

at least) large, very thick,

their last joint much compressed;
Sp. 1. Pipiens.

Mileiio.

Myopa.

Proboscis geniculated once.
Sp. 1 Calcilrnns, of authors.
Inhabits Europe.

denticulated beneath

Mislcsia pipiens.
Inhabits Europe.

Myopa, of authors.^ Stomox-

oiDEs, Schoeffer.

Eumenos, Meig.

Hinder thighs (of the males
elonjrate ovate,

Genus DCCLXXVII.

N

I
laMCta.

GtsvB DCCLXXXIII.
Antenna very much

S

ECT

LAt-XASi*, Latr. F«br. Pani.
shorter than the

^eaU

;

head

Genus DCCXCIII. Sepedov,

transversely compressed.
Sp. 1. Rti/Umrtu. Latr.

DCCLXXX IV.

Antennte very much longer than the head, inserted
on an elevation ; the second joint very long, cylindric.

Mocillus, Latr.

Anteniue shorter than -the head; head hemisphe-i
ric:

AntennsB inserted near the

Slirps. 4.

rona

palpi internal

;

;

halteres

visible

;

front,

setige*

anterior

legs

simple ; head not subglobose ; hinder legs not longer
than the rest ; wings divaricating; eyes simple ; vertex
narrow.
Gf!»t;«

DCCLXXXV.

Body long

;

U;p long

Mickopeta, Meig. Latr.
;

thorax svbovoid

;

abdomen

with it* base attenuatedT
Sp, 1. Ci/niptea.
Latr.

Csxvs DCCLXXXVI. Teprbitis,
Trvpxta, Meig.
Thorax cylindric

I>atr.

Fabr.

lllig.

Dacus, Fabr.

probata* entirely

;

retractile.

PtATYftToaA, Meig. Latr.

DiCTVA, Fabr.

Thorax cylindric

proboscis very

;

much

thickened,

much

exserted.
Sp. I. Tramtwena. Meig.
Inhabit* Europe.
Stirpt S.
Anlennie inserted near the front, actigetms; palpt intanwl; hakcm visible; anterior le^r*
sinple ; head not soh^lobaae ; bimlcr legs not larger
than the rest ; wing* dtfciwl ; eye* pedunculated ; ver<
t«x broad.

GsMirt

DCCLXXXVI IL

Antcna*
Sp.

1.

inacrtMi

OaJmliu.

oo the

Sfi

I.

Aciiias, Fabr.

Utr.

\. Diopsis^oTairthen.

the eyes, on thdr

Jckntumonta. Linnr.

Antennc

6.

manor
fOHUO

;

Gkiii;s

Tertox brood.

DCCXC. Calooata.

M«K

Scatophaoa, Meig. Latr.
PA,

Pvno-

Scatophago.

lllig.

Antemue

shorter than the head ; head round, subvertex horizontal ; bo<ly very much elongated.
Sp. I. Merdaria. Latr.
Inhabits Europe.

globose

;

DCCXCVL

Genus

Anthomyia, Meig.
;

lUig. Latr.

Aathomyiib

head hemispheric,

transverse ; vertex inclined ; body not much length*
ened.
Latr.
Sp. I. Pbnihlu.
Inhabits Europe.
Stirpi J. Antenntc inserted near the upper part of
the head, not setigerous ; palpi internal halteres visi*
Ue ; anterior legs diflering in form from the others.
;

GkmvbDCCXCVII.

PiPUNCuLt;s, Latr.

PipuDcolus.

Antennic two-jointed, the last joint subulated
extremity anterior leg* simple.
Sp. 1. CampeMlris. Latr.

at its

;

Inhabits

Eon^.

Gexvs DCCXCVIII. Sxnopimus.

Cos a,

Latr. Fabr.

SanopiouL

Schellenberg.

Antenn*

three-jointed

Cxxus DCCXCIX.

;

anterior legs simple.

OciiTiiERA, Latr.
Meig.

Anterior legs raptorious
bearded seta.
Sp. 1. Mantis. Latr.
Inhabit*
Stirpg 8.

Europe

the head ; the third
long, fili&mn ; l^s

all

Oduhci*.

antennae terminated by a

;

frontal
;

CemlsDCCC.
Leg*

Mackocuira,

}

Antenna

Meig. mig. Latr. Fabr.

loMffliJonn.
Sp. I. rUiformu. Lstr.
Inhabit* France and England.
'

GcNcs DCCXCV,

entirely or partly concealed

AntonoK very Bach shorter than
joint lonnr than tfao Meaod ; body

GxxLs H'

abdomen narrow, linear.
Sp. 1. Ichneumonia. Meig.
Inhabits Europe.

linear;

pedanc lr.

inserted near the upper part of
the btad, setif erou* ; palpi internal ; halteres viable ;
^gs suspie ; nsad not often tnbglobote ; hinder logs not largor thai the rest ; wiag* dcflexed ; eyes
fiitrpii

Loxoctnk

\Mr.
Sp. 1. Sisrr.
Inhabits Europe.

front,

Fabr.

G«inmDC(l
knUrmm ioHrti

Latr.

Antennae shorter than the head

Sp. I. Cardui.
Latr.
Inhabit* Europe.

Gmos DCCLXXXVFI.

Sp. 1. Paliulris.
Inhabits Europe.

Genus DCCXCIV. Loxocera, Meig. lllig. Latr. Fab.
Antenna; very much longer than the head ; last joint

Linn^.

Sp. 1. Cellarius.
Inhabit* Europe.

Bacca,- Fabr.

Latr.

MuLio, Schellenberg.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus
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A.

Sp. 1. Marginata. Latr.
Inhabits Europe.

;

palpi internal

;

halteres

wing* deflexed.
LiPtE, Latr.

Lipss.

alike.

Latr.
Teniacitlata.
1.
Slirp» 9. Antennof frontal, very short ; palpi internal ; halteres entirely or portly concealed , wings di-

Sp.

varicating.

Vfi.

OsriMs, Latr. Fabr. CiiLooors.
ns. Otitcs? LaU. (obsolete). Cha-

GxMtn DCCCI. Melanophora. Ijitr.
Antenn« contiguous at their base, diverging,

Mcl*noph«>
last

ra.

joint lenticular.
'

Antennse very much shorter than the head, the third
it
longer thiaa the second; leg* not long, or SU.

Antennc of the

lergth of the head

third joint* nearly eqiully long.

«al~ SU.

PAXT

I.

Hitalit.

Latr.

Gencs DCCCII.
Antennv contiguous

Sp. I. Eltfaii. Latr.
Inhabits Europe.

Gbnus DCCXCII. TrrANocKRA.

.Sp. 1.

METopfA, Latr.
Metopia.

at their base, diverging, last

joint obtoiM.

Dumeril, Latr.
;

the second and

Sp. 1. Ceuco}Ahfdmut.
Inhabits Europe.

Latr.

Genus DCCCIII.

PHAstA, Latr. I.eadi.
Fabr. Walck. Meig. Pans.

X

Thereva,

PhatiA

INSECT 4.
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Antennae disUnt, snb-paraUd, last joint subinwilrotc,
with a biarticulate seta. (Hocly short; abdomen de-

luerti.

"—"V—^

picssed, semicircular
Sf).

Viiridbdis.

1.

Musca

;

wings

large.)

LeachLinn.

haniptera.
Inhabits Europe.
Stirps 10. Antennae frontal, as long as the face ; palpi internal; halteres entirely, or partly concealed;

wings divaricating.

Musca, of authors.

Antenna; with the third joint very much longer than
the others al>domen moderately long, subacuminate.
;

Latr.
FomiU-ria.
Common blue-bottle fly.

Sp.

I.

Inhabits Europe.

Leach. Oc vptera, Latr.
Eriothrix, Meig.

Genus DCCCV. Ocypteryx,

Oefpttxjx.

ExoHisTA, Meig.
Antennas with their

abdomen
Sp.

1.

Lateralis.

Inliabits

longer than the others

last joint longer than the others ;
semicircular, subuniarticulate.
Meig.
liolundala.

Latr.

Ta-

CHINA, Meig. Fabr.

Antenna: with their second joint longer than the
others ; abdomen subglobose, and very bristly.
Sp. 1 Grossa. Latr.
Inhabits the European woods.
.

Genus DCCCVIII.

Tachina.

Antennas with their second joint longer than the
,

others ; abdomen ovate, rather bristly.
Sp. 1. Fera.
Musca /era. Linne.
Inhabits the European woods.

Tribe XV. Oestridep.

The

composing the present
family reside in the frontal sinuses, under the skin, or
Their
in the stomachs, of graminivorous mammalia.
curious economy has been admirably detailed in the
third volume of the Transnutions of the Linnean Society
of London, by Mr Bracy Clark, who has lately republished his Dissertation, under the title An Esuaij on the
Bats of Horses and other animals. London, 1815.
Oettrui.

Gasiejephi-

Wings, with

all the hinder cells terminal.
Thorax,
surface smooth.
Abdomen, witli, its extremity iiiflexed ; of the female, very much elongated and
attenuated.
Eyes, in both se.xes, equally distant.
The larvae of the Gasterophili, as their name imports,
inhabit the stomach of herbivorous quadrupeds, and
are cilled bots ; the perfect insects Bot-flies.
Sp. I. Equi.
Leach, Mem. Wern. Nat. Itlist. Soc,

vol.

its

ii.

(Estrus Bovis.

Linne.

The

Clark, Trans. Lin. Soc. vol.
larva inhabits the horse.

The

larvae are

Qislriis I'Ajuii.

Sect.

Genus DCCCVII. Echinomyia, Dumeril,

Tacbin*.

Ojjstrus,

of authors.

iii.

EFaoBoeoiiiEA.

II.

Gymnosoma, Meig. Leach.

Sp. 1.
Inhabits Europe.
Echinomyia.

Casterophilus, Leach,

Leach.

Antennae with their

abdomen

Gesus DCCCX.

Europe.

Genus DCCCVI.

Gymnosoma.

last jolut

distinctly annulated, rou|ided.

Tnaectiu

oxen.

with

Genus DCCCIV.

Mom*

Warbles or Womils, " are fouml beneMh th« skin on
the backs and loins of oxen, causing tuiuors as largo as
pullets eggs."
The perfect insect or gadiiy^ is found
about the end of summer, and is miu:h dreaded by

larvae of all the insects

Genus DCCCIX.

Oestrus, of authors.

Wings, with the two exterior hinder cells complete,
Thorax with its surthe other hinder cells terminal.
Abdomen with its point deflexed ; of
face unequal.
the female acuminate. Eyes distant; of the male
closer than those of the female.
* Thorax rov^hish, with elevated points.

The larvae of the species of this division of the genus
inhabit the frontal sinuses.
Sp. 1. Oois. CEstrus ovis. Clark, Trans. Lin. Soc. iii.
Inhabits the frontal sinuses of the sheep in the larva
state ; the perfect insect is found on walls and stones
in the vicinity of sheep-folds.
•* Thorax with square shining naked spots.
The larva; of this section reside beneath the skin of
herbivorous mammalia.
Sp. 2. Bovis.
(Estrus Bovis.
Clark, Trans. Lin. Soc. iii.
The larvae of this species, named by the peasants

nourished within the abdomen of the
mother, and when full grown, are passed in the form
of an oviform pupa, covered with the indurated skin of
We have described the species in the sethe larva.
cond volume of the Memoii-s of the Wernerian Natural
History Society of Edinburgh.
Slirjjs 1. Wings, two; the hinder cell only com*
menced. Thorax anteriorly entire, accuminated.

Genus DCCCXI.

Hippobosca, of authors.

Hippobosca.

Ocelli, none.

Linne.
Sp. 1. Equina.
Inhabits the horse, and

is

vulgarly called Forester.

Wings, two ; the hinder cells complete.
Thorax anteriorly notched for the reception of the
Stirps 2.

head.
* Wings of nearly an equal breadth throughout.

Genus DCCCXII. Olfersia.

Feronia, Leach.

Olfersia.

Ocelli, none.

Leach, Mem. Wern. Soc. vol. ii.
Sp. 1. Spinifeva.
Genus DCCCXIII. Ornithomyia. Latr. Oliv. Leach.

Ornithomyia.

Ocelli, three, situated in foveolas.

Sp.

1.

Avicularia.

Hippobosca Avicularia. Linne.
Inhabits the black grouse and tit

pipit.

** IVmgs accuminated.

Genus DCCCXIV.

Stenepterix.

SxENEPTERyx, Leach.

Ocelli, three.

Sp.

1.

Hirtindinis.

Hippobosca hirimdinis.
Inhabits
low.

Linne.

the nests and bodies of the house-swal-

Genus DCCCXV. .Oxyfterum,

Ki^by,

MSS. Leach.

Oxypterum,

Ocelli, none.

Sp. 1. Kirbyanum.
Oxijpterum Kirbyanum.
vol.

Leach,

Mem. Wern,

Soc.

ii.

Inhabits Engl.ind.
Wings, none. Thprax anteriorly notched
for the reception of the head.
Stirps 3.

Genus DCCCXVI.

Melophaous,

Latr. Leach.

Ocelli, none.

Sp.

1.

Ovimis.

Hippobosca ovina..

Linne.

Inhabits the sheep.

3

IMelophagus.

I

I
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.
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1
1

1

1
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.

.

.

.

Sp.

Splwrocera

699
699

Sorgui
xanthoptenu

Snv*
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nigra

Scatophaga
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^enopiniu

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7(i3

impigera .
.
.
.
Stcnoptcrjx
.
himndinis
Stomoxoides, Sliicf.

.

.

70fi

Stomoxys

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

raptor

reptaos

.

719
719
7«3

.

.

bpponum

Siinuliutn

.
.

.

.

Sepedon
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.
.

.

.

palustru
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.
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•
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S
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•
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795
795
790
790

.
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.

.

.

.
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.

.
.
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S

Gm.
781
781

773
773
814
814
777
779
779

.

.

strigata

.

.

.

713
713

Tachina

,
1

Syrphiu

.

.

coarctatus,

1

1

1

.

Panz.

impiger, Hossi

.

variabilis

.

.

Tabaiftis

Bovinus

Tanypus
Tephritis
cardui

1

Thereva

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

761
772
762
773
761

1

1

722
722

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fabr.
plcbaa

Thyreophora

.

.

cynopliila

1

Tinearia

1

Tipula

.

.

.

.

.

.

Trichocera

.

demy, the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres,
and the Academy of Painting and Sculpture, &c. It was
re-organized in 1 806, during the consulship of Bonaparte, and it again experienced considerable changes in
the year 1816, after the second return of the Bourbons.
In order to understand the changes which this distinguished body has recently undergone, we shaU first
lay before our readers an account of the National Institute as it existed in the time of Bonaparte.
The National Institute consisted of four classes, viz.
1. Class of pliysical and mathematical sciences.
2. Class
of French language and literature. 3. Class of history
and foreign literature. 4. Class of the fine arts.

The

be formed of the ten sections
compose the first class of the institute,
with a new section of geography and navigation, and
II.

which

first class shall

at present

eight foreign associates.

The sections

shall

be composed and named as follows
Mem-

Corresnondiiig

bers.

Members.

6
6
6

g
16

Geography and Navigation 3
General Physics ...... 6

6

(Geometry
f>^'«=«

^f
Astronomy
(_

f

--.

Chemistry
Mineralogy

ences.

fl.

^

I

12

8

WW^
6

10

6
6

10

Anatomy and Zoology

1_ Medicine and Surgery

The

8

^°

terinary Art
I

6

6

-.^^^X
Kural Economy and the VeI

.

.

.

.

first class shall

8

appoint, with the approbation of
the First Consul, two perpetual secretaries, one for the
mathematical sciences, the other for the physical sciences.
The perpetual secretaries shall be members of the
class,

Trineura, Mdg.
Trypeta, Jluig.*

but shall not form a part of any section.

The

.

.

(eoea

Insfcta.

^"^<"™

may

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

750
7*0

1

718
718
758
758

1

710
710

1

776
7T6

1

V

792
792
734
803
7S1
782
782
686
691
691

Vappo
ater

.

VolucelJa

.

.

,

.

.

pcUuceiis

X
Xylophagus

1

».
.

.

.

.

.

maculatus

Z

695

first class

I

V
Uaa

Zoiion

.

695
686
780
786

721

683
683
786
786

.

N

.

.

.

,

.

conopsoidcs,

I

II

first dasi.

w
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INSECTS.

See Bee, Crustaceology, EntomoloGV, Physiology, and Zoology.
Institute,
INSTINCT. See Moral Philosophy.
National, of
INSTITUTE, National, of France, or, as it is now
France.
called, the Institute of France, was established on the
suggestion of Condorcet, in the year 179.'>, and was
opened on the 7th of December of that year, by Benezech,
the Minister for the Home Department. It was formed
out of the Royal Academy of Sciences, the French AcaInsects

Cr,t. Sp.

hicmalis
.
.
Trichoptera, Alcig. ..

£90

rivosa, Linni!
Tipularides, p. 155.

1

808
807
741

.

.

oleracea

.

•

.
Taniptera, Latr.
Tanyglossa, Meig.

Tctanocera
marginata

Tabanides," p. 157.

708
708

Meig.

cinctus

T

741
741

,

,

annulatus, Fabr.

793
793
757
rS7

.

Tachydrooiya, Jleig.

Syrphidcs, p. 159.

701

Cai, Sp.

Sp.

Strationiydes, p. 156.

Stratiomys

A.

S

elect six of its

members from

the

other classes of the institute.
It may name an hundred correspondents selected
from the learned men of France and foreign countries. Second
III. The 2d class shall be composed of 40 members.
class.
It is particularly charged with the composition of the
dictionary of the French language.
It shall examine,
with respect to language, the important works of literature, history, and the sciences.
The collection of

observations shall be published at least, four
times in a year.
It shall name from its own body, and with the ap.
probation of the First Consul, a perpetual secretary,
who shall continue to be of the number of the forty

its critical

members which compose
It

may

elect

twelve of

it.

its

members from

the other

classes of the institute.

IV. The third class shall be composedof forty members and eight foreign associates.
The object of its researches and labours shall be
learned languages ; antiquitiesand monuments; history,
and all the moral and political sciences connected with
history. It shall particularly apply itself to the enriching
of French literature with the works of Greek, Latin, and
Oriental authors, which have not yet been translated.
It shall employ itself in the continuation of diplomatic collections.

It shall name from its own body, under the approbation of the First Consul, a perpetual secretary, who
shall be of the number of the forty members which
compose the class.
It may elect nine of its members frotn the other classes
of the institute.
It may name 60 correspondents, natives or foreigners.
V. The fourth class shall be composed of twenty- Fourth
class.
eight members and eight foreign associates.
They shall be divided into sections, as follows:
Painting
10 members.

Sculpture
Architecture

Engraving

6
6

ditto.
ditto.

3 ditto.
Musical composition ... 3 ditto.
It shall appoint, with tlie approbation of the First
Consul, a perpetual secretary, who shall be a member
of the class, but shall not be a part of a section.
It may elect six of its members from the other classes
of the institute.

INSTITUTE.
Ir.itiiutr

N'MwmJ, o*"

It may name 36 correspondents national of foreign.
VI. The forci^ associatetl members shall have a deliberative voice only on inbjects of science, literature,
and the arts they shall not form part of any section,
nor interfere in any usage.
VII. The present actual national associates of the
institute ^hall form part of the one hundred and ninety•ix correspondents attached to the classes of the scienoes, bdles lettres, and fine arts.
Corrtapondents may not assume the title of members
of the institute.
They shall Ios« that of oirrespondent when they shall
be domiciliated at Paris.
VIII. Nominations to vacant places shall be made
by each class in which the vacancy happens the persons elected ahall be confirmed by the First Contul.
IX. Th* members of the four classes shall enjoy a
reciprocal right to assist at the particular sittings of
each class, and may deliver lectures when they are re>

statutes,

que»ted.

necessary.

;

;
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other collections of the Institute, shall remain commen
/''?'''"'«of
National.
to the four academies.
5. The property common to the four academies, and
^_"^"l_'
the common funds which belong to them, shall be ma- ~ '
naged under the authority of the Secretary of State for
the Interior, by a commission of eight members, of
which two shall be taken from each academy. These
commissioners shall be elected annually, and shall be

~

always

'

re-cligible.

The property and funds of each academy shall be
managed in its name by the boards or conmiissions,
6.

instituted for this purpose.

The

7.

academies shall hold a

common public

They
Tbey

shall re-anite four times in

• year into one

conmuricate

their proceedings.
shall elect in common the librarian

The members of each academy may be

8.

librarian of the inittitute, as well as all those agents

belong to the institute

Each

in

who

common.

class shall- present for the approbation

of the

government, the particular statutes umI regulations of
Its

internal police.

X. F.ach class

shall bold

one public

sitting every year,

which the other three shall asaist.
XI. The institute ahall receive annually from the
public treasury 1500 h. (at each of its noo-associated
nenbOTS. 6000 fr. Cor each of iu iMrrpctual secretaries
and for iu expcDces. • sum whiclt .kail be fixed every
Vter, upon the demand of t!u in,ftute. and comprised
at

fnthe^imateaofthen;
XII. TherwahaUbeai.^:

^

die interior.

9 The Frsncii AcAnEMV

ahall reserve its ancient French aca-

with such modifications as

t-pective classes.

*

.>.mmittce shall reguUile in the general sittings
pecscribed by art IX. all tbat rrlate> to tJir otlministr*("•'<
•" 'he general ex pences of tlte institute, and to
n of iti funds between tlie four classes.
!.«...• clajs (hall afWwartIs regulate tlie application
of the funds assigned to it for itt rxpenccs, at well as all
that concerns the printing and publialiing its moboirs.
XIII. The classes shall annually distributa priaes,
thus repilated
lite first dass, a priac of 3000 francs.
The 2d and 3d daas, each a prise of IJOO franca.
The ibwrth class, grand prises of paintinff,scu]ptiii«t
I :.

.

and musical cwnpoMtioo. Tboae who
gain one of the grand ptiseashali be leot to Bome, and
maintained at '!
ce of government.
On the 21
181G, an order was issued by
Louis XVIII. tor ncv-modclling the Institute, of whicn
the following is an obatract:
I. The IxstiTUTB shall be eoopoicd ot/ottr aeadearchitecture,

R«r||«ni; IS-

ikmlftt

»l«.

'

mift, vis.

Gmnlt^

The French Academy.
The Royal Academy uf

Inscriptions

and

Belles Let>

tresL

The Royal Academy of Sciences.
The Royal Academy of the Fine Arts.
SL The academies are under the direct and

special

protection of the king.
S.

Every academy

have an independent regime,
which belong to it.
Tbe agency, the secretariat, the library, and the

and (he
i.

shall

free disposal of the funds

10. It shall

be composed of

may be thought

ihirly-eigfil

of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres
shall preserve the organization of the actual rules of
the third class of the Institute.
13. It thaU be composed of tkiriy-teven members.
\3. The Royal Academy of Sciences shall preserve
the organisation and the distribution into sections of the
first class of the Institute.
1 4. The Royal Academy of the Fine Arts shall preserve the organtxalion and the distribution into sections
of the fourth class of the Institute.
\S. It shall be

^f^y-

members,

The Academy

Ro^ academjro. la-

scnpuj

t.
_

Royal tea-

d""; of
aciencea.

Royal acs<)""y °f ''>'
fine arts.

composed as follows:
i
1+. „.^u„.
members.

p.;„,;„„

^TT*

members.

T'TH^

I

^

v'l^^'"''

.tniuve committe. of
the insutute, compoacd of Ire members, two from tba
6r.t <1i>4«, and ooa fraa each of the oChars, named

elected to

the three other academies.

1 1.

and under

re-

turned to France.

*

botly, to

sitting

on the 34lh April, the day on which the Bourbons

m^^TJL:
v
"••«»'
""P-'"""

•

.

.

•

'"*™^-

4 members.
6 members.

be added to the Royal Academy of GoienlreInscriptions and Belles Lettres, and to the Royal Aca- gul*twi»>
demy of Science*, a class of free acadeiuidans to the
number of 10 to each of these two academies.
17. The free academicians shall have no other privilegt than that of the right of attendance.
They bhall
enjoy the ^ame rights as the other academicians, and
shall be riecied according to the usual forms,
18. The ancient honorary members and academicians, both of the Royal Academy of Sciences and of the
Royal Aoulemy of Inscription and Belles Lettres,
shall be free academicians or the aoaderoy to which they
16.

There

shall

belong.

These academicians

dans

make the necessary elecnumber of ten free academi-

ahall

tions for completing the
in each.

The Royal Academy of Fine ArU shall likewise
have a dass of free academicians, of which the number
slull be determined by a particular regulation upon the
I9.

proposition of the acailemy it»elf.
20. The Minister of the Interior shall submit to the
king for his approbation the modifications which may
be thought necessary in the regulations of the first.
thir<l, and fourth classes of the Institute, for adapting tlie
said regulations to tlie Royal Academy of Sciences, to
the Royal Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres,
and to the Royal .Academy ol the Fine ArU.
SI. All the decrees and regulations which contain
nothing contrary to tlie regulations of the present or-

donnancc

shall Vc maintained.
following is a correct »tatement of the volumes
of memoirs published by the Institute of France:

The

^
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frotn the
foundation of the Instilnlc till 1806, by
^^^.'"'"^
the three olasses
Nuni«6r of volumes published from 1806 to
1813.
Volumes pablished by the Academy of

lh»<iwHon,

Nntnbcr ©f volunies pvU>1bhca

AfricTO.

Sciences
AcailCTny of Inscriptions

......
....

Memoires de Savans Etrangers
•Systeme Metriqne
Etot du Science et des Letti-es
Prix Decennaux

....

16

4-to.

7

*

2
8

2
1

So

Total

The volumes of memoirs

in

vols.

for 1813, 1814, 1815,

and

1816. have not y«t appeared.
Ori :in of
the society,

Ohjfcis in
Ticn.

IXSTITU flON,

African, a society

for

promoting

the civilization of Africa, established in iLondon in the
It may be considered as a continuaspring of 1807.
tion of the Abolition Society ; and owes its origin to a
few of the most indfefatigable opponents of the slave
trade, who were nobly bent upon following up every
practicable measure for the utter extirpation of that execrable traffic, and for compensating, by every benefit
in their power, the injuries which it had so long enIt was readily and
tailed on the African continent.
cordially befriended from the first, by the leading members of that administration, who had accomplished the
measure of abolition in parliament; and who, though
dispossessed at the titne of all official power, ^vere consistently persevering in the prosecution of a cause,
which ought ever to have reigned paramount over all
party views and' feelings.
These, however, proved too
powerful for a time, for the calls of common humanity
and of Christian principle ; and the keen political contests which then agitated the kingdom, prevented that
concurrence of th j abolitionists, which might have been
expected in the objects of the institution. Hence it
Was almost entirely neglected, till the return of more
peaceable times ; and till the appearance of the first report of its commi'.tee in midsummer of 1807, brought
its claims more efiectuplly before the public.
To that
report, generally understood to have l)een drawn up by
Mr. Stephen, we must refer for an able statement of the
objects nf the institution, and the means proposed to be
pursued for their attainment, and content ourselves with
extracting tlie resolutions adopted at the same meeting,
as containing the best summary of its general views.
1. That this meeting is deeply impressed with a sense
of the enormous wrongs which the natives of Africa
have suffered in their intercourse with Europe ; and,
from a desire to Yq)Rir those wrongs, as well as from
general feelings of benevolence , is anxious to adopt
such measures as are best calculated to promote their
civilization ai:d hjippiness.

S That the approaching cessation of the slave trade,
hitherto carried on by Great Britain. America, and

Denmark,

will,

in a considerable degree,

remove the

barrier which has so long obstructed the natural course
of social improvement in Africa ; and that the way will

be thereby opened for introducing the comforts and
arts of a more civilized state of society.
3. That the happiest effects may be re<-isonably anticipated from diffusing useful knowledge, and exciting
industry among the inhabitants of Africa, and from obtaining and circulating throughout this country more

ample and mithentic information concerning the agriand commercial faculties of that vast continent
and that, through the judicious prosecution of these becultural

nevolent endeavours, we may ultimately look forward
the establishment, in the room of that traffic, by

to.

which Africa has been so long degraded, of a legitimate
and far more Extended commerce, beneficial alike to the
natives of Africa, and to the manufacturers ofGreat
^
Britain and Ireland.
4. That the present period is eminently fitted for pro-

Institntion,

Afncan.
'"" *

^

geeuting these benevolent designs; since the suspension during the war of that large share of the slave
trade, which has commonly been carried on by France,
Spain, and Holland, will, when combined with the
effect of the abolition laws of Great Britain, America,
and Denmark, produce nearly the entire cessation of
that traffic along a line of coast extending between two
and three thousand miles in length, and thereby afford
a peculiarly favourable opportunity for giving^ a new
direction to the industry and commerce of Africa.
5. That, for these purposes, a Society be immediately
formed, to be called "The African Institution."
6. The society, disclaiming all projects of a colonial oi*
commercial nature, anil likewise all schemes of religious
instruction, (though neither indifferent nor hostile, but
rather subservient and friendly, to that important object. ) proposed to adopt the following means for promoting the civilization and improvement of Africa.
1. To collect and diffuse throughout this country ac- Means cmcurate information respecting the natural productions ployed.
of Africa, and in general respecting the agricultural and
commercial capacities of the African continent, and the
intellectual, moral, and political condition of its inhabi-

tants.
2.

ters

To promote the instruction of the Africans in letand in useful knowledge, and to cultivate a friend-

ly connection with the natives of that continent.
3. To endeavour to enlighten the minds of the Africans with respect to their true interests, and to diffuse
information amongst them respecting the means, wtiereby they may improve the present opportunity of substituting a beneficial commerce in place of the slave

trade.
4.

To

introduce amongst them such of the improvearts of Europe, as are suited to their

ments and useful
condition.

5. To promote the cultivation of the African soil,
not only by exciting ami directing the industry of the
natives, but by furnishing, where it may appear advantageous to do so, useful seeds, and plants, and implements of husbandry.
6. To introduce amongat the inhabitants beneficial
medical discoveries.
7. To obtain a knowledge of the principal languages
of Africa, and, as has already been found to be practicable, to reduce them to writing, with a view to facilitate the diffusion of information among the natives
of that country.

8.

To employ

suitable agents,

and

to establish corre-

spondences, as shall appear adviseable ; and to encourage and rewaril individual enterjjrise and exertion in
promoting any of the purposes of the institution."
As a general, rather than particular mean of promoting the whole views of the institution, its members devote their individual attention, and united influence, to
the enforcement of the abolition laws, and the exposure
of every attempt to evade their efficacy.
Among the foremost of this society's patrons may be
mentioned the Duke of Gloucester, who presided as

Originol
J,'™",'"j*"

and its original jiimuun.
establishment
committee, which consisted of the following persons,
namely, Earls Spencer, Moira, and Euston Viscounts
Howick and Valentia ; the Bishops of London, Durham, Bath, Wells, and St. David's ; Lords tirenviUe,
Ellenborough, Erskine, Holland, Teignniouth, Headley, and Henry Petty ; t{ie Chancellor of the Exche-

pre.-idv'nt at

its

first

:

;
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quer (Mr. Ptrcewil), the Riglit Hon. T. Grenville, G.
Canning, J. C. Villier», Sir J. Ne»n,„f I 'FosKir, J.
"^Ir S. ItoSmith, and N. Vansitlart, Sir P.
:j;ton, Bamilly, General Vjse, Messrs. Bankt
rirg', J. H. Browne, B^irry, Grant, Huskision, Lushingtor, ^(."»-"ie, W. M. I'ltt, Roscoe, SUarj), Simeon,
I.
Thornto:i. Whiibread, and WilberE. Tl
""i m — ----^ '<• 'iiard,
..yua of parliamtut'^
f( r—
i

t»6»-

jugiiani, Clarkjon,

V,

hUn
Vean

rtili,

'

\''
and
M"
Mr. Macaulay undertook, in the interioi,
and for several years mo»t ably didcbarff«d, tiie laborious office of secretary, in which he has oeen succeed*
cd by T, Harrison, F.,-(|. Tlie income of the society
amounted at the end of 1 S08 to £ 4374, of which £ 53
aroae from .annual contril>utioDS ; and thoogh its funds
have lubsiquently been much augmented by subscriptions and donations, (one of which, to the amount of 50U
guineas, was transmitted anonymou.^ly from a member
of the Society c.f Friends,) they have by no means been
proportioiMXe to the extent and interest of its objects.
Of its well directed and eeneraily succcsaful proceedings, a Very flight sketch only can here be presented ; but its reports may be recommended to our
reader*, as most interesting to the friend of humanity,

•idcaulay, G. Sharp,

(Rev).

—

by the importance of their topics attractive to the man
of taste, by the ability and eloquence with which they

—

are executed and even amusinj; to the idler, by the
variety and curious nature of thirir contents.
In the
ooone of the first two years of its existence, the institution sent out to Sierra I..eonc three African youths,
irtstructed by Dr. Bell and Mr. I^ancaater ; and directed
the governor of the settlement, to stlrct other young
to be sent to England, for the purpose of being
<|mIWi iI to act aa teachers in such branches of know.
might be moat beneficial in Africa, particular^ to engage proper penona to teach in that country
the Arabic and Sowsoo laogu^gM : conveyed to various
parts of the coast, large quantities of the beat kinds o f
cotton seed, to Jje distributed amon;; tlie natives for cultivation, and also a number of machines for cleaning
the egCtan, with printed directions for its whole culture
and mamgnMnt sent a prcts, on a new construction,
for expressing the oil of the castor nut, with a number
of plants of the wiiite mulberry tree, to ascertain the
posaibility of raiaing silk in Africa ; beside* tJie seeds
slants of other vsluable production*. «u> h oi the
gmaaae Peruvian bark, camphor, tea-tn
ceo
aftnd premiums for the importation ot .
-.tool,
tier, and indigo from Africa, and for the growth of
coffee in that country ; while, at the same lime, they
exerted their influence with govemnient to procure a
modiScation of the heavy duties on articlr* from the
Afriaa eoast: i
cteJ , with cunsiderable eflVct,
the numemus aeikriou* attempt* to infringe the aUlition laws, and botil by public r«pre«enUtions, and the
circulation at suitable tracu in French. Dutch, Portuguese, and Spanish, have endeavoured to induce fo'•* •-"r
reign powers to sbar-'
in staves.
Lpun
finding that the cult
i«rrv tree had proved successful on U.. .....v.... ...i.t, tlicy tmn»mittol

MB

Mm m

—

:

mI

:

MUri

i

worms for rsising silk. They have also conveyed
to the same country a v-- •
Indian pUnls and
aacdi, sadi as hemp and
ec, and that which
yields the caiaputta oil.
i ,„\
ai o sent coromissioncri
to Africa, for the purfimc of mqiiiring into the objctU

silk

••

•

,

of tha aodety. But their princi|Mil and
capatton has (wen, to watch over the rx'
aboikion acts, and to engage the same mtasuri^
)

to be

by (Xher powers. In theso views thty have
pliaiiMd much, paiticalarly in bringing a bill be<
_

N

I

S

fore parliaxnent, vbich i»-as passed unanimously in both in.tremeD**
houses, for declaring the slave trade a fclooious crime ; bsurancf.
'^
»
ip preparing the way for establishing iu the West Indies a regi&try of slaves, for the purpose of checking
all illicit importation of new negroe^t, as well as for se-

curing

tlie

dage

and

;

better treatment of thos/e already in bonforward as tlie advocates of op-

in standing

pressed Africans, boll) at home and abroad. " AfUir
the universal expression of the public ft-eling, which
we have witnessed," says one of these able advocates,
(re&rring to the petitions presented to parliament ia
ifel4, on the ncgociations tor procuring the abolition
of the slave traide by foreign powers,) " it is with
surprise and concern we perceive, how very inadequate to the variety and immensity of its objects the
funds of this admirable institution i^till are. Its recent
invaluable efiorts have nearly exhausted th.em ; and its
permanent income falls at present (1815) considerably
short of £ 500 per annum.
This circumistance would
tindoubtelly be .somewhat op|irobrious to the British
nam/e, aud tipecially to the reli;rious part of the community, it° it did not proceed, as we feel confident it
It
does, Ixom ignorance of the real state of the case.
cannot be, that those, who have stood forward so nobly to vindiqiite the national character fruDi all participation in the guik of sanctioning either tlie continuance or the revival of the slave trade, should suffer
a society to laagnitb, for want of pecuuiary support,
on whose vigilance and exertions, we have no hesitaids, not only whether
tion in saying, it mai;
lall be generally adoptour policy iu respect to
ed by other nations, but ubciiier our own abolitionlaws shall be sny thing more ihnn a dead letter." See
<lUulion ; and the
The Annual Rtp'irtt of'lhe
//aJi Observer aud
reviews of thp«p Rpport* h:
tb.
(,)
P«^ .VniTllllETIC, A&TRONOJIV,
'

'

i

BaHuMi
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:

ia'MSNTS,DlALLINa,DRAW«
iTTtn, Graduation, HyitR, Microscope,
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\.
uANce, in mercinfile cona contract or engagement, by which one party becomes bound, for a specified sum, to insure during a limite<l time, the property of another against certain risks to which it is peculiarly exposed.
The party who engage* to indemnify for the loss that
may be »u»tfli'i"l- '• ••-••lletl the Imurer, or Vndenvriter
I

-

cerns,

u

fur the risk, the

the compen.*
t)i^

i1ivi-ii>,i.

!

iig

t

iml are

(

but

tht'ir

tlie

premium; and

the obligntion, the

said to be coxrred,

premium and

otiier

/lo/icy.

when

not only
charges are in-

I'he term oarrMr, of which there are two
applied to good* insure<l against sea risk:
Gtnrrnl nttrnge, i* a proportionable contribution paid
by all the proprietor* of a ship and cargo, for losses incurred witn a view to guard against a total shipwreck
and particular average, is a contribution for such losses
as may arise from o^inaiy accidents at sea, and i* payable by the proprietors of the articles which suffer tne
In computing general average for masts,
damage.
rigging, &c. cut sway for the security of the ship and
cargo, it is usual to deduct a titird of the expencc of
refitting, as the new articles may in general lie considered so much better tluin the old ; but goods thrown
overboard ara euiniated at the value they would have
brought at the place of destination. U'hen .n ship, cargo, and freight, are fully insured, the underwriters are
Durcsponriblc for genrral and pjirticnlar averages.
ring a period of war, when there ia a risk of capture,
sured.
kinds,

is

N

I

S
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the insurers commonly stipulate for a certain premium
but agree, in the event of the ship sailing with convoy,
and arriving safe, to return so much jxr cent. As the
insured is not fully indemnified, in case of a total loss,
unless his property be covered, it is inferred that he
shoukl only be indemnified for a partial loss in the
same proportion ; and if his property is not fully insured, he is considered as insurer himself for the part not

covered.

Insurance transactions are commonly executed by
brokers, whose business it is to extend the policy, and
procure the subscriptions of underwriters, who seldom
engage for more than £ 200 on the same vessel. The
premium is paid to the broker, who accounts to each
underwriter for his proportion, after retaining a suitThe various questions
able allowance for his trouble.
connected with insurance are solved by the rule of pro«
portion, and require no elucidation.

calculated on a debt, discharged by
partial payments, it is reckoned on the several sums
due, from the time of the preceding to that of the last
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vol.

is

£
.

.

Due 625 x

April 10.

.

.

Paid

28

=

7*

= 14282

12404

Paid 250

8.

Due

193
Paid ye

i.

Aug. 21.

X

See Civil Architec-

a certain allowance paid by the borrower to the lenders of money, for the use of it during
some specified time. The sum lent is calle<l the Principal : the sum paid by the borrower, the Interest; and
both conjoined, the Amount. If interest, after it becomes due, be incorporated with the principal, and interest be afterwards charged on the successive amounts,
it gives rise to what is called Compound Interest, to distinguish it from simple interest, in which the interest,
though foreborn, is charged only on the sura originally

Simple

I.

Interest,

Let p denote the principal, r the interest of

£

=

p=

is

—

,
'

+rt

I

Since r

a=p

r= —— ^,
pi

the rate of

£

1

t

—

=

J-,

pr

'

for a year,

——-

be the

36.5

rate for a single

day ; and therefore,

—d—r

same time.

If the rate be 5 per cent, or

-

will

be the interest of

of o pounds, for d days,
will become
'

The

interest of /j for

pd

^ T ^ 7300'

any other rate

2r'pd
"'

d be the num-

if

her of days,

£1

365

r',

^,

for the

,

or

'

Interest

=

7300
Ex. 2. What
4i per cent.
'

Interest

is

85

97

:

8

:

Of.

Compound Interest.

+

Let the amount of £ 1 for a year, or 1
r, be represented by E ; then, since £ 1 is to its amounts for a
year, as any other sum is to its amount for the same
time,
R R R«, the amount of £ 1 for 2 years.
1
Also 1 : R": R R5, . .
3 years.
Hence, it is obvious that R' is the amount of £ 1 for t
years.
If the amount of P pounds, for the same, time,
be denoted by A, we obtain
:

:

:

:

A

:

—

Log.

PR' P

—

A — Loff.

/A\l

will evidently
,

.

,

''^'"'" '^^

*^«

= £5:6:21.

the interest of

II.

-^^.

cent.

X

Paid

£8

7300

following practical rules for computing simple interest.
1. When the rate is 5 per cent, multiply the principal by the number of days, and divide the product by
7300.
2 When the rate is any other than 5 per cent, multiply the principal by twice the rate, and then by the
number of days, and divide the product by 73000.
Ex. 1. What is the interest of £456" for 85 days, at

456

.

In computing interest on accounts current, or casb
accounts, the suras on the debtor and creditor side of
the account are added and subtracted, in the order of
their dates as they fall due ; the several balances are
then multiplied by the days as formerly, and if the balance be sometimes due to one party, and sometimes ta
the other, the products are extended in separate columns.

the interest

——?^—

"^"'^ "^

T3ck-

-^^,

.

7300)61343

:

will

5.

for

1

a year, t the number of years the interest is due, and a
the amount for the same time ; then it is obvious that
a
p+prt, or
{I +rt),
a
a
a
/)
p
'^

Dec.

is

lent.

5 per

= 24375'

ISsi

Due 443 x

p. 23.

Products.

39

Due 97 X 106= 10282

INTEREST,

/'

Days.

March 2.

ture.

,

i

:

June

See Anatomy, Human,

and Anatomy, Comparative,

interest

payment. This is done most convenient^ by inaltiplying the original sum,''and each successive balance,
in order, by the number^^of days intervening between
the times of payment, and then dividing the amount of
the several products by 7300.
The quotient is the
interest at 5 per cent.
Ex. A bill of £ 6-25, due March 2, was paid up in
the following manner April 1 0, £ 1 82 ; June 8, £ 25
August 21, £ 96 ; and the balance, Dec. 5 ; what interest was due at 5 per cent.

INTAGLIOS. See our article Gems.
INTEGRAL CALCULUS. See Fluxions.
p. 841

N T

I

When

£ 560 for 240 days,

= £^>i^^-li-25il£-£l6.U4»
.^fcio.il**.
73000

at

The
pound

quantity P, or the
interest

during

t

sum which,

years,

laid out at

would amount

sometimes called the present value of A»

com-

A, is
Thus, R' beto

ing the amount of £ I for t years, £ I is the present-value of R ' for the same time. Since it has been already

shewn

that

P

= ^,, if A be unity, or £l, we obtain

Hence the present value of £1 for any time /, is the
reciprocal of the amount of £ 1 for the same time.
Calculations connected with compound interest are
usually performed by help of tables, containing the
amount and present value of £l
ber of years.

for the requisite

num-

(A

INTERMITTING,
See HYDnoDVNAMics,

or

Reciprocating Sphinus.

vol. xi. p. 486".

Interest,
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INTERPOLATION.
INTERPOLATION

a branch of mathemstical
'*"^""~"
analysis, that treats of the methods by which, when a
series of quantities succeeding each other, and form*
cd all according; to some determinate law, are given,
others oubject to the same law may be interposed between them.
Thus, to take a simple instance, the given quantities
may be the cube roots of the numbers S, 8, 5, 6, 7, and
it may be required to find from these, by interpoialiou,
the eube root of the number 4. Again, the given quantitles may be the loffartthms of any series of numbers,
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, &c., and it may be required to find the
logarithms of the intermediate numbers 3, 5, 7, 9, &c.
Or the given quantities may be the place of some ce>
iMtial phenomenon, a comet for instance, at midnight,
OB foor niCceMive days, to find its place at any proposed time on any one oV these days. Or, taking one
example more, having given the expansive force of steam
at certain temperatures ; bv interpolation, its expansive
ibroe at any temperatures mtermediate between these,
or a little greater or less may be found.
From these examples, it will easily be understood
that the theory of interpolation must be of great practical importance, not only in pure mathematics, but
alto in astronomy and every branch of physics, in which
the result of a series of experiments can be expressed
by nvnbers.
The metliod of interpolation ia altogether a brnicfa
llatotj.
It appears to have been for
of modem roathematic't.
the first time employed b^ Henry Briggs, the ingenious
the construction of these
impfDver of togaricaaub
narobm, (Mutton's Mmtk. Tahk; Introd. p. 69;)
thi* was before the year 1684. Dr. Wallis, by mtcrpo.
lation, and a moat happy application of the method of
induction, found a renuvkaole exprcsaion for the area
of a circle, (see his Aritkwteliem Im/tmUontm, 16S6), and
soon afterwards, Gabriel Mouton, an attnmomer of
Lyons, applied the thconr to the eonatnictiaa of aitit»>
nonici! tables ; be had, howerer, pewpoaid Ib himmtt
boc rMolve, and he givea
a jH ulilaM whidi be
the bonoar of the sohitioa to hit fkiand Hegnenlt.
Mooton's labowa appeared in a book of obaenrations
on the diaBOtcrs of the fm and BMieo, pabOibed in
Hiitonr.

u

cmU

1670.

The

general solution of the problem of interpo*
Sir Isaac .Newton, but without de«
Ha afiBOoattatiaa. in hi* Primapia, lib. iiL lem. 5.
tetw aith gave a aointion, with a dwiaitratiuii, in his
Mdhadiu DittnmHMt, a mall tract, whiefc waa pub*
Nabad alomr with othefa. by W. Jomo, the aMher of
Smoptu P*imarien$m Matkntot. The pnbleHi baa
sinoa bcfli diacBaaed wf 9i9iy wfiler es the seeovie of
lation

first

was given by

diMrcncea, and scrief, end particslariy vf Mr. J, otir*
ling ia his Mttludiu Diftmlimlu,
TrmHatrnt de
SummttlioHt et ImUnoUuiome Setiem m hjimtorum, pub>
lithed in 1753.
Tne principal works on this branch
nf matlMiBatica. we believe, are contained in the follow-

—w

Appamiitm,

Ice.

H

Lop'

in. 5. Load. 1607.
Newton, PrtMcipio,
MttModM* mfcreHJiaUt {OfutaUa,} 172.5.
Cotea, C*aewo^ecA e ie , aire CotiKnic/ie Tab. per Dif-

I'tmiiat.

VOL.

XII.

ri'xT

I.

Lond.

Stirling, Mel/iodut Differentialis,

Opmcula

Euler,

Anali/iica,

t. 1.

1

Hiitoi;.

"'"v'"*"

753.

p. 157.

Iiistit. Calculi Diff. Cip. IC.
U'almesley, Mem. de I' Acad, de Berlin. Ann. 1758.
Charles, Encyc. Methodiqiie, Did. de Math. Art. In-

terpolation.

Charles, Mem. de PAcad. Par. Ann. 1788.
Goldbacb, Comm. Acati. Pelrop. torn. 3.
Delambre, A/em. de CAcad. de Turin, 1790-1, p. 143.
Lagrange, Journal de* Seances de tEcole Normale,

t4.

p. 417.

Prony, Esiai Experimental et Aualytique stir les lois
de la dilaiibiiitt- dctjluida clastiques in Journ. de I'Ecole
Polutechuique, Cahier,

1.

p. 28.

tonerson. The Differential Method, Load. 1767.
La Place, Mem. de [Acad. Par. 1779.
Theori€ Analutique des Probabililis, (p. 1 3.)
1814.
Lacroix, Traite d«s Diff. el des Series faisani suite oit

TraiU

CtU.

dit

Diff. et

Tub Thboky

du Otic.

Int.

or Intei<ih>l.\tion.

Let X and y be two variable quantities, having some Theoiy of
determinate relation to each other, so that t/ may be I'tcrpolawhat is called n function of r. (See Fluxions, Art. 2. ''°^
alao the word Function.)
If the form of the function
be known, we can find tiie value of y, corresponding to
any value of x whatever. For example, let the relation between x and if be such, that

= 3 + x-|.2*»;
= 3, when x = ^ s
0, we have
when X sst.i/ ^ 13, and so on, as shewn in the two
jr

then,

when x =

jr

1

,

f>,

is

following seU of corresponding values.

« = 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, tec.
J =8, 6,13,24,39,58, &c.

The values of ^ being thus formed all acconling to
the same law, they constitute a regular series, and the
corresponding values of x are the indices of the terms,
that is, they shew their place, or distance from the beginning of the series.
ben a series is formed in this
manner, bj aabatituling aucecssive values of x in y,
aooie fonctioa of x, that function is called the general
term of the series, it is aaaltgaas to the equation of a
curve, and it serves to chaOMleriBC the series, and to
diatiaguidi it fhMn all otbera.
Thus, as from the gene-

U

ral tennjr

_('+!)

ing values of X and

mm

ing list.
Briggs, Arithmtikm Lagarithmiea, Load. l(i«4.
Trifomometria Britaniuea, Goodar, 1 633.
Wallis, ArithmHiea Imjimtonim, Oxon. I6a6.
Mouton, Qtarrwi rf
IXeaMfranMi SaUt
Lmna
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Herra.in, Phoronomia, (Appendix,) Amst. 1716,
Craig, De Calcit/o Fluentium, I^nd. 1718.

is

(*

+ «)

jr,

*=:0, 1,2,

^=1,3.6,

S,

,

Ac

10, 15,

on the other hand, when
this form
fo,

1.2 S.3

we get these correspond-

this

Ust series

is

put under

S.4 4.5 5.6

T'T''2'T'T'*^
we

laay

iniiBr

that

iu general term

is

;

can be no other expression.
It is tuj to conceive that between every two adjoining terms of a series formed in this way, there may be
any number of others interposed, forming, upon the

and that

it

Y
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Theory of
Interpolation.

whole, a series of the same nature as before, bnt conmore terms. Thus, in the series I, 3, 6, 10,
(x
1 ) (x
2)
**
'
&c. of which the general terra is
sistinc of

.

^^

+

—Y

+

interpose three terms between every adjoining
also
1^, 1|, 1^, &c.
two, by making
i, |, i,
The terms of the series and their indices will then be

may

=

j=

y=VQ

may be expressed by a
the indefinite ordinate
series composed of the powers of the abcissa P' P, thus,

y=a

+6

X

(P'P)

-f.

c

X

+

fP'P)'

Jx^(P' P)'

AP=x

:

*

= 0. J,

1
i

s

7 T

x—

&c.

1,
« 1 7

TT

>

&c.

When new terms are thus interposed between the
terms of a given series, they are said to be inlerpolaled.
If the law of formation, or general term of a series
be given, there is no difficulty in interpolating any
term, of which the index is given : however, in the application of this theory, it for the most part happens,
that the general term is unknown, and only some particular v5ues of it are given, by wjiich it is to be found,
or at least some approximation to it.
As the general term and its index are perfectly analogous to the ordinate and abcissa of a curve, the analytical problem to be resolved is manifestly the same
as this geometrical one : Having given a determinate
number of ordinales and the corresponding ahcissa, to
find the equation of the curve ; or to describe a curve
through a certain number of given points. It was under
this form that Newton first proposed and resolved the

problem.

+ &c.

the quantities a, b, c, &c. being supposed constant
and as the series will converge, because P' P is small,
a few terms at the beginning will be a near enough
approximation to its value
Or, since
is equal
to AP'-f P'P, therefore, P'P=
AP': Substituting
now this last quantity instead ot P' P, and remarking
that AP' is a given quantity, by hypothesis, we shall

have

y =:A

+ Bx +

Cx'-f.

Dx3

-f.&c.

B, C, &c. being put for constant quantities Curves
having their equation of this (brm are called parabolic,
from its analogy with the equation of the common paj4,

:

rabola.

This expression for the ordinate y in the geometrical
problem, is, considered analytically, the general term of
the series to be interpolated, or at least, an approxima->
tion to it, which will be sufficiently near in tne ordinary cases to which interpolation is applied.
The form of the expression for the ordinate or general term being settled, we are now to find the constant
co-efficients A, B, C, D, &c.
Let the given terms, or values of y, which in the
curve are represented by the ordinates P*" Q", P' Q',
P" Q", &c. : be denoted by the symbols

Let POQ", P' Q', P" Q', P"'Q", P'^ Q", P'
&c.
(in the annexed Figure,) be the given ordinates, or

Q^

yo'

,^1.

y^> y,' Vi, &c-

and their indices, or the corresponding values of x,
which in the curve are the abcissae AP'', AP', AP",
&c, by
^o*

"^i*

'^2>

^ly

*^4>

^^'

since the general equation

y

= A + Bx+

Cx'

+

Z)xS

-I-, Sec.

holds true for evei-y pair of corresponding values of y
and X we have, by substituting in it y^ and x^, then
y^ and x,, &c.

particular values of the general ttrm y, which may
stand either at equal or unequal distances from each
other, the positive values P" Q", P' Q', &c. being supposed to lie on o:ie side of the axis AB, and the nega-

P" Q", P' Q', &c. on the other; and let
AP®, AP', &c. be the given corresponding abcissae, or
Also let PQ=j/ be
particular values of the variable x.
any indefinite ordinate, or term to be interpolated, and

tive values

AP=x the corresponding abscissa, or variable index of
that term, and, lastly, let CDE be the curve, passing
through the tops of all the ordinates. The thing to be
done is, to express y in terms of x, or to find the nature

yo = ^ + Bxa + Cxi + Dxl + &c.
y,=A + Bx, + Cx] + Dx) + See.
y^z= A + Bx, + Cj:\ ^. Dx> + &c.
y,=A + Bx, +Cx\ -frDx] &c.
-J-

The number

of these equations must be equal to the
number of constant, but indeterminate co-efficients
A, B, C, D, &c. and as only the simple powers of these
enter the equations, they may be all determined as
follows.

By subtracting successively the first equation from
the second, then the second from the third, and so on
and afterwards dividing the respective results by
X J, &c. we obtain
X,
X,, X,
Xo,

—

Xj—

of the curve.
If there be no datum, in addition to the condition,
that the curve pass through the given poir.ts Q', Q',

Q, &c. the problem is manifestly indeterminate, because, by varying the species, any number of curves
may be conceived to pass through the given points.
However, in the applications, the ordinates are in general near each other, the distances between them not
very unequal, and the curve is known to have no considerable inflection between adjacent ordinates. Under
these circumstances, we may assume that between
1" Q', and P", Q", any two adjacent given ordinates.

—

=BH-C(x,+x„)+D(x;.t.x.
X,

y^—y
X„

|i
Xj

x<,H-xJ)4. &c.

X,

X

-B+C(-r,-t-x.)-|.D(xl+x, x.+x5).f &c.

— ^=B-|-C(x,-f.x,).{.I)(x5+x,x,-hx5)-|-&c.
Xj

Putting now, in order to abridge,

y^—yo_^.V y^—yr_x
X, —X,
we have

these equations

&c.

INTERPOLATION.
garithmic calculation. If,
substitute the values of

ro=B+C(x.+x„)+D(x:+jr.*„+x;)+ &C.
Y, =B+C(x, +x.)+D{j:1 +x. x, +x;7+ &c.
V, = B+C(x, +x.)+D(xJ +x, x.+x5)+ &c.

we

Subtracting now Yg from Y,, Y, from V,, and so
on, and putting

_——— _
we

V

V

V

'o.

y
__

-'.

.

«c«

°~

Y„

Again,

find

it

F —V' =
Fo, we h«Te yo=JD+ &c.

if

and

If, for the lake of distinct ideav ^c mippoae the
function y to con^itt of four term« orJy, the operation
will tcrmin.ite with this la:it equation.
Taking now
the value of D, and returning to those of C, B, A, by
means of the expressions for IV, Yg, andjr, we find

D = y,
c = rl'—Y,'{x, + x,+i,)
B = r,— v,'(x,+x,) + yo'(x.x.+x,T,+».x.)

—

^ JTo i>.+ yo''.*«— V*.'.'.Tbeac exprewiont being subatituted in the value of jr,
we get

^

n(x — X,) + n'(x«

—

(X. +x,>r+x.x.)

y,fx»— (x,+x.+x,)x'
°

I

1

CMj to ac« that the co-effidenU of }'., y,'.
naj b« dcoompoaed into simple factor*, and

+^"y^+y"!'*' ^'^

form
), &c. being put generally for cerindependent of ^y,,. ,^,, y., &c. and

so on, *, $, y,

If,
consisting of various conibin.itioni of x„. x,, &c.
for Y^ Vg', &c. in the
general expression for y, it will take the form

now, these values be written

!/=<'ifo+^y>+<^y'+

where

•

a, 6, c, are co-efficients

•

•

ttc
this
being oooe, wbaterOT be the number of ordinate*, tlie
genml term or eiptcwion for y majr be put under this
ytrj cimple form

(0

+h»-i'

.
.
.
.
x»_i, X, and entirely independ&c. The values of a, b, c, &c. may be
easily determined for any particular ca'e, by following
the above process of substitution ; but tliey may also
be discovered, as it were, by inspection, if we recollect
that, when the indefinite abciisa x, by increasing gradually from Zrro (or 0) becomes x„ then the mdefinite ordinate y beomtes y,.
In this case, all the terms

tities

jcg,

ent on

x„ X,

y,, t/f,

alter the first

ought to vanish; so that a=l, h=0,

c=0, ....

= 0.

I-

coming =0.
}'„',

•

d())ending on the quan-

But the quantities

Now, we know

—

b,

c,

d,

Sec.

common

factor be-

that, in this

particular

can only vanish by reason of some

+('.'.+*.-'.+'.«.>'— V.'. J

It is

»"!/:,

these resulu be put in the expression for Ya".

will take the

tain CO- efficients,

jf=jf,+

of ^9. y,,

found to be of the

Y^', &c. are

''Si+^'y^\-yy^'

F.-P,=D(x,-x,)+&c.

=

y, for the co-efficients

form

r',=C+D(x.+x. +x,)+ &c
r. = C+D(x,+x,+x.)+&c.

and ptUting

1',

the expression for Y,',
and 1',,, we get

(x,—Xo)(x,—x„)(x,—X,)

which, by putting «, 6,
and y,, takes the form
In like manner

find,

Hence again we

171
in

must

a factor of all
the co-efficients, except a.
In like manner, it will appear that X X, must be a factor of all the co-efficients,
except i ; alto, that x x' must be a factor of all, except c, and so oa. This nutting A to denote some concase,

x^-XoSsO

;

—

stant quantity,

therefore x

x„

l)e

—

we must nave

«=Ax(x—x,)(x—X.) .... (x—*,^i);

+ lV(x^x.){*-x.)
+ }'/(x-x.)(x--x.)(x-*.)

and supposing that x becomes

Xg, so that

l=Ax(Xo-

azzl.

('0—'— 1)

=

and hence

+ &C.
The law of the

seriaa

hmam flvidnt,

1

A=

and, in this ez«
and.

yt— y _yi—.v»
X,— X,
•

*.— 'i

In like manner,

'«
y.

- ,, _,;
y»

1^.

y

y»

— 'o
Y"
Yj"— L. —
'«

V

*l

^

',_v»

'4^'.

'i

y»

![i-.

•-(x.^<,)(x,-x.)...(*-x_,)
for none of the co-efficients can contain any power of
X higher than m—-1. Substituting, therefore, these

•lues,

we

get
(2)

Ac.

_(x-x.)(r~x.)

'0

blem.

The general exprcasioo we have foand for i/ admiu
of another very elegant form, due to Lagrange, and
which has tfafc advantage of being well a^Asd to lo-

(x

— x._,)

(x.-x--.) y.

This fomnla resolves the most general case of the pro(x

— x.)(x — X.)

I

4-&C.

(x

—

x,_.)
(*.-x,_,)*'

Theoryef

"X
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calculated by means
each term of which may be easily
„f logarithms.
.
.
, ,
tionits most gehave now resolved the problem
We
""'^'^^
different expressions for
neral form, and have found two
however, desirable, when
the indefinite ordinate y; it is,
to have the ordmates,
the nature of the case will admit,
distances, and then the
equal
at
ij.
of
values
or particular
&c. are all equal.
differences x,-a-„. x,-x,. x„— a„
Theory of

!nierpol«.

m

let^.-.yo, y—y^' &<=• ^«
y
«^,'&c. be taken in their order, and
»/'
of 1/ V
differences, and so
then tiie' difference of each of these

InthU

differences

case,

on, as in the adjoining table,
where «„ is the difference between y„, and ^, «,, the difference between yi and t/^,
and, similarly,
and so on
difference between
fi^ is the

y*> &c.

yi
y^ yj
yi

yr
yo yt
y^
t

*s

y.

Vt

but as a characteristic, to denote the differ- Theory of
ence between two consecutive values of the variable In^erpolau.
In like manner,
'_^°"'_'

co-efficient,

«!
«,

and

'

A»<,

= AKj,

U^

in general,

«n— i=Att„_).

"«

If the function u vary by equal increments, the diiTerences A «, A«,, Aa,,&c. will be all equal ; but if it
does not, these constitute a new series of quantities,
the differences of which may be expressed by the same
notation, thus,

— AM=:AA!t^
— A w,= A-A«i= A'a.
A K„ — A a„ _ = A-A _ =

Au,
A «2

*

i3.

;

'3.
and «,, and y^ the difference between /J„ and /3 , , S„
the flifference between y„ and y,, &c. If we now put
x^, &c. it is
j;„, x^
h for the equal differences j,

'

— «, =

A'tt

«„

1

1

»

A'?<„

_

i

<«°

—

—

evident that

v_

V—

*»

*'

V —

-1 &c
A

y=

2

,

=

v.

A'

j8x_

/3.
,

3

III

A

is

A*«,

&c.

A*«2

— A*« = A^K,
— A'u,= ^'Ui,

&c.

and

'—, &c.

a. fourth and higher orders.
attending to the manner in which the quantities

so on, to differences of

By

2.3.4. A^'

&c.

*0> *1>

these values of
in formula ( 1 ),

F
it

,

Y^, &c. being substituted

Y,, Y^,

Pi> &^y &c.
V<» y.. &c.

fio

becomes

+

(x

—

«o°'^

h

j;J(j:
1-2 h

— J,)

&c.

So,

have been formed from the

yo+

1.2.3 A3

&c.

y<,

series

yr y^ y^ y^' ^'^

the successive values of the function y,

here the law of continuation is evident.
If we suppose the abcissa x to begin at P", in the
above figure, the bottom of P* Q", the first ordinate,
3 A, &c. ; and the
thenT„=o, x, h, x^=2h, X,
last expression may be put under this form.

=

=

1

{!->•

1

+

(T--)(f-^K

»o=^yo,

=

Vc

= ^^ycy

'^'yo. /3,

A4^

will

immedi-

= ^'i/„

^^=^'y.

y. =:A3!,
&C.

'y^

&c.

&c.

&C.

by employing the notation of differences to
the last general expression in both its forms, we shall

so that,

have
(3)

Kl-')(T-^)(f-^>.+^'-

y=yc+

We

have hitherto employed only the notation of the
Elements of Algebra ; but there is one particularly
well suited to this branch of analysis, which is in common use, when the quantities which enter into an investigation are the successive differences of the terms
of a

= Ai

=^y,

«i

^c

1

I.2.3.*

it

ately appear that

.=

X
1.2

+

to be undeib

2.3/t5'

2.3/i5'

Y• zz

figure placed over the

stood, not as the index of a second power, but as indicating a term of a second order of differences, originating from the variable function u.
In like manner, by taking the differences between
the terms of the second order of differences, a third
order is formed, which are expressed thus,

2A'^

2 A''

y.=

Yz=

and here the

+
also,

the

l.A

•^J(-^~^')

^y.+
•^•'

1.2 A^

(j — xj{x — Xi)(r —

^^2)
i'^y.

,+&c.-

1.2.3 A3

supposing the abcissa to begin at the bottom of

first

ordinate,

series.

(4)

To

understand the nature of this notation, let « be
variable quantity, and u,, «,, u,, a series of
consecutive values, which it acquires, either Ijy varying itself, or eke, in consequence of a change in the
values of some variable quantity on which it depends:
(For instance, u may be the abcissa of a curve, or else
the ordinate). Then, «,
a is expressed by the symbole A II, the Greek letter A being prefixed, not as a

some

—

1

X

1

y=y.+Y-T''y°'^

1.2

^/^_1^.
h\h

J

"'

1.2.3
1

1.2.3.4

x(x-')(f-^)(f-')"'-+^=-

INTERPOLATION.
Theory of
toierpoktioo.

Uw

of this series is evident, its terms being maThe
nifcstly the first of the successive ortlers of (liflerences
multiplied by the co-efficients of a binomial raised to

power

the

-r-.

is another form under which this expression
be put, which is at once concise and elegant. The
symbol Ay 3 having been used to denote^,
1/^, the
£flerence between two successive values of ^, let us

There

may

now put Ago ^ denote^—^;, which is the whole inonmcnt that the function y receives by changing from

jr=log. 3.14152926536=0.4971498726.

may now be put under

foregoing expression

not the easiest

is

1817.

Nov.

l+iyM^+i^yf

(5)

obtenring that in the developement of the second member bjr the binomial theorem, we must transfer the exponents of the powers of the quantity Ay^ to characturiatic a ; tliat is, we must write a^^ for (a^o )<, and
A'jfo foe (Ajfft)*!

19,

and so on.

Theory,

^'^"'^

Kxanii>le
*^-

Mood's Longitude.
26° 52' 0"

Noon

18,

the

form

'^''Sj'Se'"'

way

of finding the logarithm of
a number consisting of a great many figures ; but it
serves very well as an example of the inlerpolulion of a
term in a series.
Ex. 2. Let it be required to find the moon's longitude, Nov. 18. 1817, at IG*^ 22"- 16*-, having given,
from the Nautical Almanac,

This

Vp, its first particular value, to its present magnitude.

The
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] !••

Midnight

2

Noon

8

Midnight

57 11
59 32
59 28

14.

Questions of this nature continually occur in practical astronomy.
The tables give the calculated places,
of a phenomenon at equal intervals, and from these its
place at some intermediate instant is to be found. From
our general expression, (4,) the rule for fom- calculated

pUcn

is this

:

Call y,, ^,,y,, y,, four succeeding given places of
the phenomenon at equal intervals of time, and h the
common interval put x for any indefinite intermedi;

Application of tbe Thbory.
Ap^katieo
•' ""«

^^^.
ls

''

We

shall give some examples of the application of the
theory of interpolation.
Ex. 1. Let it be required to find the common locarithm of 3. 1 4 59^6536, by means of a table cuntainmg
the logarithms of numbers from 1 to lOCX) to 10 deonuls.
In this case, we mar regard tbe numben as the successive values of the abdsaa g, and tbcir logarithms, as
the corresponding value* of the ordinate y.
If we take

ate time, reckoned from the instant for which the first
place is giveh, and y for the corresponding place of the

phenomenon; then
'
X /x
' .
1
,\^.
»=*'+TT''*-+i:5: i\k-' r'.

+ii5T(T-)(^^)-''
In the preaent example, A =12 hours, and x=:l6''S2»- ie>^,ba>oe

*,=3.1*. J.=S.IS. *,=S.16, Jt,=3.17. .r,=3.18,

wc

have the following fnniMiiiiling valaca of «,
dJAfonoat
PvtiraW ValaMflTy. IttOm.
td DiC 3d DML 4* IMt
jros0.4f69flB6Ml
shall

and

their

j^sOrtOsaiOSMS

^^ 1.36486, f
Tbe

n

partictdar value* of y

and

lit

DiC

-.43768

— 4S40S +m _
jftaatBOfmOBSS
lS7ai7«6
—43218

Um

Here k appear*, that tba di
pcua of th« sucocniTe
order* ar^ alternately poaitive and ncgatire ; and that

= 4- 0.001 3809057

y,=

8

59 3S

14

59 28

it appear*, that
Aj,,2191I. a'y.,=— 170, AJy=

+

The

AVi,=—o.ooooooooos

first

term of tbe value of y,

—

—

Moon's Long. Nov.
Ex.

3.

from the

formaW

The
star

26* 52'

0"

4S.4''
1.3

29948

1

is

+ 25.

1 1*-

+29892*

S.14l59a6A«6

«— '„= 0.0016926506
«—*,=—O.(l084073»64
*— Xi=—0.0 84073464
«— x^s—OX)SS407346*
in the

+ 25

->145

Hence

the second,
the third,
the fourth,

^y^ -foooooooorrr

Tics* values bemg sobetitnted

— 17Cr

21741

y,=:0

jy.=0.<Q94C7IS00

We have also xs

SdUiff.

21596

13678578

A «,

6357*.

SdDiC

57 11

3

+87*

y,::0.50I059<6M

«

y,=

—

their difierences, are

219II'

lS76iS88

—8=

-Ir: .36426, -r-

18'*-

=

16"^ 22'»- I6^i«

8

17 SS

5

9 28

calculated distances of the moon's centre

Aldebaran, are

1817. Nov.

1.

Noon

53° 20* 16"

Midnight 59

*—^0+ —fh'
k wiQ be fixtiid,
rstiontf,

that

*»"*'

Tap

-y*

sftrr executing the arithmetical ope-

Not.

2.

Noon

Exsnple
3d.

33 47
65 52 58

Midnight 72 18 10
Find, by interpolation, the distances at the I lid, Vlth,
and IXth hour of the first interval.
As in tbe last example, lety^, y,, ,y,, y,, denote the
given dirtaneea, and y tbe required distance at each in-

INTERPOLATION.
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Ai>pricaUon terval,
of tlic

Theory.

then in

cases

all

A= 12,

and

x=3;

therefore, in this case,

mula put down

in last

at the

=—

r

Hid

hour

(X

-^

;

and by the forIt

example,

—

becomes

(x

Xfl)

(x,— Xu)

1

— x.) (x — X.)
— X.) — xj

(x-

(x,

Applicatio
of the

Theoiy.

^

after abbreviation,

64
8
—
„..
2
_..
X 301 +—
X772,
X 620.
7^^ +
= 63 ><^°^
+45 X^^°-T^
35
ox y= 586.3, the distance of the comet from the sun,
1

.

^
In like manner for the Vlth hour,

X

1

y = y'

we have

and

y=yo + -j^yo—Y^* yo + jQ^'yo
And

IXth hour,

for the

X

3

-j-

h

= —4

my, as
June

and

-,

Dec. 20.
Ex. 5. In the year 1500, Bernard Waltlier at Nu- Exampleremberg observed the chord of the sun's distance from Sth.
the zenith, by a large parallactic instrument of Ptolefollows.
2.

O.

8

9

y=yo + ^^yo-^'^'yo-\'^ A'y.
Now,

2d Difference. Sd Difference.

5^0=530 20' 16"
t/,=.59 33

+ 22411"
+ 22751
+ 23112

4.7

*/,= 6S 52 58

^,= 72

+ 340"

+

21"

+ 361

Hence, we have A^o = 22411", A'^o = 340, A'^ =21,
and these being substituted in the formulae, we have
54° 53' 8"
for the 1 1 Id hour
^
56 26" 20
In like manner for the Vlth
51
and for the IXth
57 59 53
y

=
=
=

.

In this way, tables of any kind may be constructed,
accurately the values of the ordinates at
equal intervals, and interpolating any number of intermediate ordinates.
Ex. 4. Given a correct distance from the sun on the
four following days at 12 at night, to find its distance
Dec. 20.
Dec. 12. Distance
301
21
620

by computing

Example

....

24

715
772
between the given

26.

This case, in which the intervals
successive values are unequal, may serve to exemplify
formula (2). By employing the usual notation, and
reckoning x the time from Dec. 12. we have

.T„=

0,

x,=

9,

=
=

14,

a:,

I,

X

=

is

—
—
«i = —
=
»i —
^0

't

— x„ =

12,

=

X,

Xn

These

differences,

14.
14,

4,

3,

5,

^

+

— ^.) — x^) (r — ^1)
(^0-^.) (X-X,) (X„_X,)^*
(x — J„) (X — X,) (x —
X,)
(^

(x

(jc

—

x,,)

(x

— xQ

(x

.

_ (x—x,)(x—X,)
^-(Xo_x,)(x„_x,)

(x—Xo)(x-.x,)
'^°

"^(x,—Xo) (X,—x,)-^'

(x—X,)

y^''

Ay = ^{x^—x^)y^-~{Xa—x^)y^ + {Xo—x^)yJ^x*
6,

-[(xj-xl)y<,— (x§-xl)y. +(xj~xj )i'.]j;

5,

+
2.

and the values of ^ being substituted

in the expression

V=

44883
.\ 44990

S.

dinates, gives

14,

12,

X'

.

to the

— — Xj= — X — = —
— X, = — Xq — X, «,= —
— Xj = — X,
=—
Xj — x,=3,
X —
X,
=
X, — Xj =

Xj
9,
X,
9,

.

ing the terms, so that they may be arranged according
powers of x, becomes

required.

From the values of x we get
^0=8, X x,=
1, X

X

O.

(J-2—To) (^2—Ti)"
which, by taking away the denominators, and develop-

= 772,

J/,

^

8,

12.
16.

these observations, it is required to find the true
instant of the summer solstice.
In this example, we might make the given chords
the ordinates of a curve, and the corresponding times,
reckoned from some fixed instant, the abcissE ; we
would then have five ordinates, and their abcissae, to
find the abcissa con-esponding to the least ordinate ;
so that the problem requires for its solution, besides
the theory of Interpolation, that o^ maxima et minima ;
which is given. Fluxions, Art. 61 66".
If we employ the five given ordinates at once, the
function to be made a minimum will be of the fourth
degree, in respect of the variable x ; and the problem,
in general, will lead to the solution of a cubic equation.
To avoid this, it will be better to take only three of the
five ; and then the curve will be a common parabola,
having its axis perpendicular to the abcissa x ; in fact,
the problem, from its nature, admits of this simplification, for it is evident, that the values of y must be
equal at equal distances from its least value, which is a
property of the parabola. As there are five given ordinates, there may be various sets of three formed from
them, and those may be selected which are most suitable, and a mean taken among the results.
Let us now suppose that x and y axe any indefinite
values of the co-ordinates.
Then, the given values of
the abcissse being x^, x,, Xj, and of the ordinates
ytty^) yi> t^^ general formula, in the case of three or-

(.r—x„)

3'o=301,
J^,= 620,
5'.= 715,

12,

June

45467
44975
44934

—

18 10

.

.

From

to find the differences,
1st Difference.

S.

C.

and C denote constant quantities made up
here,
of the particular values of x and y.
Now as y, and consequently y, is to be a minimumj the fluxion of the second member of this equation, after the terms are divided by the fluxion of x,

And

A

A

must be =0. (Fluxions, Art. 63.) Hence, taking the
(Rule A, Art. 26,) and transposing, &c. we

fluxions,

get,

— X,)

(x;— x^ ) y^—{xl—x\ ) .y, + (xg-x; ) y.
y^>

''

I
^Apfiicatiai

Or we may

N T
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I

The

arrtnge the expression thus,

stices, will

•Tthe

sl(.v.-y,)—''ii/o—v^)-i-'Uyo-!/.)
^JfoC*.—J'O— -TiCyo—J'.)+-«.(j'o—jr.)

^_

ThnwT.

we have the value of x, which
CorresjKinds to the least, or greatest, value of ^.
Dr. Halley, in the Phil. Trann. for the beginning of
the year I695, resolved Walctier's observation;^ into two

and under

leta,

either form,

TU.

N T

by which we have determined the sol- IntwraU.
equally apply to other cases, in which the '""'V*^

formuisp,

values of ^ at equal distances from its maximum or minimum value are equal.
shall have occasion to advert t6 this subject again
nnder the article Series.
(|)
in Musir, is the distance of two sounds,
as to acuteness and graveness ; what, however, is here
called distance, is, as Dr. Robison has observed, purely figurative and analogical, and nut real but the analogy is very good, and the observation of it has led to
the discovery of precise measures of the intervals between defined or musical sounds. These last are such,
as preserve for a sufficient period of observation, or
comparison with other sounds, the s.ime identical pitch,
or degree of acuteness.
The multiplied and greatly
varied experiments of philosophers have shewn, that
this stability of pitch is accompanied by, and indeed ocCMioned by the pulses or vibrations of some elastic body, repeated at very quick and exactly equal intervals
of time.
From the pitches of two given sounds, or the numbers of their Vibratioxs (see that article and Concert
Pitch,) in a given short interval of time, as one second
for instance, the interval between them is therefore to be
somehow measured ; but it will be found, that this cannot be done by considering the vibrations as lineal, and
taking their simple difference by subtraction as the
measure of the interval, because in this way all sorts of
abaurdities or disagreements with the most simple and
obvious experiments, would follow in different cases.
But if we consider each particular pitch or velocity
of vibration to be a logarithm, or measure of a ratio, instead of a lineal dimension, or mere numeral quantity,
we shall then find, that the difTerences of these logarithms, which are themselves also logarithms, naturally
and correctly represent the intervals of sounds. Every
interval, therefore, may be considered as the modules
or unit of a particular logaritlimic scale, as has been
shewn under tne articles Binary, Common, and HvrBKBoLic Logarithnu ; and every logarithm, of whatever species, at the measure or representation of some

We

INTERVAL

:

June

June

44975.
12. 44883.
16. 44990.

45467.
9. 44954.
16. 44990.

From
X,

we

the
have,

2.

fir«t set,

x.
*,

we

if

reckon the time from June

=

= 45467
= 4V934

»o

=7

>.

=14

X,

8.

^.=44990

and hence, by the second formula,

28X533—7X477 = 9.834 =s
4X533

9*

20*- 1"-

!X477

To

this, add the two days in June, preceding the
observation, and we have ll"*- 20^ 1 "^ O. S. for
the time of the solstice.
According to the second set of observations, reckonfirst

ing flrom June 8,

we have

^ = 44975

=
=4
X. =8

x»
X,

Hence, by substituting

y,
^.
in the

= 4»»83
= 4*990

second formula,

«Xl5^8x92^3^^g^^
15+2 xy2
This period, added to 8th June, gives ii*- 9C^ 23'
for the time of the solstice, diflcring from the former
dcUnnination by only 82 minuu*.

Amotker appUealiom of the Formula.
Gaasendtts, at Marseilles, in the year \636, obaenred
the summer solstice, by a Gnomon 55 feet in height,
and be found, that of tocfa pwta aa the gaafiian cao<

iMMd 89428,
JoDc 19rN.S.tlwihMiow was 31766
Jane SO.
31753
June 21.
SI751
June 22.
S1759.
These

bein^r divided into

SOth, till

;

two

seta,

#,

jr,=3173^

1

J.

=0
=«
X. =3

= S»766

5«

=

the 19ih,

UStL

USrt.

'0=0
r,=3

via.

and l9th. Silt, SSd, we hart,

*,
*,

=31759
55

Tlw fint gives X =-- s !«

The

second

x

=

107
1*.

62

17k.

i^*

S5>.

So that we may conclude the moment of the solstice
t«h*Te been June SO*- 17*- aflw- in the meridian of
Manaillct. The<e conclasioas, deduced from teal ob-

crratko^

|>a»e

Since the numbers of ibrations of simple clastic
strings of equal magnitudes, densities, ancl tensions,
arc found to be in the direct ratio of their length, it
follows, that the ralioi of these lengths of vibrating
strings are also correct representations of the intervals
yieldetl by the vibrations of these strings.
And this,
although rather an unnatural and forced way of considering the measure, and efTectine tiie calculation of
mosical intervals, was tlie earliest, and continued
through several centuries to be the only mode which
mathematical musicians bad, of representing and calculating intervals
because io thoec days logarithms were
unknown, and the intervals then known (even the
Comma, having the ratio li, the least of them) were too
oonsiderable in magnitude, to be used in the convenient or natural representation of other intervals.
But within a few years past, since the labours of tlie
late Mr. Maimaduke Everard and others have brought
to light and shewn the relations of several intervals very
many times smaller than the comma, or least interval of
the ancients, Mr. Farey has been enabled to adopt a
notation, which in terms of three (at the most, and often of two, ) of these very small inten'als, is calculated
in a correct and natural way without negative signs,
(except in a few and unimportant instances,) to repreent all musical intervals wtutcver, as has been shcwa
;

=31766
^,=31751
5. =31759

y,

17k.

9x

interval of souncL

been of great importance id
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Inwn«l«. in our article Fabky's Kolalioit, nnd excmpUfied under
'~^. "~'
the names of all the intervals which have hitherto ocour work.
curred
Great ns were the number of intervals, or rather the
numbers of names by which the numcrons writers on
music had denominated them, prior to the appearance
of the Rev. Henry Liston's Essay on perfect Inlonatioyt,
as we have endeavoured to explain them in the propress of our work, the numbers of well-defined and
perhaps of useful intervals, are, by Mr. Liston's labours and discoveries, very greatly extended, even
to the number of 220 within the octave, as Mr. Farey
has recently shewn in a paper in the P/iilosop/iical
Magazine, vol. xlix. p. S6"2, wherein he has sketched
out the principles of Nomenclature, by which each
one of these Listonian intervals may be clearly deno-

m

which contains each of the 612 notes above alluded

We

Table of Listonian Intervals, extended, by Mr. Farey,

niinated.

to

The Numerals major and minor, which practical
musicians use, as the common mode of expressing or
reckoning the intervals of the

scale, viz. I, I, 2, 1

III, 4, IV, 5, V^ 6, VI, 7, VII, 8
sixteen generic terms, whence,

1,

a nearly equal Scale of 612 Notes

3,

F

and VIII, furnish the
by means also of tiie

'e

specific terms Comma and Diesis variously compounded, Mr. Farey proposes to distinguish each of these 220

"b
"\)\)

G

C

D

_ _.
— 19 377 123
— — — —

320

in the Octave.

A
517
4S1
434

—B
—
— 574
—
E

_„

intervals.

In practice, musicians use still more commonly anomode of defining intervals, viz. by the Literals,
viz. F, C, G, D, A, E, B ; which thus arranged, are
each at the distance of a true fifth (V) apart, except
and A, between which is a grave fifth (V*), each
of these 7 literals being at times (successively from F
upwards) raised a chromatic half note or sharp %,
(which sometimes is of the value S, and sometimes
only rf) ; and at other times tliese literals (successively
from B downwards) are lowered a chromatic half note
ther

"^
IS

D

or

flat

t)

(S

'^t,

'*bb

'Y

"m
'%

orrf).

Besides which, Mr. Liston occasionally raises each of
these 7 literals, and sharpened or flattene<i notes, (in the
succession above named,) a major comma (c) or acute
(') ; or lowers each of them, (in the reverse order,) a
major comma (c) or grave {). And when occasion
requires, these sharps and the flats, together with the
acutes and the graves, are by Mr. Liston and Mr. Farey respectively doubled, trebled, &c. (.j?^, ^', %* ;
bb. b', b^; ", '\'*; ",/\''). in connection with the literals in all their varieties of

combinations

:

by which

notation isformed, comprehensive enough
means a
for expressing each of the 220 notes above alluded to,
and even a much greater number, which are next to be
literal

'4

'*b

'"bb
'4^5
/4[,4

1

'•'««
1

"»
'^
1

F

C

G

D

356
309
273
226

102

195
159
112

584

449
413
366
330

F

C

G

381

127
91

—

345
298
262
215

—

101

65
18

— — —

23

599
552
516

469
433

A

E

B

567

173
137

531

318
277
230
194

59
12
58S
541
505
458
422
375

the most extended of his Euharmonic Organs yet
made have been adapted, contains no doubly acuted or
graved notes, and only four double sharps, viz. F, F',
C, and C, and two double flats, viz. B, and B' ; but the
principles of his tuning process admit of being extended, as Mr. Farey has recently shewn, (in the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xlix. p. 443.) to produce 612 notes
in the octave, placed, as to acuteness and graveness,
nearly enough at equal distances from each other, to admit of being so considered, for all of the common purposes of harmonics, or musical calculations, and according to the artificial commas (s's) of Mr. Farey's nota-

'3[,5

5

272

184
148

E
B
—
—

D

168
121

"b"

438
402
355
319

A

578
542
288
2-tl
495
459 205
158
412
376 122
32975

220

204

b*
ly

44
609
573
526

D

—

G

'Y
'V

.

— — —76 — —

610
563
527
480

474
427

'4;

Mr. Farey, in the paper last referred to, has minutely described his extended Listonian Tuning Table,

252
2l6
169

C

Mr. Liston's scale of 59 notes in the octave, tuned by
means of perfect Vths, Illrds, and Vlllths, as described in pages 7, 4.4, and 45 of his Essntj, and to which

"b

506
470
423

116

251

"bb

8

F

"b

'%'

55

A
E
B
—
— —

370
334
287

mentioned.

tion.

to.

Intervals.

expressed in artificial covitnas above C. viz. 0, 1, 2, 3, ^•^•""^
4, &c. to 6"12; and in literals, with their proper marks
or signatures, viz. C, W^, D'% C'%, B"**, &c. to c
forming thus a more complete and systematic table of
musical intervals than was ever before communicated
to the public, or perhaps formed.
have been enabled, by another arrangement of
the materials of this Tuning Table into thirteen divisions, to bring it within the compass of our pages, and
are happy in the opportunity of thus presenting our
musical readers with it as an important acquisition to
the science of harmonics.

—

80
33
598
562
515
479
432

391

344
308
261

225

484
448

54
7
583

365
318

D

A

E

B

27
603
556
i20
473
437
390
35i
307
271

385
349
302
266
219

~~
84

401

147
111

64
— — — —

F

C

G

442

406
359

188
152
105

323
276
240

«9
22
587

193
157

551

504
468

546
449
463
416
380
333
297
250
214

421

167

110
74

90

—

245
209
162
126
79
43

608
572
525

183
1.96

100
53
17

582

48
I

577
5.W
494
447
411
364
328

INTERVALS.
Intemlt.

'««

F

C

G

478

224

431

177

571
535

595
SiH
3)2
•2G5
•829

141

•94
•58
•11
'576

540
493
437
410

18S

V

146

99
63

«*
«*
»»

t«
«
b

C

G

467
420
384

213
166
180
•83

560
524
477

bb

171

b*
b*

135
88

b»

52

b*

*«•
'*'

'««
'«
\

'b

'bb

V
V
V
^•

187

hmiaf

SM

in die

G

D

A

549
513
4«6
430
383

^»
259
212
176

606
570
523

155
119
72

•36
243 •601 •347
•207
554 300
160 518 •.64
1^4 471
217
77 435
181
41
388 134
•290

144
108

Stt
196
149
\\S

61

25
590
543
507
460

455
419
S7«
S36
889
253
806

D

A

884
848

SO
596
559
518
476
489

201
165
118

8S
85
611

564
V
w —66 M4
— — 528
V
170

F

'««»

^

C

^««
"#•

387

180
1S3
97

351

G

D

491

257
190
154
107
78
24
600
553

_

304
268

JO

444
406

14

361

y*

221

"b

185
188

579
532
496

325
278
248

''bb
'*b'

\5

B

— ^ —

rou XV- raRT.

461

414
.?78

SSI

295

B

341

87

805
858
888

40
4
569
538
486
450
408
367

175

«S

189
846
98
810
56
863
9
8«7| 585

E

B

*»

^^
894
247

^^
29

501

465
418
382
335
299

211

164
128
81

45

231

3

568

£

B

283
236
200

—^
594
547

13

537
490
454
407
371

589

324

153
117
70
34

464
488

£

B

511

—

F

C

G

D

282
246

28
604
557
510

386
339
303
256

132

_

•».

85
49
2

443
396
360

189
142
106

536
500
453
417

—G —D _A

E

B

178

292

131

A

F

C

235

593

38

•—

Table,

is

489

95

throughout divided into eight
of which, tlie lite-

be found to be, either +358, (answering to V,=35Si:
+7rf31ni)or,
254; (V— VIII,
4,
a54S
5f
22 m):—except, that in a rarer number of inslaitcp*, this ihfference will be found, either
347
(V,
S47X
30 m), or, —'265 (— 4*,
7 f

=— =—
+

—

— —

=—

=

— 5 f—+23 m).+

In like manner, on examining the differences in the
columns of each division, from the top downwards, it will be found, that there arc, aUemaleiy, either
47j:— f 4m), but
S, =:
47 (answering to
where the addition of an ocUve (VIII,
612£ -f 1^ f
-(•53 m) becomes necessary ; or,
J, =:
36£
36, (
f
3
) ; so that the difference between every alternate number, is,
2
7m),
d,
or, an octave different from this ; except, that in the C
vertical

—

CiM
558
522
475
489
398

Tbc nota maiksd ilM
1.

485

89

A

179
143
96
60

:

^_
548

^*

—

raU, in the oijler of consecutive fifths, are placed at
the heads of each of the thirteen divisions of the Table.
These divisions are made and arranged, according to
the number of grave and acute marks in the signatures
of the inter\'als, in the first column ; the graves, decreasing in number, through the several divisions, from
6 to 0, and the acute*, increasing in number, tlu-ough
.them, from I to 6.
In each division of the Table, the tharpt, in the first
column, are first placed, in a decreasing series, to O
sharp (or flat) ; and the Jtat* follow, in an increasing
series, from I.
The number* in the squares of the
Table, are ariificial commat, of Farey, each one of
these answering to the literal at the top of its column,
with the signature annexed, which i* set at the begin«
niiiff of it* line.
Thus, the first note in the Table, i* to be read, F
»is time* acuted, containing SiO artificial commas, or
•cbiainai, and wrote thus, F—*, or S'iOi:
Tlie first
note of the seventh division, i* to be read, F five times
sharpened, and marked Fft^ or 467 £ : The lost note
in the Table ia to be read, E six times graved and once
flattened, and nurked E^, or 95Z, &c.
On examining the mimtert of artificial commas in
each horisontal line of the Table, the (/i/f>-rrnrrji of each
adjunct note therein, proceeding from lcf\ to right, will

2651

A

521

397
S50
314
267

The above

580
544
497

^n.

86

D

vertical columns, in the latter seven

98

E

340
293
257
210
174

^ —

*b

51
15

-Mi

C

— — — — — —

^bb

E
B
_
_

a^

177

G

F

199
163

^

ctmplemtnl of
Imt in mfily

359
316
269
129 •487 •233
•93 440
186
46 •404 •150
103
10
357
575 3S1
67
i:i9
20
274
492 238

— — — — —
G
5M
MS

like
t

C

S96
3(»
"«t S15
"« «79

'^K*

Table

k

202

"t*

•'«

^m
^^

363
109
581
62
327
534 280
26
[498 •244 •591
nsi •197 •555
•415 •161 •508
368 114 •472
332
78 425
285
31
389
249 607 342
306

2-i3

441

E

''bb

5

F

C

1*

270

456
409
373
326

191

*>

A

^b

— — — — —

F

M

D
36

•394 •140
•0 •358 •IM
•57
f565 •311
529 275
21
482 228 586
44^ 192 550
399 145 503

M5

"«»
,^«

317
281

•47

For die adranli^ of
tntTj note to die actarc,

%'

B

16
374 120
488 234
592
338
73
452
198
545
291
37
•405
151 •509 4*'255 •602
369 •1J5 462
208 566
•322
•68
426 •172 •519
S86
32
379 125 483
239 597 343
89 436
203 561
296
42 400
156 514 260
6 3SS

F

•837
•SOI
•254
•218

D

— —

—

—

—

m

—83 (-8—

=

—

—

=—832:— f—

in that line of each division where no
sMarp or Hat occurs in the signature, these difference*

column alone,
•

an dHM tai Ms. LiMDs Eswy.

Interrals.
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not alternately S and J, or tf and S, but are both
'""Y""^ alike, or S ; and this sum is, 94S 2 f S m ; a curious anomaly of the scale, which Mr. Farey has pointed out ; and, in a note to p. H5, in his paper already
quoted, has ascribed it to the practice of turning both
ways from C, upwards to G and downwards to F, in
Intenrali

/ire

+

forming the

We

—

+

scale.

now be enabled

to give rulies of very useful
application, by which, any note' being giVen, either'by
its literal designation, or in Mr. Farcy's notation, or by
its ratio of vibrating strings, either of the other two expressions for the same note may be quite correctly obshall

take out the literal designaCion answering thereto, as
that sought ; then from the rule above given, calculate
the numbers of r, f, ajid m, which should agree with
those given, unless the given note falls without the
limits of Mr. Farey's tuning table, Nnentioiied above ;
in which case, this rule fails.
At a future time, we
may, perhaps^ be able to supply one which does not.
The ratios will be found by the rule already given.
For example, if 306z4-5f-}-27m be given, on search,
ing through the Table, we find, in the first line of its
7th division, that the note should be D,'^'.
In order
to try whether this be correct, on applying the first
rule, we have 104S.}-2 f -)- 9m,
16()2
4f+14m,

+

+

tamed, more than the artificial commas can show,
362+f+3m, 3062 -1-7 f+ 26m, which happens
which are approximate numbers.
not to be the note given but Bl)'', as wijl be seen from
1st, fy/ien the Literal designation of a Note is given.—
It will be necessary to premise the following Table of the last note in this division, and from the following
"'
'
-'
"
'
" no
the values of
other
two modes
of
process, viz. 555s -t- 11 f 4- 48m,
the literals,
in the
24<)r— 6f 21m,
tation, with the addition of the, numerals in the kst
3062 + 5 f -f- 27 m, as given. For the ratio of the

=

+

;

'

•

=

collMan,

viz.

S
C

m

f

2

B
F
E.

D

3
1

—2
2
3

VIII.
VII.
VI.
V.

— —
—
—

1

1

—2

IV,

—

III.
II.

C

I.

be necessary to bear in
value of the signatures, viz.
It will also

4. II

mind

the following

4.-4

4-O4-I

_ n— 0—

1

c

44.1—1

-c

«orb
or

«orb
^

^or

7=t3=t=l

::±:47=t=l=i=4

bb

or

*

=i=10dt2:

:±:83=i=2=±=7

}

Rule. To the given literal note, or its proper octave, apply, as the signs indicate, the values of the
given number of graves or of acutes, and of pairs of
sharps or of flats (^) ; and if there be an odd one in
such, apply
for it, and the required result will be
had; either true, or a major comma (c) too great or
too small, which the artificial commas in the great

S

Table will show and

detect.

For example, if B-^b' be given, then, for 2,f and m,
we have 5552 + 11 f4.48m, 4-5(ll24-m),
2 f 7 m, —472
f
4 m, equal to 480S 4- 8 f4- 42;m.
For the indices of the primes in its ratio, we have
3—1 1, 4-20 204.5, -104-24.3,-74-34-1,

—

—

equal to 6

—832-

——
—

— 16 —

2S
8,

31658'

the interval above C.

Bj^' be given, then, as B must be taken an
octave lower, we have— 572
f— 5 m, -|- 832 -f. 2 f-f7m, 4-4724-f4-4m, equal to 73S4-2f-f.6m,- but 62
appearing to be the artificial comma, answering to this
note in the large Table, we have 622 4. 2 f 4- 5
for
the interval required above C; and
1
1,
-f 4
4-10
2—3, 4-34-1
2 (or cf), is equal

Again,

if

—

m

—

—6

-

— —

—

17—2

^" ^131072

-

3«56
140625"
2d, When Farey's Notation of a Note is given
Rule. Search through the great table for the artificial

eomma, which answers

to the

number of SO

given,

we" have

1

1,

=

—

3d, fV/ien the Ratio of a Note is given.
Rule. If the
ratio is given in numbers, find their component primes
by division, by 5, 2, and 3, successively ; then, from

5

3

—1

612 4- 12 4. 53
555 4-11 4- 48
451 4. 94- 39
358 4- 74-31
254 4- 5 -f 22
197 4- 44- 17
104 4- 24- 9

A
G

last interval,

— 274-54-8.

«

—
—
— 30-}-6-f-9,
3— —

and

the Table and rule, in p. 275 of vol. ix. find the num.
bers of 2, f, and m, and apply the 2d and 1st rules
above, for finding and proving the literal designation.
After what has been done above, farther examples
are, perhaps, unnecessary.
From the ratio of an interval above C of the tenor
cliff line, it is easy to deduce correctly its number of
vibrations ; from the circumstance of 2-tO, the vibrations per 1" of this C (see our article Concert Pitcft,)
happening to be composed of the musical primes 2, S,
and 5, viz. 2<x3x5, or 44-I4-I.
Rule. From the constant indices of primes, 4
4- 1,
-f- 1
deduct those of the given interval (or add them wath
contrary signs,) and the primes composing the number
of vibrations will be had.
If, for example, the fourth of Mr. Farey's Temperament, in p. 273 of vol. ix. be given, viz. 357 2
-f7 f 4- Sim, whose ratio is
14.4.74.IJ vre have

—

44-14-1,

4.14_7_-1, =:l«_6—0, or^^"-'*'~
729

359.5940, the vibrations per 1", which were required.
Intervals have been co"nsidered in our work, or are
in the course of being so treated, under various classes,
as follows, viz.

Acute, or such as are raised a major

marked

comma, and are

(').

Close.
See that article.
Commensurable. Ditto.
Composed, according to Euler, are greater than VIII.
Compound. See that article.
Concinnous. See that article.
Concordant.
See our article Concord.
See that article.
Defective.
'

Ditto.
Ditto.
Diminished.
Deficient.

Discordant. See our article Discord.
Double. Besides those intervals, wiiich are a multiple
of some other, by 2, and properly called double : some
practical musicians, as Holden, Calcott, &c. on some
occasions denominate those intervals double which have
a major eighth added to them, and fall between Vlll.
and XV. Euler calls these Composed Intervals.

See that article.
See that article.
See our article Flat.
Flattened.
Grave, See that article.
Excessive.

Extreme.

I
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Ditto.
Ditto.

Great.

,

Imperfect.

iBTcmya

IncommtHsurable, or prime inten-als, are such, the
tenns of whose ratios are not equal powers of any other
numbers whatever ; and whose notation, whether in in-

pnmus £, f, and m, or any others,
by any number.

dices of
sible

is

not divi-

IncomposUe. See that article.
IncoHcinuou*. See Acute and Giuvc.
See voL ix. p. 275.
Irrtrmlmr.
Mmufk, such as are not incommensurable, as above.
Perfect InleroaU, according; to some writers on the
practice of music, are only the 4th, Vth, and Vlllth:
but any interval, particidarly the concords, when truly
correctly adjusted, if not tempered, is said by most
writers to bi perfect.
Priwm, or IncommensurabU. See above.
RtJmmdaHt. See that article.
Regular. See voL iz. p. 375.
See our article Sharp.
8/i»rpe»ed.
Simple, acoording to Euler, are less than VIII.
Suftr^notu. See that article.
Tewaertd; are any such intervals as approach near to
any oT the concords. See vol. vii. p. 751. See also

and

our

Tkmpkraiient.

article

Triple, according to seiqe writers, are such intervals

as have two octaves joined to them, or

XV. and XXII.

fall

between

(,)

INTESTINA. The hintory of intestinal womos was
involved in the greatest obscurity, until Redi, towards
the end of the 1 7th century, oidcBVouml to direct the
It was
attention of naturalists to their exuunatkn.
not, however, until the middle of the Itth emtury, that
tkcte animals woe studied, described, or ligureti, with
an^ degree ot aecnracy. About this period, I'allas,
Miiller, Goesc, and Wcrmt, diatrngiuahed thcosielTaa
abt
as cultivatowflf tins Je paiui ieirt of adaaca, and I
to light maajr amiustant facta oooncctcd with the dta-

jw

ractcrs,funcliena,andciislribatiaaoftbesnectc«.

the bagnminf of the praMnt eentnrjr, UM iMbjact became tffll mow popular; and ita taipottaaea^ aa oooncctcd with BonlogT, and the natural arranMnient of
animals, waa ytacraUjr ackaowIed||ed. On tne continent, at praaaatt coUwetiona of th«e worms are every
where fmiiiimi
able naturalists are investigating
their history
and we iook forward, with confidence, to
the time when ttaair atnictare and AiBclioaa will be aooce
B|il i t i lj dewalopeJ, and their qratanatic character
i
BBOM ttai wwcuMMsljy daoMad, than thsw appaar tOthetOvcn
ia the valMblaworfcs oTOodar, tUmioU&. or L«narck.
la thia ai^pet^aiiuit . we,deiay the ooaaadaralioB of thia
departaMBt of aaoly aatil wo eooM to tfao article
Vaaan, where the Mftet^ at the trae wotna, or Aa-

—i^

—

M

'

About

>

n ali dw of Latreille,
earraaden. (»)

INTESTINES.

will

bkcwise be oamauakated to

Sao Amatomt. Hi>m*m. vol. i. p.
and ANiTONY, Comp mlive, vol. ii. p. 17.
INTESTINAL CoRcamoNB. See CHCMisTav. voL

802
TL

;

m

O. 151.

INULIN.

See Chcmistrt,

INVERARY,

or,

vol. vi. p. 110.

more properly, perhaps Inverara,

ia the capital of Argylkhira. Tlie Cclttc name is lomar.
moratU, i. e. the discharge of the Ara ; the oiact where
the rivar of that name (alls into the sea. This nana was
more applicable to the okl than to the modmi town.
Previous to the year 1773 Inverarv stood on the banks
of the river, at the point where the mountain stream
and the tidraccC But his Crrace the Duke of .Argyll,

I
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conceiving the town to be too close to his magnificent Itrentj.
castle, removed it soon after that period to its present site. '""'V""*'
This change his Grace was the more easily enabled to
accomplish, from the circumstance of his being almost
sole proprietor, there being only a single feu in the
place.
And the inhabitants had rather cause to be
pleased than sorry at its removal, as both the new houses
and situation are greatly preferable to the old. Inverary now stands on a small peninsula, about a quarter
of a mile south from the castle, and from its former po«
sition. The town, though small, is neat and handsome,
particularly its north-eastern front, which produces a
very pleasmg and picturesque effect when it opens on
the traveller approaching it by the great road from the
Indeejl the view of the place, to a stranger visouth.
siting by this route the capital of Argachelia, is altogeOn turning the point of Stronshira,
ther magnificent.
a point of land above two miles distant projecting into
Lochfine, the far-famed castle, the sprightly town, with
its numerous flotilla of boats, the endless variety of peaks
and banks, of hill and dale, of wood and water, which,
all at once, and as if it were by enchantment, burst upon
the eye of the traveller, rivet him to the spot, and overwhelm him with admiration and astonishment. From
the vast number of objects which, on turning this point,
present themselves to the sight of the deligtited bt-holder, objects not only individually interesting or magnificent, but grouping in the happiest manner, it is probable, that there is not another spot in the empire which
can afford a prospect so striking and diversified.
But
the limits of an article of this kmd will not allow us to
enlarge on the varied beauties of Inverary. The truth is,
that no description, however ably or eloquently written,
can give an adequate idea of the tine views to be seen at
this place ; and we would reconmicnd it to every perSCSI who is fond of the lovely and sublime in nature, to
gratify his curiosity and taste by visiting Inverary ; and
emplojring, at l east a couple of days in examining its
interesting and extensive scenery.
The population of the town of Inverary is small,
amounting, within the royalty, according to the census
taken in I8IU, to only ll34iouls. There is little doubt
that both the pUce and tiie population would have been
greatly larger, bad not the policy, whether judicious is
rather questionable, of the family of Argyll been always averae to the increase.
There is only a single feu in the place, which was
gnalcd in lien of a sunilar right possessed in the old
towa. A ^rcat part of the houses was built at the expance of hw Oraiee, and are let to the inhabiunts ; and
aacfa aa ware erected at the cost of private individu,

als,

have been built on

kmg

leases.

inverary little is known previous to its having
been made a burgh in the year 1648. There is reason
to suppose that, before that period, it was a mere fishing village. But the patronage of the family of Argyll,
the erection of the place into a royal burgh, and its
becoming the seat of the circuit and sheriff courts, soon
raised it to some importance. The town is governed by
a provost, two bailies, a dean of guild, and a council
of twelve burgesses, and it joins with Ayr, Irvine,
Rothsay, and Campbelltown, in sending a member to
Parlinment. The revenues of the place are but trifling, tliough the charter vests tlie corporation with the
right of levying harbour dues from every vessel which
enters any creek or harbour in the shire. Unfortunately, however, the rights of the burgh were, till within
'£
e laU few years, hidden in the mysticism of law

Of
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and there is reason to fear that this imiiortant
^•^/""^ privilege, from its having been allowed to remain so
long in desuetude, may now be lost. As might be ex|>ected, from the circumstance of Inverary being the
Invcmrjr.

Latin

;

Indeed, the more one contemplates and cnnsi.
ders the surrounding scenery, the more will he feel inclined to admire the tatt of that distinguished nobleman, under whose auspices Inveraly castle was de-

tion.

,

signed and executed ; and with regard to internal elegance, comfort, and convenience, it is certain that this
fine edifice is not inferior to any nobleman's residence
as in other places, it is found to be a thriving profesin the kingdom.
sion ; and many instances have occurred, within the last
The parish of Inverary extends for nearly 12 miles,
50 years, of men rising from the desk to the possession
along the western shore of Lochfine. Its breadth geof considerable landeil properties. The English language is generally spoken in the town. The better nerally is about 6 miles. The Duke of Argyll is sole
proprietor.
The population of the parish, without the
classes of the inhabitants, of both sexes, speak it with
considerable propriety ; and are, in general, distin- royalty, according to the census of 1810, amounts to
guished for their politeness and intelligence.
977 souls. The aspect of the parish is hilly, and much of
There are at present (1817) no manufactures in the its soil is bad, and difficult of improvement.^ Indeed, few
town or parish, though the dukes of Argyll, with that of the tenants make the attempt. The traveller is surlaudable attention, to the interest and improvement of prised to see the system of run-rig, with all its wretchthe country, which has imiformlv distinguished that ed accompanimei^ts, within a few miles of Inverary
noble family, have mrtde manx attempts to establish Castle. Unfortimately, many of the farms of the pathem. The great staple, on which the bulk of the po- rish are subdivided among a number of small tenants,
possessing little skill, enterprise, or capital ; and notpulation of the place and of the whole coast of Lochwithstanding the excellent example held out by the
fine depend for employment and subsistence, is the
herring fishery. From the excellence and occasional late Duke, no improvement could be expected under
abundance of the herrings caught in this loch, tliis is such a system. The very quantity of valuable wood,
found to be a very lucrative trade, yielding sometimes which is annually given by the noble proprietor to this
more than £+0,000 per annum. Inverary has no fo- swarm of tenantry, and which they consume in renew-,
reign trade
its chief traffic consists in the export of
ing or repairing their ill built and ill thatched houses,
wool and salted herrings to the Clyde and to Liverpool, would, if accurately calculated, appear incredible, and
and in the import of coals, meal, and merchandise, for the shew, beyond dispute, the propriety of lessening their
use of the inhabitants of the place and neighbourhood.
number. There was a period, indeed, when the house
There are no antiquities or buildings of any interest in of Argyll found it politic, like other noble houses, to
Inverary. On the lawn, a little to the south of the castle,
maintain on their estates a numerous jwpulation ; when
there stands a single druidical stone, as it is sometimes their credit, and perhaps security, depended not a little
termed, a kind of rude obelisk.
Whether it was raised on the number of men they could bring into the field.
to mark the grave of a warrior, or for some other pur- But happily those times are gone by ; and there can
pose, it is now impossible to ascertain.
Many stones be no question, that the interest of the proprietor,
of this description are to be seen in the county of Ar- and of the community at large, would be highly benegyll, and some of them of so stupendous a height and
fited by a change of system.
Na)', the change would
size, that it is quite inexplicable how the old Celts, who
be advantageous to those small tenants themselves ; for
are represented as barbarians by certain refined anti- not a shadow of doubt can be entertained, that if his
quaries and historians, could have contrived to place
Grace were to give them cottages with small tenements
them in their present position. Indeed, versed as the of land, or crofts, as they are commonly termed in
present generation is in mechanics, it would proba- Scotland, on the side of Lochfine, where they might
bly at this day be found an arduous task, either to re- have access to the rich treasures of its fishery, instead
move or to erect these singular monuments. In the mid- of becoming in their old age; as is now too frequently
dle of the town there is a neat monument, raised about the case, pensioners on his charity, their condition
the year 1735, to some gentlemen of the clan Camp- would be comparatively raised to a state of independbell, who, towards the close of the seventecntli centuence and of comfort.
ry, fell victims to their attachment to Presbyterianism.
The woods of Inverary, both natural and planted,
About 14 years ago, a new churcli was built, compre- have been long known and admired for their beauty
hending under one roof two places of worship. The one and extent.
There are great quantities of fine old
is used for the Gaelic or parish part of the population,
oaks, sycamores, ashes, limes, chesnuts, &c. and the
the other for the burgh or English. There are two cler- magnificent beeches can scarcely be matched in the
gymen, who preach alternately to each congregation. kingdom. The woods of this parish have been reckTwo years ago the building of a new county jail was oned worth nearly half a million of money ; and though
commenced. The plan of the structure seems to have the data on which the calculations 'were formed may
been designed with a view to the ornament of the not be perfectly satisfactory, there can be no doubt
place, and the comfort of the unfortunate prisoners.
that, from their extent, as well as quality, they inust
Its site is on the beach, in a very airy situation ; and,
be of prodigioiis value. Inverary is situated in North
besides the mere jail, it is meant to contain within its
Lat. 56'' 28', and in West Long. 5".
(w. n.)
wall a range of handsome court and county rooms.
INVERKEITHING is a royal burgh, and sea-port
The castle, which stands, as it was already noticed, town of Scotland, in the county of Fife. It stands upon
about a quarter of a mile from the town, is a noble a rising ground on a bay of the same name, on the north
building.
It was built by Archibald, Duke of Argyll,
side of the Firth of Forth.
The town consists princiimmediately after the year 1745; and, though it has pally of one street, through which the great north road
been the subject of much criticism to men pretending passes, and of some bye lanes. Some of the houses are
to superior architectural discernment, yet most travelgood, but many of them are very old, with staircases
lers of taste always view it with decided
approba- on the outside. The town- house, which was built in
seat of the courts of law, a considerable proportion of
the genteel inhabitants follow this profession. Here,

;
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1770, Contains a prison, and apartments for the business
of the burgh, and for public meetings. The parish
^yf^h, and the church for the burgher scccders, are
the only other public building.
iHverkeithiiig is governed by a provost, two bailies,
a dean of jjiiiKI, and trci>urer, who .ire elected annually
by tlie councillor- nml tlnMleacons of the trades. It reDavid I. received its charter fri<m \Villiam the Lion.
iideU in it ; and within these 50 years the vestiges of
King James VI. ratified the charhii house remained.
ter grante<l by preceding monarchs, by a writ dated *th

May

1 .")f)S.

There are almost no manufactures in Inverkeithing.
An iron foundry, on a small scale, has been established;
and there are several salt pans, which annually make
about 15,000 bushels of salt. The trade of the town
consists principally of the export of coals, to the extent

of about 25,000 tons annually. The harbour has from
13 to 15 feet of water nl sprifisr '!'!»'•'. and there ire gootl
Inqtuys for loadini; and unl'
orth
verkeitliing, which is sep.ii
by the Ferry hills, affordi excellent anchorage for ve»and it U here that the ships of
•els of sny biinlcn
,

'

:

war

en ride in severe storms,
-cans had convents here.
to be seen. Thejwpula-

•,

'

St.!'

ThelJ.^
butnorcni.i

are now
ISOO.
In the year 1811, the
burgh and parish was
in

tionofthci

.

population oi

tiie

iiiut

J boiucs
I.
Inhabitad
I

I.

oo.

I.-..

P

.^"'l

n employed
I
Do.
p™

'

.

.'

i'
in trade

_.
and manulactures
1

and

ancient and
town of Scotland, and

flourishing

burgh

capital of the coun-

name from it* situation at the Junction of
It i. Io6 miles
lie river Nc»« with the Mornv Firtfi.
north north-we»t of
7* SC 5"
North, and ita Long.
_.,..: a it* geo>
graphical position and importance, resorted to from all
pnrtt r>r till- uirthmi countie* for many nccestary arI,
ti
as well as in coiisequencc of ita
ty, take* its

I

.

,t„1
.^1
ci— _.: -.._.;,
it* •eiiiliinr;.-. r,,r n.Iii.v.iw.ii
meeting* for biuinea* and
C«acnl M- at the capital of the HighU
^,i
portion uf the town occupies an ext(
i^ial plain
oo the eastern bank of the river, .,;.<>.
^' towards
the MM, from the more elevated country rising abruptly
ov«- ;» whilst the more modem part, lies in the same
-western bank. It* noble and majestic river,
p
'- '••I- "L-th a smoodi and unvarying
«

f^

•

»
fi«rii.5, uiiii iir.ij^i-

ii.*. Ml

.ranlen*. nurseries, cultivated
-''
'-'od, the rock V,

lU nr;

broken, and beautifully woo«l.
plain to the we»t, its vicinity t
firths with their bold shore*.
•'
'•:., tiui
tuation onr

-ing from tfie
'

''

Although

1

'

cm

'

<

healthy; arm it ri.i» tiic «(n;iii'
very beautiful and elevatetl wa!

low,

!^

auly

u-

<

(

it is
**
i

ixr

imagined,

nerermdMi

<>Mes*ing some
idnity, where

.

a pure and salubrious

air, a* well K) the most splen'
and exhilarating view*, may be enjoyed.
Am<>;
''
these, the ascent to the summit of
rii«dr.iick
(teeFoars f'ilrified,) may be part
whence
may be commanded, a prospect as vantd ami extensive
•a the eye can covet. "The eastern part of the town containa one large and ipaciooa street, called East-ttrret,
Tunning froin eait to west along the foot of a itrep
^

.

,

A

A

alternately with Enirlish.
ployed
There is also an
-^
'
•,. .*
...
,
,
.i.
i-^ i
(Mi-ronil iiiipel,
with a bishop, and a raethodist
chaIk- tolbooth and court-house, situated at the enI"'l.
/-i
L . _,./•
r _. . _
L
J
truic. to C hurch-strect from East-street, is a very hand^iiiiu' Imilding, having an extremely elegant tower and
spire rising over the front.
This is 150 feet high, of
very beautiful nmnortion, and was built about 20 years
ago by iheari
he spire of St. .Andrew's church
in F.i!'nl)iirgli,
:i, though not so taper, it bears
ilile resembbncr.
In the ground flixir of the
,

•

'

sea- port

A

'

2400

J;
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bank. From this, two others called New-street and I »«""
«
Church-street, branch off at right angles in a northerly
direction ; and there arc besides these, one or two running with a considerable ascent up the bank to the
south. In this part of the town aremanr buildings of considerable antiquity, in which are observed many curiously carved stones with grotesque figures, coats of arras, and
inscriptions. East-street is connected with the western
part of the town, through Bridge- street, by a very picturesqne, though rather inconvenient old bridge of
seven arches, bOilt by subscription in 1686".
Beneath
the arches are projecting ribs of stone, producing a
very massive effect.
troublesome toll of a haltpenny
is levied from people passing this bridge on foot, which
ought certainly to be done away. The western part
of the town is less ancient and less extensive, but there
are a good many respectable looking houses facing the
river, and some neat streets have been lately begini.
little above the harlmur, the two sides of the river are
also united by a very handsome wooden bridge, of modem erection, much admired for the ingenuityand excellence of its structure.
very beautiful walk hns been
lately made on the eastern bank, running between the
endsofthe two bridges, forming a delightful promenade.
The town contains two churches and a chapel of p„yjj
ease; the former have three established clergymen, buildings.
and the latter one. In one of the churches Ciaelic is
exclusively preached, and in the chapel of ease it is cnl^
,

..

*«•"

I

t

cot^.

by no m'
.... ..:

ment would
during

..i

its

The

mil''"'v I'lnnl-lwuK/-,

t!iire is

i.

roo:

r"<r

-^

,,,^

.

adtnit

circuits, arc

......

;..v

courtrather in«

....viior

arrange"

improvement. Here,
....uinai and jury courU,

counties of Orkney, Caithness. Sutherland,
•'-.•
'•
rty, Invemcs*, Nairn, and Moray.
Tie
iiaN. on the second floor, are furni-'hed
'w,,,. ^..Ntead*, benches, fee. on the plan of
the bem
ward. There is also a long gallery
-prn bamd window*, where the
in front, t..,..
prisoners arc
to take air and exercise.
The
third floor is (K-i-upn'ii by the debtors' rooms, and apartment* for those confined in civil cases. The townhall is a large plain building, opposite the head of
Chnrrh-street, having in front a pavement of 80 or 90
feet tqaare, serving a* an exchange. The ground-floor
oofiaist* of ibop*; in the •econd floor i» the councilchamber, and a chartef-room ; and the upper is employed for the meetings and courts of the dean of guild
end of Church-street
ami his council. V
hem Meeting, erected
aretheassembly-m
-ulwcription about I7.s:,>.
inc edifice is rather heavy
-. exterior, but contains large and elegant dining and
b.ill-rooms, and several commodious smaller apartments.
It is intended for the accoramo<lation of the nobility
and gentn* of the northern counties, who meet annually
for a week in the month of October for the enjoyment
of field sports ; the evening of each day being spent in
The building wa* originally
a public dinner and balL
for the
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higher than it is now ; but the roof anil upper story
having been injured by an unfortunate and fatal explosion of gun-j)owder in 1 8(10, both were taken down,
and a new roof put on. The Koyal Academy, situated
in New-rtreet, is a neat plain building, divided into
apartments for the different classes ; and in tiie centre
of the first floor is the large hall, also devoted to the
At the one end of this room is
pui-poses of a library.
8 very fine picture of the nativity by an Italian artist.
This seminary was originally established by the town,
aided by liberal subscriptions from various parts of the
world, where natives of Inverness, or those interested
in its prosperity, were to be found.
It is now a very
flourishing institution, where the languages, and the
first principles of the different sciences, are very successfully taught. A regular .salary is given to a teacher
oC Gaelic. There are seven masters, one of whom acts
as rector.
The number of scholars varies from 200
to SOO.
There are two sessions in the year, one in
spring and the other in autumn, each of which is concluded by a public examination, where prizes are bestowed on meritorious scholars. The general management of
this establishment is given by its charter to a court of
directors, consisting of the magistrates for the time being.
All subscribers of jG 100, who, with their heirs,
are perpetual directors ; and donors of £ 50, who are
directors for life ; and, in addition to these, five gentlemen are annually chosen by the commissioners of
supply. There are other private academies for the instruction of boys and girls, and one public school for
young ladies, under the superintendaiice of the magistrates.
The royal infirmary is a very handsome and
extensive modern building, pleasantly situated on the
western bank of the river, within a quarter of a mile of
the town.
It was built by public subscription, aided
by parochial collections in the northern counties. Its
funds, which are very respectable, are assisted by charitable donations, and by contributions from parish
churches.
Its managers consist of the magistrates, ministers, and medical practitioners of Inverness, and
the sheriff of the county ; also, of subscribers of £ 50 at
once, or of £ 5 annually.
The medical gentlemen attend the hospital alternately, for three months each.
There are also an apothecary and surgeon in constant
attendance.
Patients are admitted from all the neighbouring counties, if recommended by a clergyman, or
other respectable person, and are cured gratis, unless
when in a condition to afford remuneration, in which
case they are made to pay something for food and medicines, which goes to the funds of the institution. One
part of the building is devoted to the reception of insane persons, who are kept in wards detached from the
others.
The building is capable of accommodating 40
or 50 patients at once, exclusive of the apartments for
the attendants.
The internal regulations have lately
undergone very considerable improvement. There is
a neat little theatre in this town, frequently opened for
tlramatic performances.
The inns and hotels are excellent, and are well frequented.
Inverness being the
thoroughfare to the more northern counties, in the summer season they are filled with strangers, who come
to visit the splendid scenery in the neighbourhoocL
The shops are numerous and handsome, and the whole
town has an air of cheerfulness and cleanliness, in which
List respect, though formerly very deficient, it has been
lately much improved.
The remains of the ancient castle of Inverness, though
originally of importance, are now very trifling.
They

are situated on the western part of a green hill, rising Inverness,
over the river a little abova the bridge. On.the site of ""T^'TT'
AntiquiUcs.
these ruins once stood the castle, in whkh King Duncan is supposed to have been murdered by Macbeth.
The fortress of the usurper stood on the eastern extremity of the hill ; it was razed by Malcolm Canmore in
detestation of his father's murderer, and the more modern castle was afterwards erected by him. This was
occupied in 1715 by the officers of the royal army, hav«
ing been repaired, and barracks and a rampart added
to it ; but it was destroyed in 1 74-5 by the rebels.
At
the junction of the river with the sea, stands the remains of a fort erected bj' Cromwell, on the site, and
partly with the materials, of an old monastery of Do-

minicans, or Black Friars, founded in the 13th century by Alexander II. The fort was a regular pentagon,
with bastions, ramparts, and wet ditches, a covered
way and glacis. The whole incloses four acres of ground,
and might have held 2000 men, and 400 horses. It
was nearly demolished by Charles II. in 16S2, and has
since fallen completely to decay, nothing now remaining but the vestiges of the ramparts. The garden of
the Dominican monastery is now the glebe of one of
the ministers, and the site of the church is a small bu-^
The principal burying place of the towa
rial place.
and parish is the chapel yard, an inclosure of about six
acres, on the east side of Church-street.
In the si.\th century, Inverness was the capital of History,
the Pictish kingdom ; when St. Columba \e(t Icolmkill, and came to the Pictish court, ad ostium Nessw, in
order to convert Brudteus II. to Christianity. The first
burgh charter was granted to the town by Malcolm
Canmore, (then residing here,) in the year 1067- It
afterwards had charters from King William the Lion,
in 1175, and from Alexander, David, James I. and
Queen Mary. The last charter it received was from
King James VI. in 1591, ratifying all former grants,
and, amongst other immunities, appointing a market
twice a week, with eight free fairs yearly. In 1310,
In 1645, MonInverness was taken by Robert Bruce.
In 1649,
trose defeated Colonel Urrey near the to.wn.
Colonels Middleton and Monro seized it for Charles
II., but were soon driven away by the Parliament General; and, in 1745, it was occupied by the army of the
Pretender, previous to the battje of CuUoden. Inverness,
in conjunction with Fortrose, Nairn, and Forrts, sends
a member to parliament, each in rotation being the returning burgh, and having a casting vote.
The population of Inverness has been gradually in- Population,
creasing for a considerable time, but it seems to have
grown in a much greater ratio of late years. This arises
from a variety of causes, of which the works of the Caledonian canal, and the consequent accumulation of labourers, may be offered as one of the most obvious and
In 1791, it contained 5L07 inhabitants ; in
important.
1801 the number rose to 8742; and, in the return of
1811, the total amounted to 11353. The Gaelic. language is of course much used amongst the lower orders ; but English is spoken by all ranks with a degree
of grammatical precision, hardly to be met with in any
other part of Scotland; and although it is accompanied
by a particular provincial accent, by no means pleasant,
yet the pronunciation is generally much more correct
here than it is elsewhere. Some attribute this to the circupistance of the intercourse of the inhabitants with
Cromwell's soldiers, having influenced the language of
their descendants ; but it is perhaps better explained by
remarking, that Gaelic having been the common me.
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dium of conversation, the study of Enf^lish has been
accompanied by that attention to propriety p( speech,
very naturally bestowed on a language to be acquired.
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The tofrn is governed by a provost and four bailies.
The provost is assisted by a council, consisting of SI
member", who have a clerk, and a clerk-depute. The
new council is annually elected at Michaelmas by the
and afterwards elects from its body the
provost and bailies, and the dean of guild and
The provost, however, is usually continued
treasurer.
in office for three, and the other magistrates for two
There are six incorporated trades, who annualyears.
ly elect at Michaelmas six deacons, and six box-masters
or treasurers, each corporation having its own peculiar
deflcon and box-master.
The six deacons elect a deacon-conreher, who presides over, and attends to, the
interetta of all the corporations ; they elect at the same
time a general box-master. The six corporations are repretented in the council by their deacon-convener, (who
by virtue of his office is a member,) and by two deacdlu annually elected br the town-council. There are,
besides these, several other crafls not incorporated. The
dean of guild holds a court for determining all matters
relating to the guildry, and particularly for preserving
and tiphoUling its fond, which is in a very thriving state.
The common funds of the town are respectable, and
considerably on the increase.
Its income is devoted to
public purposes, and to giving annuities to decayed
persons, and salaries to the different teachers of the
town. The accounts of the bnrgh are made up yearly,
and are left in the council dumber for several weeks, (or
the inspection of all concerned. To aid the magistrates
in mtxutf^ng the police of the town, about TO or 80 of
tbe mo«l respectaole Iradeamen are annoally nominated
constables.
The itrects arc dcaned regularly every
raoming, and tbe manure so coIlecte<l is sold to the
neighbouring farmers, at the rate of about half-a-guinea
for a double cart-load, prodadng arveral hundretl pounds
••year.
The lampa are liglttao bjr contract, and are in
numtier about 150.
There are several societies in town, such as the InTemcaa Highland Society, with president, vice-presidents, directors, and members the Northern Horticultural Society, with a patron, vice-presidents, and coun•ellors
a saving-banK for the poor, with directors ; a
Farming Society, with president and viea-pmidents
an Athensrum. where neriodioal papers of au k&tda are
taken in, with a nraiini
and oommittee of management ; a society for Mtpprming begging, with a president and committees, 1st, for paying the allowanoet to,
invteligating the ctrcuroslanoea ot the poor ; Sd, for
old

council,

new

Fisn^
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nd

r.rniaUlwtiMrBMipcn with employment; Sd, for surintmmng tnc UHtmction cf children; and, 4th, a
ommittre. There ia also an Inverness Auxilia-oilcty. with a president and committee; and,
inite honour 'o this town, an Auxiliary
I

'

:nh Society has been just established.
A
respectable me<lical society has been also institutetl.
Besides thc«e. there are several mason lodges in town.
,
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The trade and manufactures of Inverness have improved with its increasing population. lu harbour is
safe and commodious, admittmg vcMels of 200 tors to
onload at the quay and vessels of 500 tons may ride in
SKfety in the Morsv Firth, within a mile of the town. The
:

tide flows up to the bridge ; small vessels art occasionally bailt here. The ezporta are ooooderablc, and con-

rnt of grain, (chiefly wheat,) wool, dtins

md

bides,
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flax, and woollen manufactured goods, wood and tnrmtu.
building stone.
The imports, however, are to a still ^T^''^^
greater extent, consisting of London dry gootls, and jonjnjjjj,.

hemp,

groceries, coals, lime, barley, and hemp and flax for
manufacturing.
In this trade there are a number of
vessels employed, of which those registered as belong-

ing to this port, are 51, forming an aggregate of 274(j
tons, and employing 201 hands. The trade with London is the most frequent, a circumstance tending to
keep Inverness and its neighbourhood always in an advanced slate of acquaintance with the elegancies and
luxuries of life.
The carrying trade to and from the
metropolis, is conducted with the utmost regularity.
The vessels belonging to the London Shipping Company, are about 120 tons burden, and are six in number
they are built as much with a view to the accommodation of passengers, as for the conveyance of goods. The
Leitli Shipping Company have three smacks, and the
Aberdeen Shipping Company have the same number.
The royal mail starts every day to run by Abenleen,
and the Caledonian diligence sets off twice a-week by
the Highland road, furnishing conveyances by land to
Edinburgh and London. Besides these there are numerous carriers and bye-posts. The bank of Scotland,
the British Linen banking company, and the Perth
bank have epch of them a branch here. There are also
agents established in Inverness for six different insurance
companies.
Tnough provisions are plentiful, Inverness cannot be
called a very dieap place. The butcher market is well
supplied.
There are also plenty of sea-fish and salmon ; which last are exported ni great quantities to
Ixntdon.
Vegetablea and tbe more common fruits are

Provisions,

in abun<lanoe.
It is not very easy to predict what probable increase rBlcdoniaa
of trade may bi? expected to accrue to Inverness from ""•l"
the opening of the Caledonian canal, (for which see Navir.ATios, Inland.) That it will have some influence in
promoting the growing importance of the town, cannot
be doubted, though we fear that the operation of this
cause, may have been rather overrated by the eagerness of public antidpation.
The discovery of the
steam-boat, however, by offering a new and more certain mode of towing vessels through the lakes, must
certainly obviate much of the difficulty of their navigation, the apprehension of which woufil have natur^ly
operated to diminish the passage through tliei:i.
We
may therefore be allowed to hope tliat Inverness may
one day rise to a considerable degree of magnificence.
If tliis great work shall have any effect on the trade, Msnofitwe may iU«o reasonably expect that it will give energy tuiet.
to the manufacture! of Inverness.
Surrounded by a
populous ct'untry, and posses sing a command of water.
It u well situated for manufactures of various kinds
but as yet comparatively little ha* been done in this
way. The prindpal manufactory is that of hempen

cloth, sent in considerable quantities to the West Indies and America, for packing cotton and coffee. Much

of this stuff

u

home consumption, being
com and coal sacks. There

prepared for

use<l as sail-cloth,

and

for

are three establishments of this kind, employing a
number of hands. There are two woollen manufacto.
ries here, one of them chiefly employed in making tartan cloths for the Highland marVets.
The other has
pro<luced very excellent superflne cloth, but this part
of the manufacture has been relinquished for the more
profitable one of country cloths, and negro clothing
for the We«t India market. An iron foundry was esta-
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opposite to the bsvelment.
Three gentlemen, who at Inverne.'siliire.
the time of the earthquake happened to be approaching
^
Inverness from the west, when at a considerable distance from the town, distinctly heard tli^ large bell toll
twice, a circumstance entirely unnoticed amidst the
bustle, by those who were in the streets or houses of
the place.
It appears to have been admitted by many
marble-cutter has also lately estamaker's yard.
gentlemen of Inverness, who had resided long in the
blished himself.
There are two printing offices in Inverness, from West Indies, where such convulsions are frequent, that
one of which a very useful provincial weekly paper is- tkei/ had neverJell a smarter shock.
From January till the present period, October 1817,
Besides the general advantages resulting to tho
sues.
community from its medium of advertisement, the there have been no less than five other shocks at Inverness; oneofwhich was very violent, and generally feltover
utility of public discussion has been no where more
the central and western parts of Scotland. (T. L. D.)
happily manifested than in this journal, which, by afINVERNESS-SHIRE, the name of the-largest of
fording to individuals the means of pointing ont evils,
and of suggesting proper remedies, has been productive the counties of Scotland.
The county of Inverness is about Q^ miles in length j. Natuof much reformation in the appearance of the town and
from east to west, and about 50 miles at its greatest rai.
its environs, as well as in the management of its intebreadth.
It is bounded on the north by Ross-shire Historv.
rests.
and the Moray Firth ; on the east by Nairn, Moray, situation
It may perhaps be proper shortly to notice in this
Banff, and Aberdeen-shires ; on the south by Argyle ami boun- '
place, the earthquake which was felt at Inverness, and
pretty universally over Scotland, at about a quarter be- and Perth-shires ; and on the west by the Atlantic dam-s.
Ocean. Besides this, which may be termed the contifore eleven o'clock on the evening of the 13th of Aunental part of it, a number of the Hebridean islands begust 1816. At Inverness, it not only produced more
long politically to the county.
In considering the surviolent effects, but also created greater alarm than it
It was announced, as is usual, by
face of this extensive and important part of Great Bridid any jvhere else.
tain, it will be convenient to begin with a description
that tremendous rumbling noise called by the Italians
rombo; and the shock is supposed to have lasted twen- of the grand outlines of its geography.
The bells in many houses rung for more
The great Caledonian Glen, or, as it is denominated Gcographity seconds.
in Gaelic, Glen-mor-na-albin, is the most remarkable cildivisions.
than a minute ; small birds were knocked down from
feature in Inverness-shire.
Running in a straight line
their perches, and killed ; and some of the inhabitants
who had retired to rest were shaken out of bed. The nearly from north-east to south-west, it divides the
concussion on the houses was dreadful, and inspired county into two almost equal parts.
It may perhaps
such sudden terror, that they were all in a moment average somewhat less than a mile broad in the bottom,
evacuated.
Infants were torn from the cradle by their
but towards its summit level, it is in many places
terrified mothers ; and men, women, and children, of
scarcely a quarter of that width.
The sides of the hills
all ages and ranks, many of them almost naked as they
rise so very abruptly on both hands, and the shapes of
had risen from their beds, were seen rushing into the their steep fronts seem so much adapted to one another,
streets, amidst the most doleful female shrieks and lathat the least observing person can hardly travel along
Under the dreadful apprehension of a se- its length, without the idea occurring that it must have
mentations.
cond and more violent shock, returning perhaps to bubeen produced by some vast and sudden convulsion.
The northern extremity of this extraordinary glen,
ry them under the ruins of their houses, the motley
and terror-struck groupes crowded in various streams, opens by the river Ness into the Moray Firth, and folthrough the different outlets, to the country, where lowing it south-westwards from this point, we find it
many of them remained all night in the fields. Partly occupied by Lochs Ness, Oich.and Lochy, whence it
from fear, and partly from curiosity, few occupied their extends into the Western Ocean by that long inlet of
beds or their homes until day-break, and many did not the sea called Loch Linnhe. In examining the straths
return to them until next evening.
By fortunate acci- and glens tributary to this great one, we find that they
dent, the streets had been almost deserted on this night,
are eight in all ; of which number, (speaking in a geat an unusually early hour, and the violence of the conneral manner,) four join it from the west north-west,
cussion was in a great measure over before the people
viz. Glen Urquhart, Glen Morriston, Glen Garry, and
had time to crowcl into them ; if it had been otherwise, the glen or strath of Loch Arkeg. The remainder come
into it from the east south-cast, and are Stratherick,
so very thick was the shower of large stones precipitated from the chimney tops, as well as of slates and tiles
Glen Gluoy, Glen Spean, and Glen Nevis ; the three
hurled in great numbers from the roofs, that if the last situated in the district of Lochaber. Turning to
streets had not been tolerably clear at the time, many
the west coast of the county, we find it broken by six
dreadful accidents, and even deaths, must have occurarms or bays of the sea, besides that of Loch Shtil,
red.
Some of the stones were projected completely there forming its southern boundary. These are Loch
across to the opposite side of the way.
It is rather reMoidart, Loch Aylort, Loch-ananougal, Loch-na-gaul,
markable, that It was rather from the newer houses Loch Nevish, and Loch Hourn. Tlie fresh water lake
fragments were thus thrown ; many of the older having Loch Morrer, and several small glens, discharging inentirely escaped this dilapidation. It was not however
dependent streams into the Western Sea, tend still faruntil morning, that the most decisive proof of the viother to disturb the continuity of the mountains in this
lence of the shock was discovered. The beautiful spire
part of the county. In the northern quarter of the shire,
of the jail was observed to have been rent across at sewe notice the great glen of Strath Glass with its tribuveral feet from the top ; and the part above the crack
taries, running nearly north-east, and opening into the
appeared twisted round several inches, in a dii-ection firth of Beauly. To the south of the town of Inverness,
towards the north-west, so that the angle above the portions of Strath Nairn and Stradearn, or the strath of
fracture, instead of afplyuig to tha below it, b now
the Findhorn, run through the county in a durection

which a polished ironhere some
—nr"-' work was allerwards added. Both are carried on to a
The polished iron-work has been
considerable extent
brou;;IU to such perfection, that a drawing-room grate
was lately made of the value of 70 guineas. There is
an extensive upholstery ware-room here ; and a coachlatemeis. blished
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nearly north north-east. And farther south stUl, on the
prcat strath of the river Spey, we find the dk-trict of
Badenoch ; whence Inverness-shire is projected in a

north-east direction between the shires of Banff and
Moray, a considerable district round Castle Grant, beinj; by them insulated from the rest ; and in this way
it includes a large portion of Strathspey.
All these ^cns are, comparatively speaking, narrow,
Monnuiiu.
and arc bounded and divided from one another by very
high mountains, which consequently form a great proIt will be only
portion of the surface of the county.
necessary in this place, to notice one or two of the most
distinguished. Mealfourvounie rises over the north side
of Loch Ness, between Glen IVquhart and Glen Moris very conspicuous from its round-headed
height above the level of the sea i* 3060 feet,
and it is visible from the east at a great distance. C'^mKOrum, and Brae Riach, are two mountains rising over
the district of Rothtcmurchus, on tile Spe}'. By the
measurement of I)r. Skene Keith, the forbnr
.ind the latter 4304 feet above the level
mr
of ilii' si\i. But in I nvemess-shirv, as throughout the
rest of the i<iland, (he highest ridge approacJics much
nearer to the \Ve*tcm than to tlie F..i<lem Sea. Accordingly we find, that the great mountain masaes are
accumulated towards the former side of the county, and
This gigantic
it is there that Ben Nevis is situated.
mountain is 4:)70 feet ; but it is not more remarkable
for its snperior altitude, than it is for the circumstance
of it* having its base almost washed by the tea, whence
it towers np at once with a grandeur no where to be
It ia never to be found
equalled in theae kingtlama.
withoat Miow, and ita top b almost eooatantly enveloped in cloud* ; but when it is uncovrrtd, the view ooinBumded from the aommit i« the moat cxtaneive that can
be imagined, taking in a nnge of more than 170 milci^
and cnbraeing the gi'Mtrr nomber of the Hcbridci.
By Koing about a quarter of a mile up the river, above
the nonae of (ilen Nevis, it is easily aacended by one
of it* western ridge*.
The mont rmpnrtant lake* of Inveme«a>*hire. are
Loch* N
\rkeg, and Momr, already
mcntioi"
m Glen MorriatCD; Ix>cha
the district of Glen Garry ; Ixich*
Garry and Quoich
I.agfan and Treig, emptying themseire* into Glen
Spcan ; and I^x-h Mad<Iy, running into Strath Glas*
TotliM Loch Ericht may be added, being partly in
tMa comity, and partly in Fertlwshire. Theae lake*,
dapendiwy for tiicar ahapa* opon the Icngtliened gletu
in which titer are atftad, ara all long and narrow.
TImv generally deepen aaddcBly from within a few
yatibortkamannni where they are aorrounded by a
•hallow beadi. They are of rartoa* mywtiidea, being
on an average (rom m, to twelve, and foataen nile*

riston,

top.

and

Ifs

I

LakMk
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m

in length.
Lscii

Nor.

Of all thcae Loch Neat b the largut, being twentytwo nrilca in length, and ftom one to two mile* broad,
lu cosnoum awmdinga are (Vun 116 to ISO fathom^
and ita eatrraw flepih b 135 lathoma. In exempUfication of the remark made above, aa applying generally
to all the lake* in Invcnieaa-ahire, we may mention,
that Loch Neaa is from 15 to SO fathom* deep doac to
the narrow abclf, extending a littla way into the Uke.
It i* unqneationably fitm Uie dreamatance of iu great
depth, a&nling a rapid and eontinoal »i»cowaion of
wanaar strata of water, to occupy the place of tboae,
wkieh, being cooled at the surtave, have con*equent>
ly auok from., their
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lake is never known to freeie; though a portion of Inve ssssh"*
the water, when removed iirom it, freezes as fast as
that of any other.
do not conceive the theory, as- ^Z.. j,cribing the cause of this phenomenon to the existence
of a subterranean fire, of much value. The lake and
river are no doubt observed to smoke in severe fx'ost;
but this very naturally happens from the cause already stated, as operating to prevent its congelation
for owing to the constant supply from below to the
surface, of water of a higher temperature than the
air, evaporation will more readily take place, and will
be made the more apparent to the eye the greater the
cold.
The river, biBing supplied from tlie stratum of
water last arrived at tlie surface of the lake, which is
consequently the warmest, its course being short, not
more than five or six miles j it3 stream being steady
and forcible, and (from the great quantity of water it
has to discharge,) being more hurtied than its actual
fall would otherwise render it, it has not sufficient time
to be cooked down to the freeziiiir point, and, therefore,
like the lake itself, it remains uncongealed. In November 1812, the thermometer being at 2° Fahrenheit,
Ix>ch Ness remained {lerfectly free from ice ; but on
the siiallower lake of Dochfour, into which the river
Ness runs, about a quarter of a mile from the large loch,
there was a tliin coat of ice of considerable extent. On
the 1st of November 1755, being the day of tho dreadful earthquake at Lisbon, tlie water of Loch Ness rose
^

We

suddenly without any apparent cause, and rushing
south-westward* with violence, continued to ebb and
flow with great agitation for more than an hour.
During the earthquake on the 13th of August 181(), (referred to in our article Invcrnkss,) the people on board
the dred^png barge, moored at the foot of Loch Nes*,
although sensible of no motion in the water^ were awaka
cnad, and much alarmed by the roai^, thinking that the
vcaaci had broke from her mooring chains.
The water of Loch Ness, aa well at that of the river
of the tame name, produces very obstinate diarrhoea in
ttranger* who drink of it ; and horses are affected by
it in a timiUr way.
This property was lung supposed
to arise from its containing a certain minute portion of
sulphur; but we can venture to contradict this, on
the authority of Dr. Nicol of Inverness, who has kindly communicated to us the result of tome of his experiments. Tliat gentleman did not observe the slightest
indication of sulphur. tlionL'h faint traces of the existence of muriatic a.
to manifest themselves.
He it disposed to atl: ..... -...C laxative effect to a great
portion of putrid vegetable matter, mechanically mingled with the Witter of the lake and we conceive ihi*
to be by far the most rational mode of accounting for
it.
We hope, however, that litis ingenious gentleman
may be induced to priteccute an inquiry, which cannot
fail to be highly useful as well as interesting.
Besides thote we have enumerated, there are a multitude of smaller lakm, eacli of which in any other part
of Britain would rise into importance.
The greater rivers of luvemess-shire are, the Ness, nira*,
i

;

the Beauly, and the Spey ; the lesser arc,
the rindhnrn, tlie Nairn, and the Nevis.
These have
numerous large streams supplying tliem ; as tlie Unnericami tlie Coiltic, the Murriston, tlie Garry, the Feachloin and Foyers, and the I'arragig, all tributary to the
Ness ; llie water from Loch Arkcg, and the lloy and
Spcan united, falling into the Lochy ; the Farrer, Ca^
nuich, and Glass, forming the Beauly ; and the Truim,
the Trommie, and the Fei-hie, running into llic Spey.
tlie I.<>cliy,
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Almost nil tliese rivers are clear, rapid, and rocky.
Those discharging themselves into the East Sea, hare
much longer courses than those entering the Western
Ocean.
NMtural
forou uf
limber.

From

the innumerable huge trunks and stocks of
found every where in the extensive mosses of
Inverness-shire, there can be doubt that at one period
In many
the whole country was covered with forests.
places, the roots and stools, in the growing position,
and as if the stems had been newly removed irom them,
are so amazingly numerous, that there is often not more
In other
than two feet of distance between them.
mosses, as in one cut through by Mr. Macpherson
Grant's canal in Badenoch, three courses of roots were
discovered, which had grown one above the other.
Judging from the greater number of specimens dug
up all over the county, the Scotch fir was unquestionably the most abundant tree
but tbe birch, the iiazel,
the oak, the mountain ash, and* the alder, must have
been also very numerous. The remains of all these
trees, but particularly of the fir, are found on very
highly elevated situations, far above the point where it
would now be possible to raise trees of any kind by
trees

;

human

exertions.
The carbonized crust which geiieappears on the stocks and stems of the trees, would
seem to indicate that the forests had been destroyed
by fire ; and the trunks found lying horizontally, are
often hollowed out above, something in the form of a
spout for con\'eying water, as if their upper sides had
continued to burn after they had been extinguished
l)eIow, by falling into moist ground.
Many of these
trunks .are enormous. Some very large masses of oak
were brought up by the dredging machine employed
in deepening the line of the Caledonian Canal, in Loch
Dochfour, from under 16 feet of gravel, at the bottom
of the lake. One of these fragments measures 30 feet
round ; and though only a small portion of the original
tree, it contains about 220 cubic feet.
It is black as
ebony, and perfectly fresh and hard. At the upper
end of Loch Garry, there are the wrecks of a magnificent oak forest, not, as is commonly the case, embedded
in peat earth, but lying on the surface of the solid
ground, like trees newly thrown down. A great many
years must have elapsed since those trees were laid
prostrate, for there is now a very old and beautiful
birch wood growing on the ground they formerly ocWe measured one of these trunks, and found
cupied.
it to be 23 feet long without a branch, 16 feet round
at the root, and 11 feet in circumference at the small
end, under the fork. With the exception of an inch
or two of the exterior, it appeared perfectly fresh.
It
lies within a yard of the stock whereon it grew ; but it
is not easy to tell, from .appearances, how it vi-as severed from it. The stock is worn away, and hollowed
out, so that it now encircles a large birch tree of more
than a foot diameter, self sown, and growing vigorously within it. The birch wood seems to have completely usurped the place of the ancient oak forest; for
there are no trees of the latter species in the neighbourliood, excepting a few stunted bushes thinly scattered
here and there.
The oak is now rather a scarce tree in Invernessshire, although it is found in profusion as copse wood.
The banks of Loch Ness, and those of many of the
other lakes, are covered with it, as well as w ith ash,
mountain ash, aspen, holly, and almost every variety
of tree. Natural birch woods are very numerous, as
on Loch Ness, in the vales of Urquhart and Glen Morrally

on the banks of the Beauly and of Loch Lag- Invtjncss
"hire.
gan, at Rothiemurchus, Kinrara, &c. Perhaps the finest
~'~
any where to be met wiUi, are those on t]}e banks of
'C^
the Feshie at Invereshie, and those a^put Loch Garry,
where there are several thousand acres of this beautiful
tree in the highest perfection.
The natural fir woods
are immense, both as to number and extent.
Those
of Rothiemurchus are estimated at fourteen or sixteen
square miles. On the sides of Loch Arkeg, in Glen
Garry, Glen Morriston, Strath Glass, Glen Stratlifarrar, and at the head of Loch Sheil, the fir forests are so
riston,

enormous as to go beyond calculation.
There are few counties in Great Britain possessing Scenajv
a greater profusion of grand and splendid scenery than
that of which we are now treating.
To ^give even a
faint idea of its various natural beauties, would greatly
exceed our limits.
It is, however, impossible to pass
over this part of our subject, without directing the attention of the lover of nature to those spots where he
would most delight to wander. The whole line of the
Caledonian Valley, with its lakes, and its romantic tributary streams and glens, furnishes one continued seThe Fall of Foyers we have
ries of enchanting scenes.
In Urquhart, Glen
already noticed, (see that article.)
Morriston, and Glen Garry, there are also very fine falls,
attended by the most magnificent accompaniments of
rocks and woods. The scenery of Loch Garry, and the
river issuing from it, is perhaps almost unrivalled any
where. In Glennevis there are two very grand waterfalls, and, particularly one of them, of much greater
height and magnitude than the Fall of Foyers, yet little if at all known by any body but the inhabitants of
the valley. The salt-water lake called Loch Leven,
expanding above Ballachulish ferry, at the southern
point of the county, possesses a combination of every
thing that is beautiful or sublime in landscape. There
the bold shores, now prominent and now retiring, covered with groves of the freshest and most vigorous
natural trees of every description, almost dipping the
extremity of their branches in the sea the scattered
the boats
cottages and clustered fishing villages
the islands and, above all, the majestic and fantastically formed mountains, rising in mist around it, having in many places rocky and shivered fronts, all
conspire to render this lake one of the most lovely and
Part of the scenei-y on the river
interesting in nature.
Beauly, called " the Dream," is so exquisitely beautiful,
as almost to induce the supposition, that the name may
have originated in its resemblance to those ideal picThe banks of the
tures offered to the sleeping fancy.
Spey, from Aviemore upwards to the west end of Loch
Inch, comprising the scenery of Rothiemurchus and
its l^es, Kinrara, Invereshie, and Belleville, are well
known. But there are spots amongst the deep glens of
the Caimgorum mountain, but rarely visited, where the
artist might study nature in her wiWest garb.
In Inverness-shire, as in all other mountainous coun- SpringK
tries, springs of water of the greatest purity are found
every where. Those impregnated with mineral substances are more rare, or, at least, are as yet little
^
known. Water of sulphureous impregnation issues in
various places iVom the hills of Loch Ness ; and chalybeate springs are found in various situations, particu*
larly in the district of Strathspey.
In a county so varied, and so extensive as Inverness- Climate.
shire, it is natural to expect a great variety of climate.
From the constant alternation of hill and valley, the
circumstance of two thermometers within half a mile

—
—

—

—
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of each other, denoting several degrees of difference of
The eastern part of
temperature, is not micomnion.
the county, like the rest of the coast of Scotland, on the
same side of the island, is subject to cutting east winds,
But
often nccompinietl by dense and chilling fogs.
the prevailing breeze, as indicated by the general inclination of single trees in expoRed situations, is un(juesti'wably that blowing from the south-east.
It is
owin;f to the prevalence of this, that there is such a
marke<l difference between the climate of the east, and
that of th» we*t roast, in respect to moisture, the for-

mer

vely dry, whilst the latter

I'

is

ex-

heavy rains. The watery vapour
•wept up l>y tlie wind, in its progress over the vast
expanse of the Atlantic, it attracted by the summits of
the great mountain chain, running along the western
side of the i«Und.
It is there condensetl, and thrown
down on the narrow stripe of country at their base, in
heavy rains, continuing with a duration, corresponding
to that of the current :>upplying them.
But it is only
when this wind blows with long and uninterrupted
riolence, that any ^reat proportion of the aqueous accumulation thus formed is wafled over to the eastern
side and when this does happen, the extent of country between the hills and the sea, being infinitely
posed

1

;

greater there, the rains are more diffused, less violent,
«nd ICM continued. But as the rain falling on the east
OOMt, comes more frequently from the sea in its own

remarked, that when
security of the
weather being fine on the west coast. Upon the whole,
snow lie* fur a shorter periocl on lanu of the same
height, oo the western, than on the eastern coast.
These obeerratioiu are to be understood as being rorrc\f general ; pvtieuUr place* being subjected to parti>
cobir mo<lirynic tiicaiiMUooes, rendering them excep-

lamMdiate
it

occur*,

vicinity,

it

it is

(generally

almmt always fumishea a

tions to these laws.
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The mineralogy of Inverness-shire ia as yet but very Inverness,
shire.
imperfectly known, and much interesting matter for
the geologist, doubtless remains to be investigated.
uTiJ^e^uT
The rocks are primitive, and micaceous schistus appears gy.
to be by far the most universal the district of Loch.iber is almost entirely composed of this rock, having
imperfect garnets disseminated through it.
In Glenmorriston, some beautiful specimens of gneiss, witli
mica in hexagonal crystals, is to be procuretl. Granite, and gneiss, are ubundsnt throughout the country;
:

and

sienitc, homstone, hornstone slate, daystone, compACt feldspar, nnd hornblende rock, are also to be met
>vith in different situations.
The granite is chiefly of
a bright red colour, and is porphyritic in its structure.
In B.<idenoch and Strathspey, however, it is found with
black, and sometimes with greenish mica in it.
Red
claystone porphyry is plentiful particularly on Ben
Nevis, where a wh<ile precipice, or rather a side of the
mountain, is composed of it.
Porphyries of beautiful
bhii&h purple, an<l of snioke-colourccl grounds, are also
to be met with. Quartz rock is to be observetl in many
places ; and near the ferry of Ballachulish, there is a
particularly fine section of it
Primitive limestone is
common every where, and is quarried, and burned for
economical purposes. On Ben Nevis, and in other
places, there are some richly coloured marbles ; but of
these, little use has as yet been m.ide.
Fine blue slate
is quarried near Ballachulish ; but the most extensive
manufacture of them 'is on the .Argyleshire side of the
ferry.
Lead ore has been found on Ben Nevis, at Inverskaddel, and on the side of Loch Arkeg. Graphite,
or plumbago, appears in a vein, on the mountain divicling Loot Ix>cny from Glen Gluoy.
Silver was discovensd in Badenoch, but the mine was not wrought
with any success and iron ore has been noticed, in several parts of the county but not in sufficient quantity
to rentier it worth working. The topas is found in the
mountains of the Caimgorum group s where rock crystals, of all colours, well known I'-' •'- ---nie of Caimfforums, are dug otit by the 1
-,
from the
dni«y cavities of granite. Thelar^;.- in-n water mn-^cle,
{mijlilut miTptnliferm,) containing pearls, are fishetl

\

;

:

;

and mufaee of rnveme*»»»hire, is very vahas been ralculBte<l, that only about one fortieth part of the county i<i anMr land ; and that pro-•
•-•"- — I
bably twenty-six of the
sreat raeksore covered «
'- i. t i.mi-.i-.i» u.
hills and moors t'-t
.1 .t
up from some '" • ' -i ver».
holm land, Io«i.
or sandy soil
The Hon
Of
nnty is very ample, btit we shall Botany,
these diflferent ilt<.njun ns of soil, the turii- tjmt are only notice a it-w m the rarer plants contained in it
the moat rare, and the two last the mot frequent. On Ben Nevi* arc found Vert.nira idpinj, Jnnciii lri»
''
''
According to the map accompanying the t^":'
-'iXHOtit, Snxit'rnga ri'
jnframida''
•urvey of Invemes».fnire, day onlv appears
•rm cfro'l^
criniJus, Dicraimm
in a very narrow stripe along the kmit* of the brainy J'^gfCiirf, iJteranUMjolcaum, Uicrnnum pnlem, Dicraami Moray firth*. Haugh or bolm i* found on the mnm kj/perboreirm, ami Bryum inUrruplnm.
Otl the
banks of the river Nese, in Glen I'njuhart, at Invemior- CaimgOTtmis; Comm* tntcice, AsaUa nrocambent, Sileue
riston, at Port .Aogaatiit, Loch Oich, on the river Lochy,
acamti', Hubug chamttmonu, PhlaimalpinHm, AUhrmiUa
and in Glenspcan ; on the wcat coast at Moidait and mlphm, lielnla nana, Splochnirm Irnue, and Grimmia cO'
Gieneig, and some few int eisewi ny spota i along the WMtoma.
Ruppia maritima, and Pulmrmaria marilima,
river Spejr in Badenoch, where It u moat extensive
are met with in Glenelg
and Juncur tpicatiit at Loch
and on the river Findhom, near Frcebam, and about Houm. Saxifrar'o triiineliflis, and Saltfrinm repens,
the Loch at May, tribuury lo it The Inam is found grow in the neighoourhoo<l of Inverness.
at Invemcaa, stretching to the Pfi«t of the town, and
Wolves, an<l even bears, were once natives of this Zoology,
fVom the Caledonian Cwal
westward to Beau- county ; but they, as well as the wild oxen, have long
loticed/
There is a ceased to exist. Red deer, {Cervtis elaphuf,) and roe,
)y, along the edge of the i
mall patch of it stretcfaiuK nurUiwards fVom Boleskine ; (Cervut capreolut,) are in abundance every where.
Glen nor is all loam, and pnrt of the banks at the ri- Foxes, ( C'aau vulpet,) are very numerous ; and the na>
ver and lake of Trcir
h shore of Lodi Hoom,
tives suppose there are three varieties of them.
Foxand the ooaat towan!the bank* of the river hunters are constantly employed to destroy them, but
Nairn above and below C^ntray, and the north bank their numbers seem to be little reduced, and they conof the Spey frosn Rothiemurchus to below Grantown, tinue to do a great deal of mischief. Wild cats, {Felts
are all of^thit deacriftion of soil.
To enumerate the catut Jenu), are numerous, large, and very fierce:
gravelly, anidy, or tilly localities, would lead us be- there are a1*a badgers, Urnu mela,) and the different
(
yond 'the bofiind* prescribed for this article.
varieties of the weasel tribe, ( Mutiela) ; and the lakes
rious.

soil
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InwrecM'
•hirt.

Hares,
abound with
both common, {l^ptis timidus,) and alpine, (Lepiis variaiilis,) and nhbiu, (Lcpus cunicuUts,) mice, {Mtis
musculus, Mus fi/lvalicus, Mus agrcslis,) rats, {Miis rallui, Mus decunmnno, ) moles, ( Talpa eiiropaa,) and bats,
(Vfspertilio auralus,) are all to be met with m abundance. The inlets of the sea are frequented by seals,
otters, {Mitslela lulra.)

antl rivers

{Phoca Larbata,) and common, [Plioca vitulina.)
Most of tlie kinds of eagles, and liawks, [Falco.) and

great,

<wls of different sorts, (jOtrix,) are to be found in this
county. Ravens, {Corvus corax,) crows, [Cnrvus corune, frugilegus, comix, mnnedu/a,) and magpies, (Corvus pica,) are numerous; and almost all the smaller
Of the
birds common to the latitude are found here.
gallinaceous, Inverness-shire had to boast of possessing
that beautiful bird the capercailzie, or cock of the
vooil, ( Telrao urogal/us) nor is it long since it was
finally extirpated, the last having bewi killed in the fir
forest of Strathglass, in the memory of people now

As tliis noble game is plt-ntiful in Norway and
Sweden, whence they are sometimes brought to London tor the tables of the luxurious, it is to be regretted,
that tliey are not imported alive into the Highlands of
Inverness-shire, where, by a little attention, they might
again become natives. Black game, (Telrao ielrix,)
grouse, (Tetrao allageii,) and ptarmigan, [Telrao lagopui,) are very numerous also partridges, (Telrao pertlix,) woodcocks, (Scolopax ruslicola,) and snipes, (Scoalive.

;

lopax galliiiago,
colchicus,)

el

gallinula,)

plieasants,

[P/iasianus

have been introduced at CuUoden, and are

beginning to spread themselves.

Of

reptiles, vipers,

( Coluber berus, ) adders, ( Aiiguis eri/x, ) and slow or
blind worms, (atiguis fragilis,) are to be met with, but
are not frequent.
The fish of most consequence is the
salmon, (Sabno ialax,) which runs up all the rivers
There are
having any connection with either sea.
plenty of trout, (Salmo trulla,J'ario,) of various kinds,
in the different lakes and streams ; those of Loch Ness
are very delicious. The char, (Sahw alpinus,) is found
in Loch Ruthven in great perfection, and also in one
or two otiier lakes. Sea fish of all kinds abound on the
coasts, so as to produce a plentiful supply of food.
The name of Inverness-shire, is certainly circuitousII. Civil
HiSTOUV. ]y derived from the fall of Foyers. We have already
Name and stated, (see article Foyehs,) that ess, signifying a wadivisionsterfall, loch an ess is the lake of the waterfall ; whence
the names of the river, of the town, and lastly of tlie
Inverness-shire contains 31 parishes, eleven
county.
of which belong to the Hebrides. These parishes are

scattered

The

Antiquities

and

classi-

cal spots.

amongst

districts into

five

or six

different

presbyteries.

which the county has been divided

by public arbitrary usage, are, Lochaber, Moidart,
Arasaig, South and North Morrer, Knoidart, Glengarry,
Glenelg, Glenmorriston, Urquhart, Strathglass, the
Aird, Inverness, Petty, Ardersier, Stratheric, the Braes
of Strath Nairn, the Braes of Stradearn, Badenoch,
Rothiemurchus, and Strathspey ; all of which are sepaThere are four
rately distinguished from one another.
sheriff-courts, one at Inverness, one at Fort William,
one in Sky, and one in the Long Island. There are
about 57 freeholders in the county, wlio return one
member to represent it in parliament.
Druidical circles are numerous in the county, as well
as those appearances denominated vitrified forts.
(See
Forts Vitkified.) At Glenelg, in tlie Aird, and at
DalcliuUy in Badenoch, are the remains of very singular ancient buildings, composed of large stones, nicely
adapted to each other, without cement, supposed to
have been Pictish or Danish alarm posts. The royal

near Fort Wniiam, had once a Invemtss''>'''•
ihriving burgh attached to it, called by some of the
old historians, the emporium cf Scotland.
The castle, rZ 'T^
now in ruins, is a quadrangular buildiYig, with round and 'cu.'titowers at the angles, tlie whole area included within cal spots,
the outer ditch being nearly an acre and an half.
The
league between Charles the Great of Friince,andAchaius
king of Scots, is said to have been signed here about
the end of the eighth century.
Urquhart castle, once
a royal fort, capable of containing 600 men, but now a
ruin, stands very picturesquely on a rocky point projecting into Loch Ness. It was reduced in 1303 by Edw. I.
and, in 1334, Robert Laucler, the governor, maintained
it against the English, then espousing thec;\use of Edward Baliol. The castle of Invergarry was burned in
17*6 ; its ruins are situated on a bold rock, rising from
the side of Loch Oich.
Besides these, there are many
other castles of inferior note.
Loch Moidart, on the
west coast, is famous for having been the landing place
of the young Pretender in 1 745 ; and Culloden Moor,
well known as the scene of his final defeat, on the iCth
April 1746, lies on the flat and lengthened ridge of a
hill about a mile from Inverness.
The graves of the
slain are distinguished by rising green from amidst the
brown heath. Wc are not disposed to class what are
called the parallel roads of Glen Roy, under the head
of antiquities, as we conceive them to owe their origin
to natural causes.
(See Parallel Roads.)
The population of Inverness-shire, in 181 1, was esti- Population,
castle of Inverlochy,

mated

at 78,336"

;

it

is

much

to

be feared, however,

has not been on the increase since that period.
The sheep farming system, prosecuted with so much
eagerness by many of the great proprietors, particularly by those on the western coast, has compelled the
Highlanders to emigrate with their families to America,
in bodies so considerable as to depopulate large distliat it

tricts.

Some of the great landed proprietors in this county
Duke of Gordon, the Earl of Moray, the Earl

Property,

are, the

Lord M'Donald, Lord Cawdor, Eraser of
Lovat, M'Donald of Clanronald, M-Leod of M'Leod,
M'Intosh of M'Intosh, M'Donell of Glengarry, M'Pherson of Cluny, Chisholm of Chisholm, Cameron of
Locliiel, &c.
The whole valued rent of the county,
as fixed by the commissioners at Inverness in 1601,
amounts to about jC 72,836 Scots.
The difference which exists between the climate and Aprimlture
character of the east coast, and that of the west, is pro- 'Y"' ""^^P*"
ductive of very different modes of turning the surface j"'^^ °*
'
Tlie comparative flatness and dryness of °"
to account.
the former encourages agriculture, which in many districts, particularly about Inverness, the Aird, &c. has
been carried to the greatest perfection. Grain of all
sorts, such as wheat, barley, cats, rye, itc. as well as
pease and beans, are raised of the best possible quality.
The farms are in general large, the leases of the duiation of 19 years, and the tenants respectable.
Lime 'a
much employed as a manure, and green crops are every
where raised with success, in these eastern maritime
districts ; and they are even beginning to be cultivated
by the more intelligent tenants in the higher glens.
Many very spirited improvements have been carried on
by proprietors. Mr. Bailie of Dochfoiir lias lately rendered arable a large portion of his estate, by trenching
and draining. And Mr. M'Pherson Grant of Ballindalloch, has effected a drainage on his estate of Invereshie
in Badenoch, upon a scale so great as hardly to be paralleled by the exertions of any one individual.
We regret that our limits do not permit us to give a detailed
ofSeafield,
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IsTfnuK- account of an undertaking to interesting to tlje rural
In the eastern districts many plantations Itave been InremeU'
**""•
thire.
economtit; but we cnnr>-.t v'"^« 't over witnout noticing made, and those of very great extent ; but it is to be
.
•
;> a large, H«t, alluvial
the outlines of it. Tli
regretted, that, excepting near to gentlemen's houses,
Plaoutioiu.
depaaitioOj e..;rl..i.(!.- ;,;. ,.j.,. ^y the river Spey, which
the Scotcli fir is the prevailing tree.
Larch, however,
dc of it tu enter Loch Inch. It IS now beginning to be more planted, and, from its
runs alon;;
boundetl o;i :... .- ..;ii siile by tlie ground rising from hardy nature and superior qualities, Mill probably soon
the valley, on the »*e>t_l>y the river Trommie, there
usurp the place of the fir in the planting of extensive
•
joining the ^r>
••';''.t angles ; and on tl)e east by a
moors. The young woods are thriving with the uti
round hill,
from Loch Inch. Extending most vigour. Much yet remains to be done, to cover
about three a.u .^iigth, it is, at its greatest breadth,
the county with wootis, the great scale on which we
about three ijuaiters irf a mile, and contains about 650 find all the features of nature
this country, demandScots acres : It lies so level in its whole extent, that not
ing much greater exertions to produce an equal Appaabove three or four feet of fall could be obtained. Nu- rent effect than a tamer country would require, and the
merous s|>rings rising in the ground itself, and the wa- scope being aln'.ost unbounded. On the west coast,
ter of upwards of ten streams of different sizes, disthere has been as yet little or no plantation ; but there
charging theduelves into it from the bills on the south, can be no doubt, that trees would thrive well enough
contributed to rentier it a morass, which, whenever the
in such sheltered glens as could be spared from the
Spey overflowed its banks, was converted into a large sheep pasture.
sheet of water.
A partial defence against the river had
Tne cattle of Inverness-shire are chiefly of the Sky Livestock,
been begun at tlie junction of the Trommie with the breed, low in stature, but remarkably handsome. They
Spey ; but finding that this was quite ineffectual, Mr. are crossetl on some farms by bulls from Dunrobin in
Grant began, in 1807, to carry a more substantial em- .Sutherland, producing a larger description of animal
bankment from this point, all along the edge of the and in the south-west part of the county they are mixSpey, towards the junction of tlut river with the lake, ed with those from Argyleshire. Galloway cows have
wo«r« he united it to the north end of the round hill, been intro<lurc(l on some pastures, but chiefly for their
already noticetl as existing there.
Beginning at the milk. The old indigenous breed of sheep, small, fine
lake, be cut a canal up through the opening to tlie south
woolletl, and .iltogether white, are still verj- plentiful.
aide of the round hill, and continuing it up the south
Tlie Linton breed, with black legs and faces, are the
of the flat, and along the bottom of the high most prevalent. But Cheviot sheep are becoming every
ground, he in this way intercepted all the streams, and day more numerous ; and if the sheep-farming system
compelled them to Bow by the canal into the lake, is persevered in, the superior value of their wool, when
through a valve floodgate, so constructed, as to prevent considered with reference both to the quantity and quaaajr r^nrgitatiao from ha floods.
Drains running di*> h'ir taken together, will probably in time banish all the
gonally from the embankment, and discharging Uiem- other races. Bakewell tups are sometimes used to
•elvea into the canal, were cut acroas various parts of croas with ; and a flock of Merinos were not long ago
the level, serving not only eflcctually to dry it, but also introduced near Inverness. Goats, though formerly
to subdivide it.
The whole lengtli of embankment rmretl in grr.it numbers, are now rapidly decreasing.
following the ainuoaitias of the ri<er, i» about three miles
breetl of horses, small, hardy, clean
and a half, averaging six feet in height, and tliirty feet
wible, is bv far the moat numerous; but
in base.
The canal it about three miica in length, and in the eastern districts, the gentlemen and substantial
SI feet wkle. The whole expenot of the work was farmers, are at great pains to introduce larger draft
about i.'2300, ant* the subiect h improved about horses from the southern counties ; and much attention
£SOO per annum. It is chiefly used as pasture ; but has been latt-ly paid by them to the breeding nf this
from some parta of it iliere are cut very rich crop* of animal. Asses are hardly known. All kinds of poulflue natural hay, chiefly fiorin.
One 6cld of SO acre* try are reared in this county ; aiui hogs begin now to
hat repeatedly given upwards of £6per acre of rent
be in greater plenty.
which, when the hiah situation ia oonaidered. is per*
Besides the manufactures mentioned in the article Manufuliapa no where equalled in the kincdoni.
Mr. Mac- IxvtRsr«is, we have hardly any to notice in the other lurei.
pBenon of Belleville aUo, has tniK-inkrd to a very con- parts of the county. At Newton, tiles and bricks arc
dKibfe extent on the nortl
e river.
made; and !it Kingussie, a machine has been erected
On the vcat coaat, the agr,
.
the farms con- for carding and spinning wool.
But by far the most
iMa in little more than tt>e culture of a few potatoes or important occupation is that of burning kelp, which
a patch of barlrv. ontticti kinall spots as can be dug furnishes a very large revenue to some of the propriewith the sped.
lie moMtore of the climate
tors on the west coast.
admit of tne s
:g of largo crapa of grain.
Tlie salmon flshingnon the river Ness let for £ 1200 Fiihingk
what ia raited being generally booaad in great coveml per annum, and those of the other rivers in a ratio equal
bams, bavins air holes through them. The riches of to their comparative value the fish are mostly sent to
this part of the county, depend on the immense floclu
supply the London market. The herring fisher}', pari.;.t.
of sheep covering the mn
ired to cootiiMiIarly where tlie fi»h are cured and exported, also
stitute the large farma ot
'oriJSOOO afford* a considerable branch of commerce.
••year, is cot an uncouu
'- farm,
Fort George is situated at the northern extremity of Foru,
the
extent of which may be
tills on this
the county, on a low point stretching into the Moray
side of the island are ^.. .....u.mu.._^
It was betn, and tins
I-'irth, the passage of which it commands.
fresh hue is manifestly increasing, by the constant pas- gun to be built under the directir.n of General Skinner,
turing of aheep.
It must, therefore, be admitted, that,
by the orders of the Duke of Cumberland, in 1 7 17, and
IwweTer harab mar be the measures leading to a oom- cost £ ItiO.OOO in the completion. 'I'he citadel occuneneeoMnt of this srstem, it is unquestionably the pies fi(\ecn English acres. The ramparts are washed
node of employing the eatates in the western part of by the sea on three sides, and the ditch surrounding^
the oottOVy poiolcu oat by natuie ai the beat.
It is well supthe remainder can be filletlat pleasure.
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plied with water, has four bastions, 80 cannon, and conThough a beautiful spetjins barracks for 3000 men.
cimen of fortification, it is considered defective as to
p^jjjjjjjj
g^j jg particularly assailable from the east
along the shore, under cover of a sandy bank. Fort
Augustus, situated at the western end of Loch Ness,
was built in 1730. It has the lake on the north, the
river Tarf on the south-east, and theErish on its northwest side. It has four bastions, and barracks for 400
It was taken by the rebels in 174,6, but was
soldiers.
Fort William stands at
afterwards deserted by tliem.
the eastern extremity of Loch Linnhe. It was originally built during Cromwell's usurpation, when it occupied much more ground than it does now. It was
reijuilt by King William on its present reduced scale,
and is now of a triangular form, having two bastions,
15 twelve pounders, and -some mortars. In 1746 it
stood a siege of five weeks, whicK was at last raised,
with the loss to the garrison of dnly six men killed and
four wounded. These two last forts were adapted for
nothing else, but keeping the undisciplined Highlanders in awe.
They may now, however, be of some use
as stations, for those who are to look after the Caledonian Canal, and to collect its imposts. ( For an account
of this great national wdrk, see Inland Navigation.)
^y *'i* 1^'^ exertions of the parliamentary commis-

Highland roads and bridges, numerous and
convenient communications have been opened between
the different parts of this county.
The roads are all
carried on excellent lines, and executed in the most superior and substantial manner.
The road up the north
side of Loch Ness, cut through solid rock, is a grand
example of what human industry can accomplish in
overcoming natural difficulties. It is for the most part
carried along the face of perpendicular precipices hanging over the lake. An enumeration of all the roads
made in Inverness-shire under the direction of this body, would exceed our limits ; we must, therefore, refer
to the map, accompanying their last report to parliament on this subject suffice it to say, that the total
length of line, without including Sky, does not amount
to less than 282 miles.
The employment of such a
number of hands as have been required to execute these
roads, has tended in some measure to raise the price of
labour ; but it has also given a degree of dexterity to
the workmen of the Highlands not formerly possessed
by them, which will be of great future benefit to tlie
country.
We intended, under the present article, to have given
an account of the island of HARnis, and the other
smaller islands which belong to the county of Inverness ; but we have thought it better to include the
whole of these islands under the heads of Lewis, and
the islands connected with it, (including Hahrjs,) Sky,
and UiST. (t. l. n.
INVERSION, in Music, consists in placing one of
the notes of a consonance either an octave higher or
lower than it is written, or had before been considered ;
by which means, the complements of the inverted notes
to the octave are produced.
On comparing the ratios
of inverted notes with those of their originals, it will
be found, that one of the terms remains the same, and
the other term is either halved or doubled.
(»)
INVOLUTION. "See Algebra, vol. i. § 132.
OF Arc See Arc
JOANNINA, the capital of Albania, and, next to
Salonika, Adrianople, and Widdin, the most considerable place in European Turkey.
It is said to have
sioners for

:

JOAN

been founded by Michael Lucas Sebastocrator, and by

O A

the despot Thomas, who conquered Amurath Bey, the
general of Amurath II., in 1424.
It stands on the
west bank, and near the northern extremity, of a large
lake ; and is about two miles and a hSklf in length, and,
in some places, nearly a mile in breadth.
The ground
on which it is built begins to rise and to become uneven
towards the north and west, and a triangular peninsula, jutting into the lake, and defended by fortifications,
contains the residence of the pasha. There are two
principal streets ; one running nearly tlve whole length
of the town, and the other cutting it at right angles,
and extending to the fortress. Many of the houses are
l.irge and well built.
The bazar, or the street inhabited by tradesmen, is well furnished with shops of a
shevvy appearance ; and the bizestein, or covered bazar,
is of considerable size.
There is a summer residence
of the vizier in the suburbs, at the north-west end of
the town, built in the form of a pavilion, in a very superior style ; tHjntaining a large saloon, floored with
marble, and situated in the midst of a garden, which is
filled with the fruit-trees of the country, but otherwise
in a wild and tangled state.
The first view of Joannina, on the road from Arta, is
extremely beautiful. The houses, domes, and minarets,
appear glittering through groves of orange, lemon, and
cypress trees ; and the lake spreads its smooth expanse
at the foot of the city, while the mountains rise abruptly from its banks. The lake is about 10 or 12 miles in
length, and three in breadth, stretching from northwest to south south-east, and containing two woody
islands, one of which, towards the south, is of considerOn the western side of the lake are seen a
able size.
beautiful verdant plain, the whole line of the town, arid
a long succession of groves and gardens ; and, on the
north and east, a chain of lofty mountains, one range of
which, running from north to south, called Tomorh, is
the ancient Tomasus, and another, from north to southeast, called Metzovo, is the ancient Pindus, dividing
that part of Albania from the plains of Thessaly.
The
southern extremity of the lake extends into a hilly
country, and forms at last a small river, which dl.-nppears for a few miles*before it reaches the marsh on the
banks of the gulph of Arta ; and hence, by some geographers, has been improperly styled the ancient Acheron, which did not flow into the Ambracian, but the

Thesprotian Gulph.
The population of Joannina is computed at the lowest
to be Sb,0GO, of «hich one-tenth are Mahometans, and
the remainder Christians, with a few Jews. The Greek
citizens are considered as a distinct race from the inhabitants of the adjacent country, and are supposed to be
descended from ancient settlers who had retired from
Peloponnesus. They are remarkably industrious, and
excel in works of embroidery.
Except the priests, and
a few persons employed by the pasha, they are all engaged in trade ; and many of them ^ave spent three or
four years in the mercantile houses of Trieste, Genoa,
Leghorn, Vienna, and Venice. They are, in general,
well acquainted with th.e manners and languages of
Christendom ; and the town altogether affords a very

The inhabifevers during the spring
has been ascribed to the
islands in the lake are said
to be visited with earthquakes, especially in the month
and agreeable residence
tants are subject to tertian
and autumn seasons, which
vicinity of the lake ; and the
safe

to travellers.

of October.

The annual revenue, drawn from

the city by the pa-

be 250,000 piastres. A fair is held one*
a-year about a mile and a half from the city, and coiv^
sha,

is

said to

I
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On

that occasioih
Joaaois*, tinnes for the space of a fortnight.
luhae.
gii the tratlesmen in the city are oblifjed to sImA their

^^i"™^

shops, and to erect booths Jn the fair, resembling
those of England, which are regularly arranged like
atreeta, and thus aiford a full view of Uie merchandise
of the place. There are caps from Trieste, Leghorn,
and Genoa; knives, sword-bla<les, gun-barreU, glass,

and paper from Venice ; »ome

coffee

and sugar from

But the
Trieste ; gold and silver thread frona Vienna.
chief articles of imfKirtation are French and German
«loth« from Lcipsic, which are purchased by all the
richer Greeks and I'urki of the neighbouring countrica
English cloth is the
tat winter robes and pelisses.
meet esteemed, but is seldom met with, on account of
ita high price ; and the best of what is sold at the fair
of Joannina, is not equal to the worst of English fabric.
The articles of exportation are oil, wool, com, and tobacco for Naples, and the ports of the Adriatic ; spun
cottons for tbia plains of Triccola atocks of guns and
;

BMtols, embroiaercd velvets, stuffs, and cloths, for the

lalaad coasnmption of Albania and Romelia. Large
flocks of sheep and go«ts, and droves of cattle and
boraea, from the hiUs of Albania, are collected also at
The balance
thia fair, and sold for the Ionian lalanda.
of trade ia in favour of Joannina, and is paid in VeneSee (iobbouse's Tour in AUxtma, and
tian sequins.
Holland's TroveU in Greece, (a)
IODINE. This word ia of Greek etymology, and
It has been recently intro»ignifiea a violet colomr.
daeed into the French and English languages, for
tka pnrpoie of being applied as a name for a chemical
iecently discovered. The description of that
it* propertiea will now bold a promiplaca in all nratems of chemistry ; but it i* otie
whidi tfae tcienoa haa been enridted since our ar*
Wbat appiiortiaas it
il
tide Cbemistij waa pnb
may admit of the uefiil «ta we do not a* jF«t know
iaa which it haa been found to poa>
but tboac
aeaa render it aatnaMly iatmating to chemistry aa a
acianae, b^ alordinf scope ior cxperiacntal btveatig**
in g ; and it io hoppaia that it
tion aad adcntife fao
givca an odditiaBal importanea, bjr ita f iiriwi nalagiia,
to aono «f thoaa dott i inea wNflh hare baan in HMder n
tinea oMMt kaanljreaalaMad, and in which the contend,
ingpartiea, with aUthaadaantagca of patient experiment
and canaaoMnate acMaan, atdadbjr this seal which a cw*
tain degrw of uuiwaitiaii af opiaion wwilaa, hai»i
Ijr boen aUc to cwviaa a
apei iiiieiita of a dadatra kiaiL
OKI
The diKovercr of iodiaa waa M. Coortoia, a nianu*
ftctnrer of nitre in Pkria^ whaae attantiaB waa direct*
ad to the aubject, in coMaqaaaea of a corroaieM to
the oMtallic veaada awplcprad in the prneaaa for
pManring aoda from tha aafaaaaf iaa waadi wcfababiai
the cawi of which ha in^wligatad, and in the iaaaati.
'
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ganoQ diatiuvcied thia anoatnwa. Tha leaduii^
*
gatora of iu chemicd ptopcrtiea have been
ne and Sir Humphry Oavjr both of wbon

inveall*
'

j»>

ng.
lad tiiair cipertmental iaqairiaa with thair viewa of tat
iseonoite lawa of chaaded chaigo.
In the pro*
intattian to aira a plain and per*
tftk artidav it ia
•pioKNM aceoont of tha- laading acta, without omit*
tMf to notiea tha aooat important and kaat intricate of
tha argu menta eonaactad with them.
M. Comtoia diaaataitJ iodine in the jraar 1811; and
Um diiwmy was announced to the Institota by M.
abo«it two years after, via. on the 89th of .Vo.
IHI8. The chief reason of this long delay
to have been, that these two gentlemen had
i^to ascertain previoualy the qualiliea of this new
baft had been prevented by the attention
;

ore

ma

I

which
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their other pursuits

demanded, from executing

their design so speedily or so extensively as they hoped,

lodinr.
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This sub&tance is procured from kelp in the follow- Method»of
ing manner.
The kelp is treated with hot water till all obuining itits soluble parts are dissolved.
The solution is then
evaporated, and from the dry salt the substance in
question is separated by sulphuric acid.
The salt is put
The beak of
in a tubulated retort, deep, but not large.
the retort, which ought to be short, ii introduced into
a large globular glass receiver, which has an opening
to allow the air to escape.
Concentrated sulphuric acid
is poured on the salt, tlirough the opening, which is then
cloaed with a stopper.
An active effervescence ensiiei',
and a violet-coloured gas is driven off, which crystallizes
on the inside of the receiver. This is the iodine. When
raised to its vaporific point of temperature, it is a violetcoloured gas.
Below that point, it has the form oi'
brownish black shining plates.
It was at first erroneously reported that the iodine was obtained from the insoluble parts of kelp. It
cannot be obtained from pounded kelp. The solution
and crystallization seem to be indispensable pre*requi>
sites to the operation.
The following method, recommended by Dr. Wollaston, yields it more abundantly. After concentrating the
aqueous solution of the soluble parts of kelp, and separating from it all the crystals tliat can l>e obtained, the
remaining liquid is to be poured into a clean vessel, and
mixed with an ezceas of sulphuric acid. This is boiled
for some time, during which process sulphur is precipi*
The clear liauid
tated, and muriatic acid is dnvep off.
is theh decanted off, and strained through wool.
It is
next put into a small flask, with a quantity of black oxide
of DMngaoese, eqtial to that ii( the sulphuric acid first
aaiplujitd.
ffM*a tube, ck>sed at one end, is fixeil to
the top of the flask, and heat applied to the bottom.
The iodine is sublimed and cryMallirecl within the tube.
Seapar'a biack aabea yield it in large quantity.
"ntia aabaMBoe haa all the interest of a newly discovered gaa, and derives a further interest from being
colour
tlie second coloured gas known in chemistr}*
being a piuaiaitj poMoaaed by none previously known,
excepting ma oKjnaoriatic or chlorine gaa. A volume

A

;

f

of

it

ncn

of oandderaUe diameter exhibita a beautiful and
violat anpaanttoa.

In the adid

baa tbe form of flat octahedral nescripare in the proportion of two, t><n\°|
The form which most freauently ap> "T**"*"
three, an<l four.
paara in a set. tion parallel to the plane of the gf eat aat
and aanUaat axis, is a rhombic plate, bevelled at each
eryalala, the

state, it

>

aue of whicb

of ita edgca by two narrow planes, indined to one
aaotbar at an angle of about 1200.
Acoardiag to the eaparim enta of Dr. Brewster, io*
dina paiaaaaaa the property of polarizing, in two oppoaila iilanw. tbe light which it reflecu, a property
which la pecniiar to metalh'c bodies.
Its Aanng tamparature, when pare, is 285°, and it is Ccnenl
Tolrtilized at 347^ or 356"; though it may be distilled ptopotisfc
over with water at SIS*. Ita odour resembles that of
oxymuriatic gaa, though weaker. It is soft and friable,
and may be rubbe<l into a fine powder. Its taste is
It
acrid, and its action on the stomach poisonous.
gives a deep brown stain to the tkin, which, however,
Like the oxymuriatic acid, it deis soon removed.
It
stroys v^etable colours, though with less energy.
is soluble in 4000 times ita weight of water, nnd communicates to it an orange-yellow colour. Its specific
'

gravity at <l2i<» is 4.9 18Iodine is not combustible,

and cannot lie made to
combine, by any direct method, witli oxygen.

OD

11^ E.

has the property of coitibining with almost all the
In this, and some other properties, it resembles the oxymuriatic or chlorine gas ; but much less
beat is evolved than by the combination of the metal
with this last-mentioned substance. One probable reason of this is, that iotline is previously in a solid state.
I'Vom this property, however. Dr. Thomson classes it
with chlorine and oxygen, under the title of supporters
In this particular, it is to be observed,
of combustion.
it also resembles sulphur, which combines with metals
with an evolution of caloric.
Potassium, during its union with iodine, emits a pale
The result of tiie union is a white comblue flame.
pound fusible at a red heat, soluble in water, of an
acrid taste, and re-yielding the iodine when treated
with sulphuric acid.

With 24
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Iodine.

I

It

metals.

With iron, mercury, tin, zinc, and lead, it forms compounds, fusible at a moderate heaf, and generally of
Most of these are capable of forming
bright colours.
compounds with potass, from which sulphuric acid

CbucoaL
Sulphur.

Pliospho-

evolves the iodine.
Under water, zinc and iodine combine on the appli100 parts of iodine combine
cation of a moderate heat.
with about 26.225 of the metals. These metallic compounds are called iodurets. Iron is acted on in the
same manner. The ioduret of iron is brown, and fusiIts solution in water is of a light
ble at a red heat.
green like the muriate, or what Gay-Lussac calls the
chloruret of iron, from supposing that it is not a combination of a metalic oxide with muriatic acid, but of
the pure metal with chlorine.
The ioduret of tin is very fusible. When in powder
it has a dark orange colour.
It was found by Sir H.
Davy to possess the characters of an acid. It combined with the alkalies without depositing any oxide.
The ioduret of antimony is like the preceding, fusible,
and resembles it when in the state of powder. The iodurets of lead, copper, bismuth, silver, and mercury, are
insoluble in water, a property in which they differ from
those of the more oxidable metals.
There are two iodurets of mercury, the yellow and
the red, depending on differences of proportion in the
combinations. The yellow ioduret contains one half
less iodine than the red.
The iodurets of the metals are decomposed by chlorine, which unites with the metals, and expels the ioWhen ioduret of potassium is heated in contact
dine.
with chlorine, chloruret of potassium (the substance
called muriate of potass) is formed, the violet gas appears, but soon unites with chlorine, and they form by
their union a peculiar acid compound ; but towards the
end of the process, as the proportion of chlorine diminishes, the violet coloured gas again appears.
Ioduret
of silver gives similar phenomena.
Iodine, however,
appears to possess a stronger attraction for most of tlie
metals than oxygen.
Charcoal has no action on iodine, either at high or
low temperatures.
With sulphur, iodine forms a weak compound of a
greyish black colour, radiated like sulphuret of antimony, and iodine is separated from it when distilled with
water.

With phosphorus

it combines in different propordisengagement of heat witiiout light.
One part of phosphorus and eight of iodine form a
compound of a red orange brown colour, fusible about

tions with the

and volatile at a higher temperature.
With 16 parts of iodine to I of phosphorus, a greyish
black crystalliied compound is formed, fusiiile at 84°,
212",

parts a black
fusible at 115".

compound

is

obtained, partially

Iodine.

^—^<'—

The iotlurets of phosphrftus exhale, when- moistened, ilydriodic
acid vapours. These are an acid subst*Qce, bearing the acid.
same relation to iodine that muriatic acid doestochlorine ;
and those who still maintain that chlorine is a compound
of muriatic acid with oxygen, and that muriatic acid is obtained from it by separating the oxygen, may consider
iodine as a compound containing o.tygen, and the acid
produced from it as comparatively a simple substance,
being deprived of the oxygen cont;iined in the iodine.*
But in this case, as in the former, the presence of hydrogen is essential to the formation of acid from the alleged compound. This most commonly happens from
the presence of water ; and for this, amon^ other reasons, Gay-Lussac and Sir H. Davy consider the chemical change induced as consisting in the union of a
simple substance, chlorine in the one case, and iodine
Though fully aware of
in the other, with hydrogen.
the difficulty of deciding this question in the present
itate of science, we shall adopt the phraseology and nomenclature which depend on the latter of these theories, and which are in comfonnity with the doctrines of
cijlorine and muriatic acid, as stated in our article Che«
We shall keep in view that an acid is obmisth's-.
tained from iodine by combining it with hydrogen,
and this we shall call tile hjdiiodic acid. This indeed
is a matter of fact, whether iodine is regarded as a simple or a compound body.
Hydrogen, whether dry or moist, has no action on Action of
iodine at the ordinarj' temperature ; but when a mix- iodine on
ture of it with iodine is exposed to a red heat in a liyJrogeik
tube, they unite, and hydriodic acid is produced, which
shews its presence by giving a redilish brown colour
to water.
The cause of this colour will afterwards ap«
pear.
In this process, 100 parts of iodine absorb only
.849 by weight of hydrogen.
Hydriodic acid is produced most easily by means of Afodeofobioduret of phosphorus.
In order to procure it free from taining hy*'^'
any admixture of phosphuretted hydrogen, it is neces- """""^
sary to employ a compound in which the phosphorus
does not exceed a ninth part. This ioduret was, in the
experiments of Gay-Lussac, moistened with pure water,
or, what is better, water containing some hydriodic
Another method is to put
acid previously formed.
the iodine into a small tube, which is then to be reversed in mercury, and the air expelled from it, by introducing a glass rod which nearly fills it ; after which
the phosphorus is brought in contact with the iodine,
by being made to rise through the mercury ; the substances immediately combine and the hydriodic gas is
disengaged, and may be collected, by putting the open
extremity of the tube under a glass jar standing in the
mercury. The gas, however, begins to be decomposed
as soon as it comes in contact with the mercury.
The
iodine combines with the mercuiy, forming a greenish
yellow ioduret. By agitating the mercury, this" de«
composition may be made to extend to the whole gas
present, and a volume of hydrogen is left exactlj- equal
to one-half of the hydriodic gas.
The contact of zinc
and potassium produces the same result.
Hydriodic acid gas is colourless, and has an odour \t<> proptr"
similar to that of muriatic acid.
Its taste is intensely ties.
acid. It saturates its own bulk of ammoiiiacal gas. Chlorine deprives it of its hydrogen, and reduces it to the
state of iodine, while itself assumes the form of muriatic
acid.
This acid is denonunated by Gay-Lussac hydrochloric, being formed of chlorine and hydrogen, and this
name represents the analogy subsisting between it and

IODINE.
ImI'dc
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nodjc
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the hydriodic. The specific gravity of hyilriodic ga* is to
Iodine and hydrogrti comthat of air as 4443 to 1000.
bine in equal volumes to produce this gas, and, as the vapour of iodine is the heaviest we are acquainted with, being to that of oxygen •• l5.(KiI to I, and to that of hydrogen as 117-71 to I, it does not take one humlredth part
of its weight of the latter gas to be con verted into an acid.
On this part of the subject, Gay-Lu<sac takes cxxasion
to illustrate his principle on the ratio of saturation, as
being determined by tlie relative densities of Ixxlies in
The facts, as applied tci the
the state of vapoar.
well-known gaseous substances, were first pointed out
by that pliiloMpher, and the doctrine extended by him
to all other bodies, though of course it can only be determined with regard to thoae whidi we find capable
of bein^ raised to the state of vapour in our experiments, and not to all of these, as the high temperature at
which many of tl>em are volatilized renders all manipulationi on tlieir vapour, for the purpose of ascertaining their tncafic gravity, unmanageable.
Hydriodic gas is partly decomposed by a reil heat.
By the presence of oxygen, the aecoroposition is rendered more rapid and complete, and water and iodine
are the products,
Hydriodic gas has a very strong attraction for water
a very Urge ijuantity of the gas is absorbed by a very
small quantity of water, imparting to it a great increase of density, and the solution when strong is
amoaking. The moat convenient way of obtaining thia
acid in a liquid state is, to diasolve ioduret of phoaPart of the water is decoropoaed, the
fihorus in water.
lydrogen forming hydriodic arid, and the oxygen a
portion of phosphoroos acid.
When beat is applied,
the two artds are separated.
Another and an easier
method i*. to pass stuphureted hydrogen through
ter containing iodine.
The hydrogen goes to form the
acid re^iiirwi, and the sulphur is prccipiutrd.
Heat
is then applied to drive off the excess of sulphureted byingen, and a colouriesa hydriodic acid is procured,
froBi which the sulphur preciBitatcd to the bottom of
|be vestel may be decanted o*. Thia acid, hk* the suU
phuric. may l^ conotntrated by evaporation, and, till
It is rai«ed lo 857*. the vapour which it luaes is aU
moat pure water. White umler this ta
e r aUire. there-

w-

"rspcnks.

mp

mav be

evaporated in an opan vesMl, or the
liipml wbidi distils over ma^ be thrown away.
When
macd to this tenperature, it givea over an abundant
immtilj ct acid, and it doc* not admit afbamg bMUd
99H under the iwiiiifi finplwri t ii un.
This is the boiling point of tb* add ; and, btinf
tively liifil). it prevenU it ttom being discngifad
nautralixing base hy the volatite adds.
Whdi diMilkd, or even simply aposad to the air,
it aanaias abrownisivrad coteor, Aran a partial dccosnpoaition br the contact of oxygrnooa gax, which forms
water with iu hydrogen, an<!
i> then
evolved, combines with the
m change
U asMsUd bjr
and heat. Tbc pntparty ofabaoiL
ing and diasolrra^ iodine is one of lite most prominent
that belonc to this add, and the iodine is not capable
ct being driven off from it by heat, as it ouy ftom a
simple solution in water.
Hydriodic acid is rapidlr deooaposad by sulphuric
fore.
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and nitric add, and by chJorine, whieh aeiae on ita
hfdrogen, and the io<line ia dther pradpitatcd in
biawn crystals, or exhales in purple vapours. Chloriae is a delicate te«t of this acid, as the purple vapmat httuv^v appear when it is dropped into any
Mlation whica cotitaias it but they an speedily re*
koL. zlk raiT I.
;
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dissolved by the acid, and therefore the chlorine must
be cautiously added. When heated with black ox.
ide of manganese it ai!brds iodine, and an hydriodate of the metal. With red oxide of lead it afibrds
iodine and an ioduret of the metal, the oxygen of tlie
oxide going to form an additional quantity of water.

liuline.

^'"'V^'

Before we proceed farther, it may be proper to state
the meaning of some terms connected with this subject.
Iodine and hiidriodic acid have been expLiined.
The
compounds of the add, with neutralizing bases, are
called ht/driodales.

Iodine, as

we

shall find,

may be

combined with oxygen, and the compound possesses acid
properties.
This acid is called by Gay-Lussac the iodic, and the compounds which it forms by uniting
with neutralizing ba&es, he calls iodales. Dr. Murray
calls this acid the oxiodic, and its compounds oxiodates.
We shall adopt these last terms, as well fitted to keep the
facts in mind, and capable of being adapted to any theory.

The combination of iodine with azote cannot be prodaced by tlirect experiment. Ioduret of ninmonia must
be first formed. We shall therefore describe the phenomena which iodine exhibits with ammonia, previously to the consideration of the other alkalis.

Action of
iodine

on

•"""odis.

It differs

from these others by not containing oxygen, a circumstance which materially affects the characteristic results
of the chemical'changes. \V hen ammoniacnl gas is passed over iodine, a viscid shining liquid is immediately
formed, of a brownish- black colour, which, in proporit is saturated with ammonia, loses its lustre and
viscosity.
This is an ioduret of ammonia
When dissolved
water, the hydrc^en of the ammonia unites
with one portion of the iotline to form hydriodic add,
and it* asote unites with another, to form an ioduret of
aaote.
Or thi* substance may be obtained directly, by
putting iodine in fine powder into an aqueous solutson of ammonia.
This ioduret is pulverulent, and nf
a brownish- black colour. It detonates from the smallart shock, and from heat.
The flame is of a feeble violet colour. When delicately prepare<l, it sometimes detooatH spontaneoualT. When this compound is put in
potash, toe asote is disengaged, ami the Mine products
are obtained as when iodine is brought in contact with
tion as

m

Ioduret of
«n>(e.

that alkali.

Iodine undergoes no change on the contact of ga- Sulphurous
seous sulphuroua add ; but, when the acid is dissolved sciJ.
in water, part of the water is decomposed.
Ita oxygen
converts the sulphurous into sulphuric acid, and its
hyd gan the iodine into hydriodic. These cannot be
MBantcd by heat, for tlie temperature which volstiltsea hydriodic acid decomposes, under these circumstances, the sulphuric, reproducing the original sulphurous add and the iodine. While the liquid is distilled over, these are the two ingredients, and it is co«
loured by the iodine ; but, when cooled in the receiver,
it resumes the state of sulphuric and hydriodic acids in
limpid miature.
The action of iodine on the oxides takes place both On the sxwith and without the presence of water, but exhibits >de».
different phenonu-ns according to this difference of circumstances.
When brought in contact with the oxide of potassium pr<iduce<l by combustion, it combines
with the potassium to form an ioduret, and the oxygen
is disengaged.
Barytes, strontites, and lime, unite with iodine, without the evolution of any gas. The oxides of zinc and
The iodurets of barytes,
iron umlergo no diange.
strontites, and lime, show strong alkaline properties
when dissolved in water, and are considcrea by GayLiuaac at subiodurets.

w

^
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iodine and oxides are made to act on one another in contact with water, the water is decomposed,
it8 hydrogen forms hydriodicacid with a portion of" the
iodine, and its oxygen combines with another portion to
form oxiodic acid. This takes place with pot-.ss, soda,
barytes, strontites, lime, and magnesia.
Oo poUft.
Iodine, when made to act on a concentrated solution of potass, is rapidly dissolved, ^nd forms, as one
of the results, a jjranular white precipitate, which is
shown to consist of oxiodic acid, combining to form an
oxiodate with potass ; for this substance deflagrates on
burning coaU like nitre, giving out oxygen and becoming iodui-et of potass. The solution consists ofhydriodate of potass, containing iodine. It is of an orange
yellow, but, when saturated with iodine, it is of a deep
reddish-brown. When it is evaporated, and heated to
redness, an ioduret of potassium is formed.
In the first
jiart of this process, the oxygen, according to Sir H.
Davy, is expelled from one part of the potass, to form
the ioduret of potassium, and is* united to another to
foiin the oxiodate of potass.
But Gay-Lussac's view
of it, that water is decomposed, its oxygen serving to
form the oxiodate, and its hydrogen the hydriodate,
seems more completely conformable to the facts. Sir
H. Davy, from his first experiments, conceived that iodine formed substances analogous to alkalis, by combining with the alkaline metalloids ; for the compound
produced by its action on solution of potass, even when
it was in great excess, reddened turmeric paper, and
rendered the colouring matter of violets green ; but he
afterwards found that this was owing to a small quantity of supercarbonate of potass which existed in the
hydrate ; and when the compound is treated with hydriodic acid, and heated to redness, so as to produce an
ioduret, it loses this property, and acquires the taste of
a neutral rather than an alkali. Concentrated soda
produces similar phenomena ; a deflagrating oxiodate is
precipitated, and a hydriodate retained in solution. The
case is the same with barytes, lime, and strontites,
and their oxiodates have little solubility. Hence these
salts are obtained in a state of considerable purity.
When peroxide of mercury is exposed to a heat between 140° and 212° in water and iodine, a super-oxiodate of mercury is formed, which is held in solution,
and an oxiodate which is insoluble, and remains mixed
with the red ioduret, which is at the same time formed.
Oxiodic
The oxiodic acid, in order that its properties may be
add.
ascertained, ought to be obtained in a state of separation
from the bases with which it is combined in its formaIodine.

tion.
For this purpose Gay-Lussac adopted the following process Upon oxiodate of barytes, he poured sulphuric acid, diluted with twice its own quantity of wa:

and heated the mixture. The oxiodic acid in this
him, abandoned its earthy base,
and combined with the water. A small quantity of the
sulphuric aci<l continued mixed with it, in consequence of
the strong affinity of oxiodic acid for barytes.
Sir H.
Davy.however, found reason to be dissatisfied with these
results, as disguising the real properties of this compound antl he succeeded in producing one in a pure
state, by bringing together iodine and euchlorine, (hyperoxymuriatic acid.) in the form of gas, at the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere.
The resulting compound, when the other ingredients were driven off" by
heat, was a white semitransparent solid, of an astringent and acid taste, and sufficiently heavy to sink in
sulphuric acid.
It is deliquescent
its aqueous soluter,

case, according to

:

:

may

be evaporated to the consistence of a syrup,
and, by the continuance of heat, may be reduced
to the
©rigmal solid compound.
It detonates when heated in
tion

mixture with inflammable substances.

The oxiodic Iodine.
acid obtained by Gay-Lussac differed from this, by "^"'V""^
containing a portion of sulphuric acid, whiph prevented that chemist frojn being able to prt^ure it in a solid
form, and led him to believe that water was essential
to its constitution.
This acid cannot be procured by
the direct union of iodine with oxygenous gas.
Dry iodine, when presented to chlorine gas, rapidly Chloniret of
absorbs it in a quantity less than one-third by weight, iodine,
producing a compound which in some parts has a
fine orange yellow colour ; in others an orange red.
The yellow parts contain the largest proportion of
chlorine, and are the most volatile.
The yellow compound is called, by Gay-Lussac, the chloruret, and
the red the sub-chloruret of iodine. Both of them speedily deliquesce in the air.
The solution of the chloniret is colourless, when the excess of chlorine is driven
off", and then the mutual saturation of the two constituents appears to be" complete. These solutions are very
acid, and destroy the colour of a solution of indigo in
sulphuric acid.
The chloruret receives from Sir H. Davy the name of chlorionic acid. When a solution of it is
saturated with an alkali, the chlorine acquires hydrogen,
and the iodine oxygen, so that a muriate and an oxiodate of the alkali are obtained.
Such are the relative
tendencies of these two substances. That of combining
with hydrogen is greatest in chlorine, and that of combining with oxygen is greatest in iodine. Heat disengages part of the chlorine, and reduces the solution to a
sub-chloruret. The solution of the sub-chloruret is more
stable,

and capable of being

volatilized without

decom-

position.

We shall now describe the properties

of the neutral s;dts

formed by combinations of the acids of iodine with salifiable bases. First the hydriodates, and then the oxiodates.
The hydriodates may, in general, be obtained by
combining hydriodic acid with the bases. But those
of potass, soda, barytes, strontian, and lime, may also
be prepared, by treating iodine with these bases, and
employing the methods already described for separating
these salts from the oxiodates, which are formed at the
same time. The hydriodates of zinc and iron, and in
general of all the metals that decompose water, are obtained by dissolving the iodurets of those metals in water, and applying heat.
The hydriodates are not changed by sulphurous or

H.vdr!#.
dates.

muriatic acid, or sulphureted hydrogen.
Chlorine, nitric acid, and concentrated sulphuric acid, constantly
decompose them, and separate the iodine.
When a solution of hydriodate of potass is made to Iljilrioerystallize, the oxygen of the potass and the hydrogen d.neofpotof the acid unite, according to Gay Lussac, to form wa- "'^
ter, and crystals of ioduret of potassium are formed
these are consideretl by that chemist as completely analogous to the compound of chlorine and sodium, his
chloruret of sodium, the sodane of Sir H. Davy, and the
muriate of soda of former chemists. That there is n'o alkali in these compounds, and that the appearance of alkaline properties, neutralized by an acid, arises from
the chlorine supplying the place both of oxygen and
acid, though it contains no oxygen and possesses no
acid qualities, is one of the striking paradoxes which
the adherents of the old school find most difficulty in
admitting, and which, in determining the plausibility
of the two theories, seems to form a sufficient counterpoise to the curious coincidences in some other particulars by which the new doctrines are supported. Hydriodate of potass is composed of
100.
Hydriodic acid
Potass
:
S7.426

IODINE.
ladiBA.

^^/^^
lMimU.

H^drioilato of Mxla mav be obUinetl in flat ^homThese unite to form
boidal prioat of conaiclerable «ize.
Urger ones, terminated in echelon, and striated like
They contain a large procrjratals of tnlphate of soda.
pot tion of water of crystallization, and are very deliHeat drives off the water, melts the salt,
quescent.
awl t^*" renders it slightly alkaline. It does not subAt the temperatime so easily as bydriodate of potass.
ture of 57, 100 parts of this salt are soluble in a little
more than 57 pairta of water. When dried, Gay Luscac considen it as an ioduret of sodium, conformably to
the doctrine already mentioned, which makes the salt
Hydricalled muriate of soda a cbloruret of sodium.
odatc of soda is composed of

Acid
Soda
Of Borjtc*.

ntVitDt

;

aril

Of •DIDO-

aU

24.7S8.

Hydriodate of barytes crystallixes in fine prism*,
These are very gra>
like those of muriate of strontites.
dually decomposed by exposure to the air, and iudine is
evolved. They are faintly delique:tcent, but have great sure to the air, and deflagrate on burning coals like niThey b<>ar, without ciiange, a very tre. They require 13^ times their weight of water to
Mlubility in water.
gtaang beat and heat neither melts thia salt, nor alters dissolve them. They require for their decomposition a
heat somewhat higher than the hyper-oxymuriates.
but, if oxygen is made to
iil itate of neutralisation
play on its surface when thus heated, vapours of iodine Oxygen i* diaengaged, and ioduret of potassium (or hy..
A red heat, driooate of potasa) remains, which forms n neutral soluare evolved, and the salt becomes alkaline.
according to the opinion of the chemist just mention- tion in water. This deoompoaition affords the follow,
Hydriodate ing proportions of conetitaent* :
ed, converts it into an ioduret of barium.
Oxygen
of barytes ia compased of
S8.59
100.
Ioduret of potassium
Acid
77.41
60.622
Bavytea
The hydriodatci of lime and atrontites are verv solu100.00
W'ben we eonnder the potassium as oxydatcd, viz.
ble That of lime i« also very daiiquescent, ami baa a
in the state of potass, the portion ot' the oxygen which
biltar taata^ Matlar to that of the muriate of lime.
The proportions, according ta
HydriodaU of amiaociia majr ba fSgnned either by belong to r
nfore, will be
QombiniDg e«{ual voiunca ot aarnnnwiacal and hydriodie this dUHtribu
Potass
ga>, or by saturating the liquid add with anwoai*. It
212\S
Iodine
.'.s.y;J7
posiesaei nearly the volatility of muriata of MMHoia,
but it is mora Klnbie and mora daliqaanmt. It try^
18.817
OlJgOl
;

(SMItUS

WdM

100.
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apply them to the subatanees now under consideration,
lodint.
will not allow that there is any difference correspond- ^^'^'y^
ing to these terras, because they consider iodine as a
combination of the acid with oxygen.
All the hydriodate* have the property of dissolving lodureted
a large quvitity of iodine, which imparts to them a Hjrdrio.
deep reddish-brown colour. It is separated from them *'"*^
by boiling, or exposure to the air in a dry state. This
seems to be a simple solution, and not attended with
any saturation of properties.
The oxiodates of the alkalis, as was already mention- Oxiodstes.
ed, are fonned along with the hydriodates, when iodine
and the alkalis are made to act on one another in water.
In order to obtain these salts in a state of absolute purity, it is necessary to boil them repeatedly in small
quantities of alcohol of a spedfic gravity from 8.6 to 9.2,
which dissolves the hydriodates, but not the oxiodates.
Oxiodate of potass may be obtained in small crystals, Otiodate «r
nearly of a cubic form, which are not altered by expo- potau.

I

tallices in cabc*>

The hydriodate of oMgnaiia, foaacd by niutiiig ita
eoBititneou. is deliqaaacant, aad'OystalUaaa witfa diffi«
When bcatetl to icdneas, the add abandon* the
ink J
iBUgiT*-**. in the same way a* take* place with the mnriala

as 10. to 31.331.

Oxiodate of aoda cryctallises

of this earth.

The

hy<lrindata of aine ia obtained by putting iodine
in water with an eacca* of ainc, and applying heat.
This aak ia axtraoMly daliqiscaccnt, and scarcely cry**

by afaparatiaa. Heat de^ve* it of ita wa.
it, and awblimea it m fine pnsm*.
If
this i* perfiaraacd in daaa *aaatii, the salt is not dccompoaad but air, when admitted, diaengages iodine, and
ocdde of ainc i* left behind. TU* bydrtodate i* comtallisabia

ter,

100.000

Theae two laat number* give the proportions of iodine and oxygen, which form oxyiodic add, which ar*

then aaelta

in small prisms, united Oxiodate

in tufta, or in unall cubic grains.

They

of;^

deflagrate on ***'^

hot ooals, below a red beat, giving out a very little io.
dine.
They are nearly of the same solubilitv in water
aa the farmer.
When deoompoaad by heat, they aflbrd.

Oxygen

24.43S
75.508

Ioduret of (oda

;

Acid
Oaidaofaiiic

100

SS.S5S.
When a solaiioa of hydriodate of aadi
i* ONsed with a aolntian of tha aaha of
cobalt. no uswspitata m
nidiel, or cobalt,
which
that the Iqrdriadatc* of tbaae Mtab aiv toti^
,

bla.

The

hydriodate of aoda, however, gives meUllic pr«.
with tha *alt* of ooftper, lead, mercury, silver,
and hiamutb. That of copper i\ whitish-grmr, that of
lead a fin* orange- vellow, tnat of protoxide or metcnry
g iaeoiJt-yaUew, tfiat of per-oxid* of mercury orangerad, tbaft af dhwr white, that of bismuth chccnuubrown.
Tha* an* oqpasdered by Gay-Loasac, not a* conaiataf bydfiafie acsd and the oxide*, bat of iodine and
theaalabfraBdbetbctciOTa calls them metallic i<idurets.
Tbon ffwmittt who adbcn to the old vpiniuus, and
eipitt **

f

100.000.

On patting iodine into a solution of soda, till the liqwd begin* to be coloured, fine crysuls, in six sided
priflM, may ba obtained by evaporation.
These are
very aOtalhfc and daflagiatc on burning coal.*. They
are very aMMil*, and contain a large quantity of water
of crystallisation. When soda ia sidded to a neutral solution of oododate of soda, a salt is obtained in smaller
crystab, or silky needles united in tufU. 'I'hey are not
altered by the air. Both the oxiodic and the hydriodio
adds have a great tendency to form subsalts.
The oxiodates of potass and so<la detonate feebly by
It is not properciMsion when mixed with sulphur.
babla that they coukl Iw advantageously cmployea in
the manuftcture of gunpowder; 100 parts give only
8S,A9 nf gas, whereas 100 parts of nitre give 53. (>2.

This (lisaclvantage would

rccjuire to

be compensated by

a grrater rapidity of detonation.
Oxiodate of ammonia can only be obtaioed by latih

Baboxia<|*'c*of

x>

I
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OD

rating oxiodic acid with ammonia, or by saturating with
it a solution of chlorine and iwHne, (the chloruret of
Oxiodate of
iodine of Gay- Lussac. ) This oxiodate assumes the form
ammonii.
of small granular crystals. On a hot body it detonates
with a hissing noise, a weak violet light, and the disIodine.

engagement of vapours of iodine. When decomposed
by heat, it gives out a mixture of oxygen and azote. It
is composed of
100.00

Oxiodic acid

Ammonia
Ou«dnes
of buytcs.

Action of
iodine on
vegetable
substances.

H^drioiiic
ether.

10.9'1'.

Oxiodate of barytes is easily obtained by double afIt
finities, or by putting iodine into barytes water.
precipitates in the form of a powder, which may be
While drying it conpurified by repeated washing.
It retains wacretes into lumps, and becomes mealy.
ter in composition, which it gives out at a temperature
It is comof 212", before being decomposed by heat.
posed of
> . . 100
Oxiodic acid
46.34-0.
Barytes
On boat coals it does not deflagrate, but only gives
out a weak intermitting light. It is infusible, and only
a small quantity of the salt comes in contact with the
fuel, so that the oxygen which is disengaged contributes very little to its combustion.
The oxiodate of strontites has similar properties.
The oxiodate of lime is generally pulverulent, but
may be crystallized in the muriate or the hydriodate of
lime, which augment its solubility, and it then assumes the form of small quadrangular prisms. It holds
about 3 per cent, of water in combination.
The other oxiodates may be obtained by double deNitrate of silver gives with the oxiocompositions.
date of potass a white precipitate, which is the oxiodate of silver, and is very soluble in ammonia.
The oxiodates do not, like the hydriodates, absorb iodine to form iodureted salts. Their solutions absorb
no more of this substance than is done by pure water.
Iodine gives a blue colour to starch by combination
and this is done with such facility, that starch is one
of the most delicate tests of this substance. It does not,
however, detect it in the state of acid, unless the iodine
is previously evolved by some other acid substance.
On mixing two parts in volume of alcohol with coloured hydriodic acid of the specific gravity of 1.7, and distilling the mixture in a water bath, an alcoholic liquor is
producetl, colourless and limpid, which, when mixed
with water, becomes muddy, and lets fall in small globules a liquid, at first milky, which gradually becomes
transparent.
This is hydriodic ether.
What remains
in the retort is hydriodic acid, very dark coloured, from
holding in solution all the iodine which had coloured
the original quantity.
Hydriodic ether, after being
washed two or tliree times with water, (in which it
has very little solubility,) is in a pure state. It has a
.strong and peculiar odour, though analogous to that of
the other ethers. After some days it acquires a red
colour, from the evolution of a little iodine, which,
however, does not afterwards increase. This colour
may be removed by the addition of a little potass or
mercury, which combine with the iodine. The specific

gravity of this ether, at 72^°,

is 1.9206.
It boils at
not inflammable a circumstance very singular in an etlier. It only exhales purple vapours when

148.1.

It is

—

thrown on burning coals. Potassium may be preserved in it without alteration. Concentrated sulphuric
acid renders it brown. When passed through a red-hot
tube, it is speedily decomposed, giving an inflammable
carbureted gas, very brown hydriodic acid, and a little
charcoal.

I

N <E.
The concurrence

of properties which we find in ioIodine.
various states of chemical combination, '^"'^C^
'' In its specific gi'avity," says A".*'!^'**
is curious and singular.
Sir H. Davy, who considers it as anSindecoinpound^uh oThcr
ed body, " in lustre, the high number in which it en- subsunces.
ters into combination, and in colour, it resembles the
metals. But in all its chemical agencies it is more ana-

dine,

and

its

logous to oxygen and chlorine
electricity,

:

it is

a non-conductor of

and

possesses, like these bodies, the negative electrical energy with respect to meuls, inflammable and alkaline substances ; and hence, when combi-

ned with these substances

in aqueous solution, and
electrized in the voltaic circuit, it separates at the positive surface
but it has a positive energy ^with respect
:

to chlorine

a

compound

surface.

when

united to this substance to form
separates from it at the negative
It has a stronger attraction for most of the
;

for,

acid,

it

metals than oxygen, but oxygen expels it from phosphorus and sulphur. Under a red heat oxygen converts the ioduret of phosphorus into phosphoric acid,
and evolves the iodine. Its saturating powers seem
to be greater than those of oxygen, and less than those
of chlorine. It agrees with chlorine and fluorine in
forming an acid with hydrogen ; and it agrees with oxygen in forming an acid with chlorine."
One of the best tests of iodine is to be fotind in its Test propoaction on silver, which has the advantage of manifest- sed by Sir
ing its presence in whatever state of combination it may ^' ^^^yexist.
Water, when it contains less than one- thousandth
part of its weight of a hydriodate, or oxiodate, tarnishes
polished silver.
This effect may be distinguished from
that produced by compounds containing sulphurets,
or sulphureted hydrogen, by this circumstance, that
the latter by being boiled with a little muriatic acid,
are deprived of the power of tarnishing the metal,
whereas solutions containing iodine, when treated in
the same manner, still retain it.
In the experiments made by Sir H. Davy on na- Productions
tural productions which might be supposed to yield ^''icli yield
''
iodine, he found that the J'uci and uhcB of the Midi- lU
teiTanean afforded it in smaller quantities than the sei
lie varec ; and it was only in a few cases that he could
find in them any traces of its existence.
Slight traces
of it were found in the Fucus cartilaginus, the mnnhranaceus, rubens, anA Jilamentnsus, and in the Ulva
pavonia and Ulva lima, but none in the ashes of the corallines and sponges.
He examined some specimens of
alkali, formed by the combustion of maritime vegetables
which are not submarine, but found in them no decided
indications of iodine.
Yet he failed in his attempts to
obtain it from sea- water, though the use of the voltaic battery afforded some obscure results.
The products separated at the positive pole were collected in a
small cup of gold, covered with cement, except in the
interior and lower part ; and this, when exposed to the
negative pole of a voltaic apparatus, yielded a.black
powder fixed in the fire, not unlike the compoimd iormed by heating iodine and gold together ; but it was too
minute to admit of chemical analysis, in order to ascertain that it was not the same as is obtained by negatively electrifying the oxymuriate of gold.
See the Memoir of Gay-Lussac on Iodine, in the An~
nales de Chimie; or the English translation of it in the
fifth and sixtli volumes of Thomson's Annals of Philosophy/ ; and the two Memoirs of Sir Humphry Davy on
ths same subject, in the London Philosophical Transactions for 1814, parts i. and ii., which are republished in Tilloch's Philosophical Magazine ; and an
additional Memoir in the Transactionsfor 1815, part ii.

(H.D.)

JOHANNA.
jdhuia
••mt^^'-'m^

JOHAKNA, one of the Comoro

islands, lyidg in the
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course with poetical phrases

;

and great politeness

is

Johanaa.

northern part of the Mosambique Channel, which se- practised in their address. They are of a courteous '•^V™*'
and affable disposition, extremely hospitable to stranIts proparates Ma(1a;;ascar from the coast of Africa.
per name is Ilincuan, which is said to have been pro- gers, whom they receive with extraordinary demon,
ipvnively corrupted into Anzuan, Anjuan, Juanny, strations of friendship nor are these external only, for
and Ji>lianna. Tois island is of a triangular figure, each numerous examples might be given of their affording
succour to shipwrecked mariners, when they could enside estendinft, as we conceive, about eighteen miles in
Their honesty
length ; and its superficial area is computed at 163 miles. tertain no expectation of any return.
There is a bay with gotd anchorage on the north, is remarkable, and those who have provided supplies
though currents run with considerable force ; and hither to European vessels, are anxious for certificates of their
European vessels repair for the purpose of obtu^Bg conduct. These people are nevertheless indolent, exproviaioiM and water. The island is mountaiiM4|ph- cessively jealous of their women, and far from being
ving in general a bold shore, and i« visible from a great endowed with much personal courage. Perhaps the
Uutance. A lolty \>eaV. ri^es amidst hills, which are last ensues from their constant exposure to the attacks
Numerous of a ferocious enemy of superior force, which cannot
clothed with wood and beautiful verdure.
but damp the spirit of resistance. Women of the lower
tallies, each watered by a stream, are interspersed
among them, and their margins covered with groves ranks withdraw from the gaze of the men, and those
of cocna trees, mangoes, oranges, and citrons. Nothing of the higher are seldom or never seen by strangers.
ean be mure nictureaque than the island of Johanna But those English ladies whose curiosity has gained
fma every point of view. A volcano seems to have them access to the harem, report that they are handbeen anciently in activity here. Volcanic productions some, richly attired, and display a profusion of ornaferruginous particle* are ments.
•re unirersaHy disseminated
flints are common on the
Marria;;cs are celebrated with music and dancing,
found in several places
shore, some parti of which also consist of a saudy the former produced by the Mozambique violin, drums,
and shells. Sometimes there is singing by male voices,
beach.
This island abounds in great variety of the finest when the burden of the song is repeated by the whole
and most useful ve^ .-table*. Every gorge among the company present. Sir William Jones was assured, that
mountains, at a sliort distance from the tea, is eompa- songs were composed in the island. The dances re"''>n to the fruit* semble tho«e of Madagascar, (onetimes exhibiting intrired to a well watered garden. I
alrraiiy named, many oilier*
'ipinil rlimxte
cate movements, but in general distinguished by contorgr
funiun. Hoots are pkiit;!ul the "I!
tions accompanied by grimaces, more than by graceful
.1 perfection
and wild indigo is
a:'
action.
At the cloie of every dance, a few pieces of
ditfoud.
The henna, with the juice of which the i>^ money are thrown at the feet of the musicians. Meantive* stain their skin, is a shrub reaching the height of time the new married female send* presents of flowers
•ix or eight feet, though pcriMpa not indigcnou* to the
to strangen from the place of concealment, where she
Ulnnd.
and her fririuU bchuld what passe*. On the celebraNo venomotu creatures are found here ; but musoui- tion of a marriage, the husband invites all his friend*
tjic* arc extremely troubleaoroe.
Fish are not particu- and relation* to feast and dance during eight succe*sive
larly abundant, at leaat at certain •CMons, which has
days, beginning at four in the afternoon, and continubeen ascribed to the presence of shark*. When they ing until morning. The guests, however, according
do appear, tliey are caught with line*, or speared very to their ability, contribate towards defraying the exdexterously on rising to the surface. Turtle dove* (one pence*.
species of which is of a beautiful grey, «lwk^ with
The inhahitanta occupy themselves in agriculture,
green, blue, and white,) and quails are nnmeroua : the some holding coosiclerable estate* in the interior. .Seguinea fowl is Ie«* so, but i« said to be remarkably tame ; veral practise the mechanical arts, though, from the
and there arc multitude* ofa kind of hawk which sub- rudeness of their tools, the workmanship is coarse ; and
sist* on S*h.
A sPfciM of brown monkey i* the chief shop* of golcUmiths, weavers, and the like, are to be
wild aiiiinal inhaoitiiig the wood*; (warms of mice •een. The unsettletl state of the country, however, is
iblkrt the fields, and are sappoecd to be detrimental to
very prrju<lirial to agricultural pursuits.
Probably they
Ibe crop*.
The only domesticated quadrupeds are construct their own vessels, which consist of small ca^oaU and the Indian cow, which find excellent pasture noe* hollowed from the trunk of a tree, and war boat*
in the vallie*.
capable of carrj-ing 200 nen.
In their large barks
The inhabitants of thi« island are of two different they undertake long voyage*, sailing a* far as Bombay
kinds, Africans and Asiatics, distingui-hed by promi- ancf ^-r-'
to the Isle of France ; but they seem to
nent features. The former are the same a« thoie dwell- ha\
'txluctive trade ; for notwithstanding the
ing on the neighbouring coa«t< •'•• i-"— - rting
beaiiu "iKi urtility of their island, it seems to have few
ftom a colony of Arabians, li'.
was commo<litifs which are dcsiretl by other nations. Arms
oonqaered, and who still hold u ,., -„,j., „„,.
i Itese
and ammunition, knives, cloth, and cotton, are purcharotMtitutc the higher ranks, and the others tlie lower.
sed at Bombay ; ivory is obtained from Mozambique ;
BotfWmi the intermixture that unavoidably take* place rice, a kind of bread-fViiit, and cattle, from the rest of the
among mankind in the course of successive generations, Comoro iaiamls. Some of the chief men make expedithe original character of each is much obliterated among tions to the African coast for the purchase of slaves
ipany of the natives, unless in the family ijf the Milun, the humanity of which traffic they defend on the same
wh'-r- '' - Ttill preserved pure.
The .\r
lage principle as other dealers, namely, that the object* of
i»
il
spoken; and, from the fn
'nof It would otherwise suffer death : and others are purveyEunifiraii vessel*, iKjth English and Frenrn arc toiera- ors tn the European ve**el« that anchor on the coast.
Mj well iMeratood, and even employed in conversaAlmost all the native* of Johanna profess the Mahotiai hf the wtitroa. The men in general testify much med.in religion
but it is •**erted, ihstfelUhet, that i*,
food MiHo and ocutepwi \ n»ny embellish their dis> animals or inaniinate bodies, are venerated by Uie lower
;
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orders; and it is related, that there is a small lake
among the mounUins of the interior, which is held saThe
cred, as well as the water-fowl that frequent it.
higher ranks and clergy are not entirely destitute of

flights of

leaniinp. and they possess some books among them,
apparently for the most part theological.
The government of the island is monarchical, elective, (though the right is not known to have been exerThe extent of the Sultan's
cised,) and aristocratic.
power is not explained ; he is obliged to obtain the
sanction of his chiefs to certain acts, such as the declaration of peace or war ; and the latter are said to defray
its expence by a voluntary contribution, in return for
which they claim all the booty. Profound respect is
entertained for the person of the Sultan ; none of the
inhabitants can address him unless kneeling, and havHe neing touched the grouiid with their foreheads.

tempers.
Fevers and dysentery are tlie most common
complaints; and it is much to be doubted whether
the climate is equally salubrious to Europeans.

ver goes abroad but when accompanied'by several chiefs
and domestics, of whom one carried his betel box, other
two his lances, a fourth precedes him blowing a shell,
and a considerable retinue of the populace is in attendThe charges of government are defrayed by a
ance.
Formerly the other Comoro
tax from the villages.
islands were subject to the Sultan of Johanna, and the
present prince still claims the sovereignty of tliem, and
the vassalage of their chiefs ; but it is very doubtful
how far he receives any tribute. Females are not ex-

cluded from the succession.
The principal town of the island is Machadou, or
Matsanudo, on the north coast, near tiie bottom of a
mountain. It is surrounded by walls fifteen feet high,
flanked by square towers, and is said to be a mile and
15ut the streets are narrow and irrea half in circuit.
gular, resembling so many lanes, and the houses poor

They are commonly ranged
both within and without.
around a small interior court. The first apartment is
open, and beyond the court is that of the women. In the
former, the place for repose is separated by a chintz curfrom the rest of the room, and elevated in an angle
several feet high.
It is composed of successive broad
steps, whereon one or two persons can rest. The middle
of the apartment is appropriated for meals, where the
guests either sit on low stools, or recline against the steps
of the bed-place. The houses of the chief men, however,
are capacious, but scantily lurnished. That of the king,
tain

which cannot merit the name of a palace, differs from
the rest in having a more spacious vestibule, and a long
gallery hung round with musquets and powder horns,
serving both for a hall of audience and a kind of arseAt one end are three large windows within a banal.
lustrade, where also is an arm chair, occupied as a throne
by the sovereign. Sir William Jones describes an
apartment wherein the sultan received him, as " hung
with old red cloth, and decorated with pieces of porcethe lamps were
lain, and festoons of English bottles
placed on the ground in large sea shells ; and the bedplace was a recess, concealed by a chintz hanging opposite to a sofa."
The houses are so much impregnated with the odour of musk, for which the natives entertain a remarkable partiality, as to be exceedingly
disagreeable.
Machadou contains a mosque, a small
mean edifice, surmounted by a minaret, where several
Arabians are always to be seen in prayer. It was built
by a female sovereign of the island, named Halimah, or
Alima, who probably reigned two centuries ago ; but
;

is

now becoming

ruinous.

The

fort

commands the

town, and being elevated high above it, at first sight
presents an imposing appearance.
It is gained by

4'00 steps included

The country is rather arid ig the immediate vicinity of
Machadou but the climate is very fine, and the people
Some nevertheless labour untW severe dishealthy.
;

Another town, said

to

have been named Johanna,

stood on the eastern coast seven leagues from Machadou, in a picturesque situation.
It was sacked in 1 790
by the natives of Madagascar, who make frequent descents on the Comoro islands, and always commit terrible ravages.
Their very name makes the inhabitants
tremble, and in general they never go unarmed.
Very different statements have been given of the
population of Johanna.
Grose states it at 130,000,

which exceeds all probability. Captain Williamson in
1810, computes it at 90,000 or 100,000, which at a medium would allow 58 1 persons to each square mile ;
and Sir William Jones speaks of taxes being levied
from 200 villages. But late calculations, apparently much
more authentic, reduce the population to 6000 or 7000.
The history of Johanna is obscure. It is supposed
that the Comoro islands were peopled originally from
Africa, and that the Arabians established themselves
here in the twelfth century.

In the year l600, Captain

John Davis found Johanna governed by a queen and
fifteen years later, Sir Thomas Roe and Captain Peyton
;

remarked, that the dominion of a female extended over
all the islands ; but Jie seems to place her residence on
Mohilla.one of their number. Sidi Ahmed ruled Johanna
in 1783, probably the same Sultan who, in 1788, is represented as being 65 years of age, and having occupied the government for 40 years. His manners were
dignified, and his courtesy to strangers of the most engaging description
but the island was visited by
many misfortunes during his reign, and he is supposed
to have survived the sack of Johanna only a short time.
He was succeeded by his eldest son Missolin, who died
in the year 1797, leaving a son Ahmed under the regency of his brother. During the minority of this prince,
33 Frenchmen, some of whom had distinguished them;

selves in the revolution that agitated their own country,
hither, and landed under the ostensible
In
pretence of assisting in the defence of the island.

were banished

the survivors embarked
less than 20 died
Comoro, 25 leagues distant ; but owing to accidents

21 days no
for

:

causes, they successively perished, so that not
one survived in ISOi, only a year after their first arriThe regent having formed a plan for the destrucval.
tion of the young prince, which proved abortive, fled
to Muskat, where he in vain sought the aid of tlie
(c)
Imam. Lat. 12" 4' N. Long. 44" 34' E.
JOHNSON, Samuel, an eminent English author,
was born at Litchfield, in Staffordshire^ on the 18th of
September, (n. s.) 1709. His mother, Sarah Foid,
was descended of an ancient race of substantial yeomanry in Warwickshire. His father, MichaelJohnson,
was a bookseller and stationer in Litchfield. He was a
man of a large robust body, and of considerable mental
attainments ; but not without that morbid taint of me«
It seems to have
lancholy which his son inherited.
been from him, and not from his nurse, as has been
elsewhere stated, that our author received the tinge of
scrophula, which disfigured a countenance naturally

and other

well-foi-med, and hurt his visual nerves so much, that
he did not see with one of his eyes, although its appearance was little different from that of the other.
1

Johanna,
Johnson.

JOHNSON.
Jobn-.ftn,

Samuel.

His tnothfr, yielding to the saperstitious notion which
so long nrevailwl as to the virtue of the royal touch,
carried him to London in his childhood, where he
was actually touched by Queen Anne. TTie faint remembrance of this circumstance always remaineil in
Being asked, If he could remember
Johnson's mind.

Queen .Anne ? He said, he hatl a confo»»d, but sort of
solemn recollection, of a lady in diamonds, and a long
black hood.

He vras

first taught to read English by a woman,
kept a school for young children in Litchfield.
When he was going to Oxford, this humble instructrcM of hij childhoo<l came to take leave of him and,
in the simplicity of her kindness, brought him a present
of gingerbread, sayinjf, that he was the best scholar she
b«d ever had. I le delighted in mentioning this little
eompliment adding, with a smile, " that this was as
high a proof of his merit as he could receive." His
next instructor in English was one Brown, who had
published a spelling- Ixxik, which he dedicated to the
Universe, but of which Dr. Johnson was afraid that no
copy WAS to be found. He learned I^tin at a school
at Litchfield under a Mr. Hunter, a severe disciplinarian, but an attentive teacher. Johnson owne<l, that he
bad himself required the ro<l and to that instrument
of tuition, it was a part of his principles to pay the
most profound deference. Once, when he saw some
young ladies who bad been remarkably well brought
up by a >.(\iTo mothtr, hi- f^oliiimcd, " Rod, I will honourtl>
iid that can dwell
witli 4.
!eas of a rod and
th'
virgin, must have ita sen•ib
At sc!io.il, though he was
too abort- *iglile<l to join in th<- i;rnerality of boyish
anuwineiits. he rnaint-.ined the t.iine ascendancy over
't he kept op, in after life, in the cirhi>
cle
Hi« proficiency was also then, as in
every other jwriod of life, much beyond his apparent
...
H.' M<- !T»n It;.'. .t ..fiitatird task*, but could
dill...
It'
Hia metnory was prodiji
.jv. he was iininodenitefond of reading romances. To thone extravagant
-••.;i...«.. ••
,_..i..i
flctiona he was f>r-'" *••--•
tam of mind whi

who

;

;

;
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the whole

posed to mske allowance
and
w much

be had tausnt him. Hv rrmsit
a year, andthen rt'tun
years,

houae of

'c age oT
.>roe*ter-

towani^ A s
cttcem, but

undertook to support Johnson at Oxford,
companion, though he failed in
rendering him the promised assistance. He went, however, to Oxford, and was entered a commoner of Pembroke college on the Slst of Octoljcr, being then in his
His tutor was a Mr. Jordan, whom John19th year.
son respected for his personal worth, but not for his
abilities.
Having absented himself from this preceptor for several days, Mr. Jordan asked him the reason
of his absence. Johnson told him he had been sliding
in C'hri.^t Church meadows.
Mr. Boswell, to whom he
relate<l this answer, remarked, that it shewed great for" No, Sir," said Johnson, " stark intitude of mind«
sclifxilfellows

in the quality of his

sensibility."

In his 20th year, while he was at Litchfield during
the college vacation, his constitutional melancholy assumed n prciiliarly gloomy asjiect, and on his return to
/, the unequal state of his spirits, and
the
proli
real cause* for depreuion about his future
.
'

'

made him an irregular, and by
no means an exemplary student. He was of^en seen
lounging at the college gates with the younger students, whom he amuaed by his wit, and spirited up to
contempt of their $met UA* by his satire. Dr. Adams,
bis nominal tutor, aher Norden, at Pembroke college,
said, that while he « as there, he was a gay and frolic*
•one fellow. When the remark wa» imparted to him
by Boswell, " Ah Sir," he said, " 1 was mad and violent ; f was miserably poor, and thought to fight my
way by my literature and my wit." Poverty at lengtn
prospects, teem to hare

...11...1

i.;„

quit the university without a degree,

in 1731, with very gloomy
her died a few months after nis rehe left him was barely sufficient
lor
.rt of his widow.
In the fol.
low I!
•i-d the place of usher of the
.Si.uKii h".>.»cirth in Leicestershire, an em«
school
pfeyment which the insolence of the patron of the
school. Sir Wohtan Dixie, with whom he was obliged
to hvc, made him spri-<lily roign, and always remem"
ber with
'Mirror.
After this he resided for six
months a'
_ ham, as the guest of his old schoolfellow, Mr. I Iic'.ur, an eminent surgeon, in whose house
he tran'.Iated and ahridgetl Father I-obo's Voi/age to Abyssinia.
For this task ne received five guineas. 1^ he
body of the work is written with no remarkable elegance or power, but the preface has some passages that
are full of his characteristic manner.
In 173t he returned to Litchfield, and there issued
proposaN for an edition of the Latin poems of Politiaii,
with the history of Ijitin poetry, from the era of Petrarch to the time of Polilian, together with a life of
'hfielcl,

•

that species of reading was murli
i,i;i>n in tne
than in the present age.
\t.ding is now
revivet! as a specie* of black-lrt'ir :i-iniing; it was
then the ordinary food of young minds, bvfurc they encoir • lition.
hii
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to their food as »o Off Othef particular.
The flesh of
animals who feed excursively, is allowed to have a
higher flavour than that of those wliu arc coupcd up.
May there not be the same difference between men
who read as their taste prompts, and men who are confined, in cells nnd colleges, to stated tasks.
By what
means his father wa^ enabled to undert-ike the expence
of sending him to the universty, has not been very accurately told.
He had once realize<l a good deal of
money in trade, but had afterwards lost it, by embarking in a ruinous speculation, and was at this time in
narrow circumstances. It is believetl th.it one of his

^v alKHit
ul.^'relic lUiil lor

two

ory manner, but with
'dingly well
rhnps, as

Mr.

Boswell
i.v,
but it I.
was
AoC more tnrkhed by iuaniiiij< ut Urge in the Het'ls of
BUraturr. The analogy betwt en the Ixxlv and mind
it very genenl, and the parallel will hold aa Kuch
a*

t

;

I

:i

Politian.

The

subscription, however,

was not enough

Disappointed in this
to encourage him to proceed.
scheme, he offered his services to .Mr. Cave, the proprietor and editor of the Gintlrman't Magazine.
On this
occasion be suggested

some improvements

in the

ma-

Jolin&un,

Samuel.
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nagcmcnt of the Majjazine, anil specified the articles
which he was ready to supply. Cave answered his
'^^^.'^"^ lottora
appear that any aijreement was
f but it iloca not
formed between them at this time. At tliis period, in
his aSth year, when his finances must have been very
low, and his prospects very precarious, he adopted that
happy mode of extricating himself from his difficulties,
to which men of genius often resort, tliat of taking to
His choice was a Mrs. Porter, the wihimself a wife.
JohntoD,
Samuel,

ilow of a mercer in Birmingham, who was in her +8th
year.
In spite of this disparity of their ages, .Johnson
gravely told his friend, Mr. Topham Beauclerk, who
archly repeated it, " that it was a love marriage on
both sides." His bride had a fortune of eight hundred
pounds ; and with part of this money he hired a house

where young gentlemen were
be boarded, and taught the Greek and Latin Ianguages. The scheme, however, did .not succeed.
In
the space of a year and ii half he Jiad only found three
During his
pupils, one of whom was David Garrick.
residence at Edial, he wrote « considerable part of his
Irene, which his friend Gilbert Walmsley, registrar of
at Edial, near Litchfield,
to

the ecclesiastical court of Litchfield, a

man

of letters

and generosity, advised him to prepare for the stage.
Finding his academy sounlikely to succeed, he determined to repair to London, and there to try his fortune.
Garrick, his pupil, had formed the same resolu-

March 1737, they arrived in the metropotogether.
One of his first employments in London
was to proceed with the composition of his tragedy.
He also renewed his application to Cave, by whom he
tion, and, in

lis

was employed in translating the history of the Council
of Trent, and for the part of the work which he executed, lie received £ 49
but it was dropt upon the announcement of a rival translation. In the course of
the summer he went back to Litchfield, where he had
finished his tragedy, and returned
left Mrs. Johnson
at the end of three months, with his wife to London,
where he endeavoured to prevail on Fleetwood, the
patentee of Drury Lane, to accept it. Being unsuccessful in this attempt, he resumed his literary drudgery, and became a principal contributor to Cave's Magazine.
For that work he supplied, among many various articles, the debates in Parliament.
These were
;

—

given under the fiction of debates in the senate of Lilliput, and the speakers were disguised under feigned
names. Guthrie, a writer of history, for a time composed these speeches from such heads as he could bring
away in his memory. Johnson first assisted in this department, and then entirely filled it. The public was
highly delighted with the extraordinary eloquence
which Johnson displayed in these compositions, which
were almost exclusively the product of his own invention.
In process of time he came to consider this deceit as an unjustifiable imposition on the world.
It is
probable, however, that he generally adhered to the
tenor of argument really employed by the parliamentary speakers, otherwise his account of the debates could
scarcely have passed at the tims for genuine.
He
-«wned that he was not quite impartial in dealing out
his reason and rhetoric ; but took care that the Whig
dogs should not have the best of it. Mr. Chalmers, in
his edition of the British poets, (Life of Johnson,) has
announced his having made the discovery, that Johnson
was at one time editor of the Gentleman's Magazine,
and had a regular salary of £100 ; but that must have
been at some distance of time from his first connexion
with the work. His apparent poverty, when he writes
to Cave with the signature of Imprunsus, seems to be

with difficulty reconcileable to the supposition of his Johnson,
having had, at that early stage of his career, so consi- Samuel.
derable a settled income.
»
In the year 1738, he rose at once to miblic notice by
the publication of his London, in imitation of the third
satire of Juvenal.
Dodsley gave him ten guineas for
the copyright of this poem, and such was the state of
literary property at the time, that he considered it a

His London came out in the same morning with Pope's " Seventeen hundred and thirty- eight."
The former poem immediately brought its unknown
author a reputation, that made him be compared with
the reigning bard of the time ; and Pope himself was
among the first to acknowledge its merit, and to predict his future consequence.
It is at this very period
when he could be said to have first begun to taste the
only consolation of an author's life repulation, that
liberal price.

we find him making serious efforts to
some other profession for a livelihood.

settle

himself in

He would have

accepted of the mastership of the school of Appleby in
Leicestershire, the salary of which was about
60 a
year ; but the laws of the scliool required that the can-

£

didate should be a master of arts, and the University
of Oxford, when applied to for a degree, refused to
grant it. In this unsuccessful effiart for a degree. Pope
interested himself in Johnson's behalf; although he
knew him only by name, as author oi London. About
the same time he formed a design of studying the civil,
law, with a view to practise in Doctor's Commons.
This scheme, also, was rendered abortive for want of a
degree, and he was obliged to resume his labours in the
Gentleman's Magazine.
His productions from this
time became more numerous than it is possible to particularize in any condensed account of our author. He
published, in 17 3'J, an " ironical" vindication of the
licencers of the stage, against the scandalous aspersions of the author of" Gustavus Vasa.''
In the same
year his attachment to the Tory, or rather the Jacobite
party, was shewn in an humorous pamphlet, entitled
Mnrmor Norfolciense, consisting of a supposed ancient
prophecy in monkish Latin rhymes, with an explana-

For some years he composed biographical artiMagazine, full of that animated
and shrewd cast of language and thought, which he
brought into English biography. His life of Savage,
tion.

cles in the Gentleman's

published separately in 1744, forms a sort of era in the
record of his prose writings. He had been intimate
with Savage for several years ; and if we may judge of
Johnson, by the circumstance of his living for a time
separated from his wife, as well as by the poverty and
midnight rambles in which Savage and he shared, it
would appear that the moral biographer himself had

been drawn, for a while, into the same follies, dissipaand idleness, of his ill-starred brother genius.
But the effect of his companionship on Joimson's habits was not lasting, and, to his knowledge of Savage,
we are indebted for one of the most interesting and" instructive pictures of an individual mind that was ever
exhibited. No one who has read the life of Savage, can
have failed to acknowledge the eloquence with which
he describes the sufferings of unfortunate genius, and
the candour with which he traces his faults ; whilst he
throws a transparent veil of compassion and cliarity,
that softens, without hiding, those vices that would oftions,

fend us in closer view.
In 1745, he published miscellaneous observations on
the tragedy of Macbeth, with remarks on Sir Thomas
Hanmer's edition of Shakespeare, to which he prefixed
proposals for a new edition of the great poet, and was
5

JOHNSON.
probably eagtged at times,
parinf; for the undertaking,

during two
as.

years, in prein 1745 and 174(), his

periodical contributions to the Magazine were suspend,
The notice of the public, however, was not excited
to his aniinvmous proposals, for the execution of a
ta^k which Warburton was known to have undertaken ;
and the project died at the present, though to revive
ed.

The year 17*7 was remarkable, in
at a future period.
his life, for the production of one of his best pieces of
poetry, namely the prologue which he supplied to Gar>
rick at the opening of Drury Lane theatre, and the un.
dertaking of his grand work, a Dictionary of the Eng-

A plan of the Dictionary, written wiUi
lish language;.
tuicamnian comprenensioo, perspicuity, and precision,
was addreaawl to the Earl of Chesterfield. The professions of Cheiterfield as a Maecenas in this business,
and bis subsequent neglect of Johnsoa, are but too
I'he price for which Johnsoa agreed
well known.
with the booksellers for his Dictionary was iC 1575.
At the outset, he flattered himselt that he should be
able to finish it in three years, but it employed him,
With a
tlMNigh many iotennisaions, for eight years.
view to the comfJrtiny at his great task, be hired a
booae in Gougfa Square, Fleet Street, where a room
was fitte<I up for the amanuenses, who were to execute
'

the laborious part of the business.
At intervals he exerted his talents in compositions
Terr diiferent from lexioography, and, probably anticithe credit with bis
pating easier circumstances
DookacUer* which bis compilation afforded him, he
daroted a ragnlar portion of his time to social amus^
Of these he formed a
imiiHi with aelectcd friends.
dob, that aMt at Horseman's Chop-house, in Ivy-lane,
ftMnoMcr Bow, every Tuesday evening, with a view

mm

to M^ov Utaaty oonvcrsalioa. The members, associated with him in tbia chibi were his beloved friand Dr.
Richard Bathurst, a physician ; Dr. Hawkcswortb ; Dr.
Saber; Mr. itylami, aaacbant; Mr. John Payne, then
a bookseller in PatcnMilar Row ; Mr. .Samuel Dyer, a
learned young man iotiodad tat the dissentiqg niiiia*
try ; Dr. MGhie. a Scotch physician ; Dr. Edmnd Ba»>
The
ker, ano*hcr physician ; and Sir John Hawkins.
cndowmentaoTDycr arc represented by Sir John Hawkins as of so superior a kind, that Johnson might almost
ba said to have looked up to him. They used to disin this club about the moral sense and fitness of
but Johnson was not uniform in his opinionSi
aa oAan Car rictory as for truth. Tbis <kilI

;

hoB tfaravfb life.
ITM. ha poblishad with his name The
mm WMn, him§ Urn Temk Satne of Ju-

1

CriticMm aaons always to have the fairlirfi eomparisoaa between one work of

^A

est right to a

an author and another of a similar nature. lA>ndoit,
and Ttn ymmtm rf Hummn h'ukts, have, therefore, been

The general opinion l>as agreed, that
inoi« of the chmi of oammon life in the potn
Lomdam, and a higher tone of reflective moral eloouence
in 7*4* ynnilif of Human niska. The description of
tha scholar's itiiappninti r1 hopes, in the latter poem, is
pao«Iiarly cloqnaat.
In the same year, his tnifcdy of Irmt, which, to
hia own phrase lespwliiy one of I'boaisaa's poaoM,
vjlhft have bcca expected in iu kwg state of repose,
ofton
there

coapano.
ia

mm

Mva gathered dost and harbawcd spiders, was
beougbt upon tho Haf;* of Drury-lane by the kindness
of Carrick. Henailiiy as Johnaon ougiit to have Mt
to

Garricfc for hia aiBstance, he at first rcsistodL with viilcnt irrilatidn, aU the alterations which the
VOL. XOt fABT-l.

ahifod to
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manager suggested
" The

for adapting his piece for theatric

Jolmion,

he said of Garrick, " wants me J^mucl"*^^«'""'^
to make Mahomet run road, that he may have an opportunity of tossing his hands and kicking his heels."
He was at last, with difficulty, prevailed upon to comply with Garrick's w^ishes, and to allow of some changes;
but still these were not enough. Irene was accordingly
brought upon the boards, but, though supported by the
finest acting, and by every advantage of dress and decoeflect.

fellovr,"

it failed to captivate the public.
Garrick's zeal,
nevertheless, carried it through for nine nights ; so that
the author had his three nights profits ; and Dodsley gave
him 100 for the copy right When aisked how be felt
upon the bad success of his tragedy, he replied, " Like

ration,

£

monument." Such magnanimity is, probably, as rarebe found, as the power of writing a tolerable tragedy.
In the year 1750, he came forward in the character
fur which he was eminently qualified, that of a declaimer on moral and religious subjects. The vehicle
which he diose was a periodical paper, denominated,
(with no great felicity of title,) Tiie Rambler. This

tlte

ly to

has been ludicrously translated, in the Italian ver«
sionof the work, literally, // Vaoabondo. The first paper of The Hambler was published on Tuesday the 20th
of March 1750, and be was enabled to continue it,
without interruption, every Tuesday and Friday, till
Saturday the 17th of March 1752, on which it closed.
Many of those papers were written in haste, as the moment pressed, without ever being read over by him
before they were printed. He received, in the course
of the work, no assistance, except four billets in No.
10, by Miss Mulso, afterwards Mrs. Cbapone; No. 30,
by Mrs. Catherine Talbot ; No. 97, by tJie famous Samuel Richardson, and No. 44, and 100, by Mrs. Eli•abeth Carter. The first reception of The Rambler
was not highly favourable. Its popularity was of slow
growth.
In the fallowing vear, be was involvp<l in the controversy that arose (ram Lauder's attack upon the memorr of Milton. The history of Lauder's forgeries
aeoa not be here deUilad. Itmaj beneccasary, 1hiw>
ever, to notice, that th* ntraordinary attempt of that
impostor waa no sudden cfiirt.
He luid brooded over
it for many year*
and, considering the difliculty of
tlie task, came wonderfully well prepared for the execution of it. The depth and artince of louder, and the
seeming improbability of any man being capable of
such gratuitous and unprinapled malice towards the
memory of an author who had been fourscore years in
his grave, form aonta apology for Johnaon having been,
in the firrt inatanoe, the dupe of Lauder.
Yet it is impoasihla to advert to the cheerful promptitude with
which Johnson lent his pen to the first support of the
forgar, without a snapiaoo that he was well pleased at
the pioapect of Milton's reputation sustaining a reverses
Sir John Hawkins says, " he could all along observe,
that Johnson secmad to approve, not only of Lauder's
design, but of the argument and seemed to exult in a
persuasion that the reputation of Milton was likely to
louder, after having from
sufler by tins diacoverV."
time to time publishea his fabrications in the Gentleotan's Mi^aiinc, ventured at last to collect them into a
pamphlet, entitled, an Es.wy on Milton's use and imitatiun of the .Moderns in Paradise Lost.
To this pamphlet, Johnson wrote a preface, expressing a full conviction of Lauder's arguments.
But the Rev. Dr.
DougUs having clearly detected the impostor's forgeries, Johnson dictated a letter for Lauder, addressed
to Dr. Douglas, and acknowledging his fraud in tcrmi
title

—

;

;

Sc
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Johnson's conduct has been
of suitable contrition.
S«rnueL
He could do nothing less, unless
praised for doing so.
^'^"y"'^
he had deliberately resolved to consign his own characThough his circumstances were at this
ter to infamy.
time far from being easy, his humane and charitable
Jdhnwn,

—

disposition

was constantly exerting

itself.

Mrs.

Anna

Williams, daughter of a very ingenious Welch Physician, and a woman of more than ordinary talents and
literature, having come to London in hopes of being
cured of a cataract in both her eyes, which afterwards
ended in total blindness, was kindly received as a constant visitor at his house while Mrs. Johnson lived
and, after her death, having come under his roof to
have an operation upon her eyes performed with more
comfort to her than in lodgings, she had an apartment
from him during the rest of her life, at all times when
he bad a house. Three days after the conclusion of
the Rambler, he lost his wife ; whose loss there is every
reason to suppose he felt as tkeply as he deplored it.
When he had recovered from the first shock of this
event, he contributed several papers to the AdventuHis dicrer, then conducted b}' Dr. Hawkesworth.
tionary was now drawing to a conclusion ; and Chesterfield, who had left him to struggle with difficulties
during the compilation of it, meanly began to court a
renewal of his acquaintance, in the hopes of the work
being dedicated to him on its appearance. For this
purpose he wrote two essays in the World, anticipating
the high character of the dictionary, and sent a friend
to sound Johnson on the subject of the dedication.
Johnson, although he had once condescended to be indebted for £ 10 to his Lordship, treated the shewy patronage of the peer with deserved contempt, and sent
him that letter of rebuke which has been so often transcribed, containing these memorable words:
" The
notice which you have been pleased to take of my labours, had it been early, had been kind ; but it has
been delayed till I am indifferent, and cannot enjoy it
—till I am solitary, and cannot impart it till I am
known, and do not want it.'' In 1755, the degree of
Master of Arts was conferred on him by the University
of Oxford, after which, in May, his Dictionary came
out. From the just value of this great and useful work,
'

—

—

we are neither competent nor willing to detract. Considered as the work of one individual, it is a monument
of Herculean strength ; but when Johnson's lexicographical success is compared with that of the forty French
academicians, and even preferred to it, the parallel can
only be regarded as an illusion of national prejudice.
For promoting works of poetry and imagination in a
language, dictionaries are not the best receipts.
The
close definition of words deprives them of that halo of
indistinct associations which delights the fancy
it
prunes and trims the vegetation of language beyond the
natural wildness of poetry ; but for prose composition
for logical eloquence and for science, dictionaries and
close definitions are not only important, but essential.
The language of France has owed much more to this

—

species of pruning, for it cannot be called cultivation,
than our own ; and evidently has owed much more
than our own to its Dictionary. Its prose is superior
to our own
its poetry incomparably inferior.
Without regretting that we have no academy like that of
our neighbours, we ought, in justice, to acknov.ledge,
that Johnson has not given, perhaps, even the fortieth
part of the distinctness and definition to our tongue
that the French academicians have bestowed upon

—

theirs.

gacity

;

Johnson had great reading, and still more sabut he was a bad etymologist, and very little

acquainted with philological niceties.

In a pecuniary light, he derived very little benefit
from the publication of his Dictionary ; for, when it
was finished, he had beer^paid more than the stipulated sum. He was, therefore, still enti^ply dependent on
the exertions of the day for his support
and, it is melancholy to find, that a writer, esteemed an honour to
his country, was, in the subsequent year, (175G,) in his
iSth year, under an arrest for five pounds eighteen
;

shillings.

It is

no wonder that

his constitutional

me-

lancholy should at this time have exerted a peculiar
sway over his mind.
About this period he was offered a living of Considerable value in Lincolnshire, if he were mclined to
enter into holy orders.
It was a rectory in the gift of
Mr. Langton, the father of one of his most intimate
friends ; but he did not accept of it, partly, says Mr.
Boswell, I believe, from a conscientious motive, being
persuaded that his. temper and habits rendered him unfit for that assiduous and familiar instruction of the vulgar and ignorant, which he held to be an essential duty
in a clergyman, and partly, because his love of a London life was so strong, that he would have thought
himself an exile in any other place, particularly if residing in the country.
In the same year, 1756, he engaged to superintend a monthly pui)lication, entitled,
tlie Literary Magazine, or Universal Register.
To this
he contributed a great many articles, enumerated by'
Mr. Boswell, and several reviews of new books. The
most celebrated of his reviews, and one of his most
finished compositions, both in point of style, argument,
and wit, was that of Soame Jenyns' Free Iiiqiiiri/ into
the Nature and Origin of Evil. "This attracted so much
attention, that the bookseller was encouraged to publish it separately, and two editions were rapidly sold.
He wrote also, in 1756, some essays in the Universal
Visitor, another magazine, which lasted only a year.
His proposal for an edition of Shakespeare was again revived, but it did not go to press for many years after.
In April 1758, he began a new periotlical paper, entitled, the Idler, which came out every Saturday, in a
weekly newspaper, " The Universal Chronicle, or Week'
ly Gazette" published by Newberry. These essays were
continued till the April of 1760, amounting in number to
one hundred and three, twelve of which were contributed by his friends, Mr. T. Warton, Mr Langton, and
Though evidently the work of
Sir Joshua Reynolds.
the same mind that produced the Rambler ; yet as his
biographer justly remarks, " it has less body, and more
spirit." Many of these essays were written as hastily as an ordinary letter. Mr. Langton remembers Johnson, when on a visit at Oxford, asking him one evening
how long it was till the post went out; and, on being
told about half an hour, then, he exclaimed, we shall
do very well. He upon this instantly sat down and

Mr. Langton having signified a
an Idler.
wish to read it " Sir," said he, " you shall not do more
than I have done myself." He then folded it up, and
No. 41 of tlie Idler alludes to the death of
sent it off.
his mother, which took place in 1 759.
He had ever
been a dutiful son, and liad contributed to her support,
often when he knew not where to recruit his finances.
On the event of her death, he wrote his Rasselas,
Prince of Abyssinia, that he might be enabled to raise a
sum sufficient to defray the expences of her funeral, and
pay some little debts she had left. He told Sir Joshua
Reynolds, that he composed it in the evenings ol" one
finished

:

was writ— sent to the press in portions
the distance of se— and never read again,

week
ten

veral years.

after

it

till

it

None of his

sively diffused over

it

at

writings have been so exten; for it has been translated

Europe

Jcihnson,

Samuel.

JOHNSON.
into most, if not into all the Unguagea of modem Europe.
Such, at this period, was the state of his financei, that he was obliged to break up house-keeping,
and retire to chamben, where he lived, says his bio<
grapher, Mr. Murphy, in poverty, total idleness, and

the pride of literature. From this unhappy state, he
was at length rescued by the grant of a pension of
£ 300 per aim um from ins Majesty, in 1762, during
the ministry of l^rd Bute. When the liberal offer was
nude, a khort struggle of repugnance, to accept of a
iavoar from the house of Hanover, and become that
character " a pensioner," on which he had bestowed

—

a Mrcwtic

definition in his Dictionary,

was overcome

a sense of the substantial benefit conferred b^ it.
From the ditcs of Johnson's political writings, it it
pretty clear that his pension was meant as a literary
reward, and not as a political hire. That it might aft(TW<irils have influenced him to favour the court by
the influence of |)er>onal gratitude, is not impowible;
but there is no rt-ascn to believe that it ever made him
bjr

prostitute his opinions.
•—
- r^-.ve
^
and •
-

These were innately Tory

how

;

his loyalty, after the last

might revert with
which had become legiti-

i:ad expired,

ho|!

sincrre uiii U)

mated by

till-

tjirune,

ijosseiwion.

In the same year that he received his pension, he accompanicd Sir Joshua Reynolds in a visit which he
paid to his native county, Devonshire ; was much de>
lighted with hi* jjiunt, and declared that he had derived from it a ^reat accession of new ideas.
He was
entertained at tlie seats of several nubletnen and gentlemen in tile West of England ; but the greatest part of
ius time was passed at Plyiriouth, where, accorains to
"
". the maj^nificence of the navv, the snip*T
;dl It* circumitancrs, afforded him a grand
'

While

•uL'jrct ui contemplation.

many of

at

Plymouth, be saw

inhabitants, and wa< not sparine of his
:niig eonvrraation.
It was here that Be made
iiufeMion. that ynorance, pure ignorance, waa
tlie cause of a wroof daanition in his Dictionary of the
word foMterm, to tho no anall aurprise of the lady who
put the qiiestiuii to hm.
its

He now

tuuk a house in Johnsoo'a Court, Fleet Str—t,
and allotted an apartment in it ftw Nf rs. Williams.
fondness for liberal and cultivated conversation,
was one of Julinson's strongtat propensities ; and he
had aoiight it, as we have b^ore mcntiaaed, in a club
of literary men, soon after his settling in th« ntatropolia.
His advanced re|>utati<>n and amended circuBMlances,
now enabled him to indul|^ it in a higher style and
he bceamo member of a weekly club in Gerard Street,
oompoaed of persons eminent for various talents, and
occupvinj (li«tmjui«hed tittiations in society. He also

A

;

of enjoyment, both social
r >dactian,
and
in 1765, to the
>u lent brewer, whose
aiuaurtaoea of .Vtr. in
^My acoompliahod by
y poaetas td a lively
an enlarged education, in tlieir hnoitabl* iilnal at
Stieatham, Johnson was tV>r a iwiiinMabla time doaotf

•'
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the judgment of one who bad reflected on the opinions Johnson,
SamueL
others, rather than felt deep impressions of his own
respecting Shakespeare ; and there is little or no depth ^^'V""*
of knowledge in the literature of Shakespeare's age.
The eilition, upon the whole, disappointed expectation.
Its most valuable part is the summary views of the respective plays.
In 1766 he furnished the prepuce, and
some of the pieces, to a volume of poetical miscellanies
by Mrs. Anna Williams. This lady was still an inmate
in his house, and was indeed absolute mistress.
Although her temper was far from pleasant^ she had gained an ascendancy over him which she often maintained with peevishness ; but he forgot her fretfulness in
her distresses. His house was filled with other de()endants besides Mrs. Williams, whose perverse tempers
frequently drove him out of it ; yet noUiing that he suffered from them could induce him to relieve himself at
tlieir expence.
His noble expression was, " If I dismiss them, who will receive them?"
In 1767, he had
the honour to be admitted to a personal interview with
his Majesty in the library of the Queen's palace.
Of
the conversation which passed, Mr. Boswell has given
a very interesting and authentic account. On the institution of the Koyal Academy of Arts, Johnson was
ap|)oiiited Professor in Ancient Literature, and probably at one tiroeliad some design of delivering a course
of lectures ; but, if he ever had the intention, he never
fulfilled it
In 1770 he published a political pamphlet,
entitled The Falte Alarm, intended to justify tlie conduct of ministry, and their majority in the House of
Commons, for luving virtually assumed it as an axiom,
that the expulsion of a member of parliament was equivalent to exclusion, and thus having declared Coloiiri
Luttrrrl to be duly elected fur the county of Midillesex, notwithstanding Mr. Wilkes had a great majority
of voles. This being justly considered as a great violation of the right of election, an alarm for the constiTo prove
tution extended itself all over the kingdom.
this alarm to be false, was the puqiose of Johnson's
pamphlet ; but even his great pow er* were inadequate

of

to cope with constitutional truth and reason, anu his

—

MPta failed of effect. Tbe House of Commons
wera altnaately obliged to retrace their steps, and to
expunge the oAMuive raaobition from their journals.
That tbe House of Coaaaons might have expelled Mr
Wilkos rtpeatctlly, and as often as* he should be rem
chosen, was not denied; but incapacitation cannot be
arg

pronoiincsd hut by an act of the whole legislature. It
was wooderful to see bow a prejudice in favour of go«
vemnscnt in general, and an aversion to popular clamour, could bhnd and contract such an understanding
as Johnson's in this particular case. That it endeavowad to infuse a narcotic indifference as to public
cosice a into tbe minds of (be people, and that it broke
fffff ii"— into an extreme coarseness of contemptuous
abuser is acknowledged even by bis most partial bio-

m

>

i

ti.m that cookl flatter
Btcatiorted, r>
itli every convenience
pride, ann
and gntificatian that wealth could bestow. His shatspirits were recruitr<l, and his habiu of life were

Im

'

WM

raadcred more regular in this agreeable residence.
In the October of this year, he at length gave to the
world bit aditioti of Shakespeare. His biographer Boswell's enlogy of this edition we forbear to quote, as we
with it. Undoubtedly there is much of
MOBot
i Vtit * maoKness and perspicuity shewn, both in the
notes arid in the preface ; but the latter is written with

W«C

tt

m
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On

the subject of Johnson's 'political opinions, it
to the small degree of liberality that
is to be found in them, to omit the notice of his good
wishes in favour of Catholic emanci|>ation. Without
inquiring too strictly how far his Toryism might have
given him this bias as much as his sense of justice, it
should be recorded to his honour, that his views on tliis
subject were humane and liberal, and anticipated those
which are gradually gaining ground against the rec»>
ding prejudices of modern barbarism. He had great
compessHW, says Mr. Boswell, for the mi!>eries and dis>
tresses of the Irish nation, particularly the Papists, and
severely reprobated the barbarous debilitating policy

would be unjust

JOHNSON.

904
Johnion,
of the British government, which
Samuel,
detestable mode of persecution.
"-'
'—
r

he said was the most
To a gentleman who

hinted that such policy might be necessary to support
the authority of the English government, he replied by
saying, " Let the authority of the English government
Better
perish, rather than be maintained by inif]uity.
would it be to restrain the turbulence of the natives by
the authority of the sword, and to make them amenable to law and justice by an effectual and vigorous police, than, by an unrelenting persecution, to beggar and
'
itarve them."
In 1771, he published another political pamphlet,
entitled. Thoughts on the late Transactions respecting
Falkland's Islands, in which, upon materials furnished
to him by ministry, and upon general topics, expanded
in his rich style, he successfully endeavoured to persuade the nation that it was wise and laudable to suffer the question of right to remain- undecided, rather
than involve our country in another war. It has been
suggested by some, that he rated the importance of
However this
those islands to Great Britain too low.
may be, his earnestness to avert the calamities of war,
and his eloquent description of its miseries, cannot be
over-praised.

Mr. Strahan the printer, who was himself a member
of Parliament, and who loved much to be employed in
political negotiation, thought he should do eminent service both to government and to Johnson, if he could
be the means of his getting a seat in the House of Commons. With this view he wrote a strong recommendation of our author to one of the secretaries of the
Treasury ; but, for reasons that are not well known,
the ministry did not take up his suggestion.

It was
and admirers, whether, if he had obtained a seat in Parliament, he would
have distinguished himself in debate. Had he entered

much

agitated

among

his friends

the house at an early period of life, there can hardly be
a doubt that his knowledge and eloquence would have
commanded in the legislature a similar esteem to that
which they possessed in literature, but his own acknowledgment that he had tried several times to speak
in the Society of Arts and Sciences, but that all his
flowers of oratory forsook him, render it probable that
he was too far advanced in age to commence the practice of public oratory.
Eminence in parliamentary eloquence, in the ablest individuals, has been almost in all
instances gradual, and the result of training and experience.

His pamphlet, entitled the Patriot, in ITT*, was composed on the eve of a general election, in order to indispose the people against the oppositionists ; but the
strongest display of his political bigotry, was reserved
for his production, entitled. Taxation no Tyranny, which

was meant as an answer to the declaration of the American congress, relative to the claims of Great Britain.
Long brfore this time he had indulged most unfavourable sentiments of our fellow subjects in America.
" They are a race of convicts," he said to Dr. John
Campbell, " and ought to have been thankful for any
thing we allow them short of hanging."
In this
pamphlet on the right of Britain to tax America, there
is not even acuteness of sophistry, far less any thing
deserving the name of argument. Positive assertion,
sarcastical severity, and ejitravagant ridicule, which he
himself reprobated as a test, composed the rhapsody.
Ministers themselves thought it decent to retrench some
of the absurdities which he put to press in defence of
their cause.

They

struck

out,"-

by

his

own

confession,

one passage to the following effect: " That the colonists could with no solidity argue from their not having

been taxed while in their infancy, that they should not Johmon,
now be taxed ; we do not put a calf into the plough, SamuW.
we wait until he is an ox.* He said, " tFiey struck it ^^^"^^
out cither critically as too ludicrous, ot politically as too
exasperating; 1 care not which. It was their business."
Dr. Jfohnson here speaks of his labours in a light that
is not far from venal.
A tour to the Western Islands of Scotland in 1773,
in which he was accompanied by Mr. Boswell, forms a
remarkable and entertaining incident in his life. His
stay in Scotland was from the 18th of August, in which
he arrived, till the 22d of November, when he set out
on his return to London. He came by way of Berwick-upon-Tweed to Edinburgh, where hp remained a
few days, and then went by St. Andrew's, Aberdeen,
Inverness, and Fort Augustus, to the Hebrides, the
principal object of his tour.
He visited the isles of
Sky, Raasay, Coll,- Mull, Inchkenneth, and Icolmkill.
He then travelled through Ayrshire by Inverary, and
from thence by Lochlomond and Dumbarton to Glasgow, then by Loudon to Auchinleck, in Ayrshire, the
seat of Boswell's family, and by Hamilton back to Edinburgh, where he again spent some time. He thus saw
the four universities of Scotland, its three principal cities, and as much of the Highland and insular life as
was sufficient for his philosophical contemplation.—
Among his prejudices, a strong antipathy to the natives of Scotland in general, had long been conspicuous, and this journey exhibited many instances of his
contempt for their learning and abhorrence of their reWhen he published, however, the account of
ligion.
his tour, two years afterwards, more candour and im-

-

than had been expected ; and
due to the elegance and
may be added, that the
Scotch were indebted to him, in some instances, for his
reprehension of customs antl peculiarities from which
they have since departed. Prejudiced as he was, he
often made a fair war upon Scottish prejudices; and
though a sloven, he made some just remarks on the
partiality

was found

in

it

to the praise which is justly
vivacity of his descriptions, it

sloth and discomforts that retard civilization.
On one
subject he gave more offence to the national feelings
than truth and candour will permit us to sympathize
with.
Our Celtic scholars have never proved the authenticity of the poems ascribed to Ossian, and Johnson sturdily denied them to be authentic. If the advocates for the authenticity of the Gaelic poems had confined their pretensions to a few fragments, or to any
moderate ideas of their antiquity, the cause might have
admitted of a dispute ; but when they supported Macpherson's imaginary date of the third century, and the
existence of an entire epic poem, the sarcasms of Johnson's incredulity had their full force.
In the month of March 1775, he was gratified by the
title of Doctor of Laws conferred on him by the university of Oxford, at the solicitation of Lord North.
In September, he visited France, for the first time, yi'ith
Mr. and Mrs. Thrale, and Mr. Baretti. His journey
Foote, who
did not occupy more than two months.
happened to be at Paris at the same time, said, that the
French were perfectly astonished at his figure and
manner, and at his dress, which was exactly the same

with what he was accustomed to in London,
clothes, black stockings,

and plain

shirt.

—

his

Of

brown

the oc-

currences of this tour it is probable that he kept a
journal, though unfortunately he never perfected it,
from want of leisure or inclination. In the preceding
year he had also made a journey into Wales ; but
Wales, he observed, is so little different from England,
that it offers nothing to the speculation of the traveller.
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In ITiC, he wrote nothing for the public. In that
yemr he r«tnovetl from Johnson's Court to a larger house
in Boll Court, Fleet Street, with a ganlen, which he
took delight in watering. A room on the ground floor
was assigned to W'us VVilliamt, and the whole of the
two pair of stairs' floors was made a repository for his
Here, in the
books, consisting of about 5000 volumes.
interval of his residence at Streathnn, he sat every
inoniing receivuig visits, and sometimes gave not inelegant dinners. Chemistry afforded him some amuse*
ment, and he had an apparatus for the study of it in
his house.
Fie had also a laboratory at Streatham, and
diverted himself with drawing essences and colouring
His last literary undertaking
liquors for .Mrs. Thrale.
was in consequence of a request from the London
booksellers, who had engaged in an edition of the works
of the principal Englisn poets, and wished to prefix to
each a biographical and critical preface from his hand.
Dr. Johnson executed this task with all the spirit and
vigour of his best days.
The publication of his l.ires
ef the Poeli htgan in 1779, and was cotnpleted in 17S1.
In • aeparate form, they compose four volumes octavo,
and have made a valuable addition to English biography and criticism. The style of this performance is
eonparatively free from the stiffness and turgidity of
hit earlier compositions.
This was the last of Johnson's literary labours ; and,
though completed when he was in his seventy. first year,
•hews, that his faculties were in as vigorous a state as
•rer.
In the year I7SI, he lost his valuable friend
Dr. Johnson's friends were in hopes that Mr.
Thrale.
Thrale might have made a liberal provision for him for
his life; which as he (Mr. Thrale) left no son, and a
very large fortime, it would have been highly to his
hoiHnir to have done: but he bequcathea him only
ZSOO, which was the legacy left to each of his execn<
With Thrale, many oif the confiirta of Johmon't
tor*.
hfe mi^ht be Mid to expire.
In th* Boorat of 1788 he
oanpHnia,
he paaacd the summer at SlrMtlMun,
, that hcpaaacd
bat tktiv waa no Tnralc Hi* Tiaiu to that plaet betmma iMt mkI Icaa ftequent, and, in the followmg year,
He kept up, however, a friendlr coewith the widow of his frien<l, till she inhim of her intention to marry Mr. Pioxai, an
Italian rn nwr inai<fr.
Johnson, as the executor of her
husband, tfaooght Unaelf bound, in dutv to the memory of Thrale, and the welfare of his children, to remonilnte with her on the intended step. Mrs. Pioui's anfwcr contained an indignant vindication of her eonduct
and of her fame, and bade a final adieu to her adviser,
until he shouM have alterrd his opinioa of the man of
her choice. Of tSe charms of I>r. Johnson'* fWrndship
the lady thus candidlv expresaea heraelf in her Jmeedoiet : " Veneration fftr hi* rirtoe, r eieruMje for hia
Ulentj, delig)
nTOTWtian, and habitual coda,
•

ranceofayol
-liand Srat put upon me, made
nc go on so l««ig with Mr. Johnaon but the perpetoal coB6nemcrt 1 ri)! own to have Iwrn terrifying in
the Bnt Tear»
-p, and irksonic in the wst,
nor was M I
.i>ort it without help when
Uf C» adjutor was no mure."
;

|

Tfan* excluded from the roost agreeaMe dwelling in
which he had ever been domeaticated, he was mmprllcd
to retnm to his own house, to spend cheerless hours
among the objacta of his bounty, when increasing age
and infirmitie* had made their company more obnoiioas
than when he lef^ them and the society of which he
had recently been d^pnved, rendered him comparative.
ly leaa pMimt to endure it.
From thi-. ume the narra.
tive of hia Bfc ia little more than a recital of the prca.
;

S05

sures of melancholy and disease, and of numberless
excursions taken to calm his anxiety, and soothe his
apprehensions of the terrors of death, by flying, as it
were, from himself. His health began to decline more
visibly from the month of June 1783, when he had a
paralytic stroke ; and although he recovered so far as
to be able to take another journey to Litchfield and
Oxforil towards the close of the year, symptoms of a
dropsy indicated the probability of his dissolution not
being remote. Some relief, however, having been administered, he rejoined the society of his friends ; and,
with a mind still curious, intelligent, and aciive, renewed his attention to the concerns of literature, and

by I.atin translations from the Greek
During his absence, his friends endeavoured to
procure some addition to his |>ension, that he might be

tried his faculties

poets.

enabled to try the genial eflecls of a warmer climate in
the south of Europe. Application was accordingly
made to the Lord Chancellor Thurlow, who applied tothe Treasury for this purpose, but without success.
His lordship, however, evinced his regar<l for our author, by offering to advance the sum of £ 500 for this
object ; an offer which Johnson declined, with the raojt
dignified expressions of gratitude. Dr. Urocklesby also
made a similar offer ; nor were there wanting others
who would have liberally supplied him fur his continental tour.
But these offers were not accepted, and
his strength was becoming unequal to the effort of a
journey.
The drop^ and asthma were making hasty
approacbca.
No man seems ever to have had the instinctive horror at the prospect of dissolution more
ttroDgly impressed on his mhid than Johnson.
Unfortunately for himself, he had a smattering of medical
science, antl imagining tlut the dropsical collection of
water which op|x««aed him might be drawn off by making incisiona in the calves of his legs, he said to the
•nrgcoo who was making slight acarifications in his
iWoUen l<f», " deeper, deeper. I want length of life,
and you are aftaid of giving me pain, which I do not
value ;" and he afterwards, with his own hand, had
punctnrc* made for this purpose. l>>votion, however,
IS said at last to have come to the suppmt and pacification
r>'"
He died on the 15th of December, in the
f
!i year
of his age.
Mis remains, attended
by a rt;«(>ectable conoonne of fHends, were intcrretl in
\\'estniinster Abfae^, and a monumental statue has been
siiKe placed to his memory in St. Paul's Cathedral.
He left his property, a few legacies excepted, to a faithful black servant, who had long lived with him. A short
time before his dissolution he had burnt large masses of
paper, and, among others, two Urge quarto volumes,
containing a full and moat particular account of his life.
Theloaa of which might bea subject ff regret, if the biographical accounts were not so numerous and authentic
Johnaon was at his death, and had been for some time
before it, the most conspicuous character in English literature.
He had less of the pure quality of genius
than Goldsmith, but he had more energy in the exp rt mio n of his prose style, and a more imposing air of
conseqnence in giving weight to his opinions. He was
not so truly eloquent as Burke, but he devoted himself
more to literature. He was less leame<l than Warburtun, but more popular from his choice of subjects, nnd
superior to that scholar in richness of fancy.
1 here
was no contemporary prose writi-r whose style wa»
more poetical : there was no poet who combined with
the talent for poetry a command of prose »o valuable
and strong ; yet his poeuy is marked by precision of
thought, and not by exquisite feeling, and his prose is
far from being chaste or idiomatic.
It abounds with
'
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the formaTity of antithesis, with latinisms, with too
much abstraction of teirns, with a rotundity of words
that is often more sonorous than instructive, and with
a pomp of metaphor that is fretjuently applied to triStill there is a breadth and magnificence
vial ideas.
in his style, tx)n8idered as the drapery of his thoughts,
Uiat makes the ridiness of its tissue atone for the stiffness of its folds. And if his colours of language be
gorgeous, his ideas are for the most part sufficiently vigorous to stand exposure in the strongest light.
As a critic, where his political or accidental prejudices did not happen to interfere, he could seize more vigorously, than almost any other mind, upon the main
outlines -of merits and defects in poetry, and illustrate
But
tbeni with a force and felicity entirely his own.
we believe it will be generally granted, that though he
fully possessed the great Outlines of critical discernment, he had not that finer tact of sensibility which directs to the more Intent and exquisite beauties of poeGarrick complained, and we believe justly, that
try.
he was wholly dead to the finest impressions of tragedy ; yet no one could give, in general terms, a more
just description of the merits which tragedy should
His critical sensibility was sagacious, not senpossess.
Tho^e who blame him for not going deeper
sitive.
among our ancient poets, in his edition of them, forget
that the study of our elder poets was but then begun.
Of the poets whom he criticised, he made, upon the
It is the rage of modern
whole, a pretty fair estimate.
taste to exaggerate the merits of all our old minor poets
Johnson's work will probably serve, in a future age, to
Indeed, at this
counteract this overweening opinion.
moment there is no critical authority to which we
should resort more willingly, than to his, against the
tasteless depreciation of Pope^ which has of late been
80 ominously current. The history of his life cannot
be perused without many recollections of personal esteem. The traits of his charity and benevolence to the
unfortunate are very numerous
He was a dutiful son
and a kind master ; and the spectacle of his early career, that of a friendless scholar, supporting himself by
the toils of literature, bursting forth upon the world as
a man of genius, through the clouds of poverty, depression, and hypochondria, and maintaining all along a
this is
virtuous pride and independence of character ;
an object of interesting and even of elevated contemplation.
It mdy soften our animadversion, though it cannot wholly blind us to his faults as a pliilosopher and a
man. In neither of these views, whether we consider
him as an individual member of society, or a teacher
of the truths that publicly interest society, can he be
held up as an object altogether entitled to be loved, or
He seems neither to have felt nor
fit to imitated.
practised one of the first duties of a member of society
The history
that of social and civilized deportment.
of his conversations, as related by Mr. Boswell, gives us
the picture of a strong and amusing, but of a coarse

—

Whatever praise may be due to
private and domestic virtues, he often
brought no better feelings into promiscuous society,
than those of spleen, egotism, and domineering pride.
are told by his biographers only of his victories in
the warfare of conversation ; but private tradition has
and insolent mind.
his

strictly

We

preserved many anecdotes of his insolence being properly chastised, and often in the most humiliating man-

who were his inferiors in general
knowledge. It would have been well if these had been
recorded with equal assiduity as his triumphs ; for his
example was calculated to injure the tone of general
ananners ; and it is certain that there were at one time
ner, by individuals

many

apes of his manner in conversation, as w6ll as in
But, happily, thg prevailing manners of polite life are now such, that the dogmatic manner of a
Johnson would not at this moment be h)Ierated.
He was an advocate of arbitrary power in politics,
writing.

but justice to mention with what particuHe abhorred the existence of absolute slavery, and used to express his detestation of that
remaining blot upon our nationafcharacter, the slavery
of negroes in our colonies. He wished well to Itoman
Catholic emancipation ; and even after the alarm of the

though

it is

lar qualifications.

memorable riots in London, rejoiced that the acquittal
of Lord George Gordon had not sanctioned the doctrine
of executing a man for ccnslniclive treason.^ So far his
sense of rectitude prevailed, in particular cases, over his
general tendency to bigotted and despotic sentiments.
But the main current of his op:nion3 ran in the latter
We need^not trouble the reader with quotachannel.
tions ; for the most who have perused his life, must
remember many traits of his superstition and intolerance. He bowed to a bishop as to a being of a superior
nature.
He abused, in the most rancorous terms, a
young woman who had been guilty of quitting the
established church, and joining the society of Quakers,
declaring that she had no right to think for herself on
He spoke of Rousseau as one whom he
the subject.
would have rejoiced to punish as a felon. We are not
disciples of Rousseau ; but we have no hesitation in declaring our opinion, that some of Dr. Johnson's tenets
were not less noxious than those of the philosopher of
Geneva. In point of immediate and obvious evil ten«
dency, nothing that Rousseau ever wrote was so pernicious as our author's pamphlet on the subject of our
dispute with America. It may not be easy to ascertain
how much influence that production exercised in biasing the public mind towards hostilities ; but he lent
his influence, such as it was, to sanction unjust pretensions, and to promote the exasperation and sufferings of millions of his species.
The tendency of his abstract sentiments in favour of
arbitrary power, was, perhaps, not very mischievous.
It is chiefly in confined and particular questions that
the sophistry of an illiberal writer can do much harm.
Taken in a general view, an animated author counteracts all the evil impressions which he can make against
the cause of liberty, by the spirit of discussion which
he awakens, and by the attention and contradiction
wliich he provokes. Johnson defended principles with
his pen, which, in the long run, can never be supported but by the sword.
Nevertheless, when we assign to departed Individuals
their respective rank in the scale of benefactors to their
species, we cannot forget the question, whether they
have lent the strength of their talents to promote the
progress of moral civilization, or to retard the emancipation of the human mind from bigotry and servility.
Had the leading spirits of our literature been -all like
Dr. Johnson, we might have been at this day burning
witches, and believing in the second sight. With what
contrasted feelings do we rise from perusing the life
and writings of that Milton, whom our author has
pourtrayeil with the heavy hand of malignant hatrei?.
Milton left his contemporaries behind him, in his high
moral and political views, and bequeathed texts for succeeding times to comment upon, and to put in practice.
Johnson straggled behind his own age, among the prejudices of the nursery ; and, with all his eloquence and
manly powers, came from the most enlightened capital
in the world, to find the reveries of barbarism in the

island of

Sky congenial with

his

own

opinions.
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JOINERY*
Jciaaj.

J oixcRV

ia

that branch of civil

architecture,

which

treat* of the art of framing and joining wood together
for the internal and external finishing of houses.

The moothing

of wood, by cutting the superfluous
equal slices, is cal&d planing ; and
the tools usetl for this purpose are called planes, whether
tbey are employed in reducing the surface to a plane,
cr to a convex, a concave, or an undulated form.
The wood is called Mujf, and is previously formed
These prisms are
into rectangular pri«ms by the saw.
denominated deals, boards, battens, planks, tec according to their dimensions in breadth and thickness. So
that in this article, whenever a piece of wood is spoken
of, it is understood to be bounded by six plane*, and to
have all its angles right angles.
The arritet are the lines of concourse formed by every
parts

two

away

in thin

and are therefore eight in number.
two kinds, white and yellow the white
it employed for panelling, and the yellow for the framBut of late, instead of white deal, American wood
ing.
ha* been brought into use, and employed both in framIt is soft, very free from knots,
ing and panrlliiig.
and easily wrought; but is more liable to warp than
white dcaL
planes,

L)«ala are of

;

quirk.
In this combination, the bead which is next to Joinery.
the edge of the stutT is much less than the other.
^•'V""'
Mouldings are generally separated from one another, Mouldingi.
and frequently terminated by two narrow planes, at
right angles to each other, caiXeAjiUets, which shew two
sides of a rectangular prism.
Mouldings, as well as fillets, are called members.
\Mien a semicylindrical moulding, which rises from a
plane parallel to the face, is terminated on the etige by a
fillet, the two members thus combined are called a torut.
If there be two semicylindrical mouldings springing
from a plane parallel to the face, terminated on the
edge by a fillet, this combination of members is called
a double torus.
Arepetition ofequal semicylindrical mouldings, springing from a plane or cylindrical surface, is called reed*.
The ciimi recta, and cima reverta, are called in joinery '
The former is called ogee, and the latter ogee
ogee.
reverie.

Ovolo has already been defined in our article Civil
ARCHITCCTt'^E.
A quarter round is the fourth part of a cylindrical 8ur«
face, out has no quirk on either side.

Moulding* for Framing.

A* mouMingi have already been defined under Civil
AacHiTCcTuae, we siiaU her* only point out thaw
which are commonly uaad in ioinery.
it genrrally much ininner than the dimenaiaa
bmdth. reckoniog the breadth aod thickoM* on
ad** of the rTtmgnlw aactian made bjr catting it

Wood
wtifU

th«

perpetidirB Ur

to th* Uaim, (be length beinc andcnlood
to be parallol to th« fibre*. The faces are the two broad
plane* (bat run in tb« diraetiao of the fibres ; and the
adgWi an the two narrow plana* which also run in the
dination et the fibre*. Th* and* are the two plane*
paramdicular to lb* fibre*.
Wbcn the wuod ba* been reduced to the rectanfular
liiap* by the square and plane, so that the sida* may be
plane*, and the angle* right aogl**, the next OMration
to take away tbc right
and reduce the wood
to mouldings, whidi is called tticJUng^ and the mouldtng ia aaid to be ttucJk,
When the ei^afa piece of wood i* redooedtoacyIhidrical form, it i* said to be ntmded, which is the Mm*
pleat specie* efaaeolded work.
When a part of the arris i* reduced to a santtcylinder, so that tbc tuxiact at the cylindrical part naajr be
flush, both with the face and edge of tbc wood, and
that a gfoeve or sinking may be made in the fmee only,
the cyuadrical pert ia ceiled a bead, and the unking a
^uirk, ao that tae moulding i* called a quuktd btmtL

aMM,

u

When

a quirk is alto formed in tbc narrow pUney
so a* te'make the rounded part at the angle
thr*»>fcarth* of a cyMftder, the aMuUing obtain* the
naaae of htod tttd duMa gnrk.
When there an two acmicylindricai mouldings, rising
bath from a plane parallel to tbc Ucm ; and when coe
eome* doae to the edge of the piece, and tbc other
hea a qoirfc on the farther side, and its turfisce fluah
with the faea of the wood, the combinations of these
BMnlding* are termed a douilt bead, or dombU bead amd

er

e^,

*

The

Mm

is

In framed work, a* doors, shutters, wainscoting, Sec. Mouldings
the edges of the framing is generally reduced at the for framing.
The mouldings for this purpose
angle* to moulding*.
are the omUo, or the ogre, with or withmit a bead next
to the panel ; but when the ovolo is employed, a bead
or a fillet becomes necessary. Jhe ogee is cither common
or quirked, with a bead at the bottom.
When the margins of the framing terminate on the
edges next to the panel, with one or more mouldings,
which both advance before, and retire from the face of
The mouldings thus
the framing to the panelling.
introduced are called boletlion mouldings.
The panelling of framed work is generally sunk
within the face of the framing ; sometimes, however,
In the best flush
for outside work, it is made (Itish.
work, the panels are surrounded with a bead, formed
on the edge of the fVaming, and the wurk is called bead
andjttuh.
In the more oimmon kind of flush framing,
the bead i* run on the two edges of the panel in the directifln of the fi^rr^^. snH is ralle<l litad and bull.

Fig

1.

PU

XXni.

Fillet*.

Puts

1.
This simple moulding is cccxxxni.
Fig. 8. Edg>
also •onctiam called a bead ; but not unless it is fixed '''8- '•
to one side of a rectanguUr piece of wood, and the
rounded part made flush with the other side.
Fig. S. Flush bead, or liead and quirk.
Fig. 4. Read and double quirk.
Fig. 5. Double bead.
The torus in joinery differs from the
Fig. 6. Torus.

bead, in having a fillet
Fig. 7- Double torus.

Reeded moulding on the edge.
Reeded moulding on the face, which may
apply to bamls, architraves, and pilaster*.
Pig. 10. Reede<l moulding!, round a f\linderor staff".
Hiese will apply to columns, or other circular bodies.
Fig. II. (Semicircular flutes, which may apply to
bands, pilasters, and columns.

iadskts^fa ddaanids

Fig

8.

Fig.

<).

«e

rxTxa Nicbolsoh, Bio.
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which may

also

be applied

Fiff. 12. Shallow flutes,
to columns, pilasters, and flat bands.
Fijf. 1 3. Style of a door or shutter, with part of the
panel, shewing the mouldings which are here termed

quirk, ogee, and bead.
Fig. l*. Style and part of the panel of a door or shutter, shewing the mouldings which are in this example
termed quirked ovolo and bead.
Fig. 1 5. Section of a door style, with part of the panel, shewing the moiildings which are here termed
bolection mouldings.
Figs. 16, 17,18, and 19, are various forms of sections
for sash bars.

Scribing
Scribing

and mittdaS'

and

Milreing,

When two bodies are so fitted together that their
surfaces intersect or meet each other, they are in general said to mitre or scribe.
Two bodies are said to mitre together in a plane
passing through the common intersection of their surfaces.

One body

said to scribe upon another, when the
two surfaces intersect each other, and when so much of
the one body is cut off to make way for the other

body

Theory of
the intersec
tion of geometrical

is

entire.

In finishing, whether the bodies are mitred or scribed,
the external appearance is the same.
As the theory of the intersection of geometrical bodies with one another has been omitted in the article
Carpentrv, where it is absolutely necessary in theprac^j^g q£ groins and arches, in order to make correct

work and as it is also essential in joinery, in mitreing,
and scribing, we shall make no apology for inserting it
;

in the present article.
The bodies which we shall suppose to be joined together are prisms, cones, and conoids.
Prisms include all solids which may be cut into
equal and similar sections by parallel planes, and which
may also be cut by parallel planes in some other direction into parallelograms of the same length; and
consequently by this definition, not only triangular, rectangular, and polygonal prisms are included, but also
cylinders, cylindroids, and such as may have parallel
sections, equal and similar parabolas, or equal and si-

milar hyperbolas.
Parabolic and hyperbolic prisms are here supposed
to be generated in the following manner. Imagine the
plane of the figure to be, with its apex, along a straight
line perpendicular thereto, while its axis or double ordinate to the axis may describe a plane.
In order to prevent repetitions, let it be understood,
that when two prisms intersect each other, that they
intersect at right angles.

The method of ascertaining the construction of the
meeting of the surfaces of two different bodies, is to
suppose the position of the one body given in respect
to the other, and the position of both in respect to
a given plane, and the projection of the intersection of
the two surfaces to be made on that plane.
For the purpose of projection, let us suppose that
besides the plane on which the projection is made, there
are two others at right angles, forming, with the plane
of projection, an internal solid angle.
To render the practice of this easy, we shall suppose
that when the intersection of two prisms is required, the ends are placed at right angles to the plane of
projection, and that the double ordinates of their generating figures are parallel thereto.
Let us suppose, in the case of two prisms joining,
that the planes generated by the axis of the generating

figure of each prism, are the plane whose distances are
Joinerjr,
respectively x and y.
Or, in the case of a prism joining with a conoid, that Theory of

the iiucrsec-

the plane described by the axis of the generating figure
lion of geoof the prism, and the plane passing t)irough t he axis metrical
or centre of the conoid at right angles therewith, and bodies.
also to ihe plane of projection, are the two planes whose
distances are respectively x and y.
Prob. To find the projection of the intersection of Problem.
two prisms, or of a prism and conoid.
Suppose the plane of projection to pass through one
extremity of the axis of the generating figure, and let
a be equal to the axis of that figure, and consequently
equal to the distance of the most remote point of the
intersection of the two solids from the plan^ of projection ; and let z be equal to the distance of any point in
the intersection from the said plane, x equal to the distance of that point from one of the vertical planes, and
y the distance of the-same point from the other vertical
plane.

Find the equation of the one generating curve in
terms of x and z, also the equation of the other generating curve in terms of y and z.
Find the value of z
or any equal power of z in each of these equations; put
these values equal to one another then the equation between X and y will determine the species of the curve.
Ex. 1. Suppose two parabolic prisms to intersect each Example I.
other, so that the apex line of the one prism, and the
rectangle opposite the apex line of the other, may be in
the plane of projection.
Fig. 20. Plate CCCXXXIII, Let CI be the apex line Plate
of the one prism, and A'F the line described by the ex- cccxxxiii.
tremity of the axis which meets the double ordinate of Fig. go.
the other. Let A PDC be half of the generating parabola, of which its axis forms the line CI; and A'P'D'C
half the generating section, of which the extremity of
the axis that meets the double ordinate forms the line
A'F.
;

Draw BP

AB = z,

make C'A'

CD make AC = n, CD = b,
BP=y. Draw B'P' parallel to CD';
a, CD' = c, CB' = z, and B'P' = x

parallel to

and

=

;

—

;

therefore B'A' will be z= a
z.
Then, by the property of the parabola.

In the section

and

APDC,

a

:

z

:

:

6* r^*; therefore

a

in the section C'D'P'A', a:
fore z z= a

—z

:

c'

:

:

-—;

arr

a;' ;

there-

-

c*

Consequently

ay'

= a-

;

whence we

infer, that

the curve FGHRI, which is the projection of the two
prismatic surfaces is an ellipse.
If 6
c, the projection will be a circle.
Ex. 2. Suppose the generating figures of both prisms Example 8.
to be parabolas, as before ; and that the rectangle described by the double ordinate of each' is on the plane
of projection, to find the projection of the intersection
of their surfaces.
Let APDC, Fig. 21. Plate CCCXXXIII, be the gener- PtATB
atjng figure of the one prism, and A'P'D'C that of the cccxxxnf.

=

= a, CB = z, CD = b, and BP = x,
= z, C D' = d, and B'P' = y;
BA = a — and B'A' = c —

Make CA

other.
also

=

CA'

c,

C'B'

therefore
z,
From the property of the parabola
figure APDC, a : a
z: 6* : «» ;

—

-JJ-,
,

also

whence

»

:

from the figure A'P'D'C,

=c—

cv'
-~-

•
:

/.

therefore a

z.

we have from
whence
c

:

c

—z

— —r^ =

z
:

:

the

= a -—
d»

:

—

_y«

cv

o x^

c

Fig. 21.
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therefore *'

=

that the curve
eqtttl,

we

—
i*

an hyperbola

;

^

and

y=

i

whence we
a and

if

become
d

c

tP
or

-rj **,

y

infer

ss

-7- x,

of the in-

in this case, the projection

two

surfaces would be straiffht lines,
form the figure of a i^oin ; and if b alad d were

tersection o( the

and would

we

rr

should then have

and consequently,

equa>,

—H

should have

y = —L^_J ^

which

x«,

a case that would more frequently occur in practice.
£r. 3. Suppoae the generating; fii^ure of the one pri»m
to be a semi-ellipse, of which the greater axis is the
base, and the generating figure of the other to be a semicircle; and that the rectangle described by the greater axis of the former, and the rectangle described by
the diameter of the latter, are in the plane of projec-

ia
3.

tion.

Let

APDC,

A'P'D'C

Fig. S8. be the half of the generating fithe elliptic-prism, or semi-cylindroid, and
be half of the generating figure of the semi-

cylinder.
also C'A'

=

giire of

Make CA = a. CB=r,

=

=

CD =

l>,

and

=

BP = i;

C'B'
z. CD'
d. and B'l"
y.
Then, from the property of the ellipse, in the figure
APDC, we have a« : i^ :(«.(.<} (a— z) :«* ; whence

«i'.r*

c,

= i*(fl» — s*).

Therefore

s» =:

«*

— r-

*••

Again, from the property of the circle in the figure

A'PD'C, we hare

y=

wImbm a^s*/"— jr*,

(rf

+

i)

therefore a'

</—

r)

tj-

=

*•

rf*

=

—

::*

«/*— jf»;
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on the side on which the knuckle is to be placed ; so Joinriythat, when they are hung, the knuckles of the hinges ''^"V^^^
and the wooden bead forms one continued staff or cylinder.

Plate CCCXXXIV. Fig. 1. Nos. 1. and 2, is a section Plate
of part of the door style and part of the hanging style cccxxxiv.
at the joint.
In this the centre of the bead on each '"'B' ^'
side is in the line of the straisrht pirt of the joint from
the opposite side. To form the joint exactly, let C be the
centre of the bead, AG part of the joint in a line with
the edge of the same, join AC, and draw AB perpendicular to AC ; the other part BH is perpendicular to
EF, the face of the door or hanging style. This joint
will be found sufficient for many purposes, and may be
hung with common hinges, and, being crooked, will
brenk the current of air.
Fig. 2. Nos. I and 2. is a plane joint, beaded alike on Fig. 3.
both sides. Here, as the plane of the joint is a tangent
to the cylindrical surikcea of both beads, the margin will
be alike on both sides, and therefore affords no check
in preventing the cold air from rushing through the
aperture or seam into the apartment Another inconvenience is, that the hinge which is to connect the two
bo<lies must not be made in the usual manner, but in
the form shewn in No. 3, where the bodies are hinged
.

together.
Fig. 3. In Nos. 1. and 3. the plane of the joint from Fig. 3.
the one aide is directed to the axis of the bead on the
other. This joint is upon the same principle as Fig. 1
and therefore may also be hinged with common hinges,
as at No. S. where the two parts are coupled together.
These forms of Figs. 1. and 3. are applicable to those

where a part of the margin is concealed on one
of the door.
Fig. 4. In Nos. I. and 3. the beadaare of the same siae F>g- *,
A* curve is an hypctbolfc
00 both sides, and are exactly opposite to each other,
This example is furrcuMw^y nicAiI in groined arcfaea. and the joint ia broken by indenting a part which terminates oy a plane directed to the axis of the two op1/*
«• >4> 7-^ «*, whcnot «
Let jr
«i then will o
This form is not only beautiful and
poahe beads.
trooK, Imt tenda to* make the apartment comfortable,
h
v^(a*— 1^), which ia half of th» greater axis of th* and the hingea only require to be of the common form.
No. S. ahewa the two part* hinged together.
curve. SoppoM y infinite, then will jr*=r; x*. oc
Pig. 5. In No*. I. anil 2. the beads are placed alike on P'S- '•
Fig. 4 ; and
both sides, but not on the same piece as
^=:-T-«,tb««<i9ra«:6:: jr:jr, thatisGF: FE::x: jf; though the uniformitv is preserved, the bead which
proje cts the whole of its thickness is weakened.
wbenca GE is an aaymptote to the curve. If «
&, aa
rig. 6. Shews the method of hinging shutters and con- Fig. S.
</*
ii generally the case, we shall have >*
a* 4- x*
coaling the hinges. A ia the inside besid of the sash frame,
BM in this case, if v o, we shall have x* a'
B the inside lining, C part of the style of the shutter.
rf*
(o -f >/) (a
i/)
therefore this particular value
To find the form of the joint, let af be the face of the
of X will be a mean proportiooal between the som and shatter perpendicular to a r, the face of the inside lidiflerenoe of the two radii.
Bisect the angle yo r by the straight line aa;
ning.
taking
any point e in the centre, draw d d perthen,
O/tkt tmriem* Frm* of Joiitia fur Dton mnd MaUm,
pendicular to « a, cutting a a at c and c is the centre
a»d of tht McthodM of Hinging Ihtm lagiUttr.
of the hinge. From c describe an arc a m, which must
The form* of joints for folding and hinging is caMti- be hollowed out of the inside lining of the sash, from
tial to the beauty of the work.
9<ich joint* ought to
the whole height of the shutter and the internal right
be so made, as to preserve the uniformity of the door angle rouat be cot out of the e<lge of the shutter to the
er rfwitter on both sides t and to exclude as much air breadth of the hinge, in order to make way for the
H OMible fh)sa rushin* throagh between the cOges of hinge in the act of 0|>cning and shutting. Here the
the two bodica to be hinged, and thereby tcndcrmg toils of the hinges are shewn of different lengths, in
the apartmenta colcTin winter.
order to strengthen them.
In the jointa of doon which «e to be hinged toge*
Fig. 7- la a joint with concealed hinges intended for a Fig. 7.
dkar, bein ai^lea of one of the bodies are uaaalljr beaddoor; and here, as the door is sufficiently thick, the
ed, IB Older to conceal the open space which wo<dd
ends of the hinges arc of equal lengths, and are concealbe aeen fron every point of view ; and to preserve the ed m the thickncaa of the wood.
leg B larity of the work, the hinges employed to couple
Fig. 8. Is the method of hinging shutters in the com- p;. g,
tMm tofetherareoMdeeuctly to tbenieof thcbcad, mon way, where the hinge is let its whole thickneaa
TOL. HI. FA ax I.
So
caaea

whence jr*

= rf'^«*+rj-«».

=

=

Wlicnce

we

infer that

^

sicle

=

—

m

=

—

=

=

—

=

=

—

;

;

;
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into the etlge of the shutter, upon the supposition that
the inside lining would be too thin for the screws
which are employed in fastening them, in order to hav»
sufficient hold.
Fi/T. 9.

Fig. 9.

Shews the method of hanging a door with

Suppose ad
centres which are entirely concealed.
that part of tlie side of the jamb which comes in contact with the edge of the door ; bisect a d in 6, and
draw A c perjjendicular to ad ; make h c equal to A n
or 6 d, and join a c and cd ; from c describe an arc
aed, which shows, the part to be hollowed out of the
jamb.

The centres are fixed to the
The upper centre must be

top or bottom of

so constructed as
to admit of being taken out of the socket, so that the
door may be unhung, as may be required.
Fig. 10. Shews the methqdof hanging shutters in the

the door.

Fig. 10.

usual way, where the centres of the knuckle of the hinge
placed exactly opposite to the, perpendicular part of
the rebate. The dotted lines shew the flap exactly as
folded back.
Fig. II. Shews how the hinge is to be placed when
the axis of the knuckle cannot be placed opposite to the
joint.
Thus, let a 6 be the distance of the edge of the
flap from the edge of the shutter ; bisect a b in c ; then
c is the point opposite to which the centre of the hinge
must be placed. This situation for the knuckle of tlie
hinge becomes necessary, when the shutters are not
square at the ends, or when the boxing-room is not
sufficiently ample.
The principle is to place the centre
of the knuckle of the hinge at half the distance of the
edge of the flap from the rebate on the edge of the
is

Fig. 11.

shutter.
Fig. 12.
Fig. 13.

Fig. 1 2. Shews the two parts as hinged together.
Fig. 13. When a door has a cornice, or other projecting moulding, and when it is required.to bring the

doors in a situation, when open, parallel to its place
shut, the knuckle of the hinge must be made to
project as far, or something more, than the cornice or
caping moulding. This principle will be sufficiently
evident by inspecting the figure. The dotted lines shew
the situation of the door when folded back.
^'&* J *• Shews the form of a rule-joint, either for

when

Pig. 14.

Fig. IS.

shutters or furniture that require to open no farther
than a right-angle, and that are to be exposed at the
external angle.
Here the centre of the hinge must obviously be in the centre of the arc.
^'8- 1^' Shews the same when turned to a rightangle.
Shutters are always within the apartments, where,

ever beauty is aimed at ; those on the outside destroying the appearance of the front. They are divided into several vertical slips folding behind each other, for
the conveniency of concealing them within the thickness of the wall. Each slip or fold is framed and composed of several panels, either raised, or flat, surrounded with small mouldings contained within the thickness of the framing.
The case in which the shutters are enclosed, is called the boxing. The parts of the sash-frame in connection with the shutters, are the inside lining which forms
one side of the boxing, and to which the front shutter
is hung.
The vertical piece of wood which adjoins the
edges of the sashes and the inside lining, is called the
pulley sfyk. The vertical piece of wood which joins the
pulley style on the outside, parallel to the inside lining,
IS called the outside lining.
That side of the boxing
which is parallel to the face of the shutter, is called the
back of the boxing. The remaining third side of the
boxing is either formed by the architrave which surj-ounds the aperture within the room, or, in very good

houses, by a groined flush on one side with the plaster
of the wall. The parts of ^he sash-frame^ which are
par.Hllel to the horizon, are the sill ^nd lop, which
names bespeak the situation in which they are placed.
Inside beads are those slips of wood, rountied on the
edges, which form one side of the race or groove for
the sashes to run in.
Parting beads are those slips of
wood wl^ch separate the upper and lower sashes.
The method of making doors open exactly, so as to
cut away the least quantity of wood, or to keep the
narrow planes of the edges as nearly perpendicular to the
face of the work as possible, depends upon the fol-

Joinery,
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lowin j( principle.
Supposing a coiTect section to be drawn ^ then if the
aperture be shut with a door to open in one breadth,
draw a straight line from the centre of the hinge to the
opposite angle of the plane ; perpendicular to which,
draw another straight line, and this perpendicular will
give the splay of the jamb which comes in contact with
the edge of the door which is to be fastened or locked
therein.
If the aperture is closed with two doors, the
principle is still the same, as it is only necessary to
consider one of them to open at a time, while the edge of
the other, which is bolted to the floor and soffit, is considered as a jamb ; then proceeding with the other half,
which is thus left to turn on its hinges, as if it were a -pi^j^^E
whole, in the same manner that we have now described, cccxxxiv.
Fig. 16. Shews the section of a door for a straight Fig. IG.
wall.

Fig. 17. Is the section of folding doors. Here it will Fig. 17.
to attend to the principle.
Fig. 18. Is the section of a door in one breadth in a Fig. ig.
circular wall.
Here the joints should tend to the axis
of the cj'linder.
Fig. 19. Is the section of a door in a cylindrical wall. Fig. 19.
in two parts.
In this the above method should be at-

be necessary

tended

to.

Fig. 20. Is the section of a double door, to open to
Here, in particular,
the space on the concave side.
the above method of making the doors open to clear

the jambs should be attended to.
Fig. 21. Is the section of a single door, to open to
the concave side. Here the principle of making it open
must also be attended to.

Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.

Raking Mouldings.
Raking mouldings depend upon the ptinciple of a Raking
solid angle consisting of three plane angles, or what mouldings.
may be called a trihedral ; and this may be considered
either as a hollow or as a solid, according as it may be
used externally or internally. The mouldings are supposed to be placed in two of the lines of concourse, and
to meet each other in a plane passing through the other
line of concourse.

The raking mouldings of a pediment are placed upon a solid trihedral, the horizbntal moulding being disposed upon the obtuse angle, and the raking mouldings upon the top of the tympanum. In this case, the
mitre of the mouldings is in the same plane with the
line of concourse of the two sides of the building.
The three planes which terminate in a point in the
inside of a rectangular room, may be considered as a
hollow trihedral. Now, if these three planes which
constitute the trihedral be at right-angles, no difficulty
caji occur in constructing the mouldings, as each cornice may have the same section, and as the direction of
both cornices are perpendicular to the line of concourse
of the two vertical sides of the room ; but where the
one cornice is perpendicular, and the other oblique, the
case becomes the same as the preceding.

JOINERY.
Th« wme priaeipU i* alM appUetl to the bars of a
""'i"'^ bow wumIow, of whj«h the »iiJ« form a polyKOoal prUm.
j-iaecy.

In tills, the trihedral is considered as formed by the
face of ooe of the vertical planes ; a vertical plane biMCtin^ the two adjoining faoea and a horisontal plane.
Let us suppose the inclination of the two piniies
thitMgli which the plane of the roitre f Mses, and the
other two ai^laa of the trihedral to be given. The projection of MCh mitre, and the figure of the tnitre, or
aectian of oae of the mouldinn;* and the mitre line,
abo Iw given, and we shall have sufficient data
iBonlcr to ascertain the aeGtioa of Uie other moulding.
Hub eontlruction beoamct ve^ easy, wliere the incliiMlioa af the two pianea is a nght-angle, and when
the Higle c
i ncd by tfa« edge* of the one pl«w ia a
right-ngie,
that cont«in«d by the edge* of the
other an ohtuse angle, aa i* the caae with a pediment.
The pit— of the two adjoining walls is generally a
rich^aMlc, and the angle contained by two of the
•Sgm cftnt of the planes is an obtuse angle, and that
ffniWatneil by the two edges of the other a right-angle.
This eaae afiaeds a very easy coaatniction ; it being
only neeaaiAry to la^ down the aide of the building on
which the pediment or inclined cornice is to be made,
with a projection of the mouldings at the lower end,
wtthont any plan whatever, ptovided that the mouldiB|n have the same prcjectnre on both tideai
The same is also the ease with regardto the two sides
of a bow window, where the sida arc vertical plane*
at any angles with earh other.
Fig. 1. PUtc LCC XXXV. Shew* the elevation at a
triaagvlar nadiownt with a moiliUion comice.
Fig. S. Sacws the rlerationof anopen pediment with
the aMse comioe aa Fig. I.
It is in such examplaa aa
these that raking wwihKng* occur.
Fig. S. Shew* the met hod ef tracing a raking dmarecta.
The carve tamed tmrards Fig. 9. » the return
mnnliyag ia -the
part af the yliaiwl. Fig. 8.

Uw
MHt

wm

nd

omb

The carve

nest to the maigiR of the pkto i* the retom
moulding at the lower cMmaitie* of the pediment*,
Fig. I. and S.
The Middle carve i* a section of the
raking or ineUaod aiotilding itself.
Fig. 4k Shews the ftont of a madillion, with the rskiag
oa wingwhfch fcroM thecap. The appercxtmne curve
i* a sedioa afthe level retamatthe top; the lower extfene carve is a seetioo of the level return moulding
at the bottom ; and the carve ahewn in the middle ia a
sectien of tberakiniiawaldin^itaelf.
This is the aume
a d il liea aa ahewn
the daaigaa at Figa. 1. and 8.
Fig. 5. Show* the
elioii or
laloiHr cavetto, and
thot of the rctata BoaUiBg at the hottoai.
Fig.
Shew* the iMlui of a raking ordok and the see-

DF

n
w

&

tacmofthofalaniaMiddiogaatthetopandbattaai. As
the principle of all thcae is the aaaM, tlm^ the forms
are diflerort, we shall here descrihe the method of tracing these cervaa. Adaiitting the carve ABCDEF at
tk<- '-••- -n be given: draw lines Bbfr. Ccc, Ddi/,

£

parallel

r

to

A a a.

Uraw Al, BK. (
dicniarto FG, and draw :
to..M....g

of the
porpcn-

fiileto

FU
.

IKl.MNO

FG,

place the dmtsnces lis.. nI,. I.M. MN,
upon any part of the fillet, and draw the straight

narallel to

NO,

or to the

'

i a, k b, Ic, m d, n e, o r, and a b c d e f is the
aaeof the raking moulding. In the same manner, by
drawing any straight line tklmno parallel to Ifi, and
drawing i»,k 6, ic-,md,H e, of, perpendicuUr to FG,
ire shall obtain the curve 6 c </ e/, and the lower aide of

liae*

tfan

he ilWt e A ftr the section of the return "".'iding at
*»tar;rif a^iboakl be wanted.

Joioerj.
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ing chosen for this purpose is an ogee reverse. No. 1
the given moulding.
No. 2. the raking one, which
is requiretl to be found.
A£, e B, are the edges of the
niuuKlings, wliicti are supposed to be in the plane of the
finish-ng of the walls.
EF and e/'are the fillets which
front each other.
FG, /'<;, the sides of the quirks ofthe
mouldings. I tk, i it, the faces of the fillets. LK, /;t,the
returns of the same, and IQFHON(i,and i^/i A on^,
iigee mouldings. Then to find any point A in the curve,
'ul supposing these moulddraw
A parallel t
.draw a e perpendicular to
ings to be of equal
Be ; make a e e<|uai tu AL; draw
perpendicular
to A£, cutting it at
make a m equal to AM, and
;
draw M A parallel to BC, A will be a point in the raking moulding as required.
In the same manner, all
the other points will be found and completed as before.
Fig. 10. Is a tom* monkling for skirting stain. The
curve at the lower ead shows tlM aeotion that the moulding at the return aaakcs in the pastage below. The upper
carve ia a aectioa of the muuKling on the return at the
laadii^. The ariddle curve is a section of the mouldit^ plaoad in the staircisr itself. This form of oblique
carvahnas woald only take place in a straight flight of
tain, where the stepa both begin and end in the pas-

s

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

.
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:
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Fig. 7. Section of a raking arcliitrave and soiTit for
the return of a splayed window, wliich is sometimes
both necessary and ornamental in thick walls.
No. 1.
is the architrave for the soffit, which we shall suppose
to be given in order to obtain \o. 2.
Let
represent a section of the plane of the face of the sotlit, then
to find any point in the curve, draw E e perpendicular to
cutting C,/, the face of the raking architrave,
at f; make fe equal to FE, and e will be a point in the
raking moulding of the splaye<l architrave.
Other
points will be found in the same manner, and when a
sufficient number are obtained, the curve may be drawn
through these points by the hand.
Fig. 8. Is another design finished with reeded moulding* ; the method of tracing is the same, but this is
more particularly explained in the next figure.
Fig. 9. Is the method of tracing the moulding of a raking architrave more particularly explained. The mould-

Fig. II.ShewatheiDelhodofnatrafaw skirting,

where

the wall of a •tsircose is oontinued before the first step,
and afW tlte landing.
Fig. IS. .Shews another metliud, by taking away the
angle*.
and AC.
Thns take two equal distances
Draw
perpendicular to AB, and
perpendicular
to
Than with Das a centre, describe toe arc BC,
which is the curve required
Fig. IS. .Shews the method of finding the forms of
the ban of e bow wtmlow. The principle is the same
No. I. is a section ofthe given
described in Fig. 9bar.
Na 2. i* a section ofthe raking bar in the mitre
of an oblique angle.
S. section of the bar in a right

Fig. lo.

Fig 11.

Fig. 1?.

AB

AC

CD

BD

.

Fig. 13.

s

Na

angle.

Formaliom of Bodift

•'•

Partt by joining them with Glue.

PhrteCCCXXXVI. Fig. 1. No. 1. Is a section of two PomuUon
boaids glued up edge to edge. No. 2. face of the aune. <>f >><x^ >>
Fig. 2. A sectkMi of two boards glued ed^ to edge, ^,"„^
with a tongue inaertcd in a groove in each piece.
Oirai with
By these means, a board may be made to any breadth, glue.
though the piece* which compose it be ever so narrow, p^j^^^
Fig. S. Two boards fixed at right angle*, the edge of crcxxxvi.
They Fig. 1—3.
the one being glued upon the side of the other.
are atrengthened by a block, which is fitted and glueil
to the interior side*.

JOINERY.
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Fig. , No. 1. A section of two boards at an oblique
angle, mitred and glued together, with a block in the
PtATE
anflc.
No. 2. shews the inner sides of the boards thus
CCCXXXVI
fixed.
By this method columns are glued up.
Kig, 4.
As the
Fig. 5. No. 1. Section of an architrave.
f>6- 5.
moulding is generally, if not always glued to the plate or
board, the dotted line circumscribing the moulded part
shews the section of the piece to be glued. No. 2. face
of the architrave. No. 3. a section of the arcliitrave beNo. 4. a front of the same. No. 5.
fore it is moulded.
a section of the same to a reduced size, with the button
and nail, shewing the manner in which the two parts
No. 6. shews the back of the arare glued together.
The black dots shew the
chitrave witli the buttons.
heads of the nails. The buttons are used, in order to
bring the two surfaces which are glued together in contact, after the pieces have been set and held together,
and are afterwards knocked oif whert the glue becomes
dry, and then the moulding is stuck, as shewn by the
section. No. 1. and elevation. No. 2.
Fig. 6. Shews the method of glueing up a solid niche
Fig. 6.
No. 1. is the elevation. Here the work is
in wood.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

constructed in the same manner as if it were stone or
brick, except that the joints are all parallel to the plane
of the base ; for it is difficult to make a joint with curved surfaces, as would necessarily be the case if they
No. 2. and No.
all tended to the centre of the sphere.
3. shew the two bottom courses, where the vertical joints
are made to break, and not to fall in the same planes.
This is distinctly seen in the elevation. No. 1.
Fig. 7. Shews the manner of glueing veneers together,
«o as to form a cylindrical surface. This is done by nailing brackets to a board, with their faces upwards, and
their ends perpendicular, leaving a cavity sufficient for
the veneers and wedges between the ends.
In No. 1
the thin part in the form of an arc shews the veneers in
the state of being glued, and the wedges are shewn
upon the convex side. No. 2. is a section of the board
and bracket. The veneers ought to be heated before a
large fire, and the glue laid on the surfaces that are to
come in contact as hot as possible, to prevent the glue
from setting, observing to glue only a small portion at
a time, and then wedge it up. When the glue is dry,
the wedges must be slackened, and the veneers, which
will then form one solid, taken out.
Fig. 8. Shews a very strong method of forming a concave surface, by laying the veneer upon a cylinder, and
backing it with blocks in the form of bricks, which are
glued to the convex side of the veneers, and to each
other.
The fibres of the blocks must be as nearly parallel as possible to the fibres of the veneers.
No. I.
shews a section of the cylinder, veneer, and blocks.
No. 2. shews the convex side of the blocks.
Fig. 9. Shews another method of glueing veneers together with cross pieces screwed to a cylinder, the veneers being placed between the cross pieces and the cylinder.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Shews the method of glueing up columns in
_
eight staves or pieces, the whole being glued together
in the manner of Figure 4.
must here observe,
that the workman must be careful to keep the joints out
of the flutes ; for being in the fillets, there will be more

We

substance to prevent them from giving way.
No. 1. is
a section of the column at the top ; and No. 2. a section
at the bottom.
After being supposed to be glued together, the octagons and mitres must be laid down correctly, in order to form the joints truly.
Here are
two bevels shewn, one for trying up the mitres, and the
other for trying the work when put together.

Fig. 11. Shews the method of glueing up the base off
a column, according to the |f)llowing description.
Let
a course, consisting of pieces of equal lengths, be close- Plate
ccexxxvi.
ly jointed together upon a plane surfacb or board, so as
Fig. a.
to be something more than the diameter of the most
projecting moulding in the base, then glue the joints
firmly together, and plane the upper surface smooth.
Upon this course lay a second, with the same number
of pieces as the first, closely jointed at the ends as before, and also to the upper surface of the lower course;
glue down one of the pieces, so that the middle of its
length may fall upon the joint of the two under pieces;
then the others being glued on successively till the
space is closed, a third may be repeated jn the same
manner. The horizontal joints of these courses must
be so regulated, as to fall at the junction of two mouldings, forming a re-entering angle.
When the glue is
thoroughly hardened, the base may be sent to be turned,
base, glued up in this manner, will stand much
better than one which has the fibres of the wood perpendicular.
No. 1. is the plan of the base. The whole
lines directed to the centre, shew the joints of the upper course ; and the dotted lines tending to the same
point, shew the joints of the course below.
Fig. 12. Shews the method of glueing up the modem Pig. IS.
Ionic capital.
No. 1. is the plan exhibiting the manner of placing the blocks. No. 2. is the elevation of the
same. The plan is here inverted.
Fig. 13. Shews the manner of glueing up the Corin- pja. 13
thian capital for curving of the leaves.
No. 1 is the
plan inverted. No. 2. the elevation.
The abacus is
glued up in the s&me manner as the Ionic capital, Fig.

A

.

12.

Fig. 1 4. Is the method of forming acylindrical surface.
without veneers, by equidistant parallel grooves, and
by inserting slips of wood in the grooves. No. 1. exi
hibits the elevation, and No. 2. the plan.
Fig. 15. Shews the method of forming a conic body.
The theory of this is no more than covering the frustrum of a cone ; the covering is formed by two concentric arcs, and terminated at the ends by the radii
the radius of the one arc is the whole slant side of the
cone, that of the other is the slant side of the part cut
off.
Here the grooves are all directed to the centre,
and filled in with slips of wood glued as before, the
semicircle ABC below, is the plan the arc HI must
be equal to the semicircumference ABC.
Fig. 16. Is the same for a smaller segment.
Fig. 17. Shews the method of glueing up a sphere
No. 1 the face of the
or globe, by the same method.
piece ; No. 2. the edge, shewing the depth of the
grooves ; No. 3. shews the mould for forming the
pieces to the true curvature; No. 3. exhibits the faces
of two pieces put together.
The
Circular headed sash frames in circular walls.
principle of a circular headed sash frame in a circular
wall, depends upon the section of a cylinder, and, the
developement of the surface as cut by another cylinder.
In the formation of the radial bars, two of the
sides are pai'allel planes, and the edges are portions of
cylindrical surfaces, contained between the exterior and
interior faces of the wall.
To form the cylindrical surfaces of the concave and convex sides of the radial
bars, it will be necessary to be informed, that the
curves which direct the shape of the edges are portions
of two different ellipses, formed by cutting two different cylindrical surfaces contained between the two
sides of the cylindrical wall, and concentric therewith
by two parallel planes, inclined at the same angle as the

Fig. 14,

F'g- I*-
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.
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tiUnes of the bar, and having their distance from one
And,
to the thickneaa of the said bar.
consequently the ellipse, which directs the form of the
concave edge of the bar, will have its lesser axis equal
to the diameter of the interior cylindrical surface, and
that which forms the convex edge equal to the diameter
of the exterior cylindrical surface.
The circular bar, or, ai it is improperly called, cod
bar, depends on the developement of the part of the

s^~,-™^ another equal

cylindrical surface, formed by cutting a vertical cylinder
by a number of horizontal' concentric cylindrical surfikces,

which gives the form of the veneers, or thin

Uces of wood to be bent in thicknesses.
Th* head of the sash depends on the

cutting of a
contained between the
two cylindrical surfaces, that stand upon the exterior
and interior sides of the plane of ttie sash, may be
every where perpendicular to these surfaces, and to
follow the true abape of the elevation of the window,
and thus the angles will be easily moulded. But in
order that there may be no variation of the mouldings
in a circular sash frame, it is necessary that both the
radial and circnlar bars, as well as the head, should
be moulded upon the same principle as a hand rail,
vis. by means of face and falling moulds ; the face
mould for the radial 'bars will be as before observed,
and the falling mould will be a parallel slip of wood,
Mraicbt in the edges, in breadth equal to tlie tliickness
of tna bar. The fUling moulds of the other parts
\m iiiliiiiwdiin la llin iliiiiliniiMiniil of thecy-

bollow

cylincier, so that the side

Ml

Uodriol sarCMMk

Vlatc
cacuif iL
rif.

1.

\ II. is the eleva.
Ib ^'V' 1- ABC, Phrt« C
'C the plan af the
tioo of we head of the sash,
ia B : draw BF pcrcendi.
MOML Bisect the are
aUar to AC. cutting tha oonoave side of tha plan at
draw
parallel to AC, and
parallel to BF.
Bisect the arc
at 3, and draw S c paraUel to BF,
at c* : draw the
catting ill) at c, and the curve

ABC

D

AG

DO

:

AB

AD

AH
AH

Iraight line A 3 K draw
makui|t any angle with
equal to AG,
AK, and 3 I parallel to
make
and 3 I eqnid to cc*: draw the straight hne HIIL:
ioin BK, and prodacc BK to L draw AL perpendicalar to BL, anu join UL.
Divide the arc AB into any
nanbar of eoual parts as here, into 6 draw I a, 8 b,
S c, ke. paraUal to BF, cutting the inaide of the head
of the aaah at •,(,«, &C. the inside of the plan at a,b,c,
at a, b, c. dec.
ftc and the straight Una
Fran the
points a, b, c, &c. draw oo'.U', cc', &c. perpendicular
at a', hf, c', &c. and AL at g, 4i,
to AL, cutting
draw a
Vbf', r/'. tec.
&c perpaiidicalar to
Make a'af, yh', ^e", Ae. reapactively eqtui to ga, M,
ic, &c, and through the foiaU •", &*, c*. &c draw tha
curve m" h" tr i" ^' j" : draw also the straisht line
p.q,r, paialld to AH, cutting AL at q, MLatr;
draw rs pcrpcndinilar to
make r$ equal to qp
draw LB' porMndkabur to HL, and oaake LB' equal
to LB t jom H«, ia" and B'/*. which will coapteta
the caoca«ac<ige of the fisoe mould.
In thaaanaiiMDoer. bjr tranafemng the perpendiculars batwacn AL,
aod the convex side AB rcspaetiTahr, to tha |ni|»aiMltcolars Mien HL, we shall have taa poinla thrimgh
wUcfa tne convex edge of the faca mould must pMa^
then trach^ through the points so Ibnnd, will com:

AH

:

:

:

GD

HL

•',

HL

:

HL

piala

dw 6ee mould

V,

;

AAV

Fig.

1

.

G A,

aa', bb', cc',

&c.

Joinery,

upon AA', 1 o, 2 A, 3 c, &c. and draw the
Plate
curve \ a b c de'B will give one edge of the falling CCCXXIVfl.
mould S ; the lower edge will be found in the same Figi. i, 3.
manner.
To find the falling mould T, Fig. 3. for the concave
to Figure 2.

side.

From

Fig.

1.

extend/? a, a 6, 6

c,

&c. Xof, to Fig.

and place them upon PF, from P to a, a to 6, d to c,
&c. perpendicular to PF draw Vl,am,b n, &c. From
3.

Fig. I. transfer the perpendiculars qr, ga', h b', i c,
&c. to Fig. 3. npon P /, a m, 6 a, c o, &c. and draw the
curve Imnopqr. From Fig. 2. transfer A A', \ a,Zb,
3 c, &c. to Fig. 3. upon a a', b b', c d, &c. and draw the
carve a b cd e F which gives the upper edge of the
The under edge of T will be found
falling mould T.
The
in the same manner from the under edge of S.
upper line mnopqr coincides with the top of the
stuff, when the mould T is bent round, and the space
between the curves a b cdeF, and Imnopqr shews
the waste of stuff at the acute angle of the piece.
Fig. 4. shews the application of the face mould R to
the plank ; the plane U shews the upper face of the
the
plank ; the plane V the edge ; and the plane
lower face of the plank ; :io utat the two sides and the
edge of the phwk shew as if they were stretched out

pig. 4,

W

in

one plane.

To

apply the moulds, in order to square the stuff,
that is, to make it stand over the plane, and opposite to
Apply the
its elevation, when set up in due position
mould first to the top of the phuik at U, so that the
chord line of the concave arc or the mould may ooin<
cide with AB, the edge of the plank, then draw the
:

V

let g be one of
form of the mould upon the plane
;
the extremities ot' the chord ; draw gk perpendicular
at A ; make the angle
to AB, cutting the arris line
Bgi equal to tha angle LHA, Fig. 1. and the angle
equal to LYF, Fig. 1. make hf
ikfin the plane
equal to A r, and draw ft parallel to CD. Then ap>
ply the mould tu the plane W, so that the face may
coincide therewith, anu the chord with the line CD,
and the point that waa at g mav now coincide with f;
then draw the form of tha mo jld upon the plane
;
proceed to cut out the head in the aame manner as directed for a hand rail.
The mould X, Fig. I , is the mould for the radial
bars, traced from the plane below ; Fig. 5. shews the Fig. 5^
method of applying it to the plane, which is exactly
the saaaa
if it were a hand rail.
Fig. 6. abews the method of tracing tha veneers ot Figs. 0,
the cod or circular bar.
Fig. 7. is the concave veneer. B, 9.
Fi^ 8. the convex veneer. Fig. 9. is the method of
fcnaing the edges of the veneers, which are to be cat
oat to their thickness afterwards.

CD

W

W

m

Slain.

;

R.
the falling mould S, Fig. 2. for the convex
side of the rail.
Extend the arc AB, Fig. 1. with the
diviaians to the straight line AB, Fig. 2. and mark the
AUamitiss A, B, and the divisiors 1, %, 3, «cc. Draw
the linaa
1 a, 2 i> 3 c. &c. perpendicular to AB.

To dimw
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transfer the distances

roost important branches in
but before we enter upon their construction.
It will be useful to point out some of the leading prin*
ciplea^ without regarding the materials of which stairs

Stairs

ioinerir

and hand-rails are

;

are oonatructcd.
The breadth of steps in general use is from 9 to 12
indMs, or about 10 inches at the medium. In the best
atairoascs, the breadth ought never to be less than 12
It is a general maxim, that
incbas, trar more tlun 18.
a step of greater breadth requires less height than one
of less brodth : thus a step of 12 inches in breadth will
require a rise of 5^ inches ; which may be taken as a
standard br which to regulate those of other dimensions; so that multiplying 12 indies by i\, we should

stain.

T,

JOINERY.
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have 66; then supposing a step to be 10 Inches in
breadth, the height should be rK=6^ inches, which is
nearly, if not exactly,

what common practice *ould

al-

'
The proportion of steps being thus regulated,
next consideration is the number requisite between
two floors or stories : to ascertain this, we have only to
uppose the breadth of the steps to be given, say 10
inches eacli, as depending on the space allowed for the
staircase, and this, according to the rule laid down, will
Suppose then the
require a rise of 7 inches nearly.
160
distance from floor to floor to be 13 feet 4 inches
inches ; then -^^=22^, which would be the number reBut as the steps must be equal in height, we
quired.
should rather take twenty three rises, provided the
staircase room would admit of it.
Stairs have several varieties of structure, which depend principally on' the situation and destination of the

low.
tlie

=

*

building.
Dog legged stairs, are those that have no opening or
well hole; the rail and balusters of both the progressive
and returning flights fall in the same vertical planes.
Geometrical xiairs, are those which have an opening
down the middle, and of which every step derives its
support from that immediately below, and from the
wall of the staircase.
The steps of a stair consist of two parts, one being
parallel, and the other perpendicular to the horizon.
The part which is parallel is called the tread of the
step, and tlie other part which is perpendicular, is called

the

riser.

The rough timber work which

is used in the support
the carriage.
The string board, is a board fitted against the ends
of the steps next to the well- hole, so as to make a complete finish ; and the string which terminates the ends
of the winders, is a veneer made in the form of a spiral
back, with thick wood, so as to make it sufficiently
strong.

of a

stair, is called

The most certain method of carrying up a stair,
whether of stone or wood, is to provide a rod of sufllcient length to reach from one floor to the other, divided into as many equal parts as the risers are in number,
and thereby

to try every step as the

Hand
Hand nUiug.

work advances.

.

Railing,

A hand rail is the upper part

of the fence in a geomeIn order that the hand may glide easily
along the rail without straining the body, it is evident
that the rail ought to follow the general line of the steps,
and to be quite smooth and free from inequalities.

trical stair.

The

principle of hand railing depends on the method
of finding the section of a right cylinder, cylindroid,
or prism, according to three given points in or out of
the surface, that is, the section made by a plane through
three given points in space.
The cylinder, cylindroid, or prism, is hollow, and
equal in thickness to the breadth of the rail that ii to
the horizontal dimension of its section, and the ends or
bases, the same as the plane or projection upon the
floor.

The hand

rail

of a stair

may

always be formed of a

portion of this cylinder, cylindroid, or prism, the base
of which is the plane of the stair ; for the hand rail itself must stand over the plane, it will therefore be contained between the vertical surface of the cylinder, cylindroid, or prism.
And as the hand rail is got out in
portions, so that each portion may stand over a quadrant
of the circle, or ellipse, which forms the plane, we
may also suppose such a portion contained between two

parallel planes, so that the portion of the

hand

rail

may

be thus contained between the two cylindrical, or

cyliii-

droidic surfaces, and the twoparallel planes.'
which are to be joined together to forJk* the

parts
are to

The
rail,

Joinery.
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be prepared in such a manner, that when set upon
their place, all the sections which may be supposed to
be made by a vertical plane passing through the axis of
the cylinder, or cylindroid, may be rectangles, and this
is called the squaring of llie rail ; which is all that can
be done by geometrical rules.
Now, as hand rails are not made of such portions of
hollow cylinders or cylindroids, but of plank wood, we
have only to consider how such portions may be formed from a plank sufficiently thick. As tli^ faces of the
plank are planes, we may suppose the rail contained between two parallel planes, that is, between the two faces
of tiic plank. Then such figures are to be tlrawn on the
sides of the plank, that, when the superfluous parts are
cut away, the surfaces that are formed between the opposite figures are portions of the external and internal
cylindrical or cylindroidic surfaces.
mould made in
the form of these figures, is called theyace vtould, which
is only a section of the cylinder or cylindroid through
three points in space.
The vertical, or cylindrical, or cylindroidic surfaces
being formed, the upper and lower surfaces must next be
formed. This is done, by bending another mould round
one of the cylindrical or cylindroidic surfaces, generally
made to the convex side, and drawing lines oh the surface round the edges of this mould.
Then tlie superfluous wood is cut away from the top and bottom, so
that if the piece were set in its place, and a straight
edge applied upon the surfaces now formed, and directed to the axis of the well hole parallel to the horizon,
it would coincide with the surface.
The mould thus
applied upon the convex side to form the top and bottom of the piece, is called the falling mould.
To find these moulds, the plan of the steps and rail
must first be laid down ; then the falling mould, which
must be regulated by the heights of the steps ; and
lastly the face mould is ascertained by the falling mould,
which furnishes the three heights alluded to.

A

-

Plate CCCXXXVl 1 1. Fig. Lisa dog-legged staircase. Plate
No. 1. is the plan. No. 2. the elevation, shewing the cccxxxvm.
rough strings under the steps, and the sling rod marked *''8* !•
into equal divisions, for regulating the work in the process of putting it up.
The dotted lines above the rail,
square, show how the centres of the arcs
that form the ramp are found.
Fig. 2. Geometrical staircase with winders.
No. 1. Fig.
is the plan.
No. 2. the elevation and section. As the
staircase is supposed to be cut through the middle, parallel to its length or longest dimension, it would be absurd to represent the whole elevation, as is frequently
done ; for this reason, only the farther half is represented, and the steps of the other half are shewn by dotted

drawn by the

2.

lines.

Fig. 3. Geometrical staircase without winders.
No. Fig.
the plan.
No. 2. the elevation. It is in such constructions as this and the last figure, where great nicety
of workmanship, and skill in geometrical lines, are found
necessary.
Fig. 4.
section of the rail and mitre cap for a Fig.
dog-legged staircase. The dotted b'nes are drawn from
the section of the rail.
No. 1. to the mitre. No. 2. in
straight lines.
From thence in the arcs of circles, to
the straight line passing through the centre of tlie cap
at right angles to the former straight lines, then perpen-

S.

1. is

A

diculars are drawn, a^id

made

equal in length to _the

4-
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A

curve being traced through the
perpendiculars.
The section. No.
pointa, gives the fonn ot' the cmp.
any kind of rmil irbateyer.
1. is used
Fig. 5. show* the section of a rail in a circular form.
The cectiotM of rails also fonn elliptic Bgures.
Fig. 6. i5-another form, called a toad's back rail, to
be executed in the b«st houaea. The top is generally

m

croaa bended, with coloared wood.
To draw the scroll fbr terminating the hand rail of a
gcometiieal stair at the bottom. Ixrt A B, Fig. 7. be the
perpendicular to
divide
;
breadth given ; draw
equal to one
iaiA eleven equal parts, and nuke

AB

AE

AK

AB

Join BR ; bisect AB in C, and BE in
perpendicular to
F. Make CD equal to CF ; draw
;
from F, with the radius FE or FB, describe an

of theav parts.

AB

DG

GH

DC

pernen<iic«lar to BE,
at O. Draw
arc cuttinir
cutting HE at O. Draw the diaconals 1)()K and lOL
perpendicular to DOK. Draw IK parallel to B.^
parallel to ID, ami so on to meet tne diagonals. From
as a centre, with the di^tanre DB, describe the arc
BG. From I as a centre, with the distance IG, describe |he arc G£.
from K as a centre, with the distance KE, describe the arc EH. From L as a centre,
with the distance LH, deacribe the arc HP. Proceed
in the same manner, and complete the remaining three
quarters, which will cbm|dcCe the outside of the scroll.
Make BR equal to the breadth of the rail, vii. about
two inchea and a quarter. Then, with the centre D,
and distance DR, deacnbe the arc RS. Ulth the centre I, and the distance IS, deacribe the arc ST ; and with
the centre T, ami distance KT, describe the arc TU,
whidh win complete the scroll.
Fie. 8. Shesra the construction of the curtail step,
wfaicS is that mdcr tke scroll, abed re p resents the
Tcnrer whkb coven the riser ; e '' '• »*" "—in^ of the
face of
cover, or bonMRtal part of the >'
..; lite nae>
no the ),..j.v
the string-beerd; and
ing.
Fig. 9. Shews the covcr^board for the curtail step ;
abed and r/g k in dotted lines represent the plan
the noainc of the curtail step
of the scroll ;
Imvt the nosings and the cmfa of the risers. Tlie
cirde 1,2,3, he. is described from the centre of the
scroll, and divided into equal parts, equal to the
distawts of the baluslrrs from centre to centre ; and
Bnaa «v drawn to the centre of the scroll, in ordrr to
aoertain the middle of the faelusters, by giving a regnkr gradeUon to the speces. The whole of the spiral lines in this and in r ig. 9- are drawn fima the
emrca as (tie scroll.
Three heWhts from the base being ^ven on the surfree of a cyratidcr, or tlnowgh Aree given points on its
surface, to find a aectien at the cjUndar, the heights
of these points from the liase being given.

KL

;

D

m

opqn

mow

LmHlPUteCCCXXXIX.

r

Let.^'

bethe

.cr, and A, B, C, the seaU of the three
vXXI X. base of
<• points, of which the heights are e A c.
Draw AO, BG,
perpetidicolar to the dtord
end
make
;
;iial to b, and CF. equal to c.
Pro:

CT

.

y
all..,

AD

AC

I

'

,

it

)

to

and
to

I,

meet each other

GH

parallel to

ifneceasary.

in F.
Draw
EF; and join

InCF take

anypotnt

K, and draw Kl perpendicular to CF, and
pendicular to EF, cutting EF
centre describe the ar<
NI. From F, with t:
In the arc
-4f L, and join FL.

at

,\bout

^f.
'

'

F

at

BH
FH

KL

per-

K

as a

N, and draw

describe an arc
take any number
of poiols, from which draw lines parallel to Fl, meeting the'chord'CF. From these ponits in the chord CF
draw lines parallel to CE to meet EF. From these
i

l.

ABC

points
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draw

lines paraOel to

FL, equal

in length to the

Joinery.^

FI and through the extremities draw
Plate
the curve EPD, which is the section of the cylinder
cccxxxix.
required.
The angle which the section now found
makes with the plane ACED, is e({ual to the angle
lines parallel to

;

CNL
1. No. 1. is the plan of a part of a geometrical
with winders and flyers below and above, with the
rail marked upon the plan. No. 2. is the falling mould,
fomid in tlte following manner. ABC is the semicircumference of ABC, No. 1. extended in a straight line ;
and CE are each in length equal to the breadth of
one of the flyers extended in the same line ; EF, perpendicular to ED, is the height of twelve Steps, viz.
equal to the hei^]|i of all the windows and two of the

Fig.

stair

f''g- '•

^^

*•

*

AD

Draw A I

flyers.

jpernendicular to

FG

AD

;

make Al and

GH

each equal to the height of a step. Draw
perpendicular to FG, and make
equal to the breadth
of one of the flyers. .loin FH, HI, and ID. Draw
BK perpendicular to AC, ctitting HI at L. Muke
at
draw OMP,
the cli^c^etion of the workman ; through
meeting ID in P, and produce FH to O. Make Pa,
or H F. Divide a P into
P 6,
c, O ti each equal to I
any number of equal parts, beginning at a, and P 6 into the same number of equal parts, beginning at P
and draw lines through the corresponding points of division, and they will form a paralxilic curve.
Divide
cO and o D in the same manner, and form another parabolic curve ; and thus the curves and the straight line
a d will form the under edge of the fHlling mould.
Make
equal to the tliickness of the falling mould,
and through the point N draw the upjur c<lge parallel
to the lower edge, ami thus complete the boundaries of
the falling raouUL
Make AV any distance, at the discretion of the workman, say 4 inches. Produce BM to K, cutlincthe upper edge of the falling mould at X. Bisect BV in Q.
Draw
and V\V {larallel to BX, cutting the upper
edge of the falling mouhl at R and W.

GH

LM

M

O

D

MN

QR

Draw KTS

parallel to

EV. Make KT, TS, respec

Draw TU and SY parallel to
KM,' cutting the under c^e of the falling mould at U
and Y.
As one of the joints of the rail piece generally stands
over the middle of the semicirtnilar plan, and the other
joint not over the place where the straight and circular
parts meet, but three or four inches advanced into the
tirsight p«it, in order fo make a stronger joint, by using
tively equal to

BQ, QV.

of circuUu- ones ; in
the plan of the rail for the face mould, we
mnal llrst lay clown the circular quarter, and then kdd
the straight part, which is shewn by AV in the conStmctien of the falling mould. It is obvious that the
fUling mould dependi in some measure on the fancy of
The reason of raising it above the line
the workman.
I, is, because if the rail were made the same height
alwve the steps over the circular part of the plan as
over the straight part, it wotild approach nearer to the
noainge of the steps of the winders than to those of the
ft is evident that the ends of the steps might
flyers,
be so narrow in the circular part, as even to cause
the rail to coincide with the nosings of the winders, while
the under side of the rail would be two feet and upwards
from the nosings, supposing the rail to be one height
throughout, both in the straight and circular parts;
the height being supposed to be regulated from the
The curves a b and e d are entirely at the fancy
top.
of the workman, some making them longer and some
bolta or screws instead

lejiiijl

down

shorter.

In No.

pi^. i.

3.

the construction of the falling

mould make

Na. a>

.
*•

O

J
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ana three arches

I

aqb equal to the quadrant AB, No. 1. and draw
tangent to the arc aqb at a, and make a v equal to a v,
No. 2. and the arc a q equal to the straight line AQ,
No. 2. Draw the radii a z and b z, which will be a
right-angle. Draw v v parallel to a z. Make v »' equal
to the breadth of the rail, as shewn by the plan, No. 1.
and draw the concave side of the plan v' a' q' //. Then,
having the seats of three points v, q, h', and the heights

VW,

Qll and

BX

in

No.

2.

we may now

find the face mould in the same
ing the section of a cylinder. Fig.
the chord b' v', and draw v iv, q r,

proceed to

manner as in find1. and 2.
viz. draw
;

and

b'

x perpendicu-

Make v n>, q r, and 6' x respectively equal to
VVV, QR, and BX, No. 2. Join x tv and b' v, and produce them to meet each other in s, and join x s. Draw
r i parallel to x s, and q i pai-allel to b' s. Join « i, and
produce b' v' and i s to meet in /", and join xj"; and
proceed to complete the face mould which is the seclar to b V.

Fig. 1.
Ko'.'i'& 4.

Fig.1.

No.

S.

IcoLMKiLL, I-coLUMB-Kii.L, more correctly
Y or I, is a celebrated island of the Hebrides, situated
on the south-west side of the island of Mull, from which
it is divided by a channel half a mile wide
By Bede,
who is believed to have died in the year 762, it is named
Hii, or Hy, for the punctuation of vowels hiid not then
been introduced and in the annals of Ulster, which
are of later date, it receives the designation of lae and
Aoi.
However, in the records of Scotland down to
the middle of the I6th century, in inscripUons contemporary with that period, still to be seen upon the island,
and by the neighbouring inhabitants, it is simply called
Y or I. This is said by etymologists to be the Irish for
;

island

that I wasr aspirated

;

tions

a

little

the upper part of the circle, which is the same as in
No. 3. only the heights rnust be taken downwards, and
from the lower side of the falling mould.
No. 5. Shews the application of the face mould to
the plank, according to the following description. This
diagram exhibits the two sides and the edge of the
plank sketched out in one plane, as shewn for the ciris the plane of
cular sash-frame in a circular wall.
that of the edge, and Y the
the top of the plank,
under face of the same. Previous to commencing the
operation of cutting out the rail, the plank must be first
bevelled on the edge. In this case, for the lower piece,
it must be taken off the under edge, according to the
and
angle b' n h. No. 3. ; that is, the two planes
must form an acute angle equal to the angle b' n h.
Place the face mould No. 3. upon the plane W, and make
the chord line coincident with the edge AB, that is, the
Draw cd on
extremities of the concave edge to AB.
the edge of the plank, making the angle ^ c d equal
Having drawn the lines on
to the angley'x 6', No. 3.
the top, round the face mould, apply the same point
that was at c to d on the other side, and bring the chord
Then the plane of the
to coincide with the edge CD.
mould coinciding with the plane of the plank, draw
lines on the plank round the edges of the face mould
The lines being thus drawn, the superfluous
as before.
parts that were on both sides of the mould are to be
cut away, in such a manner as to form the surfaces of
a cylinder on both sides. The falling mould constructed at No. 2. must be bent upon the convex side, and
lines drawn upon that side round the edges of the falling mould. The superfluous wood must be cut off
from the top of the piece, according to the upper line,
by means of a square or right-angle ; but, in squaring,
the edge of the stock of the square must be always
placed parallel to the axis of the cylinder. The other
edge will be found by guaging the piece to its thickness on both sides, which is generally about two inches.
JOINVILLE is a town of France, and principal
place of a district in the department of the Upper
Marne. The town is situated on the Marne, and con-

name

is

now

W

X

tains several good houses, and some streets that are tolerably wide.
The church, which is an old building,
is a mixture of Greek, Gothic, and Norman architecture.
It has a handsome spire, all the ornaments of
which, and even the pillars, are covered with slate.
At the north end of the town, there is a neat bridge of

^

lONA,

I-t/ioti,

W

O N

3086' inhabitants.

tion of a cylinder, in the sam^ manner as in Fig. I.
and 2. as is plain by the small letters instead of the
large ones.
No. 4. Shews the construction of the face mould for

X

I

over the Marne, and there is a fine mall of
trees near it, on the banks of the river. A canal passes
through the town. The town contains 700 liouses, and

by Bede

also the Irish for the island

to

H'y

;

and

of tvaves, being pro-

nounced I-on, was by the monks readily latinized
Hyona. lona likewise appears on monumental inscripanterior to the Reformation ; but that
By
entirely lost in the neighbourhood.
some of the ancient Irish and Danish writers, it is designed the Holy Island; and its modem appellation

Icolmkill signifies the island of the cell of St. Columba,which does not seem to have been unknown to Bede.
This island is two miles and a half in length, by little more than a mile in breadth, and contains a super»
ficial area of about 1300 Scotch acres.
The surface is
unequal, rising into eminences ; and the most elevated
part is about 4C0 feet above the level of the sea. A
light sandy soil prevails.
Upwards of 500 acres are in
occasional cultivation, and afford abundant crops of
barley and oats, besides which, the pasture of the
island is celebrated all over the vicinity.
Notwithstanding the lateness of sowing the grain, harvest is
early in August.
Adamnan relates, that barley sown
in June, by command of Columba, ripened in the beginning of August, which, however, he ascribes to a
miracle ; and he alludes to the aburidance of fruit
Great variety of beautiful and valuable minerals are
found on Icolmkill, among which are a small vein of
coal ; and Mr. Raspe observed an efflorescence of cop.
per.
Fine white marble, semi-pellucid when reduced
to a thin plate, exists in strata of some thickness.
It
cuts fVeely, receives a good polish, and, except for the
loss of colour, which is converted to a yellowish cast,
resists the action of time.
There are extensive rocks of
sienite on the south-west shore, which will afford blocks
of any dimensions, of vivid colour, extremely hard, and
susceptible of a high polish.
Of this substance all the
remnants of antiquity, of which she shall immediately
treat, are constructed.
Rocks of beautiful serpentine
also stretch along the southern extrynity, of considerable hardness, an agreeable green clouded with .other
colours, and suitable for slabs or sculptures.
Its quality has been compared to that of the ancient serpentine,
but although masses of large dimensions might be procured, it would not be without much labour, on account of the solidity of the rocks. In the Port-nacuraich, a creek where Columba landed, there are found
nodules of nephriticus, called the Port-na-curaich stone,
from the size of a pea to that of an apple. These are
of a green colour, of a smooth soft appearance when
polished, and are made into trinkets of various kinds.
Many are worn by the Hebrideans as amulets, sometimes set in silver.
They believe that a certain charm
attends their presence, and they say that their colour

Iona>

JONES.
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JONES, John Paul. Chevalier of the French order
of Military Merit, and of the Russian order of St Anne,
a distinguished officer in the navy of revolutionary
America, and afterwards a rear-admiral in the service
of Russia, waa the aon of Mr John Paul, a respectable
gardener.

He was bom

at Arbigland, in the parish of

Kirkbean.and stewartr^- of Kirkcudbright, in the month
of July 17+7, and receivetl the rudiments of his educa-

The contiguity of his retion at the parochial school.
tidence to the shore of the Solway Firth, inspired him
with an early predilection for a seafaring life ; and
while yet a mere child, he hoisted his flag on board his
mimic ship, ami issued audible mandates to his imaginary officers aixl crew, with a'l tlie consequence of a leNor was he content with this.
gitimate commander.
A«

his skill in

manceuvring improved, he ventured to

the nautical knowledge of practical sailors;
and in the eager and confident tone with which, firom
the eminence on which he took his station, he thundered forth bis orders to the vessels which were entering the port at Carse-thom, might be remarked the ardent anu enterprising mind of one who felt that he waa
bom to future command.
At the tim- of which we speak, the town of Dumfries carried on a very considerable trade in tobacco
with America; and a* the Nith was not navigable to
foreign vessels, the cargoes were unshipped at Carsethom, near the mouth of that river. Tnere, from his
earliest years, Paul had opportunities of conversing
with mariners from the dncontcntcd cokmies ; and it
is probable that he thus firat iinb8Md that enthusiastic
attachment to the United SUtaa, mkI tko^ revolutionary principles, which tme mi aodeddBd an influence on

criticise

n

bis oooduct when he grew uptomaturity.andrventually
ltd him to renounce his allegiance, and raise his hand
against the country which gave him birth.
His partiality to a sailor's lif« was so determined, that
bis fricixb resolved to indulge it ; and accordingly, at
the age of IS, he waa sent across th« firth to White-

havcD, where be waa bound apprentice to Mr. Younger, a respectable mercbant in the American trade. His
first voyage waa made on board the Friendship. Capt.
Benson. His ooorse waa steered for the Rappahannoc,
and btrfore he had completed his 1 3th year, he had
buidcd on the shore of that country which he was destined to adopt aa bis own.
His home, while the ship
port, was the bouse of an elder brother, who,
hewnw married a native of that country, had previousHere his early pr« possessions in faly selmd tberr.
vour of America were can6rme<l, snd from that period,
he afterwards expressed hunseU to Baron Van dcr
Capellan. that became " the country of his food elco-

wm m

a

tion."

In the mean time, hi* intelligence and good conduct
acquired him the esteem snd confidence or his employer, who promised to give him a suhntantial pr«of of his
favour, by promotinx him to the command of a vessel
and he would have kept his word, had not the embarrassed state of his afiairs deprived himof the power to
doit.
Our adventurer, being at length freed from the trammels of apprenticeship, made several vajragcs to the coast
of Africa ; but he soon became disgusted with a traffic
which ha<l too long lieen the ditgrace of civilixed nations, and confined his services to the command of ves1 in a more reputable and legitimate com-

In the vear 1773, he went to Virginia to arrange the
aliirs of his brother, who had died there without leavVOL. XII. PABT I.
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any family, and about this time, in addition to his Jw".
he assumed the pal roiii/inic of Jones, J^l »^This
his father's Christian name having been John.
custom, which is of classical authority, has long been
prevalent m Wales, and in various other countries, although it is not practised in that part of the island in
which he was born.
This visit revived and rivetted the attachment which
young Paul Jones had conceived for America and in
spite of the native aniour and restless activity of his
mind, he re.-olved to withdraw from the vicissitudes of

inj,'

^

original surname,

;

a sea-faring life, to fix his residence in that country,
and to devote the remainder of his days to retirement and study. He was little aware of the turbulent scenes in which he was destined soon to perfornt
a part, nor of the conspicuous figure he was to make
in them.
The jliscontents of the colonists had by this time occasioned much commotion, ami their murmurs became
daily ileeper and more frequent, till at last they fairly broke oft" all conni-ction with the parent country.
Towards the conclusion of the year 1775, it was determined by Congress to fit out a naval force to assist in
the defence of American independence, and an anxious
search was mvie for friends to the cause who should
be at once able and wilhng to act as odicers on board
It now appeared that I'aul Jones had, in
their vessels.
his romantic schemes of tranquil enjoyment, falsely esWith dee|> intimated the natural bent of his genius
terest, he had watched the progress of those jKiliticai
events whidi were to decide the fate of his adopted
country and when an open resistance was made to the
dominion of Britain, he could no longer remain an inactive spectator.
Having only just completed lii.s :jt>th
yeir, lie was full of bodily vigour and of mental enerand he conceived that his nautical skill would quaify bira to be a distinguished assertor of the riglits of
f',y,
tbe cotoniats. He was immediately appointed firrt lieutenant of the Alfred, one of the only two ships belonging to Congress, and on beard that vessel, before I'liiladelphia, he hoisted the flag of independent America
with hi* own hands, the^firtt time U was eaer diMptautd.
In the course of a very active and successful campaign,
having found means to gain the confidence of the marine committee by his real and intrepidity, he had not
served many months before the president sent him a
csptain's commission.
In November I777i he aile.l for France in the
Ranger, a new sloop of war of 18 guns, with dispatchIt was intended that,
es of the victorr ot^ Saratoga.
" a* a rewsnl for the important services" which he had
already rendered to America, he should be appointed
to the commaml of the Indian, a fine frigate, just built
for Congress at AmsteriLim, and that the lUiiger should
but the American commissioners
act under his order*
at Paris found it their best |iolicy to assign this vessel
over to tlie King of France, and Captain Paul Jones
Having convoyed some
continued with the Ranger.
merchant ship* to (juiberon Bay, he there received
from the French commander the first salute that was
ever given to the flag of Congress.
;

;

F^iger to retaliate upon Britain for some successful
exploits of her sailors on the .American coast, and exasppra(e<l by the resolution winch the English government hsd token to treat all the sup|)orters of indefien-

drnce as

traitors

and

rebels.

Captain Paul Junes soon

af^er this entered the Irish Channel, and approached
his native shores, not as a friend, but an implacable

enemy.

On the

night of the 22d April 1778, he

2c

came
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to anchor in the Solway Firth, almost within sight of
the trees which sheltered the house in which he first

Early next morning, he rowed
head of 31 volunteers, in
two boats, with the intention of destroying the shipping (about 200 sail) wliich lay in the harbour of
Whitehaven. In this daring attempt he would probably have succeeded without difficulty, had not the
strength of the opposing tide retarded his progress so
much, that day began to dawn before he could gain the
shore.
He dispatched the smaller of the two boats to
the north of the port to set fire to the vessels, whilst
he led the remainder of the party in person to the more
hazardous duty of securing the fort, which was situaIt was a cold morning ; and
ted on a hill to the south.
the sentinels, little aware that an enemy wr.s so near,
had retired into the guardTr<3om for warmth, affording
.(ones an opportunity to take them l^' surprise, of which
Climbing over tlie
lie did not fail to avail himseVf.
shoulders of the talle.?t of his men, he crept silently
through one of the embrasures, and was instantly followed by the rest. Their first care was to make fast
the door of the guard-room, and their next to spike tlie
Having effected this without
cannon, 36 in number.
bloodshed, they proceeded to join the detachment wiiich
had been sent to the north ; and finding that a false
alarm had deterred them from executing their orders,
Jones instantly proceeded to set fire to the vessels withBy this time, however, the inhabitants
in his reach.
were roused, and the invaders were glad to retreat,
leaving three ships in flames, of wliich one alone was
destroyed.
Of all our hero's exploits, there is not one which re-

drew the breath of life.

for the English coast, at the

flects so much discredit on his name as that which we
have just now mentioned for, although it is lawful for
a commissioned officer to annoy the enemy of his sovereign by all possible means, there is something extremely revolting in the idea of a man's deliberately
stifling all his early associations, and availing himself
of his familiar acquaintance with the place of his youtliful enjoyments to effect its destruction.
On the same day with this adventure, another memorable occurrence took place, which contributed, for a
time, to add greatly to the odium which the first bad
brought on his character, but which, in the end, enabled him to prove that he was possessed of the most
In cruising off the
disinterested and heroic qualities.
coast of Galloway, it occurred to him that, if he could
get into his power a man of high rank and influence in
the state, he should be able, by retaining him as a hostage, to ensure to the American prisoners of war more
lenient treatment than was threatened by the British
government. Knowing that the Earl of Selkirk possessed a seat in St, Mary's Isle, a beautiful peninsula
at the mouth of the Dee, and being ill informed with
regard to the political connections of that nobleman, he
With
destined him for the subject of his experiment.
that view, he landed on the Isle, about noon, with two
officers and a few men ; but before they had proceeded
far, he learnt that his lordship was from home, and that
Finding his
there were none but ladies at the house.
object frustrated, he now wished to return ; but his crew
were not so easily satisfied. Their object was plunder
and as they consistetl of desperadoes in a very imperfect state of discipline, and with whom it would have
been dangerous to contend, he allowed them to proceed. He exacted from them, however, a promise that
they should be guilty of no violence ; that the men
should not enter the house, and that the officers, after
;

having made their demand, should accept of what
Jones,
might be put into their hands without scrutiny. These Jol'" Paulconditions were punctual ly»obeyed.
The greater part """""c""^
of the Selkirk plate was carried off ii\ triumph by the
crew, and Paul Jones was, for a time, stigmatised as a
free-booter but he nobly vindicated his character, by
taking the earliest opportunity of purchasing the whole
of it, out of his own private funds, and remitting it
safe to its original owner without accepting the smallest
:

remuneration.

National prejudice has misrepresented
and in order to heighten the popular
indignation against our hero, it has been common to
state, that his attempt on the person, and as it was supposed the property, of Lord Selkirk, was aggravated
by ingratitude, his father having eaten of that nobleman's bread. Nothing can be more false. Neither Mr.
Paul, nor any of his kindred, ever was in the Earl's
employ, or had ever the most distant connection with
his lordship or his family ; and in a correspondence
which took place betwixt our hero and Lady Selkirk
relative to the restitution of the plate, a most honourable testimony was gratefully paid by the latter to the
this transaction

;

Captain's character.

The day succeeding the two events, just mentioned, Paul Jones encountered the Drake, a king's ship of
20 guns, in Carrick Fergus bay, and took her after a
very brave resistance, in the course of which the Engand his first lieutenant were mortally
wounded. With this and another large prize, Captain
Jones returned to Brest, after an absence of 28 days of
very active service, in which, besides taking and destroying many valuable vessels, he had thrown the coasts
of Scotland and Ireland into consternation, occasioned
the Irish volunteers to be embodied, and obliged the
English government to expend considerable sums in
glish captain

fortifying the harbours.

A teazing period
lowed.

of hopes and disappointments folministry, to testify their good

The French

will to the United States, had promised to furnish Paul
Jones with a ship, in which, however, he was to display the American flag ; but, after various written memorials, no progress seemed to have been made towards the fulfilment of this engagement. At length
he determined to apply in person, and having gone to
Paris, he soon obtained the' command of the Due de
Duras of 40 guns. The name, however, he chang.
ed to Le Bon homme Richard, in compliment to the
wise saying of Poor Richartl, "If you would have your
business done, come yourself; if not, send."
In this
vessel, badly manned, and not much better furnished,
Paul Jones sailed as Commo<lore of a little squadron,
consisting, besides his own ship, of the Alliance of 36
guns, the Pallas of 32, the Serf of 18, the Vengeance of
12, and two privateers, which requested leave to sharethe Commodore's fortunes. After taking several prizes,
the Serf, the privateers, and at leng{h the Alliance, de-

serted

tlie

squadron.

The Commodore's good

fortune,

however, did not desert him. On the I.5th September,
he was, with his own ship, the Pallas, the Vengeance,
and several prizes, at the entrance into the Firth of
Forth, where they made every necessary disposition to
seize the guard ship, and two cutters, that rode at anchor in the roads, and to lay Leith, and perhaps Edinburgh, under contribution. The wind, which was fair,
in the night, opposed them in the morning.
However,
ori the I6th, the little squadron continued all day to
Firth.
At this time, a member of the
British Parliament observing them from the coast of

work up the
Fife,

and mistaking them for king's

ships, sent off a

JONES.
J<m«,
boat to inform the Commodore that he was greatly
•W>" '*"'• afraid of Paul Jones, and to beg some powder and shot.
-'
»
Our hero, much amused with the mesnge, sent him a
barrel of gunpowder, with a civil answer to quiet his
Fears, and an apology for not including shot in the prcNext morning, at day-break, every thing was in
lent.
perfect rcatliness to commence tlie engagetnent, and
two tacks more would have brought the stran;^ers alongside their enemies, when, at that critical moment, a
sadden gale of wind swept down the Frith, raging with
such violence, as completely to overpower them, to
•ink one of the priics, and drive all the rest of tlie
squadron fairly out to sea. By this failure, the cap-

—

tains of the Pallas

and Vengeance were

so

much

dis-
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Jmn,
approbation of Paul Jones' services, by
presenting him with a superb gold sword ; and a let- •^,°*^° ''^':
ter from M. de Sartine now reached the President of
the United States, requesting liberty " to decorate that
brave officer with the cross of the order of military
merit."
The demand was laid before Congress, and a
law having been passed on the 27th February, acceding to it, he was formally invested by the Chevalier de
la Luzerne, at a public fete given to the members of
that legislative body.
In April following, on the report of a committee, Congress passed a vote of thanks
to the Chevalier John Paul Jones " for the zeal, prudence, and intrepidity with which he had sustained
the honour of the American flag ; for his bold and successful enterprizes to redeem from captivity those citizens of America who had fallen under the power of
the enemy ; and, in general, for the good conduct and
testified his

'

heartened, that they could not be prevailed on to renew the attempt.
Continuing their cruise, after various adventures, the
squadron lutldrnly discovered the homeward bound Ral- eminent services by which he had added lustre to his
tic fleet, off Scarborough castle, e«cortcd by M. M. S.
character, and to the arms of America."
the Senpis, and the Countess of Scarborough. After
During the remainder of the war with England, he
a long engagement, in which Paul .Jones displayed the had no opportunity to signalise himself. After it was
isoat astonishing skill, intrepidity, and presence of over. Congress, as an expression of gratitude, caused a
mind, the Countess of Scarborough struck to the Pal- gold medal to be struck, with appropriate legends and
las, and the Serapis to the Bon-homme Richard, which
devices, to perpetuate the memory of his valour and
*
services.
latter ship was reduced to so shattered a state, that
next morning, afler' all hands had lefl her, she went
In 1787, the United States having ch.irgcd the Cheto die bottom.
The Serapis was not in much better valier with a mission to the court of Denmark, he set
condition, the Commodore having, with his own hands,
sail for that country in the month of November, and,
Uihed the two fhips tcwether, to prevent the enemy passing through Paris in his way, was strongly solicitfttun trailing hinmiy of his snpenority in weight of
ed to assume the command of the Russian fleet in the
metal.
Ttie Commodore now took the command nf Black Sea. Soon atter his arrival at Copenhagen, a
tbe Serapia, erected jurj-.masts, and with some difficourier, sent express by tbe Empress Catharine, conPaul .lones,
culty conveyed his pnzes to the Texel.
veyed to him an urgent invitation to St. Pctersburgh.
who never saffcred the interests of his fellow-citizens Although he saw many reasons for declining to en.
to be lost sight oT, exerted all hi* influence with the
gage in the service of that Potentate, he was flatFrench coart to have it arraiiMd that his prieonm tered by the offer, and felt himself bound at least to
shoald be exchanged agaiiut American prisoner* in
thank her Majesty in person. He tlierefure set out inEngland, and he oam|>leteIy iueoeeded. Dr Franklin, ftantly for her court by the way of Swetlen ; but, at
the nrinialer of the United state* at Paris, soon cfaecreil
f!reshclham, found the passage of the Oulf of Bothnia
his heart, by writing to him, that " he had then comblocked up by ice.
After several unsuccessfid attempt)
pleted the glorious work he had so nobly begun, by
to proceed to Finland by the islands, he conceived that
giving liberty to all tbe American* who thien huiguish*
it might be practicable to effect his object by doubling the
cd for it in England." On thi* occaaion, too, the King ice to the southward. The enterprise was formidable
of France directed his ambasaador at the Hagne to and altogether new ; but our hero was not easily daunted.
communicate to Commodore Paul Jonea the higli per- Without making known his intentions to his compasonal esteem he bore for hi* cfaaractor, oapocially for
nions, he set sail from Greshelham one morning very
his diainlarHtadDem

and humanitr.

early, in

an open boat about 30

feet long,

follow^ by a

Tbo oftrin of the Alliance bemg ordered to Paris little one to haul over the ice. TowaHs evening, hato aneirer (or Ua isaabardinatioa, P. Jonea took the
ving got nearly opposite to Stockholm, our adventurer,
ooBBnand of that wael ; but he now foieod himaelf pnductng his piMols, ordered the astonished boatmen
•oriiuucd with danger*. The Dutch wei* tamaoacd to pursue the mote which he had secretly devised.
te ddhrer

him up

to the rengflaaee of the EngUah gc^
a* a pirate and a rebel ; and they were most
rdvctantl/ eonabained to order him out to sea, where an

•UHMUl,

English aqtwdran

wa

aa their cartain prey.

-to pounce upon him

i>tanoe of a commisaion
from the King of Franoe would have saved him from
this dilemma, and the amhawMJoe tnm hi* most Christian majesty repcatedlv urged him to adopt that alternative, but he ttwoght his honour engaged to decline it.
He would not, at whatever risk, abmdoa the flag of
hi* beloved America. He, however, contrivod to make
hi* eaeqw, passing the Straiu of D^
the Itle
of Wight, before the very beards of t
h fleets.
„
Towards the end of 1780, our hero sailetl t'ur Ame_
ricB, in tlie Ariel, witii important dispatches, and iuv<te eneoantered in hb pe*We the Triumph, an Engran ryetl of 80 gWM, forcedher to strike.
A bftle belbre tliis time, the King of France had

Rctutance was vain, and lie was obeyed. All night
the wind was favourable, and they hoped to reach the
coast of Finland in the rooming ; but they found them•elve* opposed by an impenetrable barrier of ice. Neither was it possible, from the state of the weather, to
return.
The only resource was to make for the Gulf
of Finland. When night came on, they steered by the
aid of a pocket compass, lighted by the lamp of the
Chevalier's carriage ; and at the end of four days, after
having lost the smaller of tlieir two boats, they terminated a perilous and fatiguing voyage at Revel in Livonia.

The

Chevalier was graciously received at the court
Petcriburgh and, no longer opposing the wishes of the Empress, attached himself to her service, under this single condition, " That he should never be
condemned unheard."
He proceeded, without delay, with the rank of rear«

of

St.

;

I
Jones,
John Paul,

Ionian
Islands.
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command

of the fleet stationed at
admiral, to take the
the Liman, or mouth of the Dnieper, and oppose the
Turkish fleet under the Capitan Pacha. On the 26tli
May 1788, he hoisted his flag on board the Wolodinier.
His squadron was supported by a flotilla under the
Prince of Nassau, and land forces under Prince PotemOur limits forbid us to follow Admiral Jones
kin.
through this campaign. It afibrded him many opportunities of displaying his characteristic intrepidity and
professional skill ; but mean jealousy and malignant
He
cabals deprived him of much well-e.irned glory.
was, however, invested with the order of St. Anne, as
an acknowledgment of his fidelity ; and, on his arrival
at St. Petersburgh, he was told that he was destined
Disgusted, however, by
for a more important service.
the intrigues of selfish men, he left Russia in August,
1789, and never returned.
The remainder of bis days he spent partly in HolH^ collected a number of
land, and partly in France.
important documents relative to the public transactions
in which he had been actively concerned ; and, as if
he had foreseen that he was not to be long-lived, he
devoted much of his leisure to the arrangement of his
affairs, and to the preparation of papers, which should
exhibit his character and his services in their true light
He died at Paris of a
to his friends and to posterity.
water in the chest, in July, 1 792, having barely comHis funeral was attended
pleted his forty-fifth year.
by a deputation of the National Assembly, .",nd an oration was pronounced over his tomb by M. Marron.
Among the Admiral's papers were found Memoirs of
his life, written with his own hand;, a most interesting
literary production, which it is in contemplation with
his friends to present entire to the eyes of the public.
The above sketch has been drawn up from some of
(0. T. A.)
.the documents above referred to.
IONIAN lsL.\NDS, is the name given to the islands
in that part of the Mediterranean, between the coast of
Greece and the island of Sicily. There are seven detached islands along the shore, which are ranked among
the Ionian islands;. namely, Corfu, Santa Maura, Ithatogex-a, or Thiaki, Cephalonia, Zante, and Cerigo,
ther with several islets, extending from about 36^ to
400 N. Lat. and from 19" 30' to SS" 10' E. Long. But
this, perhaps, may be more properly considered a political association tiian an arrangement to be recognised
•

in geograpliy, unless it were restricted to narrower limits, where the juxta position of Santa Maura, Ithaca,
Cephalonia, und Zante, would naturally admit of it.
Corfu and Paxo are removed at a considerable distance

north-west, and Cerigo more to the south-east, with
few intermediate points of approximation. The number included under the general name of Ionian Islands
has been different at different times ; and there were
formerly annexed to the jurisdiction under which they
were placed five sea- port towns on the neighbouring
Bucintro, Gomenitza, Parga, Prevesa, and
continent,
Vonitza.
The climate of these islands is in general temperate ;
but, at certain seasons, the transitions from heat to
cold are so sudden, that the inhabitants are compelled
Copious
to use great precautions against their effects.
rains, attended by thunder, commence about the same
period ae winter in Britain ; yet roses blow during
Hot and scorching winds somethe coldest weather.
times destroy the vegetation ; violent squalls are continually felt in the channels separating their respective
shores ; and the hurricanes on the west and north-west

—

Climate.
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of Paxo have rooted up the olives, and obliged the
islanders to substitute vines.
All the islands are subject to earthquakes, which iTave repeatedly ^verthrown
cities, and buried their inhabitants in Vuins.
Scarcely
a month passes without shocks being experienced in
Santa Maura. Zante was almost totally destroyed by
one in 1790, and in the summer of 1811, several
shocks daily were common.
The sphere of their operation is not extensive, seldom affecting any but the
isles in the vicinity, or the neighbouring continent; and
sometimes it is confined to a single island exclusively.
They are also described to be undulations, rather than

Ionian
Islands.
IjT"

^

vibrations or concussions.
Water is scarce throughout
the islands.
There is no large stream or r^ver discharged into the sea ; and the inhabitants are supplied from
wells, or, in many parts, with cisterns excavated from
the rocks to retain the residue of the rains. Corfu, Extent,
v.'hich extends about 35 miles in length, and is esteemed the chief of the Ionian islands, contains a population of 60,000 souls.
Paxo, distant 8 miles south of
its extreme point, is 18 or 20 miles in circumference,
and has about -tOOO inhabitants. Santa Maura, lying considerably to the south-east, is about 50 miles
in circuit, and contains about 20,000 inhabitants. Ithaca is interposed between it and Cephalonia, extending
18 miles in length, and having a population of 8000
•

Cephalonia exceeds

the others in size
It
is
100 miles in circuit, or, following the curvature
of the coast, about 150, and its population is equal
to that of Corfu.
Zante lies 6 miles to the south of
Cephalonia, and is about 12 miles in length, and 30
in circumference, but more populous in proportion
than the others, as its inhabitants amount to 40,000.
Cerigo lies at the distance of about 150 miles from
Zante, in a straight line S. S. E., but farther by navivation.
It is about 17 miles long, 10 broad, 45 in circuit, and its population amounts to about 10,000 persons.
Antipaxo lies south-east of Paxo, the Strophades
between Zante and Cerigo, and Cerigotto to the east
of the latter.
Almost all the Ionian islands are of irregul.ir figure, Coasts and
presenting coasts which are rugged and of ilifficult ac- ''aibours.
cess, with several harbours for the most part insecure.
Towards the nortli of Corfu there is a deep bay, with a
narrow entrance, called Port Guvine, at the bottom of a
great road, which, in the year 1799, contained the Russian and Turki.sh squadrons.
Here it has been proposed to establish a naval yard, from the facility with
which materials could be brought to it at small expense ; and it is well defended by military posts and
batteries.
spacious bay nearly separates Ithaca into
two pai'ts. Cephalonia has several ports formed beside
its long peninsulas, but some of them are choking up
by earth washing down froin the hills, together with
the sand of the set.
Cerigo is begirt by rocks and
shoals, which are sometimes fatal to mariners, and the
navigation of the channels separating the islands from
each other, or dividing them from the continent, appears difficult and hazardous.
Some of the islands in the Mediterranean are of vol- Soil and
canic origin ; but this is not said to have been the produce,
case with those now under consideration.
large
portion of them consists of lime-stone.
There is a
quarry of grey marble in Corfu, and a vein of coal has
souls.

all

A

A

Petrifactions setm numerous,
the islands are penetrated by spacious caverns,
where the abundance and diveriily of stalactites exhibit most fantastic forms, resembling the works of art.
also
anel

been found there.

IONIAN ISLANDS.
There «re petroleum wells in Zante, near the shore,
about 10 miles from the city, which produces yearThe largest
ly 80 or 100 barrels of 150 pounds each.
ia about 50 feet in circuit, but only a few feet in
depth
and there are others at a short distance,
wherein the petroleum is continually accumulating;.
Sulphureous exhalations, and the frequent earthquakes,
denote unrnterrvpted subterraneous fires.
;

-ulture

iroUuc-

The Ionian i^tlands are in (general hilly and unequal.
The highest (ground of C'ephalonia rises SOOO feet above
the level of the $«a.
Much of the surface is rocky, some
parts stony, and there are fertile grounds interspersed.
The extensive plain of Zante, in particular, resembles
one continued vineyard, with patches in tillage or pasture, and ia the source of great wealth to the inhabitnta. l^e prindpal productions of the Ionian islands
cotton, honey, wax, oil, hareskins,
but, of the hrst, the quantity is not
nearly adequate to the consumption of the inhabitants,
who draw their supplies from the neighbouring continent, aa the inequality of the surface affords little
scope for thf improTnnents of agriculture. Neverthe-

are grain,

fruit,

and lambskins

;

less, every advantage is taken of the sniallest portions
of foil. Terraces are formed on the declivities, their
culture is carefully attended to, and rich harvests are
obtained.
Vines and olives grow univerMtlly in great
Inzuriance, and are the chief objects of notice ; the
first on account of their fruit for home con.^umpt and
export, the second for the oil afforded by them. The
grapM are t€ a diminutive kind, known in Britain,
when dried, by the name of currants, of which the
average crop is about seven million of pounds in Zante
alone.
In some years it is nine or ten, and has even
amounted to twelve millions. They are gathered eonewhat earlier than other grapes, and spread oat fbr
eight or ten days previous to neing packed ; but there
are instances of the hanreat being totally mined by rains.
Cephalonia produeca fire or six million poumb of the
same fruit ; Ithaca only 5.000 or 6,000 ; Cephalonia
likewise yields 80,000 or 90,000 pounds of honiey yearly : rnd, in the i<)and of Cerigo, it was computed there
were l,4»U beehtraaintheyear 1811. About 100,000
poamU of ootton of very fine quality are produced in
CeBhahmia. S,000 hare skins, and 5,000 lamb skins.
The fish on the coasU of Corfu, Paso, SanU Ifanra,
and some of the other islands, and large eeb CMiglit in
the inland pools afibrd a plentiful subaiatenoe to the
inhabitants.
Seals retreat to the caveraa of Zante,
where they are haatad tat the aakc of their skins. This
island seems ta be omi* infSHled with noxious animals
than the rest. A mmU kind of mnst^uitoe, whose bite
ia ixli siii i ly painftil, appears in myriads ; a species of
centipede, dncribcd as an inch or an inch and a half
in length, is said to inflict a mortal wound. A singuUr
spider is also much dreaded bcre, thoogh probably with
little reason, whidi, like some otiiers of the genus,
constructs a door with a binge, and lie* in wait behind
Its poiaon is reputed very active, and
it, for the prer.
tlwoaly ewe M the excision of the woundeil part. Scorntsia, liaarda, and aaaall snakes, are not uncommon.
BirAsof prey, and poultry in general, are scarce, nor are
tbei* XMoy of other specKs, cxoeptMrdaof paasage, and
water finrl anong the marshea. Mules are cinp!t>ye<l

^ricuknfa) operations, and horses and cattle arc
bnaglM from the continent. (!nats and sheep sre numetous in Cerigo and the wild animals of the islands
are foxes, hare*, and rabbits.
in

:

In rtoard to the products of human industry. Salt
an cnicd on to a ^eat extent in Corfu at
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three different places, Potamos, Kastrados, and Lgfkimo, or Dragotino, producing what is both of coarse and
fine qu.ility.

from w hich

The Venetians had 800 pans

at

Lefkimo,

Ionian

'

has been suggested lately, that very great profits may be derived
from its fabrication. Five or six thousand tons of the
same commodity are made in Santa Maura. Oil of olives
is expressed in large quantities in Corfu, Cephalonia,
and a small portion in almost all the rest of the
islands.
It is observed that the quality of the oil
depends greatly on the nature of the soil, and the mode
of manufacture. Thus, from the greater care of the inhabitants, that of Paxo is esteemed the best.
The oil
of Corfu is divided into four classes ; first, eatable oil,
which is selected from the second, the ordinary oil of
commerce ; thirdly, kernel oil, produced by passing
kernels a third time through the press, which is, in
general, 'of a chesnut-brown colour, and in a congealed
state.
It is of inferior quality, and serves for little eUe
than the manufacture of soap. The fourth kind is black
and thick, which is not put into casks until it has been
mixed with a third of kernel oil. Abundant harvests
produce towards a million of jars, or 250,000 casks annually in Corfu. About 2,5,000 or 30,000 casks of oil are
made in CephalAnia, commonly green and thick, and not
affording above 3,000 or 4,000 from that quantity of gooti
eatable oil.
Paxo produces only wine and oil ; Santa
Maura wine, oil, and salt. From 30,000 to 35,000
ca»ks of wine, both white and red, are made in Cephalonia yearly.
The red, consisting of 15,000 casks, b
dry and spirituous.
Of the remaining 20,000, there
are 12,000 of a^eeable taste, and 8,000 muscadel, onethird of which IS of inferior quality. In the same island,
S,000 or 4,000 casks of brandy are made annually and
there are two establishments for the preparation of liqueurs fromsromatic herbs and flowers. Two kinds of liqueurs sre likewise made inCerigo. As the cotton ofCeCbalunia is very fine, muslins equal to those of India may
e manufactured of it. Coarse cotton cloths ore likewise
fabricated here, and in the neighbouring islands, among
which is nankeen, used by t)M Venetians for clothing
fine salt

was obtained

;

and

it

^

;

their troops.
Silk stuffs, and carpets of goats' hsir for
the \'enetian gondola*, are nuule in Zante.
The trade of the Ionian isles is eitlier reciprocal among CommcKc.
themsilves, or foreign, with tlie Morea and Albania, or
with Venice and Trieste, and other ports of Europe. Ezpoitr.
They export their own produce and manufactures, such
as great quantities of currants, to England, the trade in
which has increase<l much of late years, including also
the prraluce of part of the neighbouring continent: .Salt
from Corfu and Sants Maura, chieHy to the Port of
Guro at the mouth of the Po. Trsffic in oil has been
more flourishing since the year 1802, and most part of
it is ex]>orted to Venice, from whence it is distributed
Brsndy is sent
to various cpiarters of the continent.
from Cephalonia to Trieste, and to Venice, Leghorn,
Cotton is c.irried from the same
England, and Russia
i*lan<ls to Zante, where it is manufactured into goods
suitable for turluins, and thence exported to ConstanThe honey is principally consumed at Venice,
tinople.
hare skins are sent to Corfu, and lamb skins to Trieste

and

.Senigaglia

The

im|)orts of the Ionian

and grain from the Morea,

islands consist of cattle '"?•"»•

in proportion

to the necesof the population. Pasturage is scanty in the greater
number of the islands. Paxo does not produce more grain
than is adequate to one month's consumption, and it remained a long time uninhabited, owing perhaps to its
Between iOOO and 5U00 peasants annatural sterility.

sities
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nually repair from Zantc to the Morca, for the purpose
of assisting the inhabitJints in reaping their harvests ;
and as their services are paid in grain, each returns

with several months provision for his family. A large
quantity of salted fish is imported, which meets a ready

There are likewise brouglit sugar, spices, drugs,
sale.
and dyeing materials, as indigo and alum ; woollen
cloths,' linen, velvet, and some other articles of wearing
BiU--iron, nails, and lead, are all in demand.
apparel.
Most of the imports of Cephalonia have been introduced through Venice and Trieste, and the Greeks trading
in colonial produce, are accustomed to repair t« Leghorn for supplies. A considerable number of vessels
belong to the Ionian Isles, particularly Cephalonia and
Ithaca ; but their commerce has laboured under many
restrictions, partly resulting from political circumstances.
Yet their position is esteemed extremely favourable for traffic.
They might be formed, it is said, into
a common centre for the commerce of Albania, of a part
of Thessaly and of Macedonia, as well as of Epirus and
the Morea.
They are situated in front of the avenues
of all the great communications between the interior of
the Ottoman empire and the western coast of Greece.
It has been remarked farther, that " since Venice has
become almost a neglected city of a continental power,
instead of being the capital of a trading republic, Corfu
may easily take its place with regard to Italy, and seize

on the commerce whicli the other nations of Europe
came to carry on for their own account in her ports."

The

Ionian islands being almost in contact with Greece,

means might be adopted to attract the commerce of its
provinces.
Thus new sources of wealth would be
opened up, and the government, as the population became more flourishing, would be the better able to preserve its independence.
Still it must appear very
doubtful, how far it would be easy to realize projects
of such magnitude, in territories where the resources
are so limited.
Inhabitants^

According to a return made to the French govern-

ment

in 1807, the population of the seven principal
the Ionian republic, amounted to
206',000 souls.
But some of them are greatly underpeopled, as Corfu ; whereas the nature of others v/ould
only render a greater supply of provisions necessary,
i.'lands constituting

were tlie population considerably augmented. It is
probable that all have been peopled from the Grecian
continent ; and it is said that the population of one is
known -to have been twice renewed. There is little
doubt that the manners of the inhabitants were originally those of Greeks exclusively ; but of later years,
and at present, they participate with those of the Italians ; nevertheless the lower ranks have retained the
customs of their forefathers more conspicuously. Their
dress is nearly the same as on the neighbouring continent, and their language is Greek ; while the higher
ranks speak Italian, use the European costume, and
preserve the same style of society. The Venetians, on
assuming the sway of the Ionian Islands, introduced
their own language into all the public acts, and it was
used both at the bar and in the pulpit, as well as in the
ordinary intercourse of life. But when this republic
fell under the dominion of the French, the Greek language was encouraged, ahd superseded in a great degree the dialect of the Venetians. We believe, that
two newspapers in Greek, and one in Italian, have been
recently printed in these islands.
The education of
youth, along with instruction in languages, was much
neglected under the former rulers, and was conducted
usually at Venice and Padua ; but several schools are

now

established, and men of considerable information
Ionian
Ulonds.
dwell in C'orlii, Ithaca, awl Zante. The^ islanders in
general are fond of shows and exhi^^itions they even ^'"Y'*
had an Italian opera, which maintained its place notwithstanding the war. But there is a great intermixture of eastern manners to be seen ; and amidst the restrictions of sociality, the women are so strictly watched in some of the islands, as scarcely to be accessible by
:

,

their nearest relatives.

The

population of the Ionian islands is dispersed in Popiflatio
nnd hamlets. The former some- =""' '<"""
times have the name of their respective islands, as Corfu, a very strong place, containing about 15,000 inhabitants ; Zante, which in every thing^resembles an
Italian city, containing lf),000or 18,000 ; Santa Maura,
containing 6000; and Paxo, containing 4000.
The
principal town of Cephalonia, Argostoli, has a population of 5000 ; Vathi in Ithaca, of 2000 ; and Kapsali
in Cerigo, of 4000 souls.
Strophades contains only a
monastery, which is a tower 90 feet square and 60 high,
defended by a battery of four small cannon ; and behind the gate, which consists exclusively of plates of
This moiron, is a draw-bridge with a guard-house.
nastery is inhabited by about 40 monks, the sole population of the island.
Parties of pleasure resort thither
from Zante ; but no women are allowed to land, nor
are any female animals permitted to be brought on
shore.
The dwellings of the inhabitants of the Ionian
islands are, for the most part, very much dispersed, and
few are collected together into villages. Churches,
chapels, and priests, are extremely numerous. Though
we suspect the truth may be exaggerated, Cerigo is
said to have 260 of the former, and 16"5 of the latter.
The Ionian islands are all celebratetl in the writings History ar
of the ancients, under the names of Corcyra, Paxus, i-olitical
Leucadia, Ithaca, Cephalonia, Zacynthus, and Cythera. ""i^it'on.
Some of them were independent states, and some subordinate to other governments.
In the fictions of the
poets also, they are stated to have supplied their reAfter experienspective quotas for the siege of Troy.
cing various reverses of fortune, under the authority
of the Greeks and Romans, these islands were subdued by the Venetians, who had for a longtime the predominance of maritime power in the Mediterranean.
Desirous of keeping them in a state of absolute dependence, a proveditore or proconsul was sent from Venice, who frequently paid more attention to his own
profit than the advantage of the people ; dissensions
were rather fomented than quelled ; and civil wars at
last resulted from the imprudence of the governors.
The fall of the Venetian republic subjected the Ionian
islands to the French, and notwithstanding the substitution of their democratic principles, attended by unfavourable impressions, for a despotic aristocracy, they
were relieved from an oppressive yoke, and by the aid
of a strict police harmony was restored. By the war
between France and Turkey, the French were expelled in 1 798, and the islands taken under the mutual protection of Russia and the Ottoman Porte in
1 800, under the name of the Ionian Republic of the
Seven Islands. But the contending interests of these
two empires opposed the permanence of this arrangement : a rivalry for pre-eminence arose among the
islands, anarchy was making rapid advances, and the
public safety endangered, when the aid of the Emperor
Alexander was solicited by the inhabitants. On the arrival of his troops, the protection of the republic was
transferred to Russia exclusively ; a constitution was
framed, and an executive government appointed.
several cities, villages,

I
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year 1814, proviision was made for new arrangements
and bj a treaty between Russia and Austria, Prussia and
Britain, signed at I'ariii in 1815, it wav agreed that the
Ionian Islands shouUI be recognised as an independent
•tate, and put under the protection of Great Britain ;
that the custody of the fortresses, and the command of
the amy, should be committed to his British majesty ;
and that a .Je of civil and political institutions, such
•• were aapposed most beneficial to the interests of the
islaadmb ahoold be frametL Theae terms have been
Mfiled; and very recently a deputation from the
ialwiihi I baa arrived in this country, in order to attain
the 6nal adSaMa«tt of all that remained to be carried
(c)
into execution mdvthc treaty,
IONIC Orinea. See
AacuiTCCTtu, VoL VI.
p.(
:v, (or as his naoM is commonJu
ly abbreviated, Ben) the dramatic poft, was bom
in the early par of the year 1 57i. Hit grandfather
family and fortuoe, originally set'
waa a man
tied at Amtandalc in Scotland, from which place he removed to Cariiale. and was aobaeqiMntly taken into the
enrlre of Henry VIII. HialSrthar, who is believed to
have been aboat the court, swflercd a lon^ imprisonBt nadar Qaew Manr, probably (or religion, aiul was
ivad of hia astate ; but became aAerwards ( a< Wood
na na) " a grave aaiaiater of the gospel." Uiir poet
paatMmotta child, and rame into toe world about
aaoMh alW hia blhcr'a death.
Hia aMtbcr, in aomawhat lata than two years after
the 4mtk of her fiiat IwibaDd, married a matter brick.
From this ttep-Ctther,
layar <f tha nana af Fowler.
it floold hardly ha eapcctad that our poet sbotild have
received • liberal education ; but there waa happily a
gent tuna friead, (whose name, however, is not raoordad,) who tant him at bit own espence to Weatounater
SckoaL At that scsinanr, Janton't youthful genius
to the guMoice of the dluttriooa Camd wcAhI hiB in anon thai one part of hia
aUndiM irilb
tnca and afcction to the
.

Cmt

.

I
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Mr. Gifctd, in Ua aoMira of thia poet, xiipnoKe*
ha left Wettmiaite about the age of . >
ha went htm thence at «a«e to the
The penmi who had hitbarto befriended him
for b«i, at Aubrey ia£orms us, an eshibitit..
bodge but whatever might be its value, it wa# tbuud
iaade(]U!)<r to h» support, and he waa obliged too soon
toj|ti
tr. from the inability of hia
_
to OSS'.
v long he continued at CoUafS
that
that

>
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>reantiine a new candidate for the sovereignty appeare<l in All, the Turkish Pasha of Joanina, who had long
He had gravzit a wishful eye on the Ionian islands.
'dually rendered hinuelf master of an extensive territory surrounding bis capital ; be had expelled the \'enetinns from four cf their continental stations, and nothing
was now more essential to bis security and aggrandisement than the completion of this favourite object, tie
beneged Santa Maura, and took an active part against
the Russians, whoae unfortunate war with France enabled the latter to resume the protection of the Ionian
Mpublic in 1807. The maritime superiority of Britain,
however, waa speedily interposed to intercept supplies
and reinforcements Santa Maura, besides, was regularly invested in 1810, and a French garrison captured,
though with some lots to the assailants. The reduction
of all
islands successively followed, until nothing
remaaiicd at the whole republic excepting Corfu alone.
On the restoration of general peace in Europe in the

not be known. Fuller says a few weeks ; but Mr. Gifford reasonably infers, from the expressions of obligation which he uses to the members of the university,
that his connection with them must have extended to
a much longer period.
It seems undeniable, however,
that poverty cut short the term of his education, and
that he returned from college to follow the vocation of
his father-in-law,
that of a bricklayer. Several stories
that have been told by his biographers about the manner of his leaving this occupation, turn out, when e.vamined, to be perfectly groundless. There is no trutli
in Fuller's account, of his being found by some gentlemen with the trowel in one hand and Horace in the
other, and of his " being mamtmized bt/ their boitiitif," to follow his ingenuous inclination.
Equally absurd is the story of his being tutor to the son of Sir
Walter Raleigb, and of his being sent home in a basket
whilst asleep with intoxication, by the witty contriVance of young Raleigh, an anecdote which Mr. Malone himself has been weak enough to repeat. Jonson's own account of bis early life is, that he could not
endure the occupation of a bricklayer ; and having enlisted as a volunteer in the army, went over to Flanders.
His stay in the Low Countries did not extend much
beyond one campaign ; he had however an opportunity
of signalizing his courage, having (as he told Drummond) encountered and killed an enemy, whose spoils
he carried off in the sight of both armies. From the
Low Countries, be returned with the reputation of a
brave man, a sunattering of Dutch, and an empty purse.
He was now about nineteen, and betook him^eif tu the
stage for support, at first as an actor, but undoubtedly
at no great oistance of time as a writer.
In the meantime, however, he was involved in a second afiair of the
sword, which was likely to have terminated more fatally than the first.
Having had a dispute with some
CerMtn, probably a brother player, be was challenged
y his antagonist to the field. Jonson kille<t his opponent in a duel ; but he was himself severely wounded,
and thrown into prison for murder. Durmg his confinement, he was beset by the artifices of a Popish
priest, who persuaded him to embrace the Catholic
faith, and it was not till twelve years afterwards, that
be was again brought back to the mother church. He
was annoyed also, during his impri>oi)nicnt, by the visits of spies, who mtut liave been employed about him,
no doubt, in ctmse^ucncc of his connection with the
Romish priest ; as in tliose days the idea of Popery
carried that of conspiracy along with it to the minds of
all tonnd and zealous Protestants. He does not appear,
however, to have remained long in prison. The prosecution for murder was probably dropt.
On his release, he thought proper to marry. He
was now only in his 20th year, and his means of supIt is
port cannot be supposed to have been affluent.
not indeed perfectly clear, whether he was at this |>criod merely an actor, or whether he wrote for the stage,
in conjunction with other dramatic poets, who had
been longer in the employment of the managers. The
It waa
latter supposition teems to be very probable.
nt that time the cuitom for theatrical managers to have

—
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in regular and permanent hire, who frequently
their talents in Uie Ikbrication of the same piece,

whom money waa

their abilities,

advanced upon the credit of
and the progress of their work as it waa

shewn or reported. It has been found impossible to
ascertain the namei of the dramas, in which .lonson
eserted his earliest efforts for the stage, either singly or
The firit piece that can be appropriain partncnhip.
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in the list of his plays,

is

the
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comedy of Every Man

had been popular, and had
been acted eleven times by Henslowe's company of
players, between the 25th of Nov. 1 596, and the 0th
of Nlay in the succeeding year. Before this period,
however, he must have written for the stage, both alone
and with others. The comedy of his youth was successin his

Humour.

Tliis play

1

ful in its first production.

The lofty tone

of defiance to

which the author assumes in the prologue, and
his subsequent alterations and high improvements of the
criticism

piece,

are eminently

characteristic

of Jonson.

The

prologue breathes all his personal pride, and discloses
the energetic ideas of poetry which he early entertainHis changes of the piece announce the still ripened.
ing progress of his taste and liis patience, to elaborate
and finish even what had satisfied the public judgment,
though not his own. The .«^cene of Every Man in his
Humour, had at first been laid in tjie neighbourhood of
Florence, and the characters wpre Italian. Jonson, in
altering the piece, made the scene and characters English, and rendered the whole effect more congruous
and native. The play, thus re-modelled, was acted in
1598 at the Black Friars, and Shakespeare's name stands
This peat the head of the principal performers in it.
riod, the year 1598, is that which the commentators of
Shakespeare have fixed upon as the era of Jonson's acquaintance with Shakespeare, an acquaintance which,
according to their account, commenced with an act of
kinilness on the part of Shakespeare, which was returned with ingratitude by Jonson. Mr. Gilchrist and
Mr. Gififord have on this subject answered all the charges of ingratitude brought against the memory of Jonson, with a shew of facts which appears to us to be decisive.
Ben Jonson was not altogether unknown to
the world in 1598, as Mr. Malone has asserted; he
was, on the contrary, very well known, and ranked
among the most eminent dramatic geniuses of the
time.
As such a pre-eminent genius, he is expressly
mentioned by Meares at this very period. He had not
indeed, as his cgnsurers tell us, (at the ver}' time when
they describe him as a person altogether unknown,) he
had not killed Marlowe the poet in a duel, and he had
not been young Raleigh's tutor; but lie was wellknown already as an able writer for the drama ; and
there is not a shadow of proof that he was indebted to
Shakespeare, either for his introduction to the players,
or for the extension of his popularity.
To anticipate
something in our account of this eminent man, we
conceive the readers of Mr. Gilchrist's and Mr. Gifford's respective vindications of him will be left without a doubt upon their minds, that the proofs of malice towards Shakespeare, which Jonson's writings are
supposed to contain, have been as falsely and gratuitously assumed as those of Shakespeare's ideal services
to Jonson.
His next piece was entitled. Every Man out of his
Humour, which was exceedingly well received. Three
distinct notices of Jonson appear in Henslowe, the theatrical manager's memorandum boov for the year 1599,
which are nearly contemporary with the appearance of
this comedy.
'The sum of 40 shillings was advanced
to him and Decker for a play, which they were writing
in conjunction ; a like sum for another, in which Chettle was joined with them ; and a third sum for a tragedy, which he was probably writing alone. None of
these are now extant.
His " Comical Satire (as he entitles it) of Cynthia's Revels," was acted in 1600.
Its
chief objects of ridicule seem to have been the ceremonious fopperies of courtiers ; and the offence which it

O J^.

we should have expected to have been in that Jonjon,
^'^"
quarter but the real enemies which it raised up to
Jonson, were his fellow-labourers for the theatre. Mar- ."'^'''"~
ston and Decker, who conceived tha^the principal personages in the pieces were designed to ridicule themselves.
His angiy rivals were concerting a plan of
revenge for this injury, how far it was real or imaginary we have now no means of ascertaining, when Jonson anticipated their attack, by bringing out his " Poet-

excited,

;

aster."

This attack upon Decker and Marston was favourably received
and its only disagreeable consequence
to the author, was the accidental offence which it gave
to some of the military and legal profession, who chose
to consider their callings as satirized by the poet.
It
appears, that from the persecutions of the latter he had
some difficulty in getting free. The Satiromastix, in
which Decker replied to the Poetaster, was rather an
angry than an amusing attack, and though its bitterness excited a temporary interest, it cannot be considered as having formed any reverse in the tide of Jon;

son's popularity.

About

this time, says his

biographer already quoted,

Jonson began to acquire that turn for conviviality, for
which he was afterwards noted. Sir Walter Raleigh
had instituted a meeting of " choice spirits" at the Mermaid, a celebrated tavern in Friday-street. Of this
club, which combined more talent than perhaps ever

met together before

or since, Jonson was a member,
and here for many years he repaired with Shakespeare,
Beaumont, Fletcher, Selden, Cotton, Cai-ew, Martin,
Donne, and many others, whose names even at this
distant period call up a mingled feeling of reverence and
Here were Jonson's wit combats with Shakerespect.
and in allusion to those joyous scenes of conspeare
versation, Beaumont breaks out in raptures in his letter
to Jonson
;

AVhat

Done

at tlie

Mermaid

So nmible and

tilings

have we seen

—heard words

that have been

so full of subtle flame,

As if that every one from whom they came
Had meant to put his whole wit in a jest.

Upon

the accession of James, he was one of the eirpoets who were employed to grace the public festivities that were exhibited in honour of the new sovereign, with appropriate compositions.
In those times,
the visit of the sovereign to any public corporate body,
or to any of his gentry or nobility, was generally received with an entertainment, in which the pageantry
was emblematic, and often accompanied with poetry.
Even when the sovereign was not present, there was
a poetical play of imagination in public festivities,
which is altogether unknown to the colder manners of
later times.
Jonson's reputation stood so high, that
few public solemnities were thought perfect without
For this assistance, it is well known
his assistance.
that our poet received periodical sums, not only from
public bodies, but from several of the nobility and genyear seldom passed without some royal protry.
gress, and corporate bodies were frequently encouraged
to feast their sovereign.
As these visits were irregular, and without much previous notice, it became an
object of no small importance to have a person always
at command, on whose abilities they could rely for an
entertainment that should neither disgrace themselves
nor their guests. Hence sprung the several pensions
which were regularly paid to Jonson, and which may
be considered in the light of retaining fees. His pension from the city alone amounted to an hundred noliest
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King Jtmei «*ems to have looked with

blej a-jear.

^

no ordinary degree of favour on the learning and ingenuity of Jonaon
but, at an early period of the reign,
poet was accidentally involved in a disagreeable af:'i;r. which did not seem to aueur that he should ever
He had taken some
i'o liie favourite poet of the court.
flight share, along with Marston and Chapman, in the
c'T nedy of Eatttiard Hoe; a play in which some satiri>
;] expresaions about the Scotch gave so much offence,
;

n<!r

(

Cnapnun and Nlanton were committed

to prison
autnorv.
Jonson, though he had no share
the
r'''en«iive passage, thought himself bound in honour to
ro the fate of his associates, and voluntarily accompanied them to prison. They were all speedily liberated, but not iieiore a report had gone abroad, that it
was intended to punish them by slitting their ears and
noMS. Had this barbarous sentence been passed, the
mother of our poet intended to have given him a poiFrom such
son, and to have drxnk it along with him.
a pemit, it has been justly observed, that he must have
derived no small share of that personal resolution which
'v marked his character.
(for we-need not stop to notice the dates
cit
u masques and entertainments) was first acted in
:6>i3, and unfavourably received.
In its first state, the
author himself informs u« that another hand had a
tiiat

as

m

its

'

O

S

nal:

Tbt stnks and

be anial fight with one of the two araiies
That then had near iudoaed him ; it pleu'd &te
To make lu the obiect of his dcspente choice.
Whocin the danger afanost paiied ttie honour.
And be mtg the day grew bUck with him.
And Fate dascsniiwi asanr to the eanfa,
Ai if dw OMSBt Uas As BBDW of Ihings
I'nder her winp, asd oaks iha woild her quaity.
At ttiis we iDua'd, idt ooe anall minute'i stajr
Had left it to be inquired what Kane was,
And. as we ou^t, aim'd in the confldenes
Of our gicat cause, in fbnn at battk itaad;
Wliikt CaiiHne eanc so. ooc with the (boa
Of any man. but af apobiicruin.
Uia eoun ltnanes was a dnl war itself.
And an bis host bad standing in their looks
The palnwsi at the death that wa* to come i

M

;

lisned till tdOS. It is remark-ibir, that it is not divided
it has neither exits
into scenes in any of the editions
nor entrances, and is. upon the whole, the most involved and puxzling (hama. in its internal arrangemrnts,
Sfjnntit has all the learning
that was ever pro<luced.
of Jonson, and it alio displays the peculiar force and
;

to

tiest
'.

times of the stage,

rfsrrirk attempt*

also from the nrglr<-t

which

it

benn

to e\(
;i the latter part of
the last century, but
is said to have been unsuccessful.
From what is recortlfd of his power of artin.' in Abel Dnnrrrrr Jf must

be supposed that

hi

Indeed, we c
to be at anv period

<

I

better v

ngly

mist.

-

'chy-

beli<..v

'(la* to

v taste

^

make the

Alrhi/-

1... .J....yi«M( has, indeed, been
unwelcome.
well pronounced in the words of Tate, * to be astonish-

wutt

—

has a full pnpulnr breadth of humour a vast
trtogth and well adjusted complexity of characters
and a rich minuteness of information respecting the
profiNiml maaoDcries of alchemy, that leave the mind
ing.

It

Tstc'i

VOL. >II..PAaT L

Prdks

is

nseds of Catiline being such

As

mm

vourite in the

by

;

good share in it but witen recast, with alterations entirely his own. it was again brought on the stage, and
It was not pubexperienced a much better receiitiun.

ed
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exhilarated

speaks like an
initiated mystic in alchemy, whilst he makes us laugh
at its exposed imposture ; and he exhibits so much
knowledge of the pretended secrets of the science, that
we feel as if he had taken to pieces in our presence
some curious automaton, which had deceived the eyes
of the ignorant with an imitation of life.
Catiline, which followed the Alchymist, was brought
out in Ib'l I. It was not, as Mr. Malone asserts, deservedly damned
it met, indeed, with opposition, but
continued on the stage until the civil wars. Whatever
may be the faults of Catiline as a tragedy, it has pages
of Roman eloquence, whicli neither deserves to be
damned nor forgotten. We allude particularly to the
speeches of Petreius, which are not, as has been rashly
asserte<l, mere translations from the classics.
That one
which begins with the following lines is wholly origi-

!

It has pasloAincM of mind that belonged to him.
sage* of great eloqoenoe, and a masculine tone of morality 1 but its merit is more historical and oratorical
We cam*, how.
than, strictly speaking, dramatic.
ever, (anno 1605) to the very brightest period of his
dramatic career, when, in the course of a few yean,
succcasiveW came out, his Volponr, at Far; his EpiThe ros
renr, or SiUnl If oman ; and his Alchtfmitl.
waa Urst acte<l at the Globe theatre in |f>05. It kept
the stage till the diiperoion nf the players by the Puritans: Was revive*! at the Restoration, and made its
last appearance in the life-time of the elder Colman,
bat nnfwtunately at a period when the dramatic taste
of the age was giving way. not to the hatred of the Puritans, but to the growing aifection of the public for
the exhibitinn of quadrupeds on the stage. The Epicme, or SH*»t Woman, also continued a popular fa-

N.

much amused with the learning, as
the wit and humour of the poet. He
as

Yci

As

cried tbej oat
if lb*7

Uke mltutcs.

would prec^atate oar

ai>d urg'd on.
firtes.

In the same year King James settled upon Jonson a
pension for life, of a hundred marks per annum.
This
nas been in courtesy termed his appointment to be lauHitherto, any one who
reate, and perhaps it was so.
chooe to write verses for the court, called himself, and
was often called by others, the laureate ; but the title
has since been confined to those who receive a pen*
sion.

In the

having

summer of

|6I8, our poet

made

a journey to

and

in the .\pril of the following year, after
resided for several months on visits to different

5>cotland

;

nobieinen and gentlemen who shewed him hospitality,
reserved his last visit for his poetical acquaintance WdFrom the record
liam Drummond of Hawthomden.
of his converaatioiu with Drummond, no pains have
been spared to draw matter of detraction upon his character. It has certainly been Jonson's fate to be calum>
His memory has absolutely been loaded with
niated.
persecutions sufhcient to shake the confidence of a
mind conscious of its own virtue in that justice which,
it is common to say, that posterity exerts towards the
rirtuous. At the late vindications of Jonson's memory,
who would not rejoice ? It is from no wish to cavil at
those vindications, that we beg leave to differ in some
pointa from the sentiments which Jonson's latest editor
and biographer has expressed respecting Drummond.
Jonson came to the house of Drummond, who took
notes of his conversation, and threw them into his ro*

Dukt sad

m Dakt.
St

Jonson,
Ben.

JON SON.
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without the slightest discoverable intention
'Those notes, howof ever givin/j them to the pulilic.
ever, were found among Drummond's papers after his
death, and they contain some \nifavounil)le reflections
on Jonson's manners and character. After he had tapositories,

ken those

notes,

Drummond

some

received

affectionate

from Jonson, and answered him with kindness
and civility. For this Mr. Gifford pronounces Drnaimond a cankered hypocrite, who decoyed his friend
under his roof, for the express purpose of defaming
him. as one who sat down complacently to destroy Jonand who, having framed a lison's character for ever
bellous attack on the reputation of a friend, kept it
carefully in store for thirty years, and finally bequeathed it, fairly engrossed, to the caprice or cupidity of liis
letters

;

executors.

This language is intemperate and unjust. Whatever
thought of Jonson," he was at liberty to
make a memorandum of it, anil that memorandum which

Drummond

he-made was, to all appearance, a private one. The
words, " bequeath, and fairly engrossed," are either
without meaning, or insinuate what is untrue. Mr.
Gifford does not know whether the notes were fairly
engrossed, (by which we generally mean very distinctly
written,) or very indistinctly scrawled. Nor can he, or

any man, pretend to decide whether they were left
the writer's papers by accident or design. Their
being found, implied no bequest of them to any one.
Drummond was apparently disgusted by Ben's propensity to intoxication, and by his arrogance. And we know,
from other testimony than Drummond's, that Jonson was
fond of his bottle, and could talk very loftily of himself.

among

Drummond's general private character is sufficient to
make us believe his testimony. After all, what he has
even privately recorded, as his own impression of Jonamount to its total condemnaThere are many men as intemperate and overbearing as Jonson is described by Drummond, for whom we

son's character, does not
tion.

find it possible to retain a consiilerable share of esteem,
especially when splenditl talet)ts accompany their foicannot believe that Drummond had the
bles.
slightest intention to decoy Jonson under his roof with

peradded to his indigence. During t)ie life of James Joiim
we never hf ar of .lon-on's poverty ; but, by the death
Bei
of that monarch in l6'J3; Jie lost a most-indidgent and "^^^C
liberal patron.
He was attacked, towartisthe end of
the same year, by the palsy, and his decaying constitution also betrayed a tendency to dropsy.
While this
decay was coming on, he wrote his play T/ie Slnpk nf
News. Though the language of this comedy is forcible,
and the satire well directed, its plot labours under the
same difficulties and defects as that of the plots of
Aristophanes, which the poet had in view, namely a confusion of real and alle<rorical characters. The gossiping
credulity of the age is, however, admirably held up to
ridicule. While his wants and infirmities were increas'
ing, he applied once more to the theatre, and produced his comedy of the New Inn in 1629-30. The
fate of this drama was, to be driven by his enemies
from the stage.. An allusion to the king and queen,
which was made in the epilogue of this play, awoke the
slumbering kindness of Charles, and he instantly sent

him a present of £

1 00.
The monarch also liljcrally acceded to our poet's petition, " that he would be pleased to
make the 100 marks of his father £ 00 ;" and he added, unsolicited, to the grant, a tierce of Canary wine.
Notwithstanding this accession to his income, his
1

circumstances continued to decline together with his
health.
It is acknowledged, that he was utterly devoid of worldly prudence ; what was liberally given
him was lavishly spent A dispute, in which he was involved with the architect Inigo Jones, contributed to
embitter his last days, in which it sppears that Jones
was at least as vindictive as the offended poet. Under
these melancholy circumstances he was employed in
writing his Magnelic Lady, which appeared in 16'32.
It was indifferently received.
There is, indeed, too
much reason for acknowledging the remark of Dryilen,
" that Jonson's last plays were his dotages." The
Tale of a Tub was his last comedy that was submitted
to the public (in 1633.) It was not liked by tlie court,
before whom it was represented.
The mantle of his

We

comic inspiration was now worn to thinness. Still,
with his faint and faultering tongue, he continued to
or that his me- pay his annual duty to his royal master, and to comthe view of detroying his reputation
mory deserves to be blasted for those remarks which pose occasional interludes. One bright and sunny ray,
says his biographer, yet broke through the cloud which
he never published.
In the year 1621, his Majesty, by letters patent, hung over his closing hours. In this he produced the
gave to Jonson a reversionary gi-ant of the office of Sad Slitpherd, a pastoral drama of exquisite beauty ; tlie
master of the records, to be held by him and his better half of which, however, was unfortunately lost
in the confusion that followed his death. This was apassigns for life, from and after the date of the deparently the close of his labours.
Among his papers
cease of Sir George Bue and Sir Joim Astley, the
present masters, or as soon as the office should become were found the plot and opening of a domestic tragedy,
vacant by resignation, forfeiture, or surrender. In con- on the story of Mortimer, Earl of March, together with
templation, perhaps, of his speedy accession to this of- the Discoveries and Grammar of the English Language.
His death took place on the bth of August l637, and
fice, James was desirous of conferring upon our poet the
he was buried on the gth, in Westminster Abbeyi in
honoiu- of knighthood. Jonson, who was probably well
aware that a distinction of this nature would only ex- the north aisle, in the path of squrae stone opposite to
pose him to farther envy, shrunk from the meditated the scutcheon of Robertas de lios. His friends designkindness of his sovereign, and persuaded souie of his ed to raise a noble monument to his memory by subscription, and, till this was ready, nothing more was refriends about the court to dissuade his royal master
quired than to cover his ashes decently with the common
from the purpose
.lonson derived no advantage from
While this
the reversionary grant which has been mentioned
the pavement stone which had been removed.
patent, towards the conclusion of his life, was suffered was doing, Aubrey tells us. Sir John Young, of Great
by King Charles to be transferred to Jonson's son. Melton, in Oxfordshire, whom he familiarly calls Jack
From the year 1616 to 1625, our poet's labours for the Young, chanced to pass through the abbey, and not
theatre were entirely suspended, although he produced,
enduring that the remains of so great a man shoidd lie
during that periml, some of the most beautiful of his. without a memorial, gave one of the workmen eighteenmasques and entertainments. Necessity at last drove pence to cut the words, " O rare Ben Jonson." The
him back to the stage. Profusion and thoughtlessness subscription was successful, but the troubles of the civil
had now brought him to poverty, and sickness was su- war prevented the execution of the monument ; and the
;

;

'
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money was retarnetl to the subscribers. Jonson in his
person was large and corpolent. He had, Aubrey says,
been fair and smooth lac«<l, but a scorbutic luimour

spices of all kinds, powder, lead, and cocoa nuts.
The
vessels of looria carry from 50 to 60 candies.
The
larger vessels are unloaded at a place about three miles

seems to have fallen at an early period into his face,
and to have seared it in a very perceptible degree.
Randolph the poet, and others of his admirers, traced
a resemblance in him to the head of Menander, as exhibited on ancient medals.
Jonson, whatfvcr hi^ last biographer may say of the
-s of his dis)x>sitions, was cercandour and
tainlr not end
-h the meekness and modesty
which are sometime* known to accompany transcendant talents, and which disarm the envy that naturally

from the town, and the goods brought to within one mile
of the fort by means of lighters
The value of the port
is about 30,000 rupees per annum.
looria is subject to
the Ilajah of Amran ; and a treaty was entered into between this place and the British government in 1808.
See Hamilton's Gazelleer.
JOPPA See Jaffa.
JORDAENS, Jacob, a celebrated Dutch painter of

-

follows the possessor of great genius.

Unfortunate as
he sometimes was, in being embroiled with hi.s contemporaries, he seems, however, upon the whole, to have

been more

fully

and

fairly appreciated in his lifetime

than he has generally been in the course of two succeeding centuries. He was deeply learned, and he wa»
laborious in the execution of his art.
An invidious
conclusion has been too often drawn, that because
he wai learned, he yra» pedantic; and that because
he wrote upon fixed principles, he must necessarily
be for ever stiff and artificul. But the scholarship
which he brought to our drama was in many respects
Bubaervient to the purest objects of excellence.
He
brought the truth and simplicity of the ancient stage
upon our own, at a time when our dramatic poeU had
»"•'"• t'ut extravagance and absurdity in the scenes
Perils of their pieces, which they generally
i.iv r, iiuin 'ome novel or romance.
His vein of humour was powerful and original ; his sente of moral
truth, keen an<l sa^acioua.
The latter quality of his
mind o(\en prrdoa fluted as the more dignified over his
humour, and tie would of>en sacrifice ludicrau* effect in
his pieces, to give them the iiern and seven graces of
discriminating cnaracter
r
^rerence, as well as in picG"!
'xiTi, iirojd, and prominent forms.
tiTTn
h<ivr a masterly conformation and their compii X
ir<
in
.>il]ii«*cd with the firmest unity of dcJoi) the stage is manly, though it is alsign
H
• Sorter
ino«t on!
lyrical effusions that we find

m

,

'

him ami

must, however, be demerits, that his severity of manner
to hardness ; that instead of intere>ting
incs treats us to abstract displays of
t-autiful.

.'i:

ri

It

character, which are neither amutheir exposure; and that he h»>

im his important characters. His
g< rhap«, the most delightful part
." :iT
In scogs and masques, and
iiitcrliuloi. hi. fiiKy ha* a wildncat and swectneas that
we should n<i« expect fr\^m the severity of bia dra(•
matic ta-te
<lee<l. that he is al.
way< free froii
.fit, but his language
is wrt;:hty with tliouglil. and polished
ilh rilgwin
Upon the whole, his merits, aAer every fair cMnction,
leave him in posMSsion of a high niche in our literature, and entitle him to be ranked (next to Shakespeare) as the roost important benefactor of our early
J
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town in Guzerat, situated on
very brisk trade is carried on
between
and Nfandavee, as well as other
pl"*e« oi:
of Culch, and occa.<ir>ii illv «iili
Bo«nh»y.
J he
export* are principally cf
«iC and hides, to the southern ports ; and (
garee cklth for' Persia and Arabia.
lu imports are

*«

'

'

seaport

A
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and allegorical subjects, and bacchanalians,
was bom at Antwerp in the year 1 ."594 Nothing- re.
markable concerning his jiarenlage has been preserved ; but at an early age ne became a pupil of Adam
Van Oort, a native of the same city, who died in 1641.
Van Oort was a man of irritable temper, and coarse and
forbidding manners, whereby he not only lost the regard of his pupils, among whom was the famous Ruhistorical

:

bens, but forfeited the esteem of his friends.
Jordaens,
however, from his own mild and pacific disposition,
could accommo<late hinriself to the caprice of his master,
to which also an attachment to his daughter is supposed to have contributed.
He married her soon al\er,
and henceforward began to apply with all possible assiduity to his profession.
Sandsrart indeed, in his Acadrmia Sobiluximae Arlis Piclorite, seems to infer, that
it was perhaps to that sedulous attention which always
distinguished him, that he obtained so much of Van

Oort's favour.
Jordaens speedily employed his pencil on subjects
both sacred and profane, an well as those of his own
compoaition.
Among the earliest specimens of his art,
was a painting of the Satyr from AUop's Fables, who,
having entered a peasant's cottage, retreated in disgust
on seeing him blow hot and cold with the same breath ;
and thU work gained such celebrity, that it was engraved by Luca V'astermann. Next he painted Christ on
the Mount of Olives, l>etrayed by Judas, and bound by
the Jews, while Peter with his iword struck off the
'i servant: anight«rene,
ear o<" ^'
admit.i
now began to l>c drawn
.

.

.

between J unUcns and Kubcii* and the mo«t skilful,
who were inclined to bestow the palm of invention on
;

the latter, aicribed the stricter representation of truth,

and more forcible expression, to the former
I'erhai
Jordaens bad not equal opportunities of studying
moat celebratetl works ; for although he always entertained a strong desire to visit Rome, the circumstances
attrniling on his marriage prevented him.
Rubens waa acmstoroed to employ many other ar-

X

tists in assisting him to complete his works, as they
gained access to him, for the purpose of receiving instruction.
Jordaens appears to have l>cen of this number.
It is said, that Rubens occupied him for a considerable time in painting designs for tapestries in dis-

temper after bis own sketches; and Sandsrart affirms,
that he was engaged by the King of Spain to execute
some tapextnes for the royal palace at Stadrid, a work
which he finished with wonderful eleg.ince but that
himself to this style, he weakened his
by
J addicting
.».
?
own knowledge of the principles of colouring, and
eiifcthleJ the tints whereby he so accurately represented nature.
Rubens being then the most flourish;

'

.

ing painter of the age, is accused of entertaining great
i!<ii>.v of his talents, and of havini; taken that meclepreciate them
but independent of this, be.,.,. ...t.on.'tistent with the general character of that eminent artist, the works of Jordaens, executed at an ad'•..

•

;

Jopps,
Jordaens.

J
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vanced age, are considered to be not inferior to those
^f Rubens hiinseH', in the very points wherein his
^"""Y""^ master is supposed to liave wished his deficiencies to be
most prominent.
Jordaens worked with so much ease and expedition,
that all Belgium began to be full of his paintings. He
completed a fine representation of Pan and Syrinx,
who was metamorphosed into a reed, within six days,
though the figures were as large as life. A painting
of Satyrs carrying cornucopia of fruit and grain, apparently of the same description, is equally celebrated for
He execuits harmonious proportions and colouring.
ted paintings for a banqueting- house for the King of
Sweden ; and another work for his native city, wherein
a vast intermixture of mankind and animals was introduced. Jordaens was much employed in painting altar-pieces, many of which are yet preserved throughout
Jpidacnf,
Jordon.

the Netherlands.
This painter during his whole life was in constant
occupation ; but it is owing to the remarkable expedition with which he produced them, that the public are
in possession of so many of his works. He is said never
to have left his native city ; and he died there in the
year 1678, aged 84.
Jordaens was of a cheerful temper, and of a disposition
particularly friendly and affable, and he enjoyed much
gratification in the society of his friends.
His industry enabled him to accumulate considerable wealth.
He ranked high in his professional art ; and he is
thought to have carried the precepts of Rubens farther
than any of his other pupils, Vantlyke excepted. His
compositions are full of taste and effect ; his style brilliant and harmonious ; and his designs are peculiarly
characterized by truth and accuracy.
He was most
skilful in giving relief and rotundity to his figures
and from the nature of their execution, he is supposed
to have studied the objects in candle light, or bright
sunshine.
For a free and spirited touch, no painter is
accounted his superior. Yet Jordaens had conspicuous
faults.
His design, though distinguished by accuracy,
is deficient in taste.
He is charged with grossness of
subject and form, and with images of low and common life. Jordaens, however, must be considered a
great painter ; for his beauties in every piece predominate over his imperfections, (c)
JORDAN, a celebrated river of Asia in Palestine,
which has been venerated from the most remote ages
by Jews, Christians, and Mahometans. No river in the
whole universe perhaps has attracted so much notice,
the Ganges excepted ; yet both its source and its efflux have proved the most embarrassing problems to
modern geographers. Even the ancients themselves
seem to have laboured under considerable difficulties
regarding them. This is the largest river in Palestine.
Its name, according to Reland, ought to be read Jorden in Scripture ; it is called Jarde by the Jews ; and
Sc/ierem by the Arabs. St. Jerom affirms, and many others
have followed him, that it rises from two sources, a mile
asunder, the one called Jor, the other Dan, and that the
name Jordan is compounded from them after the formation of the river by their union.
Some authors interpret Jordan the river ofjudgvient.
There is a mountainous and nearly uncultivated district called Hasbeia, at the foot of Mount Hermon, or
Jebel Skeikb, among the mountains of Antilibanus, containing a town of the same name, situated on a steep
.

Not far distant are various streams, to
which the source of the river is indefinitely ascribed.
But that which seems to be so witli greatest certainty
declivity.

'
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the river Hasbenay, about half a league west of the
town of Hasbeia ; for Europeans reject the opinion of
the inhabitants of the "country, that il is the stream

is

Tellkady.
Hasbeia is situated li^e leagiies south of
Rascheia, and apparently at no great distance from
Panias, or Baniass ; but the geography of this part of
Syria and Palestine is so obscure, that we are unable to
point out the exact position of these places by positions
well determined.
The ancients believed, that the ample source of the river of Baniass, which springs in the
vicinity of a remarkable rock, was that of the Jordan.
According to others, however, the river rose from the
small lake Phiala, now called Birkel-el Ram, two leagues
east of the town ; and Josephus relate^ that Pliilip the
Tetrarch threw a straw into it, which was absorbed, and
discharged at what may be supposed the source of the
river of Baniass.
All these facts illustrate the difficulty of ascertaining the truth.
Near Banias, it is evident that several small streams contribute their waters
to form the Jordan, which about three leagues below
the town expands into a small marshy lake, which i»
enlarged or diminished by the melting of the snows in
the mountains, or the evaporation occasioned by the heat
of summer. This lake is the Samachonitis of the ancients, and the waters of Merom of Scripture, and the
Bahr el Houly of the moderns. Its circuit when full dees
not exceed 7 or 8 miles, and at times it is almost dried
up.
The river, now considerably enlarged, issues from
it with a turbid stream, which is soon purified, by passing over a rocky bed, wherein its mud is deposited.
About a mile from the lake, it is crossed by an ancient
structure called Jacob's Bridge, consisting of three
arches, built of basalt, in good preservation, which is
said to derive its name from Jacob having returned by

from Padan Aram. This bridge is the mutual boundary of the Turkish Pachalics of Damascus and Acre ;
and at each end is a fortress, occupied by the troops
of the respective pachas but both were dilapidated by
the French troops when they invaded Syria.
Here the
it

;

is 61' feet wide, its current rapid and boisterous ;
but a modern traveller says, he found its breadth 35
paces in January.
Indeed, in considering the dimensions ascribed to this river, too little attention is paid
to the measures of different nations, as well as the season of observation ; for there is sufficient reason to conclude, that it receives large accessions from the melting
of the snows. Here the banks of the river are finely
wooded by trees, chiefly of the species Plalanus; and
the country becomes wild, mountainous, and entireThirteen miles lower, the river passes
ly basaltic.
through the beautiful lake Tiberias, or the Sea of Galilee, IS miles in length, and issues from its southern exIt now enters a
tremity in a stream 40 paces wide.
fine plain called Al-Gaur, or El Gor by the Arabs, and
soon after receives a considerable river, the Scheriat
Manatlra, formerly calletl Hieramack, or Jamuk, from
the east, some leagues below the lake. The Scheriat Manadra is crossed by a bridge of five arches, which
indicates that it is of considerable size ; and at the west
side there is a very spacious fortress, with a small garrison. Apparently the principal accessions to the Jordan
are henceforward from the east; but few of them are disSome inconsiderable streams flow
tinctly ascertained.
from the west. Below the Sclieriat Manadra there is the
Wady Musch, which is discharged into it opposite Beisran, or Scythopolis, from the east ; and still lower the
Serka, which is the Jabok of the Jewish historians, and
the boundary of the country of the Amorites. Between
the confines of Syria and Arabia, the extensive valley.

river

Jotd
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According to Thomson it is 76 feet;
fierent nations.
Chateaubriand calls it 50 paces but .Shaw, who probably has been more minutr, remarks, that excepting
the Nile, it was by far the largest river be had seen in
the Levant or Barbery ; however he did not estimate
it at above 80 yards wide, an<l three deep close to the
brink ; tberefin* eonbining the rate of its cour*e with
tttsixc, he caleulatwi that it would discharge six mil*
Uona and ninety ton* of water dady into the Dead Sea.
The natural biatorr of the Jonian ia not well exllbinKi, and there are' few geohycal iUnitratioiM of the
ooanlry which it traverseak LuattUnt, baMliee, diftmtnt Mtta, and aaphahum, Mcm to be the more rearkable substance*. The bank* in some place* are
traody, and abounding in reeda, from which the Arab*
obtain material* for toe ahaft* of their lancca and aiv
;

row*

;

and the Turks employ tlw more alender

kindfl

Wild beasu and gmam are wceadingly
for writing.
plentiful around Baniaa*, and the huBtamCB Mt ftrc to
the reeds on the confine* uf the lake flMWachwiille, to

bMeU

Lioiu^ ti.
from anoog thwii
gem, and bear*, dcacend from the
tain*, to whidi moat be added many other
animJkU of prey. Chateanbriaad fimnd the water* of
the Jonka bmcriah; but though he drank a great
ooantity, h« aaAnd no injary.
They bold in soluDon the aame ingndienti aa the Dmi Sm, but in very
maU portion*; nor i* (Me wii ri sing, con*idering that

dialodge the wild

It is rethere are calt stream* in the neighlx>urhood.
lated inScripture.that a bitter stream, which ran through
the plain of Jericho, was converted bythepcopbet EliNotwith*
jah to a limpid brook t<i fertilize the fidd*.
iMrfiiig the mineral impregnation* of the Jordan, it
aonUina plenty of fi*h, which are u etiiiiea carried
down to the Dead Sea, where they pnvh. It i* genelally undrrstooii that the water* of thi* aea are alike
paniJMuus to animal and vigiilabi* life. Troilo alKnns
tlMtheha* collected the dead iahcs as they were thrown
•a the bank* ; but Cbatraubriand, ha\in>; encamped on
k* bank*, heard a noiae towards midoight, which his
aiatts from Bathlahem aa*«red him " proceeded
|i0M cf Kill* Aibw leapiag toward* the •bore."

m
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boancled on each side by lofty chains of mounUins,
contains in its centre the JonUn, now pursuing; a languid course through the space of 75 miles, from the
lake Tiberias to the Dea'l Sea, into which it rolls the
volume of its waters. The total course is about I'io or
130 miles. But the intermediate country in the latter
part of it, it almost hb little known as tliat approxiraa*
ting its source ; and no modem traveller, except Hasaelqui«t. seems to have beheld the efflux of the river,
whose observations are restricted to its having there
thrown out a quantity of willow. Probably he traversed the plain uf Jericho to the Dead Sea, extending
•bout three leagues in length, as he aavs that it is in
general barren and level, with ^ome small rising grounds
intenpened ; that the soil consists of greyish sandy
day, to ioote that the horses sunk up to the knees in
it ; and that the whole surface of the earth was covered
with salt, the Mine aa in Egypt. All computations of
the size of the Jordan, are taken from its appearance at the distance of several miles from the mouth.
It there appears dull and turbid, flowing at the rate of
about two miles an hour. .So many discrepancies prevail in the-account» of travellers regarding its breadth,
that the only mode of reconciling them, is to suppose
that it dues not continue uniform for any considerable
ipaoe, that their observations were made at different
MMOIM, and have been given in the measures of dif-

It is

said that the peculiar quality of the

Dead Sea

derived trom a great muuntiiin towards the southwest extremity, composed of numerous strata of sal
gem, and that from a high rock, probably not dist.nnt from the mountain, an island of considerable extent may be discovered.
But whatever be the physical nature of the waters
of the Jordan, the credulous have conferred on them
the property of washing away sin.
Originally this
river only served for the necessities of the human
race, and as a boundary to the restless tribes of the
Jews ; but it was viewed with peculiar veneration by
succeeding generations. While the Christians had possession of Palestine, during the Crusades, its waters
were carefully transported to Kurope for the purpose
ot baptizing the families of Potenutes.
The Jordan
is yet a place of great resort to those troops of pilgrims who continue to visit the Holy Land, and they
endeavour to bathe in the very spot where our Saviour
was baptized by John. The pilgrims desire total immersion but the female part of them only strip to
their under garments, and have the water poured on
their heads.
The Greeks bathe at a place three or
fuur miles distant from the other Christians, on account of a dispute concerning the precipe site of the
sanctified spot.
It appears that, inclependent of other
times, an annual excursion for bathmg takes place
on Easter Monday, when all the pilgrims, men, women, and children, leave Jerusalem in a great caravan, with the governor of that city at their head.
The road leads past several places mentioned in Scripture ; among which is the city of Jericho, now an inconsiderable village. About half a mile from the river there
is a ruinous convent, de<licated to St. John, up to which,
according to tradition, it formerly flowed ; but modem
obcerver* consider the fact improbable, from the height
and ateepnc** of its present banks. The pilgrims de•eand to a place still lower, yet tlieir immersion i*
not aooompliahed without danger ; and there are in•tance* of many, who bad entered the river incau*
tiou<ly, being carried away and drowned.
A tax is irapoaed upon each on the way to the river, and something
u al*o eiacted by the governors on their return. In
the year 1807, fifteen hundrecl pilgrims visited Jerusalem; and bathing in the Jordan is always one of the
princtpal abject* of pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
See
is

;

Mariti. Fimggi, torn. iii.
Shaw'* Travels, p. 374. Pooocke'* Detcnpliom
qf lit East, vol. ii. p. 72. Thom•oo'* TrmtiU.
Hamekiuiat'* TraveU. Volney lot/.
ag0i, torn. iL p. 879.
Chateaubriand,
La Roque, Vot/age en SyrU. (c)

JOSEPHL'S,

Vor/agtt, torn.

i.

the Jewiah historian, was bom in the
year of the reign of Caligula, A. D. 37, and wa»
deaoeoded tnm one of the noblest families in Judea.
Hi* father llathia* wa* sprung from one of the principal branches of the race of the priests, and his mother
Irom the royal blood of the Asmoneans or Maccabees,
who bad held, for a camiderable time, the supreme authority among the Jews.
He speaks rather boastingly
of his early proficiency in learning ; and professes to
have been able, at the age of fourteen years, to confer
with the principal men of Jerusalem on the more intricate points of the law.
At the age of sixteen, he united
himself with a celebrated Essenian philosopher, sharing, lor the space of three years, in all the austerities
•f hia sect ; but, at the end of that perio<l, he returned
to Jerusalem, and attached himself to the sect of the
Pharisees.
In the 26th year of hu age he mode a voyage to Itome, in order to employ his influence in behalf
first

Jordan.
Josephus.

.1
Ji>scphus
II

Ipliicrates.
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of certain priests of his acquaintance, wlioni I'einx had
sent thither to take their trial before the Emperor. He
^,gg shipwrecked on his way in the Adriatic Sea; and
was one of 80 out of GOO, who were saved by a vessel

of Cyrene, which providentially came in sight after
own had pone down. Upon latiding at Puteoli,
he became acquainted with one of his countrymen, an
actor of plays, and a favourite of Nero, through whose
interest he was enabled to accomplish the object of l)is
After his return to Judea, he found the naiourney.
tion in general ripe for an insurrection against the Roman government, and exerted his utmost endeavours
to dissuade his fellow- citizens from so desperate an enUpon the breaking out of the war, he was
terprize.
appointed to the chief command in Galilee, where he
distinguished himself by his able and prudent management of affairs, in aperiod of general insubordination.
Upon the arrival of Vespasian in that quarter, he was
unable to withstand the Roman Ifegions, and was closeAfter a resolute
ly besieged in the city of Jotapata.
defence of seven weeks, he was compelled to take refuge, with forty of his most determined followers, in a
cave, where for some time they endured the greatest
privations ; and at length, seeing no prospect of escape,
adopted the resolution of putting one another to death,
Finding it imrather than surrender to the Romans.
possible to divert his companions from their desperate
pnrpose, he persuaded them to decide, by drawing lots,
till at
the order in which they should be put to death
last only he and another remamed alive, whom he prevailed upon to submit with himself to the conquerors.
He was highly favoured by Vespasian, whose future
accession to the empire he had confidently foretold
nor was he less kindly treated by Titus, whom he attended during the siege of Jerusalem, and from whom
he obtained the freedom of many friends and acquaintHe acances at the destruction of the Jewish capital.
companied his patron to Rome, where he obtained from
the Emperor an annual pension for his support, and
was also honoured with the privilege of a Roman citizen.
He experienced similar protection under Titus
and Domitian, and enjoyed full leisure for the prosecution of his literary labours. He wrote, in Greek, " The
History of the Jewish War," in seven books, which
Titus approved by his own signature, and commanded
to be placed in the imperial library ; " the Antiquities
of the Jews," in twenty books, in which he has accommodated the sacred history too much to the taste of the
Gentiles, from a wish to recommend his unhappy countrymen to the tiavour of the Greeks and Romans ; " Two
Books against Appion" of Alexandria, an enemy of the
Jewish people ; " An Account of his own Life ;" and
" A Discourse on the Empire of Reason," or the martyrdom of the Maccabees, which is esteemed the most
eloquent of his works.
He proposed also to compose a
treatise on the Jewish opinions and laws, which there
is no appearance of his having ever accomplished ; and
in which he was perhaps interrupted by his want of
encouragement under Nervaand Tr,ijan, and his removal frome Rome to Judea, which seems to have taken
place between the 56th or 60th year of his age.
their

;

He was a man of great learning, singular abilities,
and reputable character and, in what regards the trans;

actions of his own times, may be considered as an impartial, accurate, and candid historian.
The best edition of his works is that by Havercamp, published at
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IPSWICH, formerly GiprESWicii, is a burgh town Ipswidi.
of England, and principal town of the county of Suf- ^^^-""^
folk. It is situated on the si(Je of a hill, on ll'e northern
bank of the river Orwell, and is abou^one mile long,
and 3-4ths of a mile broad, forming a portion of a circle
roimd the bend of the river. The town is ancient, but
well built ; and the principal streets are clean, and well
paved and lighted. .Some of the houses are adorned,
both externally and internally, with carved and stuccoed devices. The principal public buildings and establishments are the town-hall, the shire-hall, a new
county jail, a palace belonging to the bishop of Norwich, an hospital, a market place, a custom house, and
a good library. The town-hall, whieh w^s formerly
the parish church of St. Mildred's, is a very ancient
building ; and adjoining to it is a spacious council,
chamber, with kitchens, &c. underneath. I'he walls,
and the brick gate- way, are all that remain of Wolsey
college, the site of which formerly comprised about six
The market-place, which is large
acres of ground.
and commodious, was finished in 1811 from the designs
of Mr. Brown. It consists of a series of buildings, on
arranged round two quadrangular courts, and
£10,000.
The county gaol is an admirable building. Its
boundary wall, which encloses Ij acres of ground, is
20 feet high The prison consists of four wings, having
spacious courts, about 75 by 45 feet, and three smaller
These different courts are
ones, about 44 feet square.
seen from the keeper's house in the centre of the prison, from which there is an avenue 98 feet long to the
turnkey's lodge, upon the top of which the executions
take place.
The house of correction has an airy situation near the burgh gaol, and has a boundary wall 17
feet high, and three court yards, each 50 feet by 30.

pillars,

cost about

Besides these public buildings, there is the town and
borough gaol in Matthew Street, chapels for the Unitarians and Anabaptists, an assembly-room in Tavern
Street, a custom-house on the quay, which borders the
Orwell, and a handsome stone bridge, connecting the
town with .Stoke Hamlet.

Besides three charity schools, Ipswich has a school
on Lancaster's plan, which was opened on the 8th July
1811 with 200 boys.
There are at present twelve parish churches in Ipswich, viz. St. Clement, St. Helen, St. Lawrence, St.
Margaret, St. Mary at Elms, St. Mary at Kay, St. Mary
at Stoke, St. Mary at Tower, St. Matthew, St. Nicholas,
The monastic establishSt. Peter and St. Stephen.
ments were once numerous, but nothing more than their
names have been preserved.
About a mile from the town is a good race course,
which was sold in 1811 to several private individuals;
andextensivebarracks, capable of accommodating 10,000
or 12,000 men, have lately been erected for infantry
and cavalry.
Extensive manufactories of broad-cloth and sailcloth, were formerly carried on in this town, but they
have long .since declined ; and malting, and spinning
for the merchants of Norwich, are the only ones which
The <.hief trade of the town, which is
are carried on
still considerable, consists in malting and corn, and has
the accommodation of a port and a quay ; great quantities of wheat, and other grain, are annually shipped for the
London market ; a considerable timber trade was car'

IPECACUANHA.

ried on for the use of the royal dock-yards, particularly Chatham; ship- building still flourishes, from building yards being attached to the port ; the Greenland

IPHICRATES.

fishery is prosecuted

Amsterdam

in 1727, in

two volumes

folio,

(a)

See Materia Medica.
See Athens.

-

.

with success

;

and though the coa}

>
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coal are annuMly imported into the town.
The river Orwell has the advantage of a tide, in ge-

600 and 700 persons. Ipswich possesses many rights
ami privileges peculiar to itself, and an admiralty jnriiuliction extending beyonil Harwich on the Essex

ami though it was formerly
has been rendered capable of
bringing vessels of large burden within a very short
distance of Ipswich.
The civil government of the town consists of two
bailiffs, a recorder, I '2 justices, including the two bailtwo coroners,
iff*, a town clerk, the two chamberlains,
and -it common councillors. It sends two members to
parliament, and the right ot election is vested in between

and on both sides of the Suffolk coast.
Ipswich has five annual fairs, on May -I'th and 18th,
July 25th, August 22d, and September 25th.
Cardinal Wolsey was a native of this town.
The population in 1811 amounted to 2,221 houses, and I3,i59
inhabitants.
See Oldfield's Histori/ of the Borought
The Suffolk Traveller ; Tanner's Notitia Mmaslica ;
an<l the Beauties of England and Wales, voL xiv. p. 230,
IRAC. See Pcasix.
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IRELAND.
Hntoijr.

Gothic po-

1 lit materi.-ils for the history of Ireland, prior to the
invasion of that country by the English, in the reign of
Henry II. ire so ill authenticated, so scanty and unconnected, and, in the very few instances where they are
not so, they are so barren of interest and importance,
that we cannot deem ourselves justifie<l in dwelling upon
them at any length. N> vertheless it would be improper to pass them over entirely ; we shall therefore notice
them cursorily, so far as they seem to us supp<'rted by
direct evidence, or great probability, and as they are interesting and important from their connection with the
tore luminous portions of I risb history..
That the Cdta either peawd of their own accord, or
were driven by the Goths, into Ireland, there is no rea•oa to doubt ; but it is not clear at what period this
event happened, nor which of the two branches of the
It is also pro!>able, that afCelts colonized this island.
ter the Goths of England iiad driven the Celts into Ireland, some tribca or faoiilice of the former passed over
the names they
also ; at least the traditions of the Irish
give to soatc of their ancient inhabitants and invaders,
and the name* of many of the trilies, who, acconiing
to Ftotemy, ppMimJ Ird«nd in his time, evi<lcntly
pcint to a Gothic population. The firsts authentic
glimpse we poaseia of Irish history, is drawn from TaMtaw ; according to him. an Irish prince, who had
bttn obliged to leave his native country in ron.'<eqnenoe of anaacceasfnl doamtic war, endeavoured to
pefmade AgrictU to invade IreUnd, assuring him that
• aoffo legMO of (tanMUi soldiers could aocoiiipli«h the
bj^giltoii of that eomitry, or, norc probably of that

—

•nm

Tacl>

'J*

"^ '* ^^"^ which he came.

The account

of Oro-

Ofssto F"*
mu,
«>*><thatt in the ttUi century, a number of Scythians,
iaibtSth
who had been driven out of the north of .Spain by the
Emperor Coostantine, landed in IreUnd, and there
met with a people of the same origin and language
with themselves, the Scytha or Scots, does not appear
to reAt on very good foundation, though there is undoubted evidence that Ireland, at least from the ith
century down to the 10th, was known under the appellation of Scotia, and ita inhabitants under the appel-

j^

lation of Sco' s.

The

Iaiiada»-

period and the circnmstancea of the

first

intro-

lioaar
duction of Christianity into Ireland, notwithstaniling
f^^ti»>mtj. the numerous, particular, andconfidcnt traditions of the

Irish respecting St. Patrick, are not wi

II authenticated.
has been supposed, from some passages in St Jcmme,
but if this
that it was introduced in the ith century
Was the case, ita progress must have been very slow,
and its hold on the minds of the inhabitants very feeble;
for, in the 6th century, there appear to have been

It

;

'
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Soon after this period,
scarcely any vestiges of it
however, Christianity made rapid progress, anil nianifested

its

influence

by

effects

much more

decidedly ad-

vantageous to the interests of religion and learning than
any which it produced in the otlier Christian countries
of Europe. The number of learned and holy men that
sprung up in Ireland, and of monasteries and academies that wefe' foundeil in it, during the filth and two
following centuries, was so great, and so many were the
misMonaries who proceeded from it to propagate the
Christian religion, that it was dignified with the title
of Insula SancUi) urn, or the island of Saints. Attracted
by its justly acquire<l character, and by the tranquillity and proKperity with which Ireland was favoured,
amidst the barbarism an<l warfare of the rest of Europe,

men

nistorr.

——y-—

i„),,n^

j;^

tin'-iiislied
foi it»

learn-

'"K '^ »!>«
"^^ f">«uf>-

distinguished for their piety and learning took re-

Acconiing to IJede, in the year A. D. ()4(),
fuge here.
many of the Anglo-Saxons, both noble and of the middling classes, left their own country, and look up their
aboile in IreUnd. either to indulge their taste for reading, or to lead a life of stricter religious observance
allof these the Scots received and treated in the most
hospitable manner, lending them books, and affording

thrm gratuitous

instruction

a. D. 6\i<

and sustenance.

What effect the labours of these pious and learned
men produced on the character of the great mass of the
people, we are not informed
but it is probable that
;

the political state of the country would most thoroughly counteract their most sealous and judicious efforts to
enlighten and civilise the inhabitants, (if they were
ma<lc,) and would keep tliem down, at least to the level o< tiiat intellectual and moral state, ill which the
great mass of all the nations oi Europe at this period

'

existed.

Respecting the political
our information, w here it

state of
is

IreUnd at

this tinie, u, poiiii.
tor cml mate at
;

accui'ate, is general

we must carefully separate the fullfie»s and minuteness ''''•
of the romantic history of this country, from the brief
and nake<l circumstances of its authentic hi^story. I'hat
it was divided among several independent chieftains,
or princes, there can he no doubt ; but the number of
these is uncertain, and probably varitd at different
Whenever any of these princes gained a great
times.
accession to his territories, he assume<l to himself the
title o( King of IreUnd, but tlie title never was supported by the power, and generally- continuetl for a very
I'bere were several subordinate lords unshort time.
der each of the chief princes; in the principality of
Munister alone there were eighteen ; under these again
But the power of the suthere were other chieftains.
perior lord over bis feudatories was very precarious.

''""•
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depending more on his ability to enforce it, than on any
sense of duty or strong attachment.
Notwithstanding this foi-m of government (if such

Inradedbjr
Norit can be called) contained
thumbrians. disunion and warfare, an<l
A. U. 684.
favourable
tlie

and Ostnen.

within itself the seeds of
thus presented a strong
opportunity to foreign intemptation, and a
vaders ; yet Ireland seems to have enjoyed comparative
peace and prosperity till near the end of the seventh
At this time, A. D. C84, it was invaded by
century.
order of Egfrid, King of Northumberland, and its
lands, churches, and monasteries were laid waste. This
invasion was soon followed by another, still more dreadful and destructive; for, towards the close of the ninth,
or beginning of the tenth century, ti.e northern barbarians, called by the Irish Duff-galls and Fin-galls, black
and white foreigners, the Ostmen of the English, who
came from Norway and Denmark, invaded Ireland
with a considerable force. One of their most celebrated
leaders was Turgesius, a man who, to all the ferocity
and barbarism of the times, his country, and the life lie
led, seems to have united a considerable degree of actiThe era of his landing in
vity and vigour of mind.
Ireland is not accurately known; but it took place either
His
in the beginning or middle of the ninth century.
success seems to have been very great, and for thirty
years he retained the power and the dominion which
he had forcibly acquired. At the end of this period he
was seized and put to death by the Irish King of
Meath, in what manner is not accurately recorded, and
his countrymen were compelled to retire to the sea
coast.

The Norwegians, however, having experienced

the
of the invasion of Ireland, soon re-appeared on
its coasts ; not indeed as enemies, but under the preTheir chiefs were three brothers,
tence of commerce.
who possessed so much precaution and adroitness, that,
without the aid of force, they obtained possession of
Dublin, Waterford, and Limeric, at this time the most
important and populous cities in Ireland. Thus fixed
firmly in different parts of the country, they were ready
to take advantage of the domestic quarrels of the Irish ;
and by these they profited so much, that they soon extended their possessions far beyond the lands immediately adjacent to these cities.
For nearly 300 years, that is, from the death of TurContests between them gesius to the landing of the English, the Irish annals
and the na- are filled with uninteresting details of the wars betives.
tween the natives and the Ostmen. In those wars the
latter generallyjproved successful; and the Ostmen, who
were settled at Dublin, increasing in strength by their
victories over the Irish, as well as by accessions of
force from their own countrymen, found themselves so
secure in their conquests, that they even ventured, and
were able to carry on, a piratical warfare against the
Welsh. "In one of these plundering invasions of Wales,
they laid waste the city of St. David's, and carried off
the riches of the shrine of that saint.
Henry II.
These invasions appear to have afforded a pretext to
attempts its Henry II. to attempt the conquest of Ireland.
In the
conquest.
year tl55, this monarch summoned a council at WinA. 0. 1155.
chester, to consult about the expediency of such a
measure, having the year before obtained from the
Pope a bull to authorise his attempt, whenever a favourable opportunity should be afforded.
It is probable that the state of Ireland, almost always distracted,
and weakenefl by domestic broils, would have afforded
this opportunity in a very short time after the bull was
granted, Imt Henry's aflairs in France did not permit
him to attend to the conquest of Ireland till some years
facility

afterwards.

In the year 1162, Dermod was the sovereign prince Jtistoiy.
of Leinster. To great strength of body, lie added a dc- „"~"^*'^~'
gree of courage and activit^ that rendered -him formi- ),,'^"j°,
dable to the Ostmen, whom he defeattd in battle, and (»rence.
kept within their own boundaries. Contemporarj' with
him was Roderic O'Connor, who was styled King of . j, ,,5,
Ireland.
It was not likely that two Irish chieftains
should long continue at peace with each other.
cause of quarrel soon arose.
In the district of BrefFney, which consisted principally of the modern county
of Leitrim, O'Hoirk reigned ; Dermod seduced, or ravished his wife ; and, not content with this outrage, he
The exiled
also drove O'Uoirk from his territories.
The proprince sought the assistance of Roderick.
vince of lyeinster was invaded
The inhabitants, wearied and dispirited by the tyranny of Derniod, received
the invader as their friend and liberator ; and Dermod,

A

:

in his turn,

was compelled to

flee

from Leinster, and

seek refuge in England.

At this period, Henry was unable himself to assist
Dermod, or to invade Ireland ; but he caused an edict
to be issued in his favour, in which he stated that he
had received Dermod under his protection, and promised the royal licence to such of his subjects aa
in the recovery of his territories. As soon
as Dermod obtained this edict, he proceeded to the
neighbourhood of Wales, both on account of keeping
up an intercourse with Ireland, and because in Wales
there were several of the nobility, who, from various
causes, were most likely to assi>t him in his endeavours
to be reinstated in his territories.
In this expectation
he was not deceived ; for soon after the royal edict was
read, and money and land were offered to those who
would assist him, Richard, son of Gilbert de Clare, Earl
of Strigul and Chepstow, engaged to come over to Ireland the following spring, on condition that he should
receive in marriage Eva, the only daughter of Dermod,
and with her the right of succession to all his property
in Ireland.
Other adventurers followed his example.
Of tliese, the most famous was Robert Fitzstephen, a
man who seems to have possessed most of the virtues,
with but a small proportion of the vices- of that age.
In A. D. 1169, Dermod returned to Ireland; and Fiizstethe following year, Fitzstephen, with 130 of his own pl'™ '*''^»
kinsmen, 60 men in armour, and 300 archers and fool '" ^ no
soldiers, landed at a short distance from Wexford. The
first attempt of the united forces of Fitzstephen and
Derniod was against this city, but they were repulsed
by the inhabitants. The attack, however, was renewed the next morning by the English, and the inhabi-

would aid him

1

Wexford was delivered up to Fitztants capitulated.
Roderic alarmed at the success of these forstephen.
midable strangers, and sensible of his inability to cope
with them, concluded a treaty, by which Dermod regained the province of Leinster, on condition that he
acknowledged Roderic as sovereign -of. Ireland. Dermod having thus attained his object, and having been
reinforced by the arrival of some more English troops
under Maurice Fitzgerald, marched to the attack of
Dublin, the inhabitants of which he obliged to take

Strongbow or Strigul was still
England ; but being called upon by Dermod to
fulfil his engagement, he applied to King Henry, re-

the oath of allegiance.
in

questing either the restoration of his paternal property,
of which he had been deprived, or liberty to seek his
fortune in Ireland.
To this application Henry gave an
ambiguous answer; but Strongbow construed it to
his own desire and advantage, and resolved to go
to Ireland.
Previous to his emb.'irkation, however, he *"^^ ^"^'
sent over a young man attached to his family, on jj^l

IRELAND.
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'whom he coulJ uepen<1, accompanied by 10 ge&itle*
men of service, and "0 arciiera. In the meantime. Earl
Strongbow was active in his preparations; and in Au^
gust

1

171. he landed in the bay ofWaterford with about
service, and 1000 soldiers.
Pre-

200 gentlemen of

vious to bis arrival, his forerunners had atten>pted to
gain pMsewifln of this city ; and though this did not
succeed, yet they had greatly weakened its means of
defence, so that it fell easily before the forces of Strong,
bow. As soon as this great enterprize was effected,
and the promised marriage between Eva and the English chie*tain Miemnised, the allies marched towards
Dublin, which seems to have revolted from the .iliegi-

•nce it had sworn to Dermod, and to have farther
roused his indignation and spirit of revenge, by having

murdered his father. The inhabitants, intimidated and
divided, were unable to defend the city, which joon and
easily fell into the bands of Stroii^bow.
The next object of the allies was the invasiun uf the territories of
O'Roirk. Roderic O'Connor, alarmed at their progress,
threatened to put to death the son of DermotI, who
left with him as a hostage, if he did not de
•ist from his purpose; and on Dermod's paymg no
attention to his OMSsage, be carried his threat into exe-

had been

cution.

MMtioitor

At this period, the clergy of Ireland held a grand and
general meeting at Armagh, to take into consideration
the arrival of the English. At this meeting it was unanimously agreed, that " their sins, and particularly
their custom of buying English subjects from pirates,

and keeping them

as slaves, had ex|)osed them to the divine wriith :" and it was therefore resolved. " that the
Eoalisb should be released from slavery, and henceforth that the practice of purchasing them should be

abandoned.-'

As Henry was still uitable, or <li<iuclined, to invade
Ireland himself, and a* he was jealou.'*, if not afraid, of
the success of hi< subjects in that country, he issued a
proclamation prohibiting any veuci laden with supplies from entering the ports of irrland, and commanding all his subjects t<i return home, within a specified
time, under the penalty of the forfeiture of their estates,
and banishment. F'>r some time the king refused to
rccal this proclamation, and, during this period, the affairs of the Englinh in Ireland were in a precarious
itate.
In 1171, Dermod dird
and, in the same year,
the Danes attempted to regain Dublin, but without
wi ccees Obligeti to be on ois guard agaiiut the invasions of the Dane*, and the intrigues and open wars of
the Irish, Stronghow had cootinaed and ample occasioo
;

for all his activity
the

and prewnce of mind.

As soon

a*

the Irish princes were convinced that he had in vain
applied to Hairy to revoke his proclamation, they
formed a confederacy against him, which was headed

by Rodcnc O'Connor, and assisted by the king of the
of Man. Thia nowerfnl body at the aaiae time
besieged Earl Strongbow and hia troops, in the city of
Dublin, and Fitastephen and his troop*, in a fort
which he had buih at Carreg. After much deliberation, it waa raoived by Strongbow to sally forth from
the city, and to direct their efforU against Roderic.
This plan was executed with so much promptitude and
silenc*, that the Irish were surprised and defeated and
Isle

Roderic himself escaped with difEcidty
The city of
Dublin and the province of Leioater being thus rendered
ecure. Straogbow marched to H'rxfonl. near which
the fort of Carreg waa situated
but, before hi- arrival,
Tkastephen, alarmed bj the repoit that Dublin waa
TOt. mi. rAMT L
,
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taken, had been induced to surrender himself to the enemy. Strongbow, however, marched forward. On his
approach the Irish set fire to the city, and threatened
to murder Fitzstephen and the rest of the prisoners, if

he advanced

History,

^"'V^^

farther.

Under

these circumstances, and having received information tliat if he went to Henry himself, he might
probably induce him to assist in the conquest of Ireland, he embarked for England.
An agreement was at

length settled between the king and him, the terms of
which were, that the Earl should swear allegiance to
the king, and give up to him the city of Dublin, with
all the other cities and forts on the sea-coast ; and, on
the other hand, that the Earl should hold under the
king the rest of his acquisitions in Ireland.
On the 1 8th of October, 1 1 72, Henry landed at Wa- lUnrjr
terford ; his army consisted of 500 knights, and about '*"''« '"
4000 troops ; which were conveyed in 440 large ships, '"'""l- ,
Soon after his landing, Fitzstephen was given up to *^' ^''*"
him ; and the kings of Cork and Limeric, as well as
the princes of Ossory and the Decies, voluntarily took
the oaths of allegiance, and agreed to pay tribute.
On
his march to Dublin, other Irish princes followed his example ; but Roderic O'Connor refused to come and offer his obedieiKe to the English monarch ; he, however,
took the oath of allegiance before two of Henry's courtiers, who were sent into Connaught for that purpose.
Thus the whole of Ireland waa nominally subject to
Henry, but he was soon obliged to return to England, RetaiD*.
for the purpose of doing petumce on account of the murdcr of Becket. Beforehu departure, he committed the
custody of the principal cities and castles to the most
trusty of his subjects, and took such other measures as
he thought would at once serve to keep the Irish in
awe and ol>edience, and would check the ascendancy
of Strongbow.
But though these two olyects seem
to luive been tolerably well secured, yet Henry could
not f^uard against dissension* among his knights two
parties were formed, at the head of one was Ray.
mond, already distinguished by his courage, enterprize,
and succrs* ; at the head of the other was Harvey.
The former wa* so popular, a* well as a man of
;

such sound judgment, that it was deemed prudent to
appoint hira the general of the army, in order to appease their dikcoiitent, and to render them capable of
resisting the Irish.
In both these points he succeeded
but, being obliged to return into Wales, on the death
of his father, the command devolve<l on Harvey, and a
reverse of fortune speedily took place.
The i:nglish n
.
were defeate<l in the neighbourhood of Cashel, by the
ii,rt"I,b.
I'rince of Limeric and Roderic O'Connor, crossing the
Shannon, invaded Meath, and advanced to the very
walls of DubKn.
To add to their misfortunes, .Strongbow was at this time besieged in Waterfortl. Raymund was again summoned ; he obeyed the summons,
relieved Waterford, and received .Strunt^bow's sister in
marriage. The next enterprize of Raymond wa.i the
relief of Leinster, which hadl>ecii invaded by Ro<leric
;
but no sooner did the Irish prince hear of his approach,
than be retumeu into Connaught.
ScarceW wa* this object accomplished, when the
Prince of Limeric threw off his allegiance, and took
;

up «rm* Raymond marched againrt him ; at first he
found some difficulty in persuading his troops to cross
the .Shannon
but this being effected, the Irish were
put to flight, and the city of Limeric occiipie<l.
These
successes of Raymond, and his influence with the troops,
were
repretoited to Henry by his rival Harvey, that
:

;

k
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Connaught, was the most remarkable for his enterprise ^—
'V»'
and success. The English government, weakened by
dissensions, and by the sudtlen and rejjeated attacks of
the Irish, was entrusted to different nablemen, but with
no decisive or permanent amelioration. At length,
in 1199, Fitzhenry, descended from a natural son of
pethis
at
were
tale.Us
and
of the army. His authority
Henry I. of England, was appointed by John, wh6
its
by
invaded
was
timenc
riod of great 9er^•ice for
filled the throne of that country, chief governor
now
of
a powerful chieftain
prince, who was assisted by
He was extremely well qualified for his
Ireland.
of
having
and
marciied,
Raymond
Acainst these
Kinsale
opposed by De Bingo, who held Limebut,
;
situation
intmuwere
princes
Irish
forced the pass of Cashel, the
time was unable to carry into effect the
some
for
he
ric,
oaths of allegiance.
dated and agreed to renew their
plans he had formed for the tranquillity of Ireland, and
was
general
victorious
the
Ireland
of
From this part
English power. At last, in
this event, and the the establishment of the
recalled by the death of Strongbow
collecting an army of native
in
succeeded
having
1
203,
rendered it
necessity of his own departure for England,
compelled
Irish, he marched against De Burgo, and
as being at too
Limeric,
of
city
the
abandon
prudent to
As
his Irish allies to renew their allegiance.
and
him
English
the
of
seat
principal
ffreat a distance from the
resolved to reFitzhenry
effected,
was
this
as
soon
The troops were also withdrawn from the
power.
duce De Courcey, vho still maintained an independent
.
towns and forts of Leinster.
authority in the'province of Ulster, and refused to acot
the
death
of
informed
As soon as Henry was
•.
King John. In this enterprize he also sueknowledge
^
to
the
Strongbow, he appointed William Fitzandelin
ceeded.
time,
a
same
the
About
Ireland.
in
chief command
In 1210 John resolved to visit Ireland. His object King Jolm
Henry its lord, was
bull of Pope Adrian, constituting
in Ireland,
is
not clearly known ; but the only exploit which he
Waterat
clergy
read before an assembly of the Irish
.
three months, was the re- 1210of
stay
his
during
performed,
One of the first acts of the new governor was to
ford.
the fortresses in Meath and Ulster, belongof
duction
adventurers
original
the
of
render the situation of some
Lacies, who had incurred his displeasure.
in quest of new set- ing to the
so uncomfortable, that they went
important point, however, this visit of the
most
one
In
Ulster
dements Hence were formed the settlement of
sovereign was highly beneficial to Ireland, for
English
Milo
by
Connaught
of
that
by John de Courcey, and
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The expedition of the former succeedetl, a
de Cogan
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obstithough not without much difficulty, and several
efficient means to
ter, through the want of proper and
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De
Cogan,
nate battles with the Irish.
into execution, courts of judicature were
them
carry
settlement.
ry, was obliged to abandon his
The territory which the Engestablished in Dublin.
As Ireland now began to assume the appearance of

and two couiicillors
he was onlerccl to return to Wales ;
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purpose
that
for
king
were sent bv the
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;
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;
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Bull of the

Pope

in fa-

vour of
Jieniy.

:

resolved
an important and valuable acquisition, Henry
sovereign. Acto appoint one of his sons its feudatory
youngest son,
cordingly, in the year 1178, John, his
and
was declared lord of Ireland, in a council of barons
till the year
prelates ; but he did not go to Ireland
It soon appeared,
years old.
A. D. 1195 1185, when he was 18
qualified, either
His son
that neither he nor his followers were
John in Ire' by their behaviour or intelligence, to conciliate or imland;
mocked and
prove the Irish. The Noi-man courtiers
of the Irish
liis conduct insulted the uncouth garb and manners
thus raised, by
theie.
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m
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by the English.
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;
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Henry

it

in 1189,

De Courceywas

re-

and Hugh de Lancey appointed in his stead.
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roused
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;
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to
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jealousy and ill-wiH that existed among the
Instentl of uniting against the
Eiifjliih ihemselves.
Irish when any of them were aiucked, they were suplue and inattentive .spectators of the attack, and seemed nther to rejoice than to grieve at the misfor-

was

tlie

tune of their countrymen and neijjhbours. The conduct of many of the English lords was proved to be
unjust, both towards their own vassals and towards the
Irish ; tiie former they pressed down to the earth by
eitactions the moct oppressive, and the latter they frequently attacked in defiance of tlie mo!>t solemn and
^fty recent treaties. .Another proof that the English
letUements were retrograding into barbarism^ existed
in the circtunstance, that the Engli.-ih were gradually
asauming the dress and manners of tlie Irish, instead of
using their endeavours to raise the Irish in the scale of
nations, by introducing their own among them ; and
the motive whichjthus led the English tou^similate thenielves to the Irish, spoke still wore decidedly in proof
of their degeneration, for they thus hoped to free theraaelvea from the wholesome and necessary severity of
the English lans, by pastong tlienibelvcs off as native
Uiah.
Such is the picture of Ireland, which the acts and
lawa of the first regylar parliament held here enables us
to draw
but it was almost impossible to administer
-cmedy for the evils thus brought to
any sn""
irh government, at Uist |>eri(xl, did not
light.
;

'

poasess ciuier sutkcsent iitteUtgence or sufficient power
to remove tliree evila ; aiid, eren when intelligent and
CMMcieiiUPua gowaniort were appointed, they were so
nwch thwwtM ia ibeir plans, by the open oppoaition
or wort iMiiiiimiiim of tiM Enclitb tarda, and *o
iMidb ocuapicd in d^gnding the Eagliah aettlemenu
flwn the attacks of the Iriab, tJiet they oeakl ciiect liu
tie or noUtii^ befin the jeelouay of the soircreign, at
the influence of some favourite, produced their rccal.
In Um nean time, the Irish were naturally anxious
They bad beheld their
to throw off the English yoke.
CQuntr>', to which they were devotedly attached, becqide the prqr of foreign invader*, who, not content
idth the conquest of |||reat part of the island, aeiied
evwy <Mottafeity to dispossess the Irish lords of their
posMSoeMk and to oppress and destrov the common
people ; uid indeed, by evoy act* ssswi ri to proceed on
a regular and fixed plan of rsMoplinc the island with
Eu^iah colonists. Towards t&e £i^«h, therclbre, the
feeuBgs of the Irish were vanr natnnlljr itriiwily boa>
tile; but, to indalgcthcsafbtiingi with eflKl, to digest
say plaiv and carry it into anonflisa tm (Mpsiliqg tbo
English, iswisri faeyood their xmnH% They were diidsd apwim thsmsehw ; and tfaaftalmMth which they
ought to have rescrvad aiMi nenraksd, fir the pvpose
of po ing it down npoai the nmnninn enemy, was al-

w

<riii lielaad.
1313,
A.

a

most always wsatcd in mutual quarrels.
For a long period of time there was no hope of assistance freni any foreign nation.
At last, about the
iMtginning of the 14th century, their eyes were turned
teiwaeds Scotland, which coantry, A«wi iu hostile di*.
fssilion towards England, in consequence of the invs.
sioo of Edward I. tbey trusted would feel disposed to
aaaist them ; and, from the fkcisive battle of BennockwUeh it had gained against Edward II. they ho«
pad i* wonld be able to render that assistance effiKtual.
As thenosth of Ireland, from its local situation, seemed
met* naturally connected with Scotland than any other
part, so it first spniied to that country for assistance.

!•«

HasM<#sr the

battle of

Bannockbnm, the

the sesrcreignty of Udind

of VIX.
to Itobert fimca,
Irish
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This he declined ; but HUtory.
if he would expel the English.
~~'
he sent his brotiier Edward with about 6000 troops to
joined
as
Against such a force,
the north of Ireland.
they were by the Irish, breathing revenge, and acquaints
ed with all the paths and resources of the country, the
English were totally unable to make any resistance.
The chief governor at this time was Lord Edmund
Butler.
On him of course devolved the protection of
the English settlements ; but, besides the army which
he collected, one was formed, and headed by Richard
de Uurgo. The latter nobleman had long been jealous
of the chief governor, and the jealousy now broke out
to the prejudice of their own cause; for, though the
Earl of Ulster had accepted the assistance of the Irish
under Fedlim, Prince of Connaught, he refused a reinforcement sent liira by the governor. The effects of
this jealousy were soon apparent
for the Earl sustain- Dcfaus the
ed a severe defeat from the Scotch, who were still lay- Englishing waste the province over which he presided. As
Bruce was sensible, that without tlie co.opcration oftho
Irish he would be totally unable to keep his ground, and
as he had reason to believe that Fedlim might easily be
<lutached from the cause of the English, he turned all
his thoughts to effect this object ; and, at the same time,
carried on a fccret negociation with Roderic, who had
As soon as Fedclaims on the province of Connaught.
lim learnt that Hoderic was endeavouring to take advantage of his absence, be left the English, and returned to Coimaiight ; and his rival being tilain in an engagement, he then openly deserted his allies, and turned his arms against them. As this circumstance might
have had a Gstitl effect on the cause of the English, a
strong force was sent against him, nnd, ai\er a most des- Battle of
perste resistance^ he himself was killed, and his army Athenree,
completely routed, at the battle of Atlienree, in the A. D. 1316,
year ISI6.
The defection of Fedlim from the English cause, was
followed by that of several other Irish princes to that
the Scoteh were enabled to march from the north towards
Dublin and having reduced the strong fortress of CarBut though Edrickfergus, they investe<l the capital.
ward's army was now still furtiier increased by a body of
troops which his brother Robert brought from Scotland,
and by the junction even of some English families of
disthtotion, yet he found himself unable to make any
tnpreasion upon Dublin; and at the same time, he learnt
that very formidable measures were taking to arrest his
further progress. In fsct, an army amounting to nearly
aO^OOO lnaa% asest of them indeed ill disciplined and
ill sqnippad^ was assembled at Kilkenny, and a new
;

;

;

Retreat
governor, lUi^er liortinMr, was sent over.
now becsane abeolutely necessary ; but Ulster, into
which the Scotch retreiied, havitig been utterly devastated by them on their ftrat landing, ooukl not support
them. Famine and pestilence attacked them so dread>
fully, that they were soon greatly reduced in nurobsrs.
The new governor resolved to take advantage of this
ctrcumstanoc ; but be did not entrust the attack to the
rabble assembled at Kilkenny. A regular army of
1 500 men, under Sir John de Birmingham, was sent
against the Scotch, whom, though nearly double their
numbers, they defeated with great slaughter at Dundalk and DonIn this battle Edward Bruce was slain. The ^^'
in 1S18.
'
English government, after this great effort to preserve ^'
their Irish territories, seem to have relapsed into their
aoeustomed indifference about them ; and the usual

COBSOMMnces followed. Instead of the native Irish b&>
ing stimulated or guided towards improvement by the
English, the latter in great numbers renounced the
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name, character, and privileges of English subjects;
^"Y"*^ the English troops, unpaid and undisciplined, were permitted, and even ordered to levy exactions, to supply
the place of their pay and this they did with so much
History,

;

rapacity and cruelty, that the settlements in the south,
over which, as at the greatest distance from the seat of
government, they tyrannized in the most dreadful manDegeneracy ner, were deserted by the English, and occupied by a
of the Kng- horde of lawless and savage banditti, over whom even
lith colosome of the English lords placed themselves, with the
nitts.
These princes were constantly
title of Irish princes.
at war either with one another, or with the English ;
but the circumstances of these petty warfares are too
uninteresting for detail.
Conduct of
Ireland, thus reduced to a state of barbarism, and its
Edwaidill
constant attendants rnisery and poverty, was doomed
towards
to suffer stiU more from the unjust, as .well as impolitic
Ireland.

measures of Edward III. This prii^ce, impoverished by
his wars with France, resolved to draw money from
Ireland, by the only mode in which it was capable of
supplying it. With this view, he resumed all grants of
estates made by himself or his father ; and declared,
that none except Englishmen, who possessed property
in England, should hold offices in Ireland. This violent measure naturally excited deep and general alarm,
while, at the same time, it as naturally gave ri«e to
two parties or factions, viz those that were English by
birth, and those who were English only by blood.
Edward probably was soon sensible of his error, for he
returned a gracious and favourable answer to the remonstrances of the parliament on the subject of his ordinances, and at the same time promised a redress of
the grievances which they enumerated.
As a repetition of the disturbances and petty rebellions by which the history of Ireland is at this period, and for some time afterv/ards, principally distinguished, would be tiresome and uninstructive, we shall
pass them over, and select only such circum stances
jKid transactions as tended to improve the condition of
this country ; these, unfortunately, have always been
few, and " far between ;" and, till within a very recent period indeed, rather deviations from, than in strict
conformity with, the principles on which the English
have ruled over Ireland.
In ISS'i, Ireland was favoured with a wise, huWise administration of mane, and just governor. Sir Thomas Rokeby ; his faRokcby.
vourite saying was, " let my dishes be wooden, rather
1356.
than my creditors unpaid.'' Convinced that no good
could be done to Ireland, which did not proceed from
the highest source, and that the mass of the people
must remain barbarous and unrestrained by law, so
long as the higher orders were so, his first steps were
to improve the latter. He brought the Irish parliament
as nearly as possible to the model of the English, and
when, by this means, he could depend upon their
judgment and impartiality, he assigned to it the decision of all appeals from inferior courts these had been
carried heretofore into England.
He thus lessened the
expence and trouble of law-suits, while at the same time
he habituated the Irish to a knowledge of law, and by
putting confidence in them, rendered them worthy of
confidence.
Unfortunately, however, the wise measures of the chief governor were counteracted by the
unjust and impolitic proceedings of the king : he forbade any more Irishmen from being admitted into any
office or place of trust, in any city, borough, or castle,
or into any ecclesiastical benefice ; thus proclaiming
his suspicions of the Irish, without doing any thing to
:

remove

their dislike

of the English.

Finding

this

measure not productive of all the benefit he expected, History. 1
he next adopted a most bold njp asure. His second son, '•^'Y"""^
Lionel, in right of his wife, claimed the lands" and the
title of Earl of Ulster
and to enable him td carry these
claims into effect, he was appointed by his father chief
governor, and sent over with an army of 1500 men ;
but his attempts were ineffectual and he left Ireland
with no other proof of his having been there, except
an increased hatred between the two factions, occa*
sioned by his preference of those of English birth, and
;

;

his persecution of those of English blood.

It is probable that experience taught him the folly of his proceedings, for during both his subsequent governorships, his conduct was extremely politic and judicious.
The parliament, which enacted the statute of Kilkenny in 1367, was summoned by him. The leading
object of this statute was to keep the English distinct
from the Irish in character, manners, feelings, and interests. For this purpose, all connection with the Irish,
by marriage, or fosterage, was forbidden under the penalty affixed to high treason : if an Irish name or the
Irish language, dress, or customs, were adopted, the
forfeiture of lands, or impri-sonment, was the punish*
ment. War was not to be levied against the Irish

Statute of

^

'^'*J'*""J"

without special license from government ; no Irishman
to be received into a monastery, or presented to a
benefice, nor was any Irish bard or newsmonger to be
entertained.
The quartering of soldiers on English
subjects, without their consent, was forbidden, under
the punishment attached to felony.
It is evident that
if it had been practicable to have carried this statute
into full and regular operation, it would have entirely
cut off all connection between the Irish and the English ; but its execution was impracticable from various
causes, and it probably became rather the instrument of
tyranny and oppression, even to those it was meant to
benefit, than of any real good.
Richard II. twice visited Ireland during his reign. nj,j,a,.j n
The object of his first visit wps to reduce the Irish visits Irechieftains, and, as they were disunited, nearlv all of land
them were obliged, or deemed it prudent, to submit. A. D. 1399.
But no sooner had he quitted Ireland, than they revolted, attacked the English, defeated them, and slew
Mortimer, Richard's cousin, who had been appointed
These dissensions induced Richard to
chief governor.
come over to Ireland again in 1399 ; but, though he
was at the head of an army of 30,000 men, he was unable to reduce one Irish chieftain, who, with only 3000
troops, eluded him among the bogs and woods, and
when he retreated, harrassed him incessantly, and with
dreadful effect.
At length Richard was obliged to return to England, in consequence of the attempts made
upon his throne by Henry Duke of Lancaster.
Henry IV. was so busily occupied in laying the its state ia
foundation of his newly acquired government, that he the reigns
paid little attention to the affairs of Ireland ; and the ol Henry
conquest of France drew off the mind of his son from l^- *"* ^*
The English settlements, which
the same object.
were always in a feible state, even when nurtured by
attention and supplies from England, sunk into stiU
greater weakness during the reigns of these monarchs :
the Irish chieftains harrassed them incessantly, and the
English lords, constantly jealous of one another, and
engaged in quarrels, were neither able nor disposed to
Under these circumrepel the attacks of the Irish.
stances, the English settlements must have been utter-

was

ly destroyed, if the Irish lords had acted in concert,
or been faithful to one another ; but each followed their
individual and separate interests, and on receiying
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receiving revenues from the colonists, protected

them

from their own countrymen.
Aid dnnng
rdlil

In the civil wan of the houses of York and Lancms>
the English in Ireland took a decided part. The
most powerful families were the Geraldines of Desmond
and Kildare, and the Butlers, ur house of Ormond.
The former adhered to the house of York, and the latSoon after the accession
ter to the house of I juicmster.
of Edward IV. the power, influence, and property of
the Butlers were greatly reduced by the Irisfi parliament, while the Geraldine faction increased in influIn the year 1463, Thomas, who was the head of
ence.
ter,

was appointed

lord deputy ; hut he was
advised enough, to march into Meath
gainst the Irish chieftains, where his army was deftated, and himself made prisoner ; bat afterwards liberated, throu)^ the affection and gratitude of an Irish
chieftain.
This reverse, however, ha<l rendered him
un popu lar at the English court, by which he was deprived ofhis government, and afterwards beheaded, on
the plea that he had contravened the statute of Kilkcnnr against fnnning connections with the Irish. The
Earl of Kildare waii' accused at the same time of the
ame crime, bttt ii |iiiifl into England, he not only
obtancd hk pardon from the King, but also the appointaBCBt of lord deputy.
In the midst of these eirents. the Enciiab MttlemenU
srere still fecMa and ill protected ; and at last in U7i.
A.aiiTI. a friMRiutj af aroM was histilatad bjr act oTpariiament.
Tom nalMuitr svas cmiipoasiu of tbrteen of the most
powerful and well di oatJ panons in that district,
which was more immcdialaly and eomplrtely under the
dominion of the Fnelifh, vis the oooBtics of Dublin,
Meath, Louth, and Kildare. By thMtptnons was to
this (action,

rwh and

ill

y

b« clcccad mwmtlij m eapCaiB, under stmn*

command

vera plawd ISO ardMn on haraaback, and 40 other
howNHwn, baai d ii oat firauii to attend on each. Thus
a tmtnittSmtm (Ifar th» ftatamhy were them«rlvrs
t»act aa aoldhn) ww raiaad ; but it is evident, that
tUa flBal liHca waa iaadaqoate to the dcfmce of the
cxtaMiva butdtt a of tlw En^litb aettlemrnta, and even

tW pnaarratioa

of tranquillity within their nettle.
the
auhf at tht English in their
iiaiaisaioas, was resolarly pnichassJ bjr a tribute to the
Irish ckieftains.
The pay aasiirned to each archer nu»>
ad hf the fraternity was sixpence per day. and five.
tgaadi ethar tinnemt with hU attendant. The
SMB ntemmgj $ot this pui puae was supphcd by taxes,
and, thwigh to a trifling amtiunt, they were levied with
graat diwnlty. The family of the Bntlers, though
greatly radnced in nombcrs and in power, was not anhilated; iDd the chief snnriving ncmber, by his addfcas,ebtdMd Ikon iheKinf tfce i
shw of the act
ofattaiwler. and the raMrfalef the Earfof Kildare
from the eflee of Igrd depi^. For aeow yeava there
sraa a stntfrie bet ees u the
eralJinea end the Rotlen
fcvow. At last, in 478. ( herald Earl of
Uri in- fcr the
Kildare waa MiirfBUJ dapi^. 8cai«ciy, howrvtr,
»««»»»«»*«J
he waa supeieeded by
la-.
* "• '•'• Lerd Orey. Aoaiaat thb appointment he remonstns.
ted with sach eMOt, that he wat reinstated in hi« ofGce,
the duliee of which he pei fue nied with great pmdence
and addraaa, till sosne ycers after Henry V 1
the thnM of Bncind
Hie beiitg eaatioMd
to

mcala.

In

fsct,

m

pa—

i

ef

O

Ki^e

1

«•*«**»»"

.n

by ihia

oB w A who must havebeaa p

m

,

iii

j

eili

m J against

hmk,
an adheie irt of the hoe se of Yerfc, nay partly
be ascribed to Henry's apprebensson of distarMneca
iJae he tww yet i rWl ii en hia thr ene ; bwt il prub*.
biy ako arose, in part, Oon fail i«BW of the good ooiu
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duct of Kildare. This nobleman, however, soon after- History,
wards swerved from the line of conduct he had hither« "*"nr'"^
to pursued, and Henry's suspicions were excited against
him, and his Irish subjects in general, among whom
the cause of the house of York had always been popu«
lar.
Their attachment to this cause they openly ma- L«mb«rt
nifested, by the encouragement they gave to Lambert simnd.
Simnel. This impo<>tor was sent, by those who support- a. O. 1496.
ed him, to Ireland, where he was proclaimed by the.
lord-deputy and the council by the title of Edward VI,
Having thus committed themselves, they prepared to
uphold the cause which they had espoused ; and the
\orkists in England gladly co-operated with them;
besides English troops, 2000 Germans were sent by
the Duchess of Burgundy, sister to Edward IV. into
Ireland, in the hopes that they would draw Henry
into that country, and thus leave England open to the
operations of the Yorkists. But not succeeding in this,
the army was sent over to England. Before their arrival, however, the imposture of Simnel had been detected, and the people receive<l them every where rather
as foe* than as allies or friends.
They still, however, Butle of
pushed on, and, as Hcnr}' was also advancing against Sukc,
them from London, the hottile armies mot at Stoke, in A D. 1487.
Nottinghamshirei on the fith of June I4S7. The battle was long and obstinate, but at length terminated
Henry, with his
in the complete victory of the kin*.
Uiual pnidrnce, which always witn him was superior
to merefi-eling, pardoned, with scarcely one exception,
the supporters of Simnel.

The

state

of Ireland, at

this period, presents

the

same picture of intrigue, domestic feuds, and poverty,
which we so fVcquently have had occanion to exhibit

Henry seems

have been fully sensible, that
be no source of power or
reeeniM to the monarch, but must rather tend to weaken
and distract those parts of his dominions which were
in a sounder and quieter condition
but it was very

before.

to

tcrriterice in tnia state could

:

diflicutt, in

the

flrrt

place, to detect the causes of this

and it would have t>een still more difhad the cau>es been detected, to have removed
tlirm hy the rffrctual application of the proper remedy.

state of Irrlan<l

;

ftciilt,

.After much inquiry and deliberation, Sir Edward
Poyning was appointed lord-deputy, with instructions A.0. H94.
to probe the evil thoroughly, and to direct his whole

thoaghts to its removal ; and, in order that his measures
might be properly executed, and well supported, he
waa attenaed by 1000 soldiers, and by a number of
English, who srere qualified to fill the office* of lord
chanornor, lord treasurer, and judges in criminal and
civil causes.
His administration i« particularly remarkable (far the acta passed by the Irisn parliament, called poyning's
after him Poyning's .Acts.
acifc
Some of theae acts were evidently calculated and intended to repreas the power of the barons, and to prevent the recu rrence of their mutual quarrels. For this
purpose they were forbidden to have any followers, except their household officer* and servants ; and even
the lonis of the marches, who necessarily had a large
retinue, were obliged to give in the names of their attettdants.
In order that the sheriffs should execute
their duties with effiect and imp-nrtiaKty, they were to
be henceforward appointed by the lord treasurer. None
but tho«e of English birth were to command in the forts
and other «trong places. These enactments were c.ilculated to preserve tranquillity among the baruns, snd, if
possible, to in«ure their fidelity ; but th«>re were also

enactroenta, the o(>ject of which was to relieve the mass
of the pco|ile from the oppression* under which they

S
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equal manner,
; by levying the taxes in a more
and by protecting the people from the exactions of their
But the act which is more gelords and thq military.
nerally and particularly known by the n.ime of Poyning's Act, was of a different description from those first
described ; by this act, it was provided that no parliament should be held in Ireland, without previously stating to the king the reasons on account of which it was
to be summoned, and the laws which it was intended
to enact. Whatever might have been the necessity,
the expediency, or the benefit of such an act, at the
time it was passed, it is evident that it rendered the
parliament of Ireland a mere mockery, while it enabled the English sovereign to enslave and tyrannize

laboured

over the Irish, as well as to keep them back in civilization and resources by m.eans of their own parliament.
Just before Poyning returned to England,hehad an opportunity of crushing the power ef the Yorkists, tlie chief,
the Earl of Kildare, having imprudently joined the adventurer Warbeck in Munster, and on his defeat having
been taken prisoner. Henry, however, had penetration enough to discover, that if he could make Kildare
his friend, no man was so well qualified to govern Ireland in tranquillity; and as Kildare seemed equally
disposed to attach himself to the king, and on his trial
repelled the charges against him in a satisfactory manner, the king appointed him governor of Ireland.
The great objects which Kildare had in view, were
the external defence and the internal tranquillity of the
English settlements The former he succeeded in effecting, and, indeed, rendered these settlements more
secure than they had been for a very long period ; but
his attempts to conciliate the Butlers were unsuccessful, thougfi he succeeded so far as to form a matrimomal connection with that family. Still farther to increase his own influence, he married his daughter to
^he Lord of Clanricard, who was the head of a large
number of those English who had assumed the manHiers, the language, and the dress of the Irish ; but this
marriage proved unfortunate, for such an inveterate
:

CivU war.

quarrel arose between the earl and his son-in-law, that
open and regular hostilities took place between them ;
each party strengthened themselves by alliances, so
that, from a petty dispute, it increased to a civil war.
The Irish Prince of Connaught, the O'Briens of Thomond, and in general the chieftains of Munster, ranged
themselves on the side of the Lord of Clanricard. On
the side of the governor were the English barons, the
O'Neils, and some other chieftains of the northern pro-

The hostile armies met at Knocktow, near
Gal way, on the 19th of August, 1504'. The forces of
A.D. 1504. Clanricard were much superior in respect to numbers
but in discipline, skill, and steadiness, they were
far inferior ; their first attack was very impetuous ; but
that being received with coolness and firmness by the
archers in the governor's army, the assailants gave way,
and in the confusion with which they fled, upwards of
2000 were slain.
Kildare continued governor till his death in 1513
at this period Henry VIII. was on the English throne;
ajnd, occupied with various schemes of vanity and ambition, the affairs of the English settlements in Ireland
were so little attended to, that on the death of Kildare
they relapsed into their former disorder and weakness,
ancl would probably have become much worse, had not
Gerald, the son of Kildare, been appointed governor.
I-fe was, however, by no means equal in talent to his
father ; and the Butlers resolved to seize this opporBattle of

vinces

Knocktow,

;

:

History
tunity of ruining the Geraldines, and recovering their
former power and infiuenc*. At the head of this I'a- ^'""V^
mily was Peter Butler, who had mayied a Geraldine
but this woman, so far from feeling any family attachment to her blood relations, stimulated her husband
against them.
Butler succeeded so far as to procure
the removal of Kildare ; but it does not appear that he
immediately benefited himself much by it, for Howard Administi
Earl of Surrey was appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ire- '"^ "f
land in the year 1520. Howard's administnation lasted ""q
j«
two years, and was principally occupied in reilucing such
of the Irish chieftains, as from their vicinity and hostile
disposition were most formidable to the tranquillity of
the English pale.
In this object, as v^ell as in his
other plans, whicli were judicious and prudent, he
most probably would have completely succeeded, had
he been promptly ^nd properly supported by his sovereign but this not being the case, he requested to be
recalled, and his request was complied with. For a short
time Butler now engrossed the power which he had
long coveted, but he was supplanted by Kildare, who,
by his powerful family connections in England, and
by his flattery of Henry, was reinstated in the office of
chief governor.
Again he fell under the displeasure
and suspicion of the king, and was deprived of his situation, because he did not obey the commands which
were given him, to seize the person of the Earl of Desmond, who had, at tlie instigation of Francis the First,
agreed to take up arms against Henry. This fact deserves notice, as it presents the first instance of that policy of the French, which has so often subsequently
led them to rouse the Irish against the English.
Perhaps in no respect was the instability of Henry more
conspicuous, than in the rapid and extreme changes
which he effected in the government of Ireland ; for,
soon after Kildare was a third time appointed gover.»
nor, he was succeeded by Sutler.
The consequences
were such as might have been anticipated : vacillating
councils, imbecile proceedings and measures, and an increase of the family hatred which had so long existed
between the Geraldines and the Butlers.
At length Kildare, who was then governor, being Kildare's
ordered to repair before the king to answer the charges rebellion.
against him, prepared his plans before liis departure, A. D, 153
for open rebellion, and committed the government to
his son Thomas. This young man, rash and violent in
his temper, was too well disposed to second the views
and schemes of his father ; and a rumour being spread
that he was put to death by Henry, the son immediate,

;

embarked in open and avowed rebellion. His movements were rapid and bold he first marched to the attack of Dublin, but he was unequal to the reduction of
this city ; he was more successful against the Butlers,
defeating their troops, and laying waste their country,
on their refusal to unite with him. Elated with his
success, he prevented for some time the landing of the
English forces, but being obliged to retreat, arid the
winter setting in, he spent this season in recruiting his
forces in the west of Ireland.
ly

;

The next year witnessed

the termination of this re- Crushed,

were so disconcerted and alarmed at the reduction of the castle of Maynooth, that they
either deserted or fled in coufusion on the approach of
the English.
Lord Thomas immediately surrendered
himself on promise of a pardon, which, however, was
not performed, for he and liis five uncles were executed.
As his father had previously died, only one of the Kildare family remained, a brother of Thomas, about
bellion

;

for his troops
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secretly conTcjed into the
twelve year* olJ, nrho
Netherlands out of the reach of Henry's vengeance.
Lord Grey, who was appointed deputy, met with
few difficulties or obstacles from the Irish chiefUins,
but the Butlers were still active in intrigue, and it was
deemed necessanr to accept their professed allegiance,
though their actions were by no means accordant with
It was not, however, to be expected that the Irish
of it.
chieftains would long remain tranquil. At the head of
rsct!.
D. 1J39. those of the north was O'Neil, formidable for his own
power, and for the influence which he possessed.
Saddetily, in the year 1539, he advanced into the
neighbourhood of Dublin, but, on the approach of the
Lord Deputy's forces, he retreated with his booty till
he reached the borders of Meath. Here, strongly
poctedt with a river on his front, be awaited the issue of
a battle, at Bellahoe. Lord Grer immediately crossed
and attacked the enemy, who, after a slight resistance,
Grey, however, did not live
fled in all directions.
looff to witness the fruits of his victory, which were
•ofidently nianift- stetl by the submission of the chiefSo complete was this subtaina, even after his death.
misaioa, tliat Henry, in 1^41, received from the Iriiih
Kauj
VIII. Kiog parliament the title of king of Ireland, instead of
flr'i*'^ lord.
A. D. 15*1.
the chieftains for their submiaaion, and
I

.

to
j^ rrward
keep them faithful, U'Neil was created Earl of Tyrone,
O'Brien Elarl of Tbomond, and De Dargo Earl of Clanricard.

At

this period,

when

after

many

unsucoeasful at-

seemed probable that Ireland would snbaide
into a atate of comparative tranquillity and dvillization,
a new aource of civil warfare, of hatred of the English,
and of devastation arose. We allude to the attempta
which were made to convert the Irish to the ProteaUnt religion, and the aturdy consittencv which the
tempts,

it

great majority of the Irish displayed in adneriiig to the
old rcligMXt. The m«ana that were adopted by Henry
VHLand hi* aon Edward, to mtroduce the Ueforma*
tioB, were c&tnnicly injudicious; and as it was streiMOwljr opfioifd by the primate, it made scarcely any
mnffnm, when the accessi on of Mary destroyMl tlte
littJe of it that had taken root.
But though this queen,
on account of her religion, was a favourite with tlte
Irish, yet they did not display their attachment by remaituBg perfectly (|uirt during her rcicn ; on the contrary, Mch a formidable insurrection broke out in the

of L«x aod OCUly, that, when it was quelled,
wa* jtMlned niwiaary to rcat them in the house, and
to place them under the juriMiiction of aberiSs the
naoM of I.eix was changed to that of Qoeen's County,
nd of CMUly to King"* Co«inty. The same parU»'

diatriflta
it

;

AMtxpUuf ntcnt whkh paaieri these enactments in 1557. passed
< law,
an act dpluMtory of
iuf Poynbj which it was
''«*='*'*^ *^>^ "o t"''
rn the hcMls of a bill,
'^ItV'V
A.a IMT. (hould bcftoBMl bjr the lords or commons of Ireland,
but only by the vioerajr and his council, or by the king
and his oooncil ; and that the bill thus franicd waa to
be paaaed into a law by the Irish parliament, or rcjccU
'

cd without alteration or debate.
During the Utter part of the reign of Mary, the
north of Ireland was agitated by the machinations of
O'Neil, and the south by the turbulence of O'Brien.
On the accetsion of Elisabeth, O'Neil having made his
peace through the earl of Kildare. repaired to London,
where be
graciously received by the queen.
His
teboiiMtolt. however, waa short and insincere
for aa
''aoon aa he had aaaembled his forces, he appeared openly
in anna, wfaik, at the same time, he had rcooune to in*

wm

;
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and he saw him. History.
self surroundetl by the royal troops and their Irish auxi- '^""Y""^
liaries, while he was deserted by a large portion of his
army, he surrendered himself to a body of Scotch who
had landed in Ubter, by whom he was assassinated in O'Neil astTi;Ttie.

j

But

as MelllieP avalleJ hiiti,

5Q^_

1

sassinated.

The

disputes between the Geraldines and the But- Fate of Dmlers still continued ; and, in an attempt made by the Earl moni.
of Desmond to seize some lands of the latter, he was ^'^' ^^""
surrounded, taken prisoner, and sent to England ; from
which he was sent back to Dublin. His party, in the
mean time, rose in rebellion. This induced him to attempt his escape, which he effected ; but he deemed it
prudent not to jein the rebels at first. His intentions.
However, being suspected, he was attacketl as an enemy, and reiluced to the most abject state of misery, so
that at length he implored, as an act of mercy, that he
might be sent a prisoner to London, but in vain. Under these circumstances, hope revived in his breast at
the intelligence of the arrival of a body of Spanish and
Italian forces, with a large quantity of arms.
This
hope was not of long continuance, (or the foreigners
were defeated, and being deemed freebooters, were
massacred by the command of the lord deputy. The
Earl of Desmond was thus compelled to hide himself in
the moat unsuspected places ; but even here he was not
safe, for he was discovered by an Irishman, who cut oS*
his head, and brought it to the Earl of Urmond.
Civd wan in all countries are carried on with the
utmost violence and cruelty ; and in the state in which
Ireland was at this time, this civil war, or rebellion, aa
it is generally styled, was rentlered horrible, esjjecially
in Munster, by every species of cruelty , the features and
effects of which were heightened by famine.
Elizabeth at lengtli directed that sagacity and policy Adminiatrsto the affairs of Ireland, which she had loo long with- "°" ofP«helil from them ; and, in 1584, Sir John Perrot waa ^'v.
appointed lord deputy for tlie high and arduous duties of his situation he was amply qualified, both by
experience and by talents and disposition.
His plan
was simple, but could it have been carried into encct,
it would have been decisively and permanently advantageoua.
He first visited those parts of the country
which had always been the scene of the mo«t violent
disturbances, and this journey having convinced him
that the plan which he meditated was well calculated
to produce the effect* he wished, he resolved, without
loss of time, to put it into execution.
It consisted in
the gradual introduction of the English law, admiuistered with impartiality and steadiness, into all parts of
Ireland. This ought to have becrn done before ; but it
had not ; anil Perrot, much to his chagrin and disappointment, soon found that the English government
were not disposed to furnish him with the means of
doing it now. Besides this source of disappointment,
another awaited him, in tlie proceedings of the parliament, which strenuously set themselves against him,
solely because he wished to act according to law, jusPertice, and sound policy towards the native Iri»li.
rot, however, still persevered, snd did as much good aa
he ootdd with his limited means, and under the prejudice and opposition by which he waa encountered.
To these sources of disquiet others were added, for disturbances broke out in Connaught and Ulster; but
such was the influence of his character, that, before his
departure, the suspected Irish chieftains obeyed hi*
summons, and gave hostages for their fidelity ; and hi*
;

•ucceasor, Fitzwilliam, found Ireland traiiqud when be
aaaumed the government.

..jji
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was a matter of serious
, "'""I^
moment to Elizabeth, for the Spanish armada was at
•TuJ Kiu~
^^^^ ''m^ «' sea, and the Irish, it might justly be apwuiiam.
prehended, would rise up in arms, unless prudently
managed, if the Spaniards were even reported to have
succeeded in their object. These considerations, however, did not weigh with Fitzwilliam ; on the contrary,
by hi« conduct he exasperated even those Irish chieftains who were well disposed to the English.
Tliat

it

should remain

e«,

The disaffected chieftains gladly seized the opportunity which this mal-administration presented, of forwarding their views. At the head of them, in the
north, was Hugh O'Neil, than whom, few persons were
better qualified at once to rouse and direct the Irish,
and

to offer a steady and dangerous opposition to the
English. But though his designs had been 'long formed, yet he contrived, by his caution, and apparent devotion to the English cause, to elude their suspicions;
and when they were raised, to remove them, more than
once, before circumstances in a manner forced him to
undisguised rebellion. Before this event took place,
disturbances broke out in Connaught, headed by one
O'Donnel, a Scotch adventurer, which distracted the
attention, and divided the forces of the English. O'Neil
carried his dissimulation so far as even to attack O'Donnel ; and though he relied greatly on some Spanish
forces which he knew were to be sent into Ireland, yet
he also sent the letter announcing the promise of these
forces from the Spanish king, to the Lord Deputy and
Rcbdlion of council. But while he was thus, to all appearance, actO'Seii
ing the part of a loyal subject, he was exerting all his
A. D. 1595. endeavours to
render his reb-llion, when he should
deem it prudent, or be forced to engage in it, more
formidable and general
As his character and schemes were known, though the
behaviour of the English government towards him was
not so decided and firm as it ought to have been with
this knowledge, it was deemed proper to send a new deputy. Thomas Lord Burgh was ajjpointed to this situation.
His actions displayed immediately his just sense
of the state of Ireland, and of the real views of O'Neil ;
without loss of time, he attacked him in his strong
Camp near Armagh, drove him from it, and afterwards
«lefeated him a second time.
Unfortunately De Burgh
died in the midst of his victories, and O'Neil took advantage of this and other circumstances, and managed
with so much adroitness, as to obtain from the queen a
pardon under the great seal.
He sought, however, only a breathing time; and
having, during this, recruited his forces, he again took
up arms. His first engagement being successful, the
royal army being routed, and the fort of Blackwater
having surrendered, nearly the whole of Ireland, encouraged by these events, burst into open rebellion.
Elizabeth was at last alarmed ; but unfortunately, her
partiality for Essex induced her to send him over as
lord lieutenant. But he was not equal to his situation ;
80 that while the royal forces in different parts were
defeated by the rebels, Essex himself was so completely deceived by O'Neil, as to grant him a truce for six
weeks. Soon afterwards, Essex lef- Ireland, and O'Neil
renewed the war, having called in the powerful aid of
religion to extend and support his caus.
Blunt, Lord Mountjoy, was next appointed to cope
with O'Neil, who at first affected to despise him on ac
count of his character for literature; but Blunt soon
convinced him, that sagacity was more than a match
for cunnnig ; and by his rapid and successful movements se disconcerted O'Neilj and lowered him in the

.

opinion of his confederates, that they began to exhibit
Historysymptoms of declining zeal and confidence.
'"'"Y""^
The south of Ireland was, at the same time, the scene
of nearly equally judiciou?^ and successful measures,

adopted and pursued by Sir George Sarew, who commanded the Queen's forces there. Sensible that he
could not act with any prospect of success against the
united Irish chieftains, and well acquainted with their
jealousies and suspicions of one another, he turned these
jealousies and suspicions to his own advantage ; and ha>
ving thus disunited the enemy, he carried on his military operations with vigour and success.
Hitherto the King of Spain had withheld the assistance which he had promised; but at length, in September l601, about O'OOO men landed at Kinsale. Against
these Blunt marched, and blocked them up in that
town. As soon as the landing of the Spaniards was

Spaniard*
'""'l »' •''»

,g^,

'f'^j.
'

'

known

to the rebel chiefs, O'Donnel moved to join
them from Connaught and Leinster, and O'Neil from;
the north.
Thus the fate of Ireland seemed to be
brought to a point On the one hand were the forces
of the Spaniards, which had been augmented by 5i()00
men, and the armies of O'Donnel and O'Neil ; on the
other were the forces of the Queen, under the Deputy.
O'Donnel, with the Spaniards that had last landed,
and O'Neil with his troops, took up such a position as
:

Deputy's forces on the land side, while
were very irregular and insuffi*
cient. The consequence was, that the royal army was
gradually reduced in numbers and spirit, and must have
fallen before the continued blockade of its enemies
but they were divided in opinion, and O'Niel reluctantly gave way to the opinion of those who advised an
attack.
As soon as Blunt saw them advance, he also
left his entrenchments ; and while Carew, with part of
the forces, continued the siege, he hmiself, with only
1'200 infantry and 400 cavalry, resolved to meet the
enemy, who were very far superior in numbers. On
this occasion, the advantage of talent over mere personal bravery was evident.
The Irish, first intimidated
by the boldness of the measure adopted by Blunt, and
afterwards perplexed by his judicious disposition of his
to cut off the

by sea

•

their supplies

forces, displayed

symptoms of

indecision.

Of

these

Blunt immediately took advantage, and the enemy
were defeated in a very short time, and with very little
The effects of this victory
loss on the part of Blunt.
were most important: Kinsale surrendered; O'Neil
was deserted by his allies and troops, and he himself
submitted, almost at the very moment of the Queen's
death.
Thus Elizabeth lived just long enough to effeet the subjugation of Ireland, a measure which had
been attempted in vain by her predecessors.
In the reign of James I. there were some disturbances in Ireland, partly of a political and partly of a
religious nature ; but they were so uninteresting, and
so unimportant in their consequences,, that we shall pass
them by, and advert only to such measures and transactions as relate to the internal policy of this country.
Before Blunt letl Ireland, he freed the Irish peasantry
from the tyranny of their chiefs, and ordered them to
be considered and treated as the immediate vassals of
the crown.
His successors seem to have been animated
with the same spirit of conciliation, and to have imbibed
his views ; and, fortunately, James either approved, or
at least did not oppose their measures : circuit judges
were appointed ; the law was administered with impartiality ; the right to landed property was rendered more
secure, and more conformalile to justice ; such lands as
were held under the great lords had a fixed rent put

O'Neil sub™''*-
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npon them antl, in the digtribution of lands, proper atFree
tention was paid to the support of the church.
schools were tmioweil in the principal town.t, and the
;

university of Dublin rfceive<l larj^ grants of lands.
The Kn(;li>h irovemim-nt neit turned its attention to
the colonisation ot' the immense ptus-'iestions which were
forfeited; nearly S'O.OOO acre* were in this pretlicament in the nortti of Ireland ; and tliese it was resolved
to settle with such peo[>le, and in such a manner, as
inif(ht render the colonization beneficial both to the

Mttlen themselves and to the Irish. As this desire
was sincere, and as the plan was thoroughly digested
hy able and impartial men, the object was accomplished in a much greater degree than might have been anticipated.

In ibis, the first national parliament was held in
Their first pmceedings were tumultuous; but
aAerwanls they conducted themselves with more deco>
.D. U13.
rum, and their acts were wise and beneficial. O'Neil,
wtw bad again embarked in treasonable designs, but
afterwaitb led to the continent
the Earl of Tyrconnd, who had joined him and O'Dogherty, who had
bw n concerned in an- insurrection, were attainted; amnesty and pardon were granted to all otlieri.
The
ncaaares of the king to abolish the distinctions between
the English by birth, and the English by blood, and to
place the native Irish under tiie protection of the law,
were approved by the legislature ; and the aetaioa was
cloaed by a bill oif subsidy.
Notwithstanding; the.<e judicious measures, and the
n>p«rent tranquillity of Ireland, thrre >tdl existe<l sebut these bad now b»urious causes of dissflectioa
med a religious character. Tlie Refomiation had made
little provress
the great poitiaa at the nobility, and
nearly all the lower orders, were still attachr<l to tlie
Catholic rcligi«a ; and
tbcy were rut off tram th«
poMcssion o( oCcca by their refusal to uke the oath of
•nptcmacy, there were thus implanted in them two
waigluy rp4>on« of discontent—diflermre of religion,
Aipouiu
< which this occasioned.
and the
But, as they
were sm
their own numbers ard power, they
openly urged their claims and wishes, and opposed the
meaauna of the Protestants. From this source had
arisen the tumultuous procedings of the parliament
whrn it first openetl and the dispuaition displa)cd by
t!:i' rrruaants (as they were called) to make deinancb
i:i religious matters, caused its uitespectcd diasotutian.
ffaMiialiNui pu-

Ireland.

—

—

;

—

m

'

;

The

approved and suppnrtad the mcatur<'. ..t'lli.- rpcuNUiu
and, in order that they mieht
-,
ho!
snd art with decision, be appointed a
re^u.-. .... ..^rchy tiirougliout the kingdom, all the memben of whirh met with as much respect and obedience
as thev had received when the Catholic was th« estapi'pe naturally

;

blished religion.
Such was the state of Ireland when Charles I. as.
Ateinittn- cended the throne.
In \6SS. that monarch appointed

Wentworth

lord-lieutenant.

He

entered upon his of-

WcMwnifc See with notions
that were by no nieans
A.D. 16sl3.

calculatr<l

to

remler him popular, or to benefit Ireland ; for he carrietl his idea, of t/ie right ol conquest to tlic utmost extreme ami acted on these idea*, Ixith in his general
administration of the country, and in his treatment of
individuals.
He seems, however, in some respects to
have benefited Ireland
for t^ouffli he discouraged tlie
wo-"
'ifsi-ture, l>edu>e it n'
'' roanuCici;land. yet he j;nve
to the
aatabiishnu-nt ofa liiun maiiulartuiv iii Li»tcr. In 164<),
Wcntwurth IrA Ireland, to assist bis royal master in the
;

;

•

'
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and troubles in \vhich he was involved, having
previously, as he thought, proved and secured the loyal-

difficulties

Hijtoty.

^^'y"^

ty of the Irish parliament.
As soon, however, as they
found that Charles was involved in a war with Scotland, and that the English parliament were rising in
their demands from him, they forgot their protestations
and promises, and directed a remonstrance to be sent
to the king regarding the grievances they had suffered
from Wentworth. Tliis remonstrance, instead of being

presented to his m:ije-ity, was communicated to the
English House of Commons, who n.tturally fomented
and encouraged the discontents of the Irish. The king,
under these circumstances, was obliged to yield, and to
agree that most of the grievances complained of should Chsrlfs
be removetl. This concession only stimulated to fresh ^"">t'« ««•
demands ; and, to render these demands more iinpera- cessions.
tive, the recusants and puritans, who formed the majority of the parliament, united.
It is not to be suppo^etl that the Irish cliieflains were
inactive during this state of things ; on the contrary,
thty used their utmost endeavours to persua<le the people, that the moment was arrived when they might
shake off the English yoke. The most active and en- Roger
terprisini; person on this occasion was Roger Moore : Moore's rsHe was desendeji from a family once |>owerful, hut now IwUion.
reduced, in the Queen's county ; and though not of
native Iri>;h descent, yet he contrived to ingratiate himself so thoroughly with the native Irish, that he was
the subject of their most popular songs.
His address
was insinuating his manners, when he chose, and
deemed it necessary or politic, highly polished and

—

judgment

—

and penetratinL'. With him were
associated several men, greatly his inferiors in every
respect, but whom he well knew how to employ as
bis

cool

luetul instruments for his purposes.
The levying of troops for the Spanish service had
been very injudiciously i^ermitted in Ireland
These
troc^ were kept in the country by the contrivance of
Moore and his associates, whoals<' increased their numbers.
Upon ihete Moore mainly depended for setting
the rebellion in motion ; and he trusted that hi^ measures were so well Uken, that, when once set in mo:

would spread rupiilly over the whole kingdom.
object was tiie seizure of Dublin castle; Attonptsto
and, for this purpose, on the S'.'d of October 1641. he •«•" t)uband his assoantes aasemblrd in the capital, with an in- j!" £".'1^1
tentifM the nezt day to attempt the seizure but on the
previous evening the plot was di*<-overrd to the lords
Justices.
This part of the scheme of Moore w.is of
tion.

It

Their

first

;

courie frustrated ; hut his associates in Ulster rose in
such strength, and so simultaneously, that in the course
of a very Jew days they were in possession of nearly
the whole fif thi» part of Ireland.
The I'rotestanU,
alarmed, and completely taken by surprise, fle<l to tlieir
Strang places. As soon, however, as they had digested their plans, and recovered fnm their alarm, they
marched out against the insurgents, whom they defeated
and checked in many parta. This served only to enrage them, and the hostilities they carried on soon began to aastune all the horrors of civil war, such a* it ia
always waged where religious bigotry slurpens the
edge of political hatreil, and wheie they both art on
savage and barbarous dispositions. 1 he most cruel and Mastarr**
unheard of massacres were committed by tile icl>els ; b; tlic rsnor was the conduct of their opponents uuktaiiie<l by '<'* •
acts nearly as atrocious.
Charles was totally unable to suImIuc the insurrection, and the English parliament did not deem it poli»
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immediately to quell it. Hitherto the Catholics of
the pale had refused to join the insurgents ; but, being
left unprotected, and thus exposed to their ravages and

tic

contributions, they wavered in their allegiance, and
were at length decidetl in their resolution to join them,
in consequence of a victory they obtained over the
Had the administration
royal forces near Drogheda.
of Ireland, at this period, been conducted by men sincere in their attachment to government, and of moderate capacity and activity, the rebellion might have

been quelled, even after it had spread thus far, and taken such deep root; but neither the civil nor the military measures of the lords justices were of such a nature as the exigencies of tlie times required.
The
force which they possessed was weaicened, and rendered of little effect, by petty and insulated attacks on the
subordinate and distant forces of the rebels, instead of
being brought to bear, in one body, on their most vulnerable points.
The soldiers were thus harassed and dispirited, while Moore and his associates gainetl strength
and spirits daily.
E»fen Dublin was threatened by
them and it is probable that they might have taken it,
if they had not delayed their marcli, and laid siege to
Drogheda. Against this place they were unsuccessful,
in consequence of the approach of Ormond, who would
have prosecuted his success had he been allowed by
;

the lords justices.
As soon as the Catholics of the pale received intelliOrmoncVs
measures a- gence of the success of Ormond, they offered to desert
gainst them. the cause of the rebels, which
they had reluctantly
joinetl, and to which they had never been sincerely attached ; but they were not received by the lords justices
as sincere in their wishes. On the contrary, they were
prosecuted with the utmost violence, it is supposed
with a view to render the forfeiture of lands more extensive ; and in this plan they were encouraged by the
English House of Commons, who looked forward to
the sale of the forfeited lands, as the means of enabling
them to prosecute the war against the king. Thus
driven to despair, the Catholics of the pale were forced
to violent measures ; and, having formed an army of
8000 foot, and some troops of horse, they attacked Ormond near Kilrush ; but though superior, they were
Their defeat.
not able to make any impression on his better disciplined troops, and the contest ended in their precipitate retreat.

Scotch
troops land
in Ulster.

This defeat saved the city of Cork, which had been
besieged by the insurgents of Munster ; for, during the
dismay which it occasioned, being attacked by the garrison, they also were routed.
The consequences of
these defeats of the rebels, however, were not nearly
so advantageous as tliey might have been, if the royal
armies had been properly supported.
The rebels also,
about this period, were still further excited against the
Enghsh by the fanaticism of Hugh Peters, who accompanied Lord Forbes, a general appointed by the parliament.
The English House of Commons at last became sensible of the necessity of taking vigorous measures for
the reduction of the rebels ; and accordingly they concluded a treaty with the Scotch parliament, by which
the latter agreed to send 10,000 men into Ulster ; but
these troops were more active in plundering the country, and exporting the cattle to Scotland, than in pursuing the rebels. The English forces, therefore, in this
part of Ireland, were obliged to trust entirely to their
own unassisted efforts the first success of which seemed to open up the prospect of more permanent and decisive advantages, when the arrival of Owen O'Neil
;

from Dunkirk, -with 100 ofTicers, and a large supply of Hisiery.
arms and ammunition, directed their attention to the ^"^^.""^
necessity of checking him.* In this enterprise they
were again disappointed, in not beingx assisted by the
Scotch, though the Earl of Leven, their commander,
was now at the head of 20,000 foot and 1 000 cavalry ;
but, instead of acting, he contented himself with sending a message to O'Neil, and soon afterwards embarked for Scotland.
This inactivity on the part of their opponents, joined National
to the arrival of supplies from France, gave great con- conventio«
fidence to the rebels, who now prepared to give con- of the rebels.
sistency and colour to their proceedings, by the holdA. D. Ie42.
ing of a national convention. This accordingly met at
Kilkenny, in October 1642. It consisted olFthe Catho«
lie lords and clergy, besides deputies from the counties
and towns in each province. By them were chosen
24 persons, who were styled the Supreme Council of
the Confederate Catholics of Ireland.
To this council
the conduct of the war, and the choice and command
of all officers, civil and military, were committed.
The convention professed themselves faithful to the Their pro*
king, but they denied the authority of his Irish govern- cs'dmgs.
The rights of the Catholic church were to be
inent.
supported; and the law of England, so far as it did not
contravene those rights, was, in conjunction with the
statutes of Ireland, to form the guide of their public
.

Generals were immediately appointed for
conduct.
the conduct of the war ; but among these were not included Moore, or the other original leaders of the insurrection.

Opposed to this union of the Catholics, the loyal Parties
party, as they were styled, would have been weak, even among th*
'°y*''***
if they had not been divided ; but, in consequence of
the contests between the king and his parliament, they
were split into two parties. The lords justices, and
those whom they influenced, adhered to the cause of
the parliament ; whereas Ormond, and the greatest
part of the army, were royalists. These hoped that the
insurgents might be induced to co-operate with them
and they were, indeed, so disposed ; but the lords justices had hitherto prevented their petition from reaching the king. Ormond at last interfered ; their petition
was laid before the king, and a commission was appointed to confer with the principal insurgents, and
Charles was urged to this
transmit their proposals.
step, from the hope, that if he could gain them over, he
might draw a large force from Ireland in support of
his cause ; while the parliament, on the other hand,
were as anxious to prolong the disturbed state of that
To effect this object any longer by intrigue,
country.
the lords justices now found would be impossible ; they
therefore agreed to permit Ormond (who, while the
negociation with the insurgents was pending, deemed
it proper still to act against them,^ to attempt the reduction of Ross and Wexford, after having in v^in endeavoured to place one of their own party at the head
Ormond immediately laid siege to Ross,
of his army.
but was repulsed in an assault ; and the supplies of
-

provisions which the justices had promised not arriHe was now in a
ving, he was compelled to raise it.
perilous situation, and, had the enemy kept possession
of a defile in which they were posted, his ruin would

have been certain and complete but they left it, and
Ormond, attacking them with impetuosity, defeated
them, and effected his escape. His victory would have
been more complete, if he had not been abandoned by
the English cavalry under Lord Lisle.
After much delay and many difficulties, the negocia-.
;

1

Battle of

ross,
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tion with the innrgenti was broujrht to a favourable
On the 1 3th of September a treaty waa signed,
by which the confederate* stipulated for the payment
of 30,000 to the king, partly in money and partly in

Uktuj.

*m'^^' mue.

£

Immediately on the conclusion of this
upward* of 2000 of Onnond'^ soldiers were sent
to Enciaod to aanat the king ; but the confederates,
though thejr had profeaacd their attachment to him,
aent him no miatancr,
At tbia period Ireland waa in a very unsettled and
divided state ; the confederates attendetl more to their
««ii plan* and intviata than to those of the king, by
whom Onnond had been appointed lord-lieutenant
In the north, the partixana of tae paiUament were most
nnmenma ; and Monroe, who oaaunanded there, received a rrmimlMinn ander the teal of the parliament, by
which he waa cuaatituted commander of all the forces
in Ulster, both Scotch and Eogliah and ordered to carrr on the war against all those who refused to subscribe
the aolcaui lasfisa and oovcnant. Imwediatrly oo the
nenpt of tUs tnwiissiiin, b« suriviaed Belost, and
oidaaTourcd, though without success, to take Lisbume
proviaiona.

tfCBty,

;

•lao.

In the mean time, the Irish tunfailaatsi rasolved to
lake advantage of the misfurtones of the king. Ao>
OiauuMfu. eordingly, during a ncgodation at Oxford, they propoA« u. IMS, g^ terms, which, if complied with, would in wet have
pot an end t« the Englith power in Ireland ; but
ClMrles, thoiurh naw redoced to oreat distress, refused
toaoeade to them. The nsfoajatiai waa pnotracted Ull
tlw year 1645> whan two traatiaa w«n ctitcrcd into
ana saoct. wdar the nMnagawsnt of tlM Eari of Gla.
tba atbar open, nndar die management
norgaB,
of tha Earl of Oimond. Bjr the former, with ,which
Onnond waa noi aryiainlaa, tha ra«al word was en.
aged by GlamasBaa for the iii aat4iliihiiiiwt of the
vafiholic raligion and the papal a ulbuti ty ; while, b]r tha
laMir, tiw civil and poiitical demands of tho aaonda*
settled.
The ganera) asse bly, on their
part.
a rsaalutian, that I0,()00 men should be
for tJw sai I iee of tlia king. Bat thaaa cwnditiona
werenaarhr raodarcdvaid, by tka arrival and faitarl»>
at tba Ptops^a Nuncio, who paaMalad agmniT the
of Olamnrft, baeanaa it did not gn fiv ammgh
in fiTonr of tha Catfcoliw, and
it waa to ba
haot aacret and ha ptwaUad on that anhlsman to aign
additional articles, to the eflect that CstiwUe
Id sit in parliament ; that only a Cathalia shanU
ba amnanteiil lard^Jioutcsymt ; and that the
'Cetimn iu aatberitjr till the wboia
with.
Iim*, tha English parliament soppiiad
sam in Ulatar with BMncj ; and ana of
baring paas ailed an ibem to advance
t, they taok paasiasiBii af Sligo.
To re.
the Arcfabiabon af Twun and Sir Jamea
byaHarnf tha ionfiiliialii ; bat being
bjrtba' pail i ama—aaiai n, in tha arehhisbeu's
which was taken, waa *mmi
iiwid a eapjr
eaov of Gl*.
HMipn'a orupnal treaty with tha eonftdawlaa, and also
flf hm aowmissiuu and of his oath.
Tbaaa pnpaaa being
aani to tba Eagliah parliaaMnt, were immadialaly pub.
iUuiftmA injuiid tbacamaof the king very rourh in
An^nlaaf all thaaa who had hitherto supported him,
in tfia beiief that he waa not dispoaed to fcsiora the Catbabc rabgion. The minister* of Charlea, in order to
vipc oClhis ivpi'iMiaii, arrssled Glannrgan, who contt»«d that be had aawd witboot particalar instructiona,
Tftaiiss af
iiiiMi <
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king. It is difficult to ascei-tain the truth respecting this
transaction
the probability is, that Glamorgan acted
rather on his idea of what the king would accede to,
and what would be advantageous to him, than on any
express orders or directions.
As however Glamorgan was arrested for his part in
the treaty, the confeilerates were alarmed and indig.
nant ; but at length were persuaded to renew the negociation ; and on the 28th of May 16'46, it was bruugbt
to an amicable termination.
On the part of the king
he bound himself to grant toleration to the Catholics,
and the confederates on their part engage<l to transport 6000 well appointed infantry, and if they were
not sent at the time specified, the treaty was to be void.
But the aid thus at last obtained came too late ; the
aflkirs of the king were irretrievably ruined.
Find,
ing that it would be useless to send the forces into
England, it became a matter of deliberation in what
manner, and in what part they should be employed in
Ireland ; but Ormond refused to act till his treaty
should be published, and that with Glamorgan cancelled.
This was accordingly done but it soon appeared that
the peace which this treaty concluded was acceptable
to neither of the parties who were most interested in it,
;

HUtort.

^""'"V""^

Treaty with
Charles re-

rewed.

A-D'1S*6-

;

and on whose good

dependetl mainly for its
and the Farliamentariana in the south of Ireland were detennined,
if possible, to root out popery ; and the most numer.
ous party, as well as the most active and powerful of
the Catholics, were as determined to use all their ef.
fort* to extirpate heresy.
I'o these the pope's Nuncio Coadnet ef
attached himself; and Owen O'Neil waa appointe<l by the Pope's
him the commander of what were called the Nuncio's Nundo.
soldier* : theta consisted of a deaperata banditti ; and
this circumstance, as well as tha extravagant views of
the Nuncio, alarmed the mora oonaiderate of the ooqfailanta*, and they actually oommandad an armed opposilian sgainit tJie troopa of O'Neil, on account of the
tmipilarities which they committed in Leinster.
As soon as O'.N'eil had collacted about 5000 infantry, R*tile ef
efficacy.

will to

it, it

The Covenanters

in the north,

Armagh, and was "^1""^
bead of the Scotch forcea.
A battle took place between them, at a place called
Benburb, a short distance from this town, which ended
in tba dcfimt of Munroe, with the loss of 3000 men, his
artillary, and most of hi* baggage. O'Neil* force* now
rapidly increased, and at the hea<J of 1 0,000 men, he
was prtrparing (o reduce L'Uter, when he waa recalled
by tba Nuncio, in order to oppose the peace
Tba Nuncio, supported by a victorious army, was
violent Ussn over in hi* opposition to the
aa well a* mora haughty in his declarations of
and SOO

horse, he advanced towards

fallowed

bjr

Munroe,

at the

'• auttiority.
Onnond waa now *erioualy
and perplexed ; his treaty was alighted by all
parties
tba Nuncio and O'Neil openly opposed it the
other foram of tba oonftdarates under Preston had dis«
for want of pay. and part of them
banded thaosselves
tl
bad §mm over to the clergy on the other hand, the
badgosw
traopa of the Parliament were xtill continuing their
bostila operation*. Under these difficult circumstances,
Ormond put himaelf at the head of 2000 troops, for
the purpose o( aupporting the authority of Uie supreme
but his force was
council, and enforring the treaty
inadequate, especially atlter the Nuncio had gained over
Preston, and Onnond was obliged to seek safety in the
:

;

:

;

capital.

The

united traopa of Preston and O'Neil lost no time Dublin bo
advancing against Dublin, which was inunediatelv sieged.
besieged. A» Ormond could not expect to defend it
in
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long, he was obliged to submit either to the English
parliament, or to thelrish generals. He preferred the
former alternative his overtures were accepted ; and
2300 men were ordered to march to the immediate relief of the city.
In the mean time disputes had arisen
relievwl by
the parliabetween O'Neil and Preston, which probably would
ment forces have produced a separation, if not mutual hostilities,
A. D. I6i7.
had not tiie intelligence of the advance of the parliamentarian forces arrived. In consequence, however,
of some difference between their leader an<l Ormond,
they refused to act, and were sent back to Ulster.
Ormond was now obliged reluctantly to give his sanction to the attempt which had been previously made to
separate Preston from O'Neil ; but his suspicions with
regard to the former being soon confirmed, he saw himself again reduced to the necessity of submitting to the
English parliament. Accordingly, on the 29th of June
164-7, a treaty with the parliament was signed.
The
king's garrisons were to be defivered up to the commissioners of parliament, and tlie commissioners on
their part promised security to such of the recusants as
did not engage in rebellion ; liberty for all to leave
Ireland who chose to accompany Ormond ; and the
History.

;

repayment of a large sum which he had expended

in

the service of the king.
Battle of
Immediately on the conclusion of the treaty, Jones,
DunganhiDi the parliamentarian governor of Dublin, marched against
Preston ; at first he was unsuccessful, but being reinforced, a desperate battle took place at Dunganhill, in
which the army of Preston was routed with dreadful
O'Neil was immediately called to the deslaughter.
fence of Leinster by tile Nuncio and his party, who
rather rejoiced than grieved at the defeat, as it thus
rendered O'Neil of more consequence.
In Munster tlie forces of the parliament were commanded by Lord Incliiquin, and the Catholic army by
Lord Taafe. The latter was as anxious to avoid a general battle as the former was to draw it on, and for
this purpose, as well as to obtain subsistence to his
troops, he reduced the castle of Cahir, and thus opened
to himself the fertile plains of Tipperary.
He next
took Cashel by storm.
Taafe was soon obliged to put
himself in motion, and to hazard a battle. The two
armies met at a place called Knockoness, and the CaBattle of
Knocktholics were defeated with great slaughter.
The state
oncss.
of the confederates, at least of the more moderate part
of them, seemed now desperate : their two principal
armies under Preston and Taafe had been defeated,
and it might be apprehended, that as soon as spring arrived, the army of the parliament would follow up
their success to the complete destruction of their cause.
Thus situated, a new attempt was made to treat with
the King, or rather with the Queen and Prince of Wales,
who were at this time in France, while the Nuncio, by
his influence, obtained the sending at the same time a
deputation to the pope. The Queen promised to send
a. person in a short time to Ireland
and the moderate
c(mfederates were privately assured that this should be
;

Ormond.
This pleasing intelligence was soon followed by the
defection of Inchiquin from the Parliament ; but as the

Nuncio still continued opposed to all moderate measures,
the affairs of the confederates were more injured by
iiim than they were benefited by any other circumstance.
He even influenced O'Neil so far as to induce him to
declare war against the supreme council, and to his
army all who were inimical to the peace and to the
£nghsh flocked. It became therefore necessary to proclaim O'Neil a traitor, which was accordingly done.

In 1648, Ortnond arrived: his first object was, if History.
possible, to unite the Protectant and Catholic royalists
and tiiis object was rendered more attainable by two Union of th
events ; in the first place, the return of the Nuncio's Protestant

commissioners from Rome without supplies or even anil Dathopromises of assistance ; and secondly, the intelligence lic royalisu
A. U. I6ii
that the English army had demanded the death of the
King.
Peace, therefore, was concluded on nearly the
same terms as in 1 6l() ; all the penal statutes against
tlie Catholics were to be repealed, and they were to be
allowed the free exercise of their religion ; but the
point relative to the establishment of the Catholic religion was left unsettled.
The intelligence of the execution of Charles, which
arrived soon afterwards, proved that this treaty could
be of no service to the royal cause in England, by enabling Ormond to send Irish forces thither; but in
other respects this "event, by the indignation which it
excited, was beneficial to the royal cause in Ireland.
Of this indignation, Ormond resolved to take advantage without loss of time. The governor of Dublin was,
however, firmly attached to the parliament, and Sir
Charles Coote, who occupied Derry, returned no answer to Ormond's offers. On the other hand, the British forces in Ulster declared for the royalists, and
blockaded Coote. Ormond soon found, however, that
he could not take advantage of the favourable change
of circumstances, without a supply of money to support his troops ; and this he could not obtain ; the con.
federate Catholics could not raise it, and Prince Rupert, who had come to Ireland for the express purpose
of aiding Ormond, not only refused to supply him with

money, but even embarrassed

his plans.

Jones, the governor of Dublin, a

man of penetration,

was not, in the mean time idle
he even endeavoured, and not without success, to detach O'Neil, and carried his intrigues into the very
heart of Preston's army. Ormond, though disappointed in many of his expectations, was convinced that if
he was inactive, or discovered his disappointment, he
would injure the royal cause ; he therefore put his
troops in motion, and being sensible of the effect which
would be produced on all parties, by gaining possesintrigue,

and

activity,

sion of the capital, he took advantage of Jones having
marched to some distance from it, and laid siege to it. Siege of
He had some expectation that on his approach, such of Dublin,
the inhabitants as were royalists, would discover them- A. D. 1649
selves, and raise a disturbance in the city; but this not

being the case, he deemed

prudent to encamp at
there, he dispatched Inchiquin to Drogheda, whither Jones had sent his
cavalry for the purpose of intercepting the supplies of
Inchiquin on this occasion being anxithe besiegers.
ous to shew his sincerity and zeal in the cause to which
he had come over, exerted all his talents and activity ;
he surprized the cavalry of Jones ; took Drogheda ; defeated some parliamentary troops which were conveying
ammunition to O'Neil; reduced Dundalk, and then
returned safely to Ormond.
Ormond now pressed the siege of Dublin with hopes
of its speedy surrender but these hopes were utterly
dissipated by the arrival from England of a reinforceFinglass,

two miles from

it.

it

While

;

ment to the garrison of 2000 infantry and COO cavalry,
and the intelligence that Cromwell was about to laud

Much difference of opinion
existed in a council of war summoned on this occasion.
Inchiquin was sent into the south with part of the
forces ; but in what manner to carry on the siege with
diminished forces, was a matter of serious considerain .the south of Ireland.

IRELAND.
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At lengtli it was resolvfd
tion, and no shmII difficulty.
to seize the castle of Baegatrath, by which means the
enemy's cavalry woukl \te excluded from their only
pastures, and means might he taken to stop up the port
of Dubhn.

This extraorto seiie his person.
dinary display of ingratitude arose from the influence
of some bigotted and ignorant priests in Waterford,
aided and fostered by the Marqois of Antrim, who
wished to supplant Ormond in the chief governor-

was even proposed

For this purpose a detachment was sent ofT, but it
was led astray by the treachery of the guiile anfl Or-

ship.

mond found

his winter quarters in

;

him«elf under the necessity of hazarding
•n enpij(en>enL Before, however, he had commenced
Onnan4d*> ^^ attack, his army was it*elf suddenly attacked, and
"^
fated.
Eighteen hunliirown into utter confusion, by Jones.
dred prisoners were taken, and 600 men were slain,
Omsond himself retiring to Kilkenny with the remains
of hk army.
As some counterbalance to this misfortune he received oTerturea from O'Neil, which being accepted,
and that leader having joined him with 6000 foot and
500 cavalry, Unnond resolved to make another attempt
Scarcely, however, h/ul he formed
Afritalaf Mainat the capital.
rrow««a. tfaii plan, when he leame<l that Cromwell had landetl
Auj. I54» j„ f>ublin, with 8000 infantry, 4000 cavalry, a formidable train of artillery, and e>'ery thing else necessary
to carry on the war with vigonr, promptitude, and efThe first e€brt of Cromwell was the reduction of
fect.
Drogheda ; in it Ormond placed a chosen garrison of
upwaida of 9000 mea, commanded br a Catholic, on
whoae bra v ery and akill he placed the utmost confiilenoe.
Aa it was the grand porpoae of Cromwell to
itrike terror into his opponenta by the boMneas and rapidity of his operations, be iaaoed orden to take the
town by assault, an<l though the garrison resikted with
the scat determined bravery, and twice repulsed the
aasailanta, yet they couki not stand the third attack, at
the bead of which Cromwell placed himself.
The
T>io(h«U
sisiS'iL
town waa taken by storm, and the garrison and Roman
Catholic prie*ts found in it, were put to the sword.
,
huBOg no time rasping the mAraatagt* of the sacof the diaoqr vnidi it hwl CTMtad. he took
OHt
Trim atid DoiMklk witfaoot oppoaition ; and while he
hjimalf marched towards the sooth, the whole of the
oottii, except the CMtle at CmnkkBrn ut, aobmittad to
g

m

nd

hi* autboritT.
Cmoi veil baring xaduced Wex/brd, notwithataaAy
Oimaad had tbrown • garrison into it, poraiMd tiltt
gCDanU. who had rctind to Boas, and afterwards having

weaaad the Barrow, compelled him to retreat further
to Kilkenny.
Indsad Ormao^
uttwly inoapMbfe of itandinf
Cranwell and
ths tmif umnm from which he could look forreinfbre*.
aiBlt waabjr an agfccmcnt with O'Neil. This gene*
nl was fakneeif daagerooaly ill ; but luving come to

^ail

;

an aceoaBHdatiaa with Onnoad, he sent his army,
'rt ng of
vcty large body of troopa, to join him.
OfondlmwwdiniBhf moived to give battle to Cromwell, but the latter had proMdod to WalOTfonl. which
he was besieging. Into thia piaee Omond threw re-

r—

i

inforcement*, but a detadimcnt from his army kavisf
attempt to reduce Cairick on the Sob,
he cli<l not deem it prudent to attack Cromwell.
Having received mtdligenee, however, from the in>
habitaota at Waterford, that they coald no longer hold
aat, ha raaolvad, at all hazards, to attempt their relief;

failed in their

WMttfecd
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and ha Meeaedctl in throwing in a second rrinforcemant, and in obliging Cromwell to raise the siege.
Had he been tupplietl by the inhabitants with boata,
and thtu c|iable<l tu ctom the river, he would have porCed Cromwell but not only were these refused him.
;

his requcat that bis soldier* should be permitted
to lad|^ in hbu under the walls was rejected; and it
t

Histsry.

^"^""^

Cromwell, on his retreat from Waterford, took up
in this

Munster the principal garrison
provmce having declared in his favour, in con;

sequence of the insnlts they received from the CathoOrmond, not supposing that his opponent would
leave these quarters till the spring, had dispersed his
trijops in various places but as soon as Cromwell learned this, he suddenly advanced, in the depth of winter,
and laid siege to Kilkenny, which most probably he
would not Iwve reduced, had it not been for the treachHis next object was
ery of the mayor and citizens.
Clonmell. This place was garrisoned by 1 200 troops under Hugh O'Xeil ; and such was their intrepidity,
This
that in his first assault Cromwell lost 2000 men.
obliged him to commence a blockade and O'Neil, after a siege of two months, being exhausted of his provisions and ammunition, and yet unwilling to surrender, contrived to withdraw his troops, with which he
lics.

;

;

siege ef

Kilkenny,
^- ^- !*•'••

,

arrived safe at^'aterford.
In consequence of the Scotch having embraced the
cause of Charles II. Cromwell judged it expe<lient to
return to England, having previously placed Ireton in
the command of the army which was to act against
Omiond and the Irish confe<lerate8. But there was
now little to do the greater part of Ireland was subdue<l
Cromwell had been very succcssftil in the
south, and, after hia departure, Carlow, Waterford, and
Liother places of im|M>rtance, were surrendered.
merick, too strong to be taken by assault, or even by a
regular siege, till Ireton waa reinforced, was blockad"
In the north, Coote had reduced Carrickfergu*.
ed.
To the junction of the forces of this general, and of
Ireton, for the purpose of subduing the western counties, there was now no impediment, and for this purarched towards Athlone, while Orpose the ^
w troops he could collect, directed his
mond, v>
Hwrch to tlu: iahanium, to prevent the enemy from
passing that river.
The cause of the confederates, ImuI as it waa reruler- State of the
ed by the sucoes* of Cromwell, waa made still worse confedeby their own violence, opi)ositioTi to Ormond, and want "'**•
of nfanu and unanimity among themselves. Ormond
ano the royalists wiahad marefy to support the king's
c^nae ; many of the co nftdera tea went rather farther
tlian thii
«n<l the Citholic clergy m.ide no scrnple in
avowinit thitt they still indulgetl the idea of establishing their own religion, un<|pr t)ie protection of a foreign prince. Even the inhabitants of Limerick, though
aanaibla of the dangers with which they were threatanad, nlbsad to aditnit 1800 men, with which Ormond
propoaed to reinforce the garrison. An attempt was
indeed made to arrange matters in such a manner that
Ormond might act with effect in favour of the royal
cause; but these attempts having been rendered of no
avail by the intrigues of the violent Catholics, Ormond,
unable to keep his army on the Shannon, destitute as
it was of support or supplies from the inhabitants, and
even apprehensive for nis own safety, resolved to leave
But this resolution he changed when the Ca- TJj**' '^"
Ireland.
tholic clergy required him to repair to the King, de- ormond.
claring that now he would not quit the kingdom un.
This declaration produced formal arless forced to it.
ticles against him, in which he was accused of being an
;

:

'

:
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enemy to the Catholic religion ; and, as such, the people
were enjoined not to obey his orders, but only those of
an assembly of the clergy ; a sentence of excommunication was at the same time passed against all who

•hould adhere to him, or pay him subsidy or obedience.
These violent measures of the clergy were rendered
•till more so, by a declaration made by the king, in
order to please the Scotcli, in which he expressed his
abhorrence oi' popery, and pronounced the treaty with
the Catholics of Ireland void. Ormond's sole hope was
now placed in the Commissioners of Trust, who had
the management of the civil affairs of the king ; but
when they deserted him, by declining to take decisive
measures, and passing over the violence of the clergy,
he determined to leave the kingdom. This he accordingly did, after having appointed Clanricard his depuAs the confederates had now gained their object,
ty.
by having a Catholic governor, and as the army was
wholly Catholic, it was supposed that all causes of discontent and disunion would be removed ; but so far
from this being the case, the clergy, still anxious to
raise their own power, secretly intrigued against Clanricard, and actually sought to place a foreign prince on
This prince was the Duke of
the throne of Ireland.
Lorrain, with whom they opened a negociation, which,
however, was very prudently broken oft" by the Duke,
when he learned that the republicans were fast advanc*
ing in their plan to subjugate the whole country.
Limerick
It was now determined by Ireton to lay siege to Liand Galwi; merick. In order to defend this important place eftaken.
fectually, Clanricard offered to throw himself into it
but this was refused by the magistrates, and Hugh
O'Neil was admitted to take the command of the garThe measures he took for the defence of the
rison.
place, were aided by the approach of winter and the
sickness of the republican troops, and probably would
have saved it, had not the troops and inhabitants been
divided among themselves, and the prevalent party
opened the gates to Ireton. This general intended,
immediately on the surrender of Limerick, to have besieged Galway ; but he was taken off by a pestilence
which then raged, and was succeeded in the command
by Ludlow. The death of Ireton at first inspirited the
inhabitants of Galway ; but the fate of this place was
^cided like that of Limerick, by internal disputes, and
Clanricard
it was surrendered without any opposition.
upon this fled from the south into the north of Ireland,
where at first he met with some slight success, but at
length being obliged to capitulate, he was permitted to
transport himself and his troops to any foreign country
which was not at war with England.

Henry
Cromwell
in Ireland.

A. D, lOSi.

Soon afterwards, Fleetwood arrived in Ireland, as
commander-in-chief of the forces ; but in this capacity
he had little or nothing to do, the whole country having been subdued, or intimidated into submission.
Executions and forfeitures now commenced, and both
were carried to an excessive degree.
In 1654, Cromwell having become Protector, sent his
son Henry into Ireland to examine into the state of affairs, and at the same time ordered that 30 members of
the new parliament, which he called, should be chosen
from this country. The conduct of his son was judicious
and humane ; abuses were reformed in the administration of justice, and in the general policy of the country, so that the Irish generally seemed desirous of supporting Cromwell, and were in fact, during the remainder of his life, more quiet and contented with his
rule than the people of Britain.

On the death of Cromwell, when the restoriation of Hiitory.
Charles II. seemed probable, jhc royalists in Ireland be- ''"'V^^
gan to resume their intrigues, in which they were so
successful, that in a short time they made themselves
masters of the castle of Dublin, Athlone, Limerick,
Drogheda, and in fact nearly the whole kingdom, and
Charles was proclaimed in all the great towns.
While the royalists were thus advancing their own
interest, and that of the king, the old Irish Catholics,
as usual, were indulging in proceedings and schemes
the most violent and outrageous ; these were represent*
ed to his majesty as in fact rebellious ; and the consequence was, that Charles, on his arrival in London,
issued a proclamation commanding a prosecution of all
Irish rebels.
The settlement of the lands was the next
object of the king ; and a declaration for this purpose
was issued in May 1659. The great end in view was ^^.j ^f ,et.
the compensation of "all the innocent and meritorious tlement,
Irish ; but, in doing this, it was necessary to preserve A. D. 165$.
to the soldiers such lands as had been allotted to them.
The persons ordered to be first restored were innocent
Protestants or Catholics, to whom no lands had been
assigned in Connaught ; next the innocent who had
taken decrees for such lands ; then those who had been
dispossessed by the two first classes were to receive
their reprisals, as it was called ; and, lastly, those Irish
were to be restored who claimed the benefit of the peace
of I6i8, or who had served abroad under the king. Such
lands as might remain after these grants, were to be
given as a recompense to those who had supplied, previously to 1649, arms, provisions, &c.
Three new
lords justices were appointed.
Charles' next step related to the church; the four archbishops, and 12 bishoprics, were filled with some of the most eminent
clergy, which was a prelude to the regular and full reestablishment of Episcopacy.
It was in vain, however, that the king expected, by
these measures, to satisfy all parties, or to restore unanimity and satisfaction to a country which had been so
long the prey of discord and discontent. The settlement of the lands was displeasing to almost all classes ;
and the interests of the old Irish Catholics, the other
Catholics, the Protestant royalists, and the Puritans,
were so much at variance, that the discontents arising
from the settlement were much extended and deepened.

In vain a parliament was summoned, to sanction by
king ; in the Commons, the majority was returned by those who were
adverse to the Catholics, as they possessed the greatest
parts of the land, and the whole interest in the corpotheir vote the proceedings of the

The

and little inwas even proposed that a law
But the Commons,
should be passed to exclude them.
not being able to carry this law, they endeavoured t*

rations.

fluence in

it ;

Catholics had no members,

and

it

but here also they Avere
;
There was also a difference of opiirion
disappointed.
between the two houses regarding the settlement ; the
Commons wished to pass it into a law without any alterations, whereas the Lords wished to make such alAs the king
terations as justice seemed to demand.
would of course decide those differences of opinion, the
It was now that
various parties sent agents to London.
tlie Catholics felt the consequences of their former violent. and disloyal conduct; proofs of all their proceedraise alarms of conspiracies

ings were laid before the king, who, from these, was
convinced that they had tendered the sovereignty of
Ireland to the Pope; and, if he declined it, to any other

•,
'

IRELAND.
nHtovy.

^^r™^

Or<1*rs wwe immedistely issuetl that
Catholic prince.
no further petition should be received from the Cktholics

of Ireland.

,

Ormond, on the contrary, was rewarded by being apby a present of £' 30,000 tVom
the Irish parliament, and by his son beini; called to the
flouse of Peers. Another source of discontent now
arose the execution of the act o( settlement, though it
was intrusted to English commissioners, unconnected
with Irish interests, was said to be performed in a partial and unjust manner ; and the discontents thus originating were carried so far as to procluce several conpiracies, one of which had for its object the seizure of
Dublin caatle they were all however frustrated,
In 1665, a bdl of explanation of the act of settlement
WM broogtit into parliament but it was not without a
gf difficulty and management, that, even
gf^^
pointc<l lord lieutenant,

:

;

t lea«ik
F"""*'
,
A. D. 166.J.

;

j^

with this bill, Ormond coold obtain the passing the act
of settlement and that only on the assurance that
whatever was obiectiofuible in it should be removed by
the gothe discretionary Po*'^' which was vested
;

m

Tcmor and coancil.
Narrow and short, sighted views on political economy, acting in unison with the opinion that IrelantI, as
• conquered country, ought in every respect to be sacrificed to Enp;land, gave rise to an act prohibiting the
importation of Irish cattle into P^nglantl.
As some
counterbalance to thi* unjust and impolitic roeasare,
Ormond gave every encouragement to Irish manufac^
tares, especially to the revival of that of linen, which
iBtiiKun

fott
'*"'"^«

kad been established by Wentworth.
The conduct of Onnond, through the whole period
of his command, and after he became lord-lieutenant,
liad been marked by wisdom, modcratioa, and justice
bat tboogh thus diattngsishcd, and tlMmgti kia attach-

ment to the roral came was unikmbted, he could not
escape from tae intrigues and machinations of that
jmito in England, known by the name at the cabal. He
was obnosioua to them on ttuise very aceoaiits which
made him the favourite of every real ftiend of his
country ; their scfaemes against him were deeply laid,
and at last they i ucc deil in bringing him into disgrace with the king. The chaig es against him were
examined before the privy coancil ; but they were so
r*i<lently imfoonded, that Charles reatored him to the
fox-emment of Ireland, in which he continued, in spite
of the intrigues which were still carried on agamst
•ksiir*.
him, tha dnuilty at keeping the Catholics quiet, and
A.ai«ejk other dremnstaneas, which would have pusslcd, and
probably been the ruin of a man poaseaaea tit
firmneas, circumspection, and honesty, than Ormond, till
James 1 1. sMcndcd tk* tkraoe:
Two ked»-Jw«kcs were appoiolcd to oeoeed Ormond ; and it soon became evident that tbair silaation
wo<ild be sorroiUKlcd by r>:«- -<— ^nA danger. The

i

Um

enMng m

Catholies,
ciples of James,
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gion adiletl to their alarms, while they whetted the bi- Hisiorv.
gotry and persecuting spirit of the Catholics. Their ''"'V^
designs could no longer be doubted.
Three Protestant •'*'""'[•

the

laraeter

^

and prin-

were exirnnnv

violent in their language and measures, while the P'rotesUnts found themselves expotwd to their ranronscqtienoe of an

order from the king that
^, who were all of
this persuasion, should be ili«.irm»-.i, under the pretence
that they might favour the rebellion of Monmouth.
The aporchensions of the Protestanta were bat too well
(bandea ; they were haunted every where, and upon
Eeeeation, by informers the moat absuid and imawtiuns were brought against then, and their
rere thus rendered miMrabie from continued sp•

;

picliensian.

The .designs of James

to rabrert the Protestant rili-

judges were removed, and three Irish Catholics raised i^sUni
to the bench, who, as well as some Catholic lawyers,
were admitted into the privy council. The revenues
of all the sees that became vacant, were set apart for
the maintenance of Catholic bishops ; and all the priests
of that religion were directed to appear publicly in the
dress of their order.
In further proof of James' views
and principles, Tyrconnel was appointetl lord lieutenant, a man who professed tlie most devoted attachment to the Catholic religion, but whose conduct was
profligate in the extreme, as well as tyrannical and brutal.
Tyrconnel lost no time in taking such measures
as he thought would ruin the Protestants, and re-esta-

'

'

blish the Catholic religion in all its pristine glory and
power. And his measures were not conceal«»d, irresolute, or half executed
on the contrary, they were bold,
open, and to the point, evidently conceived and execateil witii a thorough knowledge that they were such as
the King not merely approveti, but was determined to
carry through.
The charters were taken from several
;

corporations, and new oties given, in which the members were to consist of twtvtiiirds Catholics.
Attempts
were made to deprive Dublin of its charter, and to introduce Catholics as professors into the university ; but
these failed.
In the midst of these measures, and of the alarm and
misery which they created in Ireland, news arrived of
the deposition of James, and the arrival of William in
England. The joy which this created in the Protes-

was suddenly and completely damped, by information that a general massacre of the Protestants was
plannml, and alwut to be executed. I'he utmost consternation immediately prevailed. The flight of the Protestants was ahtHMt general
their only hope of safety
seemed to be by leaving Ireland and the coasts opposite to England were almost literally lined with the fugitives,
in the north of Ireland alone, being more nnmeroos, they resolved on defence, and for this purpose
took refuge in Lonelondrrry.
The citiiens <.f this pUce participated rn the general
alarm and when they heart! that the F.arl of Antrim's
regiment, composed entirely of Catholics, was marching towards Londonderry, they naturally supposed
that the crisis of their fate was at hand.
Under this
impression they were filled with dismay, and utterly at
a loss how to act, when the enthusiasm of a few youths
determined them to oppose the entry of these troops
nor did they admit them, till they were convinreJ that
their intentions were not what they apprehended, and
on conditions which they themselves pro]>osed.
As soon as the alarm of the assassinstion had subsi- Prewstant
ded, and it was ascertained that it was destitute of »«>ci-Uons.
foundation, the Protestants began to form associations,
especially in L'lrter ; but thejc were dissolved in a
short time, being objected to, and in fact opposed both
by the Protestant and Catholic members of the council.
Almost at the tame time that information was recei- A. D. 1C89.
red that William meant immediately to send troops and
tants

:

;

;

supplies into Ireland, intelligence

came that James had

landed in Munster with an army. On the 24th of
.March 1689, l>c entered I)id)lin.
His promises of protection to the Protestants were rendered very suspicious, by the solemn procession with which the Catholic
clergy welcomed him into Dublin, and, in a very short
As
time, were unequivocally proved to be insincere.
the Protestant strength lay chiefly in the north of Ire-
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land,

James resolved

^*8* °

__

'.
,

dn, '

to direct his niafch thither.

Lon-

In this city Lundy
commanded, a man suspected of attachment to James,
but to wliom William, in the midst of his embarrasments, had been obliged to commit this important place.
The suspicion that attached to him was too well foundHe refused to defend the town ; and had it not
ed.
been for the skill and intrepidity of George Walker, a
clergyman, James would instantly have gained ndmitbmce into it. I'he inhabitants, encouraged by him, resolved to defend the town, and elected Walker, and a
Major Baker, their governors. The garrison consisted
of 7^61 men ; but there was not one well mounted cannon, no engineer, no person who possessed any considerable degree of military skill.
The fortifications
too, originally not strong, were by no means in a good
state, the stores were few, and besides the garrison, there
wire 30,000 people, who could be ofJittle or no use, to
maintain.
Under such circumstances, they determined
to defend their town against James' army, consisting of
20,000 men, well equipped in every respect, prepared for the siege, and led by him in person.
It is not to
be supposed tliat Walker and his brave associates were
qualified to defend the town according to the rules of
military art.
They depended solely on zeal, perseveTheir sallies were frequent,
rance, and courage.
fierce, and destructive to the besiegers ; and so confident were they in themselves, that they always kept
the gates open, in order that they might sally forth
whenever an opportunity occurred ; and when James'
army battered the walls, they told them that was useless, as they might enter by the gates if they were so

'^^"V"^ donderry was to be

first

re<luced.

disposed.
'The prospect of reducing this place, so defended, apeared to James so distant, that after having continued
E assaults for eleven days, he returned
is
to Dublin,
leaving his forces with orders to continue the siege.
From force, there seemed now no chance of gaining the
town. The besiegers, therefore, resolved to wait patiently till famine forced it to surrender.
Of the approach of this, the inhabitants were not unapprehensive ; but they trusted that supplies of forces and provisions would speedily arrive from England ; and, in
the mean time, the clergy in the town, both of the establishment and belonging to the dissenters, by daily addressing the people in the cathedral, kept up and even
increased their determination never to yield.
But the period seemed now near at hand, when human nature, however reluctantly, must give way to fatigue, hunger, and disease united ; and the hopes of
the inhabitants had almost deserted them, when thirty
ships were descried in Loch Foyle, containing arms,
ammunition, provisions, and troops. Animation now
lighted up every eye, and filled every bosom ; but this
feeling was soon turned into despair, when the fleet,
instead of approaching the town, sailed away.
The
commander, however, informed them, that he would
attempt by another route to send them the necessary
articles ; but from this intelligence, in their present
state of mind, they derived little confidence.

The army of James was commanded by a German,
name of Rosen, a man whose experience in war
was great, but who was equally distinguished for his
ef the

Enraged to madness at the defence of the
town, he ordered all the Protestants in the neighbourhood to be driven under its walls, where they must
have perished, had not James, with more humanity, or
perhaps only more policy, directed that they should be
ferocity.

released.

first assailed on the l7th of April.
the 30th of July, three ships were seen in Loch
Foyle, part of those which bad before appe^ired there.
On these vessels the eyes both of the b^iegers.and beTiie attempt to approach
sieged were anxiously fixed.
the town was extremely difficult and hazardous and
the besiegers now did every thing in their power to inWhere the lake narcrease the difficulty and danger.
rowed, its shores were lined with batteries, and a boom
formed as strong as it could be made, was stretched
This boom consequently must
across this narrow part.
be broken, before the vessels could possibly approach.
One of them came near it. All eyes were fixed on the
event. Sailing with considerable velocity, she broke the
boom. The besieged were almost intoxicated with joy,
when the next moment their joy was changed to despair,
on observing the vessel on shore, in consequence of the
rebound given her in breaking the boom. The next moment, the recoil of her guns, which were fired on the
besiegers as they attempted to take pos.'ession of her,
The garrison were now relieved
again set her afloat.
from famine ; and as on famine alone the besieged had
trusted for success, they immediately retired, having
Of the 7.360 of which the garrison
lost 8000 men.
but a large proportion of
consisted, 4300 survived
these were incapable of service.
As soon as the Protestants of Enniskillen learnt the
issue of the siege, they went in pursuit of the enemy,
and not only harassed them, but by their rapid excurAt length three
sions, struck terror even to the capital.
Two of these
different armies were sent against them.
they defeated, and the third, under the Duke of Berwick, they obliged to retreat.
In the mean time, James in Dublin had assembled a
parliament, composed almost entirely of Catholics. The
acts of this parliament were by no means calculated to
repress the violence of James' adherents, from which
indeed his cause suffered as much as from the opposiAmong the
tion of the adherents of King William.
first acts of this parliament, were tiie repeal of the act
of settlement, and the passing an act of attainder. The.
last was equally distinguished by its impolicy, injusBut, indeed, the whole of the protice, and cruelty.
ceedings of James were marked by such blind folly as

The town had been

On

Hietoiy;-

"""V^-

;

;

no man could have

fallen into; whose intellect was not
completely obscured by bigotry, and who had not given
himself entirely up to the guidance of men of the most
It is not possible that he ever
desperate character.
could have reflected on the possibility of such measures
restoring him to the throne ; or how if restored, he
could hope to reign, except tiiese measures were continued, to keep down the hatred which they excited.
The Protestants, exposed to every species of outrage,
haol long looked for effectual succours from England.At length they arrived under Schomberg and Solmes.
From Bangor, in the county of Down,, where Schomberg landed, he advanced to Dundalk, taking p6ssession of Belfast, Antrim, Carrickfergus, &c. on his route.
His encampment at Dundalk was very injudiciously
chosen in a low and damp spot, by which sickness attacked his troops. Against him, thus encamped, the army of James marched, commanded by him in person.
The situation of Schomberg, though unhealthy, was
strong so that James, after making a shew of imme'I'he peodiate and general attack, retired to Ardee.
ple of England having indulged in great hopes from
the operations of Schomberg's army, were loud in their
expressions of disappointment and indignation, whea
they learnt that his plan seemed ratiier defensive than.
5
;

Ba>»«<l-

.
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and William

resolveJ. in order to pacify the
;
-1 himitelt' into Ireland; and he accordingly
Ticklerjrus on the 14th of June, 1690.
Ui:
hawiii; jjut hiraselfat the heatl of his forces, the army o( Jamea retired before him to the southern side
•
" ir Drof^heda, where it baited ; James,
of the B

oSvntive
•
pen:'

—

who

from Dublin, declaring his resolubattle.
The hostile armies
were nearly equal, that of James consisting of 33,000
men, and that of VS'illum of S6,000 men. The army
of the former was composed of French and Irish ; that
of William of Dutch, Danea, and other foreigners,
among whom were tome HuguenoU, and English and
ha

'.

tion to try

tilt-

late of a

were principally Enniskillen Prote«tnnt.<.
The poaition of Jamca' army was strong but William,
Irish

;

the

laat

;

naving reconnoitred it, resolved to cross the Boyne
and attack bim. For this purpose, he formed his army
i"'" three divisions, with orders to pass the river in

after

title

of

itm ikni:^

right wing ctnaacd early in
of July »
iKMitlon, and,
.cs, soon put ti
-eoftheeneby
>ey had to contend.
1 he passage of
my wi:
n anu not effected so easily ; and, afthe cen'
ter it wa« eticctcJ, the Huguenots were thrown into disorder.
To retrieve which, Schomberg put himself at
their bead, and being taken prisoner, he was accidentally killed by the fire of his own troops.
Nearly at
the matt time fell (ieorge Walker, the heroic defender
of Londoadcrry. The object of the King him^lf, who
bawled the third division, was, af^ crossing the river,
to take the cnem^ in Hank ; but the Enghsh cavalry
under Iw hnmedial* command, could not withstand
tk* faapettiovs attack of tbe'r opponents, and were forIn Uiia dilemma, WiUiam rode up
ced tor
lert, and asking thani " What they
to the I
would do fur liiiu ?'' they immediately advanred, charged the enemy in the mn«t brave taaaner, am) thus af.
to rally.
The intantr}- of
for

three different places.
'le

th<-

The

1st

'

'

'

•

'

Jamca himself, alarmoJ at
hiadMigeT, put iiimwif at thahaadofarecinMBtaf atvalry^ and gaincti the paaa of Dobcfc. tOR* ailH to
the iMth of the field of battle. The rest of hia forces
bariocalao pastud through thia defile, ' formed again.
aad aaMlad their retreat in good order. The liMa of
tka TCBqaiahad ia said to have been 1500, and that of
the rictora MO.
Jaaea fled with such fa|HditTt that he reached Dub.
Ud thai Bufat He stooped then a vary ahort time
and alW Mving advised his pattaana to submit loWiU
liaoi. ha continued his roata^ and eoibarked at WotcrHis army also rdrcalad Inr Dublin
fonl for France
last they directed their march towards Athlooe and
I«inii>ru- Kivhiy d i ssa tisfied with Jamea' ooadact during
d with his desertion of them after its unth<
Jail

i

^

for

.<•

not attaaspl to pnmw tha dsftrtiJ ar^ received tha aobnasaion of the ganv
san of Droghcda. he advanced slowly to tha aauth, aad
racampcd about two miles from Dublin. A proclamation was immediately issued, promising pardon and
paetectiun to tha lower -"— . •
remained at bona, or ahould
ip tiieir
anaa i but aspreasly ^aciuuuvu irmn iNtrtion tiic leadaiaof tharchaUion. CoamiasMncrs were alao appcanu
ad to seise all forfeiturea riaiag from the rebellion.
As the enemy'* luroea had ratnMcd to Athlone and
Umnric, it became neceaaary to take meaaurea fur follyring and radadB( tbtm. Accocdingly, after WiU
VOi,. IIL PAU I.

m>

,

>
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liam had permitted his army to rest a short time, he History.
detached ten regiments of infantry, and five of horse, '""^^'"^
towards Athlone, while he himself marched southward
with a larger force. Athlone was first attacked ; but
William's troops being repulsed, their commander judged it prudent to give up the enterprize, and to march
to join the King.
The great object of the monarch siege of Uwas the reduction of Limeric. He l>egan his approach- meric
es to this city, which was very strong, on the ()th of
August. The garrison was commanded by Boileau, a
Frenchman, who took every measure that skill and experience could suggest for the defence of the place.

One of

his first enterprizes was to intercept an esand succeeding in this, he gave fresh spirit to his
troops, and an earnest to William of the difficulties he
might exjiect to encounter. The King, however, was
naturally of a temper not easily damped or dispirited.
He proceeded in his plans, and, on the 18th of August,
was enabled to open his batteries. On the 27th, having effected a breach, an assault was ordered
but after this attempt had been carrie<l on for the space of
three hours, William was obliged to retreat, with a loss
of 500 killed and 1000 wounded; and soon afterwards he ordered the siege to be raised, and hi j army to
retreat to Clonmell.
Thence he himself proceetlcd to
Waterford, and embarked for England. On his departure, the command of tlie forces was left to Count
Solmea and Ginckle, and the care of the civil government to two lords justices.
cort,

;

Raitfil-

The E.-irl of Marlborough, afterwards so famons, had,
before William raised the siege of Limeric, sailed from
Portsmouth with 5000 men ; and, landing near Cork,
he reduced this place and Kinsale. This event, so pre<
judicial to the Cause of James, was almost immedatcly
followed by the departure of Boileau and his French
soldiers from Limeric, between whom and the Irish
there ha<l long been much jealousy.
The Iriah were not, however, dispirited by these
('vcni>.
On the contrary, they prepared for an attack
on tha garrison at Miillingar, and, for this purpose, had
collected forage for 50U0 cavalry for five days at .Athlone.
Ginckle, on learning this, reaolved to anticipate
the attack, and, marching at the bead of SOOO men from
Mullingar, he attacked a considerable body of the Irish,
who were encamped at Ballymore. The attack succeeded ; the enemy fled ; but, rallying at a place called
Grcnoge, tliey again gave battle, ami were again de- Ba,u« of
featcd, and ilirown iatD complete disorder.
By this Orcnofte.
defeat, tiieir plan of oCenaiTe operations against the A.D. 1691.
Fjialiah

garriMns was frustrated.

The partiaaas of James would probably have given
way to dcapair, had not their ho|>es been kept up by
the promiaa of supplias from France ; but only officprs
rame^ and awang tlMm Saint Uuth, who was empowered i<y Jamea to take the command of all hit troops in
Irrl^tid.
Thia general, after having learnt the nnmlnr
uf the forces which he waa to command, and of tho^c
by which he would be opposed, deemed it prudent to
ind he then-lore strengthact fole'y on the d<^'—
le of the Shannon, while
riie«l his paists on ti
with bia main anu^ iie iuuk bis station behind Ath-

•

•

lone.

Against

.'viint

Ruth thus

situated,

Ginckle resolved

commence offensive operations. On the 18th of
June, be came in sight of the town a breach was soon
made in the wall of what is called the English town,
to

;

and that part was taken by stonn but it seemed impossible to reach the Irish town, the bridge being bro;

AiI.Iob*
taken*
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ken down, and the Shannon being here extremely deep,
and at the same time very narrow. Ginckle, under
these circumstances, twice attempted to repair the
His officers and
bridge, but the works were destroyed.
troops, instead of being discoiiragetl, were e.nger to ford
the river, notwithstanding the obstacles and danjiers to
wliich they would be thus exposed ; and the general
giving way to tlieir impetuosity, they rushed into the
stream, gainetl the opposite shore, and in spite oi' the
enemy's incessant fire, in half an hour were masters of
This disaster increased the mutual hatred
the town.
of the Irish and French ; and of it, and the hatred tiius
increased, Ginckle endeavoured to take advantage, by
issuing a proclamation, offering pardon to those who
would desert James. This offer, however, producctl
little effect
and it was evident that the cause must be
entirely decided by force of- arms.
Saint Ruth, immediately on the reduction of Athlone, retired with his army, whiJh consisted of 25,000
men, to the heights of Kilcommeden. Here he took
up a strong position, and awaited the approach of Ginckle, who was not slow in following him, notwithstandThis infeing his array consisted of only 18,000 men.
riority, however, was amply compensated by the spirit
by which his soldiers were actuated. Indeed a most
bloody contest was about to take place. The first effort of Ginckle was to force a pass on the right of the
;

enemy ; and this hiiving been effected, his whole left
wing advanced through it, and attacked the right of the
Irish.
The contest was severely contended and the
;

even after they were obliged to give way, retired
only to flank their assailants in their turn. Saint Ruth,
as soon as he was informed of the attack on his right,
drew great part of his cavalry from his left to support
Advantage was immediately taken of this, and orit.
ders given to force the pass of Aghrim Castle on the
Irish,

Battle of

Aghrim.

enemy by the cavalry, while the infantry
movement to support this attack. The latter
charging with impetuosity, the enemy designedly gave
left

of the

made

a

way, and the assailants, pursuing too far, were overpowered by a charge on the front and flank at the same
time.
The cavalry, however, had succeeded in their
object, which induced Suint Ruth to make them the
But, while he was givprincipal object of his attack.
ing orders to that effect, he was slain by a cannon ball.
The disputes between the French and Irish now produced the most fatal results; for Saarfield, the Irish
general, being totally unacquainted with Saint Ruth's
plans, was unable to follow them up, and, before he
could decide in what manner to act, the English were
victorious.
Their loss was only 700 killed and 1000
wounded, whereas the Irish lost 7000, besides 450 prisoners, and all their cannon, ammunition, &c.
Allowing his troops a few days repose, Ginckle marched against Galway, which soon surrendered, on condition that its garrison should be permitted to march to
Limeric.
The terms in other respects were liberal as
well as politic ; for, as soon as they were known, considerable numbers deserted the cause of James.
Still,
however* his partizans were nuni,erous, ,ind such as remained firm, were animated by a most determined spiof resistance.
place of consequence now remained to James except Limeric, and thither Ginckle directed his march.
Recollecting, however, the ill success of his master before this place, he resolved to proceed with the utmost
caution.
He took measures to prevent the garrison receiving supplies by sea, and to setxire his own communication with Kerry, in case he should be obliged to
rit

No

Hictorr.'
take up his winter quarters there. As the jsfarrison
was equal in numbers to his own army, it would have
been madness to have attempted to have" taken the
town by assault. Instead, therefore, of \f acting' his time
in making breaches in the walls, he resolved to cut c.ff
their provisions, by cutting them off from the county
of Clare, whence they were drawn. 'I'his enterprizc
was successfully performed, to the surprise and consternation of the Irish, who, when they saw the batteries
dismounted, thought that the siege was about to be raisThe next object of the general was to gain possesed.
sion of Thomoiid Bridge and King's Island, which lie
to the north of what is called the English Town.
The
Shannon was crossed, the works that protected the
bridge were approached and stormed, and, after a desperate resistance, the English made a lodgment within ten yards of it.
Ginckle was surprised at his own
success ; but a general engagement which the enemy
ought to have hazarded on this occasion, was prevented
by the disputes between the Irish and the French.
This dissension, together with the success of the English, pro<luced an offer to capitulate
and Gmckle here, Limeric
taken.
as at Athlone, gave the most liberal terms.
In a few
days after Limeric was thus reduced, a Frencn fleet appeared in the Shannon, with such supplies of troops,
&c. as must have rendered it impossible, if they had
got into the city, to have taken it.
The articles of Limeric, as they are called, that is, Articles of
the terms on which this city, and all the other posts in Limeric.
possession of the adherents of James, were suiTendered,
were in substiuice as follows: " That the Catholics
should enjoy such privileges in the exercise of their religion, as were consistent with law, or such as they had
enjoyed in the reign of Charles II.: That their Majesties, as soon as their affairs would permit, should
summon a parliament, and enileavour to procure from
it such further security as might preserve them from
being troubled on account of their religion That all
the Irish in the kingdom ni the service of James, $houId
be pardoned, and exempted from all actions for debt^on account of plunder committed by them in the course
of the war : That they should be reinstated in their
property, and in their rights and tilles, as soon as they
took the oath of allegiance, enjoined by an act of the
English parliament in the first year of King William's
That every lord and gentleman, who was inclureign
ded in this capitulation, should be allowed to carry
arms for defence or amusement: That the garrisons
should march away with all the honours of war: And
that those who might choose to leave Ireland, should be
permitted to carry off their effects to any country except Britain, ships being provided for that purpose by
Fourteen thousand Irish
the British government.
availed themselves of tliis article, and left their native
country."
As William was now completely master of Ireland,
it was hoped and expected that he would immediately
summon an Irish parliament, but this he did not do
In the mean time Williaml
till 16,92, when he wanted money.
the English parliament legislated for Ireland ; the most summom
important of their acts was one to substitute other an Irish
parliament.
oaths, instead of the oath of supremacy, which, in fact,
A. D. 1692.
excluded Catholics from both houses of parliament. In
met,
it
became
evithe
Irish
parliament
1692, when
dent that the commons were disposed to stand up for
th^ rights of their country much more firmly than William wished or expected ; they even went so far, as to
contend that Poynmg's law did not- extend to money
bills, and rejected one that was sent over to them from
;

:

:
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HMH>yEn^laud, expressly beonie it htil not originated with
^"'Y"™*' them. This parliament was Uierefore ditsolved, in the
hopes that the next woul<l be \eM sturdy in the main*
tetiance uf their privilefrca.
In l69r>, a new parliament was assembled, which,
Trxtxtiinft
•fii.cimh amoBf; Other things, explain fd and eonfinned the act
'*^ (cttiaoient. and confinacd the articles of Liiueric,
^4.
** ^"
but not without »uch modifications and alterations as
were by n»nie«iu oonaonant to their spirit, and therefar* were not>ju4ibiable: this parliament also passed
aomc penal sUtutM afeamst the Catholics. The great
majority of ilA members were by no means disposed to
que.>>tiun the authority of the English parliament ; but
MOM of the members of the commons stood resolutely
up, not merely for the independence of the Irish upon
the English parliament, but even for the independence
of the kingdom of Ireland upon the kingdom of England.
These doctrines were maintained with great
spirit, acuteness, an<l reason, in a work publishMl by
Mr. Molyntux, one of the members from tne univeriity
of Dublin, which so incensed the English House of
Commons, that it was burnt by the common hangman.
Bnglbh
So jealous and sensitirely alive did the English go)mIuu<7 of vermoMnt appear to be to the rivaUhip of Intand in malnUo<L
Bulactures, tiiat whenever, by being rendered tranquil,
was in a state to carry them on, it immediately interfered to injure such kinds of manufacture, aa ooald
in the analkst ^^*ipt** oonpcte with those of England.
AgMast the wooiien maniiftctur* liietr decrees were
ntost violent sad frequent ; and the linen manufacture,
which the Knglish government professed to encourage,
was auSefed t« kngui-b, till formidable rivals to it
arose both in Eaglwid and Scotland.
The climate of
Ireland, and the richness ot her paatans, coweialiy
near the Sbsnnoa, pointed out the Kariof and faltaw
inil of cattle, as bcr OMst nrapsr and pra£abls species
of agrictthurr on.) v«t smnarg—i were laid on the esportation o:
omsiooa.
In abert. Ireland was
tieated i<»>
... cotiqiMtcdeoMntfy, bm aa a eiiun>
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try,
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nature, that if left to
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itself, it must
and these two
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ignan govern-.

fl0BsuiefsAio<

^w^ards her*
William, in his conduct towards Irelsod, doee not
"> mocb cansitre as the English parKanent,
dr>
t tbes»
«
HMB Us epen hie» ; they were jealou.> <'i aitiK. * r——r •>-.-- )— ,1^ . seoMtiMes becsuse
e people aigbt lie inthsy thougi
'
jorwi. but iu<jr>- irnjui-iiirv, trcxn rr_
f
ihctrown
pru: I'ge*
la order to rrward sonii
the kiug had mode aereral graits of the lunetted
in Inrtsad: this displeosed the EngiiBh
wliicb pasMd a bill to rosaae these namB. on the
groond that they ought to
dJi sis X af thsw. and
p
Met the RMMwy they ptodiiecd ought
to bar* gone to
the pahtic ; sad the king iMMt relucunily wes oWiged
to gnre bis asasnl to this bdl. snd thus aanol bis own
iMiit, sppefcjv...
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The reign of Queen Anne, so fisr as it regards Irehuxi, wss ilistingaiahcd principally by the sevrre penal
Statutes which were p^«*r«l in the Irish parUsaMnt
the Cstholict
It never seema to have oeearrod,
escessive. severity only tendeil to ineiease the bs<

r'nu

gotry and ignorance ai^ainst which it was directed, aad
that otild ssi n res. aalcd by swiaassai-s to enligbtea
the Csthoiic*.' and i^opted in the ajarit of ctiarity,

-^"—

rcAraieeletheslBlaef Irdead as
irniiirt aiiirh mien liiii liisllj lisii
the oliieitt which the Bntisb govcoaMit,
atsnt
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lancry,
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and, under their influence, the Irish parliament, pro- tlisiorv.
fessed to have in view. But, besides the irritation which ^'"^'"~'
was thus pro<luced among the Iri^h Catholics, the Irisli
nation in gener.il wore constantly reminded, in the
mo.st galling and unneceasary manner, of the dependence of their parliament u|)on that of Enirlaud and
the violence of party
always great in Ireland, was
augmented by tlie English government, to serve the
|>altry purposes of p<dilical intrigue.
In tlie year 1719, a circumstance occiirretl which Disputes
pointed out the pertinacity with which the British |)arlia- *'"'» '^"Knieiit were rei>olved to crush every symptom of an in- "f"'!: ...q
dependent spirit in the parliament of Ireland. It was
necessary to take the judges' opinion, whether, by the
laws of the land, an appeal could be made from the
Court of Exchequer in Ireland to the King in Parliament in Great Britain. The answer wus in the negative.
This point afterwards came before the Britisli
House of Peers, who were highly indignant at the determination of the question, and at the conduct of the
Irish Peers, in resolving to support the independence
of titeir country they even brought in a bill, which
pasaed into a law, entitled an Act for the Better .Securing
the Dependency uf Ireland on the Crown of (>reat Britain, in which the British Parliament was declnretl to
have full power and authority to make laws and statutes of sufficient force and validity to bmd the people
of the kingdom of Ireland.
In ITSV, Swift distinguished himself by the Dra« Dnpier's
pier's letters, the object of which was to point out the letters,
consequences that would result from a patent granted -^" ^- '^**»'
to a man of the name of \V<xid, for supplying Ireland
with a copper coinage. Such was the ferment ncc«>
Motwd by these letters, that the patent was revoketl next
year
it is now pretty well ascertained that Swii\ was
not the petriot he was then considered, and that Wood's
coinage (though the granting him a monopoly was improper and najust) wmld by no means have been the
source of profit to hiaaaelf, or so prejudicial to the people, as wss represented in the Drapier s letters.
But
IrrUnd. at this period, was admirably adapted to be
the scene of every kind of political imposture and in*
triguc.
She was misersbly governed her interests
were never eotwalted, but alwsys sacrificed either to
the !-•'- •- of England, or, what was worse, and more
pro-'
the intnrests of such individuals as the
Bril4tn ministry wished to oblige.
The viceroy only
ceme over once in two yean The effective power was
with the kmU
their time and thoughts
wrr«ecrM|nr<l
;; tlie plans of the British
;

—

;

;

'

:

]

cabinet, and proiioluig tlieir own private interetts.
The privileges of the Catholics, slready greatly cur-

were stdl further encKoacbcd upon, by an act
passed in 17S7, by which they were toully deprived of
the elective franchise. Such, however, was their at*
tacfament to their native soil, that, though a scarcity,
laaest to s famine, drove thou&nndi of Proto AnMfica, scarcely any Catholics emigrated.
The grand political perties at this time consisted of Britisli :>nd
tliose wIm> on all occaHoas, endeavoured to promote ii'^iiutcr.
the English interests, even at the expense ot the inte- '^*^
A. D. 173).
r ests of their own ooantry, and those who called themselves patriots, and who professed to look only to the
advantage of Ireland, and to regard that advanuge as
too often sacrificed to tlie views of the British |iarliaawnt. In the Duke of Dorset's first admiiii«tmt'on,
which began in 1731, there was a grand struggle be>
tween these two parties in the parliamriit : Those in
the Diitiah iaterest were desirous of granting the suptailed,
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payment of the

national tlebt to the crown
for 21 years, instead of only from one session to another ; but a motion to this effect was negatived in the
House of Commons, by a majority of one.
At length, in 174S, when a rebellion raged in the
heart of Britain, and when the British ministry, conscious of the harsh and unjust manner in which they
had treated Ireland, were apprehensive that she also
would encourage the Pretender, they sent over the celebrated Earl of Chesterfield, who so well discharged
his duty, that he discountenanced all party distinctions
gave to the Catholics the full protection of the laws ;
and, by similar conduct in other respects, prevented the
Irish even from indulging a wish to support the Pretender ; so that the unexpected and singular spectacle
was exhibited, of Ireland tranquil and loyal, at a time
when Scotland, and even' En<;land, teemed with favourers of the exiled family: a decided proof, that confidence, liberality, justice, and kmdness, possess more
influence over the Irish nation than harsliness, suspicion, and violence.
To the disgrace of the British government, they permitted Ireland to enjoy the benefit
of such a lord-lieutenant only till they were free from
danger ; for, immediately after the battle of Culloden,
•Lord Chesterfield was recalled.
Scarcely had he left Ireland, when intrigues and party spirit revived. At the head of the English interest
was a prelate of the name of Stone, who was raised to
the supremacy as a reward for his past, and a retaining
fee for his future services.
Perhaps, in few instances,
plies for the

has the church ever been disgraced by such a worthand profligate character ; his public conduct, as well
as his private, was totally without principle, and proved, that with all principle he had thrown aside all
shame. At the head of the patriots were Henry Boyle,
Speaker of the House of Commons, and an apothecary
of the name of Lucas. The latter was a man of undaunted spirit, and of great activity of mind, and both
less

~

were employed in investigating and promulgating what
he considered the rights of his country. His publications on this subject gave such alarm to Government,
that the attorney-general was directed to prosecute him.
In consequence of

this

he

left his

country

;

but after-

wards returned, and was elected to parliament by the

rights.

.\.D. 1749.

in n^g, the power of the

Irish parliament

was again

brought under discussion, in consequence of the intended application of the surplus of the hereditary revenue of the crown towards the payment of the naThe question was, whether the right of
tional debt.
disposing of this surplus was vested in the king or the
Irish House of Commons ; or, in other words, whether
his majesty's previous consent

was necessary.

At

this

time the English party gained their point ; but when
the question was renewed in 1753, the patriots were
victorious.

A.

n. 1755.

;

-terms.

In 1756, the real sentiments of the aristocracy were
displayed : A bill was brought into parliament, to vacate the seats of such members of the House of Commons as should accept any pension or place of profit
from the crown. This bill was thrown out by a majoAs the passing of this bill would have to/d
rity of 26.
against the patriotic party when they came into power,
it was obnoxious to them ; but they gave their support
to those measures which tended to support the privileges of parliament, or to benefit the country, without
trenching on their own interests.
It is not to be supposed, that a country such as Ire- Alarming
land was at that time—with the great majority of its *'"'* "f
population ignorant, bigotted, and idle; with a govern- '"'"'"'•
ment constantly inattentive to, if not absolutely sacrificing its interests ; and with the spirit of enterprise
and industry, wherever it started up in spite of these
obstacles, crushed by the mean jealousy of Britaincould be rich ; it was in fact poor ; and the national
poverty was greatly increased by the failure of some of
the principal banks, and an extreme scarcity, and coh«
sequent high price of grain. In the midst of the discontent which arose from these causes, a report was
spread that Ireland was to be united to England to
be deprived of its parliament and to pay the same
taxes as England.
The mob of Dublin took the alarm,
and broke out into the most riotous proceedings, which,
however, were of very short continuance.
In 1759, Britain and Ireland were alarmed with the A. D. 17S9.
preparations for invasion making in the French ports ;
but no landing took place, except that of Thurot with
600 men at Carrickfergus, and he re-imbarked in the
course of a few daj's.
The conduct of the Irish troops,
as well as of the peasantry, on this occasion, proved
that they were much more loyal and worthy of confidence than they were allowed to be by those who calumniated them, for they were eager to rush to the defence of their country ; and sucii as were engaged behaved with surprising zeal and intrepidity.
now come to the time of the first appearance of
those associations of the peasantry, and others of a
higher class, for purposes of outrage, or of e.Tecting political objects, by which the history of Ireland is henceforth so much distinguished.
In 76'2 the Whiteboys Whi(ebov!i.
They took this name, whicli sue- A- D* i~63.
first created alarm.
ceeded that of Levellers, from the circumstance of their
covering their ordinary dress by a short or white frock.
They consisted of labourers in the woollen manufacture, who had been driven out of employment by its
decline and of labourers in husbandry, who had been
reduced to the same state, in consequence of the general conversion of arable into pasture land.
To atjd to
their distress, at this time a spirit of enterprise and improvement had recently promoted the enclosure of commons, on which these people had previously enjoyed the
rigiit of commonage.
The outrages of the Whiteboys
were dreadful and the alarm was greater than even
they warranted, in consequence of a suspicion that they
were instigated by, and connected witii, the Catholics.
The next year an insurrection arose in Ulster. In this
only Protestants were concerned.
The cause of this
was the hardships under which, it was alleged, the
poorer classes laboured with regard to keeping the
The insurgents called themselves
roatls in repair.

—

—

We

city of Dublin.
Dispute about vested

and while they were kept out of office, they History,
took the side of the peoj^e, in order to strengthen ''""V"""
themselves, which they were too much disposed to de.
sert when they had brought the croW to their own

crown

^'- length, in 1755, the British government seemed
disposed to accede to the wishes of the Irish nation,
and to think that the real interests of Ireland ought,
at least in some degree, to be consulted. Stone was removed from the privy council by the king's command
Boyle was created Earl of Shannon ; and several others
of the patriots were placed in situations of emolument
and influence. But it soon became evident that the
patriots, as they styled themselves, had carried on the
struggle with the crown, rather to support and extend
their own influence, than from any regard to the wishes,
ur real benefit of the people.
In fact, it had been too
lauch the struggle of the aristocratic party against the

1

;

;
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Hearts of Oak, from wearing oaken branches in their
They soon, however, carried their views beyond
their original object and, on their proceeding to interfere violently with respect to this, and the rent of land,
they were put down by an armed force.
The first circumstance, afker the accession of George
HI., connected with the history of Ireland, that deserves our notice and record, was the passing of the
octennial bill in 1768. The Parliament of Ireland, unlike that of Britain, continued in existence as long as
the monarch live<l, Ijeing dissoU-ed only by his death
taking place. In IT'Jl an attempt waj made by Lucas
and others ofthe patriotic party, to limit the duration of
the Irish parliament, snd to place it on the same footing in tnis respect as the Rritiih parliament ; this
however did not succeed, and it is even doubtful
whether the British government intended that the meatrore .should be carried in 1768 ; for the British privy
council retume<l the heads of a bill transmitted to them
for limiting the <1uration of the Irish parliament to
Mtven years, with an alteration which extended the duration to eig^l yrart : probably expecting that, by this
interference, the Insh parliament would be inducetl
to reject the bill altogether; but the Irith parliament,
with great temper and good sense, passed the bill as retumetl to them.
hats.

;

Octemiial
fetU.

A. D. ITCb.

,

At this perioti Lord Townshend was lord-lieutenant
Ij,nl
To«r»h«a4 His favourite anti principal object was to destroy the
iiettoy.
'o take out of their
power of the Irith ari-'
if places and penhands the influence n;
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toward* ihihave ileuilf<l it,
it IB*»t appear cridei:could never e«pMI to obtain freely frum BriUin, those privileges and
that treatment, which, had the govenrroent of Britain
been wise, she would have l>een .inviooa t* grant, not
merely from a feeling of justice, but from a
to her
own real intereatj. Neither this feeling, however, nor
this enlightened and liberal view of her own interest
eaiating, th* condoct at Britain to frelaml had been,
with aeireal^ a aingle exception, marked by mean and
narrow jealoiuy ; and, what was worse, by a detTmiAation, which ought not to have found a place in the
miod of Britons, who prided themselves on their love
eeni

They were now enable<l to acquire
property in land, and a son could no longer force a
settlement from his father by conforming to Protestantism, provided the Catholics subscribed an oath of allegiance and a declaration, which were prescribed. Still,
however, Irish commerce and trade languished, and
the patriots of Ireland airae<l at much greater privileges with respect to it, and to their political state in
general, than had yet been granted.
The means by which their views might be forward- Origin of
ed xvere at hand. The American war had drawn from the volunIreland nearly all her regular forces, and her coasts, '«"•
""•
thus unprotected, were exposed to invasion.
In con- *' ^"
sequence ofthe town of Belfast not receiving a garrison adequate te their protection, the inhabitants, in
1779, entered into arm«il associations to defend themThis gave rise to the sysselves against the enemy.
tem of volunteers, which soon spread over the whole
The Irish now began to feel their strength,
country.
and even the House of Commons unanimously passed
-solution, on the first day of their session this year,
in their address to the king, it should be repre'•- "•;"-••• »^••» •• it was not by tcmiwrary
•
-,,,:.
le alone, that Ireland could
cxpi
now I., ^...t,. ii.Mi, ii,,j., ...iing ruin ;"' and in order to
give effect to this address, they votctl their supplies only
•'n.
.\ motion was also made, that the
for «•"
'W taxes would at that time be inexpegrai!
were annulled.

->

'

'

was carrie<l by a large majority. Thanks
unanimously, in the House of Commons,
mill, witii only the dissentient voice of the I.x>rd Cluncellor, in the House of 1-onN, to the volunteers, for
their exertions in defence of their country.
I>ord North, who waa at this time prime minister,
now found himself obliged to give way but hoping
that the Irish wouM be content with the remov.-il of
commercial restrictions, he carried a bill through the
1

'

placed, •en;

t

.•

I
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of freedom, to treat Ireland in every respect as a conquered countrj*.
To Ireland there appeared no chance of escaping
from the degradation and thraldom in which she was
thus involved, when the American war broke out.
This immediately producetl a remarkable change in the
language and conduct of the British government as
they related to Ireland ; proposals were made in the
British House of Commons in favour of Irish commerce;
and some of the penal statutes against the Catholics

11

(I,

;

parliament, which in some measure effected
But the Irish looked to greater objects ;
snd, unl'ortunately for his own views, Lord North, in
order to induce the Briti^h manufacturers and merchants to agree to his commercial concessions, had reThe
Bre«ented tnem as a boon resum.nble nt pleasure.
iriah thu< ImmMl, that what had l>een granted, had
'<
fe.ir. or as a matter of fabeen gra"'
and they l)ecame sensivour, an'!
ble that thi-y cmilil not Ijc- secure, unless they had nn
imlependenl legislature of their own. Resolutions to
this effect were poblishe<l by the different volunteer
corps, w ho. in order that they might act with more effeet, formeil a union among them-ielves, and they were
not only animated by the same spirit, but, in all their
resolutions and proceedings, directed to the same oi»
British

that object.

.

ject.

This

spirit

animated

all

ranks and classet

:

it

was no

Their iwo.

lutions.
longer an as^ocistion confined to one part of the kingA. D. 178a
;_'norai»t and poor men, without ta<lom, cotiv

lents or

ii

porary objevt.

ind aiming at some local and temAt the bead of the Dublin volunteers
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was the Duke of Leinster and, on the 9Lh of June
1780, with him in the chair, they resolved, " That the
king, lords, and commons, of Ireland, only are competent to make laws bmding the subjects of this realm ;
and that they would not obey or give operation to any
laws, save only tliose enacted by the king, lords, and
comnons, of Ireland, whose rights and privileges,
jointly and separately, they were determined to support with their lives and fortunes."
The House of Commons, which had hitherto gone
;

along with the sense of the nation at large, seems now
to have been replaced under ministerial influence, or at
least to have been of opinion that the nation were proceeding too rapidly and too far ; for a motion made by

Mr

Grattan, that no power on earth, save the king,
and commons, of Ireland, had a right to make
laws for Ireland, Was withdrawn ; and the Irish parliament, acting in the spirit which calised this motion to
be withdrawn, passed into lavfs two bills which had
been altered by the British cabinet. Hence the parliament became very unpopular.
In the year 1781, the force of the volunteers had
been augmented to 50,000 men, regularly divided into
regiments, and in high discipline ; and in order to give
full effect to the object they had in view, the Ulster
volunteers resolved to send delegates to Dungannon,
This meato deliberate on the state of public affairs.
lords,

was by no means approved of by some
of the most judicious and sincere friends of the volunThe meeting took place, and some very strong
teers.
resolutions were passed, in which most of the grievances under which Ireland had so long laboured, were
dwelt upon in a bold and indignant spirit it was fursure, however,

;

The

voluri-

teers pViii

1782^

^'^^'

ther resolved, " that four delegates should be nominated for each county in Ulster, to act as representatives
of the volunteers in that province, and that of these,
eleven should form a quorum ; and that this committee
should appoint nine of their members for a committee
in Dublin, to communicate with other volunteer associations.
The parliament, however, were still adverse
to the measures which the volunteers had in view,
and refused to interfere ia favour, either of the commercial or the political amelioration of Ireland. With
respect to the Catholics, however, they were more liberal, and scarcely a session passed, in which some of
their disabilities were not removed.
Tlie volunteers, having formed committees of correspondence and a national committee, had thus given to
their system a s iigle animating spirit, by which their
power was wonderfully increased and if the British
government still refused to comply with their requests,
a crisis must necessarily take place, wli^ch would proAt this period, full of alarm to
bably end in warfare
the best friends of their country, that administration
which h;«l lost Britain her American colonies, resigned and they were succeeded, in March 1782, by a
Whig administration, at the head of which was the
Marquis of Rcckingham. The Duke of Portland was
Immediately appointed Lord Lieutenant. Mr. Grattan
moved an address to the king, in the House of Commons, which was unanimously carried in both houses,
in which it was declared, that " the crown of Ireland
wa-s an imperial crown, inseparably annexed to the
crown of Great Britain ; but that the kingdom of Ireland was a distinct kingdom, with a parliament of her
own, the sole legislature thereof; that in this right
they conceived the very essence of their liberty to exist; that in behalf of all the people in Ireland, they
;

;

(iUiised this as theii- birth right,

3

and could not r«Uni

quish it but with tlieir hves; that they hatl a high ve- llistoiy.
*~'^>'""~
neration for the British character ; and that their determination was in sharing the freedom of England, to
share also her fate, and to stand or faH. with the British
nation."
The Lord Lieutenant assured parliament that
the British legislature had concurred in a resolution to
remove the causes of their discontents, and that his majesty was graciously disposed to give his royal assent
As an earnest
to acts calculated to fulfil their wishes.
of the sincerity of this declaration, a law was passed, by
which all interference of the British privy council to
alter Irish bills was abolished, and the parliament of
Ireland thus placed on the same footing as that of Britain.
Acts were also passed for the limitation of the
law against mutiny to two years ; for the right of
habeas corpus, and for the inciependence of the judges;
and the act by which the Irish House of Peers had been
deprived of their supreme judicial power in their own
These concessions, however,
country, was repealed.
were not deemed sufficient by some patriots, particularly by Mr. Flood, who bmught in a bill, declaring the
sole and exclusive right of the Irish parliament to make
laws in all cases whatsoever, both internal and exteronly six members vonal, for the kingdom ot Ireland
Mr. Grattan opposed it and the
ted for this motion.
volunteers of Lemster, Ulster, and Connaught, were,
:

;

likewise inimical to it.
The volunteers having

accomplished the objects Aim at pa:
not disband liamentary
themiielves, but directed their views and exertions to a a n'Ugj
In order to act with vigour and
reform in parliament.
effect, they followed their former plan of a national
convention, which they appointed to be held in Dublin
on the 10th of November, !783. On the 29th of the
same month, a motion was made in the House of Commons by Mr. Flood, founded on the resolutions of this
convention, which, after a long and warm debate, was
This termination,
rejected by a very large majority
instead of rousing the volunteers to perseverence, as it
would have done, when they had their origmal object
in view, seems to have disconcerted and alarmed them ;
for the convention adjourned to an indefinite period, in vairt,
after having passed a resolution to carry on individually,
their efforts for parliamentary reform ; and having
agreed to address the king, expressing their loyalty,
and beseeching him not to ascribe their efforts to restore the constitution to its pure and pristine form, to
any love of innovation, or want of attachment to his
government or power. Soon after this the volunteer
system declined, ministers hastening its decline by
raising fencible regiments, into which they drew the
officers of the volunteers by pecuniary inducements.
The cause of parliamentary reform, though no longer supported by the volunteers in their associate character, was not deserted by the people, or by its
advocates in parliament; and their hopes were. raised
by the circumstance, that Mr. Pitt, who had been
its most strenuous supporter, was now prime minister.
It was soon found, however, that Mr. Pitt
was no longer of the same opinion and Mr. Flood's
motion for leave to bring in a bill to reform the Irish
House of Commons, was negatived, though not till after a long debate.
The advocates for this measure, out
of doors, were not cast down ; the citizens of Dublin,
legally convened by the sheriffs, voted a series of resolutions in favour of this measure, and also appointed a
committee to prepare an address to the people at large. National

which they originally had

in view, did

;

and a petition to the king. The people were invited Congress,
to form a national congress, composed of five persons a.d. ITS^.
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and the meeting of

Iljsfory^
King's illness, was destined to affect the affairs of Ire""V^^ thi» congress actually took place in Dublin, oji the 25th land in a still greater degree, but unfortunately not in ^^^•'"y
of October, 1784, notwithstanding the emtearutm of so favourable a manner. It was natural that those in ,j,^'[.>tnch
govenunent to prevent it, which were carried, at least, Ireland, who h.-ul been so long and so ardently endea- rcvulmion
vouring to gain for their own country what they deem- on Ireland.
as far as the law warranted.
e<l its rights, and essential to its prosperity, should re- A D. 1791,
At the first meeting nothing of importance was done
but, at the second meeting, at which there were assent- joice at the French revolution when it began, and that'
bled above SOO members from 'S7 counties and most of they should feel by it inspired to renew tlieir attempts
the large towns, it was resolved to petition parliament, to obtain their favourite objects of parliamentary reform'
but to leave the specific form of redressing the grie> and Catholic emancipation. The mode in which theV
ranee complained of to be determined by the wis<loni might hope to attain these objects seemed pointed oQt
•to them by the volunteers,
of •'
by union and associationi*
tt was inimical to parliamentary rethey had prevailed, and thus also they might be equaliintain and Ireland, yet he was disposed ly successful.
Accordingly, in June l79Ij there ap"-' ujj.,,^
for
inracrce of the Utter country from some of |>eared at Belfast the plan of an association, under the injimcn.
to
the renraints under which it laboured, and to protect name of United Irishmen ; and in November th's asit frmn foreign competition.
But his attempts to esta- sociation was actuall}' instituted at Dublin ; their declared object was, " the forwarding a brotherhood of afblish a more advantageous system ot commerce between
Britain and Irdand, were in a great measure defeated fection, a communion of rights, and a union cif power,
irishmen of every rtligioui persuasion, and
bv the jealousy of the British manufacturers and uier'laining a complete reform in the legislature,
cnants.
This obliged him to new model the propo^itiooa which he luul originally sent to Ireland, and which
iLHiiuit-a on the principles of civil, political and religious
wen adnptetl by the legislature there with the most per- liberty." Such were their avowe<l objcttji ; but there
fect and cordial approbation, to such a degree, that
is reason to believe, that, even at the first formation of
when they were again introduced into the Irish House this association, the
leading members looked further;
'
•
at Commons, they pasted in the atfinnative, with only
>y had determined, if it should be
II
a majority of 19
their profe»se<l obji-cts by means
a house coiuisting of -iS5 members.
This triflmg majority induced the Irish government to
:it
Willi public tranquillity, and with thrir
lijectn.
withdraw dien altogether. The system of tithe* has
That they had such a ncce>sity in
"
ni the formation in Dublin
always been a source of ill will, even where those who coiiti
iied by a preen unifonn,
pud them were of the established religion ; but it m>< m. of nr
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renounced all claims to the estates of their ancesand disavowed all detors, which had been forfeited
signs of subverting the religious establishment of Ire-

also

;

land.

The United Irishmen and the Catholics, both looking forward to a change in the laws, were naturally
well disposed to each other ; but from other quarters
the claims of the Catholics were most violently opposed.
Concessions
to the Catholics.

The government seemed

to think, that the safest

conduct for them to pursue was to avoid both extremes ; they were not disposed to grant all the Catholics wislied, nor to withhold every thing.
In conformity with this determination, in 1793, the legislature admitted the Catholics to the practice of the law—
to intermarry with Protestants
and to an unrestrained
education.
The legislature, during this session of parliament, also passed a law to prevent the election, or
other appointment, of conventions^ or other unlawful
assemblies, under pretence of preparing or presenting
public petitiens, or other addresses, to his majesty or
parliament. Tliis act was directly aimed at a proposed
meeting of a national convention of the United Irish at
Athlone, which was prevented. A report of a Secret
Committee of the House of Lords threw much light on
the views and proceedings of the United Irishmen, as
well as on those of a description of insurgents called
defenders. The latter were Catholics in Armagh, Louth,
Meath, and the adjacent counties, who, having first associated to defend themselves against the ill treatment
inflicted on them by gangs of Presbyterians, called
Peep-of-day Boys, became afterwards the assailants.

—

From this description of the state of Ireland at this
period, it will be evident that tliere was much discontent and dissatisfaction among the great mass of the
people; and this discontent was much augmented by
an act of parliament for raising a militia, on the plan of
that of England, which caused some serious disturbances, besides a good deal of misery, among tiiose who
could not serve themselves, and were not able to pay
for substitutes.

We have already mentioned, that Archibald Hamilton Rowan was secretary to the United Irishmen at the
time their manifesto was published'; he was on that
account arrested, and in 179* brought to trial.
It
was suspected at the time of his trial, that the views of
the United Irishmen went farther than they avowed,
and that the utter subversion of the constitution, and
the separation of Ireland from England, was in their
contemplation, and the object of their meetings and
schemes. This was afterwards proved on the trial of
an English clergyman of the name of Jackson, for
a treasonable correspondence with the agents of the
French government ; for Rowan, who had been condemned to a fine, and imprisonment for two years, contrived to escape out of prison, and fled out of the country, conscious that, on the trial of Jackson, evidence of
his real designs would be brought to light.
Jackson
was condemned, but he took poison, and expired bewas removed from court. Two others, who
were leading men among the violent democratic party,
Napper Tandy and Theobald Wofe Tone, the principal framer of the United Irishmen, also fled from their
country.
Indeed, there was now too much reason to
believe, that the United Irishmen not only aimed at
a separation from Britain, but aimed at this object by
means of the co-operation of France, a method at once
most dangerous to that liberty which they professed
themselves so anxious to secure, and utterly at variance
fore he

—

Vith real patriotism or enlightened views.

There seemed two modes by which, at tliis time. Ire- History,
land could be restored to a state of comparative satis- ^""""Y"^
faction and quiet, either Jjy giving way .to the more
open views of the United Irishmen, hy conceding parliamentary refoi-m, or by separating the Catholics from
them, by granting Catholic emancipation. The people
of Ireland believed that the British ministry had chosen the latter method, when Earl Fitzwilliam arrived Earl Fitzamong them as viceroy ; for he had been intimately con- William
nected with the Whig party, though he had differed viceroy.^
^' ^^^^^
from them respecting the French revolution, and he
had succeeded to the estates, and it was believed inherited the virtues and principles of the Marquis of Rockingham. According to his own statement, the truth of
which rests on his character, and on the. circumstance
that it was not proved to be false by ministers, no restrictions had been imposed upon him when he accepted
the government of Ireland, but lie was left completely
at liberty to take "such measures to restore tranquillity
and loyalty to the country, as he deemed necessary and
expedient.
His first measure shewed that he was in
earnest ; for he began by displacing those people in
power, who had opposed the system he meant to pursue.
Soon afterwards, petitions were prescribed from
*'
the Catholics, praying for the repeal of all their remaining disqualifications, and leave was given, almost unanimously, to bring in a bill agreeably to these petitions;
In the mean time, those who had been removed from
office had not been idle, especially one of the Beresford
family, who had been removed from a situation of considerable emolument.
A rumour was spread that Lord
Fitzwilliam would be immediately recalled. The Catholics took the alarm, and petitioned the King against
his removal.
To this no answer was given ; and on the
25th of March Lord Fitzwilliam left Ireland. The bill
introduced into the Commons for the relief of the Catholics was still before them ; but, on the second reading, the same House of Commons who had before almost unanimously supported the bill, threw it out!
The Catholics, however, were permitted to send their
sons to study in the university of Dublin ; and a col-

^

endowed by government, was established for them
Maynooth.
The conduct of the British government was by no
means calculated to pacify the Catliolics. Disturbances
prevailed through the country.
A mob in Dublin, attacked and wounded the Lord Chancellor, Fitzgibbon,
a man who was peculiarly obnoxious
and defenderism increased. The Catholics, however, were not near- _
ly so dangerous as those who aimed at political chanj.a^tns*"*'
ges.
The LTnited Irishmen now began to direct their p. {los.
views and plans with less scruple, though with more
secrecy, to the most treasonable designs.
Secret associations were formed, of which no person was admitted
a member, till he liad solemnly sworn that neither
lege,
at

—

:

—

j^^

hopes, fears, rewards, or punishments, should ever induce him, directly or indirectly, to inform on, or give
evidence against, any member or members of that or
similar societies, for any act or expression of theirs done
or made collectively or individually, in or out of the society, in pursuance of the spirit of the obligation by
which they were distinguished and bound.
In public as well as in private transactions, extreme
violence on one side is too apt to beget extreme violence
on the other. The government deemed it absolutely
necessary to deprive the subject of the protection of
those wholesome and just laws, by which, in times of internal tranquillity and universal loyalty, his life and property as well as his liberty were protected. They deem-

IRELAND.
neeeuai^ to pas* l«w« of great ri^ar and severity, the execuuon of which must be left, in many
caws, entirely to the local magistrates, or to the comHMnders of the troops stationetl where the disturbances
took place. TbaM nagMtrates and commanders, thus
TMtcd. too ot\en avan by the authority of govemBoent with • discretionary or arbitrary power, were
apt, even where they were men who were conscientiously desirous to act right, and only to exercise severity where it was absolutely necessary for the preservataon ti tbc public peace, to pass beyond the limits of
tkdr power. This was too mauently the case. Men
gttilty, or awpaeiad of being oangwoas to the pubBe peace, weie aaiaad by the m^mntes, and sent to

•d

AD.

»\to

it

In order to protect the magisserve in the nary.
trates from the consequences of this stretch of power,
a bill of indemnity was passed ; and likewise what
was called the insurrectian act. by which the chief
gwre er in eoaacil waa autiMirised to proclaim, on
11»«.
tbe T«c|aisition of Mean of Ha magistrates assembled
t t, any county or district there,
at the maimi of the p
of in a state of diaturbanoe, and therirby to invest the
nMgiitratca with a power, ander the authority of the
They
law, to actid suspected persotis into the navy.
were also uthonacd to search houses for arms, and,
after previous notice, to treat as culprits all as should
be abaent from their homea, wMiaat satisfactory excuse,
In October 1796,
after certain hours in the evening.
tbe Habeas Corpus act was again suspended.
In order still further to protect the country from the
design* of the diaafected, and against a French inva>
sion with which It waa thrcatrnrtl, the government enIn
co«n^re<l the formation of an armed yeomanry.
maov respects, this species of force waa much prefrrable
to me troops ef the Itnr, on srUeh Wtherto the peace
and defcnce of Irabmi lud mainly depend* d ; tor those
troops, pt i nd ally IVani Britain, had certainly served to
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outrages and vMatioaa of &e bwB.
It waa not to bo tuppoaad that the French government was ignorant of the stale of Ireland, or indisposed
to take sdvantagoof it in their war with (treat Britain.
Indeed it waa maiaer of t«rprise that they had not attsniplad to ImmI Inapo in a iwiti/ ao disturtietl, and
HMMrana and aebve
in which there waa uromikf
aparteftheinhaWttuili Ji*tiiimtb>wr olT the Bii«iib yoke, and for that |iai poa« , to accept any ibiaign
An agraMMM
asaistsiico that Might p aaii t itself.
waa in flkct nMde betwaai Itm laartiwf oMn in the Irish
Uirfoii, aai the Ftancb
fhr tbe landing of a
Trench ftrrv in Ireland,
aaodWaa that the invading army should act a«
their pay
and imtrwtioa from the IMoa. A» soon as this ariBiigtMHK was settled, prepambaa tor the invasion of
Irefand wen aade at tkuL Tbe Irish Union, in or.
dar to be ready toiaeaad the efets of their new allies,
wcM aaeamMnly active and laal Baa in their pteparatioaaaad plaaa; not, in the midst of tbeae, they were
thro>WB into a state at anocrtainty, and induced to sua.
pcnd their operatioo s , in conacquence of receiving, first,
tha ilalligwiee that the invasion would take plaix im.
madialtly, that it, in the bcginntng of tbe winter of
VOL. siL paaT I.
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1796; and almost immediately afterwards, a letter, Histoiir.
which they had no reason not to regard as authentic, ^"""V*™^
that tbe invasion would be deferred till the spring of
1797.

The invading fleet, however, anchored in Bantry Bay, French fleet
on the 2 «h of December 1796 but as the general, and j" »«"ry
a great part of his troops were on board ships that
had not arrived, the admiral, after waiting for him a
few days, returned to Brest, having previously ascertain,
ed, however, that the country was well defended, and
that even the peasantry, towards whom the French had
been taught to look for immediate and hearty co-operadon, were apparently adverse to them.
A proclamation was issued on the 1 7th of May, 1 797,
declaring the civil power inadequate to quell the insur.
rection
and this proclamation was followed by orders
for the military officers to act without waiting tor any authority from tfie civil power. The military, who had" pre.
viously been highly irritated by the resistance of the insurgents, and who, it is too probable, had entered Ireland, with the belief that it might be treated in all respects as a conquere<l country, now gave away, in too
many instances, to the most oppressive outrages. Under the pretence that arms were concealed, houses
were sometimes burnt or plunderY>(I and the military torture of .the picket was employed to force a dis.
covery.
But it is painful to dwell on such outrages ;
suffice it to say, that they were such as mit;ht be expected from soldiers acting not only without the control of the civil power, but. as they believed, in fur.
therance of the views of government, against a people
whom they regarded as proper objects of their tyranny
ami cruelty.
The United lri»h, perceiving that their
only chance of furcess was by assuming tlicappeRmncc
of being reduced to abcflieiice, and conducting' tlieir
operations in a more secret manm-r, discontinui-rl tlietr
BMOtings; and the state of the country genenilly improved so much, that in August I7^'7, the udmini;

'''

;

;

stration of juatiee

waa again curamitted

to the civfl

power.

Bat the United Irish were only laying their schemes iriih Unioa
deeper, and were inactive ami tranquil only, that they rc-urgaoimight burst out with more violence and effect. Hither •«)'
to they had been chiefly confined to tlie northern pro- Mir.
A. n. 1T9T,
vinces ; but now the associations began to extrtid to
the western and stnithem parts of Ireland, and tbe
whole organi/Ation to assume a inilit/iry form. According to tlieir new plan, the lowest societies consisted
of It petwna, who lived near one another, and among
whom there was frequent and confidential intercourse.
Five of these sdcicties elected each a secretary, and these
iacntariea (bnaed a baronial committee, which had the
aap«ihila«ihiif«i of the first society. Ten of these lower
cemmit t ee i elected each a delegate, and tlie ten
^.looapoaed an upper baronial committee, which
In
directeii the bosineas of tbe ten lower committees.
like manner waa the organiaation of county, district,
and provincial committees

effected.

The supreme com-

lodged in an executive directory, which was
compoaed of IKe penons, unknown to all except the
srcrctaries^of the nor provincial committees. From this
directory the onlers were conveyed in the most secret
but efficient and prompt manner; and they were inSuch was the civil organieastantly and fully obeyed.
The military resembled it,
lion of the Irish Union.
and, in fact, waa grafted ujwn it. The secretary of each

mand

wasi

of the

knmt

sodetiea

was its non-comnuMioned officer
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and the dele/;atM of the lower and upper committees

^^K""^ were respectively captains and colonels. Tliere was
aUo a military committee appointed by the directory,
to contrive plans for the direction of the national force
In
towards the grand object they had in view.
May '797. the number of men enrolled as members
of the Irish Union in Ulster alone, was nearly 100,000.

In tJie other parts of the kingdom, except Dublin and
the counties of Wexford, Kildare, East Meath, West
Meath, and King's County, their numbers were comparatively few J but they were using their utmost endeavours to extend the Union all over Ireland.
As the attempt to reduce Ireland to order and tranquillity by means of force had now been carried on <br
a considerable time, without producing the effect expected and intended, it was hoped that the British ministry would have adopted different measures, more
consonant to the spirit of the constitution, as well as
more satisf ictory anil pleasing to the friends of humani-

Under this idea, Lord Moira and Mr Fox moved
in parliament, that a humble address should be presented to his Majesty, praying him to interpose his paternal interference ibr the allaying of the alarming disty.

contents th»n subsisting in Ireland but these motions
as well as one which his lordship afterwards made in the Irish House of Lords, where he
ofTertd to produce proof of the most absurd as well as
disjiusting tyranny ever exercised in any country.
Indeed, it was only through the debates in parliament that
the real state of Ireland at this period could be learnt;
for the newspapers, which were in favour of the insurgents, as well as those of government, grossly misrepresented it. The former were most licentious and mischievous in their representations, and also ui their endeavours to spread the flame of sedition and rebellion ; and,
in more than one instance, called down the vengeance
of government. As soon as the members of the Irish
Union found that they could not propagate their views
by means of newspapers, they had recourse to hand-bills,
which were privately printed and circulated by their
agents.
In these, abstinence from spiritous liquors
was recommended, in order that the revenue might be
;

were negatived,

impaired ; and this recommendation, which it might
have been thought no motive would have induced the
lower classes of the Irish to follow, was obeyed so generally and faithfully, that their habits were observed
to be decidedly more sober than usual.
The members
were also cautioned against purchasing the quit-rents
of the crown, as the bargains would not be valid in case
of a revolution. A caution was also given against the
acceptance of bank notes. All these circumstances evidently proved that the Irish Union were still in hopes
of accomplishing their object by a revolution ; but, as
they could not hope for this by their own unaided efforts, they again had recourse to France.
Assistance
was readily promised them ; and preparations for the
invasion of Ireland were made at Brest and in the TexeJ
but the expedition from the latter place was rendered
abortive, by the defeat of the Dutch fleet at tlie battle
of Camperdown. Still tlie Irish Union looked towards
assistance from the Brest expedition ; but the French
government appearing to have forgotten their promise,
Arthur O'Connor, who was a member of the Irish directory, was commissioned to proceed to France ; but,
Antttot
A.O'Con
on his passage through England for that purpose, in
Dor.
February I798, he was arrested, along with an Irish
A. 0. 179t
priest of the name of Coigly, and Binns, a member of
the corresponding society of London. They were tried;
O'Connor and Binns were acquitted^ but detftiaed on

liiFtory.
another charge of treason ; Coigly was condemned, and
^—-y-^*"
executed.
The Irish Union, thus disaf>pointed in thetr hopes of
assistance from France, resolved to tru* solely to their
own power. By this time, the number of men sworn
into the conspiracy amounted nearly to half a million,
and plans were formed for the simultaneous rising of
Their object, however, was discovered by
this body.
a man of the name of Reynolds, who was a delegate for
the province of Leinster ; and from his information,
the members who formetl the committee of this proEmmett, Macnevin, and Bond,
vince were arrested.
members of the directory, were also arrested. Government, at the same time, by the seizure of papers, were
made thoroughly acquainted with all the ])lans of the
Union, and thus were enabled to frustrate them. The
Union, thus deprived of their directory, proceeded to
elect new members, among whom were two brothers of
the name of Sheares ; but neitlier these nor the other
members were equal in talents to the former members ;
and yet greater talents were now requisite, not merely
on account of the discoveries made by government, but
also because the lower members of the Union, wearied
with waiting, and anxious not so much to accomplish
the political objects of the Union, as to gratify their own
private revenge, could not be managed except by men
of the greatest talents and influence.
On the 30th of March, 1798, government issued a Militory
proclamation, which proved that they meant to adopt '^* P"}"
'"™"'*
the most vigorous measures which were in their power,
for the immediate suppression of the disaffection and
In this it was stated, that " a
disorders in Ireland.
traitorous conspiracy, existing within the kingdom, had
been considerably extended, and had manifested itself
in acts of open rebellion ; and that in consequence thereof, the most direct and positive orders had been issued
to the officers commanding his majesty's forces, to employ them with the utmost vigour and decision, for the
immediate suppression of this conspiracy, and for the
disarming of the rebels, and all disaffected persons, by
the most summary and effectual measures." At the same
time General Abercrombie, who then commanded* the
forces in Ireland, was directed by the lord lieutenant to
proceed with his army into the disturbed counties, vest»i
ed with full powers to act as he should think proper.
His first object was to restore the discipline of the army,
which was in such a state, that it could not be safely
trusted with the execution of the orders he meant to
issue.
Afterwards, on the 3d of April, he published a
manifesto, calling upon the inhabitants of Kildare, where
his head-quarters were fixed, to surrender their arms
within 10 days, and, in case of non-compliance, threatening that large bodies of troops should live among them
at free quarters, promising rewards to those who would
give information of concealed arms or ammunition, and
denouncing other severities, in case the. inhabitants did
not return to a stale of tranquillity.
At the expiration of the ten days, the troops were
quartered on those who were known or suspected to be
disaffected ; and their behaviour was such as in most instances might be expected from men of their habits and

accustomed to strict discipline.
insurgents did not seem intimidated by tliese
proceedings against them ; and as they were ignorant
feelings, hitherto little

The

government were acquainted with their plans, they
persevered in the determination to rise in a body
on a fixed day. Before that day arrived, however, go- Arr«t of
vernment caused Lord Edward Fitzgerald, who had Lord E.
contrived the plan of attack, and who was distinguish- !• iizgerald.
that

still

'
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ed for his boldness, talents, ind !nflaence, to be arrested.
made a desperate resistance, and died soon af-

He

wound which he received before he was
The two brothers Sbeares, and other con<pira-

terwards of a
taken.

were arrested the same month ; and, on the 21st of
the plan of insurrection was announced by Lord
Caatlereagn, secretary to the Lord Lieutenant, to the
Loiil Mayor of Dublin. The night of the 23d was the
An attack on the troops stationed
tiaac fixed for it.
near Dublin, and on the artillery, was to bare been first
executed. The castle was, aboot the same time, to have
been surprised ; aAcr which, the parties engaged in
The stoppage
these enterprises were to have united.
of all the mail coaches on the great roads, was to nave
been the algnal for the rising of the people in the varioaa parts Sf the country. The scheme was certainly
wril arranged, and had it not been discovered, might
hare been attended with the most disastrous consequentors,

May,

ces.

Scbdlioo
fccfu.

Even though thus discovered, the insurrection broke
out in a manner that caused great alarm, and, for some
time, exposed parts of Ireland to all tiie horrors of a civil
war. On the '24th of May, the iosurgents, though they
were nearly without leaders, and with scarcely any arms
except pike*, commenced their operation* by an attack
on N'aas, Carlow, and other places, from which they
were repulsed with loss. They had previously destroyed the mail-coaches in their roatl to Dublin, to give no*
tice to their confederates that they were about to com>
menc* their operationa, and to retard the communication
of them to coremment. As soon as the first acts of rebellioa took place. General Lake, who had succeeded
General Aber c iowi bie in the command of the force*, ia•ued a proclamation, in which he eiprcMed hk deter>
mination to use, in the most MuntiMry and rigoraoa
manner, the powers with which ht had been entruatad
to supprtM me rebellion ; and ooonnanded all persona
«f «v«y rank, except oficers and magiatrates, to remain in their booae* from nine o'clock at night till five
in the morning. Proclamations were al«o itsued by the
Dublin and the Lord Lieutenant. In
Lord Mayor
the int. all paraona in Dublin were ordered to gire in
a list of thetr arms, or to >urrender them if they bad
not a licence to p osa t sa them ; an<l every house-keeper
to fix on the out-side of hi* door a list of the names of
all person* resident in hi* house.
In the lecond proclamation it wa* stated, that ctdcrs had been >ent to
all his majesty's general ofioar* fat Ireland, to punish,
according to martial law, all panona mmmdag in the re-

m

bellion.

ia

The fntgnm of the rebeb towda th« soutb.wcat
was ctHdutd by their icpuls* at Carlow ; but the city
at Dublin was su'll partially Mecheded by them. To
complete the plan for its relief. Sir JeoM* DulT made a
rapid maich with 600 men from Limerick, and arriring
at Kildare, epeocd the eoammicetiOD between the ce«
piul and the eoaMry.
On the Mlb
fcefMi
ef May. the iMui iecUui i broke out in
Wtxibid, the county of Wexford, where it was not aporeheadcd
that the insurgents were in great force.
ThtJ were
headed by a pneat of the nsme of Murphy, a ferodon*
and ignonwt fimatic. On the s(7ih, two bodieaofthem
made their appearance at Oulart and Kikhomas. At
the letter pbee tbnr were detrated by VOO er aoo yeomaa; b«t et the former place, where Murphy himself
Murjthy immen Mi an frJ. tbt^ were virtoriotK.
which, by the a*,
y ihtd) proceetled to Enn^
i

i

t

at -the Catholic
-, he gained nosacsTbe inhabilanU of Ute city of W'exford were

ee

>

:

now
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in great alarm, as they could plainly distinguish the

Hittoij.

flames of the burning houses at Enniscorthy.
As they ^"""V"*
were little prepared for defence, they resolved to negociate with the insurgents, or rather, to endeavour to'
persuade them to return peaceably to their homes. For
this purpose, two gentlemen, who had been arrested on
private information, were sent to them ; but they kept
one of these to be their leader, and sent the other lutck
to Wexfortl.
Against this place they now iletermined
to proceed.
Its small garrison took a position outside,
but afterwards returned into the town, which «as almost immediately evacuated, and taken possession of by Wnford
the rebels. Their force was about 1 5,()0() men ; and by tskenthe capture of Wexford, the southern parts of the county, as well as the eastern and western, were at their mercy.
They now divided into two bodies ; one of which
directed its march to Corey, in the northern part of the
county, in the hopes of thus forcing a pas^ge to the
capital ; and the other to New Ross, by reducing which
they would be enabled to enter the counties of Kilkenny and VVaterford. The inhabitants of Gorey were
apprised of their danger, but they trusted it would be
averted by the arrival of troops under General Lol\us

and Colonel.Walpole, which immediately marched by
different routes to attack the insurgents, who were post«
ed on a hill seven miles from Gorey, under the cum-

nund of

a priest of the

name of Roche.

I'his

man

ieema to have been pma e sse d o( great military talents,
for he immediately resolved to quit his position with
his whole force, upwards of 10,()00 men, and atUcked
Walpole while separated from Lotlus' troops. He came

up with him

at Clough, and, attadting him quite un- BaMie of
expected, the British were defeated, with the loss of CUmgh;
their artillery. Loftus, in the mean time, following the
iaaurgcnu to Gorey, ignorant of the defeat of Walpole's
eotpe, found them poctcd *o strongly that he durst not
attack them, but retreated into the county of Carlow.
The body of the rebels who had marched towards
Roaa were not so fortunate They had chosen for their
leader a person of the name of Harvey, whom they had
liberated from Wexford jail.
He formed a plan of attacking three separate part* of the town uf Ross at the
same time : The attack wa* accordingly made in a fu- of Rom;
riou* but irregular manner.
At first the rebels gained
some advantages, but they were soon thrown into confusion and General Johnson, who commanded a strong
party of the regular army in the town, took advantage
of this circumstance, and, after a desperate resistnnce
tram some divisions of the rebcN, while others were
totally without discipline or management, he succeeded in completely defeating them, and in saving the
plaee.
Enraged at this defeat, the rebels massacred in
cold blood more than 1 00 of their Protestant prisoners
:

;

at

Wexford

The

insurgent* who had defeated Walpole's corps
remained inactive for some time afWrwardn. At length,
on the 9th of June, they advanced to the north to join
another body of insurgents, and. when united, to attack Arklow.
The garrison in this pUce, not conceiving themselves strong enough to defend it against the
rebels, left it, but afterwards returned, in consequence
of their not attempting to seiz< it.
l°he rebels, however, dianged tlieir plans, and advanced against it
;
but on the very day of attack there arrived the Dur-

ham fencible regiment, llie royal lone now consisted of 1600 men, and, Iwinj: arraiige<i in lines, with artillery in front, they w
d to cover three sides of
the place, a river prol.
othir »ide.
The force
of the incurgcnto amounted to more than 20,000, but
.
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They adonly about 4000 or 5000 o(
-' vanced with f^eat impetuosity to the cannons' mouths,
tf AiUow.
jjjjj ^i^y ^pi.g j^ g^^y assault driven back with immense
TJie battle lasted four hours ; and though,
alaughter.
tlje«e

.'.

'

'

had

gtins.

I

during the whole of that time, the Durham fencibles
bore the brunt of it, yet they stood firm and undaunted.
The pikemen of the insurgents had not, however, yet
come into action, and General Neetlhara, apprehensive
that the fencibles, wearied out with repeated attacks,
would not be able to withstand these formidable as-

who

comsailants, sent directions to Colonel Skerret,
manded the fencibles, to retreat. This, however, he
refused to do ; and though it was now dark, and the insurgents might have profited by this circumstance, they
discontinued the attack, and retreated.
The insurgents, of whom we have been hitherto
leaking, consisted almost exclusively of Catholics,
hey hoped to be assisted in they- plans by the Protestants of the north of Ireland ; but in this they were
disappointed.
There were, indeed, insurrections in
Antrim and Down ; but the Protestants -who engaged
in them, after a few skirmishes with the royal troops,
gave up the enterprize, chiefly in consequence of being
assured that the rest of the Protestants in the north,
though in general well disposed, would not co-operate
with them, having learned, that the insurrection in
Wexford was totally of a religious character, and that
the Catholics engaged in it had repeatedly behaved
with great cruelty to the Protestants.
The insurgents in Wexford were thus left to them-

?

and measures were taken by government to
crush them effectually and speedily. On the 20th of
June, their whole force was assembled on Vinegar-hill,
near Enniscorthy. General Lake immediately formed
his plan, which was, to surround this post ; and for this
purpose, all the divisions of the royal army were put
in motion.
I" the mean time, the insurgents were guilty of the
Kruelty of
the insurmost atrocious acts of cruelty, not merely against those
B*""who had opposed their plans, but even against those
who were known to be favourable to them, in case
they were Protestants. These were dragged to Vinegar-hill, where, without trial, they were either shot or
transfixed with pikes, or, in some cases, put to death in
a still more barbarous manner. At Killan, the Protestants of both sexes were collected, with an intention
of burning them alive in their parish church, when fortunately their design was prevented by the arrival of a
body of yeomen.
General Lake had collected nearly 13,000 troops,
with a train of artillery proportionate to that number.
Battle oT
for the attack on Vinegar-hill.
This attack took place
on the 21st of June. The town of Enniscorthy was
^^•g"the first object of attack, and the insurgents were drij|
J
ven from their post. They fled through a space of
ground which was to have been occupied by the troops
of General Needham. These had not come up, whether from missing the road, or some other accidental
cause, or, as was supposed, because General Lake wished to leave the insurgents some outlet, is not ascertained.
Wexford was taken by the royal troops the same
day as Enniscorthy Previously, however, a battle had
taken place at Horetown, between the troops of General Moore and the insurgents under Roche.
The combat was long doubtful, but at length terminated in the
defeat of the rebels. General Moore immediately enf rueltie* of camped near Wexford, in order to secure the Protest*' ***** '" ^*' *°*" *'°*" massacre.
Before his arrival,
Weifoi
however, the rebels in it had committed great outrages.
selves,

:

5

These were principally directed and encouraged by a Hiiiory.
of the name of Dixon. While the rebel force con- '^'^^f^
tinued in Wexford, this man had not been able to carry his designs into exdcution
but soon after they
marched out against General Moore, Dixon, at the head
of a mob, which he had previously inflamed with whisky, murdered the Px-otestants in a manner to which,
for wanton cruelty, not even the atrocities of the French
revolution can produce a paralleL
In the mean time,
the battle at Vinegar-hill, though strenuously contended by the insurgents, ended in their complete defeat.
They were completely broken, and fled and their loss
in the battle and pursuit was so considerable, tliat the
^
whole party was completely disheartened.
Before General Moore arrived at this town, many
of the inhabitants, being freed from the presence of
the insurgents, who had joined their companions on
Vinegar-hill, were desirous of submitting, and giving
up the place. Lord Kingsborough, colonel of the
North Cork militia, was at this time a prisoner in
it ; and he agreed to receive the surrender, pledging
his honour for the safety of all, except those who had
been concerned in the murders. On this pledge, which
was made known to the British general, the insurgents
who had fled into the town after their defeat at Vinegar-hill, evacuated it, separating into two bodies, in the

man

;

;

confidence of the ratification of the terms ; but
General Lake ordered all the chiefs of the rebels to be
seized and put to death.
The movements and proceedings of the insurgents,
after the battle of Vinegar-hill, were desultory, without
union or plan. One body of them marched to Arklow,
and, finding no royal troops there, massacred many of
the inhabiiants.
Another body, under Murphy, who
had originally raised the insurrection in Wexford, directed their march towards the county of Carlow, with
the design of stirring up the inhabitants there and in
Kilkenny ; but in this they were disappointed, partly
by the measures of the royal forces, and partly by the
indisposition of the inhabitants. They now determined
to return to Wexford, and on the 26th of June arrived
at Kilcommy.
Here they again changed their route,
and moved towards the VVicklow mountains ; but they
soon found that they had no other chance of safety but
by dispersing into small bodies, being no longer capa- Final di«ble of withstanding the forces that were sent against persion of
them. After various movements and skirmishes, there- '•^^ insurgents.
fore, they finally dispersed.
Government, in the mean time, had been proceeding Trials and
in the trials of those leaders of the union whom they executions.
had apprehended. Among these were. the two brothers Sheares ; M'Carra, the secretary to the provincial committee of Leinster; and Byron, delegate from
full

Wicklow.
Soon after these events. Lord Camden^ who had been
viceroy during the rebellion, was recalled, and Eatl
Cornwallis was appointed his successor.
This appoint^ Arrival and
ment gave great and general satisfaction The character measures of
of few nobleroen, for political honour^and humanity, was '^""l ^"™"
higher than that of Lord Cornwallis, and his appoint- "*^"ment seemed a pledge on the part of government, that
they meant to pursue a different system in Ireland. He
carried with him a general pardon for all who would
submit, with very few exceptions ; but his arrival could
not immediately put a stop to the system which had
been hitherto pursued. On the 3d of July, the pardon
which Lord Cornwallis brought with him was published in the Dublin Gazette. His majesty's generals were
:

thereby authorised to give protection to such insui^

/
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gents as, being simplf gtiiltj of rebellion, thouUl surrentier their arms, abjure all unlawful engagaoienu,
and take the oath of allegiance. In order that this
measure might receive the fullMt authority and sanction, an act of amnesty was passed in favour of all who
had been cngag^ in the rebellion, except the leaders
those who had been guilty of murder— and those who
should not comply with the conditions above specified.
Fran this amnesty were excluded Napper Tandy, and
about thirty others who had fled to the continent. Afterward* llie chief leaders of the rebellion were allow.
td to make their tenna with gOTemmcnt. Seventythree of them bound themadvM to give all the infor*
mation in their power respecting the transactions of the
United Irishmen, so far aa it could be done without
•ny individual ; to emigrate into some country
ff"*y
agKcd npoo, fraa which they were not to pass into
any other country at war with Britain, or to return to
Ireland.

larwioo

It is

b]r

•itcritiicii.

probable that the rlisturbancca in Ireland would
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rear, at a place called

Ballinamnck, a short action took
place, which fortunately terminated in the surrender of
the French, and the capture or dispr!>ion of the rebels.
The troop of Humbert amounted to 748 privates and

96

Hirtory.

'^r
^^^"""^

officers.

The French

certainly had been disappointed in not
receiving assisUnce from the Irish ; but it is probable
that, on the intelligence of their landing, and especially of their success at Castlebar, insurrections
would
have taken place in many of the adjoining counties,
had not the march of Lord Comwallis intimidated
those who might be so disposed.
Even as it was, rnjurreethere was an insurrection near Granard, the object
'""• •*

of

which seems to have been to take possession of Cavan,
where there were Urge stores of arms and ammuni- J""*^'
tjon.
I'revious to this enterprise, however, it was
necessary for them to take Granard ; and in this
they
were disappoinud by the arrival of some yeomanry
from Cavan, by whom they were defeated. They afterwards susuined another defeat, which put an
end

w

wHMm
WM

•

•

^*y^'

m

arrival,

them.

'

waa equally

a force was coUcctod, and mar
General Hutchinson arrived at ^erthhM on tlM
nd waa immedUuly joined
General Lake,

^

•'

comounder on the west The Britiah troopa
orrv urawn uD in an advaataMoiiapaatiaa
between
1

Caatlaiiar

and the French, who

At seven

It.

bert arrived with

^""^^ "•

..

'i^

""^

!I!!^
njriy
sooa

^
7

.

.

wan wlnnafaig towarda

Boming of the V7th. Humabout 800 of hia own troop*, and 1000

o'clock in the

•"'y rtiUery oonauted o» two

*^1 •W»*^

«• '»«»

Scmaly waa

"* "^' ""^

leavuw

riksr officers \m

^

raached that

whidi

ran atteaptMl

"fcoppiai.

to

nd

their artillery,

aed^^thoui

wnountwi

the enga«eiDent been.
*«»• "i'liA with • peoic
ais

then They
Tuai. which the;

to rail*

M«ileMo

ni(U : aod.

cennt^or
:

one o'clock of the 88IIL
«««fc«l
Athene, having marched
«0«d« in *7 houra. Here they were atopSed by the
'
arrival of the viccrev.

*S^r

at

WW

"^

Fwm Castleber. the French, aftar gnuBg

Mq^ectod

victory.

this

mnn

piMtcded ta the eaatwanUiMo the

naart of the country, with what design it is
npoaabla
tocoojactara, uoleaa (>om tlie expectation of
,
bciag7cb».
forced by
- the |>«»«>try on their march.
General Lake
and hia
eolaa
followed to watch their movenaata,
,' •*»'»
wWe I.ord Com* alii., with the chief «rmy, Boeed la.
'

I

unsaoocaful.

A

desperala
squadron, oonaiating of

one ship of the line, and eight frigatea, with
troops
wd ammunition on boanl, dcatined tor Ireland,
was
Ulen in with off the western ooaat of that island by
the squadron of Sir John Borlase Warren, on
the 12th
of October, who eaptarad the ahip of the line
and three
Afterwards the reat, except two frigates,
'Nl*««^
were taken. Another squadron of three frigates, with
52000 traopa en board, anchored in the bay of Killahi
on
the 97th of the aame metith but, on the
appearance of
some British ships, tliey set sail and escaped.
The plan o< a union between Great Britain and IreMmur«
and, appears ig bwra bean first proposed by the
Irish wtpeeting
;

in their addreae to Queen Anne in the
years
thia tine the British cabinet waa
Afterwards, when the Irish volunteera
?'[**» ••
furocd the Britiah government to render the
Irish

P**^
1 70S

8th,

GneRBl Lak« having come np with

their

" union.

and 1 707, bat at

^

par-

ueBMnt independent of that of Briuin, an union
Va«
•oog^ wr by the British, but it was no longer an ob.

denre among any claaaes of the Irish. The
al.
moat unmtemiiHed inaomctioM by which Ireland
waa
disturbed after the commencement of the
French revo»
lulion, seem to have suggested to the
BritUh cabinet

jeot of

the idea of seriously bringing about a
union.
As it
waa well known that such a measure, if it came
unexpectedly upon the Irish unprepared for it,
and stronely
prejudiced against it, would not be carried
without
creating serious discontent, it was
reaoKed to brine
the question before the public in
pamphlets, before
it

»« the

"«•

'

have been quelled much sooner than they actually to the
insurrection.
The Catholic peasantry of the
were, had Mt the Fi^nch invaded that country. The county
of Mayo, who had first risen to assist the French,
poKcy of the French with respect to Ireland is not ea- still
continued. in arms, notwithsUnding the sumensily understood.
It aeems aa if they either should not
«ler of Humbert.
They even attacke<l Castlebar, but
have mvaded it at dl, or their invasions should hare were
repulsed.
They were afkerwards obliged to Uke
been bettn- time<l, and in much greater force. There refuse
in
from which, being stormed by the
u little doubt that, at awre than one period. Ireland royal ibrces,Killala,
they were driven with great ahinghter.
rowht have been wreat«l fWm Britain, if the French
The French government at last aeemed as if they
had landed with 15.000 or 20,000 men, and a large
meant to and
ai iten cc to Humbert; and, as a pnssupply of arms.
The Irish insurgenu fought well
lude to thia a
, a brig
arrived near the norththey wanted principally officers aod anas; so that,
if
of Oooaml, wbeteit landed its new fupplies.
the French had supplied theae. tiM fate of the
country
»»
•
Nap
Nandy,
who had been con- N«ppcr
would probably have been deeidad. Bat to nIwb frxn
-J
ui"^
o« brigade in the French service.
g*""*!
Aa Tandy.
this digraanan.
The Irish iniMjiiili had bMB leac
•• •»• l«Mtied the fate of the army of
„
anxiously e>p<«ting aaaiataooe from Frwtee;
at Lmu
Huabsat. be raioriiarkad. He waa afterwards arrestwhen it was' too late, a force of about 900 lesidar
ed at HanboMh by the Britiah goremment, tried
«»nni«»d«d by General Humbert, knded at Ireland,
'JW'
KilUKoo the Md of Au^aat. end. beiqg joined by attempt ofpleedcd guilty, bat was pardoned. Another
the French to revive a cauae now
4<anc of the Catiiuhc inhabitaata. t-r-H
ietetato Castlebar. As sooa aa Lord CeniwallM '

—

was aptatedmpwliaiDent. AccordinRly Mr.
Cooke,
the andar nootw ftr the dyil department,
in
1

798,

'
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published Are;umntii for and againtt a Union between
Great Briltiin and Ireland cnnsidered. The country
WM immediately most feelingly alive to the discussion
of this most importunt question, and became divided
On
into two parties. Unionists and Anti-unioiiists.
each side were found those who, on all other previous
questions, had ranged themselves on opposite sides ;
but the myority of the people were certainly against
On the '22d of January 17P9, the measure
a union
was recommended by the viceroy to parliament. In
the House of Lords a favourable address was voted by

a large majority.

In the

Commons,

after a debate

which lasted 22 hours, there was a majority of only
one in favour of tne measure. When it was again
brought forward the. next day, those who opposed the
union had a majority of five. Before the conclusion of
the session, however, those who'were favourable to it
had attained a majority but the detail of the measure
was postponed till the ne.vt year. In the British parliament the question had also been introduced during
;

the session of 1799i and, after considerable discussion,
less opposition than in the Irish parliament,
a series of resolutions recommending a union had been

but with
voted.

When

the Irish parliament assembled again on the
it.
I5th of January, 1800, a motion was made hostile to the
D. 1800. measure, which, after a long and animated debate, was
negatived by a majority of 42. On the 5th of February, Lord Casllereagh communicated a message from
the Lord Lieutenant, in favour of a union, and developed the plan on which it was to be effected. On a division of the House for taking this message into consideration, there appeared 158 in favour of it, and 115
against it.
The House of Peers were more decidedly
in favour of a union.
In it the lord chancellor, Fitzgibbon, now Earl of Clare, was one of its most strenuous supporters, while the speaker of the House of Commons as strenuously opposed it. It was also opposed
by Sir Lawrence Parsons, the Duke of Leinster, Lords
Charlemont and Moira, and Mr. Grattan. In order to
counteract the effects of such a formidable opposition,
government had recourse to those means, which the
distribution of places of honour or emolument must always put in their power, and which too frequently
have overcome the consciences of those who have been
the most loud in their professions of purity, independence, and patriotism. By the active and judicious
employment of these means, the majority in the House
of Commons had been greatly reduced, and the prospect of carrying the measure was rendered every day
more favourable. Besides, many of those both in and
out of parliament, who, during the first impulse of their
feelings, had reprobated the union, without considering
the arguments that might be urged in favour of it, having become cool, and divested themselves of prejudice,
resolved to support it.
The arguments for and against
this measure, are thus summed up by Mr. Gordon in
his History of Ireland.
" The opponents of the measure insisted, that the reArgnmema
.it
presentatives of a nation were not vested with a power
of abolishing its independence, by the transfer of its
sovereignty, or right of legislation, to any foreign country ; that sach a transfer, without the general consent
of the people ought to be resisted, as a dissolution of
the existing government, and introductive of anarchy
that a local parliament, best acquainted with the habiU,
prejudices, and dispositions of their fellow subjects,
ever present on the spot to administer immediate relief
to their wants, or guard against their excesses, was pre-

DcbaWt on

History,
ferable to a foreign legislature, unacquainted with the
state of the people, and too distant to )jeceive informa- '"^'V""^
that
tion, or apply the proper remedies in due time
:

Imperial Parliament would become, as the Scotch in that of Great Britain had become
already, the tools of administration, to the increase of
the undue influence of the crown : that the evil of absentees would be nearly doubled, to the intolerable augmentation of the exhausting drain of money, and tlie
abandonment of the tenantry to the tyranny of agents,
who would abase their delegated power to the gratification of their pride and avarice : that, by the absence of
the bishops from their dioceses, in consequence of their
attendance upon the Imperial Parliament, the inferior
clergy would be neglected, to the growth of irreligion,
and the discouragement of literature that the national
importance of the Irish would be annihilated by the
degradation of their country from the rank of a kingdom and that whatever concessions should, in return
for her sacrifices, be made to Ireland in the compact of
union might at any time afterwards be cancelled by
the Imperial Parliament, from its vast majority of Eng-

the Irish

members

in the

:

:

lish

members."

' The advocates of the

incorporating system contend- '" favo*
"*•
that in every government is inherent a despotic
power for the mai'itenance of order, the enacting of
laws, and for the making of alterations occasionally in
its own constitution, for its adaptation to successive
changes of circumstances, which in the course of human
affairs inevitably take place : that this power is lodged,
according to the British system, conjointly in the king,
the lords, and the representatives of the people that
the modification now proposed, was no surrendry of
independence, but an intimate conjunction with the sister island, on honourable terms,
no subversion, but a
change of the constitution : that, to deny the compe«
tence of parliament for the effecting of this change,
would be to deny the validity of the act by which England and Scotland had been incorporated, and consequently to deny the right of his present Majesty to the
crown of the united kingdom, which was founded on
the 2d article of that act : that otherwise than through
their representatives in parliament, the consent of the
people could only be collected from the opinions of the
well-informed, the reflecting and disinterested part of
the nation : that, to these, the measure proposed was an
object of desire : that, whatever might be the advantages to Ireland from her local parliament, the disadvantages were far greater that the feeble bond, by which
the two kingdoms were connected, was in danger of
being broken by a disagreement of the two legislatures,
of which an alarming instance in the appomtment of a
regent had lately occurred : that by the distinctness of
her legislature, Ireland was excluded from commercial
advantages, as had appeared in the case of the commercial propositions, which had been rejected from political
jealousy arising from this distinctness : that this boasted
national parliament was founded on no national basis,
but on the pretensions of a fev/ to a monopoly of the government, and resources of the whole, a puny and rapacious oligarchy, who considered the nation as their
political inheritance, and were ready to sacrifice the public peace and happiness, to their insatiate love of patronage and power: that for the demolition of this oligarchical tyranny, and the curbing of violent factions,
by which the nation was distracted and oppressed, recourse should be had to a legislature superior to local
prejudices, and remote from the baneful influence of
party ; that the Irish members in ttie imperial parliaed,

:

—

:

—

IRELAND.
nUfrr- meat could

not be tooU oT the minister in a hi/;h«r denor with more expence to the nation, than the
Lcml par''-' ••"• had aJready been, in which were 116
iisionen: that the augmentation of the
pUcein<
uM. ilie absentees, would be more than coun*
•vilarisiii^
trriuilanced by new advantages, particularly those of
commerce: thikt the persona who now made the increase of absentees an argument against the union, hail
Ot Jim before opposed the design of a remedy for this
«f^|b propoeal of a tax on absentees, which adminiamtiaa had offined to support that the necessary abaence of biahopa from tbe clerf^y under their care, bjr
their attendance in ibe Imperial Parliament, would occur
so seldom, as not in the slightest degree to prevent them
from perforrninj» their duty in rewarding merit, if such
•houlu be their inclination that the political anialgaHMtion of tlie Irish with the people of Great Britain,
could not l>e a dedenaion from national dignity and
that the infraction of tbe oompact with Ir^and, could
not with roor» reaaon be apprrnended iniin the Imperial Parliament, than the dirfrancliiaeiiient of SootUod, of
Wales, or of Yorkshire;.'*
'*'!,. on a motion that leave be given
r
fie union int<i the Home of Coai«
to
mon^, tbere were lUU for it, and 100 against it. On
the second reading of the bill, on the 26th of tbe same
'tan'moved to defer the buainesa till the
month,'"
ut only 87 voted in support of this
1st of
motion, aiid l^i against it. On the 5th of June, the
In the House uf Lorda,
bill passed the coounittee.
where there wa* less opnontioa* it waa r^ad a third time
on the ISth of June. The tubjcct being ^ain introdu'~'ir1iamrnt,it wasditcuased in both
ced into tbe
jj of July received the rojral a»>
Uouaea; ai:

^""^ gne,

•

:

:

k
Vote
•"•"l*

:

.'.

'

aent.

Tbe article* of union were partly commercial, or r*>
iMiag 10 revannc, and partly poli t ical. The rq
merce did not wautuilj difcrftwa the
of
tianaofl785. Tba propettka of rcveniM to be niscd
in the two kingdoma, wae fixed bjr a oomyMriaon oftbeir
MKTCgate expotta and tmporla, nid their oonaoBiplioa
ofcrrtain kinda of aoerchandiae.
By tbia rule. Inland
wn to raise two parts of tbe revenue, for every fiAcan
raised by Great Britain during the fir>i twenty yean

c—

At the termination of this period, the
proportion wa* to be regulated by parliament One
Kondrcd oonnaonera from Ireland were to sit in tbe im>
perial partiaotent, two for each ooantv, two for each of
the dtiea of Dublin and Cork, on* fat tha onivenity,
and one for each of the 91 aost BoiMirliiaLla towna.
Tbe propdetotaof thodiiftaPchiatdbofBMha were to
receive a pec un iary cwmpamatioa. Fanr lord* spiritaal, by roution of nawuiis, and 88 lorda temporal,
elected (Sor life by the
of Ireland, were to ait in
the Hetue of Loidn
6rat of January IMl, waa
fixed as the conunencHncat of the onion.
From tbe period of the onioa. the history of Ireland
naturally falls into that of Bbitain ; bat we shall here
cursorily notice such tranaactiona or pracceding* in the
Imperial Parliament, a* more directly relate to tbia
countnr.
In the first aeaaion of the Imperial Parliament, a bill
Ansfia.
dasaky.
p assed <ar indemnifying all persona CHWcmed in
A. O. IMl. the aamiinib imprisoning, and '***r'r>ing individual*,
nnder the
spenainn eftbe habeas corpoa act, or in
tbe performance of any acts dona fbr tbe preservation
of the public peace, and •wpprmaen of rAeUiona and
^iasurrertiona in Ireland, since March 1799.
'' Ireland appeared to be gradually subsiding
into a
after the anion.
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state of comparative tranquillity, when, in the summer Hiitery. ^
of 1 H03, it was suddenly agitated by a considerable *"'*V"^

though short lived alarm. The constitution was at<
tempte<i to be subverted by the violence of a few men,
tile rashness of whose attempt w.ix scircely ever paml.
leletl.
The lenders were Robert Emmett and Thomai
Itussel, both of whom had experienced the clemency of
government in 170S; the latter was brr>thi.-r to the
Emmett who was one of the directory at that j>eriod.
The centre of the plot was Dublin, where these men
bad collected a few arms, and hoped, by the assistance
of a mob, to seixe the castle, which was protecte<l by
upwards of 2000 soldiers. The 23d of July was the Innirrecday fixed upon for the insurrection. On the morning ^"'' '"
"
of that day a crowd of country |jeople from the county
.aQo
of Kildare entered tlie capiul ; a signal was given by
.

the firing of rockets, an(l the doors of the depot of
arms were opened. The number of the insurgent-* is
tuppoaed to nave been about 500. The time of their
principal opcrationa was late in the evening ; and while
the mob were tlie most furious, they met Lord KiU
wardan, the lord chief justice of the King's Bench, his
•Ungfatet Mim Wolfe, ami hi$ nephew Mr. Wolfe. The

two eaHlVMiii were dragged from

their carriage

and

Wolfe (rtecte<l her escape, and fled to
Their only mar«
the castle, where she gave the alarm.
tial effort was an attack on an outpoet, defended by a
few soldiers, whom they overpowered and put to
death. But being themselves atUoked by about 120
aoldier*, they were dispersed in a short time, and the
whole insurrection was extinguished. Emmett, Rus•el, and aome other* of tbe leaders, were tried, condemned, and executed. A royal message wa* sent
down to parliament, announcing the insurrection and
ita end, in which it waa recommended that measure*
ahoold be taken fur the anppreanen of the rebelliou*
spirit, from which the insurrection had originated;
and a bill for trying the rebels in Ireland by martial
law, and anrithar for anapanding the habeas corpus act
Eonnett, Russel, &c. were however
war* paaaad.
tried, not by a court martial, but a special commia*
murderecL

\[ita

Aa tbe spirit of insurrection still lurked in various Inrantepart* of tbe country, and broke forth in various acts of ><>" "^
'**'^*
outrage, in 1807. Sir Arthur Wellesley, who was then *'°'
secretary to tbe lord lieutenant, moved, in the House
of CommosM, forlaaveto bring in a bill, thr provision*
of which were tbe same with those of the insurrection
act of 1796, ao far aa they gave power to the Lord
Lientanant to proeiaim diaturbed counties, and authority to tbe magi*tral«a to arrest persons found out of
tJteir dwelling*hoaaes between sanaet and sunrise ; but
it was enacted, that person* so arretted should be tried
at tbe quarter semi en* by tbe magistrate* and asaiatant
barrister*, with the addition of a king's counsel sent
Another bill wa* passed to prevent
improper peraon* from keeping arms. These bill*
were oppoaed strongly, but their nece**ity was admit*
ted inr Mr. Gmttan.
It had been generally understood, that, in the event
eftbe anion between Great Britain and Ireland taking
place, the Catholics might look fnrwanl to the removal
of all tbe disabilities under which they still laboured
their emancipation, however, not taking place, they
reaolved to endeavour to bring it about by every
peaceable and legal method. Tliat they might act with
more eficct, as well as with leas trouble to them•elve*, a committee waa formed; the deliberation*
of that of 1809, were alway* confined to their petition

for the purpoae.
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and the membew had declared their resolution not to
tnnigress the convention act, by any thing like delegation ; the government of course did not interfere
But it was alleged that the committee of
1810 acted upon very dillerent principles it called an
aj^gregate meeting of the Catholics, which came to the
resolution, that the committee should have the power to
manage, not merely the Catholic petition, but the CaA committee of grievarices
tholic affairs generally.
was afterwards appointed, which met weekly, and imiwith them.

:

tate<l all

the forms of the

House of Commons.

Go-

vcnunent took the alarm, and even some of the most
respectable Catholics thought that the committee, by
proposing a delegation of ten members from each counA circular letter from
ty, had exceeded its powers.
Mr. Wellesley Pole, secretary to the Lord Lieutenant,
was addressed to the sheriffs, and the chief magistrates
of all the counties in Ireland ; they were required, in
pursuance of the convention act» to cause to be arrested, and committed to prison, unless bail should be
persons within their respective jurisdictions,
be guilty of having been in any way concerned in issuing notices for such election or appointment ; or of having attended meetings for such purpose. Before this letter was written, the opinions of the
Lord Chancellor, and the Attorney and Solicitor General had been taken ; and the letter itself had been
drawn up by the Attorney General in such a manner
as he iioped would bring clos»ly before the eyes of the
Catholic committee the tendency of their proceedings
This letter was dated
to violate the convention act.
Catholic
the 13th of February 1811, and, on the 23d, two macommicwc gjstrates of Dublin were directed by the Lord LieuteA.D. 1611. j,^„{ i„ council, to repair to a house where the CathoThis they accordingly did ;
lic committee assembled.
and Lord Ffrench, who was in the chair, demanded by
what authority they entered the room ? the answer
was, that, by order of government, they were come to
disperse the meeting, as, being a meeting of the CathoAfter some conversation,
lic committee, it was illegal.
the particulars of which are differently related, one of
the magistrates went to consult Mr. Wellesley Pole;
and, on his return, he said, that as Lord Ffrench had
given them an assurance that it was merely a meeting
of Catholic gentlemen for the purpose of signing a petition to parliament, and not a meeting of the Catholic committee, government had given directions that it
should not be interrupted.
^^* letter of Mr. Pole was made the subject of some
Fate of
conversation in parliament ; and afterwards motions
their petition.
were made in both Houses for the production of copies
of all the dispatches to and from the Lord Lieutenant,
relative to this business, which were negatived.
On the 20th of May, the petition which the Catholic
committee had drawn up, was presented to the House
of Commons by Mr. Grattan: on the 31st he moved
that it should be read, and also the votes of the House,
conveying thanks to the armies under Lord Wellington
and General Graham ; from these he took occasion to
point out, with great eloquence and force of argument,
the claims of the Ivish Catholics
of those men who
had contributed so essentially to atchieve those victories, by which the glory of Britain had been so highly
exalted, and the safety and independence of Europe
so essentially benefited. On a division, there appeared
for the motion 83, and against it U6.
The Catholic
petition was also introduced into the House of Lords
by Lord Donoughmore, who moved that it should be
given,

all

who might

—

HUtor;-.
referred to a committee. This motion was negatived
by 121 to 62.
The Catholics of Irelan^were not cast down by the
result of the motions respecting their patitions nor were
they intimidated by Mr. Wellesley Pole's letter, and
On the conthe measures of government thereupon.
trary, they resolved to persevere with increased zeal
and assiduity in nominating delegates. On the 9th of
July, an aggregate meeting was held at Dublin, for the
appointment of delegates to the general committee of
Catholics, when five persons were apprehended by a Arrest n{
warrant from the Lord Chief Justice, for a breach of the the deleconvention act. One of them, Dr. Sheridan, was brought gates.
to trial ; but the jury brought in a verdict of not guilty,
upon which the Attorney General declined prosecuting
the others. The verdict gave great encouragement to
the Catholics, as well as great satisfaction to many Protestants, not only because they were friendly to the
claims of their Catholic brethren, but because an attempt had been made and defeated, of perverting the
Jaw to the violation of the liberty of the subject. On
the 1 gth of October, nearly 300 gentlemen, who formed the new committee of delegates, held a meeting, at
which a petition to parliament was read and approved.
The police magistrates did not arrive till the meeting
was broken up ; but on the second meeting of this
committee, on the 23d of December, it was dispersed
by a magistrate. On the 26th of the same month, the
aggregate meeting was held, when the proceedings of
the Irish government were severely censured ; and it
was resolved not to submit to them in silence. The
only other circumstance relating to the history of Ire«
land that took place this year deserving of record, was
an act passed, to enable the crown to interchange the Interchange
militias of Great Britain and Ireland.
In this act was of m.litias.
a clause, to confer on the Irish Catholics serving in England, all the civil, military, and religious exemptions
which they enjoyed in Ireland.
Early in the session of 1812, the claims of the Irish
Catholics were again brought under the discussion of
both Houses of Parliament. On a subject so frequently examined, little or no novelty could be brought forward. It may be mentioned, however, that the Marquis of Wellesley and Mr. Canning, though they professed themselves decidedly Convinced that tlie claims
of the Catholics were supported by justice and policy,
yet were averse to conceding them while they were demanded in such a menacing attitude. The motions
were lost in both Houses; but, in the House of Commons, the majority seemed on the decline.
Fronl this circumstance the Catholics took heart. The Catholic
;

•

Houses of Parliament were loaded with
and against their claims. On the
25th of February, 1813, Mr. Grattan moved for a committee of the whole House of Commons, to take into
tables of both

petitions both for

consideration the state of the laws thtt affected his MaRoman Catholic subjects in Great Britain and
Ireland.
On a division, the motion was carried by a
majority of 40.
committee was then formed, when
Mr. Grattan moved, that the Catholic disabilities should
be removed, and that the establishments in church and
state ought to be effectually secured.
The first motion
was carried by a majority of 67. On the 30th of April,
Mr. Grattan introduced a bill, which enacted, that it
should be lawful for persons professing the Roman Catholic religion, to sit and vote in either House of Parliament, provided they took a prescribed declaration or
oath, instead of the oaths of allegiance, abjuration, ancj
jesty's

A

petitions.

A. D. 1813.

IRELAND.
Kntarf.
'

supremacy, «nd the decUrations tgainst transubstantiaIn this oath, they
tion and the invocation of saints.
were to renounce their belief in the tempora) jurisdic
tion or authority of the pope in Great Britain or Ireland his inlallibility, or right to forgive sins without
repentanoe^-and whatever, besides, was subversive of
moralitT, or dangerous to the church establishment.

On takmg this oath. Catholics might vote for members
of parliament, or be appointed to any civil or military
office, except tho«e of lord high chancellor, keeper of
the great seal, or lord-lieutenant of Ireland. The Roman

Catholic clergy were to take an oath against the
tocfa as were of unimpeachable loyalty: and againat any oorreapoodence with
The bill
the pope, except on ecdeaiaatiad matter*.
waa read and committed, and it was generally thought
that it woukl pass, at least, the Houfe of Commons. Un
the S4th of May, however, when the House was sitting
in a oammittee on it, .Mr. Abbot, the speaker, afUr a
tzong apeecfa against it, movetl, that the words, " to sit
and vote in ciuer bouse of Parliament," be left out.
This motion, after a long debate, was carried by a majoritr of four, upon which the bill was withdrawn.
Though occaaional and local disturbances existed in
Ireland, they wer^notdeemedof sucii anatureastocall
for any new oiactmenti of the legislature, till the year

appointment of bishops, except
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814, when a j>et of banditti, called Carders, commit- History,
ted outrages in some parts of the country.
They were '*"~Y^^^
so called, because they tortured those who had incurred their hatred by the ajpblication of wool-cards to the
skin and flesh of their victims. In consequence of their
outrages, an act, to be in force for three years, was
passed, similar to the insurrection act of 1807.
The
proceetlings of the Orange societies, which at this time
were very numerous, and by no means actuated by a
liberal or conciliating spirit, were strongly reprobated
in parliament during the discussions on this act.
In 1810", Ireland suffered, in common with Great Bri- Swieof Iretain, and nearly the whole of Europe, from the effects ^'"'^ '"
of a aeasoo almost unprecedented for coldness and rains, ^^'^
and for a most scanty produce of grain ; but though
there was a nearer approach to famme in Ireland than
in any part of Britain, and though this calamity pressed most heavily upon the inhabitants, from their not
possessing those resources, cither of trade or poor-rates,
which are open to the lower classes in England, yet
Ireland was quiet and loyal, while England was agita>
ted by the most outrageous attempts against the public
peace.
See Leland's Hittort/ of Ireland; Gordon's
Hitlory of Ireland ; Gordon's Hittory of the Rebellion
in Ireland; Annual Regittcr i Aikin's Annalt of George
1

in.

STATISTICS OF IRELAND.

to make in that quarter a rounded peninsula ; in tome statlitlcfc
degree gibbous on the south-cast, and df a serrated form ^ y^m^
Pro- on the sooth-west"
Ottgrmflnf and HydrDgrmhif of Irehtnd-'Exienl
gn vt OtOgrmplkjf-^Dhu*om*—Fact of the Country
From this sccount of its figure, it wfll be evident Exttau
—Momtaku—Rntn^Lem^a—Sea Coaa^EffteU that ita greatest length must be from the north-east to
the souUt-weiriBa line drawn between the two most
of He Wimitm tkt Com^*—Sm Btmk»—Tid<t.
distant points in these quarters, vis. Fairhead in the
IncLAND, called by the inhabitants Erin, and by the county of Antrim, and Miaenhead in the county of
Wflsh Yverdon, lies in the Atlantic Ocon, between Cork, will measure 241 Irish, or rather more than S06
and 10*40' Wcct Longitude, and 51° 1^' and 55*13' English statute miles. From Emlah-rash, in the coun«
It is separated from Great Britafn on
North l*litiMle
ty of Mayo, to Camsore-point, in the county of Wex«
the Irish Channel, which is also called St
tiMCMt
ford, is the greatest breadth of Ireland, l>cing 163 Irish,
the latter appellation, however, is or S07 Engli.sh miles. The greatest length that can be
Oearge'a Channel
nan •onmonly and particularly given to the southern drawn along a meridian, however, is not more than 185
WHllnw : and the northern entrance is, strictly speak- Irish, or 235^ English miles and the greatest breadth
inm, diatiiuniiithe<l by the appellation of the North
that can be measured nearly on a parallel of latitude, is
Cnaancl. The Atlantic Ocean boands it on all the not more than IS7 Irish, or 174 F^iglish miles. In
other tick*. The nearest land to it on the weat ia Ame- consequence of the numerous and deep indentations of
rica ; OB the south, Ciallicia in Spain ; and on the north,
the sea on the west coast, there is not a spot in the
the Hahridca. The Irish Channel rarics rery much in kmgdom 50 miles distant from the sea.
VCeogrsphers differ with regard to the superficial Am.
; generally wpetkina, it is narrowtet at the two
ntrcadties, and hwM«fat
the middle
the lent contenta of Ireland.
Dr. Beaufort, from a computation
breadth ia between the Mall of Kintyrc. in Argy leshire, made by carefully measuring tlie area of each county
ami Toefaead, in the county of Antrim ; the distance on the best maps, u of opinion that it contains conbetween theae two places ia about 16 miles.
siderably more than 18,750 square miles, or several
Ireland is of an obiong shape, which, howercr, is thousand acres above 12 millions, Irish measure, which
bent front strugfat line by the pro vincc of unster ; for is equal to 30,370 English miles, or 19,436,000 English
this prorince, instead of stretdiiac itself first froattj^ acres.
Mr. Wakefield is of opinion that, including the
north to the sooth. Mid then from Uie sooth toUiewfl^ inland lakes, the superficial contents smount to 32,801
like the rest of the island, runs, in a sloping direction,
English squsre miles, of G9° 15' to a degree; "Wt
from north-east to south- west, and ita western shores 12,722,615 Irish acres, or 20,437,974 English seres.
stretch farther into the tea than any other pert of IreMr. Pinkerton, and some other geographers, reduce its
land.
Although Ireland is more compact in its form contents below those sasigne<l to it 1^ Dr. Beaufort and
than Great Britain, yet it is still irregular, narrowin;; Mr. Wakefield, and assign it only 27,457 square miles.
from the amidle, with varioua inequalities to the According to others, its contents amount to 1 1,067,71S
' POfth
esit and south-west ; " eoatracting auddenly in
Irish, or 17,927,864 English sutute acres.
the fi*mer direction, and then somewhat dilatisg, so as
The progressive geogrsphy of Ireland presents little PwgrssilTs
SOI. xu. raBT i.
l*ovf^r2 1
I.
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most
of Ptolemy is the n
th»t
wdent geographical document of this island which
possess ; antl, considering the period in which he lived,
and compared with the map«.and descriptions he has
given us of countries at that time better known, it is
distinguished for its correctness in the delineation of its
is

The map

interesting.

'—---

-•
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the north-west; to the south of these he places the
Nagnati, Auteri, and Gancani, on the west, the Erdini,
in ue centre, and the Voluntii, Eblani, and Cauci, on
the east ; and still further south, were the tribes of the
Menapii, Brigantcs, Bodii, Ivelni, Velabri, and Luceni.
This geographer also mentions ten towns, of which the
The geography of
principal is Eblana, now Dublin.
Ireland during the middle ages is more-obscure than it
was in the time of Ptolemy ; at that period the Dalriadi occupied the north-east ; the Crutheiii occupied
the north- west; and a numerous tribe called the Nelli
seem to have occupied a large portion of the centre of
Notwithstanding Irethe northern part of the island.
land was first reduced under the subjection of the
English in the reign of Heni-y II., it was little known
till the time of Queen Elizabeth, when Stanihurst and
Spencer published descriptions of it ;. and even at this
day the geography of its western counties is by no

means
Siviaons>

perfect.

Ireland at present is divided into four provinces,
Ulster, Leinster, Connaught, and Munster. Ulster, the
most northerly province, is bounded on the north by
that part of the Atlantic called the Deucaledonian Sea
on the west by tl^B main body of the Atlantic Ocean ;

on the east by St. George's Channel and the Irish Sea
and on the south and south-west by the provinces of
Its area comprises 8375
Leinster and Connaught.
English square miles, and it contains nine counties
viz.
Baronies.

Armagh, containing

Parishes.

20
60

Acres, Irish.

Fennanagh,

8

18

Cavan,

7
5

SO

181,450
348,550
387,200
318,500
679,550
463,700
283,450
301,000

19

17,9.600

5
8

.

Down,
Antrim,
Londonderry,
Donegal,
Tyrone,

.

Monaghan,

.

,

,

8

77

4
4
4

31

42
35

Cavan, Cavan, the county town, Killeshandra, and Virginia; in Monaghan, Castle- Bkney, Carrickmacross,
Clones, and Monaghan, the county townk
Leinster, which is the most eastern province of Ireland, is bounded on the north by Ulster, on the east
and south by St. George's, or the Irish Channel, and
on the west by the province of Munster ; it contains
7360 English squares miles ; and comprises the following 12 counties:
aronics.

Louth,
Meath,
Dublin,

.

Lough Neagh, which is supposed to cover an area

of 58,200 acres.

The following are the principal towns

of Ulster
In the county of Armagh, the city of Armagh, Lurgan, Portodown, Harailton-Baun, Tanderagee, and
Jonesborough ; in county Down, Donaghadee, Portaferry, Strangford, Down Patrick, the county town and
city, Dromore, a city. Port St. Ann, Newry, Bann
Bridge, Gilford, Ballynahinch, and Bangor; in the
county of Antrim, Belfast, Carrickfergus, Lame, Bally
Cattle, Randalstown, and Antrim, the county town;
in Londonderry, Colerain, Killree, Castle Dawson, Newtoun,and Londonderry, the county town; in Donegal,
the city of Raphoe, Letterkenny, Ballyshannon, and
Donefral,

the countjr town; in Tyrone, Strabane,
Onaagh, where the assizes are held, the city of Clogher,
Dungannon, Cook's-tuwn, Stewart's town, &c. ; in Fermanagh, Enniskillen. tlie county town; there is no other
place of any
or consequence in Fermanagh; in

me

.

6

.

6

.

,

8

.

9

Kilkenny, , .
Carlow, .
.
Queen's County,
King's County,

5'

,

8
11
12

Westmeath,
Longford,

6

.

Parishes.

61
147
107
58
142
127

50
50
52
62

23

Acres.

>

110,750
327.900
142,050
311,600
342,900
300,350
137,050
235,300
282,200
231,550
134,150

In the province of Leinster, the principal places are:
in the county of Louth, Drogheda, Carlingford, Dundalk, Ardee, and Louth, the county town; in East
Meath, Trim, the county town, Navan, Kells, Athboy ;
in Dublin, Dublin, a city, the county town, and the capital of Ireland ; besides it there is no place of importance in this county ; in Wicklow, Bray, Arklow, and
Wicklow, the county town ; in Wexford, Wexford, the
county town. New Ross, and Enniscorthy ; in Kilkenny,
Kilkenny the county town, Callan, Innistioge, Thomas
Town, &c. ; in Carlow, Carlow, the county town, and
Tullow ; in Queen's County, Maryborough, the county
town, Portarlington, and Mountmilick ; in King's
County, Philipstown, the county town, Tullamore, Balliboy, Banogher, and Bier ; in West Meath, MuUingar
the county town, Athlone, and Fore; and in Longford, Granard, Longford the county town, Edgeworthstown, Ardagh a city, Colehill, and Lanesborough.
Connaught, the most western province of Ireland, is
washed on the south and east by the Shannon, and on
the west by the Atlantic, and it is bounded on the
north by the province of Ulster ; its area comprises
7191 English square miles; and it comprehends the
following five counties: viz.
Baronies.

Mayo,
Sligo,

in the province

12

.
.

Wicklow,
Wexford,

4

.

.
.

Galway,
besides

.

.

...

....
....

Leitrim,

...

Roscommon,

.

.

Parishes.

16

116

9

68

6
5
6

39;
17

56

Acies.

989,950
790,600
247,150
255,950
346,650

In the province of Connaught the prineipial towns are
the following; in the county of Galway, Galway the
county town, Tuam a city, Loughree, Aghrim, Clonfert a city ; in Mayo, Castlebar the county town. Mayo ;
in Sligo, Ballymoat, and Sligo the county town ; in
Leitrim, Carrick-on-Shannon the county town, Leitrim ;
in Roscommon, Tulsk, Abbeyboyle, Ballynasloe, and
Roscommon the county town.
Munster, the most southern province in Ireland, is
bounded on the north by Leinster and Connaught, and
on the east, west, and south by the ocean ; it was formerly subdivided into Desmond, or South Munster,
Ormond, or East Munster, and Thomond, or North
Munster ; its area occupies 9276 English square miles;
and it is divided into the following six counties, viz.

StalistiSi.

IRELAND.
Bomiei.

Cork,
Kerry,

.

Clare,

.

9

.

.

Limeric,

.

969
83
79
125

16
8

.

.

Faridwi.

.

.

Tipperuy,

.

W'aterford.

•

9
10

186
74

1

Aatt.

1,048.800

6+7.6jO
476,200
886.750
5.14.950

862,800

In the province of Munster, the foUowini; are the prinin the county of Cork, Cork the county
;
town, and a city, the second place in size and population in the kingdom, Bandon, Baltimore, Voughall,
•nd Ilathcormuck ; in Kerry, Listorwcll, Ardfert, the
county town and a city, Tralee and Dingle ; in Clare,
Killaloe a city, F.nnis, or Clare, the county town, and
Kilfinora ; in I^imeric, Limeric thi- county town and a
city. Castle Connel, Charlesville, Killmallock ; in Tipperary, Cashel the county town and a city. Tinperary,
Nena^h ; and in the county of Waterford, Ltsmore,
Dungarvon, ami Waterford, the county town and a city.
Few of the places above enumerated are of considerable size : so that, if we except Dublin. Cork, Belfast,
cipal places

Loodoaderrv, Dundalk, NewKimale, Kilkenny, and a few
be considered, in respect to
It may be remarked,
lite and population, aa villam.
with reganf to the towns of Trclaad, that, with scarcely
a single exception, all tbc placM of cren tolerable
and population, have a dcmt and caqr oommarication
with tha sc*. The chief town* in tke interior are rather vcacrabk for their fcrWriatinl antiquity than importaat in thecaaelTca : Kilkenny is an exception.
l.imeric,

Galway,

Sligo,

f), Waterford, WexfMtl,
others, the rest can only

mm

Jteatpilulalion.

Aetm.

53
97
4«
59

Ulster

/

S93

S.SOI.SOO
«,79«,550
S.6S0,S00
3,577,150
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counties which arc generally deemed monntninoiis. Swtistics.
Many paxU are levelj some quite fiat, and many un. '^^'V™'^

even with hills of no great magnitude on the other
hand, there are not any such low fenny flats as in Britain.
According to Dr. Beaufort, in his Memoir of a
Map nf Ireland, the most extensive levels are about the
middle of the island, where a vast plain stretches quite
across from sea to sea, from the coast of Dublin to the
bay of Galway, including in its extent the Bog of Allan.
In general the maritime parts, particularly the
western, are more mountainous than the interior, yet
the mountains are so disturbed that we find few places
" in which, (to use this author's expression.) the prospect is not somewhere terminated by this species of
majestic scenery, ft>rming j back ground, seldom more
remote than 20 miles." The Irish mountains in general form iihort lines or detached groupes, as they are in
unconnected masse* of different magnitudes ; in general they are of easy ascent, and admit oi culture a considerable way up their sides
some of them, however,
;

;

are precipitous, terminating in cones or spires.
On
the west and M>uth of the Lake of Killamey, there is a
chain of considerable height; one of which, Mangerton
is, according to Kirwan, 2693 feet above the level of
the sea. On the north-west of Bantr)- Ray, there is a
small chain which stretch to the east. To the north of
this is the chain of mountains called SlccVcbogher and
Nagles, followc<l by the (iaitee mountains ; on the east
of the province of Munster, the mountains of Knockandown bend in a southerly direction to the bay of Dun*
garvon. In the interior oi the province of Leinster,
Uie Steere-bloom mountains divide the King's and
(^ncen** counties, and form a great chain ; in tliis pro.
vmce also lie the Wicklow mountains, which are about
So English miles in length, and 12 in breadth. In the
MMth-caak comer of tlie province of Ubter are the

tnoantainsofMmmte; one of them called Sleeve Donaw,
in the coonqrWDown, is said by Kirwan to have an
deration of 2809 feet alwre the level of the sea. The
816
caoire of this county is ftirmed of the mounuins of
From theM Tables it will be Men that the lai;i|^ of Sleerecroob. The extreme western peninsula of Con.
the province* is Munster. and the wiellest CaaneacM; aaoght, is one of the roost mountainous regions of Ireand that the larmt county is Cork, end the mnule* lano. In the county of Mayo, there is a solitary hill,
Louth it may also be remarked, that Leineter containa called Mount Nephin, that, according to Kirwan, is
a far mala number of pariabc* in proportion to its S630 feet above the level of the sea. Croagh Patrick,
ana than any of the other anmacea, which drcum- in the same county, on the south-east of Clew-bar,
ataooe arise* fttm its having Iwcn first coionixed and riam to the height of SC60 feet.
With the exception of the Shannon, Ireland posses* Rirtn.
dviliaed by the pjtgliah, and to the cwneaqaant en*
craaae of its popalatian : a similar e^fcct was remarked ses no verr considerable river. The Shannon, which is
:

ndv

riftitm

the itatiiriffa of England, with respect to NorThe
Iblk aDd some odter coantie* in that kingdom.
pariahaa are sobdividcd into townlands, and ploughInda, gneerca, caftoni, &c.
TIm grfTaet devatiaa of the soil, or platform of Ire*
land, U in the Bog of Allan. This eirvatioa doea not exceed '270 fret, yet it is sufficient to fiive daacaot to the
the island. The ndge, or back-bone
gi eats St rivers
of Ifaland, r«M Iheoach this boc, dividing the waters
of the Shannon firom those whi(£ flow, in an easterly
directioik to the Irish Channel, and aouthward to ttie
Aorcs of Munster. This elevated ground is conncetad
wteb the principal mountain* of Ireland, winding on
the north to thoae of Tyranc, and oo the (outh to utnse
ofWieve-Bkwm and the Oah aaa, and afterwards turning to the west, to the peniimila of Corcagoinny.
Ireland is by no mcana a meiuitainous oooatry ; for
though there are many hilla of considerable elevation,
yet neither their haignt, their ooDtinuity, or their number can ptt h that diarMter, compared with those

m

6

not only the largest river in this country, but one of
the finest in the British isles, rises in the county of
Leitrim.
Afler running a few miles, it spreads into Shannoa,
Lough Allan ; from this lough it issues in a much fuller
stream than it entered- Af\er a progress of several
miles, it again expands its waters, and assumes the
name and form of Lough Esk ; this lough, however,
though long, is not very broad. On its exit from this, it
forms anouier lake, called Lough Ree. 15 miles long
and 5 broad ; afterwards it appears a large and beautifiu
Between the counties of Tipperary and CUre, it
river.
expands, and forms Lough Derg, or Derke, 18 miln
long and 4 broad. On leaving this, its stream, now of
very considerable volume and rapidity, flows for seve.
ral miles, and at lengtli falls into the sea, alxiut .60
miles below Limeric, at a place called Knockpatrick
below this city, it cxpanus into a vast estunry from
3 miles to 10 in breadth. The whole course of the
Shannon is about 1 70 miles ; and it is nearly 7 miles
broad at its mouth : in its course it divides the pro*

r
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vinces of Connaught and Leinster, and afterwards the
former, from Miinster, its western banks are formed by
the counties of Roscommon, Clare, and Galway; its
eastern ones by Leitrim, Longford, King's County,
Meath, Tinpcrary, Limeric, and Kerry. This fine river
is almost throughout its whole course so wide and deep,
as to be navigable for vessels of considerable burden ;
the only impediment of consequence is a ledge of rocks

some distance above Limeric, and a little below
which a cataract falls. The famous Earl
of Strafford had formed the intention of removing this
impetlimcnt, but his own troubles, and those of his
at

Killaloe, over

being carried into execution.
near the
source of this river, there is an inland navigation of
some convenience and utility. The only other river in
Connaught of any importance is the Suck, which falls
into the Shannon a little below Athloite.
country, prevented

From

BmAin.

Killaloe

The Bandon

its

to Carrick-on-the-Shannon,

is

succinctly

and well described by

Spencer, as
'•

The

pleasant

Bandon, crowned vith many a wood."

river,

;

L«.

Blaekwatcr.

Blackwater, or Broadwater, rises in a bog near Castleisland in the county of KeiTy
its course is nearly due
east for about 50 miles, till it comes to Cappoquin
:

here making an angle, it turns to the south, and proceeding in a straight course, about 10 miles farther, it
falls into the sea at Youghall ; it is at present navigable
only as high as Cappoquin for vessels of any burden,
but formerly it was navigable as high as Mallow, about

40 miles from its mouth. This river is very liable to
overflow its banks. The Bandon, Lee, and Blackwater,
are all in the county of Cork, and run in a manner parallel to one another ; the Bandon, about 7 miles south
from the Lee, and the Blackwater, 14 miles to the
north of that river.
Sure.

The Sure rises at the foot of Banduff" mountains in
the county of Tipperary, near the source of the Nore
;
but they soon take different directions the course of
the Sure is at first south-west ; afterwards due south
;
below the village of Ardfinane, it turns to the east, dividing the counties of Tipperary and Waterford ; and
having received a small stream, it bends northward till
It reaches Spencer's •• Sweet
Clonmell," after a progress »f 8 miles more it comes to Carrick, and at last
falls mto the sea at Waterford
:
it is navigable for large
:

vessels as far as this city,
Barrow.

mell.

;

to the west,

after their junction, its course
till

it

The

Slane rises in the south-west corner of the coun- siane.
its course at first is very winding
through the county of Carlow, sometimes to the southeast and sometimes to the south-west ; afterwards, flowing in a south-east direction, it divides the^ county of
Wexford till it reaches Enniscorthy ; its course is then
south, and afterwards east, which brings it into a bay a
little below the town of Wexford.
The Slane is navigable for barges from-Wexford for Enniscorthy. The Liny,
river LifFy rises about 10 miles south-west from the
city of Dublin, and about 15 west from the sea
its
course at first is south-west through the county of
Wicklow ; then running directly west, it enters the
county of Kildare ; where it again forms an elbow and
flows north-west, and at length due north
in this
part of its course, it is parallel to the sea, and nearly 30
miles distant afterwards bending to the north-east, it
enters the county of Dublin, and then turning at first
to the north and next to the east, it flows with a full
stream and pretty strong current to the capital, and
falls into the Bay of Dublin; its course is about 50
ty of

Wicklow ;

.-

which was anciently called Glasheen, rises
in the mountains of Carberry passing by Dunmanway,
and receiving a tributary stream, it runs to the east
through a bog, with a divided channel, and arrives at
Inskeen: after passing the town of Bandon, it winds
north-east to Innis-shannon, a little below which it becomes navigable. Hence it winds in several beautiful
reaches to Kinsale.
The Lee rises out of a lake in the
west of Musskerry ; and after passing by several hills,
and receiving a considerable accession of water, it expands into Lough Allua ; on its exit from this, it flows
to Cork ; a little below this city, being joined by the
Glanmire, it expands into a spacious and commodious
haven, falling into the sea about 15 miles below Cork;
it is not navigable any higher than this place.
The

This

bends rather Statistica.
unites with the Sure, forming the ^•^^'*™^
right arm of Waterford havent The Nore is Viavigable
from New Ross to Inistioge ; the Barro\^and the Nore,
previous to their junction with the Sure, are navigable
for large ships to New Ross, and for barges to Carlow
and Athy. After the junction of all these three rivers,
there is a considerable bar, which prevents the passage
of large ships, except during high tides.

mentioned

The Barrow

and

for barges as far as Clon-

the King's County ; its
course for a short space is north-east, then
suddenly
turnmg, it flows to the south-east, dividing King's and
Queen's Counties from that of Kildare it next
passes
through the centre of the county of Carlow,
and then
separates the counties of Kilkenny
and Wexford; a
lUUe before it reaches Ross, it receives the Nore, already
rises in

:

:

:

miles.

The Boyne rises in King's county ; by its junction, Boyre.
soon after its rise, with a great many rivulets, it becomes
a very considerable river in its passage through the
county of Kildare ; and still stronger in its course, and
more beautiful in its appearance, when it enters East
Meath, where it passes by Trim, Navan, and Slane
its course from ^lane to Drogheda, for about seven
miles, is east ; about two miles below Drogheda, it
falls into the sea.
The Boyne is navigable for ships of
considerable size as far as this town ; and, by means of
cuts, barges may proceed from Drogheda to Navan.
The river Bann rises in the plain called the Deer's, or Bann.
King's Meadows, in the northern part of that ridge of
mountains, in the county of Down, already mentioned,
called the Mourne ; it soon becomes a large stream
its course at first is winding, but generally in a direction to the north-west ; at Portodown, it is joined by
the canal of Newry ; and, a few miles lower down, it
falls into Lough Neagh at Banfootferry, after running
When it leaves this lake, it continues
about 30 miles.
its former direction north-west, and divides the counAfter passing over
ties of Antrim and Londonderry.
a ridge of rocks, called the Salmon leap, it flows with
impetuous force into the sea, a few mjles below ColeThe river Foyle passes by Londonderry, and
raine.
has a considerable estuary called Lochfoyle ; it is nayigable to LifFord.
Ireland abounds in lakes, some of which are very ex- Lakes,
They are commonly divided into salt water
tensive.
lakes, and fresh water lakes ; but as the former, properly speaking, are estuaries, or inlets of the sea, they will
be described afterwards, when we treat of the sea coast
of Ireland ; at present, we shall confine ourselves to
the fresh water lakes, or lakes properly so called.
The most extensive lake of fresh water is that of Erne.
Erne, which, however, sometimes appears as a river,
and sometimes as a lake. Lough Erne is in the province of Ulster, and county of Fermanagh ; as a river.

IRELAND.
source fipom • small lake on the borders of
it
Below Belturbet, it expands
tlie county of Longford.
itself into a lake : it af^n assumes its former shape,
and flows pa»t Enniskillen; between thi^ place and
Church-hill, it is sometimes a lake and sometimes a riTer ; but a little to the south of Church-hill, it widens
into an extensive lough, appearing like an inland sea.
From this description it will be seen, that Louj;h Erne;
properly speakin^f, consiits of two lou(;hs ; the one lies
north and south, joinit.g the other, which lies east and
vcat, by • small canal ; and from this last the river Erne
runs into the sea the fir<t of these loughs is '20 miles
long, the other abotit 15 ; the greatest breadth of Lough
Erne is 13 miles ; its medium breadth 10 miles. This
lough contains, in its two basins, 300 or 400 islands.
derives

its

;

Next

nib.

in

magnitude

is

Lough Neagh, which

lies in

the centre of the province of L'Ister, and is bounded by
five L-uunties, Arma^^h on the south, Tyrone on the west,
Londonderry on the north-west. Antrim on the north
and east, and Down, which barely touches it on the
south eastern angle.
It was formerly believed that
Lough N'eagh co>ered 100,000 acre* of land, and it is
so UkI down in all th» old map* of Ireland ; but, by a
recent accurate survey, its area is reduced nearly to one
half, as it does not exceed 58,800 acres ; iu length is
lo miles, and breadth vrcn miles. This lough is supplied by the constant influx of several rivers of considerable magnitude, although there is but one narrow
cbaancl by which thcae are again discharged, yet it ytry
aldom inundates its shores. The river Rann, tlirough
which its water* find tbair way into the ocean, ha* been
already de*crib«d.
In soo* place*, the coast of Lough
Neagh is bold and abrupt ; but in general it i* flat, and
neariv bar* of wood ; nor are there in it " any of the
delightful intamnticDS," for which Lough Erne and
Killaniey are odawatad ; there being no break* in the
prospect, with rocky ami wooded island*.
The tane>
Desa of its surface is broken only in two parts, by
Black-watrr island, in the south-western angle of the
loogh, at the mouth of the ri vrr of the same name, and
by Ram Island, on its eastern borders, near the coaat of
Lough Corrib, in the province of Connaugbt
Antriia.

and ooontT of Gal way i* nest in sise to I>ough Erne
and Neagh it is 2^ mile* long from north to south, and
at the upoer end broad, but grows narrower, so that it*
;

<

medium

breadth is only about four miles. In the midst
of the mountain* of tlie county of Kerry, is the celebrated Lakes of Killamey
they are three in number
the largest, which is called the kmer lake, occupies an
area of S^XM) acre*: its sooth-west shore is boundefl by
a ma)c*tic ranjce of mountains, while, on the opposite
shore, there u the Sne and striking contnel €f flat
land, in a high dale of cnUvation.
Moeroas Ijike, to
the south, ocBopic* 640 acre* it lie* immediately un.
dcr the Turk mountain. For aliout three miic*, tJte
lakaa continue with a width which give* them the appearance of a river, till they approarli the upper lake,
:

:

m

containing T.'U acres. As this lake lie*
a hollow,
among stu)iend ju* mountains, its scenery is m^ptificeat
••
and tublime in the hi^'x-^t ilr.rr,.,.
Theae glassr
lakes, overlooked by stu
ains ; bordesed
with pendent woocb, mo-i „^..^.^.....^ rarisgatcd. oi
lMD*nt«d with the most romantic verdant islands,
leaoaading on all side* with waterfalls, and the reverWrrt»W of a vast variety of echoes, combine an asof beauty, perhim* unparalleled, at least far
•nrpaaamg all power of language to express '* The
Uh* are almost the only one* in the south of IrelaiKl
io the eatt, there. ace none of any importaoce; on the
:

[

nMay

—

4
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north-west are the lakes of Gask, Frierty, Melno, Gill,

Sutitties.

and Macnean. Lough .Allan, is in fact the river Shannon
under another name, and has been already described.

^""V^^

The water-fall at Hungra-hill, in the county of Cork,
may aptly be mentioned in this pUce ; it is thus de-

Wstetftll.

by Dr. Smith, in his Ancient and Present Siale
of the County of Cork. " Not far from Ross-Mac-Owen,
is one of the largest and highest water-falls in this kingdom. This cataract is very visible from the town of
scril)ed

Bantry, at least 11 miles distant from it. The water is
collected from various small rivulets .intl springs, forming a large lake on the top of a vast, high, rocky, and
almost perpendicular mountain, called Hungra-hill,
which is at least 700 yards above the level of the bay

of Bantry. The water cascades from the top of this
mountain, in a l>eautiful sheet, at least 10 yards broad,
which expands as it falls ; about half die height of the
mountain, it dashes perpendicular on a prominent ruck,
from whence a mist arises, almost the tliinl part of the
hill, which, in some particidar stations, the sun's rays
playing upon it, and meeting the eye of the spectator,
must make a charming appearance ; these kinds of
mists, in such positions, generally reflecting the colour*
of the Iris : Hence it falls from rock to rock, till it has
pasted the rui;ge(i declivity of Hungra-hill
and, before it joins the ocean, it has another fall, cascading in
an arch over a lower hill, all which make a tine sight
a* one sails up and down the bay."
;

—

Not many years

example

after the

set

by the Duke

Csnaii^

of Bridgewater, a grand canal was begun IWrni the city
of Dti!
mnon ; but, in the original
plana
>rs were committed, and the
work was luterruptcU in the year 1 770, after the canal
had been carried to the Bog of Allan, at an expence of
£77.000. At the time of the Union, £500,000 waa
voted by government to assist the completion of thia
and other canals in Ireland and the grand canal nosr
extend* from Dublin to Shannon harbour, while ana.
ther branch preceedi to Athy, where it joins the Bar*
row ita ffttatat utility is to supply the capital with
turf.
The royal canal, one branch of which begina at
GhMtmanogree. in the county of Dublin, and the flier
at the Liffy, near the Lots, extends to Coolnahay, be>
yonti Mullingar
it is principally used for the carriage
of com and turf. The Newry canal, which runs along
the southern Ixmndary of the county of Down, is one of
the kingdom.
Tho improvement of
the moat useful
agricolMlc, and the conveyance of coals from the Ty«
rone UMHiies, *ugge*ted the execution of thi.i canal it
is cut tram Carlingford Bay, and, joining the Newry
water, embrace* the upper Bann at I'ortodown thus
continuing the navigation to Lough Neagh, while a
brandi strika* off Io die Tyrone ooaleries. This canal
carries vcaaelaof 50 or 60 ton* burden
The naviga*
tion of Lough Derg, above Killaloe, of the Shannon
from Lough Uee, and of the Barrow from Athy, has
been improved, by directors appointed under an act of
'

'

;

;

;

m

;

;

ML

the 4.3d of George
Ireland has a circuit of 350 league* of coast, which Sea coatu
M deeply imiented, particularly on the west and southwest, where the whole force of the Atlantic ocean,
welling to a tremendous height, and breaking with
inconceivable violence on ita shores, forms in the deep
re c* **e* of the promontories, by which these coasts are
distinguished, some of the nobltxt haven* in the world.
Fourteen bartM>ur* for the largest ships, seventeen for
irigates, and thirty-six for ma«ting ve**eU, besides
twenty-four good summer road*, are to be found, on thediflerent coast*

of Ireland.
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In the description of tlii* coast, we sliall begin with
'^-^.'"^ the province of Mtinstcr, procewling by the south and
Of Mun.
The coast
p^jj co««ts to the north point of the island.
"*'
of the county of Clare, extends from Galway Bay to
the Shannon ; in this extent there are several bays,
flare.
but no»ie of them form a goofl harbour. The mouth
of the Shannon is formed by two promontories ; that
on the north is called Cape Leane, or Loiipshead ; that
on the south Ballyleigh, or Kerryhead. On the Kerry side, about 2.5 mile* from the sea, lies the Tarbet, a
Kniall but very safe and commodious bay, behind a litWithout the mouth of the river, round
tle island.
Kerryhead, there is a large body of water, one side of
which is called Ballyleigh, and the other Tralee Bay.
Near this part of the coast are many sand hills, formed
by tiie wind, and on some parts the sea gains rapidly:
other parts of this coast present to view some of the
highest mountains in Ireland.
The peninsula of Dingle is of great height, and bejiind it rises Brandon hill,
a noted land-mark, 2250 feet high.
Brandon Bay derives its name from this hill : many of the cllfts that
line this part of the shore, are worn into deep and extensive cavenis. On the east is flat low land, off which
are seven small islands called the Hogs.
On the north
si<le of the peninsula of Dingle, is the harbour of Smeerwick, corrupted from St. Mary Wick's Bay; it lies
from north to south, is deep and sheltered from all
winds but north and north-west. Between this harbour and Ferreter Cove the land is low, and has been
much covered with sand by the sea and wind. Dunmorehead is the west point of the peninsula of Dingle,
as well as of Europe : off it lies the Blasquet Islands,
12 in number; the largest of which is a great mountain, three miles long, and one broad : tradition reports that it was formerly joined to the mainland. The
sound between it and the mainland is of great depth,
occasioned probahly by the currents of both ebb and
flood setting through it with great rapidity.
Fintry
Bay is open, and much exposed to southerly winds
half a league to the east of Fintry, lies Dingle harbour,
six leagues deep and four wide ; the entrance is scarcely a quarter of a mile broad ; the depth of water is
30 feet, and it is landlocked from all winds. The isle
of Valencia lies on the south aide of it. The rocks
called the Skelligs lie to the south-west of this island,
and 12 miles from the mainland; they are merely
rocks : tlie great Skellig rises in two pyramids of naked
grit-stone, united by a space of three acres of flat
ground. Kenmore river is an inlet of the sea, ten
leagues long and three broad at the entrance.
We come next to the shores of the county of Cork.
Cork.
Dursey island, off the south point of the entrance of
Bantry Bay. Kenmore, is four miles long and one broad.
Bantry
Bay forms one of the most secure and capacious harbours in the world, being nine leagues long and two
broad, and surrounded by stupendously high rocky
shores, with few intervals of beach ; nearly in the middle is Bear-island, six miles long, rugged and barren,
but forming between it and the north shore the harbour of Bearhaven, fit for the largest fleets. At head
of the bay is Whiddy island, also forming an
excellent
harbour. On the west side of Bear-island, the
pas«tMliti»

sage between it and the mainland is about
one mile
broad
the passage on the east is something
broader
|
immediately before the island there is from
ten to six
tathom water,
the east passage from thirty to forty :
and further up the bay, near the i«le of
Whiddy, from
fafteen to twenty .five.
Between the south side of this
island and the mainland, is
the road for ships, with a

m

depth of from twenty-four to forty feet. The tides Stiiiisii«
move very gently in and out through the whole bay. ^"""^r^
Dunmanus Bay is separ»ted from that of Bantry by a
peninsula, of which Sheepshead <is the promontory;
the south point of the bay is formed by Tliree-Castlelicad
this bay runs far up into the country, and is
The promontory which forms its
easy of entrance.
wjst side terminates in a kind of half-moon, of which
Three-Castle- head makes one point, and Mizenhead
the other; the latter is the south-west point of the
mainland of Ireland, and hence received the name of
Notum from Ptolemy. A little within this lies Crookhaven, which in any other country except Ireland, and
even in Ireland, in any other of its counties except
Cork, would be deemed an admirable p\>rt ; it is landlocked on every side, with an easy outlet, good anchor*
ing ground, and a depth cf three fathoms at low water.
;

From

the Mizenhead to Cape Clear, the course is east
by north four leagues. This Cape is an island of the
same name, and forms the most southern point of Ireland ; it is three miles long and one broad.
East from
this Cape lies the peninsula of Baltimore, which forms
one side of a spacious bay, in which there are many inlets and little ports.
The coast to the eastward pre-

(^ape Clcui

.

sents Castlehaven harbour, about half a mile across;
the channel bold and deep, with a depth of water from
thirteen to thirty feet ; the harbour of Ross, now

nearly filled up with sand ; and Court Macsherry, a
harbour, which has also suffered from the accumulation
of the sand. Corkhead and Poorhead, a steep high
promontory, arc the two extremities of a bay, in the
middle of which is the entrance to Cork harbour ; this,
which is one of the most capacious and secure in Ireland, opens, from an entrance about a mile in width, to
a fine basin, in which are three islands that break the
force of the winds and tides, and render it more secure.
The sea has evidently encroached on the coast
near Youghall, the beach at low water-mark being a
bog covered with sea-sand, under which are found the
remains of trees. The extent of the sea-coast of the
county of Waterford, which from Ardmore Head to
Hook Tower, is about 1 2 leagues, is' in fact a spacious
bay.
The coast is mountainous, presenting to view
the highlands of Dungarvon, Cappoquin, and Knockandown. On this coast there are no inlets or harbours of moment. Above the bay of Tramore lies,
what is called the Strand of Tramore, containing about

2000

WTaterforJ

acres.

The

province of Leinster has 30 leagues of sea
Between
but is deficient in good harbours.
Wexford and Dublin bay, the coast is lined by dangerous banks, particularly off Athlone. The limits of
coast,

Dublin Bay are Dalkey island on the south, and the
Howth on the north, the distance between
them being six miles. The south shore rises like an
amphitheatre towards the lofty mountains of Wicklow;
the north shore is lower and more level. The bay is
peninsula of

exposed to the

Howth,

east.

To

the north of the peniiisula of
Dublin bay, is the island
The county of East Meath has

at the north point of

called Ireland's Eye.

but four miles of sea-coast, and no port. Drogheda
bay, which in fact is the mouth of the Boyne, lies between the counties of East Meath and Louth. The
broad open bay of Dundalk, may, when it is high water, be regarded as a harbour, but when the tide is out
it is absolutely dry.
Lough Carlingford is a deep inlet,
dividing not only the counties of Louth and Down, but
also the provinces of Leinster and Ulster. On both sides
of its entrance there are dangerous rocks, but it is well

Leintter.
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ihelUred, and has sufficient depUi of water for the

by storms, or some powerful operations of nature. Siatittias.
savage wiWness characterizes this great promontory, "*"''V""^
at the foot of which the ocean rages with uncommon
fury.
Scarcely a *ingle mark of vegetation has yet
crept over the hard rock, to diversify its colouring ; but
one uniform greyness clothes the scene all around."
The island of Rogherry, or Roglin, ii\ miles from
Fairhead, is five miles long, and three-quarters of a
mile broad. The phenomenon of the mirage, similar
to the^iiia morgana, is often observed in the strait that
separates this island from the main.
Returning to the Ray of Galway, we shall now pro. Gilwsy.
ceed to the west coast of Ireland. Galway Uay is very
capacioas, being six leagues wide and seven deep ; before it lie the South .\rran islands, among which there
are no fewer than four passages; theae oelong to the
county of Clare ; there are various shoals, sands, and
sunken rocks, especially on the north side. When the
wind blows from the south and south>west, a heavy
swell rolls into the bay of Galway.
I'he coast to the
north of this bay is lined with many rocks and small
islets, and possesses several small bays, one of the principal of which is Butterby Bay ; this has a narrow entrance, but witliin'is four miles long, and two broad,
with deep water. Conichin bay is deep at the mouth,
but the entrance is difficult and dangerous ; the other
bay^^uire no particular notice. The we«t point of
Guway is .Sline-head, which is rocky and steep. To
the north of this head are many bays, but the coast in
general is lined with ro^ and Mioals. The counties of
Galway and Mayo are separated by Killery harbour.
The county of .Mayo has a long extent of coast, fWrnting
directly towards the north, in which there are many
cores and bays. Before Newport Bay, which is four
laMtiaa long, with many islands, and has several good
roadafcv tba kigcctvaasels, lies Clare Island. The en.
trance to the bay of BUeksod is four miles long this
bav is formed by the island of Achil un the south, and
affords a landlocked harbour.
The coast, in this quarter, is studded with islets, of which the most conspicuous are thoae called the Stags of Broadhaven ; after
passing these, the coa< become* clear of islets, with
steep rockv clifls.
Killala Bay contracts into a harhour which admits amall vessels. Sligo Bay is capacious, and haa aeveral good harliours and roadsteads.
Three leagaea west fVora Ballykhonnun, off the coast of
Sligo, lies a small island called Ennis Murry, at the
south end of which is a large rock above water, with a
ledge running for a great di«tance from it into the sea ;
so Uiat, to the south* west, the coast is foul as far aa
Kala point.
The coast of Donegal ie mountainous and dreary. Doatgal.
Donegal Bay is six league* wide and seven deep, and
contains many harbour*. On the north shore of this
bay anotber strttcbe* into the land, called Invcr Bay.
Fran the bay of Donegal, the coast is lined with islands,
one group of which is called the Rosses ; the largest of
this group is the island of Arranmore, nine miles in cirCOM&rence, and one mile from the main land. Sheepbavcn is spacious, but exposed to the north snd nortneaat : near it is Horn Head ; in this promontory there
is a remarkable cavern, with an fvpening to the land,
through which the waves force up a colunsn of water,
with a noise that is said to be heard 30 miles. There
arc some blark rocks, called Ensterhull, over against
Enisthon, the extremity of which, Caledagh Point, is
the north cape of Ireland. To the west- south* west lies
Lough Swilfc which is thought to be the Angila of
one of the jioblett harbours in Europe,
Itolcaqr.:
tion,

A

largtAt ships.

province of Ulster comprehends four maritirae
Point
has a sca-coa^t of KK) leagues.
Craiifield makes the east tide of Carlingford Bay, and
from this place to Belachaneir, along the niountainou*
country of Mmime, there arc only a few creeks, capable of receiving nothing larger than fiihirig boats.
The bay of Dundrum lies between that and St John's
Point, which is sis miles broad, but sliallow, and full
of shuali ; there is also an inner bay. but this, though
onvenient and safe, is rendered of little use, on acThe fore*
oount of the shallowness of the outer bay.
land of Point St. John, the Isamuium Promoniorium
of Ptolemy, lies a mile to the south of port St. Anne.
The land now ttretches to the north-east for five miles,
till we reach Kdlard Point, which is the south-west
•xtremity of Strangt'ord Uay ; the other extremity is
Quintin Point. Stranglurd bay is an inlet, five miles
and a half long, and a mile broad the sea runa
through it with great rapidity. This bav opens into
the great sea,— Lough Conne, ur Lough of Stmgford,
which runs directlr north up to Newton, and sends a
small branch to the west, un arhicfa stands Downpatnck.
Lough Stran^ford is a basin, fifteen miles long
and five broad ; in it there are 54 island*. This ii the
lamst salt-water lough in Ireland. From Point St.
QmtlHi to Bryal Point, the land runs north-east, but
Anaa iht latter to Dooagfa Ue it runs nonh, with a
HttI* iwdmation to tha weal, and a rtrr dangtr w
coast an the way, the siian being lined with great

The

counties, and

;

n

M

rocks.

Ballbt Loch, or the Bay of Cairiekftrm, diridaa
tba cooBtica of Down and Antnm ; k k mraa leanaa
wide at ita cntranot. ia aasy of aocasa, and well ahntcr*
ed.
N'outhcad fimna tha aonth point of the entrance,
of which lie ihe CopUnd islanda, three in nnmber.
The north coast at Antrim ia the moat interesting
in balaad, both to the geographer and tha gaolqglat
ita gaahgy wUl be oooaidemi afterwards, at peasa nt
we MaB narcly attend to its getwraphy. Two leagues
math fram Canickfergua lies the amiall port of Old.
field ; bcTond this there is a bold coast and safe anchorage, to toe height of Fairland Point. This praoKintory,
and that of Bai^are, oatiatitute the leading features of
this whole coast ; thejr stand at t'le distance of eight
other, both farmed on an extensive
towards the saa. The former lie*
acakbalh
aboM
to tha wast at BaUjrcastle, and ap.
'
'vm aaaata distance, to be an ex
tensive
miag out flaan tha ooaal a conti«
darabl«-1

-«
wagm
Wt. whan wawihiid,

— b r at

it ia

RnukI to be

capaa and bar*, each
bj name, tha whole fwwiiaf tha hca<i.
land aTBaBcore. The sMst perAet of tfcaaa eapaa is
caDad Plcaakin. The nie«n »<fi'..l.i gt tltc eoaar naar
iMn ia aboot lOOO feet, v
soHhce of Loagh
Naagb, aitaated in the bmI^: ... ;.... part of IrcUnd, ia
not etoeatasi mora than 90 ftiC above tha ooaan. Tba
totidbaMfat of tbadiffarCapa Pleaakin, froa iha
t» HM baaa^ ia 97* feet Fai^hcad. tha
cs|iaj 01 InaHM^ tba HooegJimt jVsasoatottaas of Pto.
lenqr, ia alatralad nMra than 500 featribavatbc sea, and
fann* tha ilini aatremity of Ballyetada Bay. " It
toeiaw a rest ni s sa of rude iwl aw n asj stonea,
of tbain CBcaedinfi SCO fVet in length ; and at
the
aa at tbasa gi^sntie #»lumns, lies a wild waste of
natnral f«ina,'of an cnoeaMM me, which, in the ooone
•f ap% have been tuofcM domi from their fovoda*
flia
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Suilitie^
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I.oiwh

Voy^

good
20 miles long, and nearly two deep, with
fleet might
anchornRe nnd deep water, so that a large
As, however, there is
safety.
lie there with ease and

beinif

it is little frequentscarcely even a village on its shores,
shelter.
ed except occasionally by vessels for
coast ot
The first object of importance, in tracing the
Into this loch
Foole.
or
Foyle.
Loch
is
Londonderry,
Lough
streams.
runs the river Derg, and its tributary
basin, 18 miles long and
is an immense oval

Foyle

eight broad.

Between Magilions and Green

Castle,

Statistics,
; but they are by IW means confined to this coast.
being strikingly observable, even on t"he east coast.
At the entrance of the river Bannow, in the celebrated ti',e^^'il,"s
barony of Forth, in the county of Wexford, vestiges of ontUecoas
ruins, traced with difficulty amids the heaps of barrensands, serve to ascertain the site of a town," which de-

Ulster

^^^^

The
its name from the river on which it stood.
townofBannow had the privilege of sending represen-

rived

tatives to Parliament; and so late as the year 1626, it is
registered in the cugtom-house books of Wexford as
having four streets which paid quitrent to the crown.

mile
where it opens into the ocean ; it is not above a
depth of The only remains visible in 1786 were the walls of the
and a half wide, with eight and ten fathoms
church ; there is not, on or near the site of the town,
Before this entrance, there is a large sand calwater.
Amid the sands between
beats with but one poor solitary hut,
sometimes
sea
the
which
on
Tunns,
the
led
Portrush and Dunluce in the county of Antrim, in the
between
channel
the
violence
;
and
n prodigious noise
year ] 783, the ruins of a village might be seen desertall times 14 or
this sand and the main Is broad, ,and at
ed by its inhabitants. In the year 1787, the peninsula
15 fathoms depth of water. , On the east side of the
of Hornhead, in the county of Donegal, contained vessome
and
sand,
of
banks
or
shoals,
also
are
lough there
but the two channels be- tiges of enclosures, so small and so numerous as to mark
smaller ones on the west
residence of a considerable number of families ; but
tween them are wide, and generally four fathoms deep; at the
Rather more than a centuthen it was quite a desert.
tlie entrance of the river, the water is 10 or 12 fathoms;
Rossgull, which lies between
the
peninsula
of
ago,
ry
safe,
very
Foyle
is
a
Lough
whole.
so that, upon the
'
harbours of Sheephaven and Mulroy in the county
capacious, and commodious haven, for the largest fleets. the
selected
the
residence
of
one
Donegal,
was
as
of
the
of
We shall subjoin to this description of the coasts of
noble families of Hamilton ; at present the gardens are
Ireland, the following Table of the principal geototally stript of trees and shrubbery by the fury of the
graphical positions on them.
the limits of the courts, the flights of
western winds
Lon^tudC
Latitude.
Place.
52° .51'
steps, and the terraces, can scarcely be traced amidst
9" 32'
Clare
r«„«.nhi
the heaps of sand which overwhelm them. The man52 42
Lingerie
9 11
sion itself was, when described by Dr. Hamilton, fast
10 24
.52 37
Louphead, Shannon
tioMT
approaching to destruction, the lower apartments being
10 54
52 13
Dunmore Head
already filled with sand, which was beginning to rise
10 59
51 52
Skellig rocks
above the thresholds ; it is said that 1200 acres of land
10 28
Codshead.Kenraare river 51 43
were also buried, in a short time, in irrecoverable ruin.
10 36
51 37
Dursey Island
Dr. Hamilton mentions two other striking instances of
10 4
Bantry Bay, Sheep head 51 34
the encroachment of the sand on the coast of Donegal
51 22
Cape Clear
9 37
one of a house, which had not been long built when he
51 35
8 29
Kinsale light
saw it, the roof of which was just emerging from the
51 54
8 28
Cork
sand the owner told him that the house had at first a
51 43
Youghall
7 48
considerable tract of pasture ground between it and the
52 13
Waterford
7 10
sea shore, but that latterly he was obliged every year
52 11
6 18
Carnsore Point
to dig it out of the encroaching sands. Thirty or forty
Wexford
52 22
6 19
years before Dr. Hamilton wrote, there was a forge in
Wicklow light
52 59
a village of Favet on the northern coast of Donegal,
Dublin
53 21
6 l6
but then there were no vestiges of it, except some stones
Drogheda
53 44
6 12
in the midst of loose and shifting sands.
Belfast
54 35
5 57
Dr. Hamilton is of opinion, that the Atlantic storms
Torhead
55 12
6 1
on the west coast of Ireland are of more frequent ocGalway
53 28
9 13
currence, and superior potency, to what they formerly
Broadhaven
10 18
54 28
were. " Every person on our coasts," (he observes)
Sligo
8 41
54 22
" whose situation has made the construction or preservaDonegal
54 41
8 10
Entrance to Lough S willy 55 17
tion of iembankments against the influxes of the ocean
7 33
necessary, knows, by painful experience, how raiich his
MuUinhead
55 24
7 25
labours have of late years increased, and how impotent
Londonderry
55
7 15
The effects of such an immense volume of waters as works, formerly effectual, are now found to be -in repel,
Effects of
the Atlantic Ocean, acted on, as they often are, by vio- ling the increasing tides of the present day ;• public
th* winds
on thecoasu lent westerly winds, upon the west coast of Ireland, in roads encroached on, walls beaten down, strands less
rendering it more angled and indented than any of its passable than heretofore, meadow and tillage land ofother coasts, have already been noticed.
But it may tener and more deeply inundated ; all concur to prove
be proper also to notice in this place, other effects of encreasing tides and frequency of storms on our coast."
the winds on the coasts of Ireland we allude to the
A short description of the Nymph bank seems pro- Sea bank
immense accumulation of sand, which they have forced perly to belong to the hydrography of Ireland, and may
up, by which, in many places, the land, and even vil- therefore be inserted in this place.
It lies in St.
lages, have been overwhelmed.
The following in- George's Channel, about 10 leagues off the coast of
stances in point, are drawn from a memoir on the cli- Waterford in Munster. Its distance from the high land
mate of Ireland, by the Rev. William Hamilton, pub- of Dungarvon is about 11 leagues S. S.E. The appellished in the Cth volume of the Irish Transactions.
lation Nymph Bank strictly applies to that part of this
" The effects of the winds," he observes, " are parti- sand bank which lies opposite Waterford ; the extreme
cularly dbtinguishable in the northern province of point of it is nearly 20 leagues from the land; the
;

;
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the jp-ound
70 fathoms
It is a
consists cliit'fly of pebbles and broken siiells.
great fishing bank, and abounds in cod, hake, ling,

depths on

it

;

The sand
bream, skate, whitings, red gurnet, fee
banks, or groundt, as they are called, between Dublin
and Wexford, have been alrea<ly shortly adverted to.
They are very extensive, but not winding as grounds of
this description usually are, but running in a straight
line N.N.E. and S.S.W., being far sbort from the land
with their north end ; as th^ so to the aoutli, thiy
eone nearer the land. Near the Tusker rock, two
jngncs ELN.E. from Camaore point, where they termiMla^ they are not much more tnan 2 miles distant from
tlw land ; whereas the distance between the north end,
near the island of Dalkey, at the entrance of Dublin
bay. and the land, is above eight miles. They are all
of stony ground, in some places but one fathom deep
bat, at the north end, two fathoms and a half, or three
firthoms; the channel between theie grounds and the
bud is deep all over. The ground of the Irish Sea,
generally speaking, a« well in the middle as under the
Und, is almoyt erery where clear sand in some places
black aixl laaddy -earth in very few places, rou(;h and
iharp ; and scarcely any where, but in the bay of Wick;

;

rida

low, so hard that the anchors cannot take hold of it. On
the west side of Ireland the tide flows against the land,
and the ebb falls back from it into the sea ; the flood
tide foing from, and the ebb towards the west. Hence
the tidca on thk ooMt an often very strong and hi^h.
aot onlir on tfae'^pen ahona, but in the bays and mleta.
Od iJm atlMr side of IreUnd the tide ebbs and
lows alonf the bad. On the north aide, the tides run
in the aaote direction as on the weat tide ; that is, the
lood fton the west, and the ebb toward* iL Rut upon
liM CMt aide, from Fairbead to Carlingford, the flood
camm fivaa, and the ebb (alls to the north ; from CarItitfiard to Canuore it floira fttMU the south, and cbba
firom the north.
For tboogh, on all this side, the flood
una liaag iha land, y«t not beginning from the same,
bat from OMtoate poinU, the two floods coming, the
aoe out of toe nain aca in the north, and the other out
af the main saa in the south, the two meet and stop
each otbar bdore Carlingford haven. From the Tusker
Mdc and Camaore as far as to Cape Clear, being the
whole aoutb>east coast of ttic province of Munster, the
flood falU akng the coast E. N. E. and the ebb W. H. W.
but upon the raat of the coast of Muniter beyond Cape
Ckar to the waatward, which coast lica west and by
ioirtb, the flood flow* eastward, and the ebb falls to the
west
In the entrance to the channel or haven of
Wexiord, the tide ebba ami flows three hours sooner
than without in ifae opan sea; so that when it is high
water in the eutfSMtie to the haven and upon the bar of
Wexford, the flood is still running by it to the north
Cor the space ot thrse hours ; the cffiect of which is,
that the end oTtbe great sand which lie* juit before the
haven of Wexford i* cast up note and more to the north,
and the dunnci on the north ade of that aand, which
is the entrance of the haven, i* more open U> the north

for,

SMti!,tki.

dif-
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ferent people to the terms by which the various kinds
of soils are desijSTiated. The fanner in Norfolk, for instance, when describing what he deems a clay soil, has

reference to a very different kind of soil from that which
the Suffolk fanner means by the same term ; the latter, accustomed to soils of the most tenacious and stubbom clay, would deem the soil to which the Norfolk
farmer gives that appellation only a loam, or, at most,
a clay^ loam. But, in the second place, in most tracts
of land, even of a few thousand acres, there are not only a gTTAt v^-iety of soils, but the passage from one
kind of soil tu another is otten so sudden and extreme,
that no one appellation will properly designate the soil
even of a single field.
The first of these difficulties applies, but only in a
slight degree, to any attempt to describe the soil of Ireland ; the second scarcely applies at all ; for if there be
one circumstance by which the soil of this country is dis>
tinguished from the soil of most other countries, and
especially from the soil of England or Scotland, with
which we should most naturally com]>are it, it is, that
the soil of Ireland is nearly uniform throughout the
do not by this mean, that
whole of that kingdom.
there are not varieties of the particular geniu of soil,
which doe* prevail in Ireland ; but that, with very few
exceptions, there is only one genu* of soil over the
whole country. In order, therefore, to give as accurate
and clear account of the soil of Ireland as we can, in a
few words, we shall, in the first place, describe it negatively, and then point out the soils that actually pre^
vail in

it.

is no clay
mean such days a*

aoil in Ireland ; by that term weare found in Oxfordshire, in some
parts of Essex, throughout high Suffolk, in some parta
of Surry, &c ; or, in other words, soils of uncommon
strength, stubbomest, tenadty, and retentiveness. Generally speaking, there is no sandy soil, such as is met
with in Low Suffolk, near Godalmuir, in Surry, ftc.
and there is no chalky soil*, such as abound in Surry,
Suaaex, Hampshire, Wiltshire, &c. Gravelly soils, either
such a* prevail in some part* of Middlesex, consisting
of yellow gravel, evidently tinged with the oxide of iron«»
at aucb aa consist of uncoloured gravel, and are, in
Scotland, called sharp soils, are seldom or never met

There

with

in Ireland.

Having thus pointed out the kind of soil which are

extrtmcly difficult to give a dear, deilnite, and
aacuratc id«a of dte nature and properties of the toil,
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stratum.
The extent of this rich soil is not very considerable
in the hilly part of Ireland ; though, even amidst the
rocky and dreary mountains of Donegal, the soil of the

was
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in the first place, very different ideas are afli.\ed

;

not at all, or scarcely found in Ireland, wc shall next
describe the kind of soil that prevails over the country.
It may be aptly described as a loam ; this is the genus,
but there are many varieties. Though there is no clay
soil in Ireland, there is in some places, especially in the
county of Tyrone, clayey loam so strong as to make
good bricks. The loams, however, roost prevalent over
the whole island, are of a lighter nature ; they are fertile, not merely on account of their component parts,
but alsobeoaase they, for the most part, rest on a calcafcoas basis, and are, in fact, mixed up with limestone
mbUfc One of the moat striking features is the shallowness of the soil of Ireland ; in many places the rocks
appearing on the surface, or at no great depth, even in
the most flat and fertile parU, as Limeric, Tipperary,
and Meath. Such i* the nature of the soil of Ireland,
generally speaking, a fertile loam, with a rocky sub-
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even of a farm consisting of a few hundred acres
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*k»ii<tic».
vale* ia extreraely fertile. Mr. Wakefield says, that the
''—'.-"-^
richest loam he ever saw. turned up by the plough preand n similar soil, on a calcavails tlirouphout Meath
reous subsoil, is to be found throughout Koscommon,
and in some parU of Galway, Clare, and other counties.
In the counties of Limeric and Tipperary there
dark, friable,
is another kind of rich l.-uid, consisting of a
dry, sandy lonm ; this also is on a calcareous subsoil.
The soils just described are, in general, very shallow ;
but tliere is another kind of rich soil of great depth, and
of rather a singular nature, we allude to the " corecass,
or caucas" land, on the banks of the Fergus and Shannon. This is evidently soil of a nature, quality, and formation, very similar to the carsc land found in Scotland,
on the banks of the Forth and Tay ; though perhaps
not so strong and tenacious as the Scotch carse land.
In both countries this kind of.sbil has been formed by
deposition from the rivers,, on the banks of which alone
The substratum of th» " caucas" land on
it 18 found.
the Fergus and Shannon is a blue silt, wliich differs in
appearance and fertility from the upper soil, only, from
the circumstance that the latter has been long exposed
The most remarkto the atmosphere and cultivated.
able divisions of soil in Ireland are formed by some of
the rivers, especially the Barrow, Blackwater, and Kenmare ; to the west of the Barrow, -limestone is found
in abundance, whereas it does not exist throughout the
The Blackwater,
counties of Wexford and Wicklow.
in its course through the county of Cork, is the southern boundary of the limestone soil ; and in its course
through the county of Waterford, it is the northern
boundary of the same soil ; but in both counties the limestone lies to the west of that river; the same circumstance
is observable in the Kenmare, the Bride, and the Lee.
Bo^r.
The greatest drawback to the general fertility of the
soil of Ireland, consists in the immense extent of the
bogs by which that country is disfigured. These differ from the English mosses, in being rarely level, but
rising into hills ; there is a bog in Donegal, which is
said to be a perfect scenery of hill and dale ; the most
common plants are heath- bog-myrtle, and a little sedgygrass; the colour of the peat is, for the most part, reddish, whence they are called red bogs. The dry heaths
^e, for the most part, confined to the mountains, unless the curragh of Kildare be reckoned such.
This
curragh is rather elevated ground, highest near Kildare, and thence descending by degrees towards the
LifFy, about three miles long, and two or three broad,
divided into rows of heath and grass.
DilFercnt
Boate, in his Nalurul History nf Ireland, divides the
bogs, strictly so called, into "four sorts
First, the
^^' "'
grassy bogs, in which the surface is covered with some
kind of herbage ; hence they are very deceitful and
dangerous to travellers. Some of these, in particular
the great bog in the county of Kerry, dry up during
the summer, so that cattle may graze upon them. But
the deepest grassy bogs are impassable in the summer
as well as in the winter.
There are, however, at all
times, firm places in them, by means of which those
who are well acquainted with them may pass over.
;

^^

:

Watery and miry bogs, wiiich contain grass covered, however, with water and mire.
?>.
Hassocky
bogs, or shallow lakes, overspread with little tufts or
islets, consisting of reeds, rushes, coarse grass, and
sometimes small shrubs.
As the roots of these are
closely interwoven, and sometimes rest on ground
rising to the surface of the bog, tliese bogs may be
passed over. Most of them are found in Queen's and
Jiing's Counties.
4. The peat moors.
2.

There is also another division of the bogs of Ireland Statistics.
mountain bogs, red bogs, and floating ^T'""^
into three sorts
With respect to the last, which is the most sin- ^"^'"
bogs.
gular kind, it has been ascertained tha^ a quantity of

—

a body between the turbary and the grakeeps the turbary in a buoyant state, and
contributes to the growth of tlie fungus substance.
When the turf-cutter incautiously approaches the bottom of a turf-hole, the water frequently bursts up
through a close covering of two or three feet, and ex-

water

lies in

vel, Avhich

him to imminent danger.
In September 1809. a warrant was issued, by •which
commissioners were appointed to inquire into the nature and extent of the several bogs in Iieland, and the
practicability of draining and cultivating therti. These
commissioners laid before Parliament four reports on
this important subject, from which the following particulars have been collected.
The limits of this article
necessarily compel us to draw from them only the most
relevant and interesting information ; and we must
refer such of our readers as wish for further particulars, especially on the substances found in these bogs,
the analysis of these substances, and the most eligible
means of draining and cultivating the bogs, to the reports themselves.
In the first report, the commisioners state, that they Extent of
consider the greater part of these bogs as forming one Irisli bogs.
connected whole; and that a portion of Ireland, of little more than one- fourth of its entire superficial contents, and included between a line drawn from Wicklowhead to Galway, and another drawn from Howthhead to Sligo, comprises within it about six-sevenths
of the bogs in the island, exclusive of mere mountain
bogs, and bogs of less extent than 500 acres.
This
portion, in its form, resembles a broad belt, drawn across
the centre of Ireland, with its narrowest end nearest
the capital, and gradually extending in breadth as it
approaches the Western Ocean. This great division
of the island, extending from east to west, is traversed
by the Shannon from north to south, and is thus divided into two parts. That portion of the bogs which
lies to the westward of this river, contairfs more than
double the extent that are to be found to the eastward.
The commissioners are of opinion, that if the bogs of
Ireland (exclusive of mere mountain bogs, and bogs
under 500 acres) be supposed divided into 20 parts)
about 17 of them will lie in the great division just described, viz. 12 to the westward, and 5 to the eastward, of the Shannon ; and, of the remaining three parts,
two will lie to the south, and one to the north, of this
division. Most of the bogs which lie to the eastward of
the Shannon, occupying a considerable portion of King's
County and the county of Kildare, are generally known
by the name of the Bog of Allan ; but this is not one
great morass.
On the contrary, the bogs to which this
poses

appellation is applied are perfectly distinct from phe
another, often intersected by ridges of dry country, and
inclining towards different rivers.
In general, there is
no spot of these boijs, to tlie eastward of the Shannon,
so much as two Irish miles distant from the upland
and cultivated districts.
The result of the investigations, set on foot by the
commissioners, with regard to the extent of the
bogs in Ireland, is given in their fourth report, laid
before Parliament in the session of 18I3-1<1', as fol-

lows
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English Acres.

Eastern extremity of the
County of Kildare,

....

Bog of Allan,

in the

36,430

I

R E L AND.

EagBib Arrcj.
Brought over
8ti,4:.'0
.
41,075
DLttrict of the River Barrow, in Kildare,
„f .!„. n v ne. in E. and \V. Meath.
42,370
i>
:ia, in Kind's County,
44,59
..
o: ^... .......lion, in W. McAth, LiMig.
.
34,500
ford and King's C'ouittj,
_
of the Inny aitd Lough Ree, in Long*
ford and ^V. Meath,
34,569
1.
uf Lough Gara, in Roacommon, Sligo, and .Mayo,
83,689
.

....

—

—

between Roacrea, ant] Killenaat, in
Tippcruy, Kilkenny, and Queen's Coun>
36,025

ty

the wcat of Marj- borough, in

to

.

Qucen't County
forming the western extremity <^

14^754

Clare
loull diatrid on the Barrow, in Kildare
and King'a County,
District of Loogh Corrib, in Oalway and

28,340

-

....

A

Mayo,
in

—^—

.

.

.

7i4d9
(i".-2*

.•

Mayo

l'ii,i>bJ

(urrounding Loupit Neagh, and extending to the mouth ot the Bui,
Exclusive of 10,673 acres inundated by
the winter level of the lough.
.
of Iveragh, in Kerry,
of Kenmare, in the lanie county,
of ttM rivcta Lannc and Maine, in

6i,B55

45,.567
1

4,605

17,990

Ditto,

Uthe Upper

Maine, ia Ditto,
of Slieve Luighar, in Cork and Kefw

8,Si66

ly,

S«.SOS

> oftboCathoi, inoortkorKeny,
cootigaoM to Lmi^trm, ia Lon^
ford, LetoND, and Boewiiinon,
aoollMn tattnmtyaftUSmA, in

5i,5U

Calway aad BoMoaMBOo,

76,&4«
69,990

m-.——

~—

«——

DOftherncstTCHitty ofdiUo,

.

Total

TouL

S6,G30

I,0tS,S58

BcMdct. thcf* v* the three Boaatoin dittrieta of WU^.
low, Briia, and Cnimemeta, which eontaiB, rcipeetiTo.
Ij< 97,000, 170,090, and ISO.OOO acre*; and in the
two kit diatricta, there ai* of BMiantain peat toil, reThe extent in
fpectivcty, l.^5,.S<)0 aad SOO^OOO aerea.
Wicklow haa not been aau iained. The mounuin
peat aafl in other partaof Ireland iaanppoaed to amount

w

Of tlie boM nmler 5- acret,
to abetil 900.000 acreo.
the cotmCy or Cawaa alone, coothere are about 90
the CDiamiationen
taintng 17.600 acre* in all;
tap|M>«e, that the other part* of Ireland cannot wtain
lew than ten times aa great an extent of theae lesaer
bog;> aalhe single county of Cavan.
" Ftan all the above data (the Onnrniiviancn ob-

m

nd

aerre) we can conAdently nronoo:
of peat «oil in Ireland exceed* 9,Sr!<
of which we have shewn at least
of Aat red bog. The remaining l^..^,
the oorering of mountains."
I

The

Ke extent
.

—

liah acres,

to consist
acre* form

which the boffs in Ireland In general
which lie below them, will more properly

atrata of

caoaist, or

be coB sideted when we come

to treat of the geology
of Ireland. At pre<ent we shall extract from the re>
.porta of the rfwimiiaiontrs the heights of some of the
tWffS.

In that which is generally called the Bog of Allan,
the highcat nunmit of Lullymere bog is 236 feet above
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high water mark in Dublin B»iy, the lowest point Statittiofc
'"'^'-^
S 1 4 ffct the highest point of Timalioe bog 28y, the
lowest point 23^ ; tlie highest sunimit of the Bog of
;

Mounds S96, the lowest point 254 ; and the highest
point of Clane lyog 'J9S, and the lowest point 255 feet
above high water murk in Dublin Bay. The greatest
height of the bogs on the west of the Shannon, above
Lough Hee, is Tfi feet, the lowest point 29 feet ; the
greatest depth 43 feet, the least depth 21 feet.
The
greatest height of the bogs on the east of this river, in
theeoonties of Longfunl and Leitrim is 114 feet, the
lowest point SO feet ; the gnatest depth 43 feet, and
the least 30 feet. The greatest height of the surface of
the begs in the district of the Boyne, above the sea at
hi^ water mark in Dublin Bay, is 3S6 feet, the least
height 21 S ; the greatest depth 40, the average depth
to S5 feet.
The greatest height of the surface of
the bogs to the northward of the Brusna is 274 feet,
the least height 114; the greatest depth 44, the ave«
rage depth 30. The greatest height of those to the
southward of this river is 310 feet, the least height
111; the greatest ilcpth 45, the average i.'2 to 25.
The greatt-st height vf the bog* in the district of the
Inny and Loogh Ree is 233 feet, the least 1 76 ; the
greatest <loj>th 47 feet, tlie av<.rage 30 to 3.5 feet.
As it is obrionftly a matter uf the highest natfonal PractScabiimportance, that these bogs, if possible, should be re- '"''."f
damed, and rendered capable of conducing to the sus. j^*',™"'
tenance of man, the commitn'oners particularly directed their attention and investigations to ascertain how

M

and by what means, this was practicatile. They
remark, that " peat moss ought to be considered as par>
taking, in ita general nature, of the property of sponge
completely wtorated with water, and giving rise to
di&irant atreams and rivers for the discharge of the
*ii>)<Im watora which it receives fVom rain or snow."
In tfaa district of Alhm, as well as in many other districts, these atreamii have worn their channels tiirough
the sabalance of the bog down to the day or limestone
granrel underneath, dividing the Imw into distinct inas««
es, and presenting in themselves the must proper situ.
ationa for the roam drains ; on<l which, with the assist*
aaoe of art, may be rendered eflTectual for ihnt purpose.
Another circumstance is favourable to this great undertaking. Their surfaces, in general, are by no means
level, but with planes of inclination nmply sufficient for
their drainage.
The highest summit of any part of tlie
bogs in the eastern district of AINn is '29S feet above
the level of the sea, taken at an ordinary spring tide in
the Bay of Dublin; and the lowest point is 214 feet
above die same L.d. In the Bog of Timohoe, a part
tar,

of

tia

water

is disch,irgetl

into the sea at

Drogheda,

and another part below Waterford.
We have tnus stated the two grand

facta on which
the commissioner* rested the practicability, and indeed
the fitfility, of electing the drain.ige of the bogs of
Ireland, and on which they accordingly formed their
plans.
That th^ will be successful, there can be littie doubt, provided they are executed with skill, and
And, as far as the estisuiiiaent funds are allowed.
mates of the engineers may be dqjendcd upon, the expence will be amply counterbalanced by the nuantity
of useful land recovered. The estimate for arnining
the eastern district of the Bog of Allan is £ 1 47,052,
6s. lid., and the quantity ol land which would be
gained is 96,430 English acres, or about £U) an acre.
Ireland, like all other countries formerlv, abounded Ancient
in forests.
According to Boate, on the authority of Ge- "•»»•
raklus Cambrensis, who came into Ireland on its first con*

fo-
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quest, in

company with Henry

H., this country

was

full

of woods on every side; but the English, on gaining possession of it, cut them down, partly in order to deprive
the banditti of their lurking places, and partly to gain
Another cause
the greater scone of profiuble lands.
the desire
operated, whicn operates in all countries
Forests, liowever, were still
to obtain wckmI for fuel.
numerous in those parts, especially, over which the
English lind not acquired a perfect and tranquil power
but after the quelling of the great rebellion in the time
of Elizabeth, the forests were still more reduced in exThe same motives which operated
tent and number.
with the conquerors on their first invasion, operated
now. Besides, the prospect of gain for the sale of the
timber was a further inducement. Immense ship loads
were sent to foreign parts ; arid whereas, before this
period, there was not a single charcoal manufactory, on
the subduing of the rebellion, a great number on a ve-

—

ry extensive scale were erected.
AU these causes, however, though operating probably
the Uth
with a progressive effect, had not denuded Ireland encealury.
tirely of forests in the middle of the 17th century, the
period when Boate published his Natural History of
that country. He complains, indeed, that great part of
Ireland was very bare of woods in his time ; and that,
in some places, you may travel whole days long without
seeing any wootl or trees, except a few about gentle-.
men's houses; and, particularly, instances the route from
Dublin, «s far as Dromore, by Dundalk and Newry,
being above 60 miles, in some parts whereof you shall
not see so much as one tree in many miles ; and adds
that the " great woods, which the maps do represent to
us upon the mountains between Dundalk and Newry,
are quite vanished." Notwithstanding these complaints,
there were, in the time of this author, large forests,
which no longer exist. In Leinster he states, that the
counties of Wicklow, and King and Queen's Counties,
were throughout full of woods, some many miles long
and broad ; and that part of the counties of Wexford
and Carlow were greatly furnished with them. In Ulster, there were, in his time, great forests in the county
of Donegal, and in the north part of Tyrone ; likewise
in Fermanagh, along Lake Erne, in Antrim, and in the
north part of Down. The greatest part of the latter
county, however, as well as Armagh, Monaghan, and
Cavan, which, in the war with Tyrone, were encumbered with great and thick forests, were, in the time of
Dr. Boate, almost everywhere bare. With respect to
Munster, he represents the counties of Kerry and Tip.
perary as possessing sundry great forests, notwithstanding the English, especially the Earl of Cork, had made
treat havoc with the woods.
In Connaught he states,
that there were very few forests, except in the counties
of Mayo and Sligo.
Such was the state of Ireland with regard to forests,
At prestBU
during the middle of the 17th century; but it is much
changed at present, for in Donegal and some other
of the counties represented, by Boate, as possessing extensive forests in his time, there are now none. Wood
is more general in the county of Fermanagh than in
any other county of Ireland. Oak abounds throughout
the glens of Wicklow, and upon the mountains of Killarney, but it is of inconsiderable size ; and in other
parts of the country is by no means common.
Ash is
confined principally to Fermanagh, and in some .parts
of Tyrone and Cavan. As proofs of the denuded state
of pw-ts of Ireland with respect to wood, it may be
mentioned, that in the county of Clare, there are only
780 acres of wood, or rather of plantation ; and that in
iulkenny, there are only 1800 acres.
Kor»$ts in

The

fertility

of every country depends mainly upon

Statistic.

The soil^f Ireland, we have seen ^^T"^^""^
climate.
'^'"°*'*'
to be, in general, of a very fertile qualily, but at the
very
shallow,
places
and
resting
same time, in most
upon a rocky substratum. Such a soil, in a dry cliits soil

and

mate, could not be very productive ; bat, fortunately
for Ireland, her climate is most admirably adapted to
her soil. "The situation of this country, which, on all
sides except the eastern, lies quite open to the Atlantic,
in connection with the circumstance, that westerly, and
especially south-westerly winds, prevail more in this
country, even than on the opposite coast of England,
renders its atmosphere extremely clouded and moist.
These winds, generally speaking, may be said to blow
three-fourths of the year; and as they blow often with
considerable violence, this circumstance, and the dryness of the soil, prevent the excessive moisture of the
climate from being unhealthy. The same causes which
render the climate of Ireland more moist than that ot
Britain, and the winds from the west and south-west
more prevalent, vender also the climate more uncertain,
and the seasons more irregular; generally speaking,
however, showers are very frequent, especially in the
winter season. In this season, also, the south-west and
south winds prevail more than in the other seasons of
the year ; in summer and autumn, the west prevail
in spring, the east, south-east, north-east, and north.
Storms are more frequent in autumn and winter, than
in spring and summer ; the months most liable to them
are November, December, January, and February.
The temperature of Ireland is milder, and through- Tempers,
out the year averages a higher degree than the tempe- tore.
rature of England ; but this must be understood as applying not so much to the higher heat of the summer,
as to the less cold of the winter and spring.
In the
south and south-west of Ireland, it does not often happen that winter covers the low ground with snow, or
locks it up in frost, for any length of time ; and even
in the middle of the country, snow of a month's duration on the plains is very uncommon.
Rain, however,
in winter, through all Ireland, is abundant ; and the
moisture this occasions, gives a feeling of coldness,
which, if not compared with the thermometer, would
lead to the supposition, that the temperature of the air
was really very low. The winter continues commonly
in the north and central parts seven or eight months,
fires in chambers being requisite from about the middle
of September to the middle of May. The seasons are
" the spring and autumn more
later than in England
tardy in their approach, as also the winter ; the fall of
the leaf being later than in England.'"
The differences of temperature between the north and In the north
the south of Ireland, seem to arise more from the diffe- aiit south,
rent elevation of the land, than from difference of latitude.
The latter cause, indeed, cannot produce much
effect, the extent of Ireland, in a meridian line, not being above four degrees of latitude. The situation of
the country with respect to the ocean, also affects its
temperature.
The western and southern parts are
more moist and temperate than the eastern and northeastern, and the coasts, than the interior.
It has been
also remarked, that, where the substratum is limestone,
the snow dissolves sooner than elsewhere.
Such is a general description of the climate of Ireland ; but it may be proper to select some particular
facts, to confirm and illustrate the truth and accuracy
of this description.
And, first, with respect to temperature. Generally State of tJie
speaking, the mean temperature of the north of Ireland '^fi'iiou'e"''
is about 48° ; of the middle 50° ; and of the south 52°,
:

IRELAND.
of Fahrenheit The following are the results of a series
'^"^."^^ of experiments made by Mr. Hamilton, to ascertain the
temperature of the soil of Ireland, from its southern to
its northern coast, by examining the temperature of
covered wells of pure water.
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State

Year 1795

^*'"' Temperature of the Sea Coast of Ireland, ohteroed
diffirrent LaiUudet.

m

Lat.

65'' 12'.

Mean temperature of

the northern

coast of Ireland, near the town of
Ballycastle, observeil in 1788. by

Lat

rneana of copious spring* flowing
fnin limestone soil
48*
54* 48*. Mean temperature of the isUnd of
Enoiscor, one of the Rouea ishnida,
on the wcMem ooMt of Iraiand, «i>•cnrcd by means of a covered well in
granite rock ; the maximum of
temperature taken in 1787, the minimum in 1788
48'.6

Lat sy

W.

Meantemperatureoftheeastemcoaat
of Ireland, near Dublin, obawved br
means of deep covered wells, in soiu
of cUy,g(aveI, and limestone, 1788 4d''.4

Lat 51*

54'.

Mean temperature of the south

tJir
ftmn

ad other toils, 1788

HeoM Ttmperatwre of Piactt distatUfrom
tUtiUtdmboM it* Surface.

Lat

55*.

Lat 54*

W.

and

Mean tempcntare in the neighbourhood of Londonderry, distant 80
Irish milct from the northern sea.
and at a supposed elevatipn of 100
faat above h, 1788
46°.9
Mean tcmperatore in the neighbourhood of Amagfa,

S5 miles

distant

from the Irish Channel, and elevated
about 58 feet above the coast, by
means o^a well Go feet den, sunk
to the bottom of a gravelly hill, 1 788 47*.5
Lat 53* IS'. Mean temperature derived from the
maximum of 1 787, and the minimum
of I78«, in the neighbourhood of
Tnllamarc, Kins's County, near the
ctBtrt of the ungdon, distant 50
milaa from both the Maa,and elevated
JKI6 Alt above the ooaM, in a level
eoontiy, which may be counted the
highat ground of the gennal nriaoe
ocircland
IS**
^

r*

a.

Meam Temperaturt

Mean temperature

in

the

1795
1796
1797
1798

74»
71

21 i*

17

1799
1800

74»
81

78
74

30
26

Mean.

of the Thermometer
1796 to 1809,

76

1801

at

Min.

21"

28
22

7*+ 25.7 +

Belfatlfrom the Year

Ri^Mt.

Mean.

LowM.

es'.so

52».78

30».00

68.00
70.00
68.25
73.00
t9.00
73.00
77.80
73.00
72.52
73.00
75.00
75.00
78.80

53.83
51.05
51.13
52.29
55.444
52.90
52.60
53.55
53.01
53.76
51.91
52.8)
55.80

38.00
33.00
31.00
33.05
35.00
53.00
25.00
31.60
32.50
32.50
28.00
27.00
30.05

sinks below the freezing point

;

it seldom rises above IQf in the shade.
It has
been obacrved n» high as 840. The average heat of
summer is between 70" and 75*. At Lhneric, the
greatest height of thermomet^ in the shade is 72° ; the
greateat depression 58".
In winter, it is under 55°, but
ncrer bdow 88*.

State of the Thermometer at
1

Y«t.
1792
179S
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1808
1803
1804

CHiu.

DMin,fram 1798

to

804, tnclutive.

GieaicM.

77*.

75.5

79.50
78.
73.5
75.
81.
74.

81.50
75.
76.

79JO
75.

LcMt.

Mean.

19».5
88.
38.

50*509

19.50

9.191

80.
88.
25.

48.847
49.49
49.22
45.06
47.809
49.278
48.637
49.16
49.916

14.50
23.
34.
22.
82.
31.

49.64
51.915

Dublin.
In Ijaoitm.

Summer
Autumn

In DdUiD.

.

1.00

.

1.45

Acocording to Dr. Rutty, the range of the thermometer in Dublin is about 36". The medium atmosphe-

.

3.00
5.00
3.00

.

2.14
4.68
3.80

and 1800, was 50.1 5 plus; the maximum is 81.50; and
the minimum was 14.50.

.

KUkcimy,

and during the

Heat of the teverat Seatom, ta Londoa and

.

Belfast.

both tnclutive.

ommer

in different part*

ladOuUui,

At Londonderry.

At Kilkenny, the thermometer during winter seK

dom

of the
city of Londonderry, by maximum of 1787,
and minimum of 1788, various, fVom . . 47*.6to 49*
Mean temperature in different parts of the
ehy of Dublin, in 1788
50<> to 52*
Mean temperature in different parts of the
dty of Cork
52*.5to5S.5«

Compmlim

Max.

1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1806
1809

51°.S

the Sea,

Year.

1801
1803

from

1801, both inclustve.

Min.

1796
1797
1798
1799
1800

of IrelandCncar the city of Cork, ob.

Londonderry,

MiT

Year.

coast

to

at

Yen.

State

Mmd.byncnwordeepooTercdweUs,
io IhawtwMr

of the Thervumeter

rical

heat of five years, viz.

179K

1796, 1797, 1799.

Doblia.
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Fuie of ih«
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land;

buonieter

u

Prevalent Winds at Diihim.for a sj^ee of upwards of

parts of IreStale of the Barometer in different
DuUinfrom 1791 to 1804, inclaswe.

40

m

Dutilin.

E.

y«r.

Greatest.

Least.

1792
1793
179*
1795
1796

3 .69
30.68

ngn

30.72
30.88
30.75
80.9*
30.76

28.76
28.6 s
29.12
28.94
28.76
29.00
28.80
28.86
29.07

1798
1799
1800
1801

1802
1803
1804

3088
30 70

.

29.958
30.054
30.036
30.047
30.044
30.535
30.56

2910

30.77
30.87

28.80
28.86

Winter

"

30.478
30.531
30.586
30.6
30.567

-Vears.

1795
1796
1797
1798

1800
According to Dr. Rutty, the range on the variation
but,
in the barometer at Dublin is about 2/o inches ;
it is

Lolxloiir

Belftsk

Year.

Max.

Min.

Year.

Max.

Min.

1795
1796
1797
1798

30.84
30.61
30.53

28.64
28.37
28.80
28.60

1799
1800

30.64
30.49
30.59
30.62

28.76
28.85
28.64
28.66

1801

Mean.

Bange of the Barometer
1

Year.

Highest.

1796
1797
1798
1799
ISOO

31.00
30.80
30.88
30.60
30.68
30.58
30.80
30.66
30.70
30.52
30.70
S0.38
30.90
S0.64

1801
1802

1803
180*
1805
I8O6
1807
1808
1809

129
134

51

108

54
32
47
24

129

62

s.

W. N.W

s.

at Belfast, from

1796

111

52 146

126

18

199 139
200 16,5 119
157 176 73

29

148

182

31
8

N.W. N.K. S.W.

N.

S.

E.

31

38
33

26

79

109

42
16

103

101

98

34

34
34

27

21

46

36

100
109
136
141

55
42
67
79
86

225 297 209

766

32
19

26
49
41
37

51

68

\v.

62
45

83
82

23

98
70
36
38

16

27
23

S.E.

69

29

Lowest.

30.07
30.05
30.01
29.96
29.93
30.07
29.98
22.85
29.96
30.00
30.07
29.15
29.97

28.76

56
75
29

539 '225 476 376

IV. Quantity of Rain that fell in different parts of Ire- Kain at
Dublin.
land in different years.

At
to

Years.

GreateKt in

Dublin.
Total.

one month.

Days

of

Stormy.

rain orsnow.

29.O8
29.00
28.90
28.00
28.92
28.51
28.80
28.88
28.65

1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802

1803
1804

5.85
2.71
7.67
6.62
4.33
3.15
3.31
S.94
3.98
3.46
6.22
5.92
4.34

288
214
222
196
204
216

30.700
22.855
28.82
26.48
21.94
24.45
20.16

191
126
197

22.

23.56
21.96
27.97
19.67
30.03

19*
222
193
231

24
19
24
27
24
22
13
17

23

2900
28.92
28.60

;i.

Register of the Rain Gauge kept at the Botanic Garden
near Dublin, from the conclusioti of the above period
till 1810.

„i„««,»,^fj

Year.

baromewas never observed higher than 30.5, nor lower

Most rainy month.

Least rainy.

Total.

for the space of ten years preceding J81I, the

Windi.

57

least.

2900

29.8">

Limnic
ter

60
49
50

809.
Mean.

than 28.5, except in two instances when it stood at 28.
The greatest height to which the barometer rose, in the
course of thirteen years, at Cork, was 30.4 inches, and
that only once ; its lowest height was 28.2.
111. Prevalent winds in different parts of Ireland, at
the various seasons of the year.

3

London.
d'"y-

Dr. Smith, in his History of Cork, remarks, that it
appears from a regular diary oi the weather, kept for several years in that city, that the winds blow from the
south to the north-west three-fourths of the year at

at Londonderry,

derry.

30.6-1

1801
Total

2^%.

Range of the Barometer

\V.

1795 to
Table of the Winds at Londunderri/.from
'
1801.

17.99

according to others,

N.

74
74
39
39

Summer
Autumn

30.51

^8 80

.S0.68

|N. K. S.E.

Mean.

Spring

30.71

At nublin

i/ears.

1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

Oct.

.

2.860

Nov.

3920

Sept.

7.332

4.500
Jan.. 4.960
Nov. 3.867

July

March
June
March
March
July
Feb.

.550
.900
.450
.654
.456
.700

22.470
24.490
26.500
23.182
28.899
22.663

tdfeti.

IRELAND.
From a register kept at the Botanic Ganlen, from
1H02 to 1811, it appean that the following i« the order
of the months, according to their (Iryness. June, Febru.-»rv, April, March, May, Octolier, January, SepIn all
tember, August, NovemI)«T, July, December.
the montha of June, during the above period, there
fell only 12,070 incfaea, and in February only 12.321 ;
whereaa in Dec«niber tbera fell 27.310, and in July,
24,146'.

From the following Table it will appear, that the order of the months, taken accortling to their dryoctt,
varie* conaiderably from thia at lielfast.

land.

Yat.

.McMtranynoadi.

1

r—t nmiy.

|

S«T>t.

3.248
3.743
4.649

August .393
.726'
June
March .52

Aug.

4.:}34

Nov.

i7y.i

Sept.

1797
17UM
1799

July

XotoL

19 405
>

<).r()l6
1

.&it

The monthi, arrange<l according to their dryness,
are June, March, April, February, May, November,
October, Auguat, December, January, September, and
July,

Rtg'uUr of Ike Rain Gauge and Hjfgnmtltr of De Luc,

HjtmMim.
Max.

Sii
56i

Si

f
74

25|

1801

M*r

«H
SI

Mi
51.S7-f

i

17.
1741

215

17«

SS.l

I
1

1743

S9.3

I

ia.G

Tb* OMUriala

{

174k
1745
1716
1747
1748

lodMl.
33.(i

48.4
3n.O
Kearly the
37.4

for the nalanil hiiAory

of Ireland arc

by DO ncaoa rich or tbuadaM. Omirqiiently, aa they
cmniMt be ayatcoMtiacd, and aa onr limita, a* well aa
the natai* and object uf thii article, compel ua to be
brief and gcMral, We aball merely give iumc notkea
on the three great branchea of botMy, soology, and
minrr.iliigy.

" The »tiitly of botaoy, (obaema Mr. Aikin.) haj
been leia culiivated here than in any other part of ihe
united empire; and the ncighboarlioad of Dublin.
which haa been ihe Ittut explofud, aCbrda no rare and
few charaderiatic planta. Frani the general mildiMaa
of the climate, the extcnaive tracta of bog, and the Taut
nm^nliinnua lungca that inier»cct the country, and affsada CTpucio
bitiaa iur ita numerous lake*, it ia ob>

m

said that

magpies and flags were unknown

till

n

lakes.

at Curk.

Y«

J7-S
the tame

83.197
31.118

2ai3+

,

ladMA

rly

aoMS

Si

QuantUg of Rain wkuh/dl

Ytv.

SS.86l.f
85.718
SO 8«l
S3.231
S4.770

31

MJ

Mean

RafaiGaagf

Uim.

1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800

It is

introduced by the English, toward the beginning of the 18th centur}'. Moles, toads, and all kinds
of aerpenta, are still- unknown. The Iri.<>h grey-hound,
or wolAdog, formerly of great use in clearing the country of wolves, is now seldom met with, the breed being
nearly extinct
Its appearance is at once beautiful and
majestic ; its height about three feet ; its colour generally a white or cinnamon ; its aspect mild ; its disposition gentle and peaceable ; but its courage and strength
•o great, that, in combat, the mastiff' or bull-clog is far
from being equakto it. The breed of the wolf was not
extinguiabed in Irelanil till the beginning of the 18th
century. Herds of deer were formerly very numerous
but the p i inj ieaa of cultivation has rendered them rare.
species, at present entirely extinct, existed in ancient
tinica, as eaormoua horns are dug up in various parts
«f the kingdom. " Some of these horns have been
found of tM extent of fourteen feet from tip to tip, furaiahed with brow antlers, and weighing three Inindred
poundi. The whole skeleton is frequently found with
them. It is suppose<l, that the animal must have been
•boot twelve feet high." I'he cattle, horse, sheep, fee.
at Ireland, will be noticed under the head of agricultmn; and the salmon and other fish, which are made
o(>ject of l uiuw CWt traffic, under the head of fisheries.
But, to tnis short notice of the soology of Ire.
land, we aludl here add a few words regaining some
rather rare apecics of fish, which are found in its
here,

A

at Lcmdomierrif.
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vious that tl)e flora of Ireland, when complete, will Statistia.
probably contain several species that are strangers to ''^"Y'^^
the rest of the British islands. On the mountains of
Sligo is found the Saxifraga vmbrosa, known in our
gardens by the name of L'mdon pride ; and the romantic scenery of Killarney, in the county of Kerry, is the
most northern habitat of the Arbntns Unedo. The heaths
abound with the stately Erica DabHeci ; and (he mountain aven, bear-berry, with other alpine plants, expand
their neglected blossoms, and trail their glowing festoons of clustered berries, tninoticed amidst the wild
solitude of their rocky fustnesses."
The jioology of Ireland is very similar to Uiat of Eng- Zoology,

I.oagh Neagh contains a great variety of fish. Besidea sahnon, a large kind of trout, bream, and perch,
it oontaios the pollen, which is the same as the ferra of
the lake of Geneva, and the f^nri/nia of Bala Lake in
North Wales. Lough Erin, a small water fn the county of Do>wn, is remarkable for producing pike, trou^
and eels, of an enormmn »i«e. Pikes of '26' lb. weight;
and yellow trout<i, little inferior in flavour to the char,
of 18 lb. weight The char is said to be found in the
lougha in the mountainous part of the county of Waterrord.
The oj-«tcr» taken near Carlingford, are celebrated ibr the peculiar richness and delicacy of their
flavour.

Ireland is said to rest on a bed of granite ; and this Cmlofyaa4
highly probable, since granite is very consjiicuous Wintralogy.
and abunilant on its highest mountains. Of it the crinite.
central mountains in the oountv of Wicklow are formed, and likewise that rifif^ which separates the counThat portion of the
ties of Wexford and Carlow.
county of Kilkenny, which lies between the Nore and
the Harrow, abounds in granite of various shades, grey,
re<l, and yellow ; there is a valuable quarry of it at
Mount Loftus, In some parts of the county of Down,
it is met with in detached masses ; and in other parta
it appears to compose the hills; it also abounds in the
neighbourhood or Dublin ; and is found emerging from

is
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beneath the basalt mountain of Sleeve-Gallen in the
county of Derry. It is every where used for architectural purposes.

The following facu respecting the granite near Dubmay be interesting in a geological point of view.
From the shore, on the soutlisiile of Dublin Bay, there

lin,

passes, in a south-western direction, a broad body of
granite, bounded on its eastern and western sides by
Incumbent rocks of great variety. At Killarney, schis-

tose rocks repose for a considerable extent on granite ;
line of junction, which begins at the sea side,
may be traced for some miles across the country.
the shore, it is traversed by numerous veins, many of
which are themselves composed of granite ; and, in
come instances, two veins of this substance, differing

and the

t;imesb>E«.

On

from each other, and from the mass, in fineness, and in
the proportion of their ingredients, are seen to interThe actual contact of granite with incumbent
sect.
rocks, has been observed at saveral places in the counOn tlie shore of Dubties of Dublin and Wicklow.
lin Bay, not far from Blackrock, a mass of compact
limestone is visible within a few fathoms of the granite ; but, in the intermediate space, the rock is conOn the western boundary of the granite
cealed.
rocks nearest to Dublin, rocks composed of trap occur;
and thence, to the south-west, along the borders of the
counties of Wicklow and Kildare, there are various intermediate rocks between the granite and the limestone
of the flat country to the westward.
Limestone is met with in general in great abundance
in all the counties of Ireland, except Wexford, Wicklow, Tyrone, and Antrim. It has already been mentioned, in treating of the soils of Ireland, that the rivers Barrow, Lee, Bride, Kenmare, and Blackwater,
form the boundary of the limestone districts in their reOf this mineral, there are several
spective courses.
kinds, both such as are interesting to the geologist, and
such as are useful in an economical point of view. The
quarries in the immediate vicinity of Dublin, afford
The caelp of
Siany varieties of calcareous productions.
Mr. Kirwan is the prevailing rock. Brown spar is
found in some quarries ; and beds of magnesian limestone have been observed on the Dodder.
Tiie limestones of Ireland are not less important in an economiLimestone of a fine white grain, lycal point of view.
ing in strata from four inches to two feet thick, and of
which columns have been raised between nine and ten
feet long, and from fifteen to eighteen inches in diameter,
abounds at Ardbraccan, in Meath. This limestone receives a very high polish ; and, when long exposed to the
air, assumes a greyish colour. Blue and white limestone
found in the county of Derry. Some of the former is
little inferior to marble.
But perhaps the most useful
limestone for building is that found in Kilkenny.
It is
of various colours, white, reddish, and black. The last
is of a remarkably fine texture, and susceptible of a high
polish.
All the limestone of Kilkenny contains marine
shells of various species, as well as impressions of coralcries, &c.
Marble, by no means of inferior quality,
is met with in many parts of Ireland.
The most beautiful is that of Kilkenny.
Th^ Black Quarry, which
lies about half a mile to the south of the town of Kilkenny, affords a species of marble nearly equal in quality to that of Italy.
The ground is black, varied with
white marks, which assume a stronger tint when exposed to the air. About 50 tons annually are exported.
Marble is also found in the counties of Cork, Armagh,
Down, Kerry, &c. Limestone, containing iron and
manganese, is found in various parts of Kilkenny.

A

species of whetstone, which, after being boiled in oil, is StaiUiici
used by the country people for whetting razors, &c. is ''""nr*
met with on the mountain of Mangertaru The mountain of Altahoney, in county Dowif, abounds in white
calcareous spar, which is used for tombstones, windowIn the Cave of Dunmore, in the county of
stools, &c.
Kilkenny, alabaster abounds in large masses.
Basalt next claims our attention, in this necessarily Basalt.
imperfect account of the mineralogy of Ireland. " The
basaltic district of this country, occupies a range of
coast stretched out from the estuary of Carrickfergus
on the one hand, to Lough Foyle on the other, and
extends inland to the southern shores of Lough Neagh."
The basaltes of this district is generally amosphous, but
not unfrequently disposed in thick beds.* At the Giant's Giant's
Causeway, it is most perfect in its form. Here, there Causewaj
are large pillars of it perpendicular to the horizon ; in
other places, thejr position is oblique and in a few,
the basaltic pillars form a variety of regular curves.
At the Doon Point, in the island of Raghery, all the
tliree kinds are seen, the pillars being perpendicular,
horizontal, and bending. (See Giant's Causeway.) The
promontories of Fairhead, and Bengore, (see Fa r h ead,
)
and Cape Pleskin, have already been mentioned, in
,
describing the coast of Ireland ; but it will be proper
again
in this place,
to advert to tlie last in a geological
point of view.
About ten or twelve feet from the soil
Cape Pleskin " begins to assume a columnar tendency, forming a range of massy pillars of basaltes, which
stand perpendicular to the horizon, presenting, in the
sharp face of the promontory, the appearance of a magnificent gallery or colonnade upwards of sixty feet in
height.
This colonnade is supported on a solid base of
coarse black irregular rock, near sixty feet thick, abounding in blfbs and air-holes; but though comparatively
irregular, it may be evidently observed to affect a peculiar fissure, tending, in many places, to run into regu.
lar forms, resembling the shooting of salts, and many
other substances, during a hasty crystallization. Under
this great bed of stone, stands a second range of pillars
;

i

'

between forty and fifty feet in height, less gi-oss, and
more sharply defined than those of the upper story

;.

many

of them, of a close vein, emulating even tlie
neatness of the columns in the Giant's Causeway. This
lower range is borne on a layer of red ochre stone."
The ranges of pillars are more perfect in proportion as
they lie deeper in the ground. The second range of
Cape Pleskin, consists of pillars more perfect than the
upper range, and the basalt itself has fewer irregularities
and imperfections ; and the pillars, of the Giant's Causeway, which lie still lower, are yet more perfect, as well
as the basalt more close and uniform in its texture.
Where tlie forms of crystallization of the basalt are imperfect, the pillars assume various directions ; but their
general and natural position appears to be horizontal.
The following is a list of the strata at Cape .Pleskin, Strata
as given by Mr. Hamilton on his Letters on this^ coast, t'lere.

No.

1.

Summit, irregular

2.

cracked at the surface,
12
Perpendicular range of gross pillars, con-

3.

4.

basaltes, shivered

and
feet.

.......

taining air-holes,
60 feet.
Gross bed of rude basaltes, shewing
marks of a tendency towards forms, resembling an imperfect crystallization,
60 feet.
Second range of regular pillars, neat,

and divided

into joints,

....

Carry over

40

feet.

172

feet.

i
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Recent researches have discovered some rare roine« Bart minerals in Ireland, which it will be projjrr briefly to no- "••"•
tice here.
Vesuvian has beon found at Kilranelagh, in
a rock compo»e<l of common garnet, quartz, and feldspar,
line form of the vesuvian, however,
'i
is not w«
<!.
(jrenatite occurs in a micaceous
.:nes in the county ofWicklow.
•een found imbeddetl in granite
near Lou
and croncbane in the same county,
anti in t'
roountaini near Dundnim.
The
iiii,
n the county of Wickiow, is comporOUS slate, in which andalusite has been
found.
variety of the same mineral has been found
in great abundanco iit Krl'iney, in the county of Uub111).
The andalu-i
ice mountJiin, is accomiianietl by a crv-;.ill.
1. the
characters of which
have inii>
(1 talc, theoccurreiicc i>;
been very rare.
\er
of hollow spar have been found
at
in tlie county of Wickiow.
Pitch rtone, t
:te, has been found near
Ncwr\- In l!
Diiwii.
The granular sulnha
Ton pyrites, has been

~

'the

frac-

ture in every direction, with a black shining lustre, and
susceptible of receiving a considerable polish.
Jmmediately below this lower stratum, there is generally
found a thin stratum of yellow or blue clay, varying in
thickness from one to six feet.
In some places, the
I>cat rests on a thinner stratum of yellowish white marl,
containing on an average about (JO per cent, of calcareoui matter.
This stratum of clay in this district, universally resis on a solid mass of clay and limestone
gravel mixed together, and extending to an unknown

-port.

all.
,

•n.
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works vrere very common ; but at present
In the peninsula of Howth,
there were few or none.
prey ore of manganese has been obtained in consider-

turv, iron

It is also found in various parts of Kilable quantity.
kenny, in the mountains of Glanmore, in Mayo, and in
CoUilt is found in the copper
several other counties.
mine at Mucross; and a variety of the earth black copeninsula of
Ivdt ore of Werner, has been found in the
Howth. Fragments of tin-stone occur in the gold mine
Porcelain earth, in purity equal to the
in Wicklow.
«'
China clay" of Cornwall, has been found on the southwestern side of the same county.
In UlCoal is met with in various parts of Ireland.

Cobalt.

Tia-ttonr.

Cod.

ster there are two coal mines wrought ; one in Antrim,
at Ballycaftle, and the other in Tyrone, near Dungannon. In Connaught, collieries are wrought near Arig-

The province of Leinin the county of Leitrira.
however, feems to possess the nTbst abundant supplies of coal, which is wrought near Castle Coomer, at
iia,

Bter,

,

Uoonane, in Queen's county, and

Coomer

at

Kilkenny.

Castle

kingdom.

Forty

colliery is the largest in the

thousand tons are raised annually.

Mineral
vaten.

The number of

The coal is extracted at the
colliers employed is 600.
ex|>ence of IDs. per ton. This coal is generally deemed
one of the most pure found any where. Mr. Wakefield, however, represents it, as well as all the other
coal of Ireland, as of an inferior quality to the bituminous coal of England. In the province of Munster, a
vein, the continuation of the Castle Coomer coal, is
wrought in Tipperary, The barony of Duhallow, in
the county of Cork, is the only part of the southern
Eortion of tlie province of Munster in which coal has
een discovered. This vein extends to Kerry.
Mineral springs are found in almost every county.
They are chiefly chalybeates. Those most frequently
visited by invalids, are Lucan, near Dublin ; SwadlenCavan ; Johnstown, near Urlingcounty of Kilkenny ; and Mallow, in the

bar, in the county of
ford, in the

county of Cork.
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Landed Properly Tenures Estatet Farms Leases
—General Character of the Agricullure of IrelandArable HttsbaJidry— Implements— Crops— Wheat, Sfc.
•^Potatoes Flax Dairyllusbandry— Grazing Husbandry Cattle Sheep Horses Hegs, Sj-c.
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The tenures by which almost all the estates in Ireland are held, are derived from grants made in the
times of Henry VII. Queen Elizabeth, Cromwell, or
William

A

III.
few proprietors, however, especially
in the province of Connaught, hold their estates by
original title to the soil.

In the History of Ireland, we have already adverted
landed property, which arose out
of the frequent resistance which the Irish made to the
power of the English. In this place, it may be proper
to consider them more particularly, as we shall thus
more clearly point out the titles on which by far the
greater part of the landed property of Ireland is held.
By the attainder of John O'Neil, and his associates, in
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, more than half of the
provmce of Ulster was vested in the crown, which was
bestowed upon the English lords, in such a manner as to
secure the English power in Ireland.
After the rebellion of the Earl of Desmond was quelled, his
immense
csUte
forfeited, and appropriated to the same pur-

•to the forfeitures of

WM

On this occasion, lands were offered to settlers StatnTtio*.
pose.
At this period, and on '^"^.'"'^
so low as twopence per acre.
these terms. Sir Walter Rateigh and others obtains!
On the flight of Tyrone, andv those who had
grants.
espoused his cause, more than 500,000 acres were to
be disposed of in the six northern counties. As abuses
had arisen from the grants having been too large on
former occasions, they were made considerably smaller
The Corporation of London obtained its
at this time.
large possessions in the county of Derry by this forfeiThe forfeited lands in the time of Cromwell,
ture.
were appropriate*! chiefly to the discharge of the arrears due to the English army. Connaught was entirely reserved for the Irish.

After

all

these assignments,

however, the counties of Dublin, Kildare, Carlow, and
Cork, were still un.ippropriated, and tliese were reserved to be disposed of as parliament thought proper.

On the Restoration, the act of settlement, and the subsequent bill of explanation, (both of which have been
adverted to in the history,) were passed, for the purpose of regulating and assorting the grants. In the
reign of King William, forfeitures were made to tlie
extent of upwards of one million acres, and of the value of upwards of £ 200,000 a-year.
By the articles
of Limeric and Galway, part of these forfeitures were
restored ; but it is calculated, that the gross value of
the estates forfeited, from the 18th of Fel)ruary 1688,
and not restored, amount to upwards of one million
and a half.
The tenure of landed property in Ireland differs, in
one respect, very considerably from that by whioli land
is held in England ; for, with but two exceptions, there
are no manorial rights in Ireland.
The income of es- Estates,
tates varies very much— from the lowest value to upwards of £100,000 per annum. There are several estates of upwards of 50,000 acres.
It was fonnerly a
common practice, to grant leases for ever, or for 999
years, or renewable for lives on a payment of a certain
fine.
Hence the property of very extensive estates at
present, is vested in those who receive very little rent
from them. In Ireland, landlords never erect buildings on their estates, nor expend any thing in repairs
and the leases, in general, contain very few clauses.
Six months credit is generally given on the rents,
which renders the tenant very dependent on the landlord.
In many leases th'e tenant is bound, besides Leases,
paying his rent, to labour for his landlord at an inferior
rate of wages.
The system of what are called " middle men," prevails very much in Ireland: These are
persons who rent land from the proprietors, and let
them again to the real occupiers. Sometimes there are
several renters between the landlord and the occupier
and the latter is answerable, not only for the rent io
the person under whom he directly holds, but also for
the rent due by each renter to the person above him,
and by the first renter to the proprietor; This system
arises from the poverty of the Irish farmers in genej-al
but it evidently not only proceeds from poverty, but
tends to increase it. The leases commonly granted, are
6l years and lives 31 years and lives— SI yearsSi years and lives— and 21 years; according to Mr.
Wakefield, or£l, 7s. Id. Irish money per Irish acre, ntai.
In some counties, the green, or cultivated acres, average
from £ 2, l()s. to £3, 8s; the latter is the case with
the pasture land of Limeric, whereas the green acres
in Mayo and Fermanagh do not average above £l, 5s.
In some parts of Ireland the value of estates is at 30
years purchase ; in general it dof s not exceed UQ ; and
in some places it is not more than 16 or 18.
.

—
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In eomidermjj the spricultnre of Ireland, it will be
SHtittKS.
proper to divide it into three parts. The arable hu».
bandry, the dairy husbandry, and the gprazing husbanThe peneral character nl" all tlie three kinds, pardry.
ticularly of the amMe !lll^I>aIlilry i~ very low.
That the a^rriculture of Irrlsiid ha'i improved much
Matf of
-within these ftrw year», is e iiit-nt from the greater sup•fncultim. piiej of com which she has been enabled to export to
On this point, the Report of the ComGreat Britain
mittee on the Com Trade, which sat in 1813, is decidedly Mtrsfactory. This committee put certain queries to the Farming Society of Irehnd ; and the following is their report of the answers to these queries, and
of the result of other investigations which they entered into on the tame subject.
•• The answers of the Farming Society of Ireland,
to the queries of the committee, shew, that there has
that
been a rery umaidtfable inciCMe of tillage
country in the coune of the last ten years ; estimated,
by many skilful persons, at nearir ooe-fourth. That
the land alrcwly in tillage is capable of being rendared
productive that the same land in some
much
parts, upon which formerly seven barrels oT wheat the
acre was oonadcred a good return, now yields, by better management, (without the loss of two seasons rent
and labour ondcr the system of open fallow,) at least
tMi baireia the acre ; and that there are very considerable tract* of land now in gras4 fit to be converte<l into
tflWe; almost all the meadows and naatures which

m

—

mo^

•rtdry and free from rock, being capaUe of producing
a crop of lea oata with «n* plaugbmff, and of being
mmW prodactiv* afterward*, by rotation crops, in the
nual way.
Tlwrridcace of tereral peraons, well acquainted with
Irebnd, ooncun in proriac, that the tillage of Ireland
ha* of Ute rears incraMM very much, imd h capable
of baing Mm Ihrtber iiimamL Of the actual practicabla i niaa**, it i* na poaiibla to form any correct opii

nkm

but when

all the various circunMtancM are taken
into consideration, whicS exist in Irdand Ikvourable
toMch an increase, the production of a much greater
mwntity of com may be expected, than would be sufficwnt to provide for the average deflciency (calculatetl
npon the iriporution for the last ten years) of the proitry to ujppij its own wants.
dace nt
of the price* of com in
Tbe
.; compartson
;

bafand, csupUd with the valne of com exported from
tfHnee iniM iMt year, dt,9Si,lS0, affords a striking
practical Uloatrattoa of the forgoing reasooing
:

April ISIt: April

The highest

price of wheat, per barrel 7

ofSOttooe, was

—^

|

o^barley, per barrel of 16 stooe,

of oat*, per barrel of

U atone,

,^
•*
4*.
94c

18U:

^;_

•**
291.

It is worthy of observation, how much '<rgcr tbe
propartion of com ifflperte<l into (>rrat Britain from
rreiand, is to the whole gf the com imported into Great
Britain in the last five years, than it was in the prece*
ding 16 year*.
In the last five yean, the valae of the wlvl<- ;"">'.rted
was £l8,y,n,'<59; of thi« was Irish cor:
S84,
being toincthing more than one-third of i.,^ »..w,c.
In the praocoing sixteen year*, the value of the whole
miportad wa* X' 54,586,787 : of this wa* Irish com
8,379.087 ; being £616,075 more than one-seventh
cT tbe whoic."

C

Tllaga huabandry fbniu a mall part of tbe agricul*
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ture of Ireland.
In consequence of tlie village-part- Suifcfic*.
nership s}'stem, which prevails in the western counties
Tilbge husr
the small manufacturing farmers in the castem parts ^andf*'
of Ulster the small subdivisions of property throughout the greater part of the southern coast the large
tracts of mountains
and the extensive grazing pas*
tures and dairy farms in other parts of Ireland, there

—

—

—

—

This husbandry
i-oom for tillage husbandry.
varies so much in different parts of Ireland, that Mr.
Wakefield, in order to give a dear and accurate idea of
it, divides the whole country into nine districts.

is little

!n the first district he comprehends the Hat parts of
Antrim, the eastern side of Tyrone, l>own, .\nnagh,
Monaghan, and Cavan. In this district the farms are
extremely small
in consequence of which, the land is
generally dug with the spade. Potatoes, flax, and oats,
are the crops commmonlv cultivated ; and these are
;

grown till the land is exnausted, when it is recrnited
by the cow, the goats, two or three sheep, and tite
poultry lying upon it for some year*.
The ploughs
used in this dif<trict are of the most rude and inipertect
•tructure, and do thrir work in the most slovenly manner.
When a plough is used, three or four neighbours
unite their strength, eadi bringing his horse, or his bullock, or his miloi cow.
Most ploughs are attended by
a person, whose employment it is to turn back the furrow, which would otherwise revert to its bed. All
the other operation* of agriculture are performed in
this district in the

same rude manner.

The

little

wheat

" lashed ;" that is, the grain is
knocked out by striking the sheaf aero** a beam placeil
al>uvr a cloth ; it is, however, aAerwarda thrashed with
• In this district, as well as in the Kreater part
a flail.
of Ireland, the com is thrashed on the highways, and
i* dressed by letting it fall from a kind of sieve, which,
daring a pretty strong wintl, is held by a woman as
high (Vom the ground as her arms can reach.
llnder the second district, Mr. Wake6eld comprises
the nonhrm part of Antrim, Ixindonderry, the north
and west of Tyrgtie, and the whole of Donegal. Tilla|^ here is in a much worse state than in the first district.
There is no clover ; and, with the exception of
a little near Dcrry, no m heat.
The third district comprehends the northern part of
Fermanagh. Here the farms are much larger than in
either of tbe former districts, the agriculture belteri
and the crop* more productive. Some wheat is grown,
but oats »rt tlie most prevalent crop. A small portion
of the land, however, is only employed in tillage.
The fourth district comprises Sligo, Mayo, Gal way,
Clare, and parts of Roacotnmon, and Lonsford.
In
•ame part* of this district, the spade culture is generally pursueil ; but in other parts the land i* cultivated
with the plough, drawn by four horses a-breaat. In
KoaooaamuD, the practice of yoking horse* to tlie plough
by the tail is stiU followed, at least with two-year-old
colts in the spring.
Oat* are chiefly raised in this district ; but along the *ea-coast of Sligo considerable
Quantities of barley are groarn. A large portion of this
district is let on partiKrship-lease*, according to the
village system.
In the fiAh district, which comprehends Limeric,
Kerry, the south-west ami northern part* of Cork, and
part of the county of Watcrluril, little com is grown,
with the exception of the suutlicrn part of Cork.
In the kixth district, which takes in the remainder
of Cork, mo&t of tJie land is in pasture ; and, wiiere it
is in tillage, the spade is generally used.
The seventh Uittrict comprcheads some partk of Tip*
that

is

raised in

it. is

_
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)Krary, and King's and Queen's Counties. Here a fjreat
ileal of* corn i« «rown ; nnJ the agriculture is gooil, in
comparison witii that which is pursued in any of the
More attention is paid to a syspricccling districts.
tematic course of cropping, and keeping the land in
good IiearL Oxen and horses are used for the plough.
In some parts turnips are grown, but they are seldom
Jiocd. Ninety acres are considered a large tillage farm.
The eightli district comprises Wexford, and a part
of Wicklow. In some parts of this district beans are
cultivated ; but they are sown broadcast, and never

Even here, their mode of ploughing is very
hoed.
awkward. One man holds the plough, another leads

the horses, and a third presses on the beam, to keep

*

down.

it

StatUtics.

^""V"^

•

The last district comprehends the ftorthern part of
Kilkenny, Kildare, and tlie cultivated parts of West
Wheat enters into the
Meatli, Meath, and Lowth.
common course of crops but the fallows are bad.
Clover has been introduced, but it is sown on exhausted land. The farms are much larger here than in any
other parts of the country. The ploughs are very badly constructed, and are drawn by six oxen and horses.
The following Table, given by Mr. Wakefield, exhi- Arerace
bits, according to him, the average produce of the nine ptoduce.
;

districts

In Pounds

In Pounds

AvoinluiKjis.

Avoirdupois.

In Pounds
Avoirdupois.

In

Pounds

In Pounds
Avoirduixjis.

Avoirdupois.

DISTRICTS.
Barlev.

Ilax.

Seed.lProduce.

Part of Antrim, part of Tyrone, Down,
anil Cav-in
id. Part of Antrim, I.ondondeiTy, part of Tyrone . . .

Sced.|I»roduce. Setil. I'roduce.

1ft District.

824

Annagh, Monaglian,

Fermanagh
South of Fermanagh, Sligo, Mayo, Galway, Clare,
Roscommon, and Longford

3rf,

175

28T4
2135

No

retiun.

222
243

2024
2537

203

3500

209
203

2982
2646

3.33
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2636 2392 22,248
3227 138315,183

244
249

2765
3024

308
298

2749 2144 22,289
2970 2592 24,328

30

785

ith.

'.

.i(/i,

I.imeric, Kerry, jiart of

Cork, Waterford

The

7(/i,

Southern part of Cork
Tippcrary, Queen's and King's County

titt,

Wexford, and

9//i,

Kilkenny, Kildare, West Meath, jMeatli, Lowth,

fi/A,

832
186

part of AV'icklow

and Dublin

Average

To
Imple-

in Winchester buslicls to the Irish acre

1857
2020

187

2353

211

a38 33.6 401
2.086 20.74 2.47

.

the English acre

The rudeness of the Irish plough has been already
adverted to. It is made chiefly of wood, with a very
long beam, without a swillyard : the breast, which is
also of wood, has seldom any ground ; and the share
has hardly any wing. In Wexford, the beam is shorter
than in any of the other counties, and the sock in geThe Scotch plough has been inneral is of cast iron.
troduced within these few years. The flail is seldom
heavier than a schoolboy's whip. The spade is much
narrower than the English spade ; the handle generally
£ve feet long the handle of the shovel is still larger,
it is sometimes rounded, sometimes pointed, and often
square at the end.
The loy, which is much used in
Ireland, is a long narrow spade, which projects entirely on the right side of the handle
its breadth is that
of the foot. The slaiie is a double loy, used in cutting
turf.
The sliding cars liave no wheels the ends of the
shafts are shod with iron, with a wicker basket suspended between them. Cars are small carts, having the
wheel fixed to the axle-tree, which turns round along
with it. The wheel is not spoked, but solid. The cars
:

:

are difficult to be turned.
Little labour is bestowed on fallows in Ireland ; and
that little is very ill done. Three ploughings are deem-

ed amply
perforiTipd

and in consequence of these being
with a rude and inefficient plough, not fol-

sufficient

;

lowed by the other necessary operations, the ground is
generally full of weeds.
The Irish, however, bestow
a great deal of labour in trenching their land. By this
operation they lorm it into beds, and shovel out a deep
trench between them, throwing up the earth
this is
doiie to all land, whether ploughed or dug. while the
crop is growing tlie expence is eigiit shillings per acre.
When Boate wrote his natural history of Ireland,
Wheit, &c
wheat appears to have been cultivated only in a very
partial manner in the province of Counaiight ; and, from
;

:

3584
4480

972

returns being according to the F.nglisli acre, are not taken into the average.

:

Fallovi.

196
261

173
296

2828
2614

320
368

2265 2660 22,358
2606 2632 21,140

896

3494

246

3235

361

3063 2639 27,113

824

69.2
42.7

4.4
2.71

54.6
33.7

8.4
5.18

72.4
44.5

3131

the account which has been given'of the agriculture of
Ireland in its different districts, it will be seen that,
even at present, its cultivation is very limited. There
is little or no wheat grown in the counties of Monaghan,
Tyrone, Derry, Donegal, Sligo, Mayo, Leitrim, or
Cavan ; the principal wheat districts are the counties
of Kilkenny, Carlow, Dublin, Meath, Louth, and parts
of Limeric, Tipperary, Clare, and Cork.' The red Lammas is the kind most in use. Spring wheat grows well
Wheat is generally
near the sea coast of Wicklow.
sown after potatoes, or a fallow little attention is paid
The Irish wheat is for the most
to it while growing.
part coarse, and of inferior quality ; in consequence
either of the wetness of the climate, or bad harvesting,
Barley is by no means
it all requires to be kiln dried.
generally cultivated in Ireland: it is of inferior quality
to that grown in England, not yielding so much sacchaWhere barley is cultivarine matter by 20 per cent.
Bere, or big, is grown in
ted it is sown after potatoes.
Kildare, Meath, WestMeath, Longford, and in the north
on cut-out bogs. Meslin, or a mixture of wheat and
rye, is sown near Drogheda, at the ifiarket of which it
finds a ready sale.
Of all the species of corn, oats are the most extensively cultivated ; forming the principal part of the
food of the people, a market for them is every where to
It is calculated, th.it throughout the whole
be found.
kingdom, there are ten acres of oats for one of any other
species of coi n.
They are sown after wheat, potatoes,
flax, and barley ; and even year after year in succession, till the land is quite exhausted.
In the mountainous districts, the black oat is generally sown ; of late
years the potatoe oat has been introduced into tlie lower
grounds.
The Irish oats are not equal in weight or
quality to the English. Beans are cultivated no where
except in parts of the county of Wexford. Rape is
,

:

Oats,

IRELAND.
grown for seed in King's and Queen's Counties, and in
some parts of Tipperary.
Ireland has long been celel>rated for the immense
quantities of potatoes it pnxiuoes, as well as for tlieir excellent quality. They are planted on every kind of soil,
The former method
either in drilU or on laay beds.

has been introduced lately, but it is gaining ground
In general the potatoes are stored up by the
ri ite i in their cabins ;
where they are in large
es, they are pitted in the fields where they
crow. A potatoe pit, hned with turf, is deemed preKrabie to one lined with straw. Potatoe land rents
rrom £6, 6a. to jC 10, 10s. per acre ; the whole expenoe
of growing them, including rent, varies from £13 to
The produce varies very much; perjEl6 per aciie.
bapa from 40 to 50 sacks, of 20 stone to the sack, and
81 lb*, to the (tone, may be deemed not unusual profast

duce on good land.
Flax is cultivated through alraovt the whole at Ireland, except Wicklow and Wexford ; but it is principally grown in the province of L'Uter: it follows poU*'<ei, oata, and bhrley.
The plough is seldom em-

FUs.

loyrd

the ground, for the most part, being prepared
;
spade, but the earth uken from the trenches ia
not always shovelled over the beds.
The culture of hemp was formerly pretty extensive
on the rich lauds in the county of Limeric ; but it u
now abandooad there; aor haa it succeeded in other
parts in aajr eonsiderBble degree, notwithstanding j».
vemment alTorded ptvniuau for that purpose. The
quantity of land sown with hemp, as returned to the
Linen Board in 1806. wee eohr 583 acraa.
ly
tJ

Crautt,

/^

tlie

Of theindigenouafTMMsof IreUnd,
neennry

to soaciry any. eseent the

doeanotMMn
Bonn grata, or

it

eUTAslM mokmgtrm, whicb kw baaa lalily very highly
extolled by Ur. Biche nlscn
lu merita, however, are
not nearly a9 greet ea he remesenta then ; and,mdeed.
the onl^ sitiuiion for whidi it ia adapted, is see- walls,
where »u roeu run and bind ihcm tooether.
GipMideriog the very imperfect and backward nature
of Wah hoabandry, it m not to be expected, that laying
.

down had

te gtaas is well under>tood. In fact, thit it
sefclaeB tiene with seeds; but, in moat places, the ground
is ittAred to dothc itself with iu natural herluge.
I after grass is cut for hay, it is formed by the h.iiid
wiMt are called '• lu^eodu," each of which i* a<
aa a womaa can
ronnd her armt like a mulT

twM

being laid on tbe gmmnd in the ilirrction of the
wind, which blows thiWMgh them, are suon drietl and
then pot into a " tramp-cock." In thi* oUte it b^

V

;

coaiea bealMl, an»)

hewed bey bssng

.

•••

"•-lirr

it

furtd

,ks. ao

t

-

—

I

by the
.hty of

by ftr the gi'UUi (~.. ^ «i It tab hay i» .crv iiKiilTercnt.
I- rom the acxxwnt of the arable
bwbcndry'of the direrent dtstricta,

dower

it

has already liera teen that very little
In the wert and south-west, it is
and, aoootdmg to .Mr. .\'ewenh«B,
;
acrca in the whole island ; when it

ia caltivated.

scarcely known
there ere not

MOO

it is aown on exhaasted and foul land.
There are few quickset htdges in Ireiaad. In the limestem districts, •tone-walls, end ia the other districu,
banks ate the omsI Icncesi In the aouthem
furse is aontctiaMa planted oa the«e banks.
The dairy buabaadry b the laaat exteasire. and the
bart aanaged m Ireland. Kerry. Cork. Wateifiad, and
Kdkrnny, Carlow, Mrath. West Mcath, Loag*
, aad FenB.>iuigh, aa well as the mouatainoas nerts
of Lestraa aad-JMico, are principally occapied by dairy
Mar is the only pro<liire a great deal is aim
Ml tht Ball tflonres in Cavao, Monagliao, and

i*.e«lt«rated,

Daate,

Ksof

:

Down.
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The method

practised in Dorsetshire, Devon. SutisiiL-s.
shire, and other counties in the west of England, of ""'V"~'
letting dairies to dairymen, at so much a cow per annum, is followed in the south of Ireland. The average
number of cows on a dairy farm is about 30 or 40; tliree
acres of land, of middling quality, are deemed necessary for the subsistence of each cow.
The average
produce of milk is 8 quarts in 2 ^ hours in summer
and 5 quarts in winter ; four good cows will give half
a cwt. of butter in a week. I'he best butter is made
in Callow, and the worst is produced from the rich soil
of Limeric and Meath.
Butter of the first quality is
sent to England, where it is either consumed or shipped for the East and West Indies; the next sort is sent
to Spain, and the third to Portugal.
The fattening of
calves for veal is little practised in any part of Ireland.
The grazing husbandry of Ireland is not, as in Eng- Graziag.
land, united with the tillage husbandry ; nor are there
large tracts of land, exclusively devoted to the breeding
of cattle, as in the Highlands of Scotland. The mountains of Ireland, instead of l>eing grazed by those who
farm them, are frequently let, on a partncrshi|)-lcase, to
the inhabitants of a neiglibouring village, each of whom

tunu in a cettain number of cattle, horses, goats, or
geese, according to the rent he pays.
I'he few cattle
that are tied on the mountainous district<i, are generally
very poor. The roost extensive and valuable lands for
fatten i ng ctftle are in .Munster, viz. the Caucases on the
banlta or the Sheanon and Fergus, and in parts of the
countiee of Limeric and Tipperary.

Some

parts

of

Cork, Queen's Coantv, West Meath, a small part of
Louth and Kddare, also contain rich grazing land.
The native Irish cattle
nearly extinct ; they are Cattle.
narrow in the loins and thin in the quarters ; with
short legs. Urge bellies, and white laces.
The Kerry
stock are a distinct breed.
The Holdemess, Suffurdshire, and Devonshire hreeda, are the princiiwl ones
which have been introduced from England : the Staffcrdahire is the most eommon on the grazing lands, or
rather a mixture of the native Irish and the bufford-

m

sbire.

A greatv extent

of country

is

employed

in Ireland Shcrp.

fur the grasing of sheep, than for the grazing of bullocks.
Koacoromon, Galway, Ckre, Limeric, and

TippiTary, are the great breeding counties for sliecp.
In itie province <X Ulster ttiere is not a single breeding
flock.
Oalwsy, Clare, Kokconimon, Tipperary, and
.Mpath, are

tiie

principal fattening counties.

Mr. Wake-

the whole course of his tour, lie never
saw a soeepfoid ; and only once theep feeding on turnipa.
The native Irish sheep are small, and ore covored with neerly as much liair as wool ; but tliey are
now not common. In consequence of their haviiii; been
crossed with diH'erent kinds of English i^hi-cp, tin- Iri-nh
sheep at present, are of the polled, long-woolled kind,
and, in the great breetling counties, very large.
In
many parts of Ireland, they are kept only for their wool,
and this only for the use of the family. A breed of
fine woolled sheep, peculiar to the mountains of Wicklow, exhibit the only traces of a distinct race of abort
wooUed sheep in the island.
The native Irith horse is a very useful animal: it HorM*.
seldom exceeds IJ hands in height, and is very hardy
and sure-footed. This breed is very much usetl by the
liaen-merchants of Ulster, in riding from market to
Biarket.
A large, long, blood horse is much reared in
Meath, snd is to be found in most of the rich grazing
counties.
But the horse, usually employed for all
kinds of labour in Ireland, is the one firnt described.
There are few parts ol this country in wluch goats are
field aays, that in

IRELAND.

S86
SutiMic*.

not kept

TboM

a tether to the tops of the banks. In
the mountains, where they are numerous, they are quite
Many uf the poorer families have no other
at hberty.
ly confined

Casu,

tie.

belonging

to the cottars, are general-

l>y

what their goats afford. The Irish breed of
They
very tall, long, and narrow in the loins.
No pea•re met with in every part of the kingdom.
They are fattened principally
sant is without one.
with potatoes and afterwards sold, fur the purpose of
paying the rent. Breeding sows are generally kept by
Rabbit warrens are not numerous in Iredairymen.
On the
land; but some of tiiem are yery extensive.
east side ol' the river Bann, there are two, one of which
It is sincontains 500 acres, and the other about 2000.
gular, that the hair of the hares in Ireland will not felt
whereas the rabbit hair in- that country, answers remarkably well in the manufacture <)f hats.
Bees thrive remarkably well, on the dry hills in the
county of Down, and the honey there is highly esteemed for its fine flavour ; but the breeding of them is
much on the decline in this county as well as in Kilkenny, where formerly a considerable quantity of mead
was made. The county of Wexford is celebrated for
crammed fowls ; and there is a fair at Hallyheague, in
that county, expressly for the sale of poultry of all
kinds.
Tamilies send thither from a great distance, to
purchase store fowls. Turkeys are numerous in Ireland.
The warmth of the cabins, into which they are
always admitted, is favourable to their increase. In the
county of Cork, there is a fair for a sale of them.

The raw material for the linen manufacture, is al- StatUiies.
most entirely grown in Irdiand. The following Table '*""*^/''™*
shews the nuqiber of acres sown vihb flax in the year Raw ma1810.
It does not include pieces of land less than an terial.
sown with

luilk but

acre

hogs

ted, that the total

is

;

Hence it may fairly be
number of acres under this

flax.

NumlKT of
Number
Counties.

Antrim

.

.

.

.

....
....

Ann.-igh
l.ondondcrry

Tyronu
Donegal
Fermanagh
Monaglian
Cavan

.

11,000

5,000

3,100
6,000
3,200

lo.an

8,40(1

6,000
5,000
3,200
1,300
2,700
112

7,200
5,000

1.5,0OC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....
....
Down
Meath
....
King's County
....
Louth
Kililare

Maiutfaclures
tioii

— Unen-^Colton— Woollen,

— Flour

SfC.

— Dislilla-

— FishProvisions,
— Revenue and Finance.

Mills— Sailing

Sfc.

eries—Trade and Commerce
Linen maRuracctuc.

The

linen manufacture is very justly considered as
the staple manufacture of Irelan('.
It was established
by the Earl of Strafford, when lie was lord lieutenant
of this country, in the reign of Charles I. In order to

on a fii-m foundation, he brought flax seed from
Holland, and spinners and manufacturers from the Netherlands and France.
His lonlsliip himself af\erwards
embarked in the business, and expended ,jE30,000 of

....
....

Clare
.

•

Tipjieraiy

.

.

.

Waterford

.

.

,

Kerry

Sligo

JNIayo

Galway
Leitrim

....

250
100
114
3.W

oOO

240
80
48
50
800
280

1,162

4,481

1,734

58

340

1,.500

1,100
1,572
1,600

340
400

.

3,000

554.

117
25

....
....
....
....

Roscommon

6,500
3,200

36
18
50
950
III

.

.

4,0110

840

1,253
1,325

and Wicklow

084.

1,333
1,196
1,565
1.707

.

2,900
6,000
3.000
7,000
5,C00
4,400
3,000
700
3,000
1,000
10,431

...
.

Lii^ieric

l)\«hela of Flax

843

252

Queen's County
Kilkenny
.

Dublin
Cork

IV.

of

2,000
11,590

.

.

I/ongfOTil

Number

of

Acres supjtosod Bushels of Flax
seed on whieh
seed iiupportca to Ixjunty is hkcly
to be Mtwn
have been grown. to be c!;ti!neU.
with Flax.

West Mc-iih
.
.
Catlow and Wexford

CHAP.

calcula-

plant in
the year 1810, was about 100,000, which, allowing the
average produce to be 30 stone per acre, at 1 On. 6d. per
stone, the average price for the seven years before
1810, will give an annual produce of the raw material
worth .£1,500,000.

•

1,572

822

63

19

1,800
5,308
9,568
1,300
1,707

600
4,800
8,372
1,000

94,145

7I,4«5

1,707

fix it

his private fortune.

In consequence of the civil wars between Charles and
manufacture languished, and had
almost been annihilated, when the Duke of Ormond
gave it his patronage, and took measures for its re-establishment.
His measures were successful ; and, as he
sent persons into the Netherlands to learn the best
mode of raising flax, and procured manufacturers from
Brabant, France, and Jersey, it was soon placed on a
better and firmer footing tljan it had ever been.
The
places where the manufacture was first carried on in
the Duke of Ormond's time, were near Dublin, where
cordage, sail cloth, ticking, and linen of Irish yarn,
were manufactured, of excellent quality ; and at Carnck. Before he quitted the government of Ireland in
the year 1669, the linen trade was fuUv established,
and
a promising condition.
In the beginning of the
next century, parliament took it under its protection
;
considerable sums of money were voted for its
support j
a board of trustees was established ; and bounties were
granted on the exportation of Irish linen.
In 17.'J7,
the board exerted themselves in the
introduction from
France, and establishment in
Ireland, of the cambric
manufacture.
his parliament, this

m

Total

.

76,749

•

beginning of the present century, the flax Spinning,
spun by the hand. Spinning by machinery was first introduced in the county of Down, and
afterwards spread into other counties but it is by no
means general. This has arisen principally from the
very low price of labour in every part of the land. Yarn
spun by women, is sold in this country much cheaper
than the same article manufactured by machinery in.
England. The earnings of the poorer females are frequently not more than two-pence' a day, working
There is also anodiligently from morning to night.
ther reason why machinery has not been more generalIt cannot with any material, however
ly established.
fine, exceed the fineness of three hanks in the pound ;
whereas women, when the flax is good, can spin it from
twelve to twenty hanks. " To sum up the whole,"
observes Sir Charles Coote in his Sumey of Monaghan,
" the quantity of yarn spun by machinery, the greater
price given for it, and the better means of obtaining a
market, are in favour of that mode with re.-pect to
coarse yam.
On the other hand, the low price of labour, the superior fineness of the wrought material, and
the expence of machinery, with its wear and tear, are
very great drawbacks yet it may be estimated, that the
balance is in favour of the fanner, to the amount, it ia
Till the

was

entirely

;

;

IRELAND.
The Irish wosuppose*], of one halfpenny per li.ank."
men h«ve lonjj been celebrated for tlieir skill in spinning yarn. This is supposed to arise from their labouring little with thtir hands, and hence having their
fingers very wipple and aoft.
In many parts of Ireland, the manufacture is confined
tn spinning ram, which is sold to the weavers at esta-

Mianed mwk ets but, in several insuinces, the (\»x is
grown, pte pa d, span into yam, and manufactured
If, how.
into linen, by thetame person and his family.
;

w

ever,

we

look to the country in general,

who

those

grow flas, are much more numerous than the spinners.
This appears by the exportation of unsptm yam and
tbe spinners are more numerous than tne weaver*, aa
appe ars from the exportation of linen yam.
» '•* earnings of the weaver depend partly on his
skill and industry, and partly on the fineness of tbe
The looms they employ coat
linen wbich he wea»e*.
;

Wcarisc.

from feor to five guineas each ; manr liouses have three
InoBu ; one third of a pound of taUow is renuirc<l to
draas a web. Chihircn are hired to attend a loom, at
rrom 13s. to 17*. the half year, with diet, washing, and
lodging: in some cases journeymen are employed, at
eight guineas per annum, with boanl and lodging.
The weavers estimate, thus, when working them,
aeive*, they gain lOs. a web, and if they worked every
day, OMild weave a web in a week tliis, however,
moat depend on the fineneaa of tb* linen. I'he ave.
ngt eaming* of a linen waiver may, periwp*, be esti<
nated at 7s. a week.
Tbe linen manthetmrt floorislice moat in UlaM';
but it is eataybhad alao in Galway Mayok awl Sligo, and
towards tl» wntk. in the whole neigMi mirii wid of
Drogheda it esists aba in aomc plews in the King's
County, Kerry, and aloM the eoael of Carlow ; in fact,
with the esception of Wnlbrd and Wicfclow, where it
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the total value will be £ 5()2,500 Sterling.
On tlie Suiistr^s
Hann, which is the principal river in the county of ^—^/-"^
Down, tliere are 20 bleach-greens, which bleach on
an average 8000 pieces annually, or KiO.OOO pieces;
the value of whidi is estimated at upwards of half a
million.

The quantity of linen sold in Dublin, in 1808 and
809. will be seen from the following statement, ex.
tracted from the .Appendix to the Linen Board Ueport.
1

A

relum of Linen, inwards and outwards, at the Linen
Hall, Jot one year, ending Itl of' March I8O9.
Packs and Boxes.
Arengc Vohir.

Inwards

.

.

Outwards

.

10,227
9,279

.

.

.

•

•

•

I60 each £ 1,636,320
170 each l,738,5t»0

Value remaining in the Hall, 1st March 1803,
From which dniuct linens sent
from the Hall to merchants'
warehouses
£50,000
More in value outwards than
inwards
102,227

40S,6l.'>

152,527

jLi56.5St
Comparative n'rtc ft/" the Linen, cmiteards and ^nwardt,
at the IJnen Hall,for om year, ending I st March 1 8O9.
tnwanjt.

;

Yearendinglst March 1809
Do.

1808

Do.
in

Ii

.

.

.

.

10,277
9.*9^

732

1809

Ontvink.
9'i79
.

9060
219

,

:

unknown, it arcvaib, more or lesa, over all the other
Mita of IreUwL Linen Is woven «f different widths.
from 10 ineb bsmdie linen, made at Kerry, to &-4dl
cd near CootdriU ; and of difliN
liK niilWri. ftomooerse, thin. S-4<he wide, mannfaetored in Antrim, which sell for 6d. per yard, to cam.
is

worth one guinea per yard. Tne manufacturing
of linen* of certain widtha, aoana eanfint<l to certain
Narrow linens, not eienedin g. when bleachdiatricu.
eil, ^^ inches, are manufactured in Dmicgal, Londonderry, Tyrone, and Antrim ; in thi» last county also
are made all the 3.4th wide linens. The fine yard
brics,

wide, or cambrics, lasms, and diapers, are made near
BcKsSt, Lisbum, and Largan ; in Armagh, coarser
yard widaa In C'avasi are manafactocies for thin linen,
for the most part T-Stha wide.
Fermanagh and Sligo,
niannfactnre 7-8ths.
strong kind of 7.8th dowUs ;
Mime 9-8lh and 5-4th •fcccttmn, are made in the coon,
ties of Lootfi, MeaCb, end Dablin.
A coarse cloth,
like the Scotch Otnabarghs, is manufactured in Kerry
and Cork ; it I* exported (br negro clothing. There is
a damask manufactcwy at Lisbum. and a manufacture
of seikloth in the neighbourhood of Cork. Most of the
bleach-greens, which finish for sale those linens that
are sent in a bleached state to Engtand, are in tbe countica of Fermanagh and Sligo.
Tne bleachers are dis.
the manitfactarrrs ; the latter carry
persona
to market, where they are purchased by the
ffannar.
Tt is calculated that every bleacher in the
ooontyof Londonderry, furnishes, on an average, 5000
so that, on the supposition that there
;
ri amwally
00 blanchi 1, the pieces bicadied in this coamy
t9P,000 ; and, at£i,!*. ad. the pieor.

A

mm

;

I

1

)

The

cotton manufactare

The

is

of very

late introduction Cottoo in».

mill for spinning cotton twist nuisoure.
by water was erected in 17H4 and, in the year 1800,
it appeared, in evidence before P.irliament, that the cotton manufacture, established within a crclc often miles

into Ireland.

first

;

round Belfast and Lisbum, and including those towns,
employed 13,500 working people ; and ttiat the whole
number, to whom it gave occupation, amounted to
This manufacture is *|n«ading rapidly, and
S7,000.
seems as if it would supplant that of linen in many
Being similar, in some respcctji, to
parts of Ireland.
the latter, it made its way with greater facility among
It also aflbrds them higher wages,
the lower classes.
principally from the manner in which it is carried on ;
for, instead of the raw material, as in the case of the
linen manufacture, being purchased by the weaver, and
sold afterwarii* in a manufactured state, the cottonyam is either given out by the master manufacturer to
the weaver, who receives so much per piece for his la'
All the spinning
boor, or it is wove in manufactories.
The cotton manufacture
is performc«I by machinery.
i* establitlird chiefly near Belfast, where it was first
fixed.
It ha* aUo spread to Dublin, Kildare, Wickluw,
Wexford, and Louth. At Collon, in Louth, there are

loom* employed in calico weaving and at Stratcounty of Wicklow, there is also a large
the yam for this is brought from
calico manufactory
I'he
Scotland, and wound and wove in the village.
manufacture of muslins is also carried on in some parts
of tlie counties of Cork, Down, and Queen's County ;
and, indeed, it is highly prol>able, that all the branchea
of the cotton manufacture will fix themselves in Ireland, especially in those parts where linen is made; from
the great and obvious advantage which is derived from
IfiOO

;

ford, in the

:

the similarity of the manufactures, in enabling the
weaver* to turn their labour to the one or the other, as
he demand for either is more prevalent.

IREL AND.
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SuiUiio*.

In treating of the sheep husbandry of Ireland, it has
been remarked, that the demand for them as mutton
many are kept,
is very limited ; consequently not very
and of those that are, a considerable proportion are exHence it will appear, that the
ported to England.
woollen manufacture, on a large scale, cannot exist in
We have already mentioned, in the history
Ireland.
of this country, that it was formerly much checked and
depressed by the jealousy of the English woollen manufacturers, to which the English government very unjustly, as well as unwisely, gave its sanction and support And, since the union, which placed the two
countries on the same footing, this species of rnanufacBesides the
ture does not seem to have flourished.
cause already mentioned, which perhaps ought more
properly to l>e deemed the effect of the absence of
woollen manufactories, there is anotlier whicli operates
very powerfully and generally. Tlie great mass of tlie
people manufacture their own {voollen cloths. All the
wool that is shorn is manufactured into frieze and linsey by the proprietors of the sheep, who card, spin,
weave, dye, and consume it. The poorer classes, who
cannot afford to purchase oil for their woollen goods,
extract, in the summer, the juice of the fern root, which
answers the purpose of oil ; and the twigs of the alder,
walnut, and oak, with elder berries, &c. are used for
In some parts, of Ireland, the common farmdyeing.
ers

and

cotters,

and their wives and children, manufac-

ture not only frieze, stockings, linseys, flannels, petticoats, &c. for their own children, but also some woollen

goods for

sale.

As

the woollen manufacture on a great scale is not
established in this country, there are few or none of
those people who, in England, prepare the wool for the
There are no vi-ool breakers. There
manufacturers.
are plenty of wool merchants, who buy whole fleeces,
but none who understand the art of sorting it. As the
exportation of wool in the yarn is permitted by the
Irish laws, the principal part of the wool, not used in
the domestic manufactures, is purchased by the merchants in the south of Ireland ; and after it is spun there,
it is exported to England for the Norwich manufacThere are, however, a few woollen manufac*
turers.
tures of different descriptions in some parts of this
country.
A small quantity of broad cloth is made at
Carrick on the Suir ; blankets are made at Kilkenny ;
Ijut both these manufactures are on the decline.
In
1800, there were employed at Kilkenny about 780
people ; the average number of pieces wove in the year
were 2500, and the greatest capital at any time employed did not exceed £36,000. There is a flannel
manufactory in the county of Wicklow also on the deBetween 1794 and 1809, the total number of
cline.
pieces exposed to sale scarcely exceeded 55,000.
small quantity of broad cloth is manufactured at Dublin ; and very lately, in the county of Kildare, a woollen manufacture has been established with shearing machinery, and all the other improvements of Yorkshire.
Broad cloth and blanket manufactories are established
no where to the north of the capital. In the neighbourhood of Cork, and along the coast of that country,
stuffs are manufactured.
Gloves are manufactured in some parts of Ireland.
Gloves, &c.
What are called Limeric gloves are made of the skins
of calves taken from fat cows. Iron is not manufactured to any considerable extent at present ; though it

A

appears, from Boate, that, in the middle of the l7th
century, there were several very large iron founderies
and manufactories in various parts of Ireland. Hardware articles are manufactured in DuVlin ; and reaping
hooks, scythes, shears, and other coarse implements at

Carlow.
This country has long been celebrated for its distilThe latter prevail most
leries, both legal and illegal.
in the northern and north-western counties, and even
The following tain some of those to the south-west.
ble contains the number of unlicensed stills that were
seized in the course of five years, from June 1802, to
June 1806:
Year.

1802
1803
1804
1805
6 months to!

Heads.

4131

3190
2018

June, 1806J
Total

A\'orm8.

1

2021
2656

2809
1744
1732
2373

1401

1213

1074

13,439

11,098

9732

2573
23G0
2974

The number of fines imposed on Townlands
distillation in the

for illicit

year 1814 were 3555, and the amount

The greatest number and
was £90,210.
amount were in the counties of Donegal (727), Cavan
(501), Galway (36'3), Leitrim (326), and Sligo (304).
The whole receipt of duty on home-made spirits, consumed in Ireland on an average oftheyear 1 808 and 1 809,
was about £G6i,05 1 whereas it is supposed, if duty had
been paid on all the home-made spirits, it would have
amounted to upwards of £2,280,000. The principal
of fines

;

licensed distilleries are established at Limeric, Cork,
In the year 1808, the
Ross, Dublin, and Drogheda.
largest distiller in the kingdom made 17,000 gallons of
spirits per week, and worked his stills between nine
and ten months in the year. Distillation was first carried on in the north, and has been introduced into the
The following table
south only within these 30 years.
will farther illustrate the state of legal distillation in

Ireland

:

Account of the Quant ill/ of Corn Spirits for which Tiuly
has been paid in Ireland, in each of the last ten Years,
to 5th January 1813.
Year ending
5th January

1804
1805
1806
1807
1808

.
.
.

.
.

Year ending
5th January

Gallons.

4,426,085
3,611,312
3,756,671
3,931,829
5,707,158

1809
1810
1811
1812
1813

.

.

.

.
•

Gallons.
.

3,643,751
72,996*

.

4,719,159t
6,500,361
4,085,913

Public breweries have been introduced into ireland
only within these few years. At present, the principal breweries are at Cork, Fermanagh, Limeric, Waterford, Roscommon, Dublin, Belfast, Cavan, Armagh, Donoughmore, Dungarvon, &c. Malt is prepared by the
brewers themselves, and never purchased by maltsters.
One of the largest breweries in Ireland brews upwards
The following Table
of 100,000 barrels per annum.
shews the quantity of raalt used in the breweries and
distilleries for several years.

• During the greater part of this year distillation from com was suspcndcil.
Suspension of Jistillation from corn, and continued during the first quarter of this year.
Fcbniary 181T, there were 335,347 barrels of coin, \% swne to the barrel, used in distUling.

+

Stills.

From

the ZOih of September 1861, to th5

StatUtirs.

"""Y"^

Distillcriei,

IREL AND.
Accoutd of lilt Quanlilg of ^talt for tshich Duty has hetn

paid

in Ireland, in each

January

Baircli.

5ih imaarj,

IBM
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

Ten Yeart,

.

.

.

Yc«t coding
5ib Janiurj,

1811

905.649
715,479
705,114
7 17.232
604,561
662,019
753,981

.

.

.

.
.

the last

to

5th

8 IX

1

.

of

.

.

1812
1813
1815
1816

1817

Barreli.

642,850
683.446

.
.

.

56'i,2S4

.

804,S27
679,018
479,058

.

.
.

In the KHith of IreUnd, there is some cider made.
That made in Clare u of excellent quality it is manufactured from the oockagee apple, which grows nrinci>
pally near a town in that county, called Six-roile-Bridge.
not &r fitwa the sea, and in a part of the country where
froat and mow are unknown.
In oohaeaaence of whcsten bread b«in^ more gene,
rally oaed than it wa« formerly, fl<mr>milla are more
common.' When Mr. Young wai in Ireland, between
thirty and forty years ago. there were no flour-mills to
the north of the river Boyne now, there are several.
Armagh. Belfast, and Derry, have mills ; but there arc
IKMM t0 the norlb-'wcat of Navan. They are numcrana, and rery large, on the lUackwater. near Navan.
ome of which grind from 15,000 to 20,000 banxls per
mnom. Flour-mills abound in the south of Ireland.
:

;

In time* of war, Ireland

is

distinguishrd for

its

ex-

tOMhre dealing* in the provision trafle. The principal
partofthietndeia confined to the city of Cork. Durmg the laat war, the arerage number of oxen sUugh.
in the
tered was about 10,000, and ci oowa 8,000.
time of the American war, the nmaber of bullocks
laughtered in Irrland annually was 50,000: laat war
they were not nearly so many, prindpally arising firom
a grMfUrmimbcr having been exported alive. In 1807,
fiO.OOO hoga were ilaughterc<l in Cork. Bacon and hama
jmc salted, on an extensive scale, at Limerick, ClonOne half of the hide* of thecat,nel|, and Waterfonl.
tie slaughtered at Cork are exported; the hoofs arealao
exported, and made, at Birmingham, into snuff-boxes.
The hOTm are made, in Ireland, into lantern*, comba,
Ac. Glue i* manufactured, at Limerick and Cork,
from the ears, Ace. of bull*. A great deal of bone i*
converted into ivonr*black, particularly at Dublin. On
.
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for receiving the fish that roam along the coast in search
of fresh water. In this river they fish with nets 18
score yards long, and are continually drawing night
and day, during the whole season ; two sets of 16 men
each alternately relieving each other. The best fishing
The famous salmon
is when the tide is coming in.

SutUUct.
Fisheries.

on the Bann„ lets fvr £ 1 000 ay ear. The
stream is always left opep fur the free passage of
the fish up the river; but on the laih of Auj-ust, the
fishery ceases here, (as it does all over Ireland,) and all
At this leap, the salmon
the other weirs are opened.
The fishery for
are caught in a trap of basket-work.
salmon at Ballyshannon, on the river Erne, is. perhaps,
the most productive, after the fisheries on the Bann : the
There is also a productive eel
rent is about ii) 1 100.

leap, or fishery

mam

fishery here.

In the south of Ireland, particularly on the Blackwater, the mode of fishing is different from that followed in the north ; and is thus described in the statisti" The country people cat^h
cal survey of Kilkenny
:

salmon with a snap-net suspended between two cots,
which are small boats, flat-bottomed, narrow, equal at
both ends, and governed by paddles. Two men are in
each boat, one of whom conducts it and when the
fuhera find the net drawn, the boats are closed immeAt almost all the places where salmon are
diately."
;

is smoked bj- means of turf fires, which
communicate a pleasant flavour to it, and render the
Irish salmon a valuable commodity in many foreign
markeu. The Carlingford oysters have already been

taken, the fish

notiee<l

;

the

demand

for these oysters

is

so great in

none are left for exportation.
The commerce of Ireland was most unjustly shackled Commttcr,
till the year 1780 ; and even then was not placed on a
The Union, however, has
fair and equiuble footing.
IrclamI, that

given to this branch of the empire, with respect to
commercial privilege*, what they ought always to have
bacL Ireland imports from Great Britain, iron, bops,
shot, pepper, tea, pearl-ashes, seeds, tobacco, spices, indigo, drags, colour*, alum, coals, cotton wool, logwood, silk, calicoes, earthenware, hardware, beer, su.
gar, coffee ; cabinet and upholstery goocU. haU, &c.
and export* to Great Britain, com, hides, hor^ hair,
provisions, butter, whisky, cattle, flax-seed, yam, tallow, tfc The trade between France and Ireland is
considerable ; from France she imports wines particularly, and exports to France, provisions, linen, &c.
Portugal sends her wines, particularly their port, and
the we*tem coast, wraa quantities of kelp are made ; it her fruiu, ftc. and receives provisions, butter, &c. The
is used by the Iriiih bl e ae tieri. There are manufactorie*
trade with Spain consists nearly of the same articles.
fur making vitriol, muriatic acid, and Glauber's salts,
The commerce between Ireland and tlie north of Eu......
I.
,f I
{fact, and Moyallan.
At Dublin, Wa. rope is principally carried on through England. With
t'
Ifaat, there are glaas manufactoriea. SuNorth America and the West Indies, the trade is very
<
-^
r» •
and Belfast. Tliere arc salt. extensive. To the former. Ireland sends her linens
V
^
irvon ; and Cheahirc rock-salt principally, and occasionally butter and receives from
is rriiiit'i .u »> trnoni.
To the West Indies, Ireland sends
It flax-seed, &c.
The principal fiaherica in' Ireland are those of her> linens, ptorisions, &c. and receives sugars, &c.
the herringa canght off the coaat
ring* and salmon
In further illustration of the commerce of Ireland,
near Galway, arc partiaiUrl^ ''8* "mI fine: thia fiah we shall subjoin the two following seU of Tables. The
is exported ftam Irrland to Spain, Portugal, Italy, the
first set exhibiting the export, in different years, of the
Wr«t Indies. North Ameriia, and France. Londonderry, principal produce, and manufactures of this country
'*'
Colerain, Dublin, Waterford.Linieri
i^lirda. are
and the second the imports and exports generally.
most noteil tur priKlucing fine Mini'
c north u(
The annual average quantity ofExpotttl
I. Linen Cloth.
Ireland «bound* more in this fiih, and t:ic (isherie* there Mnen cloth exported from Ireland from 1700 to 1750, Uncn.
are more valoable than in any o*hpr part of the king>
was not 4,000,000 yards; from 1750 to 1756. 11.796,361
dom. The salmon fishery on the Bonn, near Colerain, yards annually ; from 1757 to 1763, 14,511,973; from
In the year 176o, no lesi
is particularly cdcfarated.
176i to 1770, 17,776,862 ; fVom 1770 to 1777,
Jhan 320 tone ware taken in thia fishery ; and in a single 20,252,'^.sy ; fr.nn the year 1756 to 1773, Fngland was
draught, there were once 8M) fish caught. The mouth the market for nearly <)-10ths of the whole Irish exof the Rann tfn» the north ; and heoce is well situatetl
porta tion.
TOL. xu. paaT t.
So
,

•

;

;

!

—
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R E L A N O.

I

.IccounI

nf

tht QtiaiUily

from

Ireland,

ihe 'J-uh of

March 1800

JaHHttru
' 1809 inclusive.

Years ending a.lth March 1800
1801
3.4th to 5th January
1802
.'Kh January
1803

....
....

Official Faliie
J8O0.

£
r,incn, plain

coloured

Toul

.

:

2,926,958
6,151

1(1

to the 5l7t

of Linen exported from Ireland, from 1809

£

,.

s.

1812.

i,470,79O 12 2,446,464 14
7.738 10
3»697 10
218 10
340

22,460,380

H

£

i.

82,092,856

6
2,446 19

354
8'2,095,6Sr

Ian. 5, 1811 2,4.56,464

•

•litter.

14
1812 2,092,856 6
18132,385,844 It
1814 2,3»»,625 8
1815 2,824-,270 18
1816 2,892,248 16

£

a.

87,679

9

24,.'j8i

49,070
64,9.34

31,352
I33,(J67

Ctra.

39,049,7ii7
40,{K)1,442

.

1809

43,904,»^

Ex|>ori of
linen.

!.

2,544,144
2,117,441
2
2,434,914
11
2,664,559
17
2,895,623
1 1013,025,315

3

3
9
16
19
16

17 10

—tm—

1815.

Uu.
d.

,.

£,

8 2,S»9,<)25

8 8.3l»9.r2S

2 8,«»I,18e

15

6

£

d.

,.

8 2,385,844 14
3,655 5
222 15

d.

,.

8

2,149 11
11
5

2,864,*70 18
165
6
6
52 15
,

4

« 2,864,488 19

8

8

;

Bntteft

267,212
245,683
307,591
299,294
298,737
334,251

Real value of the butter exported, ended 5th January, 1804, £l,7<M,680, 2s.

^Uer

exported to
England.

Year ending

—

,lan. 5,

.

£

Duller.

III. Aecotinl oftlte Qiiantilif

4

£

4.

Total Value.

Exported from Ireland, on an average
of seven years, ending 177O
201,510 cwts.
II.

liSOS

Ofseveiryears, *ndirigl777 .,...*
Of five years, ending 25th Mar. 1782 .
Of four years, ending 25th Mar. 1789 >
Of seven years, ending 25th Mar. 1 796 .
Of seven years, ending 5th Jan. 1 803 .
One year, ended 5th January, 1804 .

—

Cotton ami Linen
mixed.

to

1813.
>.

1

Liupn Plain.

.

36,432,365
42„98g,621
^3,534,971

35.4;)1,131

The plain linen exported to Gfeat Britain generally
Amounts, in official value, to upwards of two millions,
formerly tlie Unitetl States took off the next largest
4|uantity
in the year 1811, to the value of upwards of
The export to
.1'
80,000, but none in 1814 or 1815.
the West Imlies appears to be increasing; being, in
J 804, rather more than iJSO, 000, and in 1815, upwards
of £'100,000. Spain, since the commencement of her
revolution, has taken, in 1809, upwards of £120,000;
The exportation of
an<l in 181,5, upwards of £90,000.
coloured linen, as appears from the Table, is decreasing.
In 1804 it amounted to upwards of £10,000.
The following Table gives the same result as the
preceding, only continued to 1816, and with the addition of the official value of cotton and linen mixe<l.
VeanAding

.

.

1811.

2,333.109 17 2,478,869

Slatistier.

1804
1805
1806
18Q7

.

35,676,908
25,141,516
37.767,077

.

'Mo.
£

5th January

Y«nU.

Vian.

Yards.

Years.

of Linen Clofh exported from

1814
1815
1816
1817

Scotland.

Cwls.

Cwts.

Total.

335,761
334,856
316,209
286,678

16,071

351,832
351,675
337,378
303,96

litJ,8I9

21,169
17,286

To foreigti parts butter' exported, in'1814, 109.682;
in 1815, 80,479; in 1816, 90,815; in 1817, 87,154—
most of which was exported to Portugal, generally between 40,000 and 50,000 cwts. The West Indies took
off the next largest quantity ; then Spain, Newfoundland, and the Straits.
The exports to the United
States has increased, during the above period, from
61 to 31 54 cwts.

of Corn a ttd Grain of all Sorts, Meal, Flour , and Rice, exported front Ireland.
I'otal quantities

exported
at the

Vcais.

Barley.

Itolry
.Meal.

Banvls.

C'K1.S.

974

16

1793 38,(i01
1794
7,381
1795
3
1796
1
1797 48,369
179H 48,963
1799
3

S

1792'

1

2

7

Deans.

Indian

njirrt-ls.

Uarrels.

Com.

Imlian
Meal.

Cwts.

Va't.

Oats.

Barnls.

Barrel),.

1743
6712
.WI
4517

1

4631
5197
1335

IH(K)

IKOt

l»J2

1248
12,686

1«03 32,867
1801 17,560
1805 :jo,14<>
I80<i 18,408
J807 68,785
IH08 60,295
181 19 46,480
1810 76,882
JKll 178,680
i8i-<; 235,002

2747
2349
4052
4670
4
3742
8 5010
12 4562
100; 3837
363 4375
4

1636

1960 15,570
250
20

3175
50

56

200

10,066

7801

10(^

Oatmeal.

C»-ta.

637,277 96,552
512,932 24,427
641,504 36,576
152,541 37,503
648,596 112,464
557,736 79,535
594,972 93,148
157,938 27,066
640
1276
200
475,076 188,189
391,102 76,619
372,780 67,233
346,244 34,297
461,700 43,451
724,347 46,772
935,851) 72,088
1,285,028 90,610
756,251 57,299
565,581 42,114
824,883 45,818

Pease-

Uyc.

BarrcU. Barrels

53
69
12

4
24
25
2

Wilcat.

llnrrels.

345

2

366
2.545

Flour.

t:ivt?.

92,788 ,34,156
4239
46 36,701
5111
137 31,231
1366
2562
15
67,.526 18,051
5602
40,325

48

1064

Wheat

391 168,937
1121 102,037
600 153,088
532 136,638

3575
4013 477
1512
703
175 1030
211
846
65
272
81
822
109
480

1,13,214

261

J15T
457
91,759
43,383
21,593
22,774
37,350

Torn and Meal and
Oruin.

Flour.

Barrels.

Cwts.

732,835 130,724
595,061 28,668
683,856 41„')S8
157,065 38,871
618.636 1 1«,026
678,287 97,586
695,459 98,757
159,669 27,327
1797
202
2981
665,328 215,522
530,810 121,658
550,625 88,826
521,799 57,071
641,610 80,805
871,832 53,801
1,081,621 80,160
1,478,097 110,220

Rire.

1,397,16.')

1

73.344

Priec.

Cwls.

256
122
468
152
892
1116
24J7
2759
140

213
53
293
992
7021
120
8060
106
18,603
5890
91,469 1,o:J2,469 149,I:JI 3548
125,984 1,119,98* i6s,o;)> 2087

71,475
79,509
141,695
194,621
564,752
139,09^ 127,526

Market

X 493,649
416,969
460,619
133,349
505,725
462,284
511,906
138,899

8915
4084
782,308
562,179
681,208
699,923
814,698
863,405

1,252,168
1,616,338
1,429,725
1,717,599
5942.938.180j

a
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BuDock* h Con.

llalteW.

An Aeeeunt of the Quaitliiif of Corn and Grain of all
Sorts, Meal, Flour, and Rice. ejrp<trU4 from Irthnft,
frnmtke SIk day of January m^, 'o '*« 5M day (/
Jammry

ISIi.

9tM

£tf»,999

H5

e

13B

191
l.l9J.tl<

f

U

6

M9*
H»

S

»

TM.SSt

4

lO.Mi

nc
What

SB.TtS

401^16 10

«

f<^l(JV«Ht

3

.

.

IOK.M<

years.

1792
94,079
114.844
1796
1 808 Jan. 5. 1 1 7,S7fl
1804
119,049

»

C

.

.

.

.

41,418
70,144

.

.

114,382

I)n. 5th .Unnary 1803,
Year riuling I S01>

Mf

Ro^

Sugar

1888

330,414

27,217

CaMMi goodi

exported,

917.476"

cf

Porrk^^r-BccT

expoMtd from

[

TM

M

P3l::
Pm

KWatik

.

.

SIM

.

.

9

fc#-

tso*
•

CUk
3A

t

m

SMS
3

a

14
ti

I3»t

t

3

rat.

lUtk.

temb

n

IM

Mk
4«
«t

3

1811

.
.

47. 1

.

.

idli

IIMl fUk
(

Ti^ik

«

9«

1

T

7M

3

1

«

S

1

1

49

inm

54
S5
tH

1777

17*3

Tf.fM

M|.0f7
75.438
19.099

1«MII

«<nl,cvt.

h

cvt.

11.454
16.148
4,709
6.891
16,?85
12,455

36,109
30,168
<0.&$1

.

IhU.
TuM.
>l<

M

301

nek. Mni

wo.

49,786
53.133

H8I
9t

'

HRk
I

3

>l

I3tt

.1

i«

<30l

<

1

I

7

3

3

anm

t

IWO

I

1^

-

lAil

Tuu.. Illub. (;>k.
.17i

IW>-

m

(8

»
49
1$

.

I4.M79

s?=:

i8ii
S*!!?"
**^'
40,794

ImpMtoiL

.

tmpoH of the Malerialt ofHmmmfmiurt, on on average of Three

A«h«.

JL'

CMtoa
vooL

Wine hnported
Tmt. Ilkk.
304
3

llUi-

£79.436

Irelaod, on

liltt.

Ufao.

"Ymi^

i«i4.

1810
1818
1813
1814
1815

yaan, ending

five

Iftl3.

£67.271

23,640

I

&}0,44l

V. Berfmii

INIt.
JL'

CoMMi WooL

1,181,9(>«

ISOfiw

t

lUfinoL

ifJO.HffS

D»

BmMm.

Wotlm&n.

93,482

Tobacciw

3,387,012

.

Ewtlndin.

IHII.
i;

1,568,030

.

.

aw, 180

«»,

90, 772

5th Jan. 1815,

Tea

S5thMM«bI796,'

oflriah cpinta, exported froni the
at. Cork,
•cvMral port* of InUmi, via. fUttiniore,
Droghcita, Dtihlin, Oalw^jr, Ltmeric. Newry,
9igi>, WMcrtoril, Cot ibtf y%mn tniiiag

945 Not given.
Not mentioned.
Do.
3955
12,976

Tobacco imported, year ending

—

IV. SpiriU. The quantity ezportMl oa an avenge
of aevcH ysuo^ VOdiog.

Nmohar of i^IIom

f o,^,

.

Of seven

IS

3
«7J

.

17,258
25,49*
28,522

Pork exported from Ireland, on an average of seven
ytan, eitding
VdiIi Banck. Bwoti FUKtaes.
Hmi. Cvt,.
IfivNot men.
41.649
7881
223
I77Q
1777 . . 55,840
19,125
tioned.
6H
Of five years, ending 25th March,
1782
87,085
5983
317
280
.

I

123,877
112.059
79.347

.

180+,

4

saiktie
7,196

Pom

D»
Da

29<»3

Not known
Do.

128,598'

.

«5th March 1796,
5Ui Jan. 1803,

Enfat.

C«ni.

IQtb Ortobef,
Do. 1803,
lapi,
1805,

172,690
^38,016

.

1T9Q,
1795,

Eight ]reaN«nding

TaM

f^iU.

2oth March 1782,

(tituUa.

3tS«

IWM

17»3
1:0,791
131J091

15.9H5
301

110.599
117.040
15.578

14«.tlS
194.339
96,938

lAIS
87,659
131,959
91.005
991

407

954

1

65M

9405

1A.I9H

11.916

IMO

41.846
465,057

13,730
1,978,348
1,399,645
940,000

Ml

ItMO

f7C309

351 .9n

5«0S
39T.994
5S9.ni

].>f.»7»

l«li

17

ttf

399.«t
n.l99

Ytari, ending 5lh January.

9-9,()36

9S4.7T0

19^.019

559, 1 H3

91*9,183

16.41 >4

9«,ad8
I9jnn

14.097

981,733
95,938

I74.HIJ

994JM

90739

9«9/n7

934.003
28,973
391,055

Wiaft
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Statistics.

Import of the Materials of Manufacture, on an average of Three Years.— Continued.
Articlesfor General Use.

1783

1793

1800

12,088
140,662
352,891
75,587
290,465
1,703,855
4.261,639
4,223
227,557

6,224
184,406
140,003
83,888
682,277
1,858,791
2,935,559
5,897
354,395

8,393
217.122
9,310
2,358
185,102
2,773,070
7,386,282
6,?32
364,6i3
14,455
57,610
I.. 3,181
728,786
1,446,631
L. 21,485
17.732
302,666
L. 71,438

iril
Sugar,

loaf,

10,800
212,620
413,278
137,129

cwL

nw, cwb
Brandy, gallons
Ciencva, gallona
Rum, gallons

Tea, lbs.
Tobacco,

1,594,716

808,748
4,409,761
5,106

lbs.

Wine, tons

330,753

Coals, tons

Blankets, 'So.
Carpeting, yds.
Watches, value
New drapery, yds

Old

^t distinguished

}

till

1794.

,

466,985
353,759
L. 14,618
2,012
20,540
L. 58,821

624,638
317,641
L. 10,508
1337
13,948
L. 45,238

do.

Haberdashery, value
Hats, number
Cotton Stockings, pairs

Hardware, value

468,510
792,854
I „ 26,958
6,703
246,780
L. 88,781

1811
24,905
330,299
69,351
58,579
792,770
3,340,334
8,364,147
5,644
516,573
73,826
187.998
L. 30,838
1,346,593
1,578,080
L. 118,087
89,h99
443,704
L. 238,925

Value of Imports.

Official

1815.'
<tf

From

three

Great Britain.

yean, ending
26th March.

1,949,420
2,334,900
2,753,969
3,727,859
5,464,951
6,930,370

Brought over
Beef
Bread
Bullocks and cows

Total.

Countries.

£

£

£

161,058

2,762,298
3,043,021
4,164,985
4,657,784

Butter
Candles

242,995
146,069

651,820
631,938
1,168,020
783,885

658,071
586,927

932,193
652,523

7,055,214
8,170,820

Wheat

£
1777
1783
1793
1800

All other

British
Colonics.

76,lt!4

5th of January.

1811
1815

Copper ore

,

Drapery, new

...

old...;.

Official

SJIh

To Great

M.-ueh.

Britain.

To British

1777
1783
1793
1800

other

£

£

Total
Foreign

Total Irish
produce.

Colonies. Countries.

£

Feathers

Value of Exports.

General
Total.

gowU.

£

Hogs

£

£

2,494,455 287,628 401,889 3,153.181 30,791 3,183,992
315,798 460,976 3,054,680 22,766 3,077,44«
4,039,581 371,145 715,259 5,060,040 65,944 5,125,984
3,778,520 265,629 306,491 4,225,254 125,386 4,350,640
2,300,(17

4

,

Hags' lard
Kelp
Linen End cotton
mixed manufac,

The

real value of exports, on
years, to 5th January 1811, was

January 1815

.

.

an average of three
£11,607,610
.

.

.

.

14,075,206

193,392 10
25,468
105,012
918,327
18,502
1,679
59,193
374,118
474,284 14
1,049 7
397 10
16,197 15
2.129
24,372 12
8,721
4
28,174 13
45,392
29,2:i3 10
3,720

31,187 11
2,864,270 18
coloured..
165 6
Flour
254,656 16
Oatmeal
13,610 8
Pork
247,584
Kape sceil
5,833 15
Sheep, alive
11,721
Soap
26,944 15
Skins, calf
10,843 13
Tallow
678
Tongues
3,610
"Wool
21.548 2
Vam, linen
68,172
... worsted ...
4,518
Other inerchan.
dize
190,746 17

Value of Irish Produce and Manufactures, exported
from Ireland, distinguishing the Principal Articles.
Years ending 5th of January

Species of Exports.

1S15

£

1816.

t.

Aqiiavitsp

141^05

Bacon

351,841 10

Carry

eve.-..,

493,147

d.

14

4
1

£

1817.

t.

d.

£

s.

87,083 17
354,523 10

29,440
341,502

4

441,607

370,942

4

T

d.

6

4
105,602 08,183 8
190.890
831,125 15
31,060
2,841 13
112,161
415,023 7
265,975 13
292 15
1,182
18,488

8
4

6

5

915
33,515 15
22,333 8
69,0 iO 13
83,629
32.893 10
2,677 10

'54 10
3,041,190 5
7.574 8
87,168 13
11.803 2
155,377 10
2,507 .7
34,483
1 9,346
5
19,455 6

132,490 9
2,892,248 16
576 12
109,299 17
13,450 18
232,078 10
4,896 2
26,578
23,915 10
15.852 13
772
3,183 2
73,172 18
71,604
19 10

,

6.558,103 19

6

457,381
7
Q
1,216 12 6
3,795 7
16.884
1,610
29,945 5
28,650
11
33,1 30 13
4
127,577
32.169
4,521

tiue

Total.

1817

.370,942

3.50,907

,

Official

l'ifi,109

460,243
L. 325.315

441,607 7
142,222 10
5,827 4
203,646
909,910 2
22,412
3,300
85,590 12

Linen, plain

ISlt 5,159,884 304,9.54458,557 5,525,606 397,507 5,923,113
1815 5,731,1 19 443.781 913,85616,614.646 474,1 10 7,088,7.56

to 5th

49.3,147

.

,

,

5th Jan.

Do.

Herrings
Flax
Glass
Hides

3,431

614,232
29,701
182,268
I.. 27,417
1,364,449
2,279,379
L. 153,215

ISIO.

•

Barley
Oats

28,368
343,925
10,449
5.650
384,989
3,552,879
1,998,034

Years ending 5th of January

Specie* of Exports.

Avenge

1815

4
4

4

4

6

8

342
1,886 5
22,640 2
83,112
7,210 10

241,573

3

5

46,742.905

5

26,455,943

363.d48

2 10
5

2

• Calicoes were formerly included, tJie value of
which, for the ye&r
ending 5th .January, 1817, amounted to £128,338,
IPs. acd placed
under the bead of other meichandize.

^
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Official

Value of Foreign and Colonial Mercha Hize exporU

tdfrom

Irtlund, dittinguithing the princiutl Articlet.

Importt

into,

It eland for three Years
endiug 5th January, 1817.

and Export* from,

YtHI «nUas 5cU of JaiMuiy
ISU.

Offidal Value

uir

Uli>.

OflMalVaiiieM

£

X
5

AihM.b«iDm
VaSot.

I8>,M0

«7.tlO

Mt

1^1

Conooi—
. old....

4

M«

5

>t.«7l
'

8M

%

784

t 10

4.n5

a

U)

A.835

Flu aid.
tl.l9T

BMIl

MS

Official

Value

MI33<

133
7.1I9

^ Imporit

£

d.

>.

£

i.\
«.]

t
2

d.

t,

381.333 13
3:».«17 17
247,Ho6 12

8)
9\,

11

663

u

t4.9tt

18 It

S3.i»

i

3 333.tl7 17

13

:

The real value of Irish produce ami manufsrtnrcs
exported in the year endinK 5th January, 1817. computed at the average pricea current, amounted to
£'9.111,766, 6a. 94d.
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The registered shipping of the several ports of Ireland, vix. Dublin, Cork, Youghall, Belfast, Newry,
Wexford, Waterford, Kinstde, Limeric, Baltimore,
Lame, Strangford, Drogbeda, Donaghadee, Ross, Wicklow, Londonderry, Dundalk, Galway, Coleraine, Killebegs, Sligo, Tralee, Newport, Ballyrain, was 1()0S

H,«6*
69.843

9 (47.836 It II

vessels, 54.862 tona, and 5057 men, on the 30th of Sep.
tamber, 1800.

imio Ireland, distutguit/iing the

principal Article*.
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Aceonnt of the number of vessel*, with the amount
of their tannage, that were built and registered in the
•evend ports of Ireland, in the three yean ending 5th
Jaonity, 1817, distinguishing each year.
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AooMtat of the number of vessels, with the amount'
of thmu tannage, and the number of m«n and boys
UMialhr cnploycd in navigating the name, which belonged to toe sevenl ports of Ireland, on the SOth of
Scj^ 1816.
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The heaitli-money was
£99.4^;. servants' duty

and window duty £4A5.i93>

£58,828:

£ 54,999

;

carriage duty

and horse duty

«^^
""^^

£ 99.255.
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principally derived from

The revenue of Ireland is
alfustoms, excise, stamps, and postottice duties ; and
carriages,
so from taxes on hearths, wiftdows, houses,
servants, horses, &:c.

following Table exhibits a view of the produce
of the three last taxes, from 1811 to ISl*.

The

Ati Account ofilte

Net Produce of the several Taxes upon

Hrarlhs, iVindoKs, Houses, Carriages, Servants, Horseveral
ses. Dogs, and Coachmakers, in Ireland, in ike
Years of }S10, 1811, 1812, and 1813.

Year ending 5th Januiwy, 1811 .
1812
1813
1814 ..
.

.

.

.

.

75 1
435,116 12 Ol
*27,946 1 104
449,287 9 If

.
.

.

52-

the following Table exhibits a view of the net
protluce of the customs, excise, &c. for the last three
years.

And

Total
Excise.

Reduction of the national debt
Interest on exchequer bilis

Stamps.

....

quer receipts

next Tables exhibit a view of the revenue and
expenditure for several years ; also for the year ending
5th January, 1817: and of the public funded debt of
Ireland.
On the 5th January, 1817, the treasury of
Ireland was consolidated with that of Great Britain.

(vross pToducc.

Xct payment

."

Ordnance

Army

....

Miscellaneous services
Vote ofcredit,arrear of 1815

.

.

8^
1*

3J

2^
5|

S5,523 IS
140,000
2,368,827 15
592,626 8
20,261 9

7^

C

4J

£14,612,560

Total

2J

4i
6|

9i
"

Fuhlic Fundfji Debt.

Public

funded
I'rcrortion

Total Capital.

Unredeemed

Redeemed

Capital.

CapitaL

1792 £1,718,240
£80,025
1798 10,128,906
636,789
1800 24,207,290
1805 53,296, 35() 3,762,904
1810 81,510,85() 10,579.315
1815 127,865,067 22,45,';,'iS4

£

10,048,881

of

mnking

d|ebt.

V und to
Unredeem.
edDet)t

1.85th

23,570,500 183d
49,533,452 1.72cl
70,931,541 1.58th
105,409,613 1.50|th

Postage. Irish currency.

The

1791 £1,805.964 £1,184,684
1800
3,445,718
2,805,5.^6
1806
4,193.915 3,364.137
1815
6,937,558
5,525,699

.

Issues for the separate service of
3,836,869 16
Ireland
43,690 12
Do. for local purposes
.
.
.
584,066 15
Civil list, pensions, &c. .
Payments in anticipation of ex<^e-

I8I5 1,880,968 2,810,589 699.375 89,000 5,479.932
1816 2,006,326 3,083,662 546,315 79,500 5,715,803
1817 1,437,902 2,480,098i 54^,31^ 78,000 4,540,315

iVnniUKiu Kevenuc

30,305 5
2,434,427 13
126,500

.
.

of

£4,399,460 14

....

£4.'}.'),806

1,748,156 10

Total

Customs.

Interest of debt
Charge of management

.

l8IB(»183l.>3,:Ml|ftS17 7782 '68*, 1 79 39,8o9
lS17ll!).'Jl!i:«.H2JI«OJ« 7200 6U.205 :Ui.4£0

Berenae.

Expenditure, of Ireland for the year ending. 5lk
January, 1817.

Kxpenditure.

1792 £1,514,258
1800
7,201,231
1805
8,043,764
1810
9,348,476
1815
13,326,433

CHAP.

V.

—

Population of Ireland Mode of Life and f^tateofthe
Peasavtry Ecclesiastical State Education—J^j^ettt-

—

—

menl—Language— Antiquities.
That Ireland has increased rapidly in population Populat
within the last half century ; and that at present," considering the large portion of its surface, which is occupied by bogs, loughs, &c. its population is dense cpaipared with that of most other countries in Europe, are
circumstances the truth of which is generally admitted.
But, as no enumeration has recently been made of the
actual number of people, we must rest content with the
authority, or rather the opinion of those who have ta»

Gross receipt, within the year ending 5th January,
I8I7, of the ordinary revenue of Ireland, £6,136,010:
of which the customs produced £2,082,043, at a rate
for collection of £20, 9s. 4d. per cent. ; the excise pro.
ducetl £3,208,931, at a rate for collection of £12, 8s. 2d.
per cent. tiie stamps produced £61 1,709, at a rate of
£9. 38. llJd percent.; and the post-offices produced'
jC222,747, at a rate of £69, 19s. lid. per cent.
The principal custom duties were, sugar, £411,241 ;

ken the most care, and possessed the best opportunities,
to ascertain it. According to them, the population of Ireland nearly amounts to, if it does not really exceed, five
The first computation respecting the number
millions.
of the inhabitants of Ireland, was made in the year
1695, by Captain Smith. According to him, they were
In the year 1731, there was a return to
1,034,102.
parliament of the number of inhabitants in each parish,
and from this it appears, that in that year they amounted to 2,010,221. Since that, there has been no official
return of the population ; but there have been returns

and tobacco, £256,321. The principal
excise duties were, strong waters, £1,123,617; malt,
£389,7^2; tobacco, £556,731; licences, £234,077;

of the number of houses ; and supposing six to each
house, (which seems to be the average in Ireland,)
there would be in the year 1754, 2^72,634 inhabi-

1

;

tea, £44.'j,6()0;

IRELAND.
; in ir67,«.5«,276'; in the yew 1777. 2,690,556;
the je*r 1785, 2,8*5.93« ; in the year 1788,
3,900,000; and in the year 1791, 4,*>06,012 inhabiunts. If, therefore, it be a fact, that there are on an
average six person* to a house in Ireland, and if the
population since 1791 has increasetl even in rather a
smaller ratio than it diti in U»e years previous to that
period, we may fairly estmiate the present population

tants

in

has subjected them to the imputation of often falling Sistiiifas ^
into ludicrous contradictions ; but, on the other hand, '""V^*'
eloquence is natural to tbera and they display more
imagination than their eastern neighbours."
The established religion of Irelarnl is the same as EednisMithat of Englaml.
The kingdom is divided ecclestasti- cal«»t«.
cally, as well as civilly, into four provinces
but the
;

;

boundaries of each do not coincide. An archbishop
pr«;sides over each.
The seven bishops of the northern
at five millions.
Fr«Mn the return* of house* in 1791, it appears, that province, are suffragans to the archbishops of Annagh,
who is lord primate and metropolitan of all Ireland.
there were at that time,
The archbishop of Dublin is lortl primate of Ireland ;
112,556 and has three suffragan bishops in the eastern province.
Houaes inhabiteil by paupers,
The archbishop ofCashel, lord primate of Munster, has
Houses having one hearth, and not inhabi*
515,346 five suffragan bishops ; and the archbishop of Tuam,
ted by paupers,
33,785 lonl primate of Connaught, presides over the three biHouse* havinf( two hearths
10,216 shops of the western jirovince. The province of ArHouses havinfi; three hearths,
magh contains ten dioceses: viz: 1. .-Vrchbishopric of
Houses having more than three, but less
«3,299 Armagh. ^. Uishopricuf Dromore. 3. Down. 4, 5. Con<
than nine hearths,
5,900 nor and Derry unite<l. 6. Raphoe. 7- Clogher. 8. KilHouses having frum 11 to 144 hearths, . .
more. 9- Aniagh. 10. Meath. The province of L>ub«
I. Archbisnepric of Dublin.
Total
701, lOJ liu contains five dioceaes.
2. Bishopric of Kildare. 3. Ossory.
4, 5. Femes and
H«»ce it will appear, that a rerylai^ portion of the Leighlin united. The province of C'^shel contains ele«
ven dioceses
I'hose employed
1. Archbishopric ol'Cashel. and bishop*
inhabiunts of Ireland are very poor.
ric of Fmly, unitetl with Cashel.
2, 3. WaterfonI and
in the linen manufacture of UWter, are coospaitirdv
comfortable ; but the great ms*i of the people, eepedaf- Lismore united. 4, 5. Cork and Ross. 6. Cloyne. 7,
8, J). Limeric. Anlfert, and Aghadoe united.
10,
1y the labourers in husbandry, and even the vei^ small
Mmers, are sank in i|nK>ranor and poverty. The pea- 1 1 , Killaloe and Kilfinora. The province of Tuaiu
Mntrv are miserably ilUiodKe<l. Four mud wulU, with contains six dioceses. 1 . Archbishopric of Tuam. 2,
one entrance, aitd frequently without either window or 3k Bishoprics of Clunfert and Kilmactluagh united. 4.
chimney, coMtitarta an Irian hovel The rent of these Elpbin. A. Killala. 6. Achonry. The number of deanTo each ca- eries is 33, and of archdeaconcrics 34.
caliin* a ftwm one to two guineas a-year.
Il*it, though the evtablished rcli^jion of Ireland is the CathoUo.
bin, there is commonly annexetl about one acre of
same as that of Fjigland, those who profess it l)ear but &c.
ipruund. which is craopetl with potatoes, oats, and Hat.
There are numbers of the peasanU who have not a bed- a small proportion to those who do not. The Catholic*
stead, nor even a tntckle bed-ttame. They steep on a are (ar more numerous than the l*rote«tants of all denobMKlle of straw, or heatb kid on the day Hoor ; riwets mimtians. .At least two-thirds of tlie whole |H>palatioii
.And
are scarcely known an<l their blankets are scanty aotl are Catholics ; according to some three-fourths.
^Ihe rain not uufrequently dcscesid* throitKh in the nortli and north-eastern comities of L'Utcr, the
tiitterr<l.
thcUialchontlMfr bed*. Aawngst their pacobaridcs 'P^esbytariHM are moch mure numerous than those
of dre'd is their lone oeat : it is siade of «aol,an«l:fa- %fio ^Mess the chnrdi of Ireland. 'I'he Catholics are
Tkeir food is aioMMt antirvly by far the most numerous in Connaught, .Munster, and
Dseatly of a grey cokmr.
potatoe* anti milk; and their fuel tnril Thc]rafe>in* the Aoeth-wcstem counties of Lister.
The meant of education, whidi the great ma»* of edaratioa.
.^imoutd to labour ; and in their habits far from (Iran.
\s early as
.QQbe^Mlgc* of the a^cultural labourer* is not only vt-ry tlie Iri.th people possess, are very limite<l.
|«w, penrr.illy le** than Is. a day, but it it not unt're- the reign of James II. free schools Wctc erected in se«
qOently paid, partly at least, in kind, and not very re- ver.il ol' the large pariahes. They have since been ex*
tended to some parts <tf the country. There is but
gularly ihe wages of the mana£K:turiit« lahjirers, is,
The childrm^aT the knrer one university, that of Dublin. There is also a college
ni general, much iKigker.
for Catfiolic* at Maynonth, supported by government.
classes srv seldan CMf^ail ; but are laiirred to ko
.Ni>twithstanding
Iktt the state of educatioti at present, will best appear
about dirty, idle, ant) nearly naJicd.
these disadvantages, which re<ult from (wlitical cau»es from the feHowing quotation* tVom the lost report of
in a great measure, the national character oi'the Iri»li the comntMionera of education in Ireland.
and bruIt appears, from these Iteports, " that there are 33 en*
breaks forth, even ani— st the
g
1 hi* natioAal
b oansi> dowetl clatsical schools in Ireland (inrsides I i of pri-tat of the paaaantry.
'Craaier vate (iMtMliftiun) the uiiite<leni<)lumfiiti of which amount
derably diflefCNtftwn (hat of Great Brinlti.
to about I.iMXK) |M;r annum, and the number of schovivacity, and qiudmea* of fMit*, |inniMwilii
lars educatrtl in them to nearly 1000.
citl, and stranger scnsibilitje* of all kinds,
" That, exclusive of the parish schools in the city of
by the usual attendanta on such qualitiea,
Dublin, and of other schools in different places, supwrkthetni
awi
and' want of *ellfcgu »e« iii—n t, iiimri t iitUr
]:
a dutinct people Ain6nf the lower dasars, there is ported by ftrietite endowments, the number of whicil
u 7i,—there are 44 public establishments for the edu*
aften a fctaicitT, which breaks aut in savage and MotMly
deeds, especially in tlieir partv and nulitica] quarrels; cation of the lower classes, in which upwanis of 4200
aActionaie at- are lodged, maintained, dothed, and etlucated at an an*
yet no people display more t
latcd their- good
nual expence at' about i.'7O,0OU.
taftimmt to tltMc who ha.^
V The folluwing returns have been communicated to
prcdoMaocy of manner, and a pr uoe wtas to
>vill.
aiugeration, nave introduced into the coaversAian us from 17 dioceses out of the ii into which Ireland is
divided:
jtyie of the Iruh a kind of hurnr atid ounftsion, vliidi

^^
try.
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R E L A J^ D.
40<.

Counties.

KttdMia.

Number

of
Sohoola

!Mu»U

kct*by

Eiiacat;on.

ki-j>t

M«tm

DkMM*.

wlioarcPro-

!>>•

Vuitibcr of
Vcholari

Scholars

who

are t'.v Protestants.
tholiw.

tcfttants.

.... 12,782
...••. 3970
.... 1713
.... 1624

(ialway

who anCatholioi.

Kerry

KiWarc
Kilkenny

Arila<h

....

CK-rtlicr

Cwhcl »nd Emly
Cork and

.

.

llocs

Clojme

•

....

Uromore

.

....

.

.

I^ighlin
Killaloe

21
120
31
78

lot
221
191
103

36

143

105

44

7

61

746
2082
952
3806
233

286
151
23
46
53
43
36

90

10,260

1.36

5835

110
144
161
176
113

1101
1421

91
19

.64

73
83
26

72
142
159

2381

2465

45,590

&

Kilmacduagh
Do»-n and Connor
Derry
•
Klphin
Clonfert

•

•

and Kilfinors

Kilmore

Meath
Oswry

*

.

.

.

.

.

....

liaplioc

Tiiaui

Watcrford and Lisniore

2406
1435
2034
2195
299

,

633
1001

^~ City

4;{I0
5.)88

1068

231

1271

Total

£20.

£50.

224

277
480
545
406

StatiKtiM.

Numticr of

27

King's Coiuity
Lcitrim

10,815

.

....

I.lni(5ric

93 17
1710
2741
3019
3275
4651

.

....

City

Londonderry
Longford

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Louth

Mayo

....

Mcath

7691

Alonaghan
Queen's County

.

9635
10,077

Koscommon

4059

Sligo

Tipperary

2841
1S78
6972
10,162

Tyrone
Waterford

.

.

.

.

...

,

12,225

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

West Jlcath
Wexford
Wicklow

....
....

2557
6035
5912
429
9902
2118
756
15,443
1564
5521

4169
5477
2007
13,896

9854
2646
2449
5878
1661

336.

V 164

.

^226
45
283
211
891
237
194
114
56
204
69
146
43T
129
114
1602

Education

33
235
102
986
206
278
117
71

193
537
162

847
435
75
2270

'

147
527

281

319

421
265

131

509
163

.

•

84

116,977

A

Arilagh anil Tuam are united dioceses.
From the returns, it appears, that,- exclusive of the
charitable institutions, there are S736 scliools in these
dioceses, in which are taught 1()2,4.()7 children, of
which number 45,590 are Protestants, and 116,977 CaOf the schoohnasters, 1271 are Protestants,
tholics.

and 2455

Catholics.

" Hence we collect, that, as these dioceses may be
estimated to contain four- fifths of the population of
Ireland, the whole number of schools, including the
the scholars taught
parochial schools, amount to 4600
in them to 200,000, being an average of 43 to each
school ; and as these returns were made generally in
tlie winter, when many children are unable to attend,
and as itinerating schoolmasters, whose number is very
considerable, are frequently not included in them, we
are confident tliat more than 200,000 children, of the
poorer clas-s, receive annually such sort of instruction

—

as those schools afford.
" That instruction, except in a very few instances,
extends no farther than residing, writing, and the com-

mon

Vnion.

Freeholds.

rules of arithmetic

,

and the

prices paid are,

on

an average, 10s. per annum for reading, 17s. 4d. when
writing, and £ 1,6s. when arithmetic is added." (^Funrteenlh Report from the Commissioners of' the Board of'
Education in Ireland.
In the history of Ireland, the union of it with England has been noticed; and also the number of peers
and representatives which, by that union, she is entitled to send into each house of the British Parliament.
The following Table exhibits the number of registered freeholds in each county, of the values of 40s.
£20, and £50.
Counties.

....
....
....

Antrim
Amuij;ii

Carlow

Cavan

aare

40j.

£20.

£50.

8074
6053
3249
5720

152
120
295
177
508
1266
420
128
225
29
229
130
301

227
144
359
134
378
1733
215
122
4t2

9-^90

Cork
City

Donegal

Down

.

....
....
...

...

Drogheda Town
Dublin

—-City
Fermanagh

.

.

....
.

.

.

4605
508
6131
14,613

188
1007
12
6869

10

974
470
232

viceroy, or lord lieutenant, still resides in Dublin, Govern,
administer the executive government of Ireland, meat.
There are some minute differences between the statute
and common laws of this country and those of Engto

land.

The Irish language is a dialect of the Celtic. It is
spoken throughout the province of Connaught by all
the lower orders, a great part of whom scarcely unIt is also spoken very generalderstantl any English.

Language,

ly in the other provinces, except among the descendIt is supposed, that
ants of the Scotch in the north.
there are about two millions of people in Ireland, who

The music of
are almost entirely ignorant of English.
It is diitinguished by a
the Irish is strictly national.
pensive simplicity. " Few nations have given more
undeniable proofs of a genius adapted to scientific and
literary pureuits ; but it is to be lamented, that the prevalence of dissipation has exerted so unfavourable an
influence upon the general habits of life, that scarcely
any European country is less distinguished by the productions of its press."
The principal antiquities of Ireland, are the crom- Antiquitit
the oratories, chapels, and round
lechs ; tne carnedds
towers ; the stone crosses ; earthen works ; and religious buildings. The round towers are singular buildings, supposed to have been erected about the ninth
Of the religious buildings, the chapel at
century.
Cashel exhibits elegant and rich architecture, of remote
and singular antiquity.
Beaufort's Memoir.!- o/a Map of Ireland.
Young's Tour in IrelandWakefield's Account of Ireland.
Preston's Prize Essay on the -Manufactures of Ireland, in the <)th vol. of the Irish Transactions.
Dr. Stephenson on the Linen and Hempen- Manufactures in Ulster, in the 2d fasciculus of the Select Papers oj the Belfast Literary Society.
Newenham On the Population of Ireland.
Boate's Natural History of Ireland.
On the Mineralogy of the Vicinity of Dublin, in the
1st vol. of the Geological Transactions.
;

•

Dewar On

the Character of the Irish.

Reportsfrom the,Commissioners of Education, andfrom
and Accounts
the Commissioners for Improving the Bogs
and Papers relative to the Manufactures, Trade, lievenues, 8(c. of Ireland, laid before Parliament, from 1812,
;

to

1817.
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Irkutzk.
IREN^US, Bishop of Lyonf, U supposed to have pose, in 203, when he passed throutjh Lyons in his ex- ~'~»'"^'^
been a Greek by birth, and to have l)e?n bom near the pedition to Britain. The other works of Irentcus, men'lit the middle of the second centutioned by Eusebins, were^ a book ag.ninst the Gentiles
city of Sill.
his youth a competent acquaintHe
conceminjj knowledge ; a description of the Apostolic
ry.
'ly and literature which were
ance with till.
preachim 1. a book of tracts ; a letter to \'ictor, Bishop
his native country ; and, at
then held in «
Ranie, Concerning Easter, of which a fmprment is
^''-i^ pUoeit under the instruction ef Popreserved by EusAius ; a letter to Blastus concerning
an e/1!
of Smyrna, who had been the disciple schism ; a letter to Horinus concerning the government
lywr
I
''>hn.
Nothing more is known of of one (rod, aP)#hich some pitssages remain; a book
sr 177, or, aocordinf; toothers, l67,
concerning tlie number eight, addressed to the same
^
,gf of the church of Horinus, who had embracetl the Valentinian heresy.
-who was bishop of See Mosheim's Church History, vol. i. ; Lardner's Works,
tiuu aee.
I'he diurch at l.yoos had>4)een planted at
vol. ii. ; Milner's Church History, vol. i. ; Christian Obno very remote period, by misdonaries from lume of server, vol. iv.;«Cave's Hist. Liter, vol. i. (9.)
the Aaiatic churches, and thus probably continued to
IRKL'TZK is a Russian Government in Asia, partly
receive pastors firam the same quarter.
In 1 77, when continental, partly insular, including the whole eaMern
thr persecution of tbe Christiana, under Marcus Aa- part of Siberia.
The former is bounded on the north
reliui .\n(onmuf, raged with great violeaRe in France,
by the Icy Set, on the east by the North Pacific Ocean,
particularly in Lyons and \'ienne, an epistle, containon the south by the River Amur and Chinese Tartary,
ing an account of their suflferinirs, was wntten to the on the west by the Governments of Tomsk, Tobolsk, and
chnrcfaes in Asia, and i* geni
leratoad to have Kolbyrane.
The latter includes all the islands between
been drawn up by Irrn«ua.»
the Mnop, ha> Cape Lopatka, the southern point of Kamtsciiatka, and
ving sufiVred nuiftyrdain in this persecution, Irenieus Cape Alaska on the shore of America ; and to the north,
was chosen a* his successor about the year I'O
In the all the lands hitherto discovered in the Frozen Ocean.
ful'ou
-esjiite
It stretches between 2500 and ;^()00 miles in a straight
i; year, the death of Aufelius a'
to the ( liristians, which rnntiaurd wit'
...urmis- line from the confines of Tobolsk to East Cape, and is
~
siun till the year 202, in
Init (lurthe most exteniivc of all the government^ belonging to
iTi ..liiTri'h
ing thi^ p''''''^! lt{ t'\ri-r\
tllis Va*t ^'Miriir*".
waa a^at'
equal magnitude, seems to present less Climixtc.
No
Irenirua a^j^..
m
, ......ite.
Extreme cold and rontinued snows
lit; ,
dt'trcttbemacli''
lil ; the .Northern .Sea bas obu^ned the name of the
rupters of the lu....
t\
*roicn Ocean, from being navigable only for a short
word and writing, i'
t'
distance from the coast ; and its islands are attained
these false systcnia, Uivu^ii aivft *..! w.<
.-k.niiwith pr— •— 1-. .1:.,. i,y joumics over the ice than in
ed in his time a peroMoent footing.
yean trans]''
In places almut 20 degrees, or
I8r> .tiul 192 he pradnctd hi* oeleoratcd trrBu«v«gainst
1400 mil- i.-.rtJiiT >uuth, it is necessary in winter to
*
iKrc'.. which u tti#Hily9be of his works now rx- breathe through a handkerchief on leaving an apart-I,
'
'
^ru»«» him to have lieen a dili- mcnt ; while a misty atmos{>here, consisting of hoar
ite rcMoner, as well a* a faith(Vost, forms xround the body.
The northern lights are
tii
u-roi •.oiinii iir'nctplcs } and thoogh tiur gTMtar
conslnMgpMl brilliant ; they seem close at han(l ; they
part 1 tlxrtenet^whicliheopposasmajrappHrtonMdem
nwr be Beard to shoot along, and assume an amazing
readerstiw.
i« and aMwd to have required a refuvariety of aspects, while the rude inhabit.ints of the
tation, y*'
of his labours cannot utrty b^ esti- country believe thssn to be spints contending in the
iiiati-d l>v l[ii'<<- wno enjoy the advantages wiiich flow from
ugh the heats of the sun he
air.
But in sun
tli«- liit'ii.'un of true science and the general circulation
short, they are <,
h\c intensity ; and, notwitb*
of the sacred Scriptures. About the year 96, when Vic- standing the rigours ut Uic climate, earthquakes are not
t«r, Bipbop of Uomi, revived the dispute respecting the
unooininon in some places.
olMcrrance of Easter, and attenptetl, in a moat mipeIrkutxk is watered by many great rivers, of which Rirert.
rious TOMiner, to impose the Koinan practice upon the tbe largest arc, in pen^rsl dt^charged into the Frozen
^
-nwus exe^^ himself, by letters to Sea. Of these, *'
i- the Lena, rising with\
:uhops, to allay the violence with
li,
in the governm:
pursuing a course of
V
<-•
m,.
was agttateii, and to inai|^in the no leu than 3i
liuuiigh l^jOof which it is
"''
the church. The externa) tranquiU navignhlithe (.
whicli flows 1200 miles
and
n abused by aniiiMwitics and tl
y ^ri-ains, the Aldacn, the two Anuis,
^trinian jnstorB^as at length
til'
)lemka, and Kirenko.
To the south-eastinurrii|H<
irti century, Iw
em coast are the Anadyr, and the earlier course of the
thrp^-TT'
Amur, which is received by the sea of Okholzk, oppoi which, thougn
iodru, was aevtrujr site to the island or peninsula of .Sughalien.
'['he lake
I especially at Lyons,
Baikal is Jikewise within the precincts of this governwhere tbe emperor is,*'
nave fomierljr go- ment, and there are many medicinal springs.
vented, when rotbtnua v
''iith
IntbuperA great portion o( the surface is occupied by vast Mountainr.
^
secuiion, •ccordiag to the tcaDmoaj
Gregory ef ranges of mountains, sending out their subordinate
Toun, Irencus, after suftmng with megiumimoMi tm- branches in every direction. Some of the princifKl lines
sfdution various oonraes of torture, was finally |Mit to terminate on tbe eastern shores, and seem to rear their
dcatb, accoril'Dg to some writers, in tbe year CU2, when summits again in the Aleutian islands, until they reach
tbe empwor Gr«t published his edict, or, sa others sup- tlie American continent.
Tbe chief portions of tlie
'
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* 7>* trst kaak only Is prtsnvrd in Ihc crff ioal Ontk, and lh« rest nisu in a Latin versloa of
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Alusian chain proceed to the east and soutli. Many of
the mduntains are lofty nnd covered by snows; some
have both active and extinct volcanoes. But almost
approachall are imperfectly known, as Europeans have

irVuu*.

—-V-*"

AlinCTilogy-

etl the Iwiscs of very few)
The views hitherto obtained of Jhe mineralogy <A
Irkutzk are very general. Gold, silver, and lead, are

Argunskoi,

procured in considerable abundance near
diflerent
in the province of Nertschinsk ; iron is got in
The mountain Tshebedal, in
places, as also copper.
the piains of Yakutzk, consists of iron-stone, free-stone,
strata of coal ; six miles south-east of Arginiskoi,
there is a hill of beautiful green jasper ; and on a hill
by the side of the river AUlan, petrifactions of marine
plants and shells are found at the distance of 333 miles
frotH the nearest sea.
Most of the plants seen innortbem.and alpine counvetries grow here ; but the climate i^unfavourable for
At certain seasons those of an edible kind
getation.
are carried 1 100 miles up the river Lena to Yakutzk ;
and at Okhotzk the scarcity is such, that cattle are fed

and

Bouuiy.

entirely on tlie offals of fish, and cows have been seen
Plants are low and
to prefer dried salmon to hay.
stunted ; but there are mountains covered with wood,
and timber fit for ship building is plentiful, whence the
Russians have travelled thousands of miles from their

European powessions to reach some point of
vemment, where they could construct vessels

'

this go-

for their

voyages of discovery. Birch, poplar, ash, willow, and
numerous plants producing berries are produced here,

and

also the larch,

which ceases

to vegetate in 68° 30'

jiorth latitude.

Native
tiibes.

I

Probably the climate has been milder anciently, and
theiice more favourable to vcgetaljle and animal life. The
fossil remains of large quadrupeds, which are now totally extinct, and seem to have belonged to warmer regions,
are now found on the shores of the Icy Sea, and in the
steep banks oj' the rivers falling into it. Numerous living animals affording the finest furs, as the sable, ermine, sea otter, and squirrel, are dispersed in different
parts.
There are also the elk, rein deer, wild sheep,
bear, lynx, wolf, and various kinds of foxes, besides the
marmot and glutton. The most useful animals are
liorsesand rein deer; herds of the latter quit the woods at
**i)articular seasons, and, descending into the plains, swim
across broad rivers, having always a leader at their head.
The principal nalfve tribes inhabiting the government of Irkutzk are the Tungoose, Yakutes, Koriacs,
Karatschadalcs, Tchutski, and Yukagirians. The Tungoose wander over an immense extent of country from
the mouth of the river Amur to the lake Baikal, and
from the Sea of Okhotzk to the Frozen Ocean. They
are constantly in pursuit of wild animals, and seldom
remain more than 20 days in the same spot, though
their tents should be removed only a few yards. Mountainous regions are preferred by them, and they rarely
visit such places as are frequented by the Yakutes.
The latter, vho call themselves Socha, are supposed
to amount to 50,000 males.
But in the year 1787
about GOOO of them migrated, with all tiieir possessions,
to the Chinese frontief. Formerly they possessed consider^e wealth in horses and horned cattle ; some are
known to have had 20,000 ; no one, however, is now
the owner of above 2000. The Tchutski occupy the most
eastern parts of Asia; they are divided into two tribes,
the Stationary and Nomadic, though neither their numbers nor territory be great. The Yukagirians are reduced to an inconsiderable tribe, frequenting the sources of
the Kovima and Yasasknoi in pursuit of wild animads

the Koriacs and Kamtschdales arc also partly dimiiiished,
together wit^ the islanders jn the Northern Pacific
Ocean. The islands in the Icy Sea, are all uninhabit-

cd east of Nova Zembla, which, if it is ro be included
in this government, only receives temporary visits from
the neighbouring shores. All these tribes are idolatrous,
they worship demons, and practice some singular cereAttempts
monies, which would deserve further detail.
have been made to introduce Christianity among them,
The whole, except the
with very partial success.
Tchutski, are tributary to the Russians, but although
these have entered into alliance with them, they have
and they opposed the
hitherto denied their supremacj'
only obstacle to the imperial dominions extending to
In a late work published at
that extremity of Asia.
Moscow, the male inhabitants paying tribute, are stated
to be 58,097 Buriates, 14-,4S0 Tungoose, 50,008 Y'akutes, 505 Yukagiriiuis, 46 Olatorians, 1221' Koriacs,
1782 Kamtschadalcs, 100 Kuriles, 545 Karagassians, a
family of Samoeids.
The total population is computed
to amount to 407,758 souls.
This government is divided into four provinces Irkutzk, Yakutzk, Okhotzk, and Nertschinsk.
It contains one city, seventeen towns, a number of villages,
and several fortresses. We believe, however, that the
chief town of each of the provinces is called a city
and that the Russians, for the purpose of facilitating
the administration of surrounding territories, are accustomed to confer that title on places which would be
described as villages in the more populous and fertile
states of Europe. Irkutzk, the capital, is situated on the
right bank of the clear and rapid river Angara, which
flows from the Lake Baikal, having the stream Ooshakofka on the north and north-east. The streets are
broad and in general uniform, but not paved, and the
houses are for the most part built of wood.
But their

Irliutzk.

^"""y^

;

—

irregvdarity is great, and many miserable huts are seen
amidst the finest edifices. There are, a cathedral,
twelve churches, and two monasteries, all built of
stone. A late traveller asserts that the churches amount
There are various structures for the use of goto 30vernment; as an arsenal or dockyard, with the necessary buildings, called the admiralty, and a spacious
custom-house. An infirmary was lately erected, and
a workhouse for criminals. A gymnasium contains a
library of several thousand volumes, and a collection of
mineralogy, together with other subjects of natural hisThe Japanese language was taught in it by
tory.
command of the late empress of Russia. Irkutzk has
a small theatre, wherein dramatic pieces are very tolerably represented by performers of both sexes, who ai-e
natives/ of the place.
In the centre of the "tity there
is an elegant square pile built of brick, with shops under piazzas, which support warehouses the markets for
provisions stand in a different quarter- and the slaughter houses arc built over the Ooshakof ka.
Provisions
are plentiful and cheap ; and as this city is the Seat
of considerable trade, an European may purchase here
almost every article to which he has been accustomed
in his native country, though Irkutzk is 4295 miles
from the Russian mctro|)olis, St. Petersburgh. Even
the best foreign wines can be obtained at a very reasonable price.
The merchants are numerous and affluent.
Irkutzk is the general depot of aH the furs
whigh are brought from America and the eastern parts
of Asia and through it also is transported, all the merchandise sent from Russia to the empire of China, as
well as to America by Okhotzk and Kamtschatka. Here
the furs are assorted, the best being sent to Moscow,
;

;

•
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where they meet with ready purchasers. The second in
and river otter, and other
animab, together with the worst sable^', and the fox skins
from the Aleutian Islaiub, are allotted for China for the
quality, naJnely those of the sea

;

Chinete prefer at a lower price inferior

Ma
liM
uat*.

they
colour ami disguise them so artfully, that the decepBelonging to the city,
tion can scarcely be detected.
but at some distance, are a glass-house near the I^ke
Baikal ; a distillery 40 miles north, and salt-works at
three springs for !>upplying the neighbourhood.
ThemaaDersofthe inhabitants nf Irkutzk, though of
articles, as

origin, are raarketl by many peculiarities, and
participate deeply in those of eastern countries. \o evi*
dent change is said to have taken plice about dtie year

European

!ierinns
1 790, or spon after. Atthatt:
nor coffee-house* in the city
hospiUUty of the inhabitants, that a (Ira.!)^* never was at a
loM for a home. Nterit waa as great Jlrvcomnwnda*
the higher ranks were distinguished by
tion as wealth
their liberality, anil some individuaU kept open ho«se.
About 17 or 1« vears iMer, the greatest distnat is said
to have prevailed among all ranks : females were ncvor
ecn in social circles, and appeared only on public ocosions ; as at church, on festivals, at marriage*, or balls.
From the great extent of jurisdiction embraced by the
government, amf its being in the vicinity of the Chinese and Mongol territories, numbers of ci\ il and uiilitarjrjficer* dwell in the city.
Part of its inhabitants
c&wists of those exiles wliom the cruel and rqpebensible policr of Ruaaia haniahe* from their own coontry, though their only crime may have been carrying
arms in it* defence. But they are left entirely at Ubarty ; and MMne have •oquired property by their indns^ioas habits : the aoat skilful artisans and mech*•ics of every kind are to be found among thcnu
It has
bwa recently affirmed of this capital, lliat th^frhabit^

.

>

-

,

<

.

;

Im

ants are nut unhappy that the climate is not so inhospitable as it in general believed k that the summer is
plaasant; and that the surroanaiBf|^Utricts produce
• superabundance of com, while
who wish for
1-ixuries may obtain them at a rcaaooable rate.
The
'
of IrkuUk ia coiapated at 50,000. About
CI north-eait of this citr stands Jakii||k. or
I aKui/.k,
situated on the right bank of the um», a
town cooasting of 500 or 600 house*, 5 churches, and
a convent. It is exposed to ttie inundations nf the river, by one of which, in the year 1807, several of the
inhabitanu, and above 1000 cattle, were swefit away.
The ifewta are broad, irregular, and unnaved all the
•re built after the aid Russian fashion, and ma:

tHB

r—

'

m

:

I
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ny are very sfiacious, with a court and garden. Blad- tikuuk,
der, or isinglass, is said to be substituted for panes in ^ *'""
'"^
the windows during summer, and in Mintcr platesVofft

The s^itiiaframes by means of snow.
of this town is less favourable than that of the former the groupd .is never thawed above two feet deep,
even in the heat of summer. We have already remarkeil the great distance which vegetables will be brought.
In the
Fish must be carrie<l from places 266 miles off.
month of June, every necessary of life is conveyetl down
the Lena, and at that time those who can afford it lay
in a stcick of provisions to serve twelve months.
The
town of Okhotzk occupies a sandy peninsula at the con- Okhotzk
fltience of the rivers Okhotzk and Kuchtui on the coai>t
of the Sea of Okhotzk.
Inundations, combined with
the rise of the tides during storms, gradually aweep
away the beach and su much damage was suffered in
the year 1801, that the Russian governmMit resolved
It is a port, with
U> change the site of the town.
Thither the Asiatic
docks, yard^. and magazines.
tribes rMcirt fur the purpose of traffic, as they receive
all the articles they require in exchange for furs.
Caravans of 6000 or 8000 horses sometimes bring goo<l3
from Yakutzk for the use of the more distant Russian
The town of Ncrtschinsk it of much N'rtftttlements.'
tclUDsk.
scnallcr size than any of the preceding, and H^situatcl
on the immediate confines of Chinese Tartary. llrrc
criminals from the other towns are condemned to work
in the mines on account of govemnwot.
There is a
ibrtress at Ncrtschinsk, whidi is probably the strongest
of the rest are falling to
in the government,
decay, from the decreasnif efwiity of the native tribes,
>
once hostile to their inva<lers.
We do not know that the history of the government iiuiorf.
of Irkutsk can be traced to an earlier date than the
middle of the 1 6th century. The Rtiosians, penetrating by the wc»t, progressively extended tlicir run- ^9
quetts over the countries to the east for the sake of the
fur of wild animals, until they arrived at bounilnrics
claimed by the Chinete, where they expecte<l to find silver
mines.
sanguinary warfare was carried on betwceu
them in the course of the 17th century, which tenni«
ice frozen into

tion

:

;

Mpy

A

natcd in a treaty date<l lUSQ.
Prosecuting the discover
rics of their hunters, tlie Russians rfhranced as the natives were rubdiicd, or retreate<l.
Taking another dj«
rection to the south-east, towards the close of the prew
ceding century, they had engngrd in hostility with
Tcbutski tril>e4, who refused to acknowlotlge their aiitiiority, but who will probably find it difficult to prcserT*
their own independence,
(c.)

IRON.
Ibov, in ihcmi^try, is an rIemenUry sub»tance, and
<mc of the metal*. In the artSKtid iiiiiiiur.ictures, it may
be considered a* the most vahiaUa of the metals. lu
importance in agricultnre and dome^ic eoonaay
us to infer, thajthe civilization ofin..!! must have
begun with its application to the variuu* artn ol life. Its

G

tenacity has rendered it almost indispensable, for uni
ting and binding the parU of Ladies made of wood anil
stone.
It* bardnesa
the form of steel. bM bcatAf
socfa importance in the various cutting instruments, that
without it nxMt of the useful, as well as the polite art*,
wouU have been very little known to us. The great succcai with which it ha* been employed in the construc-

m

and gun*, is almost the only instance
we have to regret.
The first state in which it is necessarily presented to
us when it is obtained from its ores, is in its combination
with carbon, by which it i* ren(lcre<l hard and brittle.
L'nder this form its most valuable pro|>ertics are not observed this is probably the state in which it was first
known to man, and would be discovered perhaps as
Gold and silver would be
early as copper and brass.
known mach earlier ; the first from its existence in the
native form, and the latter in conxequence of its ea.sy
Since malleable iron required
reduction from its ores.
to be formed from that called cast iron, and by a pro*
tion of swords

of

its

application

:
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and management,

'

proba-

cess requiring more skill
ble that it would not be known so early as cast iron, and
the other metals more easily obtained.
Malleable iron must have been known to man, long
before the metliods of extracting it from its ores was
understood, as masses of native iron have been found
it is

in vftrious parts of the world, which «re now supposed
to be of meteoric origin.
In the manufacture of iron for the various purposes
to which it is applied, it is divided into three branches,
viz. cast or pig iroDi malleable iron, and steel, the cast
iron being the

We

first

state in

which

it is

produced from

describe the various processes
which it undergoes, from the roasting of the ore to its
beinc cast into pigs, in which state it is used for casting
iiitatkrious articles by the irop founder, and also employed for the manufacture of malleable ir<m.
The rial iron ores of Sweden nnd* Russia, and the
Cumberland ore, are the most proper for making what
is called the forge pig iron, from its being the best
fitted for making malleable iron by the forge used for
that purpose.
The poorer kinds of iron ore, which are the most
common in this countrj', and called iron stone, are more
fitted for making the casting metals employed in the
founderies. It owes this quality to its containing a greatThis depends
er portion of carbon than the forge pig.
upon circumstances which we shall hereafter explain.
In most of the 'rich ores of iron, particularly those of
Cumberland, the iron is combined with oxygen only ;
and when the oxygen is ejdttcted, pure malleable irun
This change Has always been produced,
is the result.
by heating the ores with charcoal till the iron became
This fused mass, however, was never found to
fused.
be pure iron, but combined with more or less carbon,
to the presence of which it owes its fusibility.
It was
formerly thought, that the change was effected upon the
oxide of iron, by the ore being first brought into a state
effusion, in order that each particle of the oxide might
come in contact with the carbon, before the oxygen
could be detached from the iron. Subsequent experience, however, has shewn, that the whole of the oxygen
can be detached f^om a mass of the ore, without altering its form. The^process by which this change is effected, is called cemenlalion.
It consists in stratifying
the ore in small masses with powdered charcoal, in a

the ore.

close vessel,

shall

first

and exposing them to a bright red heat
depending upon the size of the

for a length of- time,

Blast furnace.

pieces of ore.
If the process be stopped at one particular point, the masses of ore, which were previously an
oxide of iron, will be found in the state of pure malleable iron, without any change of form or size.
If the
process be kept up longer, they will combine with the
carbon, and first pass into the state of steel ; and with
still more carbon, will be converted into the state of
cast or pig iron.
The same change is found to be produced in the poorer ores, in which the iron is sometimes
not more than 25 per cent, the rest being earthy matter, which requires to be brought into a state effusion
before the iron can bedeveloped, after the oxygen is separated. It is the separation of this earthy matter from the
iron, after the oxide has been reduced by cementation,
which constitutes the most difficult part of the art of
smelting iron by the blast furnace.
These preliminary
observations will enable us to conceive the nature of,
and lead us to the construction of the blast furnace,
from the changes it has to produce upon the ore.
One part of the furnace has, first, to be occupied by the
ore and the carbonaceous matter, by which the oxide of

Iron,
iron in the iron-stone loses its oxygen, and afterwards
acquires as much carbi>n as th^ intended qualjty of the '^"-"Y"""
After this is effected, tl^e same furnace
iron requires.
in another part, with the assistance of soitlfc Ibreign matter, must be capable of giving a greater heat than that required for the cementation, by which the eartiiy matter
is separated, and the iron fused and collected in a recess at the bottom of the furnace. These different parts
of the blast furnace we shall more particularly describe
in the plans and sections represented in Piate CCCXL. Plate
Figs. 1, "-Z, 3, 4-, and 5, &c.
A, Fig. 2, is the opening <^>^CX I.,
for the introduction of the materials.
B the body of '''S^* *• ^'
the furnace, where the cementing process is carried on.
C the 'place where the blast is introduced, «nd it is a
little above this where the greatest heat is produced.
At this point the earthy matter is sej)arated from the
iron, which earthy matter, uniting with the ttux em-'
ployed, is cdiifVerted iftto a fusible cinder or scoria. The
iron being now fused, sinks down into tlie recess, or
trough D, while the liquid cinder floats upon the liquid
iron, defaiding it from the action of the blast.
In smelting iron ore, a certain quantity of coke is eraployed.
Part of this is to generate the heat necessary
to its reduction, and another portion combines with the
oxygen of the ore, and is deposited in the form of carbonic oxide. Besides this, a third portion combines
with reduced oxide, converting it into a carburet of
iron, which afterwards is cast into pig iron.
The proportions of coke to the iron ore, or iron stone, is more
or less dependent upon the quality of the iron to be
formed ; the richest and most highly carburetted iron,
commonly called No. 1. requiring the greatest proportion of coal, while the inferior iron, such as is known
by the name of forge pig, requires the least coal. The
greater the proportion of the ore to the coal, the greater
is said to be the burden of the furnace.
Besides the ore .ind the coke, a third substr.nce is al- Fluxint;
ways found necessary, which has received the general matter.
name oijiiix. The quality of this substance varies with
the nature of the ore ; but limestone is commonly employed. The reason for this will be obvious, when it is
known that the earthy part of the greater proportion of
ores is clay, and that lime and clay, incertain proportions, are very fusible ; while each of these earths, in a
separate and pure state, is not fusible in the hottest
furnace.
Hence it is, that when the iron ore contains
lime instead of clay, which is sometimes the case, it is
found necessary to employ clay, or some argillaceous
substance as a flux.
The proportion of the fluxing matter to the ore, is
in general determined by a number of trials with the
blast furBace itself; yet it must be allowed to be a very
expensive and unscientific method of proceeding.
have already on record, many facts relating to
the fusibility of compound earths, aixl if such facts
were yet to make out, a few experiments en a snlall

We

would be sufficient for their accomplishment.
This being ascertained previous to the commencement
of an iron work, it would next be necessary to make a
perfect analysis of the ore and the coal, with a view to
determine the proportions of their earthy matter, the
proportions of the ore to the coke being previously
known. The fluxing IRaterial now to be added to these,
must be such as to make the most fusible compound
with fhe earthy matter in the coke and ore. This know,
ledge will enable the iron master to commence his
work with the greatest chance of success, and tiie least
risk of unnecessary expence, which is very considerable
on the large scale of a blast furnace.
scale

IRON.
The preliminary experiinents above mentioned, should
'^ni'"^ always be made previous to any chanjfe in the coal or the
Iron.

irwi ore, as the earthy oiatter in the former is very different in diCRrrcnt l>eds, and tometimei even in differThe argillaceous iron stone
ent parts of the same bed.
also varies in the proportion of its day, and sometimes
contains a contiderabte portion of silex, which, when it
bears a certain proportion to the clay and lime, is easily
The iron stone abounding with shells, frese parated.
quently contains carbonate of lime, and will require
less lime to be added as a flux.
Formerly, the fuel employed in blast furnaces was
charcoal, which is still used on the continent
Tbe
iron works of this conntry, with a few exceptions, are
carried on witb-the coke of pit coal, which is found to
be much better fitted for making cast iron,
•n^ruion
The coke is prepared, by piling heap* of coal on the
( ibc coke, ground in tbe open air.
In sotne works, a short brick
in the middle of the diIm, which
round the bott^, has the tWect of ind^a current of air ihnwh the mass of coals on fire,

chinney

is

placed

li.iving holes
cii^;;

aad brhighig them *wnV mto a state of combustion.
In any part of the pue where the combu-tion is too rapid, a quantity of ashes are thrown from time to time,
wiiiioui which tbe carbonaceous part of the coal would

bccooM destroyed.

Indeed, the operation of coking is
intended to dissipate the volatile part merely. As this
change is cAeeted, the finished part is covered with
ashes, and ultimately the whole combustion is stopped.
The covering is to be kept upon them, till they are
This coke, when cold and secooled below ignition.
parated from the dual, is in the state to be used in tbe

'

furnace.

The pre^antjoa of the inm stooe is the next oTOcess,
which consists in roasting it, for tbe purpose atuftUh^
ting its volatile matter.
For this purpose, tlie stone is

'tmattuaa

r^iroo.

(stratified

with sqiall coal, in a manner similar to that
used in burning lime. These alternate strata arc genemUj exposetl to the open air, and the mass allowed to
BtlU till all the fuel is exhausted. In some iron works,
kilns, similar to the lime kiln, have been employed for
t!ii<

purpose.

this procMs, camphor, carbonic acid, and
water are separated. The stone assumes a re<lilish purple colour, and consists of the pure oxide of iron and
earthy matter, principally clar. llie Kiauttot, which
is employed a^ the flux, requires no prepartfltn except
being brakcn into pieces.
In the practical management of a blast furnace, the
coke is in general made a constant quantity, the pro«
portions orore and limestone varying with the quality
of iron to be made, the season of the year, and the wd^kin(7 order of the furnace.
The proportions of the ore
to the limestone, will be pretty nearly the same at all
times when the ore is the same.
To give tbe pr«|JK
proportions ofcatu would not apply generally, andbtn
merely answer for the iron work fiom which our statement has been taken. The ore is argillaceous, and contains on the average about 27 per cent, of iron.
The limestone is that abounding with shcllf, from
r
'"
I'yshire. The coal is rather soft, but not
lis, and contains a large proportion of
c^rlwn.
1 lie furnace is thatdcscrilMd under this article,
which, at its common rate of working, makes
tons of pig iron weekly. The blowing cylisdMrgeu iS times in a minute, and contains
about 00 ctihic feet. Hence the air discharged in that
time is StSfP cuhii; feet. I'hc diameter of the nose-pipe
is gcnenlly 8) inches.

During

t
^nctk^
rnt
for.

'
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I ronand most other blast furnaces, the metal is
run out twice in the 2+ hours, at intervals of 12 hours ^J^jD^T^
each. The latter periods are callwl shifts, from the nianag«.

this,

workmen being changed, as the furnace is attended mem of
night and day. During the 12 hours, 50 charges ofbU«fur.
coke are used, at regular intervals, each charge weigh- oaces.
ing 2| cwts. During the same period, about the same
quantity of calcineci ore is added, at similar intervals.
These are the proportions for the common melting iron, called No. 2. For No. 3, which has less carbon, and is called forge pig, the coke to the calcined
ore is about 6 to 7. That of the best quality, called
No. 1, and which contains the most carbon, requires
The limestone is also
lass ore to the coke than No. 2.
added at stated intervals ; the whole qu:nitity in the
12 hours being in proportion to the coke, as to 11.
Tliese proportions cannot be applied generally, so
much dspencls on the nature of the materials, and'other
circumstances; some furnaces work to such a disadvantage, as to consume a quantity of coke equal to that
above stated, and yet will not admit of more ore than
will produce from 12 to 20 tons of iron weekly. Some
of the Welsh furnaces, on the contrary, will carry so
much burden, that they wiH bear the use of so much
These
ore, as to give from 60 to 75 tons weekly.
great differences are dep«)dent upon so many circumstances, as fre(|uent!y to baffle the skill of the most
experienced iron masters.' Experience and strict observatiuD are very essential points in iron-making but
science! mechanical as well as chcniicjil, much facilitates the progress of this useful brunch of manufacture.
hate before attended to these stages of the process, between the entrance of the matenals into the furnace, and the discbarge of the iron at the tap hole at
the bottom.
The blast which enters at the point C, in Figures I Platf.
and 2, produces the greatest heat a little above this I'OrXL.
point, where the iron and tlie cinder are melted, and ''^ '• ^
where the former drops into tbe cavity D. The oxygen
of the atmosphere, in making its way tlirough the
combustible matter, soon combines with it, so that
none, or very little, escapes from E to A. This part of
the furnace, which we have called tlie cementing part,
contains the ore and coke mixed together, and these
will be aflrccte<l just as they would be in a close vessel,
that is, the oxygen of the ore combines with the carbon
of the coke, forming carbonic acid, or ratlier, perhaps,
carbonic oxide, which ft* generally the case at ttus
single temperature. This change will go on, in each of
the masses of ore, to the very centre, when it consists
of metallic iron and earthy matter only. As soon as
the oxygen is separateii from the Iron, the combination
jjfciailiiiii witli the metal conmeiiceSj^diilkontinues
mS, tln^^fbe reduction of tbe mass hmw, it is in its
turn brwlgbt to the melting point, when the lime combines with the esrthy part of the ore, and the liquid
metal fidls dowik The vitreous cinder, thus separated,
also liecomes hon, and being specifically lighter than
1.

:

We

.

O

tlie liquid iron, floats

The melted

on

its

surface.

D, Fig. 1. and S.
furnace, and the dnder floats above it, till it
runs off over the part d, which is called the dam stone.
As the metal accumulates, the cinder is raised, and runs
over the dam stone ; and the metal itself ultimately
would run over the same ; but, previous to this, it is
let out at the tap hole v, Fig. 5., which is on a level
with the bottom of the cavity which contains it.
The quality of the metal, with respect to its quantity
of carbon, wtU depend upon the quantity and quality
iron occupies the part

in tlie

fig-

^

.
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of the Coke, with which the ore has been surrounded in
the cementing part. The appearance of the metal, when
it flows from the furnace, will indicate when the coke
A substance floats upon the
has been used in excess.
surface of the metal, which, when cold, has a shining
appearance resembling plumbago, and is known to the
workmen by the name of k-isfi. The presence of this
substance shows that the metal is saturated with carbon ; since it is found to consist principally of carbonaIf it is produced in any considerable
ceous matter.
quantity, it gives the iron master a hint to increase the
burden of his furnace, by increasing the proportion of
ore.

The appcanmce of

the cinder

is,

also,

a good crite-

rion for showinf"; *he working order of the furnace, as
When the ore is not
well as the quality of the iron.
sufficiently cemented, unchat .^cd oxide, in some cases,

and the defect of carbon, allov s a considerable quantity
of the oxide ot iron to incorporate with the cinder ; by
which it assumes a greenish-yellow colour, which is
not so favourable an appearance as the blue tint, or

when

it has the least colour.
In some instances, when the furnace is in very bad
condition, the cinder becomes of so dark a green, as to
appear almost bLack ; this arises from a great excess of
oxide of iron, which has escaped reduction in the furnace.
This cinder is very fusible, from the presence
of the oxide, and is considered a very unfavourable appearance. The cinder which has the least colour, soon
becomes solid after it flows from the furnace, from its
This shows that
containing less of the oxide of iron.
the cementing process is carried on to a proper extent,
1)y which the oxide has been converted into carburetted
iron, in which state it no longer can combine with the
earthy matter, and deserts it when the cemented masses
are melted by the action of the blast.
The blue tint
in the cinder, which, in some instances, is almost as
vivid as ultramarine, generally accompanies the more

k.

macliine.
This pressure
to 635 feet per second. *.

pressure.

Let

V=

the velocity of air into a vacuum, with the
pressure P, which may be deemed 15 pounds upon
a square inch.
Let p be any additional pressure, and v its velocity.
Then, since P+p acts against P when the air is discharged into the atmosphere, we shall have p for the
moving force. Hence, from the above fact we have

and owes its colour, in all probability,
to an oxide of iron, containing less oxygen than the

ing,

with 10 lbs. upon an inch.
Then
by multiplying 10, the pounds upon an inch of the
steam cyhnder, by 5.585, the area of the same, and
dividing the product by 12.5G, the area of the blowing
cylinder, we get 4. 44 lb. for the force of the blast upon
a «quare inch, which is about the average in practice,
as shown by a measured guage attached 'to the blowing
it

is

velocity equal

If, however, 2500 cubic feet ofair be discharged through
a circular aperture of 2| inches in diameter, in one minute, this would give a velocity equal to 1073 feet per
This indicates a loss of air at the waste valve
second.
equal to 23 cubic feet at each stroke of the engine.
If
no air were forced out by the waste valve, and 2500
cubic feet had to be expelled in one minute through the
above aperture, the pressure of the blast would require
to be equal to 21 lb. upon a square inch, and the area
of the steam cylinder more than 17 feet, and its diameter about 4 feet 8 inches.
If the present nose-pipe be
used, and the blowing cylinder discharged 25 times in
a minute, the area of the latter, supposing the piston
still to move at the same rate, will be 7.25 feet, its diameter being a little more than 3 feet. If the steam
cylinder, the blowing cylinder, and the speed and pressure remain the same ; then, to prevent any escape at
the waste valve, the diameter of the nose-pipe must be
a little less than 3:} inches instead of 2|, its present diameter. In order to estimate the quantity of air which
is blown into a furnace, it would be incorrect to take
that which enters the blowing cylinder, as it will be
frequently much less.
Hence the quantity should be
estimated by the velocity and the area of the nose-pipe,
the velocity being first determined by experiment, by
observing the pressure upon a column of mercury,
since the velocity of air is as the square root of the

colourless cinder,

black oxide.
This may throw some light upon the
mystery of the black and red oxide of iron being combined with quantities of oxygen, which are as 2 to 3,
indicating the existence of a third oxide, which, in all
probability, is that to which the cinder owes its blue
colour. This idea is strengthened by the fact, that it is
never produced but when there is the least oxide of
iron in the rest of the cinder.
Much light may be
thrown on the subject of iron smelting, by a series
of experiments upon the relative probability of different proportions of the earths.
Previous to such a
course of experiments, however, it might be advisable
to make a correct a^ialysis of the best cinder, which is
that freest from colour, and at the same time fusing
with the least heat.
We have generally stated, that the furnace above described, is supplied with 25,000 cubic feet of air in one
minute. This fact is obtained from the area of the
blowing cylinder behig 12..5b' fieet, and the capacity
100 cubic feet, which being discharged 25 times in
one minute, gives 2500 cubic feet in the same time.
The steam cylinder is 32 inches in diameter, and the
piston moves through 200 feet in one minute, work-

would give &

^,;
Let

t.

= V.yi^and;,=

P.

V—

1)«'

A = the

area of the steam cylinder.
steam upon a square inch.
a
the area of the blowing cylinder.
the pressure of the air upon a square inch,
p
the same as the above.
b =: the space the pistons pass through in 1 second.
V
the velocity of the air's discharge through
the nose-pipe.
n
the area of the nose- pipe.

S

=: the pressure of

=

=

=
=

Then ap

= SA.

SA
p= —
a
Then from

the above theorem

JSA
'^

P-f/)

Pa-f-SA

^

"

P+p

when no air escapes at the waste valve.
The value of v may also be obtained from

also

ing operation, n i)=a

I

and v z=

stated,

but in this case no

must escape

safe to get

tion,
all

,

at the waste valve, it will then be more
from the theorem first given, in which p
obtained by experiment, or by the following equa-

,air

is

—n

the follow-

pa

it

= SA, and p = SA

theorems

may be

From these two

equations

obtained for calculating the

difl'e-
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rtnt parts of the blowing apparatiu, worked by a steam

engine.
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Another means has been employed to equalize the
by what is called an air-vault This consisted in
blowing the air into a very large cavity. The experiment was first tried at the Clyde iron works, by excavating a large cavity in a rock, into which the air was
This capacity bore so
forced by the blowing machine.
great a ratio to the blowing cylinder, that the blast out
of it was nearly unilbrm. This trial was not attended
with success, partly from the vault not being air tight,
and partly from the moisture which exuded from the
rode mixing with the air.
A more successful experiment was made at the Carron iron works. An air- vault of wrought iron plate has
been employed in one of the furnaces at Bradley in
Its
Staffordshire, which appears to answer very well
form is a cylinder about 10 or 12 feet diameter, and 50
or 60 feet long. Since the object of blowing air into
the furnace is to produce heat, the heat being as the
therefore the quantity which enters in a
quantity
given time, will be as the velocity and the density jointly.
If, howevtr, the density of the air dejwnds up-

blast,

AS

AS/

th. P

regulations.

~ vn
a'

AS
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from the same cavity in the inner vessel to the furnace, ,_^"'"communicating nearly a uniform blast, varying merely j,~jj,^j~f
with the outer column of water, which will be less, as regu],ting
the outer surface of the water is greater.
the bluu
This contrivance was for some time considered an
important discovery, but unfortunately another circumstance has also rendered it very objectionable. A quantity of water is carried into the furnace, as well in the
state of vapour as mechanically, the latter arising from
the spray produced by the agitation. This water has
been found to have an effect upon the furnace, affecting both the quantity and quality of the iron ; and has
been in many instances abandoned, to re-adopt the old

at
a/
n

SA

Hence, in cocanion language, to find the area of the
steam cylinder, multiply the pressure of the blast, the
velocity, and the area of the nose-pipe together ; and
divide the proiiuct by the pressure o< the steam upon
an inch multiplieil into the Telocity of the pistun
which is in moat sUam engines 200 feet in a roinuten or
3 feet 8 indies per ••ooad. This will enable the reader,
unaeqnainted with algcbn, to get the value of the other
etkcoNBoa.
It win be nndnMood that the steam piston, and that
of llic blow^ CTlinder, are at oppoma ends of the
same beam, one akntding aa the otocr dcscaods ; the
area of the steam cylinder baaring the same proportion
to that of the blowing cylinder, vpich tha pnaaure up.
the p isas iifa of tne
on an inch at the steam bcflib
bla«t upon an inch.
The air is not immediately discharged from the blow*
ing cylinder into the fnmace, but into an intermediate
In
Slindrr, of larger iliameter, called a regulator.
is vessel is a loose piston, which is forced up by tlte
air frum the blowing cylimler, and being Hfpghlcd, it
flc^prndi during; the returning stroke, and continuea to
press the air into the furnace, by which means a more
steady and uniform blast is kept up than would be
;

%

;

on the

cosnpresaion, the propelling force will lie increased, and the air is drawn into tlia furnace with too
great a velocity. The cementing portion of the furnace
u lesa perfect from the oxvgcn being carrictl too high
up before it ombines with the ctrbun, snd the materials would be apt to disunite before Uie proper change
is

produced.

be evident, that when the dcQsity is
being introduced at a lower temperature,
the velocity remaining the same, and such as is found
to tie free from the objection above stated, the eVect of
such a blast mutt be calculated to produce tlte best iron,
and the greatest quantity of it. 'I'his, in a great measure, explains the fact of more iron, and of better quality,
|Mtng made in winter than in rummer. The same diffcctad by the tint cylinder alone.
ference u not less conspicuous in all fires, which alAlthoi'
icthod of regulating the blast is in
ways bnn most vigorously in cold weather. Hence
pretty g<
it is rery far from being perfect.
it will appear, that in blowing apparatus, all causeaJikcAtiotlitT means baa been employed tar tlua purpose,
IfWi increase the temperature of the air should be avoidCLin«i<ing of an apparatus callMVwatcr regulator. This M, and every artificial means of cooling the air should
is compoaed of a large dstem, in which another of
be employetf, particularly in the summer.
area and capacity is inrcMHl ; the mouth of the latter
In toe commoablowing apparatus, in which the air is
is placed downwards and the bottom upward*, which ia
compressed by irclose wadded piston, a great heat is
Supposing this interior vessel filled with wa- produced in the operation. This is partly produced by
air tight
ter, occupying at the aame time the space betwren the
the condtnution of the air, and some heat must result
Ii i< plain that if air be forced
inner sml outer veurl.
from the fri(;^on of the piston.
In some experiments
into the inner vcv^
a pipe inserted into its ii^ made bv Mr. David Musnett, it appears that when the
..i ilpvi-.-nd Jn the inner ve»vertcti bot:om, the v ......
outer air was from 63^ to 68*, the air immediately afler
scl, being ditplaced by the «
will rise up beits escape from the blowing cylinder into a receiving
tween the two vesseb, till tli;.
;
of water on the vessel, was increased from 63° to yOf, and from 68° to
outride nhall be eoual to the reouired force of the blast. 99^°.
loan average of 30 experiments, the air in tlie
T!... «-"'!in>n, in the furnace above mentioned, would
act of conMising was raised 50**.
This would have the
lo producing 4tb upon an inch, and would be effect of increasing its volume not less than y^ of the
Another pipe proceeds whole, and the increased pressure of the blast by th's
T,-^»v.; SI, Of about 9 feet.

Hence

caused by

it

will

its
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flows, while the metal is retained by the dftra, till it is
cause alone, would-be nearly ^1^^ "P""^ »" ""^'i- O"". "i
let out at a hole v, on a level with the bottom of the
other words, if the air were introduce<l into the furrec^. T is called the 1ymj)-slonex, and forms a bridge
nace at 60", the same quantity would be admitted with
over the cavity in which tlie liqui^^x:inder rises, t is
Atb less pressure upon an inch than if it were yo".
Hence any means of cooling the air after its condensa- the lijmp-plate, to give the stone greater firmness, as c is
to the dam-stone, which is called the dam-plalc. Seethe
tion, in all seasons of the year, must be attended with
If the air vault were made of tymp plate and dam plate, more particularly Figs. C.
beneticial consequences.
wrought iron, and its surface constantly kept wet, the 7. and 8. Fig. 5. is a plan at the Iwttom of the recess D,
showing the vent flues in the piers, and the hole « for the
evaporation from so great a surface, if freely exposed on
outlet of the metal, seen also in the dam-stone, Figs. 9.
all sides to the air, would cool the air very considerably.
and 10. Fig. 11. is a side view of the large crow,
Indeed, witiiout the aid of the moisture, the effect would
be such as to recommend its adoption. In the summer in which the blast-pijie is inserted. The end of this
iron is defended, from the immediate action of the fire,
season there would be some advantage in bringing the
by covering it from time to time witlj stiff fire clay.
air under ground for a considerable distance before it
F'ig. 1.5, an end view of the same.
Figs. 12, 13, 14,
enters the blowing machine ; the reason for this will
be obvious, frotn the e.irth being colder than the air. are different nose-pipes to fit the blast pipe.
In the winter season, wlien the earth is warmer than
Maniifaclure of Bar Iron.
the air, the supply should be from the atmosphere.
All the varieties of pig-iron contain more or less of
The increased temperature of the atmosphere in the
summer, is the cause of another evil besides the increa- carbon, to which they owe their fusibility, which, in
all the varieties yet made, are fusible in proportion to
sed volume of the air. The moisture necessarily accompanying it, is found to have a bad effect upon the the quantity of carbon which they contain. In the
earlier stages of pig-iron manufacture, an opinion prefurnace, which has been more especially ascertained
by the use of the water-r^ulator, before alluded to. vailed that some varieties contained oxygen. Notiiing
The quantity of water in the atmosphere at any time, could be more absurd than this idea. Ex.perience has
depends upon the temperature, and the quantity of shewn, that all varieties contain carbon, else they would
not be fusible. And it will appear to any one acquaintmoisture prevailing on the earth's surface ; so that the
temperature does not always indicate the quantity of ed with the laws of aflinity, that carbon and oxygen are
incompatible in a mass of liquid matter, as they must
moisture which exists with the air. The most infalliunite, and form an elastic fluid, till one or the other
ble method of finding the quantity of water in a cubic
It is this kind of pig-iron, confoot of space, is by taking the dew point, or that point- would be exhausted.
taining the least carbon, which has been called oxygenof temperature when dew ceases to form upon the
ated, and also forge-pig, because it has been found the
surface of a body which has been allowed to remain
exposed in it for that purpose. The temperature of best fitted for making bar or forge iron. It had long
been suspected, that malleable iron was no other than
this bod}-, for instance a bottle of cold'water, will be
the dew point.
When a given space is saturated with the pig-iron divested of its carbon, but the idea was
not fully confirmed, till malleable iron was directly
moisture, at 70", every cubic foot contains 4.53 grains
formed by cementing the carburet,Jibr pig iron, with a
of water ; and the same space, at 50", contains 2.36
grains.
Hence, if the air at 70* could, by passing substance which carried off its carbon without changing
through a culvert in the earth, be reduced from 70" to its form. This can be efiected in small castings of pigiron by the following process : Stratify alternately in
50", 2.17 grains of water would be deposited from each
a crucible the cast metal articles with powdered ironcubic foot of air. This advantage, added to that arising
from its diminished volume above mentioned, will, in stone (which contains an oxide of iron) in a close vessel, and let the vessel be covered by a lid very nearly
a great measure, explain the difference in the quantity
air tight.
Expose the whole to a strong red heat for
of iroivmade in winter and summer.
shall conclude this department of iron manufacten or twelve hours, proportionate to the thickness of
W'hen the mass is cold, take out the
ture, by a more particular reference to the plate exhithe castings.
pieces. If the change is complete, the pieces will bend
biting the different parts of the blast furnace.
Kate
Plate CCCXL. Fig. 1. is a section of the blast furand work with the hammer when hot, possessing all
CCCXL
nace, showing the interior of the furnace from the top
the properties of malleable iron. If, instead of the
yig. 1.
castings, some cast iron borings be stratified with small
to the bottom, and the part where the blast is introduThe dark stripes which appear on the walls, are masses of the Cumberland iron ore, about the size of
ced.
small peas, and treated like the last, the bits of ore will
ventflues for the escape of moisture, which would not get
be found to be malleable.
off from such a massive building withotit injuring The
Fig. 3.
walls, when the heat is applied to the interior. Fig. 3. is
In both experiments, the oxygen of the oxide combines with the carbon of the carburet, whicii escapes in
a plan at the level a a, Fig. 1. and 2, and PP, Fig. 1. a
plan at the part to which it joins.
The light-shaded the form of carbonic oxide gas, leaving, if the-oxygen
squares are pillars of brick, constituting a false bottom,
and carbon be in proper proportions, pure iron behind.
on which the hearth rests, the cavities underneath being
Although this process appears the most direct and
for the escape of vapour, at the appertures 7h and n in
simple way of converting pig into malleable iron, the
Figs. 4. and 5.
Figure 4. is a plan acr«ss the aper- process at present employed'is essentially different, antl
Figi. , S.
ture where the bla-it is introduced, in which the blastattended with very considerable w.aste. The method
pipes are seen. Although we have not before alluded
.
used by the ancients was still less scientific, and is still
to two pipes, we now observe, that it is only somepractised on the continent.
It consists in laying the
times resorted to, the single pipe being much more ,pigs of iron upon a hearth similar to a smith's forge,
Fifr!.
common. Fig. 2. is a section elevation, at right angles surrounding them with charcoal, and blowing the fire
to the former one, Fig. 1. showhig the same interior
with bellows. The metal first melts, and is continualsurface and the dam-slone d, over which the cinder
ly agitated with a rake, while it is exposed to the blast.
Iron,
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The carbon becomes

gradually dissipated at the expence of the oxygen, which is aflbrdinl by the blast,
and its fusibility is gradually diminished. It then be>
conies pulpy, and ultimately is obiainetl in rude shapeIn this state they are token with tongs
lea* lumps.
from the fire, and placetl under a large hammer, whidi
is raised bjr nuwfainery, called a stamping hammer.
The anvil is broad, anid is surrounded with tray- like
ides, to keep the small fragments from falling off, which
are apt to fly in all directions by the action of the ham*
mer. l°he workman, with a rake, continues to push
the pieces under the hammer so long a* they Keep
their heat.
Theae flatted ami shapdcas masses are calThese pieces are tnen piled upon round
led stampings.
pieces of flre-stone slalM, and placed in a reverberatory
fumaoe, called a boilii^ furnace, and heated to a full
welding heat. These balla are then placed under a
forge-hammer, where they are drawn into bars about
three inches square, and cut into lengths of half a yard
These pieces are called blooms. Elach of
in length.
these are heated a second time, and drawn by the forgehammer into bars, for sale. This is the old method of
working, and is still practised by some, who hare an
idea that the iron is of better <]^uality.
it is attended
with great waste, and, in the principal iron districts, is
npeneded by the puddling process, which we shall

ant

dkaeribe.
pr o eeaa of converting pig.iron into the malleable

The

staU, by the paddling method, ia cmnnianced by the
operaticm called refining, which is performed in a fornaoe called a refining, and by some a run-out, furnace
this i* represented in Plate CCCXL. and Figs. 16. and
17- The recesa. or trough A, is made of caat metal, the
boUoiD rmtaim ing cf fir»-itooe or brick. It is surrounded on three iidee hj • earity, throogh which water is
flonalantlv paning from the dstem C.
fp an two pipe*
ftOB • blowing machine, inserted into the conical
optniogi^ Mid Kept cool by water from the pipe «,
which nam off at the pipe « U. These are to blow the
fire which occupies the rece** A.
The fire being made in
th.- trough, and filled with coke*, the pigs of iron are
thrown into the midst of it, and ootccs heaped up
them, the blast being kept up, and tne outaidea of the tioagh betng kept cool by the waUr.
The
BMtal fnt melt^ and ue MMt, instantly acting upon
it, •eparatca a quantity of it* carbon, but not nearly
to the extent to which it i* carried in the old method
Ircedjr deacri bed, a* the metal still remain* liquid.
In this flate it receive* the action of the blast for three
or four hosir*. It is now run out at the bottom of the
ihnwgh anopenio|^o, temporarily stopped with
HnoT The mdted neas is received into the aiiallow
neCM DE.
brgc quantity of the vitreous oxide of
boo alao nnu on, which is fonacd bv the bleat, and
floela on the surface of the melled OMtu.
Indeed, it is
throogh the me<lium of this vitreous oxide that the metal below ia deprived of :U carbon.
The bhut first detraji a portion of carbon on the sorCace, and then oxydeica the iroo thua denrived of iu carbon. This forms
the vitreous oxide wbich floats upon the carbonated
masa. The oxygen, therefore, of tile floating oxide is
oooalantly in contact with the carbon of the metal be*
low. The stratum immediately below gives its carbon
to that deprived of its carbon above, and thus the
change is eilccted to the bottom of the trough.
The cake of metal, as run out, is then broken into
Its fracture is white, and apparently crystallipieces.
acd, very diiierent from ita original tracturv.
This ari<i
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^ro nThese pieces arc now inof carbon.
troduced into tlie puddling furnace, which is repre- pTTjy^"^
is {^'^^
sented in Plate CCCXL. Figs. 18. and 19.
the ash pit ; G the grate ;
the door for the fuel
C the hollow cavity where tlie preparetl metal is laid. cc*.^^.
The flame passes over it, and then up the chimney F ; pig. ig,!^.
is a door for the introduction of the pieces of metal.
In
It is a cast-iron shell lined with fire-brick.
the bottom of this door is a square hole h for the introduction of the rake, and other tools used for working
the metal.
The workman, at the same time, can see
the mass exposed, during the process, through the same
aperture. Without this door the intense heat would prevent him from approaching the work, for the purpose of
agitating it.
Even with this guard against the heat, it
is almost too great to be borne without great inconvenience. As aoon as the metal is melted, the puddler begins
to rake it about, occasionally throwing water upon it
with a small iron dish. This water is decomposed by the
iron and carbon ; the hydrogen escaping, and the oxy*
gen uniting with the iron, forming the vitreous oxide.
This latter being constantly agitated with the melted
metal, continues to dissipate the remaining carbon.
The iusibililjr of the mass gradually diminishes, till at
length it loses all cohesion, and appears a loose granulated mass.
During the time of this ctiange bubbles
of gas are seen to burst from the melted mass with a
blue flame. Tttis is the carbonic oxide. Soon after
the metal has assumed the granular furm, and the heat
is raised, the fragment* begin to adhere, and the whole
forms a number of ball* of an irregular shape. These
consist of the iron deprived of its carbon, mixed with
the vitreous oxide.
These balls are made as compact
a* possible by beating them on the hollow hearth, with
a very heavy iron rod ahaped like a club. In this
state they are brought out of the furnace with a pair of
large tongs, and pMsed through rollers similar to those Rollers,

ses

from

its loss

D

A

H

represented in Plate CCCXL. Fig*. 20. and 22. first passing through the widest gates, and then in *ucces*ion
till the piece* become about three feet long, six or seven inches broad, and a little more than half an inch
thick.
In the finishing gate of the rollers, there is a
protuberant part croaaing the gate, which mokes indentures across the bar, at inten'aU of about one foot each.
This is for the purpose of breaking the bars into pieces
of regular lengths when cold.
It has, in this stage of
the process, a certain degree of malleability while hot,
but when cold is very brittle.
When the bars above mentioned are broken into
lengtlis, they are laid one upon another five or six in
depth, and are bound together with bands of rod-iron.
They arc now heated in a revcrl)cratory furnace similar to
the puddling furnace, but having a flat hearth. As soon
as theae bundles arc heated to a full welding heat, they
are separately brought out and passed again through
If the iron is not
the successive gate* of the rollers.
intended to be of the best quality, this rolling would
finish the bars for sale ; but if it is to be of a superior
kind, the second rolling is carried only to the extent of
the first, and the bars broken up into bundles a second
Every time this is repeated, the quality of the
time.
iron is improved, as well as its tenacity, as being freer
from specKS, which consist of the small bits of vitreous
It ha* been observed
oxide worked up with the iron.
by some, that, in the rolling process, where the hammer
is not used, the iron is liable to abound with more vitreoo* oxide, which, when polished, is very conspicuous in small specks. It is believed that the hammer
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exyteU the oxitle more than is eflTectetl hv the rollers.
In »onie works, the bnlU, first drawn from the piidfllinf,'
furnncc, are first subjected to the stanipinj? Ihiilimer, as
in tlic old mcthod.the stainpin'rs beingatYerwards heated
in a reverberatory furnace in piles or pyes, and passed
throuf^h the rollers as in the first roHinjf above described.
The second pair of rollers are different merely in the
form of the pates. The angular gates are for rolling
square bars. The bar is turned a quarter round every
time it. passes through a oate, in onler to reverse the
And it passes through the last
position of the angles.
gate a secotjd time, reversetl, to taUe away the rhomboid.tl fonn of the bar which the first time through
gives to it. The first rollers, which the balls are passetl through, are generally confined to that part only,
having no other gates than what are required to form
the bars, which art; afterwards broken up to form the

I
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sit, which nourish the corn that sustains a considerable
they tend tp form and
proportion of the population
to enrich those vast savannahs, which ofcur in that exIn the \i)arm but more
tensive portion of the earth.

or

Irrigation.

temperate climates, there are considerable tracts of soil,
which, if not irrigated, are almost wholly barren ; and
water is also employed there, for the purpose of enrichIt is a cheap and powerful
ing soils already fertile.
manure for various crops of great value to man ; and
the use of it is extended, according to the views and
circumstances of the husbandman, into the vineyard,
the corn field, the garden, the orchard, or the meadow.
Instructed by nature, and improved by experience In very difin the use of this element for meliorating timsoil, man- ferent latikind has already felt that it is of great value and im- tudts iind
dunales.
portance from tlie equator nearly to the 60th degree of
north latitude, and from the saiiie extending on a more
limited scale partly into the southern temperate zone
The pfriodical rains within the tropics could not b*
siifRcieiit in that burning climate, for nourishing the
crops necessary to support the people, if nature itself
had not employed them, and if art and labour were not
also employed in fertilizing vast tracts of soil.
Even in
the milder climates of Italy and France, immense advantages are derived from the judicious application orf
this mode of improvement ; and, though it may appealparadoxical, it is perhaps more productive still in the
climate of England, notwithstandi^ng its high northern
latitude, ajid the moisture of its climate.
The truth is, that irrigation, when conducted on the Ouglit to be
right plan, is generally either preceded or accompanied connected
b)' draining, embanking, or both ; and that it has there- Willi dr.iinirij .and emfore a tendency at one time to improve the soil and
bunking.
the climate also, while the element of water, instead
destructive,
directed
of being
is
to purposes the most

bundles for the second rolling.
,
Wlien the iron i.s intended to be rolled into sheets,
it is first formed into flat bars, and these are cut by
large shears into lengths suitable to the breadths of the
intended sheets. These pieces are transversely passed
Plate
through plain rollers, diflering from those describetl in
CCCXI-.
Fig. 81.
nothing but the gates or grooves for the bars. Fig, 21.
is an end-view of the rollers, shewinaj the iron shelf on
which the heated masses are laiti before they pass
through, and a similar one on the other side to receive
the same, a a, are nuts working on screws to regulate
the distance of the rollers from each other.
For the particular combination of iron with carbon,
called steel, see Steel. For its chemical properties and
respective combinations, see Chemistuy.
(c. s.)
IROQUOIS. See Canada, Vol. V. p. 3i2.
IRREGULAR Douzeaves, in music, are all such
tempered .sj'stems of twelve notes in the octave, as have
more than two magnitudes of fifths in their scale, whose useful to mankind.
single resulting, bearing, or wolf fifth, does not fall beIt is chiefly in this view, th.tt a proper general idea
tween ^.G and [jE, which is the proper place of the may be formed of irrigation. The advantages of this
wolf in REOtiLAR Douzeaves, which see. (5)
mode of improvement are greatest in populous districts,
IRREGULAR Intervals are such, whose expression where the produce of land is of superior value, and the
in Farey's Nolalion (sec that Article) has one or more
labour necessarily bestowed on it may be had at an inof its terms 2, f, or m, larger or smaller than the regu- ferior price; but in all situations water is valuable,
lar and progressive increase of them, which obtains
when it can be safely directed to enrich the soil, and to
throughout an arranged table of regular intervals, ex- improve and augment the prothice. Every one admires
pressed in this notation,
that beautiful arrangement of nature, under which jiu(j)
Irrigation
IRRIGATION. The improving of land by means trescent substances, instead of being useless or noxipartly naof water, is an object of importance throughout the ous, become valuable, by affording new supplies of nutural and
greater part of the globe.
In various countries it is ef- triment for living vegetables, and ofcourse for animals;
partly artifected by nature on the great scale, occasionally or parbut water either is, or may become one of the most vaficial.
tially modified by human skill and labour.
In others, luable means known for improving the soil in every
nature applies this powerful mean of improvement in climate, excepting that where the cold is long continuefforts more detached and confined.
In some parts, ir- ed and severe.
rigation, as a mode of improvement, is effected princiThough much has been done in many parts of the
pally by the agency of man ; and in all cases, this globe, in order to attain the proper advantages to be
agency, skilfully applied, is more or less useful.
derived from irrigation, it is probaUe'that few of these
AdvanA just view of the fatal effects produced by destruc- in proportion have yet been secured. The rains which
tages, how
tive floods, compared with those which are the result of inundate the Nile, the Ganges, and other great rivers,
illustrated.
judicious irrigation, and of that sterility which is occa- do not convey the full benefits to the rich plains which
sioned by excess or by want of water, compared with they fertilize, unless bj' embankments the management
the fertile produce of lands properly irrigated, woulil and distribution of the water be secured, and the culset in a proper light the advantages resulting from this
ture of the soil duly attended to.
The deadly swamp,
natural mode of improvement, by which water is turn- which is occasioned by water permitted to go to waste
ed to use, instead of being left to run to waste and ruin.
by stagnation, may be converted in many instances,
According to circumstances, it may be employed for by industry and skill, into fertile soil. Even the most
meliorating soils of different characters, and for in- barren mossy flats have often been converted into meacreasing the produce in many vi-.riegated forms in dows by natural irrigation.
But in how many instanmost of the populous districts of the globe. The tro- ces is this neglected, where it might bj' art and laboiir
pical rivers convey to the plains over which they flow,
be done ? England furnishes the most alluring specithose annual and immense supplies of enriching depo- mens of what is possible artificially', by means of wa-
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mains to be
done in this
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irri^ifation,

but
yet we cannot
extend our vicus wiiliuut
-ciLsible, timtthimgh
of iuipruvemcnt, a
much ha* been done in
vcrv );reiit deal more !>till rciujin^ to be accomplished.
The (ruth i«, that it' draining and embanking were
'!
on liberal principles, with a view to, and
i.;
tion with irrifrntion, there would be far more
adkaiitixe re'tultiii); from thrir union, than can ever be
aecunti by attending to tlieui separately.
It may also
be reraarketl, tbat^tjieae arta, thouf^b greatly improved,
are yet far from practical perfection.
Errors equally
frequent and gnm are atiil committed in them all, and
the«e have a tendency to bring unmerited reproach
upon arta of great utility t<> man.
Crtaicffceia
It is not an easy matter to convince mankind, how
|w«lucrd
much ia really within the power of human skill and inay human
1

.

<-

skf.l

xnd

bbour.

The first settlers in the American colonies
would not have believed what improvement, even in
the climate, was to follow the draining and cultivation
daatry.

of their lands after the forc-sta <li appeared
Many ages
ela|ncd. brfore die people of Kgypt were capflble of
dul't appreciatinvr the full swell ot the Nile, and of turning it* enriching flood* to most advantage
The treatment and cultivation of soil* enriched by flomiing, and
the due applioktiou of •(-trv ....) ^L || i^ rai*mg the
most <uitat>l« croM.
lence and can
seldom or never be t»... .;^.i.<.., u...«r»« the political
atsle at a country be favourable to ita improvement.
In this view, irrit^^tiun fairlv appears aa a part of an
•KtciMve system of natiofial economy, which ought to
'— '•i^bafMlry of every country to which tfaia
f'f'
:

a

;

^^rral use.

CaiMcqiMa.

supplies ofgraaa have been raised
the present age by ncaiM of iirigst "
've contributed in a very larfc prapor*
tio'i
>rt oi
live stock; and of oosmc they
havr aiKieti not
'lie general produce and value
of ibc soiiaan »
art was enpioyad, but also to
that stock «f manitrc wnich has been toraed, with great
eifcrt, to the purposes rt arable bnsbastdry.
An mcreasing populstion has furnished at once the labour
neceaaaiy, antl markala (at the ptudncc and irrigation
baa thttS. iodiMCtly. but in a very con iderabie degree,
iiMMaaMilbsvalue and tlic produce of cum lands. This
known and important fact ought to
"irri-mr' the
continuance of a system fraught with so OMieh advan<
tag*. aii<l to lead to farther improvement in its priiv
cipies arid pf ug aa.
other hand, it cannot be denied that
^^
Riiwi la
hMte baan comnittad in respect of ilii< art It ha
tsu ut
M|dk> not •• tried in silnatiuiii where nature did not favour the auc'<*
csas of it ; or it haa been employed in order to force a
^1^
**™ <M '• prodoea for which there was not am adequjte demand
;
or it has baan atteasplod to such an extent as rsreeded
the proper Mpnliea of Uxmr within the district: and
in all these ana other shnilar caar*. the failure has been
moat n^in«ly aacrib d to the art itself, when
&ct
il arose from errors am the part of those who coo.
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Notwithstanding the generally enriching qualities of
Ausatlsa
sad
r*. tfao ftjoda which arc sent down by tropical
rains, it re.

MO

^oirad ia

qain, both skill awl attention to cultivate the soils to
MVaMofie, and to plant in every soil and situation the
most aoilablo crops. A cold and moitt climate also rehires a similar portion of akill in order to turn irriga.uon to most acooant ; which answers in Britain much
Better for gram than tor com.
Without this requiaita
•kill add attantioD, it is evideot that no art whatever
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prosper errors, therefore, which proceed from tiiis
want, ought in no degree to bring liiscredit on the art

C.1I1

:

In-i««tioa.

'^'V™^

itself.

The art of irrigation, fully considereil, and improved Iniprovod
""^"j
by objervation, in connection with tfiat ol'ilraining and
highly
improved
in
some
been
so
parts
of embanking, has
,ig^jon,
of the globe, as to approach tow.irda a >cientific characIts features vary, indeetl, so much, in different
ter.
climates, as hardly to permit us to view them in a pro•''"<'

We

contemplate in succession, the new
established system of irrigating for grass in England ;
per light.

of the south of France and of Lombardy- for grass!,
olives, raull>errie8, and other purposes ; and
though mui-h ingenuity and considerable diversity appear, wc hesitate not to pronounce the whole included
in (*ne art.
But where nature takes tlie lead, and human agency is em|>loyed only to promote the utility of
her 0|>erations, we hardly recognize the art of irrigation:
yet it is really of great importance, not only on the
lesser, but the larger scale and the shepherd who properly directs the course of a mountain streamlet, or
turns the collected waters of his drains, in order to
prevent stagnntion or waste, and of course to promote
the health of his flock, at the same time directing these
waters in siicH a manner as to fertilise barren spots of opjnn,„
soil, and thus to furnish additional supplies of food, (he ^^f
really belongs to the same class of artists, as those who ut.
by means of embankment, or otherwise, direct to the
most uset'ul ends the vast inuntlatinns of tropicd rivers.
The features of this art of irrigation ap|>ear very different, but t<ie art itself is the same.
In what manner does water operate in fertilising Mo^n in
barrvm soils ? As an element, it furnishes direct sup. "I^'cli it
«•
plies of ihc footl which is partly req>iire<l for plants "PJ"'"
as a asedium lor moderating the temperature of the cli'
mat.
ns the rigour of cold in some regions, and
icrs ; as a destroyer of some noxious weeds,
at'
it cxiiri>.ii('«. when under proper direction, many plants
which are hurtful to nitriculture, such as broom, heath,
and moss ; and it iiiay be used in order to convey a>ver
In each
the soil fertilizing and enriching substances.
of these modes ol ofieraUng there occur various features, and these must he well con<idereil, in order to
of tho<e lienefidal effects which water is
se>
tliut

vines,

;

;

.'

<

I

qii.<

'

promote by

irrig.itiun.

of course, that great attention ought to be Qualiiisssf
given to the qiudilies of water intended for this pur- "'* vutn.
ftoae ; and that before incurring lal>our and expence in
the apphmtion of it, tliete qualities ought fir»t to be
known. This may be done partly by annly-d^; but
most certainly by eaperiment conducted on a moderate
snail sobI&
in general, spring waters are fertilizing,
and pries* IS also an equable temperature ; but impregnations of noil are fVequrnt and hurtliil even in springs
petrifying spring*, which hod lime in suluiion, are
cummonly fertilising: mossy waters are generally poor
and such as convey enriching sediment, promise the
It luliuH's

Thcao
efTettual and permanent improvement.
ought not, however, to be confined in batons, other.
wi«e they will depoait their sediment there, instead of
conveying it directly over the lands but in particular
ca<e«, when these basons sre to be occasionally cleared
out, this caution mav not be applicaule.
The natural prodoce for which irrigation is best Product of
""adapted, in pMrticobr soils snd climates, come^ next un- "'*
P™'*""'is
not
aloperator
mere
Here
the
consideration.
der
most
la«t,

;

ways a competent judge and it may require the combineil lignts of hi»tory and tradition, ob»ervation and
eapenence, to ascertain the tact ; but there is do doubt
:

;
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it mar be ascertained with a considerable degree
of assurance before expensive efforts are made.
PrudcoiUl
Tlie qualities of the water, and the natural produce
raofidcnwhich it nourishes most effectually, being discovered in
the first place, it belongs to the farmer to consider the
population and markets of the district, his own demands, and the nature and extent of the irrigated crops
pruby which he may expect to derive most profit.
dent man will be determined in a considerable degree
by these consderations, before he embark deeply in the
lrrif>at!on.

that

A

undertaking.
The water meadows of England present a fine view
to Matistical of irrigation for grass, a description of which belongs
docriptions rather to other portions of this work, and will partly
be found under the article Aohicui.ture, and in those
similar acworks to which reference is there made.
count of French irrigation -will be found under the article France of the present work ;" and that of I^ombardy and other nations, will fafl to be introduced under other heads.
In Scotland there have been many successful essays
BuUe of this
art in Scot- in irrigation on a lesser scale ; but the greatest attempt
land.
was made by the late Duke of Buccleuch on his pastoral estate on the rivers Esk, Ewees, Tiviot, Etterick,
and Yarrow. Neither the water nor the climate in general, were favourable to this liberal effort on the great
scale on which it was made ; and the wants and population of the district hardly warranted that scale; besides, it was conducted mostly in that mode which requires most water and most expence ; and it was necessary for this purpose to sacrifice too much of those
level soils which are most valuable for other purposes
The art of irrigation is
in that alpine part of Scotland.
best promoted when success as well as failure are properly recorded ; and the failure of this great attempt is
particularly accounted for in the Farmer's Magazine,
1815, page 42, &c. But many good specimens of irrigation occurred under this attempt, some of which are
still preserved ; and many other successful efforts have
been made by watering for improving the meadows in
all quarters throughout Scotland, the climate and richer
waters of England being, however, generally preferBefeicnce

A

materially to
to apply his

it

;

nor

always in the farmer's power

is it

manures

in

th^proper season, and

Irrigatiwi.

^"^/""^

to the

"

requisite extent.
Irrigation supplies

.

manure

in favahrable circum-

Irrii?aiion

more effect, than alwhich it is applied ;

facilitates

stances, at less expence, and with
most any other motle, on the soils to

and the produce of it on these furnishes increasing
means for the manure of other soils. Tlie limits of this

and "iccom-

^^n^f^ ;„,.
provement

beneficial operation appear as unfixed as its advantages of a counare liberal ; and as the population increases, these li- *''y-

mits e.\tend by the simultaneous enlargement of the
means and the returns. It naturally connects itself
with draining and embankment, and is therefore capable of great extension, as the radical improvements of
a country advance.
In short, whatever occasional errors

may be committed

will naturally

an art that
any well gowith the population and general
in irrigation,

and ought

it is

to advance, in

verned countrj', aloiig
improvement.
The proper modes of conducting the operations of Fist me- ,
this art must be varied greatly in respect of particular tlioii of wacircumstances. A flat soil requires to be floated in '''""Sridges by means of a full supply of water, the feeders
on the crowns, and the drains in the furrows ; but this
method is expensive in the forming as well as in the
supply of water it requires land suitable for the plough,
and therefore valuable otherwise ; and it succeeds fully only when the waters are rich and the climate good.
All these circumstances, however, frequently concur in
"

;

England

to

recommend

it.

Catch- work is applied on dry barren slopes, where Catch-work
the operator sends the water in succession over differ- met'iod.
ent parts of the surface, accommodating his operations
to the natural form of that surface.
This method is attended with little expence, and may answer well in almost every case where water is not plentiful, and circumstances unfavourable to flat forming.
It is an error to think that very long continued wa- Proper centering is productive in proportion.
On the contrary, ''""'""'e""of
°
irrigation
must
continued
for
not
be
too
long
*
° a time at1 '.
at one
tion "'f
/.
»
once on any grounds, otherwise the finer grasses and tjmg,
plants are thereby destroyed, and a set of coarse aquaable.
tics brought up in their place.
Repeated waterings are
There, in favourable circumstances, it is common to necessary indeed ; but the general practice does not
Result and
mcceu in obtain by irrigation three successive crops, viz. two of seem to recommend above three weeks at one time in
England.
pasture grass, and one of grass cut for hay or soiling, all cold weather, half of that time in moderate weather,
in one year.
This fact leads us to consider the climate and one week when the season is warm ; on the whole,
in connection with soil, and water, and other circumabout six weeks in the year.
stances ; and in applying this art to the agriculture of
In the particular works and operations of irrigation, Hefrtcnce
many foreign parts, a similar advantage is obtained by —the precautions necessary when sheep are to be fed '• "j*"
""'
nourishing various crops in the same year.
on watered lands, the plants most suitable,— and the
The resources which may yet be opened to many na- value and application of the produce, we refer to those
Prospect of
general fu- tions by means of irrigation, fully understood and pracworks already quoted, and others in which the peculiar
ture advantised, appear to exceed all present calculations
and practice of irrigating for grass in Britain is detailed
Ugcs.
what is already known of this art is amply sufficient to including among these last the treatises written by Mr.
attract towards it the notice of the legislator as well as
Wright, Mr. Boswell, and Arthur Young, and the
that of the husbandman.
Water may be made to fur- Highland Society Transactions. (K. k.)
nish a rich and extensive supply of manure to the soil,
IRRITABILITY. See Botany and Phvsiolooy.
merely by giving it a proper direction, which will have
IRVINE, or Ikwine, is a sea-port town and royal
the further good effects of preventing that waste and burgh on the west coast of Scotland, in the county of
ruin which frequently accompany this element when Ayr.
It is situated on a rising ground on the north
It is left without any direction.
Even the drainage of side of the mouth of the river Irvine, which runs into
•wet soils may thus be rendered valuable for
the imthe Firth of Clyde, and consists of a broad street, runprovement of other lands, and what naturally tends to ning from south-east to north-west, of a suburb on the
do harm may be turned to advantage.
south side of the river, inhabited by seafaring people,
It has become, in most of the cultivated
Manuring
parts of the and connected with the town by a good bridge, and of
expensive. globe, a serious and expensive matter
to preserve the
another suburb on the road leading to Ayr. 'I'he prinsoils in full bearing by regular and
frequent manuring. cipal public buildings in Irvine are the church, which
Ihe cost of Itrae, dung, and other fertilising substances, has an elegant spire, and stands on a rising ground
IS considerable, and the carriage
and application add between the town and the river, and the town-hall.
1

—

_

;

.
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u situated in the middle of the street. The
harbour of Irviue, formed by the estuary of the river,
"^"T"^ \i commodious, but will in a great degree be super,
seded by the new harbour at Troon. There is from
nine to eleven feet ot' water on the bar at spring
tides, which is increased to lO feet in high storms,
Sevewith a wind from the south or south-west.
ral basMS for the herring fishery formerly belonged
to this port, but the coal trade u now the principal
one, and is carried on bv a number of brigs, which
export 24,000 tons of coals annually. The articles of
import are iron, hemp, flax, wood, and grain. Besides
the grain brought coastwise from Galloway, about
I0,0()0 quarters have been imported in one year from
Ireland.
Its principal manufactures were those of
carpets, muslins, silks, lawns, which were exported in
considerable quantities. There is also at Irvine a dock*
yard for shipbuilding, a large tannery, a rope-yard,
and a bleachfield. A public library was established in
IiHm.

which

Ifl"*-

.

179-''-

It is not known at wh.it time Irvine was erected into a royal burgh, but a charter from Alexander 11. is
extant, (»n£nning the grants of other sovereigna. The
magistrate* have a good revenue arising from the customs, and from a large tract of land, which was rented

per annum. In the town of Irvine are branches
of the Old Paisley Bank and the Ayr Bank. Irvine is
\i miles east Iroai the Isle of Arran, and 6l from £dinburgh.
The following is the population abstract of the town
and parish for 1811
atjt! 500
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ISCHIA is an island of the Mediterranem, about 18
miles in circuit, situated at the CMtem entrance of the
Bav A .N'anles, which ia suppowd to have been produced from tne sea by tolcanic eruptions. This island is
atuated in an agreeable climate the sky is seldom ob.
Mured by clouds ; the summer is temperate, and the
winter mild. Its aspect is greatly diversified, presenting
a mountainous and irregular surface in general, interspemd with some portions of fertile soil, under good
cultivatiun, and abounding with grain and fruit ; while
other parts oonaist of nothing but dark and arid rocks,
markra by sterility, ladua, however, is principally
intercstinK to the mincralogHt, firam the various voicanic product, dispersed in every spot, both of the island
and Mimouaduig rock.. Lava, of the bomstooc bose,
tafii, are the conpoaent perts of the Castle Rock,
Mxnewhiit csoMding a quarter of a mile in circuit,
The Mine appearances are exhibited by a neiglibouring
mountain, from which this ruck is dividol by a narrow
channel, which ha. probably been made by the action
of the wave.. Other mountains coaaiit of «imiUr substances as the Kotaro, betwet-n Caaamicciola and the
citer of Ischia, formed of tufa, pumie.^ and enamels,
which last arc found in no other place. Monte Zaro
ha. been produced by a stream of lava, a mile in length
and two in breadth, the consequence of successive
cniptioas.
Its base, on one side, is washed by the sea,
•oa covered by a vitreous sand, which under the mi^•Nope seems to consiM of particles of feldspar ; and
towards the land there is a spacious tract, almost
eatircl/ tufitfeous, Knttered with fragmcnu of pu.
:
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mice. Besides the mountainons parts of the island,
great rocks of lava protrude through the ground in
different places.
The various lavas are distinguished
by colour and consistence, and by the proportion of
In that of Monte
feldspar, and other characteristics.
Imperatore, feldspar seems to constitute its entire substance.
At the Calce de Panza there are clusters of a
yellowish white species, some of it two inches long;
and many hundreds are grouped together, into roundish masses of half a foot or even two feet thick, having
the lower extremity in the lava. Independent of these
volcanic substances, ferruginous sand is found in many
parts of the island, and in particular abundance on the
This at first sight apparently consists of
sea sliore.
very minute, irregularly shaped iron particles, but,
with the aid of a powerful magnifier, each grain is
discovered to l>e the fragment of a crystal, or a crystal
complete ; but of the latter there is not the proportion
of sloove three or four in a hundred grains. These
minute crystals are formed of two pyramids, united at
the base ; though for the most part they are only incomplete fragments, the defective parts having been
destroyed by the action of the waves. Alum was formerly obtained for commercial purposes at Catrico, a
place on the higher eminences of the Mount San Nicola; but some observers were subsequently unable
The Abbe Snallanzani,
to find any indications of it
however, collected numerous specimens of lava there,
and in the environs. Af\er remaining fur months in
his cabinet at I'avia, those which had been affected by
acids were wholly encrusted by a whitish thin coating
of alum, others exhibited none ; whence he concluded
ther« ar; two siK^cies of lava, and that the fabrication
salt might be profiubly renewed in Isdiia.
of thisjj^^jK,
U«t notwithstanding the re""**** period when the iaa eruption took pUcc, namely
in 130«. the lava of a tract called Arso still smokes in
„,„„ pi.ee«. Utcr naturalistt have been unable to
confirm this observation, nor does be say that he himNcverthcleu Mueous vapour.
self witnessed the fact.
arc constantly escaping from fissures in tne lava, which
are converted to medicinal purposes, under the name
of tUv<i. The vapour is collected and conveyed bv
tubes into apartments, whereby a steam bath is obtained,
and the patient brought witliiii its sphere is covered by
Many such baths are seen here,
profuse perspiration.
and known by ilitTerent names, some of which are rclative to the disorders in w hich they are believed
to be most efficacious. About a mile south of the town
there are wells impregnated with saline and sulphureous matter, which are also resorted to for various dis-

^^,

„

tempers.

NotwithsUnding the volcanic origin of this island,
parts are extremely fertile, and numerous pUnta
flourish luxuriantly upon it. Various fruits attain gn^t

many

inhabitants have pleasant gardens ;
in Kroves, which, how.
ever, are said to be frequently cut down, perhaps from
the shallowness of the soil.
Ischia, the capital of the island, is situated on an inperfection.

and the

level

The

ground* alwund

sulatcd rock on the north coaitt, and connected to it
by means of a bridge and a subterraneous passage, which
was wont to l>e closed by an iron gate. It has a castle
and an hospital, which latter was erected by a benevolent society of Naples, and it is an episcopal see. Some

hundreds of invalids repair from the neighbouring conand
tinent to the hospital during the bathing season
in their conveyance and return, several barks are always employed. Those who are cured leave votive
;

IkIus.
'^

1

s
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MaIichU,
otTerinffs to the Virjfin Mary, or to tutelar eaints.
Itiac T»i Ifc |,y neat viHapcs are (listril)ute(l along the coast, and
^'-'Y'"' detached habitations are scattered over the whole island,
even at an elevation wliere vegetation almost entirely
On the summit of San Niccola, a hermitage,
c«a.<e9.
excavaconsistinfr of a chapel and three cells, has been
ted from the volcanic rock, which are inhabited by three
hermiu. One of the hennits always traverses the island
in quest of what is necessary for subsistence and the service of the altar, which is willingly l)e8towed by the
jnhal)itants, who themselves perform an annual pilgrimage

to the chapel.

The

young females.
was called Onaria, Inarima, or Pytheousa by
the Greeks and Romans ; according to some, from having abomided in monkeys; anrt according to others,
with as little probability, from circumstances relative to
jEneas. Strabo relates, that the first inhal)itants were
Lschia

'

obliged to quit the island on account of its volcanic eruptions; and it remained deserted until 450 years before
Hiero, King of Sj'racuse, fruitlessly endeavourChrist.
ed to settle a colony here ; but one was established
by the Romans, who retained it until the time of Augustus.
A great eruption happened in the year 1302,
by which many of the inhabitants and their cattle were
destroyed.
The survivors escaped to other islands,
where they resided during the two months that it lastSee Spallanzani's Travels in the /no Sicilies, vol. i.
ed.
Pococke's frawh, vol. ii. part 2.
(c)
ISERE is one of the eastern departments of France,
and derives its name from the river Isere, with which
it is traversed from east to west.
It is bounded on the
north by the department of the Ain ; on the west, by
the departments of the Rhone, the Loire, and the
Drome ; on the south, by the Drome and the Higher
Alps ; and on the east, by the departments of the Higher Alps and of Mont Blimc.
The principal rivers are
the Romanche, the Drac, and the isere.
It contains
453 square leagues, and contains four districts, Ii can-

and 558 communes. This department is occupied
and marshy plains, deep vallies,
and high mountains. Grain, hemp, wine, cheese, and
pasturage, are its principal productions.
The woods of
this department occupy about 270,0(K) acres.
The forest called Chartreuse is remarkable for the beauty of
its trees, owing to the scrupulous economy of its ancient
proprietors.
It has mines of iron, copper, lead, coal,
quarries and mineral waters.
Its annual contributions
were 3,54C,.S09 francs, and its population 441,208. The
principal towns are.
tons,

principally with barren

Population.

Grenoble
Vienne
St Marcellin

23,500
10,362
s,047

La Tour-du-Pin
1,589
Grenoble is tiie capital of the department.
1SI.\C Table, is the name given by antiquarians
to an Egyptian monument, in the form of a plate of
copper or brass, containing various figures m b^s-relief.
This piece of antiquity was discovered at Rome in
the year 1525, when the Constable Bourbon took that
city.
It was purchased from a soldier
by a locksmith,
who sold it lo Cardinal Bembo, after whose death it
crnie into the possession of the Duke of
Mantua.

When Mantua
It

was taken by the Imperialists in 1()30,
appears to have been lost, as it has never since
been

S
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ISLANDSHIRE. See Duuham.
ISLAY is the name of one of

rishes,

allotted portions for indigent

I

and there is some reason to believe that it was fabricated at Rome. See Banter's Mi/tho/ogj/, vol. i. p. 567;
Jablonski, Patilheon Egi/pliricitvi ; Pignorius, Charaderes Egfiplii ; and Jablonski, Miscellanea BeroUiiensiOi
ISINGLASS. See Ichthyology, vol. xi. p. 6'79.
ISIS.
See Masoa'ry Free, and Mythology.

island consists of three pa-

and contains a nunnery. It was formerly exempt from taxes, and the King of Naples was accustomed to come hither every year, on whicli occasion he

'

heard of. It was, however, engraved in its full size
by Avneas Vica of Parma. ^ This plate was divided into three horizontal compartments, containing hieroAnttijuarians are not
glyphics and figures of gods.
agreed respecting the object of this piece of antiquity,

the Hebrides, or

Western Islands of Scotland. Its form' is irregular.
Its greatest length, from the Mull of Oe on the south, to
Rumhail on the north, is nearly SV English miles; and
its breadth, from the point of Ardmore on the east, to
the farm of Sanaig'on the west, is about 24 miles.
Its
superficial extent is nearly 154,000 acres, of which oneseventh is in occasional or regular tillage ; two-sevenths
are rugged mountains, rocks, or hills ; three-sevenths
hill pasture, coppice woods, plantations, and natural
grassings impervious to the plough, and one-seventh
unimproved, but improveable, moors, peat mosses, anil
unreclaimed wastes.
The island of Islay belongs to Argyllshire, is divided biiisioa.
into three parishes, Killarow, K'lchoman, and Kildalton.
Killarow, frequently called Bowmore, from the name
of the village where the church is built, is about 18
miles long and 8 broad.
It is watered by the river
Luggan, which runs into a bay of the same name. Its
population, including Kilmoy, was, in 1811, 46.^5.
Kilchoman is about 20 miles long, and six broad, and
is intersected by two arms of the sea, Lochgruinart and
Lochindaal. Its population in Ibll, was 3131.
Kildalton is about 15 miles long and 6 broad. About two
square miles of the parish are covered \yith natural
wood, from which all the island is supplied. Its population in 1811. was 2'.'i6"9.
Hence the population of PopulationIslay in 1811, was 10,03,5.
l"he co.'ist of Islay is in general rugged, and is indented with numerous bays and harbours, the chief of
which is at Lochindaal, where there is also a quay opposite the village of Bowmore.- Lochgruinart and Lochindaal, two arms of the sea, seem to have been once
united so as to divide Islay into two islands.
The
highest land between them is not more than 20 feet
above high watermark, and the soil is a thin stratum of
moss lying upon rounded schistus, mixed with great
quantities of marine shells.
Some of the mountains in
the east and north of the island, are nearly 1 800 feet
high.
The fresh water lakes, amounting to about 80
or 90, cover nearly 3000 acres.
Lochguirn occupies
about 700 acres, and Lochfinlagan, which is about three
miles in circumference, has an islet of the same name
in the middle, strongly fortified. Three or four streams,
abounding in salmon, water the island.
In this island there are nearly 48 'quare miles of Mineralogy,
primitive limestone, without animal exuviae, but containing lead ore mixed with copper, which has been

wrought with success. Manganese and cobalt have been
found, and specimens of the finest iron ore were found
in 1808.
The copper ore, when richest, yields 33
pounds per hundred, and 40 ounces of silver are obtained from a ton of the metal
Veins of emery, from
one to three

feet thick, have been found on the top of
near Portascaig, and a small quantity of quicksilver has been found in the moors, and at the bottom
of wells.
Inexhaustible pits of hard and soft marl oc-

a

hill

'
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KP.Iarow and Kildalton, and great quantities of
cur
Mm weed are thrown ashore for the purposes of kelp
in

and manure.
Afrieulturc

The

principal crops in lalajr are barley, oats, flax,
potatoes, beans, peas; and even hemp, wheat and every

•pedes c^in'ven crop are grown. Themltrvation of wheat

was introtinceil liy the late Mr. Campliell of Shawfield,
and conaidc-rable quantities are now raised annually by
eveni of the mart opulent tenants. Several thousand
baUs of potatoes, ana considcraUe qoantitica of barley
MM exported annually. Nearly 9034 acres are occupied
by the potatoe crops, tipon which about 60,680 bolls
ar« raised at an avvra|>e. There are no niore sheep
kept in Islay than what are necesaary to supply the
iMoid with wool and mutton. It is nacwaa ry, mdaed,
to imf.ort comaidefabie qnantitias of wool.
The principal wealth of the island eonsista of Mack
cattle, dl which the following number* were exported
KOI to 1807.

1801 .
1802.

1803 .
1804.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3H)8
-25-*

L,iO
2.39

1S05.
1806.
1807.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2756
S3I6

.

.

.

.
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whid) givea an annual avers^ of 9640^, the value of
wbidi at £7 per hewi. will be i'IS,484. The best
part af the saletble cattle »re exported to Dumbarton,
Falkirk, and the lowland markets.
If we suppose the
qoantity of cattle exported to be only ^th, this will
give 10,563 as the stock of Islav. The cattle exported
art generally three- year old bafiocks, and yield heifers
and cows. The number of cattle in the possession *t
ganllanen farmers in Islay is about 679^. the lui nain
der, vit yiffj, belonprinir to the tenants and cottar*.
In 1810, the numl>er of milk cows was 1957ItUy also cxpofta tunridttabla numbert of har**>,
The Irish dealsis bay the nAue of them, amoantbtg
from 190 to 180 annnally, at from
j each.
The number annually exported, antouiiL
.
.cen950

'

MtdSOO.
•*•*'*«•

*"*•

principal articles of msmiriu-tnr* in Islay afe
linen yam and kelp.
Betitlest!!inannfao.
tured and used in the island, :;!
.:
KX) worth of
linen yam has been exported annually during the years
between 1797 and IK07. The manofiKtnre and cultivation of flsx was aloo enc«mraged by Mr. Campbell,
who built flax mill* for this fiwr ptae. As the extent
nf the coast of Nlay is nearly SOO miles, it mijjht have
•'•fl that a iireat quantity of kelp would have
ber-

"s

.

the island. Owing, however, tn the small
hetgoi
Oft tides, and the mgged natureol'the coast,
o»ly abort TOO toM are * n u<at tMr ad aanuallT. All the
tenanu -r -— r--— -—-1 <„ make kelp upon their fannt,
Mg him<elf to the receipt of one
the VK]
1

M

tiic ri'nrKrt price when it was sold.
weekly parket, which is a sloop et SO ot fiO toiM,
•aih from Pnrtascaig to Tarbet in Kinlyre, for letters, rtewspapers, ami passengers
and two regular
packet* trade at all seasons between Bowmore aitd
Greenock. The fishermen often carry over to the coast
of Ireland, cargoe* of stculock, which they sell under

third ot

TtAtu,

A

;

S

M
in all 670.

The number of

~

directions,

and above 500

carta.

The quadrupeds, according

to Mr. Pennant, beside Animsla
the domestic animals, are weasels, otters, and dark coloored hares. The birds are eagles, penguins, falcons,
moor-fowl, ])tamugans, red breaste;! goosanders, wild
geese, ducks, herons, &c. and the fish are plaise, smeardab, large dabs, mullets, hallans, lump-fish, and sometimes the lepadogastcr of M. Goiian.
From the dominion of the Danes and Norwegians, History.
IsUy came into the posaewioQ of the Lords of the Isles,
who kept it till the revjn of Jaracs III. When their
powers were alxjiisheil. the M^icdonakls, their descendants, Iwcamc the pr<
"fit In consequence of
an invasion of thei^:
.1- Macleans and Macleods,
comNMUMOad by Jamo VI. Sir James .Macdonald, the
Me escaped to Spain, and,
piodiiMar, was <lereated.
navmg received a pardon, returned in 1(>30. The property of Islny was then transferred to Sir John Campbell of Calder, a great court favourite, on condition of
hi* paying i,'50O per annum of feti-duty.
was po s s ess ed from ! 6.26
A great part of I .i-r, was sold to Mr. Campto 1717 by the famii
bell of Shswfield in i 7 1 7 fur i; 1 3,000, including a part
of Jura ; and in 1 788, tlia late Mr. Campbell bought
aftother part of the inland for £10,000: so that de>
darting the sum which he received by selling the part
nf Jura, the purchase rooitey of Islav may be stated rt
£ I5,00a The renu in 1 779 were £ 3700, and in 1 807
dtey exceeded £ 1 1,000. Mr. Campbell, the grandson
of the late pmprietor, possesses the whole island, excepting two ftrms, which belong to Mr. Campbell of
1

Rallinahy.
in the peat roosae*, the remains

me found
no <loubt of the " maney

woods" which,

in 1.^10.9,

Dean Monroe describe* the

$ec Mac<lonAld's General VitK
of the AgricHliure of the lltMdff, Appendijt, p. 613.
island as possessing.

Edin. 1811, to which wp ''•'• '"i-n mdebtcd for the
it. formation in

principal
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I.SMAIL, or Ibssailrw,

lf'i»Lr.-t.A

is

a

.

town of European Tur-

nn the
key, in the province of Rcssarabiii. It i» '
mile
lelt bank o( the Danulie, and extends n'
along the river, and alKMit a mile towams uu- nnd. It
was fortified with eight bastions, the ramparts being
ttnat 18 to ?5 feet hi height, and tha moat from 30
HoHzonM batterfc* and ramparts deto 40 feet deep.
fend th^ side next the water, and near the town was a
cavalier of stone work, capable of holding some thousand men. This town wa* taken by -ttorm by the
Ruasian* under General Suwarrow, on the %iA Deremlier \Tt)0, after having experienced several checks,
'

1

and

were merely peat mcears, are irow regnlarly sobdivide<i
and enrloMil, and cwvered with the nnest crops. There
is a market for hoeae* at Bowmorr, on the fin>t week of
Angaak, which is chieffy fr^equenled by Irish dealers.
The population of Bowmore in J 808, was 305 males

.it fleal
taken, 845 standards, IO,0(/0 liors.
of other booty, to the value often niilliuiii) of piaster*.
I.SON, in Music, H term anciently ustd for the Keynote, or fandamental of a piece of music, called also the
AflMC.

;

I»l«jr

scholars at the parish school was I'Ji, who were taught
I son.
Latin, English, arithmetic, book-keeping, navigation,
''
&c. At Portnahaven, there arc2fi I'amilies of fishermen.
About 40 years ago there was no carriage road, and Koad».
only two or three carts on the whole ibland; but in
1808, there were 90 miles of carriage road in ditierent

name of wiU aahnon.
The late Mr. Campbell built the two thriving villages of Bowmore and Portnahaven and, by his liberal
policy, many hundred acres round thcae villages, which
the

ViUsfM.

I

and ^65 females, making

Hiigv trunk* of oak, sycamore, and birch,

The

b«-'

'

lost I(),(X)0 men.
I'he Turkish garrisant amounting to %0fiOO, were massacred in cold blood, and the
city given over to the unbridled li«viti«»ii«ne«« tf the
were
soldier*.
No fewer than S;W) pit
1

;
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ISOPERIMETRICAL PROBLEMS.
T»«perime-

"'"'
''"^.
^^
^^ ~

IsoPERiMETRiCAL PROBLEMS, are problems in the
higher geometry, in which it is required to determine the nature of a curve, from some property which
in a greater degree than any
it is supposed to possess
other curve, either drawn between given points, having
an equal length or perimeter, comprising the same area,

or under other similar restrictions.
The first proposal of such problems forms a remarkable epoch in mathematical history, on account of their
presenting diflSculties of a peculiar kind, to the surmounting whicli the ordinary application of the differential calculus in questions of. maxima and minima
was at first supposed inadequate, and demanding more
extensive views than had before been taken of the variations which magnitudes undergo by a change in the
manner of their composition ; thus giving rise to a succession of profound researches, which terminated at
length in the invention of the calculus of variations,
one of the greatest discoveries in the modem analytics,
and tending remotely to the establishment of the differential calculus itself on principles purely analytical.
The property'of a straight line, by which it measures
the least distance between two given points, is too obvious to escape the notice of the most ordinary obserThat of the circle, by which it includes the
ver.
greatest area under a given circumference, is demonstrated by Pappus, in the 5th book of his Mathematical
Collections, with the greatest precision, (Prop. 10.) and
though his mode of proceeding, founded on the inscription of regular polygons, will not apply to the sphere,
on account of the impossibility of inscribing regular
solids within it to an indefinite extent, yet that figure
seems to have been generally regarded as the most caThe first instance,
pacious under a given surface.
however, of a problem of this kind resolved by direct
investigation, was furnished by Newton, in the construction of a solid of revolution, which, when moving
in a fluid in the direction of its axis, shall be less resisted than any other of the same base and altitude.
The demonstration, however, of the property by which
he has characterized the figure in the 2d book of the
Principia, (and which is merely its difierential equation geometrically enimciated,) is suppressed, and no
trace of the method by which it was obtained appears.
Nor does it appear (at least immediately,) to have excited the curiosity of others, since, after a lapse of nine
years, and upon another occasion, the attention of the
mathematical world was first fixed upon the subject
and from that period researches of this nature assumed
a regular and definite character, and the method of conducting them began to be distinctly seen.
No sooner had the newly acquired power of the differential calculus enabled John Bernoulli to resolve
the problem of the catenary, which Galileo had in vain
attempted, than another, proposed by the same philosopher, and whose true solution had in like manner
eluded his penetration, offered a farther occasion of
proving the force of the new methods. It was the
problem of the Brachystochrone, or curve, down which
a body will descend in the least possible time from one
given point to another, in a vertical plane. This was
evidently a question of far greater difficulty than any
©rdinary problem of maxima or minima. In the latter,
the form of the function which is to become a maJiimum

minimum is given, or at least may be determined by Isopcrinrt.
'"'^'^
proper considerations, independent of the maximum or
minimum property, while, in the former, it is this very Problem*
property which determines the nature of the curve in
question, and by consequence, of the function to be made
It was not, however, by any direct anaa minimum.
lysis, setting out from this property as his datum, and
following it as his directing principle, that Bernoulli
The minimum property of
first resolved his problem.
his curve appears to have struck him as a collateral
view, in the course of investigation of a widely different
nature ; and a succinct account of the course pursued by
him, and the progress of his thoughts, may materially
assist us in our inquiry into the early history of these
problems, and, at the same time, serve to illustrate their
or

nature.
It is well known that Fermat had early signalized
himself by the discoveryof a method of maxima and minima, which has procured him, and with reason, the reputation of having invented this application of the future

differential calculus.

Of the

various results afforded

by

method, the following was not the least remarkable ;
that, on the Huygenian hypothesis of the refraction of

his

where

its velocity before refraction is to that afthe inverse proportion of the refractive densities
of the media, its course is necessarily such, that in
passing from a given point on one side of a refracting
surface to one on the other, the time occupied is a minimum. This singular conclusion had, however, been
anticipated upon a metaphysical principle, (if it deserve the name) that, as nature always operates in the
most direct and simple way, therefore, by some necessity, the ray must shape its course so as to arrire at its
The princidestined object in the least time possible.
ple, at the instance of Clerselerius, and the preponderance of natural good sense, was given up by Fermat,
as soon as he had learned to regard the fact as a consequence rather than a cause of the laws of refraction; but
Leibnitz and Huygens strongly adhei-ed to it, the former defending it from his peculiar views of final causes,
while John Bernoulli professed himself convinced by
their arguments, so that, without farther consideration,
it became a received principle, that, under all circumstances, light performs its course, however interrupted,
from point to point, however distant, in the least time
that circumstances will permit ; and in this form it was
laid down by Leibnitz, in the Act. Eruditorum, 1682, as
the foundation of optical science, and attributed by him
to the immediate fiat of the Deity.
Bernoulli had proposed to himself, to determine the
path of a ray through a medium, whose refractive density (and consequently the velocity of the ray)' varied
according to a given law, in which investigation, no
Having (from the pre-established
difficulty occurred.
dependence of the sine of refraction upon the refractive
density, and without any consideration of the velocity,)
ascertained the curve described, and satisfied with the
metaphysical principle above stated, he then abstracted altogether from optical considerations, and regarding
the variation of velocity as produced by any cause, a?,
for instance, the force of gravity, he thus concluded
the brachystochrone on any hypothesis of gravitation.
It is surprising to observe what asceiulency these
considerations of metaphysical propriety had, at that

light,

ter, in

—
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period, obtain«d ever the niin<l of this singiilar man.
No looner had he i<lentiiied the brachy«tochrone, on the
•Nppoaition of uniform fn^vity, with the cycloid, which
bail previously been ideniifitMl with the tautochrone, on
the laoae hypotkesia, than iie celebrates it as a wise
tliipf Mtinn of Providence, or, at lenst. as a wonderful
iiutance of the frU4;ality of nature in her ojierations,
tbiu to niiike one curve servu two purposes, ob^rving,
that thii could not have happened, were not Galileo's
hypothesis of uniform gravity agreeable to nature, allimtgh Newton's discoveries had long ago detnoit-

iteMcd its iklsehood, and Bernoulli well knew the fact
to be au.
It would not be difficult to clear Bernoulli's solution
from any objection on the score of rigour and, in fact,
he »pee<lily ol>t«in«d a more direct one, upon which,
in June log6, he propusod his problem in the Leipsic
acts, under the title, ProliUma novum, ad eujut tolulionem Mathem€tlu.i intitanlur, allowing six months for the
solution, which, however, at the request of Leibnitz,
who, as well a» his brother James Bernoulli, had resolved the problem, was prolonged to a year. At the expiration of this period, a multitude of the chief mathematicians' of the age were found to have been successful, but the only direct analysis which appeared was
that of James Bernoulli.
The principle on which this
analysis turns is of very extensive application, and it
once reduces this, and i^ber problems of the same natnre, to questions of ordinary maxima.
It is this that
tke maxtmtim or wunimnim property, which btlongi to the
;

rii.1.

nhcle ciirtr, bftongt alto In eotiy rUmenlary, or infinite'
ly rmall poriian of it. It is true, this principle is not abipintely general, anil therefore must be verified before
it is applied in any particular case.
In the present it
it easily shewn to bold good.
be the curve (Fig. 1.) required, BCD
\jA

will

821

be the consecutive velocity with which the arc

CD = rf* ^

d**(=<f*')

cover what function

y

establish 8<.me relation

18

of

is

described.
x,

proposed

differentials d.r

to

and

minimum property

;

and to this effect, r^arding the points B, D, as fixed,
and C moveable along the line QC, we must inquire
wliat mu.st be the position of C upon that line, (or what
relation PC and BF must bear to each other,) that tlie
time through BC, with the uniform velocity u, phu the
timi through CD, with the uniform velocity ti', shall be
• minimum.
Now, this is evidently an ordinary question of ni.ixima and minima ; it is, in fact, identical with
Fermat's problem concerning refraction above mentioned, and the solution is precisely similar ; BCD will be
described in a minimum of time, when the two lines
BC, CD, make angles with the vertical, whose sines arc
to each otlier as the velocities v and v* with which they
re described. This gives at once
sin.

e'

•
that

~ sin.

is,

ICD
HCB'

(since tin.
.

v'd/
-.-,-

dy'

.

u

and

sin

'

ICD

vdi
= 0;
dy

dy
unce

ICD ~ sin. HCB

HCB = ^,
dt

t/d^

or,

•

t>'

sin.

.

.

= dii
j^
(-)

,

^vdi
dy

the consecutive value of—;

,

d.-j—szO;
whence we get

vd t

ABCUE

s oonttuit = a.

is the relation required bet ween the difTerenor the differential equation of the curve, for v is
given in functions of t. On the supposition of uniform

Thia

tials,

gravity,

we have

9=^^ and writii^g

v'^f<>*^

^tomake

both tides homogenous,

rf.V

D

be an arc oTaoae
if possible, let B c
Tibing whidi is lc»s than
other cnrve, the tip
that of describing
is
'ice the velmty at
the same, whether tlf (wxM i.-ill down ABc Dor A BCD,
the time through DF will Iw the same on cither sup-

any e lemen t , and,

''

= rf.r^-

the equation of a cycloid, whose bate is the horizontal
Such is the solution of James Bernoulli,
line AK.
cleared of the geometrical form which embarras.>es and
obacurea it, and expressed, as he probably would have
exp reti td it, in the present state of cymbolic reason-

'

D

:

''>> time through ABc 0£
'ntra hypothesin.
than tfaroo
Soppuae, now, tl;c curve .ABCDF., according to the
spirit of the differential -calculus, resolved intn mi iiiflnite number of rectilinear clementt, of '
( D,
fqnal
•re two, corre^jKintling to two element*
to racfi other.) of the vertical absdsaa AF (i), Uie arc
A B UiriK railed «, and tlie ordinate PR, jr. On tliii
•uppo»ition, the velocity most be regarded as uniform
through each of the elements BC, CD, mtl if we call
M the velocity of describing BC, then v •{• tf v (or «')
VOL. XII. pa^T I.

C'tion, andtii'

1

.

There is one peculiarity, however, in the question of
ordinary maxima and minima, to which the problem is
here reduced, v'x. that the qunntity to be made a maximum or minimum is itself a differential expression, or
Tttis does not at all affect
infinitely small magnitude.
the truth of the conclusion, which is inde|>endent of
tlie absolute magnitude of the lines and velocities concerned, but it does the manner o( treating it
In problems of maxioia and minima, the quantities concerned
are supposed to vary by increments infinitely smaller
than the quantities themselve;. Now, the variation of
the length of FC, or the differential of FC {dy), on the
supposition that C chan,;es its place on QC, cannot be
expressed by ddy, because it would thus be confound-

is

Isopcriiuv
'

to dis-

we must endeavour

between the

dy fads, by meaus of the

Now,

)

)
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undergoes, when (by the shiftits consecutive position RD
ing of the ordinate QC
ady.
Problntu.
value
~attains its consceutive

tm p ii mt- ed with the

variation

i

it

to

irfeal

FC

There are two ways

in

lU^dy +

which

this difficulty

may be

the one we have above taken, viz.
avoided The
maximum or minimum, as
resolving the question of the
first is

problem, and then adapting
a separate and independent
to the particular case in quesobtained
so
conclusion
the
the course pursued at first by
tion; accordingly this is
mention the want of anathe Bernoullis ; but. not to
of proceeding, the quesIvtical neatness in such a mode
would
of maxima and minima, which thus arise,
tions

most cases be found of extreme difficulty, and
quantities a
subsequent adaptation to infinitely small
conmatter of uncommon delicacy. The other method
its true light) as
(in
difficulty
the
on
looking
gists in
refine,
merely one of notation, and obviating it by a
character,
in that point, viz. by employing a new
their

in

ment

differentiation, by which
istic 3 for that hypothesis of
BCD, to
the point C shifts, as it were, from one curve,
another infinitely near it, along the fixed ordinate, and
a new name variation for this peculiar change in the
value of rfy. We have here the origin of the calculus
of variations ; and the manner in which this simple artiquestion of the miniiice enables us to combine the
mum, with the peculiar circumstances of the case where
tlian by the very init arises, cannot be better shewn

hardly be said of any other branch of mathematical
science,) that in this the order of invention is precisely
the one calculated to afford tjje most distinct and luminous view of it to one unacquainted with the subject,

and to give him a radical knowledge otlts principles.
James Bernoulli, having resolved his brother's problem, proposed, in his turn, the celebrated defiance, which
at once concentered the attention of the mathematical
world upon these researches, and which has imposed

of isoperimelrical problems on all which deIn the Leipsic Acts, 1697.
similar principles.
appeared, accompanietl with the promise of a pecuniary
reward to his brother, in case of a complete solution, a
programma requiring the nature of a curve, in which a
the

name

pend on

3

rf

X

= 0, 3 p = Oj

through

BF and CD

BF

+ di/')=zO,
because GD z=dt/ + dy'

is

/as
fds

ids

ds'\
as'\

= 0,

is

i(dy

^

3 »'

given, and the velocities
Again,
are uniform.

because the length of

or3rfy

= — 3rfy,

invariable.
i di

Sdly,

= 0;

(«)

the condition of the

Now,

minimum.

+ ,ly^ = ts^'^y'
ds'

So

that our equation (a)

dy

dy

v'ds'

vds

yidy.

and

becomes

idyz=.0;

here, as in all problems of

the variation

idy

divides

off,

maxima and minima,

and

1^-1^
=
ds
v'd s'

leaves
0,

V

the same equation as before.
By the aid of this principle of James Bernoulli, we
are already in a condition to resolve a variety of problems. In the present instance, it is easy to see in
what manner it supplies the place of the metaphysical
principle of his brother's solution: but, without at
present stopping to examine the farther cases to which
It is applicable, we will continue to trace the history of
the subject; and it fortunately happens (which can

rfj or /'»" rfj,

^

be-

is

/-=/-V^".
The first attempts of John Bernoulli towards the solution of this question, although not destitute of ingenuity, fell short, it must be confessed, of what might
have been expected from his great abilities. He supposed that the condition of equal length, and the maximum property, might universally be satisfied together,
by making both the ordinate QC and abscissa AQ vary
at once, two elements BC, CD, only being considered.
It would indeed be so were the quantities concerned finite ; but, even then, were a third condition expressed
by some other integral formula (C) superadded, the
method must at last be abandoned. When, however,
the elements of the curve are infinitely diminished, the
final

by

(/^"

ing the ordinate, and s the arc) shall be greater or less
than in any other curve nj' the same length between its
We have here the first instance of a
fixed extremities.
question of what is called relative maxima and minima,
that is, where the curve in which a certain integral (A
is to be made a maximum or minimum, is to be selected,
not from among all curves whatever, but only from such
as have at least one property in common expressed by
some other integral (B), which, in the present instance,

stance before us.

nothing more
It is, first of all, evident, that as S means
than differentiation, on another hypothesis, all the rules
of the differential calculus must be attended to in the
management of the new symbol, only making the vanations of such quantities as do not change on this hyThus,
pothesis, zero.

integral expression

qertain

equation (at least in the case where yis"

maximum)

rf

x

is

to

be

reduced by effacing all that part of it
which is infinitely smaller than the rest, to a single
term, and to a form altogether illusory so that his analysis, which, even in this case, led him to a distinct conclusion, is positively erroneous, and offends against the
a

is

;

principles of the infinitesimal calculus.
different and legitimate view of the subject was
taken by James, who was thus enabled to detect and expose the fallacy of his brother's solutions; but, although
this was done with all possible forbearance and moderation, it is painful to observe, that the mortification
thereby experienced by the latter, was productive of a
deep and lasting rancour, which obliterated in his-mind
the candour of a philosopher, and in his language the
decency of a gentleman ; which assailed his brother's

A

life, and long
memory.
James Bernoulli observes, that the variation of one

glory during the brief remainder of his
after his death continued to asperse his

ordinate

is

indeed

sufficient,

when but one

condition

is

to be satisfied, but when two are concerned, it will be
necessary to make the same number of ordinates vary.
The principle of his solution, which became the foundation of all subsequent researches, until the invention
Thie four
of the calculus of variations, is as follows
:

equidistant,

and

infinitely

near ordinates PB,

QC, RD,

Isoperimetrical

Problems.
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iKiperiiue.

wad

SE, (Fig.

X.) being drawm, let the extreme points

B£

"

•

Kig

i.

S9S

of the three properties, vja. (A) that of the maxi'
mum, and (Bj and (C),
two common properties,
"
-9 the
affurcU an equation of the above form between the
three variations Cc, Dd.Ee; from which, eliminating
any two of them, the co-efiicient of the other, put equid
to zero, gives the differential equation of the curve.
This is, in fact, the identical process by which an ordinary question of maxima and minima woidd be treated, in the case where a certain function P of two (or
any number) of variables u and v is to be made a maximum, the variables being related to each other by a
given equation
0.
The differentiation ot the lat-

Q=

ter assigns

one relation between their

dQ
du

'

while the condition of the
</P

rfP

.

3u =

do
maximum

variations, viz.

0,

gives 3 F r= 0, or

,

J«+ -J—
J»=0,
-J—
du
dv
'

mnain fixed, while C, D, vary along the line* QC, RD,
by the infinitely small elements or variations Cc, Dd.
Then, to determine their positions, or the relation between the diSerentiaU du, d i, the first condition ia.
that

BC + CD

id ia therefore equal
fie

+ DE = Constant,

to its consecutive value,

4-cd^dE,

which, treated analyticallv, l«Mla to one relation be.
C c. </, or to an equation of the

D

tween the variable*
form

Cc

P.

The maximum

or

+ Q. D = 0.
rf

minimum

property aflbrda another
condition, by which the $um of like eUmeiU$ of the inte-

gnlf\dx

esprcuing that property, is itself to be
or minimum.
This must be treated
•o aa to afford another relation of the tame form

made a maximum

R.Cc+

S. I)(/

= o,

between which, and the forgoing eliminating one of
the variations

(PS

D</,

we

get

— QB).Cc = 0.orPS--QR =

o,

Ce being arbitrary and indepemlent. A similar reaionmg was afterward* applied by Euler to the variation of three, or any numlier of ordinate*,
to satisfy a*

many
?

*

conditions ; but to such questions the
did not extend their rcaearcbea. Thiu,

BemouUia

in Fig. 3. each

A

from which eliminating one of the arbitrary variations,
the resulting equation will have the other for a divisor
and the remaining factor put equal to zero, gives that
equation which holds good between the variables only
in the case of the maximum or minimum.
These va•

riables, in the present case, are the consecutive ordinates y, y", &c. of the curve sought, and thus we see
the raaaon wh^ the final equation so obtained is a difJereulial equation of the curve.
Such was the state, however rudely expressed in the

symbolic hinguage and mixed geometry of those days,
in which the problem was Im by James Bernoulli,
(in his Aiudytit mojpu problematu Isojtrrimetrici, Letp.
tic acts, 1701)
and although his brother, in a Memoir
published by the French Academy in 1718, exhibited it
in a more compact an<l elegant I'urm, and thence took occasion, ouMt untairly, to arrogate to liimself a large share
of its merit, such was nearly the state in which it was
found by Euler in 1733. It is true, that John Ber;

noulli, in this Memoir, ha<l remarke<l a certain symmetry in the terms of his fundamtnlal equations, which,
pursued, would have led him to antici|)ate one of Euler's most elegant and general conclusions, hut he appears (as well as some subsequent writers who have
S'ven an account of his labours, ) to have confounded
is with a thing of the same kinci which obtains in his
final, or tpeci/ic equations, as he calls them, in virtue of
which they are complete diSerentiali, (of which we
have an instance in the equation (o) of our first solution of the brachystochrone,) and which is not universal, or of any very extensive u«e in the theory of these

Our countryman Brook Taylor, too, in his
methodut JncrewtaUorum (1713). considered the subject, and though he added little to the stock of knowledge, and nothing to that of facility or distinctness,
yet he there first employed a general mode of representing the maximum property, vix by /"Vrfx, where
he take* dV
M(/r -f Ne/y 4- Ldi, and thus may
be con sidered as having afforded the first handle to a
general and systematic analysis.
The progress of invention had hitherto been tardy,
and that of generalization next to nothing, when the
subject was resumed by Euler, in a series of Memoirs
in the Petropolitan Commentaries, and in a work ex>
pressly on the subject, entitled Methodut invtniendi lim
meat curvat maximi minimive proprietale gaudentet,
To whatever part of the mathematics thia
(1744).
wonderful man turned his attention, obscurity seem*
to have fled his presence.
It is impossible to exhibit a
more laminoua view of the principles of the subject
problem*.

=

Isopetinietricul

Piobltnu,
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Iwpeiime- than lie has taken in this latter work. In his Memoirs,
of
trical
(.lend. Pelropol, torn. vi. vii. and viii.) the novelty
Problems. ,|:,g
course he was pursuing, as well as the superfluous
'~ »
inyen.
difficulties which usually hang on the origin of
betrayed him into some errors, arising chiefly

^

had
from too extensive an application of the principle of
James Bernoulli, which makes the maximum property
common to the curve and its elementary portions ; but
these he speedily rectified and a sketch of his method,
while it will put the solution of all ordinary isoperimeserve as the
trical problems in the reader's power, will
tion,

ing invariable, so as to make«Dne element mno of the
curve in the middle of the series vaiy, and become
m>o. Let V,, V,, &c. Pi, &c. (/,, &c. he the consecutive corresponding values of V, p, q, &c.
To fix
our ideas, suppose n =r 2. Our series of ordinates will
then be

and we may suppose

dV =:Mdx + N dy

:

best practical introduction to the calculus of variations,
which (however closely connected with the subject in

an historical point
as a great deal too
fotplanation of its
of the kind.
Isoperimetrical

we

cannot help regarding
abstract to be made the basis of an
principles' without ^ome preparation

of view)

,

problems, then, are distributed by
Euler into classes, according to the number of properties they involve, or of ordinates, which must be made
The first class consists of
to vary in their analysis.
absolute maxima and minima, where one integral Cy dx
is

to

be made a

maximum

any how determined.

minimum, between

or

The

rest,

limits

where, besides this

condition, others are superadded, viz. that certain other
integrals

/"W d x, CZ dx, &c.

If

we now

pari of
X, y,

p

it,

it

maximum

will be so

provided

dy

V be
d"

y

or

for every

minimum for

injinitely

V

by the

fected
curve.
1st,

ix

=

o,

iy

d'

y

**

*^*^"

and />,

— o,

(«) of the highest differential co-efficient contained in V, imagine twice that
number of ordinates erected at equal distances {dx) from

and from each other, so as to form a

rig.

4

w»

=

y,

series

of ordinates

yn
y»n.
the middle one y„ vary by the quantity
Sy„ (Fig. 4.), all those on each side of it remainlet

iy,

= o,

3^,=7jy(

= v),

3^,=o, &c.

which are affected by the
which contain yj, are^,

and these give

;

ax

ax

dx
I

= -7-^)

which

vary, are those whose expressions in terms of three consecutive ordinates, contain the variable one y^, that is.

?.=

dx^

9x=-

dx'

rfx»

whiSi give

'"""'^'^^ «"

Whatever be the order

l/'^fy^'V^

of the

&c.

=

3y

itUefrral expressions.

of which

mno

variation of the element
have,

Now, we

so that the only values of p,
variation o(y^, (being those

small

some determinate fonction of

= -JF' q ~ "dx^' " ~
d^'
-.

resolved into

fVdx=:&c. + Vdx+VJx+V^dx+y,dx + &c.
we must first inquire which of these elements are af-

In like manner, the only values of y

Prop.

the whole curve,

+ Qdq.

f'Vdx

are to be given, are call-

see, all the rest are reducible.

absolute

Vdp

elements, thus,

its

ed, in general, questions of relative maxima or minima.
To begin with the former, to which, as we shall soon

If fVAx be an

-f-

conceive the integral

dx^

3?,

=

-

dx^'

3g,=

dx^

and, in the same way, the variations of the higher differential co-efficients might be found, the numerical
co-efficients being those of a binomial 1
1 raised to
the successive powers 1, 2, 3, &c.
Hence V, V,, V,, (or V„), being the only values of
which contain these quantities, are the only ones affected by the variation > of the ordinate ^j, so that the

—

V

only portion of the integral
the variation

oimno

is

fV d x,

which

varies

by

that consisting of the elements

Vdx + Y^dx

+ V,_dx.

Representing then the whole integral by

A

-f

A and B are
mum cannot

jvdx -f V,

(/^

.}.

Vj dxl

-f.

B,

and the condition of the maxitherefore be satisfied unless the nature of
the curve be such as to render this elementary portion
invariable,

a maximum.

A train
its

of reasoning precisely similar, only longer in
is applicable to the higher values of n.

details,

When, however, V
the arc s zz fd x

involves an integral,

V

I -{- p^,

as, for

instance,

since every succeeding va-

lue of this is affected by a variation in any part of its
extent, it will thus affect every succeeding value of
j

V

and' the rest of the integral represented above by B, not
being invariable, the principle of James Bernoulli ceases to be true in this case.
Still less can it be extended to cases where
involves a quantity not given, but
implicitly, by an unintegrable differential equation, as
in the problem to find the curve of swiftest descent in a

V

resisting

medium, to which Euler himself erroneously «p-

laoperime"''='J

Piob'.cms.

»

ISOPERIMETRICAL PROBLEMS.
plied

it,

Comm. Pelrop. and in hi« Meeha.
maxima and minima, however, it

(in tom.

vii.

In relative
may happen, that the integral involved in V may be
the very one which i» supposed the same in all the
curves ; and iti succeeding values remaining in consequence unchanged, the foregoing reasoning will still
apply. Thus, if the condition of equal length be soperadded, tl»e part BCDE (Fig. 2.) being equal to
Uc^E, any succeeding arc aH will be the same, whe>
ther it consist of aBCDEH, or aBc</EH; and the succeeding value of s being unaffected by the variation of
the element BE, B is now invariable, so that here Bernoulli's principle hold* good, even when V is a function of «, as in the Moona case of his own programma.
nict.)

The

resistance being represented

yyg^o'/^rf',
l+P*
yp'

v_

Consequently,

ruaUam

betireen

y and

x,

w]tieh render*

OsN—^,

make

the element of the integ^
a maximum ; or, which comes to the same thing, the
variation at tb« whole' integral doe to that of one ordi.
nete e^iwl to aero ; that it, (in the case we have been

here to

that

by substituting

is,

_

JV.

(i+P=)'

minimum (A)

dps
-

gives

V=P dp+pdP=d (P p),

«f

for

e

—
P

+

(3p*+p'h

VzsPp+c

(B)

V

and

and P

their values,

reducing

Hence, since dxzs

)V

+

d V=Nrfy-f.Prfp,

by eliminating Kdy,

whence,

We hare

here, then.

orO=N</y— piP;

which, combined with
gives,

by

N=f^. ^= ^ll+^?

M=0,

the equation of the

tmoiiliom retptcting V bamg wmie, to tie-

fVd* m fMHMBMi or wuMimum.

d!/

1+P*

Sdy+Pdp.
Now,

lerwuMt tke

dV =

i+P*

Pkop.

The toMA
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any problem of absolute maxima, however
complicated, where V involves no integral sign. As
an example of the manner of its application, we will
take the solid of least resistance of Newton.

to resolve

— 3c

+JV\=o.

ep

c

or

4

'/f

we &id

log.

p

-f. e'.

Kow, we have

miatiom of *,y, p, q, (being infiSvlMlkatiag, then, for i r. i y. ip,
iq, and thair eoatecntive Tahies, the expressions before
found, w« gat
whaterer be the

nitely

MuU.)

and the equation between x and y results from the eUmination of p between these two. The equation (B) is
of oonsiderabk use in ordinary problems of this kind,
and is generalhr applicable when \ is a function only
of y and p, affording immediately one integral of the
equation (.\.)

P«op.
Required the nature of a curve which thatl give

a greater or
of /

WdX

lets value
is

/v d x

than any other curve in tohich that

the same.

and the sum of these put equal to sero gives

— —

P.-P' + Q.-gQ.+Q
is
|N.-—
jj—
zp
,

or,

,_„
;•'=••
)

dividow oA the arbitrary variatioa 3 «, or

obaenring thrt

P._P. =

<i

P..

>,

and

Q._2Q. + Q = d»Q,

•^'-.vp +^d*Q^o.
In this equation, we may now write N and P for
N, and P,, from which tMy differ only by iofinitcsi.
mals, whoi we obtain

0=N-liP+-ij-^<i
Had we
order,

conaidcrcd differential co-efficients of a higher

by varying^,, or jf^.

Sec.

or at once aattlTsad

the general case, the process would have been pncMcly
similar, and we should have arrived at the equatioo

Here two ordinates must be made to vary ; but their
variations being independent, and infinitely small, the
variations tliey cause in the two integrals may be com.
pated separately, and their sum taken for the joint effect.
Now, let > and •> be the variations of the two
consecutive ordinates (iy and >y,), and let P >y or P
be the variation produced in /V d j- by the variation of

by reason of the uniformity which must subbetween all operations which relate to the consecutive points of tne same curve, P, iy,, or P,.*i will
be the variation produced in it by the variation of the
consecutive ordinate, and therefore P.>4-1',.« will be
the whole variation ofJ'Vdx owing to the simulta-

jr,

then,

sist

neous change of both ordinates.
be the variation of

the gmcral formula of Euler.
1

It enables

us

In like manner,

if

Q.

f

caused by that of y,
'
-H Qi ** ^>ll t>e the joint effect of thoee of ^ and y^.
The condition of masiinium then gives
x,

Q

0iN-l-</P+^rf.Q_-L,-rf,R + &c.;...(A)
wyrh is

fVi d

P..-|-P,.«=0, or P.i+(P.f.dP)«=0.

And

the invariability

offW dx

affords another equ««

Isoperim*'"'*'

Problems.
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impttimt- tion, of precisely the

P^lkm.
'^ r

—

same form,

Q.,+Q...=0, orQ..+ (Q+dQ>=0.
Eliminating, then, one of the variations, and dividing

by the

other,

QdP — PdQ=0,
whose

complete integral
arbitrary

variation of /".Vdx,

y only

(P+aQ)»

that

rv d x+a.

fW dx

mum, rds being given;

(a)

>,

that of

J'W d x

sati'sfies

to

the. relative

which

hence,

maximum,

treatment

the

an absolute

;

so that the

of

maximum would

led.

A

reasoning precisely similar applies, whatever be
Suppose them
the number of properties concerned.
u, v, &c. being the
dx, &c. and
fVdx, rWdx,

fZ

•>,

variations of the same number of consecutive ordinates,
each of the conditions indiscriminately gives an equation of the

same form.
P,.<w + Pj.T + &c. =
+ Q,. «+ Qi.sr + &c. =
+ R.-"-!- R.-T-f &c. = 0,

?,,+
Q.,
R.»

And

it is

&c.

evident that the equation

P

4. a

example, where

fxds
"^

is

jds

o(J'Vdx+a. J'W dx,

as

as, for

;

is

varying, and Q.
is

bined

Now, P. » is the
and constant.
on the supposition of one ordi-

equation (n) which
is
the very same

have

^=0,

P^aQ =

a being
nate

^^

or-p:

the quantity V, under theWntegral sign, involves one or Uoperime"'"''
more indeterminate integrals, or expressions given by
ruolemii.^
an unintegrable differential equation, as well as where
~
'
the function to be made a maximum is not merely a
single integral, but a function of one or more com-

Q+6 R+

&c.

::;:

0,

where

o, h, c, &c. are arbitrary constants, will be the
complete integral of the differential equation resulting
from these by the elimination of y, «, ?r, &c. because it

gives

P,+«Q,+4R.+&c.=:0
Q.+i R, + &c.=0,

P, + a

&c.

and multiplying these equations in succession by
», tt, v, &c. and adding them together, their sum will
vanish, as is readily perceived, by reason of the former

to be a

maxi-

but of these the necessary limits

preclude any thing beyond this historical
notice. It now only remained to discover some general
method of treating isoperimetrical prqblems, which
should dispense with the resolution of integrals into
their elementary portions, and reduce their treatment
to a regular series of purely analytical processes^
This
desideratum was supplied by Lagrange (in two memoirs, published in the Melanges de Turin, tomes ii. and
iv. 1760, 1770) by one of his first and greatest discoveries, the calculus of variations, and with such complete success, that nothing beyond it can be expected in
future.
Euler, with a memorable candour, of which,
perhaps, no parallel instance can be produced in the annals of science, and which forms a strikinp: contrast
with the passages we have had occasion to notice in the
early history of the subject, was the first to acknowledge its superiority over his own methods ; and, disdaining those feelings of jealous rivalry the circumstances of the case were so peculiarly calculated to excite, hastened to become the commentator of the new
method, and to substitute it in the place of his own. The
principle of the calculus of variations, and its connection with the present subject, has been purposely kept
in view in the preceding pages, and will have been
already been made sufficiently evident. For the detail of
its processes, and an account of its successive improvements, as well as for the demonstration of the theorem
we shall require, the reader is referred to the article
Calculus of Variations.
The essential distinction between this mode of treating isoperimetrical problems and Euler's is this, that
the latter estimates the change produced in an integral

of this

article

system of equations.
The problem of relative maxima and minima is thus
reduced at once, and in all its generality to that of absolute ; for the preceding demonstration applies to all
cases.
We need only add to any one of the properties,
the others, multiplied each by an arbitrary constant,
and then make the sum an absolute maximum or mini-

fV dx by the variation of -one, or, at most, a limited
number of ordinates ; whereas the former considers the

mum.

which

As

a single instance, let us inquire what curve,
under a given circumference, contains the greatest area,

or in

whichyd

x

Vl +p^

being given,

fy d x

effected in it by the continuous variation of the
ordinate along the whole extent of the curve, infinitely
small indeed in quantity, but regulated by a perfectly

The

arbitrary law.

variation of

\

and

dx)

y

—c

integrating,

the general equation of a circle.
In the work above cited, Euler extended his researches successfully and correctly to the case where

determined,

C

<Z'

undergoing an
affords

fVdx is

undergoes, not by the change of one element
only of the curve, but by the whole curve ABCD (Fig. 5.)
it

be a maximum.

which reduced,

j

change

shall

Here the quantity to be made an absolute maximum isJ'{yJ^aV\ + p^)dx; and V in this
case being a function of y and p only, the iquation (B)
holds good, and gives

*

infinitely slight

change in

its

nature,

and

passing into another abed, infinitely near it, but
whose deviation from it in the different parts of its
course is in all other respects perfectly indeterminate
and arbitrary. It is demonstrated in the article referred
to, that (supposing 3a;
0) the whole variation so pro-

=

duced

{ify d x)

where

A„ and

is

reducible to the form,

A^^Ao+J'Biy.dx;
A,^ (in

Aq, are the values assumed by a function
which iy,d iy, &c. are not included under any

_.

.

;

;

I

s

o
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integral sign,) «t the limit* between which the integral
Now since the law, according to which i y
is uken.
Pniblmx.
varies, is arbitrary, we may suppose ly—i.ip^x), i being an infinitely small given quantity, and 9 (-r) a function of X of a form absolutely arbitrary, and which may

1

nperinc-

even be subject to no analytical law.

If

we suppose

x„

represent the values of x, y, at the reand '(*), *"('), &c. the differential
A^ will be of the
co-eflicients of ^ (x), the part A,
*,, »5. y,. to
spective limits,

—

forTOy

are any

how determined ; but

the other fKtt,J^

^ydx,

or i.fB. p {s) d X, being dependent on the whole extent of the funrtion p (x), from one limit to tlie other,
ia not ddannined by those extreme values, bvcause the
asauniin? any number of particular values of an arbi-

and

not
The condition of the
sulh
:
It-tennine its form.
maximum, howrver, require* that the aggregate of these
two parts should vanish ; which is therefore impossible,
unlets the nature of the curve be such, that this inde>
terminate integral shall disappear from the variation,
that is, anleM B
0. This equation deterroinos, therefore, the nature of the curve in general ; but tliere reA^O, in which
mains to be satisfied the equation A '
no quantities are involved but those whicn relate to the
limits of the intej;ral, and which, therefore, determines
those oooditiuns to which tlie limits must be subject,
that anoac all the curve* w hich have their general n*>
tore reprascnted by B=0, the particular cpecies and individud shall be selected, which renders the proposed
integml the greatest or IcMt poaaiblr ; in other words,
tlie eqiiatiiin at the limits diiliiiiiiiiiM tlie arbitrary oon>
•lanta which enter into the integral of 8=0.
The qoantiiy B, when V is a function of x, y, p,
f, &C. sudi that
trn

'1,

it« differential

co-etFicients, is

.

=

—

dV z=hldx + Sdy+ ?dp + hc
no other than

""-Tr'^ + 'i^ tf*Q

— &c

inm

which Euler's general equation resulta at once
mote complicated cases, where V contains
indeterminate integrals, &c. the value of B, deduce<l by
the proceaa for finding the variation of/* V d x in such
cans, omt oat eqaal I0 aero, will, in lilie manner, afford
and

o

in the

the general eqaafdoa eipreiiive of the nature of tiie
curve soogbt.
The procceeea of Euler and the BemooUis enabled
them merely to discover, in a general way, the nature
of the curve poea e saed of a given property of maxima
or minima ; as, for instanea^ tlMt it is a cydoidt or an
ellipse.
But the qoeetion iaBBediately and aatoially
ef all aocfa corvee, >ybet particalar ponliaa of the
Cjrdoid, or what position and eocentrieky of the cUipae,
will give the integral in question a greater or less value
then it will have for any other cycloid or ellipse, &c.
drawn i To determine this, a separate and
process, of the nature of an ordmary question of maxima and minima may be imt Iliad, and
wiwld be foond sufficient ; but no genend fisraanfar for
the purpoee had been given, nor was it even suspected

«w.

p

:

Iwp«ini«p*'**?^
j™^,"]).''

an indispensable part of the solution. The dis- s-'sicin of
cussion of this point belongs, however, more properly Tcuipcrament.
to the calculus of variations, and can scarcely be separate<l from it.
Indeed, since the discovery of that cal« ^""V""'
cuius, isopcrimetrical problems can no longer be regarded as forming a separate branch of mathematical
investigation
though, as a point of scientific history,
they must ever continue to maintain a degree of interest proportional to the importance of the discovery to
whidi they gave rise. Like the theory of the tangents,
evolutes. Sec. of curves, they take llieir place in our elementary treatises, on account of the geometrical illusbut
tration and relief tliey give to the abstract theory
much of their intrinsic importance is lost, when all they
can afford is exhausted, and they have ceased to present
a field of unexplored research.

dere«l

it

;

This, therefore, is a determinate quantity, when the
extreme values of 9 {*), and its differential co-efficients

i»

s

I

two problems might be resolved together by
one analysis, till Lagrange, by means of the definite
part of his formulae, eftected it at once, and indeed renthat the

;

For further information, we must refer to the meto a treatise, by Mr. Woodmoirs, &c. above cited
house, on isopcrimetrical problems ; to the various expositions which have appeared of the calculus of variations ; and to the article VARiATfoKs in the present
;

w. hekschbl.)
'system or temperamekt, or the equal
temperament of the musical scale, consists of 13 equal

work.

(j. r.

ISOTONIC

U/-

—

51X-f.f.{- 4,'^ m.
This system derives its chief consequence fVom the great
number of writers, and the respectability of several of
thoee who have appeared as its advocates ; among those
who have fallen under our notice, we remember the
names of D'Alembert, Broadwood, Cevallo, Chladni,
Couperin, Crotch, Davis, Ues Cartes, Emerson, Euler,
Kirnberger, KoUmann, Marpurg, Merrick, Mersennus,
semitones, of the value l-i-j^2,

Ilameau, Riccio, Scrogs, Sorge, Sulzer, Vogler, &c.
It is plain from the account given by most of the wri«
ters alluded to, that they had neither submitted this
system to the test of experiment, or tliorotiglily calculated and considered the harmonic effects of its grossly
tempered chonls, the thirds and the sixths especially
while many of them were utterly unacquainted with
the true nature and limits of the musical scale, as ap]>ears from their statements, and as to what could or
could not be done, owing to the immutalile relations
which any one of the tempered chords lias with several
others, and of the whole combined, in a regular douxeave.

In page 27S of our ninth volnme,

we have

inserted

a Table of the full particulars of a system, very carefully and minutely calculated, which Mr. Farcy discovere<l in 1807, and first announceil in the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxviii. p. 65, not fur the purpose of
recommending or advocating the isotonic system, of
which we are now treating, as being adapted to use
but for the purpose of shewing a practicable mode of
exhibiting a new system, so indefinitely near to the
true isotonic, that all ii^ merits and defects mi^ht thereby be shewn, and the controversy so long subsisting regarding this system, ended by an appeal to actual and
indisputable experiment.
In pursuing the same object, Mr. Farey hns very recently recommended, in the periodical work above
qootad, vol. xlix. p. 447i the undertaking of an experimental enharmonic organ, on a scale sufficiently extended to admit of exhibiting two or more octaves, of the
great scale of intervals, ()12 in the octave, which is

given under our

article

Interval, so contrived, that the
S

s

I

o
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merits of the isotonic, in common with a great number
•yitein of of
f^f^p^ svstems which have been proposed, may be put
Tempera.
^^ j^^- ^j. jufljcient trial in mi.sical performance by
-_^^_, the use of those 12 Listonian notes, which approach

^

~

'

:

~ nearen

to the true isotonic notes respectively, or those
maybe submittuil to this

of any other system, which
trial.

true isotonic system, which we are
about to present to our readers, is exactly similar
in its arranffement, and was calculated for the purpose
of comparison with that of Mr. Farcy's system, approximating to it, which has alreatly been referred to in our
ninth volume, p. 273, except that the 3d column there,

The Table of the

now

I

SO

which exclusively pertains to Mr. Farcy's

first system,
contains those 12 notes of liis enlarged Listonian
scale, which he has reccjitly recommended to be tried
in performance, as stibstrtutes for ihe 'strict isotonic
notes, which all the following colunnis of the Table now
given, are occupied with
Before we arrive at the printing of Temperament, in
bur work, we may hope to bo able to announce that
the experiments above alluded to have been made, and
their rcrults, and to give all the further particulars, in
a tabular form, regarding the system of 12 notes, which
are now contained in our third column below.

now

Isotonic Table.

4

2

3

c
B

612

612 12 53
561 10 49

.5(XX)^00 480.(»O000
..5*97315 1453.05974

Bb

510
459
40S

510 11 44
459 8 40
408 9 S5
357 7 31
306 5 27
255 5 22
20t 3 18

.56I2S10 1427.63137
.5946035 403.63032
.629960.^ 380.97627
.667H99 359.59372
.7071068 3,19.41126

1

561

A
G«

G

3.5Y

F«

E

306
255
204

Eb

153

F

D

c«

102

153
102

51

51

^

'

:

1

4 13
1

9

2

4

c
X

Artif.

f

.74-91536

320.5^6152

.7937005
.8408964
.8908987
.9438744
1.0000000

302.38105
285.40969
269.390S7
254.27116
240.00000

Length of

Vibrations in
1" of Time.

Approximate

Strings.

{()

Isfahan, or Sfahan, a city of Persia,

is not fordable in spring, and is
several fine bridges.
This city, which during centuries was the capital of the empire, and yet
remains pre-eminent in population and commerce, en-

ver Zainderoud, which

by

joys a delightful climate, of which the Persians have
always boasted. The air is so pure, that metal bearing
the highest polish does not contract rust ; and it is said
Except duto pos.sess powerful antiseptic principles.
ring a few weeks of the year, the sky is serene and unclouded, the rains are never heavy, and snow seldom
The seasons are so r^ular,
lies long on tlie ground.
that it is considered a point of indifference whether the
market places be covered or open.
Ispahan, in its most prosperous days, was surrounded by a wall 20 miles in circuit but the inhabited part
x»f the city is now restricted to a space of between two
andthree miles in dismeter. Every where it is sixrrounded by ruins, extending to a great distance. Some of
its most extensive suburbs have entirely disappeared,
and the most populous quarters are deserted. Beheld
from the top of the highest edifices, all the buildings
;

cjihibit

0.

0.

1

Sharp I lids Sharp

itlis.

1.36676 25 42736 18.31.596
129005 2399966 17-28777
1.21768 22.65286' 16.31770
1.14914 21.38138 15.40184
1.0S456 20.18056 14.53762
1.02,S67 1.9-04840 13.72171
.96633 17.97882 12.951.55
.91197 16.97011 12.22487
.86094 16.01768 11.53831
.81256 15.11865 10.89096
Flat Vths.

Flat 6ths.

SharpVltlis

I3eaU in 1" of Time.
1

in the province of Irak, situated towards the south part
of a very extensive plain, on the north bank of the ri-crossed

0.

j

:

I

0.*

16.01768 1.82394
15.11865 1.72183
1.62512
1 4.27036
13.469 18 1.53418
12.71368 1.44803
1-9.9983 1.36676
11.3i643 1.29005
10.69069 1.21768
1372171 10.09028 1.14914
12.95155 9-52420 1.08456

21.78192
20.55892
19.40547
18.31596
17'i8777
16.31770
15.40184
14.5376?

In pages 273 and 274 of our volume, which has been
quoted, the sums of the beats in each of the six latter
columns of the above Table will be found, compared
with similar sums of the beats of Mr. Farcy's equal temperament ; and several other comparisons and averages,
by which the very near co-inciilence of these two systems are shewn the total number of beats in the two
Tables, differ only .0063 of a beat, out of more than 847

ISPAHAN,

0:

0.

U

10

9

1

24.4 4-974' 17.97882 2.04734 l.,'i3418 28.54072 20.55892
23.07662 16 97011 1.932661 1.44S03 26.93836 19.40547

iListoiiian notes.'

beats

8

7

Fiat 3ds.

m^

Notes Commas.

6

..

1

a light yellow colour; and, were

it

not for the

intermixture of trees, the view would be monotonous.
The domes of the numerous mosques are a field of green,
or sometimes blue lacquered tiles, with ornaments in
blue, yellow, and red, and they are crowned by golden
balls and a crescent. When visited by Chardin, the walls
were so completely covered by houses as scarcely to be
discernible. He pbser-.es, that he did not take a plan of
the city, neither did he give any view of it except in a
vignette, " because, from whatever side the city is beheld it resembles a wood, where only domes are to be
seen, with lofty slender towers attached to them, serving the Mahometans for belfries.'' Ispahan consists of
the city properly so called, and the suburb of Julfa,
with some others of inferior note, all surrounded by
beautiful gardens. The former is in general ill built, the
streets narrow, irregular, badly paved, and very dirty,
full of mud in rain, and of diJst during gre.tt part of the
The better quarters and market places are wayear.
tered in warm weather, which was wont to be done
twice daily throughout the city.
The houses, .though
sufficiently handsome and convenient witbin, m^ke no
Those inhabited by the governor, pubexternal shew.
lic officers, and opulent merchants, may almost vie with
palaces, but nearly the whole consist of bricks dried in
the sun, for none, except the public edifices, are constructed of burnt bricks. They present high dead walls
without windows, and have terraces, wtiereon the inhabitants sleep during several months. The only access
is usually by one door or gate. In the interior there is a
<Jourt, which, if large, is laid out in walks, planted on
the sides with flowers, and ornamented witli fountains.
Almost every dwelling of consequence has a garden belonging to it, which, while promoting the beauty and
salubrity of the city, greatly increases its extent.
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Chirdin rdatet, that in his time, nam^W between the
666 ind l67fi, there were within the walU l62
nto^qim, 48 college*. 1803 caravanseras, 373 batht, 12
cemeteries, and the number of houses was computed at
38,000. But the ri'v has since undergone so many diIspidMioiis, tfiat, in addition to the total destruction of
the wall*, many of the most celebrated edificest have
But the Shah Maidan, or royal square, is
perished.
still the finest and largest in the universe, and its ba*
Bars and religious edifices rival any to be seen in
It is 440 paces in length, by
tastem kingdoms.
160 in breadth. At the distance of 25 feet from the
booses it was surrounded by a canal, bordered by lofty
On the south
trees, both of which are now destroyed.
side stands the royal mosque, a magnificent building,
years

1

which was constructed by Shah Abbas in the sixteenth
Every part of it exhil>its a style of archicentury.
(t is
tectural ornament quite unknown in Europe,
entered by a gate about twelve feet wide, closed by two
leavcK, covered with plates of solid silver, partly gilt and
sculptured, which were added by .SriAhSefi the First An
fron chain hangs across the outside towards the square.
Within these, are fountains flowing into jasper basons,
•pacious courts, anil extensive porticos, of which that
ia the centre is sumoantcd by a vast dome and gilt
crescen t, visible at the distance of four leagues on the
road from Casan. All this edifice is constructed of
stone, covered with highly varnished bricks and
tflct, upon which are inscribed sentences of the Koran.
Thoagn the royal mosque has lofty minarets, they are not
used tor calling the people to prayers, fV'om their over>
l«ff*™«g the neighbouring hmises, which excite* the jfrakMsy of the inhabitants. On another side of the Mai<
dan there is a Mahometan college, called the Mtdretse
Shah Sultan Houein. Its entrance i* gained by a lof?' portico, enriched with twisted pillars of beautiful

Mwy

abris marble, which lea«ls through two brasen gates,
the extremities of which are of stiver, and their whole
MfflKt highly sculptured, and eaibnwd with flowers
and verses fron the Koran. They open into a court,
on the right side of which is a mosque, with a great
cupola covered with lacquered tiles, and adoroed exterIt ia freed bjr two
nally with ornaments of pure gold.
minaret*; but they can no longer l>e ascended, as the
fairs are destroyed, and the dome itself is falling to decay, but its lateriar is richly spread with variegated tiles,
bnring a praftisian of i nacri ptkms. The other sides of
the square are ocnipied, one by a high and beautiful
portico, and the remaining two by small square cells
with carpets, a* rooms Ibr the stwKots, twelve in each
Here there are thirty
IWxit dispose d in two stories.
professors, who not only instruct the youth in reading
and writing, but in the languages, belles lettres, geomitry, astronomy, and astiu l ugj
M. Olivier was infttmed, that in 1796 there were SOO or 400 pupils but
formeriy, as many thousanda bad attended it.
The city contains few hoapilaK nor are they well
•ndowed. One acaads bnide an txtnaiv* ea«vaa*erai,
b«ilt by Shah Abbaa the Great, who erected both at
the same time, that the revenue of the latter might support the proper officers of the hospital.
The palace* of the kings are enclosed in a fort of
lofty walls, which are about three miles in circuit, snd
to which there is nothing at all comparable in EuMpe, whether in appearance or extent, or in the number and beaaty of nie edifices, dispersed over spaci'
floa gardensIn genaral, the fttnt room or hall is
' vot.
xn. r»»T ».
.

;
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very open, and supported by pillars exquisitely carved I«p»hsiu
and glided while the large eLiss windows, through '"""Y^^
which it re<'eives a mellow light, are curiously stained
with a varietj- of colour*. Esch has a fountain in front.
;

The

palace Chehel Sitoon, or forty pillars, stands in the

middle of an immense square, intersected by various
Towartls the jjardcn,
canals, and planted with trees.
there is an open saloon supported by eighteen pillars,
all inlaid with mirrors, and appearing from a distance
The base of each pillar
to consist entirely of glass.
marble, sculpture<l into the figures of four lions, so
Mirrors are
disposed that the shaft rests on the whole.
likewise profusely arranged over the walls ; and the
An archceiling is decorated with flowers in gilding.
e<l recess, embellished in the same manner with glass,
and portraits, leads into a spacious and splendid
hall.
The ntof is formed in a variety of domes and
Part
fiirures, and is tastefully painted and gilded.
of the walls consists of white marble, and part is co«
vered with mirrors: thev are besides ornamented with
six large jwintings, chiefly of Shah Ismael, and Shah
Abhss the Great, in battles and in royal fites, which
are all of considerable age, yet the colours are perfectly
No furfresh, and the gilding surprisingly brilliant
Those of the time
niture remain^ here except carpets.
of Abbas, two centuries old, are superior to the fabric
of the present day. Adjoining to this palace is the harem, which was erected by the second minister a few
years ago, and presented to the king. The apartments
are alike elegant as those of the other the walls painted with birds, ravenous animals, and bouquets of^ flowers ; besides whidi, they are resplendent with mirrors
and gildings. Here are seen the portraits of several
sovereigns, particularly of the present king, for whom
is

:

an establi.ihment, complete in all its parts, is always
kept in readiness, though he resides at Teheran, many
The windows of this palace display
miles distant
some beautiful specimens of .stained glass and enamelling, disposed m couplet.s, in honour of the monarch,
It appears
together with quotations from the Koran.
ttom Chardin, that the kings of Persia have always had
But
a number of palaces, arising from confiscations.
he observes, that of 137 which belonged to him in Ispahan, the greater pert were uninhabited, and many
falling to ruin.

Most of the caravanseras and bazars are very fine.
of the former arc large, and appropriated for tra-

Some

from their re»i>ective provinces ; so that no difficully occurs n finding a stranger. Short and expressive
sentences are frequently inscribed on the outside, such
as, " Two companions are indispensable for a traveller,
vellers

i

a long purse and a good sword ;'* or, " Ask for nothing
more tnui others have previously had," and the like.
The baiar* are highly celebrated, consisting of large
wide streets, arched and lighted from above. Several
are coveretl with domes, and paintetl, especially in the
interior, with the portraits of the heroes of the conntry, with combats, the figures of beasts, and similar subjects.
The most extensive bazar was formerly 600
geometrical paces in length, very broad and lofty, but
we do not know that any are now so large. By means
of successive communications, a passenger could traverse the whole city sheltered from the elements.
new one has been built, and those of older date repaired, by the patriotic minister Hajee Mahomet Hussein

A

Khan.

The suburb of Julfa

stands on the south tide of die-
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crossed by several fine
^—'V""' bridges,
the priiici|<al consiatinp of thirty-three arches,
each surmounted by three of smaller size, with a covere<l gallery on each side for petlestrians. It originally
Iipahan.

rjvgr Zaiiukroiul,

which

is

stretched three niile;s along the banks of the river, having five main ^treeU, the longest, intersected by others,
extending 1200 paces. Now it is restricted to nearly a
mile from north to sfouth, by half a mile from east to
west ; the streeU are wide, containing elegant and com-

modious houses, with fertile gardens producing much
This suburb was founded by a colony of Armefruit.
nians, brought hither by Shah Abbas from Julfa, a town
on the banks of the Ara.Kes. The Armenians being an
industrious people, the colony flourished surprisingly,
But its memat length consisted of 12,000 souls.
bers, having become the subject of vexatious exactions,
M. Olivier found
gradually diminished in number.
them reduced to 800 in 1796. Tfiero are still nine

and

churches, where weekly service is'perforn^e:!, with a considerable body of clergy, and an archbishop at their head.
Formerly, 500 Roman Catholics constituted part of
M. Olivier found but two
the population of Ispahan.
famihes, who occupied the convent of the Jesuits. .Government had long before seized on those of the Dominicans and Carmelites ; aiid he did not learn any particulars regarding that of the Capuchins.
Numerous and important manufactures, highly prised in the east, are carried on in this city. That of
gold brocade is unrivalled. All the articles employed
in common life are fabricated, both for home consumption, and for exportation. Several glass manufactories

produce what would do credit to European ar-

tists.

The

bazai-s are

much more

part oi the empire, and each

and exany other

extensive,

hibit greater variety of goods than are seen in

appropriated for those
the western coast of the Indian peninsula, are sold at a wonderiully moderate rate ; and the price of pearls, diamonds,
and "other precious stones of the east, is lower than in
Europe. Ispahan is the first commercial city of the Persian dominions, and the emporium of foreign trade between them and India, Turkey, and Cabul. Several European nations had factories here ; but the commotions
in the eighteenth century, occasioned them to be successively withdrawn.
Its relations with Russia continued later than those of the rest, and, we believe, were late}y renewed.
The population of this city was once very great. In
Ihe time of Chardin, tlie only author who has preserved
a detailed account of it, those who calculated largely,
computed thenumberofinhabitantsat 1,100,000; while
others estimated them at 600,000.
In l't72, according
to Barbaro, they amounted to 150,000; but its splendour arose, on the transference of the seat of government hither by Shah Abbas the Great from Casbin
in the sixteenth century.
Chardin was here for a
large portion of ten years in the seventeenth.
There
is considerable discrepancy in the most modern calculations.
According to Olivier, the number had
fallen to 50,000 in 17y6; but the restoration of confidence and tranquillity raised it to 100,000 about the
year 1800, and at present it is supposed to exceed
200,000. Mr. Moi-ier, indeed, rates the inhabitants at
twice as many, because the second minister, a native of
tlie city, and long its governor, informed him that there
were 80,000 families; but he adds, that much is to be
allowed for the exaggeration of a Persian.
few of
the ancient fire-worsliippers, or Guebres, remain, who
are kept in a state of degradation.

of a particular kind.

is

The finest muslins from

A

A

grand causeway or avenue, called the Ch«r-bag!i,
or four gardens, extending SOOO paces in length by "0
in breadth, leads to the prind^wl bridge across tlie river.
The gardens surrounding Ispahan, aniNtheir fruits, are
highly celebrated for variety and excellence. They
are copiously watered by numerous channels, and contain fine fountains and pavilions ; though many of
both have been destroyed. The garden of Azar Gerib
has always been appropriated to the culture of the fruits
It extends a mile in length,
most esteemed in Persia.
and being formed on a declivity, is disposed in twelve
terraces, supported by walls, each divided into a great
number of squares, which are planted with fruit-itrecs,
all of the same species, arranged in quincunxes.
The
whole district environing Ispahan and its gardens, is one
of the richest in Persia ; every species of grain, and all
edible herbs grow luxuriantly, cotton, tobacco, sesanum,
madder, and saffron, are abundant. Many of the viU
lages, however, which enlivened the scene, and contributed to the wealth of former ages, have now disappeared.
The eastern authors are not agreed regarding the
origin and antiquity of Ispahan. It is affirmed by some,
that its earliest name was Jai/y or Chcreslan; others think
that it was founded by Alexander the Great.
Artaxerxes captured the city in the course of the third century, after which its history is obscured during several
ages.
It surrendered to the great warrior Tamerlane
in the year 1386, immediately on his appearing before
the walls ; but in consequence of an insurrection, almost its whole inhabitants were devoted to destruction.
" I conquered the city of Ispahan," says that sovereign, in his Institutes, " and trusting in the people, I
delivered the castle into their hands, and the darogah
whom I placed over them, they slew, with 3000 of the
soldiers : and I also commanded that a general slaughter should be made of the people of Ispahan.''
An
account was taken of 70,000 heads th<it were piled up in
pyramids, as a testimony of the cruel victor's resentment. When the Afghans, a race from the countries
to the north-east of Persia, invaded the empire, an
army of 20,000 men took the suburbs of Julfa, and
invested Ispahan. Mahmoud their commander, having made an unsuccessful assault on the city, commenced a strict blockade. All supplies were interruptThe people, howed, and a terrible famine ensued.
ever, willing for a time to submit to privations, became
impatient under their distresses ; and surrounding the
harem, wherein the sovereign had secured himself,

enemy.
and mules soon rose to so
high a price, that none excepting the king and the
wealthiest citizens could afford to purchase them for
subsistence and the animals, hitherto deemed unclean
by the principles of the Mahometan religion, became
welcome food. As these were exhausted, leathef and
the bark of trees were substituted, and at length the
famished inhabitants had recourse to human flesh ; many
of them killed each other, many were seen cutting pieces
from the dead bodies of those who iiad just expired ;
and some, to termiparents destroyed their children
nate their calamities, became their own executioners.
The streets, the squares, and the royal gardens, were
covered with carcases ; and tlie river Zaindcvoud was
so corrupted, that its waters were hardly fit for use.
demanded, but in

vain, to be led against the

It is recorded, that horses

:

;

the king, to avert farther evils, resolved to
abdicate the throne, and advancing to the camp of
Mahmoud, laid the ensigns of royalty at his feet. When
the Afghans took possession of the city, a large por-

At length

Ispahan.
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it seem* to have been destroycil ; and so much
injury wa^ •ufferetl on Uie wliole, that it never re.
covered its ancient splendour. Some time afterwards,
tbe Feraiant revolted, wiien Mahmoud invited all the
ninitten and ctiief men to a feast. But each, at the
moroeBt of arrival, was ataasainated, and 300 dead bo<
die* were toon expoaed in the royal square to mtimicbte tbe inhabitants. Not content with this sanguinary
TOigcance, be commanded the destruction of all wlio
bad been previoaaljr in tbe lervice «f government. The
Buuaacre lasted 6nMn day*, to that from the loss of
tfaoM wbo pemhcd, of tboae who were baniahed, «nd
of tboae wDo iled in terror from the tcene, Icpaban
almoat totally depopulated. Mahmoud, to repeople
k, inTited sereral Kurdish tribes to occupy the deserted bouse*. Bat a short time subsequent to these events,
be himself died miserably ; and Nadir, the celebrated
usurper, having taken the dty, many of the Afghan*
were put to death, while tbe empire was regained from
From the period of Nadir's assastheir government.
sination in 17:^7, Ispahan became tbe object of amb>>
tion to alV tbe diflerent competitors for the throne, who
have deluged Persia with blood during the preceding
It was captured by the late sovereign Aga
oentury.
Mahomet Khan in 1/85, and was threatened by a new
candidate for the empire, Looif All Khan,inl7*)l. .Some
years later, the king orderetl all tlie fortification* to be
dMOwatled, and tranaierrcd the seat of government to
Tebcnnii in the tame province, where it still remains.
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Made, i* • term souMtiaMa applied to
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or Miitor FiaitT ; which see.
ISTRI A,, is a country of Europe, forming a triangular
agninsuU in the northern part of the Adriatic Sea. It
bounded on tbe north by the diiriiv crCamiola nml
oo the other patta by the Oulf of
_.
_, .>>
Carncro, or more properly the Clu:
which it is separated from the island of Cbeto, and by
tbe Adriatic, 'i'liat portion forming the base of the
triangte, «Bt*nds between 80 and 90 mile* in length,
froos east to west ; it stretches between 70 and 80
north to south and probably the superficial area may
amount to nearly 3600 square milea.
Istria is divided into two districts, tbe Venetian to
the weat, and the Austrian to the cwt ; the latter, aho
called tht LUlormi district, had pertained, during a long
tune, to the circle of Austria ; the former was anncxe<l
Several
to it also by the treaty of C'ampo Formio.
pleasant islands are dispersed along the coast, as the
two itlands of .St. Nicholas, one of which is covered
with olives, and tbe other, nearly five mile* in circuit, is
full of shmbs, bat inhabited only by quarriert, working a
coanc ^fcy marble, which is sent to Venice. The island
Brioni IS likewise cclebrntcd for the same substance.
The turiace of Istria is extremely unequal ; part uf
it towards the tea is low and marshy, part, especially
to the noctlwwcst, eonaists of precipitous mountains,
which tbe pr«ncctjaa of enormous pointed rocks
to threaten destruction to the beholder.
1 heir
side* are penetrated by caverns and grotto*, incrustcd
wkliia by stalactites of fantastic *hq>es. and numerous
tcmata pour down the deep ravine*. The mountains
~mn either capped with snows, bare and barren, or covered b^- beautiful forests, from which the marine of
Vcaicc u chiefly tupplieU, Heace a great dlTcnity of

tb«

iiniann.

M

mm

;
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dant, and the price of the latter, which possesses remarkable strength and flavour, is so moderate as to
render it attainable by every class of the people. Profitable fisheries of the tunny and andiovy are carried
on in the Adriatic, where the fisherman scarcely needs
to leave the shore for procuring a plentiful supply.
The inhabitants of civilized countries present fewer Inhsbiuuts,
prominent characters than those emerging from a savage condition. Probably the natives of Istria are a
mixed race, and it appears to us that the Morlachians,
who are copiously disseminated in the neighbouring
regions, form part of the number.
Nevertheless a considerable diflerence is to be observed in their morals

SeeCtuirdin

viii.

S

1«"'*
climate ensues ; and wheh one part of Istria is congealed with cold, the heat of the level gromitl i$ alniost in- ^""V"^
supportable, and, as we !>hall afterwards illubtrHto, is
attended with a fatal insalubrity.
The vallies are of e.Miaordinary fertility. They af- Produciions.
ford two crops annually of the ordinary kinds of grain,
which is of excellent quality, and some of it exported
to Hamburgh.
Harvests are oblaine<l alnio&t without
the operations of agriculture. Oil and wine are abun-

WM
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pursuits, according to the places where they dwell.
In the distrist of Trieste, their physical constitution
bears more resemblance to tliat of the inhabitants of
Camipla, to which they are annexed by some geogragraphers.
They are alike indifferent to the piercing
cold of the mountains and the enervating heat of the
vallies, and, with their breasts bare, and feet naked,
they brave the ice, and the asperity of the rocks. They
are robust and active.
In Venetian Istria, on the
other hand, they are slothful and inditl'erent. The fertility of the soil, and the stores of the sea, summon
forth to little exertion, that in many places they are
sunk in a state of apathy. Abusing the facility of procuring liquors by drinkm^ to excess, many are atiiicted
by gout at an early period of life. Numerous lame
persons are teen nnong them, which some have ascribed to the immoderate use of intoxicating draughts,
and sooMto an original vicious personal conformation.
It is probable, however, that much of the inactivity of the
Istrians may be owing to the nature of their country and
its climate. The presence of forests, and of low and marshy grounds, are alike pernicious to health ; and it has
been remarked, both in Europe and elsewhere, tliat,
on their eradication, a sensible amelioration follows.
It is affirmed that tbe climate is not equally fatal to native Istrians as to strangers, for many aged persons
arr -'— ' rre.
It has also been maintained, that if
tl"
li were developed by labour ;
if agriculture
wiiu 111 ^icaitT repute, and procured more healthful
nutriment for them ; if llity ab6tained from strong liquors, and if a watchful police promoted cleanliness,
which is of such vital import.ince, tlieir endemial maladies would gradually disapjicar.
Istria contains several towns of considerable import- Town*,
ance ; of which, according to some geographers, the
principal it Trieste.
But as others inchne to detach Trieste,
it from this country, and annex it, along with its terri.
tory, to anotJier, we shall briefly remark, that it is situated at the bottom of a gulf uf the tame name, occupying the place of the ancient Tergeste, a Itoman
station ; that it is a city of great trade and numerous
'

population, which chiefly Iwgan to flourish under (he
celebrated Empress Maria Theresa, somewhat af\er the
middle of the preceding century. See Tiuestb. Capo Capo
d'lttria, one of^ the largest in the Venetian part, is usual- d'lsttia,
ly considered the capital.
See Capo and Istria. The

town of

Pain,

now an

inconsiderable place,

is,

as re* Pol^-

I
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marked by the leamfd Dr. Pocockc, " in relation to
greatest."
It
ita antiquities, to be regarded among the
sUndt towards the south-west extremity of Istria, but
the approach to it from the sea is dangerous on account
of rocks and shoals. It has a fine road, spacious and
convenient, forming a basin which is completely sheltered from every

wmd.

I'ola is

surrounded by walls,

a poor edifice of four basor
tions, wherein the Venetians kept a garrison of 15
20 men, and a governor, who was always a nobleman,
and whose monthly allowances cost more than the
whole annual pay of the military. All maritime visitors undergo the strictest examination, to guard against
Nevertheless,
infection of the plague from the Levant.
it sometimes breaks out and makes considerable ravages. The occurrence of this^alamity is attributed to the
u^ligence of a police not sufficiently vigilant in pre-

and defended by a

citadel,

venting the surreptitious introAiction of contraband
goods, the fruits of piracies and robbery, by profligate
persons dwelling on some of the neighbouring islands.
The inhabitants of Pola do not exce«l 600 or 700 dispersed within the walls. Here are the remains of one
of the noblest amphitheatres now extant. Its exterior
walls are almost entire, consisting of very large hewn
They
stones, bound together with cramps of iron.
rise in three stories, each penetrated by 72 arcades, or
216 in whole, and are capable of containing several
thousand persons. This amphitheatre, like others, is
of an elliptical form, the largest diameter extending
400 feet ; and in the interior is a wide subterraneous
channel, supposed to have been for the purpose of carlying off water. Pola possesses other interesting antiquities ; as the ruins of a temple, dedicated to Rome
and Augustus, an emperor who long resisted that tribute of adulation. Its architecture exhibits the most
delicate proportions of the Corinthian order ; and an
inscription, testifying its original object, is

still

legible

between the architrave and the cornice over the

porti-

The

inhabitants of the city, however, believe that
the temple was built for the worship of, Pallas: and
popular names are, besides, given to different antiquities, which tend to involve their foundation and uses in
much perplexity. Such are the ruins called the Palace
beautiful moof Julia, and the Tower of Orlando.
numental arch, simply a memorial of conjugal affection
by a surviving widow, appears here in good preservaPola is supposed to have become a Roman colotion.
ny in the time of Augustus it was destroyed first by
Attila, and afterwards by the Venetians.
One of the
more flourishing towns of Istria, is the seaport Rovigno,
occupying a peninsula on the west coast, which is handsome and well built. The materials of the various edifices are taken from neighbouring quarries, the same
co.

A

:

Ssvigno*

I

A.

for the stractures of Ve«
IiiH*.
cathedral is a slpacious and elegant edifice ^"""Y""^
of Gothic architecture, occupying tha highest part of
Rovigno contains about
the city, with a lofty tower.
10,000 inhabitants. The ancient Parentium, now Pa- Parenio,
renzo, was famous for a temple dedicated to Neptune,
the foundations and basement of which are still visible.

that supply
nice.

what are required

The

Otho, emperor of Germany,

is

said to

have taken

its

materials for building the cathedral, which contain;
many curious pieces of Mosaic.
small town, called
Pirano, stands in a picturesque situation, on a peninsu- Pirsno.
la between the Gulf of Lagona and that of Trieste, and
which is conjectured to belong to the age of Attila. In
the church is an ancient vase, converted to a'' font, which
is sculptured with a cupidan or dolphin.
There are
several other towns in Istria besides what are now
mentioned. Most of those on the sea>coast are unhealthy, and, long ago, that of Citta Nova was represented Gitti Nova,
as almost quite desolate from so disastrous a cause.
'
The principal exports of this country are marble,
timber, fish, salt, oil, and wine.
Formerly, the population of Istria was computed at Papulation.

A

100,000 souls ; but this seems to have been only the
Venetian part, and it is not unlikely that the inhabita
ants of the whole at present exceed double that num«

.

ber.

The history of Istria, which can be obtained only
from meagre materials, ascends to a very early date.
It is considered to have been one of the Illyrian provinces, but its ancient dimensions are not clearly ascertained.
The Colchians, on returning from their celebrated expedition, are supposed to have established
themselves here ; and when the country was conquered by the Romans, they found the worship of Isis es-

History.

Istria, when united to the empire, shait.
red in its diversified fortunes ; but its history is so much
interwoven with that of the neighbouring regions, that
the same observation may be applied to both. We
learn that Crispus, the son of the Emperor Constantine, having been banished to Pola on an accusation of
an incestuous passion for his step-mother Fausta, was
The inhabitants, becompelled to swallow poison.
lieving him innocent, decreed magnificent obsequies to
his memory, and Fausta soon became the victim of her
own dissolute conduct. The monuments yet seen in
Istria testify the advanced state of the arts ; but the
decline of the empire admitted new and more barba«
This country at length fell under the
rous invaders.
dominion of the Venetians, and more recently it has

tablished in

had some participation in the troubles which agitated
Europe towards the close of the preceding century. Lat.
45" 50' N. Long. 13° 35'— 14° 20' E. (c)
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early history of Italy, like that of most other na-

rendered obscure and uncertain by the want
of authentic records of its ancient inhabitants ; and the
fabulous legends invented by the vanity of their more
titinguished descendants. Hence the fictions of the
yages of .Eneas, Antenor, and Diomede, which,
though probably contrived by the Grecians in order
to impress the world with the idea that the arts and
policy of the Etruscans and other Italian nations, were
derived from their early colonies, were eagerly adopted by the Romans themselves, desirous to throw the
tions, is

splendid veil of fable over the comparative meanness History,
and obscurity of their origin. From whatever source, '^•m'yim
however, the original population of Italy was derived,
the earliest accounts of its inhabitants present us with
a picture but little differing in its features from that of
human nature in its savage state among other nations
of ancient or modern times. But while the surface of
Italy exhibits almost every degree of physical variety, a similar diversity seems, from the most remote
So strikperiod, to hare prevailed among its natives.
mg, indeed, was the difference between the rude and
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imple, -yet bold aed warlike tribes, who inhabited
th« valliei of the Appennines, and the fe«b!s and
luxurious cultivators of the marshes of ^'erona, or
the plains of Campania, that it does not appear at all
surprizing that the natives themselves should have been
led to believe, that characters so dissimilar could not
be descended froin the same common ancestors. But
ao entirely does this diversity seem to have been owing
to the influence of climate, that when the warlike (Jmbriana tbenselvca became by conquest master* of the
plains, we find them infected l<y the aame degeneracy,
and obliKed to submit to the Etrurians, who, in their

no lea* in their national character by this
pemidotts acquisition.
The form of government which mo*t prevailed,
seenaa to have been a aort of federal republic, or defensive league, by which all the tribes of the same origi.
nal stock were bound together.
And a* the colonies,
which some frooi convenience, and others, in consequence of a fcUgiooa obsenraBce, frequently sent out,
were often lemw v wl to
great distam-e, this family
ooa|MOt bad thccicct of connecting nations, otherwise
reswleftaai each other. Thus, from the ancient stock
of the 0»ci or Anrunci, were derived the Sabines, and
front them, in consaquence of a religious vow, the
Swnnites and the Lacanian*.
turn, siiircred

The

limits prescribed in a work of this nature, preua from entering at large into the anrirnt history
•f tlM lulion nationa, a fiekTof research far from uninteresting : than ia, bewcvar, on* state which has )cA
behind it so mmnf aaanorkls of H* grandetir and aiU
vancement in the arta of dviliaed life, that it requires
from us a Bnorv particular attention.
The people called by tbe Ronuns, Etrurians or To*cans, and by tke GrsMU Tirrbeni, a corruption of die
word Traseni, wfaieh probably wss their original appelUtion. inhabited the district lying betwixt the Amo
and the Tiber. By their victories over the Umbri,
Osci, and Veneti, they extended their power to the other
side of Italy, and there founded the flourishing colonies
of Adnaaad Bologna. Having, however, at an earlv
period of tboir his>«y, had Ibc wisdom to renounce all
war* af eaaqnesi, iitiy devoted their chief sttention to
catnoMToe and tbe arta of peace. The result of their
comieree was a decided naval saperiority, in conseoocnce of which ther bccaaie mastsri, by means of
tbair coloniea, of the lalands of Sardinia, Corsica, and
EUml Tbe lat aeqaiiilioB, by its mexhannible mine*
of iron, for tbe mamrfbctnre of which the Tuscan
Ibrcsts sffonlcd ample materials, was of immense im.
portanee, not only in constructing a navy, but also as an
article of caoHacrce.
By the possession of these mines,
and the art of faUscating toob of iron, the Tuscans
were enabled to «— slraai tboae prodigious citadds and
fortificaaioM, which hav* aeqaind f»r them the reputation of beting the iaventara of niiliur^' srchitecture,
and tbo rsiiia of many of wWch raaaiii at this day the
sple ndid and indestnictibla aiiaiiiiwiiils of the great,

TCM

amy

esa of

their fgaadera.
And thaagb
sncceedmg
of war and slavery and appu ssi uo. have convertialo pestilential deMtts, much of the once hifrhly
oUtivatcd tcrritorr of Biruria, yet even there the ruins
of baitaan and laties, and the con»e(|uently numerous
papaiaiian whidi must have been maintained, attest
tbetr puigiiM in the science of agriculture.
farm of
The farm of government was that of a federal refwtraacat. pobtic, divided tato twaiva states, <)ver each of which
dvil aafatiM*, -oiled I^cumon. In times

r:
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imitation.*

The»e new arts, however, and the foreign ideas in«
troduced by abundance and wealth, against which the
most virtuous education can make but a feeble opposition, were among the nation of the Etruscans the seeds
of that relaxation of morals which marks inevitably the
epoch of it* decay. The seducing influence of corruption, damped by degrees the ardour of liberty.
The
Ittlriwft lost their affection for the

mother country, and

dtganerated into cold and uninterested allies, and the
repoblic itself, divided by domestic contentions, fell,
one Slate after another, under the dominion of the Romaia. Tbe history of that nation becomes, from this
period, that of luly ; and for an account of its various
revolutions, while under its power, we must refer to tbe

Komk.
Towards the

article

close of the 5th century, when the empire of the west, surrounded by numberless hordes of
barbarian* impelled by ambition and famine, was every
day deprived by their conquests of some valuable province or territory, Italy alone for some time prcscrted
the appearance and name of the Roman empiro.
Under the feeble sway, however, of the later emperors,
and the tyrannical misrule of their favourites, such was
the miserable situation of the country, that the circumstances even of the provinces i-onquere<l by the barCivil
barians, were envied by the wretched Italians.
liberty was almost annihilated, the laws were disregarded, the nobles harassed and impoverished by the
exaction* of the imperial tax>gatherers, and the jpoor,
exposed to the oppression of the soldiery, and reduced
to a state of famine by the bands of robbers which
overrun the country, were indifferent into the hands
of what master tbvy fell, and were rather willing to
enjoy personal freedom uiiiler the name of slaves to the
Goths, tbaa remain in a state uf actual slavery with
the semblance of Roman liberty. At this period, the
army of the emperor consisted of three tribes of barbarians, the Heruli, the Rttgse, and the Turcilingi.
These soldiers having for some time received no pay,
demanded that in lieu of it a certain portion of land
should be assigned them. This request being refused
by Orestes, the guardian of the Emperor Augustulus,
they oflered to transfer their allegiance toOdoacer, his Odoicer,
principal general ; and on his promising to accede to
their demands, deposeil the emperor, and acknowledged
him as their king. The new monarch wisely abstained

w<<b ht ArUxr inforaoliaa i«|*nUa( Um reoarkablc nation, ire rcicmd
uituDy voitb; of lh« atUalka sf lbs phUasophfr aad lbs mtiquatiaa.

thtrntlmmimitHwhut may
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of war, the office of commander in chief was conferred
on one of the Lucuinunes, with the title of king, and
very <»ns:;JefRhle powers. This authority, however,
was by no means absolute, as it appears tliat he was
subject to the controul of tlie general assembly of the
deputies of the twelve states held in the temple of V'olturona, and liable even to capital punishment, if found
guilty of the crimes laid to his charge.
That their
svstem of laws was just and equitable, and admirably
adapted to the form of their society, appears from the
concurring testimony of historians, and tlie abridge*
ment of its principles itself, the foundation of the juris*
prudence of the Romans ; for which, as well as their
religious establishment, they were indebted to their
Etrurian neighbours.
Their manners were in no small degree humanized;
domestic slavery, which at that periixl prevailed in almost every other nation in the world, did not exist among
them ; and their progress in the arts of polished life, is
attested by those exquisite remains, which even in our
own times, liavc been considered as models worthy of

Ui Micale't L'ltaOt

avmtm

;

:
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from nuking any change

in the laws,

and

in onler to

conciliate the eastern emperor, assumed only the title of
patrician of Home, iind pretended to;icknowledge his authority. Having eip«l'etl from Noricum, Frederic, king
took refuge with
01" the Kugte, a German tribe, the latter
Tticodorie
Thcotloric, king of the Goths, who then resided at Noking 01 the
V* in Maesiu, and implored his assistance against Odo(iultu.
This prince, endowed by nature with superior
acer.
talents and courjige, was descended from the most illustrious family of the Goths, and had enjoyed the advantage of being etlucated at the court of the Byzanliue emperor, Zeno, who had several times distinguished him with peculiar marks of favour, and as
often, moved by fickleness or jealousy, attempted to
deprive him of the possessions with which he himself
At this period, Theodoric, justly
A. D. 466. had invested him;
wearied with his duplicity and psrfidy, had taken iip
arms against him, and extend«l his ravages till within
Zeno, alarmed
a short distance from Constantinople.
at Ills approach, hastened to appease the wrath of Theodoric ; ajid to remove to a distance so formidable a
neighbour, proposed to him the invasion of Italy, and
on his consenting, invested him with the title of his
The government of Odoacer, although in
lieutenant.
general just and politic, had now become extremely
unpopular; and a division of one-third of the lands
among the soldiery, in consequence of his promise,
had wounded the pride, and excited the indignation
of the Italians. They were therefore inclined to submit to Theodoric, who, arriving in Italy at the head of
Invades
his whole nation, fought several battles with Odoacer,
with various success. Being however deserted by several of his allies, he was besieged in Pavia by Odoa^.
cer, and obliged to have recourse to the assistance of
the Western or Visi- Goths, a branch of his nation setWith this reinforcement, he obliged
tled in Gaul.
Odoacer to raise the siege of Pavia and retire to Ravenna, where, having surrendered himself, he was put
Theodoiic
Tlieodoric
to death a few days after his capitulation.
assumes the
now assumed the title of king of Italy, but, like his
title of king
protiecessor 0<loacer, made no alteration on the laws,
af Italy.
and declared himself not the enemy, but the deliverer
of the Romans, and the vassal of the emperor. He
nevertheless allotted, to his Goths a third part of the
lands, but, whether from the moderation of the concjucrors, or the peculiar mode in which this partition
was executed, it appears neither to have excited complaint uor dissatisfaction ; and on the contrary, to have
united more closely the interests of the two nations.
This is said to have been chiefly effected by the wisdom of Liberius, the first pra-torian prefect, in the
choice of whom and of his other ministers, Theodoric
appears to have been equally prudent and fortunate
and under their administration, Italy not only recovered from the state of misery in which it had been so
long involved, but was restored to her former power,
opulence, and splendour. Agriculture, commerce, and
the arts, the most unequivocal signs of prosperity, revived and flourished: and notwithstanding the frequent wars in which he was engaged, the king appears
never to have lost sight of the real and substantial interests of his people.
In the later years of his reign,
however, Theodoric became suspicious and cruel, and
the execution of the virtuous Boethius and Symmachus will for ever tarnish the lustre of his early greatness.
The king himself did not long survive, and his
death is said to have been accelerated by feelings of
remorse for the injustice of which he had been guilty.
He was BucceeUed by his grandson Athalaris, unaer

the guardianship of his mother Amalasuiitha, a women Historyv
of talents and virtue, whfc.was desirous that her ton
should enjoy the advantages of a literary education : Is Eucrcedcd
by Atlialabut in this wish she was thwarted by the prejudices of ric.
her Gothic counsellors, and the young prince, left to A. D> 32S.
himself, became profligate and debauched.
The prosperity of the state began in consequence to decline,
and the dissatisfaction of the Italians with the government began to excite in the breast of the Emperor
Justinian, the hope of again regaining possession of the
ancient seat of the Roman empire.
The excesses of Athalaric having injured his constitution, the succession to the throne, in the event of
his decease, was contested between his inother Amala- Amalaiuntha and
suntha, and Theodotus the nephew of Theodoric
Theodotuk
both of whom distrusting their own powers, secretly
applied for the assistance of Justinian.
In order to
secure this, Theodotus even promised to give up to the
emperor the province of Tuscany, in which he was
possessed of extensive estates.
On the death of Athalaric, however, the Gothic nation associated Theodotus
with Amalasuntha in the sovereignty, but the former
contrived to make the situation of the Queen so uncomfortable, that she was on the point of leaving Italy
and seeking an asylum at Constantinople, when she
was murdered by order of Theodotus, who is said to

have been instigated to this crime by the empress
Theodora, who dreaded the influence of Amalasuntha's
charms and accomplishments on the heart of Justinian^
This atrocious action rendered Theodotus detestable in
the eyes of his subjects, and aflxirded the Grecian emperor an additional pretext for the invasion of Italy.
Alarmed by his preparations, the Gothic prince hastened to make submissions, and declared himself willing
to become the vassal of the empire, and even promised
to the Grecian ambassador to resign the kingdom, on
condition of receiving an annual allowance. But these
promises he soon retracted, on hearing of a defeat of
the imperial forces in Dalmatia and the troops of Justinian, under the command of Belisarius, landed in Ita- BelisariuSr
ly, took the city of Naples by assault,' and having with invades
a very small body of men defeated the Gothic army, Italy.
entered Rome, deposed the worthless Theodotus, and
shortly after put him to death.
The Goths elected as
;

his successor Vitiges, an officer of distinguished valour,

who married the niece of Theodoric, and under whose
command tliey attempted to recover Rome, but were
repulsed, and their new king obliged to take refuge in
Ravfenna, in which he was closely besieged by BelisaIn the mean time, Thebdebert, king of the
Franks, entered Italy with a considerable army, but
without joining any party, and at first attacking both
Greeks and Goths. On perceiving the distressed state
of the latter, however, he offered his assistance to Vitiges, on condition of his ceding to' him one half of the
rius.

kingdom of

Italy.

On

this Belisarius

redoubled his

take Ravenna, and having succeeded by the
treachery of some of the inhabitants, took Vitiges
prisoner.
But this great general being shortly afler,
by court intrigues, recalled to Constantinople, the
Grecian interests in Italy began to languish, and the
Goths, having chosen as a successor to Vitiges, Totila, Totila..
a prince no less distinguished for his political than his
military talents, soon recovered their former ascendancy. Alarmed at their victories, Justinian again
sent Belisarius into lUly, but with an army by no
means adequate for the service. The result was, as
might have been expected: the Grecian army, feeble in
itself, and led on by a general who distrusted it, and
eflbrts to
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dcipondcd of success, was unable

to

make any effective

opposition to the victotious Totila; and altlioun;!) Uelisarius recovered the city of Home, almost all tiie rest
Bdinriiu
of Italy again fell under the dominion of the (ioths.
'** **"' situation of affairs, Bclisarius was again recalled,
JJ^?JJol"^
and the machinations of his enemies succeeded in baoishing him from the court. (See Belisarii;s.) The
management of the Gothic war waa committed to
Nanea, one of the eunuchs of the palace, whose vigorous nnderstanding and cnterprizing genius had already
raised him to important situations in the court of Justinian. Aware, however, of the causes of the failure of the
last expedition, Narses would not accept of tKp command without an army and resources sufficient for the
enterprize. In obtaining these, he succeeded
and led
to Italy not only the flower of the Grecmn army, but
an immenae number of young noblemen in the ctiarocter of vdunteert, who were desirous of making court
to the Emperor, by soring their first campaign under
his (avourite.
The most complete success attended the
arms of Narses, for notwithstanding the most valiant
by
and obstinate restsUnce of Totila, he was defeated and
slain ; and the same (ate having overtaken his successor
Teia, the great body of the Goths surrendered to the
Imperial army, and Italy was again, for a short time,
re-annexed as a proviuce to the empire. Karses continued for \% yean to govern Italy with wisdom equal
to the bravery with which he had conqueretl it ; but,
oa the death of Justinian, he was recalled from his »itwUion by the Emperor Justin If., or rather by the
Empraas Soohia, wno governed her husband and the
emnue ; ana only survived hii roaster two years.
The death of Narses, wIk>>> name alone had intimidated the barbarians, left Italy again exposed to their
;

I

invaaons.
Jn the year J<>8, the Lombardt, a nation of German
or Scandinavian origin, first established tbamaelves on
yiW< ihfRi
''>* banks of the Po, and occupied that part of the north
ari><* ia tfw
of Italy which still bears their name. They were then
awih sf
>'> •
governed by Alboinus, a chief who had already di*<
tin^uiihed himself in his wars with the Gepidic, whose
king, Cunemund, be had defeated and slain.
This
prince having made himself master of Milan, waa then
crowned king of Italy with the usual solemnities: it
was not, however, till three vears after, that he made
himadf master of Pavia, at ttMt time consideretl the
principal seat of the monarchv.
This important acquiaitkm waa the last victory of .\lboinus, who was murdaml at a festival by his wife Rosamund, whom he had
bnit^ny compelled to drink from a cup made of the
^!<llll ut° her father Cunemunil, king of the Gepidv.
Alboinus waa succeeded by Clephis, wba continued to
lead the Ixxubartls to victory, but whose cruelty and
either vices were the cause of bis murder after a reign
of three years. The death of Clephis was followed by
an interregnum of 10 years, which might rather b«
termed an anarchr, as the government was in the hands
of no less than So dukes or militsry govrniors of the
provinces, who acted as regents during the minority cf
the children of the late king.
The terror of a threatened invasion by Cbildebe'rt, king of the Frank*, at
length determine*] the LomlMrds to raise \ '
'he
soQ of Clephis) to the throne, who, by li.
.ce
and valour, soon restored tranquillity to the kiiigdum,
and frustrated the attempts of the Franks to gain a fiiotlag in luly. The dynasty of the Lombard princes
ITHUII
tinued to n-ii^n in the northern provinces of Italy
l^th
the space
<-ar«, .still prosecuting with va>ucccs;>
.vmcs of Conquest, but without
3
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ever attaining to the principal object of their ambition.
the entire subjection of Italy. To enter particularly
into the history of these nionarchs seems unnecessary in
this work, especially as the annals are |>eculiarly perplexed by the constant internal commotions which the
feudal government of the Lombards naturally gave rise

His tory,

^""V™"

to.

The situation of those provinces, which, under the
name of the exarchate of Ravenna, still retained their
allegiance to the Grecian empire, was ^till more deplorable than that of the subjects of the Lombards.
Continually exposed to the vexatious exactions of the
rapacious exarchs of Ravenna, from which their spiritual fathers, the bishops of Rome, bad alone power to
protect them, their affections were gradually transferted to them, and every tic which connected them with
the empire became loosenetl. The people were sunk in

profound ignorance

;

their spirit

was broken by op-

pression ; and it was only in a few trading towns,
where, fostered by the spirit of commerce, a lew sparks
At len^-th, however, the
of liberty still remained.
exarchs, having exhausted the resources of tlic people,
made an attempt to extend their depredations to the property of the church ; and the pontiffs, exasperated by
this sacrilege, and weary of a government at once tyrannical and feeble, began to look out for a more j)owerful protection against the daily increasing power of tlie

Lombards.
Charles, king of the Franks, better known by thenp- Char!*,
pellation of Charlemagne, excited by the intrigues of mtarne in>

Pope Adrian, whose territories had been invaded by De-

vuilrs

Iulv>

A. ».

5t)i.

king of the Lombards, prepared to pass the
Alps at the head of a formidable array. On his approach, the Lombard troops, though advantageously
posted, were seised with a sudden panic, and fled and Conquers
although Dcsiderius and Adelchis his son continued Che I.oinbanlt «nd
their resittance for a few months, the capture of the forobtains the
with
him
and
struggle
;
mer in Pavia put an end to the
crown for
ceased the power and monarchy of tne Lombards. The hit son
pontiff and bis succestor received a grant from Charle- Prpin.
magne of the territories formerly governed by the exarch of Ravenna, and Pepin, the second son of the conqueror, was crowned king of Italy, the administration
The re(luring his minority being left to the Pope.
mains of the Lombards, still, however, kept their ground
in the south, under the Duke of Dcnevento, but were
at k-ngtii obliged to submit to the superior force of
Charlemai?ne.
The prudent administration of this
prince liad, not less than his miliury glory, attache<l
to him the affiections of the Italians and when hailed
by the Pope Leo MI. as Lmperor of the West, his election was sanctioned by the united assent of all orders
of the people. The rcign of Pepin over Italy was short,
and be died before his tathcr in his 34lh year, at a time A. 0. »ie.
when the highest expectations were enttrtulncd from
I le was succeeded by his
his (MTudence and wisdom.
son Bernard ; but this ^oung prince having become an
object of jealousy to his uncle Louis, king of France
and Emperor of the West, was tempted to join in a rebellion against him ; and being defeated, and after his
defeat persuaded to throw himself on the Emperor's
mercy, was by him sentenced to la'e his eyes. The
sentence was executed in so cruel a manner, that he
and the kingdom
dietl in consequence of the operation
of Italy, with the title of king, was conferred upon LoThe reign of this
thaire, the emperor's eldest son.
prince was consumed in unsucccsful wars witli his brothers the kings of France and Aquitalne; and at his
death, having bestowed on his second son Luthaire the
siderius,

;

;

;

;
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him, Lothariiigia, or
territory now denominated
Lorraine, there remained nothing to Louis 1 1, his eldest,
but the title of emperor, and the kingdom of Italy.
During these family discords of the successors of
Charlemagne, the feudatories of the empire in Italy had
made rapid advances towards independence; and over
most of them tlie emperor rather maintained an influafter

ence than an authority. Of these the most powerful were the Dukes of Bencvento, a race of Lombard
The Sara- princes, who had, as we Iiave already seen, even defied
cens called
the power of Charlemagne himself. At this period, the
into Italy.
succession was contended between two competitors,
one of whom, distrusting his own resources, called in
This measure
to his aid a body of African Saracens.
for a time proved successful, until his antagonist, following his example, obtained the assistance of the Saracens of Spain. The Beneventan princes were soon
weary of these barbarous auxiliaries ; and at length,
finding their cities destroyed, sftid country pillaged by
the ferocity of their allies, were obliged to apply for
The valour of Louis soon
assistance to the emperor.
But subdued by
succeeded in defeating the barbarians, and the contendLvuisUieSd
ing princes having submitted to him their claims, the
duchy was divided into the principalities of Benevento
and Salerno, and their sovereigns reduced to their former situation of vassals of the empire. For a more
particular account of these and the succeeding revolutions of the south of Italy, see the articles Naples and
Sicily.

The

20 years, during which
and prosperity which it had
lost during the struggles of his ancestors ; and for a
short period knew the advantages of a mild and wellreign of Louis

IL

lasted

Italy regained that peace

regulated government.
On the death of Louis, without issue, the succession was again contested by his
uncles Charles the Bald, King of France, and Louis
King of Germany. By the assistance of Pope John
VIII. the former was successful, and was crowned at
Rome Emperor and King of Italy. Louis of Germany
and his son Carloman still, however, continued to carry
on war against him ; and four of the Dukes of Italy,
Lambert of Spoleto, Berenger of Friouli, Bezon of
Provence and Lombardy, and Aripert of Tuscany, took
advantage of this contest to add to their territories, and
establish their independence.
The Pope also was able
not only to confirm his temporal and spiritual dominion
over the Roman states, but considerably to extend his
influence over the French church.
Charles the
Charles the Bald did not long survive his elevation,
Bald poibeing poisoned on his return over the Mount Cenis from
coned, and
an unsuccessful expedition into Italy. He was succeed(uccetded
ed by Carloman, who only reigned two years ; and had
by Carlofor his successor his brother Charles the Fat. The weakman.
A. O. 879. ness and unpopular conduct of this prince consummated the ruin of the French dynasty.
The Italian barons everywhere asserted their independence; and the
unfortunate descendant of Charlemagne, having in vain
attempted to secure the succession to his natural son
Bernard, was himself expelled from the throne, and
during the short remainder of his life reduced to actual
beggary. On his demise, the principal competitors for
the crown were Berenger of Friouli, and Guido of Spoleto.

The

was at

first successful, and Berenger
Germany, and throw himself unKing Arnulph, the natural son of
Carloman, King of Italy, and who himself aspired to

latter

•was obliged to flee to
der the protection of

that crown.
It

-

was no

difficult task to

persuade Arnulph to unThe 4eath of Guido,

dertake the conquest of Italy.

1

History.
succeeded as emperor by his son Lambert, a
very young man, favourecl his designs ; and after a series of victories, he succeeUctl in making himself master of Rome, where he was crowned Vnperor by Pope Arnulph
Formosus. He then marched against the Empress An- crowned
empeioc
geltrude, widow of Guido, who is said to have contrived to administer to Arnulph a slow poison, which so
injured his health that he was obliged to return to
Germany. Italy was for a short time divided between
Lambert, Berenger, and Adelbert, Marquess of Tuscany ; but the ambition of the last soon occasioned his
ruin, and Lambert having been murdered by one of
his courtiers, the chief authority devolved to Berenger,
who was also at this period freed from another rival, by
formidable invasion by the
the death of Arnulph.

who was

A

Hungarians, however, in repelling which Berenger was
unsuccessful, together with his despotic and insolent
behaviour, induced several Italian princes to offer the
kingdom of Italy to Louis, King of Provence. This
prince made several attempts to gain possession of it
and having in one of his invasions reached Rome, was
crowned Emperor by Pope Benedict IV. but being
surprised in Verona by Berenger, was by him deprived
of his eyes, and sent back to Provence. The latter having at length made himself sole master of Italy, continued to reign undisturbed for 20 years. Having assisted the Pope John X. against the Saracens, he was
by him crowned Emperor.
A very formidable conspiracy soon was formed against A. D. 9I&
Berenger, headed by the Marquess of Yvree. Italy
was again invaded by the Hungarians, who destroyed
Pavia, and most of the principal cities ; and Rodolph, Rodolph
;

King of Italy by the
conspirators, in which the treacherous murder of Berenger soon left him without a rival. The intriguing
spirit of Hermengarde, Marchioness of Yvree, who had

King of Burgundy, was

elected

{

elected

king.

been the author of the last revolution, did not leave
Rodolph long in quiet, and her artifices soon succeeded
in expelling him from Italy, and substituting in his
room Hugh, Count of Provence, who was crowned at Hugh,
Having married Marozia, a Roman Ccunt of
Pavia, A, D. 927.
Provence,
lady of infamous character, but great influence over crowned
her countrymen, he, for some time, enjoyed tlie sove- A. D. 92T..
reignty of that city ; but having insulted Alberie, the
son of Marozia by a Ronjan marquess, the latter persuaded the Romans to reassert their liberty, and was
Hugh, however, obtained
elected by them consul.

some victories over his foreign opponents, regained the
friendship of Alberie, by giving him his dau:^fliter in
Hugh's reign lasted 20 years, in the part of
marriage.
which his son.Lothaire 1 1, was associated with him in the
government. But his name never appears to have been
popular ; and, in 947, Berenger, .Marquess ofYvree succeeded in expelling both father and son from the throned
Hugh retired into Burgundy, and on the death of Lothaire, in 950, Berenger II was acknowledged King
of Italy. The commencement of the new reign was
marked by calamities. Italy w;is first invaded by Henry Duke of Bavaria, who took and plundered Aquileia,
but retired without making farther progress. After
him the Hungari<ins overrun the greatest part of Italy,
and were only persuaded to depart by an enormous
To
bribe, which was raised as a tax from the people.
add to their misfortunes, Berenger was oppressive and
tyrannical.

Having made himself master of

Pavia, in

which Adelaide, the widow of Lotiwire, resided, he
imprisoned her in a dungeon, and treated her with the
greatest cruelty.
contrived, in the

From

this confinement,

however, she

most extraordinary manner,

to

make

Berenger 1 1.
A. D. 950.

.
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and take refuge in the strong fortress of
Canossa, from whence she sent to implore the protection of Otho of Saxony, King of Germany.
Otho, interested by the misfortunes of Adelaide, inTaded Italy with a powerful array, and having accepted of Berenger'a honuge, delivered the empress, and
was aoon afto' married to her. The tyranny of Berenser aooa alienated the affections of his subjects ; and
being again invaded by Otho, whose kindness he had
returned with ingratitude, he was deserted by his soldiers, and obliged to abdicate the throne.
In <Kil,
Otho was crowned king of Italy at Milan, and the
year following emperor, by tlie Pope. On this occalion a treaty was concluded, by which, while tlie supremacy in ecclesiastical affairs was allowed to the
I'ope, the emperor's temporal sovereignty was distinctAlthough this acknowledgement of the
ly recognized.
power of the emperor was extremely disagreeable to
the popes, (and they frequently contrived to stir up rebeUioa), yet, on the appearance of a German army, the
principle was always acknowledged ; and, for .?00 years
after Otho the Great, Italy was considered a fief of
escape,

the Cierman empire. At the time of the death of this
excellent prince, in y~3, Italy was divided into the
provinces of Apulia and Calabria, still claimed by the
Greeks ; the duksdoms of Benevento, Capua, Naples,
and Salerno; the Roman territory, whioi, with the
MUtiuisate of Ancona, exarchate of Ravenna, constituted the patrimony of the church the dukedom of Spoletta and Tuscany, which were considered as 6efs of
the Church ; and Lombardy, with the marquisates of
\'rruna, Friouli. Treriso, and Genoa, constituted the
kingUom of Italy properly so called. But the authority of the succeaaors of Otho, even in tl>e kingdom
of Italy, was of a rtty pccoBrious nature. Over tt^ hereditary 6efs the sovavign iarisdictioa waa merely noWtktJi, tad only acknowleugcd during tbc presence of
;

dw OBpcror

and his army. The leaser bwons found
more for their interest to bcatow their hoaage apon,
•ml look for protection from a powerful ndghbour
it

than their distant koverrign

while in tlie privileged
of hberty was already beginning to manifest itself, the show of adherence to the
emperor was maintained by those only which were
MMt independent, while many were obliged to place
themselves under the protection of some powerful Italian prince, or baron, who, under the title of " I'odesta," exercised a species of sovereign jurisdiction.
The
effect of the dcatn of Otho the Great on a kingdom
thus constituted may be easilv imagined ; and, during
the nifns of Otho II. and III., I lenry of Bavaria, Conrad, and Henry III., Italy presented but a scene of
anarchy and confusion of contetta between rival popes,
between the nope and the dtixens of Home, and the
am peiui and bia Italian vasaala.
On the acoesaion of Henry III. there wer* no Icaa
than three popes at once, and all of them oboigguous,
from the immorality of their duracter. The emperor
,D.1CW. having deposed the variotu competitars himself,
nominated Pope Clement 1 1., and bound the Romans, by an
oath, never in future to elect a pope without the empcwr's approbation. In this he waa uosuoccsaful ; for
the next pope, Leo IX., persuaded by the celebrated
HUdcbrand, declined asimning the pontifical honours
until authorised hj the cardmals ) and Nicholas II.,
who was pope during the minority of Henry IV., passed a decree, that the power of eleOing future popes
should reside with the sacred college alone. The jeaWOL. XIL-rABT u
Citic«, in

which the

spirit

;

;
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lousy of the Emperor Henry 111. was also excitetl by History,
the rising power of Godfrey, Duke of Spoleto, who, ha- "^^"Y"^
ving married Matilda, heiress of Tuscuiy and Mantua,
the emperor's niece, and having succeeded in getting
his brother elected pope, by the name of Stephen IX.,
exercised an authority in Italy almost equal to that of
Henry. On the death of that prince, Godfrey entertained great hopes of being elected king of Italy ;
these ambitious expectations were, however, blasted by
the death of the pope ; but Godfrey still continuetl
one of the most powerful princes in Italy till his death
in 1076, when his widow, Matilda, was left sole mistress of his influence and authorit}'.
The reign of Henry III. is also remarkable for the
first appearance, in history, of the Norman princes in
Apulia, who were afterwards the founders of the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily ; and for the first alliance of
the emperor with the republic of Venice ; which had
now cease<I to pay its former homage to the Cirecian
emperor, and had already risen to a great dcp:ree of
wealth and power, having, with its rivals the I'isans,
Genoese, and the republic of Auialjihi, engrossed all
the commerce of Europe.
The reign of Henry IV. is distinguished by his long Henry lY.
and violent contests with the jiontiffs. During a long
minority, in which the young emperor was entrusted
to the guardianship of the pO{)cs, their power and ambi.
tion SO much increa!^e<l, that they openly aimed at universal dominion, and from tlie subjects, became the
masters of the secular princes ; and, for 70 years, the
history of Italy presents little else but a series of struggles bt-tween weak and vicious monarchs, and ambitious and unprincipled priests.
The history of the humiliating submission of Henry IV. to Pope Gregory
VII. tlie haughty Hildebrand, is well known; and the
unnatural wars which tlie pope occasioned, by exciting
Henry's sons to rebel against their father, excite more
disgust than interest.
About this period a new cause of disagreement arose
between the erojierors and the papal see. The Counless ^|atilda, widow of Giielph, duke of Bavaria, having died, bequeathed all her immense possessions to
the see of Rome.
These consisted of the greater part
of Tuscanv, of Mantua, Parma, PUcentia, Ferrara,
Modena, Verona, \'iterbo, and Orvieto, part of Umbria, Spoleto, and the marquisate of Ancona.
As it
was not considered lawful for a female to alienate the
fiefs of the empire, tlie Emperor Henry V. disregarding
this bequest, seized on the succession ; and, although
by the convention at Worms, a temporary agreement
was entered into by the Pope Pascal yet, as wc
shall see afterwards, the validity of the bequest was
lon^ maintained by the church and its supporters,
which occasioned much jealousy and contention be-

Difltrenwt
between Uie
emperor*
"'' ''" ?*

^

Jf*;

"'*

A. D. 1121.

;

'l^'

twcen tlie emperor and his Italian vassals.
During the reigns of the emperors of the house of Saxrhsaee in
ony, the political sute of Italy had undergone a re- ihe political
markable change. About a century before, Otho I. <tate of
had allowed to most of the Italian cities a regular mu- ''*'}'•
nicipal government, and had left to tliemselves the
choice of a particular form.

In the exercise of tJiis
to have selected as a model
the Roman republic or its colonies, as tar at least aa
their limited acquaintance willi history would permit.
At tlie head of their administration were placed two
consuls, elected annually by the suffrages of the peo-

power they seem generally

ple.

These nugistrates, as judges, were entrusted

with the care of administering justice to their fellow

8v
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jfcnerals, they coininanded the nnilicitizens ; and,
tary force of the city, when called out by order of the
emperor. A third duty of the consuls was to preside

in the councils of the city. Of these there were commonly two, besides the general assembly of the people.
The first wiuj called the council " de credenza," or
It consisted of few persons, and was
privy-council.
entrusted with the administration of the finances, and
The other
all the foreign relations of the community.
council, consisting of 100 or more members, was styled
the senate, or special council ; and in it were arranged
the resolutions or measures, which were afterwards
submitted to the deliberations of the people in their
general assembly, held in the market place, or public
square, which was termed a parliament. This assembly
was sovereign ; but in most cities there was a law,
which allowed no subject to.be laid before the parliament until it had first been considor«d by the council
" de credenza" and the senate. Each city was divided into four or six divisions, each provided with different organized military bodies, with different standards.

The

imperfection of tlie general administration of
under the feudal system, rendered this regular
military organization more necessary, and afforded
constant occasion for keeping alive a warlike spirit.
As each member of the empire was supposed to be entitled to refuse a partial judge and appeal to his sword
the first wars of the Italian cities with each other, or
against the powerful nobles in their vicinity, were not
considered as acts of rebellion, but merely as those
measures for self-defence, which it was competent for
them to adopt in common with the other vassals of the
empire. The cities of Milan and Pavia were the first
whose private wars attract attention. Their first open
rupture arose from their espousing opposite sides, on
the double election of Henry II. and Ardoin.
At a subsequent period, the city of Milan ventured,
in defence of tne cliurch, to declare war on the emperor Conrad, who, in an attack on that city, was repulsed
with loss. It was during this war that Eribert, archbishop of Milan, invented the " carroccio," a device
which was immediately adopted by all the Italian cities.
This was a kind of four-wheeled waggon, painted
red, and drawn by four pair of oxen, completely covered with housings of red cloth. In the middle of the
car there was a very long red pole, surmounted with a
gilded globe, under which was displayed the banner of
the city, and still lower an image of Christ on the
cross, with its hands extended, appearing to bless the
army. Behind, was a stage occupied by a band of
musicians, and before, another, where some chosen soldiers were placed to defend the sacred car.
As the
loss of the " carroccio," like the ark of the covenant of
the Israelites, was regarded most fatal and disgraceful,
no expedient could have been better devised for giving
justice

:

to the half-trained infantry of the cities, that solidity

which alone could enable them to withstand the shock
of the heavy armed cavalry of that age. Crowded
around the palladium of their liberties, they presented
on every side an impenetrable mass to their assailants ;
and, if obliged to retreat, the slow motion of the " carroccio" prevented that movement from degenerating
into a disorderly flight.
Under a constitution that thus at once kept alive the
flame of civil liberty and military glory, the cities of

Lombardy had gradually attained to independence.
Those nobles who had formerly exercised over them
BO shmII degree of authority, and to whom they had

been accustomed to look up as their defenders, now in Hittorn
their turn began to consider it not only honourable, """V"^
but prudent to be enrolled ainpng their citizens.
The already flourishing commerce oKthe commercial
cities of Pisa, Venice, and Genoa, afforded a ready
market for the products of the soil ; and even this species of traffic

was the mean of

diffusing a considerable
the inland cities.
The long continued struggles between the Saxon
princes and the popes, confirmed the independence of
the Lombard cities ; as the former, in order to secure
their attachment, added considerably to their privileges, while the latter inculcated the spirit of resistance against a foreign ruler. Accustomed, too, during
this period of anarchy, to trust to their own resources
alone, the ties which connected them with the empire
were insensibly weakened, and the Italian citizen's
feelings of patriotism were confined within those walls
which afforded him the protection which his German
sovereign could not now secure.
During the years that intervened between the peace
of Worms and the death of Henry V. little occurred to
interrupt the tranquillity of Italy ; and the only warlike events recorded, are the conquest of Lodi and Como by the Milanese, and their long contest with the
tiegree of wealth

city of

among

Cremona.

The death
gave

of the emperor without issue, however, Guclphs
rise to a contest of greater general interest, and *"'' Ohibe-

more

lasting effects.

The

partisans of the four last
'"""i^'

emperors in Germany had been denominated Ghibelins, from Gueibelinga, or Waiblenga, a castle among
the mountains of Hertfeld, which had been the ancient
seat of their family.
Their opponents received the
name of Guelphs, from the appellation of the dukes of
Bavaria, the most powerful rival of the reigning family.
As, however, the Bavarian family had always protected the popes during their contests with the two last
emperors in Italy, the names Guelph and Ghibeline
soon came to denote the different parties of the pope
and the emperor. On the death of the Emperor Henry V. his nephew Frederic, duke of Suabiu, aspired to
the crown. The diet, however, influenced by the archbishop of Mentz, the enemy of the Ghibelines, elected
Lotbaire duke of Saxony, who was intimately connect- I.othaire
ed with the Guelphs. Frederic immediately took up elected eraarms ; and his brother Conrad, duke of Franconia, hav- P^""''
ing returned from the Holy Land, assumed the title of
king, with the consent of his brother, and immediately
proceeded to Milan, where he was crowned king of
'

'

Italy.

But the Pope Honorius having declared in favour of
Lothaire, and having engaged the cities of Pavia and
Cremona, with their allies, in his cause, the Milanese
and Parmesans, on whom Conrad depended for assistance, were obliged to defend themselyes ; and, on the
arrival of Lothaire with a very sm»ll army in Italy, he
was forced to retire into Germany.
The emperor having proceeded to Rome, was crown- and crown.
ed in the church of the Lateran by Pope Innocent II. ^<' ''Y '''<=
As the Vatican, however, was occupied by the troops ^P'* ..„of Roger I. king of Sicily, who espoused the cause of
the antipope Anacletus, and the family of the Fraysipani, in Rome, Lothaire was soon obliged to leave that
city, and return to his own country, where, having defeated his two rivals, Conrad resigned his pretensions
to the crown, and was appointed commander of an army, sent into Italy to assist the pope against Roger,
king of Sicily. These troops were at first successful,
with the help of the Pisan fleet, in forcing Roger to
'

'
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await his decision at

Hisiory.
ties to cease their hostilities, and
^—^,'—
was ctxnpelled Novara, whither he commanded the Milanese consuls
The route by which he marched, had
to acknowledge his right to the kingdom of Sicily, and to conduct him.
however been already laid waste in the war between
to grant him (what he had no power to give) the city
and territories of Naples. The Neapolitans, perceiving .Milan and Pavia, ami Frederic, enraged at not finding
that resistance was vain, sturendered to the Norman the necessary supplies for his army, dismissed the conprince ; and their republic, which had existed for se- suls, and began to lay waste the Milanese territory.
veral centurie*, was incorporated with the kingdom of The citizens of that republic having in vain attempted
Theae •chitms in the church and the empire, to appease his wrath by the offer of a tribute, proceedSicily.
tended still nx>re to strengthen the cause of the Lom- ed to repair their fortifications, and put them in a posand even the inhabitants of Rome, ture of defence, sending at the same time embassies to
bard repoblic*
wmtj a( the crimes of rival popes, and incited by solicit earnestly the assistance of their ancient allies. In
the preaching of Arnold of Brescia, a monk, who the mean time, Frederic put in execution his threat
inculcated the principles of liberty, elected « senate, against Chieri and Asti ; which being deserted by the
and placed the executive power, formerly belong- inhabiunt-s on his approach, were pillaged and burnt
ing to the pope's prefect, m the hands of an officer by his soldiery. The city of Tortona having refused
was put under the
A. D. lli& styled the petncian and even put to death Pope Lu- to renounce its league with Milan,
cius H. who ventured to resist tne authority of the se- ban of the empire and, after sustaining a siege of two
Siege of
•
On the death of the Emperor Lothaire, in 1137, months with the greatest valour and fortitude, its citi- TorloDB.
nale.
evaof
condition
his fbmer competitor, Conrad IIL was elected hissuc- aens were obliged to capitulate, on the
Cor.rvl
A. D. USA.
cMser. Hisrei^ iMted fourteen years; but during cuating the town immetliately, being allowed to take
mpetor.
the early part of iC, he had to contend with the Guelpn away only what they rould carry on their shoulders.
A. a 1137, princes of Bavaria and Saxony
and in 1 147, he had, The fate of Tortona only filled the Milanese with admiwith Lewis VIL of France, been persuaded by St. ration for itsijrave defender;*, and animated them to reBernard to lead a powerful army of crusaders into the Mstance. Frederic having been crowned king of Italy
The expedition was unsuccessful and on his at Pavia, now proceeded to Rome, in onler to receive
East.
Dio.
return, he dien while meditating a visit to Italy to refrom the pope the imperial diadem. Before approachceive the imperial crown.
ing that city, he was met by three cardinals, sent by
By the electino of his nephew, Frederic of Suabia, Po)>e Adrian IV. requesting his assistance in sulxluing
Us
iiimamed Barbarosaa, who was equally related to the the Romans. To shew his willingness to comply witi
Cuelph and Ghibettne families, the animosity of these the pope's desires, Frederic, having got possession m
the person of Arnold of Brescia, delivered him up to
fiKtioos waateattnMlaidtoreit; and the whole miliTo the
tvjr forces of Gerouny, rendered more fonnidable br Adrian, by whom he was cruelly put to death.
ttm civil wars in which they bad been so ioog eagigai, depaties of the senate Frederic paid no attention, nor
were united nmlcr the standard of a prince, not more dia he enter the city but on the day of coronation and
distinguished (br ilia valovr, than for the high and un- even on that day, there was a skirmish of some consehanding Hvvrity of his character. The new emperor quence between his soldiers and the citi;iens. The emwm iHiHNdialely solicited to march into Italv, by Ro- peror next marche<l into the duchy of .Spuleto and the
bert, prince of Capua, who had been dsmved of his
inhabitants of tbe city of that name having had the misstates by Roger, kmg ot Naples and Stan ; by Pope
fortune to excite his indignation, the town was given
Eocene IV. whose authority he pramiacd to re-csta- up to pillage. Frederic next proposed to enter .ApufaUi in Boom ; and by the Lod«Mns, whose dty and lia, where ltol>ert of Cnpua had succeeded in raising .in
territory had been conqaered by the Mihutese.
In an- insurrection in his favour against William the Bad,
aver to the oamplainta of the citizens of Lodi, Frede- son of Roger I. but his troops were impatient to return home, and their ranks were already thinned by
ric diipatdied without dcUy a special roeaaenger to
IttlHi, uaaaiiBiiding peremptorily the immediate rettifatigue and disease.
He was, therefore, obliged to distatioa of the rights of the I ndsssns
Thia message, band his army at Ancona, and return to Germany.
when conwu nica ted by the ooosols to the people of The unfortunate prince of Capua, was l)etrayed by one
Milan, was l ecei fed with oniverssl indMBatian, and of his adherents into the hands of William, who put
treated with oonteaapt, while the cnroy
the emper- out his eyes and he shortly afterwards died in prison
or with difficulty escaped from the fury of the multi- at Palermo. Scarcely had the army of Frederic quit-

—
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•

iBiM the litge of Naples ; but, on their departnre, In-

'"^ nocent having

fallen into Roger's hands,

;

;

;

(

;

;

r
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;
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ted Italy, when the Milanese proceeded to rebuild the
walls of "Tortona at the public expence ; and so general
was the desire to testify their gratitude to allies who
had suffered on their behalf, that for three weeks half
of the citizens of Milan, of every rank and profession,
before Barbaroasa.
was emplo)-ed either in personally labouring at the
In 1154, Frederic entered luly at tlie head of a very houses and fortifications of Tortona, or in repelling the
powrrfU amjr, and .encamping on the plains of Ron- assaults of the Pavisan*, who took every opportunity
«S|^, cooTsltM tlMre a meeting of his Italian feuda- of interrupting the work.
Not content with re-establishing Tortona, the MilanAlready p i s p ossr s d against the free cities of Loro- ese turned their arms against the allies of the emperor,
banly, he appears to have willingly listened to the and were successful. Pavia was forced to accept of a
complaints made against them. To the Marquesa of dishonourable peace, the Marquess of Montferrat dei rtiw iat, and the Bishop of Asti, who accused the
feated, and the inhabitants of Lodi again reduced to
inhabitants of Asti and Chieri, he promised to exercise sobmi.wian.
exemplary vengeance on those republics.
The exatnple of Milan was imitated by her allies, and
Hiving beard tlie oemplaint of Pavia and its allies all Lombardy appeared in hostilities against Frederic.
against IM Mfliasa, be ordered the contending par- The pope, too, aJarmed by the success of William, had

tude.

Thry, however, trsmmiWsd to their new sovereign
the asval prsssnU ; bntpMMd, by their arms, to take
leotfae
of raviaand CrsoMna, who had
toineil wkh the l odesans in airs^giiing their conduct
i
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him the kingdom of Sicily and Naples ; and

in

his letters to the emperor, had assumed a degree of
haughtiness, which oUVmled him so much, that he ordered the legates to depart from Germany. Perceiving
the necesrity of returning to Italy, he convoked a meet-

ing of the princes of the empire, with their vassals, at
I'lm. '""I" ^1>« express purpose of punishing the defection
of the Milanese. The army, which now entered Italy,
was still greater and better organized than the former
After having obliged the Brescians to atone for
one.
their short opposition to his arms by a heavy fine, Frederic summoned a sort of diet in his camp, where some
military regulations were enacted, and the deputies
from Alilan were heard in their defence. Their proffered tribute, and excuses for their conduct, however,
were not accepted; the diet declared Milan under the
ban of the empire ; and the army was ordered to pre-

to defend themselves with persevering valour, till at
length worn out with faming they were forced to surrender, and leave their city, which w%s razed to the

History,

.^^'CT'
*""

ground.
The death of Pope Adrian IV., which took place a Death of
few months before, occasioned a change in the affairs pope Adiias
The ^^•
of Italy by no means favourable to the emperor.
college of cardinals, luiable to agree in their choice of
tlie one, Alexa successor, had nominated two popes
ander III. was generally recognised by the church;
while the other, Victor III. had on his side the senate
and people of Rome, with whom Frederic, having
lately concluded a treaty, was inclined to concur.
He^
however, summoned a council at Pavia, w'here he ordered the rival popes to await his decision. Alexander
:

refused to obey, asserting that the pope was neither
subject to emperors er councils.
The decision was accordingly in favour of Victor, who excommunicated his
»
pare for the siege of that city.
•
Having accepted of the submission of most of the Ita- rival ; who, in return, excommunicated Frederic, and
discharged his subjects from their oath of allegiance.
lian nobility, and of the smaller towns, Frederic proIn the mean time, being obliged to send back to Gerceeded to lay waste the Milanese territory ; and having
many the greater part of his army, he was obliged to
raised entrenchments round the city, attempted to reduce it by famine. The distress occasioned by this carry on his hostilities with Milan on a small scale;
measure, soon induced the majority of the people to lis- and at Cassano, was defeated by the forces of the repub- A D. 1160.
The Milanese had the same advantage at Bui- a»D. 1161.
ten to the advice of the Count de Blandrata, to submit lie.
A treaty was accordingly concluded, chignano; but an army of 100,000 Germans having, in
to the emperor.
by which Frederic engaged to evacuate the Milanese the course of the summer, joined the emperor, their city
was again invested, and all supplies of provisions comterritory, and that of their allies of Tortona and Crema,
on condition of their restoring their liberty to the pletely cut off from the besieged. The people at length,
towns of Como and Lodi, and renouncing the other unable any longer to sustain their privations, compelled
the consuls to surrender at discretion.
The keys of
ft>vereign rights they had assumed ; and besides building the emperor a palace, it was stipulated, that a con- the city, and the carocci, were, at the emperor's command, reluctantly delivered up to him ; and, after ten
siderable annual tribute should be paid to him.
Soon after concluding this treaty, a general diet of days of painful suspence, the whole iniiabitants were
eeneral
diet ui Ron- the kingdom of Italy was held at Roncaglia.
ordered to quit the city. The unfortunate exiles havIts re*"^''*', .
solutions evidently mark the terror which the success ing taken refuge in the neighbouring towns and villaN«v. 1158.
The ancient feudal ges, the army of the emperor, assisted by the inhabioftijg German array had inspired.
prerogatives of the emperor were acknowledged, and tants of Lodi, Cremona, and Pavia, and other enemies
of the Milanese, proceeded to put in execution the senhis exactions submitted to ; and the right of appointing
consuls and judges declared to reside in his person. tence of destruction ; and, injsix days, the city of Milan Milan de^^'
new measure was also approved of, which, in its was completely demolished.
consequences, proved most fatal to the liberties of the
This act of severity spread an universal terror through jjarch *
Italian cities.
This was the appointment of a new the Italian states; the authority of Frederic was eveiy ii6g.
magistrate in each town for the administration of jus- where acknowledged ; and even the more independent
tice, who was styled a podesta.
The right of nomi- maritime republics of Pisa and Genoa submitted to his
nation was vested in the emperor ; but it was enacted, sovereign decision their mutual disputes.
Having disthat the podesta should in no case be a native of the banded his army, he took up his residence with his
city over which he presided.
Another enactment, no court at Pavia ; while his ministers and podestas exless inimical to the privileges of the cities, was that
ercised, without controul, the most tyrannical authority,
which deprived them, together with the independent and, by their cruelty and extortions, rendered the imnobles, of the right of making war and peace, which perial sway as much detested as it was dreaded.
they had so long enjoyed. Having inquired, also, into
The inhabitants of Verona, and other cities, which
the cause of the dispute between Cremona and Placen- had as yet sided with the emperor, attempted at first to
tia, Frederic decided against the latter, which was alrepresent these grievances to him ; but receiving no relied to Milan, and commanded its fortifications to be dedress, and finding their complaints overlooked, they
molished.
Encouraged by the general obedience of the determined to recover their rights by force, and to condiet, Barbarossa did not deem it necessary to adhere to
fine the power of Barbarossa within the same bounds
his agreement with the Milanese, and not only seized
The league at first con- League of
as that of his predecessors.
on part of their territory, but ordered the fortifications sisted of Verona, Vicenza, Padua, and Treviso ; and ^^^^^ " '*"
of Crema, their ally, to be destroyed. The indignation being joined by the Venetians, who had long been jea- against
of the people, already excited by these insults, at length lous of the power of Frederic, they proceeded to open Frederic
burst into open insurrection, on the attempt to substi- hostilities, and expelled his German officers from their
tute the podesta for the consuls ; and the inhabitants of territories.
On hearing of this revolt, the emperor colMilan and Crema once more set the emperor at defi- lected the troops of his Lombard dependants, and
ance.
marched against the Veronese. He soon, however,
Frederic having again laid waste the Milanese terri- perceived that his troops were not to be trusted ; and
tory, proceeded to lay siege to Crema, whose hostages
was obliged to leave his camp in a precipitate manner,
he caused to be executed in sight of the walls. The and shortly after to depart from Italy, where he found
citizens, however, undismayed, coatinued for six months
it was now unsafe for him to remain without a Germ
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On

his return liome, finding that a civil war
ha<l arisen, he was compelled to remain in Germany

trmy.

two years, and th«< allow the Lombard cities time
In the mean
prepare for a vigorous resistance.
time, tne antipope Victor died, and his party appointed
as his succes^o^ Pascal III. who, being acknowledged
by none of the Europe.in princes, began to be despis<
fur

to

ed even by

his

own

adiierents in

Rome.

The

friends

of Alexander in Rome, took advantage of this to propose his return ; and it was at length determined in
the senate, to invite him to lenve France, and take up
his residence amoni; thein.
He was accordingly receivetl with great joy, notwithst.iiiding the opposition of
the emperor's lieuteoaiit, CSrinian, archbishop of
Mentz, wbofe Attempts against Rome were frustrated
by the troops of William, king of Naples. This prince
A.D.IIM. died toon after, leaving a son in his minority, afterwards called William the Good. In the end of this
year, the emperor again crossed the Alps, and, with«ot taking any decisive step against the Veronese,
marched into the south of Italy. The confederates,
however, lost no time in preparing for defence. Having called a general council at Puntido, near Milan,
they were joined by the deputies tVom Cremona, Bergamo, Brescia, .Mantua, ant! Ferrara ; a general plan
of reatstance was organized, and an oath agreed on, to
I16T.
be taken by all the member* of the confederation, which
now assumed the title of the I.«ague of Lombardy.
Their first measure was to rebuild the walls of Milan
for which purpose, each city of the League sent a lai^
body of men, and so eager were the .Milanese to secure
their independence, that, till the fortifications were
completed, no attempt was made to repair their ruined
habitations.
The city of Lodi wai forced into the
r<>nfe<Iemry. which was soon after joined by Placentia,
Parma, Modeiia. an<l Bologna, and now coiv>i*ted of
fifWn of the principal cities in Italy. Frr<leric having
in vain a«aultcd Ancona, which wa» garrisone«l by the
trocMM of the Grecian em peror, ManuerComnenus, proCMued to besiege Rome, which soon yielded to him ;
and Alt pope was obliged to retire for safety to Benevento.
In the mean time, the German troops were
Attacked bv the pestilential fever of the " Moremme,"
which, in leas than two months, carried off all the prin
cipal oAlcers, more than 20Q0 gentlemen, and a propor>
tioaate nambcr at common soldiers.
.Such was the
weakness of the German army at\er this loss, that Fro
deric, finding himself unable to make any attack on the
Wndtric
Lomtiards, privately recruascd the Alpa. On his dcRcosn
all those atatca whom the terror of his anna
Kure,
Alpm
Ik*
formerly kept back, hastened to join the League,
which now con>i>trd ofall Lombardy, except the city
of Pavia, and William, Man)iic« cf Montferrat To
prevent any junction between these allica, the League

determined to build a dtv between them, and having
fixed on a spot at the oanfliicnoe of the rivera Tanaao
and Bormidis, whose situation rendered it almost impregnable, the whole armies of the League Uboured at
the work with such assittuity, that, in a few months,
the walls, and a competent number of houses, were
finished, and the inhabitants of five neighbouring vil.
lages transported to it, and authorised to constitute a
free and republican government.
This city, destined
AUxaadtia to be a monument of their alliance, and of their seal
kaOt b; lb* for liberty and the church, was named Alexandria, afLcagob
ter the pope, the head of the League ; and so rapid
the increase of it^ population, that in the course of
one year^after iti foundaUon, tlie inhabitants of Alex*

dtfot
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andria were able to send to the

armed

field

a

'"^^f"^

troops.

mean

time, the emperor attempted, by all the
throw the seeds of disunion
among the confetlerates ; sometimes endeavouring to
treat with the pope, with the king of Sicily, or with
the cities singly ; but without effect. He then sent tlie
archbishop of Mentz, with a considerable body of
troops, into Tuscan^- ; who, taking advantage of the
war between Pisa, and its allies the Florentines, with
the Genoese, for the sovereignty of Sardinia, pretend,
ed to observe a neutrality, and was chosen arbiter by
the contending parties.
No sooner, however, had the
magistrates of Pisa ai\d Florence appeared at the place
appointed, than the archbishop, irritated at their having
concluded an alliance with the Grecian emperor, ordered them to be thrown into a dungeon. Putting himself, then, at the head of the armies of Sienna, Pistoia,
and Lucca, with the nobility of Tuscany, Umbria, and
Romagna, he proceeded to invade the Florentine terri-

In the

means

in

HUiorr.

body of 15,000

his power, to

Frcdetic
el.<leavouf^

"P

"r^*^.,

^.^^
a. D. 1171.

A. O. 1173.

But the Pisans having succeeded in making a
by attacking Lucca, Christian was twice defeated, and obligetl to give up his designs against Florence. He now, notwithstanding, had contrived to collect a considerable army, with which, early in tlie fol- Frederic belowing year, he began to lay siege against Ancona. In »"B" Ancothis, he was assisted by the fleet of Uie Venetians, who "*'q ,,..
were jealous of the inhabitants of that city becoming
their rivals in tha commerce of the Levant. The situation
of Ancona is naturally strong ; and the attempts to assault it by land or sea, were unavailable.
The wooden
towers of the archbishop were burnt by the citizens,
led on by a courageous and patriotic feniale ; and of
the Venetian squadron, seven vessels were destroyed
and stranded, by divers cutting, their cables under wa«
tory.

diversion

during a violent gale. The town, however, con»
1 ^,U00 inhabitants
and the preceding harvest
having been bad, and all supplies completely cut off, it
soon began to suffer all the miseries of famine. An offer to capitulate being refused bv tlie archbishop, they
still continued, with unparalleled fortitude, their resistance, although tiieir remaining stock of provisions consisted only of \b sacks of com, and one dozen of eggs ;
and the |xx)rcr part of the inhabitants were reduced to
feeil on the moat nauseous and unwholesome substances.
A; length, the Oueliih nobles of Ferrara contrive<l, by an ingenious stratagem, to raise the siege.
Having collected a few hundred cavalry, they contrived
to pass through the imperial rear-guard ; and, led on
by William NIarcheselli, who commanded llie vassals of
the Countess Bertinoro, the zealous friend of Ancona,
they encamped on the top of the mountain of Falcogiiara.
At midnight, each horseman fastening several
torches to the end of his lance, the whole Uxly proceeded down the mountain, in line, to attack the imperial camp.
Christian, alarmed by the formidable appearance, gave orders to retreat; and the provisions
of his camp were carried to the famishing inhabitants
of Ancona by the Ferrarese troops. The retreat of the
archbishop was followed, next day, by the departure of
It is satisfactory to add, that the
the Venetian fleet.
conduct of Marcheselli was magnificently rewarded by
the eastern emperor.
In the end of tlie year, Frederic again entered luly Frederic
ter,

tained

;

by the way of Mount Cenis. Having accepted the surrender of .Asti, whose citizens were alarmed at the
strength of his army,

iie

sal

duwn

before Alexandria,

whichj oAer some ineffectual attempts to storm, he de«

bcmege*
'^'*»*»'1''»"

;
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termined to reduce by blockade. In this he persevered
'--"^r^ for four months, in the very depth of winter, notwith"' standing the sufferings of his soldiers from the cold and
^i^uufd
'^
"*"
The diet
scarcity, and the inundations of the rivers.
of the League, however, immediately dispatched their
troops with a supply of provisions, for the relief of the
A truce during Passion- week, had, in
Alexandrians.
the mean time, been concluded ; but the emperor, apprised of the approach of the Lombard troops, determined treacherously to break his agreement, and attempted to assault the town during the night. Fortunately his design was discovered, and the Germans reFrederic the next day marched to
pulsed with loss.
Pavia; the Lombard army, from a remaining respect
for the imperial dignity, not impeding his retreat. His
repulse had made him readily listen to the negotiation
for a peace; and it was agreed that both armies should
be disbanded, and six commissioners appointed to arrange their differences. At the conferences for this
A. D. 1175. purpose, held at Pavia, three legates from the pope
attended, but their attempts to promote a reconciliation
w6re unavailing ; and the emperor, having ordered another army to be raised in Germany, was apprized of
their arrival at Como early in the following spring.
A.D. 1176.
Putting himself at the head of the troops of Como,
Pavia, and Montferrat, he joined the main army, and
Battle of
proceeded to attack the castle of Lignano, 1 5 miles from
Ligoano.
Milan. The Milanese immediately prepared for a vigorous resistance ; and, with their own troops and those
of Placentia, and a few battalions of light infantry
•

29th May,
11 76.

Congress
for peace.

from Verona, Brescia, and Novara, marched to meet
tile emperor.
The battle began by a skirmish between
the cavalry of the advanced guards ; but the whole
German horse, having charged the Lombards, were repulsed,'and fell back in confusion on the main body,
pursued by the emperor. But the troops entrusted
with the care of the carroccio, perceiving the danger to
which it was exposed, at this moment charged the imperialists with such fury, that Frederic was obliged to
save himself by flight, and a total route ensued. The
Germans were pursued for eight miles, and completely
dispersed

;

;

the troops of

and Frederic,

Como

almost

all

cut to pieces

wandering in disguise for several
days, arrived alone at Pavia.
He now began seriously
to think of peace ; and a congress for that purpose was
agreed to be held at Venice. He, however, succeeded
after

previously in negotiating a separate peace with Cremona and Tortona.
A.D. 1177,
The pope having arrived at Venice, after much difficulty, a truce was agreed on ; the duration of which
was to be fifteen years with the king of Naples, and
six with the Lombard League. The years of the truce
were spent by the emperor in endeavouring to disunite
the League but in this he was unsuccessftil ; and the
only towns that joined him were Tortona and Alexandria, to the latter of which, the name of Cesarea was
given.
In the year 1 183, a genera] diet of the empire
Treaty of
Constance. was held at Constance, where the emperor's son, Henry VI. was associated with him in tha government;
and the deputies of the Lombard cities having attended
it, a definitive treaty was at lengtli
concluded, in which
the emperor acknowledged and restored the rights of
the free states; and Italy at length enjoyed peace.
The calm which followed the treaty of Constance was
not of long duration. The tranquillity of the free Itaban states was soon disturbed by petty wars with their
neighbours and the nobility, or by the usurpation of
ambitious individuals or families, and the fury of contending factions among themselves. To enter particu:

larly into the history of these,

would be impracticable

History,

work of this nature ^and

besides, not very interest- ^•"^r'««
ing to the generality of readers, ^^e must, therefore,
in a

content ourselves with taking occasionally a general review of their effects in the respective states ; or slightly
entering into their details, when productive ot any
lasting or general results.
In the year following the peace of Constance, Fre- A.D. 1184
deric visited Italy for the last time.
His object was
to negotiate a marriage between his son Henry, and
Constance, daughter of Roger I. king of Sicily and
Naples, the aunt of William 11. the present king; and,
from his want of family, considered the heiress presumptive of the crown. The emperor *as, on this occasion, received with general respect by the Lombard
cities ; and, desirous to secure their support in the
event of the Sicilian succession being contested, his efforts were directed to maintain their union, and pro-

mote

their prosperity.

An

event which took place soon after, tended still
good understanding, and for a
time to occasion a general cessation of hostilities throughout Europe. This was the capture of Jerusalem by 2d Oct.
Saladin, from King Guy of Lusignan, and the crusade 1187.
undertaken for its recovery, in consequence of the exertions of the popes Gregory VIII. and Clement III.
The Italian states obeyed with zeal the mandates of
their pontiffs ; and the aged emperor himself, with his
son Frederic, took the cross, and, at the head of an
army of 90,000 men, marching through Hungary and

more

to continue this

Bulgaria, crossed at Gallipoli into Asia, and having taken Iconium, advanced into Armenia, where he died,

•

P'^'^nc
?' ^*.

"

having, while bathing in the little river Salef, been ei- joth June
ther drowned, or struck with apoplexy, from the cold- U90.
ness of the water.
The death of Frederic was deplored, even by those
very cities whose liberties he had invaded ; and the
Milanese themselves acknowledged his magnanimity
and fortitude. Their knowledge of his successor increased their regrets ; as, without possessing his father's
talents, Henry's character was infamous in war for
brutal ferocity, and in peace for his perfidy and breach
William II. King of Sicily, died a
of his promises.
few months before Frederic ; and Henry now prepared
to take possession of his wife's inheritance.
But the
Sicilians, averse to a foreign sway, liad chosen for their
king, Tancred, grandson of King Roger, being the illegitimate offspring of his eldest son ; and the emperor
was obliged to assert his rights by force of arms. For
this purpose, he solicited the assistance of the Italians,
especially the maritime republics.
To the Genoese he
even promised to cede the city of Syracuse and its dependencies.
Having, in consequence, obtained a considerable fleet from them and the Pisans, he proceeded
to invade Sicily.
But his expedition was unfortunate
he himself escaped with difficulty ; and his empress fell
into the hands of Tancred, by whom, however, she

was immediately sent back without ransom.
This prince survived a short
nerous action ; his death being
the loss of his eldest son.
The
ted to the emperor ; but were

time only after this geoccasioned by grief for
Sicilians then submittreated by him in the

most cruel and tyrannical manner, and he became

A. D. 119'In

,

He incurred, likethe object of general detestation.
wise, the resentment of the Genoese, by not performing
his promises to them ; and even depriving them of the
privileges which they had formerly enjoyed in the
Neapolitan ports.
His subjects were soon enfranchised, however,

by

his

sudden death

;

which was

1'"^'
fol- *• ^-

;
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lowed, the ye«r after, by that of his wife ConsUinco
«nd Freileric II. a chUd of four years old, was left heir
1198.
of the crowns of Sicily and Naples. Pope Innocent
III. who had succeeded Celestine II!. a few months before, was, on her death-bed, appointed by the empress
guardian to the young king.
iMpniil
The imperial dignity was at this time disputed for in
di*.
Germany, between Philip, duke of .Suahia, brother of
the late emperor, and Otho, duke of .Aquitaine, sun of
Henry the Lion, formerly duke of iiavaria and Saxo>
ny, and chief of the Guelphs. The interests of the latter were embraced by the pope ; but the former, a»ited by Philip Augustus, king of France, was suceeMful, and Otiio was obliged to take refuge in England, where he obtained the powerful protection and
alliance of Richard Ca-ur de Lion.
In the mean time,
the rights of the emperor in Italy, were left without a
defender. Innocent perceived ail the advantages of his
Mtnation, and lost no time in exerting himself to eat»biiah the temporal power of the church.
His 6rst atUmpt was the abolition of the senate of R«me, in which
be succeeded without difficulty, from the fickleness of
the people themselves, who were not unwilling to try
a new form of government. In the room of the senate,
the pope substitutetl a military magistrate, who resided
in the capitol. and enjc^ed all the powers uf that body,
with the title of senator of Rome. Like the podestas,
this magistrate was to be a foreigner.
At this time, the cities of Verona, Padua, Ferrara,
•nd Bologna, wore cMagcd in wars, ooeMioBcd by the
animosity of dM GmSipS and OhibeliiM noblM. The
tbroMr pwty was headed by the Marqaia Obiaao of
Eat*, ancestor «f tba dukes of Ferrara, Modena, and
Brunswick, snd the royal fiimily of Great Britain. On
tlie other side was Kccelino Robubo, father of the cruel
tjoant of that imbm and at Ferrara. the family of Sahofutm. Thcae wars in Milan, and some otlMr of tfae
dlHS north of the Po, ended in the expulsion of the
liability.
But in Verona. Vioensa, and Bologna, their
power was increase<) ; and at Ferrara, the MarqtMSS of
F.tte, hsTing married MarcheaeUa, dangiiter ana bcima
of WOlism VlarcheseUi, the deliverer of Ancona, had
raadr acquired almost aorereign power and influence.
The next attempt was to rKlaim the long-contested
legacy of the Countess Matilda. For this trarpose, he
sent an aimf to expel the Gcnaan noUee wiio posaea^
•d these
His preteasions wer* trnmcdklely aefctwlajgii by tbe dties ; ami Aneona, Pcmgis, and
seMnI other towns, opened their sates, snd snomitted
to the lentca of tbe pontiff'.
To the Tuscan cities the
pan sdiTisssiiJ himself as the patron of their liberties
only asked their assistance, »m the friends of liberty
and the church. The cardinals Pandolpbo and Bernard
succeeded
their missien ; an aaaembljr of the deputies
from the Tnseaa cities met at a viDage near .San .Mincato, and tbera fanned themselvea into the Guelph or
Tuscan Leagne, by which they bound themselves to acknowlodcc no prince without the express conaent of the
Roman diurcb ; to dc£tnd each other, and the church,
when required; and to assist in rst usei iiig all parts of its
patiimuiiji, and
tbe territorr over which it had any
sidhl% oxccpt wb*t was actually occapiod by any of the
Baa. Tlie city of Piss akme, grateful ibr former favours
VMsiswi Ann the eapcrots, would not join in thisleeme,
and cooliinod at the head of the few cities and noUes
who cooilitBtcd the Ghibeline faction in Tuscsny. In
th»^Iii iiiiisli Bl hai of the Sicilian kingdoms, the pope
was less MMBessifl ; and two expeditiona agiiast Ifarcovsld, high steward of the empire, who, at the head
;

.-
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of the German troop?, with the assistance of the Saracens settled in Sicily, maintained the Ghibeline party ^"^.'^"^
there, were equally unfortunate.
But it was in Italy
alone that Innocent met with opposition ; in Hungary,
Denmark, France, Portugal, Arragon, and Poland, his

rescripts

were implicitly obeyed

;

and

in

England, his

excororaunication of King John, and that prince's surrender of his crown, are familiar to every Britisli reader.
In the mean time, a new pretender to the crown
of Naples appeared, Walter, count of Brienne, the sonin-law of the late King Tancred ; but this nobleman,
who, (it is supposed) at the instigation of Innocent,
invaded Naples with a small army, soon fell in a skir- A. D. 1205.
mish with the German troops of Marcovald. Soon after this, a period was put to the German dissensions,
by the death of Philip of Suabia, who was murdered
by a private enemy ; and Otho, having married his
daughter, and thus united the rival families, was unanimously acknowledged king of Germany and the Romans at Alberstadt.
Early in the following year, Otho entered Italy to Otho rntera
receive the imperial crown, with which Innocent had I'*lJ''
'*08,
His first task was to re- **
promised to invest him.
concile Azzo of Este (now acknowledged lord of
Ferrara) with Eccelino Romano. This was at first difficult, the marquess having challenged his rival in
Otho's presence ; but he at last succeeded in effecting
a temporary agreement. To secure them both, he confinned to Azzo his title of marquess of Ancona, which
had been conferred on him by the pope, reserving,
however, the rights of the empire ; while to Eccelino
he gave the office of podesta of Vicenxa, imposing on
it, at the same time, a very con siderable fine, as having
been guilty of rebellion.

Otho then proceeded to Rome, where he wss crown- and is
ed emperor by the pope but as the latter soon found oowneA
tlMt the Ciuclph prince was not so obe<lient as he could ?.?''l!'
wish, snd especially refused to resign his claims to the if^^^
inheritance of the Countess Mstilda, they soon parted
;

equally

iliicniilaiiiiid

with each other, to seek

their approaching warfare. The
interest the Pitans, the German

allies in

emperor secured

army

at

in his

the
Milanese, Psrmornns, and Bolognese, Eccelino, and
Salinguerra.
On tlie other side, the party of the pope
was warmly embraced by Azzo of Este,- the cities of
Ganoa, Pavia, and Cremona, and the Marquess of
Innocent having likewise negociatcd a
ontferist
HIM liege bet w ee n the yoi:ng Frederic of Naples and
Constance, daughter of the king of Arrsgon, entered
into a treaty with tlie King of France and several German princes, to elect him to the crown ot Gcrmsny, of
which he represented him unjustly dispossessed.
On hearing of this, Otho immediately declared war A. D. 1210.
aotnst Frederic; snd, marching into his kingdom, made
himself msster of Capua, Salerno, and Naples ; but was
iatermptad in the midst of bis victories by the intelligence, thst he had been excommunicated by Siffredi,
archbishop of Mentz, and the imperial dignity declared
vacant, and that the league agsinst him had been joined by the king of Bohemia, Uic duke of Bavaria, and
many others ot' the princes of Uic empire.
He therefore quitted Italy without delay, and proceeded into Gerroauy, whither he was soon followe<l A. D. ISIti
by Frederic. This prince, setting out from Genoa,
in Naples,

M

marched through Lombardy, where many attempte
were made by the Guelph states to intercept him,
which he esc^ied by the assistance of the Marquees of
Efte. and arrived in safety at Cbur, in the country of
the Griaoni, where he was met by his German allies.
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to Aix-la-chapelle, and there crownOtho, in the meantime,
e<l him kiuR of the Romans.
A. D. Kit. |,g,j ^^p„ jieieatetl by the King of France at Houvines,
Hiit.iry.

vho conveyed him

>—-,'—'

hy which his power was
loss of aO.OOO men
much wcakcncfi, that he never afterwards was able
make head afjainst liis competitor.

with a
so

to
A. D. 1814.

;

dissensions of the
It was about this nerio<l that the
Boundelmonti awl the Uberti first broke out in Flofor
rence ; which kept that city in a state of civil war
more tlian HO years, and prepared its citizens for taking the distinguished part which they afterwards did
(See Florence.)
in the wars of Italy.

The following year is marked by the death of Innocent MI., whose intrigues had so much raised the papal authority, and occasioned so many wars in Europe.
lit.
Besides his unprincipled, political conduct, his character is stained by his crftel persecutions of the Albigenses, and the enoouragement^for that purpose given to
the Spaniard Dominic and his followers, so distinguished in after times for their hostility against religious liInnocent died at Perugia, on his way to TusA. D. 1216. berty.
•canv, for the purpose of restoring peace between the
i'isans and Genoese, in order to combine their forces
Dmth

nf

Innocent

for the defence of Palestine.
Our attention should now natnrally

;

be directed to
the magnificent conquests of the Venetians and Genoese
during the 4th crusade but as these transactions, and
the naval victories of these two republics, deserve to be
narrated in a more connected manner, their history will
fall more properly to be considered under the article
Ve.mce.
The contest between Otho and Frederic armed the
;

cities

of Italy against each other.

The Milanese

re-

mained constant in their attadiment to the cause of
Otho and were joined by Thomas, count of Savoy,
and Crema, Placentia, Alexandria, &c. On the other
side, Pavia, Cremona, Parma, Modena, &c. embraced
the cause of Frederic, and were styled the Ghibeline
;

The

however, after several deNotwiththe opposite party.
standing these wars, the wealth of the Lombard cities
was daily increasing ; and, even at this early period, the
opulent among them had begun to lend money on interest to their foreign neighbours
a trade which they
afterwards monopolized to such a degree, that, in most
European countries, the name Lombard became synonimous with that of banker. The progress of science,
too, such as it existed in these ages, attested their prosperity.
The university of Bologna, originally dedicated to the study of the civil and canon laws, now possessed teachers of every branch of liberal science ; and
the number of students, and the many rival establish-ments in other cities, demonstrated the zeal of the Italians for those acquirements, which had been unknown
League.

city of Pavia,

feats, w^as forced to join

—

to their ancestors.
Otho

dies

The death of Otho having now put an end to the
competition for the empire, the Pope Honorius III.
agreed to invest the King of Naples with the imperial
dignity, upon condition of his immediately taking the
cross, and proceeding to the Holy Land.
Frederic,
whose education at the papal court had taught dissimulation to a character otherwise resembling his ancestors, readily accepted the condition.
He, however,
remained in Germany for two years, until he had obtained the coronation of his son Henry (then only ten
Frfderic
"''') *^ king of the Romans.
He then entered
In^wltaly. ^^^^
I^ly *t 'he head of a considerable army, and proceeding
A. D. 1220.
.directly to Rome, received from Honorius the imperial

A. D. 12 18

crown, renewing at the same time his prflmisc of pro« nistorr
But the affairs of his hereditary
ceeding to Palestine.
kingdoms first demanded his attention; and he found
them in such a state of anarchy Stid insubordination,
that for several years they continued his sole object of
attention, notwithstanding the entreaties and menaces
of the pontiff. His zeal in the cause of the crusaders
was at length roused, by his second marriage with 'i'o- A. p. 12
lanta, the heiress of the kingdom of Jerusalem.
He
sent some reinforcements to the East, and began to
make preparations for embarking at Brindisi, where he
collected his army.
A pestilential fever, which raged
among the troops, and attacked the emperor himself,
obliged him, for another year, to defer Jiis voyage. But
on the death of Pope Honorius, Gregory IX. who succeeded him, excommunicated the emperor for not performing his promise, accusing him at the same time of
feigning disease, for the purpose of evading it.
Fre- Frederic
deric, however, ordering his bishops to disregard the embarks.
papal sentence; and, appealing to the European princes, the Holy
determined by his actions to prove his sincerity, and I. ant).
embarked the following autumn for the Holy Land. .A.D. 12
But this measure did not appease the indignation of the
pope and not contented with exciting his subjects to
rebellion, and sending an army of crusaders, headed by
Frederic's own father-in-law, to lay waste his territories,
he even interdicted the Christians in Palestine from
giving obedience to his orders. Notwithstanding these
difficulties, the emperor succeeded in making an honourable peace with the sultan of Egypt, and Jerusalem was restored to the Christians ; though such was
the veneration of the patriarch for the papal mandates,
and
that he refused to assist at Frederic's coronation
the new king of Jerusalem was obliged, with his own
hands, to invest himself with the ensigns of royalty.
His rapid return to Italy, soon disconceited the plans
of his enemies ; the army, which had int'aded Naples,
was dispersed ; and the pope, alarmed for his safety,
hastened to conclude a treaty.
In this peace, the cities of the League of Lombardy A. D. 12
were included, at the desire of Gregory, who knew the
value of their assistance ; and their independence was
thus for the second time publicly recognized.
The emperor had now to contend with a new ene- Rcbellioi
my in his own family. His son Henry, king of the of Henrj
;

was excited by the

king of t

secret intrigues of the pope, appeared in Germany in
open rebellion against his father ; and the Milanese had

Uoiuiuis.

Romans, whose ambition,

it is

said,

promised to crown him king of

Italy,

an honour which

they had constantly refused to Frederic. In public,
however, Gregory affected the utmost horror at this
rebellion, and exhorted the German prelates not to lend
But on the ap- A.D. 12
their aid in so disgraceful a course.
proach of the emperor, the young prince was deserted
by all his partisans, and obliged tp throw himself on
Frederic having' deprived Suppress
the mercy of his father.
him of the crown of Germany, sent him into Apulia, by Frede
where, after a confinement for many years, he died a
prisoner.
He now returned into Lombardy to punish Frederic
To this he was incited puniihes
the defection of the Milanese.
by Eccelino III., (commonly called the cruel) who had the Mila
for 10 years governed Verona, as podesta, with abso- ne£e.
lute authority, and who, also, as chief of the Ghibeline

had considerable influence in Cremona, Parma,
and Modena, which were zealously attached to that
faction,

party.

Frederic's first exploit was the surprise of Vicenza,
which having been taken by storm, was pillaged by the
6
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persuaded again to join the Guelpb league, ar:d from
~~~^
thence to Lyons ; where, under the protection of Louis
D. !?«•
IX. king of France, (commonly called St. Louis), he A.
summoned a general council of the church.
The melancholy state of the Christians in the east Council of
first engrossed the attention of the council, and the Lyons.
French king was persuaded to undertake his expedition
to Fpypt, which afterwards proved so disiistrous.
At
tlie second meeting of the council, the emperor was
summoned to answer the charges of the pope. His defence was ably pleaded by Taddeo of Suessa
but the
council found him guilty, and solemn sentence of e.\.
communication was pronounced, the throne of the em-

i!rf;nrp nfnJiich

had been comits, was treachmitteti to !•'
....;, 7th Marquis of
erously surr^
£&te. who in bis turn was obhged to deliver it op to
Germans.

;

and the kingdoms of Sicily placed
under the conlroul of the pontiff. On being informed
of this sentence, Frederic at first held it in derision,
and wrote to all the princes of Europe, appealing against
the arrogance of the church
but the domestic treasons
which he soon discovered, tlie election of Henry, landgrave of Thuringia, as king of thu lionians, and his subst>((uent victory over Fretleric's son Conrad, soon shewed
hiiu the fatal cflects of the enmity of the pope; and he
tverj- effort in his jiower, to reconcile himself with
'arch, but in vain. He had even determined tosubthe l)uniilialion of a personal confession of his
^ cs to the |)ope
and for that purpose was on his
way to Turin, the residence of Innocent, when he was
infi>rme<l of the revolt of Parma, which had always
pire declareil vacant,
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and the defeat of his son Conrad in Germa- one party, the latter inclined to the other. At Milan, Hiitory.
for example, the people were Guelph, the nobles Ghi- '""V'^
the spirit of the emperor remained undaunted.
Even the intercession of St. Louis had failed in mitiga- beline at Placentia the revttse; and the state inclined to one side or other, as either parttof the commu«
ting the rancour of Innocent ; and, aware that no reThis circumstance
nity acquired the preponderance.
conciliation could now be effected, Frederic continued
Having sent his son, serves to explain the sudden and otherwise unaccountthe war with unabated vigour.
able changes in the policy of the Italian republics.
Frederic of .'Vntioch, to the assistance of the Ghibelines
In the meantime, Conrad, king of the Romans, the
at Florence, tlie Guelphs were at length expelled from
emperor's eldest surviving son, had entered Apulia,
the city, and many of their castles in the country were
which had been governed by his natural brother, Mancompelled to surrender. In Romagna, success attendfred, prince of Tarento, where his authority was aced the opposite party. The Bolognese, under the command of Ubaldini, the papal legate, succeeded in redu- knowledged, except in Naples and Capua, which had
been excited to rebellion by the pope. These cities, A.D. 12S3.
cing to obedience the principal cities ; and at length
however, were soon forced to surrender, and Conrad
ventured to attack the imperial army under Henzius,
A. D. 1254.
remained master of the kingdom ; which tie did not
king of Sardinia, at Fossalta, a place two miles from
Modena. The battle was carried on, during the day, long enjoy, being suddenly cut off by a fever at Lavel- Death of
lo, in the 26th year of his age, leaving his infant son, Conrad of
with etjual success;, but, at night, the Bolognese renewing their attack, the Ghibeline afmy was thrown Conradin, to the care of Manfred, and the regency to ^*P''''
Berthold, margrave of Hoemburg, general of the Gerinto confusion, and Henzius hirjjself taken prisoner.
man troops. The first act of these guardians was to
All the attempts of the emperor to prevail on the Bosolicit the protection of Innocent for their ward, who
lognese to accept a ransom for his son were unavailing ; and Henzius remained at Bologna in a state of was innocent of the offences committed by his ancesiMinourable captivity till his death in the year 1271.
tors, and whose helpless condition ought to recommend
The consequence of the victory at Fossalta was the him to the papal compassion. But the pontiff, who
On the had not forgiven the house of Suabia, and, in the lifeaccession of Modena to the Guelph alliance.
time of Conrad, had endeavoured to raise competitors
other hand, at Verona, and Padua, and the surroundagainst him, now demanded, in his own name, the im«
ing territory, Eccelino, as chief of the Ghibelines, exermediate surrender of the kingdom, promising, at the
cised a power now almost independent of the emperor
and the annals of these cities, during his long reign of same time, to bestow it on Conradin when he arrived
blood, exhibit only scenes of diabolical cruelty, into
at the years of puberty, if he could shew any title to
it.
the details of which we rejoice that the limits of this
To these terms, Manfred and Berthold found themhistorical sketch preclude us from entering.
Frederic
selves obliged to submit ; and the pope, at the head of
had now retired into Apulia, from whence he sent con- an army, and accompanied by the Guelph nobles, who
siderable supplies to the army of St. Louis, then in the
had been exiled by Frederic, entered Apulia. His first
isle of Cyprus, and made a last and unavailing attempt
act was to deprive Manfred of part of his domains,
to reconcile himself to the pope.
On the 13th of Dec. which he bestowed on Borello d'Anglone, liis personal
he died of a dysentery at Florentino, aged 56 ; having enemy, who immediately set out to take possession.
reigned 31 years as emperor, 38 as king of Germany,
In his way, however, he was accidentally met by Manand 52 as king of the Sicilies.
fred ; and a skirmish having ensued, Borello was slain.
The death of Frederic was followed by an entire Innocent immediately cited him to appear and stand
change of the state of affairs in Italy. The crown of trial for this murder; and Manfred, finding that BerGermany, after the death of his son Conrad, was con- thold and his friends were unable or unwilling to protested, for more than 20 years, by many princes of diftect him, after a long flight through a country entirely
ferent families ; and when Rodolph of Hapsburg (anoccupied by the troops of his enemies, at length was
cestor of the house of Austria), was at length elected,
received by the Saracen troops at Luceria, who, notneither that prince, nor his successors, Adolphus of withstanding the opposition of the governor, were deNassau, and Albert of Austria, felt themselves suffi- termined to shew their respect and affection to the soa
ciently masters of their German dominions to interfere
Putting himself at the
of their deceased commander.
Sixty years, therefore, elapsed head of these troops, he immediately attacked the army
in the affairs of Italy.
after the death of Frederic II. before the imperial digof the pope, commanded by Cardinal William Fiesoo,
nity was conferred on any individual ; while the ties,
his nephew ; and, having been successful in a skirmish,
which had so long connected the Italian states with inspired them with such a panic, that they fled with
the empire, were almost completely broken, and the precipitation. But Manfred derived still greater adauthority of the German Csesar no longer either dreadvantages from the death of Innocent IV., wliich was 7lh Dec.
ed or revered.
followed by repeated defeats of his troops ; and, in less 1251.
The pope, now released from his apprehensions, re- than two years, Manfred recovered the whole kingturned through Genoa and Lombardy to Perugia, be- dom, which he continued to govern as regent for Co;)ing received with the greatest respect, even by the radin.
Ghibeline cities ; while, at Milan and other states atIn the mean time, considerable changes had ^so tatached to his party, his return resembled a triumphal ken place in the Tuscan states.
At Florence, the peoprocession.
But Innocent's ungrateful behaviour to ple attached to the Guelph party, had revolted against
the people of Milan soon alienated their affections ; and
the Ghibeline nobles, to whom Frederic II. had entheir choice of the Marquess Lancia of Montferrat, a
trusted the government, and recalled the exiles of the
eealous Ghibeline, for their captain-general, proved their
opposite faction.
Not content with this domestic vicindifference for the papal party.
Indeed, though the
tory, they proceeded to attack their Ghibeline neighnames of the factions continued the same, the interest bours, the Pisans, and their allies. Their endeavours
of the pope, or the emjjeror, was but little considered were crowned with success : Pistoia first submitted,
bv either side. The real contest was between the no- and received a Florentine garrison ; Sienna was next
bles and the people ; and where the former were of the
compelled to join their league ; Volterra, one ot' the
fortune,
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gtrongttt cities in Tuscany, waa taken ; and the Pisans,
^~^'"~' after repeated defeats, oUiged to beg a peace.
A.I>- lt$*.
Innocent IV. waa auoceeded in the pontificate by
Alexander IV. who, although of a more moral and religiooa character than his prnleecaaor, was by no means
equal to bia in talenta. His first public act was to
Cnmi»
iweach a crusade against Ecceiino Romano this was
W»t»rji

;

to Philip, archbishop of Ravenna, who pro>
Venice, and there collected the Paduans and
Other aodlca who had fled from the tyranny of Ecceiino.
abo reoeirad oonsidcrable assistance from the VeMtians, and waa joined by the Marquess Aszo of Elste,
the Ferrarese, the republic of Bolo^a, Count
Louis de San fionifaaio, lord of Mantua, and the citisens of Trent, who had revolted against Eccelina On
the other hand, that tyrant was master of Verona, Vi*

•amMled
cwd»d to

34T

duced by famine to surrender, imploring the compasHUtory.
sion of Este for his six sons and two daughters, one of """v""^
M'hom was the widow of Rinaldo uf Este, his brother,
but in vain ; the whole family were put to deatli, and
their mangled limbs sent to the cities which had endured the tyranny of Ecceiino. The extinction of the fa A. D. 1*601
mily of Romano, and the fall of the tyrant, which occasioned universal exultation, were followed by a general
peace in Lombartly and the attention of the pope was
;

turned solely to the affairs of the kingdom of Naples.
Manfred, in the midst of his victories, was informed Manftcd
H*
of the death of his nephew Couratlin in Germany ; made king
and immediately, at the desire of the Sicilian nobility, of »»?'«»•
assumed the title, and was crowned king of the two
Sicilies.
The arrival of dispatches from Conradin soon
proved the falsehood of the report ; but Manfred in.,
Padna, Feltra, and Belluna; had secretly re> formed the messengers that, having now accepted the
himself with his brother Alberico, who go- crown, he could not surrender it, but declared that
Treriao ; and bad made an alliance with the Conradin should be his heir, and invited him to reside
Obatto Pellaricina, and Buoso da Uoara, the at his court. At this perioil, the Ghibeline nobility had
pwHeataa of Cremona. The crusaders were been, by the increasing influence of the democratic
at first victorious'; and having defeated the governor of party, banished from Florence ; and, taking refuge at
Padua, they entered that city with the fugitives, took Sienna, easily obtained the protection of that republic.
poaaaMioa of it, and laying open the dungeons, deli- The Florentines immediately declared war against Sivwad aearly 1000 victims of the cruelty of Ecceiino. enna, and that state was obliged to beg assistance from
But the unfortunate citizens of Padua, who were ser* king Manfred.
The reinforcement granted by him
ving in his army, felt the weight of his vengeance, and was so srasll, that, in the 6rst combat with the Florenflf 11,000 men scarcely 800 eseaped alive.
In the tines, the German troops were cut to nieces, and the
time, Alberico Rosaano arrived with an army,
standard of the king of Naples conveyea in triumph to
and, offering hi« aid, wished to be admitted into Padua
Florence.
Indignant at this disgrace, and excited by
but the legale, diaco vesiny that he attempted to raise a Farinau (.berti, the able chief of the Florentine exiles,
mutiny mmaag his tiaopa, wiaeljr rmctcd his assistance. Manfred immediately sent to Sienna a considerable
The trooBa of EoeeUno^ and lus Cremonese allies, had body of cavalry under the command of Count Giordano
A.
ltJ8.
aaada in— stltw waattan of Brescia ; but the lau d'Anglone, who, joined by their I'uscan auxiliaries,
awaited the approach of the Florentines. Uberti had;
tor, Jn^ignaiit at heinf ileftiwded of their share of the
lioitttad the ftrmrr, and soon aAer joined
in the meantime, carried on a secret correspondence
voa villi the pafial army. The last victory of with those of the Ghibelines, who still remained in V\o*
wao the eapUsre of tbo OMlle of Friola in the rence, and persuaded them, on the first opportunity, to
tanriletyafVioMua. The unfiNtanstoganiaon had their desert ths standard of their country. I le had contri.
•fto tern cot. and their noses and Ion c*t off; nor were ved to persoade the ansiani, or chief magistrates, that,
Iho women, the children, or the p*>eMa csem|Ned tram on their appearance before the gates of Sienna, it would
Bat the mooaler hod be immodiately surrendered. His stratagem was sue*
Ihia moat drsodfisl motilation.
mam iliod mp tbo mooaure of his Crimea, and the hour eeesfol ; the anziani conducted the army, reinforced by
dohyed, was at hand. Having the troops of Bolc^na, and all the forces of Lucca, and
of ooagoanes,
mrolMd into the Miiancae, he was met at the bridge the ether Tuscan cities, to the plain of Arbia, five miles
•rCoMano, over the Adds, by Aaao of Estt, with the from Sienna, and there awaited the ]>romi9ed surrender.
t u pt of Fcrrarm, Mantua, and Cronona.
Deserted
On a sudden the gates of the city were thrown BstUe of
dbriog the battle by the Rrrsrian cavalry, his army open, and the Neai>ulitan cavalry, followed by tlie Sien- Atbia.
maa thrown into ooiifiisian. His German soldioa, in- nese and the Cihibeline exiles, made a desperate charge
dead, still made adaaparole fossstaaee; bat EemiiM), on the main body of the Florentines.
While the asbeiag aovetely wounded by a farolber of one of his mu- tonished magistrates attempted to rally their disordertilatM cootivea, was uk»n |aiiWMr, and a total route ed troops, the Ghibeline gentlemen in the army seized
rVsiko/
oneuod. Fbe eatNivc tyrant soaiiHained a |ullen silcnoe, the opportunity, and, cutting down the standard- bearer,
scctiaok
and,
hie wroeioaa looks on the grouml, seemed
carried off the Florentine colours, and deserted to the
inswieiblo to tbo ahoata of joy of his cemjoerDre.
lU- enemy. This act of treachery decided the battle the not Stpt,
fusing load and oiodical aasistaneo, he tore open his (tuelph army was totally defeated ) and 10,000 of the 1260.
A.O. ItSS- wooiMS, awl died at Soncsao 1 1 day* after his defeat. FlorsBtines and their allies were left dead on the field.
He waa in his fitilb year, and bte taign of bki«d had Sach was the terror occasioned by this defeat, that the
yoersi.
Imtcd
whole Ouclph population deaertod Florence and retired
The fopal army was imniodistely admitted into the to Luoca; and this eaample wee followed by all the cialios oader his poorer ; Vioeaia teosivod a podeau ties and towna of Toacany. Guido Novello, count of
ftoB Padoa; and V&rmm iliiteJ lotbalafloe Martina Caecntino, was appointed podesta of F'lorence, and the
Neapolitan troop* wei« ordered to be paid out o( its
4riiafloslo,o>ba aA WHlahi r oms their aavsweign lord.
A fcaioo BoMono, expelled from Treviso, took refuge revenue*. Such wss the inveterscy of the Pisans and
Sisnnese, that, at a diet of the Ghibeline cities, they
bi the oastle of 8ea 7s«o, Masng the Eoaanean moun.
tmm, bat the G«*l|iba detenniMd attcriy to extirpate even urged the demolition and total destruction of Floa fasnily sojostly dHeatod, sod riTnaoii fled by the mar- rence. This proposition had even met with the conI of £alc» beaisged the fmWtm.
Albcxioo wsa ro> GunesoB of the AMcmbly; hut the patriotic firmness
.'
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Hittorx-

wns successful
nntl he, who had been the
in nhering their re noliition
chief cause oftlie fatal defeat of Arbia, had now the
honour of being the sole defender and the saviour of

and nnnly eloquence of FarinaU

ITberti

;

his country.
the art of

While these contests occupied the Tuscan states, the
republics of Lombardy were, one after another, sinking
few
state of vassalage, niid in many of them a
into
private gentlemen hul achieved tiiat victory over their
independence, which the princes of Suabia had so ofThis was, no doubt, in
ten in vain attempted to gain.
part owing to the imperfect nature of their civil conbut what contributed chiefly to the elevation
stitution
;

of the nobles, and the decay of the republican spirit,
was the great change which had taken place in the miAt the period
litary system during the last Century.
when the Lombard cities were struggling for their liberties, the armies of the emperor, were, for the most
part,

composed of infantry, and the nobles, on horse-

To such troops
acted as a kind of light cavalry.
the citizens could easily oppose a body of light cavalry
equally effective, while their hardy burghers, animated
with the ardour of liberty, were more than a match for
the half armed and half disciplined serfs of whom the
very great
German infantry principally consisted.
change had now taken place ; the chief strength of an
liack,

A

consisted in a heavy armed cavalry, consisting almost entirely of gentlemen, from their youth
trained up to the use of these weighty habiliments of
war. The rider was covered from head to foot with
massy plates or rings of steel, protected with a buckler,
and armed with a lance of such a length as to keep at
a distance the swords of the infantry. The front of the
horse, who, to support such a weight, required to be of
a heavy and powerful breed, was equally secured.
Against a charge from a body of cavalry of this description, no body of infantry, before the general use of firefew hundred knights
arms, could possibly stand.
thus armed, could cut their way through tiie largest
bodies of infantry ; numbers were unavailing ; and nothing but a troop armed Irke themselves could check
To endure the weight, and acquire
their progress.
the full use of arms of this description, was impossible
without early training and continual exercise. From

army now

A

this circumstance, the nobles, constantly
field sports

and manly

accustomed to

exercises, soon acquired a de-

cided advantage over the citizens, whose habits disThe conqualified them from a service of this kind.
sequence of this change afterwards, was to force the
republics to hire a body of mercenaries for their defence, and the frequency of the wars soon occasioned a
race of men, whose sole occupation was war, and whose
swords were at the service of those who could pay best,
or held out the most favourable expectations of plunder. The very means used, however, for defence against
the nobles, frequently occasioned the enslaving of a
etate ; and the popular leader, after overcoming the
nobles, not unfrequently made use of the same mercenary troops to secure to himself despotic authority. At
Milan, the sovereign power fell into the hands of Martino della Torre, who also became lord of Lodi and
Novara and from his humanity and prudence, the
same authority continued in his family ; and his successor, Philip della Torre, added to these cities Como
and Bergamo. But a powerful rival to this family was
raised up by the pope in the person of Otlio Visconti,
archbishop of Milan, who, siding with the nobles, proved a powerful check to the ambitious designs of
^
;

Philip.

Alexander IV. was now dead, and Urban IV. his HUtovy.
man of talents, began, with zeal, to carry "" .-^"^
into effect the designs of Innocent IV. a^inst Manfred ^' '^•.•^(il.
and the house of Suabia. He first attempted, but without success, to put a stop to the marriage of Constance,
daughter of Manfred, with Peter, son of James, king of
Arragon.
Having then persuaded Edmund, son of
Henry III. of England, to renounce the investiture
of Naples, formerly bestowed on him by Innocent,
he immediately offered the crown to Charles count of
Anjou and Provence, brother to St. Louis. This prince,
whose talents and courage eminently qualified him for
such an undertaking, accepted the gift, and prepared
to collect an army to attack Manfred.
His power was
greatly increased by the alliance of Philip della Torre,
and an army of Tuscan exiles of the Guelph party,
who kept in check the Ghibelines in Lombardy. During
these warlike preparations Urban IV. died, and his^.D. 12Gi.
successor, Clement IV. who was a Frenchman, was
even now devoted to the interests of the court of Anjou, and gave immediate proof of his attachment, by Expedition
appointing him senator of Rome. Charles immediately of Charles
proceeded by sea, and escaping the fleet of Manfred "*^ Anjou.
with difliculty, arrived at Rome ; and, taking an oath
to obey the conditions, and pay the tribute imposed by
the pontiff, was solemnly invested with the crown of
the two Sicilies.
In the mean time, his army, under
successor, a

—

j

the command of his wife Beatrice of Provence, his nephew Robert de Bethune, and Count Guy de Montfort,

son of the famous Simon Earl of Leicester, crossed
Mount Cenis, and passing through the Milanese, conducted by Napoleon della Torre, was received into the
territories of Mantua and Ferrara by the Count San
Bonifazio and Obizzo, grandson of the last Azzo of
Este ; having defeated the troops of the Marquess Pellavicino at Capriolo.
At Ferrara they were joined by
400 Florentine exiles and 4000 Bolognese ; and Charles
putting himself at their head, entered Apulia by the
way of Ferentino. He was met near Benevento by the
army of Manfred ; but the degenerate Apulians were Heath of
unable to stand the repeated and impetuous charges of -Manfrtd.
the French, and even the Germans having given way, a
total route ensued, and Manfred himself was slain while 26ih Feb.
in vain endeavouring to rally his troops. The conqueror 1266.
refused to allow to his body the Christian rites of sepulture ; but the French soldiers, more generous than
their leader, having buried him near the bridge of Benevento, raised a rude pile over his grave, to which
each soldier carried a stone, a monument, equally honourable to the ilead and the living. But the cruelty of
Charles was not confined to this insult ; on his entry
into Benevento, he put to death Count Giordano Lancia, Peter U^erti, and many other adherents of the
late king : and, a few days after, havin_g seized Queen
Sybilla, and the two children of Manfred, with his sister, while attempting to escape into Greece, they, too,

became victims to his barbarity, and were murdered in
prison.
Such was the commencement of the reign of
Every corner of the kingdom was
Charles of Anjou.
subjected to the rapine and cruelty of the French, and
the extortions of the king, and even the papal party
regretted the exchange they had made of the mild anil
paternal sceptre of Manfred, lor the bloody sword of
Charles.

The French

victories in the south of Italy, proved of
advantage to the Guelph party in Tuscany.
Count Guido Novello, who commanded the troops of
Manfred in Florence, was at last obliged to evacuate
that city ; and the Guelphs having chosen Charles of
essential

;;
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Anjou as their lord, and haring received from him a
""Y"™^ troop of 800 French horse, under the command of Guy
de MoiiUbrt, once more expelled the Ghibelines, who
FloA. D. 1267. were forced to take refuge at Pisa and Sienna.
rence immediately declared war against these two republics; ami, joined by the army of tlie king of Naples
comnunded by himself, laid siege to the castle of Poggiboosi near Sienna, which, after hohh'ng out for four
months, was at length compelled to surrender. Charles
then marched into the terntory of I'isa, and made himself master of several fortresses belonging to that state,
politioa

'ooradui.

In the mean time, the Neapolitans and Sicilians, longj^^ f^ deliverance from the yoke of the French, had
sent a deputation into Germany to solicit Conradin to
reclaim the mheritanceof bis ancestors. The ambassadors of PiM and Sienna seconded these solicitations
dclia Scalla at Verona, and Oberto Pellavicino at I'avia, promising to assist him with their
troops, the young prince entered Italy, accompanied

and Martino

Frederic duke of Austria, and attended as far as
V erona by the duke of Bavaria, his uncle, and the
count of Tyred, hii step-father, with their troops. From
Verona he proceeded to Pavia, and at the head of SiOO
cavalry, paawd through Lombanly without opposition,
l.ucina had now revolted from Charles ; Henry of Castile, senator of Rome, bad declared in favour of Conradip ; and the pope, beginning to be al;irmed, recalled
Charles Irom Toscany to defend his own kingdom.
\Vhile that prince laid siege to l.uceria, Conradin repaired to Pisa, and having there received considerable
reinfororments, attacked and defeated William de Belsclve, Charles' lieutenant in Tuscany.
From thence
he procMsfad to Rone, and, regaidless of the anatheBias of Clawint, who had retina to Viterbo, converted
to bis own nm, sHch of the treaaarcs of the chnrch as
His army now amountaa he could get poaaai si on of.
ted to MOO cavalry, at the head of which be entered
Abrusso, and encamped in the plain of Ta|^iacozxo.
waa there attacked by ibe army of Charles, which
e<inM*ted of 9000 mm, 800 of whom he placed in
!•• under theeannaend of .Mard de St. Valenr.
charge of Conradin was successful, and the
Tirh were put tn flight
but the Germana having
II i:ul the body of prince Henry of Coaenaa, and takin^^
It for that of the king of Naples, imagined that their
victory was complete, and leaving their ranks, proceedIn thia Hate of disorder, they were
e<l to plunder.
charnd by St. Valery'a reaerve with complete succeaa,
Comadia and his barons, after a short resistance,
obliged to betake them«elves to flight. Having arrived
at Astura, 45 mile* from the fiehl of battle, he embarked in a boat, with the intention of landing in Sicily
but being nurtued by Fransipani lord of Astu^, was
by him taltcn priaoner ana delivered up to Charles.
lite )utig, datemiised to get rid of his unfortunate competitor, suTMBoncd him before him aa a traitor.
The
result of this mock trial was, (as might be expected,)
the condemnation of Conradin ; and the last male repraaentative of the house. of Suabia periahed on the
i'hia execution took place in the presence of
aEaAitd.
Charlea, and was followed by that of the duke of Austria, the two I.aTU'ias, the counts Donoratico of Piia,
sod many others of the adherents of (.'onradin. The
inhabitants of Augusta in Sicily were put to the sword,
tad in every city of the kingdom the unfortunate
GbibcUna were innumanly massacred.
Two flMOlfaa after the execution of Comradin, the
IV. died; and aa for nearly three years,
pope,
tbe coBcIaw* could ot agree in electing a mcoeaaor,
Inr
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;
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the states of the church remained, during the interval^
under the power of Charles. That ambitious prince
now aimed at making himself master of all Italy. His
attempts had at first every prospect of success.
The
power of the Ghibeline lords in Lombardy was now
much weakened ; and at a general diet of tlie Giielph
cities at Cremona, the king of Naples was declared
head of their confederation, and was, by many of them,
acknowle<lged as their lord. His attention, however,
was now for a time diverted from the affairs of Italy
by the last crusade of his brother St. Louis.

Hi.tiwT-

''^^^.'^

On the death of this zealous defender of the faith of Deatli of
the plague near Tunis, Charles assumed the command ; ** l-ouis:
but no sooner had he defeated the Bey of Tunis, and
compelle<l him to acknowledge himself a vassal of the
crown of Sicily, than he returned home; and his example was followed by the other crusaders, except Edward of England, who alone proceeded to the Holy
Land.

The cardinals at length elected Tebaldo Visconli, a. D. 1«7S.
then in Palestine, who, on his return, assumed the
name of Gregory X. His first attempt was to reconcile the Guelph and Ghibeline states.
For which purpose, he travelled Into Tuscany ; and at Florence, Pisa,
and Sienna, was successful in recalling the Ghibeline
exiles.
But the king of Naples, who considered this
pacification as not at all conducive to his interest, contrived, in a very short time, to force them again to
emigrate.
The pope, fully aware of his ambitious designs, attempted to give a head to the empire, who
might serve as a checK to him ; and having persuaded
the other competitors to witlidraw tlieir claims. Hodolph of Hapsburg was elected king of the Humans, a. D. 1273.
He next succeeded in reconciling to the Western church
the Grecian emperor, Michael Paleologus; and still retaining that xeal against the infidels, which had carried
him in his youth to Palestine, was preparing to lead
another armv of crusaders to that country, when his a. d. 127ci.
plana were interrupted by death.
The reigns of his
three immediate successors. Innocent V. Adrian V. and
John X\l. together only laated one year; but Nicholas III. the next electra pontiff, exerted all his great
personal talents, and the interest of his family, (the Orsini at Rome.) to carry into effect the schemes of Gregory X. Having conciliated the friendship of the German monarch, he contriveti completely to shake off the
yoke of Charles of Anjou ; and had al'terwards the honour of acting as mediator between these two princes.
The latter was obliged to give up the office of senator
of lioroe, and head of the Tuscan League ; and the for>
mer granted the long denied charter, which entirely separated the territories of the See of Rome from the domains of the empire. Having appointed his brother,
Bertoldo Orsino, count of Homagiia, he nominat<.d seven new cardinals of his family and connections, and
thus secured a majority in the sacred college. His last
act was to bring about, bv means of his legate cardinal Latino, a peace at Bofogtva, between the Gierimei
and Lambertaxzi, two powerful families, whose disscn •
sions had involved their fellow citizens in war ; and at
Florence, between the Guelphs and Ghibelines. I'hesc
transactions were soon followed by the dcatJi of Nicho*
las, whose reign had been thus useful to the church,
and advBnt.igeous to his own family.
An important i evolution had in tlie mean time taken F.xpeditioa
The archbishop, Utho Vi!>cunti, with of tt.c Torplace St Milan.
the nobles, after a long warfare, defeated and took """* ^"^
prisoner Napoleon della Torre ; and the Milanese having expelled the remaining branches of the family, ccai-
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ferred the soverefgnty on Visconti

;

who

thus became

fouinler of a dynasty of princes, whose sway, at an
after period, extended over all Loinbardy.
On the death of the late pope, the cardinals, influen*
jjjg

ccd bv the threats and violence of the king of Naples,
elected as his successor Martin IV. ; who, entirely devo.
ted to the interest of Charles, deprived the Orsini family of the ffovemment of Romagna, filled Italy with
confisits exiles, and the Neapolitan treasury, from the
The pontiff also, to second
cation of their property.
Charles' designs against the Grecian emperor, excommunicated him for relapsing into heresy, and dignified
with the title of a crusade the expedition against Con-

which Charles was making preparations.
was destined that a check should now be given
to the ambition of the king of Naples, and a bloody sacrifice affixed to the shades of Aianfred and Conradin.
John de Procida, a nobleman* of Salerno, the physician
and friend of Frederic II. and Manfred, had, on the
stantinople, for

But

it

<leath of Conradin, taken refuge at the court of Peter

and Constance of Arragon, and was by them honourably recompensed for his attachment to the house of
But his ardent spirit could not enjoy repose,
Suabia.
while his country was enslaved by the murderer of her
Having, therefore, excited Constance and Peprinces.
ter to undertake the defence of the oppressed Sicilians,
whom he visited, and whose spirit he kept alive, he
proceeded to Constantinople, where he obtained pecuniary assistance from the emperor, and to Rome, where
he received a promise of aid from Nicholas III. The
death of that pope seemed at first to impede his designs ; but his successor having insulted the Arragonian ambassadors, Peter at length made serious preparations for invading Sicily, concealing, however, his intentions, by an expedition to the coast of Africa.
Procida in the mean time repaired to Sicily, to await a favourable opportunity for insurrection.
SScilian
This very soon occurred. The brutal insolence of a
vespeis.
French officer to a female, roused the indignation of
30th March, the inhabitants of Palermo, and a general massacre of
J283.
tlie French was the consequence.
The example of Palermo was followed by the other cities of Sicily ; and
long before the fleet of the king of Arragon reached its
shores, the French had been either exterminated, or
expelled from the island ; Peter and Constance acknowledged as king and queen of Sicily ; and the former
sent to Charles, whose fleet now besieged Messina, a
solemn defiance and challenge. In the mean time, a
scarcity of provisions obliged the latter monarch to reland his troops in Italy ; and his whole fleet and transports were destroyed by Roger de Loria, the Arragonian admiral. Charles then determined to accept of
the challenge of his rival ; and it was agreed, that the
next year a private and judicial combat should take
place at Bourdeaux, under the auspices of the king of
England, between 100 knights on each side, which
was to decide the fate not only of Naples and Sicily,
but of the hereditary dominions of each party. The
preparations for this combat left the south of Italy for
a short time in a state of tranquillity. But the pope
opposed this mode of decision, and in the meantime
passed sentence of excommunication against Peter;
and, as king Edward I. of England refused to guarantee the place of battle, the king of Arragon did not appear on the day appointed, although waited for by his
antagonist.
Martin now conferred the title of king of
Arragon on Charles of Valois, second son of Philip the
Hardy, king of France ; and the king of Naples set out
by sea from Provence, on his return to Italy. Before

his arrival, howtver, his son Charles, printe of Salerno,
had been provoked to haiard an engagement with the
Arragonian and Sicilian fleet. THb superior skill and
valour of Roger de Loria decided the day and the prince
of Salerno, and his principal officers, fell into the hands
of the Spanish admiral. Charles of Anjou seemed at
first unmoved by this niis>fortune> and continued to

HUtorr.
"""""V"™

;

make

preparations to invade Sicily ; but his disguised
distress and anxiety produced a fatal effect on his health,
and occasioned his death at Foggia, in the 69tliyear of
his age, and 1 9th of his reign.
His death was soon followed by that of Martin IV. who was succeeded by Honorius IV. a man of talents, but aged ajjd infirm. The
kings of France and Arragon also died this year, both
in consequence of wounds received in a battle, in which
the former was defeated by the latter.
Peter was sue*
ceeded in Sicily by his second son James ; and as
Charles of Salerno still continued a prisoner, the kingdom of Naples was administered by Robert count d'Artois, his cousin.
The division of the Sicilian kingdoms,
and the captivity of the king of Naples, tended considerably to alter the state of Italy ; and the republic of
Florence, which had lately adopted the democratical

Death of
Charles of
,

.

""
*

'"'^ •'*"•
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form of government, which

it continued to retain, was
generally looked up to as the head of the Guelph
confederation.
The object of chief interest in the north of Italy, had
for some years been the naval war between the states
of Pisa and Genoa for the possession of Corsica, in which
the fleets of the former were repeatedly defeated. The
Guelph cities taking advantage of this, formed a league
In this extremity, the Pisans appointed
against Pisa.

now

.

Count Ugolino de la Gherardesca their general. This
nobleman was successful in his negociations to dissolve

and, having obtained peace, continued to "eaih of
His tyranny soon became odious 9"""' ^6"
to the Pisans ; and at length having, in a fit of passion,
slain the nephew of Roger Ubaldini, archbishop of Pisa, that prelate headed an insurrection against him.
Ugolino was defeated and taken, and, by order of the
archbishop, thrown with his sons into a dungeon, where a. D. 128
they were left to die of hunger.
Soon after this event, Uonorius IV. died, and NichoThis pontiff raised
las IV. was elected his successor.
the Colonna family in Rome to that power and eminence, which enabled them to rival the Orsini.
He
also obtained the deliverance of Charles II. king of Naples ; but no sooner was that prince set at liberty, than
he released him from the obligation of his oath ; and
the king and pope set themselves to attack the house
of Arragon both in Spain and Sicil}'. On the death of
Nicholas, the papal see continued for two years vacant;
and W!#s at length filled up by Peter Morone, a hermit,
who assumed the name of Celestine V. and entirely
submissive to Charles II. took up his residence at NaThe unfortunate anchorite soon shewed his inples.
capacity for reigning ; and even Charles found him utthe league

;

retain his authority.

terly useless in promoting his designs.
He was easily
persuaded to resign, and Boniface VIII. was elected;
but tlie latter, jealous of his feeble predecessor, shut
him up in a tower in Campania, where he did not
long survive.
James of Sicily having now succeeded his brother
Alphonzo of Arragon, Frederic, the youngest of the family, was left to govern Sicily.
But James soon afler
entered into a treaty with Charles of Naples. Having
married his daughter Blanche, and given up Sicily, the
pope bestowed on him Sardinia and Corsica, although
these belonged to the Pisans and Genoese.
But ua

C
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indi|^«nt at this treatf, crowned Frederic
— ."'^ th«ir kinjj. In Tuscany, the rivality of the factions of
the Biaiichi and Neri at Pistoia had spread to Florence
and Lucca. In Florence, the Bianchi were headed by
V'ieri Cerchi, and the Neri by Corso Doniti, an<l the
citiea procnted the sane scene of confusion as during
By the inthe eooteitsof UieGuelptiaandGhibehnes.
torventioa of Pope Boniface, the chiefs of both parties
ware exiled from Florence but the Bianchi returning;
immediately, took poMessioa of the city, and oppressed
0. 1301 their anta^nista. At Lucca, the N'eri were more powerful, and espelted the Bianchi, among whom was €«••
truccio Caatracani. who retiring to England, entered inThe pope now invited
to the army of that country.
to the assistance. of the King of Naples against Sicdy,
Charles of \''aIois, on wbotn he conferrnJ the title of
Coant of Kotnagna. On entering Tuscany, he was received into Florence on condition of not interfering
with the politics of the state ; but no sooner was he
adnutted, than he recalled the exiles ; and having arrcated the Bianchi, plundered their houses, aiMl banialMd tkeir chief leader*. AmonK the latter, were the
poet Dm*, aiid the father of Petrarch.
Valois then
iel\ Florence to carry on the war in Sicily ; but the
prudence and valour of Frederic overcame all the attacks made upon him, and a peace was at length con,0. ISXl clu<ie<l, when his title was acknowledged by the pope,
xnd lii< marriage with Kleonora, daughter of Chartei II.
Ml Nuples, united the intere<it* of the rival familie*.
The pride wuA violence of Boniface had now raised
niin powerful enemies in the Coionna fiunily,
Sictlians,

Yf.

;

'

he had ezcomnMnicated, and in Philip the Fair,
King of Frmaee, whom be had offended by interfering
with the rights of the Oallican church. At length Wi|.
liam de Nacarct, a French gentleman, incenacd by his
insolence, rnmna^ eoUected a few soldiers, surprised
Beniftce in Aaagai. and made hisMelf master of hi*
penoa and tieaauw. He was tKiwerer reacacd by the
penpU of Aiwyw, and rttuming to Rome, pot himself
Oder tlw pemertiai ef the Owini. But iadMatian at
the Uie mank effinvd Um. had aggravated the violent
paaaiam ef the pope. He aoaa took offence at his proteelera, and waa praparin^ to leave them, when he was
pmwiilid bjr the Oraini, and confined to his apartaaant. Beniftaa we* aoiw raiaed to a pitch vX insanity
he nAaied aO nnlHMBoe, and the following morning
sras found dead in his chamber, having repeatedly

daabcd his head ifmttL

tJbe

wdL

Into the traMaotion* ef Loaabardy at this period, it
the intriis impuesible for «• to eMer at large,
cacy of it* revoiotions, and the rapU cii— ea in the
gweeii unent of its dtie* : it waa at pnaatf engaged in

Am

meffedaai aKSMgle* at^inst its tyrants. The king of
the Boaaaaa, AJbRt of Auttria, fully occupied inVombeting hie Giiiaan rivals, coold take no i ec eat in the
B&ir* of Italy, and the king of France alane paaaaaaad
any influence. Benedict XI. who anrceaded Boniiace,
having retired from Rome, where hia posrer waa
thwarted by tlw cadimO* of the Oraini and Coionna
iaaniticB, uiak ap Ua laaideaoe at Perugia, where his
first act sras to eaeooinMnncBte these oonremed in the
uotragcs odcrcd to lus pradteesaat.
But Philip, who
~
himself indooitd in this aantence, and dreaddacidcd oppositi on, contrived to have a poiaon
P. iae».ait«iniMii> to Benedict, which occarianed hia dcalk
ina fcvdayt.
-.The eantest in the conc1a%-r lasted nearly a yrar, but
at length the artiSccs of Philip prevailed, and the new
pope, Ctanna V. took up hij rrsidcnoe in Fnuice, and

m
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shewed himself completely devoted to the interests of History.
the king. At his request the Emperor Andronicus was """V?*^
excommunicated, and the order of the Knights Templars, whose riches had excited the cupidity of PhiUp,
were cruelly proscril)etl.

The party of the Neri, now triumphant at Florence, A.D. 130S.
had, after a long siege, made themselves ma<ters.of
Pistoia, and dispersed an army, led by Cardinal Orsini
against them.
In Lombardy, Matthew Visconti had
been expelled from Milan, and most of the other cities
were distracted by internal commotions ; and the death
of Azzo VIII. hiid involved his states in a war between A.D. 1308his natural and legitunate children.
Charles II. of
Naples was also dead, and was succeeded by his se.
cond son Robert, by the decision of the pope, who set
aside the right of Caribert, king of Hungary, the son
of Robert's elder brother.
On the assassination of Albert of Austria by his nephew, Henry count of Luxemburg was nominated
king of the Romans ; and having secured for his son
John the kingdom of Bohemia, prepared to pass into
Italy.
He first endeavoured to conciliate the friendship of the pope, by confirming the grants of his predecessors to the cluirch.
Having then proceeded to Lausanne, he was met by Henry I.
the deputies of most of the Italian states, who vied with *'•''* ^^1'
each other in their professions of attachment ; and the
Pisans, especially, having laid at his feet 60,000 florins,
urged him immediately to visit Tuscany. The only
powers who did not send deputic), were the king of
Naples, and the republic* of Florence, Lucca, Sienna,
anu Bologna. These feared, lc.it, by publicly acknowledging his authority, they should afford him a pretext
for interfering with their a&irs, and recalUng the exHenry then arrived at Asti, where he was joined
ile*.
by the Iximbard lofd* and from thence to Milan, the
gates of which were, after some hesitation, opened to
him by Ciuido della Torre. At Milan he received the
iron crown of Lombardy ; and, having received the oath
of fidelity from the states, succeeded in most of them A.D. 131 1,
in pacifying the factidni.
But a sedition was soon excited at Milan, by a demand of a considerable contria
bution, which the poverty of Henry rendered necessary ; and although it was quelle<l by the expulsion of
Guido della I'orre and his family, yet it spread to the
other towns
and Henry was obliged to reduce Lodi,
Comu, and Crcmooa. But Brescia resisted him, and
only capitulated after a tedious sieg^. (ienoa was next
visited by Henry, where he met a similar reception
loyal at first, but they, too, were disgusted by his
In the mean time, the king of
rapacious exaction.
Naples and the Florentines prepared for war ; and it
was only by mean* of Count Guulo, and the Ghibclines
of Tuscany, that Henry escaped the Florentines, while
on hi* way to Pisa. At that city his pecuniary wants
were supplied ; and, after being treated with the great>
eat respect for two months, he proceeded to Rome, at
the head of an army of exiles of the Ohibelinc and BianThe troops of Naples had, however, tachi factions.
ken posaession of the Vatican ; and the ceremony of his
coronation was performed, in the church of the Lateran,
by three cardinals appointed by Clement for this pur- A.D. ISlt.
He then returned to Tuscany, and sat down bepose.
;

;

.

althou^ that sUte had received
conaiderahte rrinforoements, it did not venture to atUck
him. Having thus defied Florence, the emperor encamped at Poggibonii, where he solemnly pronotinced
sentence against the king of Naples ; snd the Florenfore Florence; but,

tines,

who had now entmd

into a solemn treaty with

;

;
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Robert, and acknowledged him as their protector and
The
lord, were included in the same condemnation.
emperor having now formed an alliance with Frederic,
king of Sicily, and received an additional body of German troops,' and the promise of aid from the Pisan
and Genoese fleets, proceeded to invade the kingdom
of Naples. But these preparations were rendered niigatorv, by the sudden death of Henry, while on his
marcli at Bonconvento, near Sienna ; and this unexpected event occasioned the immediate dispersion of his armv. The body of the deceased emperor was magnifi-

and that republic, justly
pay about 1000 German soldiers, under the command of Uguccione della
Faggiuola, on whom they conferred the lordship of
cently

entombed

alarmed for

its

at

Pisa

;

safety, took into

their city.

This general proceeded to attack Lucca, which he
He next laid siege
surprised, and gave up to pijlage.
tiui.
to the castle of Montecatini, but was attacked by the
Florentines, under the command of Philip, prince of
But the Pisan
Tarento, brother to Robert of Naples.
A.D. 1313. troops were victorious ; and after a severe engagement,
in which Peter, prince of Naples, and Charles, son of
Battle of

Monteca-

History,
and, assisted by Visconti, had completely defeated the Florentine army,»and taken thejr general Rai- iT^^CT^
mond de C'ardone prisoner, whom he conducted in
triumph to Lucca, after insulting the Florentines by
encamping under the walls of the city, and actually ce«
The Florentines now had re«
lebrating games there.
course to the king of Naples, on whose son, Charles,
duke of Calabria, they conferred, for ten years, the military government.
In the mean time, Louis airived
at Trent, where, at a meeting of the Ghibeline deputies,
he openly accused the pope of heresy. At Milan he
received the iron crown ; but jealous of Visconti, who
had so eminently served him, ho expelled him from the
city, and imprisoned his adherents.
H»next forced Pisa
to open her gates to him ; and, accompanied by Castruccio, whom he created duke of Lucca and Pistoia,
proceeded to Rome, where he was invested with the
In
imperial crown, without the authority of the pope.
the mean time, the duke of Calabria having taken Pistoia, Castruccio returned to Tuscany, and was successful in recovering it
but died, in consequence of the
Galeazzo Visconti, a. D. 13
fatigue he underwent, aged ^Y.
who served in his army, fell also a victim to fatigue

tola

;

"

'

;

Philip of Tarento, were slain, the Florentines were put
to flight, with the loss of 2000 killed, and 1500 prison-

and their deaths were soon followed by that of the
duke of Calabria and the republic of Florence was

ers.

released at once from the dread of a powerful antagonist, and a foreign lord.
The conduct of the emperor now rendered him hated and despised in Italy.
Having deprived the children of Castruccio of Lucca, he actually set it up to
sale, and disposed of it to a Genoese nobleman ; and
his conduct to his other allies was no less disgraceful.
Milan was regained by Azzo Visconti, who refused admittance to Louis ; and that prince, still farther weakened by the death of Cane della Scala of Verona, re
tired to Bavaria, to defend himself against the attacks
of the Austrian family. On the retreat of Louis, John,

:

But the tyranny of Uguccione, after this victory, soon
occasioned his downfal. The people of Lucca, indigjfj^n ^^
nant at the arrest of their brave countryman Castracaduct ot
emperor.
ni, were the first to revolt ; and while Uguccione
marched with his troops against that city, its example
and thus excluded from both
A. D. 1316. w-as followed by Pisa
states, he was forced to take refuge at the court of
Cane Grande della Scala, at Verona. His retreat was
A. D. 1317. followed by a general peace in Tuscany.
A. D. IS
In Lombardy, the prince of Verona had made himself master of Vicenz.i, then under the government of
king of Bohemia, son of the emperor Henry VII. enPadua, the only remaining free state of Lombardy
and obliged the latter state to accede to an unfavoura- tered Lombardy, and in one year made himself lord of
ble treaty.
But the Paduans having infringed the many of the principal cities. His success was but
treaty, were so powerfully attacked, that, feeling the
transient; the king of Naples, and. the republic of Flowant of a leader, they were obliged to confer the sove- rence, first attacked him, and were even joined by their
reignty on James of Carrara, in whose family it long ancient antagonists, the Ghibeline princes of Lombardy,
continued.
Not long after, Cremona was taken by Ga- and the emperor ; and the king of Bohemia, unable to
leazzo Visconti, and added to the territory of Milan. withstand such a confederacy, retired to Paris, having
When the Lombards lost their liberties, they lost with first sold the sovereignty of the states which had sub- A. U. K
them their former enterprizing spirit of commerce, mitted to him.
which was transferred to the still flourishing republics
During the pontificate of Benedict XII. the succesof Tuscany ; and, although encouragement was given sor of John XXII. the rising power of Florence is the
to poetry and the arts, at the courts of the petty soveHaving obtained, in
chief object worthy attention.
reigns of Lombardy, it is remarkable that the objects addition to their former allies, the assistance of the reof it were generally natives of other states.
public of Venice, they succeeded in humbling Mastino
At this period, the succession to the empire was con- d?lla Scala of Verona, who had made himself master of
tested by Louis of Bavaria, supported by John, king
Luccti
and soon after purchased from him that city,
of Bohemia, son of the late emperor ; and Frederic of of which, however, the Pisans -coiitrived to gain pos«
Austria.
Walter de Brisession, and defeated the Florentines.
Pope Clement V. having died at Avignon, was suc- enne, titular duke of Athens, the general of the troops
ceeded by John XXII. who directed his chief attention of Florence, had, by his intrigues, persuaded the peoto raise again the Guelph party in Lombardy, and
ple to appoint him lord of the city ; and, desirous to
humble the rising power of the Visconti, but without make himself completely sovereign, betrayed the insuccess ; for Galeazzo, son of Matthew Visconti, retainterests of the state, by making peace with the Pisans,
ed the power of his father, and was assisted by Louis and giving up all claims on Lucca. His power, howof Bavaria, who had defeated his rival.
The pope, in- ever, was not of long continuance ; the citizens rose in Duke oi
dignant at this protection given by Louis, notwith- a body, and, having put to death the ministers who Athen?
standing his protestations, proceeded to depose and ex- had been the tools of his tyranny, forced him to take P^^"' *
'"^•''"
A. 9. ISU. communicate him.
Louis had, however, now acquiral refuge in his palace ; from which he fled privately on
an adherent, whose victories made more impression the 26th July, 1343: a day, whose anniversary contithan the papal anathemas. This was Castruccu Cas- nued to be held sacred at Florence.
tracani of Lucca, who had
made himself master of PisThe expulsion of the duke of Athens, was followed
:

;
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by an attempt of the nobles, to obtain a share in tlie
government, but without success. In the mean time,
the rest of Tuscany was annoyed by a body of 2000
disbanded merceoanea, which had been in the service
of Piaa, who, beaded bj a German, styling himself
duke Guamiari, laid waste and plundered the whole
country. The smaller states were glad to get rid of
this " great company," as it was called, by the payment of a contribution ; and at last, having pillaged
the most fertile parts of Boaasna and Lombardy, they
retired to Germanv loaded wim booty.
The impunity
wtth whkh tbeae hidini escaped, held out encouragement to similar advcntnien, whom we shall afterward*
find MtNtg a cmadenblc part in the aflBurs of Italy.
The kiD|gdam of Napla was now destined a^in to
be the aoene of war. On the death of king Robert,
who had arrived at the advanced age of eighty, he was
snooeeded by his grand>daughter Jane, or Joan, who
manied to her ooasin Andrew, second son of Cari>
bert, king of Hungary.
But the criminal passion of
the queen for his cousin I>ouis, prince of Tarento, on
tha one side, attd tl)e jealousy, violent temper, and nmbitkm of Andrew, oo the other, rendered this union
unhappy. .\t length the party attached to Jane, determined to dispatch tlie king ; and, with the knowledge and participalion of the queen, soon carried their
designs into ezecutian in a very barbarous manner.
This atrocioa* act, which could not be eoneealed, excited general indignation in tlM kingdom; and the pope,
Clement \~I. immediately instated on the punishment
of the principal oeoapiralor* ; and Louis, king of Hungary, bfotii er to the deceeaed, oncnly aocuaing Jane as
aa oeoiiptio^ aad again iny (m own rights to the
kingdom, piiprntJ •• maintain them bjr • powerful army. At ttiiB peiiad, the emperor, Looia of Bavaria,
died, and waa ni et eod t d by Charles IV. son of John,
king of Bohemio, who had been slain at the battle of
Crecy : a prinee whom the pope had set up in opposition to Looia aooM time b^brc his death.
This year
waa also distiiiaiiidlwl bv the short-lived revolution at
RoBM, under
de RMtiio ; and by a general famine
thfWighoat Europe, which was followed by pestilence,
which, fnt aMeering in Turkey, spread in the course
of the three following yaart throagh every country of
the oootiiient, ham whenee it pamed to Britain, and
even to leahnd. In Italy its ravages were tremendooa. In the city and territory of Florence alone, Boccaee aatinrntce the Bomber of deaths at 100,000; and
at Pisa, out of a*«i7 ten persons, seven fell victims to
This dreadful scourge occasioned a
Iha eentagion.
tamput ary cssaalicn of war in the north of Italy.
In
the south, it compelled the king of Hungary to evacuate the kinfdem of Naples, from which queen Jane
and har saoond haaband, Louia of Tarrnto, had fled to
Pravence. Hierstrsatemblrd them to return ; and, on
hia sacoBd invaaion, Jane, baring obuincd from him a
tmee, •S'**'' to h*** h^r conduct investigated by the
pope The derisian of the rourt of Avignon waa in
Mr iavoar : The pope ac k now ledgwl Looi* of Tarento
Una of Naples, b<it ordained 500,000 florins to he paid
to the king of Hungary, to defray the expcnces of the
war. Hit tl<«f tnonarr4> declared, tliat he dul not make
fiir money, bnt to avenge the death of hi« brother
d the ^een to be reinstated, without do.
J the subsidy.
The pictnrr which Italy presents, for a series of years
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the tyranny of the V'iscontL That faiuily was now re- History.
presented by Barnabas and Galeazzo, who, having poi- ''"'V™^
soned their elder brother Matthew, divided between
them their dominions ; and exercised throughout Lombardy, on their subjects and their enemies, cruelties
equal to, if not surpassing, those of Eccelino Komano.
In Tuscany, the rivalship of Florence and Pisa, of
Sienna and Perugia, kept alive constant warfare ; and
the bands of adventurers employed in their wars, spent
the short intervals of tranquillity in oppressing the
smaller states, and plundering tlie peasantry.
Naples
was overrun by bands of the same description, whose
depredations, Uie feeble and dissolute govemment of
that kingdom was unable to repress.
In Romagna,
the troops of Innocent VI. had succeeded in executing
the designs of his predecessors, and subjected to his immediate sway all the free cities and independent nobles.
Bologna was the last that surrendered, being also attacked by the army of Barnabas Visconti. That lord
immediately declared war against the pope, but was at
first repulsed by the troops of the king of Hungary, his
ally. Barnabas, however, having joined the Pi!>ans, engaged in hia service a band ot' English adventurers, com>
manded by John Hawkwood, and proceeded against
Florence.
His new auxiliaries had introduced with
them what was more fatal than the arms of Visconti,
the ]>lague, which again commenced its ravages in Florence, and obliged its citixens to remain spectators of
the devastations itccasionetl by the combined armief,
with whom their general Malatesti had a treasonable
connection.
At length, the Visconti having concluded
a separate treaty with the pope, the example was followed by Pisa and Florence, and a few years of tran- A. D. 1364k'
quillity

were given

to Tuscany.

Un

the death of pope Innocent, Urban V. had returned to Rome, aware that his presence was necessary
in Italy to check the power of the Visconti ; who, being now allied by marriage to the kings of France and
EngUnd, set no bounds to their ambition. For this charlet IV.
purpose, at his desire, the emperor Charles IV. entered tuiu lul>
Italy with a powerful army ; but the Visconti, aware of
his avarice, procured a peace by the advance of a sum
of money.
His other transactions in Italy were of
a similar nature for money he granted a peace to the
Pisans and Florentines ; and, for a similar reason, liberty to the city of Lucca.
Having attempted to interfere in the affairs of Sienna, his troops were defeated, and he himself obliged to secure his safety by flight.
His return to Germany was soon followed by that of
the pope to Avignon, after venting his wrath by excommunicating Barnabas Visconti a sentence which
that tyrant so much disregarded, th.it he force<l the legates actually to swallow the bulls which they had presented to him.
On the death of Urban, Gregory XI. recommended
war ; but the Florentines, di<trusting him, concluded
an alliance with Visconti. The sf-ttes of the church
again rebelled, and Gregory was obliged to visit Italy,
having first condemned the Florentines. But these republicans, despising the interdict, continued the war,
having engaged in their service Hawkwood and the
Kngli>h condottieri. At length, Bologna having detached itself from the league, and made a separate treaty with the pope, a congress met at Sancana to negoIt was, however, suddenly disciate a general peace.
solved by the death of Gregory an event which pro- A. D. 1378.
duced important changes in the state of Italy.
A* there waa a majority of Limotuin carduuls in the
:
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midable league being formed against him, the ekler History.
'^^
Carrara abdicated in favour^ of his son Francisco No- —^r'—^
"
vello, and retired to Treviso.'
That prince, however, unable to defehd himself, was,
with his father, obliged to surrender ; but the treacherous Visconti immediately threw them into prison.
in the college having assembled, declared the election
who took the Having thus overcome his two principal rivals, he
illegal, and nominated Robert of Geneva,
name of Clement VII. To him, Spain, France, and might now be considered as master of Lombardy, as
Naples adhered; while Urban was acknowledged in the families of Savoy, Monferrat, Gouzaga, and Este,
were his allies, or rather dependants. The character
Italy, Germany, England, Hungary, and Portugal.
This schism almost completely destroyed the papal au- of this new disturber of Italy differed greatly from
former conquerors. Incapable of heading an army, and
thority for neither the one nor the other pontiff could,
from their individual character, command the respect of a timid and suspicious nature, his plans as a statesman were bold and enterprising trusting to others
of the Christian world.
The schism in the church was followed by general the execution of his designs, his measures were taken
At Florence, the family of the with promptitude and decision ; while no feelings of
revolutions in Italy.
Albizzi having endeavoured to expel their political ri- justice or humanity, of shame or remorse, ever impeded his unprincipled ambition.
vals from the city by force of arms' were successfully
His views were now directed to Tuscany, where he
opposed by Salvestro di Medici Mid Benedetto Alberti
but during these commotions, the Ciompi, or lowest attempted (though without success) to make himself
master of Pisa. He next endeavoured to excite the
class of artizans, having taken arms, defeated the majealousy of the other states against the Florentines,
gistrates and officers of justice, effected a temporary
change in the government ; but this new administration whom he justly regarded as his most formidable oppowas (as might be supposed) of no long duration; and, nents ; but they, aware of his designs, prepared, in
conjunction with the Bolognese, to defend themselves
after a few weeks, the Alberti and Medici families acagainst his attacks.
In the mean time, Francisco
quired the ascendancy.
The same year, Galeazzo Visconti died at Milan, and Novello Carraro, having discovered that Visconti inwas succeeded by John Galeazzo, his son. The death tended to put him to death, escaped with his family
of the emperor Charles IV. soon followed, and Wren- from his place of confinement, and, after a series of interesting adventures, at length succeeded in reaching
ceslaus, his son, was elected king of the Romans. The
Florence, where he left his wife and children.
He
antipope Clement, hitherto protected by queen Jane,
was forced, by the machinations of Urban, to take re- then proceeded to Bologna, and, receiving from that
fuge at Avignon. The pope also raised up a rival republic promises of support, repaired to Bavaria, and
persuaded the duke to lead his army into Italy in beagainst the queen, in the person of Charles Durazzo,
half of the Florentines.
While he was thus employed,
alher nephew, tlie legitimate heir of the crown
though Jane had adopted, as her son and successor, the army of Visconti, and his allies, amounting to
15,000 horse, and 6000 infantry, proceeded into Tus- a. D. 1390.
Louis of Anjou, brother of king Charles V. of France.
The army of Charles, consisting chiefly of adventu- cany. The united army of Florence and Bologna was
far inferior in number ; but its commander, Hawkrers, and a few Hungarians, passing through Tuscany,
made a conquest of Arezzo. At Rome, Charles recei- wood, was greatly superior to the Milanese generals.
ved the investiture of the kingdom, and took the title But, before any action could take place, Carrara, at the
o{ Charles III. and then made himself master of Na- head of a few hundred men, had, without waiting for
Death of
The queen having surren- the Bavarians, passed through the Venetian into the
Queen Jane pies, without opposition.
of Naples,
Paduan territory. His former subjects received him
dered herself, was smothered to death by his orders.
A- D. 138?.
Louis of Anjou immediately asserted his rights, and with enthusiasm ; and having, during the night, entered the city by the bed of the Brenta, he easily overA, D. 1384. invaded Naples with a powerful army ; but his death
powered John Galeazzo's soldiers, and once more beat Bari dispersed his troops, and left Charles, for a
He, however, only survi- came lord of Padua. But the Florentines were not so
time, without a comjietitor.
ved one year, being murdered in Hungary, (whither fortunate in all their allies. The duke of Bavaria, who
he was called by the barons of that country,) by order soon after reached Padua, being prevailed on, by the
of the widow and daughter of king Louis. His son intrigues of Visconti, to desert the league, John, count
of Armagnac, who also brought his troops to their asLadislaus, only ten years old, was left under the care
of his mother Margaret ; but a powerful party in the sistance, was defeated by James del Verme, near Alexkingdom proclaimed Louis II. of Anjou, also a minor; andria, and died soon after of his wounds. His defeat
and Naples, torn by the contests of the rival factions, exposed Hawkwood and the Florentine army, who had Hawkwood
advanced towards Milan, to the most imminent danremained in a state of anarchy.
In the mean time, John Galeazzo Visconti having ger, the Milanese general having cut the dikes of the
poisoned his uncle Barnabas, and being now sole mas- Adige, aiid inundated the valley of Verona, where
ter of Milan and its conquests, aimed at the dominion
they were encamped ; but Hawkwood, leaving his
of all Lombardy. The Venetians had incited Antonio camp, to deceive the enemy, marched during the night
della Scala of Verona to make war against Francisco
through the inundated plain, and, after much fatigue
Carrara of Padua, who had formerly assisted the king and danger, at length arrived in Tuscany.
A short p -,„.
of Hungary against them ; but Visconti, having al- peace followed, but was soon disturbed by the machilied himself with the latter prince, made himself nations of Visconti ; and the next ten years contain nomaster of Vicenza and Verona, and obliged della Sca- thing but events of the same nature. The emperor
la to take refuge at Venice.
In order to evade his
Wenceslaus having in vain attempted to obtain money,
promise of giving up Vicenza to Carrara, he next by offering his assistance against Visconti, at length
agreed with the Venetians to divide the Paduan terri- concluded an alliance with him, and erected his domitories, and made war on his former ally.
On this for- nions into a regular fief of the empire, with the title of
Hinory.

V

on the archbishop of Bari,
conclave, the election
who took the name of Urban VI. a person entirely devoted to their views. But his election was opposed by
and, as his character soon shewed
the other cardinals
eiiemies
itself in his imprudent and violent conduct, his
fell

;

;
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Sticcessive intrijfues

made him master

of Pisa, Sienna, and Perugia ; and Florence, deserted
by her allies, alone remained unsubdued. In the mean
A.D. UOa time, the prince* of the empire deposed the emperor
Wenceslaus for incapacity, and elected Ru|tert, electorpalatine, on the express condition of his revoking the
grant of the dukedom of .Milan. This prince was not,
however, acknowleilged by Boniface IX. who was unHaving,
willing to incur the (li>plea«ure of Visconti.
notwithstanding, contracte<l an alliance with the Florentine*, he entered Ixmbardy with an army ; but, being
met near Brescia by the forces of the duke of Milan, the
Italian cavalry soon evinced their superiority, and RoLeopold of Austria, and
bert wa* forcied to retreat.
the arcfabiahop of Cologne, having left him, and returned hone, b« was obliged to remain in a state of inactivity, and soon after to evacuate Italy.
Viaconti now turned bis arms against John BentiToglio^ lord of Bologna, and, being MOcesaful in gaining
the city, put him to death. Florence was now left
without an ally ; all the cities which formerly served as
outlets for its commerce were in the hands of its enemy, and its citizens were reduced to the greatest dis*''*• tresa, when Providence interfered in their behalf: the
out in Lombardy, and the tyrant of
>ia»nr
t^f^ •?'" broke
^** (^' c^ ii^ ^' midst of his successful career.
A.O. liOt.
By hia will, bis states were divided among bis sons,
under the rare of their mother Catharine, daughter of
BeraabM Visconti. But one year had scarcely elapsed, before many of hia conquests had returned to their
former owner*. Bologna again obeved Boniface IX:
•Sienna ^asertfd her liberty ; and the ducbes* Catharine,
•eiacd by the Milanese, dieil in prison, by poison.
Carrara took Vercna and Vicenaa; out the Venetian*,
Vrnxkct
retaining their ancient hatred against the bmily, soon
deprived him of hia cooqaeat, and excited a conspiracy
at Pladaa mot sI hhn. He was at length fortcd to
throw himself on their mercy ; but the supreme council were inflexible, and this gallant and unfortunate
A, O. I to«, prince perished, with all his family, in the dungeons of

>^~r~^

^'

^'^

Venice.

The same year ia dktiBgiiiahcd by the capture of
Piaa by the F UnMHiuaa,
the final destruction of
the indapandence of that state. This was the first departure ef that republic from its former liberal policy ;
and the era of the decay of its dvil liberties, may be

aM

ita first war of oonoticat.
The pwal chair
was now filled by Gregory XII. and Benedict XIII.
was the antipope at Avignon but the clergy, weary of
the ach i sei , endaavaorcd to prevail on them to refer
their dahna to
geneial ooonciL The popes at first
eammatmd, bat eAOTWaids leftiaed to appear ; but their
cardiiiela, with depatiaa of the dergy, and ambasaadors
from the diffnent sCalai^ amumMiil at Piaa. The first
reauk of their delibaraliana, waa to condemn both the
popea aa gailty of heresy and schism, and to declare
the poDtificBte vacant. The archbishop of Milan was
elected by the name of Aleaaoder V. under the promise of sooB caUii^ another ooandl, for the reformatienof tfaedny.
The atatea eitlic church were, however, in the hands
of Ledis la ns , king of Naplea, who, under pretenee of
aiahraring the party of Gregory XII. retained them
in hia oame.
But the Florentines and .Siennese determiaed to aas rrt the righu of the church ; and, bribing

dated ft«m

;

rnoacil el

Pm.

into their aervice Braccio .Vfontone, a celebrated leader

of eondottieri, and many other of his Tttnristim then in
the pay of Ladislaus, prepared to r-W B lrat the king of
Naptet'with hia own troop*. That prince first com*
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menced the war by the invasion of Tuscany, but his History,
projects were thwarted b^' the military skill of Mon- """"V*^
tone; while the Florentines, assisted by Louis II. of
Anjou,

who had

carried the

war

received the investiture of Naples,

into the states of the church,

and made

themselves masters of Rome. But Alexander V. did
not live to enter that city, having died at Bologna. A. IX UlO,
His death was generally ascribed to the effects of poison, administered to him by Cardinal Cossa, who was
elected his successor, under the name of John XXIII.
Louis of Anjon, after two unsuccessful campaigns, at
length defeated Ladislaus at Rucca-secca ; but, unable
to improve his victory, was again forced to return to
France, and interfere no more with the affairs of Italy.
The pope was forced to leave Rome, and take refuge
at Florence ; and that state, menaced by the Neapolitan troops, commanded by Sforza, were on the point of
concluding a treaty with him, when Ladislaus was at,
tacked by a disease, said to have been occasioned by r*jl.i.,
nis excesses, which soon terminated in his death.
^, q. uh.
In Lombardy, John Maria Visconti, Duke of MiIan, and Facino Cane, his principal general, were murdered by Hector, a natural son of Barnabas Visconti ;
but Philip Maria, the second son of John Galeazzo,
having marri^ the widow of Cane, (aged 40, while he
was only 20), was followed by the soldiery, and soon
regained the city of Milan.
The death of the emperor Rupert wns followed by
the election of Sigismund, king of Hungary, who,
anxious to put an end to the schism in the church,
prevailed on John XXill. to call another general council at Constance.
On the proceedings of this cele- Qouncil of
brated assembly, it is impossible to dwell here. Af\er Contuocs.
long deliberations, John XXIII., and his two rivals,
Gregory IX. and Benedict XIII. were deposed: the
abuses in the church, and the vices of the clergy, were
exposed without any steps being taken for their reformation
while their zeal against reformers waa
shewn, by the cruel execution of John Huss, and hia
disciple Jerome of Prague, although the former had
received a guarantee of safrty from the emperor.
At
length a new head was given to the church, in the
person of Martin V. of the Colonna family, and his
first act was to, dissolve the council, and reserve to
^^ d. Ult,
himself the farther reformstion of the clergy.
At Naples, Jane II. the sister and successor of Ladislaus, nad married James of Bourbon, Count de la
Marche ; but that prince, irritated by the irregularities
of his wife, treated her so ill, that the people of Naples revolted against him ; and, the pope, having declared in favour of the aueen, he returned to France,
where he soon aAer died in a convent. But Louis
III. of Anjou, having asserted bis claims to Naples,
succeeded in obtaining the concurrence of Martin, and
the assistance of Sforza. On the other hand, Jane had War oCift^.
recourse to the alliance of Alnhonzo of Arragon, to pies.
whose family the crown of Sicily had again returned,
whom she adopted as her heir. She also engaged in her
service, Braccio Mantone, who had now established
himself in the principality of Perugia, his native city.
This war was terminated in two years, by the intervention of the pope, and Louis again retired to Provence.
But Alphonzo, jealous of the influence of Caracdoli, the queen's favourite, caused him to be arrested, and attempted to seize the queen, who had recourse to the protection of Sforza, who defeated Alphonzo, but was obliged to retreat to A versa. Jane
now chose Louis as her successor, and was assisted by
the armies of the Duke of Milan, and Francis Sforas,

—

;
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successor to the commantl of the troops of his fawho was drowned in crossing the river Pescara.
The party of Jane was successful. Don Pedro, brother to Alphonzo, was oblige<l to yield Naples, and
(hut himself up in a fortress ; and the queen was comre-established in her authority, by the decisive
tlie

thcr,

Cletely

of Auuila, and the death of Montone. The rehis band of adventurers, entered into the
A. D. UJt. Florentine service, luider the command of Nicholas
Martin V. resumed the territories wrested
Piccinino.
and of all the principality of Brac4rom tlie cliurch
cio, nothing was left to his son Count Oddo, but the
casile of Montone.
At this period, the chief influence at Florence was
possessed by Nicholas d'Uzzano, of the same party
and policy as Maso Albizzi ; but, notwithstanding his
power, the Medici, at the head of the democratical
j)arty, were gradually increasing in>wealth and authority, and John di Medici, (fathesof the great Cosmo),
now attained to the office of gonfalonier of justice.
Conqaeits
A treaty had been concluded with Philip Visconti
of VHConti. but the ambitious spirit of that prince soon excited
new wars and revolutions. Francis Carniagnola, his
general, had succeeded in the conquest of Cienoa,
which WHS in a state of anarchy from its intestine discords. This was followed by the acquisition of Parma
attle

mains of

;

and Bcrgando
dered to

his

;

and Brescia and Crema were surrenarms.

Bellinzona,

Duomo

d'Ossola,

and the Levantine Valley, were next wrested from the
but 3000 of that gallant nation having crossed
Swiss
Mount St. Gothard, attacked the army of Carmagnola,
which, although consisting of 24,000, was with difficulty able to keep its ground, and the Swiss were per:

mitted to retire unmolested.
The interference of Visconti, in the affairs of Romagna, after the death of Montone, was considered by the
Florence.
Florentines as an infraction of the treaty, and war was
immediately commenced ; but the republicans were
defeated in six successive battles, and obliged to apply
In the meantime,
for aid to the senate of Venice.
Carmagnola, having incurred the jealousy of Philip,
had fleil to Venice, where, eager for an opportunity of
revenge, he zealously pleaded the cause of Florence;
and the senate, roused by his exhortations, placed him
Brescia soon submitted ;
at the head of their troops.
and the duke, alarmed, acceded to a peace with the reA. D. 142fi. publicans, allowing them to retain their conquest.
Second war But the Milanese, dissatisfied with the terms of the
with Flopeace, prevailed on Philip immediately to break the
rence aod
His troops were at first
treaty, and invade Mantua.
Venice.
victorious ; the event of a second battle was doubtful
but in the third, which was fought at Macalo, on the
Oglio, Charles Malatesti was completely defeated, and,
with 8000 men, was taken prisoner by Carmagnola.
They were, however, released next day, by the generosity of that leader and his soldiers ; but this act excited the suspicions of the supreme council of Venice,
and afterwards occasioned his ruin.
This defeat occasioned a second peace between PhiThinl wafc
lip and the republics.
But the attempts of Florence
against Lucca, being frustrated by Sforza and Peccinini, now in the pay of the duke, the war was again renewed, but with less favourable auspices. The Venetian fleet on the Po, was almost entirely destroyed by
the Milanese, and the army of Carmagnola surprised
and routed near Soncino by Sforza, while in Tuscany,
I'iccinino made demonstrations against Pisa, an(i laitl
waste the Florentine territory. After his defeat, Carmagnola oontinned for some time in a state of inaction,
His first
war with

which increasing the suspicions of the Venetian coun- HHtory.
cil, he was invited to Venice, to give his advice on the ^"^"y^^
state of affairs ; but no soonta; had lie arrived, than he
was thrown into prison, and after a sOcret trial, where
he suffered the torture of the raik, was publicly be- a. D. 1432.
headed in St. Mark's place. His trial was never made
public, but throughout Italy he was generally consideretl as a victim rather to the jealou.sy, than tne re-

venge of the Venetians.
In the meantime, Martin V. h.nd been succeeded in
the pontificate, by Gabriel Condolmieri, a Venetian,
who embraced the cause of the republics and of the
Orsini at Rome.
But this pope, who took the name
of Eugene IV was hasty and passionate, and his whole
reign exhibits a series of contests with tfie Colonna;
the Hussites in Bohemia; the council at Basle for the
reformation of the chiurch ; and his own vassals in Ro-

magna.

The emperor Sigismond now entered Italy, and at Visit of tlic
Milan received the iron crown, but without obtaining emperor
an interview with the duke. He then .succeedetl in ^'S'sniund.
restoring peace between the republics and Philip ; and,
repairing to Rome, was invested with the imperial
crown, from whence, after attempting in vain to act as
mediator between the pope and tlie council of Basle,
he returned to Germany, convinced by experience,
that it was in vain for an emperor, without an army,

.

•

-

to interfere in the affairs of Italy.

The death of queen Jane II. of Naples, now re- Contests for
kindled the war in that country.
The Neapolitans the crown
embraced the party of Rene of Anjou, son of Louis of Naples.
III., while the duke of Suessa, the prince of Tarento,
and the Count of Fondi, declared in favour of Alphonzo of Arragon. The latter prince, whose actions entitled him to the appellation of the magnanimous, having
engaged the Genotse fleet near Gaeta, was defeated,
and with his brothers made a prisoner, and conveyed,
by order of Visconti, from Genoa to Milan. Here his
brilliant talents and amiable manners were more effectual than his arms ; and the duke, persuaded by his
arguments, renounced his connection with the French,
and allied himself to his captive, whom he immediately
set at liberty. But the Genoese, on receiving Vifconti's
orders to reconvey Alphonzo to Naples, detei mined no
longer to be the submissive slaves of his caprice ; and
expelling the Milanese governor, and the garrisons of
Genoa and Savona, reasserted their liberty, and leagued
themselves with the Venetians and Florentines. The a. d, 1435
ruling party in the latter state was now that of the
Two years before, the death of Nicholas
Medici.
d'Uzzano, who had kept in order the rival factions,
had thrown the chief power into the hands of Rinaldo
Albizzi, who having brought Cosmo di Medici to trial,
obtained his banishment to Padua.
Not content with
the exile of his rival, Rinaldo proposed to attack those
magistrates who opposed his measures ; but in this his
The magistrates soon after
friends refused their aid.
having cited bim to appear, to give an account of his
conduct, on his resistance, exiled him and his principal
adherents, and recalled Cosmo di Medici.
Rinaldo,
who took refuge at Milan, incited Visconti again to
make war on Florence, and Piccinino again invaded
Tuscany. This war, which continued for five )'ear8,
with various success, is more interesting from the military atchievements of Sforza and Piccinino, than the
importance of its results to the parties concerned.
It
was at length terminated by Visconti, who submitted Peace of
the terms of the treaty to the arbitration of Sforza, the Capriana.
^' ^**l'
commander of the republican troops, whose interest
'

^

f
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he attempted to conciliate, by conferring upon him the
hand of Bianca \'tsconti, his natural daughter, with
Cremona and I'ontremoli as a dowry.
In the meantime, Eugene IV. had been declared
contumacious by the coiircil of Basle, which elected, as
his fuccesaor, Amadeus VIII. of Savoy, who resigning
his temporal dominions to his son, took the name of
FHix v. On the other hand, Eugene called a rival
council at Ferrara, which afterwards removed to Florence, where the emperor John Palarologus \'I. and the

deputies of the Greek church met, in order, if possible,
to effect a union between the churches.
Three yean befori- this period, Rene of Anjou bad
entered Naples, but, n<itwiih»tand ng the assistance of
Pope Eugene, his influence daily declined; and Al

phonzo having defeated tlie lieutenants, and taken
paasrssion of the 6eft of Sibrza in Abruzso, proceeded
to bt-si^e Naples.

prepared to march to the assistance of Rene,
Visconti, jealous ot his son-in-law, hinted to Eugene that this was now the time to recover the mar>'V>rza

bm

^aisMe of Ancona fr9m Sforra and sent Piccinino to
ooounand his army. But during these trausaction!,
Alplxmso aucceeded in surprising Naples, and Rene
was f..rced, like hi* ancestors, to retire to his herediu;

rj

state*.

STona was now atUcked by the pope, the king of
Naples, and the duke of Milan and at the end of four
years

wm refbiced

w«tht

;

to the greatest extremity,

when he

Venetian* and Florentines, tlirough
<)smo di Medici, who was his personal

.

Their combined efforts were successful, Sforsa «•• re-estahlishetl at Ancona, an<l the war was even
carried to the gates of Milan, when Visconti again
made offers of accommodation to hi> son-in-Uw, which
Sforu. bjr the lecret advice of Cosmo, accepted, and
leaving the roarqufsate of Ancona to Pope Nicholas V.
who had a short time beTore •aeoecde<I Eugene, proceeded to march to the asaiMance of the duke against
But his priw ceia was arrested by
1M7. his former allie*.
the accounts of the death of Philip, of a dysentery, at
Porta Zobbia, and the revolution at Milan occaaioocd
by that event
On the duke's death being known to hi* council, it
wa» debated whether the sovereignty should be offered |0 Sfcrsa, or A Ipbonxo of Arragon.
The latter
party had the nu^rity, and the first intimation which
the citizens of Milan received of the death of Vi»conti,
was the hnuting of the Arragonian banners on the castle.
Four distinguished citizens, however, Trivulzio,
BoMi, Ijunpugnani, an<l Colt), having barricaded the
streets, and cut off the communication with the castle,
called a meeting of the deputies of the people, who,
MMltin^ the indepemlence of the republic, ciiAJilished
a eonatitutioD similar to Florence. The example of
Milan waa followed by Pavia and Parma, which esU
'•••
blished independent govemrorr'most of the
other citiea agreed to follow the
m.
The Venetians having refusetl t miir into a treaty
wkh the new republic, the war still continue<l ; and
Slorza lieing invited by the Milanese to becotne their
Mncral, found it prudent to become the servant of
noae whom he had hoped to govern.
The senate of Milan had soon occasion to distrust
t1. on whom the Pavisans conferred
their nr^the sovi'
their lity
as, desirous of continuing in hu rommand, he contrivefl to defeat all negotfttisoa Ibr peace
At last the Venetians having sufftnd tHu tkfot at Caravaggio, and having diaco*
friend.

!

.

'

;

:

veretl

by

tratetl,
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whom

had been frus- Hiitory.
Sforza, who descring the republic ^—-y-^

their former proffers

applied to

of .Milan, entered into the service of Venice. The war. Treaty of
however, continued only one year longer, for the Vme- Brescia,
tians, worn out by the length of the war, were easily A. D. U99.
persuadetl by the Milanese to accede to a treaty ; to
which Sforza at first preteniled to accede, but having
gained the alliance of the Duke of Savoy, continued to
carry on the war.
Milan was now visited by a dreadful famine, and the army of Sforza cut off all supplies ;
tiie misery of the people at length raised them in an
insurrection against the government ; the gntes were
thrown open, and Sforza, entering the city at the head
of his troops, was acknowledged prince and duke of

Milan.
formidable league was soon formed against the Prnids
new sovereign, by the Venetians and king of Noples, >forza,
but his cause was warmly adopted by Cosmo di Mttli- ^^' "'
ci, and the Florentines.
Hostilities were, for a short
^_ 0.1450,
time, delayed by the visit and coronation of the emperor Fre<leric III. of Austria; but, immwlialely on his
departure, Tuscany was invaded by Ferdinand, duke
of Calabria, natural son to Alphonzo, while the duke
of Milan was attacked by the Venetians, the duke of
Savoy, and the marquess of Montferrat Rene of Anjou, however, having entere<l Italy at the desire of
Sforza and the Florentines, effectually checked the. progress of Piccinino and the Venetians ; and the taking
of Constantinople by the Turks, having excited a general alarm and desire fur pence, a treaty was concluded at Lodi, between the Venetians and duke of
Milan, to which the king of Naples soon after ac- peaeeof

A

celled.

Lodi

Nicholas V. a pontiff who had given great encou- A. D. Ii45.
ragement to the restorers of literature, was now dead,
and his successor was Alphonzo Borgia, who waa
named Calixtus III. The war of Genoa is now the
chief object of interest in the aff.>ir« of Italy.
That
state had, for many years, carried on war with Alphonzo of Naples, with various success. At length,
weakened by intestine discords, and the <lcstructiun of
their coltmirs by the Turks, the Genoese threw themselves under the protection of Charles VII. of France,
whom they acknowledged their lonl, and received a
French garrison, under the commaiid of John, son of
Rene of Anjou, who took the title of duke of Calabria, a. O. lijS.
The death of Alphonzo, at Naples, occasioned new

change.

On

receiving this intelligence, Calixtus III. immedecLre«l the kingdom forfeited to the holy see,
by the extinction of the legitimate line. But Ferdinand was acknowle<lge<l by the parliament of N^jplcs,
and on the dratli of Calixtus, which happened soon
afier, Pius II. confirmed his right, and, along with
The FlorenSforza, embraced warmly his interest
On the other
tines and Venetians rt-mained neutral.
hand, the arrival of the Duke of Calabria excited a
frneral insurrection among the Neapolitan barons, .aid
erdinand, defeated at Smuo, with difficulty retained
di.itily

Naples.
In the meantime, a new revolution at Genoa occasioned the expuUion of the French, and the fleet of
and his son, unable to receive
Rene was defeated
succours from France, and deserted by many of hia
At
principal generaN, was forced to evacuate Naples.
this pcruid, Louis XI. of France, desirous of acquiring
,

the friendship of .Sforzii, ceded to him liis rights nver
Genoa ; and the violence of the reigning party there,
having occasioned an insurrection, the sute at length

;
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submitted to his authority. Soon after this event, fol'^^'~7T^ lowed the death of Cosmo di Medici, whose talents and
A. fJ. 146*.
yj^„pj ^^.j] Je>erv«l the title conferred on him by his
fellow-citizens, of father of his country. Pope Pius II.
having died at Ancona, where he had repaired to join
the crusade of the Venetians against the Turks, was
succeeded by Paul II. who refused to pay the contribution agreed to by hi? predecessor for the crusade,
and the expedition did not take place. Sforza having
now concluded an alliance with Louis XI. sent his son
Hi»torr.

Cialeazzo to.his aid, in the civil
Death of
Fnuidi
-Sforza.

war

in

which he was

then engaged.
This was the

last act of that great statesman and
warrior, whose character, though tinged with the vices
of the age, stands deservedly high in the history of his
died of a dropsy at Milan, on the 8th
country.

He

A. D. 1469.

March, li66, and his son Galeazzo was, without opposition, acknowledged his successor. The death of Sforza occasioned an attempt, by the independent party at
Florence, to throw off the yoke of Peter di Medici, but
without success ; and the struggle ended in the banishment of Acciaioli, Soderini, and other friends of liberty.
By their influence the Venetians declared war on Florence ; but the war had no decisive results, and peace
was concluded by thfe intervention of Paul II. and
Borso of Este, duke of Ferrara and Modena. The
power of the Medici was now completely established
Florence ; and, on the death of Peter, his sons Lorenzo and Juliano, the eldest of whom was only 22,
were acknowledged chiefs of the republic. But the
actual government of the state continued for some time
in the hands of the same persons who, during the illness of -Peter di Medici, had, as his friends, been pos-

m

sessed of the administration.

A

dangerous enemy, however, was soon raised up to
the Medici in the person of Sixtus IV. the successor of
Paul II. This pope, who was said to have arrived by
no very honourable means at that high office, devoted
his whole influence to the advancement of his nephews
some of whom, whose characters but ill qualified them
for such situations, were elevated to the highest stations in the church, while the others were invested
with temporal principalities, and connected, by marriage, with the most illustrious families of Italy.
JeConspiracy rome Uiasio, one of these favoured relatives, had beof the
come intimate with Francisco Pazzi, a Florentine genI'azzi.
tleman, whose family, having incurred the jealousy of
Lorenzo di Medici, had retired to Rome. In him Sixtus found a proper instrument for the destruction of the
Medici.
It was agreed, that assassination was the only
manner by which their measures could be effected ;
and Salviati, archbishop of Pisa, Jacob Pazzi, uncle of
Francisco, and other enemies of the Medici, were added to the number of the conspirators. The time chosen for their purpose was during the festivities on the
visit of Cardinal Riario at Florence ; and the two brothers were attacked in the church during the celebration of mass. Juliano was murdered ; but Lorenzo defending himself, was surrounded by his fi-iends, and es-

caped to his house. In the meantime, the archbishop
having attempted to make himself master of the palace
of justice, was seized, and hanged, in his priestly dress,
from the windows of the palace. Of the conspirators,
a similar fate attended the first the others were mas;

sacred by the people ; and Bandini, the actual murderer of Juliano, who had taken refuge at Constantinople,
was delivered up, a year after, by Mahomet II. to the
vengeance of Lorenzo. The pope, aware that his connection with the conspiracy was discovered, immediate-

History.
ly interdicted Florence, on account of the death of the
archbi&hop ; and, without dissembling his participation "^^^r"^
in the crime, declared waWgainst the republic.
About the same same period, ^'Klan wats the scene iVTurder of
of a similar catastrophe. Galeazzo, duke of Milan, the Galeazzo
unworthy son of Francis Sforza, had become, by his Sfoiza.
tyranny and licentiousness, detested by the Milanese.
Having at last grossly injured Jerome Olgiati, that
gentleman, assisted by Carlo Visconti and Jolin Lam-

pugnani, determined to revenge himself by the assassination of the tyrant.
Their plan was successful, and
Sforza fell a victim, in the church of St. .'Vmbrose, to
their resentment, or patriotism.
Visconti and Lampugnani were immediately put to death by the guards
but Olgiati suffered, with heroic fortitude, a more cruet
death by the hands of the executioner. The duke was
succeeded by his son John Galeazzo, under the tutelage
of his mother. Bona of Savoy. This guai-dianship was
disputed by the brothers of the late duke, who endeavoured to excite an insurrection ; which was suppressed by the prime minister Cecco Simoneta. Octavian
Sforza was drowned in crossing the river Adda^ and
his brothers banished to different cities.
In the war between the pope and his ally, Ferdinand
of Naples, against Florence, the latter state sustained
the loss of many of their strongest fortresses, by the
supineness, or the treachery, of Hercules, duke of Ferrara, their general, and was obliged to apply for aid to
the duchess of Milan and the Venetians : but the former was occupied by the revolt of the Genoese ; and
the latter, exhausted by their Turkish war, were unable to afford any assistance.
At this period Rene, second duke of Lorraine, began to assert his claim to the
throne of Naples, as representative of the house of Anjou ; and Ferdinand, alarmed lest support should be
;

afforded to

him by the

Florentines, began to

•

shew him-

towards peace. Lorenzo di Medici, whose
affairs were now reduced to the greatest extremity, taking advantage of this inclination, determined to have
a personal conference with the king, and proceeded to
Naples, contrary to the advice of his friends, who
dreaded the notorious treachery of Ferdinand's character.
His enterprize, however, succeeded and Ferdinand, convinced that the friendship of Florence was
his best protection against the French, concluded a
treaty; and Lorenzo returned to Florence, where his
authority was now implicitly acknowledged, and his
power strengthened by that liberality and generosity,
which acquired to him the title of the Magnificent.
The capture of Otranto by the Turks, now terrified
Sixtus into a peace with Florence, and the fortresses
taken during the war were restored.
The last transaction of any consequence during his
reign, was his war, in conjunction with the king of
Naples, the duke of Milan, (now under the direction
of his uncle Ludovico, commonly called the Moor,)
self inclined

;

whom he
excommunicated. In a short time, however, the league Death of
concluded a separate treaty, which so much enraged Sixtus IV.
the pope, that it threw the gout into his head, and ocand the Florentines, against the Venetians,

casioned his death.
The suffrages of the cardinals were in favour of Bap- A,D. 1461.
tista Cybo.
This pope, who took the name of Innocent VIII. was no less lavish of the honours and treasures of the church to his natural sons, than Sixtus
had been to his nephews ; and besides this scandal, his
indolence of temper permitted the most unbounded liHis enmity to
centiousness and venality in his court.
the king of Naples was soon evinced, by his interrup-

i
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finMT* tion of the commerce formerly carried on ; and the ba>
'""Y"""' rons, incensed by the tyranny of Alphonzo, duke of

were assisted by Innocent.
But Ferdinand, having secured the friendship of Lorenzo di Medici and Ludovico Sforza, sent his son
The papal troops were defeated, and a
against Rome.
peace was granted to the pope, by the intercession of
The
Ferdinai;d and lobelia of Arragon and Castile.
Neapolitan barons, though concluded in the treaty, fell
victims to the per6dy of Ferdinand.
Innocent now courted the favour of Lorenzo, on
whose son John, (afterwartb Leo X.) he conferred a
cardinal's hat, though at that time only eight years old.
The reign of this pontiff presents little more that is interesting, except tne greatness of Lorenzo di Medici,
for which we must twt our readers to the interesting
work of Mr. Roacoe. That illustrious statesmen died
in hi* 44th year, beloved and lamented by his countrymen. His death was followed by that of Innocent,
who, on his death-bed, permitted his son to plunder
the public treasury. His vices, however, were made
Calibria, having revolted,

Ocsth al

Vtmto

UaM

di
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ples received the French monarch.
The example of
tlie capital was speedily followed ; and, of all tlie cities
in the kingdom, Brindisi alone retained its allegiance
to Ferdinand.
Such were the results of the expedition
of Charles, and all this was achieved with astonishing
rapidity.
It was in the end of summer 149* that the

Hirfoiy.

^"^'V^

French army marched from Lyons, and on the 25th
February following, Charles made his entry into Naples, and in a few weeks after completed the conquest
of the kingdom. No sooner were the Italian potentates recovered from the surprise and panic occasioned
by this rapid conquest, than a league was formed by
the N'enetians, the pope, and the duke of Ferrara,
against Charles.
This alliance was also joined by the
perfidious Sforza, who began to fear that Charles would
support the claims of tlie duke of Orleans to the duchy
of .Milan, in right of his grandmotlier Valentina Visconti.

On

receiving the accounts of this confederation, to Return

which were also joined the emperor Maximilian, his
son the archduke Philip, and Ferdinand of Spain,
Charles recrossed the Alps with equal rapidity, and
the troops left by him at Naples were soon expelled by

ol°

Charles.

comfkared with the atrocities of
the name of
Alexander VL This pontiff united in his own person Ferdinand II.; ychose return the Neapolitans, heartily
weary even of the short rule of the French, hailed with
all the vices of which ftjnner popes either were accused
or were guilty ; and the elevation of Borgia continues, acclamations. The death of this young prince soon
to our own days, a lasting stain on the Romish church. followed, and his uncle Frederic became his successor.
The authority of Ludovico Sforza still continued para- In the mean time, Sforza, by his pride and ambition,
mount at Milan, notwithstanding the majority and mar- had excited the hatred of all the neighbouring states,
and especially of the Venetians and Florentines, and the
ria(;r of his nephew ; but his ambition was still unsatisfied.
The strict union which subsisted between P^ duke of Orleans now openly asserted his rights. But
the declining health of the king of France, for a while
ter, son of Lorenzo di Medici, and Ferdinand of Nadelayed any active measures ; and on the death of that a, d, 1499,
ples, thwartc<l his views ; and this feeling, heightened
by his jealousy of Isabella, duchess of Milan, his niece, monarch, the duke of Orleans, who succeeded him by
sHio was the daughter of Alphenxo, duke of Calabria, the name of Louis XII. was for some time too much ennnwd him to the desperate step of inviting Charles gaged by his domestic concerns to engage in Italian
Vni- of France to a sse rt his claims to the crown of affairs. At length, an army of 30,000 French, led by
This young and ambitious prince eagerly Louis of Luxemburif, James Trivulzio, and Robert
Naples.
embraced the opportunity afforded him, and, entering Stuart, Lord d'.Aubigny, entered the Milanese, and,
being joined by the Venetians, were joyfully received at
Italy by the A In* of Savoy, arrived at Arti, where he
was se'zed with the smaJl-pos, and remained for a Milan, where Louis for tJiree months resided, and was
month in extreme danger. Having then proceeded acknowledged duke of Milan. On his return to France,
into the Milanese, he was joined by Ludovico Sforza,
however, Sforza, who had retired into Tyrol, again rewho accompanied him for a few days, but retired to occupied Milan at the head of 15,000 Swiss ; but these
Milan on the death of the duke, his nephew an event soldiers, when opposetl, at the siege of Novarro, to
aKTibetl to poison administered by Ludovico ; whose their countrymen in the French service, were persua'^prisoning the tluchess and her infant son, ded by the latter to desert the service of a traitor and
cond
iy assuming the title of duke, certainly
assauin ; and Ludovico Sforza, attempting to esc.-ipe in Captivity of
gives prn;<.ii>iiicy to the suspicion.
disguise, was taken and delivered to I.,ouis, by whose Ludovico
On the entry of Charles mto Tuscanv, Peter di Me* order he was confined in the castle of Loches, in Tou- Sforza.
did in vain aUcinptcd to reconcile himself to him ; raine, where he remained till his death, ten years after.
and tbc Flcmrtines, incited by the oppoaite party, is- In the mean time, Ctesar Borgia, by a series of the
tuetl a dcdce of haniihBwnt againtt the Medici ; and
most detestable perfidies, had made himself master of
the king of Fraao* tolmd Plomci with the pomp of RdHMgiH, and had now turned his views to the conHis entry into Rome was no lr« trium- quest of Tlorence ; when a considerable check was gia conqueror.
phant ; and Alexander, who at first shut himself up in ven to the career of his ambition by the death of his
the castle of St. Angelo, was forced to accede to a trea- father Alexander VI. whose infamous conduct had alie- A, D. IMS.
ty dictated by Chwlea. A considerable change had nated the minds of the Christian world from the head
now taken place at Naples. A few months tiefore the of the church.
invacion of Charles, Ferdinand, now in his seventieth
Piui III. his successor, only lived twenty-six days;
year, died, and was tooceeded by Alpbonso II.
but and Juliano della Renere, one of the nephews of Sixthat prince, whom the approach of the French affected tu» IV. was raised to the pontificate by the name of Ju- Pontificate
with a degree of terror appnaching to frenzy, resigned lius II. At the same time, the archduke Philip conclu- of Julius 11.°
hi* crown in (aToar of bis son Ferdinand, and retired
ded a treaty with Louis, in the name of his fathcr-into a aonaatery at Mcsaina, where he di<l not long surlaw Ferdinand of Spain, by which it was agreed, that
vive.
The yeung king made an attemnt to defend tlie kingtlom of Naples should be divided between them;
lt a ; but Charlea (who now, for the arst time, was
as Frederic of Naples had already abdicated, and receiuUkad to draw his twdrd,) easily overpowered him, ved a pecuniary compensation, and a retreat in Anjou,
udlbNtd lum to retire to the isle of Ischia, and Na- from Louis. The treacherous Ferdinand, however.
to appear venial,
Roderigo Borgia,

who succMded him by
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the arrival of the troops sent by the
anil his general Gonsalvo de
einpt-ror to his assistance
Cordova then atlacked tiie French troops of the duke
of Nenioiirs at Cerignola, and completely defeated and
Louis' declining health
expelle<l them from Naples.

only waited

till

;

put a stop to his plans of invading Spain in revenge
and the S|)aniards, on the conclusion of a peace, remainA U. 150J. ed in possession of Naples. Louis, however, conferred
on Francis, count of Angouleme, the hand of his daughter Claude, which had before been promised to Charles
prince of Spain, son of the late archduke Philip of Ausand a foundation was thus laid for the personal
tria
The pope havhostility of these distinguished princes.
ing now succeeded in overthrowing the power of Borgia in Romagna, still found a check to his ambition, in
the cities possessed in that, country by the Venetians.
The wealth and ambition of that republic, had been
long objects of jealousy to the otlier states of Europe ;
tlie emperor Maximilian was actually engaged in a war
with it ; and the intrigues of the pope soon produced
League of
the League of Cambray, in which the kings of France
Cambray
and Spain joined themselves to the confederacy. The
against
duke of Ferrara, and the marquess of Mantua, embraVeniceA. U. 1508. ced with eagerness the opportunity of throwing off the
yoke; and, after considerable delay, Charles VIII.
;

Y.

French arms, soon crossed the Alps, and advanced History,
against the Swiss troops of Sforza, posted at Morignano, ''"'Y"""'
a few miles from Milan. • The Swiss defended them- Battle of
selves with obstinate valour for two'^ays, and at length Marignano
retreated in good order, although weakened by the loss
of 10,000 men. The French loss amounted to 6000:
but their victory was decisive ; Maximilian Sforza surrendered Milan, and, accepting a pecuniary consideration, resigned his claim to the duchy, and retired to
France.
The pope, alarmed at the progress of Francis, hastened to reconcile himself to him ; and at a personal interview, contrived, by his flattery, to gain over
to his own plans the unsuspecting generosity of the
king.

Soon after his return to France, the Mnperor Maximilian invaded the Milanese with a large army, and laid
siege to Milan ; but was repulsed by Charles of Bourbon, constable of France, and obliged to return to Germany, where he died. The king of France immedi- D'ath of
ately declared himself a candidate for the imperial 'he empet"""nucrown ; but the electors, partial to the house of Austria, Jf^^
preferred Charles V. now by the death of his grandfa- a. 13. 1519.
ther Ferdinand king of Spain and Naples, in his own
,.
,.
right, duke of Austria and lord of the Netherlands, and
n"„j ^f
enriched by the spoils of the new world. Francis, jea- Spain,
duke of Savoy, also joined the alliance. The first con- lous of his fortunate rival, soon found a pretext for a
war, which was in the end to be attended with conseflict was decisive, and the defeat at Ghiana d'Adda plaquences so fatal to himself; and the power and influced the Venetians at the mercy of the confederates ;
ence of the combatants soon involved all Europe in the
but, fortunately for them, the seeds of discord were already sown among these ill-assorted allies. Julius es- quarrel. For the general history of this important
struggle, seethe article France, Vol. IX. p. 557, where
pecially, having now recovered the whole of Romagna,
and whose ambition now embraced a wider field, ex- it is related at such length, as to render it unnecessary
for us to give any more than a short sketch of the
erted himself to bring about a peace ; and the Venetian
republic, though stript of its conquests, was left inviotransactions in Italy.
Leo X. who had formerly favoured Francis, chiefly in order to use his influence for the
late.
The Holy
The pope, thwarted in his projects against Ferrara aggrandizement of his nephew Lorenzo, duke of UrbiLeague.
no, had now his hopes of raising his family blasted by
y^y jjjg interference of Louis, now set on foot an alliance,
termed the Holy League, for the purpose of expelling his death. Lorenzo left only one daughter, the celeThe new confederates were brated Catherine, and an illegitimate son Alexander.
the French from Italy.
Ferdinand of Spain, the Venetians, and the Swiss.
The chief aim of the pope was now to obtain Parma
Powerful as were these antagonists, the army of France,
and Placentia, which were held by the French. He
commanded by Gaston de Foix, duke of Nemours, suc- therefore entered into an alliance with Charles, who proceeded in raising the sieges of Brescia and Bologna, and
ceeded to invade Lombardy. The troops of Francis
at Ravenna completely routed the troops of the League
were engaged in other quarters; and the Swiss, to
but this last victory was dearly bought, by the loss of whom he had trusted the Milanese, being ill paid, were
their gallant general, who fell in a skirmish, after the
easily gained over by Prosper Colonna, the papal gebattle, in his 21st year.
The death of Foix was fatal neral ; and the short struggle was ended by the comto the French interest ; dissensions arose in the army ;
Francis Maria Sforza,
plete expulsion of the French.
Milan was seized by the Swiss, who reinstated the fa- brother to Maximilian, was invested with the dukedom
mily of Sforza, in the person of Maximilian, son of Lu- of Milan. Parma and Placentia had already been sur- A. D. 1528.
dovico ; and France, invaded by the emperor and Henrendered to Leo ; but that pontiff had not long survi.
Death of
ry VIII. of England, became now the theatre of the
ved the success of his intrigues, having died at Rome in
Pope Julius war; when the death of Julius, whose restless spirit
the end of the year 1521. He was succeeded by Adrian
animated the contest, gave a promise of repose to VI. a Fleming, who had been preceptor to Charles V.
^^^
A.'d I'la.
the nations. John di Medici, who assumed the name
and regent of Spain.
Leo X. now ascended the papal chair. The death of
The undecided character and unpopular manners of
his brother Peter, in 1 505, had left him the represenAdrian formed an unfavourable contrast with the potative of his family ; and a revolution in Florence, had
lished urbanity of his predecessor, and he died at the
raised him to the influence enjoyed by his ancestors in
end of the year very little regretted by the Italians.
that state.
On his accession to the pontificate, the After a long contest, the cardinals united in favour of
French had gained considerable successes in the Milan- Julio di Medici, natural son to Juliano, who was murese; but the exertions of the Swiss again replaced
dered by the Pazzi. This pope, who took the name of
Sforza at Milan, and once more expelled the French
Clement VII. had acted as prime minister to Leo X.
from Italy. The League, however, was weakened by but his conduct as a sovereign disappointed the hopes
the defection of the king of England, who bestowed on
entertained from his success in a lower situation.
The
Louis, now a widower, the hand of his young and beaudefection of Charles of Bourbon, who fled to Italy, was
tiful sister.
The aged monarch did not long survive a severe blow to Francis ; and the misconduct of Bonthis connection.
His successor, Francis I. eager to re- nivet, to whom he entrusted the invasion of the Milancover Milan, and wipe off the stain on the glory of the ese, ruined his affairs in Italy and his army, com'
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manded by Bajard, was completely routed by the im.
under Bourbon, and their gallant general slain.
Irritated by these reverses, the king of France again entered Italy, where he was joined by the pope and the
Bvtleor
Florentines, and laid si^e to Favia.
On the adrance
Paria.
imperial anny to relieve it, Francis was so inlaA D liSi. "^ ****
tuated aa to listen to the advice of Bonnivet, and leave
an advantageous position to give them battle. The refatal to ine French ; and the captivity of their
OMNiarch left the emperor apparently undisputed mas>
ter of Italy.
But a conspiracy was now formed by
Clement. Francis duke of Milan, and the Venetians, to
throw ofl his yoke and they attempted to gain over
to their interest Fcrtlinand, marquess of Pescara, the
imperial general, by the offer of the crown of Naples.
The marcjues* remaining faithful to his master, immediately Kized on the Milanese, and besieged the duke
in his citadel, who waa forced to surrender
and Charles
of Bourbon, on whom the emperor conferred the investiture, remained master of the duchy, and, at the head
of an army of 20,000, laid siege to Rome, and prepared
for an aaaauh.
On the first attack, Bourbon was killed
bf a masket-ahot ; but hi* troops, commanded by Phillibcrt of Chalooa, prince of Orange, made themselves
**•'
nnMBn of Home, and the holy city was left a prey to
*'*• <«*«l*y «nd rapacity of the soldiery.
Clement reA dI Iil7.
" ' tired to the castle of St. Angelo, but was soon obliged,
br (amine, to aarTender, and was retained in the same
pwn • ptisooer and a witncM of the calamities of his
perialijts

'

i

;

;

'

'

unfortiUMte sabjecta.
The confinement of Qancnt gave the last impulse
in the faToor of liberty to the republic of Florence
til* aiBw uMt i of the Medici wai« expelled, and the
statues of L«B and Hrmmt deatroyed. At the bead
of this revolution v.
Strom, the hmband of
Clahcv, daughter ui :
.artunate Peter di Medici,
who herwlf eontributed in no small ilegree to tiie success of the rrroliitiaii.
The newly emancipated republic embraced tbe cauie of Francis, and were joined
by the Venetians; while I.autrec, the French general, invaded Italy.
Their cause was at first iiigesiflil
Bjr the aaustanoe of .\ndrrw Doria. Genoa again ackaovlldgcd the French dominion, Pavia and Alexandria smTKMlered to Lautrec, who now marched towards Naples; and Clement, during a ncgeciatioo for
himself, contrivetl to escape from his conThtse apparent advantages, however, were
soon frotrated. Toe pope, who saw no opportunity
of rnaining his sswicfancy at Florence, through Francis, toe ally of the republic, began to treat secretly with
The army of Lautrec waa weakened by pesCharles.
tilence, and its valiant leader fell a victiaato its ravages
and Doria, indignant at tite overbaning insolence of
the French, dr»erted the service of Frands, and assisted his fellow-citizens in ssscrting the liberties of their
0. Utt.
cnuntrv.
Another attempt of Francis on the Milanese
failed br the skill of Oe Leyva, the Spanish general, and the Count de Sc Pol waa drfiWed and takm
,

-»«»

<rf

unbnv.
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were
was reinstated
to Italy,

in general conciliating.

at Milan,

and

Hittory.

Francis Sforza

unitetl to the niece of the

»

~

empjeror
the duke of Ferrara's dominions were, notwithstanding the remonstrances of tlie pope, left inviolate
and an equitable treaty granted to the republic
of Venice.
Florence, however, with a fortitude worthy of its better days, resisted, for several months, the
imperial armies
but its efforts were unavailing; and,
on its surrender, Alexander di Medici, who assumed
the title of duke of Florence, was confirmed by the
sanction of the emperor. On the death oi' the marqutss
of Montferrat without issue, the inheritance, disputed
by the duke of Savoy, the marquess of Saluces, and the
marquess of Mantua, was decided by Charles in favour
of the last claimant.
From this period the affairs of
Italy became comparatively of little interest ; the petty
intrigues, and crooked policy of its tributary chiefs,
are unworthy the attention of the historian; and its
;

;

;

annals in future, only contain the alternate victories

and defeats cf those potentates who contended

for its

dominion, while the natives themselves remained the
passive and obedient slaves of him who gained the victory.

1"he attention oC the emperor was now chiefly occupied by the progress of the reformers in Germany,
and, anxious to bring to a conclusion the divisions in
the church, he repeaie<lly urged Clement to call a general council, but without effect.
Francis, aware that
the importunity with which this measure was demanded, was extremely disagreeable to the pope, now again
endeavoured to detach him from the emperor.
In this
he completely succeeded, by the marriage of his son,
Henry duke of Orleans, to Catherine di Metlici, his
grand-niece. Clement, however, still ap))eared devoted
to Charles ; but his unfortunate reign now drew near a Dciih of
cloet.
The defection of Henry of England, and the '"'"nent
complete emancipation of that kingdom from the papal ^'|:
dominion, an event, to which the mtemper.ite violence
of tbe Roman court had in no small degree contributed,
deeply affected Clement's mind, and at length injured
his health to such a degree, as to occasion his ilcatb.
'

'

He was

immediately succeeded by Alexander Famese,
the name of Paul III. whose prudent
government maintained, for some time longer, peace in
Europe.
At length Sforza, duke of Milan, having put to Prandsin.
death one of Francis' emissaries, the impatient spirit ^*'^]? "•J^*
of the monarch could contain no longer, and though
unable to gain a single ally, he marched with his troops
into Italy.
His first attempt was against the duke of
Savoy, who, not receiving assistance from Charles, then
engaged in the siege of I'unis, was expelled from Savoy, and obliged to take refuge in Piedmont.
Francis
now prepared to turn his arms against Sforza, but his
plans were altered by the sudden death of that prince,
whose duchy, as he left no heirs, was seized by Charles
as a vacant fief of the empire.
Francis now lost his time in making out legal claims
ni
to the succession, while Charles, now arrived in Italy,
Thcat r a t iii
at lagth sbligid the king of France an<l at the head of a powerful army, carried the war
and the peace of into France. This war, which was carried on with
to lislsa to tnroM of eoaooBodnan
Cambray was condnded, bv which he renounced all great exertions on both sides, waa terminated by the
and, what was conclusion of a truce for ten years, through the meclaims to Milan, Genoa, and Naples
diation of Paul III.
This was signed at Nice, in June
still mere degrading, left bis Italian allies to the nerCT of the emper or. But the formidable invasion of the 1j38.
In the meantime, an attempt was made to excite a Murder ot
Xaths nude that prince unwiUing to excite fresh wars
hf sDjr setrcrity ; and his proocMinga during his visit rc>°olutiou at Florence. Alexander di Medici had ren- :^'"*1'''"'
' M«Uo.
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by the tyranny of his

dercJ liimself ju^tly dc tcstcil
government, nnd the brutality ofliis vices. I'he ileath
of pope Clement, wliosf iiiHiicnce had in some decree
restrained his excesses, left him completely at liberty,
and liis coniluct became so o<lious, that his cousin Lorenzino di Medici, himself an associate in his debaucheries, intending perhaps to become his successor, took
an opportunity of assassinatinjj him. But Lorenzino's
desijois were frustrated ; and allhougii he was well received by Strozzi and the exiles, the principal inhabitants of Florence placed at the head of the government Cosmo di Medici, a youth of It*, the only remaining legitimate descendant of the great Cosmo,
and their choice w.)s ratified by Charles, who confirmed
Cosmo in the dukedom. 'I'he emperor bestowed the
hand of his natural daughter, Margaret of Austria, the
Viidow of Alexander, on Octavio Famese, the nephew

of the pope.
^ he war in Italy was again reqewed, by the refusal
W»r renewof Charles to bestow on Francis' son, Charles duke of
td,
A.D. 1S42. Orleans, the investiture of Milan, of which he had
given a promise, at one of his interviews with Francis
On this occasion the doiiiinions of
duriiig tlic truce.
Cliarles were invaded by no less than five French ar-

That in Piedmont was commanded by Annibaut, while the count of Enghien, aidetl by the fleet of

mies.

the coisair Hayradin Barbarossa, besieged Nice, the
The arrival of the
residence of the duke of Savoy.
imperial troops, under the Marquess del Guasto, however, obliged these extraordinary confederates to raise
the siege.
The following year was distinguished by the decisive
Battle of
Cerisules.
victory of the count d' Enghien over Guasto and the imA. n. 1544. periaijjts^ yiith a very inferior force, at Cerisolcs in
Piedmont. But Francis was too much weakened to
fellow up the victory ; and its only result was the captvire of a few towns in Piedmont.
A treaty was at
Treaty of
length concluded at Crespy ; by which, among other
(/ressy.,
things, it was agreed, that Charles should confer on the
duke of Orleans the Milanese, and the hand of his
rviece, the daughter of Ferdinand king of the Romans.
Bitt the premature death of Charles of Orleans prevented! the marriage, and gave the emperor an opportunity
of evading the fulfilment of the condition.
In the mer.n
time, all hopes of reconciling the Protestants being at
an end, their tenets were condemned, and their persons
excommunicated, by the Council of Trent ; and their
armies defeated by the allietl troops of the emperor and
the pope.
But the latter, alarmed at the accession of
power acquired by Charles by the defeat of the reform-

ed princes, soon withdrew his troops, and devoted his
endeavours to the aggrandiscmerit of his own family.
He first obtained for Octavio Famese the city of Sienna, after having in vain attempted to get for him the
duchy of Milan. He next prevailed on the college of
cardinals to erect into a duchy the territories of Parma
and Placentia, which he conferred on his son Peter Lndovico Farnese, a monster of vice and tyranny. But
the indignation of the Placentians soon roused them to
resistance, anti this wretch was assassinated in the forContpirac; tress of Placentia, which the consjiirators immediately
of ^'*™'
seized in the name of tiie emperor.
^^^ ivme year was remarkable, by the failure of the
Sec Itobcrt-*
con^iracy of Fiesco, count of Lavagna, against Andrew
»on'»
Doria at Genoa; an event which it would be presumptli.'wleiV.
Death of
tuous to relate in other words than those of Robertson,
Paul III.
and for which we refer our rejiders to the page of that

The death of Paul III. foIIowe<l soon HUteir.
elegant historian.
Sensible, probably, of the mis- '""^^i""^
.-J'ter that of his son.
take lie had been guilty of, h»s last act was -to reunite
Parma to the .states of the church. Hoswas succeeded
by cardinal Dumont, a person of im efteminate and voluptitous ch.iracter, equally desirous with the late )>ope
to advance his family; but Paul had bestowed princijialities,
Julius HI. confined his donations to estates and
offices.
The death of Francis I. occasioned a similar Death of
change in the court of France for Henry II. though t'tancis I.
like his father ambitious and warlike, could be satisfied
with the pre-eminence in martial exercises, and feed
his ambition with the mimic victories of the tourna*

—

;

ment.

An

eTent soon occurred, however, which drew the War of
into hcitilitics of a more serious na- I'arnja.
ture.
Octavio Farnese had, notwithstanding the decree *• ^'
of his dying uncle, made himsellmasler of Parma, with
the connivance of Julius, who was willing that ;;t least
it should be saved from falling into the tmntror's hands;
but Charles, desirous of recovering this fief of the empire, having bestowed the investiture on d'onzaga, governor of Milan, and Farnese having in vain requested
assistance from the pope, had recourse to the king of
France, who embraced his cause, and commenced a
war, which, however, produced no effect of consequence,
and the attention of both Charles and Henry were diverted for some time, to revolutions of greater interest,
and wars of more vital importance. In the mean time, ^. ' "
the power of Cosmo di Medici was tlaily increasing;
d. isiS.
the possession of Florence and Leghorn gave him the
key of what are called the fetters of Tuscany ; he had
also received the principality of Piombino; and his ambition was now turned to the acquisition of Sienna.
This ancient republic still retained its liberty, and, although torn by factions during the late war, success-

French monarch

'

.\..

against the imperial troops.
The
II. to the Siennese during this
contest, had raised a powerful party in favour of the
French in that city, a circumstance which excited the
jealousy of Charles and the alarms of Cosmo, who was
besides desirous to extinguish, in a state so near him,
the last sparks of that liberty, whose flame he had suppressed at Florence.
The emperor, willing to create a
diversion to the arms of Henrjr, now victorious in the
Netherlands, permitted Cosmo to undertake the conquest of Sienna.
His army was commanded by John
James Medicino, marquess of Miirighano, a soldier of
fortune and of low birth, whom Cosmo flattered, by allowing him to bear the arms of the Medici, and acknowledging him a relation of the family. The French
and Siennese had, as their leader, Peter Strozzi, the son
of Philip, and Clarice di Medici, who maintained his
hereditary tone of liberty, and thorough detestation
of the enslavers of his country. The armies encountered near Marciano ; but the val6ur and impetuosity of Strozzi were foiled by the superior military
science of Medicino ; and the former, weakened by a
dangerous wound, was forced to retreat with the feeble
remains of his troops, while his antagonist immediately
laid siege to the city of Sienna.
The Siennese, encou«
raged by Monluc, commander of the French garrison, defended themselves with determined valour for
ten months, and at length capitulated on honourable
terms.
fully

defended

aid afforded

itself

by Henry

—

These were not adhered to by Cosmo, who proceeded to new-model the government of the state, with-

.
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out any regard whateTcr to its Fortnw policy. Many
of the citizens, liowever, retired to a small town called
Monte Alcino, where they eslablishcil a government similar to that of Sienna, and consoled themselves with
this shadow of their ancient liberty.
The pope, overjoyed by the re- union of F.n^^land, under Mary, to the
Romish church, now attempted, by his intrigues, at the
diet of Augaburg, if poasible to disunite the Protestants
in Gennany ( but hi* designs were interrupted by
death.
Hi* svoceasor, the virtuous Marcellus II. died
oti the 20th day of his pontificate, while meditating
••formation of the church. The tiara was
(jn John Peter Carafia, who took the name
of Paul i\.
This pope waa of an intolerant and severe disposition, ar.d 61led with extravagant notions of the power
and authority of the Roman see. He soon display.
•d thi*. in hu kiaoiont treatment of the imperial amhaaaador, who informed him of the pacific termination of the diet of .Augsburg, an event so unpleasing to
bia liitrotted mind, that he openly invrighiFd against
Ch.i'
and. His nephews, whom the duke
of <
over to the Krrnch interest, en1
courage
'IT, and at last induced him to conduJe a tiL .;, V...I1 Hfnry. Hut the emperor, having
now abdicated hb bereditar}' duminions in favonr of
hi* son Philip H. consecrated tJi« last momenta of his
political existence to the negocistian of a pace with
Hvnry ; and a truce for fire ycara being oondnded,
the pope waa left exposed to the reneeanoe ol PhiKp.
p. ..I .i'i>7T>ed for his safety, now had rccourae to inimI having sent his nephew cardinal (araffa
I
aucceeded, by the united influence of tlie Lorraine f.unily, the queen, and Diana of Poitiers, Henry'a
iQi. ... ...
,-T9iuuitBg him 10 tMilate the lca|ta«, and
;

1
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Eaboldened by

war.
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Spain at deCanor, and proceeded

the C'olonna family, and other adherents of
til- ho«n»- of Austria.
Philip at first wns prevente<l by
rviig'iMis scniplea from openly attacking the pontiff;
ard it waa with extreme reluctance, that, having in
vain attempted paafic mea<area, he ordered the duke
of Alva to invaJe the papal territory. I'he rapid jmgreaa of that general reduced Paul to hia old intrignea
and, under pretence of negociating for a truce, he contrived to gain time, till the arrival of the French
troop*, and a ceMdcnbU
of monty, again enabled him to aet th« duke at dtSanca. I'he French arti<

'.inirtv^

mm

mv

WIS taiamaoi&i br tb« dnko of Oaitc. who, after
relieving Rosao, aarahad tovarda Naplaa. and cndaa«o«ired to force Alva to give bin battle.
But that experiencad leader declined an «nfa||Ciaent. and remained within -bia entfandntctita, while the allied army

waa waatad
sMlaaf

fay s it li n aw ,

and weakened by the

diaacn-

le, the Spanish army in the Nebv Fwmei i^ilibert, dukeof Savoy, oompletoly rootadtboFpHteh andrr conaUbleMonu
nsormry at Si. Quintin
rui forced to recal
the duke of (iui>>e fur t'
ranee. The pope
I'

Rt Qniniia. tberUiids, cooimaiuled
A.
ISil.

U

now

haatenad to appea«r

the aoperatitious

vanantion of that prince
rendered no difand the duke of AU.i was even oldig<-<i to
fcult task
.

t'

:

a ulicit

on

his knees, the forgivrnesa of the pontiff for

invading the aacred territory. At the tame period,
Philip, dcairoua to ingratiate himself with the Italian
prinoea, of whose influence he intended to make use
to coiinterb.tlancr the authority of the pope, conferred
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on Octavio Famese the city and territory of Placentia; ""toTand, having acknowledged him as duke of Parma, sue- pj^iiip be^
ceeded in detaching him from the French alliance. In- jj^^j pi^.
fluenced also by the intrigues of Cosmo di Mwlici, he ccmia on
conferred on him the investiture of Sienna, in consi- "ctavio
f
deration of the suma due to him by his father, i.nd on <>™ese
condition of his furnishing a botly of auxiliary troops,
any attack on Naples and Milan.
This acquisition secured to Cosmo, who had assumed and Sienna
the title of Grand Duke of Tuscany, the complete do- °"gj;/d„|je
minion of that cmintrj-. Two years after this, the „f xuacany
peace of Chateau-Cambresis restore<l peace to Europe.
The principal articles refrarding Italy, were the resto-

in case of

ration of

Savoy to Emanuel

I'hilibert,

who was

.ilso

united in marri.ige to Margaret of X'alois, sister to Henry II. Elizabeth, daugluer of that monarch, became
queen of .Spain, although her hand had previously been
promised to the unfortunate Don Carlos, Philip's eldest
son.
Henry's troops evacuated Italy ; Monlferrat was
restored to the duke of Mantua, and Corsica to the ficnoese, whose independence vras now acknowledged.
The conditions of the treaty were observed with punctuality and fidelity ; a circumstance to which, in Italy,
the death of.Paul IV. contributed in no small degree.
This pontiff is said to have die<l from the distress occa- Death of
sionea by his nephew, the duke of Paliano, having in l"*"! IV.
1589.
a fit of jealousy assassinated his wife, and murdered Aug.
His successor, Pius IV. inher suspccte<l lover.
stigated probably by the court of Spain, a few
months al\er his accession, ordered this affair to be
investigateil
and the result of the inquiry was, the execution of the duke of Paliano, his brother cardinal
Charles Carafia, and other two noblemen, their accom;

plice*.

The

return of the duke of Savoy to his hereditary The duke
waa an event no less agreeable to his sub- "f Savoy
jerta, than fortunate to the other states of Italy. This
"f'|j''""'
prince, though from his infancy accustcmed to war, ,„„ntaiii
ha<l learned to estimate the valueof pe.tcc
and, aware peace,
of the mikfortunes which his countrj- had suflcred from
being the theatre of war, exertetl himself, in concert
with the Venetians, in defending the frontiers of Ital}-,
and preventing it from again being exposed to the devastation of foreign armies.
The general state of Europe forwarded his designs. The death of Henry II.
of France, and the religious animosities nhich distracttatca,

;

ed that kingdom under his

from interfering

8ticcrs!>ors,

in foreign politics.

incapacitated

it

The king of Sjiain,

content with the ascendancy he erjoyed by the posses•ion of Naples and Milan, and occupied by his tndeaours to stipprcMS the rising spirit of froetlom, which,
though extinct in Italy, was now kindling in the cities
of Belgium, was unwillnig to excite the jealousy of the
The emperor Ferdinand,
inferior Italian potcnlates.
having acquired by marriage the ktngiloins of Hungary nnd Bohemia, was employed in confirming his au-

and in increasing, among the German princes,
The conduct of
the infiucncr of the house of Austria.
Piin IV. and his successors Puis V. and Gregory XIII.
al«<> contributed, in no small degree, to the tranquilliThese pontifTi, instructed by the example
ty of Italy.
oir their predecessors, in the pernicious enecti resulting
from their attempts to aj^graiidisc their families, devoted their attention to the affairs of (he church, and rescued it from the scandal occasioned by former po|)es and
their nephews, of which even the warmest of its de- ,_ ..
fenders couul not but be sensible.
,j„„ m Hf.
The contest at Genoa between the old and new no> noi.
thority,

;;;

;
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covers Saluces.

A. D. 1588.

subseqtient insurrection of the people
against their divided lords, was fortiiiiattly terminated
by the mediation of the pope, the emperor, and tlie
king of Spain; and Genoa remained, till our days, unNot long
disturbed by any more intestine revolutions.
after this, the last Marquess of Saluces died in Franco,
having previously ceded his dominions to Charles IX.
whose troops immediately took possession of it, notwithstanding the remonstrances of the duke of Savoy,
who claimed it as an ancient dependency of his dukedom. The latter prince, unable to accomplish his object by pacific measures, and unwilling to have recourse
to war, was forced, during the remainder of his reign,
to acquiesce ; and the French remained possessors of
After his death, however, his son Charles
Saluces.
Emanuel, taking advantage of the difficulties in which
Henry III. was involved, made himself master of
Saluces, where his cruel persecution of the Protestants
has made his name odious in the annals of the reformbility,

and

tlie

ed churches, while it acquired him, at Rome, the reputation of the active and zealous defender of the Catholic faith.

In Tuscany, the grand duke Francis (son of Cosmo
and his duchess, the celebrated Bianca Cagrand
pella, died at Florence in the course of the same night
duke of
and as he only left two daughters by his first wife, Jane
Tuscany.
of Austria, the dukedom descended to his brother cardinal Ferdinand di Medici, who, laying aside the purple, assumed the government of Tuscany.
Soon after the peaceable establishment of Henry IV.
His daughon the throne of France, havinjj at length obtained the
ter married to
consent of the pope to his divorce of Margaret of VaHenry IV. lois, lie was married to Mary di Medici, the youngest
A.D.1599. daughter of the grand duke Francis; and the Tuscan
family was thus honoured by a second alliance with the
Henry now turned his arms
royal family of France.
against the duke of Savoy, desirous to recover Saluces,
and punish that prince for his interference in the wars
of the league. In one campaign, he made himself master of most of the duke's strongest fortresses; but the
war was put an end to by the intervention of Pope
Clement VIII. and the King of Spain. Saluces was
left under the dominion of Savoy ; but the country
of Bresse was ceded to France, and 100,000 crowns
were paid by the duke to defray the expences of the
war.
Much about this period, Alphonzo II. of Este, dake
of Ferrara and Modena, died, and was succeeded by
his son CiEsar ; but Clement VIII. took advantage of
this conjuncture, to assert the ancient claims of the
church to the city of Ferrara, which was immediately
Death of
Francid

di Medici)

seized by his troops. Caesar, unable to contend with
the pope, retired to Modena ; and Ferrara was united to
the papal territories.
These changes, however, but
little affected the general peace of Italy, which continued for upwards of twenty years ; a period, doubtless,
of great advantage to that country, but of little interest
to the historian.
The succession to the duchy of Mantua occasioned
A. D. 161?.
a contest, which once more laid Italy open to foreign invasion.
Francis IV. duke of Mantua, left
A. D. 1627. only a daughter, and was succeeded by his brothers

Ferdinand and Vincent
children, the dukedom
zaga, duke of Nevers,

II. ; but neither leaving any
was claimed by Charles Gon-

the heir-male of the family,

and whose son was also married to Maria, daughter of
duke Francis, The emperor Ferdinand II. unwilling

that so valuable a principality should fal! into the
hands of a subject of Frances conferred Mantua on the
duke of Guastalla ; while Charles Emanuel of Savoy
asserted the old claims of his family to the marquisate
of Montferrat, anil obtained the support of the Spaniards. The duke of Nevers, unable to contend against
such powerful rivals, applied for assistance to Louis
XIII. of France, and was seconded by the Venetians,
who dreaded the consequences of Mantua falling under
the dominion of the Spaniards.
The cardinal de Richelieu having, by the capture of La Roche, succeeded in
subduing the Protestants, was not unwilling to enter
into a war which might conduce to the great end he
had now in view, the humiliation of the house of Austria.
The French accordingly, commanded by Louis in person, crossed the Alps, and, without receiving opposition from the duke o.f Savoy, (whose prudence, or perhaps indecision, prevented him from taking any active
part in the war, ) proceeded to the relief of Casal, then
besieged by the Spanish troops.
The news of the insurrection in Gascony, of the Protestants under the
duke of Rohan, obliged Louis to return to France
and the duke of Savoy, imagining all danger from the
French at an end, united his forces with the besiegers of
Casal.
But the duke was soon taught the impolicy of
his conduct, by the speedy return of the French army
under the command of Richelieu ; which, after menacing Turin, and forcing the duke to concentrate his
troops for its defence, laid siege to the fortress of Pignerol, a post commanding the passes of Italy, and reduced it in a few days.
In the mean time, Louis returned and entered Savoy, which soon submitted to his arms; and the duke,
overwhelmed with the weight of these sudden calamiHis
ties, died at Turin, in the sixtieth year of his age.
son, Victor Amadeus I. instructed by the example of

Histnrv.

LouisXIII.
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througli

Piedmont.
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Richelieu
takes Pig.

neroL

Death of
Charlei E.
munuel of
Savoy.
A. D. 1630.

with Louis
whose troops now proceeded to Casal, which still continued to hold out. In Lombardy, however, the cause
of the imperialists had been successful the Venetian
and French troops, commanded by Marshal d'Estrees,
were defeated, and the city of Mantua taken by assaidt Sack
his father, hastened to conclude a treaty

;

of

ac- Mantua.
tive mediation of Pope Urban VIII. or rather of his
agent Julio Mazarine, succeeded in procuring a sus-

by Count

Colalto, the imperial general.

But the

pension of arms ; and, at the diet of Ratisbon, the intrigues of Richelieu procured the acknowledgment of
the duke of Nevers' right to Mantua, which was delivered up to him ; while the duke of Savoy received a
few towns in Montferrat ; and the Cionzagas of Guastalla a pecuniary indemnification ; and Pignerol, Luza,
and two other ibrtresses, remained in the hands of the
French, as securities for the performance of the treaty.
The subsequent treaty of Querasque secured to the
French the entire possession of Pignerol, and thus left
them an easy entrance into Italy.
Three years after, war broke out a-new. Richelieu New wai
secured on his side Odoard Farnese, duke of Parma, in ItHly.
and the dukes of Mantua and Savoy. The two bro- A. D. lC3o.
thers of the latter, however. Cardinal Maurice, and
Thomas, entered into the imperial service. The death
of Victor Amadeus left his dominions, and the care of
The camhis infant successor, in the hands of Louis.
paign in Italy, however, was not at first successful
and although the duke de Crequi afterwards defeated the duke of Modena and the Spaniards, the state
of the contending parties remained, at the end of two

;

ITALY.
yean, much the Mine. At tliii pen'otl, the male line
of the Rovere, dukes of Urbino, became extinct. The
duchy was claiiue<i by Ferdinand, ^and duke of Tuscany, who married Victoria, grand-daughter of the late
duke ; but Urban V'lII. had already seized it as a vacant fief of the papal see; and Fenlinand, unwilling to
contend with the pope, was satisfied with the inheritance of the private property of the Rovere. The Barbcrini, nephews of Urban, finding him firm in his retllM
fusal to grant them the investiture of Urbino, turned
Bopc md
their ambition to the acquisition of the duchy of CasArdului
tro, near Rome, the property of the duke of Parma,
«f Parau,
which they persuaded the pope to invade. Tliat prince
md Taaa. having alliea himself with Ferdinand II. grand duke
1of Tuscany, and Francis I. of Est^, duke of Modena,
A.D.lC*l.
marched at the head ot 5000 men to the atuck of the
papal army near Bologna, oommanded by Taddeo BarDerini, though coiwi sting of 20,000.
This daring enHitiorr.

terjprise

was mcMMfiil

Barberini was forced to take

:

Famese entered into and laid
The armies of Modena and Tuscany

refuge in Ferrara, and

waste Romagna.

were equally successful, and the pope at Tength concluDntb of
This event was toon folVrtanVlir. ded a treaty with the dukes.
A. D. 16M. lowed by the death of Urban VIII.
•fBiclMIn France, by tlie deatli of Cardinal Riclielieu and
Ucu, «nd
Louit XIII. the government was lefl in the hands of
UumXIII. Cardinal Mazarine, who acted as prime minister

to

Queen Anne of Austria, regent during the minority of
ber son, Louis XIV. Mazarine, who entered warmly
into the affairs of Italy, displeased by the election of
Innocent X. who was bis per«onal enemy, used all his
interest to gain over the Italian princes.
Thomas of
Savoy, now in the French service, was successful in
^ning over the duke of I'arma; and that prince, repairing to Paris, concerted with the cardinal the plan of

the war.
Hostilitica were coomcnced by the French
array under the oommnnd of the Duke de Breae aiul
Thooua of Savoy, which landed near Orbitello^ and
coimnenced the >iege. But the fleet was in the mean
time defeated by the viceroy of Naples, tlir duke de Hrezc
killed, and the troop* forced to reimbark and return to
France. The second expedition was more fortunate,
and the isle of Elba and the principality of Piombino
urrendcrwl to the French airna.
In the mean time, the kingdoms of Naples and SiElbatnd
pKmbrao dly were groaning under the oppression of the SpaUkra by
niards, the chief object of each successive viceroy was
llw Frrnrh,
to rival his predeoesaor in the raising of levies and ttxA. D. l«M.
es.
The resource* and the patience of the Neapolitans
were at len^ exluiu«ted ; the minitters of Philip IV.
had, by ttit ir iiiI>conduct, occationed the revolt of Catalonia
Ligal ; and tbeae misfortunes, of too
'
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ploeian was at Palermo, where the crown of Sicily was
offered to Francis of \'intimilla. Marquess of Gieracc
but that nobleoian, with greet prudence, resisted this

dangerous

proniot'--"
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But the mia-

calmin);, for

,n.

cxciteil the isici-

and the .Spanish troops were forced to withdraw
<rTty of the duke of Arcos at
T'
from Palermo.
Nap e*. rouMrd iu
rebellion, no less formidable.
Headed by tii'>ii..i'> .Anicllo, foommouly called
lians

;

•

i

Masrniello,) a fisherman, the lower cLusea naJe tben»BuiUn of the palace and the viceroy, mmmittrd

•elvca
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numberless excesses, and sacrificed to their vengeance
the most obnoxious instruments of the tyranny to
which they were subjected. Their leader assumed the
title of lieutenant-general of the king of Spain, and
for ten days exercised the most unlimited authority ; but at length, becoming intoxicated by a success
so unexpected, he grew suspicious and cruel, and
his whole conduct exhibited evident marks of insanity.
He was assassinated on the 1 1 th day of his short
and extraordinary reign but the Neapolitans still continued in arms, and assuming a republican government, choae as their commander Francis Toraldo, prince

History.

;

of

MasMu
The insurrection

at Palermo had, in the mean time,
been quelled by Cardinal Trivalzio, whose influence as
a churchman and an Italian, at length restored tranThe Neapolitans, however, determined to
auillity.
irow off the yoke of .Spain, now began to deliberate to
whom tliey should make offer of the crown ; and ac-

tually entreated the pope, as their suzerein, to confer
on some prince of French extraction.

it

At this period, Henry, duke of Guise, happened to
be at Rome. This nobleman, whose character resembled that of the ancient heroes of chivalric romance,
was immediately excited by the ambition of making
himself master of Naples ; and without waiting for any
aid, proceeded immediately to that city, and offeretl his
services to the republic
He was received with enthusiasm by the people, and immediately appointed their
general, with the title of duke, or doge.
The civil administration still remained in the hands of Gennaro
Annese, one of the original in!<urgents; but the duke,
after the conquest of Capua and Averse, openly assuming an autnoMty and

state

which showed

The duke
of Guise

made duke
o( Naples.

his inten-

crown, Annese contrived to excite
the jeslousy of the people against him, and, in concurrence with the archbishop, carried on a secret negetiation with Uon Juan of Austria, and the Spanish troops
At length having, by a false report of The Spain the citailel.
an attack on Niniten, contrived to remove the duke and aitrdi recohis troops from the city, the Spaniards, issuing from ver Naples,.
the fortress, were received without resistance
and A.0. 16t&
Guise, after some unavailing attempts to force his way
back, retreated towards Rome, but on his march was
seized by treachery, and sent to .Spain, where he remained a prisoner for five years. 'I he .Spaniards, again
roasters of .Naples, punished tlie revolt witli the greatand even Gennaro Annese, whose treachest cruelty
tion

ot'

aiming

at the

;

;

ery had restored the Spaniards, perished on the scaffold.

The wars of the Fronde, which now raged in France,
completely withdrew the attention of Mazarine from
Italy ; and in the course of a few years, the Spaniards
recovered Elba, Piombino, and Casal: but no sooner
was the cardinal reinstated in his power, than he again
attempted to invade Naples, allowing the expedition to
appear, however, as if solely the work of the duke of
Guise, now delivered from prison. The capture of
Castelmare was all that the duke could elTect; and,
meeting with no encouragement from the Neapolitans,
he was obliged to return to France. Nothing fartlier
ot any importance was attempted in Italy during this
war ; which was put an end to by the peace of the
Pyrennees.
From this period, there follows about twenty years
of profound repose in Italy, which can scarcely lie said
to be interrupted by the contest of the Venetians with
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called the tear of Candia, in
which Pope Innocent X. in vain endeavoured to procure tJie assisUnce of tlie other Catholic potentates.

the Turki,

commonly

During the pontificate of Alexander VII. a dispute
which arose between him and Louis XIV. occasioned
n mutual dismissal of ambassadors ; and preparations
but the pope soon
for war were made on liolli sides
:

oppose so powerhastened to appease Louis, whose
i'ul nn antej^onist,
pardon he only obtained by the most humiliating con-

becoming convinced of

his inability to

c"e?sions.

The king of France was now engaged in his
wars in Flanders, and (or some years interested himthe oppressive governself but little in lulian affairs
ment of tlie Spaniards at length gave him an oppor:

tunity.

Rtrok of
Messiiu.

The

city of MessinS, in Sicily, had,

from a very

early period, enjoyed the privilege of being governed
by its own senate, a right wh'ch its citizens h.id defended against the nggressions of several monarchs of the
different dynasties which had in their turn been oppresThe Spanish ministers, jealous of this
sors in Sicily.
last remain of independence, made an attempt to de-

and put to death two
ventured to defend its rights.
The remonstrances of the people on this atrocious outrage, were considered by the court ef Madrid as acts
of rebellion, and tlie governor of Messina endeavoured
to secure the persons of the senators as its instigators.
But the peojjle, alarmed for the fate of their magistrates, flew to arms, and the garrison were forced to
take refuge in the citadel, which they were soon comThe armies of the viceroys of Napelled to evacuate.
ples and Sicily now prepared to besiege the city, and
the Messenians had recourse to the duke d'Estrees,
French ambassador at Rome.
Messina acLouis, on receiving this intelligence, immediately
knowledges
sent a body of troops to Messina, to the great joy of
Lou.sXIV.
the inhabitants, who hoisted the standard of France,
Hi its king,
A.D. loiU and proclaimed Louis as their sovereign. In the course
of the following year, the Spanish fleet being defeated
prive the senate of
of the niiij;iitrates

its

jurisdiction,

who

by the French : the siege was raised, and the generals
of Louis entertained hopes of conquering the whole
island.
But the lapse of 400 years had not effaced the
recollection of the tyr;inny of Charles of Anjou ; and
however averse the Siciliiins might be to the Spanish
government, they exhibited still greater antipathy to
the dominion of the French, and the conquests of the
The French latter were confined to a few inconsiderable towns. At
evacuate
last Louis, weary probably of the expence of the conniessina,
test, suddenly sent a peremptory order to his general,
A.D. 1G78.
The senate and nobles
Feuillade, to evacuate Messina.
having in vain remonstrated a::ainst this cruel desertion, were forced to surrender to the Spaniards, but
more than one half of tlie inhabitants removed to
France: an emigration which, with the loss during
the war, and the subsequent oppression of the Spaniards, so much weakened Messina, that half a century
elapsed before it regained its former prosperity.
Tlie nuke
Not long ago after this, Louis acquired the importof Mar.tua
ant city of Casal, in Montferrat, by a treaty with Gucerlcs ilosul
errieri, prime minister to Ferdinand Charles, duke of
to the
Mantua, by which, on the payment of 500,000 livres,
Fiencb.
the cirj' was delivered up to Louis, and immediately
occupied by 1 2,0CO French, under Bouflers and CatiThis dishonourable tranpnction excited so great
nat.
indignation among the Italian states against tlie duke

L'Y.
of Mantua, that he disavowed any knowledge of the
The French, however, r^ained possestransaction.
sion, and the extravagance and thoughtlessness of the
duke, who was devoted to the passion of g.iming, render his participation in the treaty not at all itnproba-

Iliaorjr.

ble.

The republic of Genoa now incurred the displeasure Bombardof Louis, by the steady attachment it continued to ment and
maintain to the Spanish interest.
Under pretence of liumiliatiop
ol Genoa,
their fitting out a fleet for the service of Spain, the
A.D. 1685
Genoese were attacked by a powerful French squadron and on their refusal to surrender the ships, Genoa was bombarded, and part of the city reduced to
ashes; and the doge, and four of the^principal senators, obliged to proceed to Paris, and there humble
themselves before the haughty Louis.
In his conduct to Pope Innocent XF. the French monarch displayed "the same overbearing insolence, nor
can his obstinate opposition to the pope's wise restrictions on the right of sanctuary enjoyed within the
premises of foreign ambassadors, be otherwise accounted for, than from his desire to shew to Europe that he
had now arrived at such a height of power, as to despise the laws by which other civilized states were re«
gulated in their mutual intercourse.
The indignation of Europe at length burst forth, League of
and the league of Augsburg was formed by the Em- Augsburg
against
peror Leopold with Holland, Spain, Sweden, Denmark,
Louis.
and Savoy, for the purpose of checking the arabitioos
designs of Louis.
On the succession of William III.
to the throne of Britain, that nation also joined the
:

league.

The first commencement of the war in Italy was nn- Battle of
fortunate for the allies. The troops of Victor Amadeus Staffarda.
A.D. 1691.
II. were defeated at Staffarda, bj' Mareschal Catinat,
and all Savoy, with the greater part of Piedmont, fell
The activity of prince
into the hands of the French.
Eugene of Savoy saved Turin ; and in the following
years these allies invaded Dauphiny, in order to divide
The success of their camthe attention of Catinat.
paign was, however, interrupted by- the illness of the
duke, and his generals were forced to retreat. Casal
was then invested by the combined troops of Spain
and Savoy, and on its surrender was restored to the
duke of Mantua, in consequence of a secret agreement
between Louis and the duke of Savov, who was now
weary of the war, and determined to desert the cause
of the allies. In fact he concluded a treaty the next
year, after sustaining a mock siege in Turin, by Catinat.

By

this pacification, which was termed the neuof Italy, the duke received back Savoy, with
all the other places occupied by Franco, and .\delaide,
his eldest daughter, was betrothed to the duke of Burgundy, grandson of the French monarch. The defection of Victor Amadeus was soon followed by" the general peace of Ryswiek, terminating a war, which
though it had not humbled the French king, had at
least exhausted his resources to such a degree, as to
render his ambition less formidable to liis neightrality

Victor K.
madeiia

makes a
separate
peace.

A.D.1695.

•

bours.

The commencement of the 18th century was marked
by a new cause of contention, and a war still more
important in its results. Charles II. the last king of
Spain, of the house of Austria, dying without issue,
bequeathed his dominions to the duke of Anjou,
grandson to Louis XIV. who, repairing to Madrid,

Spanish

succession
war.
A. D. 1700.
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ITALY.
WAS immediBteiy tcknowletlficd «s )ung, by the name
"^."^^
Fiuli|i \'.
The emperor LoopoUl, who claiioed the
H-'iotf.

^

MMcewion

second

in behalf of the «rch<luke Charles, his

make attempts on Spain, marched a coii-iderable army into Italy, under the couimand
-""-^
The Venetians obi«rving a strict
of prinif
6mlin^

aoQ,

it

vain to

'

little or no opposition, till he
the Miimesic, when he was attacked
near Cbiaiii, by the united trtops of tlie duke i>f Sa-

with

neutralit

BuUcof
Cktani,

attcmpteii u>

<.i.'cr

voy and MaiMchal

CreoMMM

feate<l.
jP(. f jj, lire

j^y

^^

Germani,

Villcroi,

whom

he completely de-

also was (urpriscd and occupied
and Villeroi taken prisoner and a
;

revolt at Na(>les, in favour
^
(Tiffcuhy qiitlled by

&
M

ot°

Charles III. was with

viceioy.
Eugene
the arrival of the
iVike of \ cndome, wiui ci<ii-,uerable reinforcements
!''>m France, forced bim tu give up the undertaking.
In the meantime, the dnke of Saxof, offended that
the sole nvanagrir.ent of the war waa not committeil to
him, notwithstaading his connection with Philip, who
had married his daughter, left the French party, and
•seeded to what was termed the grand alliance, oonsitting of the emperor king William III. the state* of
Holland, and the king of Portugal.
The affairs of
tbcM great leaKuea, however |>roiperous elsewhere,
till

II

I.

-it^e

111!

to

-li
:

was unaoceMaful

in Italy.
Savoy waa iioroediately invaded by the Frrncli armies, under Vendome and
Feuillade
and the duke at length, after the doubtful
action at Cawinato. forced to take refuge in Turin,
where he was cloacly l>esirgcd by Feuillade. But the
archduke was now master of great part of Spain, and
the dedaiv* victory by Marlborongh at Blenheim, havning expelled the French from Germany.
g«n« hastened to the relief of Turin. Th<
,rnjr had been reinforced by the troop* under the duke
ofO
'Orleans and llarcschal Marsin. and was superior in
ta that of Eofena; but the Utter, attacking
vilb Tigour in tbcir camp, carried the entrench'
daftalcd tbcm with graat lo**. Marain
«a* killed, and the dnke of Orleans wounded, and the
rcmaine of the army fled with great precipitation.
The cflret* of thi« victory were deciaive of the fate of
ftaiy, and the duchy of Milan and kingdom of Xaplc*
w«re occupied by the imperial troop*.
During the coniae of the four following yean,
France was rednced to the greatest extremitten, and
Ltmirn maAr arvaeal ittiwpt* to negodate. but with no
raeeeas, and peace ne
still far distant, when two
nncxpectcil evaBts. which took place much aboot the
save tiase. cuaiiibted lo accelerate its approach.
The one was the death of the emperor J<i*epti I. who
leaving no heirs, waa sacceedMl In' tii* oiif\ hrotlirr
the aroidake Charles, wkn,
III. was in noMexioii 'if pat'
",
•
»
deesefNapI<
was naretd t harles VI. The
;

'

.

I

md

>

of ;
^ ministry in F.nglaiid, and the
e«n*r'|uent reral of the duke eif Mariborougb, tended
till fjrther to prepare the way for the peace which
was at length concluded at Utrecht, by the kind's of
France and Spain, with the quern of England and
Ptae* ot
UlrrrM
rrrM
dakeofSsToy, the emperor still persisting in carrying
A.I
.!>- i;i3.
oa iKWtilkies. The articles relating to Italy, were tlie
•f the duke of Savoy's right of suct» the crown of Spain, in default of issue of
Philip V. and bis acquisition of the isUind of Sicily
with the title of king. Charle* VI. thus deserted by
dJBiniiaal
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By H.Hory.
the following year.
this treaty, which was conclu<led at Kastadt, Philip V. ^JT'^^^'T'
was acknowledged kinjr of Spain, while the kingdom j{3°"j^
of Naples, and duchy of Milan, were left in the pes- a. I). ITUsession of the emperur.
But the peace was not destined to be of long endurance in Italy.
On the death of his first wife, i'hilip V.
espoused Elizabeth Farnese, granil-daugliter of Francis
duke of Parma. This princess soon acquired great inHuciice with Philip, while she in her turn was ruled by
the intriguing and ambitious Alberoni.
The first attempt of this celeliratcd statesman, was Spatiianls
the sudden invasion of Sicily, which was so successful, invade sithat only two small towns were left in the possession of "'TVictor Anwdeus.
This sudden aj:gression allied the*
emperor with the regent Orleans and the courts of
Sardinia, with the
Britain and Savoy agaitut Spain.
title o( king, was bestowed on Victor Amadeus, in
At
lieu of Sicily, which was ceded to the emperor.
leiiglli,
Philip, alarmed at the number of his eneiuie.<, dismissed Alberoni, and peace was again resto- A. 0. 1719>
his allies, also

made peace

The question of the right of succession to the duchies
of I'uscany and Parma, now excited considerable interest ; and by an igreement, concluded by the emperor
and Philip V. it hod l)een settled, that on the demise
of the two dukes, neither of whom had any i.ssue, the a. D. 1785.
infant Uon Carlos should receive the investitures, and
on the death of .Antonio Faniese, he was accortlingly
a
But the contest for the
1<jed duke of Parma.
I.
I'oland again divided the Euro|>ean P<'"'ers ^-^^ j,,
aaU k'tiuxce, Spain, and Sardinia, were leagued against polibh sueThe result was fatal to the (Jernian inte- cc»ion.
the emperor.
rest in I laly : Naples and Sicily tirll again into the hands -^- Q- ^''33.
of Spain, and Milan, with many other cities in LomIn the mean time, Julin
baray, were taken by Villars.
.

;

di .Medici, grand duke of Tuscany, died, ind
the investiture was conferred by the emperor on Francn Stqihcn of Lxirrainc, his son-in-law, the Spnniard.>),
remaining in actual posscssinn
A pe.ice wat
tl
udetl, by which Don Carlos wa< to remain

Gaston

!

kiiiK

(if

-Naples.

to the fm|>cror,

But

this treaty

Milan and Parma were to be restoreil
and Tuscany to Francis of Lorraine.
was never executed, an<l the death of Eeaih

of

Charles \T. rekindleil with double vigour the flumes of '''^ |"'l*"
"'
war.
His daughter Maria Theresa, queen of Hungary, y [
and her husband Francis of Tuscany, were attacked by a. I). 1741.
tbe French, Prussians, and Saxons; and Charles, elector ^ven ytsit
of Bavaria, was crowned emperor by the ii.ime of v.
Charles VII.
In Italy, the queen wa^ a.ssistcd by
Charles Emanuel, king of Sardinia, while consider.-ibic
I'riiUh subaidies aided her in carrying oo the war. ,
Tut O.u- trnepaof the infant I3on Philip and the prince
i^de themselves master* of all Savoy, and
timont.

queen having now expelled Charles VIE
and concluded n peace with
the king of Prussia, was now able to assist her ally ;
and Charles Emmanuel re-entered his dominions. The
imperial tmop* then entered Genoa, but were soon after expelled by the people, who aflmitte<l a French garriton, and repelled the repeated attacks of the impe.-CSS

.itreditarv states,

I

rialists.

War at

length was terminated by the peace of Aix- Treaiy of
by which the states of Italy were distributed Aix-la-Chain the way in which they remained till our own times, pelleTiie king of Sardinia, and tbe duke of Modena, (who ^- ^' '''*^-

1.1-chapelle,
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had also been expelled) were reinstated in their domi^"^"Y""^ nions. Charles remained king of Naples and Sicily ;
but it was secareil, that tliese crowns should not be
united with that of Spain ; Don Philip was left duke of
Parma and Placentia ; while Milan was restored to Au8>
tria, and tlie archduke Leopold, second son of the empress, became grand duke of Tuscany.

Between this period and the French Revolution, an
era of profound peace intervenes, diversified by few
events of general interest, if we except the gradual expulsion of the order of Jesuits from the different states.
Abolition of and their final abolition by the papal bull of CletheJcuiB. mentXIV.
See Jesuits.
A. D. 1773.
Under the government of the well-meaning, though
injudicious emperor Joseph II. and his benevolent and
liberal brother Leopold of Tuscany, abuses were reformed, the situation bt the people ameliorated, agriculture
improved ; and the progress of science, and the arts, at
Milan and Florence, attests thrfr encouragement of philosophy and literature.
Nor were these improvements confined to the Austrian dominions : at Rome,
science equally flourished under the philosophic Clement XIV. and agriculture and the arts under the polished Pius Vll.
Turin, amid all the bigotry of the
Sardinian court, produced the brilliant talents of Alficri, and even Naples could boast of a Filangieri, and
Caraccioli.

The dreadful earthquake, which in 1791 laid waste
the country, and destroyed the dties in Sicily and CaA. D. 1791.
labria, would in a less enlightened age have been considered as the omen and precursor of the tremendous
convulsion which was about to agitate the political
world.
The eyes of Europe were now turned on France, and
it was not to be supposed, that the Italian potentates
Eart^quaVe

in Calabria>

War

with
France,
A. D. 1793.

connected by blood with the unfortunate Louis XV!.
and Maria Antoinette, could be indifferent spectators of
their death, or regard without alarm the military spirit
and conquests of the republic. In consequence, the
king of Sardinia and the other Italian states pined in
the league with the Austrians, Prussians, and British,
and declared war.
The campaign of 1794, in Piedmont, was uniformly
successful on the part of the French, and the defeat of
the Sardinians near Milan, made them masters of that
city.
Corsica, however, surrendered to the British,

and acknowledged George III. as ite sovereign. The
following year the Austrian and Sardinian troops were
euccessful in some battles, and checked for a short period the progress of the republicans.
But the events of
1796 decided the fate of Italy. The history of the celebrated campaign of Bonaparte, and the rest of the
war in Italy, has already been related in the article
France, and we must only slightly enumerate its results. The defeat of the king of Sardinia was followed by
a peace, by which he surrendered Savoy and Nice. The
battle of Lodi forced the pope and the dukes of Parma
and Modena, and the king of Naples, to accede to the
ignominious terms dictated by the victor ; Florence and
Milan fell before his arms, and Mantua alone remained
in the hand of the Austrians.
Treaty of
The next years were no less disastrous : the revoluCampo
*'."" °} ^enice ended in the abolition of that state; the
Vormio.
.-..u.
A. D. 1-97 ^^, defeat of the Austrians occasioned the surrender
and 1798. "' Mantua and Verona, and the emperor was at length
compelled, by the treaty of Campo
Formio, to acknowledge the Cisalpine republic, consisting
of Milan, Man.

Modena, and Bologna. Pius VI. was expelled from History.
Rome, and died in exile king Ferdinand was' forced to '"""'Y"^^
abandon Naples, and take refuge in Sicily and the
king of Sardinia was deprived of alf^his dominions but
that island.
During Bonaparte's absence in Egypt,
the attack of Tuscany excited a new coalition, and under Suwarrow and the Archduke Charles, the French
were again driven from Italy. But the return of Napoleon soon gave energy to the French, and the decisive victories of Novi and Marengo again established
his dominion in Italy.
In 1805, he assumed the title Bonaparte
of king of Italy or Lombardy and under the mild ad- assumes the
ministration of prince Eugene Beauharnois, his viceroy, '"'^ "' '''"S
tua,

;

;

;

began to recover from the piisfortunes of ^ n ^I'sos.
the war.
Louis duke of Parma was made nominal
king of Etruria, and Joseph Bonaparte of Naples.
The latter, on being appointed king of Spain, was succeeded by Joachim Murat, (brother-in-law to Napoleon,) whose distinguished bravery had often contributed to the victories of the French. After the battle
of Leipsic, the subsequent defeats of Napoleon in
France, and the surrender of Paris, the kingdom of
Italy was occupied by the Austrians, with whom Joachim made a treaty. But on the return of Napoleon
from Elba, he again joined his ancient leader ; the
Austrians invaded Naples, and Joachim, abandoned
by his troops, left that kingdom to be again occupied by the Bourbons. In 1815, he landed again in Death or
Calabria, with a few troops, but was seized, and be- king Joaing tried by a military commission, condemned to be ';'"™' ,„._
A.D.181J.
that country

shot.

Before closing this article, it is proper to state, in a few Present powords, the present political divisions of Italy. Victor litical state
Emanuel king of Sardinia, is now reinstated in Savoy of Italy,
and Piedmont, with the important addition of the city ^- °- 1^^'and territory of Genoa. The duchies of Milan, Mantua,
and Modena, with the cities of Verona, Vicenza, and
Padua, Venice, and its former territories in Istria, and
Dalmatia, are now comprised in the kingdom of Venice
and Lombardy, and belong to Francis II. Emperor of
Austria. It is, however, rumoured, we know not with
what truth, that this kingdom is to be conferred on
one of the princes descended from the Austrian family.
The duchy of I'arraa and Placentia is governed by the
archduchess Maria Louisa, formerly empress of the
French, and the succession is settled on her son NapoThe territories of Florence,
leon Charles Francis.
Lucca, Sienna, and Pisa, form the kingdom of Etruria,
under Charles son of the late king. The aged Pius VII.
has been reinstated in the ancient papal dominions,
the temporal administration of which is chiefly comThe kingdoms of
mitted to Cardinal Gonsalvez.
Naples and Sicily are again united under the feeble
sway of Ferdinand IV. brother of Charles IV. and
uncle of Ferdinand VII. of Spain. The island pf CorFrom this sketch it
sica remains annexed to France.
appears, that the Austrian power is predominant ; and
connected as he is by marriage, with the kings of Sardinia and Naples, the emperor Francis may be regarded as master of the destinies of Italy. See Micale, L' Italia avanti il dominio del Roviani ; Denina, Rivoluzioni dell' Italia; Sismondi Hislnire des
Republiques Ilaliennes du Moyen age ; Robertson's
'

V.; Wraxall's Memoirs of the House of Va'
Cuuingham's History of Britain, &c. &c.

Charles
lots;

(E.J.)
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STATISTICS OF ITALY.

Italy it boonded on tbe uorth and north-west, by
the AIm ; on the east, by tbe Adriatic Sea, or Gulph
of Venice ; on the weat, by the Tuscan Sea ; and on
tbe south, by the Ionian Sea. Its boundaries are thus
trongly marked, and its situation entirely peninsular,
beu^ waahed on all tides by the waves of the Mediterlaiinwi tea, except on the northern frontier, where it is
aepuated hj the lofty barrier of the Alpine ridge from
France, Swilserland, and Ciermany.
Ita ttrm is usually conipare<l to that of a boot ; it
extMida, in an oblique direction from north-west to
lU
south-east, from 47° to 37° 45' of north latitude.
length from Mount itosa, the highest summit of the
luEan Alps, to Cap* de Letica, u about 670 BVitish
aoilei : and iu breadth variea fhioi 100 to 200 miles.
It was anciently, known by a variety of names, originally appropriated to particular provinces, but in
proctaa of time, applied to the whole country, especially by the poets.
It was named Satumia, from S«tarn ; Latium, from the Latini ; Ausonia, from the Au•oocs ; Venotria, from a tribe settled between Paestum
and TarcntMBt ; He-<peria, from its western situation in
tcapeet of Greece; and Italia, from Italtu, a prince un«

the other division of Mafrna Grecia, contained, in this Ststisiia.
more extended sense, all the other provinces of the "^''Y''"'
country, namely, 1. Etniria or Tyrrheni.i, lying between the river Maera, the Appenine Mountains, the
Tiber and the Tuscan Sea, was anciently divided into
twelve districts, and contained the towns of Pisa;, Luca,
Florentia, Fesulte Portus Herculis, Libumi (Leghorn)
Sena, Arretium, Centum Cella; (Civita Vecchia), &c.
2. Umbria, the supposed territory of the mo^t ancient
people of Italy, lying between the Rubicon, the Adriatic, the Tiber, and an imaginary line from the mouth
of the ^sis to Ocriculum, and divided by the Appenines into two portions, the Cisappenine, or Mari>
time Umbria, and the Traiisappenine, or Hither Umbria, contained, in the former division, Arniinium, Pisaunim, BustaGallorum,(B3Stia,)Urbinum, Senogallia;
and, in the latter, Nuceria, Spoletium, Naniia, Inte«
nunnium, Ocriculum. 3. Picenum, a fruitful territory
between Umbria and the river Avenuis (Pescara),
containing Ancona, Firmum, Asculum. 4. Sabinum,
west of Piccnum, between the Tiber, the Nar, and the
Anio, containing Fidente, Cures, Crustumeriura. 5.
Latium, along the coast of the Tuscan Sea, extending
known in hiatory.
south from the Tiber to the promontory of Circaeum,
In all pcrioda of ita history it his been divided into anciently inhabited by the ^'Fqui, Volsci, Herniri, Ruthe northern, called tuli, ttc. and containing Roma, Ostia, Ardea, Tuscuthree firett portkni^
Gallia Ciaalpina, coni
lum, Pneneste, Alba, I'ibur, Antium, Anxur, Mintur_ tbe province* between
originally peopled br Illythe Alpa and th« Rnf
ntp.
6. Campania, extending along the Tuscan shore,
liana, incc a wdad by
'•aula ; the central, callfrom Sinuessa to the river Silarus, and bounded on the
ig all the sUte* of Etrued Italia Prapria,
east and north by Samnium, and containing Capua,
lia, aa hr soath aa Capua, the inhahtlaBta of which are
Litemum, Baiie, Puteoli, N'capolis, Herculaneum,
'
to hare been of Lydian csiiaction ; and the
Pompeii, Snrrentum, Nolw, Casilinum, Vcnagrum.
called Idtgum Gtvcia, compriaing the pro7. Samnium, lying on both sides of the Ap|>enine<i,
adjaccnt to Otttee and Sicily, and peopled at east from Campania, and bounded on the north by Latium, on the east by the Adriatic, and on the south by
fiffll bv tna Pitla^gi ftom tke PBlaponoenw.
Apulia, contained Beneventum, Bovianum, Saticula,
Gallia Ciaalpiaa, afterwards adlcd Togata, from its
8. Apulia, called also Daunia, east of Sam>
iakdfaiUBli bray ncnnittad to wear the toga as Roman Caudium.
l. Ligures,
nium, and bounded by the Fronto on the north, the
oiliaMt, CBiHainea the foilowing tribes,
wkn oeoipied the g^catarjMUt of tbe districtt of Nice, Adriatic on the east, and Calabria on the south, conPieAnoiit, Montserrat, Genoa, Modena and Parma,
tained Arpi, Uria, Luceria, Asculum, Canusium, Vcnuand wboae principal towns were Genua, Nicsa, Portus sia, Ferentum. 'J. Calabria, called also Mcssapia and
Harculia. and MooKci. S. Taurini, who occupied a Japygis, a peninsula running out into the Ionian Sea,
part of Piedmont lying between the Alpa and the river contained Brundusium, Hydruntum, Castnim MinerPo, from its soarce to the river Oroo, and whoae chief w, Salentinum, Leuca, I'arentum, Callipolis. 10. Lu«
town was Aiq^uata Tan r inurum, now Turin. 3. Insu- cania, between the Tarcntine Gulph and Tuscan Sea,
brea, who oetnpicd the northern portion of the dutchy
contained Piwtum, or Posidonia, Forum Popilii, Poof Milan, and whose principal towns were Medioianura trntia, Anxia, Mctapontum, Hcraclea, Sybaris, Velia.
sod Ticinnro. 4. Cenomanni, who occu pie d both side* 1 1.Brutium, apenmsula southot'Lucania, divided by the
of the river Sevini^ and whose towns were Bruxia, Cre- Appenines into two maritime tracts, called sometimes Cannina, BedriaeandPmd Mantua.
5. Euganei, who were
labria Citra and Ultra, cont;nne<l Panclosia, Scyllanim,
aettled at the bottom of the Adriatic Gulph, and wboae
Rhegium, Croton, Mctaurum, Mamcrtum, IVtelia, &c.
town* were Tredentum and Verona. 6. N'cneti, who
Through these ancient districts and towns, highuuaiiaii J the cmintry along the coast of the Adriatic, ways from the capital were formed at different periods
nom the mouth of the Po to that of the Taiamtnto, of of the Ronran empire, of which the most remarkable
which the chief town* were Pat.ivium, .Aquileia, and were. Via Appia, constructed by Appius Clodius, the
Forum JuNi. 7. Istri, who inhabited a tract alon^ the most ancient of the Roman roads, passing through Foeastern coast of the Adriatic, between the river Tila- rum .\ppii, Fundi, Mintumap, and Sinuess.i to Capua,
remptoa, and the promontory of Polaticum, whose and thence through Caudium, Beneventum, Canusium,
principal towna were .\quileia and Tergeste.
and Barium, to Bnindutiium ; Via Flaminia, leading
8. Boti,
who inhabited the countries around Bononia and Mu- through Etruria and Umbria to Arminiuni, passed by
tins, (Bologm and Modena.)
the towns of Ocriculum, Namia, Fulginum, Forum
Italu Propria, under wtucfa is commonly included Flaminii, Callis, Forum Seroprouii, and I'csaurujn; N'ia
VOL. XII. rasT i.
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work of Emilius Lepidus, leading i'rom
Arminium, through Forum Fonilii, Faventia, and Claterva to Bononia, and tlience through Mutina, Aleste,
Petavium Altinum, and Concordia, to Aquileia ; Via
Emilia, the

Aurelia, ascribed to Aurelius Cotta, extending along
the coast of Etruria to Pisse, thence round the Gulph
•f Genoa to Nicaea into Gaul ; Via Clodia, passing
through the middle of Etruria to Lucca ; and Via Cassia,
through the interior of Etruria to Clusiura and Flo-

Ancient Italy was divided by Augustus into eleven

Modem di-

Statistics,

^^'V™^

Samnium, Apulia, Campania, Lucania, and Bruttium,
forms the kingdom of Naples, which is divided into
twelve provinces, called Giustizierati, or JurisdictionSj
namely, Terra di Lavoro, Principato Ultra, Principato
Citra, Calabria Citra, Calabria Ultra, Basilicata, Terra
d'Otranto, Terra di Ban", Capitanata, Contado di Mo-

Abruzzo Citra, and Abruzzo Ultra.
These different divisions have been again replacednearly in their former political state. The King of Sardinia has recovered his dominions such as they were in
i792. The Emperor of Austria has acquired the Venetian States, and all the territory between the Tessin,
the Po, and the Adriatic, the vallies ofValteline, Bormio,
and Chiavcnna. The Archduke Francis D'Este is made
Grand Duke of Modena. The Archduchess Maria
Beatrice d'Este becomes the hereditary sovereign of
the duchy of Massa, and principality of Carrara, with
The Archduchess
the imperial fiefs of Lunigiana.
Maria Louisa (late Empress of France) is sovereign of
The
the duchies of Parma, Placentia, and Guastalla.
lise,

rentia.

vition.

Guastalla, was formed under the French into the kingof Etruria.
.
»,
Southern, or Lower Italy, corapri^ng the ancient

dom

provinces; but, after his death, this division was no
longer regarded, except that the name of Gallia Cisalpina was generally discontinued, and that of Italy extended nearly to its present limits.
The progressive geography- of Italy, since the fall of
the Roman empire, cannot be ac(;urately described,
without a recapitulatioh of its ^ventful history; and
to the preceding view of its political epochs and revo.
lutions we must therefore refer for much of its civil
geography. The following sketch of its principal divisions, previous to the French Revolution, is all that
can at present be admitted on this part of the subject.
Upper or Northern Italy, called also Lombardy, contained seven dutchies, namely. Savoy, Piedmpnt, Montserrat, Milan, Mantua, Modena, Parma, and Placentia
of which the three first, "and part of the fourth, belonged
to the King of Sardinia, and the other to the Emperor of
Austria. These territories of Austria, together with part
of the Venetian dominions and the Ecclesiastical states,
were formed by the French in 1797, into a new republic,
called the Cisalpine, or Italian republic ; and were divided into twelve departments, which were again subdivided into forty-five districts ; namely, Agogna, containing the districts of Novarra, Vigevano, Domo D'Ossola, Varallo, and Aronn ; Del Lario, containing Como,
Olona, containing Milan,
Variso, Londrio, and Lecco
Pavia, and Monza; Serio, containing Bergamo, Treviglio, Clusone, and Breno ; Mella, containing Brescia,
Chiari, Verola, Alghisi, and Salo; Alto-Po, containing
Cremona, Crema, Lodi, and Casal ; Mincio, containing
Mantua, Revero, Verona, and Castiglionedelle Stiviere;
Crostolo, containing Reggio, and Carrara ; Panaro, containing Modena, and Castelnovo di Garfagnana ; BassoPo, containing Ferrara, Commachio and Rovigo ; Reno,
containing Bologna, Iraols Cento, and Vergato; and Rubicon, containing Cesena, Sorli, Faenza, Ravenna, and
Rimini. Besides these. Northern Italy comprehended
the republics of Genoa and Lucca.
Central Italy comprehends the Ecclesiastical State,
consisting of Campagna di Roma, Sabina, II Patrimonio
di S. Pietro, Ducato de Castro, Contado di Ronciglione,
Perugia, Contado de Citta di Castello, Umbria, or Ducato di Spoleto, La Marca d'.\ncona, Ducato D'Urbino,
Romagna, Territorio di Bologna ; the small- republic of
S. Marino, under the protection of the Pontiff; the Venetian dominions in Italy, namely, Dogado de Venezia,
II Paduana, il Polesine'de Rovigo, il Veronese, il Vicentino, il Bressano, il Bergamasco, il Cremasco, la
.Marca Trevigiana, Patria del Friuli ; Istria, Dalmatia
Ragusa, an independent state, generally under the protection of the Turks ; and the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, containing il dominio Fiorentino, il territorio Pisano, and il territorio di Sienna This last portion of
Central Italy, together with Parma, Placentia, and
:

:

reversion of these states remains to be regulated by
the allied courts ; and is said to have been recently
arranged in the following manner. After the death of
her Imperial Highness, these duchies will be restored
to the Infanta Maria Louisa (widow of the Duke of
Parma and King of Etruria) and to her male descendants in a direct line, with the exception of the districts
situated on the left bank of the Po, and inclosed in the
In default of male
estates of the Emperor of Austria.
issue, the rights of succession of the Emperor of AusThe
tria and of the King of Sardinia will be revived.
Infanta Maria Louisa, in the mean time, obtains provisional possession of the principality of Lucca, with cerThe Archtain arrears assigned to her by congress.
duke Ferdinand of Austria regains the Grand Duchy of
Tuscany and also the principality of Piombino, with that
part of Elba which formerly belonged to the king of
the two Sicilies. The Pope receives again the Marshes
and their dependencies, the territories of Benevento,
Ponto Corvo, Ravenna, Bologna, Ferrara, Commachio,
&c. Ferdinand IV. King of the two Sicilies, is restored to the throne of Naples, without any change of ter-.
ritory or authority

'

Aspect of the Country.

may be regarded as a mountainous country.* Mountain*.
Alps, the highest range of mountains in the ancient world, form its northern boundary, separating it
from France, Switzerland, and Germany; and the
Appenines, rising near Genoa, extend through the
whole length of the peninsula in a southerly direction,
dividing it into two parts nearly equ*], and branching
out into various ridges in their progress, so as to form
a number of districts and vallies differing from each
(See Alps and
other in climate and productions.
Italy

The

ApPEhflNES.)
Italy

is

intersected

by

rivers in almost every direc- Rivers,

The most considerable are—the Po, which rises
from Mount Vesula, about SO miles south-west from
tion.

Turin, (at which city it is 1200 feet broad,) flows
thrpugh a course of 300 miles, waters 50 cities in its

« Of the fine country even of Tuscany, one half is mountainous, and produces nothing
cotered with the olivi! and vine; and the remaining third only is plain.

J)ut

timber; a sixth part consists of

lulls

ITALY.
receives innumerable rivers and streams into
Its cnannel, (the chief of which are the Doria, Lesia,
Tanaro, Tesino, Trehia, Adda, Oglio, and Mincio,) and
the Adige,
is navigable within io miles of its source ;
which flow* from the Tyrol southward to Verona, and
thence south-east to the gulf of V'enice, north from the
Po;—the Amo. which rises in the Appenines, and flows
by Florence and Piisa into the gulf of Genoa ; the Tiber, which rlics alr-j in the Appenines 'south-east of St,
^!ar^no, passes by Perugia and Rome (Irora which to
its mouth it i« at an average 300 feet broad,) receives
43 tributary streams or torrents, and
in it>
.^an sea at Ostia, alter flowing through
rc.tcV
British mile^ ;
the Fiumesino, the ana coi:
cient
a diminutive but celebrated stream in
the noriiiLrii part of the Ecclesiastical State, which enters the Adriatic about 8 miles north of Rimini ; and
the N'oltumo, which haes in the Appenines above Venafro, runs south-east, and afterwards westward, receivin;^ the Sabbato in its cour&ef and falU into the sea
at Castello del Voltomo.
The rivers which descend
from the ^pncnin^, are so apt to swell suddenly, and
to overflow the adjacent country, that it became neoeasary to erect strong dikes or mounds along their bankt.
But the stone* and gravel brought down by these floods,
being alio confined by the bank?, are continually raia>
ing the bed of the stream, and requiring the embankinetits to be proportionally elevated. This is particularly the case with the Po and its trdiutary streams; ao that
the country, in the progress of tliia ritcr, appears to be
intersected by a multitude of aqueducts, in some place*
not le*« than 30 feet in height, which are continually in
danger of hrenkimr out into the moat destructive inunrender it ntcs wary for the inhabidatiuns, :r
...^c boat always at hand, in which
tants tu h-:
they float with their families and roost Valiuble effects,
till the overflowing waters have subsided.
These embankments most soan be incapable of farther elevation,
and the rivers, no Umgn restrained, may at no distant
period convert the fine delta of the Po into an extend«e and nselets marsh. The only poaaible remedy, if
prmcticable, a|i>pcm to be to deepen the diannel, in.
stisad of elevatmg the embankments.
Italy contains many beautiful lakes, particularly in
Um northern division. Of these the most worthy of nol-ago Maggiore (anciently Verbanu<>), which
tieeare
is S7 mBe« in length, 7 or 8 in Imadth, and in some
pUees 1800 feet deep, contains the delightful Borro-

moerMfi

—

—

—

1

—

mam islands,

which may be ranked among the wonders of Italy, and is surrounded with banks abounding
in every alpine beauty
Lago di Lugano (anciently
Cercsiae Lecus) about 33 mile* in length, from 3 to 6
in breedth, of an immense depth, and in tome places
said to be almort onfathomable, is surrounded with very
btgh and Heep banks, which cast « blackening shade
over theAtoWEa^iu water*;— Lago di Como, or Larian Lake, less beautiful, bn
nisgnificent than
Lago Maggiore, about 50 nn
^th, from 3 to 6
in breadth, and fVom 40 to 600 tec: deep, is surrounded with a ktfty ridge of mountaina, whose side!), down
to the l>ordet of the lake, are covered with shndy woods
and fruitful orrlurds, and its waters are subject to sudden squalls and violent swells ; Lago di Varesc, a
noUe cnense of wster, of an oval form, about 12 miles
loM and •ikliroad, is surroundetl with gently sloping
Imms, which are clotlied with all the luxuriance of vcgctatioD ;
Lago di Garda, or Benocus, 18 miles from
:

—

—

—
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Verona, is SO miles in length, S in breadth, of very unequal depth, is surrounded with beautifully diversified scenery: and its waters, though usually tranquil,
and presenting the finest sea-green hue, are at times
agitated by waves, resembling rather the swellings of

Statistics.

,

tlie commotion of inland waters, a circumstance strikingly described in a single line of Vir-

the ocean, than

Tapit
Fluctibmt etfrcnilu axturgau, Bciimx, marina.

GfOBG.

ii.

160.

In the central parts of the country, the largest lakes r.re
those of I'crufjia and BoUena ; and, in the southern disstricts, those of V arano, near Mount Gargano, and C'elano (anciently Fucinus,) wliich is 47 miles in circumference, and Irom 4- to 10 in breadth. There are many
smaller lakes in different jiarts of Italy, some of which
are much celebrated for the beauty of their scenery,
particularly Lago Albano in the vicinity of Rome, and
I..ago d'.\gnano, supposed to be the famous pond of
It has been remarked as a
Lucullus, near Naples.
singular circumstance, that the lakes of Italy are so little
celebrated by the Roman poets, scarcely any of them
being once ipentioned, except Larius and Benacus, in

two lines of Virgil; which is supposed to have been
owing to the barren and unsettled state of Cisalpine
Gaul in those times, which was scarcely considered as

#

part of Italy.
But these deficiencies are now fully
supplied, and the principal feature which distinguishes
the Italian from the British lakes is, that the former,
besides their greater extent, are surrounded by towns,
villages, churches, and country seats, all placed, as if

by the

liand of a painter, in the

most picturesque

si-

contrasting and relieving the sublime
and rougher perta of the huidscape.
Nothing can exceed the natural scenery of Italy, Scenery.
in all the ingredients which compose the sublime or
the beautiful.
lu mountains present every variety of
tuations,

finely

shape and magnitude, of ruggetl precipices, woody declivities, snowy summits, winding bases, and all the
Even the
posaible materials of picturesque beauty.

pUins are varied by gentle swells and bolder elevations; while the extraordinury purity of tlie atmosphere,
and consequent brightness of the light, gives a distinct-

ness to every object, which cannot be conceived by
those who are accustomed to the dimness of a vapoury
sky.
Its views, in short, we are assured by the concurring testimony of the most intelligent observers, never disappoint the traveller, or fall short oi his expecThe highest picturing of imagination, and
tations.
brightest description t)f poetry, do not surpass tlic effect produced by viewing the vale of Clitumnus, the
falls of the Anio, tlie banks of the Nar, the waUrs of
Tibur, the groves of Albano, the plains, hills, coasts,

and bays of Campania Felix. *
Some of the more celebrated

Italian landscapes, be. Particular
sides those already mentioned, nro, the bay of Naples ;

'""^J^"'

the adjacent promontory of I'osilippo ; the Val d'Arno
near Florence, which is the Arcadia of Italy ; the road
hj La Cava to Calabria ; the prospect from the Palombiera of Vietri ; the eastern shore of Mare Piccolo, &c.
In this pUce may be mentioned also a few of those na- NatunJ
tural curiosities with which the country abounds, and curiosities.
which usually attract the notice of travellers, but which
our limits will not allow us to describe ; namely, the
Cirotto of Puzzuolano, an excavation or tunnel nearly

^^^

a quarter of a mile in length, leading to the

EnMaoe.

Lago d'Ag«

;
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nano nenr Naples ; the Grotto del Cane in the same vicinity, called by Pliny, Spiracula Ditis, remarkable for
a dea<lly vapour arisinjc from its Iwttora, and for the
repeated experiments of its efficacy by letting dogs down
the vapour baths adjoining to the grotto; the Solplain of sulphureous marl at Puzzuolo, which
a
fatara,
feet of those who
is so hot on the surface as to scorch the
walk over it, and is continually emitting sulphureous vapours, which, in some places, appear by night as a pale
blue flame, anciently called Forum Vulcani, described
by Petronius Arbiter, and alluded to by Milton in his
Picture of the infernal regions; the Pietra Mala, a
mountain 40 miles from Florence, on the road to Bologna, where a continual flame spreads over a portion
of the surface, without any of the effects of a volcanic
eruption ; the intermittent fountains on the promontory of Torno, near Lago di Cbmo ; the wells at Casalnuovo, mentioned by Pliny in the s^ond book of his natural history, where the water never rises or falls beyond a certain mark ; Pulo di Malfetto, a curious cavern, where mineral saltpetre is found ; the Claudian
Emissario, a canal cut through the mountain Salvianus
by the Emperor Claudius, to carry off the superfluous
water from Lake Celano ; the echo near Pie de Luco,
on the way to Caduta, on the banks of the Velino
ajid the falls of the same river at the same place.
into

it;

Climale.
Climate.

In regard to climate, Italy has been counted the garden of Europe, and the most delightful region on the
Extending between the 38th and
face of the globe.
46th degrees of north latitude, it would be exposed, by
its situation, to a considerable degree of heat in summer, and of cold in winter ; but by the influence of the
seas, by which it is inclosed on so many sides, and of
the mountains, by which it is intersected, its temperature is greatly moderated, and preserved from all exIts climate, therefore, may be pronounced in
tremes.
general to be genial and temperate ; but varies considerably even in districts not far distant from each other.
ft has been divided into four regions, each of which
First,
possesses a climate somewhat pecidiar to itself.
the Vale of the Po, or Lombardy, about £60 miles in
length, and 150 at its greatest breadth, bounded by the
Alps on the north-west and south, and open to the
Adriatic on the east. This is accounted one of the most
delicious climates in the world, its sunshine uniformly
bright, its atmosphere clear and unclouded, and its sul-

try season cooled

mountains.

gales from the surrounding

territories, and being inclosed by the Appenines,
so as to be well protected from the north, is more incommoded by the heats of summer than the cold of
winter.
Frost and snow are occasionally experienced ;
but the temperature is sufficiently high, and continued,
to ripen completely the orange and the grape.
The
third is that of Campania Felix, and its imrnediate dependencies, where nature appears to pour out all its
treasures, where the air is almost invariably genial,
and the sky continually serene, and where the most
delicate vegetable productions flourish in perfection.
The fourth, lying beyond the Appenines, and opening
to the cast, is still warmer than the last ; and abounds
more in the productions of a southern latitude, such as
the aloes and the palm. This extends over the southem extremity ofltaly, including L'Abruzzo, Apulia, and
Calabria.
The aiountainou!> regions vary in climate

Tuscan

^

by the

The second extends over the Roman and

according to their elevation ; and such is the influence Staii?tirs.
of these local causes, that inHlieir smaller v.-jUies a cool ^"^i'"'^
temperature may be experienced in «be south, and a
sultry atmosphere in the north.
The cliraiite over the
whole country may be considered ingener.il as inclining to heat, the rays of the sun being powerful even
in winter; and in summer, especially when the Sirocco blows, particularly sultry and oi)pressive. At the
same time, the heat is never intolerable, but is cooled
by breezes from the mountains or the sea. The sea
breeze rises about eight in the morning, and continues
without interruption till four in the afternoon ; while,
in the mountainous tracts, many retreats may be found,
such as the baths of Lucca and tlie valley of Vallombrosa, where the mildest temperature may be enjoyed,
even during the raging heat of the dog-days. Rain is
not frequent during ihe spring and summer months ;
but occasional showers sufficiently refresh the air, and
revive vegetation.
These are not unfrequently accompanied by thunder storms, which in harvest are sometimes very destructive to the crops.
In the end of autumn, rains are regular, and extremely heavy ; and in
winter, inundations to a wide extent often take place.
But all these are only temporary interruptions of the
prevailing serenity which constitutes the chief advantage of the Italian climate.
It has been recommended to invalids, especially to
those of a consumptive habit, to reside at Pisa during
the winter season ; at the baths of Pisa, or the city of
Florence, during the first part of summer and, during
the great heats of midsummer, at the country retreats
on the hills beneath Fiesole.
It has been imagined, that the climate of Italy has Supposed
become warmer than the descriptions by the ancient increase of
Romans would Jead us to suppose it to have been in tcmporatheir time ; and this change has been ascribed to the '"''•
cultivation of Germany, by the clearing away of its immense forests, and the draining of its extensive swamps.
But the lotly barriers of the Alps seem to preclude any
cause of this kind from operating upon Italy; and
others consider this higher temperature as the effect rather of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and similar local causes.
It may be questioned, however, whether
any change at all has taken place ; and it is gbserved
by travellers, that the same places which are described
by the Roman writers as peculiarly cold, are still liable,
in consequence of their situation, to severe winter
But the most remarkable peculiai'ity in the cliblasts.
mate of Italy, is the Mai- Aria, or unhealthy state of Mai-Aria,
the districts called Maremma, in the summer and autumn months. This tract extends about 192 geographical miles in length, from Leghorn to Terracina, and
about 40 in its greatest breadth in the Campagna di
Roma. There is no visible sign of any insalubrity in
the atmosphere of these regions ; h\tfi^ the sky is as
clear, the air as tranquil, and the verdure as fresh .as
Many of the places where
in the most healthy district.
it prevails, are even elevated, dry, and airy.
But nothing can be more fatal than its influence, which occasions the worst kind of intermittent fevers, and is particularly hurtful to those who sleep in the open air duThe few inhabitants who remain in
ring the night.
these tracts, are sickly and languid in their whole appearance ; and even those who repair only to the temporary labours of the harvest, very frequently fall a sacrifice to the distemper, or at least have their constituEven in the vicinity of
tions seriously injured for life.
Rome, the shepherds and their flocks come every night
:

;
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during summer to take shelter within the walls from
the noiioui atmosphere of the •djoinine country. The
city itself is not frae from the evil, aud even its mure
elevated situations have beeun to experience the influ<
ence of this spreadin;; insalubrity. To tliis inci'easing
action of the mal^aria, the diminished population of
Rome during the laat 20 years is, in the opinion of
Chateanvieux, to be in a great measure ascribed ; and
the moat fatal consequences must attend its farther proThe real Cause of this evil has hitherto esca|)e<l
gress.
all research, and has been ascribed to the pestilential
air of the stagnant marshes, or the exhalations of a vol-

But it is not confined to the places more
immediately exposed to such influences ; and is found
to increase with the diminution of the population, and
It appears to have been felt
the decay of cultivation.
in the times of the Roman republic, but to have been
The destruction
lintited to a few inconsiderable spota.
of the Roman empire, the abolition of slavery by the
mflucnee of Christianity, the transUtion of the seat of
govcroment to Constantinople, by diminishing the culWraliob of .the surrounding country, are supposed to
\am oeOHloned that neglected state of the soil which
nrodaoci tiw mal-aria ; while the influence of the evil
itadf is gradually augmenting the cause, depopulating
the fitU*^ Hid leaving the soil to fall back into its natnraUy rank and humid state. It has, at the same
time, been obacnred, dwt much of the sickness is occatoned by the peasantry, employed in these regions,
riwiiilie on the ground during the night season, and
nejpecang' to protect themselves from the sudden transition of the atmoephere, from the heat of the day to
the chill of the evening ; and that, if the lands were
portioned otit in null farms, proper houses built for
the cultivator*, Mid prudent precautions used during
the unwholtome teason, the Marenima might again be
brought into tillfr. and covered witli inhabitant*.
canic soiL

The

grass

is

chiefly clover,

year,

and serves

milk

is

which

is

cut four times a-

from whose
prepared the celebrated Parmesan cheese. The
cows are fed in the house with two of the crops cut
green in summer, and the other two in winter made
into hay.
It is onl}' during a few weeks in autumn
that they are turned out to eat up the last shoots of the
pasture.
As it requires the milk of at least fit\y cows
to make the Parmesan cheese, the farmers of a district
frequently unite their dairies for this purpose, and afterwards divide the profits in proportion to the quantity of milk supplied by their respective herds.
Upon a
farm of 100 acres, SO of which are ploughed and 70
under grass, a farmer will maintain 100 cows, besides
a few cattle for, draught, and generally values his pasture lands at double the rate of those under com.
In
these pastures the soil receives a top-dressing of dung
every tluree years, as the irrigation would otherwise
injure the quality of the grass ; but, in the course of
fiflecn years, it becomes necessary to renew the herbI'he sluices are then shut, the ground ploughed
age.
in the autumn, and sown with hemp in the following
spring.
A course of cropping next succeeds, in the
following order, forming a rotation of twenty years.
1st year,

8d

4th

umi Agricfhnrt.

.Sth

dcacfib ing the soil and agriculture of Italy, it has
been divided into thi«e regions, each of which is distinguished by tome prevailing features of husbandry and
which respectively excel in grain, fruits, or pasturage.
fhe ft*, or principal corn-country, is that o( Lombardy,
or the great plain traversed by the Po. and already described, as to its boundaries, in the account of the different
This tract is, without doubt, one of
climates nf Italy.
the most fertile on the face of the earth ; but not more
in consetjnence of natural advantage* than of human
The soil, which rcacfae* to an unknown
iiwIu iU f.
depth, u eartirely alluv'sl, and consists of a black fertile taoald, which it gradually more mixed with gravel,
aod tkat of a larger aise, as it approaches the mountains.
The principal labour of the cultivators consists
in the use of irrigation, a practice which the numl>cr
of rivers flowing with great regularity from the lakes
at the (bat of the Alps renders peculiarly applicable,
and which the inhabitants have SMred neither capital
nor skill in carrying into -etltcX. Where the fitUls are
of considtrshic extent, two principal canals mu.it be
oOMed on different levels ; the first of which, called
tne Gora, or canal of irri|r»tion, receives the w.it<.'r from
the rirer, so as to reach the highest of the fivUls, and
distiB tes iU contents on all sides by a multitude of
inftrior branches ; and the second, called the .Scolo, or
canal of dtsrharge, beginning from the level of the
lowest rounds, carries offthe water aAer it has passed
throagh the fields, and conducts it into the river at a

its

IS accounted large.
These farms are laid out in fields
of two or three acres, by rows of poplars, which gives
the appearance of a wooded country ; and in most of
them pasturage is preferred to the culture of grain.
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course.
The country between Lodi Statistics.^
and Creaioiia is the richest part of tliese beautiful plains, '^"^"'C^^
where the soil is peculiarly fertile, and the irrigation
most perfect. This fertility admits of the lund being
greatly subdivided ; and a farm of sixty English acres

lower part of

6ib.

Tt>

.

.

.

for the food of the cows,

Hemp, followed by legumes.
Oats, which grow to the height of six or
seven feet.
Wheat, followed by legumes.
Maise.

Wheat.
and 14 following years, grass dunged e\etj
three years, and the grass cut four times a-year.

;

Crmin
*"**

.
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,
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But with all this fertility of soil, ease of cropping,
and favourable climate, the land of this finest district
of Italy, according to a computation by M. Chateauvieux, with every allowance for the relative value of

money, does not seem to yield above £ 3, 18s. an acre
which would imply considerable deficiency in the agriA greater produce is raised by
cultural management.
the culture of rice in the more level pl.iins, where there
not a sufficient declivity to admit the ordinary proThe ground, after receiving, a single
furrow, is ?own with the rice, and when the plant is a
few inches above the surface, the fields. are laid entirely
under water to the depth of several inches ; in which
After
sta'.e they remain till the crop be nearly ripe.
three successive crops without any manure, the ground
is left without culture, and dung is spread upon the
crop of plnnts which naturally spring from the soiL
This pru<luces an abundant, but infenor kind of grass,
which is cut for two successive years, when the
ground is ploughed, and the rice crops succeed as
The profit of these rice crops is so great, bebefore.
ing three times that of com, that the proprietors let
them at a separate rent, about £, 5, 6s. per acre, and
the formers nevertheless usually acquire large forBut the stagnation of so much water in a hot
tunes.
climate, renders this species of husbandry so fatal to the
is

cess of irrigation.

3

Rice

fields.

:
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health of the labourers and reapers, that the Milanese
government has prohibited its extension beyond the limits to which it had reached at the time of the enactment.
The second region, where the culture of fruits, espe-

Suditlei.

^—Y"—'
Fniit dii-

predominates over that of grain, exfrom
tends along the south declivity of the Appenines,
In
Calabria.
the frontiers of Frarjce to the borders of
alluvial soil
this district, particularly in Tuscany, the
prevails, and is so deep and rich as to require manure
only once in five years. The property is extremely
subdivided, and the farms also so very small, that a
single pair of oxen is sufficient to serve ten or twelve
of them for ploughing the ground. The greater part
of the tillage, indeed, is performed by a triangular
spade, which the tenant is often bound to use, as supposed to be more favourable for the produce ; and the
com fields are so much intersectdl by rows of vines
and olive-trees, that a plough chn with difficulty work
between them. The most common rotation of crops is
cially of the olive,

Uict.

,

the following
1st year.

Maize, haricots, peas, or other legumes,
with dung.

2d ... Wheat.
Winter
3d
.

.

4th ..
5th .

.

.

beans.

Wheat.

Clover sown after the wheat, and cut in the
spring, followed by sorgho, a sort of great parsnip,
which yields a coarse flour for soup.
.

.

In this country, the utmost care and skill are exerted in the cultivation of the soil ; and every spot'presents
the appearance of a garden. The produce is abundant,
and the population immense ; but the cultivators are
always poor, and rather to be regarded as peasantry
than as farmers. No leases are granted to the metayers, or tenants, who are, however, scarcely ever known
to be ejected ; but the terms of rent are highly unfavourable to industry or saving on the part of the labourer.
The farmer engages to perform all the labour of the field at his own expence to furnish the
wood for the support of the vines to bear half the
cost of seed and dung
to pay the proprietor half the
produce, or, if required, to sell it for bis benefit and to
divide equally with him all the profit of the stock, even of
the poultry and pigeons. On the other hand, the landlord lays out all other expences, and pro-vides all other
things not mentioned in the preceding articles.
Thus
the farmer has little inducement to improve his possession, to repair his house, or to add to the stock, which
belongs to the landlord, or to take in more ground,
which should be done at the expence of his proprietor ; and having thus no direct or profitable mode of
laying out his savings, he generally spends every year
on himself and Himily all the gains of the season. Being too poor also to hire labourers, and having to attend alone to the labours of the seed-time and harvest,
the pruning of the vines, and the culture of the olives,
he is often too late in the most essential operations, and
loses much time in the irresolution and indifference
which his hurry creates. Hence, in the midst of a
country, where every spot is covered with valuable
produce, and every individual actively employed, there
IS nevertheless an entire absence of the conveniences of
life, and an appearance even of the greatest
penury.
By the utmost labour and skill the soil is supported
by mounds of earth or stone, and the benefits of irrigation carried along the heights and declivities of the
Hiountainous districts, which are thus clothed ahnost
to the summit with vines and olives. One great agri-

—
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improvement desei"ves to be particularly no- Steiistiest
by which the Tuscans have contrived at once to *""'Y"~^
arrest the fury of the inundStory torr«its from the Appenines, and to convert them into a Source of wealth.
The quantity of mud and sand, carried down by the
cultural
ticed,

streams during the violent rains, is so great, as frequently to obstruct the course of the rivers in the more
level parts of the country, and particularly to form
complete m;u'shes at their entrances into the sea. At
the suggestion originally of the celebrated Torricelli,
these marshy grounds are inclosed with a dike or embankment, and the water of the river being admitted
into this enclosure, is retained by sluices in a stagnant
state, till its sediment be deposited.
This operation is
repeated several times in the year; and, ns three or
four inches of earth are often deposited at one time,
the level in the course of three or four years is so much
raised, as to be no longer liable to be overflowed by the
river; while the soil thus acquired is of the richest
kind and highest fertility, so as to have been known in
one instance to yield in the first crop twenty-five measures of wheat from one.
This operation is named
Colmata, and some of the most remarkable instances of
it are to be seen in the Val di Chiana, in the plain of
Pisa, and in the Val di Nievole.
The third region, or pastor.il district, extends along Pasture
tlie shore of the Mediterranean from Leghorn to Tcr- district,
raciiia, and reaches inland as far as the first chain of
the Appenines, about 1 92 geographical miles iii length,

andabout 40 at its greatest breadth, in the Campagna
di Roma.
This tract is denominated Maremma, and
remains chiefly in a state of natural pasture, not in consequence of its being unfit for cultivation, but of its
being uninhabitable except in winter. This proceeds
from the prevalence of what is characteristically denominated Mai-Aria, an unliealthy constitution of the
atmosphere, or of the soil, during the summer season,
which produces the worst kind of intermittent fever,
and which has been already described. (See under Cli'
mate, p. 364. ) In the Tuscan Maremma, the soil seems
to consist of pure ai'gil, mixed with a little sulphur,
and is becoming quite sterile. In the eastern part,
where the Pontine marshes extend, the soil is constantly humid ; but produces, when drained, the finest
crops of maize, hemp, and legumes. These marshes,
which had often been unsuccessfully and partially
drained in former times, were more completely improved by Pius VI. between the years 1778 and 1788;
but a still more effectual plan was commenced by the
French engineers in 1813, under the direction of M.
Prony. As the ground falls towards the sea by an inclination of seven feet, it was proposed to open parallels at certain distances for carrying off the water, and
to intersect these by secondary canals, at an angle of
45°, by which means, as far as can be judged from the
portion finished, the whole surface of the marsh naight
be rendered capable of cultivation. The soil in the

Campagna di Roma, as well as in many other parts
Maremma, is composed of those substances

of the

which are thrown out from volcanoes, such as Tufa
and I.ava, upon a basis of calcareous sand-stone, more
The
or less consolidated, and abounding in sea-shells.
vegetable productions of the Maremma are rich and

The

lands are allowed to rest in pasturage
successive years ; are ploughed and sown
on the seventh; and being left to themselves, are immediately covered with verdure, which is pastured
again for five or six years by herds of cattle, horses, and
The principal inhasheep, during the winter season.
bitants of these countries are a race of wandering
luxuriant.

during

six
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8lieph«rJs, who remove to the h!TIj or level districts
according to the seasons; and a few sickly labourers,
who remain only as long as the sowing an:l rcajiing of
In the 'i'liscan Mathe crops require their presence.

renima, 400,000 sheep, 30,000 horses, and a vast number of cows and goats are annually reared for the supply of the V'aldamo, and other vales of Tuscany, where

no
Lovitato

ttfiiaitort in

t0Uilb

Um

cattle are bred.

In the south of Italy the state of agriculture is as
low as can well b« conceived, and even the wealthiest
proprietors are both ignorant of the subject, and indifferent about any attempts fur its improvement
Throughout the whole realm of Naples, every kind of
agricultural production is indebted to the ftiildncss of
tfiie climate, and the fertility of the soil, rather than to
the industry and skill of the inhabitants. They have
no idea of the proper management of land, especially
in the application of manure, and the sowing of artifi-

granes ; and, except in the districts, where wine,
and almonds are produced, the uniform round of
hufbandry consists in sowing com, as long as the land
wiD yield a £rop, and then letting it lie fallow, or racial
oil,

ther in natural grass, to recover its exhausted powers.
Even the most ordinary attention to the nature of the
oil is often omitted in laying it under crop ; and in
many town* and village*, the u^ual order of cultivation, namely, gardens in the nearest grounds, then orchards, then olive-grounds then viney.-irdi*, then natural pastures, is pertinaciously followrd, though it
should even happen that the nature of the soil was
•ocb, aa to require the very reverse of such an arrangement. The grains most frequently sown are wheat,
barley, Indian com, and pulse ; but not one half of
what might easily be rai*e(l ; and for everr ten persona
employed in the culture of com, it is calculated that
twenty are occupied in that of the grape. These two
kind* of produce also are greatly mixed together.
Elms and poplar* are planted in row* for the support
of the vines, and between these rows are sown com
and pulse, without any fallow ; but lomctimes, to prevent the land from being exhau«te<l, early crops o(^ lupins and bean* are put in, which are hoed up before
coming to fruit, and buricJ under the surface by wiiy
of manure. Yet, though the hutltandr}- is to slovenly,
and the horticulture almost equally superficial, every
production is found in the highest perfection, and
greatest abnndancc ; and, In tome places, the fields
are so frrtile as to yield three crop* in one year;
namely, beans, Turkey-wheat, and brocoli, or some
similar vegetable, which grow* through the winter.
It is no small discouragement to agricultural improvement in the Nea|>olitan territoric, that cvtrj- kind of
stock and produce, all live animilf, and even the sheep,
are (object to an excise, which is n-ndored still more
injurious by the oppresMve mode in which it i* collected.

The

iraplement* of

where of • mda coi
t|M wtg^on isoncoi

ti..=i....-Jiy

in

Even
:;..

being raised like a high

Italy are

in

every

Lombanly,

....Muiest vehicles poasibfe,
scaffold above four small

wheel', and drawn by mean* of an elevated pole, under which the oxen are yoked in a very uneasy manThe plough is constructed in a very awkward
ner.
style, and in despite of all the known principles of
The nandle* are of unequal lengths, and
i nwha nWe
rarj short, that the ploughman, having no
both

M
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lever to assist him,

is

forced to

bend much forwards.

weight to keep the share from entering too deep into the ground. Oxen are uniformly
eniployetl by the farmers, both in the plough and
waggon ; and horses used only for riding to market
and church, or for drawing a small provision cart, or

and

to use all his

other family conveyance.
In many places, esj)ecially
in small inclosures, most of the work is done by the
spade and hoe. The grain is separated from tlie straw
in many places, by the trampling of cattle, which are
tied in a string, and whipped round and round till the
operation be finished.
In the Terra di Otranto, it i»
done by two oxen dragging between them a heavy
rough stone, which breaks the sheaves and shakes out
the com.
The operations and productions of agriculture are Agricultuso various in different parts of Italy, that no general f»l producedescription can be given, which would be nearly applicable to the whole country, especially to the southfew of the prevailing objects and
em districts.
modes of culture may, however, be cursorily mentioned, in addition to those already detailed.
Ilice is cultivated in man}' of the marshy districts of R'c<the south, especially around Salerno, and in the fertile
vale of Diano ; T)ut its cultivation always adds to the
insalubrity of the place ; and, while it enriches the
trading inhabitant uf the city, usually shortens the life
of the industrious peasant.

A

many grounds of

Calabria, whose Rjrc
elevated situation renders them too cold for wheat. Its
introduction is ascribed to Charles V., who observed in

Rye

if

sown

in

^
^

progress through the province so many lands lying
nom the want of a crop suitable to their temperature, and ordered a more hardy species of grain to
be imported from the north : Hence the natives distinguish it by the name of Germano.
Millet grows to great perfection in the more humid Milieu
soils, and particularly in tne vicinity of Nocera.
Flax and hemp, which grow to a great height in so Flax,
fertile a soil, are cultivated in many parts of Italy,
but especially at Bologna, Reggio, anu Cape Leuca;
at which last mentioned place tne ceed appears to be
the princi|>al object of the cultiv.ntor, anrl is a principal

hb

waste

of ex|>ortation to N'enice and Trieste.
Cotton is verj' generally raised, and with great profit,
through the whole province of Otranto, but particularly around the city of Taranto, where the soil, light
and somewhat swampy, appears to be peculiarly faIt is the shrubby kind
vourable for its cultivation.
that is cultivated, which, when fully grown, resembles
U'hen the ground is designed
the raspberry plant.*
for cotton, it is carefully ploughed, and sometimes dug
with the spade, af\er harvest, or repeatedly tilled bearticle

Colton.

tween January and April, anci the more it is treated
It is well
like garden ground, the surer is its produce.
manured before the seed is sown in the end of March,
or beginning of April, and neatly drej.sed in flat narro\f
ridges.
As soon as the plants are four fingers high,
they are thinned to the width of eight inches, and the
ground carefully hoe<l, to eradicate the weeds. When
they are eight or nine inches high, two inches are
broken ofTfrom the tops, that the growth of the leaves and
stalks may be checked, and a greater portion of blossoms
Croduced. About the end of September the potls begin to
urst, and from that time the cotton harvest continues
to the end of October, the women being daily employ*

* TlM.tfiM colMa trat, Omigfimm mlomm, ffomt alio arouod Tannto, and bear* much larger {kkIs than the cotton plant, which fui>
m—lilj «f cstHB | bM U is of a eosncr qualiiy, and brijigi a very iofcrior price.

aiih 4(tAlB Ih*

Statistic.
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ed in breaking
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Jiome in sacks.

off the ripe capsules,

and

c.irrjing

them

cotton is then separnted Irom the
seed, by means of two cylinders, and is afterwards
drawn throiigli a comb, or heckle. On account of the
careful tillage of the land in raising the cotton, it is followed by an abundant crop of wheat or barley next year

and

tlie

The

pro<luce of the cotton

itself, is

able of all crops, surpassing even the vine and the olive.
tomolata of land, that would be adapted to tlie cultiration of cotton, bears a hifker price, but "still yields a
greater profit, than what is employed dkher in vineyards
or olive plantations, according to the following state-

ment by M. de

Salis.

the most profitValue of produce.

Purchase money.
_,

.

1

1

f For

cotton,
cot
ves,

(_

Tobacco.

For

vines.

1000 ducats (£187, lOs.)
250
(£ 46, 17s.)
200
(£ 37, lOs.)

The proprietor and tenant usually cultivate the cotThe latter generally furton fields in partnership.
nishes the seed ; but the trouble of tillage, the expence
of the harvest, and the profits of the crop, are equally
shared by both parties.
Tobacco is cultivated successfully in many of the
southern districts ; but the best is produced near Cape
Leuca. It is transplanted in April, and the leaves graThese are dried in the shade, and
dually stripped off.
The points of
placed in a heap, but never moistened.
the leaves, dried in ovens, and then ground, are conThis article
sidered as yielding the best sort of snuff.
forms also a considerable brancli of interior trade in the
Ecclesiastical territory.

Among

the fruits of Italy most deserving of particumust be ranked the grapes and olives ; which
are cultivated so generally and on so great a scale, as
to come properly under the head of agricultural produce.
In many farms, com, wine, and oil, are equally
the objects of attention ; and the fields which bear the
grain and pulse arc little more than ridges, or narrow
stripes between the rows of olive-trees, or of poplars
Grapes and and elms clothed with the vine.
The vines are also in
vines.
many places, particularly at Taranto, kept low upon
pales ; but little care is taken in selecting the grape,
according to its quality ; and the modern wines of
Italy, except in some of the southern districts, are so
very inferior to what the ancient vintage must be supposed to have produced, that the inferiority has been
ascribed to an alleged change in the climate.
But,
even in the days of Pliny, the two most celebrated of
the ancient wines, the CsEcuban and the Falernian, had
lost much of their excellence ; the former, in consequence of a canal cut by Nero across the vale of Amyclae, where it was produced ; and the latter, in consequence of the cultivators being induced, by the great
demand, to pay more attention to the quantity than
the quality of their produce. In the Ecclesiastical states
particularly, it is a practice to put a great quantity of
water into the vat along with the grape, which renders
the wine, though otherwise good, unfit for exportation
or long keeping.
The modern Italians also, being habitually sober, and using wine chiefly for the purpose
of quenching thirst, are not very careful of the qualities of their wines, and are quite satisfied if they are
not new, flat, or unwholesome. They are generally
either too racy .or too luscious for the taste of the EuroFruits.

lar notice,

pean nations.
Olire and
oil.

Siatistist-

"—'V*-'

A

The olive is cultivated very generally in Tuscany
and particularly in the southern provinces of Bari,
Qtranto, Calabria, and Abruzzo.
Six hundred thousand salme * of oil are estimated as the annual produce of the Neapolitan dominions, of which more
than one half is consumed within the kingdom. O* One salm»

is

100 ducats (£ 18,
15
(£ 2,
10
(£ 1,

15s. Od.)

16s.

.'?d.)

17s. 6d.)

extend along the whole coast of Baa small town of ttiis province,
the olives are equal to the finest produced at Seville.
But it is at Gallipoli, in the province of Otranto, that
the greatest attention is paid to the culture of the olive,
and the preparation of the oil. A lightish clay soil,
dry situation, and sloping exposure to the south, sheltered as much as possible from winds, is considered as
most eligible for the cultivation of the olive. The plant is
propagated in a great variety of ways ; by grafting slips
or rimners from the roots upon the wild olive tree,
which then yields fruit in three years; by planting
very deep in the earth a branch of a bearing tree, which
in ten years becomes a profitable tree ; by putting
small shoots into the ground, which are transplanted in

live plantations
ri

;

and

at

Biseglia,

third year, and bears fully in thirteen years ; or by
slipping off shoots from the stem of a bearing tree in
such a manner as to take a part of the parent stock
along with them, and planting them in a nursery, to
be removed into the olive grounds in the third or fourth
year.
Too little attention is paid to the quality of the
olives which are propagated ; but the two prevailing
kinds are the Salentina, which yields the best fruit,
though it is very subject to the blight ; and the Cellina,
tile

which, though

less

productive of

oil,

yet grows to a

greater size, and is less liable to be injured by the weather.
Where the trees are not pruned, which is the
case in Calabria, they grow to a great height, but yield
a smaller quantity of fruit. It is the practice, however,
to cut out the central branches ; and, without leaving
any leading stems, to give the whole a bushy spreading form. The ground is dug around the trees upon
the hills in the beginning of the year, and a quantity
of fine manure applied to the roots ; but the plantations
on level grounds are sufficiently tilled by the crops
which are raised between the rows, generally of wheat
for two successive years, and fallow during the third.
The olive is sufficiently ripe for the table in the month
of October, but not for making oil till the end of December. The quality of the oil is greatly injured by
the practice (which is very common, except at Taranto,)
of allowing the fruit to hang on the tree till it drop,
which often does not take place till the end of March,
In Calabria, the fruit is .also
or beginning of April.
suffered to remain on the ground after it has dropped,
sometimes so long as the month of June, so that much
of it is rotted, and the rest produces a very inferior
kind of oil. This negligence is principally owing to
the obligation laid on the vassals of carrying their olives
to be bruised at the mills of their baron, which are
usually too few in number for the purpose ; and the
cultivators seem to think the olives as safe on the
ground, as in the fermenting heaps, waiting for their
turn at the mill.

equal to 10 Englidi gallons.
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In

Italy, all the fruits

common

in the

more tempt-

Europe are pr<xluced in the greatest
abundance and the highest perfection, besides many
other pnxluctions which properly belong to more southrale countries of

Apples, pears, peaches, apricots, pinelatitudes.
apples, medlars, pomegranates, mt Ions, red and yellow
azarol-pluins, cherries, almonds, dates, figs, chesnuts,
pistachio- nuts, carobs, lemons, citrons, oranges, are
commonly protluced throughout the country, and ma-

ern

Chcrrici.

Dalci.

r*t

AlntOD^

Cherries have been known
to be so abundant at Nocera, that hands have been
wanting to gather them, and so cheap as not to repay
ikar carriage to Naples ; so that tlie owners of orchards
iMve invited the public to eat and carry away what
quantities they plcn^ed— Date trees were formerly
more abundant in the south of Italy ; but the Saracens
rut down most of the male-palms at the time of their
expulsion from the country, and even the Christians
were ready to wreak their vengeance on the plant, as
if peculiarly connected with Mahommedanism
They
arc still found in some places to the height of 40 feet,
but their fruit rarely ripens well, except when the sirocco and other' southerly winds prevail much during
the season.
Fig trees attain a considerable size, and
are found in great variety in the country ; but those
which are earliest ripe are most esteemed. They are
generally propagate<l by slips, planted in a shady place,
and regularly watered. Though the wild plant aboundk
ereiy where, so as to afford CMy opportunities of canrification, this method i« rarely employed ; but the
Neapolitans ripen the fniit by touching the eye of it
with a feather tlip|Mtl in oil. Near 'I'rani, the trees are
pUntcd in rows, and dresn-tl like dwarfs and espaliers,
according to the practice of the ancients, whicli renders
the fruit larger and the trees more vigoroaa.— Almondtrees appear in r..r.-,f» ompt^My along th« eastern
coatt ; and the (
ition winch they receive, is
the root*, and to prune out
to akir the ^ rout
tor the admiarioo of the air
tb* central l>r H
Ihe
baael-nat is cuiiiv^u-d in many plaoes. especially in the
"
principality of Avellina, hence called *' Sax Avellana
Around toe town are more nut-bushes than in any
country whaterer, which are planted in rows in the
beat toil, regularly pruned in the form of bushes with
traight atcnis ; while the ground between the rows is
im^mai manored during winter, and generally sown
vim corn in the spring So p-eat is the produce, that
tlie trade in nuts is aaid to bring annually 60,000 ducat* (JLi I,«50) to the town of Avelliiu.
Oranges are
wid to hare been first cultivated at Reggio, and thence
la hare ifinad over the ountry.
They are now found
to tbrive in the iiui tlieiu diatricta around the lakes of
C taa o, Garda, and Maggiore. and even at the very toot
•f <he Apennines, where tbcta ia often frort in the win<
ter aeaaoo «trung enmigh to onngeal water.
At Taranto, they are pro)
-y lasers, a twig being stuck
in a pot lull ol t
autumn, and, in the follow.
iog May, severed troia the parent stock for tnaaplanta*
tion.
it is generally six or eight years before tM trees
arrive at a full bea^ng utate.
Italy aflbnis many vegetable productions, which
Mvccn require any culti.ation. yet yitld a valuable article 01 fabme cuUMiwption, or of fu-eign trade.
Among
these may be noticed the omn* or manna ash-tree,
which grows spontaneoaaly, requiring no other cuhure
than cutting down the strong shoots around the trunk,
and which continues tu yield manna every year for the
a|wce of a century ; but, in conaequence of tbeae an.

ny of them without culture.

—

—
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nual bleedings, seldom attains a considerable size. The Statistics'
gathering of the gum begins about the end of July, '^^'V"^

when

a horizontal cut, inclining

•

.

'vOIm III.

PART

.

I.

is

made

in

—

—

—

Aiumal*.

—

(

upwards,

the trunk of the tree, and repeated every day as long
as any drops of manna exude, which are generally colOne
lected in a kind of cup formed of a maple leaf.
tree will afford about a pound and a half of manna
every season, which usually sells at the rate of five tari, or 4s. per pound.
In some of the maritime tnicts
of the south, liquorice is collected in great quantities, Liquori'eand the roots are now gencnilly exported in their natural s^ite.
In Abruzzo, and of late also in Lombanly,
saffron is an article of considerable attention to the Saffron.
peasantry.
A great variety of medicinal htrbs are protluceil in the mountains of the Marsi in Abruzzo Ultra,
which are annuallv frequentetl by apothecaries from
the most distant j>arts of the country.
The nloe grows Aloe,
abundantly in Terra di Otranto and other provinces in
the south of Italy ; and, besides its medicinal juice,
attempts have been made, with considerable success, to
manufacture a useful thread from its leaves, (see Manufactures in this article.)
The Indian-fig, the carobtree, the caper-bush, the cornelian-cherry, the beadtree, the storax-tree, are very commonly met with in
the fields 4nd uncultivated tracts. The cleander, the Shrub*,
myrtle, the laburnum, the jasmine, the Judas-tree, the
Spanish-broom, the bean-trelbil, the provence-rose, the
cinnamon-rose, the syringa, the laurus-tinus, the bay,
the laurel, the lylac, are a frw of the flowering shrubs
which adorn the Italian scenery. Lavender, rosema.
ry, rice, sumach, sage, euphorbia, tree-heath, arbutus,
campanula, and a multitude of interesting botanical
The natural vebeauties, abound in its varied suH'ace.
The
getation is, in most places, remarkably luxuriant.
Spanish-reed rises to a height which almost emulates
the bamboo of India; and the ferula communis of
Its
LiniMein grows to the length of twelve feet.
branches are gathered as foddrr for assea, but are said
to be hurtful to all other animals ; and its stem is used
for making chicken-coops, bird-cages, hurdles for
packing sheep, and other similar articles. The mountains are generally clothed with wood of every Euro.
pean species ; and in Apulia, particularly, are many fo- Forests.
rests of immense extent.
That of Gioia is said to be
fifty milcit in circumference, and twenty-four at its
greatest breadth.

The

horses of Italy are of little reputation, and Horse.
in the country, except in the ancient
Japygia, now the provinces of Bari aiul Otranto. For.
mcrly, the Neapolitan horses were much celebrated,
and fanned a valuable article of exportation. But, for
many years, the breed has lieen much neglected in consequence of their exportation having been prohibited^
or at least subjected to so heavy a duty as amounted to
Hence the fanners and gentry turned
a prohibition.
their attention to the rearing of mules, which are found
better adapted for the bad and mountainous roads in
that country, and which will carry a load ol 500 weight
through the most difficult paths without stumbling.

few are reared

This prohibition, however, is said to have been removed, an<l the breed of horses to have been again much
improved. But they are considered a-t too sott and
feeble to endure much fatigue, and their spirit quite
destroyed by the brutal manner in which they are broken in. The Cakbnan horses are faaadaone ia shape,

8a

;

SutlMiet.

spirited

ud

Buffalo.

Bbteg,

Swine.

Wild quadrupcdi.

in

great fatigue

seldom
Cowt
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free

their motions, and capable of enduring
but are in general of a small size, and
;

from

vice.

attention is paid to the breeding of cattle
throughout Italy in general, though the labours of husbantlry are so uniformly carried on by means of oxen.
In Lombardy and Tuscany, the cows are generally of
a blood-red colour, and long lank figure; but the oxen of a grey colour, moderate size, good shape, gentle

Very

little

mon, and

is

mastiffs, the

hunted with one lurcher and two or three Siatistice.
huntsman keeping on horseback, and be- "'"^/''^

ing iirmed with a lance and»j)istols.
In Puglia, stags
are numerous, particularly in the royal forests.
The
marmot and the ibex are also reckoned among the

wild animals of the Apennines ; and the crested porcu«
pine is supposed to be peculiar to the south of Italy.
Dormice, which, in the times of ancient Rome, were
kept in warrens, and fattened for the tables of the epi.
The breed is kept up cures, are still accounted delicate game in the southern
disposition, and great strength.
by regular importation from Switzerland; and 2000 districts, and are caught with sheep-hooks, after becows are reckoned to pass every year over St. Gothard, ing smoked out of their nests in hollow trees. But the
In Tuscany, the most remarkable of the wild animals of Italy is the
to be dispersed in northern Italy.
lynx, or tyger-cat, which is most frequent in the mounfarmers understand well the fattening of cattle ; and,
tains of Abruzzo, and is peculiarly fierce, "Swift, and
in that view, make use of heifers, which they buy in
subtile.
It is from 18 to 20 inches high, and above 25
at the age of three months, and sell about twelve or
inches in length to the root of the tail ; of a whitish
Considerfifteen months afterwards to the butcher.
colour, with yellow spots like stars ; with soft short
able quantities of cattJe are reared in Abruzzo and
hair, and a large head like that of a tyger.
All its
Calabria ; and De Sal is describes a beautiful breed on
motions and habits greatly resemble those of a cat, and,
the lands of the Duke of Martini in'Otranto, with small
when taken young, it is easily domesticated.
heads, short legs, long carcases, the oxen of which, in
Among the most curious of the feathered race in this Birds,
particular, were of remarkable size, and majestic apcountry, may be mentioned the little falcon of Malta,
pearance, with sparkling eyes, enormous dewlaps, and
hinder parts greatly resembling those of a lion. Little the cerlhia muraria, the turdus roseus, the cyanua, and
the alaudu sjinulella. All kinds of wild fowl, usually
butter is made in any district of Italy, as oil is so much
denominated game, are very abundant; particularly
in use every where ; but the milk is employed in maducks and snipes, which frequent the marshy tracks.
king cheese, sherbets, &c.
Great quantities of quails and stock-doves are taken by
Italy is the only country of Europe in which the
means of nets placed across the defiles, through which
buffalo is found , and great droves of them are fed in
they pass in their annual flights. Of the former, 60,000
the extensive marshes along the coast of the Mediterranean sea, from Salerno to Plana di Calabria, particu- are said to be taken annually in the island of Capri
alone.
larly upon the banks of the Garigliano and the northSnakes, and particularly asps, are very frequent in Hcptiles.
ern plains of the Terra di Lavoro. They are of a
black colour, ferocious aspect, yet easily tamed, and many of the southern provinces, and the latter abound
very submissive to the drivers, but said to be vengeful chiefly on such of the calcareous mountains as are coof injuries. They are seldom used for draught, except vered with fragrant aromatics. The laceria orbicularis is considered as peculiar to the kingdom of Naples.
in conveying timber for the royal navy from the forests
of Calabria. They partake as much of the hog as of The meloe uckorii is found in astonishing quantities
the bull ; and their flesh, which is extremely fat and in the vicinity of Supersano, in the province of Otranto ; and the liquor pressed from them is often employrancid, is eaten chiefly by the lower classes of the peoed as an escarotic in removing warts, and as a substiple ; the chine being the only part that comes to the
tute for the common blistering fly.
tables of the wealthy. Their milk, however, is extremeThe famous taranly pleasant ; and the small new cheeses made of it,
tula spider is an inhabitant of the Tarentine fields ; but
called Muzzarelle, are accounted a great delicacy.
its bite has not been found, on experiment, to produce
Their hide also, though light, is so compact as to have the effects ascribed to it. *
supplied the buff-coats, used as armour in the 17th
The finny tribe, which frequent the coast of Italy, Fith,
century.
The sheep in Puglia are very large, and in are extremely numerous ; t and the fisheries, particuOtranto are almost universally of a black colour.
The larly on the southern shores, furnish a great proporwhite breed, whose beautiful fine white wool was so tion of the food of the inhabitants. The people of Tamuch admired by the ancients, and which are known ranto may be said to depend entirely on their fisheries,
by the name of pecore genlili, are almost quite extinct, and pay immense sums annually to the crewn, and to
as they are of a very delicate constitution, and require
private persons, for the right of fishing
(what the poverty of the shepherds cannot afford) the
Ducats.
Sterling.
protection of housing during the colder reasons.
Be- To the king, as rent . . .
3735
£loo 6
sides, there is now less demand for wool in these disTo the king,for the exclusive")
5435
1018 2
tricts, than for the cheese made from the ewe-milk,
privilege
j
of which the black species, called pecore moscie, yield
To monasteries, &c. for beds
6168
1160 13 0'
a greater quantity. The swine are fed in large herds,
of shell-fish
in the forests, especially in Calabria, where their keeper
To a duty on fish sold out ofl
5615
1052 16 3
goes before them with a horn or bagpipe, whom they
the city, farmed at
learn to follow with wonderful docility.
In the southem provinces, these animals are almost universally of a
The most remarkable and productiveof the Italian fishblack colour, and without any hair on their skin, which eries is that of the tunny, which enters the Mediterranean
bears a considerable resemblance to tliat of the elephant
about the vernal equinox, and, steering along the Eurohence they are never called porci, but animali neri.
pean shores, repair to the seas of Greece to deposit their
In the Appenines, the wild boar is sufficiently com- spawn, returning in May in a direction which brings

—
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• See Swinburne's Traveb, vol. L
p. 39S.
Swinburne gives a list of 50 different sorts of fish which are taken in the vicinity of Taranto.
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them nearer the African coast About that
abound on the southern shore of Italy, and,
cteer northward to Amalfi

and Naples

;

time, they
in

autumn,

but stragglers

i'hey
are occasionally caught through the whole year,
are uken by nets, spread over a large space of sea (by
means of cables, fastened to anchors,) and divided into
aeveral compartments ; the entrance being always directed towards that part of the water from which the
A man, placed on the sumfish are expectejl to eome.
mit of a high rock, gives the signal of their approach,
which it more easily perceived, as they proccc<l in
large shoaU. sinped like a pyramid, having the base
directed to the tide or current, which enables them to
swim with extraordinary velocity. As soon as the shoal
haa penetrated to the inner compartment, the passage
The quantity
is cloaed, and the slaughter commences.
of thia fish consumed annually in the two Sicilies, is
aid to exceed all calculation. From the beginning of
May to the end of October, they are eaten fresh, and
used in a salted state all the rest of the year. The
aword-f>«h, and the pelamiiles are also taken in considerable quantities, the former by boats, provided with
Many of the smallbarpooners, and the latter by nets.
er fish are taken by night-nets, of a very simple contructinn, being nothing more than basket* made of the

Shcll-Btil.

MaKlo.

twiatcd brandies of the myrtle.
Shell fiab are, if possible, still more various and abundant ; of which a nundred different kinds have been
enumerated in the Mare Piccolo alone. * Of these the
The velvet
muaclea and oyster* are the most valuable.
maadc, or Coxza nera, as it is called by the Italian*, is
nniversally esteemed for its delicacy, and nearly 10,000
cantara of tbem are taid to be annually taken in the
Mare Piccolo, into which they are carefuJly transplanted in beds and poles being driven into the sand, are
afterwards drawn up with the fish adhering to tbem.
The oyster* of Taranto are ootisidared a* the most excellent in Europe ; and, during the winter season, (in
which alone it is allowed to take them,) are sent
The scallop also is
large hampers overland to Naples.
very laige and fat on the south coast, still verifying
;

Oj^fn-

m

8aUo^

the saying of Honoe,

l^iHnam ftbJUjietat

$e matte

Tartntum,

The iRMrM purpum may

likewise be mentioned as the
supposed to have furnished the TaBut the nio*t
rtntine* with their finest purple dye.
curious of all the testaceous tribe on these shores is the
i'laaa mttriita, one of the muscle species, which fr^
qucntly exceeds two feet in length, and throws out a
large tuft of silky threads, whidi float about as a snare
This shell-fiah is torn from the
to allure small fish.
rocks and sand, by a kind of book, or rather forceps,
for the sake of iu bund) of silk, called lanaprnnn,
which is sold in its crude state for about 5s. 6d. a pound,
and ftvBM a very valuable article of macuCKture. (Sea
Mmtrnfaeturts, p. 371.)
•bell fish

which

is

Mimeralt.

The mineralogy of Italy, particularly its volcanic
nrodncts, would furnish a very extensive and interesting subject, but far beyond the compass of our present
limits.T
The richest mineralogical region is Piedmont,
which alnost rivals the Carpathian mountains in Hun*

f
X

gary

;
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and, next to Piedmont,

m
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the Milanese territory,

particularly around Sienna ; but its mines have been '^"''V"^
almost entirely nealected, as Austria possesses already

abundance of ancient and productive mines.
Gold is found in the mountains of Chalbnd, near the
Vale of Aosta, in the superior regions near Macugnana, in the vale of Sesia
and the torrent of Evenson

Gold.

;

down pebbles ol quartz, veined with this precious
metal.
The mountain of Polino is also said to contain
a gold mine belonging to the Duke of Spoletto, but it
rolls

is scarcely at all

wrought, and probably

its

ore

is

not

rich.

Silver is found in the valley of Sesia and Aosta, in
Oreo, Lans, Maira, in the northern division ; and be-

tween Heggio and Scilla in the south.
There are rich iron mines in Sessera, Lans, Susa, Iron.
Vraita, Ges, Vermenagna, and in the province of Abruzzo Ultra. One very productive, was recently discovered on the mountain of Arunzo, near the lake Celano.
Copper mines are very numerous in the district of Copper.
Aosta, and in the other places of Piedmont already mentioned as containing mines of sil%-er and iron.
It is
found also above the lake of Como, in the Milanese
territory.
Antimony, arsenic, and zinc, are also found
along with -the copper and lead in the silver mines.

A

rich vein of cobalt has been discovered to the east of
;
and plumbago, or black lead, near the

Mount Blanc

baths of Binay. There are several mines of alum in
the Ecdesiastical territory, which are generally found
very near the surface, particularly in the mountains of
Toffa, and which arc said to be discovered by the prevalence oo the soil of certain verdant shrubs, named
agrifolio.

The calcareous combinations form the prevailing
feature in the Italian mountains, and their volcanic productions. Limestone ik the general base of the southern
and one mountain particularly, which advances
;
into the plain between Intro d' Aqua and Pitto Rano
in Abruzzo I Itra, contains a multitude of round limestone ballii, kome of which are extremely large, and,
when sawn through, display concentrated strata in their
Beautiful maroles, of various hues, are found
interior.
hills

Genoese and Tuscan territories. Native sulphur
very abundant, especially in the volcanic regions of
Coal is not unknown in the country, and
the south.
a vein of excellent quality has been discovered near the
In Calabria there are nasource of the GarigUano.
tural mountains of rock-salt, much stronger than what
is made from sea water ; but they are not permitted to
be worked, as the revenue derives so great a tax from
In tlie neighbourhood
the manufacture of that article.
of Taranto, are two immense salt lakes, one of which is
nearly eight miles in circumference during winter, when
but in the summer, when
they are filled with water
they are dried up, a considerable quantity of fine white
salt is <leposited, which is the property of the crown,
and of which, more than 10,000 tomoli % are annually
sold, besides what is secretly carried off" by the peasanThere are several salt pits in the Ecclesiastical,
try.
territory, particularly at Servia and Ostia.
in the

i*

;

Manufaclurei.

The manufactures of Italy are neither numerous nor
when compared with the fertility ol' the soiJj

extensive,

Satis (itn a lUt of 165 •pseici found on the e«ast of th« Neapolitan Irrritorics.
Sot Axrs, ArtKxtXEt. Volcakoe. VEorvic*. and particularly Spillaniani's
fi*! tac.^ sad a Uth,
c^nal to »a Engluii qaattcr.

Dc

is

TmxU in tialy.

;
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and advanUf^us
and coilon arc the

situation of the country.
jiriiicipal

articles

TAL

Silk, wool,

which occupy

its

manufucturinjf population ; but a greater proportion of
these coinmotlilies are exported in the raw' state, than
Oftilk.

wrought up at hoiue. The former may be coiisiderpd
regular
as thestj\ple of Iu!y ; and many of its poor find
employment in the cart of the silk-worm, and the culture of the mull>erry tree, on which it feeds. The Tuscans manage their silk-worms so as to have two hatchings in a year ; but, in Calabria, though with a more
Even in
propitious chmate, they are less successful.
this latter district, they find it necessary to rear the
worms in houses of a particuhu" construction. The windows are long, but only about six inches wide, which
prevents too great a quantity of air from being admitted
at a time ; and when the eggs are on the point of being
hatched, these openings are entirely shut, and a moderate fire kept up in the rooms. As soon as the insects
come out of the shell, they are placed on beds of reeds,
and there fed with the leaves of the red mulberry,
which the Calabrese prefer to the white, so generally
employed in China, Piedmont, and Languedoc ; and
which, they imagine, (apparently without reason,) to
produce a more compact, heavy silk. In case of a blight
among the mulberries, various leaves liave been tried
as a succedaneum, and the tops of brambles been found
The silk houses in the
to answer the purpose best.
south are usually the property of the more wealthy
inhabitants, who furnish rooms, leaves, eggs, and every
necessary implement, for which they take two-thirds of
the profit, leaving the other third for the attendants.
A succession of eggs from different places is found necessary to renew the breed, and preserve the good quality of the silk. The pods are carried to public caldrons,
where a duty is paid for boiling and wmding ; and as
the winders work by the pound, they perform their
task in a slovenly careless manner.
In the Neapolitan
territories, excise duties are extremely heavy on this
article.
Every mulberry tree pays a tax of two carlini,
(about nine-pence Sterling,) per annum.
As soon as
the silk is drawn, while the article is still wet and heavy,
forty-two grano, (about Is. 6"d. Sterling,) are exacted for
every pound, and even the refuse and unprofitable pods
are forced to pay one grana, (nearly a halfpenny,) per
pound. Great duties are also laid upon the exportation
of the raw material, so that the poor merchants are compelled to smuggle for a livelihood.
"Vet, with all these
exactions and oppressions, about 800,000 pounds weight
are annually produced in the kingdom Naples, of which
one half is supposed to be worked at home, and the
other half exported in the raw state. The best silks in
the whole of the Italian districts, and, perhaps, in the
world, are said to be those of Mondovi, Dronero, and
Cavaglio, near Coni, and of the little tract of Fossombrona in the duchy of Urbino.
The most curious
silk manufacture in Italy is that which is made from the
tuft of the pinna marina, which is called in its crude
state, lana-penna, but is cleansed from its impurities
by washing in soap and water, drying and rubbing with
the hands.
It is then passed through combs of bone
and afterwards, for finer purposes, through iron combs,
or cards, so that a pound of the coarse filaments is usually reduced to about three ounces of fine thread.
When mixed witli about one-third of real silk, it is
spun on the distaff, and knit into gloves, caps, stockings, vests, &c. forming a stuff of a beautiful lirownish
yellow colour, (resembling the burnished golden hue
on the back of certain flies and beetles,) but very liable
to be moth-eaten, and requiring to be wrapped in fine

Yi

A

pair of gloves costs on the spot about six
a pair of stockings eleven ; but ifc- sale is
not very extensive, and the ^nufacture is 'peculiar to

linen.

ithillings,

and

Statistic*.

^"""V^^

^

Taranto.

exported chiefly in the raw material ; and the Of wool.
provinces of Italy, particularly those of the south, with
every advantage for the manufacture of broad cloths,
depend almost entirely on the foreign market for most
woollen stuffs. Formerly, the woollen manufactures of
Padua were in a very flourishing state ; and its cloths
are still esteemed the best in Italy.
Manufactures of
woollens have been recently established at Rome ; and
that named St. Michael is famous for its fine cloths,
but are all undersold by the English articles. The Of cotton,

Wool

is

cotton is also ex]iorted in great quantities ; but, in several provinces, especially that of Otranto, is manufactured
into n, variety of valuable commodities.
In Gallipoli,
muslins of all kinds; and cotton stockings, are made
in considerable quantities; and at Nardo and Galatona,
in its vicinity, are wrought those famous cotton coverlets which are exported to all parts of the world, and
bring in a considerable revenue to the crown. At Taranto and Francavilla, a sort of Manchester, not so fine,
but more durable than the English, is produced, and
also a peculiar kind of cloth, called pell:: di diavolo,
with several other articles ; but the former of these
towns is chiefly celebrated for the extraordinary beauty
and fineness of the cotton stockings which are made by
its inhabitants, some of which cost on the spot not less
than a guinea a pair.
singular manufacture of thread from the leaves of Of aloe
the aloe, which was introduced by the Spanish soldiers thread,
who served in Sicily when that island was subject to
the crown of Spain, is still prepared in the south of
Italy.
The white, smooth, and tender leaves which
cover the stem, after being soaked in running water
eight or ten days, and then bruised by beating between
two stones, are stretched upon a table, and scraped with
a blunt, smooth iron, to remove the coarser fibres, leaving the fine yellow filaments, which are again soaked,
washed, and beaten, to soften and whiten them, and
then made into nets, night caps, handkerchiefs, &c.
which, with a little improvement in the preparation of
the thread and dyeing of the stuffs, might be rendered
at once a cheap and valuable article of clothing.
At Teramo, in Abruzzo Ultra, is a manufacture of Of pottery
pottery-ware, remarkably hard and fine, for which there a".<l potce.
^°*
is a considerable demand in Germany by the way of
Trieste ; and the porcelain made at Naples and Milan
may vie with any in the world as to elegance of form,
and beauty of design. The mosaic manufactory at Rome
and that of tortoise-shell and musical strings at Naples,
may also be noticed as both of them distinguished for
The king of Spain attempted to intheir superiority.
troduce a variety of manufactures into the. Neapolitan
territories ; but all those branches, which required nicety
manufactory of fire-arms
and patience, entirely failed.
in the vicinity of the capital, succeeded beyond all
others ; and the Italian artificers speedily equalled, in

A

A

this handicraft, the skill of their

German

instructors.

Naples excels also in works of embroidery, in confections, and liqueurs. The velvets and damasks of Genoa
and Venice still preserve their ancient reputation ; and
rich silk stuffs are manufactured to a considerable exThere are manutent in Lucca, Florence, and Milan.

factures of hats in the Ecclesiastical territory, where
they possess a remarkable fine black dye for the pur-

pose ; and at Civita Vecchia are several establishments
by the government, for making sail cloth, cordage, and

;

;;

ITALY.
different kinds of cotton stuffs, which are succeeding
well, but still very interior to those of France and Britain.
There are also several glass-works in these states,

which the govemuient use
and protect.

everj' exertion to

encourage

Tba dimiaerce of Italy, both between its own provinos* and with roreign nations, is extremely limited
and fettered. Aionjij the coast of the .Adriatic, where
though numerous, are all jealous of each
th>- i»w'ii4
eted ljy their privileges, and averse from
V'
...;. rt ..iir;..
trade ha* long been in a very lani'r.i.
J
ipolitan territories,

state,

it is still

more

teudal prerogatives, revenue exa<s
tic taxes ; while nothing is done for its
tions,
encourii4i;<ri>.- .;. by the improvement of roads, harbours,
It is chit-fly along the coast of
or other public works.
-- 'hat commt-rce c-aii be said to po-sess a
the Tu
uperations, and that some rticains of
free >c
- ill these quarteri are still found to
its anc
ular braiKbea of traffic in the ditferent
exist.
towtu an; c. tricts must b« refen"e<l, with many other
topics, to the separate articles in tJiis work tlevoted to
these placca ; * ami the nment short account be conThe
fined to the more nncnl views of the subject.
principal exports of Italy are silk, wool, and cotton in
the raw state, cattle, com, wine, fruiu, anil a variety
of native products. The official value of the exports
from Italy to Great Britain alone, in the year 1800,
•eTcrelv

«»•

,,

.

red and white herrings ; dry cod ; tanned leather ; Sutittics.
wrought leather. Foreign goods ; namely, cochineal, *"'Y"~^
indigo, fustic, logwood, and other dye-stuffs ; cinnaanon, cloves, pepper, ginger, &c. ; cocoa ; coffee, sugar ;
bar and plate iron Indian piece goods ; ox-guts ; rum
tar ; tobacco ; whalebone, "f
There are imported also from France great quantities
of ribbons, laces, and embroidered silks, particularly from
Lyons and Tours, besides wines from Languedoc and
Provence. A considerable part of the traffic with that
country is carrietl on by means of mules over the Alps
and a new communication has been opened between
Trieste and Mcsola, to facilitate the commerce with
;

Commerce.

guid
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Austria.

,

Arts and Antiquities.

.1

Into EngUnd
Into -Scotland

«

JtS37,7S7

8

CoiMMlii^ at bodki, drawingi, &a ; barilla, brimatone ; «ark ; cicmb of tartar, eaaence of lemons, manjuniper
na, Mona, liquorice-iuice, and other drugs
botsica ; perftnncd oil ; argol, galls, madder, sumach,
valonia, and other dye-stufla anchovies ; airoonds, figs,
prune', nut*, currants, rabins ; ordinary and sallad
oil ; checae, 439 cwc ; chip and straw hats ; silk, raw,
thrown, and waste rags, 6(^2 tons ; lamlvskiru, uiidpmtd; goat and kid skins, raw and dressed; brandy;
marble ; cotton statues, valued at JL 1 .SG8.
The value of its imports from Great Britain during
the urae year, ws
;

;

:

;
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Mini—fflif

8
16,776 16

4

FnanSciMand

4

£440,018

4

8

128,715

8

S

£568,7.23

6

11

FemiiiB Mwriiiaiiia
.

.

f 147,675

.

4

9

l,03f) 17

6

Total

.

.

.

Cooaiiting of atom ; wroueht brass, nron, and silver ;
plated ware ; woollen goocn of all sorts ; cotton goods
to a eonsiderable amount ; a few linens ; earthen ware
flaas; hard- ware ; tinned pUtes ; pilchards, 38,881 hbds.;

f
t

;

art.

tiim of statues, inscription>,'busts, and bas-reliefs, amastogether in this palace, by the care of the late popes,"

ed

saya Barthelemy, referring to tJie Roman capitol nione,
" exluosts admiration. We live in an iron country as
antiquaries ; it is in luly alone that we must make reearcbea. Figure to yourself vast apartments, I will
not aay omansented, but filled, filled even to throng,
ing, with statues and all sorts of remains ; a cabinet full
of Inists of philosophers ; another of busts of emperors
gallery after gallery, corridors, stair-cases, in which nothing is to be seen but grand statues, grand inscriptions,
grand ba^relieA, con i a r calendars, an ancient plan
of Hume in moaaie, coloaaal Egyptian statues in bnsalthns, or black marble.
But why mention particulars i
find here ancient Egypt, ancient Athens, ancient
Home." Notwithstanding all that the French carried
away, (and which, though now restored, yet, as sufficiently known, need not be specified,) Italy is full of
•uch objects of art. The fresco paintings, especially of
Pisa, Florence, and Rome, still remain uninjured, and
Besides immense
also the master pieces of Bologna.
numbers of statue*, rdievo*, and oil-paintings in the
churches and palaces, there are museums and galleries
almost in every town. Of these, the most celebrated
are the gallery in the Vatican ; in the villa oi Aldobrandini ; in the villa of Borghese at Rome ; and those of
Portrait painting alone is a
Florence and Milan.
branch of the art which is rather in low estimation in
The iiUubitants in general regard such perItaly.

—

w

We

Frtan England .. i;4a3.S«l

From England
From Scotland

the subject, to excite rather than to gratity the curiosity of tl)e reader.
,
Italy stands pre-eminent above every country in the .Muae.
world, both a^to the composition and the execution of
music but this delightful art, in the hands of the modern ltali.ins, lias lost both its strength and dignity,
and become almost exclusively devotetl to the purjMjse
of licentiousness, or, at best, of effeminacy. The people
of this country evince an ardent and universal sensibility to the poM'cr of music ; and the Neapolitans particularly are accounted the most refined and correct
In painting and sculpture, Italy furnishes the most Paintins
abundant opportunities of improvement tu the artist, or and sculpof gratification to the amateur. " The enormous collec- lurc

S,5U 1111
Total

and the specimens of
which cboond in Italy, have furnished ample materials for volumes to describe ; J and we
can here only present a few lueneral hastj' notices on
pro<luctions of the arts,

judges of the

9

£335,1.03 10

The

classic antiquitieti,

Flosevcc, Gcmoa, LcoBoaM, NArtu, PisBitoirT, Vexicz.
Sss'|l*PlHnaB'» Anmtit of Cmmmtm, tcL hr.
Sss lilllislsilj MmiMn'i mtany tfltmmt Dalsai IH mmtn in KamUt ierSurnfti Ibmsrla om
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At Vicenza, where Statistics.
Guaiilia, and Museo Lapidario,
Palladio was a native and Guilder, the public edifices ^"""V"^
display great taste, of which the most tljstinguished are
and del Capitaneo, and many
on subjects more universally interesting. Among the tlie palaces delta Ragione,
works of the sculptor most worthy of attention, may be others of unusual magnificence, superior in design,
mentionid the statues of Modesty and of the Saviour, though inferior in magnitude, to those of Genoa ; the
Severo at Naples gate of the Campus Martins, the villa of Marches!, the
in the sepulchre of the family of San
—of Adonis and Venus, in the garden of Palazzo Ber- triumphal arch leading to the church on Monte Berrio,
of Hercules, by Glycon, in the university of the and the Olympic theatre, constructed in imitation of the
,io
the ancient theatres.
At Florence, the cathedral, inferior
celebrated Farnesian bull, in the royal garden
basso relievos in the square of Puteoli or Puzzuolo the in magnitude only to the Vatican, the churches of St.
the colossal statue Lorenzo, Sta. Maria Novella, and Santo Croce ; the
fine sculptures of Puget at Genoa
of St. Charles Boromeo, on a hill near Arona, which is mausoleum of the Medicean family ; the Ponte della
about 70 feet high, on a pedestal of 40 feet and a Trinita, one of the most beautiful bridges in Europe
bronze statue, about 17 feet in height, in the market and the gallery of paintings, next to that of the Vatican.
place of Barletta, supposed to have been designed to At Pisa, the church of Santa Maria della Spina, a cu'
rious specimen of the Gotico-Moresco style of architecrepresent the Enperor Heraclius.
The modern buildings of Italy are extremely nume- ture, and the cathedral, which is a still finer structure
The grand colonnade in the same style, with its baptistry, belfry, and cemetery.
rous, and generally beautiful.
At Cremona, the church of St. Pietro al Po, the bapof the Vatican is one of the most extensive and beautitistry near the cathedral, and the chapel set apart for
ful specimens of the pillared-portico in the world ; and
the galleries of Vjcenza and Bologna, of the arcade the preservation of relics. At Bologna, the church of
The cathedrals of Florence and Milan excel in St. iSalvador, and especially La Madonna di S. Luca,
style.
magnitude ; and those of St. Georgio at Venice, and the fountain of the great square, and the brick towers
dei Asinelli and de Garisendi, remarkable only for
Sta. Giustina at Padua, are distinguished for internal
their height, and deviation from the perpendicular.
beauty. The churches, and particularly the cathedrals,
present striking instances of architectural elegance, and At Milan, the cathedral, extraordinary for its magnieach of them contains a chapel of the holy sacrament, tude, and the number of its statues ; the college of
which is almost universally of exquisite workmanship Brera, Ospedale Maggiore, and the Lazaretto. At
One-half of the Italian Turin, the churches of Corpus Domini, S. Lorenzo,
and spleJidid decorations.
churches are imperfectly finished on the outside, in S. Philippo, Neri, Sta. Christina, S. Roco, and the uniconsequence of their founders wanting funds to com« versity. The theatre of Parma, which is formed on
the same plan as that of Vicenza ; the chapel and caplete their plans, and the buildings having thus been
The palaces also are thedral of Forli, the work of Michael Angelo the
carried on at different periods.
bridges of Cesena, and of Pesaro; the cathedral of
frequently, in their exterior, deficient in strict architecSenegaglia ; the abbey of Chiaravalla, about four miles
tural beauty, but well furnished with marbles, statues,
and paintings. It has, however, been said of Italy, with from Pavia ; the abbey of Vallombrosa ; tlie cathedral
of Barletta, remarkable for its antique columns of gratruth, that no country possesses^) many specimens both
of good and of bad architecture. Among the most noted nite ; the cathedral of Bari, tlie steeple of which is 263
of the modern structures may be mentioned—at Rome, feet high ; and the palace of Caserta, which surpasses
the churches of St. Peter, St. Clement, St. Martin, St. in size and solidity every royal edifice in Europe, its
two principal fronts being 787 feet in length, the other
Sylvester, St. Lawrence, St. John Lateran, St. Paul
the palaces of the pontiff in the Quirinal Lateran and two (jl6, and both of them five stories in height.
There are magnificent heaps of the remains of anti- Ruins,
Vatican; of the families Barberini, Odescalchi, Farnesi,
quity on the seven hills of ancient Rome, at Paestum,
Braschi, Borghese, Medici, Ruspoli, Orsini, Giustiniani,
Beneventum, Agrigentum and Selinus; but these obAltieri, Ciciaporci, Corsini, Costaguti^ Doria in Corso,
and Spada Colonna ; the piazzas of Ravenna, Colonna, jects are not frequent; and, excepting the temple of
Monte Citorio ; the villas Albani and Borghese. At Tivoli, the amphitheatre and gates of Verona, and
Naples, (where the churches are deficient in architec- two or three triumphal arches, little more appears but
Until the fifteenth century, the
tural taste, but superior in the riches which they convast masses of brick.
tain ) the cathedral of St. Paul, and of Spirito Santo
rums throughout Italy were employed as quarries for
the sepulchral chapel of the family of San Severo ; the modern buildings, particularly for fortifications, withtheatre of San Carlo, the most spacious and magnificent out the slightest reverence or reflection ; but, in later
in the world; and innumerable palaces, which, like times, the inhabitants, on the contrary, frequently
the churches, are encumbered with ornaments.
At contribute large sums to preserve and repair the monuGenoa, the palaces of Durazzo and Doria, the Hospi. ments of antiquity in their neighbourhood. The, most
remarkable of these remains, still visible in Rome, are,
tal and Albergo Dei Poveri, and the moles of the harbour.
At Venice, the churches of St. Marco, Salute, the Roman Forum, the Coliseum, the Cloaca Maxima,
de Redemptore, St. Georgio Maggiore, the chapel of a work of Tarquinius Priscus, the circus of Caracalla,
the Virgin and Mausoleums in the church of St. Gio- the Agger Tarquinii in the garden of Villa Negroni,
vanni and Paolo ; the ducal palace, the piazzo of St. the palace of Maecenas, the arch of Constantine on the
Marco, the bridge of Rialto, and the arsenal. At Pa- Palatine, the mausoleum of Cecilia Metella, the church
dua, the abbey of St. Giustina, planned by Palladio; of St. Agnes, erected by Constantine; the obelisks
the church of II Santo, with its beautiful chapel ; the (especially at the entrance of the Curia Innocenziana,
town-hall, the largest in Europe, being 312 feet in
in the Piazzo del Popoli, in the centre of the Colonna.
length, 108 in breadth, and 108 in height; and the do of St. Peter, and near St. John Lateran^ ; the aquecastle of Obizzi in the vicinity of the town.
At Ve- ducts on the Viminal, (now fontana felice), on the
rona, the churches of the Franciscan Friars, and St. brow of the Janiculum (aqua Paola), and the fontana
Zeno; the beautiful chapel of St. Bernardino, Gran de Trevi, the most magnificent in thie world ; the tem«
formanccs as engaging the admiration only of theperson
repicscntcd, or of the painter himself; and those who
are able to pay the best artists, generally employ them

—
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Minerva Medica, of Vest*, Faunus, Fortuna
''••'^f^ Virilis, and the Pantheon; the baths of Dioclesian,
Tituj, and CaracalU; the tombs of Cestius, Corvis
Bibulus, and those oif Augustus and Adrian in the
Sututirt.
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ing to national feelings, are chiefly supported by native authors
but most other critics adopt the last
mentioned. Nevertheless, the whole of the three causes
enumerated may have contributed to produce the final
Campus Martius. In the environs of Naples, are, the result; and it may not be easy to decide v\hich of
amphitheatre and other remains near Puzzuolo, parti- them all has exercised the most extensive influence.
It is unquestionable, that some of the oldest inscripcularly the l)asK> relievos in the square of the temple
tions, of a date lonp prior to the perfection of the Latin
of Jupiter Serapis in the suburbs, and the old mole
a temple and various villas on lake Avemo ; the sub- language, bear a striking resemblance in certain points
terraneous vallies on the opposite side, called Grotto to the mo<lem dialect.
It is highly probable, that
even from the time of Julius Ctesar, the Latin, as spodella Sibella ; various ruins round the bay of Baioe ; a
•ubterranean edi6ce, called Piscina Mirabile, under the ken by the people at large, was gradually deteriorated
promontory of Baulis ; the caverns of the promontory long before the subjugation of Italy to the barbarians ;
of Micenus; above all, Herculaneum and Pompeii, that the number of provincials, whom he brought to
specially a small villa near the site of the last men- Rome in support of his cause, and the acting of plays
Of those i|hich attract the notice of the in various languages on their account, greatly contritiooed town.
buted to the corruption of the Roman tongue; that the
classical traveller in various parts of the country, may
be particularly specified, the remains of the Via Ap- suspension of literary pursuits, and the destruction of
public seminaries, during the disastrous times of the
pia, acrtNa the Pontine manhes; of the Via Emilia, Ix:tween Placentia an<l Parma ; of the Via FUminia near empire, left the orthography and the pronunciation to
Peaaro; the amphitheatre of Wrona, capable of con- be chiefly regulated by the ear ; and that the effemitaining 20,000 s[>ecUtor* ; the amphitheatres on the nacy of the Romans themselves may have extended its
bank of the Poti-naa, beyond Sambuchetto, at Aqui- influence even to their language, multiplying its
num an<l Casinum ; at Capua, gates of Verona, which smoother sountrs, and retrenching its rougher combinaare built of marble of Spoleto ; at Fano, a triumphal tions.
Finally, the change of meaning, and the introarch of Augustus ; one of the gates of Beneventum ; a duction of new. terms, may be ascribed to the influence
of the several invading hosts ; to the prevalence of the
triumphal arch of Trajan, and one of the most magni
Scent remains of Roman grandeur to be found out of Greek language in the south of Italy, which continued
the city of Rome, a triumphal arch on the mole of to be united to the Greek empire long after the fall of
Ancona; and the portico of Santa Maria de Minerva the western power, and where it is still spoken in some
villages in greater purity than by the inhabitants of
at Aiisium ; bridges, of Rimini, of Augustus over
the Nar near Nami, of Torre tre ponte, and three be- the Morea; to the intr<Hluction of the Sclavonian diatween Bcnevento and Monte Sarchio, built of imnense lect by a colony of Bulgarians established in the southblocks of stone, the remains of the Appian Way ; tem- em provinces by the Greek emperors, about the middle of the seventh century ; and to the vicinity of the
ples, of Jupiter Clitumnus at La \'ene, and one to the
north of Pvstum, of the kind called ^teado thplrrot, Arabic, when tlie Saracens had possession of Sicily and
aque
several sea-ports of Calatx'ia, during the nintli and
the finest ntoaument of ancierit architecture
ducta, near the Garigliano at Mola, and behind the tenth centuries.
The I.atin language, however, though with little
CMtle of Spoleto : villas, of Adrian near Tivoli, and of
PolliiM at Capo di Pu<4o ; baths, near the church of elegance, yet still genuine in respect of its grammar,
continued to be spoken in Rome about the beginning
S. h(.ftnso in Milan ; specimens of the most ancient
Tuscan walls at Fondi, at Cartona, and at Cori near of the seventh century, as appears from the letters of
Velletri ; antique granite columns in the cathedral of that period preserved by Cassiodorus, and from tlie
Barletta ; various ruins on the site of the ancient cities sermons of Gregorr the Great, addressed to his ordithat city.
Even during the four
of Capua, Cannr, Canoaa, Mintuma?, Meta|>ontum, nary congregation
at the mouth of the Basiento, Terracina, the ancient following centuries, all the public records, and all the
Fonn>« near Caatcllone, Mola, Volterra, Fiorentino, writings of the learned now extant, were written in
Latin, more or less corrupted.
But, from the seventh
Aqoinnm.
century, the alteration of the language proceeded with
great rapidity
and, in the ninth century, the clergy
Lunguagt—LUeralure mmd Sdatett.
were required to preach " in Rustica Romana Lingua."
The origin of the Italian langoago has long been a The first regular inscription of the modern language is
found on the front of the cathedral of Ferrara, of date
tiubject of much curious mearai among the learned.
Three hypotheses have been formed for the solution of 1135; and the first written specimens are the verses
The first, supported by Leonard Aretin, of a few obscure Sicilian poets, about the beginning of
the problem.
and afterwards by Bembo, supposes the Italian to be the thirteenth century. But the most singular circumcoeval with the Latin itself, ana to have been, at all stance in the history of the Italian language, is the raI'hough the last of all the
times, the dialect of the common claaaes, while the pidity of its improvement.
other was the chosen vehicle of learning, and of public modem dialects in order of birth, it was the first which
docnmenta. The second, suggested by the Marquis served as a vehicle to productions of human genius;
MaSri, su pposes the Latin, witliout the aid of any ex. and while the world was scarcely conscious of its extcnul cause, to have gradually corrupted itself, by istence, it burst upon them at once in all the splendour
reeaving from time to time into the regular forms of of maturity. It was brought nearly to its present
euiapuai tion, all the idioms «f the illiterate vulgar. standard by Dante, or at least by his successors PeTbe third, maintained by Muratori, considers the Latin trarch and Boccace ; and, what is scarcely less relanguage to have been successively adopted by the markable, it has continued in the same state, almost
bmaroos conqnerors oi Italy, but to have received wholly unvaried, from the age of these distinguished
writers to the present day. For the space of fi\e cenftxam aacb'S portion of their own inflexions, phrases,
and pwrniacirtion. The two former, as more flatter* turies, the Italian authors (and they nave been suffi*
pies of
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to write in one xmithe characteristic feature
form iliakct. Sweetness
formed
of the language; and it appears as if purposely
it is only the
for the service of musical genius ; but
Roman pronunciation that displays all the graces of

numerous) h«ve continued

ciently
''

is

which
I.iicrttaic

it is

susceptible.

of the Italian, as of most other lanand, in this department, its lipoetical
were
guages,
than
terature drew more directly from the Provencal,
In the fourteenth century, both
the Roman sources.
the poetry and the prose of Italian composition were
carried to a height of excellence which they never have
passed the former by Dante and Petrarch, the latter

The

first efforts

;

;

by Boccace.

During the

fifteenth century the national

remained stationary, and its language even retrograded, while the study of ancient
literature of Italy

Under
learning made great progress in that country.
the patronage of Lorenzo de Medici, a new impulse
•was given to the Italian muse, which prtKluced the heroic romances of Ariosto and Francesco Berni, and the
more serious epic of Tasso; and from that period, its
poets have not been inferior in number and celebrity
Its dramatic
to those of any other country in Europe.
•writers have not been numerous, but sufficient to prove
the power of the language in that department of literature : its dignity and vigour in the tragedies of Alfieri ; its graces and ease in the comedies of Gherardo
di Rossi ; its tenderness, delicacy, and simplicity in

the pastorals of Metastasio.
Italy is peculiarly rich in history. Every republic and
almost every town has its historian, most of whom
display information and talent sufficient to render their
limited subjects both instructive and amusing. Among
the most eminent in this department may be ranked
Paolo Sarpi, whose history of the Council of Trent is
distinguished for its depth and energy ; Cardinal Pallavicini who writes on the same subject with great ease
and dignity ; Guicciardini, who unites in his history of
Florence the penetration of Tacitus with the fullness of
Livy ; Giannone, esteemed for the partiality of his
statements, and the elegance of his style; Machiavelli,
an imitator of Tacitus, in the conciseness of his narraTo- these may be
tive, and strength of his expression.
added Angelo de Costanzo, the historian of Naples
Bembo, Morosini and Paruta of Venice ; Adfiani and
Ammirato of Florence ; Bernardino Corio of Milan. In
general history, Tarcagnota, Campngna, Davila, and
Bentivoglio ; and especially, in the 18th century, may
be specified the judicious Muratori, whose works are distinguished for erudition, selection, and sound criticism,
comprising all the documents of Italian history and antiquity, with the best reflections which they are capable
of suggesting. Italy has produced more antiquarians
than all Europe together, of whom may be chiefly mentioned Muratori, Maffei, Mazzochi, Carli and Pacaudi.
It has many excellent writers in political economy, extracts of whose productums have been published in 50
volumes 8vo ; and in essays, journals, reviews, as it
led the way, so it is still not far behind any other country in the world.
It has been considered as deficient
in science ; but those who are well versed in its literature, enumerate a multitude of astronomers, mathema-

geogi-aphers, and natural philosophers, from
Galileo to the present day.
" Les sciences," says Bar-

ticians,

thelemy, in his travels, " sont plus cultivees a Rome
qu'on le croit en France. Je vous dirai sur cela, quelque jour, des details que vous etonneront." There are
in fact, in the different states in Italy, a greater

num-

ber of scientific institutions, distinguished by their ar-

dour of research, and regularity of publications, than in .St.-iiist
any other equal portion of. territory in Europe; and ^""Y"
the Italian philosopliers discover no "ignorance of the
most recent inventions and improvements of their transalpine fellow-Iabourers.
They possess all the most valuable qualities of an inquirer after knowledge; and, if
not renowned for original discoveries, are found to display an uncommon degree of elegance, acuteness, and
ingenuity in their physical disquisitions.
The Memoirs of the Academies of Mantua, Milan, Padua, Turin, and especially of Verona, are all eminent productions.
Those of Bologna and Florence are particularly
distinguished for scientific researches ; and the Royal
Institute at Naples is noted for its productions on mathematics. The Italians are doubtless deficient in theological learning, a circumstance for which some would
account by the absence of all occasion for controversy.
The following native writers may be mentioned in addition to those already named, both as examples of individual excellence, and as sources of the best information in regard to Italian literature in general ; namtly,
Tiraboschi's Sloria delta Htcratura Italiana, which comwhole history of the ancient and modern
learning of the country, and is considered as one of the
most interesting works of modern times; Abate D. G.
Andres dell' Origine, di Progressi, el della slato di ogiii
Lihraliira, a masterly and comprehensive production ;
Denina Revo/nzinni d'llalia, characterized by those best
acquainted with the subject, for its manly perspicuity
and political sagacity ; and the work of the same author,
Sopra le vicende della Lilertiiura, which is at once a compendious history and masterly review of general literature. In Great Britain, Italian literature has been much
and mos-t unjustly depreciated, partly from its not being known, and probably, in no small degree, also from
the authority of the French critics, who have generally
contrived to make it be considered as undeserving of
attention ; but by the publications of Mr. Roscoc, and
the author of the Pursuits of Literature, its attractions
have been better known and understood.
prises the

Population

— Manners and

— National

Customs

Cha-

racter,

The

population of Italy, which, in the time of Pliny,
at fourteen millions, is equally great, or
rather is considerably augmented, even in its present
All the cities, and almost all the
state of depression.
great towns, with most places of any celebrity, still
exist nearly under the same names as in ancient times.
Many of them have regained, and several exceeded,
their former prosperity and population ; and if a few

was estimated

have entirely perished, others have risen in their stead.
In the year llSi, Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia, were sup.
posed to contain from sixteen to eighteen millions of
inhabitants; and in 1793, the

amount was calculated
no less than twenty millions.
The manners and customs of the Italians are very different and discordant in the several provinces; and not
easily brought under any general description.
Their
dress, though not very dissimilar to that of the adjointo be

Drets.

is extremely diversified ; and, in the south
particularly, all kinds of costumes are observable. The

ing nations,

of the femiJes is generally very unbecoming;
and, in Naples, is composed principally of black silk,
with enormous black-hoods. In point of food, the peo- Food,
pie are more uniform.
The lower classes live commonly on soups, garden stuffs, milk, and cheese.
Turlash com, different sorts of pulse, and great quanattire

;
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titiM of sea-fish are used !n the southern' provinces.
Maaraoi boiled, sprinkled with cheese, sometimes
mixed with the liver of chickens, 'b the national dish,
and fonns a principal part of every repast. It is freepared in strinjn about a yard in length, and
into the thrcMt in a very awkward manner,
with the arm extended. The verrina is also a celebrated diih, cmisistins of the papn of a sow, which epi-

Sutuiic*.

^^V™^

,

ctms, always cruel, nave unhappily conceived to be
moat delicate when cut from the living animal. Among
the man remarkable peculiarities of Italian diet, may
be mentioned dormice, which in ancient Kome were
fattened in warrens, and are still accounted excellent
game in the southern districts horse flesh, which is
|iUbl>cly sold in the shambles at Bari and FrancavIUa,
and is named by the wits among the populace capro
firrraio, " shod deer ;" and dogs, which, at I.ecce and
Casalnuovo are a favourite food of the lower clai^ses.
Italian cookery, in roasting and boiling, is said to resemble the Ei^lish and the chief difference consists
io the abundnnt use of mU in place of butter.
But the
Italians, though not inattentive to good eating, arc not
•ccustommed to give feasts ; and are univertally tem-
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and inveterately addicted to the Statistic*.
most ruinous gallantry ; the gentlemen of the church '*"'V™^
and the law tolerably well educated ; the middle class
possessed of considerable worth ; and the lower populace good humoured, open-hearted, passionate, but not
malicious, and so fond of drollery, that a joke will frequently serve to check their most violent fits of anger.
The Tuscans are, in every view, the most worthy
and industrious part of tlie nation. The wealthier individuals are fond of learning, and friendly to strangers.
The peasantry sober in their manners, and even distinguished above the other Italians iu respect of their

licentious, dissipated,

personal appearance.
The Romans possess neither the worth of the Tuscans, nor the good-natured buffoonery of the Neapolitans.
The nobles are polite to foreigners, but the
trades-))eople and populace are savape and fraudulent,
retaining much of the ancient haughty character, and
proud of their descent from the conquerors of the'
world.
;
The higher ranks throughout Italy are extremely
bospital>le, so that a good letter of recommendation may
carry a traveller from house to house all over the counperate in the pleasures of the table, particul.irly in the try.
Persons of rank among themselves, usually pass
article of drinJc
Their repasts are short, and in their in their joumies from one villa to another without makopinion too hasty for conversation ; but they devote their ing use of the inns, which arc consequently possessed
evenings, and no small portion of the night to society
of very inferior accommodations. The inhabitants, in
holding coDTcrHUioos, as they are termed, f^r the space general, are full of civility to strangers ; and are reof four or five iiours, and presenting their company markable for honesty to one another, so that, even in
with larac glaaset of lemonade, or small cups of cho- Calabria, the houses are left entirely open during the
absence of the family on their daily avocations. The
colate, in place of supper.
There arc perhaps no people in the world, of whose na- Italians in general, are described as dirty in their dress,
cookery, and persons.
tiooal duracter more opposite and inconsistent sketches
" The Italians,'* says Scrapie, referring to the counhave been given, than of the modem inliabitants of
It is utterly impossible to reconcile the varj'ing
try between Leghorn and Naples, " are a singular
Italjr.
tesUnonics of ditferent travellers on the subject, or to mixture of eagerness and cunning, of mildness and vioThey are vehelence, of superstition and irreli<;ion.
collect the leading features of one generally applicable
The cause may probably be found, not ment in their gestures on trivial occasions ; but, at the
description.
merely in the diflerrnt dwrcee of judgment, candour, very time that they appear absorbed in the violence of
and opportunity posse sse d by the writers ; but in the psssion, they are lull of duplicity, and grow cool in a
moment, if tney see any advantage in doing so. They
rial diversity of character, which exists in the countr)-.
Where the inhabitant* hvc under so many different affect to speak with great mildness and appearance of
Amaa of government, and in such diversified circum- regard, even to an absolute stranger, and yet suddenly
" The oaths and curses, (for in- break out into violent fits of passion. Tney will talk
stances of conditions.
liijhtly of the church, and turn their priests into ridistance,) so frequent in the mouths of the vulgar," says
^winlMlmc, " change entirely at the first step one makes cule ; but, after uttering an iiTcligious jest, a sacred
itit of tite Itoman into the Neapolitan tcrritoriea.
The .iwe seems to drive them to the altar, where they re'•'
liosii
fear of the inquisition I:
t..Ivc the sacrament from the very hand which they have
ler in obscure wurds nr
No people tliat I have yet se^n, descend so
r:dicule<L
tye«,
(ulaticioi, tut till- swearing of the Neapolitan, \<!.o is
low in order to excite compassion. If they gain their
iii:dcr no such rc«traint, borders ujion blasphemy."
object by any means, they are satisfied ; and, in order to
Nsy, even in the difltrrent provinces of tl:c »ame state, cflect this, they fawn upon strangers in a manner which
«ltiirrilits are observable in the manners and disposiquicklv becomes tedious, and even disgusting. They
tiona of the inhabitants. The North Calahresc ( accord- teel with greater accuracy than they reason ; and are
ing to the tcstimany of the U»t mentioned writer, fuund> more apt to mislead themselves when they take time to
ed upon the a'
iiaveagreat deliberate, than when they act from the impulse of the
deal of CienD.i
supposed moment. The mildness of their climate inspires them
to arise from tUi
thtr uniltr
with cheerfulness, and they give themselves up with
•
the Suabijn princt
trcces vf ardour to every pleasure, even the most trifling; yet
Grecian manners aud turn lA' iu;iiU arc tuuiid in the their looks are composed, and even grave, and their
aootbem Calabrcse an<l the Neapolitans ; and the Pied- walk has nothing in it which indicates levity. In the
monteae approach in like manner to the French cha- observance of the matrimonial eng.i;»cments, r.o people
nclcr. V\e must therefore content ourselves (aAer can be more lax nor is there any country where jeaspadlVing a fVw points which appear to l)e best authcn- lousy is so little known, nor indeed where it would be
ttatta. and almost universally allowed,) with extract- so very useless.''
ing tba tcattmonies of the more intelligent observers on
A more favourable view is conveyed by the follow- Iuli«n phy" In the external deport- "oanoniy.
lb* siibjcct of the Italian character in general.
ing sketches of Dr. Moore.
Among the Neapolitans tlie upper ranks are ignorant, ment, the Italian* liave a grave solemnity of manner,
VOL. III. pa NT I.
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sometimes thought to arise from a natural excesses of the English, displaying the frisky vivacity Statistics.
''Y'**' gloominess of tlisposition. Though, in the pulpit, or of the French, or the invincible phlegm of the Ger- """"Y"^*'
the theatre, and even in common conversation, the Ita- mans, the Italian populace discover a specie^ of sedate
yet Italian vi- sensibility to every source of enjoymeiH, from' which,
lians make use of a great deal of action
Tacily is different from French; the former proceeds perhaps, they detive a greater degree of happiness than
from sensibility, the latter from animal spirits. The any of the other. The frequent processions and religious ceremonies, besides amusing and comforting them,
inhabitants of this country have not the brisk look and
they move serve to fill up their time, and prevent that ennui and
elastic trip, which is universal in France
those immoral practices which are apt to accompany
their spines, never
rather with a slow composed pace
having been forced into a straight line, retain the natu- poverty and idleness.
" The stories which circulate in Protestant countries
ral bend ; and the people of tlie most finished fashion,
Italian
concerning the scandalous debauchery of monks, and monks.
as well as the neglected vulgar, seem to prefer the unconstrained attitude of the Antinous, and other antique the luxurious manner in which they live in their convents, whatever truth there may have been ip them forstatues, to the artificial graces of a French dancing masmerly,are certainly now in a great measure without foun.
I imagine
ter, or the erect strut of a German soldier.
dation."
" From the inquiries I have made in France,
I perceive a great resemblance between many of the
Germany, and Italy, ! am convinced that this is usually
living countenances I see daily, and the features of the
ancient bu^ts and statues ; which leads me to believe the case with those- peasants who belong to convent
lands ; (holding them on easy terms) anti very often, I
that there are a greater number of the genuine descendhave been informed, besides having easy rents, they
ants of the old Romans in Italy than is generally ima
also find affectionate friends and protectors in their masgined.
I am often struck with the fine character of
countenance to be seen in the streets of Rome. I never ters, who visit them in sickness, comfort them in all
saw features more expressive of reflection, sense, and their distresses, and are of service to their families in
genius in the very lowest ranks there are countenances various shapes."
" Though my acquaintance with the Roman Catholic Clergy,
which announce minds fit for the highest and most important situations we cannot help regretting that those clergy is very limited, yet the few I do know could not
be mentioned as exceptions to what I have just said of
to whom they belong have not received an education
adequate to the natural abilities we are convinced they the Protestant (as men of learning and ingenuity, of
quiet, speculative, and benevolent dispositions).
possess,, and placed where these abilities could be brought
It is
a common error prevailing in Protestant countries to
into action.''
" The present race of women of high rank are more imagine that the Roman Catholic clergy laugh at the
Female
distinguished by their other ornaments, than by their religion they inculcate, and regard their flocks as the
countebeauty. Among the citizens, however, and the lower dupes of an artful plan of imposition. By far the greater
part of Roman Catholic priests and monks are themclasses, you frequently meet with the most beautiful
countenances. I will give you a sketch of the general selves mot sincere believers, and teach the doctrines of
Christianity, and all the miracles of the legend, with a
style of the most beautiful female heads in this country.
great profusion of dark hair, which seems to encroach perfect conviction of their divinity and truth."
" The
upon the foreheatl, rendering it short and narrow ; the accounts we receive of their gluttony are often as illnose generally either aquiline, or continued in a straight founded as those of their infidelity. The real character
of the majority of monks and inferior ecclesiastics, both
line from the lower part of the brow ; a full and short
upper lip ; the eyes are large, and of a sparkling black, in France and Italy, is that of a simple, superstitious,
and wonderfully expressive. The complexion, for the well-meaning race of men, who for the most part live
most part, is of a clear brown, sometimes fair, but very in a very abstemious and mortified maimer, notwithseldom florid, or of that bright fairness which is common standing all that we have heard of their gluttony, their
luxury, and voluptuousness."
in England and Saxony.
" In the midst of all the idleness, (of Naples) fewer
" The nobility, especially of Naples, are seldom call- Noblec.
'7;owcT class.
ed to the management of public affairs ; have little
riots or outrages of any kind happen than might be expected in a town where the police is far from being temptation for their ambition either in the civil or military establishments ; are generally regardless of liteJtrict, and where such multitudes of poor unemployed
people meet together every day. This partly proceeds rature, and devote their lives to gaming, gallantry, mufrom the national character of the Italians, which, in sic, the parade of equipage, the refinements of dress,
my opinion, is quiet, submissive, and averse to riot and other nameless refinements.
" In attendance on public worship," says Mr. Eus- Religious
and sedition ; and partly to the common people being
tace, * " the Italians are universally regular ; and, character.
universally sober, and never inflamed with strong liIf these
though such constant attendance may not be considerquors, as they are in the northern countries.
poor fellows are idle, it is not their fault ; they are con- ed as a certain evidence of sincere faith, yet every reader of reflection will admit, that it is incompatible with
tinually running about the streets, as we are told of the
either infirlelity or indifference.
These latter vices' are
artificers in China, offering their service and begging
for employment ; and are considered by many as of indeed very rare in this country, and entirely confined
more real utility than any of the classes above men- to a few individuals of the higher class, and to some officers in the army."
tioned.
" Nor is the devotion of the Italians
" The Italians are the greatest loungers in the world
confined to public service.
The churches are almost
and, while walking in the fields, or stretched in the always open persons of regular life and independent
shade, seem to enjoy the serenity and warmth of their circumstances generally visit some one or other of them
climate with a degree of luxurious indulgence peculiar every day ; and individuals of all conditions may be seen
Without ever running into the daring at kil hours on their knees, humbly offering up their
to themselves.
Siatirtle*.
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• As our readers must prefer original testimonies on the contested points of the Italian character and condition, we here continuo
far as postible to quote the language, though obliged to abridge the remarks, of the writers referred to.
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prayora at the throne of mercy."—" Xo country exmore splendid examples of public benevolence,
or furnishes more affecting instances of private chanty
and, " whoever baa visited and examined
than Italy
in detail the hospitals of Rome, Naples, Genoa, Venice,
and Milan, will readily admit that Italy has the honourable advantafre of surpassing all the kingdoms of
Europe in the number and ma^ificence of her cha" In many of them the sick are
ritable foundations."
attended, and the ignorant instructed, by persons who
<levat« tbemaclves voluntarily to that disgusting and
luborioiu task, and perform it with a tenderness and a
delicacy, which peraonal attachment, or the still more
actiirc and dinntenated principle of Christian charity
There are al«o beneis alooe incapable of inspiritig."
volent institutions, confraternities or sodalities, " funned by the voluntary agreement of a certain number of
charitable persona, who unite together, in order to relieve more effectually some particular species of distreaa ;" so that every want, and every misfortune, are
certain of mectins with corresponding assistance from
some band or other of generous brethren." " In the
Tast tract of country included between the Alps and
the Appenines, and subject to the visitation of the Arcfaiepiscopal .See. of Milan, in every parochial church
the bell tolls at two o'clock on every Sunday in the
year, and all the youth of the parish assemble in the
ejuwrrh ; the girls are placed on one side, the boys on
the other. They are then divided into classes, accordin|r to their agca and their progress, and instructed
mtcr bj the clergy attached to the church, or by
piona peraons who voluntarily devote their time to
In other parts of Italy,
thia most useful employment
the children are catectuscd regularly, and almost invaThe
riably in the pariah church by their pastor."
Italian common people are, to say the least, full as
well acquainted with the truths, the duties, and the
MtiTea of rdigion, as the aane daaa in England ; and
JiMtMfea at very groaa ignorance aeldom occur, unless
in the aaperabondaiit populatioo of great towns, and
of o» eiy
TVanalation* of the Bible,
capjtalfc"
" when cowaidewd
tolerably accurate, are allowed,
and encowragcd ; and an Italian translation exists, penned with great elegance, and recommended to public
" The pea.perusal by no leas than Papal authority."
santry of the north of Italy, were, prerious to the
French invasion, univcnally taught to read and write
etpul in point of inforuation to the peasantiy of
the moat flooriahing countries in Europe." " The
middling class rs are generally vcrv wcU acquainted
with erenr thing that retards their duty, the object of
" But
their pfaMiai^ and their respective interceta."
hibits
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even

whMi the ordinary

share of information

is

want-

ing, the idkmttj ia not so perceptible as in more nor*
them oouBtrica. The Italian ia acute and obaerving.

Theaa two

Qualities unitc«l, supply in some degree the
place of re a d ng ; and give his ooaveraatian more life,
aioca
and aoce iatCreit, than are to be found in
the diawarw of tnoaalpines of much better education."
*' The Italian nobility have always distinguished themdeaa by cultivating and encouraging the arU and
iiiancaa
Many, or nther moat of the Italian academim wci* founded by gcntlcmeo, and are still comoaad nrincipaUy of nembera at that class. The Italiaa MbiKty has produced more authors, even in our
own days, than the same daaa has ever yet done in any
Moraorer, a taste for the fine arts, sculpture,
itiag, arddtactore, music, is almost innate in the
i

Me^

gvuliji

a tasta acarcalj atpanbla from an ao*
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quaintance with

tlie

two great sources of information,

Staiisties.

" To accuse the Italians of —^ ^^*'
Even in the ^'"'"g*'
to belie their whole history.

antiquities

and history."

cowardice,

is

late invasion, the peasantry themselves, in

some parts

of the Neapolitan, and particularly of the Roman state,
made a bold and generous, though ineffectual resistance.
Not courage, therefore, but the motives which
call it forth, and the means which give it effect, that
is, discipline, hope, interest, &c. are wanting to the
" In many of the great towns, due respect
Italians."
is not paid to the matrimonial contract, especially in
Venice and Naples, -where cicesbeism exists in all its
profligacy among the higher classes ; but the miildling
classes and the peasantry are in Italy as chaste as per-

Morals.

sons of the same description in any, and more chaste
than they are in many countries." «' The industry also
of the Italian peasantry may be traced over every plain,
and discovered on almost every mountain, from the
Alps to the Straits of Messina." " They obey the call
of nature in reposing during the sultry hours, when
labour is dangerous and the heat is intolerable;" but
" to compensate for this suspension, they begin their
labours with the dawn, and prolong them till tlie close
of evening j so that the Italian sleeps less and labours
more in the twenty-four hours than the English pea" The Italian is neither vindictive nor cruel ; he
sant."
" An unexpected insult, a
ill hasty and
passionate."
hasty word, occasion a quarrel ; both parties lose their
temper: daggers are drawn, and a mbrtal blow is
given: the whole transaction is over so soon, that the
oy-standers have scarce time to notice it, much less to
prevent it, TTic deed is considered, not as the effect
of deliberate malice, but of an involuntary and irresistible impulse; and the perpetrator, generally repentant and horror-struck at his own madness, is pitied
and allowed to fly to some forest or fastness. Yet the
remedy is easy and obvious; a prohibition under the
severest penally to carry arms of any description. This
remedy has been applied with full success by the French,
while masters of the south ; and by the Austrians,
while in possession of the north of Italy." " But actual murder and deliberate assassination is very uncommon among them ;" and " even robberies are rarely

met with

at present"

GoMt awf af !
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country has exhibited more various forms of go- Gorerobirth to more powerful empires and menu,
flourishing republics, than Italy : ' Gravidam imperiis,
belloque frementem." From the lOth to the 17th century, the greater cities rose into independence and republics ; and their history is not inferior to those of
Greece, in the virtues which the members of such
states usually display. The smaller republics have in later times been annexed to the more powerful. Florence,
Pisa, and Scienna have been enslaved by their Dukes
but enjoyed a considerable portion of tranquillity and
property previous to the French revolution.
The modem Italuins are by no means defident either in the
love of lil)erty, or the feelings of patriotism; but their
country ia too much subdivided, and by the intrigues
and influence of foreign powers, kept in a state of too
great dissension, to allow its inhabitants any opportunity of exerting tlieir natural magnanimity, and availing themselves of their natural advantages as one people.
The political arrangements of the northern states
and principalities, and the re-estabtishrocnt of the Neapolitan and Ecclesiastical governments., have been al-

vemment, or given
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mentioned; but, for on account of their re'"""Y""' spec'tive politics, we must refer to tlie articles allotted
It may only here be observed,
to tbeni separately.
that, in those two last mentioned states, the government is absolute, and above alt controul. In the latter,
Siatirtin.

reaflj'

the sacred character of the sovereign makes the supreme authority be exercised with mildness, and submitted to with respect ; and there are some appearances of its being the intention of the present Pontiff,
as it is strongly the wish of the Roman public, to elect
In
a senate to share in the administration of affairs.
the former, despotism prevails in its most degrading
forms, and ruinous effects, with little prospect of amelioration, except where the progress of knowledge, and
the example of other more enlightened governments

may communicate.
The police throughout

•

•

Police

ftaly is extremely defective,

especially in the two last mentioped states ; of which
the papal
the one is indulgent and the other indolent
magistrates forgiving, the Neapolitan overlooking the
greatest criminals. During the recent unsettled state
of the country, the depredations of armed banditti have
been frequently and fatally experienced by the traveller; and in some cases these outrages may fairly be
The plunderers,
ascribed to the apathy of the rulers.
who inhabit the frontiers of the Pontine marshes, are
no other than the inhabitants of the neighbouring villages, who are employed in their usual labours, during
the greater part of the year, but, at other seasons, enlist under the banners of a few chiefs for the pillage
of travellers. After making a predatory attack, they
disperse immediately, and, resuming their usual occupations, appear as peaceable subjects under the protection of their curate and mayor, whose indulgence
and connivance are suspected to originate in no very
honourable reasons.
few of the leaders are generally
known ; and, being exposed to the constant search of
the gens d'armes, are occasionally apprehended and
executed ; but the evil is not thereby repressed. In
the vicinity of Naples, the brigands are said to have
been lately dispersed by the singular plan of the government taking into its service two of the principal
leaders, who have engaged to make all their followers
quiet subjects.
The poor are extremely numerous in Italy ; and, in
the southern provinces particularly, the most impoi curate mendicants beset the passengers at every turn.
Their numbers may be ascribed in a great measure to
the stagnating commerce, declining manufactures, and
narrow policy of many of the states ; and, as no legal
provision is made for their support, their claims are
brought more obtrusively before the eye of the public.
The sufferings of the Italian poor, however, are greatly
mitigated by the mildness of the climate, as far as regards the want of comfortable lodgings, and clothing;
and their other necessities are fully supplied by the
distributions at the numerous convents, and the aids
afforded by charitable institutions, as well as the alnrts
of private individuals. " Having now,'' says Dr.Moore,
" crossed from the Adriatic to the Mediterranean, and
travelled through a considerable part of Italy, I acknowledge I have been agreeablyjdisappointed in finding the state of the poorer part of the inhabitants less
wretched than, from the accounts of some travellers, I
imagined it was ; and 1 may, with equal truth add,
that, although I have not seen so much poverty as I
was taught to expect, yet I have seen far more poverty
than misery. Even the extremity of indigence is ac<!ompanied with less wretchedness here, than in many
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This is partly owing to the mildness
other countries.
of the climate and fertility ofHJie soil, and psrtly to the
peaceable, religious, and contented di^ositiow of the
people."

The Church and

Statistics.

^~^"~^

Jlcligioti.

The established Catholic or Romish faith and worship
prevails exclusively over all Italy; and no where is its
authority and jurisdiction more complete.
Over this The
church of Italy the Pope presides as primate, with the
same prerogatives which accompany that title and station in other countries.
But besides the peculiar office, which merely expresses his relation to^he Italian
ecclesiastical constitution, he is also the chief pastor of
the Catholic church over the whole world ; and thus
possesses, in the opinjon of that church, a spiritual supremacy and influence in every country, where any
portion of it exists.
In this character, he is regarded
not only as bishop of Rome, metropolitan, and primate
of Italy, Sicily, &c. and a patriarch of the West, enjoying all the privileges, and subject to all the controul, of
other bishops, primates, or patriarchs in their respective districts ; but also as the successor of St. Peter,
sitting as the first pastor of the Catholic church, by divine right and appointment, and holding the primacy
of honour and jurisdiction over the whole Christian
church. To refuse him this name and honour, is deemed an act of spiritual r^'bellion ; but, at the same time,
the precise rights and prerogatives connected with it
have never yet been defined ; and the exertions of pontifical power in general are regarded, at least by modern Catholics, as only of human institution, which it
would be neither heresy nor schism to resist. For an
account of the progress of this usurpation, and its subsequent connection with a temporal sovereignty, we refer our readers to the article Ecclesiastical Historv,
chap. i. and must be considered at present as merely
stating the modern views and practice of the Catholic
church on the subject of its spiritual head. To this topic also we must only allude by the way,- and confine
our account of the Roman Pontiff to his office as head
of the church of Italy and Bishop of Rome. He is,
howlBver, at the same time, a temporal prince, and
sovereign of a considerable portion of the country ; and
thus comes to be noticed both under the political and ecIt is, nevertheless,
clesiastical branches of this article.
to the latter of these characters, that his dress, titles,
equipage, &c. are adapted ; and, in his own court, he is
exclusively addressed by the appellations of Holiness or
Holy Father. His robes resemble those of a bish<^
in pontificals, excepting the stole and the ;colom,
which is white instead of purple. His vestments, wJien
he officiates in church, do not differ from those of other
prelates, and it is only on extraordinary occasions that
he wears the " tiara,'* or triple crown. Both in public
and private, he is encircled vith all the forms of majesty, and approached with the greatest reverence.
prelate in full robes is always in waiting in his antiehamber ; and, when the apartment opens, he is seen
sitting in a chair of state, with a small table before him.

A

The person who is introduced to this presence-chamber,
kneels first in the threshold, again in the middle of the
room, and, lastly, at the feet of the Pontiff, where he is
allowed to kiss the cross embroidered on his shoes, or
is raised by his hand, and, after conversing a sl.crt time,
commonly receives a slight present of beads or medals,
as a memorial, and then retires with the same cereIn public, a large elevated silver
Baonies of kueeling.

Pontift".

;
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•MMk*. eron » earricfl before hii Holiness as a Mcr«d banner,
^""V""^ the cliiireh bells rinp as he passes, and all men kneel in
His whole life is spent in ceremony and reMroint ; and no divinity is more cumbersome and continued than tliat under which he is placed ; always cnctimbered with the same robes, surrounded by the same
attendants, confined within the same circle of cerenouy, and never ponessing one hour of relaxation.
Aiter a roomin;; spent in business, a walk in the gardens of the Quirinal or the Vatican, a visit to a church
or a bospita), are his only exercises.
Fven his re>
]aMt« mn soiitiry, short, and frugal ; and the expence
of ina table, in the present value of money, never cxceeda five shillings a day. His person and conduct are
imder pcrpcQial restraint and inspection, and the least
deviation t'rom strict propriety, or even from customary
forms, would be immediately noticed, and censured in
pasquinade*. Leo X. gave great scandal by shooting;
GangancUi, by riding ; and when Benedict X I V. went
to ace the interior arrangement of a new theatre before
it waa opened to the public, there appeared next morning the following inscription on the door by which he
had entered, " porta Mancia, plenary indulgence to all
who enter." Tnis strict ilccorum in the Papal court,
ao dilfemit from the aplendour and gaiety which it exhibited in former ceiituriea, iiM beim aaeribed by the
Catholic writers to the infioenoe of the celebrated Coui»>
cil of Trent.
The CoUcfe of Cafdhtab form the council of the
Voniif, and Ihaaenate of modem Rome; and are also
the oflfeerf of atate entroated with the management of
the church at large, and of the Roman terrilonea in particviar.
I'hey are seventy- two in number, iododing
the aix rabatban bsahop* ; bat some of the hats being
generally kept in rcaenre, in case of any emergency,
the number is seldom full.
All the Catholic powers
aic allowed to recommcml a certain number ; but the
aoMjr with the Pope. Their grand
ia eallad the conaotory, where they appear in
all their aylanduiir, and the Pope prcaidee in person
but It** for the pw|Hiae of diien aai ng than witnaaiing
the ratification i>f measures already adopted in the caTheir principal prerogative is exbinet of the Fonti/r.
erdaad in theeondave, where they are confined within
the Vatican palace till they agree in the election of a
pope. The large halls are then divided into temporary
apartment*, of which each cardinal has four, with two
attendant* ; while in order to exclude all undue inborn the aaaembly, the different entrances are
by the senators of Rome, conservators, pa_
triarch*, archbishop*, and biabop*, in the city at the
time.
The tickets, containing the rote* of the cardinals, are pat upon the oommimion plate* and then into the chalice; and the pope, a* soon a* elected, is
placed on a chair upon the attar itself, where he receives
the adoration or nooiMe of thoae who are present.
These two oaremoaie* tSe more enlightened Catholics
Ivc* eaaa ider aa borderifi(( on profanation ; but
their intoxicating inlliicnce is meant to be
ileractad by another, which, to ensare iu efiect, is
incatad three times in succcaaion. As the new pontiff advance* toward* the high alUr of St. Peter's to be
slacad upon it. the master of the ceremonies, kneeling
Mora him, sets fire to a small quantity of tow placed
Mi the top of a gilt staff, and, as it blaaes and vamshe*
iaio sMoLe. addreaae* bis Holiness in these woida:
** Sancte Pater ! sic Iramit gloria mundi."
All thr, great. dtice, and some e\en of a aecondary
iK^ have ardwiafaopa ; while almost every town, e*.
his ^iyht.
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be of ancient nntne, is the tos of a bishop ; StatirtlMa circumstance which confirms the fact, that primitive '"•^T"*'
bishops were more like tlie first ministers of a parish
pecially if

it

than a diocesan.

Besides the cathedrals, there are several collegiate churches, which have their deans and
chapters.
Every bi«hop has his diocesan .college for
the purpose only of ecclesiastical education ; in this
seminary, under his own inspection, with the assistance
of a few of his more eminent clergy, the candidates for
orders in the diocese must attend three years in a course
of preparation for their clerical functions, which course
consists in hearing lectures on t!ie Scriptures, and the
scholastic systems of ethics and theology.
The parochial clergy are numerous ; pluralities are The paro.
never allowed ; and residence is strictly enforced. These chial clergy.
regular clergj' are described as generally exemplary and
active in the discharge of their duties ; but though their

number has been

considerably diminished by tlie alienaduring the French domination,
they are acknowledged to be still too numerous, especially the lower onlers of them.
It is pleaded, at the
same time, that the population of the country is great,
and all of the established religion ; tlint the priests are
usually also thif schoolmasters of every place, occupied
in the instruction of children, and other departments of
education ; that, by the forms of their church, they have
a great multiplicity of services to perform, C8i>ecially
in visiting the sick, and administering the communion,
which by many is received often, and by all at least
once in the year. I'here is said also to be a class of
persons in Italy who assume the clerical habit as a respectable dress, which gives them easier access to good
oompanv, but who are no way engaged in the service
of the cnurch, and whose manners often bring an lui"
deserved reproach upon the whole body.
The irregular clergy, so called from taking upon The irreguthem«elves certain rules and statutes not connected with *" <^'«r8X"
tion of church property

the clerical profession, are still more numerous, and exhibit a great variety of costumes.
They may be divided into two great classes, namely, monks and friars,
who are bound in common by the three vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, but who live under very
The monks, under various ap- Monks.
diflercnt regulations.
pellations, follow almost universally the rule of St. Benedict, which is rather a treatise of morals than a set
of statutes, enjoining various virtues, but prescribing
only a few regulation* respecting the employment of
time, the order of the psalms, the practice of hospitality, the duties of the officers of the abbey, the pursuit of
manual labour, and the use of the library. These Me
said to have adhered more rigidly to the ancient prac-

(except in dropping manual labour, and ajiplyor professing to apply, themselves rather to science anil tuition,) and to have taken little share in poTo tlie monks may be
litical or theological contests.
added the canons regular, who take upon themselves
the life and engagements of a convent, while they l>ear
the dreis and discharge the duties of ordinary prebenSeveral other congregations of clergy live todaries.
gether in communities, without taking vows, and devote themselves to the instruction of youth and the
education of the poor ; such as the Theatines, Hieronymite*, &c a useful and unobjectionable class, who
have produced many individuals eminent in literature.
All these are supported by a regular settled income,
derived from landed property or public grants, which
contributes much to their general respectability, and
distinguishes them from the second class of irregular
clergy, who subsist upon alnu and donations, and arr
3
tice,

ing,
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These form a mul(IpnominatcJ Mendicants or Friars.
titudinous and multifarious body, under a great varitty
of subdivisions, dresses, and observances; but the most
prevalent arc Francisauis, Dominicans, Carmelites, and
They were all intended to iict as assistAujjustincs.
ants to the clergy in their parochial duties ; but the
auxiliaries have l)ecome the most numerous, and have
encroached upon the prerogatives of the main body.
In towns particularly, they draw the people away from
the ancient liturerical service, to shews, images, and
other abuses ; while it is only in the distant and retired
parts of the country that they are subservient and aiding to the parochial pastors. Between the Alps and
Appenines particularly, and also in most parts of Italy, the lower classes are said to be well acquainted with
religious duties, and the young of every parish are catechized in the churches by piourf persons, under the

An f tidian translation of the
inspection of the priests.
Bible, not indeed very easily procured, is allowed and
recommended ; but the greatest jealousy is shewn of
every other version of the Scriptures being circulated
among the people. Even Catholics, however, are compelled to acknowledge, that many abuses and absurdities prevail in the religious system of the country, particularly the multiplicity of ceremonies, the number of
holidays, the infinity of monastic establishments, the
extravagant and idle forms of devotion, the unmeaning
and improper ornaments of the churches, the superstitious reverence for absurdities, and the introduction of
theatrical exhibitions and music into places of worship.
See Eustace's Classical Tour in Italy ; Swinburne's
Travels in the ituo Sicilies ; Spallanzani's Travels in halt/ ; Condamyne's Tour in Italy ; Martin's Tour through
Italy f Moore's View of Society and Manners in Italy ;
Starke's Letters from Italy ; De Salis' Travels through
various Provinces of the Kingdom of Naples ; Forsyth's
Remarks on Antiquities, Arts, and Letters, during an excursion in Italy ; Lumsden's Remarks on the Antiquities of Rome ; Hisloire Literaire d' Italic, par P. L. Ginguene ; De la Literature du midi de L' Europe, par
J. C. L. Simonde de Simondi ; Tableau de l' Agriculture Toscane, par J. C. L. Simondi ; Lettres ecrites d'ltalie en 1812, &c. par Frederic Sullin de Chateau vieux ;
Italia et Sicilia Antiqua Cluverius; Descrittione deW
/<o/ia, Albert! ; >4«a/Mse rf'/ta//e d'Anville; Vet us Lai iurn,

Via Appia riconoscinta, e descritta,
; La
The Grand Tour, by Nugent; Keysler's and

Corradino

Pratilli

;

Misson's Travels,

ITHACA

(q)

an island in the Ionian sea, celebrated as
the kingdom of Ulysses, and for having been the scene
is

of some principal events in the poetry of Homer.
It is
denominated Ithaca by the higher ranks of the inhabitants, and Thiaki by the lower it appears in the
Venetian charts under the appellation of Vol di Compare, which, being quite unknown to both, has proved
the source of considerable perplexity to geographers.
This island is situated between Santa Maura and Cephalonia, from each of which it is separated by a channel about two miles in width, and it lies nearly opposite to the middle of that part of the coast of Albania
stretching from the gulf of Artato the gulf of Lepanto.
Ithaca is of the most irregular form ; and resembles
two islands united by a very narrow stripe of land. It
extends 18 miles in length from north-west to south,
east, but is penetrated by a bay five miles wide, called
Porto Molo, dividing it almost into two islands, and leaving a narrow isthmus about half a mile across. The
island is no where above five miles in breadth, and its superficial area probably does not exceed 80 square miles.
still

:
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Tliere are several harbours along the coast, as Vathi,
Ithaca.
Skinos, and Aito, all in Pcfrto Molo ; and «n the north *'~'V"
side, Chioni, together with Port Frioljes, not far from
the commencement of a long peninsula tecminatmg the
extremity of the island in Cape St. John.
Ithaca, in common with the neighbouring islands, is
subject to earthquakes, which rarely do much tlamage,
and violent squalls prevail in the deep channel between
it and Cephalonia, which deter small vessels from attempting its navigation, except in steady winds.
Water is scarce : that of Vathi is brackish ; the
largest brook, Melainudros, flowing into the sea at
Frichies, comes from a spring of the same name.
The
residue of the rains is preserved in cisterhs, which are
sometimes excavated in the rock, or the inhabitants
draw their supplies from wells.
This island consists of a single narrow ridge of limestone rock.
Its surface is exceedingly unequal, scarcely presenting 100 yards of continuous level ground,
'
and every where rising into rugged eminences, of which
the highest are the mountains Stephanos and Neritos,
on opposite sides of Porto Molo. Although a small
portion can be devoted to agriculture, yet the grain
obtained is sufficient for the consumption of the inhabitants, and affords an inconsiderable quantity for
export to Cephalonia and Zante, where the natives of
the latter store it up, owing to its superior quality.
There are pleasant gardens here. In different parts terraces are formed for the cultivation of plants ; almonds,
olives, and grapes are among the fruits, the last of
which hang in the greatest luxuriance from vines,
growing where scarcely a particle of earth can be seen,
and are of that particular species called currants in Britain.
read of various fruits in the garden of
Laertes, and the same still remain indigenous around
the village of Leuka.
Ithaca seems to have been celebrated for trees in the time of Homer, and there is yet
a wood of arbutus and prickly-leaved oak, intermixed
with wild olives, juniper and mastic, on a hill towards
the southern extremity.
The lai-ger quadrupeds are
brought hither from the Grecian coast.
Some of the
islets in the neighbourhood of the island are devoted
to pasturage, but not during the heat of summer, as
they contain no water.
Pliny asserts that hares died
when they were carried to Ithaca: at present they are
coursed with a particular species of greyhounds.
The total population of the island, according to a return obtained by the French in 1807, amounted to
8000, who are dispersed in the town of Vathi and
Vathi stands in a fine district, Town ef
four or five villages.
where almond trees and groves of oranges afford fruit, "*'"•
It is situated
shade, and fragrance to the inhabitants.
close to the port, extending along its eastern, and part
of its southern and northern shores, and consists of
about 400 houses, with a population of 3000, or, according to some, of only 2000 souls. Of late years it has
been greatly improved, and the street containing the
government, house, together with other public buildFrom the
ings, now assumes a regular appearance.
frequency of earthquakes, the bell towers have been
The relierected at a distance from the churches.
gion of the Greek church is professed here, and the
clergy are under the direction of a proto-papas, dependent on the archbishop of Cephalonia. There is
no church of the Latin rite in Ithaca, nor any nunnery;
but churches and chapels are numerous ; and there are
four monasteries;
Some of these are of late erection;
and one, dedicated to the archangel Michael, among the
mountains, was lately inhabited by no more than «
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subsisted on alms.
single
abe where, the inhabitants ilance before
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In Vathi and
tlieir hiMises

on

the evening of religioui festivals ; an:l a modem travel*
ler informs us, that lie saw the figure of one dance, said
to have been first used by the youths and virgins of
Delos, comineiaorkting the return of Theseus from his
•speditmn to the Cretan Labyrinth, though it has now
lort mach of that intricacy supposed to illustrate its
winditun No regular inns are to be seen in \'athi,
but • mice of entertainment has been recently estaAbout fifty vessels of all deno>
blishea for mariners.
minations belong to the port, which trade to every part
of the Me<literranean ; yet the only exports are about
500,000 pounds of currants, which were formerly carried to the I^ndon nuirket ; an hieoiHiderable quantity
of grain ; and a little wine, in apprMWioe and flavour
somewhat iiitennetliatc between port and claret, but
which is reputed the best of all produced in the Ionian
The manners of the inhabitants of Vathi are enii lei
gaging and polite, and strangers are received with
much hospitality. Moat of them are able to converse
They can speak French with
in Greek and Italian.
•hnoat equal fluency. The towns next in size to Vathi
eem to be Oxoai, where there is a school, as well as in
the former, nnder the inspection of the proto-papas, or
bc«d prieet, and Anoai, which its inhabitant* are deserting for the village of Cbioni.
While this island was in the hands of the Venetians,
it* government was vested in a Cephalonian nobleman,
elected by the council of Argostoii, the chief town. Altlioiigll not lucrative, the appaintiiient was an object
tt Mnbition among the Ccpnakniana. and never be•tvwad OB any coe who had not previously filled the
His
bigha** "'Bee* ; and he waa replaced annually.
authority was hoMtcd ehii<l/ to oiattan of police ; he
bad to make rcporis oo what nnieeadhiga were neceeaarjr tb the provcditofw of Ccpoalooia, whose instnicBy the later regulationa he was. bound to obaerre.
tiaaa «i the Ionian republic, no native of the island
can be named ; and the governor is changed every serond year. He is entitled to a reaidcnw in the palace, and it assisted by a secretary and other public of.

J
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respond with the description given of the house of
Ulysses, which, from its position, commanded a view
~
of the opposite sides of the island.
A second city,
supposed Alalcomene, mentioned by Plutarch, is said
to have stood between Port Polis and Frichies, on a
neck of land, cut as narrow as the isthmus of Aito.
Not far from Oxoai, there is a rock called Homer's
School, which preserves the vestiges of very ancient
masonry, and has had niches, which probably have
contained native offerings. When it received this name
is unknown
but it is recorded, that several cities having
disputed the honour of giving birth to Homer, Adrian consulted an oracle, by wliich Ithaca was named.
The most conspicunus antiquities now extant, are such
tombs or sarcophagi as are usually found near the remains of the oldest cities in other parts of the Grecian
territories, though so simple and void of ornament, as
to preclude any opinion lieing formed regarding their
real sera.
Coins and medals also are frequently dug up
here, but those having the name of Ithaca itself are
rare
and, according to the inhabitants, are found only
between the ruins on the hill of Aito and Porto Molo.
M. Bosset describes several of these, which he says
have evidently been struck in commemoration of Ulysses.
Yet notwithstanding all that has been written
regarding Ithaca, the antiquities now extant ni.iy belong to a period long posterior to that in which Homer
has laid the scenes of his poetry while they may still
l>e very old. Traditions are not wanting in the island of
Ithaca regarding Uly»>e«, and there are even individuals among the inhabitant-*, who are believed to be his
descendants. East Long. 21° 40',NorthLat. 38" *7'. (c)
JUDAISM. .See Jews.
JUD.f^A, adistrict of Asia Minor, which is desorilied Extent »mi
both by ancient and modern geographers under a great boiuKUtie*.
variety of names, and with great diversities of extent.
In tlie most extensive application of the n.miF, it
comprehends the whoir country pov«c.»»ed l>y the Jews,
or people of Israel and included, therefore, very different portions of territory, at diffeient period? of their
history.
Upon the conquest of the coiii>try by Joshua,
it wa* divided into twelve portions, according to the
number of the tribes of Israel and a general view of
their respective allotments (though the intermediate
boundaries cannot be very preciwly ascertained), may
convey some idea of its extent at that period. The Po,^,^„,
portion of the tribe of Judah comprised all the country ofihetwelv*
between Edoro, or Idumea, on the i<oiith, the Mediter- ttibcr.
ranran on the west, the Salt .Sea on the east, and an
imaginary line on the norlli, from the northern extremity of die Salt-Sea to the Mediterranean. The portion of .Simeon was included within that of Judah, and
formed the south- wot conier of the country, coinpreheniling the towns of Kersaba, Gerar. I'lpna, Gaza,
Ascalun, and Asotus
The portion of Bjiijamin was
situated to the north of Judah, near the centre of the
kingdom, Iiounded on the east by the rixer Jordan,
and containing part of Jerusalem, Jericho, Bethel. Rama,
&c.—The portion of Dan lay to the norlfi-west of Jud ih, between that of Benjamin and the Mediterranean,
'''

;

;

;

;

;

No vestiges whatever remain to prove the ancient
Its situation an<l natural aspect uteahbr ity or Ithaca.
pradude it from having ever been of any political
importance it even seems to have been totally desertad ; for, according to some authors, it was twice coloiied firom Ceohalonia in modem tiroes and on one
MCMoii, tb« Venetians granted as much land to each
aWlsr as Us drOBaatances would enable him to cultiterly

;

;

vate.

Nevertheless, late travellers affirm, that the descripefthe Odyssey, relstive to Ithaca, must have
been made by Homer on the very spot, for they think
Foundations
that they can be actually recognised.
lately discaeered on the hill of Aito, on the narrow
isthmus above alluded to, are apparently those of a
city of the highest antiquity. Some of the stones forming the vcstigps of the wnlls, are of very large dimenrfoM, and their arrangement is such a* exclusively l>eloogs to the earliest period*. A modem author remarks, that the city on the hill of Aito was situated
" open an itthmns, but in the time nf Hmner it certainiy was known by the name nf the island."
It has

tive parts

been omally sffirmed. however, though without any
other grounds than mere conjecture, that Vathi ixtuThe foun'lations
piaa tne site of the ancient Ithaca.
y«t viable on the hQl of Aito, it is tuppotcd, may cor>
6

—

—

reaching ta i'vt north as the latter, and containing Accarun and Jamiiia.
The portion of Ephniim stretched
along the northern limits of Dan and B(.-nj;:min, between the river Jordan on the east, and the Mtditerranean sea on the west, containing Sychem, Joppa, LydThe portion of the half tribe of Mada, Gasara, &c
nasseh was situated north of Ephraim, between (he
river Jordan and the .Mcditcrraneiin, reaching a« I'ar
north as Dora, at the fuot of Mount Cormel.— The por>

—

—

—
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;

;

tion of Issachar stretched northwards from Manasseh,
aiul westwards from Jordan, as far as Mount Tabor.
The portion of Asher comprehended the maritime
The
tract between Mount Carmel, as for as Sidon.
portion of Zil)iilon, boimded by Asher on the west,
and Mount Tabor on the soutli, joined on the east,
the portion of Naphtali, wliich occupied the borders of

—

—

The portion
iake Geivnesareth, or sea of Tiberias.
of Ueiibcn l»y to the eastward of the river Jordan,
bounded on tlie south by the torrent of Anion, and on
The portion of Gad,
tlie nortli by the river Jabok.
also on the cast of tlie Jordan, stretched from the Jabok towards the north, where it was bounded by tlie
other half tribe of Manasseh, which occupied the country east of the lake Gennesareth, to the northern limits
of the country. The whole of this extent between
Coele Syria on the nortlij and Arabia Petrea on the
south, the Mediterranean on the • west, and Arabia
Deserta on the east, may be considered as situated between 31" 10' and 33" 15' of north latitude, about 140
Reckonmiles in length, and nearly 100 in breadth.
ing from Dan to Beersheba, which are often mentioned
in sacred Scripture as including the more settled and
permanent possessions of the Israelites, its length would
not exceed 1 20 miles. But, if estimated from its boundaries in the reigns of David and Solomon, and several
succeeding princes, its extent must be enlarged more
than three-fold, including both the land of Palestine,
•or of the Philistines, on the south, and the country of
Phoenice on the north, with part of Syria t© the northAll this extent was originally comprehended in
east.
the land of promise, (Gen. xv. 18. Deut. xi. 24.) and
tlie

—

JuUffia.
into four provinces, v'li. Judea Proper hi the south,
Galilee in the north, Samaria in the centre, and Pera!a
Division inon the east of the river JordllH.
to provinces.
Judaea Proper, situated in 81° 40''«North Latitude,
j„\',',^j"[.7o.

was bounded on the north by Samaria, on the west by
the Mediterranean, on the east by the river Jordan, on
the south by Arabia Petrea ; and comprised the an
cient settlements of Judah, Benjamin, Dan, and Simeon, with Philisteca and Idumea. It is divided by
Josephus into e)%ven toparchies, and by Pliny into ten ;
but these subdivisions are little noticed by ancient
writers, and their boundaries are very imperfectly as-

The principal places in the north-east
quarter of the province were, Jerusalem the capital,
which was entirely destroyed in the reign' of Hadrian,
and replaced by a new city named iElia, a little farther
north, which is now the site of the modern Jerusalem;
Jericho, the city of palm trees, about 19 miles eastward of Jerusalem, and eight from the river Jordan
Phasa-lis, built by Herod in memory of his brother,
15 miles north-west of Jericho; Archelais, built by
Archelaus, 10 miles north of Jericho; Gophna, 15
miles north of Jerusalem in the road to Sichem ; Bethel, 12 miles north of Jerusalem, originally called
Luz ; Gilgal, about one mile and a half from Jericho;
Engeddi, 100 furlongs south southeast of Jericho,,
near the northern extremity of the Dead Sea ; Masada,
a strong fortress built by Judas Maccabeus, the last
refuge of the Jews after the fall of Jerusalem; Ephraim,
a small town westward of Jericho ; Anathoth, a Levitical town, nearly four miles north of Jerusalem.
In
the south-east quarter of the province, were situated,
was actually possessed by David and Solomon, (1 Kings Bethlehem or Ephrath, about six miles south from the
It is described in numerous
capital; Bethzur, now St. Philip, a strong place on tlie
ix. 20. 2 Chron. viii. 7.)
passages of the sacred writings, as all comprised in the road to Ileljron, 10 miles south of Jerusalem ; Ziph, a
holy land, from Hamath on the north, to the river of small town between Hebron and the Dead Sea; Zoar,
Egypt on the south, and from the Great, or Mediter- at the southern extremity of the Dead Sea, near the
ranean sea on the west, to the desei-ts of Arabia on the situation of Sodom; Hebron, formerly Kirjath-Arba,
east ; a tract of country at least 460 miles in length,
a very ancient town in a hilly country, 25 miles south
of the capital ; Arad, about 24 miles southward from
and more than 100 in breadth. *
After the deatli of Solomon, when the kingdom of Hebron, and near the Ascensus Avrabim, or Scorpion
the Hebrews had attained its greatest extent, it was Mountains, on the border of Arabia Petra-a ; and Thadivided, in consequence of a revolt of ten tribes, into
mar, on the southern limit of the province, near the
two distinct sovereignties, named Israel and Judah; south extremity of the Dead Sea. In the north-west
the former of which had its seat of government in Sa- quarter, were Bethshemesh,"ov Heliopolis, a Levitical
maria, and the latter in Jerusalem.
The territories of city, about ten miles west of the capital Rama, six
both were gradually curtailed and laid waste by the miles north from Jerusalem ; Emmaus, a village eight
revolt of tributary princes, and the incursions of powmiles north north-west from Jerusalem, afterwards
erful neighbours ; and both were at lengtli completely
called Nicopolis, in consequence of a victory gained by
overthrown, that of Israel by the king of Assyria, about Vespasian over the revolted Jews ; Bethoron, a popu720 years before Christ ; and that of Judah by Nebu- lous Levitical city on the road to Lydda, a few miles
chadnezzar, about 1 14 years later.
north-west of Emmaus ; Kirjathjearim, on the road to
After a captivity of 70 years, the Jews, who had Joppa, nine miles westward from the capital.; I^ydda,
been the subjects of Judah, having received permission now Lod, and called by the Greeks Diospolis, about.
from Cyrus to return to their native country, they not 12 miles east of Joppa; Ramla, supposed to be the
only occupied the former territories of that kingdom, same as Arimathea, about five mries. south-west of
but extended themselves over great part of what had Lydda; Joppa:, a maritime town, now Jafia, about 12
.belonged to the ten tribes of the kingdom of Israel
leagues north-west of Jerusalem ; Jabne, a walled" seaand then, for the first, time, gave the name of Judsea to port town between Joppa and Azotus ; and Ekron, a
the whole country over which they had again esta- town on the north boundary of the Philistines.
In
blished their dominion.
The same name was given to the south-west quarter of Juda;a were, Gath, about 20
that kingdom, as possessed by Herod the Great under miles west from Jerusalem, near to which was the city
the Romans; but, in the^ enumeration of the provinces of Eleutheropolis, a flourishing place in the second
of the empire, it was recognized only by the name of century; Makkedah, a strong place, eight miles northPalestine.
All traces of its ancient division among the east from Eleutheropolis ; Bersabe, or Beersheba,
twelve tribes were now abolished, and it was distributed abput 26 miles south from Eleutheropolis; Gerar, becertained.

;
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Asotus, or Ashdod,
to the west ot'lileutheropolis, within a few miles of the
sua, atitl the seat of a bishop in the first «ges of tile
Chrirtiaii church ; Ascalon, a considerable maritime
town, above 43 mileft south-west of Jerusalem; Gaza, 15
miles southward from Ascalon ; and Raphia, between
CJaaa and Rhinocorura, remarkub!c for a Rreat l»attle in
its neifdibourhood, in which Philopater, king of Egypt,
defeafrd Antiochus, kin? of Syria.
Samaria, Irinff between Judipa and Galilee, in 32'
15' north latitude, extended alonj; the sea-coart from
Joppa to Dora, and along the river Jordan from the
rivulet of Alexandrium to the southern extremity
of the sea of Tiberias, comprehending the territory
of the tribe of Ephraim, of the half-tribe of MaIts principal cities
aasefa, and part of Nsachar.
were Samaria, the capital of the kingdom of Israel,
north of Sichem, and equally distant from Jordan and
the sea-coatt, afterwards named Sebaste by Herod,
in honour of Ansustus ; Jezrael, or Esdraelon, about
four leagues north from .Samaria ; Sichem, or Sychar,
called by. the Rocnans Neapolis, eight miles south of
Samaria, in a valley between the mountains Gerizim
and Ebal Bethsan, called by the Greek writers Scy«
thopolis, about CO miles north-eaM of Sichem; Ctesarea

tween BeenoeoK and tae sea coast

;

;

GUiIct.

of Palestine, anciently called Turns Stratoiiic, greatly
enlarged by Herod, and long the principal city of the
province, about 19 leagues north north-west from Jerusalem ; Dora, now Tartura, nine miles north from
Capsarea on the road to Tyre ; Apollonia, now Arsuf, on
the iM ceait, S3 miles sooth of Cvsarea ; and HadaJtimmoiH afterwards called Maximianopolis, about 17.
mOes eastward of Ccaarra.
Galilva, in 33* nordi latitude, bounded on the south
by Samaria, on the west by the Mediterranean, on the
north by Syria, on the east by the river Jordan and
tlie lake Gennrzorctli, comprrhende<l the possessions of
Asher, Naphtali, and /abulon, with part of the allotment of I ssachar. The noTthrm division of the province was thinly inhabitcti by Jews, and was sometime* called Cinlilce of the Gentiles but the southern
Its principal towns were
portion was very populous.
Capemanm, at the mirthem extremity of the lake of
Geirocaarpth; Dethuidn, a considerable village a few
Uecvca louth of Capernaum Cinncretli, south of Beth;

;

by Herod Antipas, and named Tiberias
Tarichsa, a eonsiderabli* town at the efflux of the river
Jordan from the sea of Tiberias, 30 stadia south from
the town of I'iberias ; Nazareth, two leagues north-west
r* *!
-t Talwr, and equally distant from the Uke of
th and the sea-coast Arbela, tia miles west of

Moa,

rebuilt

;

<

;

"

now Sefouri, m
<wn, al>out five leagues north
nortb-wcst m
lUor; /almlon. a strong and
popaloua pkct.
vnith-ea^t of Ptolemnis Acre,
or Aceoa, seven niMi" north from the (iromontory of
Carmel. afterwards enlargetl and called i'tolemais by
Naxamii
large and

"

"

"

'

,

"T Dio-Csesarea,

;

V

T

''

''

;'t,
'

and

in the

time of the crusades

name of Acre,

the last city pos-

eaieu vy me cnristians
and was taken and
uf Kgypt in 1291
daHroycd by the Sult^i
Kedes, or CydiMui, a Ivcviiaa: tity at the fuut of Mount
Panuim. 80 miles south-east of Tvre Dan, originally
Laiah, on the north boundary of the Fluly Land, about
90 inilee toatb-cast of Sidon Paneas, near to Dan, or
oeording to some, only a different name for the same
plaw, was repaired by Philip, son of Herod the Great,
and br hin named CWaarea, in honour of Augustus,
witktbe adifition of PhiKppi, to distingnish it from the
VOL. xib raKT u.
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other town of the same name in Samaria ; Jotapata, the
JuiIeps.
strongest town
CJaliiee, about tour leagues north ""^"Y"""
iiortli-east of Dio-Ciesarea ; and Japha and Oischala,
two other fortified places in the same district.
Peraea, though the name would denote any extent of Pensai
country beyond Jordan, is more particularly applied
to that district in 32' North Latitude, which formerly
composed the territories of Sihon the Ammorhite, and
Og, king of Bashan, cxending from the river Arnon,
(which flows through an extensive plain into the Dead
Sea,) to the Mount of Gilead, where the Jordan issues
from the sea of Tiberias ; and which fell to the lot of
the tribes of Reuben and Gad, and the half of Manasseh.
This province was about GO miles from north to

m

south,

and 40 from

east to west.

The

principal places

were, Penuel, on the left of the Jabbok, which forms
the northern border of the country ; Succoth, on the
banks of the Jordan, a little farther south ; Bethabara,
a little below Succoth, where was a place of passage
over the river ; Amathus, afterwards named Assalt, a
strong town below the influx of the torrent Jazer; Livias, between Klount Nebo and the northern extremity
of the Dead Sea, a town which was so named by Herod, in honour of Livia the wife of Augustus; Macha*nis, a citadel- on a steep rock, south of Li vias, near the
upper end of the Dead Sea ; Lasa, or Calle-rhoe, celebrated for its hot-springs, between Machaprus and the
rivcT Amon ; Herodium, a fort built by Herod, a few
miles farther inland ; as a protection against the Moabitcs ; Aroer, a town of Moab, seven leagues east of the
Dead Sea ; Castra Amonensia, a Roman station, sup.
posed to be the ancient Mephoath, seven leagues north.
east of Aroer ; Herison, or Esbus, the capital of Sihon,
anciently famed for its fish-pools, seven leagues east
from the Jortlan, three from Mount Nebo, and nearly
in the centre of the province ; Medaba, now El-Bel'koa, three leagues south-east of Hesbon Jazer, or Tira, a Levitical city on a small lake, five leagues north,
cast of Hesbon.
To the south of Pera^a, lies a territory
called Moabites, the capital of which was Rabbath
Moab, afterwards named Areopolis ; and to the south*
west of which was Charac-Moab, or Karak, a fortress
on the summit of a hill, at the entrance of a deep vaU
;

ley.

To the north of Perasa were situated several districts,
which, as forming part of the kingdom of Judan under
Herod the Great, renuire to be briefly noticed in this
account, arel which uo properly come under the general name of Perxa, as being situated on the eastward
of the river Jordan. These were Galaadites, or Gileadites, in 32" SC North Latitude, now Zarca, east from
.Ionian, and north from the Jabok, containing the cities
of Ramoth-Gilead, Mahanaim, Jabesh-Gilead, at the
Batana^a, anciently Basan, now
foot of Mount Gilt-ad.
Binnia, in 32* 25' North Latitude, formerly celebrated
for its onks and pastures, was situated to the north of
Galaadites, and contained the cities of Adrea or Edrei,
Gaulonitis, a narrow strip of
Astarotli, «n<l Bathyra.
land between Ratanu^a, and the shore of the Sea of Tiberias, stretching northwartl to Mount Ilermon, and
containing Gamafa, a strong town near the southern
extremity of the sea of Tiberias; Argob, between this
sea and mount Hippos; Julias, supposed to be the same
ai C'horazin, and by others to be Bcthsaida ; and .Seleuc*
ca, a fortifie<l place on the east border of Lacus .SamoAuranitis, or Ituraca, a mountainous and barchonitis.
ren track north of Batami-a, and bounded on the west
by a branch of Mount Hermon, contained Bostra or
IJozra, about 50 miles east from the sea of Tiberias,

—

—
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iMjrdering on Arabia Petrwa, afterwards enlarged by
And Trachonitis,
Trajan, and named Trajana Bostra.
in 33° 15' North Latitude, between Hermon and Antilibanus, eastward from tlie sources of Jordan, and containing Baalgad, Mispah, Paneas, or Ca;sarea Philippi,
and .Ivnos, nearly 25 miles east of Paneas, and as far
There remains to be
south-south-west of Damascus.
noticed the Decapolis, or confederation of ten cities in

the last mentioned ilistricts, which having been occupied during the Babylonish captivity by heathen inhabitants, refused to adopt the Mosaic ritual after the restoration of the Jews, and found it necessary to unite
their strength against the enterprizes of the Asmonean
One of them, namely Scythopolis, already
princes.
described in the account of Samaria, was situated to
the west of Jordan,-but the other nine were all to the
east of that river, namely, Gadara, or Kedar, a strong
place on a hdl, the capital of Pera;a lu the tune of Josephus, about 60 stadia east from ^he Sea of Tiberias,
and much frequented for its hot-baths ; Hippos, someumes called Susitha, 30 stadia north-west of Gadara
Dium, or Dion, of which the situation is unknown, but
conjectured by D'AnvilIe to have been about seven
leagues eastward from Pella, a considerable town supphed with copious fountains, on the river Jabok, 14
miles south south-east of Gadara, and celebrated as the
place to which the Christians retired, by Divine admonition, before the destruction of Jerusalem ; Canatha,
south-east of Caesarea, and between the Jordan and
Mount Hermon ; Garasa, afterwards Jaras, three leagues
northeast from the upper extremity of the Sea of Tiberias, and much noted during the crusades; RabbathAmmon, the capital of the Ammonites, south-east of
Ramoth, and near the source of the Jabok, on the con.
finesofArabia afterwards called Philadelphia by Ptolemy Philadelphus, from whom it had received consi.
derable improvements, of which the rums are still visiblejAbila, four leagues east from Gadara, in a fertile
track between the river Hieromax and Mount Gilead
and Capitolias, a town
Batanaea, five or six leagues
east north-east of Gadara.
Face of the
Several chains of lofty mountains traverse the Holy
countrjr.
Land in a longitudinal direction ; and the country in
general may be denominated hilly.
Some of the most
JWounuins. celebrated of these ridges are Gilboa, about six miles
westward of Scythopolis,
the province of Samaria ;
Hermon, a group of hills north-west of the same town,
which environ the sources of the Jordan ; Ephraim, in
the south west corner of the province; Carmel, a woody
and fertile ridge of hills, extending southward from Car-

m

m

promontory towards Sichem, where it assumes the
name of Oerizim ; Tabor, an insulated hill, north from
tbe ridge of Hemion, about 15 miles west from the sea
of Gennezareth, the summit of which is flat, and about
twenty-six stadia
circuinference ; Scala Tyriorum,
the ladder of the Tynans, the termination of an elevated ridge of mountains along the coast to the north of
I'tolemais; Gilead, extending nearly from the southern
rael

m

extremity of the sea of Tiberias, in a south-east direction towards Arabia, and covered with a
species of
trees, which yielded a kind of gum,
esteemed greatly
as a remedy for wounds; Abarim, a

Hivers,

mountainous
ndge between Jordan and Hesbon, composed of many
hills under different names, as
Nebo, where Moses
^.\ ^f' '^""s'' ^^^ *=°""*'7 «
i^nntiinf.w ' It
i/"**""'
mountainous
IS not abundant
streams.
few ri-
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Hermon,

a branch of Antilibanus, about 120 furloiiM
north of CiBsarea Philippi. Running southward it
flows through the lake GenneSureth, or Sea of Tiberias
and then traversing an extensive plainXiamed Aulon'
falls into the southern extremity of the Lacus
Asphaltites, or Dead Sea.
few torrents may be mentioned
which flow chiefly during the rainy or winter season'
particularly the Kison, which springs from the
south
side of Mount Tabor, and, after receiving several
brooks
traverses the plain of Esdraelon, and falls into
a gulf

Juda-a,

''"•

A

between Mount Carmel and the point of Acre the Arnon, which flows past the principal city of Moab in
a
;

south-west direction, then, turning north-west falls into the Dead Sea ; the Jabok, which flows in a westerl
ly course into the Jordan, a little below the Sea of
Tiberias ; the Hieromax, now Yermuk, which passing
Gadara, falls into the Sea of Tiberias and the Cedron
which flows close by the east side of Jerusalem
The' Lakes,
inland lakes are, Phiala, a small basin near Hermon
which has no perceptible outlet, and has been recarded
as the fountain of the Jordan ; Lacus Samochonitis
or
Merom, now Bahr-el-houbi, at the conflux of the two
branches of the Jordan, between Paneas and the lake of
Gennezareth, about 60 stadia in length and 30 in
breadth, but greatly contracted in dry seasons the
Sea
of Tiberias, or Sea of Galilee, or lake of Gennezareth
about 13 miles in length and five in breadth and the
Lacus Asphaltites, or Dead Sea, now Almotanak, about
70 miles in length and 18 in breadth. (See Asphaltites. )
For the ancient history of Judaa and its in.
habitants, see Jews ; and, for its modern state see
Pa•

•

•

lestine.

See D'Anville's Ancient Geoeraphy Shaw's
Travels in Barbary, &c. vol. ii. : Clarke's Tra'veb vol
'
'
ii. preface ; Well's Scripture Gcorrraphy
(n)
IVES, St. or St. lies, anciently P^^rfM^c jg »
burgh and sea-port town of England, in the countv
of Cornwall.
It is situated near the north-east angle
of St. Ives Bay, in the Bristol Channel- but the
harbour is almost choked up by the shoals of sand
driven in by the north-west wind. The town consists principally of one long street, dividing itself
into two smaUer ones at the south end.
The church
which is low, though spacious, has a nave and two aislesand is often covered with spray in high tides and temi
peits, from its proximity to the sea. Slate and pilchards
are the principal articles which are exported. The pilchards are caught in the bay in large quantities and
when they appear in great shoals. 111 the inhabitants
lend their assistance, and even the church is deserted
•

when they happen to appear on Sunday. The town is
governed by a mayor, a recorder, 12 capiul, and 24 inSt Ives sends two

ferior burgesses.

liament,

and the number of

voters

is

members

to par-

about 180.

When-

ever any person dies at St. Ives worth ten pounds ayear, ten shillings are given to the vicar.
There is a

good grammar-school here, founded by" Charles
1811, the burgh and parish contained
t

l l-

j

I

In

i.

Inhabited houses
Families

^°' ^^P'oyed
^"^^^
Females

.

,

m trade and manufactures

and Polywhele's

M./oryV Cor«n-««.

14.4

1532
1749
3281

"°^^' population

See the Beaxaies of England and Wales,

712
748

vol.

ii.

p. 501
^

^ ^^S, St. is a market town of England, in the coun.
*y of Huntingdon, and is said to derfve it^ name from
Jvo, a Persian bishop, who preached here about the

^'

"""'V*^

;

J

;

UGGERNAUT

year 600 ; and to whose memory the monks of Ramsey
founded at St Ives a Benedictine Priory. The town is
situate<l on the river Ouse, over which there is a handsorne stone bridge, with four pointed and two semicircular arches.
larly arranged

There are three principal streets irreguand though the town is motlcm, there

;

are no buildings deserving of notice. The parish church
it consists of a nave,
is a tolerably neat structure
chancel, and ai»les, and has a handsome tower, with a
The spire of this church has been twice blown
spire.
:

down. The Baptists have two places of worship here,
and the Presbyterians and Quakers one each. Several
bre weries and malt kilns have been established. The
inhabitants are chiefly employetl in agriculture.
1811, the town and parish of St Ives contained

Inhabited

bouM.
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«a>pi;>^ed in tiade'and miin'ufatture.

^1^

•

'

1224
2426

.

See the Beautia of England and Walet,

vol. rii. p.
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JUGGERN'AUTH, or JuoouNNATHA. {Jagulnaiha,
A celebrated place of Hinthe Lord of the W prld.)
in the district of Cuttack, on theses-coast
of Orisaa. It is situated in North Latitude IS*" 49*
and East Longitude 86° 5' and standi clo<*e to the
ea shore, a few miles north-east of the Chilkalake, and
immediately adjacent to the town of Pursottom. The
town and tempie are encompassed with low sand hilh }
and the surrounding coantry is extremely sterile. The
pagoda itself i« a shapeless mass, and u no way renarkable, except as an object of Flindoo veneration.
Tbe idol is a carved block of wood, with a frightful vi>
painted black, and a distended mouth of a bloody
He is dressed in gorgeous apparel and his
r.
mpdlation ia aae of the numerous names of Vishnu,
toe Breacrrinc power of the universe, according to the
On festival days, the throne
t becsqay of tne Brahmins.
of the idol is placed upon a stupendous moveable tower,
altoat Go feet high, resting on wheels, which indent
tbe groond deeply as tliey turn slowly under the ponHe i« accompanied by two other
derous machine.
idols, his brother Balaram, and his sister Shubudra, of
a white and yellow colour, each on a separate tower,
and sitting upon thrones of nearly an equal height Attadied to the principal tower are six ropes, of the length
and sisc of a ship's cable, by which the people draw it
along. The priesta and attctidants are stationetl around
the Umne on the car ; and occasionally address the
wonbipper* in libidinous aongt and geaturea. Both
tbe walls of the temple and the sides ofthe car, are corercd with the mrxt indecent emblem*, in large and duObscenity and blood are the characrable sculntwc.
tariatica or the idol's worship.
As the tower moves
along, iliiulaia, throwing thfiwha* under the wheels,
ara arariMd to death and sOek acta are hailed with the
•cdamatians of the multitude mt the most acceptable
A body of orostitutes an.- maintained in the
aacriftcea.
ftir the use of the worshippers; and various
^Mnatic indacencies, which will not admit 6[
deaanpdan, ionn a part of the service. A number of
sacred bulla are kept in the place, which are generally
fed with VMtables from the hands of the pilgrims
but, from tfca soarrity of vegetation, are common^ seen
walkiiig about, and eating the fresh ordure ofthe worsMppiurcrowds. In the temple, also, is pi csemed a
bant wKliAiM, which is coiuidercd as a most veaera-

doo worship,

;

X

;

;

ble and precious relic,
loweil to see.

38Y
and which few persons are aU

This temple of Jupgemauth is esteemed the most sacred of all the religious establishments of the Hindoos;
and the concourse of pilgrims by whom it is annually
visited, is immense, 'particularly in March, when the
Dole Jattrah takes place, and in July, when the Ruth
Jattrah is celebrated.
The natives themselves, when
speaking of the numbers present at these festivals,
usually say, that a lack of people (100,000) would not
be missed. Dr. Carey is of opinion, that, on the lowest
calculation, 1,200,000 attend every year, of whom an
incredible proportion, (some suppose nine out of ten,}
die by the way, from want, fatigue, or disease.
One
fact is certain, that at 50 miles distance, the approach to
of human bones
'^'^
'I'^^m'^
which are "J"°'I'J
strewed by^IJ^""
the way. Many old people take
'^^ '"""^ ^"^
°" P^P,"-^ '° '^''
^^""1?^
7''^u'1
cmcts.
i he sand plams around
the town are
some
places whitened with the bones of the pilgrims; and
^^'^ ^ * ^P°* "' * "'^'^ distance, called by the Europeans Golgotha, where the dead bodies are usually cast
forth, and where dogs and vultures are seen continually
feeding upon them.
Multitudes are crushed to death
by the pressure of the crowd ; and at one time, as mentioned by some of the missionaries who were present,
1 50 were killetl around the temple gate.
The vicinity
of the sea, and the arid nature of the soil, contribute to
prevent the contagion which might otherwise be produced by such a number of putrid carcases.
A considerable revenue arises from the tax paid by
the pilgrims; which, after defraying the expences of
the temple, goes to the government.
In 17^4, the
Rajah of Pursottom carried away the idol Juggernauth
beyond the boundaries of Orissa, and placed it upon a
mountain, and thus caused a lo$s in the revenue of the
province, of nine lacks of rupees per annum. In 1 803,
when the province was wrested from the Mahrattas by
the British, they succeeded to all the rights of the preceding sovereign, and consequently to the revenue derived from the resort of pilgrims to Juggernauth, but
the tax was never levied during the administration of the
Marquis of Wellealey ; and it was not till after his departure from India, in 1806, that a law was made by
the Supreme Council of Beniral for regulating the management of the temple, and the taxation of the pilgnms. The sum realized, during the first year, amounted to 1 ] 7,490 sicca rupees ; and the annual expenditure
for the support of the worship, is computed at 56,000,
to provide for which, besides establisihed endowments,
consisting of lands and villages, an allowance of 20
per cent, on the net receipts from the tax is granted by
the British government. In 1 809, the superintendence
ofthe temp&, and the controul of the priests, were vested in the Rajah of Khoordah, who was directed to follow the recorded rules of the institution, or the ancient
Various sects of devotees and relicatabliahed usage.
gious parsons are, by long custom, exempted from the
payment of the tax ; and likewise all the inhabitants
who have been bom, or have resided with their families for the space of ten years within the district of Cuttack, between the rivers Bytumee and Ganjam, which
All pilgrims, also, in
is the holy land of Juggernauth.
a state of actual poveny, or declaring their condition
according to certain ceremonies, are allowed access to
the temple for three days ; and all the individuals who
carry water from the Ganges to pour it over the idol,
or who have resorted to the town of Juggernauthpoor
for purposes of trade, escape the tax.
Those who are
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measure, devised for the destruction Jugu rtha,
spirit.
liable to the assessment are arranged in four classes;
of .Iiigurtlia, contributed to advance his reputation and ''"'"r**'
aiul all, who are entitled to visit the interior of the
influence.
By his ability tn council, his'courage in
ten,pie, are at liberty to enrol themselves in tlic class
which they prefer, upon paying the prescribed rate of battle, his strict obedience to order, ahd his success in
The first, called the Laul Jattries, upon paying every enterprize, he acquired the esteem of the Roman
tax.
array, and returned to Micipsa with a high recommendten rupees if they come from the north, and six if from
ation from the general under whom he had served, the
the south, have tree access to the temple for thirty days.
The second, called the Neem I.auls, upon paying five younger Scipio Africaiius. Micipsa, thus finding his
former scheme less practicable than before, applied
rupees if from the north, and three if from the south,
have access for ten days. The third, called the Bhur- himself rather to gain the affections of his nephew, and
to secure him as the friend and protector of his childrungs, upon paying two rupees, whether from the north
The fourth, ren. In this view he adopted him into his family, and
or south, have access during four days.
left him, by his will, joint heir in the kingdom with his
the Punj Tirthees, comprehending the low castes, are
two sons, Adherbal and Hiempsal. The lajter of these,
not allowed to enter the temple ; but, upon paying two
soon after the old king's death, expressed so openly his
rupees, are permitted to perform the customary ceremonies on the outride for sixteen days. In order to pre- contempt of Jugurtha, and his displeasure on account
vent persons from fcluding .payment by a clandestine or of his being associated in the kingdom, that the most
bitter enmity was excited between them, which speedforcible entrance, a strong barri^j* is constructed of
ily led to the death of Hiempsal, who, according to
prickly bamboos ; and a guard df soldiers is placed at
Salhist, was secretly assassinated by order of Jugurtha;
the gates to exclude every passenger, except those who
duly pay the tax. At times, however, when a large but, according to the epitome of Livy, was vanquished
body happens to collect, they attempt to force their and slain in battle. A civil war between Jugurtha and
way ; and a crowd merely of women, children, and old Adherbal was the consequence of this event ; but the
men, trusting to the physical weight of their mass, have latter was soon obliged to yield in the struggle, and
been known to make a charge on the armed guard, fled for protection and justice to Rome. Jugurtha, well
who are seldom willing on such occasions to oppose acquainted with the venal character of the Roman senaBoth for the accommodation of these tois, easily succeeded, by ample presents of money, in
their bayonets.
numerous travellers, and also in a military point of procuring a division of Numidia between himself and
view, a road from Calcutta in the direction of Jugger- Adherbal, and in securing farther the best of its provinces
nauth had long been an object highly desirable. In for his share. Confident, from this success, that he should
1810, llajah Sookmoy Roy, an opulent Hindoo inhabi. find ways and means to avert any serious interposition
tant of Calcutta, offered to contribute one and a half from Rome, he resolved to render himself sole master of
lack of rupees (£16,000) towards the accomplishmeiit the kingdom ; and, iiaving put himself at the head of his
of this object, on condition that the road, when com- army,compelled Adherbal, in a few days, to shut himself
pleted, should bear his name ; and though he himself up in the townof Certa. By his former arts, he contritlicd soon after the payment of the money into the treaved to prevent any actual interference from Rome till he
sury, the undertaking has been pro?ecuted in conjuncgot the unfortunate Adherbal into his hands, whom he
tion with his heirs.
Juggernauth is 3 1 1 miles distant instantly put to death by means of torture. A Roman
'from Calcutta, 500 from Nagpoor, 512 from Benares, army was forthwith dispatched to Africa, with orders
719 from Madras, 910 from Delhi, and 1052 from Bom- to bring tlie perfidious Numidian, to answer for his conbay.
See Campbell's Journey over land to India ; Bu- duct before the majesty of the Roman people ; but Jtichanan's Ckrhlian Researches ; Kennel's Memoirs of a
gurtha experienced little difficulty in rendering both
Map of Hindostan ; Christian Observer, vol. .\ii. ; Bap- the commissioners of the senate, and the commanders
list Missionary Periodical Accounts, No. xxiii. ; and
of the troops, favourable to his cause. Repairing afterHamilton's FmsI India Gazelleer.
wards to Rome, upon the assurance of safety to his per(q)
JUGUllTHA, a celebrated Numidian Prince, was son, and in obedience to a requisition from the senate,
the grandson of Masinissa, the faithful African ally of he found occasion for all his intrigues to prevent the
the Roman people, and appears to have been born about
kingdom of Numidia from being transferred to Massi152 years before the Christian acra, and GOO after the va, another nephew of Micipsa ; and, when all other
building of Rome.
He was the illegitimate son of Ma- means were likely to fail, he took care to have his,rival
nastabal, the youngest son of Masinissa ; and, after his
removed by assassination. Permitted to leave Italy, in
father's death, was educated in the family of his uncle
consequence of the safe conduct which had been proMicipsa, king of Numidia.
He was handsome in his mised, he: was followed into Africa by the Consul Alperson, endowed with great bodily strength, and supebinus, whose brother, Aulas, having been intrusted
rior to all his companions in every athletic and military
with the command of tlie army, he artfully circumvented
exercise.
He was possessed also of great natural ta- in such a manner as to force him to conclude an ignolents, and by his gallant, yet modest, demeanour, renminious treaty of peace, and to pass his soldiers under
dered himself greatly beloved in his younger years. the yoke. The celebrated Roman commanders, MetelHe was highly honoured at first by his uncle Micipsa, lus and Marius, were successively employed against
as promising to prove an ornament to his kingdom
him ; but, for the space of three years, he baffled all
but became at length an object of his dislike, as too their exertions, after reducing their armies to the greatdangerous a rival to his own sons in the aft'ections of est extremities, and returning more formidable after
the Numidian people.
In this apprehension, the king €very defeat, proving himself their equal in military vawas desirous to put him privately to death, had he not lour and skill, while they were not much his inferiors in
been afraid that such an act might excite a sedition duplicity and barbarity. When his Numidian adlie-

But

this

•

•

,-

artiong his subjects ; and therefore contented himself
•with sending his nephew to command the Numidian
auxiliaries in the Roman army, in the hope of his fal-

ling

by the chance of war, and his own adventurous
3

rehts had either perished in his service, or deserted
his interests, he stiJl made head against the Rorhan legions, by assembling under his command the savage
tribes of Gsetulia,

with a few auxiliaries from Maurita-

;

I
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Ivi<-«was obtained. But this new and productive source of
benefit was soon lost by the extreme apathy of the in- ^"nr""

his f5rtber-in-law, and confederate in arras,
to join with hira in a friendly
conference with the Roman generals, and having come
unarmadaecordi"-' '-^ " -reement, his attendants were

habitants. They speak a jargon of the Spanish language
with a guttural accent ; and the di&lect of the women
is almost unintelligible.
Nothing remarkable appears in the costume of these
people, except that the female islanders are partial to
yellow.
They likewise entertain a remarkable predilection for their hair, which is preserved to an astonishing length and, not content with this profiiaion, it is
far from uncommon for women in the country, to wear
a cow's tail in addition to their natural tresses.
Though little attention be paid to agriculture, the in-

Even

invited

'

VIC

he was betrayed by his allies,
rather than conqueretl by his enemies.
Ha^-inj^ been
hia.

at tlte last,

by

Borchus of Maoritania,

Msod. and lie himself delivered up bonnd tnti> i.i^ i^nuds of his implacable enemies.
Being carried to Rome, be and bis two sons were led
through the city in chains, at the triumph decreed to
Manila for the conquest of Noraidia ami, after the
condusioa of the procession, was thrown into a dunbaatly in assacrt

;

Mon, where
of Rome,

IViCA

lie

"

Jugurt^
tarch-

u.-vpk h.

was starved to denth. f>ee Sallust's
ritttnnt of \.i\y, book Ixvii. ; I'lii:t and SyUa ; and Floras' A/rWory
(i;)

an island of the Mediterranean, under the
donunioa of Spain, the largest of those denominated
the Pibfrnto!, a name of doubtfnl atymolo^, <leTived
bjr some of tlie ancienl>) from their abounding in pines,
and by others from certain earthen vessels' litbricated
by the inbafaitanta. Ivicahes l(j leagues from the promontory of Denia, the nearest i>art of the Spanish
coast, and is separated by a channel above two miles
wiife from the island of Formentera.
It extends seven
in length by S\ in breadth, and has two harI ra a ei
g
bours, one know n by the saane appeUation on the southeast, and St. Anthony on the north-wnest.
The climate
is reild and salubrious, the cold always very moderate
in winter, while the ««'""—^ heat is tempered l>y breezes froin the sea.
No veMMtous animal is fbuud in tiie
is

Mand
Iviea is in gcaavaUnffli

aiwmd
The coast

its

and moantainoas, and borwhole extent by precsptt-

sinks so rspidly, thiKt, within a
oat raeksL.
mile of the sheso, tho dsplh of water i* twenty or thir-

^ fathoms.

On the OBntb^west it declinas more grab«t OB tho north the sea is very dnp. Fertile
^riHco of agronldo appearance are intetopassed amotit;
the bills, and the aou requires nothing but
try of man to render it productive. The hm
t«» dam ovorjr lUmgbmr*. (jrein of diHcrcnt kmds
is wsily ahm lnod a nbimdance ofoliws, grapes, almond;,
and waia»-melans ofaoperior quabty, gruw ritl<cr wild,
or ahnost entirely witiiuiit cultivation and thn excellence of the (igs wascslsbfatori so long age as the time
of FliBy. But the richest parts of the ground rcmsin
tinocwipiod: no more gnia ia laisod than whatis al>solatily nquisste for liw aceassities of the inhabitants,
who are swayed to a sui prising extent by prejudices.
.^^riaahvo is th«re(ars very fiir behind. ( )il and wine
4ra OS Maiigemly ma<lc, that not above half the ailvantage rmiJle that should be derived from the fruits croplojFod.
Tho inhabilanu have ef«n threatened the
safittp of persons, nsore ex perienced and libcml than
thnuolves, who were desirous of intnxlucii>g
Game is plentiful, and the ordinary
maat.
ticatod anhaola asc comman.
The inhabit ita am Cor the most part of middle siar,
tawny oomptausfH and endowed with much personal activt^.
They are of a miM disposition, though pas.
seosinf chstingnished coaraga when it is roused,
has
heon seen in thoir conflids with the Baebacy corsairs.
Boc they ai* esemdiagly iadai«tt aad taidfy an ektmordinaty awession toUboor. One of the governors
of Iviea eadaasoursd to cultivate mulberries, and to
tbo brteding of the silk-worm. Theexpe1, and SDOic very 6ne and besutiful silk
•MHf,

t

;

m

.

;

dustry of the Ivicans is somewhat excited by the fisheries and the collection of salt.
They are very expert
seamen, and about 60 vessels of different sizes are to be
\'arious kinds of fisheries
seen in the principal port.
arc practised, and diversified according to the seasons,
and the presence of the particular species offish. In winter there is both net-fishing on the coast, and the deepThe chief capture of the formsea fishery with lines.
er is a tiuall fish, not highly esteemed, the sparus smarus of ichthyologists, but in such quantities as to employ one- half the fishermen, and afford a very seasonable supply of food.
The deep-sea fishery is conducted
at the de]>th of about 100 fathoms, and obtains greater
variety.
In summer, nets arc stretched to the island
of Formentera, for the capture of one species, and in
autumn tor tliat of another called lampuga, which is in
Part of the fish thus taken is salted,
vast abundance.
and some exported, but not enough to balance the import of salted cod, considerable quantities of which are
consume<l in the island.
Many hundreds of the islanders arc occupied during
Aagutt in collecting mlt, produced by evapomtion from
ponda or marshes, which is carried in loads by mules
to the coast, where it is taken in by foreign vessels. It
is almost the sole export, together with a little wool
for the ex|>ortntion of grain, iVuit, and oil. though the
ptinripal natural products of the island, is injudiciously
pruhibited by government.
The inhabitants therefore
want every stimulus to exertion. They seek no more
from agriculture, than to sati»fy their exigencies ; and
bod seasons expose them to famine, while every superabundance of harvest is allowed to rot in the granaries.

AU

the alts practised by thrm also are restricted to
noCeaoity demands, and their main object is shelTheir costume is rude, and their dwellings void
ter.
of ornament. In traversing the inland, a stranger would
believe himself transported to a country where civiliExcept in the immediate
sation ia in aa early stage.
neighbourhood of the village.<<, or leading to different
ports where the salt is embarked, the roads are scarcely

what

passable.
The island is partitioned into five districts

:

I.

The

Plain of the City : 8. St. EuUlia ; 3. Balanzat ; 4. Formany ; and, 5. The Salines. The first is the most important, and contains the town of Ivica, which consists
of about 200 houses, together with a cathedral, six
It is
cfaurdies, a convent, and barracks for troops.
commanded by a small ibrtrcbs, occupying an eminence
on the coast, to the east of which are the suburbs, conI'he total population of the
sisting of 4'20 houses.
This
pisce amounts to about 2600 or 2700 persons.
town is the seat of a governor, and was formerly a bishop's see. Its port is spacious and convenient, and
sheltered from all tides ; but altliough presenting good
andiorage at present, it is gradually choking up with

•j.^^^
ivica.

^

a

;
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of Caesar, espoused to Hethe sister of Constagtius, and apppinted to the
the town to the Phoenicians, between six and seven cen- government of the countries beyond jhe Alps, in the
25th year of his age. In this command, though hitherturies before Christ, and it is supposed to have been
formerly more extensive. The fortress was erected by to a stranger to arms, he displayed all the qualities of
Charles V. of Spain, and repaired by Ferdinand VI. an experienced soldier ; and, by a succession of signal
Nothing of particular consequence is exhibited by the victories, completely checked the inroads of the barbarians in the west.
Constantius, jealous of the reputarest of the districts: that of Salines derives its name
from the salt which is collected from it. There is a re- tion, and desirous to reduce the strength of so formidagular body of militia here, each district affording a quo- ble a rival, required the legions of Gaul to join the exThe island pedition, which he was himself engaged in conducting
ta, which altogether amounts to 1 650 men.
These troops, reluctant to leave
contains 2570 houses, and its total population is about against the Persians.
their own country in a defenceless state, or perhaps
10,850 souls.
The history of Ivica does not afford matter of pecu- stimulated by the adherents of their leader, broke out
into open mutiny, refused to march, and proclaimed
It was anciently called Ebusoe, and from
liar interest.
hence the Carthaginians, long before the Christian aera, Julian their emperor, in the 29th year of his age. The
attempted the conquest of other islands in the Mediter- philosophical general long professed the most determined opposition to the offered sovereignty ; but his preIt was reduced by the Spdtiiards in 1234 ; and
ranean.
tending to yield at last, in consequence of having been
at a much later period, namely 1706, it surrendered to
solicited by the genius of the empire, and encouraged
Ivithe British fleet, commanded by Sir John Leake.
ca has generally followed the fortunes of Majorca and by a sign from Jupiter, sufficiently proves the fraud or
Minorca, which have sometimes been captured by the the fanaticism of his conduct. Constantius, having inThe dignantly rejected all the explanations and proposals of
naval force predominant in the Mediterranean.
position of the castle is in East Long, l** 29' 12". North Julian as his colleague in the empire, the latter made
a resolute and rapid march into lllyricum, where, by
Lat. 38° 53' 16".
(c)
JULIAN, the Roman Emperor, usually called the the sudden death of his rival, he was left sole emperor
Apostate, was the younger son of Constantius, the bro- of the Roman world about the end of the year 361.
ther of Constantine the Great, and was born at Con- As soon as he saw himself in full possession of the sostantinople on the 6th of November, a.d 331.
After vereignty, he threw off all his former disguises, and
the deatn of Constantine, in 337, Julian and his brother openly professed himself the votary and high pontiff
Gallus were with difficulty saved (by the care of Mark, of the Pagan divinities. But, while he established the
bishop of Arethusa, ) from the massacre of their family
ancient worship as the religion of the state, he preand were afterwards spared through the policy or pity claimed a free toleration to the Christians, and recalled
of their uncle Constantius, who had succeeded to the those who had been banished by the Arian counsels of
empire. As soon as the growing years of these un- his predecessor.
With all this show of philosophical
happy youths excited the jealousy of the emperor, they moderation, he soon evinced his ardent aim to accom•were secured in the strong castle of Macellum, near plish the entire subversion of the Christian faith, and
Csesarea, where they were carefully educated under tiie
the complete restoration of the rites of polytheism.
best masters, and attended with all the honours of He applied himself, amidst all the hurry of his prepayoung princes. Their religious education was directed rations for the Persian war, to vindicate his preference of
bjr Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia, who was related to
paganism by writing a refutation of Christianity ; comhis pupils on the side of their mother ; and, till Julian
manded many of the treatises in defence of the Gospel
reached the twentieth year of his age, he prosecuted to be destroyed ; excluded its adherents from all offices
the studies rather of an ecclesiastic than of an emperor. in the service of the state ; prohibited them from teachHe was actually admitted to the inferior offices of the ing in the public schools ; required, by a public edict,
priesthood, and publicly read the Holy Scriptures in
that they should no longer be called Christians, but
the church of Nicomedia. But he seems to have early Galileans ; connived at the fury of the populace, and
associated in his mind the Christian principles in which the brutality of his governors, who kindled in many
he was instructed with the state of subjection in which provinces the flames of persecution ; and dismissed the
he was held ; and manifested, on various occasions, a complaints of the oppressed accusants with the scoffing
strong predilection for the religion, as well as the lite- remark, that their religion required them to suffer withrature, of the Greeks.
After the exaltation of his bro- out retaliation or repining. With a view to shake the
ther, Gallus, to the dignity of Caesar, he was left more
fundamental evidences of the Christian revelation, by
at liberty to gratify his own inclinations ; and the
convicting its prophecies of error, he attempted to recrowd of sophists, who were attracted by his taste and assemble the Jews, and to rebuild .their temple—
liberality, soon succeeded in completing his conversion
scheme which (according to the testimony of niany
to the tenets of polytheism.
In the twentieth year of contemporary writers, and even of the heathen histohis age, he was secretly initiated in all the mysteries of rian and friend of Julian, Ammianus Marcellinus, ) was
paganism ; and, with all the enthusiasm of a new pro- miraculously defeated by eruptions of fire-balls from
selyte, already anticipated the revival of the ancient
the foundation. Other Christian writers, however, of
religion of the empire.
Suspected by the emperor of that age, and particularly Jerome, who lived in the vihavmg participated in the disaffection of his brother cinity of Jerusalem, are entirely silent on the subject
Gallus, he was in great danger of sharing the same and it must still be regarded as a, doubtful point, whefate ; and having been conveyed as a prisoner to Milan,
Nor is
ther any such supernatural event took place.
he was kept for the space of seven months in daily ap- there any necessity, on the part of the Christian, to espehension of an ignominious death ; but, by the earnest tablish a specific miracle in the case. Julian's avowed deintercession of the Empress Eusebia, he was restored to signs in favour of the Jewish people were rendered aborliberty, and permitted to pursue his studies at Athens.
tive; and whetherby a miraculous interposition defeating
Soon afterwards, by the same friendly influence, he the execution of them, or by other events preventing
tlie ballast ilischarj;ed by the vessels coming hither to
Historians ascribe the foundation of
load with salt.

was invested with the
lena,

title

Jtiltau.

;;

JUL
tiitot

;

Ms

advances into the hostile country with greater courage than caution, he was at length compelled to reHarassed on all sides
treat upon his reinforcements.
by the pursuing army, he was often called upon to
animate his fainting troops by his personal exertions.
Having, in one of these hasty skirmishes, entered the
field without his cuirass, he was pierced by a dart
and, being carried to his tent, very calmly breathed
his last in the midst of philoM>phical discussions with

and ostentatious assertions of his own virtues.
oa the 26th of June, 383, in the S2d year of his
age, after reigning as sole emperor about 20 roontlis.
The diaracter of Julian hM been very variously repnaented, but certainly poaaesses none of tliat extraorutnary merit with uhich some writers have invested it.
He was remarkable for the most rigid temperance,
his friends,

He died

aadcjunplary cfaaatky; far tha milrtnaM and denupcy
of hia general oonduct. and. at the aaoie time/ far hu
undaunted military courage for his love of learning
and application to study, amidst the utmost attention to
public alTairs for hi* tail* and facility in literary coinpoaition, and his intimate acquaintance with the enthoBut
siastic tenets of the modem Platonic philosophy.
numcroas facts in his privste history, reatins on the
testimony of bis warmest admirers, and aron ornis own
writings, prove him to have been a stranger to true
pbiloaophy, and even to have been a slave to the rank;

;

He

boasts, with all the affectation of
contempt for personal cleanliness, the
lencth at his nails, the inky blackness of his hands,
ana tht vanain of his shaggy beard. He was a vain
apd inciMint talker, and fond, even to puerility, of
popolar applause. He was an ardent votary of the art
of nugic, and chose even his ministers of state by divination.
He was addicted to the most abject practices
- not only multiplying sacriof the uToasiir tuprlened the raviiaa of the
fices to a degree v
luiicly in tJie temples with the
empire, but n-.'lionitious crov
^ts and female dancers, bringing the wood, uiuwiiig the fire, handling the knife,
slaughtering tlie victim, thrusting his bloody hands into the bowels of the expiring animal, drawing forth the
heart or livrr, and earnestly reading the imaginary
Nor was all this the mere efsigns of future events.
fact of policv to recommend ancient rites, but actual
fadiaf and Jelight in the senseleas ceremonials ; for he
oliaarTcd, in privaU, numaraoa faala and rites in ho.
nour of the gods and goddimii, with whom he main-

est fanaticism.
Dioganei, of his

J
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from ever beinj; attempted, is of little consequence
^m^^,^^ in the argument. Hy whatever causes, natural or su*
pematural, the pretlicteil desolation of the Jewish people and temple has, in the course of proviilence, been
perfectly fulfilled, and stanib to this day a plain and
But the schemes of the
incontrovertible point of fact.
emperor for the revival of paganism proving less efficacious than his expectations and his flatterers had
proiniaed, he threatcneil to adopt more decisive measures, after he should return from the Persian expediAftion, which he had resolved to conduct in person.
ter rMiding eight months at Constantinople, and about
the feme space of time at Antioch in Syria, where he
cooapletcd his military preparations, he proceeded with
but, pushing
tb« greatest ardour against the Persians
inliaji.

*

'

tained a peipetual intcrooone, fancying (we use the
words of Gibbon) " that they descended on earth
to enjoy his conversation; that they gently interrupted nis slumbers, bv touching his hand or hair
that they warned him of every impending danger ; and

ihim, by their infallible wisdom, in every action
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of his life ; and that he had acquired such an intimate
knowle<lge of his heavenly guests as readily to distinguish the voice of Jupiter from that of Minerva, and
the form of Apollo from the figure of Hercules."
His
philosophy was little better than fanaticism, and his
genius at times bordered on lunacy but he was, ne- vertheless, (with the exception of his measures against
theChristians,) agood and wise emperor; and there was,
in his character, to use the words of Fleury, " such a
mixture of good and bad qualities, that it is easy to
praise and blame him at the same time without deviating from the truth." His works consist chiefly of a
satire against the city of Antioch, entitled Misojtogon,
his treatise against the Christian Revelation, epistles,
and several orations or discourses. An edition of them
in Cireek and Latin was published by Spanheim in two
vols. fol. in 1696; and an English translation, with copious notes from different authors, in two vols. 8vo. by
the Rev. John Duncombe, in 178*. See Mosheim's
Church Hittory, vol. i. ; Lardner's Jewitk and Heathen
Tettimoniet ; Gibbon's Roman History, vol. iv. ; La
Vie de Juiien, par I'Abbe Bleterie ; and. The Life and
Character of Julian, iliustraled in Seven Disterlaliont,
by Des Voeux, &c. (q)
JULIER, is {he name of a lofty mountain, situated
in the Grisons, in the northern chain of the Alps of
the Engadine, or valley of the Inn.
The passage over
this'mountain is accomplished in three hours and as
there are neither precipices nor avalanches, it is extremely safe and easy. At the highest point of the
passage is an ancient monument, called the Julian Columns, which are columns four feet high, and made of
the rough granite of which the mountain is composed.
They are supposed to have formed part of an altar on
which the ancient Celtic inhabitants had been accustomed to sacrifice a l>oar to the sun, whom they worshipped under the name of Thor. On the Julier, the
granite passes to true sienite.
On the northern side of
the mountain, there is a fine formation of greenish
bUck serpentine, which shelves along the top of the
ridge to i»eptimer.
Mines of iron seem to have lieen
formerly wrought in this mountain by the Counts Gelfes of Alldorf.
JLMNA. See I.NDia, vol. xii. p. 62.
JL'NGFRAU, or the Virgin, is a stupendous mountain of Switzerland, in the northern chain of the Alps,
which, by the trigonometrical measurements of M.
Tralles, is found to be elevated 12,872 feet above the
level of the sea.
This mountain, however, is only tljc
seventh in respect to altitude among the Alpine ranges,
being exceeded by Mont Ulanc, Mont Roter, Ortelen,
Cervui, Finster-Aarhom, and the Col de Laniere.
It
rises from the vallev of Lauterbrunnen, which extends
about five leagues
length, by about only a quarter
of a league
breadth, in the canton of Berne, and
receives a number of torrents from the surrounding
rocks, whence its name is supposed to be derived.
But this valley owes its chief celebrity to the cascade
of Staubach, precipitated from heights of 800 feet,
opposite to which is the Jungfrau, rearing its summit
10,422 feet above the village of Lauterbrunnen.
It is
only from certain positions, however, that the appearance of this enormous mass can be properly contemplated ; when immense glaciers are seen branching out
mtothe vallies and the gorges of the mountains, but principally on the side of the V'alais, where that of .\letsch
descends, along a line of eight or nine leagues, nearly
reaching the Rhone,
The Jungfrau is surrounded
on all sides by frightful rocks and precipices; and
;

;

m

m

Jolier
II
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Jungfnu,
Junius,
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which is completely hemispherical, is
Almost in its cencovered with perpetual snow.
tre terminate the crests of the three mounuins of
As
the N'alais, of Lauterbrunnen, and Grindelwald.
the base oi' the Jungfrau exhibits calcareous strata,
conjectured tJiat they are continued to the
it
i<j
summit. The debris washed down from the heights
lunonfj which petrifactions are some.-.re calcareous,
7'he calcareous formation rests on
times discovered.
the primitive rock, and the disposition of the strata
may be seen in a clcfl, wliere, althougli the highest
surface of the primitive rock, and the calcareous beds
resting upon it, are inclined to the north, the primitive strata are perfectly vertical, or slightly inclined
to the south ; but this can be recognized only in the
most obvious sections. Several caverns penetrate the
base, of which that called Korbaline is the most remarkable.
The view of the Cime, or top) of the Jungfrau is
particularly grand, when the traveller approaches it,
ascending the valley of Lauterbrunnen. There is
perhaps no mountain in the world that presents so magnificent an outline.
Some of the most lofty Alpine mountains have been
ascended by cnterprizing travellers; but the difficulties
by which the Jungfrau was every where environed,
were long supposed to render it inaccessible. Two brothers named Meyer, however, lately resolved on the
attempt ; and having made the necessary preparations,
in procuring guides, attendants, a ladder and ropes, left
Aarau on the ^Dth of July 1811, and passed the valley
of Laetschen. After a long ascent, they spent the first
night on the place where the glacier of Laetschen joins
Here amidst the most barren rocks,
that of Aletsch.
some insects of the genus podiira were seen under the
The following day they made
stones upon the snow.
various Alpine discoveries in the union and position of
different glaciers, but the reflection of the snow was such
as rendered it necessary to hang a black veil before their
Their attendants becoming alarmed at the diffieyes.
culties of the ascent, they were dismissed, and the adventurers passed a second night on the ice. Next morning they resumed their exertions, and after a painful
journey, guided by the direction of a wreath of snow,
they at length gained the summit. The heavens now
appeared of a deep azure, pure and cloudless ; and none
of those painful sensations described by Saussure and
They elevated
others were felt by the Messrs. Meyer.
a black flag on the summit, and descended the mouniU summit,

m

tain in safety,

(c)

JUNIUS, Letters of, a series of political letters
whicl) appeared in Woodfall's Public Advertiser, from
These Letters, written in a
the year I7C9 to 1772.
style at once vigorous and classical, displaying an ex-

—

and minute acquaintance with the measures of
government, and the character and conduct of the politicians of that day, distinguished by force of argument, eloquent declamation, and powerful invective,
and by a zealous and steady assertion of popular rights-—
attracted a great degree of attention at the period of
their appearance; and, having been frequently reprinted in a collective form, have been stamped with a chatensive

which no similar productions, perhaps, have ever attained.
The interest, too, which
t1wae popular philippics have excited in the public
mind, has been kept alive, and greatly strengthened,
by the impenetrable cloud of mystery wldch still continues to envelope their anonymous author.
When we
consider all the circumstances, indeed, this mystery
must appear to be a very singular fact in literary history.
The unprecedented boldness with which this in-

racter of celebrity

J
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visible author assailed the most exalted characters in
Junlus,
the state ; the freedom and the poignancy of his per- Leuers
sonal sarcasms, together with the early popularity of
those papers which appeared under hi^^ctitious signature, must necessarily have exposed him to the hatred
and resentment of rank and power ; and it is natural
to suppose, that the ingenuity of multitudes must have
been employed to discover his haunts, and to drag him
into light.
But Junius contrived to baffle all the efforts of his contemporaries to penetrate his obscurity.
The same motives for the prosecution of this inquiry
no longer exist; but an irresistible curiosity has prompted many ingenious men to attempt to unravel the mystery, hitherto, we think, without success. » Nearly half
a century has elapsed since the publication of these celebrated IvCtters ; every witness whose e\'idence could
be supposed capable of throwing light on this subject,
has been examined ; printers' repositories have been
ransacked ; specimens of hand- writing have been produced and compared ; ingenuity has been exhausted in
the discovery of probabilities, and the deduction of
moral certainties ; j'et, all is conjecture, more or less
'

with justice boast, that he
; and no one can
has succeeded in detecting Junius.
These Letters have been too long before the public,
and their style and character are too well known, to render it necessary for us to enter into any critical disquisition on their merit.
shall, therefore, only attempt to present our readers with a summary account
of the various hypotheses which have been entertained
with regard to the probable author of these celebratedpapers ; not by any means with the view of making
way for a new candidate of our own, nor with the hope
of bringing the controversy to a satisfactory conclusion;
but solely for the purpose of examining the validity of
those claims which have been advanced ; of pointing
out the defects in the evidence brought forward in support of each of the claimants ; and, lastly, of ascertaining those requisites which appear to us to be essentially necessary to every future candidate.
There is scarcely a contemporaneous character of
note, whose pretensions are not excluded by some obplausible

We

vious contradiction, to

whom

these celebrated Letters

have not, at one time or another, been ascribed ; and
the confidence with which some of those claims have
been maintained, which have since been disproved and
abandoned, must induce us to subject every new hypothesis to a rigorous examination.
To those who have attentively perused the Letters

of Junius, it must, we think, have appeared, that Junius was a man of a cultivated mind ; skilful in the
use of his native language, and well versed in the history, laws, and constitution of his country, although
not a lawyer by profession. It is pretty evident, also,
both from his public letters, and particularly from his
private correspondence with his printer, that he was a
man of easy and independent, if net of affluent circumstances ; that he was in habits of confidential intercourse, if not with the members of the cabinet, at
least with persons who were intimately familiar wiA
the court ; and, consequently, that he had opportunities of becoming acquainted with its secret transact
tions ; and that he had attained such an age, as allowed him to boast, without vanity, of an ample knowledge and experience of the world. From the dates of
his various authenticated papers, it is likewise clear
that he must have resided almost constantly in London, or its vicinity, during the years 1767, 1768, 1769,
1770, 1771, and part of 1772 ; "for although the first of
his series of letters under tlie signature of Junius ap-

JUNIUS.
'•'•

«' I should be proud to be
:
capable of writing as Junius has done ; but there are
many passages in his letters 1 should be verj- sorrj- to
have written." And, moreover, in one of the letters
of Junius, Lord George Sackville is roundly accused of
want of courage.
Of all the candidates for the celebrity of Junius,

paared in the Pultlic Adi'crliser on Saturday, tlie 2 1st
of January 1TC9 yet it ha* been ascertained, in the
most satisfactory manner, that he carried on a correspondence in that paper, under various other signaThe last poliii.
tures, from the month of April, 1T()7.
cal letter, imder the signature of Junius, was t))at addressed to Lord Camden, which appeared in the Pub.
l:c A Jvertiter for January il, 1772; and the last private letter which he is known to have addressed to his
printer, Mr. Woodfall, is dated January 19, 1773.
We agree, then, with the author of the I'reliminary
Essay to Wootlfall's edition of the Letters ( 181'^;), that
the claimant who cannot produce, at least, the characteristics alluded to, is in vain brought forward as the
author of the Letters of Junius.
The prinicipal persons to whom the Letters of Junius
have been at different timri attributetl, are the following Charle* Lloyd, a clerk of the treasury, and afterwards a deputy teller of the exchequer ; John Roberta, also a clerk in the treasury, and afterwards, succcMvely, private secretary to Mr. IVlh.im, when chancellor of the exchequer, mi-mber of Tarliament for Harwich, and commissioner of tfie Board of Tratle; Samuel
Dver ; William Gerrard Hamilton Dr. Butler, late
ni.'hop of Hereford ; the Rev. Philip Rosenhagen Ma>
jor-CIeneral Charles Lee; John Wilkes Henry Flood ;
John Dunning, Lord Aehburton Lord George Sackville; Hugh Mucauley Boyd; Mr. Glover, author of
Ixonidai ; M. De Lolme ; the Late Duke of Portland ;

casion, to a friend of his

;

there is none whose pretensions have been so obstreperously advanced as those of Hugh Macauley Boj'd.
This gentleman was bom of a respectable family
Ireland, e<lucated at the College of Dublin, and intend,
ed for the profession of the law. But, at an early age,
he abandoned his legal pursuits; and having come over
to London in the year "66, he addicted himself to politics, and led an unsettled life, which continually involved him in pecuniary difficulties. He is known as
the author of The Freeholder, which lie wrote at Belfiut, in the year \"(j ; of The Whig, a series of papers )>iiblished in tiie London Courant, between November 1779, nnd Mnrch 1780; and the Indian Observer,
The chief advocates
published at Madras in 1793.
for the claims of this gentleman, are, Mr. Almon,
Mr. Campbell, tlie e<litor of Boyd's works, and Mr.
shall endeavour to give a conGeorge Chalmers.
cise statement of the arguments used by the last mentioned gentleman, omitting only such circumstances in
the pro-of, as appear to us to be altogether trivial and

m
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;

;

;

;

and

.Sir

inconclusive.

Mr. Woods, the player, who, at the period in ques'
was an apprentice with Mr. Woodfall, the printer,

Philip Francis.

tion,

Of the first nine candidates
tend to lay notbiog. as
to have been already sufli'

in

the above

list,

we

on aeeing

in-

their pretensiona

and shall.
merely refer our
curious readers to the works mcotioaed at the end of
-proved

;

therefore, in so far as relate* to them,
this article.

The claim* of Dunning, Lord Ashborton, to the honour* oT Jimias, were formerly canaidcrad •• •npcrior to
tluMC of any other can<lidate. He poiit ned all the requi•itetalmt*. learning, and wit; his age, and rank in life, his
political principles, attachm en ts,andaiitipathics, together
with hi< usual residence, during the period in question,
are all in favour of that tiypothesis which assumes him
^'et there are one or two circumstances
as the author,
in his situation, which render this hypothesis highDunning waa solicitor-general at the
ly improbable.
time these letters first appeareil, and <or more than
twelve months afterward* and he cannot therefore be
yilMMMed to have been the author of the famous letter
Bcaide*, it is prettv clear, a* we have alto toe kiog.
ready hinted, both from his public letters, and his private correcpondeiice witli Mr. Woodfall, that Junius was
;

not a professional lawyer.
The talents of Lonl George Sackville were well
known ; his (lolitical prir- •"'- r?ade him incline to
the same side of the (|u>
and he was suspected, by >ii

'

V.

li

Junius espoused

;

miAm Draper and others,

an early period, oif being the real autlmr of Junius.
very remarkable, too, that from a private letter from
Junius to his printer, in which he asaerts, that a pcraon of the name of Swinney had called u|K>n Ix>rd
Sackville, and taxed him with l>eing Junius to his face;
it appear* that Junius was in the knowledge of this
It would seem to
fact a few hours aArr it happened.

at

ft is

follow, therefore, either that I.ord
that Junius, at least,

was Junius, or
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George Sackville
must nave been in

habits of intimacT with that nobleman.
On the other
hand, hi* Lovd«hip i* (aid to have observed, on one ocVOt. XII. rABT It.

theJiic-uiHile of Boyd's writing, in the year
1800, said he had no doubt that the hand- writing was
Mr. Almon,
tlie same as that of the letters of Junius.
in the year 1 7^). having seen a manuscript letter of
Junius, which Mr. Woo<irall read at a meeting of l)ooklelier* and printers, he rusficcted Boyd, nnd ta.xrd him
with being the author, lioyd, it is said, instantly
chanmd colour ; and, after a short pause, he said, " the
similitude of hand-writing is not a conclusive fact."
The evidence of Mrs. Buyd is brought forward to prove,
that her hu.^lrand commenced his correspondence with
the Public Advertiser at the end of the year 1768; that
he wrote occasionally in the same paper, during the
years I7l>9and 1770, under Uie signatures of Lucius
and Brutus ; that he was at great pains in accustoming
himself to disguise his hand-writing ; that he sent letter* almost every week secretly to the Public Advert!itr, and sometimes carried packets himself to some
penny post office, or askctl her to carry them to Woodthat he manifested much solicitude to
fall's letter box
see the letters of Junius, and was continually talking
about Junius ; that she would often hint to him her
suspicion that he wa* Junius, to which he made no reThe Mune Udy states, that Mr. Boyd took a house
ply.
at Itiuton-Cireen, near Harrow, when Junius' controversy with Mr. Home commenced; that he wrote a
great deal while it lasted, and was constantly talking
upon the subject. She farther says, that in November
1771, Boyd borrowed from a neighbour at RustonGreen, several law lKx>ks and state trials, which he
read with great attention, for the purpose, as she thinks,
of supporting the charge of Junius against Lord M.-insfiehl, which appeared on the 21st of January 177^;
and that alraut three weeks after the publication of that
Mr*. Boyd moreover
letter, Boyd went to Ireland.
states, that on the very day on which the letters of
Junius were republished, with a dedication, preface,
and notes, Boyd presented her with a copy of the book ;
3 D
;
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and that

in looking over the pages, she

was much struck

once of Junius with Mr. Woodfall, about the siime pe-

some anecdotes of Lord Irnham, Miss Davis, riod, it will be evident that Sindercombe could not be
and Mr. Nisbet, one of her guardians, which she had Junius. Moreover, the last pttblic letter of Junius appeared on the SJst of January 1772 aftd Mr. Boyd is
communicated to liim in confidence.
A few years after Boyd went to Madras with Lord stated 10 have gone to Ireland about three weeks after
Macartney, a paragraph appeared in the General Ad- that period. But during this absence of Mr. Boyd,
Junius was engnged in an almost daily correspondence
verliser, whicli plainly alluded to him as the author of
with Mr. Woodfall, relative to the new edition of the
Junius. Mrs. Boyd immediately sent a friendly message to the printer, requesting that no more paragraphs Letters.
With regard to Junius' knowledge of the story of
alluding to Mr. Boyd might appear in the paper ; and,
Lord Irnham, our readers will have no difficulty in
at the same time, she wrote to Boyd, inclosing the paragraph, and urging him, if the imputation was not conceiving, that Junius might have easily acquired information about this matter, when they reflect on the
true, to contradict it without delay. But to this request,
although frequently repeated, she never obtained a re- rapidity with which he received intimatioa of SwinTo these circumstances it is added, that some ney 's visit to Lord George Sack ville. There are many
ply.
such instances of early information, both in liis public
persons, who were acquainted with Mr. Boyd in India,
were of opinion that he was. Junius ; that Captain Ne- and private letters. Besides, the story in question, although a sort of family secret, was known to several
ville, dining with Boyd at Calcutta, heard him say something, wlien they were both mellow with wine, which individuals, and might easily have been divulged and
convinced him that Boyd was the writer of Junius. propagated. In fact, it had actually been published
And the proof is closed by the evidence of Monsieur some years before it appeared in the note to Junius'
at seeing

;

Bonnecarrere, to

whom Boyd

confidential declaration, that

is

said

to

he was the

have made a
author of

real

Junius' Letters.
Such is the amount of the evidence in favour of Hugh
Macauley Boyd. The proofs have been brought forward with great confidence, and stated with much ingenuity ; yet to us they still appear inconclusive, on
the following grounds.
The evidence with regard to the hand- writing must
go for nothing. Mr. Woods speaks from his recollection, at the distance of thirty years.
Almon formed a
conjecture, from a casual glance at a part of the manuscript of one letter of Junius; but Mr. Woodfall, who
was well acquainted with the hand-writing of Boyd as
well as of Junius, and had the very best opportunities of
comparing them, denied that the Letters of Junius were
written by Boyd. Besides, Boyd is said to have disguised his hand ; the manuscript, therefore, which Alraon saw, must have been written in tliis disguised
hand ; yet he is said to have immediately recognised
in it the usual hand- writing of Boyd.
In fact, upon
an inspection of the fac-similies, it clearly appears that
there h no resemblance at all, but ratlier the reverse.
Boyd's allegctl change of colour, and his reply to the
accusation of Almon, are little to the purpose.
shall afterwards have occasion to show, and our readers
will probably have already perceived, that Boyd was
not at all displeased with the imputation.
That Boyd occasionally corresponded with the Public Advertiser is well known.
But his correspondence
commenced, it is said, in the year 176'8 or 176<);
whereas the first authenticated letter of the author of
Junius, under a different signature, appeared on the
28th of April 1707, at a period when Boyd had not
yet attained his 21st year.
Upon a strict examination
of dates, also, it would appear, that some of the letters
of Junius must have been written during Boyd's visits
to Ireland.
But Junius must then have been resident
in London, or its vicinity.
There is pretty good evidence, that a letter on the state of parties, published in
an Irish paper, under the signature of Sindercombe,
when Boyd was in Ireland in 1768, was the production
of that gentleman. Now, on the26"th Dec. 1772, long
after Junius had declined to continue his papers, this
Sindercondie addressed a card to the Public Advcrliser,
calling upon Junius to renew his correspondence.
But
upon tomi>aring this card with the private correspond*

We

letter.

We

come now to the Indian evidence. There is no
doubt, that, by some individuals, Boyd was suspected of
being the author of Junius. But mere suspicions and
private opinions are of little weight, in a question that
must ultimately be decided by real evidence. The information of Captain Neville is much too vague ; we
are not told what the snmelhing was which Boyd said
when mellow with wine, which produced the particular impression on that gentleman when in the same situation.
The evidence of Monsieur Bonnecarrere, indeed, is more to the purpose ; but we own we are rather suspicious of such declarations as the one alluded
to, when we reflect upon the whole conduct of Boyd
in regard to his identity with Junius ; and especially

when we consider, that we have the very same sort of
evidence in the claim advanced for General Lee, which
has long since been abandoned.
If our memory serves
have been made
Mr. Suett, the player, in favour of his own

us, a similar declaration is also said to

by the

late

claim, as the author of Junius.
In addition to the foregoing remarks on the weakness of the evidence in fa\'our of Mr. Boyd's claim, we

few considerations, which, to our minds,
render it almost incredible that Boyd should have been
the author of Junius.
At the period when Junius commenced his correspondence with the Public Advertiser,
Boyd had not attained his 21st year. Now, although
we do not mean to deny that Boyd was a man of considerable ability, we have seen no proofs of such precocious talents and intuitive knowledge, as could have
enabled him at that age to contend with the greatest
wits, and best informed and most experienced men of
the day.
Mr. Chalmers is aware of the^ strength of this
objection ; but we do not think he has been successful
in his attempt to obviate it.
He has produced no previous compositions of Boyd, which could lead us to anticipate the future Junius ; and the reference to Chatterton proves nothing.
It is easy for a youth of ability
to seize upon a common topic, to gather the floating
chit-chat of the quid-nuncs of the day, and to vamp up
a composition, abounding in spiritetl declamation, and
pointed invective. But Junius was evidently a writer
of a different description.
He possessed a knowledge
of the world derived from experience ; an intimate acquaintance with the leading characters in the state,
which could only have been obtained from an inter*
shall state a

Junius,
Lettera of.

;
:

.

JUNIUS.
itli

them

;

ami

must have been in poneswere not ac-

lie

-juie sources of information, -which
re**! ble to onlinanr scribblers.
.

Mr. Chalmer?, however, has attempted to get rid of
way. Bemg unable to carry Boj'd up to the standanl of Junius, he has endeavoured to carry Junius down to the level of Boyd. We
have not room for any strictures on this branch of his
u;gument. But the productions of both writers are bethis objection in a different

fore the public, who are perfectly well qualified to decide u{)on their respective merits ; and we shall have
eecacion to say a few word* upon this subject in the
Mcrael.

There h one very obvious consideration rendting from
the situation of Boyd, which appears to us to poasess
great weight
this question. It is quite evident, as we
have already obaerved, that Junius must have been in
easy, if not in affluent circumstances.
In one place, he
ex|VM8iy affirmn, that his " rank and fortune place hira
above a common bribe." When Woodfall was involved
in a proaecution at the instance of the crown, Junius

m

generonsly came forward with an offer to indemnify him
ibr any pecuniary loss he might sustain on that account.
And with the same spirit, when an edition of the Letten was publi«he<l under his own correction, he po«itively declinf
Is offer of half the profits, accompanying :.
with the following remarkable
deciarstion : " A» fur myself, be assured that I axajar
aho^e all pecuniary views, and no other person, I think,
has any claim to share with yon. Make the most of it,
-therefore, and let vour views in life be directed to a solid, however moderate independence ; without it, no
man can be hmpy, nor even honest." Now, it is
notorioM, tfaat Boyd wa* a needy adventurer, cooatant*
hr involved in pecuniary distress, in consequence of his
obaipatad habita ; and, therefore, not very likely to reIbse the half of the proAta resalting from the sale of
hii own crlKion of his Letters, repeatetlly pre aaed apon
him, and to which he was fairly entitien; mitcb less
was he
a situation to ofTrr (K-cuniary asaiatance to
his bookseller, having been actually compelled, at that
very time, to fly to Ireland, through a fear of lieing
arrested for debt, by which he had bctn long oppresIt would require »ery strong evidence to convince
sed.
a, that any man, in his sound senses, would, in Boyd's
illBrtieii, have refbsed a sum of money, the fruit of
Mb own talents and industry, to which he was fairly
«ntHled, and which he might have accepted with honoor.
The (hcU with regard to Boyd seem to be these. He
vraaflvm theilrst "• •"''— -iwlic admirer of the style
and principles o'
a circumstance natural
enough, eonsMferinK II i~ ;<j:i til. We see, from the evidence of Mrs Boyd, already refcrred to, that he was
constantly talking about Junius in private ; and his
public convemtion was continually directed to the
' '-^ own political papers, he is perpesame top-taally st
praises of Junius, and always striv' .r.
ing to imn.n'
Lord Macsrtney, who was
in company v
luring a four month's passage
*'
to IndM, informs ii*, uiat " Mr. Boyd had H'
npssaagts of Junius by haart, as slsoof >
s
fariMBOiUry speeches ; and was also a great admirer
ttttrntM," he. In rfiort, Junius was Boy^s great standwdofpclitical principle, aiid hi8mo<Iel of composition.
In his own political lucubrations, there is, as we have
already mentioned, a constant and affected, though not
always Tjrjr hqqty imitation of the style and manner
.
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of Junius. In many instahces, he copies his sentences Junias,
Letters of.
verbatim, and sometimes blunders sadly through his mewe
think,
for
a
reader
taphors.
is
impossible,
But it
of any discrimination, to peruse the papers of both authors, without perceiving the manifest inferiority of
Boyd.
do not mean to disparage the talents of

We

gentleman, or to assert tiiat he could not write
well ; but we are satisfied, that he never attained the
peculiar excellencies of Junius.
Boyd, moreover, seems rather to have courted, than
to have been anxious to disclaim the imputation of being the author of Junius ; as we may perceive from
his ambiguous reply to Alraon ; and from his silence to
his wife, when she mentioned to him her suspicions
although, at the same time, he seems to have used all the
means in his power to impress such suspicions upon
her mind. And how unlike to this conduct were the
appreliensious which the real Junius betrayed in his
privHto letters to Mr. Woo<lfall
Wt shall only further observe, with regard to Mr.
Boyd's claim, that it was at once rejected by all those
who had the best opportunities of being acquainted
with Boyd, and the best means of forming a correct
Mr. Woodfall constantly
opinion upon the subject.
delared hi< belief, that Boyd was not Junius ; and
Lord Macartney, who '« had frecjiient opportunities of
sounding his depth, and of studying and knowing hira
well," expresses his opinion in the following words
" I do not say that he was incapable of writing to the
full as well as Junius ; but, I say, I do not by any
means believe, that he was the author of Junius." And
this

!

this

was

his lonlship's deliberate opinion, after

perused Mr. Chalmers' Appendix

to the

having

Supplemental

Havmg

thus discussed the claim of Mr. Macauley
our readers long with the
pretensions of the remaining candidates.
The claim of Leonidat Cilovcr was first advanced a
f^w years ago, and is founded chiefly upon a memoir
of that author's writing, containing a sort of journal of
political transactions, from the year 1742 to 1757. The
political principles of Glover are found to coincide pret"
ty nearly with those of Junius ; his talents and acquire^
ments were undoubted he was a man of ample fortune, a member of parliament, a popular man in the
city, well acquainted with public characters, public
It is remarkable,
measnres, and ministerial intrigue.
too, that he declined taking an osten-iible part in politics, just about the time when Junius first attracted

Boyd,

we

shall not detain

:

pubhc

notice.

He was

well

known, and much respect-

Woodfall, the printer ; who, in a letter addressed to Junius, says, aAer renuesting instructions
how to vote at the next general election, " I have no
connections to warp me, nor am I acquainted but wiili
one person who would speak to me on the subject, and
that gentleman is, I believe, a true friend to the real
good of his country ; / mean Mr. Glover, the author oj'
To this letter Junius returned no answer.
Leoitidat."
Manyothcrpresumptive circumstances might be brought
forward in support of this gentleman's claim ; but as
there is nothing at all, in his case, that approaches to
direct evidence, we deem it unnecessary to prosecute

«1 by

.Mr.

the inquiry.
The claim of De Lolme, we believe, is not entirely
new ; but it has been recently revived, with " evidences multifarious, analogical, phraseological, autographical, argumentative, and circumstanti.-d :" by Dr.

Busby, author of A Trantlalion

q/' Lucretius.

For Dr,

J
Juntiu,
l-rttcn

of.

Busby's proofs,
itself,

wc

of which the
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raust refer our readers to the
title is

work

quoted at the end of this ar-

tide.
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JUNO, in the ancient heathen mythology, was tlie
daughter of Saturn and Rhea, or Ops, the sifter and
wife of Jupiter, consequently the chief of the female

Juno,
Ivory,

ingenious publication has lately appeared, in a deities, and therefore styled the queei?^of
heaven
tending to prove that the late Duke of She was born in the island of Samos, where she
contii'ortlaiul was the author of the Lellers oj Junius.
The nuetl to reside during the period of her virginity.
hypothesis is founded chiefly on the injuries received
The character of Juno is represented in no very amiby the duke from the ministry of that day, and the able light. Her haughty and rebellious disposition
is
frequent allusions in the letters of Junius to the Nullum
said to have subjected her, in some instances,
to the
Tempus bill, and other subjects, in which the duke's displeasure and chastisement of her husband.
She was
interest was involve<l.
The subject is treated with excessively jealous ; but, as it would appear, not
withconsiderable ingenuity ; but the evidence is altogether
out reason; and she punished, with an urn elenting
seof a presumptive nature, and we must therefore refer
venty, Europa, Semele, lo, Latona, and the otlier
laour readers to the work itself, for a view of the argu- dies with whom .lupiter indulged himself
in the pleaments by which the hypothesis is strengthened.
sures of illicit love.
The latest hypothesis which has been advanced upon
Juno was the mother of Vulcan, Mars, and Hebe.
this subject, is that which ascribes the letters of Junius
She was worshipped under the name of Luciiia, havl
to Sir Philip Francis ; and it will be found, we think,
nig been considered as' presiding over marriages
and
that the requisites we have demanded, at the combirths.
She is usually represented in a chariot drawn
mencement of this article, unite in him in a much by peacocks, with a sceptre in her
right hand, and a
stronger degree, than in any other candidate who has
crown on her head. Homer describes her in a chariot
yet been started. Sir Philip was a clerk in the war
adorned with precious stones, the wheels of which were
office, from 1763 to 1772, in which last year he was
of ebony, and which was drawn by horses with reins
dismissed.
The last letter received by Mr. WoodfuU of gold. In her temples at Corinth, she was
representfrom Junius, as we have already mentioned, is dated ed on a throne, with a crown on her
head, a pomegraJanuary 19, 1773; and the appointment of Sir Philip, nate in one hand, and in the other
a sceptre, with a cucas one of the new council at Fort William, took place
koo on its top.
in the month of June of that year.
The claim adAs the queen of heaven, her usual attendants were
^
vanced for him is chiefly founded upon the coincidence Terror and Boldness, Castor,
Pollux, and fourteen
of these and other corresponding dates ; on Sir Phinymphs; but her principal attendant and peculiar meslip's acknowledged talents ; his opportunities of
senger, was Iris, or the Rainbow, the daughter of I'hauinformation on the subjects discussed in the Letters the
mas and Electra.
;
similarity of his style to that of Junius ; and likewise
particular festival, called Junonalia, was celebrathe similarity of his hand- writing to that of the
fac' ted by the Romans, in honour of Juno, and is fully
similes.
These, and many other minute circumstances,
described by Livy, lib. vii. dec. 3.
(
:)
have been brought forward in evidence of this claim,
IVORY is the bony substance of the
teeth of aniwhich the reader will find stated at large in the works mals, but is applied
particularly to the tusks of the
referred to ; and, upon the whole, it appears to us to
elephant.
Those of the hippopotamus, wild boar, sebe by far the most probable which has hitiierto been veral phoca?, and the
horn or tooth of the narwhal, pass
advanced.
must not conceal, however, that Sir by the same name. The tusk of the
elephant is of a
Philip, in his answer to an inquiry respecting
circular or oval shape, some inches thick at the root,
the
truth of this conjecture, by the editor of the
Monl/ihi
and several feet in length, if full grown. It is hollow
Magazine, speaks of it as " a silly, malignant false- for a
considerable space from its insertion into the jaw,
hood."
must leave it to our readers to determine and always tapers to an
obtuse extremity.
Most tusks
for themselves, whether they will
consider this declaare curved, generally more so in proportion to their
ration as a positive denial of the imputation,
or as a
size; for the smallest brought to this country are permere evasion. In the former case, they would cer- fectly straight.
Naturalists, however, conceive that the
tainly be inclined to pause, even in the
face of the
curvature of the tusk is not a decisive characteristic of
strongest evidence ; in the latter, that evidence
must the species of the elephant, but only constitutes a vabe allowed its full weight ; and we should then regard riety.
Perhaps this is a point meriting further investithis long agitated question as nearly set
at rest.
gation ; and it should be attended to, that those callSee Woodiall's edition of 7««;Ki-, 1812 ; Mr. Malone's ed
mammoths' tusks, found on the shore of the ley Sea,
Preface to Hamilton's Parlianientaiy Logic ; Mr. L.
D. are said to be spiral, forming about a volute and a half,
Campbell's Life of Boyd, prefixed to Boyd's works;
throughout their length. The size of the hollow is
Mr. Chalmers' Appendix to the Supplemental Apolvgu, various
in proportion to the tusk.
It is- of a conical
series of letters,

A

We

We

and The Author of Junius ascerlainal, London
1817 j
Memoirs of Sir N. Wiaxall; Memoirs iy a celebrated
Literary and Pulilical Character, London,
1814.; and

An Inqiiity concerning the Author of Junius, with reference to the Mevioirs, &c. j Arguments and
Facts, demon-

proving
Minister to have been Junius, &c,
1816; The Identity of
Junius, with a distinguished
LivingChar'a'cter
I

establish-

Lonil 18 lb ; A Supplement lo Junius
identified, &c.
J 81 7; and Edinburgh Review, No. Ivii
d 04 (~\
ed.

JUNK.SEILO.<

or J..^ Svto.x.

Se'^ J.t;

i^AN.

figure, circular or elliptical, commonly corresponding
to
the exterior outline of the whole ; and, indeed, it is
to
be observed, that all the lines and layers, observed in a
transverse section, have a relation to the external circumference of the tusk. Thus it is probable, that these
peculiarities depend on the original conformation of the
pulpy nucleus occupying the cavity. In small tusks,
the upper part of tlie iiollow is totally lost in the solid,
being scarcely perceptible, or forming only a dark
shade.
In those of larger size, it diminishes to an
aperture of a line or less in diameter at its termination
on the outside at a short distance from the tip. It is
teclinically called tlie nerve on assuming the hitter ap-

'

;

IVORY.
is encircled by so dark a
Tu«ks are most
the ivory.

peannce, and loraetiines
'•"^r^^ shade as greatly to injure
eatcemed which have feast hollow.
Drnimiioni
Nothing can be more diversified than the dimensions
of the tusks cf the elephant, and hence the dealers in
I'wty-

Jj^""*^
-i>^.,

ivory distinguish them by names according to their
It' weighing under 14 or 20 pounds,
they are
ise.
called crtteUet, at, as the workmen say, tcrivelis, many
not cueccding a Toot in length. None broucht from
the south- wertocMut of India exceed four feet it is said ;
but tome u£ an aztraordinary bulk are obtained in other
In Ronvin history, we read of tusks ten
countries.
and Mr. Pennant 8|)eaks of others equally
fieet long
large, brought from the coast of .Mozambique, in modem times. Tusks of eight or nine feet long are repeatedly mfntioninl ; and I lartenfeis, in his work on elephants,
inatHMMOor, of the wonderful length of 14 feet, in the
poaaenioa of a mercliant in Venice. Very large tusks are
six, aeren, or even nine inches thick, according to
Caoipcr, who observes, that one about seven feet nine
inchaa long, nine inches thick, and weighing 208
pounds, t^donged ,to a merchant of Amsterdam. No
general oonclasions regarding the weight are deducible
the sise. Tusks have been known to weigh 323
or S50 pounds. Some fossil tusks are alto very ponderoaa.
One is described by Breyne, in the Vhiloiojihicat TroMiactioiis, 136 inches 5 fines long on the exterior of th« cunra, whoa* circumference was 18 inches
5 lines at the root on clearing the socket, and which
The largest, found on the
weighed l:f7 pouada.
ahoKS of the Frocen Ocean durins the Russian voyage
of discovery
1TS7, were eight feet seven inches
long following the volute, but only four feet and an
ImC in a straight line, very nearly 1 8 inches in cirCOfltferrnce at the thickest part towards the root, and
weighing 115 pounds avoirdupois. Cuvier supttoses,
that tusks grgw during the whole life of the cleptuuit
and sa the extremity u always wearing off, the real
But that learned author, on inlength is uncertain.
spcctiog their sections, would have been sensible, that
iMny want very little if anv portion of the extremity,
although others be greatly blunted, or even broken over
;

mm

m

some unooromon degree of violence. The largest
tusks are said to be bro«ight from Africa, and the
stiaigbtest from Asia ; and it is thought that those least
curved afford the beat ivory. Nevertheless, we do hot
cnr---l^- •I'f-se points as established and we are disposed
.irtner the quality of the ivory b indicated by
t"
auj cAiiriMl appearances, or whether much depenX
enoe can be placed on any except very simple rules for
judging of it.
I vory is hard and ehutic, and i* considerably more
transparent than white paper of equal thickness.
The
outsioc ia covtr«d by a cortical substance, softer than
the rest ; brown or almost black rxtemally, by which
also the cavity is lined.
In general, it is nearly a
line thick, though sometimes scarcely perceptible on
approacliin-; the tip.
The ivory, in bodi cases, is coaraer; tl.
f™** ** '''g*' "id more perceptible
•ftb* bark, softer, and, as we think.
In the
Bore rcacliiy Uisootoars on exposure to the air. It progrcsaively bccooies finer on receding from the extcriul
cortioal part ; and where there is no sensible bark on
the cavity, it seems to have attained the greatest |>crHardness and whiteness are the only properfectioo.
ties desicabie.
But that is most priaed which exhibits
a kinii of diaphanous appearance when first cut asunder.
The outside is always to be rejected, as also portions near thie nerve.
The stnuture of elephants' ivory exhibits no import*
b]^

;

'
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ant differences. The disk of a transverse section always
Ivory.
presents a number of granulated lines in a zigzag diTexture.
rection, which gradually become more delicate on approaching the interior, until they totally dis.ippcar from
the naked eye.
M. Cuvier affirms, that this ciiaracter,

common

to all elephants' ivory,

and depending im-

mediately on the pores of the pulpy nucleus of the
tusk, is not to be found in the tusks of any other animal. We shall remark, in general, that the texture of
the ivory of different animals which we have examined, is very different. On reducing a transverse
section of a portion of very fine ivory to the thickness
of 100th part of an inch, we found innumerable concentric circles surrounding the cavity, disposed, as it
were, in bands of irregular breadth. At tliis thickness, the ivory required a high polish to expose them ;
and they were indistinct without the aid of a magnifier.
But on reducing a piece greatly thinner, and
through which common printing would easily be read
when laid upon a page, they were readily seen with
the naked eye.
Very minute lozenges were observed
to be formed by intersecting curves, and many stria.- or
radiations, in which were minute square masses more
opaque. Instead of the conical intersection, the (;rain
near the baric exhibited waved white lines among the
browner part. A longitudinal section of ivory presents somewhat of a lamellated aspect ; of uniform colour in a fine tusk, but sometimes more distinctly
marked, and with yellowish edges in others. The texture resembles that of wood and, on examining a thin
plate, it will be found to be extremely similar to the general appearance of ash, consisting of alternate irregular
darker and lighter streaks. By reducing it to extreme
thinness, they become infinitely less perceptible, and
the ivory assumes a bluish transparency.
It may be
thence understood, that the tusk is formed of innumerable concentric circles, so intimately united as to constitute one solid and consistent whole.
When in a
state of decomposition by lying long in the earth, it se;

parates into thin concentric conical plates ; and sometimes, though very rarely, we have observed a portion
separate in this manner from recent ivorj'.
Mr. Corse
Scott is of opinion, tliat the age of an elephant might
be deduced from the number of layers but it is not
certain that they grow regularly year by year, and
besidcx, they apfx-iir different in a large an<l thick
The na«
section than in one whidi is very thin
ture of this annular formatiuii is |Kirticulur1y conspir
cuous in what is called tiie tooth of the whale, which is
probably a real tooth. The cortical part is very thick,
;

and much whiter than tlic rest, and it is of about equal
hardness.
That of a section of an inch and a half in
diameter we foumi to be an eighth of an inch thick, of
a homogeneous surface to the naked eye, but seen to
consist of the thinnest layers cm the application of a
magnifier. Instead of the granulHted ap|>carancc and intersecting curves of elephants' ivory, the whole is disposed in numerous concentric rings, exactly resembling
those which surround the pith of a tree, proceeding
from the centre to the circumference. They are of unequal breadth, and seem arranged in grains, with an
Very fine and delicate
interroetliatc transparent ring.
radiations also proceed from the centre to the circumference, and a play of light is produced, which
gives the surface somewhat the appearance of the cat's
Observations on plates of ivory are greatly facilieye.
tated by the application of oil or water, which produce
such transparency as to expose the internal and also
the superficial structure.
The teeth of the sea horse, morse, or Irkkecus rot-

IVORY.'
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iTory.

Ivory of the
t«a hone.

marut of LintiflBUS, afford the hardest and whitest of
Some are reported to be two or three feet
all ivory.
in length, an<l to weigh thirty pounds, though usuThey are short,
ally they do not exceed two or three.
A large hollow occupies the
anil very much curved.
wide end, as in the tusk of the 3ea cow and the elephant ; the centre or nerve is of a dark triangular shade.
rough glas.sy enamel covers the cortical part, of ex-

A

cessive hardness, and which strikes fire with steel : It
can scarcely be removed with a file, and blunts a tool
of the highest temper. The texture of this ivory nearly resembles tliat of the former in concentric layers ;
but they are as fine as human hairs, and, in a transverse
section, are hardly perceptible by the naked eye. When

brought into view by magnifiers, and a favourable
they are exceedingly numerous, but of, irregular
diameter.
Little is exposed "by a longitudinal section,
tmless when very thin and then jippear what may be
supposed the successive layers, proceeding diagonally
light,

;

from the

core.

We shall

conclude our observations on the nature of
with an account of the tooth or horn of the narwhal, one of the cetaceous tnbe. The largest are ten feet
long, and some inches thick at the lower extremity,
forming a slender cone of a spiral figure. This tooth
consists of ivory of the finest description, equally hard
as elephant's ivory, and susceptible of a higher polish.
But we do not know that all of it is of the same character ; and a prejudice against its ordinary use subsists anjong workers in ivory.
Its texture is singular,
differing in most respects from all other ivory.
On
giving the highest polish to a transverse section of
about an inch and a half in diameter, the cortical
part proved of a very dull white, somewhat of a greenish cast, of a hard horny consistency, and about an
eighth of an inch broad.
Interposed between it and
the substance of the tooth there appeared a bright
white circumferential line, narrower and much harder than the bark.
The surface was beautiful, quite
homogeneous to the naked eye, with a few of the faintest concentric circles more transparent than the rest.
Nothing more is perceptible without reducing the
thickness of the ivory, and resorting to the microscope.
This being done, the faint circles of a section,
about a 60th part of an inch in thickness, prove to
consist of three lines, that in the middle darker than
the others.
Innumerable radiations of a fine feathery
appearance proceed from around the central cavity, and
terminate somewhat^ within the circumferential line,
but again becoming more conspicuous in what we have
denominated the cortical part. These are not unlike
the gpiculae shooting out during the crystallization of
certain salts.
But all are tubular, and the fact is demonstrated on subjecting a very thin longitudinal section to a magnifier of considerable power.
We have
not witnessed this peculiar conformation in any other
ivory, though it is not improbable that the striae or radiations above alluded to in that of the elephant and whale's
tooth, may be analogous to it.
No porosity was discovered in a longitudinal portion of the former, reduced
so thin as to be bent double with ease.
On throwing
a particular light on the surface of the narwhal's ivory,
an irregularity is visible from the tubular formation,
consisting of innumerable minute horizontal cavities.
This peculiar structure merits farther examination, in
which suitable attention should be paid to portions from
various teeth.
It is obvious, from what has been said,
that the bony process of the narwhal is more
probably a
tooth than a bom.

Ivory of the
naiwhal,
ivory

.

Considerable anomalies are seen in the structure of
the different kinds of ivory, apd every tooth seems to
have something peculiar to itself, espeqUlly in the arrangement of the concentric circles. In solar as our observations go, the most transparent is the hardest, which
is particularly exemplified in the pellucid rings above
alluded to.
Thus, on reducing a plane surface of
ivory by any ordinary mechanical operation, they
will remain prominent, though the rest yields under
The line interposed between the bark and the
it.
substance is also the hardest of the whole.
have
seen the tusks of phocae free of enamel, and having a
thick bark, with fine ivory, which we were unable to
trace to any of the ordinary species.
Circumstances
may render it difficult to ascertain the fact, especially
if the ivory be not recent.
On examining a small portion of an elephant's tusk lately discovered in Ayrshire,
it proved somewhat harder than recent ivory.
The exterior consisted of an extremely thin Coat of a deep
brown colour, surrounding a portion of a broad circular ring, wherein very numerous concentric lines were

Ivory.
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Within this appeared what seemed common
But the fragment was small, which rendered its
peculiarities less obvious ; and these consisted chiefly
visible.

ivory.

m

the concentric lines.
Ivory is found, by analysis, to consist of the phosphate
of lime, and a gelatinous substance. The yellow colour
acquired by exposure to the air, is supposed to arise
from the combination of the gelatinous matter with the
oxygen of the atmosphere. It is said that oxygenated
muriatic acid will restore the original whiteness. Some
ivory is exceedingly white from the beginning, and
some whitens in drying. It is discoloured by being
frequently handled, though the keys of an organ or piano most commonly used are said to retain their whiteness longer than the others.
The colour may be renewed by removing the external surface, provided the
discoloration be only superficial.
Artists distinguish
ivory into white and green, the former being characterized by a whitish or lemon-coloured bark.
When cut
up, it is of a faint olive or greenish hue, but soon becomes of a beautiful white.
Ivory is applied to a vast variety of purposes in the PurposM t*
arts.
Its hardness and textuYe adapt it for many which ivory
works where wood would be speedily destroyed, and '^ Tpl'^''.
to which metal is unsuitable.
The most elegant sculptures are executed in ivory, not only of images, but
even of landscapes after nature ; whereof the finest
parts can only be compared to lace.
It is universally
employed for every kind of turnery, of which admirable specimens are brought from foreign countries
such as several hollow spheres, included within each
other, successively^ even to the number of 14, 15, or
more ; while the outside is carved in a variety of
figures in open work.
From its elasticity, it is used
exclusively for making the balls employed in games of
skill; as billiards ; and also in those for demonstrating
the doctrines of collision
It is sometimes formed into ba-skets of considerable size, elaborately wrought
and we have heard of furniture composed exclusively
of ivory, inlaid with gold.
The scales of almost all
mathematical instruments are made of it ; for which,
if properly and sufficiently seasoned, it is in many respects superior to brass, and fine ivory is almost always
used for miniature paintings. One of the purposes to

which it is most extensively and usefully applied, is
comb-making ; in Vv-hich seventy teeth may be cut to
the length of an inch, all executed by a saw; and
the ivory of the sea horse has superseded every other

I
iMiy.
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kind in the fabrication of artificial teeth. Artists, atby the beauty of this substance, have endeaTOttred to apply it to purposes for which it does not
sMm adapted ; as in the construction of wind instru>
Ivorj- flutes, for example, are inferior to those
ments.
made of wooti; but whether this arises from the
proper proportions of the materials not being yet ascertained, or whether the suitable vibration of the instrument or the included column of air, be not produced, is probably not determined. The ancients
employed ivory more extensively in some respects than
It was fonned into large statues by them,
the modcmi.
and we read in Scripture of the ivory throne of Solomon, omamenteil with gold. The modem kings of
DcRiimk, indeed, are said to have a magnificent throne,
constmcted ot the teeth of the narwhal. Heyne expn MCI till mrrrinr.thnT ivory should be known so much
earlier aaong the Greeks than the Jews ; but it must
be admitted, that nations are familiarly acquainted with
numberleaa substance* which never hecomc the subject
of written descriptions. .Mwlicinal virtues are ascribed
by the Japanese, to the tooth of the narwhal; they believe
tracted

that

the

it

J
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cofttributes to elevate the spiritf ; to strengthen
;
nay, that it will contribute to the pro-

memory

Hence it bears a high price among
loogirtion of life.
them, and tlie sale of a single tooth has been known to
Ralize a fortune to the owner. No such properties are
where, besides its use in
ascribed to ivory in Europe
the arts, we believe the only purpose to which it is apThe
plied, is making a weak glue from the shavings.
Dutch were wont to procure whole calf oes of the teeth
of the narwhal in Europe, for export to Japan, while
their commercial relations subsiated with that island.
Mctbodof
Ivory is wrought with saws, files, and varioosedgetools:
*«ck>og
the former roust be narrow in the pbte, and frequently
iTOty.
moistened with water to make them operate frefly- Sotne
artists arc prejudiced against oil, from conceiving that
but if it is immediately to be reit yellows the ivory
doGSd, oil can have no eflcct, asjt Aoe% not penetrate
dw TtltitiKP^ It is afiirocd, that the moat de>
liale Mwiiw ihaald be performed under watery but
this cannotw a oniTeraal rule, as we have obacrved
that the simple contact of that clement makes it warp,
Ivorjr is polished with pumice stone and triif thin.
poli.
It takes a ver^ high polish with chalk and water, or oil, applied with a piece of leather, and afterwarda rubbed hard with the latter substance when dry.
The fincflt iroty is snaceptibie of the htehest polish
ndthe artiat nercrsbould forget, that nothing condncea
•o Bmch to the beaoty «f hia work as the polish of the
;

though

it

certainly

is

U P

such as to excite our astonishment

number of elephants

must perish, and the
vast extent of country through which such herds must
at the

that

range in seeking subsistence. The largest importation
into Britain, with which we are acquainted, was at the
rate of 1576" cwt. annually, during the years from 1788
to 1799. This is much more than what was wont to
be carried to France, where, in 1 784, there were imported to Nantz and Bourdeaux, 1179 tusks, besides
810'4 pounds of ivory.
Probably the smaller teeth,
under a certain weight, are not denominated tusks

whence the

distinction

arises

between

tusks and

Supposing, that the ivory consisted of tusks,
each weighing 40 pounds, there must have been 3940
Therefore, to
tusks imported annually into Britain.
supply Britain for a single year, at least 1970 elephants must have been destroyed. But that must be
mferior to the real number ; for it is not likely that
the tusks weighed 40 pounds each. Labat estimated the
quantity imported into France, at 50,000 pounds yearly.
Thus, if the quantity consumed in Europe be joined to
that of the eastern nations, by all of Avhich ivory is used
for various purposes, it will appear quite incredible
how the race of elephants is not extirpated. The vaAt prelue of ivory ia. much increased of late years.
sent, 1818, the retail price of the finer parts is eight
shillings a pound in Edinburgh.
The following Table shews the quantities of elephants taaka sold at the East India Company's sales, for
five years, from 1804 to 1808, inclusive
ivory.

:

C»L
206

Yon.
ISOi
1805
1806
1807
1806

V«lue.

£3,430

185

4,759
10,9«S
4,49l
3,72«

86s
205
169

£iQ

7

2

24 14
SO S

7

SI 14

S2

6
S
6

;

TmUia
trary.

nateriab. There ia so great a difference in the quality
of ivory, however, that neoea OMy be seen which scarce,
ly can be l ecoinwaed Mr tlw aBBe sabstanoe.
In the TOfOffk Hate, irory is a *ery considerable arMany
ticle of cowiMt r ct , both in Asia and AfHca.
African tribes deal in it to a great extent, particularly
those dwelling on, what is calletl by F.uroprans, the
Irory Cout It b not explained how the whole «|uanbut we know that elephants
tity required is mppKed
re hantad fbr the sake of their tn<>ks exclusively and,
arobably, the i«st are found in the woods where they
«e, or are destroyed by their natural enemies. Ivory
b scarter at present than it was in the ooone of the
mtaXtam omtury, either from the intcrrvption of the
caBBMretal rebiions of several European nations, with
dw Asiatic and African continents, or the greater devastation committed among the animals producing it.
have nodata forcompuling the amraal oonmnption.
;

-,

f

We

The

importation of elephants teeth into Great Britwelve years, fttwi 1788 to 1799, inclusive,
was 18,914 cwt. or at the rate of 1576 cwt. annually.
See Philotophical Trantaetiont, vol. xii. p. 1003.—
Annales du Miixl. p. 124. for 1799, part i. p. 205.
Bosman's
ttttm J'Hutmrt NalinrUe, vol. viii. p. 113.
Camper,
Detcriptian nf the C'oftfl of Guinea, p. 244.
Heyne, Super Veterum
Oemret. Thunbcrg's Travels.
ebone, ebumeitqnc tignit ap. nov. Commmt. Societ. Gottain, for

Umgen, torn
p. 63.

1

and Milbume's Oriental Commerce,

;

vol.

i.

(c)

IVORY

See Gcinea, vol. x. p. 5i7.
supreme aeity, according to the mythology of the ancient Pagans, and the
He was the son of
father and king of gods and men.
Saturn and Rma, or Ops and was bom and educated
Co*sT.

JUPITER,

(Zii>«

lUtif), the

;

The various
fabulous accounts of his infancv are too extravagant and
absurd to merit any notice. When he grew up, he is
said to have depoaed his father, Saturn, from the throne,
and to have divided his kingdom with his brothers ; to
himself he reserved the air and the earth ; Neptune
He
obuiiied the sea, and Pluto the infernal regions.
was afterwards engaged in a war with the Giants, the
sons of Titan, and the earth, whom he overthrew with
his thunder, and confined them under the waters and
mountains, whence they were unable to escape. He is
f aid to have conferred such l>cncfits upon mankind, that
upon mount

Ida, in

tlie

island of Crete.

lie Ixcame distinguished by the title of Jupiter, and
obtained divine honours. He had four wives succes-

Ivory
Jupiter.

U R

Jupiter,

Jure

•^-^r—'

J
of^homwas

J
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the ceUbrated Juno. He
sivelj'; tlielMt
was the father of tlie Muses anil the Ciraces, of Mercury,
Apollo, and tlie other gods ; and had a prodigious
nunil)er of children by his numerous mistresses.
Jupiter was anciently worshipped under a great va-

The highest of these peaks, called Bemn an .fur*.
tance.
oir, or the "golden mountain," rises 23 10 feet above the '"—•v"~'
According Mountainslevel of the sea, according to Bx. Walker.
to Sir .Joseph Banks, the second highest,>or Beinn Shi~
anta, the " enchanted mountain," is 2420 feet high, and

names ; <lerived from his attributes, from circumstances connected with liis history, from the situaAt Athens, he was chiefly
tion of his temples, &c.
worshipped as.Fupiter Olt/mpicus ; at Rome, as .Jupiter
CapilolhiKS, from his temple on the Capitoline hill. He
was also called Jupiter Stator, Tottans, Fcrclritis, &c.

Go feet lower than the former. The other two,
which are much lower, are called Beinn a chaolais, the
" mountain near the land," and Corro-bheinn, or " the
rugged mountain." Beinn an-oir is composed of large

riety of

The Greeks

also called

He

him Ammon, or Hammon, which

obtained this appellation in
Lybia, where he was worshipped under the form of a
signifies

Sandy.

first

Kam.
In his chief temple on the Capitoline hill, Jupiter was
represented as sitting. on a curule chair, with the y«/mm, or thunder, or rather lightning, ip one hand, and
a sceptre in tlie otlier. In the figjn-es of the ancient
artists, this /ulmcn was always adapted to the character
under which they meant to represent the god. When
they intended to represeiit him as calm and beneficent,
they gave him the comicjidmen, which consisted of a
bundle of flames wreathed close together, and held
down in his hand. The Jupiler Tonans, or Terrible
Jupiter, on the other hand, was represented as holding
up the Jiilmen, with two transverse rays of lightning,
sometimes with wings at each side of it ; and when
some exemplary punishment was to be inflicted, they
put into his hand a quantity of flames, all let loose in
their utmost fury.
The statues of the Terrible Jupiter
were generally made of Hack marble; those of the
Mild Jupiter of white. In die former, he was represented as standing, in a disturbed attitude, and with
an angry countenance. In the latter, as sitting, with
an air of tranquillity, and a serene countenance. Jupiter, as the chief ruler of the air, and the dispenser of
rain, was sometimes represented as Jupiter Pluvius, in
which character he appears seated in the clouds, holding up his right hand, or extending his arms on each

it is

stones, covered with mosses at its base, while the stones
above are bare and unconnected, so as to give it the
appearance of a great cairn. The prospect from the
summit is grand and extensive, and has been fully described by Pennant and by Mr. Macdonald.
The Isle
of Man and the Isle of Sky are seen at the same time,
though the distance is about 220 miles.
To the north of Jura, in the sound between it and whirlpool
Scarba, lies the famous whirlpool of Corrybhreaccain, of Corryfrom Bhreaccain, a son of the king of Deumark, who lihrcacvain.
perished amid its waves. The strait is about a mile
broad, and the whirlpool is on the Scarba side.
When

side, and pouring down rain or hail from his right hand
upon the earth, while the fulmen is held down in his

the flood has entered the sound, the sea appears in
great commotion at the place of the whirlpool. It boils
and foams, and rolls away in successive whirls. At the
fourth hour of the flood, the commotion reaches its
maximum, and throws up, with dreadful ebullitions,
every thing from the bottom. The roar of the waves
is often heard at the distance of six or seven miles.
At
this time, it is generally fatal to approach the gulf;
but from the middle of the fifth hour to the sixth of
the flood, and in neap tides from the fourth till the
sixth, the commotion gradually subsides, and the smallAfter the return of the
est boat may pass in safety.
ebb, however, the same phenomena are repeated, increasing and diminishing at corresponding times, till
the commotions again subside at the approach of the
lowest ebb.
The west side of Jura is so wild and rugged, and so
intersected by mountain torrents, that it is neither inhabited nor cultivated to any extent. The east coast
is the principal residence of the inhabitants, who raise
oats, barley, potatoes, and flax, on the land near the

left.

margin of the

The

ancient artists bestowed great pains in expressing the superiority of Jupiter, by the air of majesty
which they gave to his countenance, particular attention being paid to the hair, the eye-brows, and the
beard.
The most celebrated statue of Jupiter was that
in his temple at Olympia, by Phidias, which is particularly described by I'ausanias ; and of which many of
the ancient writers speak in terms of rapture. The
artist is said to have conceived the idea of this statue
from Homer, //. i. 528.

JUPITER. See Astronomv, vol. ii. p. 643, 6U,
C72, 69J, C99, 706, 707, and 711.
JURA is the name of one of the Hebrides, or Westena
Islands of Scotland, which lies to the north-east of the
island of Islay.
It is about 26 English miles long, and
in some pai-ts eight miles broad, but its average breadth
is only about four and a half miles.
Hence it contains
about 117 square miles, or 58,500 Scotch, or 74,888
English acres.
Jura is principally composed of large rugged crags.
Mountains.
The

ridges of mountains occupy the middle of the
whole length, and rising
higher and higher to the south-west, till they terminate
jn four similar peaked mountains, called the Paps of
Jura, two of which stand close to each other on the
island, extending along its

western part of the island, and are seen at a great dis-

6

sea.

About the nineteenth part of the island,

or 3000 acres, Acricul-

but the system ture.
of improvement which has been introduced into several
of the other islands, has not yet found its way into JuThe crops and the live stock admit of great imra.
Potatoes are cultivated with care, and
provement.
form four-fifths of the nourishment of the inhabitants.
About 80 or 90 tons of kelp are manufactured. Fern
ashes were formerly exported ; but this manufacture
seems to have been abandoned. Many tons of the fine
siliceous sand, was formerly exported for the manufacture of glass, from some of the bays on the west coast
but this material is now obtained from a less distance..
Mr. Macdonald considers enclosures as the great dec
sideratum in Jura, implying a subdivision and regular
appropriation of lands among the tenantry.
Among the mountains of Jura, are found several Animals,
kinds of red deer, and grouse and black game are very
plentiful.
The number of cattle, when Mr. Pennant
visited the island, was very great; but it has been
much diminished, to make room for the numerous herds
of sheep and goats which have since been introtluced.
Mr. Pennant informs us, that he had " some obscure
account of a worm, which, though less pernicious, had
considerable resemblance to the Furia inJWnalis of
Linnsus, the/dlars, or little worm of Jura, which is
are under regular or occasional tillage

;

R

J'U

sbout one inch long, and like a sewing thread, and oc<
CMions grp-ir niiii, by insinuating itself under the skin,
vay from place to place.
awl WO'

Jar*
Cai

The

u;

The

in the island are sloes.

.-,

berries

of the mtountain ash yield an acid, and a spirit is also
The Galium rernus, cafletl rhu, afdistille<l from them.
fords a fine re<l dye ; a bright yellow is obtained from
the juice of the heath tops ; a dark brown from the
roots of the water lily ; and a black from the roots of
the yellow water iris.
The only vilLige on the island is called Jura. It is
ViU*e< umI
situated on the east coast, and is inhabited by fishermen.
huboun.
There is a *afe harboor, called the Harbour of the small
Isles,

within six miles of the

Sound of

veral miles to the northward, there

Miatnlo-

Islay

;

and

se-

a roadstead called

is

LowUndman's Bay.
The inland of Jura is composed of strata of mica slate,
chlorite slatr
^—ms varieties of quartz- rock, and
beds of hor
^k.
The quartz-rock is that
which form« u-.r (jniKipal inifredient in the striking
mountain named the Paps of Jura. .Sometimes the

quanx rock has a conglomerated character, or it appears paasmg into gT.inite
and we find it exhibiting
all tlutse difTerent kinds of veins which some theorists
;

consider as cnnfinetl to zrnnite.
.\ quartzose slate is
uted as a whetsooe.' at'
'md is said to contain
•ome ores of iron am!
fy manganese ore.
Jura contains severni •< irnm and castellip and near
Anutjoiuc*.
the Harbour of the small lOes is a considerable en'

'

-.

;

ipoi)'

liar
.

18TI wa«
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JURA, is also tlie name of one of the departments
of France, which takes its name from the mountainous
It is boundridge of Jura, which it comprehcnd-i.
ed on the north by tlie department of tlie Higher
Saone ; on thfe west, by those of the Cote d'Or, the
.Saone and Loire, and the Ain ; on the south by the
Ain and on the east, by Switzi-rland and the department of the Doubs. The principal rivers which trathe Bicnne, which
verse it, are the Rhone, tlie .Ain
passes by Ste. Claude and the Solvan, which passes by
I»ns-leSaulnier. The climate of this department is
cold, from the mountains being covered during a great
The plains yield good
part of the year with snow.
crops of grain but only barley, oats, and maize, are
produced among the mountains. Iron is found in great
abundance in the mountains. There are seven furnaWine is made
oea and SO forges in the department.
Tirable quantities
and the wines of Arbois and
|iarticulnrly the former, are much esteemed,
llif lorcsts occupy 125,000 hectares, or 'J4S,000 acres ;
of which the third belong to the nation, another third
liials, and another third to the communes.
The
jns in the year 1802, were 2,005 fi'lti francs.
;

;

;

'

;
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Populmiion.

over the island,

The

U':sh.
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ao imparfart
Mr. Mar.
•aawrr

i%el,

and

rr,

in indurated
of quartz, and

-iprirtirr

of Colonsay,
niproveHe has

«

Mt

only lurned u* ilie bni aixouiit the lanii formerly
in tillage, but he ha* reclaimed from a »ts!e of absolute
ws<te, great exttTits of moor*
and convrrtiiti tJiem into l'otvI
trodttetd tha inprovi
iaiand ; and his cm]i
rackaaad, by cor

peat moases,

He has in.
husbandry into the
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8235
529S
3579

.
.

Su. Gaude

The

Itemate
loam or

to north-east.
-,

Lont-le-Saulm'er
Poligni

island

vt.

pl.i.

principal towns are,

Their

...

t

'I

errt-nt

with moorish or louwy Krouii<i
till.
The rocks dip from v
Black tele la fe«n>
clay.
Rock Kor

II.

See Macdonald's ylccuunl of the

inhabitants.

Hebrides.

I

and nane of them

mmt^

•

rh acrei, of which

(uprrfii

Cil

Jurt.
which was the only safe
'^""Y""*'
landing-place in the neighbourhood.
From 120 to ItiO tons of kelp have been manufactured annually in the island ; and as the tides rise here
four or five feet higher than at Islay, on the opposite
coast of Kintyre, the shores are more fiivourASle for the
production of kelp.
Flax is dressetl and spun by the women and girls,
and is wove into linen, so as to afford a profitable employment in winter to the inhabitants. The valued
rent of Colotisay and Oronsay, is j6 77, 10s. 8d.
Fine
forest trees, of considerable size, grow in the island.
The remains of several Romish chapels occur in the Antiquities,
island.
The remains of the abbey of a monastery of
Cistertian monks, were taken down some years ago in
The walls of the priory are
erecting a fann-hou«e.
still standing.
In 181 1, Ca'onsay contained 138 houses and families,

at Port-na-feamuinn harbour,

;

»i

Soarba, luga, Milnah
.bitad Mand* on the nortli ut Jura.
C ol a i—y ia situated directly north of Islay, nearly
at the same distance from it .ind from Jura.
It is se-

panMwl
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a quay

The

population of the department is 289,865.
Lonsle-8aulnier is the capital.
JURA, JcR.\stLs, or, in the Celtic, Jnu-ran, which
signifies tl»e " government of Go<l, or .fnpiter," is a
chain of mouniams on the south- wert of Switzerland,
which stretches from Mont Vouache in Savoy, to the
Its direction is nearly south
canton of .Schafrh«u>en.
south- west and north north-east, almost p.ir.illf to that
Its len^tii is from 90 to 100 leagues, and
of the A1|)8.
its breadth, in a north-west direction, from 15 to 18
I

leagues.
The ridpe of Jura rises to the height of 3000 or 4000
feet from tbe plain of Switzerland, with a declivity often very steep, and presents at this elevation through-

out the whole of its length :in undulated line, above
which there rises, in some places, rounded summits to
the height of 600, 1000, or even 2000 feet above the
On the side of Franche Cbmpt^, the
rest of the chain.

3e

U R

J
Jurt.

parallel rajnifications, wliich
the
prmlually in height, till they terminate
Tlio following are the altitudes
plains of Burjiiindy.
geometrically
of liie principal summits, as detern^ined
Tralles
and
by Messrs. Pictet

Jura

is

formed into several

m

tliminisl.

French Feet.

Dole

.

.

5082

,•

•

•

Ditto, according to the measures I
of the French engineers,
j
Woiitendre, above the valley of]

^A
Ptstes.

5178

.
the Lake of Joux,
J
Recglet, or the summit of Mont Thoiry,

5170
5196

principal passes in the ridge of Jura, are that of
Fort Eclusc, where the Rhone runs in a deep channel between the fort and the. foot of Mont Vouache;

The

distano; from Orbe,
the Cluse de Verthat of the
rieres, in the principality of Neuchatel
Pierre Pertuis, in the Valley of St. Imier ; and the defiles of the Valley of Moutier, of Ballstall, and of Waltlje

passage of Esclees, at a

on the road of Pontarlier

;

little

that

o£,

;

lenbourg.
As the Ridge of Jura lies below the line of perpetual snow, it contains no glaciers; but blocks of ice,
and columns of snow, are found in some deep caverns
such as those near St. CJeorge's above Rolle, and between the vallies of Travers and Brevine. The pastures
on that ridge are drier than those of the higher Alps ;
but in some places, particularly in the canton of Basle,
the meadows are as beautiful and fertile as those of the
Some of the ramifications of Jura, parcentral chain.
ticularly those in the neighbourhood of St. Claude and
Champagnol, produce a great quantity of box-wood,
some of the plants of which rise to the height of 20
feet.
The mountains, which extend for four or five
leagues round Poligni, are covered with lofty pines,
vhicli afford to the ship carpenters of Toulon the tallest masts for their vessels of war. The same forests furnish also the materials of numerous manufactures,
which employ the inhabitants during the winter, and
form a considerable branch of trade. The iron founderies, the forges, and the salt pits of Salins, Arc, and
Senans, obtain here the wood and the charcoal which

they require.
Animals.

Mlneralo-

The brown bear still inhabits the wildest parts of
the western chain of .hira ; and it is not many years
ago since it made great ravages among the cattle, and
even descended into the plains. Wild cats, the flesh of
which is eaten by the inhabitants, are also found in the
forests of Jura.
The ridge of Jura is composed of compact limestone,
of a greyish or yellowish brown colour, but always less
deep than that of tlie Alps. Sometimes it has a lively
yellow colour. The strata alternate with beds of marie
and of clay. There is also found gypsum, beds of asphaltum, of the finest marble, sulphuretted springs, and
Those of Salins, Courbauson, Montmorot,
near Lons-le-Saulnicr, (iroson, Tormont, and St. Lanthein, near Poligni, all of which belong to France, are
among the richest.
great number of beds of oolites
are found in Jura.
The stratification of Jur.n. is very singular. The inclination of the strata from south to north-west, their
vertical posation.the vaults which they form, and their
junction in the form of the roofs of houses at the summit of the chain, are phenomena highly interesting to
the mineralogist. The stcetcli of the strata is from
S. S. W. to N. N. E.
suit springs.

A
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Among the numerous petrifactions found in the calcareous formation, are 40 species of the comii avivionis,
20 other species of univalve tif!u:ine shells, 8 Species of
oysters, as many species of bivalve marine shells, and
40 species of corals. The rarest petrifactions are found
on Mont Perouse, near Orgelcr.
Iron is found in
such abundance in Jura, that it is capable of supplying
all France. The iron mines in Franche Comptu, and in
the bishopric of Basle, have been wrought with activity
but Switzerland has not taken advantage of her portion
of this treasure. Strata of brown coal occur, which owe
their origin to entire forests

by the dreadful earthquakes

which have been burned
to which Jura has ot\en

been exposed.
The innumerable masses of granite and of gneiss.
which are scittered up and down on the eastern flank
of this chain, even at the height of 2400 feet, form one
of the most interesting facts in geology. One of these
masses, which is found above Neuchatel, and which was
measured by Professor Playfair in 1817, is f)2 feet long,
32 feet wide, and nearly 17 feet high. As there is
neither granite nor gneiss on this ridge, Saussure and
Sir James Hall have supposed, that they have been
carried

lake of

away by some great flood, or debacle, across the
Geneva from the Savoy Alps; and it is a re-

markable

fact, that similar blocks are found in the lake
of Geneva opposite to the mouths of the streams which
descend from the Savoy hills. See Ebel's Manuel du,
Voyageur en Suisse, tom. iii. ; Traile sur la Structure de
la Terre, tom. ii. p. 90, 147. (for an account of the geology of Jura,) Zurich, 1808; Saussure's Voyage dans
les Alpes ; and Sir James Hall's paper in the Transact
lions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. vii, p. 142,
143 &c.
JURISDICTIONS, League of the Ten. See Gri.
SONS, vol. X. p. .520.

JURISPRUDENCE.

See Law.
JuRATi, (from Jurare, to
swear,) a certain number of men who are sworn to inquire into and try such matters of fact as may be referred to them, and to declare the truth upon such evidence as shall appear before them. They are some>
times called the inquest, from their being appointed to

JURY, JuRATORES,

or

inquire into the truth of certain facts.
The trial by jury, both in civil and criminal causes,
is of great antiquity in these kingdoms; and has always been justly considered as a most valuable institution for securing the life, liberty, and property of the
subject.
1. The Grand Jury is
Juries are of different kinds.
institution peculiar to England.
It generally consists of 24 gentlemen of the best figure in each county, chosen indifferently by the sheriff, who are sworn
to the number of 12 at the least, and not more than 23,
in order that 12 may be a majority.
The sheriff of
every county is bound to return a grand jury to every
session of the peace, and to every commission of over
and terminer, and of general gaol delivery. Their of^
fice is to inquire,. present, do, and execute all things,
which, on the part of our lord the king, shall then and
there be commanded them.
Before they proceed to
business, the grand jury are instructed in the articles
of their inquiry, by a charge from the judge who presides upon the bench.
They then withdraw to sit and
receive indictments, which are preferred to them in the
name .of the king, but at the suit of any private prosecutor ; and they are only to hear evidence on behalf of
the prosecution. For the finding of an indictment is
only in the nature of an inquiry or accusation, which

an

Blocks

of

granite,

JUS

tfierwaida to be tried and detennined; and the
grand jury are only to inquire upon their oaths, whe.
Oicr there be sufficient cause to call upon the party to
answer it. After hearing the evidence, if the grand
jury think the accusation groundless, they write on
the back of the bill, " Vot a true bill ;" and then the
If they
party is discharged without fartlier answer.
are satisfied of the truth of the accusation, they in>
dorse upon it, " A true bill," and the indictment is
then said to be found. But to find a bill, there must
The indictment,
at lea«t twelve of the jury agree.
is publicly delivered into court.
V.
i,
2. The
-o called to distinguish them from the grand
1
jury, are persons who try the prisoner, and either find
him guilty, or acquit him. The petit jury consists of

tended with considerable difficirfty, and the office was
for some time exercised under several restrictione.
But these restrictions were reraove<l by the articles of
union, which placed the office on the same footing in
Scotland as hi the sister kingdom.
But, in the Scotch

is

—

1% and

their verdict

—

must be unanimous.

3.

The Com-

are the jurj- returned by the sheriff, according to the directions of the statute S Geo. II. c. '25,
which appoints, that the sheriff shall not return a aepabut
rate pannel for every separate cause, an fbrmerly
one and the same pMinei for every cause to be tried at

mOH Jur^

commission, there is not a ckjToj rohilnrum as in England ; and the distinction of the quorum has never beert
introduced in Scotland.
The jurisdiction of the justices extends to tfie preservation of the peace ; to the cognizance of certain felonies and delinquencies; to the execution of various
penal statutes, particularly regarding rural economy;
to a numerous and important class of qucstiorts relating
to the revenue and to certain civil actions committied
to them by the small-debt act.
A commission of the peace may be recalled at any
time by the king and it falls by the death of his majesty, although, from expediency, it is continued fbt;

;

months longer, unless recalled by his successor'.
Lambard's Eirenarcha ; and Burns', Williams',
Hutcheson's, and Tait's works on the office of a ju.«tice
six

.See

;

the same assizes, containing not less than 48, nor more
than 78, juror*. The names of these jurors being written on tickets, are put into a Ixix or glass ; and when
each cau<e is called, the I'i persons, whose names shall
be flnt drawn out of the box, shall be sworn upon the
jury, unless absent, challengeil, or excused.— 4. A .S/)ec»n/ Jurjf is distinguithe<l from a common jury.
Special juries

were

originally introduce*! in trials at bar,

when

the causes were of too great nicety for the discussion of onlinarj n«choMers; or when the sheriff was
tospected of partiality. (le i«, in such cases, upon
motion in court, and a rule gnnted theretipon, to attend the proihonotary, or other proper officer, with his
and the officer is to take indifferentfreeholder's book
ly f8 of the principal freeholders, in the presence of
the attomjes on both sides, who are each of them to
strike off 12, and the remaining 2t are returned upon
the pannel.
In Scotlund, in crininal trial*, a number of jurymen.
-,,i .I,...r!'"!
Of this number, fifteen are
upoti each trial, the prisoner
;

of them upon good
.jcons are exempted from
....lUiers are excluded from

'"

imunds,
the »!••

,.„Ki

'<ny

t'

had gone very much

in civil causes,

,

has lately been revived
particular court for trying issue*

rAland
-

''
.1

;

but
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of the peace.

JUSTIN (JusTixfs), a Roman historian of some
eminence, who lived, as is generally thought, irt the second centurj-, during the reign of Antoninus Pius;
but this is uncertain.
He coinposed, in elegant Latin,
an epitome of the history ofTrogus Pompcius. This
work is still extant, in 44 l)ooks, and is entitled, Historiarum Philtinicarum rl lotius Mviidi Origimim el tcrrtr Sitiit rx Tio"o I'l.mprio exeerptariim, Li6ri xliv.
It comprehend? tiie actions of almost all nations, from
\inus, the founder of the .Assyrian cm|iire, to the Emperor Augustus.
It would appear thnt Trogus called
nis work the P/nftipic Hiitori/, because it treated chiefly of the .M.iccdonian empire, founded by Philip, or
concerning Philip and his succesitors.
The origin.il
work of Trogtis, however, is unfortunately lost* and
the epitome of.Fustin is therefore the more valuable,'
bec-<<i^'' if i- "ometimts the only, sometimes the principal
for a number of interesting passages of
ani
I
1. of Gottingcn, hw written two me;...
mo^.
lilt of this history, in the first of whicll
he explains the genor.'d plan of the great work ofTrogus Pompeius and, in the second, lie reviews each of
the 44 l)ooks, according to .Justin's extracts, and investigates the sourceo from which the narrative a]ipears to
have Ijccn derived.
The best editions of Justin are, the Deljifiin edition,
in 4to.
and Ctim no!is vuiiorum rl dronovii, in 8fro,
;

;

.lf"'"'»

rr iioTAKVt Vol. IV. p. 33.
r TiiK I'CAre are persons appointed

--'
v>

l>
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under the great

seal,
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of
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SeeSiAM.
one of the most consijierable provinces
of
between rit," 24' and 51*
crn 12^ 40' and 10" 20* of east

W

'

1

noit

limits.

nrjinu.

'

Baiuidirita.

.Muu;v irinii t.rtiiiwich.
It is a l.iige peninsula;
'lunded on all sides by the sea, except on the south;
wnere it is bounded by the ilucliy ofSleswick. It is
miles in length fmm north to south, and 75 from
1 80
west to east at iu medium breadth. The coasts, both
on the east and west, are indente<l by numerous gulfs
'

J'

varii>i;»

cussion.

i>i.itiitr»

Tn
in

icse

uouid lead u< into a wi<lr nrui oj disOur limits will only admit of oar makhig a

who

acts as a justice of
certain qualification
but in
ition appears to l>e requisite.

'

the I'
j^ooIIa:

;

II

I

justice- of the peA

ludcm

comp:^

t

wic*.

.

i.iijiii-

few general o(>tcrvations.
In England, every person

The

w MM n i;
attempt a

.11

'H.

U

date.

Its

bat* n*ttktr4 to what

is

ii

Ofuallf

land
i

is

was

mUoI North

of

at-

and inlet*, which form safe and commodious harbours;
and the gulf of Ljiufiord particularly, which is navigable and full of islands, stretches across the province from
the Cattegat to within three miles of the CJerman Ocean.
1. Aalbourg in
It is divided into four districts, n.imely,
the north of the province, of which the principal towns

—

Jutland, and tht docriptton of South Jutland Rftrrcd to the article SlES-

Diviuon.'
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arc Aalbourg, a trading town on the south coast of Lymfiord guU'; Schagen, at the northern extremity of the
peninsula ; Hiorring, 30 miles north-west of the cape
Ny scoping, a little tnuling town on the island of Mors.
S.'Wihiirg, containing ajown of the same name, the ca-

town, with 2000
inhabiunts; Manager, a small place on a gulf of the
s'lme name ; Skcva, on the south Iwrder of the gulf of
3.
Ljinfiortl ; and Hobroe, a pleasant trading town.
Aarhus, along the east coast, containing a trading town
j)f the same name, with 4300 inhabitants ; Randers, an
old trading place on the river Guden, containing 4600
Ebeltoft, Horscns, and Scanderborg, small trading towns
i. Ilypen, the most considerable district
along the coast.
of the province, extending along the western coast betweea Sleswick and the gulf of Lymfiord, containing
Uypen, a tolerably well built town at the mouth of
the Nilisaar Holding, anciently a royal residence ; Fredericia, or the Little Belt, wh^e vessels pay toll;
Warde, Rinkioping, Holtsbroe, Hierting, and Jelling,
all of which are small places more like villages than
pital of the province, ai>ancient inland

—

;

towns.
A&pect.

Tamuli.

The northern shores of Jutland present a long line
of sand-banks, fatal to mariners, and covered with the
remains of shipwrecked vessels ; and the eastern coast
is bordered with the most picturesque succession of
The country in general is low, sandy, and narocks.
ked; most fertile towards the south; and on the east
side covered with extensive forests of oak, fir, birch,
There appear in every part of tlie peninsula niuii&c.
bers of earthen tumuli, frequently about 20 feet high,
and 300 in circumference at the base, evidently constructed by art, and found indiscriminately in the most
desert and in the best cultivated tracts. The inhabitants
are unable to give any account of their origin ; but they
are considered as having most probably been erected in

honour of deceased

SoO.

chieftains, and as indicating a high
degree of population in ancient times. There are many small lakes and marshes, but few rivers, in the province ; and these few are, for the most part, only trifling rivulets, or wintry torrents.
Almost the only river deserving the name is the Gudcn, which rises near
"VViburg, becomes navigable at Randers, and falls into
the Cattegat Sea.
Several excellent springs are found
in the peninsula ; but, towards the north coast the water is brackish and unpalatable.
There arc no mountains, and the hills, which are compo?rd of gravel or
sand, are seldom above a few hundrid feet in height.
On the west coast, irom Rypen to Lemvig, there is
a good deal of alluvial soil, wliich m.iy be drained and

recovered.
vegetative.

a

sterile

On

the east coast, the

mould

is

rich

and

Througli the middle of the province runs
sandy ridge, producing nothing but heath and

coarse grass.
Around th« nortiiorn extremity, also,
are extensive tracts of deep and barren sand, which
are often scattered by the wind over Uie more cultiva-

Agticul
tuic

ted districts. To prevent the progi'ess of these desolations, die arimdo arenaria, or bent grass, (the roots of
which have so powerful an efiect in fixing the loose
|oi3, while its leaves cover the surface from the wind)
IS cai-efully sown in these sandy regions, and various
kinds of other slirubs are planted for the same purpose,
and heavy penalties enacted for their protection.
The state of agriculture in this province is extremely
low ; and there is a great want of vernacular publications on rural economy.
levied according to the

It

Land is let, and the taxes on
number of tons of herd corn
of rye-seed, which may be sown ac-

that 18, the barrels
cording to the use and customs of the country. In

many

places, the old custom of all the farmers dwelling in a
village, and cultivating the land by runrig still prevails ;
but die royal domain lands, Vhich are of great extent

now subdivided intd>ilistinct farms,
with proper steadings on each, an example which is generally and rapidly imitated among the landed proprieSeveral attempts have been made by governtors.
ment to introduce an improved husbanch-y ; and, in
1 720 particularly, about 20 French families were established in Fredericia, where they have increased to the
number of .500 persons, and, by their skilful industry,
have converted into a garden the environs of the town,
which were formerly covered with heath and sand.
Some Scotch farmers have recently settled abound Aalburg, and several native proprietors have attempted, by
engaging Scotch servants, to introduce the agricultural improvements of North Britain ; but great obstacles are encountered in the obstinacy and prejudices of

Jutland.

^-""y"'^

in this province, are

the people.

Agriculture.

The common

practice consists in forcing
rye, barley, oats, or potatoes
after another, as long as it has strength to yield two
seeds for one ; and then to let it lie for years to recruit

from the land one crop of

its

productive powers, as

abounds in Jutland)

it

may.

A

little

lime (which

occasionally used as manure ;
but the soil is in general too light and sandy to admit
of this stimulating application; and composts of moss,
lime, and dung, are beginning to be employed in its
stead.
There is an absolute want of enclosures, and
is

ahuost unknown. Green crops are not cul- Crop*
any extent, excepting potatoes, whicij are
annually gaining ground.
Rye and oats are the principal crojjs ; but barley, pease, and beans, are also raised
draining

is

tivated to

in considerable quantities.

It is estimated, that the ordinary produce of a Scotch acre, in a good season,
would be sixteen bolls of potatoes, or six of barley, or
five of oats, or from four to seven of rj-e.
There are
large plantations of tobacco, particularly among the
French refugees at Fredericia. The implements of
husbandry are extremely imperfect.
The carts have four wheels|; but the bodies, which are Implem'-nts
long narrow boxes, do not contain above half as much as ofhutbanda one-horse English cart. They are drawn by two horses, ^y'
which are dri\'en at a trot, or hard gallop; and sometimes
three or four of them are yoked abreast, and squeezed
most awkwardly through the narrow roads. These Horses,
animals are a hardy, firm, powerful breed, resembling
the Suffolk punches, from 13 to 15 hands high, fit for
every useful work, but better adapted for the draught
than the saddle. Great care is taken by government,
to prevent the intrusion of small or ill-shaped stallions
into the country; and every encouragement is given to
promote the improvement of the breed. Those reared in the north of the province, are more remarkable for strength than beauty ; but, like all the Danish
breed, they excel in boldness of chest and contour of
buttock.
The cows of Jutland are almost all branded, Cattle,
resembling in many respects the Lancashire breed, an4
Great numbers of
yield a great quantity of milk.
l>lack cattle are raised in the extensive pastures of the
province, and form a considerable article of exportation.
The sheep of Jutland, next to those of Zealand, Sheep,
The indigenous race are a
are the best in Denmark.
small hardy breed, like the white-faced Scottish sheep;
but, in consequence of the sandy soil, and scanty nouThe
rishment, both their flesh and wool are coarse.
Spanish breed has been introtluced in several places
but they are found to degenerate in all respects Both
cows and sheep are fed, during winter, on chopped
straw and meadow hay, mixed with a little barley j and.

JUT
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duhnp; that season, the country is poorly supplietl with
butcher meat, which is then chiefly imported from
Sleswick and Holstein. The butter is excellent and
well tasted ; but the cheese i> described as of the worst
kind.
A few ^oaXi are found in the heathy grounds
in most other parts of Denmark Pro.
but anI coast, the swine are verj- small, and
prr.
the west, they are of a considerable
fi-'"
leal of Urd is exported from the pro»i;'
\\ !lil UpwI, particularly of the atjuatic tribe,
vince.
are commoo in the country ; and pheaaants are found
in the forests, even of this northern region.
The fisheries of Jutland arc remarkably protluctive,
and furnish a principal source of employment to the in.
habitants, particularly on the west coast, where the
'

1

I

(

1

pj^

fishers are singularly intrepid.
The numerous
which penetrate the province, alraund with fish

gulfs,
:

and

their waters are so moderately salt, that several kimls
of fresh water fish, especially carp, are taken on their
hanks.
Lymfiord is peculiarly productive, and fur-

MixudK'
!ui(ik

nishes multitiides of herrin;; and eels.
The principal
sorts taken on the' coasts and inlets, are cod, flounder,
bret, and salmon ; great quantities of which are exported to the isles, and southern provinces of the kiii;;dom,
and the last mentioned fish generally in the state of kip.
per. Considerable beds of oysters are also fotmd on the
coasts, sufficiently rich to supply an exportation ; and a
little alkali is nude from the sea>weea by the iohabi'
tants of the maritime districts.
The country- people of Jutland spin a considerable
portion uf their wool, and knit the yarn into stockings
tor exportation, to the annual value of 1 6,000 rix-doU
lars.
They also mannfsctiirc t'.r their own use a kind
of coarse cloth V.
iiiders of Scotland
ami Wales, they
j;audy as possible,
by weaving tocher various cotourcu stuffs, particularly blue, red, and yellow.
There are several yianufactories of woollen cloth in the province
and one at
Aalbours has sometimes exported this article to the value of 00,000 rix-dollars per anHum.
In several viltages, pnttcularl^ around the town of Warde, a kind
(rtbladi pottenr u made of a fine bluish clay in their
ncighhourhoofl, ami exportefl to a considerable amount,
dlicfly for Hamburgh and Holland.
At C!erdunilund,
a few mile* from .Aalluurg, are large works for prepannn potash, alum, white-lead, and scan. There are
also mai 'ifjitMries for hats, gloves, ana fire-arms iit
..t the same placa,
Aalb<>'
a gentleman, who
had bei. inland, has recently established one for
stockings, but is said to experience considerable diffiruUies nora the apathy and sluggishness of his work'

;

•

-

I

;

men.
<-

TJir riiin»«iroua

j.lc

ff'tb**

"Iii.fi

fienetrstc the province,

inland trade; but the
not duly cleared
o:
;. which are apt to arcuinuUte, esp<.'
.. l.L..
I..;. \..,rU are situated at the entrance of
rivrr*.
njc Kt.iple commodity of .liitland is grain,
«.t>i..il y
r' " T"l oats, with which .500 or 600 Teasels
'
iy from Aalboiirg :Jone, for the Danish
c
i*i. .
jy.
Jutland contains above 400,000 inhabitants, on a
fopuUiiaa.
sorfaoe of above (ISOO sqnare miles.
The natives of
tli« pravtnoe are not a hand^mie nvc
but the men,
though generally in-kneed, and slender limbed, are tall,
and uAirably good-looking. The women, who are reniarluMr fan-haired, are not so handsome in proportion as the men, but uncommonly goo<l humoured and

y to

t'
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.ijrs are
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;

J

U V

The dress of the lower class among them is Jiltlanit,
J uvenal.
extremely unbecoming, and tends to detract from the
beauty which they do possess. " They are not only j^^^
wrapped up, but literally screwed or twisted in, from
the hips to the nose, in innumerable volumes of cloth
and linen and, below the waist, they are of such a
tremendous bulk, that, at a distance, they look like so
many hogsheads ;" ( Miicdonatd). The men dress much
more suitably ; but generally wear wooden shoes, of a
Rreat weight and clumsy shape, which give them a
hobbling; duck-like walk ; which is said greatly to mcrease tlie difficulty of drilling them in the arm}', and
which they are apt to retain even after being accustomed to shoes and boots. There is a general appearance of ease and comfort among the peasantry ; and
the price of labour is generally high, though the workmen are extremely sluggish, and do not perform twothird;) of w hat an English labourer would do with ease.
obliging.

;

In 1S09, at ,\ulbourg common labourers received two
a day, and tradesmen frequently five, or even
six ; but, it must be admitted, that a time of war may

sliillings

coiiti-ibuted to produce this high rate of wages.
I'he language spoken in the province is, of course, the
Danish ; but, persons of rank and education, and, in
general, all the middling classes in the larger towns,

have

speak German, and a few understand English and
French. See PUy fair's Geography, vol. iii.; Macdodonald's TmveU through Denmark, vol. i. and Tableau
dft Eliits DanoU, par Catteau.
{q)
JL'\'KN'.\L, Dacmi's Junius JfvEN.M.is, the celebrated Itoman satirist, was bom at Aquinum, a town
of the \'olactans, about the year 38 of the Christian era.
Of his parentage, education, and the circuin.stances of
He
his life, very little can be related witll certainty.
was the contemporary of Martial, the epigrttnimatist,
and is said to have b««n bred to the study of eloquence,
which he seems to have cultivated rather with a view
to his own amusement than from any intention to prepare himself either for the schools, or the courts of law.
He appears to have been well advanced in life before
he betook himself to poetry, and produced those satires,
which have carried his iLome and reputation down to
our tiroes. The firvt sli.itls of his satire seem to havtf
been directed against Paris, a young pantomime dancer,
and the fsvourite of Domiliaii, who was then at the
head of the government. His compositions were, at
first, secretly handed about among his friends ; but becoming bolilet by decrees, he incurred the severe resentment of Paris, who prevailed upon the emperor to
send the author into a sort of honourable banishment
This account, however, is doubleif. That
to Egypt
Juvenal was in Egypt is certain ; but whether he was
sent thither as a punishment, or went from motives of
personal safety, or of mere curiosity, cannot be ascerThe punishment, however, if he suffered any,
tained.
had no other effect on him, than that of increasing his
hatred of tyranny, and turning his indignation on the
emperor himself, whose vices became, from that period,
the obje^ of his keenest reprobation.
In the year 95, when Juvenal was in the ;>'Hh year
of his age, Domitian banished the philosv|)hers from
Rome ; and to this period Mr. Gilford iuclines to fix
Nerva, who succeeded
Juvenal's journey to Egypt.
Domitian, recalled the exiles ; and, from this time,
there is little doubt that Juvenal was at Rome, where
he continued his studies in tranquillity.
This is all that can be collected respecting the particulars of his life.
He appears to have been easy in his
6
;
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patrimony, which he never
*~^<''~' dinuni»hed by extravagance, was sufficient for all his
wants.
Juvenal lived in an extremely degenerate age and
he npjienrs to write with all the energy of virtuous inHis sadigiiation at the vices which surrounded him.
Juvrntl.

circumstances.

His

little

;

tires are chiefly distinguished

by a

lofVy severity, elo-

quent declamation, and vigorous and glowing language,
He is accused of being too rhetorical, and of betraying
a degree of slovenliness, or want of care, in some pasSome have brought a more serious charge
sages.
that of indecency.
Yet when we consiagainst him

—

der the monstrous vices against which his indignation
directed, we may cease to^wonder at the jstrength of
his expressions. His great aim appears^ have been to
alarm the vicious, and, if possible, to exterminate vice,
by rendering depravity utterly loathsome,
The satires of Juvenal, si.xteen in number, have been
frequently translated into English.
The two first versions were made by Barten Holyday, and Sir liobert
Stapylton ; the two latest and best by Mr. Gifford and
Mr. Hodgeson ; to which the reader is referred for farther information on the subject of this article,
(i)
is

Juvenal.
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K.
Kxliak.

KADIAK.KoDtAK.or Kctciitak, U an island in the
Northern Pacific Ocean, (eparated by Shelikofs
Strait from the origin of the peninsula Alaska, near the
•ntrance of Cook's Inlet, off the nortii-west coast of AmeThis ia tbe laigcct of all the northern islands,
rica.
stretching acroM tiM ocean between the Asiatic and
eontJiMBta.
Anwfic
It extends above 100 miles in
lens^, (Von north wtt to south-west, and is about 50
wide in the braadeat part Its figure is extremely irregular. In many pUcea it is penetrated by spacious bays
and deep inlets, which are guarded by long promontories
and towards the middle it seems a', lost divi<led
into two islands.
Tiie interior is mountainous, or coniuting of alternate hills and vallies interspersed with
plaina, and a portion of the coast is high and precipitous. Some of the latter, as well as tlie lower hills, contiat of adiiania, but the most lofty are chiefly granite,
flowreJ with very thin soil ; and a large proportion of

i

Cfnerml
prct.

as-

;

birds arc not common in this country, but water fowl
appear in vast multitudes. Insects are scarce : Bugs,
however, have been brought from tlie vessels anchor*
ing near the island ; and innumerable cockroaches came
from one of those employed in the Russian Voyage of
Discovery in 1603 or isbti, which afterwards entirely

tmtwtmaanm tlw atnit* flrom
rfMcranBhtbitnpc.

diak.

is

barren.

lie* in an ungenial rtimatr ; and, in general,
remain* on the groaMl onlil the end of April,
however, the cold i* not intatise, and the
i* •hotter, but cither rain or anow prevaiU:
Tcnr wet and fbggy. Tbe island i*
to eMtbqnakes, which are freqnentiy violent.
It ia su npoead, that tht lofty mountain* on the coast of
North Ancrica shelter Kadiak from that extreme cold
Mpcticneed in the same latitudes. Hence the animal

Kadiak

dM tnour

luo

augment the stock for breeding. Sheep were
There are some goats, and
numbers of hogs, which last are fed on fish, l^nd
ved, to

brought hither in 1804.

vanished.
I'he inhabitants of KacJ^ak are generally designed Inliabiunt^
Aleutians a tribe which they intimately reiemble in
figure, physiognomy, and manners, and possibly belong to the same origin. They are of low »tature,
brand visage, with jet black eyes, eye-brows, and hair.
Their language seems to bear very little analogy to
that of the Aleutians, which might lead us to infer that
they originated from the American continent ; or tiie
Aleutians may have separated from the common stock
at a more remote |>erio<i.
The natives clothe themselves in a large frock made Dtta.
of fur, or the skin of sea-fowl ; which latter is worn
with tile feathers outside during the day, and turned
inwards at night It is nearly of the same shujie for
both sexes. The lower part of their dress consists frequently of one piece, terminated by boots. Formerly the
rich clothed anil decorated themselves with the sknis o^
sea and river otters; but tobacco, and other things,
having now become neoessaries of life, they are obliged
to acquire them in exchange for their fura.
They are
eatremely fond of ornaments, especially beads, which
they wear in great profusion, either on their clothes,
or suspending them from tlieir ears or the ends of
a bone thra«t through the septum of the noee. Amber i* held in as high estimation as diamonds are in
Europe.
Some natives are punctared, but not re(;ularly tattone<l, like the inhabitants of the south'
ri
they often paint their faces in streaks,
V
Several of the female*
iml train oil.
have u iiiileoun pi-rfuration of the under lip, as is seen
among tiiose of the Aleutian islands It is, however, less
common at present ; and the fashion of tattooing different conspicuous parts of the bixly has also declinAll tlietr njttive usages, indeed, .ire undergoing
ed.
a rapid modification, from the settlers residing in Ka-

tbe ialaod
•limiw.

of cattle, is tlie only kind ujed in it. These ani- Kaili«k.
mals are said to go into the river when full of fish, ^"•-y^*'
and dexterously catch them with their paws. But they
eat only tlie heud, and, in biting it off, throw the remainder ashore. The beaver, glutton, ermine, mar- Qua,in,.
root, various species of foxes, the \ynx, and rein-deer, peds.
are seen here. Black cattle have been introduced from
the Russian settlements, and are yet anxiously presercity

MM

vagetable productions are more eopiona, ami in
variety, than in the Aleutian island* to the east.
Fine timber grow*, thoogh not abundantly, in fbreat*
on theiMrtb^ca*Cooastaf tbeialand, oonaialingof lardi,
Ar, ahkr, and other tree*, bat principaUy of diltarent
of piM; Roota awl berriea are *o plentiful,
for winter
and white. The
ia If—itirltira are fbumi here,
whidi i* a aonadrrabie article of
ie of inferior quality.
Barley was first
••mi in IMM, and |Nad«eea long *traw but small cars.
P*aae and bean* pradno* Aii h ig •aniwir, but do not
ripen fce wwmr>
PMatoee thrive watt.
in tbe atrmita, tbe cmTonnding
aHi, and hmiiIm «f the river*. Thoae moat cnmnianly
cnglK for fiMki, arc berringi ood, and aaknon ; which
are in *adt wltitodaa, tfaathnpchwda way be oangfat
• ilwft tRMn- mmljr with the handa. HoKbat grow* to

giHMi

FM m^wmmnm

m

theinnMnae««Mbtor«ISpoand*
ar« exnvmely Aeqiwnt in die

hmt dMMlMd, fmn

'

^ois.

•i'pMnit; sad Uwaanotaev which proved
M>«ijpilW* fti T«nrt, i* almost extirpated.

digCDCM

in the island

Whales

Pbocip are
beh||cthitrt))ects of unintei r opt-

;

•oprofita.

Bear*

of.

Alaska, and are either
Pfatmbly aome specie* are ioand their flesh, from the scar-

;

I

:

Tbe dwelling* of these people
C

are portly sunk in the
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ground, having a small door made of framed seal skin
^y^f"^ fronting the east, a fir.-place in the middle; and a hole
DwcUingt
j^ jjjp ^^f which serfes the double office of admitting
the light, and affording an exit to the smoke. The sides,
Kailikk.

partitioned

Food.

oft"

lor

bitting

and sleeping

places, are co-

vered with grab's mats, more coarsely fabricated than
A small apartment,
those of the islands to the west.
used as a vapour bath, is attached to each dwelling,
where any degree of temperature is obtained, by the
steam of water poured on heate<l stones.
The food of the natives resembles that of the Aleutan
islanders, anil consists of fresh or dried fish, blubber,
whale and seal oil, the flesh of seals and bears ; roots, and
berries preserved in oil. In time of scarcity, which seldom fails to occur in winter, and is almost unavoidable
during spring, they live entirely on shell fish. Their
establishments are, therefore, formed near some large
bank, as the best situation for obtaining the means of
When a visitor enters a hut, he is first
subsistence.
treated with a cup of cold water after resting some
time, there are put before him all the preceding provisions.
It is expected that he should consume every tiling with which the hospitality of the owner supplies him ; and the more he eats and drinks, the greatShould he prove unable to do
er is the compliment.
this, however, he must carry away the remainder of
But the civilities of the host do not termithe meal.
nate here ; for the bath being in the mean time heated,
the stranger is conducted to it, and treated with a
draught of the melted fat of seals or bears. As many
of their manners and customs are analogous to those
of the Aleutian islanders, the reader is referred to the
articles Aleutian Isles and.Fox IgL.\NDS.
Polygamy is practised by such inhabitants of Kadiak, as can aiford to maintain a number of wives.
No marriage ceremony takes place, except that of conducting the couple to the vapour bath, which is heated,
aud where they are left together. The parents of the
female receive a present ; and it appears that the husband always lives with them, and serves them, though
he may occasionally visit his own relations. In certain
cases, it is probable that wives are lent by the men
to each other, and, if under such circumstances, women
previously barren have offspring, they then become the
property of the father. A degree of libertinism is practised by these people, which is scarcely exemplified in any
country of the world. Incestuous connections prevail to
the most unlimited extent not only do brothers and sisters cohabit together, but even parents and children. After the death of the father, the eldest son alone is excluded from cohabiting with his own mother. They are besides addicted to vices still more odious ; and effeminate
wretches of the male sex clothe themselves like women,
associate with them, and follow similar occupations ;
and what is still more extraordinary, so far from holding
:

Manners
imd customs.

:

such conduct in detestation, mothers are gratified when
their youthful offspring attract the attention of the
chiefs.
When the islanders are reproached with their
incestuous connections, they defend themselves by reference to the habits of the sea otters.
On the birtli of
a child, it is washed, and named after the first beast or
Fimeral
rites.

bird that occurs.
Their funeral rites are said to differ among different
tribes.
The bodies of their chiefs are embalmed with
moss ; and either a slave, a prisoner, or some of his most
confidential labourers, being sacrificed, were lately buried
along with them. Shelikoff affirms, that one is buried
alive with the body. But the Russians have lately pro.

K.

hibited this barbarity. Mourning is expressed, by cut- Kadiakting the hair short, and daubing the face with soot ; '""'Y'"
and on the death of either .husband or wife, the survivor retires for a certain period tq another settle-

ment.

whether the natives have ever had any
more than very obscure notions of a good

It is doubtful,

religion, or

Religion,

and evil being, to the last of whom slaves are sometimes,
though rarely sacrificed. Their Russian visitors have
endeavoured to convert them to their own faith but
they know little more than to make the sign of the
cross ; and some will allow themselves to be baptised
;

three times, for the sake of getting a shirt.
Before their late subjugation, they were a very warlike
people, and alike averse to the invasion anH to the proffered friendship of stranj^ers. " If you mean to preserve
your lives," they replied to the conciliatory words of the
Russians, " retire instantly from our shores, and do not

again disturb our possessions." They advanced to battle,
sheltered by a portable breast-work, twelve feet broad
and eighteen inches thick, composed of interwoven osiers
and sea-weed. Besides this they had wooden shields,
which are now laid aside. Their arms are the bow and
arrow, darts, and lances. They poison their arrows
with a preparation from henbane, so as to inflict a morBut at present, their weapons seem to be
tal wound.
directed more against wild animals, than against enemies of their own species. They shoot salmon very
dexterously while leaping out of the water ; and employ
darts and lances, pointed with poisonous slate, for killing whales. The different tribes were formerly engaged in almost incessant wars. Their prisoners suffer
bad treatment, especially from the women ; and the female part of them are all slaves, who are sold by one
tribe to another for trinkets and utensils.
Long after
Kadiak was discovered by Europeans, the natives were
exceedingly averse to have any dealings with them,
and such was the firmness with which this determination was evinced, that three Russian vessels were successively obliged to withdraw.
The chief occupation of the men, is making boats and Occupaweapons, which are used in hunting and fishing while "<""
the women are employed in sewing the skins together,
with which the boats are covered; in drawing tendons
from the legs of animals, for joining them and in faAll the thread embricating slings and fishing hooks.
ployed consists of sinews, and some of it is as fine as
silk.
It is fashioned into the most beautiful twists and
braids ; and many specimens of sewing would do credit
Collecting roots and
to the most skilful Europeans.
berries for winter store, is also the province of the females.
The hunting excursions of the natives are for
the benefit of the Russians, who reward them with cloth,
ammunition, beads, toys, runj, tobacco, and snuff, for
which they have an immoderate propensity. They are
likewise taken on board American 'vessels touching
here, along with their boats and implements for fishing
and hunting, to be carried to the coast of Califorbia,
where seals and sea otters are to be caught. Cargoes
are generally completed in two seasons, when the Russian American Company receive a certain proportion of
the furs, as a compensation for the assistance of the natives.
Though the whole are educatetl in the art of
hunting and fishing, the capture of whales belongs al:

;

.

most exclusively

down

to certain families,

who

and

is

handed

promise to be most expert
at iti
Their boats, or baidarkas, are for one, two, or
three persons, the smallest being 14 feet 6 inches long
to those childi-en

*
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4 inches wide, and the largest only 4 inches
The large
broader, and 26 feet 7 inches in Ifnjjth.
bttiJarkas, which the Itussians have appropriated, can
carry 70 men
Their sportx and pastimes are analogous to those
of the Oonalashkan^, and the pursuits which they follow uncontrouled, aru divided accurdinjj; to the different reasons of the year. Hunting and fishing continue
until the end of October, when they return to their
Kovemtier u spent in visiting, and
winter dwellings
in dancing with masks and painted faces. They dance
with a knife in the right hand, and a rattle made of
hoopj, tu which a number of the red beaks of the sea
parrot are suspended, m the left, producing an effect
like castagDets.
Their music is the tambourine, and
by 2

feet

The men are so fond of gamthey often lose all their property. Com>
pared with the Oonalashkans, the inhabitants of Kadiak betray a considerable inferiority In every thing.
But they are scarcely to be viewed as the same people
with those generations who dwelt here even in the
preceding century. Their customs are abrogated, and
their numbers are greatly reduced.
These islanders are particularly indolent and inactive ; they sit on the beach, gazing for hours together at the sea
no conversation prevails among them
and so little spirit for improvement, that ages may
elapse, without their taking advantage of the benefits
held up before their eyes.
The papulation of this island is very small, compared
whh its *ise and it is doubtful whether it ever was
How could numlKTs find subsistence under a
grrat.
rif(orou4 climate, where agriculture was utterly unkn*wn, and tiie only •upplies obtained arose from the uncertain produi-e of the cnace or fishing } Yet there can
be no question that the population has declined. In the
year 1 805, by an accurate calculation, it was fottnd to
amounl to about 40O0 sotd*.
The opinions t>f the uati\ cs c,-- -- •- their origin,
Tli
are extremely extravagant
that one of
xb^ir original parents was a dog, tuc ntner a female of
rank, and that their anccalors were whelps, which peopled the island.
It is aflirme<l by some authors, that the Russians
were acquainted with Kadiak in the year 1750. It
was visited in 1762, by Stephen Glottoff, in the course
of his voyages to the more remote Aleutan islands
aod, in 1783, GrMory Shclikoff formed a settlement
upon it. At that time, and previously, the inhabitants
were caJle<l Kanagist, or Konaghi, though now it is
said thcT denominate theaarircs Soo-oo- it
According
to Sbclilloi*s account, a body of not less than 4000 oppoacd bis landing ; and, having afterwards had an eneoup^a with them, he took above 1000 prisoners.
Later narratives affirm, that his opponents did n<it exOMd 400, instead of 4(100. With much difficulty be sucd ia appcMin^ the natives, and by oBodcraic mc*iMlaecd the mhabitanU at this and the ncigbIwuring islands, to the number of 50,000, to acknowbdge the aathority of his nation. Rut, notwithstandavours to varnish over the conduct of the
a, ibcy are represented as having forcibly retfM nativas to obadience; ha vine MHiied their
their songs are warlike.
ing,

that

:

;

I ;

he, or his succesaora, mode themtheir property, even to their largo

and either

••hres iBMlera of

all

boats,leatrinctbemonl) small ones He is accused of horribk atfockics such as ringing s n miter of the miserabk iaianders in a line, to try bow many gf their bodies
TOL. XU. r AST II.
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would pass through.

undoubted that
devastation has ever follow ed the footsteps of the Russians in the Pacific Ocean, and where they have established themselves, the natives are found in a state
of abject slavery, daily diminishing in numbers.
Kadiak is the chief Russian settlement in the
Northern Pacific, and the great depot of all the furs
from the neighbouring islands, and the coast of America. On the north-east coast, there is a small town called Alexandria, with an excellent harbour, defended
by a small fort The houses are built of logs, and
thatchctl with grass. Most of the windows are covered
with the divided intestine of seals well oiled, and some
with talc. There are a church, a school with about 50
native scholars, and a barrack for the Russian convicts,
storehouses, and other buildings. When Shelikofftook
possession of Kadiak, and subjugated the natives, he

a

rifle ball

It is

number of the daughters of the chiefs as
hostages.
About 200 were in the settlement in 1790;
but the number seems to have decreased as the danger
has lessened. -Alexandria is the residence of a governor,
who has the controul of the colonies on the coast of

obtained a

America. Measures have been taken lor the instruction of the rising generation in reading, writing, accounts, and mathematics ; but the means of providing
subsistence for the pupils has been omitted. While remaining at home with their parents, they followed a similar course of life ; by withdrawing them from it
scarcity has ensued.
A late traveller sagely remarks,
that being " educated and taught accomplishments after the European fashion, in a few years there will not
be a young Aleutan rem.iining who will go barefooted
winter and kummer, defying the cold, in pursuit of
whales, sea-dogs, sea-lions, and sea-otters.
What will
the Company toen do with their learned Aleutans }'
The settlements in the Northern Pacific are instituted for the benefit of a company of merchants 'n Petersburgh. A number of fur-hunters, many of them said
to be abandoned characters, are in their employment
who, together with the subordinate officers, would soon
bring the colony to ruin, were they not controulcd.
They have been accused of wantonly putting the natives to deatli in a barbarous manner. The stewards and
overseers order as many of them as they choose for
whatever services arc required in hunting or fishing ;
and afler tillage was intrtxluced, they were compelled
to draw the plough.
The Russians, their wives, and
children, are thence held in abhorrence ; and, whenever
an opportunity offers, they are massacred in retaliation
of the injuries inflicted by them.
The prosperity of
the settlement, therefore, adviinces slowly, whereas the
highest benefits would result from adopting a wise and
liberal system.
Lat. 57* N.
(c)

KAEMPFER,

Enoelbkrt, a learned German

tra-

vdlar and naturalist, was l>om at Lemgo, a town of the
ooooty of I.ippe in Westphalia, on the 1 6th of SeptemHe discovered an early attachment to the
ber, 1 65 1.
study of natural history, medicine, and various languages. Afler having complete<l his elementary education at different schools, he studie<l, during four
years, at the university of Koningsberg in F'russia.
His desire of travelling into foreign parts, induced him,
in I6HS, to embrace the opportunity of accompanying
ttie Swedish embassy to Persia, in the capacity of seand he remained in that country for some
cretary
Alyears after the embassy returned to Sweden.
though he had aii yet obtained no medical degree, he
accepted the utuation of a phyudan in Georgia ;•
;

9 r

Kadiak.
Kacu>pfcE>

K A E
Katttntt.

which, however, he soon afterwards relinquished, in

With this view,
other distant countries.
he went on board the Dutch fleet, which was then
cruising in tlie Persian Gulf, as a naval surpeon ; and
after visiting a number of the English and Dutch setIn the follow,
tlements, he came to Batavia in IC89.
ing year, he went, as physician to the embassy of the
Dutch East India Company, to Japan, where he remained more than a year. In the beginning of 1692,
he set out on his return to Europe ; obtained the degree of Doctor of Physic at Leyden, in l60i ; and then
returned to his native country, where he was appointed physician to the Coiu^t Frederick Adolphus of
order to

K A E
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visit

Lippc.

During the course of his extensive travels, Kaempfer,
actuated by an insatiable curiosity, had studied with
great attention the natural. and political history, maniiers, and customs of the different countries which he
visited ; and brought home complete journals, drawings, and various curiosities.
He now began to digest
his materials, and to communicate his discoveries to
the public, in a work entitled, Amcenitates exoticw polilico-medicce, Lemgo, 1712, in 4to. of which, however,
only &ve fasciculi appeared, withplates. At his death,
which took place in November I7l6, he left behind
him a great mass of manuscripts and drawings, and
particularly an History and Description of Japan.
These treasures were purchased by Sir Hans Sloane,
who caused a translation to be executed of the work
upon Japan, which appeared at London in 1727, in
two volumes 4to.
copy of the German manuscript
of this book was afterwards discovered at Lemgo, and
published by Kaempfer's countryman, Dohm, in the
years 1777 and 1779, in two volumes ^to, with many

A

additions.

was principally directed to the study of juris- Kacstntr.
prudence, although, by his own account, he had a '••^"y'mf
freat predilection for philosophy and the Mathematics,
tention

was so

and his phogress'so rapid,
he became qualified for the
degree of Bachelor in Law ; and, at eighteen, he took
the degree of Master in the philosophical faculty. Soon
after, he commenced his career as an academical teacher,
anddelirered private lectures for seven years; when he
was appointed an extraordinary professor of the mathematics, in 1746.
In 1756, he succeeded Segner, as ordinary professor of natural philosophy and the mathelis

diligence

great,

that, in his sixteenth year,

matics at Gottingen. He obtained the title of aulic
counsellor in 1765, and continued in this situation during four and forty years, until the period of his death,
on the 20th of June, 1800.
Kaestner's greatest merit consisted in a happy talent
for exhibiting the principles of mathematical science in
a luminous and intelligible form.
His " Elements of
Arithmetic," and other elementary treatises on different
branches of the mathematics, are extremely valuable.
Their merit was so conspicuous, that they gradually,
almost entirely superseded the compendia of the celebrated Wolf, which had previously been universally
adopted in the German universities ; and contributed
greatly to facilitate and diffuse the study of mathematical science.
His separate treatises are distinguished
by the same acuteness of thought, and perspicuity of
arrangement. Among these we shall only mention his
" Observations on Mining, tvilh an introduction to the
method of measuring heights by means of the baromeKaestner also
ter," which was published in 1775.
translated several works from other languages into
German ; such as Hallot's Art of Dyeing, Smith's

•

and Lulofs Introduction to the Kuorvhdge of
The Transactions of the Royal Snedisk
Academy cf Sciences were partly translated by him,
and partly by others under his inspection.
Optics,

The

extensive knowledge, acute observation, and
love of truth, which are displayed in the works of
Kaempfer, have acquired for their author a considerable portion of celebrity.
These works consist of his
History of Japan; the Amcenitates exoticw; an Herbarium Vllra-Gangeticum ; a dissertation de Magistatis
divisione, and his Inaugural Theses, on taking his degree at Leyden.

KAESTNER, Abraham Gotthelf, an eminent
German mathematician, was born at Leipsic, on the
27th of Sept. 1719. His instruction had been conducted privately, under the direction of his father, and
some of his other relations, with so much success, that
in his tenth year, he was enabled to attend his father's
lectures ; and, at the age of twelve, he became a regular student at the university.

At

the

Globe.

Kaestner, however, did not confine himself within
the province of the mathematics, but frequently displayed his talents in other departments of literature.
He particularly distinguished himself as an epigrammatist, and made himself both esteemed and dreaded by the sallies of his wit; in which he is thought to
have sometimes been too fond of indulging himself.
His last great work, the " History of the Mathanatics," published at Gottingen, 1795-1800, in four volumes, although valuable as an index to the literature
of the science, betrays evident marks of the age and
declining talents of the author.

that period, his at-

KALEIDOSCOPE.

PtATB
CCCXLI.

IValeidoscope * is the name of a new instrument, invented by Dr. Brewster, for the purpose of creating and
exhibiting an infinite variety of beautiful and perfectly
symmetrical forms, and is derived from the Greek words
xtcXif, beautiful, u'iiii, a form, and vxinrtu, to see.
This instrument in its simplest form, consists of two
reflecting surfaces,

as

shewn

in Fig.

1,

placed be-

tween the eye and certain objects, by the combination
which the picture is to be created ; but as the reflectors may have an infinite number of positions with respect to each other, as the eye may have an infinite
number of positions with respect to the common section
of the two planes, and as the object may also have an

-of

infinite

number of positions with respect to the reflectors.

Fig. 1.

" Tlie word Kaleidofcope has been preferred
to Callidoacope, Calidoscope, ^nd Caleidoscope, not merely because it approaches nearer to the
original wordb of which it is compounded, but to avoid the appearance of its being derived from the Latin words callidus or calulus.
There
arc several technical words derived ftom the Greek,
the
is
changed into C, such as Kfratojihi/tm, Kcraiihi, &c. wliich are

K

where
not
derived from »t{«5, a horn, and
Mveral also, in which the word k(e;A«$ does not double the

L

in its compounds, xje^ojrouj, KccMftcf^fts,

&c*

Kaleidoscope.

KALEIDOSCOPE.
is

it

ced

which are produvarious circumstances, and to discover

1:1

1

uii

ascertain the effects

there are any drterininate positions of the reflectors,
the object, aiid the eye, which enable the reflectors to
form anil carry to the vyo if the observer a picture matlumitii i!ly symmetric.il. and in which all the reflected
have as nearly as possible the same inten-

There

is

this result,
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an exception, however, to the generality of
when the inclination of the reflectors is an

Kaleirfo-

scope.

iJ"

I

i

Sect.

I.

0«

tfie

Effecti produced,

PostlwH of

tire

/At- tiro

bi/ varying (he relo'
Rrf-xtors.

odd aliquot part of a

circle

;

tliat is,

when

xTyr.

isaii

odd

number.

In order to explain this with sufficient perspicuity, let us take the Ciise where the angle is 72", or
4th part of the circle, as shewn in Fig. S.
Let AO, Plate
BO, be the reflecting planes, and m n a line inclined ''l-l-'XLr.
to l/if radius mhic/i bisfcts 'he angle AOB, so that '''*• ^
Om-p'Ort, then mii', vm, will be the images formed by
the first reflection from
anil BO, and n'm", m'n" the

AO

images formed by tlie second reflection but by the principles of catoptrics,
hi", and On=0/i'=
On", consequently since O i« is by hypothesis greater
than 0«, we shall have O m" greater than On'' ; that
is, the images ni'n", u' m" will not coincide.
AsO»
approaches to an equality with O m, O n" approaches
to an equality with Om", and when Om=:OH, we
have O «"=0 m", and at this limit the images are
symmetrically arranged.
In like manner it may be
shewn, that when the rectilineal object mn bisects
the angle AOB, the images of it will bisect all the other
four sectors, and consequently are symmetrically disposed round the centre of the circle and in general,
when the object has such a torm or such a position
thit its parts are similarly situated with respect to both
the mirrors, a symmetrical picture may be produced,
when the angle formed by the reflectors is an odd
aliquot part ofa circle
and therefore, since all irregular objects are composed of lines not similarly situated
witli respect to both the mirrora, we may conclude.
That in order to form a fterj'cctiif tt/mmclrical picture,
from the eombiHalum qfanu objects nith irregular outline*
bu successive refections bettteen Iw inclined rrflecturt,
Ike inclitatiou of the refeclors must be an even aliquot
^
part of^GOP.
;

Let AB. BO.

PlATB
C(

.

Xl.I

Fij. I,«.

planes

shewn

Fijf.

2 be a

in Fig.

1.

and

section of the
let

AOB

two

m consider the aperture

as an object placed bt- fore the mirror
principles of catoptrics, a similar image

fomied behind

AO

and

;

for the

ima^ BO a

of the aperture will

other mirror

BO. But

BMy be

thf

r.

fl.

reflecting

AO.

By the

AO b

be

will

same reason, a similar
be formed behind the

AO A,

images

.t^-l

BOo,

new
laced liefore the reflectorsBOand AO; and tin...,,,, unilar andsimilarly
situated images of these, via. AOa*, a Oh, will be
formed behind the mirrors. In like manner, these
image* being considered a< new objects, other images of
the ar»«rf,,re AOR will be formed at b'Oa',a'Ob", and
1", till a complete circle is formed by their
Q
considereil as

'

AOB

If the angle
is such as to make
exactly SfiO*. when muUipKed by any of the even numbers 2, 4, 6. 8, «£c then the circle
will be composed of an even number of sectors, each of which is ex'
actly equal to
't sector rs"OA' willconUtot twohalvr
s
the first of which is half
of the image of a <-, lurmrn by reiiection from AO,
while the other it half of the image of A"Oa", formed by
rtf--- - *rom
and, in this case, the laat sector is
;
b;
the common section
oTth* two reflecting ji Auv<.
If, on the other hand, the angle
is
och as to make exactly .<»»»(/, when multiplied by any
odd number S, 5, 7. 9, \c. each image of the apertare will l>r complete by il»elf, and the line .MN will
•epwat* the scriea of images formed by
from the se>
Coi...,.,..;.v.i).

MANB

AO"

'

BO

MN

Om=Om'=0

:

;

AOB

AO

rica

fbraed by BO.

When

AOB,

the angle

being multiplied by an
eren or o<!d number, is either greater or less than ''ni(>',
then the last rrflecte<l images on \xnh sides ofMN will
be incomplete, and tlie circular field will be compcMe<l
of a certain number of complete images of AOB, and
after

Hence -'-—

rftwo incomplete images.
reoresent the

Ud
wr.

is

will

always

number of sectors of which the

circular

When

compoecd.

the utuuiv- will

III-

the quotient

i*;.r'Iv i-qual
'i

,

'~l-j

;

that

IS,

i. ..;

whole num-

and complete

the

theincu..^ .^ -.;„...

a

;

but

action, the intf.jer will
'•• -fctors,
and half the

•*•"•'"

=21 ^

is

j.,.,.„

the circular

magnitude of

^xampci*

field will

17*,

then

be composed

of Si complete sectors, and « incumpieu sector*, the anfuUr magnitude of each of which is equal to one-haii'
of*>, ori;».
If. msMd of Mippowng the angular
aperture AOB to
be the object, we place any object whatever between
and 80, the images of it will be formed acconiing
U> the principle* which we havr explained
and the pic-

^

AO

;

tnvoeatcd by

thcooT'

»f these image*,

«o»pljte or inooroplet.
„u a* the an^
•a ax^gral or fractional pan v( the ctrde.

u ill

|>e

AOB is

Sect.

II.

tfwe

On

the Effects produced by varying
sition of' the Eye.

consider the aperture

ABO,

tlie

Po-

or any obas the
object which undergoes successive reflections, it is obvious that it may be viewed by placing the eye in any
point of the quadrant coniprehendiHl between OC and
OE. When the eye is placed at a small distance
from C, it will be a httle above the plane of the circular
Geld formed by repeated images of AOB, and therefore
this field must appear a very eccentric ellipse. .As the
eye
Irom C towards li, the il'
U-gg eo
'ie»>minetry ofthecomb:
reases
;in
w nil the eye c-omes to E, the tllij).sc becomes a
perfect drclc, and the eye being placed in a line perpemlicular to its centre, observes all the images symmetrically arranged round the centre O.
In the production of perfec-tly aymnit- trical forms, therefore, the
jKijition of the eye is necessarily limited to the point E,
or rather to a point so »ituated, that the line
(Fig. I.) may be just seen by the eye ; that is, that the
line joining the (loint A' and the eye, may just pass
within the point E.
This liiniution is however necessary, for very diflfe«
When the eye is place<l near , the rays
rent reascms.
are incident aInioHt perpendicularly upon the mirrors;
and it is well known, from the experiments of Bouguer,
tliat tlie loss oflight oy reflection, i» in this case extremely grciit both in the case of metals and polished glasa.
From thia cause, the iuieiuity even of the tirst reflect* ject lying in a iiUne

(tassing

Fig.

through

1,

ABO,

-

1

A'0=AO

•
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ed image is greatly inferior to that of the sector AOB
seen by direct visi«n ; but if the number of reflections
is 1 6, 18, or 20, or even above 8 or 10, the last reflected image is scarcely if at al' perceptible, even when a
If
pretty strong light is thrown upon the aperture.
the picture consequently had bec-n symmetrical and
agreeable to the eye in so far as the arrangement of its
parts was concerned, it would have lost all its beauty
from the extreme inequality in the Hgtit of the reflected
images of which it is composed. When the reflectors
are made of glass, or of class covered on one side
with black varnish, this difference is so very striking,
By
that the circular field can scarcely be completed.
very powerful illumination, indeed, the last image may
be rendered visible but the difference of the intensities of the sectors remains the same, and therefore the
imperfection of the picture c^ntiot be corrected even by
the application of the strongest lights. •
As the eye advances from C to B, the angles of incidence increase, the loss of light diminishes, and the
difference in the intensity of the reflected images is the
least possible when the eye arrives at E.
In the case of
blnckencd glass, the last reflected images are sufficiently
bright, when the number of sectors is 12 or 16. Hence
it follows, that in order to nhlnin a perfectly xymmelrical
picture from the images formed by reflection, and to pro-

or one-fourth of it, as when we have it
our power to move the objects across the aperture, or

half, one-third,

in

the aperture over the objects. ».
Another evil arising from the placing«of the objects
within the mirrors is, that we are prevented from giving
them the proper degree of illumination which is so essential to the distinctness of the last reflections.
'ITle
portions of the mirrors, too, without the objects, or be«
tween
and O, are wholly unnecessary, as they are
not concerned in the formation of the picture.
Hmce
it follows, that the effects of the Kaleiclf>scope cannot
be produced by any combination of mirrors in which
the objects are placed within them.
Let us now consider what will happen, by removing the object beyond the plane pa.-sing through
AOB. In this case the pattern will lose its symmeIn the fir.st place, it is manifest,
try from two causes.
that, as the eye is necessarily raised a little above the
point E, and also above the planes AOE, BOE, it
must see through the aperture
a ]>ortion of the object situated below both of these planes.
This part of
the object will therefore appear to project beyond the
point, or below the plane where the direct and reflected
images meet. If we suppose, therefore, that all the reflected images were symmetrical, the whole picture
would lose its symmetry in consequence of tlie irregucure as much equality as possibl-e in ihe light of the difseen by direct vision. But
larity of the sector
ferent images, Ihe eye should he placed in the planes of this supposition is not correct; for .since the image m n,
both the rejlcctors, or as near as possible tu the angular
Fig. 3. seen by direct vision does not coincide with the
point at E.
first reflected images m?i', nm', it is clear, that all the
other images «'ill likewise be incoincident, and therefore that the figure formed by their combination must
Sect. III. On the Effects produced by varying the
lose its symmetry, and consequently its beauty.
Position if the Object.
As the eye must necessarily be placed above a line
at the point O, it will
perpendicular to the plane
see a portion of the object situated below that perpenIf the object is placed within the reflectors at any
point D, between their object end
and their eye end dicular continued to the object. Thus, in Fig. 1. if the
is tlie object
E, a perfectly symmetrical picture will obviously be eye is placed at e above E, and if
placed at the distance PO, tlien the eye at e will obformecl from it ; but the centre of this picture will not
be at O, the centre of the lum-nous sectors, but at the serve the portion P o of the object situated below the
point D, or its projection d. Fig 1 and 2, where the ob- axis POE, and this portion, which may be called the
ject is placed, so that we shall have a circular luminous aberration, will vary with the height E e of tlie eye,
of the object.
field enclosing an eccentric circular pattern.
Such a and with the distance
to be constant, and
position of the object is therefore entirely unfit for the
Let us now suppose E e, and
production of a symmetrical picture, unless the object that a polygonal figure is formed by some line placed at
of the object MN. Then if PQ is very great
should be such as wholly to exclude the view of the the point
compared with P o, the polygonal figure will be tolercircular field, formed by the reflected images of the aperture AOB.
ably regular, though all its angles will exhibit an imAs the point
approaches to O, the centre of the perfect junction, and its lower half will be actually,
symmetrical picture will approach to O, and when
though not very perceptibly, less thaii its upper half.
approaches to P, Po remaining the same, so
coincides with O, the centre of the picture will be at
But if
AO, and all the images of the object placed in the that P (> bears a considerable ratio to PQ, then the polygonal figure will lose all symmetry, the upper sector
plane
will be similarly disposed in all the sectors which compose the circular field of view. Hence
being decidedly the largest, and the lowest sector^ the
we may conclude, that a perfectly symmetrical pat- smallest. When arrives near P the aberration becomes
tern cannot be exhibited in the circular field of view,
enormous, and the figure is so distorted,' that it can no
when the object is placed between
and E, or any longer be recognised as a polygon.

D

;

AOB

AOB

ABO

O

MN

OP

OP

Q

D

D

Q

AOB

Q

O

where within the

reflectors.

If the eye could

be placed

exactly at the angular point E so that every point of
tlie line
should be projected upon 0,then the images

EO

would be symmetrically arranged round

O

;

but

this is

obviously impossible, for the object would, in such circumstances cease to become visible when this coincidence took place. But independent of the eccentricity of the pattern, the position of the object within the
mirrors prevents that motion of the objects without
which a variation of the pattern cannol be produce<l.
An object between the reflectors must always be ex-

posed to view; and we cannot

restrict

our view to one-

The dev

ation from

symmetry,

therefore, arising

from

the removal of the object from the extremity of the reflectors, increases as the object approaches to the centre
of the luminous sectors or the circular field, and this deviation becomes so perceptible that an eye accustomed
to observe and admire the symmetry of the combined
objects, will instantly perceive it, even when the dis20th part of
i.s less than the
tance of the object or
an inch. V\'hen the object is very distant, the defect
of syrr,inetry is'so enormous, that though the oliject is

PO

seen by direct vision, and in
entirely invisible in the rest.

some of the

sectors, it is

Kaleid*.
scope.
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we h«ve now

explained, is of
primary inif ortance in the construction of the Kalcidoscope, and it is only by a careful attention to it that
the initriiment can be constructed so as to give to an
experience*! and fastidious eye that high delight which
exhibition of forms {>erit never faiU to derive from the

The principle whidi

fectly symmetrical.

From the^ observations it follows, that a picture posM«acd of nutbanatical symmetry, cannot lie produced
unless the object

placed exactly at the extremity of the

is

and that even when this condition is complied
with, the object it«<'lf must consist of lines all lying in
the same plane, and in contact with the reflectors
Hence it u obvious, titat objects whose thickness is
refit ctors,

perceptible cannot give mathematically symmetrical
patterns, for one side o( them must always be at a cerThe deviation in this case is,
tain distance from O.
however, so small, that it can scarcely be perceived in
oujectit of moderate thickness.
In the simple form of tlie kaleidoscope, the production of !>ymmetrical patterns is limited to objects which
;

On

V>'.

of' the

Sect. V.

When two reflecting planes are placed in a tube, ae«
cording to the principles explained -in the preceding
section, and the eye applied to one end of it, it will
perceive at the other end a circular field ciim|)osrd of as
many luminous sectors aa the number of times that the
inclination of the plates is contained in 3<>0*.
If we now fix upon the edges AO, BO, Fig. 1, some
pieces of differently coloured glass, soa.s to project with«
the aperture AOB, the portions of the glass included
in the aperture will also be included in all the im:<gee
of the aperture* ; the images of these portions in the
inverted sectors, will j liii thoHe in the dirrct sectors,
and the whole will he arrangrd into a fixed symmetrical pattern, far surpassing v hat cnn l>e pniilua
If we now
ced by the hands of the must skilful .trtist.
turn the tul>e to <lifferent |>arts of the riiiiin, the
light will fall in different directions upon the frngiiK-iita
of coloured glass, and a variation of the pattrrns will
thus be pnxluced to n very consiilerable degree fr.ini
This was the first state in which Dr.
fixed objects.
Brewster constructed the kaleidoscope ; and it was not
for some time sfti-rwards that the idea of varying the
pattern by the motion of the objects occurred to him.
In executing 'lir kaleidoscope in this new form, Ur.
Brewster first pi r rd the coloured glass, or other objects,

we proceed to investigate the efTrcU produced
variation in the Irnj^th of the reflecting planes 't
will be necrMary to cooMiler the variation »f tlie iiiten«itT of the light in different parts of the reflectett secIn the direct sector .\<)B, (Fig. 2_) the intensiton.
.if

the

li^'

t'iis is

ed by

_

>

In h

rtflrctiou.

ig. I.

"-y part of its furface ;
H<e in the image* fannuke any two points m, o,

lines

O

OC

Xl.I.

m

w »,

on, perpendicular to A B, and
L«t OE, Fig. 4, be a tcHaa
in a and fmeetiog A
n. be
of the r*fleftor .^() seen edgewme and let O/i,
taken equal to the lines mii, n p, or the hr'ght of the
Make
poiiita*, B, above t)ie pUneot the reflector A().

•nd draw the

ORto OE

IS

O

O

/»

is

to

F. e,

the constant height of the

eye above the rr^'XXmf plane, and O r to OE as O a
to E «•, aud the ^.-oint* R. r, will be the iioint* of incifor in tliis case
dcticT of !*«? r.iy« issuing from p and n
;

«n,|Or«i=:Er«

Henc-e it is olivious,
le«t than E r ^, ami that the rays issuing
til
from p, by falling more obliquely apoo the reflecting
It followa,
•uriace, will be mo re oopioasl* rrflciEtMl.
-nshy of the Ilfkt in the reflected
therefarc, tl
turm, the line* of equal brightnesa,
eectorAO/'
or the tjpntoe/ Itnca aa they may be called, being parallel
to t'le reflecting Mirface AC), and in ercrj aector parallel
to the radius between the given sect'T and the reflecting
The intensity
surface by which the sector 's formed.
of the light in differtnt points of the same sector, as
well as i» the different sector", is sffected !»> the po'arif)

,,

.

'

'!icIBtiaa which the li^ht e«p«'riences by su<
ront
tiona ; an effect which is produced, though
in plates of
imoiner, when the reflectors are metallic,
glaas, the pencil in the last reflected image a'" Oh'",
Fig i. is polarised in a plane perpendicuW to M.V, or
in ll»e same manner as if it Iwd been reflected at the
nriarising a.igle fmm a vertical plane pursllel to MN.
Let us now consider what will uke place by a varlati<A in the length of the reflecting planes, thie angular

Conttrualiom and Use of the timple
a luttoieope.

K

Before

but

On the

lU/kctori.

by •

ty

nearer the perpendicular, or reflected at less obliquities
in the long one, and tlierefore
that a similarly situated point in the circular field of the
sliorter instrument, would have less intensity of light
than a similarly situated point in the larger instrument.
But in this case, the held of view in the short instru"
ment is proportionally enlarged, .«» that the comparison
between the two is incorrect. When the long and the
short instrument have equal a^H-rtures, wh ch will be
tlie case when the plates are AOE, A'OE, then similarly situated points of the two fields will have exactly
the same intensity of light
in the short plate than

Efect vmdueed Ay varying tht Length

lAe

field

There is, therefore, no peculiar advantage derive<I in
theory, from increasing the length of the reflectors beyond the distances at which their extremities can be distinctly seen by the naked eye In practice, however, the
d.fliculty of constructing a perfect instrument increases
with tite length of the reflt-ctors. The addition.-il risks
of breaking and bending, and the additional difficulty
of forming a gooil junction, render it advisable to limit the greatest length of the planes to six, seven, or
eight inches.

can be placed close to the aperture AOB but it will
be seen in the sequel of this article, that this hmiution
miy be remove<l by an optical cmilrivance, which extends indefinitely tlie use and application of the iusirunent.
S«CT.
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of view remaining always the same. If K»ltiil»AOE. AOE', Fig. 5 be two reflecting plates of the same .J*"*^.
breadtn AO. but of different lengths, it is manifest that p^j^^^
the light which forms the direct sector must be incident Cix'XLI.
extentoftl>e

between two plates
.

the thinnest glass, and Ikoldins
was moved in various du
rections across the angulur aperture of the instrument.
The instrument was still farther improved, by sliding
lantern,
the object plate in a groove, as in the
by placing th- oi>jccts in a cell at the end of the reflectors; or by giving the object plate a circular form, so
as to have a rotatory motion round the axis of the tube.
By these mtfans, the power of the kaleidoscope, and the
beauty of the pattern, were inconceivably increased ;
and from being a mere toy. it now promised to be an
useful and amusing instrument
The kaleidoscope in this simple form, is shewn i«
ol

this object plate in ih<: hand, it

m^c

Kig. 5.
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Ktlciclo-

teape.

^^'""^
CClXLI.
fig. 6.

*

Fig 6, where AR is the tube, A its object emJ, and B
jtg pyp p^j^ a,,,] C' a cell, which holds the circular object
plates D, and has a groove for admitting reetanjjular
This cell is placed on the end A of the
ol'ject j)latcs.
tube, and turned round by the hand while the eye is
Wlien the rectangular object plate is
applied at B.
used, it is placed in the j^roove of the cell C, and moved
backwartls and forwards in this groove, while the cell
itself may be either stationary, or moved round its axis.
By this means the most splendid patterns are produced,
and the singular effects arising from the different directions, in which the objects cross or enter the angular
aperture, are displayed in a striking manner.
The patterns may likewise be vsiried, by placing the

Kaleilo-

Sect. VI,

On

the

Cumpuiuuigr Telescopic Kakido.

ecupe.
___^

^

scope,

In using the simple instrument, which we have just
described, the observer is ofTten disappointed at not being able to produce a perfectly symmetrical pattern

combined with the motion of the coloured fragments
The best method of producmg the
in the object plate.
vibration, is to strike slightly with the finger on the end

from opaque objects, from objects which are necessarily
at a distance from the instrument, or from those which
have such a mairnitude that they cannot be introduced at
the aperture AOB.
The power of the instrument, indeed, in its simple form, is limited to transparent objects,
or to the outlines of opaque objects held close to the aperture.
A method of removing this limitation, unil of extending indefinitely the use and the application of the instrument, soon suggested itself It occurred to Dr. Brewster,thatifMN,Fig.7,wereadistantobject,eithei opaque Pcate
or transparent, it might be introduced into the picture by f^^*''^^'placing a lens LL at such a distance before the aperture '''S" '^•
AOB, that its image might be distinctly formed upon
the plane passing through AOB.
By submitting this
idea to experiment, he found it to answer his most sanguine expectations. The image formed by the lens at
AOB became a new object, as it were, and was multiplied and arranged by successive reflections in the very
same manner as if the object
N had been reduced in

N

the ratio of

different sides of the object plates next to the instrument, though in general the clear glass should be near-

Other changes of form may be produced
by a pencil or ink. or by varni-^h or transparent paint
laid at random on the ground side bf the plate.
One of the object plates is made less in diameter than
the rest, in order that it may lie loose in the cell D, and
vibrate by the slightest motion of the hand. T'he effect
est the eye.

of this vibration

is

singularly fine, particularly

when

it

is

of the tube.
Another of the object plates, in several of the instruments, contains either fragments of colourless glass, or
an irregular surface of transparent varnish or indurated
Canada balsam. This object plate gives very fine colourless figures when used alone ; but its principal use
is to be placed in the cell between an object plate with
bright colours and the end of the instrument.
When
this is done, the outline of the pieces of coloured glass
are softened down by the refraction of the transparent
fragments, jmd the pattern displays the finest effects of
soft and brilliant colouring.
The colourless object
plate supplies the outline of the pattern, and the mass
of colour behind fills it up with the softest tints.
When the instrument is used in candle light, the end
of it, N, should be held within an inch or two of the
candle, and a little to one side of it, or should be directed to a point half way between two candles placed
as near each other as possible.
The light of an Argand
lamp is, iiowever, preferable to that of a candle.
If the observer wishes to look at any other object not
contiiined in the object plates, lie has only to remove
the cell D, and hold the object dose to the end N of
the instrument; for the symmetry of the figure is destroyed if it is kept at a distance, or if the tube
is
pulled out in the slightest degree.
Hence it will be
found that the pattern is most perfect when the oljject
is actually placed upon the fixed glass at the end
of
the tube OM.
In looking at opaque objects, as a seal, a watch-chain,
the seconds hand of a watch, coins, pictures, gems,
shells, flowers, leaves, and petals of plants, impressions
from seals, &c. the object, instead of being held between
the eye andthe light, must be viewed in the same manner as we view objects through a microscope, being always placed as near the instrument as possible, and so
as to allow the light to fall freely upon the object. The
object plates A, B, C, &c. and all transparent objects,
may be viewed in this manner: but the most splendid
exhibition of this kind is to view minute fragments
of
coleured glass, &c. placed in a flat box, the bottom
of
which IS made of mirror glass. An object plate of this
description accompanies some of the insUuments.

MO
N

M

ML

to

LA, and placed

close

to the aper-

ture.

The compound

kaleidoscope is therefore fitted up as
with two tubes AB, CD. The inner
tube AB contains the reflectors as in Fig. G. and at the
extremity C of the outer tube CA is placed a lens which
may be taken off or put on at pleasure. The focal
length of this lens should always be much less than the
length of the outer tube CA, and should in general be
such that it is capable of forming an image at the end
of the reflectors, when A B is pulled out as much as possible, and when the object is within three or four inches
of the lens.
When it is required to introduce into the
picture very large objects placed near the lens, another
lens of a less focal length should be used, and when
the objects are distant, and not very large, a lens
whose principal focal length is nearly equal to the greatest distance of the lens from the reflectors should be

shewn

in Fig. 7-

used.

When this compound kaleidoscope is used as a simple
instrument for viewing objects held close to the aperture, the tube AB
pushed in as tar as it will go, the
cell with the object plate is slipped upon the end C of
the outer tube, and the instrument is used in the same
way as the simple kaleidoscope.
In applying the compound kaleidoscope to distant
objects, the cell is removed, and the lens LL substituted
in its place.
The instrument :s then directed to the
objects, and the tube AB drawn out till the pattern
appears perfectly symmetrical.
When the object is about four inches from the leiTs,
the tube requires to be pulled out as far as possible,
and for greater distances it must be pushed in. The
points suited to different distances can easily be determined by experiment, and marked on the inner tube, if
it should be found convenient.
In most of the instruments there is, near the middle of the tube O M, a
i.s

•

mark which is nearly
The object

three feel.

suited to all distances beyond
plates A, B, C, &c. held in the

hand at a distance greater than five or six inches, may
be also used when the lens L is in the tube. The furniture of a room, books and papers lying on a table,
pictures

on the

wall, a blazing

lire,

the moving foliage

KALEIDOSCOPE.
l*Mdo-
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of tree* ami shrubs, bunches of flowers, horses and cattie in a park, carriagea in motion, the currents of a
river, moving insect^ and, in short, every object in nature may be introduced by the aid of the lens into tlie

by the instrument.

figures creates!

mark with accuracy the points on the
tube AB, suited to diffeient distances, the instrument
should be directed to a straight line inclined like m n,
Fig. 3. to the line bisecting the angular aperture AOB,
In order to

to the centre O of the field.
The
of the reflecte<l images of the line at
the fxj....
Sec so as to form a star, or a polygon
with ialicnt and re-entering angles, will indicate, with
great ni'-'v 'i<<\t the tube has been pulled out the pro'le given distance.
per It
In this way a scale

and brmi-Iit near
pertci

•

.

,

.

.

and

for di:.^....^ ..otances,

scales tor difiereut lenses

may be marked on

the tube.
When the length of the reflecting plates is less than
the distance at which the eye sees objects with distinctDCS* and without exertion, which may ofVen be the casCi
it is of great advantage to have a convex lei:« placed at
ju„ .._ ..„j| g of
the reflectors. This len< si'.ould in gea focal length greater than the length of the
iiough the patteni will I>e seen with extreme
' when theiie two lengtlis are the same.
i ne cuiDpound kaleidoscope, in the form now described, will be found nearly sulticient for all the purpusrs
of amuannent ; but for the sake of tho>c who may wish
a greater variety of object plates, it is fitted up in a very
elcgati'
:. with plated wurk, in a Ixix v.\
tains
iiu-nt, the cell, the lenii, twi
platc«, .11x1
mirror )m>x fur the |>iirpo«e ot tiolUuig
fragments of coloured gla^s. or other object*.
'"
Although a skilful artist will have
•kctching a pattern frooa the precrdi:
who) hcU in hia hand, yet it is obvioualy of great atlvmtaf* to pbe* tbt mstrument on • (trad, aa shewn
in Fig. 7. where the quaquavemu notion is obtained
br a ball and socket, and wher» the inntnimcnt is capable of tieing raised or deprM>'
drawing tuties
which ri»e out of the outer ;
With this inMrument, the patterns created cittMcr from near or distant objectt ran 1)^ rendered steady, so that the observer can eit'
-hem with the utmoatcare, or apply
to the en<l
:rument the ctrm-ra lucuia, invent•d br Dr. VVoliastoo. Some of tbe«« instrume^ with
stands arc accompanied with a spare tube for giving a
<lifl(n«nt pattern by means of reflectors placed at a different angle.
The Kaleidoscope, in the different forms in which it
has been described, is fitted up in such a manner that
it nay be taken to pieces and freed from the du«t which
ia apt to co'lfct UDon the reflectorm.
In order to do

415

together at that part which forms the centre of the
of view, and to have no pressure upon the refor when
flectors, which is capable of bending them
this is the rase, the beauty and symmetry of the pattern
is greatly injured.
Different ways of fixing the reflectors so as to be
easily separated and replaced at the proper angle, have
been adoptetl in different instruments. One of the
most convenient is to support the reflector in a groove
cut out of a solid cylinder of wood of nearly the same
diameter as the interior diameter of the tul>e AB. This
grooved cylinder goes tightly into the small tube which
carries the angular aperture and plane glass at
and
;
aAer a slip of woo<l, or any other substance, is placed
along the open edges of the plates, to keep them at the
proper angle given by the groove, the whole is slipped
mto the tube AB, where it remains firm and secure
field

;

A

from

accident,

all

Sbct. VII. Oh the Conttruciion and Use of the Pofi/angular Kaleidoscope, in which the Reflecting Planes
can bejijed at any angle.

t

I

I

'

'

,1

i

>

of the outer tul)e MN,
in, iu objiit end will
to view.
When the ring of leather which
keep* tfae reflectors together is slipped off*, they may
be taken out, and carefully wiped with a piece of
clean wash leather.
When this is done, their extre^ must be nlsccd in the cell from which
they were
..jve<l, aiiil htffi there, eit'i'-r l.i
he cork wedges,
,artheoth<
which arc
>r tliii purpose.
ihc grcatc;
'akcn
coatact.
ng being
The
fcctws , they n
l>e placc<l .,, i..^ ii. „ ,.;.; «s
faafttre.
A little practice will render this operation ex.
tocmelj easy to any person of ordinary ingenuity. The
greatest care, however, must always be taken to make
a fine' point, or to keep the edges of the reflectors cloie
this, unacr-

and the til
be expoaed

'.

_

,

,^^\

i

the preceding instruments, the reflecting planes
aii invariable angle, which is some even ali(|uot |>art of SbO" ; and therefore, though the forms or
pitterns which they create are literally infinite in numl>er, yet they have all the same character, in so far as
they are composed of as many pairs of direct and in«
<'s as half of the number of times that the
the reflectors is contained in "60*.
It in tliLTffore of the greatest importance, in the application of the kaleidoscope to the arts, to have it conin such a manner, that patterns composed of
..iilier of pairs of direct and inverted images may
be created and drawn. With this view, the instrument
may befitted up in various ways, with paper, cloth, and
metallic juinls, by means of which the angle can be varic<l and fixed
but one of the most convenient methods
is .shewn in Fig.
8, which represents the instrument plate

In

all

are fixed at

I

'

'

1

;

made by Mr. Bate, optician. London.
CCCXLI.
This instrument is composed of two cones M, N, Fig- 8.
connected together by a mid<lle piece or ring below R,
into which they are both screwetl. These lines enclose
two highly polished metallic reflectors AO. BO, one of
which BO IS fixed to the same ring below R, to which
the two cones are screwed, and is so adjusted by screws
that its reflecting surface passes through the axis of the
cones and rings. The other reflector AO is fixed to the
outer ring R oy an arm passing through an annular
as

space or arch of a little more than 90° cut in the circumference of the inner ring, and while its reflecting
surface is adjusted so as to pass through the axis of the
cones and rings, its lower c<lgeOMN'E is finely ground
to a perfectly straight line, free of all roughness ; and
this edge is so adjiuted bv screws that it coincides with
The lower edge of
the axis of the cones and rings.
comes a little below the same axis,
the reflector
of the reflector BO just touches a
•o Uut the edge
line in the reflector AO, which coincides with the axis
of the cones and rings, and forms a junction in every
part of the two meeting edges.
If we now fix the outer ring R into the ring of a stand
N with
ST, so as to be held fast, and turn the cones
the hand, we shall give motion to the reflector BO,
so as to place it at any angle we please, from 0" to 90° ;
and during its motion through this arch, the junction
of the two reflectors must remain perfect, if the touching lines are adjusted, as we have described them,, to

AO

OE

M
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the axis of motion, which must also be the axis of the
If, on the contrary, we take away
cones and rinjys.
the stond, and, holding the instrument in the hand by
either of the cones M, N, torn the ring R with the
other, we shall give motion to its reflector AO, and
produce a variation in the angle in the same manner as

DC fere.
In order to enable the observer to set the reflectors at
»nce to an even aliquot part of a circle, or so as to give
pairs of direct and mverted images, the most convenient of the even aliquot parts of the circle are engraven
upon the ring R ; so that we have only to set the index I to any of these parts, to So. 20 for example, and
the rfflfctors will then be set at an angle of 18", and

form a circul ;r field with tuirnn/ luminous sectors,
or a star with Itn points, and consequently a pattern
composed often pair of direct and invfrted images.
As the length of the plates is onjy about 5 inches, it
is necessary for some eyes to have a convex lens placed
A brass ring containing a plane glass screws inat E.
will

to the outer ring

CD,

arid

there

is

an object plate ac-

companying the instrument, and containing fragments
of differently coloured glass. This object plate consists
of two plates of glass, one ground and the other transThe transparent one goes
parent, set in brass rims.
nearest the reflectors, and the brass rim which contains
it screws into the other, so as to contain between them
the coloured fragments. A loose ring surrounds this object plate ; and when this ring is screwed into the circular rim CD, the object plate can be turned round so
as to produce a variety of patterns, without any risk
of its being detached from the outer cone.
Some of the preceding instruments have been fitted
up also with plates of glass ground perfectly flat and
highly polished, which reflect a great deal of light, and
are less liable to be injured by the operation of removing the dust, or by other causes. Flint glass, from its
high reflective power, is preferable to any other. The
polyangular kaleidoscope, as made by Mr. Bate with

cessary limitation of the aperture at the eye end of the
Koiddo»cope
instrmnent, is however very hostile to this species of exhibition, and renders it necessary thai ihe^bjects should '"'V'*^
be as transparent as possible, and very strongly illuminated.

The
Fig- 9,

apijaratus requisite for this purpose

where

FG

is

shewn

in

FG

MN

tion.

On Annular

Sect. IX.

aitd Hectilineal Kaleidoscopes.

As it is often of considerable importance in the ornamental arts to have patterns for circular- and rectilineal border.-*, the kaleidoscope may be fitted up to accomplish these objects.
If the two reflectors AC, BD

be found in Dr Brewster's Treatise on the Kaleidoscope.
The kaleidoscope appears in its most perfect form
when the preceding instrument is constructed with an
outer tube containing one or more lenses, for the purpose of creating patterns from distant objects.
One of
the lenses intended for objects at a greater distance than
10 or 12 feet, should have its focal length nearly equal
to the greatest distance between the lens and the end
of the reflector, in order that these objects, if small,

AO

is

now

A

may

are placed in the manner sheWn in Fig. 10. so that pj„
is the centre to which they converge, any objects
placed at the end of tlie reflectors will give an annular
pattern, forming part of a circle whose radius is AO.
recedes from CD, the
As the point of convergence
circle of which it is a portion increases in magnitude ;
and when
is infinitely distant, the reflectors have a
parallel position, as shewn in Fig. II, when the pattern which they form becomes exactly rectilineal.
portion of the pattern is seen of sufficient length to enable the artist to form the most correct opinion of its

ble.

effect.

be introduced into the aperture as large as possiTheotherlens, intended for objects at a less distance
than 10 or 12 feet, or for distant objects of a very great
size, should have a focal length a little greater than one
half the focal length of the other lens.
By combining
these lenses, the effect of a more convex lens will be
obtained, which may often be useful, when
see objects held very near the instrument.

Skct. VIII.

On

the applicaU

we wish

to

n of 'he Kaleidoscope for
it creates upon a tvalL

Projecting the Pictures nhich

The pictures created by the Kaleidoscope are visible
•nly to one person at a time ; but it is by no means
difl5Oilt to fit It up for the express purpose
of exhibiting
ft St the same tijse to a number
of spectators. The ne-

a

tlie

constructed on different principles from
described.
The reflectors are placed in a
cylindrical tube, and the motion of the moveable reflector is produced by a contrivance extremely simple
and ingenious.
full account of this instrument will
glass plates,

the one

j;;™

kaleidoscope, having its re»
flectors inclined at an angle of 224°, 2.5
'f, SO*, 36*, 45%
60° or 90° ; for if the angle is made smaller, the last
reflections will not be easily seen.
The objects out of
which the picture is created are placed in the object
plate DE, and are illuminated by means of a lens AD,
which concentrates upon them the direct light from the
lamp or candle C, and also the light reflected from the
concave mirror M. At the eye end of the kaleidoscope
is placed a lens L close to the end of the reflectors.
This lens should haye a focal length about an inch
less than the length
of the reflectors, in order
that the image of the pattern created at F, may
be thrown upon the wall W, at a convenient distance
from L.
When the instrument is thus fitted up, an enlarged
image of the pattern will be seen upon the wall W,
and this image will undergo every possible transformation, and exhibit to the spectator every variety of
tint and form by the motion of the object, either through
a groove or round the axis of the instrument.
The
same effect may be produced by the light of the sun;
but in this case the mirror
is unnecessary.
One of the polyangular kaleidoscopes, as made by
Mr. Bate, has been fitted up in this manner, for exhibition at the lectures on natural philosophy delivered at
Guy's Hospital, by that eminent chemist, William
Allen, Esq. F. R. S.
The light is derived from an o.vygen lamp, which produces the most intense illumina'is

O

O

A

A

very ingenious instrument 'has been con-

structed for this purpose by Messrs. P. and G. Dollond,
of which a complete drawing and description will be
found in Dr. Brewster's Treatise on the Kaleidoscope.
metallic mirrors are placed at an angle of 30°, so
as to form a kaleidoscope for giving circular patterns
in the usual way ; and, by a particular contrivance,
these same mirrors may be thrown into the positions
shewn in Figs. 10, 11, i^o as to give rectilineal patterns,

Two

and annular patterns of any
Sect. X.

On

radius.

Pol^central Kaleidoscopes.

Hitherto we have considered the effects produced by
the use of two reflecting planes ; but it must be obvi-

jq_
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ous from thc'principles already explainwl, that very singu\aT elfects will be obtained from the combination of
three or more reflectors.
Kaleidoscopes may be conktructed, by combining four
equal reflectors in the form of a hollow square, or five
reflectors in the form of a hollow rcctanf^le ; but though
they exhibit regular figures from the angles being even
aliquot parts of 360', yet they are by no means interAll polygons of a greater number of sides are
esting.
incapable of giving regular forms, as their angles must
escMd any even aliquot part of a circle. It is, therefore, only from a combination of three reflectors that
we can expect any pleading and useful eflect.
Smce the angles at which the three mirrors are placed
must be all even aliquot parts of StiO", such as 90", 60°,
45', 36% SO', iSi^', 22i», 20», &c.theqnotienU of 360*,
divided by 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, IS, &c. we must select any three of these even aliquot parts which make
op 180>, ns this must be the sum of the angles at which
the reflectors are placed.
Now it is obvious that this condition will be complied
with, when the angle* are

90+45-1-45=180
90 -f 60 +80= 180

60+60+60=180

was only one position where jierfect symmetry could
be obtained, namely, by placing the object in contact
with the ends of the reflectors.
3. That out of an infinite number of positions for the
eye, there

polycentral kaleidoMopes are therefore limited
to five different forms, via.
I. Pour mirrors forming a square,
S. Four mirrors forming a r.
and 45*,
3. Three mirrors at angles
4. Three mirrors at angles of iXX', tiO", and SO*, and
5. Three mirrors at angle* of 60*, 60*, and 60'.
<

.

was o»/y one where the sjiiimctry was per-

namely, as near as possible to the anguLir point,
so that the circular field could be distinctly seen ; and
that this point was the onti/ one out of an infinite number at which the uniformity of tlie light of the circular
field was a maximum.
U|)on these principles. Dr. Brewster constructed an
instrument, in which he fixed permanenllt/ across the
ends of reflectors, pieces of coloured glass, and other
irregular objects, and he shewed the instrument in this
state to some members of the lioyal S<K'iety of Edinburgh, who were mucli struck with the beauty of its
effects.
In tliis case, however, the forms were nearly
permanent, and a slight variation was produced by varring the position of the instrument, with respect to
the light.
The great step, however, towards the completion of tlie instrument remained yet to lie made, and
It was not till .some time afterwards that tlie idea occurred to Dr. Brewster of giving motion lo objects, such
at pieces of coloured glass, ^x. irhich mere either Jixed
or placed lootHy in a cell at the end of' the instrument.
fect,

When

The
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this idea

was carried into execution, the kaleido-

simplejbrm, was completed.
In this state, nowcvcr, the kalcidoxcope could not be
considered as a general philosophical instrument of uni^
venal application ; for it was incapable of producing
beratiAiJ forma unless the object was nearly in {lerfect
contact with tlie end of tJie reflectors.
The next, niul by far the most ini])ortant step of the
scope, in

its

inventian, was therefore to remove

SccT. XI.

employing a draw

HuloTif qftMt KMleideteope.

At this iiMtmroent

has excited great attention, both
and on the continent, wr have nodoabt
tliat our rcMiers will take *tnne intemt in tlic hiatoty
of the inventian. In tfce vear 1814, when Ur. Brew•Irr WM4 ensDgiH) in nqM^mrnt* rm the polanaataon of
in this coantry

li

plate* of glaas,

'

'

\<.

Imu

for

LonJon with ti
D«ne oMea indineti

Traniac-

'cal

yal Society of

l)i\.'>.

were

lector*

U> each otbet,

awl he had

in

oocaaiaii

to renurk the cirmlar a rnn gn nc nt of the inucn* of •
"|)licmticin of Uie sectamfle round a cmtrr, or
'r yl.w plate*.
ton formed by the extrn.
In
ts of
repeating, at a nilMr(|uriit |m':
II . Biot on the action of fluid<:rew*ter plawd the flnida in a trough formed bv two
ef g MM otmcntcd together at an angle. The eye
ncomarily pUord atone cT>d,iinnie of thecemrat whi<
had been pnxnod through between the PJatc* appeurd
tnhearrai..
regular figure. The tjuaiutt
f
ofth fiC'
'Tx rt-iTvarkablr. Dr. Hrrwater set
liiin><
iiomcnao,
'

>

and

ii'

of the

itriru*ttil«»ii

kail

duct* iwrfi
condjt
1.

_,

~sary.

tor» should

1

which wa< an nrm or an odd
when the object was regular,

2.

That

(tnt

limitation

by

lens,

coloured glass, placed in the position qf'
object* mch
lymwtttry, and out tn molioH, either hi/ a roliitort/ movemtnt, or bt/ their own gravity, or by both CLmOincd. The

aecood form of the instrument, described in tlie specification, is, when the tube containing the reflectors is
placed in a second tube, at the end of which is a convex lens which introduces into the picture objects of al
magnitudes, and at every distance, as haa been already
descrilied.

1

ilncfd n1 nTi

niif

.

with reapect to Iwdi the mirror <ir the etni aliquot
part of a circle wlon i)i<' niii'ct un 4 irregular.
the ot^ject both ».;.
VOL. III.' FAIT II.

and

tliis

by means of which
bemutuiil funiis could be created from objects of all
sise*, and at alt dist.-uices from the obser\-er.
In this
way the power of the kaleidoacope was indefinitely extended, and every object in nature could l>e intro<luced
into the piiture, in the same manner as if these objects
had been re<hice<t in sixe, and actually placed at the
end of tlie rvflettor*.
U'hcii the instrument was brought to this state of
perfection. Dr. Brc'tistcr was urgetl by his friends to
secure the exclusive property of it by a ])atent, and he
acconlingly took out a patent for " a new optical instrument for creating and exliibiting beautiful forms."
In the s])ecification of his patent, he describes the kaleidoscope in two ditrerent forms.
The first consists of
two reflecting planes, put together acnirding to tlie
principles already descnoed, and placed in a tube, with
an ej'e-liole in the particular |)osition «liich gives symmetry and a maximum uniformity of light, and M'itli
tul>c

of Doaitiona for
the reoectoro, there

<-r

A ft IT

the patent was signed, and the instruments in
uf forwardness, the gentleman who wa* em,....,... to manufacture them under the patent, carried
a kaleidoscope to shew to tlie principal London opticians, for the purpose of biking orders from Uieni. * 'i'hesc
luiturnlly made one for their own use, and
amusement of their friends and the character

gentlemen
tor the

;

•3 r
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•U9
made

public, tlie tinmen
of the instrument being tlius
and glaziers begun to ninnufacture the detached parts
of it, in order to evade tlie pjitent ; while others manufactured and sold tlie instrument complete, witliout

being nv.un; tliat the exclusive property of it had been
secured by a juitent.
In this way the invasion of the patent right became
general amongthat class of individuals against whom the
is sehlom enforced but in its terrors. Some workmen
of a higher class were encouraged to piracy by this universal opposition to the patent ; but none of the respectable London opticians would yield to the clamours of
their customers, to encroach upon the rights of an inventor, to whom they were at least indebted for a new
and a lucrative article of trade.
In order to justify these piratical proceedings, it became necessary to search for some combinations of plain
mirrors, which might be supposed t6 have a resemblance to Dr. Brewster's instrument ; and it would
have been strange, indeed, if some theorem or experiment had not been discovered, which could have been
used to impose upon the great crowd who are entirely
ignorant of the principles and construction of optical
instruments.
There never was a popular invention,
which the labours of envious individuals did not attempt to trace to some remote period ; and, in the present case, so many jjersons had hazarded their fortunes
and their characters, that it became necessary to lay
hold of something which could be construed into an
anticipation of the kaleidoscope.
The first supposed anticipation of the kaleidoscope
was found in Prop. XIII. and XIV. of Professor Woofl's
Optics, where that learned author gives a mathematical
investigation of the number and arrangement of the
images formetl by two reflectors, either inclined or parallel to each other.
These theorems assign no position, either to the eye or to the object, and do not even
include the ])rinciple of inversion, which is absolutely
necessary to the production of symmeti-ical forms. The
tlieorems, indeed, are tnie, whatever be the position of
the object or of the eye.
In order to put this matter
to rest. Dr. Brewster wrote a letter to Professor Wood,
Vequesting him to say if he had any idea of the effects
of the kaleidoscope when he wrote these propositions.
To this letter. Dr. Brewster received the following

Uw

handsome and

" Sir,
the

satisfactory

—

answer

:

St. Johns,

May

\Qlh, 1818.

The propositions have given relating to
number of images formed by plane reflectors inclinI

to each other, contain merely the mathematical calculation of their number and arrangement.
The effects
etl

produced by the kaUido--cope were never in my con emplatioii.
My attention has for some years been turned to
other subjects, and 1 regret that have not time to read
your Optical treatise, which I am sure would give me
great pleasure.
1 am. Sir, your most obedient humble
I

servant,

"

The next supposed

J.

Wood."

anticipation of the Kaleidoscope

was an instrument proposed by Mr. Bradley in 7 7.
his instnunent consists of two large pieces of silvered
Jookuig.glass, five inches wide, and
four inches high,
1

1

'I

jointed together with hinges, iuid opening like a book.
I hese plates being set upon
a geometrical drawing, and
the eye being placed in front of tlie mirrors, the lines
of the th-awmg were seen multiplied by repeated reflections.
This instrument was described long before by

6

Kircher, and did not receive a single improvement from
It has been often made by the
the hands of Bradley.
opticians, and was principally used for multiplying tlie
human face, when placed between tlie mhwors ; but no
person ever thought of applying it to any purpose of
utility, or of using it as an instrument of ration.'d amusement, by the creation of beautiful forms. From tlie
very construction of the instrument, indeed, it is quite
incapable of producing any of the singuLir effects exhibited by the kaleidoscope.
It gives, indeed a series of
reflected images arranged round a centre ; but so doe«
a pair of looking-glasses placed angularly in an apartment, and so do the pieces of mirror glass with which
jewellers multiply the wares exhibited at theii; windows.
It might therefore be as gravely maintainecl that ;.ny
of these combinations of mirrors was a kaleidoscoj)e, as
that Bradley's pair of plates was an anticipation of that
instrument. As the similarity between the two has been
maintained by ignorant and interested individuals, we
shall be at some pains to explain to the reader the ilifferences between these two instruments ; and we shall
do this, first, upon the supposition that the two instru*
ments are applied to geometric lines upon paper.
1. In Bradley's instrument, the length is less
than the breadth of the

plates.
2.

Bradley's instrument

cannot be

used

with

a

1. In the kaleidoscope,
the length of the plates
must be four, or five, or
six times their breadth.
2.
The kaleidoscope
cannot be used without a

tube.

tube.

In Bradley's instrument, from the erroneous
position of the eye, there
inequality of
is a great
light in the sectors, and
the last sectors are scarcely

3. In the kaleidoscope,
the eye is placed, so that
the uniformity of light is
a maximum, and the last
sectors are distinctly visi-

3.

ble.

visible.
4.

In Bradley's instni-

ment, the figure consists
of elliptical, and consequently unequal sectors.
5.

In Bradley's instru-

ment, the unequal sectors
do Hilt unite, but are all separated from one anotlier

by a space
thickness

equjil

of

tlie

In the kaleidoscope,
the sectors are equal,
and compose a perfect circle, and the picture is perfectly symmetrical.
5. In the kaleidoscope,
the equal sectors all unite
into a complete and per4.

all

fectly

symmetrical figure.

the
mirror

to

glass.
6.

In Bradley's instru-

ment, the images reflected
from the first surface interfere with those reflected
from the second, and produce a confusion and overlapping of images entirely
inconsistent with synune-

6.
tlie

In the kaleidoscope,
secondary reflections

are entirely removed, and
therefore
no
confusion
takes place.

try.
7. In Bradley's instrument, the defects in tlie
junction of the plates are
all rendered visible by the
erroneous position of the

7. In the kaleidoscope,
the eye is placed so that
these defects of junction

are invisible.

eye.

The

reader will observe, that in this comparison the

two instruments are supposed to be applied to geomclric
lines upon paper, and that this was the only purpose to

Kaleido<
scope.

;

,
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whirfi BraJIev ever thought of applying his mirrors ;
yet the kaleidiMCope is in everj' respect a superior instrument, even for that inferior purpose, and gives true

symmetrical fiorms, which tlie otlier instrument is incapable of doiiig.
In the compariaon which has now been made, we
have degraded die kaleidoscope, by contracting its effects with thoae which Bndley's instrument is capable
of producing, for Uiese effects are not worth the looking
When we attempt to employ Bradley's instrument
at.
to prtxiuce the cfftxts whicli liave been so much admired in the kaleidoscope, namely, to produce beautiful
fonTi« from transparent or opaque coloured objects concell, and at the end of the reflectors, it fails
ti
that no person has succeeded in the attempt.
It i» iiult:«i «)uite inuooaable to produce by it the beautiful anil synmietrical forms whidi the kaleidoscope dis>
Had this been jkMsiUe, Dr. Brewster's patent
plays.
ngfat have been inra«led with impunity by every perMn -who choae to manufacture Bradley's in.ttrument
bat this was never tried, and fur tho be«t of all reasons,
bacaaae nobody wduld have purchased it.
trust that no peraon, who wishes to judge of this
with caiulour, will form an opinion without having actually tten and uted the instrument proposed bv
Bradley. Lat msj peraon take Bradley's plates, and,
having act tfaam at an angle of SO* or SS^', dUmx tbem
upon a cell containing fragnanta of oolouiva ^asi, he
will infallibly find that he eannot pradaiee a picture of
The disunion of the sector*,
anjr ajnnnicCry or bea uty .
dta <b>rkii»< of the last reflectioaa, and the enormous
Hynonetry, towards the centre of the
deviati
.'iivincc him, if he required conviction,
ISgure,
the iMtnnncnt is entirely useless as a kaleidoscope.
!,.

We

t^

To those, htfwe vef, who are nut capable, either for want
cf knowledge, at want of time, to make such a comparison, we may present the opinion of three of the most
aaaiMaRt natural philosophers of the present day, vis.
die oriabralcd Mr. Watt. Profeaaor Playfair, and ProUmat

Pictct.

" It has hem said hen," says Mr. Watt, " that you
took the idea of the kaleidoscope from an old book on
gardenii^.
My friend, the Rev. Mr. Carrie, has procokkI ok a sight of the book. It is Bradley's ImproveLondon 1731, part
rn<-— -'" Planting aqd Gardening.
-L
It consists (if two pieces ni looking gLufi
ot' njuiu Ugness, of the figure of a long square, five
iadMaJoBK and fioor inches high, hinged together, upon
imc of the narrow sides, so as to open and shut like the
leaves of a book, vbich, being set upon their edge*
upon a drawing, will shew it multiplied by repented
reflections.
This instrument I have seen in my father's
poBsesMi 70 yearn ago, and frequently since, but what
has becone or it I know noC In mjr opinion, the applitliaii «f the principie ia vary diwrent from that of
your kaWdoscope.''
ABaaring is Profeasor Flay&ir'B opinion :
-

'

'i.

Hw

Edmhurgh,
"

1

KA May,

1818.

have examined the kaleidoscope invented by Dr.
and compared it with tlie description of an
which it has been said to resemble, mnby Bndley in 1717. I have alaocor
with an npariment to which it may !>'
to have some analogy, described by Mr. Wood iu his
aftics, Protk 19 and 14.
1 " Fiasa both these contrivances, and from every optical instrument with whidi I am acquaiiite<l, the kaWidosc ooe appears to diflier rssantialljr both in its eCect
'
and in tiM pnnciplcs of its ~
I

1

;

;

.
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" As

to the effect, the thing protluced by the kalei<
is a series of figures presented with the most
perfect symmetrj', so as always to compose a wlwle, in
which notliing is wanting and nothing redundant. It

doscope

matters not what

tlie object be to which the instrument
directed, if it only be in its proper place, the effect
just described is sure to take place, and with an endless
variety.
In this respect, the kaleidoscope appears to
is

be (juite singular among optical instruments. Neither
the mstnmient of Bradley, nor the experiment or theo-

rem in Wood's book, have any resemblance to this
they go no further than the multiplication of the
figure.

" Next, as to the principle of construction, Dr. Brewa particular position of the
eye of the observer, and of the object luoked at, in order

ster's instrtunent requires

to its effect.
If either of these is wanting, the symmetry vanishes, and the figures are irregular and disunitetl.
In the other two cases, no particular position, either for the eye or the object, is required.
" For these reasons, Dr. Brewster's invention seems

me

quite unlike the other two.
Indeed, as far as I
it is quite singular among optical instruments ;
will be -matter of sincere regret, if any imaginary or vague analogy, between it and other optical instruments, should l)e the means of depriving the Doctor of any part of the reward to which his skill, ingenuity, and perseverance, entitle him so well.
to

know,
and it

John Plavfaih,
Profe$$or of Natural Philosophif in the
Uhivertity of Edinburgh

—

" P. S. Granting that there were a resemblance between the kaleidoscope and Bradley's instrument, in
any of the particulars mentioned al>ove, the introduction of coloured and moveable objects, at the end of the
••' r»r Brewster's instrument.
lily deserving of attenBesides this, a cii
.<..(! a draw tube, so that
<
tion, is the use of i
the action of the kalei<loKCope is extended to objects of
all sises, and at all distances from the obser^'cr, and
united, by that means, to the advantages of t^e telescope.
J. P."
reflectors, is quite ("•-ll

-

Profe*.sor Pictet's opinion

is

statctl in

the following

letter:

—

Among your friends, I have not been one of
Sir,
the least painfully affected by the shameful inv.ision of
your rights as an inventor, wnich I have been a witness
Not only none of the allegations
of lately in Ix)ndon.
of the Hiva<lers of your patent, gr<itmded on a pretended similarity between your kaleidoscope and Bradley's
instnunent, or such as Wood's or Hams' theories might
have suggested, sppear to me to have any real foundation ; but, I can aflhm that, neither in any of the
French, German, or Italian authors, who, to my knowledge, have treated of optics, nor in l*rofessor Charles*
i-oniplete collection of optijustly «•<'
e I read or seen any thing
cal instr
resembling v«>i»r iiujcnious apparnlus. which, from its
numlxrless applications, and the jjleasiiri? it afl'brds, and
will continue to aff*ord, to millions of beholders of its
matchless effects, may be ranked among the most happy inventions science ever presented to the lovers of
"

:

'

^

rational enjoyment.

M. A. PiCTET,
Proffftor of Nat. Phil, in the
Academy of Geneva.

•,

To Dr. Bremter.

;
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propositions in Harris' Optics relate, like Proand circular
fetsor Wootrs, merely to the multiplication
arrangement of Uie apertures or sectors formed by the
of a ray of light
indinetl mirrors, anil to tlie progress
parallel mirrors ; and
or
inclinetl
two
between
reflectetl
themno allusion whatever is made, in the propositions
In the proposition respectselves, to any instrument.
the eye of the obing the multiplication of the sectors,
proposition is
server is never once mentioned, and the
number of positions ;
true if the eye has an infinite
vhereas, in tlie kaleidoscope, the eye can only have one
In the other proposition, (Prop. XVII.) reposition.
specting the progress of the rays, the eye and the object

The

are actuiUly stated to be placed belween the reflectors;
and even if tlie eye had been placed without the reit,
flectors, as in the kaleidoscope^ the position assigned
at a great distance from the angular jjoint, is a demonstration that HmtIs was cnlirely ignorant of the postand
iions nf smmetry either for the o1)ject or the eye,
could not have combined two reflectors so as to form a
kaleidoscope for producing beautiful or symmetrical
The only practical part of Harris' propositions
forms.
In the 5th
is the Sth and 6th scholia to Prop. XVII.
scholium he proposes a sort of catoptric box or cistula,
known long before his time, composed of four mirrors,
arranged in a most unscientific manner, and containing

opaque objects between the spectilums. " Whatever they
are," says he, when speaking of the objects, " the upright figures between the speculums should be slender,
and not too many in number, otherwise they will too
much obstruct the reflected raps from coming to the eye."
This shews, in a most decisive manner, that Harris
knew nothing of the kaleidoscope, and that he has not
even improved the common catoptric cistula, which had
been known long before. The principle of inversion,
and the positions of symmetry, were entirely unknown
In the 6th scholium, he speaks of rooms lined
to him.
with looking-glasses, and of luminous amphitlieatres,
which have been described and figured by all the old
writers on optics*.
The persons who have pretended to compare Dr.
Brewster's kaleidoscope with the combinations of plain
mirrors described by preceding authors, have not only
been utterly unacquainted with the principles of optics,
but have not been at the trouble either of understanding the principles on which the patent kaleidoscope is
constinicted, or of examining the construction of the instrument itself. Because it contains tw^o plain mirrors,
they infer that it must be the same as every other instrument that contains two plain mirrors, and hence
the same persons would, by a similar process of reasoning, have concluded that a telescope is a microscope, or
that a pair of spectacles with a double lens is the same
as a telescope or a microscope, because all these instruments contain two lenses. An astronomical telescope
differs from a compound microscope only in having the
lenses placed at different distances.
The progress of
the rays is exactly the same in both these instruments,
and the effect in botli is produced by the enlargement
of the angle subtended by tlie object. Yet surely there
is no person so senseless as to deny that he who first
combined two lenses in such a manner as to discover
the mountains of the moon, the satellites of Jupiter and
Saturn, and all the wonders of the system of the universe, was the autlior of an original invention. He who
produces effects which were never produced before,
even by means which have been long known, is unques*

we
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tionably an original inventor ; and upon tliis principle Kalcndw
alone can the telescope be cAlsidered as air invention
Kaiuineni.
different from the mitTOSCope.
In the sgse of the kaleidoscope, tlie originality of the invention is far more
striking.
Every person admits that effects are protluced by Dr. Brewster's instrument, of which no concej)tion could have been previously formed.
All those
who saw it, acknowledged that they had never seen
any thing resembling it before ; and those very persons
who had been possessors of Bradley's instrument, who
had read Harris' Optics, and made his shew boxes,
and who had used other combinations of plain mirrors,
never supposed for a moment, that the pleasure which
they had derived from the kaleidoscope hacl any relation to the effects described by these authors.
No proof of the originality of the kaleidoscope could
be stronger than the sensation which it excited in London and Paris. In the memory of man, no invention,
and no work, whether addressed to the imagination or
to the understanding, ever produced such an effect.
universal mania for the instrument seized all classes,
from the lowest to the highest, from the most ignorant
to the most learned, and every person not only felt, but
expressed the feeling, that a new pleasure had beea

A

added

to their existence.

If such an instrument had ever been known before,
a similar sensation must have been excited, and it would
not have been left to the ingenuity of the halflearned and
the half honest to search for the skeleton of the invention among the rubbish of the iCth and 17th centuries.
The patent kaleidoscopes are now made in London,
under tlie sanction of the Patentee, by Messrs. P. and
G. Dollond, W. and S. Jones, Mr. R. B. Bate, Messrs.
Thomas Harris and Son, Messrs. W. and T. Gilbert,
Mr. Bancks, Mr. Berge, Mr. Thomas Jones, Mr. Blunt,
Mr. Schmalcalder, Messrs. Watkins and Hill, and Mr.
Smith.
In Birmingham by Mr. Philip Carpenter ; in
Bristol

by Mr. Beilby

;

and

in

Edinburgh by Mr. John

An

account of the different forms in which
these ingenious opticians have fitted up the kaleidoscope,
and of the new contrivances by which they have given
it additional value, will be published in Dr. Brewster's
Treatise on the Kaleidoscope, now in the press.
KALENDAR. See Chbon6»,ocy, vol. vi. p. 405.
KALIF. See Caliph, vol. v. p. 261.
KAMMA. See Russia.
KAMMENI, the Great and Little, or Burnt Islands,
are two islands in the Grecian Archipelago, which deThe
rive their name from their calcined appearance.
first of these, or the Great Kanuneni, was called Kicra
by the ancients. In the year 1 473, another island suddenly appeared above the sea, and was distinguished
by the name of the Micri Kaumieni. On die 23d of
May, 1 707, a new islet appeared about a league from
Santorin, between the Greiit and the Little Kammejii
and as a very particular account of this remarkable
phenomenon has been given by an eye-witness, we
shall not sciiiple to lay an abridged account of it before
our readers.
" On the 1 8tli of May, there had been felt at SanNo great attorin two slight shocks of an earthquake.
tention was paid to them at tlie time ; but there was
reason to suppose that the new islet was beginning to
detach itself from the bottom of the sea, and to rise towards its surface. Some Greeks belonging to Santorin
having seen the fii-st points of tlie growing island, imagined that these might be the remains of some ship-_

Ruthven.

The leader is requested to examine carcfiUly the propositions in Harris' Optics ; he will then be convinced, that Harris placed botS
eje and the object between the minors, au arriingemcQi which
was known 100 jcats before his time.

"

;

.

'

.

K

AMMENI.

durmg

the night.
StmrncBi. wreck, which
^-^^/"^ When they discovered that, in lieu d' j)ieces of a fl<»atd nn-ks, they
ing wreck, these were bl.ick ;ii
ry where wliat
returned, quite frightened, pubi
the »ea hatl bfoufrlit

>

they had seen.
" Though the fright wa» general in the whole island
of Santorin, yet some of the inhabitants came to a
resolution of making observation.s on tlie very spot.
Having binded. curiosity induccil Uiem to prooeed
from rock to rock they found cver\' where a sort
of white stone which might be cut like bread, and a
quantity of fresh oysters adhering to the rocks ; a circumstance very uncommon at Santorin. While these
flrrek- win- aniii»in(? themsdves with eating the oys:

ti
'It the rocks move, and the ground
terror soon made them aban!t.-et
U:
don their repast, in order to jump into their boat, and
row away as hard as they could pulL This shock was
a motion of the island, which was increasing, and which,
«t that moment, viitibly rote, having, in a very few days,
nined near jO feet in height, and twice aamuchinbreadth.
One day, a rock very remarkable from its size and figure, Kaving i«u<ued from the sea, 40 or 50 paces from
the middle of the island, sunk at the expiration of four
days into the water, and appeared no more. These different commotions violently shook the Little Kamnieni, and
on its summit was remarked a long fisxure, which hod
not bor- - - -here before. During this time, the sea
it firvt l>ci) times changed its colour:
•Tthr
eame ot n (laz/iing green, then of a reddish hue, and at
kit of a paleyrilow, and constantly emittedagreat stench.
•'~-'^
•'
1innoke was seen, for the first
•

:

:

:

.

"O

.-

part of the island that apiiui iroin a (.jmiii of black rcK-ks, which rose all
on a sudden sixty yards frwn that spot, and frooa a part
•f the sc* where no bottom had been ftmnd : this, for
•ome time, formed as it were two aeparate islands-, one
i<-

t

of which wat catted the White isknd, and the other
the Black Island, on aecouirt of tfaeir Jilfei wit colours
bat which, ere long, were again united to each other,
;

y*^

m wuA a manner that those

lilack

rock* which last

iprmng up l)ecamr the centre of the whole island.
" Neither fire nnr xmoke was ever seen on the White
but the Black
'-^er
Island ; yet it ci
Every day were
Island increaaetl
seen to arise big rucks, which aauctime* were joined to
the island, and sometimes were very remote from it
that, in less than a month, were reckoned as many
t» toM little black island*, which in four days formIt was likewise remarked that the
ed but one.
amoke had greatlv incrrasetl, and that, no wind blowing at the tmte, it ascended so high that it was seen
frviin Candia, fWim Naxia, and from other diatant island*.
'he night, this amoke ahrajra appeared
'it of ftflfeen
fiery t^
or twenty liMt, and the
;

o

aea was co\

some

'\

place-

i

•

subatance or froth in
So great a de-

others.

gree of putrefaction sprrad through all Santorin, that
nie inhal>itaiits were oblig^ to bum perlbmea, and to
kindkr firm in the streets. This infectiOR lasted only a
dar and a hntf \ very freafa iouth-wcM wind dispeU
but
lea it
^ away one e\'i), it introduced anburning smoke over a great pan
other.
It
o< thp lM".t \ 'iicyards of Sinti^rin, the grapes of which
wcri' ili.M^t n|K>, and which, in one night, were all
M
It wiu likewise remarked, that whereror
vat .'.rrirti, it blackened silver and copper,
tli
•
"I
an<! inhabitants violent beadachea, ac•
ciJin['.i(.
nausea.
At that. time, tlie White
:

<

I

•>

I

<

'

:

'

'

•

Island

I

•

-<

UiiU-.t;

:ik all at

».

.;

»;

;

gious elevation.
" On the 7th of August, the noise was similar to
that of several large heaps of stones falling all at once
into a deep well
and after having lasted several days,
changed into another considerably louder.
" On the 21st of August, tht fire and smoke diminished considerably ; but, at break of day, they re^
sumed more strength than they hzul before possessed.
The smoke waa red and very thick, and tlie hre which
issued was so fierce, that tlie sea round the Black Island
;

smoked and

bbiled up in a surprising manner.
the morning of the 2'2d, the island was become
much higher tlum it was the day before. A chain of
rocks, of nearly fifty feet, liad greatly increased its
breadth.
The sea was again covered with that reddish
foam already mentioned, which emitted every where an

July,

it

once upwards often feet.
diacovered that the sen

ww

On

"

intolerable stench.

On

"

1

time,
peared,
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smoke, and boiled up in two places, the one K»mtB«»i.
at tliirty, and the other at sixty yards from the Black ^"'V"''
Island.
In these two spaces, each of which formed a
perfect circle, the water appeared like oil on the fire.
This lasted upwards of a month, during which were
found a great many dead fishes.
" The following night was heard a hollow noise, like
the report of several cannon fired at a distance and
almost immediately issued from the middle of the crater two long sheets of fire, which ascended very high,
and were directly extinguished.
" On the 1st of August, the same hollow noise was
heard repeatedly. It was followed by a bluish black
smoke, which rose in the form of a pillar to a prodicast forth

the 5th of .September, the

fire

opened

itself

a

panage at the extremity of tlie Black Island, at the
same time inclining towards Therasia. The fire issued
thence for some days only, during which lesa came out
at the great crater.
" Thrice there arose from the great crater, as it were,
three of the largest sky-rockets, of a fire the most bril-

and the most beautiful. On the following nights
was quite another thing. After the usual rqwrts of the

liant
it

subterraneous tliunder. all at once were seen going oflf^ as
it were, long sheaves s]>arkling with a million of lights,
which, following each other, ascended to a very great
height, then fell again in showers of stars on the islandj
which thence appeared quite illuminated.
" On the ytn of September, tlie two islands, the
White Island and the Black one, by dint of increasing
each in breadth, began to meet and to form but one
body. After this junction, the extremity of the island
to the south-weitt inrreaMd no more either in length or
height
whcrfa-s the other extremity to tlie west did
not cease to lengthen very jierceptibly.
'•Of all the openings, there were now but four which
emitted any lire. Sometimes the smoke i.ssuc<l with
impetuonity from all together, sometimes only from
one or two; one while with noise, another without,
but almost always with a whistling, which might have
been taken for the various sounds of the pines of
an organ, and sometimes for tlic howling ot wild
;

beasts.

On the 1 2th of Septemlier, the subterraneous noise,
having to spread between four openings, was never
so frightful, nor so frequent as on that day and the
following.
I'he loud and repeated claps, similar to the
general discharge of a numerous and heavy train of artillery, were heard ten or twelve times in tlie course of
twenty-four hours and, a moment aher, there issued
from the great crater stones of an enormous size, quite
;

which wtTc thrown to a great distance, and
the sea. These lowl clops were always accom{lanied by clouds of ashes, some of which were carried

red

l>ot,

lost in

MEN

KAM
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Kimmen!. in eddies as far iw Anosi, «n island twenty-five miles dis' tant from Santorin.
These ashes had the figure and
''—
the grain of fine powder ; but, thrown into the fire,
they pnxluced only a few slight crepitations, without

V—

emitting; flame.

On the 8th of September, there was at Santorin an
earthquake which occasioneil no damage. The island
1

was considerably increased by it, as well as tlie fire and
amoke, which, on that day and the fijUowing night,
Till then, so
themselves new passages.
together liad not been seen, nor had such
loud report* been heard : their violence was so exti-aordinarj', that the houses of Scaro were shaken by it.
Through thick volumes of smoke, which appeared like
a mountain, was heard the loud noise of an infinite
number of huge stones, which whizzed in the air like
large cannon-balls, and felj afterwards on the island
and into tlie sea, with a crash which made all who
heard it shudder. The little Kammeni was several
times covered with these burning stones, which rendered it quite resplendent.
On the 21 St of September, the little Kammeni being
thus quite in a blaze, after one of those furious shocks
just mentioned, there thence arose three large flashes of
lightning, which traversed all the horizon of the sea. At
•the same instant, there occurred so great a shaking of
the whole new island, that the half of its great crater
fell in, and there were huge burning stones, of a prodigious mass, wliich were driven to the distance of upWiu-ds of two miles.
On the 24th of September, the fire resumed all its
strength, and the island became more formidable than
ever.
Among the claps, almost continuiU, and which

opened

many

to

fires

were so violent, that two jiersons, speaking to each
other, could witli difficulty make themselves heard,
there suddenly occiu'red one so dreadful, that it made
every body nin to the churches. The big rock, on
which Scaro is buijt, tottered, and all the doors of tlie
houses were forcibly thrown open.
" Every thing continued in the same stiite during the
months of October, November, and December 1707,
and January 1708. Not a day passed without the great
•crater making an explosion at least once or twice, and
most frequeiitlj' five or six times.
" On the 1 dth of February 1 708, about eight o'clock
in the morning, there was at Santorin a rather violent
shock of an earthquake. In the course of the night,
there had been one much slighter, which induced the
opinion, that the volcano was again preparing some terrible scene.
Large rocks of a frightful mass, which till
then had appeai-ed only even with the water's edge,
rose very high ; and the boiling up of the sea increased
to a great excess. The subterraneous roarings lasted day
and night without intermission. The great crater burst
even five or six times in a quarter of an hour, and gave
reports which, from their repetition, from the quantity
and the bigness of the stones that flew about, from the
shaking of the houses, and from the great fire that appeared in open day, surpassed every thing that had
preceded.

" The ISth of April was remarkable, among all
other days, from the number and the ftiry of those
rible shocks

tlie

ter-

so that, for a long time, seeing nothing
but fire, fiery smoke, and large pieces of rock, which
filled the air, all the inhabitants of Santorin thought
that the island was blown up.
Half of the circumfer;

ence of the great crater which had fallen in, and in an
became higher than it was, by the heap

instant, agani

ashes and big stones by which it was repaired.
" From that day till the 23d of May, every thing continued nearly on the same footing. What wag particu-

i){

larly

ed

in

I.

remarked, was, that the island constantly increasheight, and scarcely increased any more in breadth.

The

great ojiening, or large crater, rose vei-y'high
and
from the melted substances which cem?>ited its fabric,
was gradually formed, as it were, a great pasty, with a
;

very broad slope.
" On the 1 5th of July, some persons belonging to
Santorin wished to have a neiu: view of the new
island.
They took care to provide themselves with a
boat well caulked, and whose seams were filletl with

oakum strongly chinced. They went straight to that
side of the island where the sea did not boil up, but
wliere it smoked very much.
Scarcely liatl tlie inqui.
sitive party reached this smoke, than tliey. ail felt a suffocating heat, which aflPected them.
They put their
hands into the water, and found it scalding ; they were
as yet, however, only within five hundred yards of the
land.
There not being a probability of their proceeding farther that way, they turned towards the point
most distant from the great crater. The fire, wliich wae
still there, and the sea, which boiled up with fury, obli.
ged them to take a long circuit. They landed on the
Great Kammeni, whence they had the convenience of
examining the real length of the island, and particularly the side which they had not been able to see from
Scaro.
The island might then be two hundred feet ia
its greatest height, a mile and upwards in its greatest
breadth, and about five miles in circumference.
" After this examination, the observers again felt «
strong desire to approach the island, and to land at die
place called the IV/iilc Island. When they were within
two hundred yards of it, they perceived that, by dipjiiiig the hand into the water, the more they approached, the warmer it beciune.
They hove the lead ; all
the line, which was ninety-five fathoms long, was employed, without finding any bottom. While they were
deliberating whether tliey should advance fiirther, or
turn back, the great crater began to play with its usu;d
crash and impetuosity. The wind carried over the boat
the thick cloud of ashes and smoke, which made them
think of rowing off very quickly. On arriving at Santorin, it was discovered that the great heat of the water had melted almost all the pitch from the seams of
the boat, which began to open .on all sides.
" Till the 1 5th of August, of the same year,

1

708, the

island vomited fire, smoke, and burning stones, always
with a great noise, yet less than that of tlie preceding

months.
" This account of a judicious eye-witness, is to be fonn(J
in a rather scarce collection, entitled " Les Mcmoires det
Missions de la Compagnie de Jesus dnns le Levant."
" After the author of the account had quitted Santorin, the new island risen from the sea in die gulf, between the Great and the Little Kammeni, continued for
a long time to cast forth flames, a thjck smoke, and
large masses of stones, but the explosions became Jess
frequent and less violent, and at length ceased.
" The new island is about a league in circumference.
All round, but very close to it, the depth of water is
from thirty to thirty-five fathoms farther off, no bottom is to be found. Frcmi the rocks of the island is
frequently detached a quantity of fragments of pumicestone, which, floating on the surface of tlie sea, are
driven on the coasts of the islands of the Archipehiga
The quantity of these light productions of volcanoes,
tlirown up by the new island, was so considerable during the beginning of its astonishing appearance, that
the sea of the Archipelago was covered with tliem, and
several harbours were choked up to such a degree,
tliat no vessel, however small, could get out, unless a
passage were cleared for her by means of poles.
:

u
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Cape
Tiutmmj.

I>epatka.'

K imtschatka

was

first

discovered by the Russians

•bout the year 1696 but the natives preserve a tradiThey
tion &i a much earlier visit from that people.
point out the spot where a few strangers from Russia
Mttlcfl, and iiMcniMrne<l in the country, who were af>
terwartk OMntlered in a quarrel with the natives ; and
this nccoant is sap)>osed to describe the fate of a ship's
crew belongtng to a small squadron, which sailed from
Kulyma atKNit the middle of the 1 7th century. The
whole (lenintula was finally subduad by the Russian
but, for some time, added little to tiw
arms in 1711
trade or wealth of the empire, except a small tribute of
Alter the tlinavarjr, however, of tbc adjoining
fur*.
iriantls, fsee ALEtnriAN, BEcaiMo, and Fox Ihlaods.)
the aapply of furs was greatly increasrd. ami Karottcfaat*
ka became an important station c/( H nasiaa commaret
with the east. The peninsula is dividad into fbur dia*
triela, farminf one gavcmnMnt, and pcotcctad by a force
•r 000 man.
The pMHMnIa of Kamtschatka is traversed through
its wboM hacth, and ibvided into two ptrts of nearly
•qoal otant, by a cham of nuNintain«, winch form a
paft «f the mme line with those of the Kurile and Ja;

:

pan isknds. In the«e MOvMainaan several voloanues:
ana on the summit of Kamtschatka. the highe«t of the
wbela ridge another on a nei-k of lami, betwern the
and a third to
river Kamtschatka and TollMlichcck
the north of Awat-ka bay, called Awacbioaky, which
fte o aently rm<t> imm<«*e volumes of smoke, aihfs.
;

;

springs in the counwe extraordinary wells,
try, wl
w)iere ttte water UmU witit prodigious forcr, sendinf;
forth at the aame time a dense vapour and dreadful
antiflnr-

'int

:

Boi«e.

ivsok

From the mountains, manv rapid streams descend to
The principal nver* are the TrKhil, which
the oiasL
fcllt into the tea of Penckinabe, in MC North I^tithe Balchais reks, or Great River, which
Von a large inland lake, and falU into the sea
of Okotsk, in 5V 43' North latitude the Awats.
eha, flows into the bay of Peter or Paul, on the
and the Kamtschatka,
•ast side of the peninsula
die only nav«gsble river in the country, which, after
a long oonrie tosrards the north and north-east, joins
the Eastern Ocean in MA" North Latitude
The
most consiilerable lakes are Nerpitchc, near the mooth
;

;

[

^i^

^the Kamtschatka:

Kroootakoy farther south, alxtve
and the Kurilskoy, near
;

50 venta long and 40 broad

K A
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six enter*
by which the volcano vomited forth the subotance*
that ampoee h, is equally naked and barren ; but the
Great Kammeni, more ancient, is covered with a thin
tratum of a dust, which allow* a few herbs to grow
'v^ <onnini'« TraveU.
in it."
Urge peninsula in the south\ TKA,
Bo<in<!arui
KA "
uUestesL casteri
V of Sibera, is situated between 155'
anil l6a^ K«»t lyoni;. from Greenwich, and extends
It is bounded on
from 51* to 6'^" of North Latitude.
(be west by the tea of Okotak, or Kamtschatka ; on the
MUt and snuth by the Pacific Ocean ; and on the north
by the country <«f the Koriaks, from which it is srparabetween
ted by an isthmiu about 40 miles broad.
From thi!> junc^lat Rolf* of. Olutorsk and Pen^insk.
tion with the mainland to its most southern point, it
•troches abnut 6<3() miles and is nearly hxif that disbreadth, from the mouth of the Te^l to that
tance
«f the Kamtschatka river, in the latitude (^ 55^ but
becomes gradually narrower towards each extremity,
Iwii—liin on the soatfa in a low promontory, called

The

;

M

On tlie east- K im tschstthe soutliem extremity of the peninsula.
*"•
side are several large bays, anil especially that of
Awatska, in 52° 44' North Latitude, about 25 miles in ~ ' ~

em

circuit.

The principal ostrogs, or towns, are Bolcheretsk, the Seitlcraents
residence of tlie governor, containing about 300 inhabi- and towns.
tants, and situated on the west coast, in a swampy plain,
Peterpaulowska, or
at the mouth of the Botchaia-reka
Peter and Paul, containing about SO hou>es, and situated
the bottom of Awatska bay, on the east coast,
about 133 miles di.stant from Bolcheretsk; NisimeiKamt!>chatka, about !2<> miles up tlic river Kamtschatka,
a considerable mart for the inland traffic of the country,
defende<l by a fort, and containing 1.50 houses. Several
forts are planted along the coast, in the vicinity of which
a few houses are found ; but the inhabitants are thinly
scattered over the country, in solitary huts, or small
hamlets, scarcely deserving the name of villages.
The appearance of the country is mountainous, co- Aspect and
vered with low he.-ithand stunted trees but the vallies "oilaflbrd every evidence of considerable natural fertility,
and might, by proper cultivation, be made capable of
raising many valuable productions. I'hey produce grass
five feet in height ; and abound in wild roses and flowers
of the finest perfume. The climate has hitherto been
considered as peculiarly adveri-e to all agricultural improvements ; but later writers have given a more favourable representation of its capabilities ; and Kru«
senttem particularly affirms, thit it is not inferior to
that of any nortlicni country under the same latitude.
On the coast, and in the southern districts, frequent cUmttct
fogs and drizsling rains, which are very injurious to
the growth of grain and vegetables, prevail to a great
degree even in the summer months ; but the northern,
and especially the muldlc districts, present a more fruit*
I'he win«
ful sod, and possess a more genial climate.
ter is long and severe ; and dreadlul hurricanes, which
bring on thi. k and heavy showers of snow, occasionally
prevent all operations out of the house, and all travelling
from one place to another. I'he snow begins to appear
and no thaw takes place till April or May.
in Octoltrr
There are generally heavy rains in spring and autumn ;
but the auamer inunths, June, July and August, and
even Septe ber, " have just as many pleasant and
cheerful days." says the last mt-ntioncil navigator " as
in any other place under the same latitude ;" ' and the
;

m

;

;

m

of June,' he particularly adds " was as beauti*
can possibly be in the most ravoure<l climate.
Even in tiie middle of .May, wild garlic, celery, and Prodiic.
nattiea may be gathered for use ; and every kind of cuU tions.
SetWation may bee
ae a ced in the month of June.
veral useful vegetables grow naturally in the summer
months, particularly wild pease, wild garlic, celery, purslane, angelica, and saraiia ; but, either from ignorance
or pcsjudice, the natives, ami even thi- Rustisn soldiers,
Htely oullect them as articles of foo<l. Towards the
end of anmmer, there is a great plenty of raspberries,
strawberries, hucklelierries, and several other kinds,
mofitli

ful as it

e—

which are otten boiled to a jam for preservation through
Every kind o\' vegetable and corn may lie
the winter.
rained in the inland districts, especially rye and barley
and even on the southern coasts, the gardens of tiie
Russian officers produce potatoes, cabbage, carrots, and
every kind ot sallail and |K>t-herb in sufficient abundance.

The

soil is

so productive, that at Uolcheretzk,

where the clinute is rather more unfivourable, potaand in other
toes produced more than thirty- fold
;

rye returns eightHeinn has been cultivsa
fold, and barley twelve- fold.
ted with.great success ; and the dinerent kinds of St<
places, without the least attention,
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berUn com might he ndvantap^eously introduced. But
agriculture is much neglected by the inhabitants, whose
time is considerably interrupted by the services which
the government requires, and is also 'more profitably
employed in huntinj^ sables, than raising com. The
prosperity of the country seems to demand some positive encourngement to be given to the cultivation of the
soil, to counteract the more immediate profits of the
fur

traffic.

The animals most common in this country,are rein-deer,

Fowl.

Pidi.

the argali or wild sheep, the bear, beaver, fox,otter, hare,
able, ermine, marmot, wolf, weasel, wolvereen. There
arc not abore 600 head of cattle in the whole country,
though pasture is abundant in summer, and plenty of
Sheep
natural hay might be collected for winter use.
and goats might also be easily reared ; but the scarcity
of corn precludes entirely the breeding of hogs. There
are a few horses at the settlements, which belong to the
government, and are entrusted t(\ the care of the Cosmos. They are employed in conveying merchandize,
and other effects of the crown, or for the occasional service of travellers.
Dogs are the prevailing quadrupeds
in Kamtschatka, and are peculiarly serviceable to the
inhabitants, every individual of whom possesses at least
half a dozen of those useful creatures. They resemble
the shepherd's dog of Europe, and are fed chiefly on
the offals of various animals, or the decayed fish which
their masters cannot use; but, in summer, they are
left entirely to provide for themselves, when they range
over the country along the banks of lakes and rivers,
always returning, at the approach of winter, with the
greatest punctuality, to their respective proprietors.
There are no poultry in the country, as there is so
little corn for their support, and no means of preserving them from the prowling canine race around the villages.
Almost every kind of northern sea-fowl frequent
the coasts and bays ; and the inland lakes and rivers
are plentifully stored with wild ducks, wild geese, and
swans. Wild fowl are remarkably abundant in the
country, especially wood-cocks, snipes, and grouse,
hawks, falcons, bustards, and various kinds of eagles,
some of which are of a prodigious size.
The coasts and rivers are full of excellent fish, cod, herring, trout, flat-fish, and especially salmon of every species,
and of the finest quality. There are great quantities of
crabs and cray-fisn; and a great variety of amphibioussea
animals are found on the coast, particularly seals, which
pursue the shoals of salmon into the rivers and lakes,
that have any communication with the sea.
Whales
also are frequently seen and taken in the adjoining seas,
and supply the inhabitants with various useful articles.
The flesh is eaten, and the fat preserved for cooking
and for burning. The skin is made into shoe-soles,
belts, and strops for various purposes.
The bones are
made into knives, chains for the dogs, and protecting
covers to the bottom of the sledges. The whiskers are
used to sew the seams of the canoes, and to make nets
for the larger kinds of fish.
The nerves and veins are
employed in making snares ; and the intestines are
cleaned, dried, and blown like bladders, to contain oil

and
Natives,

grease.

The

natives of Kamtschatka are considered as a different race from the other inhabitants of Siberia, and as

having proceeded originally from Mungalia, beyond the
river Amur.
Both in their language and persons, they
are said to bear some similarity to the Mungals.
They
have a swarthy complexion, black hair, a round face,
prominent cheek bones, small sunken eyes, thin eyebrows, large mouths, and thick teeth. They are of short
stature, and broad between the shoulders, witli slender

legs and arms, and hangingbellies. They appear, how- Kamtscha
•<»•
ever, to have occupied the peninsula at a very remote period; and havenotraditionaryWmorials of their emigration, but believe that they were created oiHhe spot wliich

now inhabit. Their first acknowledged discoverer
was a Cossac, named Volodimir Atlassoff, who had been
dispatched, in 1697, from fort Jakutsk to the Anadirsk,
with orders to engage the assistance of the Koriacs, in
discovering and rendering tributary the countries to
the east of theirs. With 60 Russians, and the same
number of Cossacs, he penetrated, in 1699, to the centre of the peninsula ; and built the Verchnei ostrog on
the river Kamtschatka, where he left a small garrison,
and returned to Jakutsk with a great quanti^ty of tributary furs.
Proceeding with these to Moscow, he was
appointed commander of Jakutsk as a reward for his
services ; and appointed to return to Kamtschatka with
they

Conquett,

suflicient reinforcements, to complete the conquest of
the country, and form proper settlements among the
natives.
In consequence of the oppressive character of
the commissaries, to whom the government of the country was entrusted, and the undisciplined conduct of the
troops, continual revolts, which were suppressed by
cruel massacres, occurred in every part of the peninsula
during the first fifty years of its subjugation to the
Russians ; but, with the exception of a slight insurrection at Bolcherelsk, it has been in a perfectly peaceable
state since the middle of last century.
Before the Russian conquest of Kamtschatka, the natives are said to
have lived in a state of complete natural equality, subject to no chief, law, or tribute ; but merely rendering
a tacit respect to the old men, or to those who were
most distinguished for their bravery.
The government established among tliem by the GovernRussians, when considered as of a military character, is ment.
remarkably mild and equitable ; and the tribute exacted from individuals, though rendered heavy by a
change of circumstances, was very inconsiderable as
In every ostrog a magistrate is
originally established.
elected by the inhabitants, who is named tayon, and
whose authority resembles that of a starost, or elder, in
the Russian villages. This person has power to settle
all inferior disputes, and to inflict corporal punishment
to the extent of twenty lashes ; but all intricate cases,
and flagitious offences, are referred to the governor of
Kamtschatka. The tayon has another officer under him,
bearing the title of jessaul, who executes the orders of
his superior, and fills his place in his absence ; while,
in like manner, the eldest Kamtschadale in the village
assumes the office of jessaul, when the actual holder of
The tayon, besides attendthat station is not present.
ing to the internal regulations of his ostrog, collects the
sables paid by the inhabitants as tribute, and carries
them sealed up to the town, where they are examined
and valued in the presence of certain magistrates, by a
person authorised by the crown ; and the surplus above
the duties is paid in money to the tayon, to be propprThe annual
tionally divided among the inhabitants.
taxes of a Kamtschadale, exclusive of the capitation tax,
amounts to three rubles ; but these being paid in sables,
and the government valuation of these articles being
considerably lower than the price of the merthant, he

paying at least double that s\im.
being levied always in Russia
according to the last census, which is taken only every
twentieth year, bears hard upon the decreasing villages
of Kamtschatka, many of which are now diminished
from 30 or 40 to 8 or 10 householders, who must nevertheless make up among them the old capitation assessment upon the whole ostrog. This error, however,

may be considered
The capitation tax

as

also,

4-

;
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jj

juid to

have been recently

rectified

;

and more atten-

tion has, in many respects, been paid by the governraent, to promote the prosperity both of the natives and
Russian settlers.
Free schools have long been esta-

many of the ostroj^s and all the inhabitants
have l>een led to adopt the Christian relijjion. But by
the most recent accounts, it appears that most of the
Greek priests sent among them, are very inattentive to
the duties of their office, and have very generally for-

blished in

;

No correct estimate
the respect of the natives.
can be formea of the population of the countrj-. When
first sub<lued by the Russians, it was described as full
of inhabitants ; but, in 1 TtiS, many thousands were
•wept away by the smalUpox ; and, in 1780, the numKruber of persons who paid tribute was only 3000.
wnstem atrtes, that in ISOn and 1801, HOqp or 6000
perished by another epidemic disorder ; and, supposing
oti.
,,f the numl)er to have l)een hounenolilers,
lii
inent of tribute, this would reduce the above
number ut' taxable persons to one-half, viz. 1500, and
(allowing to each a wife and three children) the whole
population to between 7000 and 8000 souls. Their
number has been rapidly decreasing, even without the
aid of epidemics ; and apprehensions are entertained,
that the native race of inhabitants will soon liecome
extinct.
One principal cause of this progressive de•olation, is to be sought in the pernicious effects of ardent spirits, which have hitherto been made the chief
article of barter for their fur<. and in the use of which
the K«ntsohadale villager i< utterly incapable of nractJain^r the amallest self-denial.
The agents of^ the
Ameriemn Company, and the other merchants, have
long been in the habit of travendnc the country with no
•dMr wares than a quantity of the worst kind of gin.
At tDon as one of ttvem arrived at an ostrog, he treats
lib boat with a glass of the liquor, who, aa soon as he
has asrallowed one mouthful, which he receire* for nothing, instantly begs for anothrr, for which, however,
he must pay peihapa with one of his beat aablea ; and
•o on for a second and a thinl, till he begins to be intoxicated, when the trader contrives to give him spirit
nixeil with water, still charging higher tor every gV-iss,
a* the unhappy peasant becomes the more argent in
bis demands nraore (^ the poivin.
The aanal result
i*, that the nercfaant carries off the whole stock of furs
the boose as the price of the spirit* drunk and that
Ifce mfttoatrd Kamtachadale finiU himsrlf deprived of
•Jl bis wealth, withont having provided the [w w ilei and
shot, and the other articlea. which are indttpensaUe for
The debilitating eSrct of the liquor on
his support.
bis frame, the depression of spirits into which he sinks,
and the want of thow uniiAkU, which, by his miscondnct, he has lost the meana ot procuring, spee<lily exhausta his strength, and sinks him prematurely to the
grave.
The governor, however, lias recently prohibited the tMders from carrying spirits into the country ;
and br aadi regulations only, can the natives be preThey are. in other respects, a
•' aerved frosn extirpation.
^^•J***
vays
very estimable race, •' not eauily to be iiirr»«.co.i " say
nee.
Kru>enstem, "far kindneae of heart, fidel:
hoapiulity, pei sever a nce, and attaehmcni
penors." In spHe of their extrcaoc poverty, they are
" In this retpect," says the last
pattern* of honesty.
mentioocd voyag er, " it is iroposaible to exceed them
«n<l it M aa rare to find a chest among the KaratschaTravellers, on their arriciales as a man of property.*'
val at any ostmg, usually give their money, papers, and
vahwbles. even their stock of brandy, tea, sugar, tobacco, ft«'into the hands ef the tayon ; and there is no ia<
roc XU. TART II.

^^'••'•o''- feited

I

f

(in

;

;
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stance of any one having been robbed to the smallest Kamtschat*"•
extent.
In many respects, the Russian settlements
~
*
could not exist without the services of the natives. They
serve as guides through the country, and as carriers of
the mail, which they are required to do without pay
and, of their own accord, they engage to lotlge every
traveller, and to supply his dogs with provisions, without demanding any remuneration.
In every ostrog,
there is a supply of fish set apart for this purpose. They
are more barbarous in their manners than in their minds,
and have made very little progress in the arts of civilired life. They never inhabit the towns built by the
Russians, but reside in small villages scattered over the

These ostrogs rarely contain more
twenty inhabitants.
The Kamtschatka hamlets are surrounded by an
earthen wall, or by pallisades, (as the Russian name ostrog imports,) and contain two sorts of habitations, one
kind, called balagans, for summer, and another, named
interior districts.

than

fifteen or

Houses,

yoursts, for winter.
The balagan is constructed, by
erecting nine posts in three regular rows, at equal distances from each other, and about thirteen feet in height.

About ten feet from the ground, rafters are laid t'roru
post to post, and firmly fastened with strong ropes or
thongs ; and upon these rafters are laid joists, which
being covered witli turf, complete the floor of the apartUpon this platform, a roof of a conical figure is
ment.
raise<l by means of strong |N>les, fastened to the raf^s
at one end, and meeting together in a point at the
other. The whole is covered with a thatching of coarse
grass, except an opening in the centre, to serve the
purpose of a chimney. There are two low entrances directly opposite to each other, to wliich they ascend by
means of a ladder or staircase, which is merely a large
beam or tree, with rough notches on the upper surface,
by way of steps, with one end on tlie ground, and the
other resting on the comer of the door.
When they
wish to intimate that there is nobody at home, tliey
merely turn the tree, with the steps downwards. In
the lower part of tlie balagan, whicn is lefl open, they
dry their fish, and other articles, intended for winter
store* ; and sometimes employ the ujtper amrtment as
a magasine for holding their provisions.
Their dogs,
also, are frequently tied to the posts below, and find
their kennel under the floor of the building.
In forming a yourst, or winter habitation, an oblong square hole
is dug in the earth to the depth of six feet, and of Such
dineiMion* as the numlwr of families intended to occupy it may require. Strong wooden posts are tlicn fixed in the ground at equal distances, on which are extended the l)earos for supporting the roof, the raf\ers of
which rest with one end on these beams, and the other
on the ground ; and the interstices between them being filled up with wicker work, a covering of turf is laid
over the whole. The external appearance ef these
dwellings resembles the roof of an ice-house, or a round
aquat hillock.
A hole in the centre of the roof, serves
the purpose of chimney, window, and door ; and the
inmate* pass through it by means of notched trees, as
There is another entrance on one
already oescribed.
side level with the ground, appropriated for the use of
the women, and through which none of the men could
go out or in without incurring ridicule and disgrace.
The inside of this subterraneous abode forms only one
apartment, with the fire-place on one fide, and the
utensils an<l provisions on the other.
Broad platforms
of boards are extended along the sides ; and, lieing well
covered with mats and skins, serve the purpose of seats
and beds. These houses are generally kept so warm,
3 o

-

)
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KunucJiM. as to be intolerabl* to a stranger ; and the hotter they
k«are made, the greater honour is supposed to be done to

They reside in these winter recesses from
Instead
the middle of October to the middle of May.
of these yoursts, isbas have been introduced by the
Russians ; and the natives have been prohibited, cspecitlly in tlie southern districts, from constructing their
accustomed subterranean habitations. The isbas resemble the dwellings of the Russian peasantry, except
The
that they are seldom so large in Kamtschatka.
walls are formed, by piling long trees (smoothed only
with the hatchet) horizontally upon one another, and
The roof
filling up the interstices wiUj clay or moss.
is of a sloping form, like the thatched cottages of Europe, and is covered with coarse grass, rushes, or someEach of these log-houses has three
tiroes with boards.
apartments, one of which may be considered rather as a
kmd of entrance, which extends th^ whole width and
height of the house, and serves Sa a receptacle for the
This place
sledges, harness, and other bulky articles.
communicates with the principal apartment, which occupies the middle space, and around the sides of which
are fixed broad benches, used both as tables and beds.
From this there is a door into the kitchen, where a
large stone or oven is fixed in the wall, which separates it from the middle apartment, so as to warm both
rooms at the same time. In each apartment are two
small windows, the panes of which are made of fish
skins, or gullets of sea wolves, or the bladders of various animals ; but sometimes in more opulent dwellings
of plates of talc. Above the kitchen and middle room
are lofts or garrets, to which there is access, by a ladder
placed in the entrance.
The clothing of the Kamtschadales, consists of an
upper garment resembling a waggoner's frock, which
in summer is made of nankeen, or of skin without hair,
but in winter of deer or dog skin, witli the hair preserved, and worn innermost ; a close jacket of nankeen,
or other cotton stuff; a shirt of thin Persian silk, of a
ted, blue, or yellow colour ; a pair of long breeches, or
tight trowsers, made of leather, and reaching nearly to
the ankles ; boots of goat, dog, or deer skin, tanned in
summer, but, in winter, with the hair turned inwards ;
and a fur cap with two flaps, which are usually tied up
round the head, but, in cold weather, are brought down
to cover the neck and shoulders.
Their richer dresses,
and robes of ceremony, consist of an upper garment resembling that already described, with gloves, cap, aad
boots, made up of finer furs of different colours, cut into triangular pieces, and neatly joined together, with
trimmings of coloured leather threads, and edgings of
velvet or sea otter's skin.
The principal food of the Kamtschadales is fish, and
especially salmon, which, with little exertion, they can
procure in great abundance during the whole summer
season, from the middle of May to the end of September.
The greater part of this provision is dried or
smoked, and stored up for winter use, when it is either
eaten like bread, or pulverized and formed into paste
and cakes. In preparing the fish for drying, they first
take off the belly piece, which is esteemed the best,
and is carefully smoked ; next a slice alonsj each side
of the back bone, which are merely dried in the air
;
and the remainder, consisting of the back, ribs, and
head, are generally deposited, after drying, as provender for the dogs. When the fish is not dried, but used
for immediate subsistence, it is prepared by boiling, or
broiling, and sometimes by placing a heap of
it on
stakes overaUrge fire, so that it i§ paitly roastedandparttheir guests.

Houtok

Brtss,

r«od.

ly smoaked, so as to prove a very savoury kind of food. Ksmtwliai*"•
But the most favourite mo^e of preparing it, is to
^
bury it, as soon as caught, in "a hole lined with grass,
and leave it there till it becomes sour, or rather perfect-

-^

ly putrid

;

and in this state it is eaten with the utmost
most luxurious repast. The roes of the

relish, as the

dried or soured, afford also a very favourite dish.
Several kinds of vegetables, roots, and berries, collected by the women in harvest, form a considerable part
of the winter provisions. Jhe berries, made like jam,
are used as a general sauce to the dried fish ; or are
mixed with fish roe, or whale and seal fat, by way
of puddings ; or are employed by decoction, in making
There ar& two vegecooling drink for ordinary use.
tables, particularly, which deserve to be noticed among
these articles of subsistence, namely, the sarana, or
lilium Kamlschalicnse, and the sweet grass, or heraclium Sibericnm.
The former affords a bulbous root
wholesome, nourishing, and agreeable, which may be
boiled like potatoes, or baked in an oven, and then
pounded into the form of meal or flour, which is mixed
in all the soups, and most other dishes. The latter,
resembling sedge, about six feet in height at its full
growth, with a hollow stalk, and a white, sweet, pun.
gent down on its leaves and stem. The stalks, after being
split and freed from the pith, are dried for future use,
and are boiled when wanted to be mixed with other
dishes ; but the plant has, in later times, been chiefly
fish,

employed

in distillation.

In preparing

it

for this pur«

from the downy substance,
which the women are obliged to wear

pose, the stalks are freed
(in scraping off
gloves, as the rind

is

so acrid as to ulcerate the skin,

placed in small heaps till they begin to heat ; and, after being dried, are laid up in sacks of matting, where,
in a few days, they become covered with a sweet saccharine powder, which exudes from the hollow of the
stem. When taken out for distillation, they are steep,
ed in hot water in a close vessel, where a violent fermentation takes place ; and then the whole mass of
herbs and liquor put into a copper still, yields a ppirit
calletl raka, as strong as brandy, in the. proportion ot
They make se9.5 pints from 72 pounds of the plant.
veral decoctions from various other plants; and drink,
without any kind of mixture of preparation, the liquor
which flows from a dwarf-birch, and which they procure by simply tapping the tree.
The furniture of the Kamtschadales consists only Furniture
of a few of the most necessary cooking utensils ; and the and utenplace of chairs, beds, tables, is supplied by the benches, *''*•
covered with skins and mats, around the walls of the
apartments. Several of their instruments are neatly
made; and others sufficiently coarse. A hollow stone,
filled with fat, with a bit of rag as a wick, constitutes
the lamp, the smoke and smell of which are intolerably
foetid and pungent. From a coarse kind of grass, which
grows plentifully along the coast, they make a strong
matting to cover their floors, beds, &c. ; and from the
same materials they form baskets, bags, sacks. From
a plant growing in the marshes, and resembling cyporoides, they gather a sort of down, which they cai-d
like wool, with an instrument made of the bones of
the sea-swallow; and with this soft substance they
swathe the new bom children, and also make a kintl
of wadding, to give additional warmth to different
From the nettle, which
parts of tlieir own clothing.
they cut down in August, and hang around their
houses to dry, they form a useful kind of hemp, which
they spin into thread with a spindle, and manufacture
into cordage, for filing nets and other purposes. For*

;
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merly they

u«e«l

spean 4nd arrowi, poisoned with the

juice of a root culed zgate ; but, since their subjuga*
tion to the Russiaiu, they are provided witli rifle>barrelIcdjruas.
"Hie principal other articles which they must itill
provide tor tnemselves, are boat* and sledges. The
former are of the moct wretched deacriptioo, being no*
thing more than the trunk of a tree hollowed out, and
resembling a trough more than a boaL They are easi••
the current* of Uie rivers, or by striking
ly c
iMttruction during the night ; and scarcely
ag.1
a &i.-2i.->u<i i><i:99e«, without several instances of persons
being drowned by auch acciilents on the Kamtschatka

—

'

In the northern districts, where
timber cannot be procured, the boats are made of still
more slender materials, namely, of the skins of sea ani.
mala sewed together with whales' whukera, and caulked with OMMa or beat nettle*. Tliia vcsael is seldom
able to carry roas« than two peraaaa, one at each end,
who make use of poles instead of oars to guide it down,
or pnah it up the stream. Sometime* a kind of float,
or raft, reating a poo two at tbcae boats, is era])loyed to
convey the heavier artidaa. The aledge of the Kamtschadale i* fanned like an oblong iMttket, with the
two extremities rising in a curve, and is made of very
thin wood, with the sides of open work, ornamented
with straps of different colours. This baaket, or frame,
which is about three feet in length, and scaraely above

and Awatscha nven.

foot in breadth, is placed upon two paralM planks,
longer than the sledge, and three or four inches broad
which serve as supports, or flutes, and in time of thaw
liave kaur piecca at whale-booe (astcned to their battom
with leatOMB tfaosiga. Tbcaa plank* bend upwards in
froot, and meet tlie poles which aoppoit the seat of
the driver, whidi is elevated them fisat frun the
and cavertd wHh bear akio. Tke whoi* tarni» ^wnarfcahly light, sanirtiBaas waigliinf only
about lea pouada. Touteae vehiclca the daga^nwhaib
ncased by mean* of a leather strap, whicfa^pMaci indrr
the neck, resting on their b raasta, and ia joined to the
•ladga by trace*. The animal* being yoked in couylas, are also fastened together by (trapa pasang through
llMJr ooUars ; but a single on* goes ionmoat a* a lead«
er, ami ia alwaya the best trainM, and most intelligent
in nndctatandiMg the signal* and sound* of the driver.
There arc always five, or at least four, dogs yoked to
each sledge, which arc able to draw two persons, or
the driver and his over-weight of bmggagt ; but they
may be employed in a much greater number; and
Kruscnstem inentions a.govemor in the a
tr y , who
used to travel in a sledge like a small hooaa, drawn by
100 dog*. The animal* are trained to this service by
beinz rnttcnrd. when young, to elastic stake*, while
thi
placed beyond tbeir reach, so that, by coniiig in oroer to obtain a meal, they acquire
tun
^
strength, and the faculty of drawing.
They learn to
obey the voice of the driver, in setting off, stopping,
turning to tiglit at lafti b«t ibg*e that aae vail trained,
are guided rather by signab than aonnda.
For this
pwyose , the driver carriaa ia hi* hand • oarvad stick,
whtch he employs also to preser v e the sledge from being overset, slid which i* sonMtimcs pointed with iron,
to take a firmer bold of the ice; while the other end is
piovided with iron rings, which serve a* bell* to enooorsge the dog*. He turn* them to th^ left, merely
by itnking thb stick upon the ice ; or to the right, by
*trilunc the pole* of the sledge ; or stops their progress,
by placwg it between Ika snow and the front of the
vehicle ; 01 cortacts than, whan inattcDttve, by throw.

•ae
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ing it among them ; and to recover it, as he passes ra- Kamttchalka.
pidly along, is the strongest test of his skill.
The utmost dexterity also is requisite in the driver to keep ^"V^
his seat, and to preserve the sledge from being overturned ; for which purpose, his body is almost perpe«
tualiy in motion, inclining to either side, or recovering
an upright posture, with the greatest alertness and
nicety, as the balance may rentier necessary.
They
sit sometimes astride, but usually side-ways, with the
right hand totvards the front ; and some adepAs are able
to stand upright, or even on one leg. It is of the most
essential importance to the traveller to preserve his seat,
or to retain hold of the sledge, as the dogs continue
their progress, and rather increase their speed, as the
vehicle becomes lighter, never halting in their course
till they arrive at some habitation, or find themselves
entangle<l by some olxtruction on the rood.
It is ne«
oataary for the traveller to alight, both in descending
and ascending any considerable declivity ; and, frequently after a fresh fall of snow, a roail must be formed by a person furnished with snow-shoes. These are
made of thin boards, about four feet long, and six or
eight inches wide, turned up in front like skates, and
covered below with the skin of the sea-wolf or reindeer. With thesie the traveller is always providetl ; and
is often obliged to proceetl in this manner, alternately
clearing the way, and then leading forward the sledge,
till he arrives at some inhabited place.
When overtaken by a drift of snow, they are under the necessity of
seeking the shelter of some copse ; and when long detained by the storm, dig a hole in the snow, filling up
the entrance with brusliwood, and wrapping themselves
in their furs.

Uesides the long joumies which the Kamtschadalea Occupa.
have often occasion to make. Ixrth on their own ac- tion*.
eaot and in the service of the govrmnient. their princi.
pal ooeiipatioos are hunting and fishing. In the former,
they are nofc ar Icaa employad at all seasons of the year,
as they must pamie the <h8erent animals at the time
when tlieir furs are most v*luable: the argali, or wild

—

—

•beep, in autumn
the rein-deer in winter the sable in
the beginning of winter the fox at any period except
ununcr tlie bear in all seasons of the year. I'hey employ snares, nets, and pit falls ; but more commonly place
thrir chief dependence on their rifle, if they can procure powder and shot.
Armed with his gun, lance,
and knife, and provided with a bundle of dry fish, the
hunter place* ninuelf in ambush, where he will patiently keep his station for days and weeks, till he has
his object, or is compelled by hunger to
sacoaoded
rctam home. The Kamtschadales are not dexterous
narkimen, though the exiience of ammunition pre*
dudas all unprufitalile practi>ing; but, from the same
cause, they are so careful in taking a sure aim, (which
they render more steady by using a forked stick as a
rest to their piece,) that they very rarely expend a
They frequently take the sables, which
shot in vain.
live among trees, by throwing a noose over their head,
while intent upon the dogs which are baying around
them ; and employ the xnx vomica, and other poisoned
Hut the most hazardous pursuit,
baits, for the foxes.
in which all their courage and <lexterity are required,
Sometimes they take this
is the killing of the bear.
animal without much perconal risk, by means of heavy
traps, which fall down upon his pulling the bait attached to tliem ; or by assailing him with dogs and guns,
tvhen almost torpid in his den, in the winter season (
but, most frequently, they boldly meet him in the open
plain, Bod fiia upon him as he passes their plaoe of atom

—
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tions are not unfrequent ; but the most common dis- Kaintschat.'
A
ka.
but more frequently in company with others. As they eases are boils, wens, and q{her tumours Qf a similar
^""^ seldom fire till the animal be within fifteen yards of the description, which are cured by incision or extirpation, '^^•r^
only of such instruments as ^nife, or even
spot where they are stationed, they have rarely time by means
One of the remedies, which they emsharp stone.
for a second discharge ; and, if they shoulcl not have /a
succeeded in disabling him, they must receive his fu- ploy in alm6st every disease, and especially as an application to all kinds of sores or wounds, is called
rious onset with their spears ; and, unless fortunate
enough to mflict a mortal thrust, not unfrequently fall bear's-root, which they steep in brandy, and to the
H sacrifice to his vengeance. The bear is most apt to use of which they are said to have been first led, by
make these assaults upon the huntsman in the begin- observing that the animal, whose name it bears, was
ning of spring, when he comes famished from his win- fond of eating it, and of rolling himself upon it when
he was wounded.
ter retreat, and in autumn when in quest of the female ;
The natives of Kamtschatka were formerly held in Physicians
but, at other times, he more commonly takes to flight
when wounded, and is traced by the blood to his retreat. great subjection by their doctors, who were called cha- an"! prieats
By very recent accounts, it appears that, from a failure mans, and who conjoined the arts of magic and mediof .fish on the coast, the be£(rs became so ferocious du- cine. These persons were distinguished by having
ring the winter of 1816-17, as to attack and devour their garments decorated profusely with mystic rings,
many of the natives, and also to* destroy one ano- and other symbolical metal figures, which made a jingling noise upon every motion of the body ; and, by carther.
They are employed in fishing at different periods rying a kind of kettle drum, with which they announced
during summer, but particularly in May for herring ; their approach, and accompanied their incantations.
in June for salmon ; and in the remaining months for They acted the parts also of priests ; and, amidst the
In killing the latter, they employ har- most extravagant gesticulations, resembling the rasea-wolves.
poons, and large nets, niade of leather thongs, with vings of the Pythian priestess, uttered their prescripwide meshes ; but for other fish they have smaller nets tions and revelations in the name of thefr idol Koutka.
of pack-thread, which they purchase from the Rus- Even the slender religious instruction which the Kamtschadales liave received from the Russians, has abosians, or of their own cordage manufactured from nettles.
They shoot and hawl their nets in the sea and lished their confidence in these impostors; and the
large lakes in the usual manner ; but in rivers they chaman art is now confined to a few old women, who
commonly stretch one across, and hawl another down practise their sorceries with great secrecy. But, though
the stream. They sometimes erect also a line of stakes the natives have adopted the Christian religion, they
and branches of trees, so as to afford only one or two are said to know little more of it than the ceremony of
small openings for the passage of the fish ; and in these baptism ; and the priests sent among them are eitlier
are placed baskets, constructed in such a way, that utterly incapable of teaching the people, or are in ge»
neral more attentive to commercial gains than to clerithe fish having entered cannot again retreat.
There are eight principal churches in the
AmuseBesides these occupations, the Kamtschadales have cal duties.
•icfita.
their amusements of dancing, singing, and relating of peninsula ; and all the clergy are subordinate to the
Their dances are merely pantomimical archbishop of Irkutsk, from whom they must receive
love stories.
representations of the motions and gestures of the dif- ordination, and an appointment to their cures.
The language of Kamtschatka, is said to be extreme- Langiiags,
ferent animals which they pursue in the chase, but especially of the bear.
The performance consists in a ly guttural in its sounds, and difficult to be pronounThe dialects and accents, also, are very various ;
succession of unwieldy motions, or rather difficult dis- ced.
almost every ostrog having its own peculiarities of
tortions, of the body, imitating the clumsy gestures
of the bear in various situations, especially of the young speed). The following selection, from a vocabulary by
ones sporting around the dam
of the male fawinng on the French traveller, M. De Lesseps, may furnish some
his mate
and of the agitations which any of them ex- idea, at least of its uncouth, form :
hibit when hard pressed by the hunters.
The body is
Dizitt.
generally bowed forwards, the knees bent, and the arms
One
Kaacha.
Twa
employed in imitating the motions of the animal, whom
Tchook.
Three
they delight to copy. Even his cries are introduced in
Tchaak.
Four
the course of the drama ; and, throughout the whole
Rom-etak.
Five
performance, a kind of forced grunt, or guttural sound,
Killk-okk.
Six
resembling a continued hiccough, is uttered by the
Seven
Ettgatanock,
dancer, in unison with the time of the air sung by the
Eight
Tchokh-ottenpkh.
musicians, or rather by the whole company present.
Nine
Tchakh-attanokh.
The song is nearly as unv.irying in its notes, and unTen
meaning i.i its words, as the dance ; and both to EuTchom-khotako.
ropean spectators are extremely tedious and uninterestTwenty
Kaachatch o- k hotako.
Thirty
ing, while the natives discover a degree of extacy in
Tchook-tchom-khotako.
the spectacle, which seems incompatible with the indoForty, &c.
Tchaak-tchom-khotako, &c
lence of their habits.
The Kamtschadales are considered as naturally a healI
Kimmea..
Biseaeca.
thy, though not a long-lived race ; antl few persons
Thoa
Kize.
are found among them, who have been deformed from
He
Tie.
their birth.
They are rarely afflicted with the scurvy,
She
Tschii.
which proves so. destructive to the Russian settlers;
Bouze.
and their exemption from that disorder is ascribed to
You
Souze,
the liberal use which they make of wild garlic and vaTie nakie.
They
rious acid berries, as a part of their diet.
KiskoDg.
ConsumpHusband

Kamushat- cealment.

single hunter will

engage in

this attack

;

•^

•
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We

i
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K A M
Wife

Tigen-outch.

Father

Epep.

^fother
Child
Brother
Sister

Engatcfaa.

F«tcb.
Tiga.
DiUitoang.

Yes

Lefaeee.
Biinokitlik.

The iun
Tb* moon

Koulletch.

stjf

The sky

Kirkh-kirkb.
Eienp-itch.
Kokh-khi-U.

5*1
Night

Taije.

Life

Zoitlenem.

Death

Eranim.

Kiounnouk.

Fire

Panitdi.

Wtter

Azamkh,

The

Goueng.

face

Thebuk
The heart
The hand
The bkMd
Great
Small

High
iJlr

Old
Yoong
Gond
Bad

To drink
To sleep
To cut
To tie
Go
Give

or Ji.

Karo.
Guilliotm.
Tonno. or Cetoud.

Bechlem.

Tgolo
Outchiiuielo.
Kranalo.
Diioalo.
Kixckb-ketlinn.
Linnett-]ek.
Klioubelle.
K'kellello.

Ekoaa-kholiuiD.

Oan-cklenL
Lsinim.
Tratak.

TeouC
Katkoa.

'^
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of a few huts, mostly in a decay>
ed state and, as the inhabitants are generally absent
during the day time, scarcely a single person was to
be seen ; and no other living creature, except half a
dozen cows feeding near the houses, and innumerable
dogs resting in holes, dug by themselves as a shelter

town

itself consisted
:

No

A
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against the flies. As timber, necessary for the construction of proper dwellings, is extremely scarce, and procured only with great labour from the interior of the
country, only two houses were observed by Krusenstem, which could be considered as superior to the
rest ; yet the best of these, the ornament of Kamta.
chatka, possessed by a person holding the rank of major in the army, had all its windows extremely small,

and patched with broken glass, and contained no other
fumiture than a table, wooden stool, two or three broken chairs, two or three tea-cups, one glass, a few broken knives and forks, and some pewter spoons. " Poverty, or rather misery,'' says Krusenstern, " was ap-

AH

all the houses.
the necessaries of
particularly bread and salt, are extremely scarce,

parent in

lite,

and

extravagantly dear ; and, except where a cow is kept,
which few are able to do, even the children have no
better nourishment than dried fish and coarse black
bread.
Nothing is to be found readily, except spirits,
and perhaps tea and sugar. The want of gun- powder
prevents the colonists from supplying many of their
wants; and the greater profit derived from hunting
sables than from cultivating the soil, discourages all attention to the pursuits of agriculture, and even of gardening. I'he want of women in the settlement, and
the difficulty of maintaining a family, are obviously
most unfavourable circumstances for the increase and
the morals of the |K>pulation. Formerly, also, it was
the practice of tlie Russian government to send those
officers to Kamtschatka, whose conduct had not been
strictly correct, and whose appointment to such a distant station was retarded as, at the same time, a species
of punishment. These persons usually became regardless of thvir own character, as well as tyrannical in
their treatment of thoic whom they were intended to
benefiL Much of this injudicious system has now been
amended, and various means adopted for the improvement of the settlement, as well as for the civilization
of the natives. All the later accounts concur in proving the capabilities of the country to be much greater
titan had hitherto been understood ; and its prosperity
once commenced, though slow in its progress, may be
expected to be permanently increasing. See Lessep's
TravtU in Kumltckatha ; Cook's Last Voyage ; and
Krusenstern's Voi/agt linund the World, {q)
KANT, Immamucl, the celebrated German metaphysician, and author of the Critical or Tratucenden-

KMattaebmiaim receircd their principal
"" ftvoi the Japwiii ; but of late,
iaiM, have raptbaDutdi, and particularly tb*
ped the (lailv diinini<thing daMind of the eoutiy.
They importetl from Europe different kinda «f coane
cloth, serges, knives, silk and cotton handkerchiefs,
rad wine, tobacco, and sugar froin Siberia, iron and
copper utensils, firs>anns, wax, hemp, rope-yam, nets,
tuned rein-deer «kins, and tiMcaainMMi JUuaian cloth.t
fttmt Turkey, different sotta of eoMOB ftnA ; and from
CfaiiM, tilk and oottOB dotha, tobaceob cotal, and
itJhi. The espocta ftom Kamtadiatka comiatco*
lirely of furs and skins, particularly of the beaver, marw
ten, fox, and otter, all of which pay a duty of ten
par cant*
The Mate of the Russian scttlemenU in Kamtschatka, tal Phitotophif, was bom at Koningsberg, in Prussia,
tlMagh foondcd nxire than a bandied ymn ago, was, in on the 2Sia of April, 1724. It is said that his patemal
J605, when Tisited by Kraacnstcni, in every reaped ancoator* were descende<l from a Scotch family of tho
wrctdied and unpromising. The finest bays were en* name of Cant, and that he was the first who changed
His father exerthe initial letter of his name to K.
tireiy deaerted and uninhabited ; and not a MVl* boat
waa to be seen in the baaatifttl haboars of St. Peter ciaed the humble profession of a saddler in the suburbs
and St. Paul. The sborea were abcwcd with stinking of iConingsberg uf whom, and especially of his moiah CMt up by the sea, among which crowds of half ther, who appears to have been a woman of some ta>
aUr ved dogs were wallowing and fighting. Not one lents, and great piety, Kant uniformly spoke with feelAlthough in poor cirwell-built house was to be seen, nor even a beaten patb» ioga of the warmest aflection.
that might lead safely to the town.
A few plaaka, cumatanoea, his parents seem to have resolved, tiiat their
son, Immanuel, should enjoy all the advantages of a
laid acroaa the small broe ks which flow through the
No garden, or hberal education for, after having been taught to read
aerved the purpose of bri<lgea.
or plantation, or even indosure of any kind* and write at the hospital school of the suburbs, he
leait cohivatioa, was to b« Men.
The waa sent to ttie Coilegium Fridericiatium { ta iusti^u*
r

attidea of

tfa«
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tion which was then in high repute a« a seminary of
pietism.
At tliis school, he contracted an intimate
friendship with the cdebrate<l philologer Ruhnkenius,
which may naturally be supposed to have hail a saluIt is rather a
tary influence on the studies of both.
remarkable circumstance, however, that at this earl^
period, the inclination of Kant led him to devote his
attention principally to philology, while the mind of
Ruhnkenius waa chiefly directed, by an apparently natural disposition, to philosophy. In their raaturer years,

as is well known, these dispositions were precisely reversed.
In his old age, Kant dwelt with peculiar pleasure
on the recollection of his early philological studies,
and delighted to have an opportunity of reciting passages from his favourite classical authors.
In his youth, Kant had the misfortune to lose both
his parents, who had scarcely the pleasure of witness-

ing tlie dawning talents of their son". The liberality
of some friends of his family, htfVvever, still enabled
him to prosecute his studies and after having completed his scliool education, he repaired to the univerHere he applied with ardour
sity of his native town.
;

to the mathematical, philosophical,

and theological

sci-

ences ; and his pecuniary means being extremely slender, he contrived to support himself, in part, by assisting other young men in the prosecution of their studies.
After he had finished his university course, he engaged
for some years as a private tutor in several families,
particularly that of a M. de Hullesen, at Arnsdorf
and during this period, fee embraced the opportunities
which his retirement aflxirded him, of collecting a vast
store of knowledge, in almost every department of
science.

Having attained his thirtieth year, and already distinguished himself as the author of several philosophical tracts, exhibiting great depth of thought, and originality of genius, he resolved to devote himself to the
profession of a public teacher. With this view, he returned to the university, and took the degree of doctor, ac•ording to the usual forms, in the year 1755.
short

A

time thereafter, he began to deliver lectures on logic,
metaphysics, mathematics, and natural philosophy ; to
which, at a subsequent period, he added the law of nature, moral philosophy, natural theology, and physical
geography. Although his talents were now well known
and justly appreciated, yet he remained in this situation
fifteen years, before he obtained a professorship which
was, at length, conferred upon him in 1770. From this
period, he continued to discharge his duties, as a public teacher in the university of Koningsberg, with fideli;

ty and success, until a few years before his death. He
never changed, nor wished to change his place ; riches

and honours seem to have had no attractions for him ;
and he is known to have declined several advantageous
proposals that were made to induce him to transfer his
talents to other universities.
He died on the 12th of
February,

1 804, in the 80th year of his age.
Professor Kant was a man of a very cheerful and social disposition ; and his manners were genteel and affa-

He had none of that awkwardness or reserve,
which is generally held to be characteristic of the scholar and the philosopher.
He loved company, and was
both inquisitive, and fond of communicating his own
opinions upon all subjects. His moral character was
Mnimpeachable and he appears to have been much
esteemed in the circle in which he moved.
Kant was well advanced in years, before he attempt.
ble.

;

N

T^

ed to accomplish that reform in metaphysical science,
which he seems to have long meditated. In several of
his earlier productions, howeyer, he evidently appears
to be dissatisfied with the previous theories ; and in his
inaugural dissertation, in 1770, De munai sensibilit atque intelligihilis forma el principiis, he exhibited some
of those peculiar views, which were afterwards more
fully developed in his great work, the Crilik der reinen
Vemunjl. This work was published in 1781. For se«
veral years, it attracted no attention ; and the publish*
er, it is said, was on the point of destroying the sheets,
as waste paper, when a sudden demand rapidly carried
oflT the whole impression.
From that period, the philo«
sophers of Germany ware divided into professed partizans, and determined antagonists of the doctrines of
Kant; and a multitude of publications issned yearly
from the press, for the purpose of confirming or refu«
ting them.
Of a theory which produced so great a sensation in
that country where it was first promulgatetl, and which
is still considered by many as having completely demolished the old metaphysical systems, some account will
naturally be expected in this work.
However difficult
the task, we shall endeavour to exhibit such a concise
statement of the peculiar doctrines of the critical philosophy, drawn up from an attentive perusal of the writings of Kant, and of his most eminent commentators, as
shall, we trust, in some measure, gratify the curiosity
of our readers.
According to the opinions of the greater number of
philosophers, previous to Kant, there existed a science,
in which the principles of purely speculative reason
were applied to objects beyond the sphere of the sensible world.
The cultivators of this science were
agreed as to its reality ; however widely they might be
at variance with respect to the degree of certainty
which they ascribed to its principles, the extent of
their application, and the nature of their proofs.
great mass of heterogeneous materials had been gathered together, wrought up into a systematic form,
and presented to the world as the result of abstract
scientific investigation, upon subjects the most interesting to humanity.
But, however rich in materials,
and extent of territory, the teachers of this sublime
philosophy had not been very careful to investigate the
foundation upon which the system was constructed,
nor to ascertain the precise limits within which its
doctrines could be legitimately applied.
Controversies accordingly ensued ; these tended to produce uncertainty and doubt; and various contradictory opinions were successively broached upon some of the
most important subjects of metaphysical inquiry. An
ingenious individual, by a well directed objection to
one element of this system, the principle of causa,
tion,
produced a sensation in the philosophical world,
which has yet scarcely ceased to be felt. VVe allude,
of course, to the celebrated sceptical philosopher, Da^
vid Hume.
Against him it was in vain to contend
with the old principles, because it was precisely these,
the accuracy of which he disputed.
His principal an.
tagonists, however, instead of boldly meeting him upon
his own ground, abandoned the field; left the whole
science of metaphysics in jeopardy ; and made theii
appeal to another tribunal, that of common sense.
Here their triumph was easy and complete ; for, although they entirely failed to rescue the science itself,
whose Very existence was at stake, from the dangers to
which it was exposed, thev, at least, for a time, con>
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Kant.

:

KANT.
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Uived to gain the far of the public, and to throw the
arguments of their oppouent into th« shaJe of unpopuThe lightness and plausibility of
larity aiiJ neglect.
the empirical philosophy, indeed, could not fail to
give it a decided advantage over the more abstruse
and more rigorous philoiophy of the schools. The
oracles of the former, experience and common sense,
yttre much more accessible to the multitude ; proba.
bility, instead of strict demonstration, was more easily
supplied ; and all disputes were soon disposed of, or

423
He was far from assenting to the
which Hume drew from his premises,

tive philosophy.

conclusions
which ap|)eared to him to result from a too limited
view of the subject in question.
Hat! Hume enlarged
his views, and exhibited the problem, of which his objections embrace only a part, in its whole extent and
bearings ; had these objections, in short, comprehended, as they ought to have done, the whole of metaphysical science, it seems to be the opinion of Kant,

—

tliat he would most probably have been led, by his
thrown aside a* mere veibal controversies. The arbi- natural sagacity, to the discovery of principles similar
trarr language, which this philosophy introduced, to those which are developed in the critical philoso*
renJered it easy for many to become the inventors of
Kant was now led to investigate the causes of the
and the analogical reasoning which it adopttheories
ed, drew all arts and sciences within its sphere, and different fate which had hitherto attended the science
gave it a specious, though false appearance of universal of metaphysics, when compared with the successful
;

application.

result of the inquiries of philosophers in other depart-

In the msantime, the science of metaphysica, once
held in honourable estimation, and dignified with the
proud title of Queen of the Arts, was repudiated and
deserted, treated with scorn or neglect, and left to

ments of science The principles of logic, he observed,
had been incontrovertibly established, and the science
completed, as early as the days of Aristotle. Tliis ad>
vantage, he ascribes, in a great degree, to the narrow
limits of this science
Logic having nothing to do
with objects and their differances, but being solely oc-

cooiplain like

Hecaba

:
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Thi» science, indeed, might have been irretrievably
and entirely superseded by the airy speculations
of popular theorists; hail not a philosopher arisen,
•naowed with an cxcraurUinary power uf intense r^
*tftK«''j a apirit of profound and patient inveatigation,
lost,

and • iMt^ihysical acuteneta and perspicuity in the
disooTCij and derdapciiient of abstract truths, of
which the world baa acan no example since th« daya
of Aristotle; a man who, to gnat natural talanla,
added the moat various and extcnatva acquiiad Imowo
" Our age," aays Gatve, binMcIf no mean
ladaa.
phUMopher, " has witncesed the labours of one of the
noat indefatigable philoaopbera, who hare at any pe*
Whatever
riod cultivated the territory of tlia adanoea.
iyp""« we may entertain of the rea itlt s of the Kantian
•ystaa, as tending to enlarge or set bounds to human
knowledge, it is iniposaible for ua to withhold (torn its
author that hiah raapect which is due to tba unwearied
application of suporior powers of thDogbti and thoae
thanks which we owe liira for such an Kumt* of those
powen as comprehend* the whole field of philosophy."
Kant thongfat ha perceived thoae
f £sM^, vol. il)
Mccta, which had brought metanhjraica] apeculatiooa
kModisfiaea; and ha devoted IJie laboar of a whole
Ife to a total reform and ra wtablishraent of his f»>
vonrita adence.
The dificaltiee attending sach a
task, ham vi , were many and obrioua.
From a sva.
of doctoiaai, which liad given way upon the tat
rude ihork of soaptician^ ba could expect little aaaistanca or support. It was pscaasar/ to begin' the pft>.
OTM of aaedi tatioo de aoao to subject i£a OMnlivc
ftcalty to a new critical analysis ; to detcmiBa Um a^
tare and ooaditiaaa, tboaigNtaand extant afiUcxeraiM; and tofixIbannctwUeuUof fulegitiaaie proaiace.
In savetal ot bis works, be baa given us very
iatamting binia en the motivea which induced him to
undertake thia laboriooa taak, and on the prindpica bj
wbicb be wasguidad daring the p rugieaa of his invea*
tigttiooa.
The sceptical objections of Hume first
reaaed him fnaa bsa dogaaatical slumber, and gave a
oeiV diftcttoo to bis inquiries in the field of specuU»

Um

m

,-

cupied with the abstract forms peculiar to the understanding.
The' sdence of mathematics bad likewise
been cultivated with success from the earliest times.
Physical science was much more slow in its progress
towards systematic prindples. Metaphysical science,
sdence of speculative reason quite isolated, which
soars beyond experience, and is conversant in the region of ideaa, this adence, in which reason is her
own diadple, has not hitherto been so fortunate as
to have acquired the posMMion of any systematic prindples, which are recof^ized as of general application.
On the contrary, its field has been, as it were, the arena, on which various champions have exercised their
prowess, bat where no triumph has been gained, which
was attended with any permanent advantage.
has it happened, that no sare footing ha* yet been fonnd
And by what hint can we profit, in
for thia science?
order to institute an investigation, with the prospect of
better soccess than that which has attended the efilbrts
of our predecessor* > The remarkable revolutions which
vara aooonplished in mathematics and natural philosophy, aibrd us examples worthy of imitation, in so far
aa their analogy witn metaphysical science will permit.
Hitherto, it ha* been generaUy held, that all our ideas
must be aooaainiadate<l to the objects of our experience ;
but all attempts to exten<l our knowledge a pnori, upon

—a

How

Let
this soppodtion, have proved entirely abortive.
US try, tn ei e Cjr e, say* Kant, whether we shall not succeed better in our efforts to solve the problems of metaphysica, by assuming, e conlrario, that the objects are
aoooaaiiiadatcd to the natore of our cognitive faculty ;
a supposition which accords much better with the posstbihnr of oar possessing any ideas a priori, i. e. before
tba ocjcct* are given. This method is similar to that
of Copernicus ; who, when he found that he could not
explain the motions of the heavenly bodies upon the
that the stars revolved round tbespeoold hypotliesii
tried whether he could not siicceetl better, by
tator
aasuming, that the spectator revolved, and that the starsrcmaiucd at rest.
Soeb was the preliminary train of thought, which
saggestad to the mind of Kant the elements of that
system, which he afterwards developed in his great
work, the CritHc der reiiien Vcmmft ; a work which,
whatever may be the ultimate fate of the theory it in-

—

—
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culcatea, will long remain as a
intellectual powers of its author.

monument of

the vast

In order to convey to

our readers some notion of the principles which this
theory proposed to esublish, it will be necessary for us
to present them with a short abstract of the process
of rcasoninff, adopted by the author in the work to
which we have alluded. This abstract, indeed, can be
but a mere skeleton,—our limits will admit of nothing
but we think it will exhibit tlie peculiar doctrines of the Kantian system, in a much clearer point
of view than the metho<l which some have taken, of selecting a few of the detached principles and definitions
of the critical philosophy, of which the application and
consistency cannot possibly be perceived, without exhibiting them in connection with the whole theory. With
the view of rendering the following outline more ge-

more

;

nerally intelligible,
as

much

we have endeavoured

to divest

it,

as possible, of all technical ^jhraseology.

all our knowledge cortimences with experia fact which cannot admit of a doubt. But it
does not follow from thence, that all our knowledge is
derived from experience, as its only source. For it may
be, that even those notions which we derive more immediately from experience, are made up of that which
we receive through the medium of our senses, and that
which our cognitive faculty, called into exercise by our
sensual impressions, produces of itself; which latter addition it is difficult to distinguish or separate from the
original matter, without long and constant habits of re-

That

ence,

;:

is

flection.

many modes

4. as possible, as real, as necessary.

under certain conditions, without which
our percipient faculty cannot be exercised. These are

•ed to our senses

perception.^as the eye is
the necessary condition of all vision ; and, as such, they
are not first called into being with the objects, but must
;have existed previously, otherwise the objects could not
have been perceived. These conditions are space and
time ; the former of the external, the latter of the internal sense, and of all our perceptions whatsoever.
All
that is perceived by the senses, must be perceived unxler these conditions ; which must, therefore, be necessary, and have existed previously to all perception, although first evolved, or, if we may use the expression,
jthe necessary conditions of all

called into activity by external objects.
That which is
perceived under these conditions, however, is yet no
experience it must be represented, or conceived by
the mind, as existing in a necessary connection. This
depends upon the operation of judgment.
judgment
is an operation of the understanding, by which two representations,
are
those of subject and predicate,
:

A

—

immediately combined with each other.

—

Of such com-

binations there are four species ; indicating the relation
of the subject to the predicate, of the predicate to the
subject, of both together, and of both to the consciousness.
To every judgment, one out of these four classes

of forms must apply; each must be determined according
to these four modifications.
If all thought (or conception) depends upon the faculty of judgment, so does all
conception of obgects.
Through the above mentioned
forms of the judgment, therefore, we derive the possibility of conceiving objects. Objects may be conceived in as

All that

is

conceiv-

must be conceived under these forms. But these
forms, as we now view them, are not applicable to any
ed,

objects.
To say that something is possible, real, &c.
has no meaning, unless something is added which renders these notions sensible.
This something is time.
That something is possible, then, means that something
can exist at a particular time ; and so of the other forms
of thought. But even these forms of thought, thus rendered sensible, are still empty and without meaning, unless objects are given lis, to which they may be applied.
The forms, possible, real, &c. convey, of themselves, no
information whatever.
I must have something given
me, -which I can ca\l possible, real, &e. ; in short, I must
have objects to subject to the operation of thought. But
objects can only be given me through the medium of
perception ; therefore the forms of thought can only be
used with reference to objects of perception. As the
form of our perceptions renders these perceptions possible ; so likewise do the forms of thought render it
possible for us to represent these perceptions in a cerThey are, therefore, both a priori
tain connection.
the objects of perception, i. e. our experience makes

them real.
Hence we derive the following important
in experience alone, that
knowledge. All the objects

we

results.

It

can have true and real

which

I
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Objects
.

is

If experience, in a philosophical sense, be the perception of objects as existing in a certain connection,
we must have a faculty of perceiving simply,and a power
^f representing our perceptions in a certain (necessary)
connection. The former we call sense ; the latter intellect,
•or understanding. All that we perceive, must be present-

as there arc forms of judgment.

in general, therefore, may l^ conceived, \. as one, as
many, as all ; 2. as something', as nothing, as limiled ;
S. as substance or accident, as cause or effeii, as common

would know, must

be perceived under the forms of sense, and conceived
under the forms of the understanding ; and, as such,
they are called phenomena, i. e. objects of exnerience.
Whatsoever objects cannot be perceived under the forms
of sense, are incapable of being conceived under the forms
of the understanding ; such, therefore, are called nouThese noumenn, or
tnena, or things in themselves.
things in themselves, cannot be subjected to the forms
of sense ; and, therefore, we cannot conceive or know

The possibility of experience is the first
at all.
Whatever
principle of all our speculative knowledge.
we cannot perceive under fcie forms of sense, and represent in that necessary connection, which is determined by the constitution of our understanding, is abThat
solutely beyond the sphere of our knowledge.
which is so perceived, and subjected to the forms of the

them

understanding, is known. That which is thus known
Our perceptions correspond with the objects
is true.
for the objects can only excite these, and no other pei^
ceptions in us ; because, from the constitution of our
nature, we are susceptible of no other impressions.
What becomes, then, of our boasted speculative knowledge from pure abstract reason ? Things in themselves
are not cognizable ; yet, to convey information with regard to these, was the professed object of metaphysics.
Now, if we can acquire any such speculative knowledge, it must necessarily have its origin in the nature
of our reason. But in what does reason consist ? In
the faculty of drawing conclusions. A rational conclusion is the deduction of knowledge from some principle
of the particular from the universal— of the conditional from the condition.
In the principle of every
conclusion, there is a relation between the condition and

—

the conditional.
This relation may be threefold as
that of the subject to the predicate ; of the principle to
But here
the consequence ; of the whole to the parts.
:

^

KANT.
we have nothinsr except the mere form of the concluKjnL
-"-,-™»' sions.
Frura whence does rewon derive the contents,
I. e. the matter ? The former may be quite accurate, and
Ueason cannot beyet the latter entirely suppositious.
f^\ this matter in itself; for it can produce nothing
but the mere form. Is it innate ? Impossible. Matter
is an object ; and objects cannot be innate in the mind.
Reason, therefore, must derive it from some other quarter ; and from whence but from the understnndmg ?
The understanding^ furnishes the matter, that is, ita
judgments and notions. Reason irerks up these materials, l)y taking two notions, to which it seeks a third ,
which third notion is assumed as unconditional ; or, if
»ot. then the further conditions must be sought, even
Tliis notion of the unconditional
to the but poMible.
originaUy peculiar to reason, and indispensable to its
Now, if the judgments and notions of the
exercise.
understanding are the materials of reason, and if these,
we have already shewn, are only the marks of certain relations existing between the objects and our cognitive faculty, then tne working up of these materials,
the combination of these judgments and notions, can
r.. us no farther information with regard to the olv
'consequently, we can neither obtain nor extend
our knowledge by means of reason alone. The obii'cts, therefore, with which the science of metaphysics
na« been convemnt, are not cognisable. They are nothing but ideas of reason that is, certain representation* of the unconditional, of the highest unity and totalitgr, which spring from the essence of reason ; which

H

n

;

:

wr^to

of experience a comprehensible
whole ; Mtd are, therefore, merely conditions of the ex•reiae of our leaaon, and not real external objects.
What fort of a •eience of roetaphysio, then, can we
poanbly have* We have already shewn, that there are
the mind certain forms of cognition given a priori,
through which alone our knowledge oTobjecta is possible. The exno-<*t!ori niul dp v^lorx-mi-fit nf rh*»^^ forms
rendar the

field

m

—of the

—

fiirm^

l.as

the essential an
u.. lies of
,
all that can he known, and of all that can be thought
or concetve»l, comprehended un<ler rules and general
laws, will give us a science of metjiphysics, certain in
its principles, and secure against all objections.
And
here we find the limits affixed to our cognitive faculty.
On the one hand, it has been shewn, that we can have
no science of super- sensible things an<l, upon the
other, that all the laws of the umlmtandingarenot derived from mere acci<lental acquired experience, and con•equr"'"
''her necessary nor certain ; but that thoy
arc Tt
resulting from the nature of nur under*lan>!
jMrnMbly neoesaary to all possible experienr.
rding a kpowledge of given objects true
.

.

;

and
Sn
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much

that

be very

pitJoKusi^' lieen, in

of what

intelligible

some

ilecr'°ee,

with the prindplea of the transcemlenul
We liave, iMmever, purpoM-ly avoideil

it

still

more obtcore, by entering

into

any

diacuuiun of the more abatniaedocT'^iliartothis
theory ; such as the poetibiUty of
judgments
a prurri, the critical notion* of space and nine, ue deduction of the categoriee, tec These doctrines upon
which the stability nf the whole ajalciiiiiiainljr depends,
and which have, therefore, been treated at great ie^|th
'
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we must
in the works of Kant and his conameiltafors
leave to the study of such as are desirous of becoming
more minutely acquainted with the principles of tranThe results of the Kantian
scendental metaphysics.
theory may be state<l, we conceive, in a few words.
The first principles of our speculative knowledge are
mere subjective forms, i. e. forms derived from the constitution of the thinking being ; Jirst, the forms of sense,
or pure perception*, (space and time) ; and secondly,
the forms or notions of tne understanding, (the catcgoThese intellectual forms, or notions, however,
ries).
only acquire reality by their application to our perceptions, with reference to possible experience ; and, therefore, we can have no speculative knowledge of things
beyond the sphere of experience.
Having dwelt so much on the speculative part of the
critical philosophy, we have left no room to enlarge
upon tlie subject of its practical principles, or those
which relate to the theory of morals. Our practical
reason, according to Kant, is aiifonomic ; it detennines
merely the form of the will, and postulates freedom as
a necessary condition.
The moral law appears as an
absolute imperative, and dictates, with rigid necessity,
universal legality as the general rule of all rational volition, w ithout regard to any motives resulting from p.ithological feelings.
The ideas of freedom, immortality,
and Deity, which are placed entirely beyond the reach
of speculation, receive from practical reason reality and
certainty, not as objects of theoretical knowledge, but
of rational faith.
Beside* the critical investigation of speculative and
practical reason, and of the faculty of juugment, which
lie considered as merely preparatory to a new metaphysical rystem, Kant, towards the latter end of his
fife, executed some detached parts of the system itself,
with great originality, acuteness, and consistency. Some
time before his deatfi, he meditated a work, which was
intended as the key-stone of his whole system, and
which was to have been entitled. The Transition from
Mtlaphytics lo Ptiusics, in which he proposed to demonstrate the generail application of his principles.
The
decline of his faculties, however, prevented the execution of this me<litated work.
In this country, the writings of Knnt appear to be
very little known ; and consequently, his character as
a philosopher is very imperfectly appreciated. Those
whose ctiriosity has prompted them to inquire into the
merits of his system, have generally been content to receive their information at second hand, through the
medium of expositions and translations, not always very
perspicuous or very faithful.
Hence it is not uncommon, to hear the name of the author of the critical philosophy associated with those shallow pretenders to science, who have occasionally started up, and contrived
to impose upon the world, and to acquire an ephemeral
reputation, by the display of crude, inconsistent, and
ab.turd theones.
We shall, therefore, conclude this article with the testimony of two authors to the merits of
Kant, whose names are both celebrated in the literary
annals of their native country; who h.id both studied
the writing", and enjoyetl the personal acquaintance, of
the eminent metaphysician in question ; and who are
the less liable to the suspicion of partiality, because the}'
are both known to have been hostile to the principles
of bis system. The first relates principally to the merits of hiirtheory ; the latter, to bi« character as a man

and a philosopher.
" The distinctions,*' says Garve, " which Kant hua
drawn Ixtween the beautiful and the Kubliine, in hi»
3
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And again, " Our age, in respect to
jjort each pther."
the progress which it has made in the sciences, will be
particularly distinguished by posterity, as having, in
different branches of knowledge, brought us nearer than
ever to that Socratic wisdom, of acknowledging our ignorance, and the limits of our possible acquirements.
For this clearer indication of that which wc do not and
cannot know in speculative science, we arc indebted to
Kant; and this merit will assuredly remain to him,
even if the efforts which he himself has made to enlarge the province to which he had set bounds, or to fill
up the chasms he discovered in silence, should not ultimately be found to stand the test of future investigations.*' (Garve's Miscellaneous Wrilinss, vol. ii. p. 415.)
Herder, in a work entitled Briefi zur Bejorderuiig
der Htnnanitat, expresses his opinion of Kant in the
following terms " I have enjoyed the happiness of being acquainted with a philosopher, who was my preceptor.
In the bloom of his life, he possessed the gay
hilarity of a j'outh ; which, I believe, still attends him
in his old age.
His open forehead, formed, as it were,
for thought, was the seat of undisturbable cheerfulness
and joy. The language that flowed from his lips was
rich in thought ; wit and humour w^ere always at his
command ; and his lectures were the most instructive
converse. With the same spirit with which he reviewed the doctrines of Liebnitz, Wolf, Baumgarten, Crusius, Hume, &c. and prosecuted the investigations of
Kepler, Newton, and the experimental philosophers
he took up the new writings of note which appeared
from time to time Rousseau's Emilius and his Heloise,
&c. as he did every new discovery in natural philosophy subjected them to the test of criticism, and always returned to the simple and unprejudiced knowledge of nature, and the moral worth of man. The
history of man, of nations, and of nature, natural philosophy, mathematics, and experience, were the sources
from which he drew his knowledge, and enlivened his
conversation ; nothing that was worth knowing was in:

>

—

—

him ; no cabal, no sect, no advantage, no
ambition of a name, had the smallest charm for him,
when compared with the extension and developement
of truth. He encouraged, and even agreeably forced,
his pupils to exercise their own powers of thought
for despotism was a stranger to his mind.
This man,
whom I name with the highest gratitude and respect,

different to

is

Immanuel Kant.

His image

is

before me,

and

I

contemplate it with pleasure."
The following is a list of the writings of Kant :
Gedanken von der nahren schatzung der lebendigen
KraJ'te, Koningsberg, 1746, 8vo; Allgemaiiie Nalitrgeschigkte und Theorie des Himmek, 1 755 ; Principiorum
prtmorum cognitionis metaphi/skce nova dilticidatio,
dissertation, or thesis, on taking his doctor's degree, in
1755; Eiiizig moglkher Beweis-grund zii einer Demonstration desDaseyns Goltes, 1763; Beobachlungen uber
das Gefuhl des Schmien und Erhabenen, 1764; Trdumc

—

etnes Geislerschers, Riga,

que

1766

;

Be mundi

intelligibilis forma et principiis,

ship.

sensibilis at-

Koningsberg,

1 770,
or thesis, on obtaining hia professorThese, with a number of other tracts, in which

—a dissertation,
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critical review of the faculty <^ judgment, harmonize
extremely well with what he has said, in his moral wriIndeed, it must be contings, of the dignitv of man.
sidered either as a happy throw of genius, or as the refcuh ofa most comprehensive power of thought, that,
in those w orks of Kant which treat of the most widely
different subjects, we always find that his notions are
perfectly consistent, and even mutually tend to sup-

the author discovered an intimate acquaintance with
Kaolics
the principles of the sciences, and great depth and oriKarauchai.
finality of thought, were collected and published by
ieftrunk, in 3 vols. 8vo. Halle, 1799.
In the following works, his peculiar vieVs of meta<
physical science were more fully developed.
Critik der rcinen Vernunft, Riga, 1781 ; 3d edit. 1791,
8vo.
Prolfgomena zu einer jeden Idiii/ligen Melapht/sik,
1783. Metaphyxische Anfangsgriinde der Naturwissenschajl, J 786.
GrundUgiing zur Melaphtfsik der Sitten,
1785 ; Crilik der practinchen Vernunft,' 1788. Critik
der Urthcilskraft, 1790.
Melapfii/sischc Anfangsgrunde
der Ric/Uile/ire, 1797.
Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde
der Tugendlehre, 1797. Antliropologie.in pragmalischer
Hinsichl, 1798.
.
The biography of Kant has been attempted by va.
rious individuals among his countrymen ; but a concise account of the life, and delineation of the character, of this philosopher, with a perspicuous view of his
doctrines, is still a desideratum.
(-)

KAOLIN. See Porcelain.
KARAK, or Garak, the Icarus

of Arrian,

is

an

island on the eastern coast of the Persian Gulf.
It is
about seven miles long, and four broad, or, accortling
to Captain Goodfellow, it contains twelve or thirteen
square miles. At the north east end is a bay where
there is a good anchorage, and which is commanded by

a strong

castle, built upon the extreme point.
The
was uninhabited till the year 1760, when it was
surveyed by a Dutch gentleman, who reported his observations to the government at Batavia.
He was im-

island

mediately sent back, with several ships laden with artides necessary for building the castle and the town,
and with a great quantity of European and Indian
goods. Having completed their establishment, they
carried on an active trade for six or seven years.
Persian prince, who lived at Bandareek, took possession of the island, and built several vessels, with whicl)
he carried on the trade of a pirate for some time. The
Persians, however, succeeded in getting the island into
their hands.
The inhabitants, who, when the Dutch
possessed the island, amounted to about 2000 or 3000,
amount at present only to 300 or 400. They live by
gardening and fishing, and manufacture a small quantity of cioth for their own use. The greater part of the
island is very rocky ; but the eastern side, which is
lower than the rest, is capable of cultivation. It is well
supplied with water from wells.
Sir John Malcolm
proposed to our government, in 1 808, to take possession of the island, in order to get a complete command
of the commerce of the Gulf of Persia. It is situated
in East Long. 50° 10', and North Lat. 29° U'.
See
Milburn's Oriental Commerce, vol. i. p. 127; and Macdonald Kinneir's Geographical Memoir of the Persian
Empire, p. 18, 468.
KARATSCHAI, or KARATSCHOLr, a, tribe of Tartars
dwelling at the foot of Elbrus, the most lofty mountain
of the great ridges of Caucasus. The name Karatschai,
is said to signify the Black Rivulet, and by some other
tribes, the people of this tribe are called Black Circassians.
Their abodes are on the rivers Chursuk, Kuban, and Teberdeh, towards the northern base of the
mountains bounded by the Abascians on the west ; and
from the same people they are divided by various mountains on the north and east. Lamberti conjectures, that
the appellation Black Circassians, has been given them
from' the dark and cloudy nature of their country.
The personal appearance of the Karatschai is in ge- Personal
neral handsome ; they are well shaped, tiieir features appearance,

A
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KARATSCHAI.
they have Urge black

eyes,
«re remarkably delicate,
and a fair complexion. They bear a strong resemblance
to the i'leorgiani, and none are erer «een with the broad
flat face, and oblique eyes, which denote the blood of
the Mongols. The men wear woollen garments like
the Circaasans, resembling a close snrtout the women,
on going abroad, dress in cloth and furs ; but, in the
wamtett weather, have only a light under garment of
white cotton. When of more atiranced age, a white
handkerchief is worn over the head, but the younger
females hive a cap of silver lawn, and plait their hair,
which is tied with a white ribband, and falls down
their backs after the Circassian fashion.
The bouses of the Karal'.ehai arc built of fir, with
very small windows ; they have no fire places, and are
kept extremely clean. They sleep on carpets and pillows, resting on wooden bedstead.*, little elevated from
the ground. The principal utensils consist of a variety
of copper kettles, which are brought by the coast of the
:

Black
'^odue.

Rdigioe.

.Sea

from Natolia.

As the territory inhabited by this tribe is fertile,
abund.ince of wheat, barley, millet, and tobacco arc obtained by cultivation ; and plenty of game is caught iu
the woods.
The Karatschai keep many sheep, asses,
mules, and horses, the last of small size, but strong and
spirited, and admirably adapted for travelling among
the mountains. On growing old and unserviceable, the
tail and mane are cut off, and they are turned out to
fee<l in the woods, where th^ become very fat, and being killed, the flesh is dried for winter provisions. The
Karatschai make a kind of beer resembling English porter, another bevcnge called Lota, and way also distil
a little brandy fW>m wheat and barlry ; but the former
b chiefly usea, strong liquors lieing furbidilen by their reKgious precepts. Formerly thej- wore very fond of pork,
now it IS held in abhorrence, and the person t«achtng a
hog is deemed impure. They are indebted for this mconvenience to the labours <^a Turkish niaMoary, who
converted them to the Mahometan religion about the year
1788. The Karatschai were formerly pagans ; they are
entire strangers to Christianity, and being of the Sunnite faith, entertain an inveterate antipathy against other
aecta.
They bold the principles of the Koran in strict
obaerranoe, deeming it a great crime to omit the fasts
«hd prarers prescril^ by it. They are, however, exceedingly superstitious, believing in malevolent demons
which haunt the mountains ; and of which they relate
numberleas stories. Divination is also in vqgoe, c^t^
dally t0 anticipate the micocaa of the chaoe. Focty'Ooe
pebbles, pcaae, or graiai of com. arc diapoaed in a oer^
tain afntMemcnt, and, ftom particular rule*, conclu•ions are £duced.
Shooki the umen prove propitious,
tbev haalcn to fulfil their object ; should it be advene,
nothinf cai% induce them to attempt it.
On the decease of an ii
the -momcn howl,
beat their breasta. and tcjii
r.
The men attend
the funerals,
themaelvsa on the forehead, and mangle the lobes of their ear* with their knives.
But, on
returning fren the funerals, their grief is drowned in
copioas Bbatione of beer.
PaimU generally seek out a suiuble match for their
MD ; as it u not customary for him to communicate his
design of marrying to them, lest they should disapprove of his choice, and prevent the match. Whcti
they have liccided, the parties are betrothed, but the
marriage is deferred six months, or a year ; nor during
all that time are they permitted to see each other.
Neither can the routh enter into conversation with the parents of the female until the union has been actually

Wi
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even judged indecorous that he

Kamtselial.
completed ; and
should sit in their presence. Previous to marriage, the """^•T"^
parents of the bride receive a kalim, or present, which
is called the price of blootl
ami if the bridegroom be
wealthy, he sends her a complete dress, which she puts
on when conductetl to him in the evening by a train of
j-ouths.
On the wedding-day, an entertainment is given by each at their respective dwellings, but only to
those of their own sex, excluding the other; and festivities ensue for three days, accompanied by particulaidances, performed by the youthful of both sexe5.
hi
general, the Karatschai have only one wife; some
amon;^ them, however, have two or three, with whom
they live in perfect felicity ; and, contrary to the practice of other mountaineers, treat them with kindness
and affection. The common people live with their
wives, who are permitted to see and converse with
strangers.
Among the higher ranks, each wife ha.<i a
separate habitation
no one may approach her, except
her husband, whose visits are never in the day-time,
but only at night. Should the wife of a person of high
rank have no offspring, his male illegitimate offspring
by slaves succeed nim in all his prerogatives and possessions, equaMy, as if they had been of lawful birth.
Cases of seduction or adultery become a matter of public interest.
The seducer is conductetl to the mosque,
and there trie<l by tlie elders of the tribe, who banish
him from their territories. The father turns his dishoiiourctl daughter, and the husband his adulterous wife,
out of the house, nor is either ever forgiven and sometimes tl»e affair terminates in the death of the offender.
The di.«graced family then quit the country, to conceal
their shame.
Three diflerent ranks seem to be acknowledged niffertnce
it is

:

;

;

among

the Karatschai; first, princes; secondly, nobles j <^ "»!:•
commona or peasants; but all are tributary to
the Circassians, who are considervtl their only superiors.
There are tfarve families of princes, who are entitled to
exact the attendance of the nobles iu their equestrian
excursions ; and they may, besides, take the use of any
person's horses, provide<l these be soon returned : but it
does not appear that they derive any revenues from the
tribe.
They marry the <laughteni of the Circassian
nobles, who take their daughters for wives reciprocally.
Thus, on the whole, they should only be considered
nobles of the highest rank.
Neither do they seem to
enjoy any real authority over the {>eople, though they
exert their influence among them.
Important matters arc discussed by an assembly of the elders in
their mostpie.
Shoukl a son be disobedient to his parents, he u placed at the door of the mosque, and seriously exhorted to refunn.
If the admonition proves
ineflectual, his parents, after providing him with a few
necessaries, turn him out of doors, which he is never
anin permitted to enter, and disown him ; and should
bn conduct still prove reprehensible, he is expelled from
The Karatschai swear by the Kothe village for life.
ran to observe their agreements ; and a violation of the
bargain is attended with forfeiture of five or ten sheep
to Uie village. Af^er paying this penalty, the covenant
may be renewetl ; and no instance is known of its being
infringed a second time.
Children are brought up in a. strict and commends- Gducatioiu
Many persons commit the education of
ble manner.
their sons to the priest, or miilla, who instructs ihem in
reading and writing, in which having obtained proficiency, they are ajqiointed to chant the Koran in the

and

thirdly,

moioue.

The

Karatschai are the most polished and best dispo<

:

K A R
*M«»»«Jtti.

Red tribe of any Inhabiting the Coucausian mountains,
all their neighbours in mildness of manners.
The rich lend oxen to the poor ; present them
with donations; or find them such employment as en-

-^"Y'^' and surpass

Though easily exto subsist in comfort.
asperatetl, they are as easily pacified, and prone to
Treachery is so rare, as
acknowlefge their errors.

able*

them

Should
scarcely to be known to them even by name.
a native be guilty of it, or a stranger find his way among
them as a spy, he would literally be cut to pieces. To
the Kabardian princes, their superiors, they pay the utManufactures and
trade.
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tlescription of

Lord

Karatschai dwell in a fertile country, from which
subsistence can readily be obtained they are industrious,
and practise agriculture, but are incapable of manufacTheir arms,
turing those articles which require skill.
which are guns, pistols, sabres, and d«iggers, they procure from the Circassians: All the f loth of their apparel

doo Pantheon

:

manufactured by themselves, and it is, besides, much
esteemed throughout the whole of Caucasus. The females go little abroad, and are occupied in the manufacture of gold and silver thread, and in making clothes for
Their commerce is very limited. Furs
the other sex.
of various wild animals, obtained in the woods and
mountains, are either sold to foreign traders, or kept
A surplus
for carpets, whereon they kneel in prayer.
of their woollen cloth, as also felts for carpeting and
is

and a Turkish
the Russians, called Tschuschukulee, or Sochumkalah, on the coast of the Black
Some tobacco, of which they are excessively
Sea.
fond, is disposed of to the neighbouring tribes, who
export it to Russia. One of these is likewise supplied
by them with lead and sulphur great quantities of
cornel berries, which grow in the woods, are preserved
lioods, are e.xported to the Imirettians,

fortress

now occupied by

:

and sold to tlie Turks and Kabardians
but their own country being too cold for bees, they
From
procure it from the latter for this purpose.
them likewise they get salt, and articles of Russian
produce ; and for their other commodities, are received
in honey,

in return, tobacco-pipes, which are in great demand,
Turkish tobacco, otter skins, copper kettles, needles,
thimbles, silks, and cottons.
The Karatschai inhabit a village, sometimes called
by the same name, and sometimes Elbrus, consisting
of 250 liouses, distant about ten miles from the northem base of the mountain, and thirty north-east of another mountain, called Dshuraan-taw, at the confluence
of the rivers Chursuk and Kuban. A tribe called
Urusby, dwelling on the elevated ridge of Tschalpach,
belongs to the same people, and is ruled by a Kabardian prince. The whole nation seems limited to 4000
families.

Very

little is preserved of the history of the KaratsAbulghasi Bahader Khan, the prince of Karazm,
who bestowed so much attention on the history of the
Tartars, is silent regarding them.
But about the same
period wherein he flourished, namely, the middle of
the seventeenth century, they are mentioned in general terms by Lamberti, the Italian missionary.
He remarks that they spoke the Turkish language, and expresses his surprise how they could have preserved it
in such purity, amidst the variety of surrounding nations.
In his time they were invaded by some of the
mountaineers, who being repulsed, a number of women
in military accoutrements weie found among the slain.
Being brought to the prince of Mingrelia, he promised
great rew.irds to the Karatschai, if they could Uke one
of these Amazons alive.
Both arms and accoutre-

chai.

them.

Karly
later years, the inroads of
I
the Caucasian tribes, and the de- '^'"'*^^*";

Of

.

the Russians among
sire of their government to become more imlmately ac«
qnainted with the territories over which thi-y claim
authority, have exposed some singular and interesting
features in the history of the mountaineers by which
thcv are inhabited, (c)
KARLY, or Cauli, is the name of a village between
Bombay and Poonah, where there are several excavations similar to those of Elephanta and Ellora.
See

most respect.

The

U-

ments were seen by Lamberti, who gives a very minute

Valentia's Travels, vol.
;

ii.

p. 163.

;

Moor's Hin-

and Mrs. Graham's Journal of a

dence tn India.

liesi'
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KARMATHIANS.

See Carmathians.
See Kazan.
KASHNA. See K,\ssin.%.
KASIDEANS, or Assiueans, were a religious fraternity among the Jews, who bound themselves to
adorn the porches of the temple of Jerusalem, and preserve it from decay.
Scaliger maintains, that the Essenes were descended from them.
KASSINA, or Cash.va, is a kingdom of Africa, situated to the north of the Niger, between the kingdoms of Bornou and Tombuctoo. This kingdom has
such a striking resemblance to that of Bornou in its
soil, climate, and productions, as well as in its form of
government, and in the manners of the people, that we
must refer the reader, in those points, to an account of
that kingdom.
There is a considerable difference, however, between
the two kingdoms, in language, currency, and in cerThe currency of Kastain articles of their commerce.
sina consists of cowrie shells, of which 2500 are equal
The merchants of Kassina supto 10s. l|d. Sterling.
ply all other nations with the salt which is obtained from
The lakes in which this vathe kingdom of Bornou.
luable commodity is found, are 45 days march from
Agadez, and are encircled by the burning sands of the
A thousand camels are employed
Desart of Bilraa.

KASAN.

which are engaged in this profitable
other articles of commerce which the kingdom of Kassina affords, are gold dust, slaves, cotton
cloth, senna, goatskins, ox and- buffalo hides, and civet ; and, in exchange for these, they receive cowries,
horses, red caps, check linens, coarse woollen cloths,
in the caravans,

trade.

The

Turkey carpets, Mesurata carpets, silks,
and brocades, sabre blades, Dutch knives, scissars, coral beads, small looking-glasses, and nuts, which
communicate a pleasant bitter by infusion.
baize, small
tissues

rapidity of the Niger in its passage through the
is so great, that vessels are unable
In the proceedings of the Afrito ascend the current.
can Association (1792), Agadez is said to belong to
Kassina, but IJorneman states, that it is tlffe capital of

The

kingdom of Kassina

an independent kingdom called Asben. The city' of
Cassina is 6"50 miles VV. S. W. from Bornou, and 690
E. S. E. from Tombuctoo. It is situated in East Long.
11" 31', and North Lat. 14i°.
KATMANDU. See Khatmandu.
KAUFFMAN, Angelica, an eminent female painter, was the daughter of an artist, and was born at Coire,
the capital of the Orisons, on the 30th October, 1 740.
Her turn for painting was carefully cultivated by her
father, who took her to Milan at the age of fourteen,
and afterwards sent her to Rome, where she soon acquired the reputation which was due to her talents.
In the year 1765, she came to England with Lady
Wentworth, the wife of the British ambassador 8t Vc-

'

~

'
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nice,

ner.
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I

and was there received in the mo't flatterinp manHer happiness, however, w«s distined to be of

office which he held till 1716.
seized with a violent fever, he died on
the 1st September 1721, in the 50th year of his age.
The following is a list of the principal works of Or.
Keill :

to

her majesty, an

Having been

The footman of a German count, who
short duration.
personated his master, contrived to get himself introduced at court, and persuaded Angelica to marry him.
J'l"' i'.<-<r.t:,i„ hnwever, was soon discovered
and it
Ah Examination of Dr. Burnel't Theori/ of the Earth,
iig him £ 300, that he came under an
V
mith some remarks on Mr. H'hislnn's Ntn Theon/ of the
"n to Germany, and cease to molest Earth.
ol>. ^
Lond. I698. A second edition of this work
irds married an Italian painter of the appeared in 1737>
her.
-..i
and, after a residence of seventeen
Introdudio ad Feram Pht/sicam, Lond. 1702. Anew
rs!""
.;land. she returned with him to tlie Griyt
edition of it appeared in 1736.
.^
e time af\cr wards she settled at Rome,
sui.a.
.\n edition of Euclid, with two tracts on Trigonowhere her house was the resort of artists and men metry, and the nature of logarithms, 1713.
of gen'us of all countrits. She died at Rome, on the
Introdudio ad feram A.slronomiam, in 1701, which
5th November, 1S07, in the 6Tth year of her age, and was afterwards translated into English.
•be was honoured with a splendid public funeral, which
His papers in the Philosophical Transactions, are, "
wa» under the direction ot the celebrated Canova.
1. On the Laws of Attraction, and other Physical
KA/ A ^' '-' Cxixx, is a city of Russia, and capital Principles. Phil. Trans. I7O8. No. 315. p. 97.
of a K
of the same name, situated on the
2. Of the Laws of Centrifugal Force, 17O8. No.
high Itttii^ ''> iMt: rivulet Kaxanka, about five versts to 317. p- n*.
the leA of the Volga.
It consiata of a strong furt, built
3. The Newtonian Solution of Kepler's Problem of
with stoiteT-oT a tuwn, built of wood and of several finding the true motion of the Planeu, &c. &c. 1713.
suburbs, one of which u inhabited by the Tartar*.
No. 337. p. 1.
There arc here sereral churches built of stone, and
4. Thcoremata qunrdam infinitara materia; divisibilieleven convents. At one end of the town is a cloth tatem spectantia, 1714. No. .S37. p .S2.
mn- ' • 'v, the produce of which is bought by go5. Observations on Mr. John Bernoulli's remarks on
vt
: a fiX'-tl
price, for tlie purpose of clothing
the inverse problem of Centripetal Forces, with a new
Uic co.iurs.
It hd* alto bem long celebrated for its
solution of the Problems, I714.
No. 350. p. 91.
manufacture of Russian leather. In the convent of
See our life of John Bkr.noulli, for an account of
Sclandowa, which is situated about two versts from our author's quarrel with that mathematician
an<l our
the Utwn, OD the river Kazanka, is a school for the article Fluxions, for an account of his dispute with
education o( the Tartar*, who are instructed in the Leibnitz.
ftuasian and Latin languages, in the elements of philoKEITH is the name of a town and parish of .Scotaophy, and in the principles of the Christian religion, land, in the county oC Banff. The new town of Keith
in order to qualify them as preacticr*.
Kaxan is alao was founded in 1750, by the Earl of Finil later, upon a
'
the aec of an arc bi<hop. The garrison of the
r.n moor, which was let in lots of 30 feet by 70.
conti it * of three rt-giments, for the use of whom tl.
ufacturers «pee«lily formed t-Htablishments, and the
U a good hospital. The surroundin
is fertile
to.vn gradually increased.
Flax dressing, spinning,
in wneat, barley, oats. &c. ; and to
and east and weaving, afford emplnyment to m.-uiy of tne inhaf* ext.
i.icli jirc conveycil
bitants.
In 179'. the itopulation of tlic town was ) he city
to St.
lOTi.
In 1800, the population of Uic whole parish
^.
consumetl by hrt ui I'l'j iuid 17 J J. It'
3289; and in 1811, it was S3,5'2. See Sir John
Moscow is 400 mile* east, and from .'^t.
l.iir's Sla'itlical Account if Hcutland, vol. v.
(i60 south>ea*L
It is situated in Eaat Long, ly H',
KEL.AT. See Mekiiav.
and in North I^t. 5.30 45'.
KELP is the produce of the burning of certain Fxci..
KEPT, Kbpht, or Corros, is a town of Fpypt, si> as partictilarly specified under thst article, and rendered
tuatcd on a canal made from the ri,;ht bank of t)i« Nile. useful in the arts, by the quantity of soda and of neuAt a village to the north of the town, art the ruins tral salts which it contain^, Ixrin;; in t!ie form of pretnof a iinair temple. I'here is a lake about 300 pace* ish or bluei<>h masres approaching to bl.ick
It has !)«.. Impwiune*
long and 900 broad, to the eaat of the high ground of come an ol)ject of great attention to individual*, from "f '"'P*
tlM oU tky, which »tem» to have been a reservoir for the value which the manufacture of it adds to those
die <upply of the town.
Over the canal which ri*rs landed estates which have any great extent of sea shore
to the south of this, are the remains of two bridges, adapted to the raising of the fuci
und by public boone of which has five piers, but no arches, large stone* die*, especially the Highland Society of Scotland, it is
being laid from one pier to another. Distance from cherished a* an important internal resource, by which
Cairo 250 mile* aoutb. East Long. S2" (/, and North the wealth of the country is extended.
This active boLat. «.'>» W.
dy has made many laudable exertions for ditlcn^e^illg
KIM
rmatician and na- the means of cultivating it to advantiige, and of turn,
tural |.
'uirgli in the year
ing it to account in the other manufactures to which it
l67l, and Ktutlit-d in tli.j
'ler the celeis applied.
In the first volume of their prize es^uys
In
bratcd Dr. Gregory.
-I
Baliul Col.
and transactions, we have, from tlic late Dr. VValker, an
lege, Osfoni, where he
'Table reputa- excellent account of the manufacture, in the state in
tion, by reading
i>irimentaf phiwhich it existed at tlie time when the essay was writ_ private
.
Imyhy. He iiiiccccded Dr. .Millington in 1700, aa ten ; together with valuable suggestions for improving
St dbim protimor of natural philosophy. In 1 70S he its quality, and for enlarging the manufacture, by the
was elected a fellow of the Royal Society. In 17(>9, he cultivation of sea-weed.s. V\ e have also the 8ubsc(|iicnt
went to New Fngbnd, as treasurer to the Palatines, extended observations of his successor. Professor Jameand upon his return in 1710, he was chosen Savilian son, which were first publl-hed in his account of the
About the year mineralogy of the .Scottish isles. Considerable precauprefeaaCT of astronomy in Oxford.
1711, he wai apfointed by Queen Anne, decvpherer tions are required, both in the gathering, drying, and
;

;

—

;
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Kelp.

burning of the

fuci, in the

(rcatment of

tlie

ashes, in
.

their fusion, one! the degree of exposure to the air during these processes, as the alkali is apt to be dissipavariety of particulars.
te<l, by neglect or excess, in a
knowledge of the most advantageous process in burn-

A

and, at the present moment,
ing is still
(IftlS,) the Highland Society holds out the promise of
of its approbation, to the auiin honourable testimony
thor of the best satisfactory experimental account of
a desideratum

Till very lately, it seemed a matter of difficulty among
manufacturers who purchase kelp, to assure themselves
of the comparative value of different cargoes. The processes of chemists for estimating the amount of alkali
contained in it had been various, and some of them appeared to imply a degree of trouble in the manipulation, which was too inconvenient, and perhaps too unTo
certain, for habitual application to mercantile use.
remove this disadvantage, was bne object with the
Highland Society, for which thev offered two of their
In consequence of whicn, we have two judiciprizes.
ous essays on the subject, both deemed worthy of the
proffered mark of encouragement, one by Dr. Fyfe, and
another by Mr. Parkes. The first of these is most extensive in its objects, and in a form best adapted to direct application to practice. Meritorious new discoveries are sometimes inferior in utility, to the well executed task of rendering those available which are already
made, pointing out the most judicious choice among
many proposed expedients, and removing from the
minds of those concerned all discouraging impressions
of the difficulty of the subject. This essay has for one
chief object the comparison of kelp and barilla ; an important problem, as leading us to discover how far the
domestic falls short of the foreign article, and what hope
may be encouraged of rivalling the latter in the market, without the aid of the questionable policy of a
heavy duty, tending to exclude from our manufactures
the employment of the cheapest article.
shall follow the order in which the subject is treated in the essay now mentioned.
The soluble part of any fair sample of kelp, is separated by boiling it in water, after it has been duly comminuted. The proportion of it that was found in the
experiments of Dr. Fyfe, varied from about one-third to
two-thirds of the whole. The constituent parts of it are
ascertained by two different processes ; the one consists
in the application of the different chemical tests to the
whole in a state oi" solution, the other in making it
yield its saline ingredients in a crystallized form, by
the process of evaporation.
The effects produced on
the vegetable colours show the presence of an alkali,
either uncombined, or in union only with the carbonic
acid.
This is well known to be soda.
quantity of
potassa likewise exists in it, and shews itself, by giving
with tartaric acid a precipitate, which is soluble in the
muriatic acid.
There is no neutral salt with an earthy
or metallic base.
The existence of such a compound is
excluded by the superabundance of free alkali, and this
.nbscnce is confirmed by the employment of the tests,
by which such base would be detected. The presence
of sulphuric acid is shown, by a precipitate formed
with the muriate of baryta, and which is not soluble in
muriatic acid. The presence of muriatic acid is shown,
by the insoluble precipitate the muriate of silver formed when it is treated with nitrate of silver. Other experiments were made, by which the following ingredients, besides the alkali, were found to be contained
in 100 grains of the saline matter.

We

Chemical
kelp.

,

,

...

,

'^

Grains.

.

.

•

.

^

•.

,

.5

.

J

.1

.

2.01

'^""v""

19,1

Insoluble matter,

5

;

that subject.

analysis of

,

Carbonic acid and sulpliOTcUed liygMgen,
"
Sulphur,
.
.
.
.
Sulphuric acid,
Muriatic acid,

A

These were

in combination

with as

much of

the al-

was suflficient for their saturation. Experiments were made, to shew in what state of combination they existed, by observing what salts make their
kaline bases as

appearance in evaporation ; but these are now superseded by the subsequent ingenious researches ofDr. Murray, on the analysis of mineral waters and the waters of
the sea, (see the Transactions of the Roydl Society of
Edinburgh, vols. vii. and viii. ) "from which it appears,
:

that the

same

solutions afford neutral salts differing in
chemical constitution according to the process by which

these formations are separated ; and consequently, that
all the knowledge that is within our reach is obtained,
when the proportions of different acids and bases contained in any mixed solution are determineck
These
ingredients were the same in the saline matter procured
from different specimens of kelp, though in various pro-

'

portions.
The principal object

which was wanted, was an easy Method of
method of ascertaining the quantity of alkali contained ascertaining
in different specimens of kelp.
Mr. Kirwan had em- "l"^ P'oporployed a solution of common alum, and judged of the
quantity of alkali by the quantity of aluminous earth
which the solution was found capable of precipitating
from the sulphuric acid, to which in that substance it
By this method, he shewed in a paper, conis united.
tained in the Irish Transactions, that Cunnaraara kelp
contained of soda
.
3.437 per cent.
And when deprived of sulphur by )
aakthe action of carbonic acid,
J
Strangford kelp,
1 .25
Professor Jameson made experiments on different
kinds of kelp by the application of this test, and also
,

.

.

.

first recommended by Dr. Black, viz.
the neutralization of an acid of given strtsigth.
In his
experiments,

by that which was

11)S,

Norway

kelp contained In 100 lbs.
Slietland do. of indifterent value,

Lewis do.
Arran do.

Good

Isia do.

Uo. iSrull do.
Do. Moncn do.
Do. Skye do.
Leith do.

.

...
.

.

.

.......
.......
.......

2
2
3

oz.

11

6
11

;?J

4
4.

4j

5
4.

Dr. Fyfe very properly gives the preference to the

method of Dr. Black, as simpler and more easily employed by all who have any interest in knowing the va«
lue of different cargoes ; and the strength of the j^cid
must be in the first place perfectly known. This is
conveniently done by using sulphuric acid, the stre. gith
of which is readily ascertained by its specific gravity.
A given weight of kelp reduced to powder, is mixed
with a given weight of boiling water, allowed to remain
in mixture several days, and frequently shaken.
One
half of the clear solution is poured off, and this is saturated with the acid, litmus paper being employed as
the test of the point of saturation.
The quantity of
acid which it has required is ascertained by using a
small measure divided into grains, in adding the acid
in successive portions.
The results of this test on 35
specimens are given, from which it appears that the
proportion of alkali varies from 1 to 6' per cent, and that

v^°

1

KELP,
Kdp.

IMOIOUC

ftU

the kelp, even tt the same place, varies conuderably,
depending, no doubt, on the circumstances which occur
during the manut'acture. This last circumstance renders it of importance, that the purchaser should always
be able to judge et' it* value. It is shewn in the tame
paper, that for want of soine method for this purpose,
higii price* are •ometime* ffiven for very indifferent
article*.
£ 8 per ton was gtwn for kelp containing 4.^
per cent while £11, 1 la. wa* given for an article cootaiwg lei* tlwa one per cent.
It is on this ingredient
that tke Tshic of ke^ to the soap-maker depends.
The foDowing atatement i* given, of die compoation
of tbe kuolmbU part of kelp, as aacettained by cxperi.
ment-

.....
.......VI

Sulpfauirtud hfdngtn

Cu^Mio,
Suioiiune acid.

ud cartw r
i

14.

aod,

^1

Its

3*.«

1K.5
14.4

In.

'21

Ijm

1-86

.

10O.O

The

quantity of uneonbiiMd alkali in barilla, was
vtth baril- fitund to be more unifoni tban in kelp, and the average
about 1 1 per cent. The whole .v>luble matter amount*
ed to from one-half to two-third*. In all reapects, the
namber and kind ol* ii^gndiMiU in kelp and barilla are
tbe aune, with the imitiiBi of iodine, whjdi i* contained in kelp, bat not in barilla.
AMlicatioi
The maniUactures in which kelp i* enpioyed, are
or kelp IB
pnadpalljr Ma|>>making, blaMtd^f. and (iaaa-making.
?<.
The aoap aaaliar and hiearher nae the aolubie parts
alone ; and theae arc onlv to iar valuable to them, as
thev contain uncombinad alkali, or can be made (o
yieU it After the soda i* e Hit 111, an addilianal
quantd^ of this alkali may be ptncnead tnm the mAFor thia pnrpoae the apant iMa aw vaixad
pkatai.
wiUi aaw-diiat, ar waate tanner'* bade, and a portion of
lime ia added ; theae ai« iajwianJ to an intenae heat,
with the ftee aeoea* of air, in a nverbemtory Awnace.
The c&ct of thi* proce** i* to «U»»-iy the sulphuric acid, in oanac^uenoe of which the alkali i« set
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he gives a table of the

specific gravities of solutions of

diflerent degrees of sttengtli, varying

from

1

to

Kelp:

20 per

cent.

A nludon eontaimng

A ioludon cootaiiiiiig
1

per cent has a spe1008.1
cific gravity of

2

.

.

.

3

.

.

.

4
5
6

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7

.

.

.

8

.

9
10

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

1015.9
1023.4
1090.6
1037.5
1041.4
1051.1
1059.1
10C0.9

12

1075

80

per cenL has a spe1082.3
cific gravity of
.

.

.

13
14
15
16
17
19
19

10«9.5
1096.6
1103.5
1110.4
1 1

10.9

1123.

1128.6
1 133.8
1138.1

Two ounces

of finely ground kelp majr be put into a
narrow glass ; on this six ounces ot water may be
poured, aiicf tbe height of the liquid marked on the
It inay then be boiled gently for an hour, the
giaas.
whole returned into the glass, uid a quantity of waUr
The specific gravity
added, till it rises to the mark.
of a dear portion of this ma^ then be iinartaMMii, and,
a* *ix time* the weight ut water was employed, the
proportion per cent, is to be multiplied by six.
When the whole quantity of soluble matter is ascerUined, and also the quantity of uncombined alkali, or
alkaline carbonate, it may be of use to determine the
proportion of sulphuric acid, by treating it with muriate of barytes, and weighing the precipitate affonled.
This will show what jprapartion of alkali may be obtasned by the applicaftton of heat to the soaper** leee,
mixed up with saw-dust, or other carfoonaoeoua mattall

Sulphuric
»ad.

ter.

The

insaiahlc

makers

tmidne of kdp,

is

used by the glassof glas*. When

far preparing tbe coarser kinds

obtained front the (oap-boiler, it contains a quantity of
lime, which he has added to it, and this earth has a conThia residerable share in tbe fiaiaaliun of the glass.
sidue alao forms a valoabie manure.

In tbe manufacture of crown glasa, kelp

is

employeil

in tbe entire state, being subjected to tne process of
lination, but to no chemical separation uf its incscept that the carbon and sulphur arc
off' by the application of n strong heat, and this
is done after it is mixed with the sand, which is to

free ; atul though thi* alkali ahoaM consist partly of
potaaaa, yet it ia the aada that ia obtained free, »m the
pottKia rTolvad fletadta* it from the muriate of aoda,

form the glass along with it.
Tbe kelp procured from the Fucit Veticulotiu, is in Comparison
largest quantitv, and is generally in most esteem for its o<° ^<' '-'i'
by combining with the add of this salt Tbe oaw- qnality. The'Fi«MM NodoMHs affo«ls a kelp of wjual ^"f^[''
biMtion of the carbonaoaon* matter employed predaaei vahie, but in smaller quantity. The Fucus Strratut is
a quantity of carbonic acid, by uniting with the oyigen in both these particular* less productive ; and the f '«of the auniharic, and this carbonic acid combine* with CKJ Digilatut still less. The last forms the principal
more or ua* of the alkali, set free from the more pow> part ai the drift ware, which is regarded as aifording
arful aod*.
The sulphur obtained by the deeoaipaaiof an inferior quality, though to this there are octien of the tolpbiaic acid, unite* with the lime to fignn
a aulphurtC The moriaU of piHaii*. formed in tbia
Kalp fucawd ftom fuct which have lieen expoaed Effect of
peocess, ia obuinad by « »ano»atinn, and laailiaiail by to rain during the process of dr>-ing, is fonnd inferior rain.
the alum manuiactureai. Th* remainii^ lata aontatn in it* quality to that which has escaped such expoiodine, which auy be laparaicd cooioMaly, by the preGcaaca deaeribed under oar article loniNc. ta whicb the
Foci cut when, two or three years old, yield mote Age of the
reader i* referred for a fuU account of that ringakr kelp in proportion to ita bulk, than when suffered to ^'^

Up

substance.

Aa

tba aolubie matter i* thus valuable, ami it ia t^
HMO* importance to be able to determine the total quasi.
titr of it riattaiaiid in a given portion of any particular
kelp, Dr. Fyfc pr ayc*ii. aa the rcadiaat method of d*.
ing this, to eitract it from a given weight of the kelp,
by means of a determinate propartion of water, and
IMa to nae the cnnmott means for detefiiiiuing tbe
spedhc gravity of tbe aolulion. To aant thia prooe*.

atand

long<>r.

I'he alkali, free or carbonated, contained in kelp,

is nti;pn of

^*/""
the product o( the burning process; none being ob**
tained from aca-weed by subiecting it to the action
of bailing water. It is fonnd, however, that the acceas of air is not necessa ry to the evolution of the soda,
and that it i* equally procured by strong heat applied

The hetit
to the weed, in close as in open vessels.
acts by the destniction of the sulphates, which is ef<

'^"

K E L
Kelp.
Ketto,

Mnn*

or

incrttuiing

the alluai.

valuable practical result was obuined ; that the quanof alkali in kelp may be increased, by sprinkling
During hot
fea-water on the weed while it is drying.
weather, when it is nearly sufficiently dry, this might
be done witliout much risk of a retardation to the manufacture, by the occurrence of the rains, to which our
uncertain climate is so liable. Perhaps a similar sprinkling might be employed during the burning of the
weed, especially when at any time the heat is too powerful, and the combustion too rapid.
KELSO, a market town of Scotland, in the county of Roxburgh, is situated on the north bank of the
Tweed, at its confluence with the Tiviot. In ancient
writings it is called Palco, and spraetimes Kelkow, &c.
but its etymology is quite uncertain. Kelso extends
about half a mile along the sloping ground, on the
bank of the river; and the plan of the town is uncomspacious square is
monly striking and convenient.
near the centre, from which six streets diverge in diftity

.

A

Mr. Pennant, who visited Kelso in
ferent directions.
1772, observes that it is built much afler the manner
lie perhaps alludes not so much
of a Flemish town.
to the general aspect of the town, as to the awkward
fashion which then too much prevailed, of placing the
gables instead of the fronts of the houses towards the
street.

This clumsy contrivance has

now

given

way

to a better taste, and the square and. principal streets
contain many neat, and some elegant shops and dwel-

Abbey

of

K E L
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i'ected by the union of the carbonaceous matter of the
weed with the oxygen of the acid, and has therefore
exactly the same rationale with the process already
mentioned, to which soaper's lees are subjected, by the
artificial mixture with carbonaceous matter.
From some ingenious experiments of Dr. Fyfe, one

ling houses, built of the beautiful freestone of Sprouston quarry. Slates are now substituted for thatch,
which used to be employed in covering the older
buildings.
The square was for many years deformed
by an old and ruinous town-house, which was taken
down several years ago. In March 1816, the foundation of a new and elegant one was laid, which is now
nearly finished, (Jan. 1818.)
The building, carried
on by subscription, under the liberal patronage of the
Duke of Roxburgh, contains on the ground floor a
piazza, surrounded by arcades, which is intended for
a market-house.
The principal story, adorned with
simple Ionic columns, and sunnounted by a balustrade,
contains the town-hall, and other apartments.
The greatest ornamentof the town is the abbey, founded by David I. about the year 1128, of which a large
part has resisted the ravages of time, and the desolations of border wars. This pious prince, before he succeeded to the throne, and while he was earl of Cumberland, had planted a colony of monks, of the order
called Tyronensis, at Selkirk.
These he attempted to
establish at the ancient city of Roxburgh ; but finding,
as we are told, in the preamble of the charter, that they
could not be properly accommo<lated there, he removed them to the church of the Holy Vii'gin, at Calcow, (Kelso.) This church was delivered up to the
monarch, for this purpose, by Robert, bishop of St.
Andrew's, in whose diocese it then was.
In the deed
of conveyance, he declares it " salutam et ab omni subjectione et exactione liberam," and allows the monks
and abbots of Kelso to receive ordination, and other
sacraments of the church of Rome, from any bishop
they pleased in Scotland or Cumberland. For their
Bccomniotlation, David caused to be built a magnificent abbey and monastery, in the Saxon style, by art-

brouglit from various countries.
By the charter of KeTs*.
the re-establishment from the royal founded, which ^""^r""'
makes part of the chartulary deposited in the Advo- Abbey of
cates' Library, Edinburgh, ^»well as by other politi- KeUo.
ists

and

documents, it appears t4iat its possesand immunities, were great. The
abbey had its original charter of confirmation from
Pope Innocent II. In the chartulary already mentioned, is to be found a bull of Pope Alexander HI.
allowing the abbot to wear a mitre, and other pontifical distinctions, and to be present at all general
councils.
Innocent 1 1 1, granted some important privileges to the abbey, and in particular exempted the
abbot from all episcopal jurisdiction.
He and his
clergy, notwithstanding their removal, Retained the
churches of Selkirk and Roxburgh, " and the tythes
with the schools of Roxburgh."
They had various
churches granted to them at different times ; among
others, thoseof Sprouston, Makerston, Greenlaw, Hume,
Keith, Gordon, &c. &c.
The Tyronensian monks are
said to have been particularly attentive to agriculture
and thearts; and to have maintained within their monasteries husbandmen and mechanics, the profits of whose
labour formed a part of the funds of the establishment.
Many persons of distinction have held the office of abbot, among others James Stuart, natural son of James
V. The rental contained in the chartulary, is curious,
but much too long for insertion in a work of this nature.
Upon the forfeiture of Francis, Earl of Bothwell, admiral of Scotland, James the VI. granted the
superiority of the abbey to Sir Robert Ker of Cessford,
the ancestor of the dukes of Roxburgh.
Although
this venerable structure was in a great measure defaced and demolished, in consequence of the civil and
religious struggles that prevailed, especially at the
glorious era of the Reformation, yet the principal part
of it was probably early used as a Protestant place of
worship and in the seventeenth century, it undercal

sions,

historical

privileges,

•

;

went considerable additions and
it

for a Presbyterian church.

repairs, in order to

From

this

time

it

fit

was

the parish church, till the year 1771, when a false
alarm being spread during public worship, that the
building was falling, it was never again used. This
alarm was the more easily excited, as there was previously a popular fear, grafted on a traditional prophecy of Thomas the Rhymer, that the abbey would fall
when it was at the fullest. (Vide notes to Scott's
From this time the
Minstrelsy of tlie Border, vol. iii.)
building was neglected, till the late duke William oi
Roxburgh caused an ugly modern aisle, and a part ot
the modern wall to be removed ; and the present duke
James has had almost the whole of the modern deformities taken away, by which means the transept, and
many windows and side arches of the original abbey
are "displayed.
The style of the building is Saxon,
with a slight mixture of Gothic. The central tower is
about ninety feet in height. There' is none of that
exuberance of ornament, for the quantit}' and nicety of

execution of which the neighbouring abbey of Melrose
is remarkable, and there are no remains of niches for
images or statues. But the arches are clustered with
admirable strength and beauty, and those which sup.
port the lantern are truly magnificent. (See Civil Ar«

cHiTECTUHE, Plate CLXVII. Fig. 2.)
During the border wars, Kelso is recorded to have
been no less than three times burnt down by the Eng,

lish,

It

appears surprising, that religions

houses,

which exhausted so much of the wealth of the nation,
and were deemed its greatest pride, should in so manj

.

;

KELSO.
lelia.

T^^

instances have been set down on the confines of two
lands, which were the natural rivals of each other,
and frequently engaged in the most inveterate liostility.
But, is it not probable, that these establishments,
which belonged to a religion common to both countries, were intended as moral bulwark;! against military
violence, and that while the ecdeaiaaties generally enjoyetl security in the midst of public alarm, their consecrated enclosures were designed to afford a ^fug« to
and even by softening the
mil who might be admitted
feeling*, and awing the consciences of invaders, might
in aome measure form a protection to the towns and
;

villages in their sacred vicinity i

Certain

it

is,

that

while castles and fortresses were olWn demolished,

Bdiftuxu

these (acred edifices, in general, remained secure, and
that they suffered more from the seal of the reformers,
in a few year*, than from all the conflicts of contending nations during many ages.
There are, in the parish of Kelso, the sites of two
other rellL':oin liouscs; the one a convent of Franci*of the beautiful peninsula formed by
cans, oil
cviot, opposite to Kelso, near which
.
the Twct
the farm house of Friars stands. About thirty year*
a gothic arch, and some other fragments remainbut no vestige of them is now to be seen. The
other religious building, called Mauon Dieu, which has
also disappeared, was a place of refuge and comfort for
pilgrims, the infin« i>i>i tli<- indigent.
It was situated
er Teviot
a little to the souii
i\h is a very large octagon.
The modem pa:
Besides the established church, there are place* of worship belonging tu the Kpi:>co})alians, Cameronian^
i

T,

•.

roenlatioe.

Burghers, Antiburgbern, and Relief.
"^^ population of the parish was V<"-i
'
-• - -- """
- •-"
1806 it
was 4'
in
siu taken
179^: in
4408. The population of the Utmu wa>,
and in 1806, S96S.

'"•

•1

T

the ceoin 1811

itin

«.«>icf

are 'ti;
the Duchess of Roxburgh,
•^.-...«

and

tion of

the En.-

A

.->co^

w

t'

1815, for
•Misting indigent parents in tli^ ...
.iun of their
Children 'this society sends its pupils indiscriminately
to any of the sihools.
Poor-rates have been established at Kelso for a long
pviod. Till within the last twenty-five year*, the
b^ritors were used to pay their part of the poor-rates
Vr
—:!ar assessment, and the inhabitants ottbe town
cir* by a kind of voluntary contribution; but
HiKc liiat time the proprietor* of house* have been antiMDjr Mveteed in toe same way as the proprietor* of
•
'T':
1e usctaaic;-'
land*.
>'irs ago, including
theexp'
OCT*, &c. V
The asarssment,
•'
- '
iifinff at the rate (k
for
Is.
ul of lands and bouse*.
primuiicrs, oo the roll, amount
Thr :.uiirji
allowance may be about Is. 8d.
to 1 Vy. and
ly or fifty other person* receive
pet week.
occasional or
'IT'/There arc nere several corporation boxc*, and maU
rpdnosn
'to.
friendly societies, one of them having a widow's fund
"1 the " Gardener's Society i"
att
;

—

.

"

'

ai

y<
tr>

i>b

bank, p.!
p^

"

o]>

VOL.

itji.

in Scotland.

These

Kelso-

novel institutions tend to preserve a humane, social, '~^'~'
and independent spirit, among the lower orders, and
a kindly intercourse between them and their superior?,
to whom they look for counsel and assistance in conducting them ; and also to counteract some political
evils of great and alarming extent.
Kelso, though it be the most populous town in the Governinenu
county of Uoxburgh, is not the county town. It was
erected into a burgh of barony, as is believed, in 1 605.
It is under the jurisdiction of a baron bailie, and firteen
stent-masters, or town-councillors, of whom a majority
(eight) are nominated by the duke, or his bailie; and
the remainder by the five incorporated trades, and the
merchant and butcher companies, one from each.
The small revenue of the town arises chiefly from an
annual tax, or stent, levied on the inhabitant!), chiefly
according to their rents. The weekly market is held
on Friday, in the square, where a great quantity of
grain is sold, and entirely by sample ; and whither mer- *'"''*'•chants from Berwick often resort, to purchase for exportation.
There are three great market.s held here near
V
le,
and three about Martinmas, at which
aitsof all <lcscriptions are hired.
More agri'tineas is transacted regularly at Kelso, than
jJier place between Berwick and Dumfries.
Ai
The system of husbandry, in this and the adjoining
counties, is deemed a mo<KI for the country at large
and the fanners are men of great skill and enterprise,
and not untrequently of capital, though many have suffered severely Irom the pressure of the two last years.
Kelso owes its support chiefly to this class, and their
numerous dependants ; its articles of trade and manu£tcture, of which ahoemaking is the most extensive,
being such a* are consumed in the district. The Bor,j,.r
A'TJcultural Society^ which is very flourishing,
.ly of five year* ttanding, holds its prize exh.»
and sales of stock, in this place.
Horticultural Society, of a humbler nature, and supported
chiefly by practical gardeners, was soon after instituI

A

ted, aiid goes

on well

The town and neighbourhood

in

A

'

.

:

SoCWtM*.

model

are well accommoda- Libraries,
ted in literary information, by three subacription libraries ; the oldiest instituted about sixty years ago, under
the name of " KtUo Library." There are also two
newspapers; the KeUo Mail, instituted in 1797, by
Mr. James Ballantyne, now of Edinburgh, and still
published twice in the week; and the KeUo Weeklif
Journal.
dispensary, for supplying the indigent of the town Oitpcnsary.
and country with advice and medicine, was instituted
about forty years ago. The late exci-llent Mrs. Baillie
of Mellerstain (Jerviswood), was its chief original probuilding has been more remoter.
A
ig on the designs of the charicently er(
ty ; and tiu-re are in it rooms capable of admitting a
few surgical cases. Fever-wards, on a small scale, are
immediately to be added.
handaome, and much- wanted bridge, was built Bridges.
oveif the Teviot aliout i5 years ago, a Tittle above its
The new bridge over
confluence with the Tweed.
Tweed, called Kelso .Bridge, was begun in 1800, to
supply the place of one which had been swept away
by the overflowing of the river in 1797- It conxists
<>ciety" was instituted aomo
ot five noble elliptical arches, and is one of the chiefs
>:«"< to do much good, and tend*
It was built by Mr.
artificial ornaments of the place.
A friendly, or Murray, under the direction of .Mr. Kennie. The ex;; tpirit of theagc.
<jii tlK' general plan of that at Ruthwell, was
pence, with the approaches, &c. amounted to about
year* ago, and
the first that waare- X 10,000.
society, the

penny a-week each,

scribe a

mer-S-

OOD-

and Lady
which sub-
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gularly organised on this
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In the beautiful peninsula immediately opposite to
Kelso, to the west, and at the extremity of the parish,

found

last crumbling fragments of what was
once Roxburgh Castle, so much celebrated in Scottish
Teviot,
It was built on the north bank of the
history.
on a mount rising about sixty feet above its level. The
wacastle was defended by a deep moat, supplied with
which
it would at
with
connection
in
river,
the
from
ter
any time have been easily insulated. Indeed, the streams
of Tweed and Teviot approach so near above the casbe easy to convert
tle, and then diverge, that it might
ground, into an island;
it, and the whole adjoining
and this probably was sometimes done, for the defence
both of the castle, and of the ancient town of Rox" This casburgh, which stood near it. Camden says
tie was anciently called Marcltidun, from its standing
on the marches ; and, for its natural situation, and outward fortifications, was exceedingly strong." Early
in the twelfth century, we find ifc mentioned as a place
of national importance ; and it is at various intervals
recorded as the arena of bitter and extensive hostility
—as having often changed masters and as the scene
of the birth, imprisonment, marriage festival, and death
of kings. James II. of Scotland lost his life while besieging this fortress, then in possession of the English.
His forces and artillery were drawn up on the north
side of the Tweed, opposite to the castle, in a part of
what is now the Park of Fleurs ; and while trying a
piece of wooden ordnance, it burst and killed him.

of

stands the very

—

—

A holly

marks the place where this disaster
;
and some of the older inhabitants remember the vestiges of a village which stood
The name
near the place, and was called Fair-Cross.
is supposed by some to have originated in an exclamation of James' widowed queen, on seeing the body of
the fallen monarch, " There lies his Fair corpse;"
which, approaching in sound to the other name, and
falling in with a favourite religious association, might
easily give rise to the altered name.
On the following
day, James III. then only seven or eight years of age,
was crowned at Kelso and his gallant moti.er, animating the drooping spirits of the chiefs, by telling them
they had still a king, and, shewing him to the army,
roused them to new and more vigorous exertion.
In
a few days the castle was taken, and in a great measure
tree

is said to

.

Roxburgh.

1

still

have happened

;

destroyed.
It underwent, however, a partial repair;
and was again put into a fortified state by the lord protector Somerset, in the reign of Edward VI.
It finally
fell into decay, after the happy union of Scotland and
England, which rendered such strong-holds unnecesYet it is to be regretted, that the very spot
sary.
where it stood should retain no mark of its former existence ; and perhaps something might yet be done, at
a moderate expence, to prevent the last lingering vestiges of its ruins from utterly disappearing.
The ancient town of Roxburgh, which stood in a situation of much peril, on a part of the sloping ground
between the castle and the junction of the rivers, is recorded to have been a place of considerable extent and
population, where courts of justice were held, at which
the king sometimes presided.
It was one of the four
most ancient royal burghs of Scotland ; and, though
fragments of the foundation are sometimes turned up
by the plough or spade, not the slightest external trace
of it is visible. The church of St. James, which was
in or adjoining to the city, was founded, according to
the Chronicle of Mai/ross, (Melrose) in 1134.
In attempting to trace its foundation, upwards of thirty years
ago, a considerable quantity of wheat and barley were

in

a charred

state,

some pieces of glass and

on a

brick,

tiled pavement ; also
Kcl«i.
which exhibited marks ^""T""^

fire.

On

the meadow still called St. James' Sreeii, one of St. James's
the greatest fairs, and most ancient, in the south of f"'Scotland, is annually held on the 5th of August. Of
this fair, one half of the customs is drawn by the magistrates of Jedburgh ; the other by the Uuke of Roxburgh ; and the jealousy of the inhabitants of Kelso for
the honour of their superior, gave rise frequently, when
the former came to maintain their privilege by " riding
the fair," to tragi-comical squabbles, which are now

succeeded by perfect harmony and peace.

A

part of

the old church of Maxwell, which, as well a? St. James',
is in Kelso parish, was standing a few years ago ; and,
till lately, the ground adjoining the place where it stood
was used as a place of sepulture. Several tombstones
are still to be seen ; but the plough, desecrating the
spot, and, if not protected, they will speedily vanish.

Our limits permit us to add but little respecting the Scenery
scenery of Kelso, which renders it an object of high a9)und
attraction to travellers.
The town, viewed from the Kelso,
neighbouring heights, seems the centre of an amphitheatre formed by finely wooded rising grounds ; and
the lovely streams, (with their pretty islets,) having
united their waters, flow powerfully, with many noble
windings, through a richly cultivated vale. The princely mansion of Fleurs, which was built by Sir John V^anbrugh about the year 1718, with its fine terrace and
park, command varying prospects of beauty and magBut it is scarcely possible for language to
nificence.
describe the charms of the scene which opens on the
traveller, as he approaches Kelso on the west, by the
road passing Roxburgh castle.
Mr. W. Wilson, a respectable artist of London, a native of this place, has
made it the subject of some justly admired pictures.
The approach also from the south by Maxwellheugh, is
exquisitely diversified with objects of rural beauty, and
possesses, indeed, all the softness and grace of an ItaThe view from the library is also very
lian landscape.
fine ; and the prospect from Kelso bridge of Ednam
house, the abbey, and town ; at a greater distance,
Fleurs,- Springwood Park, Wooden, Hendersyde, and,
in the back ground, the romantic Eildon hills, &c. is
most justly admired. (/)
KEND.ALE, Kentdale, or Kikkby in Kendal, is
a market town of England, in the county of WestmoreIt stands in an agreeable valley on the west side
land.
of the river Kent, which is crossed by three bridges.
The town consists of one spacious and well built street,
having several narrow streets branching oft" from it at
right angles ; and of another main street, called Strammongate, in both of which the houses are chiefly built
of hewn limestone, and covered with slate. The streets
On the 6ast of the tpwn
are well paved and lighted.
flows the river Kent ; and on the west is a long row of
hanging gardens. The church stands at Kirkland, without the town.
It is 1 80 feet long, and 99 broad.
It
has five aisles, and a square tower with eight good bells.
There are also a meeting-house for Presbyterians, one
for Quakers, two for Alethodists, and a Roman Catholic chapel.
The town hall is a " very elegant building ;" and the butcher market, wiiich was built about
twenty-three years ago, is neat and convenient.
new
gaol,, with cells underneath, has been recently erected.
The principal charitable establishments are, a free
grammar school, on the west side of the church-yard,
which is well endowed, and has exhibitions to Queen's

A

;

KEN
K0AI.

roII«f^, O.ifort!

;

Sarnies' hospital

S«nu«wB. foiiiukd in ItiTO, with convenient dwellings for eif^ht
^"""Y"™^ poor widows a Mue co«t school, in which 50 boys and
40 f;irU are clothed, e<lucate(l, and bred up to the art
of' weaving; a school of industry, initituteil in 1799;
a dispepsirv, brsrun in 1782, and supported bv volunand a large and airy workhouse at
tary coi
;

e town.
ruins of Kendal cattle stand on the top of a hill,
the wot side of the town, composed of rounded
cmbetlded in a black samly cement. Psrt of two

the wi>i

The
on

,

and two round towers lately remained, and
the foontlations were repairwi. and the foM« roond the
ruins enlarged in 1813.
Opposite to the castle is Caatielaw hall, which consists of a circular mount of gnvel and earth, thrown u)w>n a rock nearly SO feet hi^h.

base is a deep ditch, and a high dyke,
fortifieti with tw« t>astions on the east.
In 1788, the
inhabitants erected upon it a handsome obelisk, writh an
inscription, in commemoration of the Revolution ct
The government of the town is vested in a
I6tt8.
mayor, recorder, i aldermen, and 20 capital burgesses,
Tbere are here »evenlnoacporated companies. A newspaper is prir.tt-d in this town, and there is a very r^
spectabfe book club, and an intere<ting museum.
The principle manufacture* of Kendal, are Kendal
cottons, a $oiX at coame woollen cloths, and linseys
for the North Aineriosn market.
Great qiuntities of
woollen stockings are annually knit Cotton mills, and
the weaving of muslin, were lately established. A
i—rhh merofartofy employs several hands, and baa
its bhUs figr sawingand poliabingat Water Crook.
The
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KENT

a maritime county of England,
the south-east ani;le ol" that kinjjdom.
It is
is

forminpr

t*"*-

bounded ""^"V™"

on the north bv the Thames and the German ocean
nn the east, and part of its south side, by the straits of
Dover and the British Channel on the remainder of
its south side by the county of Sussex
and on the
west by the county of Surrj".
Its form is nearly qua;

;

;

From Dcptextreme point of the North Forehmd, it
measures about 63 miles, or alxiut 129 minutes of longitude and on the east side, from the North Foreland
lu Duni;enesj Point, it measures nearly 40 miles, between the latitudes of 50" 54' and 51° iJ3' 20'' lorth.
The circumference of its coast, if all the sinuosities be
measured, is about l65 miles. Its area has been variously computed
Some raise it as high as 1,200,000
acres; while, according to others, it contains only
8Sti,000.
Mr. Boys' estimate is probably nearer the
truth
he makes its area 8<)3,600 acres.
Kent is divi(le<l into five Urge portions, called Lathes
these are subdivided into b.) hundreds, 15 liberties, 414
parishes, S cities, and 24 market towns.
The two cities are Canterbury and Rochester.
The principal
towns are Deptford, Woolwich, Gravesend, Sheerness,
Margate, Ramsgate, Faversham, Deal, Sandwich, Dover, Folkstone, Hythe, Chatham, Maidstone, Sic. This
county sends 18 members to the House of Commons,
viz. two for the shire, two for Canterbury, two fur RoChester, two for Maidstone, two for Queensl>orougb,
two for Dover, two for Sandwich, two for Hythe, and
drilateral, or rather that of a trnpezium.

Rx'-civt

ford, to the

;

:

;

;

Divisions.

two for Romney. There are fit\een deaneries in it
eleven of which are under the jurisdiction of the archmarble ia chiefly procnfed from Kendal Fell. The bishop of Canterl>ury, and four under the jurisdiction
llhiT trade ia also eonsiderable ; and that* is a great of the bishop of Rochester. In order to facilitate the
•apply of fnh ttom the mrawraoa sirchaiJa
Hats,
eivil jurisdiction of the county, it is divided into two
fis5 boek% and srool canls, are also manafactured here;
districU, F.ast and West Kent. The former contains the
popula t ion of the town in 181 1 was
blhcs of Sutton-at- Hone and Aylesfurd, and the low.
er part of the lathe of Scray ; and the latter contains
Number of boMsea
the upper part of the lathe of Scray, and the lathes of
I4(M
Families
St. Augustine and .Shepey.
In each of these districU
I709
Do. emplt^ed in trade and manufactures
a court of sessions is held twice a-year.
697
Males
3911
There are very few counties in England which have Surfacsb
faaales
4I!>4
such strong claims to notice ss the county of Kent.
Its size, inferior only to Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, De«
Total popaJation in 1811
vonshire, and Northumberland ; its extent of sea coast;
7505
tlie rivrrs by which it is bounded or watered ; its viciSeo Nicholson and Brown's HUiory amd Amtiquitiet of nity to the metropolis ; iu dock-yards ; and the great
Wttlmttttmmd ; and The BmmlienffEiiglmitdmnd It'oU*, variety of iu agric\dtural produce all combine to ren>
voLxv. jpi 190.
der it a county of great mtcrest. Nor are iU pictuis a nopnlana village of England,
resque beauties of a low order.
lu general aspect is,
Mcar London. It is chitay eelebialad for iu royal pi^ indeed, very striking and pleasing ; and in wme parts,
especially near Maidstone, Tunbridn^e, and SittingiBoe, whose ordaB and astenshre walks, laid out by
BiBWB, asrf anont Ibnr wiils a in cirenmftmice, render it bourne, the soenery is uncommonly fine. The surface
a place of RTCVt resort for the inhabitanu of London, of the onuntr}-, generally speaking, is much varied.
The palaee, tmUt by William 1 1 1, is an irregular, and by The whole of it, with the exception of the marshes and
no aaaas a handsrana hnilriing, and was erected at v». the wealds, may justly be regarded as a cluster of
The MMiant ausMan of Hollssid bouse, smsll hills. Among these there are two chains higher
fiooa period s,
the saatof Lxvd HoOaad, la in the parish of Kensin^ than the rest, called the upper and lower, which run
through the middle of Kent, in general about eight
taa.
'The paaah dmrch of Kensington is a modem brick miles distant from one another, in a direction from
boildinc. Than is a meeting- house for dissenters, and
west to east The northern chain is composed princi«
cliapal for RoHan CatholicsL
In 1811, the
a
pally of chalk and flinU; the southern, of iron and
HoalMrofhoasta in tha parish waa 1579. and the po. ragstone.
palatian 10,886.
In tracing the sea>ooast of Kent, we shall begin on Seacottt.
For a fitU accoont of Kenaington, see the Bemtlies of the confines of Sussex. As soon ss we cross the Rother,
Emglnimad Wmkt, voL z. pert v. p. 1X8-155 Lyson's we pass from the latter to the former county. This ri.
Mminmt ajT Lmdam ; and The Arehitectmral Anlifiatiet verformerly emptied itself at the town of Old Romney;
nf Ormt BrUam. For an account of the gardens of but, in the reign of Edward I. a great storm changed
K wwiintnB, Kc HoBTicuLTCBx, voL xL p. 183.
iu course to Rye. DungeQcss, which consisu of low
.
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Kent,
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land,

is

the south-east point of Kent.

Between

New

a deposit from
the sea. Its soil and agriculture will be afterwards described
At present we shall confine ourselves to a
short notice of the embankment which preserves it
from the sea. This is a great dike, called Dymchurch
Its perpendicular height above the marsh, is
Wall.
from 15 to 18, or 20 feet. On the side next the sea,
it shelves to the distance of upwards of 100 yards. The
width of the top of this embankment is from 15 to SO
feet ; its length nearly three miles.
The drainage is
effected by sluices, passing under the banks, each ha<
ving two pair of flood-gates. These gates permit the water in the marshes to pass off when the tide is low, and
prevent the sea-water from coming in when the tide
IS flood.
The management of the drainage is vested
in the lords of 23 odjoinin^ manors.
The expence is.
defrayed by a levy per acre: It* amounts to about
4000 per annum. After passing Hythe and Folkstone, we come to Dover, where the chalk cliffs are of
considerable height. The Straits of Dover, where narrowest, between Dover and Cape Griznes. is 1 8| miles
and the distance between the piers of Dover and Calais, 23 miles.
The depth, in the middle of the strait,
is from 18 to 24 fathoms.
The shore, from Pepperness
to Deal, is composed of sand-downs, a quarter of a mile
in breadth
The South Foreland forms the east point of
the Kentish shore. Opposite to the town of Deal, and
four miles distant from it, are the Goodwin-sands, running parallel to the shore for the space of 10 miles.
The nature of these sands is singular : At low water,
those parts that are dry become so hard and firm that
they cannot be penetrated ; but, as soon as the tide covers them, they become extremely soft and loose. They
are divided into two parts by a very narrow channel.
The form of the north part is triangular, and about 3\
miles long, and 2| broad : The north end of this part
is six miles from the coast.
The south division is Si
miles long, but only about one mile broad in its broad-

Romney and Hythe is Rotnney Marsh,
:

£

•

:

part At the other extremity it is a narrow point,
which is only three miles from the coast. The roadstead between the Goodwinsands and Deal, is called
the Downs. Its length is about eight miles ; its width
about six ; its general depth from eight to twelve fathoms. As the Downs are sheltered by the Goodwinsands from the east winds, they form a grand rendezvous for convoys, and a station for the North Sea fleet
est

in time of war.

Vessels also stop in this roadstead to
discharge, or Uke pilots to or from the Thames.
After passing Sandwich, we arrive at the isle of Thanet,

which forms the north-east land of Kent. The shores
of this isle are in general composed of chalk cliffs.
It
is separated from the mdinland by the Stoure,
which
was formerly so wide and deep, that vessels passed by
means of it from the Downs into the Thames. At present, Ilichborough Castle, which formerly defended its
entrance, is considerably inland ; the sea having formed
new lands, or receded on this side of the island. On the
contrary, it is continually encroaching on the north
side towards Reculver.

After passing Ramsgate, we
reach the North Foreland, about six miles distant from
the South Foreland.
This is supposed to be the Cantium of Ptolemy. It is the north-east promontory of
Kent, and forms the south point of the gulf of the
Thames. Round this foreland, to the west, lies Margate, of which, it is observed, that
it is so directly exposed to the north, that a vessel sailing from
it on a
north i east course, would not strike
the land till she

Kent.
reached the coast of Greenland, in latitude 75" ; a
distance of 1380 miles.
The isle of Shepey forms the *""'Y""
east side of the entrance of the river Medway ; it is

separated from the mainland by the chalViel called the
Sw.ile, which was formerly the passage into the
Thames, for vessels coming round the North Foreland.
Shepey is eight miles long, and three broad the north
shore is composed of clay cliffs, 80 feet high.
On the
north-west point is the town of Sheerness, at the entrance of the Medway. The roadstead, called the Nore,
lies opposite the north end of Shepey island.
Proceeding up the Thames, the first place on the Kentish
bank of that river, is Gravesend, which is the termination of the port of London.
Above Gsavesend are
Woolwich, Greenwich, and Deptford.
The principal rivers which intersect or bound this Rivers,
county, are the Thames, Medway, the two Stoures,
the Darent, the Cray, and the Ravensbourne.
The
Thames touches Kent first at Deptford ; below Erith,
it receives the Crag and Darent.
The isle of Grain
bounds its entrance on the south, being separated
from the mainland by a boat channel, called the Scrag;
this island is composed of low marsh soil, embanked
from the sea. The Medway is more properly a Kentish river ; it has four sources, only one, however, is in
this county: the united streams flow to Tunbridge,
near which place the river again divides ; but, again
uniting, it flows from Yalding, in a winding course towards Maidstone, and thence to Rochester and Chatham. Below Chatham it loses all its beauties, passing
through a flat, marshy, and unpicturesque county, but
still preserving its devious course.
It falls into the
sea at Sheerness, near the exit of the Thames.
The
tide flows nearly as high as Maidstone.
From Sheerness to Rochester, a distance of nearly 20 miles, it is
so deep, and the reaches so convenient, that many of
the largest line of battle ships, when out of commission,
are moored here.
About the middle of the eighteenth
century, the Medway was made navigable to Tunbridge.
The greater and lesser Stoure unite near Ashford; they separate at Canterbury, and again unite
below that city, having formed three small islets: from
Canterbury its course is north-east, to the isle of Thanet ; it falls into the sea at Pepperness.
There is only one canal in the county, the military ca- Military
nal which begins near Sandgate.
It extends from this naU
place, nearly in a straight direction, along the coast, till
it passes Hythe, when it takes the course of the hills
which skirt the marshes, and terminates at Cliffend in
Sussex, a distance of about 23 miles.
Its breadth is
about 30 yards, its depth 6 yards. It has also a raised
bank to protect the soldiers. As this canal was constructed entirely for military purposes, the marteilo
towers may be mentioned in connection with it. These
are built on the sea-beach, generally within half or
three-fourths of a mile from one another; They extend
from near East Wenbay to Dymchurch. The largest
is at the latter place.
There are two wells in Kent dc- Wells,
serving notice,, one at Sheerness, and the other at
Queensborough. The first is of the astonishing depth
of 328 feet, 1 50 feet of clay, &c. and the remainder
chalk.
The water is so abundant, that it has never
been lowered more than 200 feet. Its quality is fine
and soft, and its temperature rather above that obtained from most wells. It is computed that the bottom of
this well is 200 feet below the deepest part of the adjacent sea. The bottom of the other well at Queensborough, is said to be 166 feet below the bottom of the
:

c

;
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The depth of this

well is 38 1 feet, and
nearly as great as that derived

adjacent sea.
the supply of water is
from the well at Sheemeas.
The most prevalent winds in this county, are the
I'he former is most
aortb>east and the south-west.
common in the winter and sprint; months, and is geneThis wind is
rally accompanied with severe frost.
much more piercinf; and injarious in the east than in
the west of Kent, the latter being farther from the sea,
better enclosed, and protected by a ridge of hills. With
rcfpect to nin, Kent may be esteemed a comparativeIt is also very healthy ; except near
ly dry county.
Sheemess, and the other luw marshy grounds.
In <lf-<Til)inir I'lc various soils of this county, we shall
his afp'icultural survey, and divide
^
laod tiarma of bast
I'

-,

via. I.

IsleofTbanet

;

S.

The up-

Kent *l. The rich fl.it lands in the viSandwich, and Deal ; 4. The hop
grounds of Canterburv and .Vlaid«tone ; 5. The isle of
Shepey 6. The upland farms of West Kent 7. The
Weald of Kent and 8. Ilomney Mar^h. The soil of
the arable land in the isle of Thanet, is a light loam on
a chalky bottom, highly fertilized by manure and judiThe soil of the marshes is a clay,
cious caltivatioo.
muad with sea sand and small shells. The soils in the
eeoDd district vary verr much. They consist princi'terroixed with flint,
pally of chalk, team, and clay.
gravel, and au>d.
The stiff* clays i<re principally found
on the bills near Dover ; and toe flint soils in the valThe flat lands in
lies near that town and Maidstone.
the vicinity of Faversbam. Sandwich, and Deal, consist of a rich sandy loan, in which the sand prevails in
different proportkw, and a stiff* wet clay.
The fourth
district, or bop froonda, which extend fraa Maidstone
and CantcrlMry, and thance la Sand wich, eoaaist, fcr the
part, of a rkh daap laam, wilh a aabaoil of a daep
•ufth.
Th« iaic af SiMMjr eenstats, for tha moat
of a deep, stiff*, strong clay. This also forms the
•abMratum of the nanh land in the i^le, but it ia there
covered with a rich, black vegetable moold. The up;

cinity of Faversbam,

;

;

;

°

:

.

land farms of West Kent, cunaiat of a great variety of
In this district ia the rang* of chalk hilla, which
rata from near Westcrhan t» tha sea coast at Folkatooe.
Tha a<>il on the top of thtas billa. ia a cold flinty
The Weald of Kent, wbwh atrMflbcs along the
clay.
aamb aida of the county , from Romney Marth to Surry, eui iaisti m jj icipally of clay, of diffmtrt degree* of tej
The soil of the last district, which
nacity and fertility.
conpnaa* Roamer Manh, upwards of 43,00(> acres, has
baaa ahapst whoiW depoaitail by the sea, and consists
•f Ana. soft, rick toam and clay, intermixed with sea
and of vary ooaaidarabla depth.
Kent is by noMMaaa oa labrated fbr its mineral prodttctiaoa.
A (i(w ekcmnatanoe*, bowei.
tit- noticad liaf«,aa appertaining aa much to II
nearIt so, aatotharoinetal pradoctions of t!]i cMiiiiy.
At
the west and of the Hangury Woo<l, in the parish uf
Ckarlton, ia a chalk pit, in which ec'
other
Ibnib, are faand ; anci on the road to Vthere
' the
ia a very laive and deep sami pit.
In
AtatMrataaa la gravel, which varies n
lothe
mlkee of tha ground from 5 or 6 to atxjut i j lert in
dMk, ba n aal b mm various MraU of clav, gravel, loam,
mri raminiip na llal, being alogether about SO or
iial d t a p, wtuck corcr a bed of sand about 43 feet
In tha marl are fboad prodigious numbers
in depth.
of atnnaoua foaails. Tbia Vein is about 6 or 8 feet
rtriiir, and tbt sbelk in it are ao numerous, and lie so
don^ that, acoordiag to Woodward, the mau ia almoat
aoils.
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Kentwholly composed of them, there being only a very litOf these shells there is a great '^nr'"'
tie marl interposed."
The most exvariety, both of univalves and bivalves.
tensive and important chalk pits in Kent, are a^ North
Fleet and Greenhithe, near the banks of the Thames, a
These chalk pits are connectlittle above Gravesend.
ed with the range of chalk hills, which forms the boundary of the marshes nearly all the way from Cliff to
Caroling.
The depth of these chalk pits is from 100 to
150 feet perpendicular. An immense number and va«
Teeth of difriety of animal remains are found here.
ferent species of sharks have been met with
infinite
;

numbers of the various species of echini, some of which
are most curious and elegant in their form ; and contain
chalk of the purest quality.
A very beautiful species of
" The forms, and the
is very freouent.
very substance of the shells, are preserved through the
multitudes of ages in which they have been de|>osited
Some have been enthe i»leran alone is discharged.
tirely pervaded with flint, which assumes the exact figure of the shell.'' The chalk and flint of these pits
The formare both considerable objects of commerce.
er is burnt for lime, either on the spot, or where it is
The flints are exported in vast quantities,
to be used.
even to China ; and the potteries of Staffordshire consume many thousand tons annually. In some parts,
these pits are many feet below the level of the Thames.
In the manor of Bethersden, there were formerly quarries of marble much esteemed, and used for the ornamental parts of building but it is now little used. It
is of the grey turbinated kind, and bears a good polish.
The Kentish rag-stone abounds on the southern shore
of the Medway, near Maidstone. It is used for troughs,
gravestones, repairing the sea walls on the coast,
atrengthening the piers of bridges, paving roads, particularly in the Weald ; and lately, much has been used
to mend the roads near London. As it is calcareous, it
if also burnt into lime ; and, as the lime is very pure
and strong, it is often sent in small ca^ks tu the West
Indies to refine sugar.
It is also used for stucco work.
It may l)e mentioned, that in the year 1418, 7000 cannon balls were made by the orders of Henry V. from
the Kentish rag-stone. The clifl*8, in the isle of Shepey, abound in pyrites, from which copperas wiu first
made so early as 1579. These cliff's are rented by the
copperas makers, who employ the ])oor inhabitants to
collect the pyrites.
The action of the waves is continually washing them out, or hmscning them from the
cliffs.
Many humlred tons of copperas are now exported annnally. Other fossils are likewise found in
the cl ff*^ of tliis isle; large nodules of petrified wood,
as well as a vast number of difl'ereut kinds of fruit ; and
animal remains, such as the thigh bones, tusks, and
grinders of an elcph.int, two species of tortoises, Sec.
The otily mineral water of any celebrity in Kent, is Mineral
It is a chalybeate, and near- »»<"••
that of Tunbridge Wells.
The
ly e(|ual in utrength to that of the German Spa.
efficacy of this water in several complaints, aided by
the purity of the air, and the beauty ol^the scenery near
Tunbridge, attracts much company to it during the
season.
There is also a mineral water near Dulwich,
similar in compoaition and quality to that of Epsom |
but it is not used.
There are very few counties in England so celebra- Agricultor*.
led for its agriculture as Kent. The liean husbanrlry
of East Kent ; the general arable husbanclry of the isle
of I'hanct ; the hop plantations near Canterbury i<nd
Maidstone and the cherry orchards in the vicinity of
tlie latter place, as well as the wood husbandry of the

comu ammonis

;

;

;
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K»*WealJ, have raised it to this eminence ; but especially chalk hill, th.it runs from Folkstone to Detling, they
the bean husbandry of East Kent, and the genet al hus- yield timber for shi|)-building, but principally hop poles. Hy^ija-,nirv
bandry of the isle of Thanet. It is seldom easy to point On the chalk soils, the prevalftit woods are a'sh, willow, ^,, j|,^, j,,f.out tlte causes, which improve or retard the agriculture and hazel. On the stiff clays, oak, birchjtand beech, lercnt disof any district ; but with respect to Kent, there can be The rich flat lands near Faversham, Deal, and .Sand- tvicts.
wicli, which form the third district, are almost entirely
little doubt that its excellent husbandry is, in some dear.ible.
The lighter soils produce abundance of wheat,
to the peculiar tenure of its lands.
free at least, owing
beans, barley, oats, and pease ; the stronger, beans,
Ttniuo*
"he property is very much divided ; there being few
wheat, and canary seed. On these lands, if very rich,
extensive possessions that are not intersected by other
wiieat and beans are often grown alternately for a seperson's property. Tliere are few copyhold or customaThe yeomanry of Kent, so long and so ries of years, or canary seed is sown in place of wheat.
ry tenures.
The hop grounds near Maidstone, Canterbur)', and
justly celebrated, are rather increasing than diminishBut what distinguishes Kent, is the tenure of ga- Sandwich, which constitute the fourth district, are, as
ing.
"The law of gavel the name implies, almost entirely under hoys. Hound
vel kind, which prevails over it.
CaTd kind.
kind comprehends the joint inheritance of all the sons Canterbury, they extend to nearly SOCX) acres. The
best hops are grown here and in the vicinity of Sandto the estate of the father; and should the father surwich. The most productive soils are a rich loam, with
vive, the inheritance divides to his grandsons, if there
are any, or else to his daughters." _ All brothers may
a subsoil either calcareous or of brick earth. The hops
jointly inherit the estate of a deceased brother ; and
grown near Maidstone, are inferior in quality to those
nephews and nieces are, in their degree, entitled to the of Canterbury and Sandwich, caused by the inferior nasame division of properly. Several acts, abolishing this ture of the soil. In the neighbourhood of this town,
tenure with regard to particular estates, have been pass- there are extensive orchards of from 10 to 1.5 acres,
ed ; but all lands in this county are presumed to be sub- planted with apples, cherries, and filberts. Sometimes
Gavel kind lands these are grown in the hop plantations. These fruits
ject to it, till the contrai-y is proved.
do not escheat to the king, as lord of the manor, of are principally sent to London. The isle of Shepey,
whom they arc liolden, except in cases of treason ; and which forms the fifth district, contains only one-fifth of
by the law of gavel kind, a moiety is due to the widow its area arable land. Beans and wheat are grown alof all the estates, possessed by the husband either at ternately on the arable lands, which are very rich. The
the marriage, or during her coverture.
By this law quality of the wheat is very good, its weight sometimes
also, the proprietor may alienate his estate at the age of
On tliese
reaching 61 pounds the Winchester bushel.
fifteen, provided it is done by feoffment. The number
lands, clover, oats, and barley are also cultivated.
of freeholds in the county is said to be about 9000, be- Lambs and sheep are fed on the upland pastures ; the
sides the large estates belonging to the dean and chapmore forward sheep and cattle on the marsh lands. 'I'iie
ter of Canterbury and Rochester, and other corporate
quality of the soil on this isle, has been much improbodies.
The size of farms varies very much. In some ved, by applying cockle shells, great quantities of which
of the rich lands, they are so small as 10 or 15 acres; are thrown up by the sea. On the upper and west side
but where the land is poor they extend from 300 to of the upland farms of West Kent, great quantities ol'
Hops, fruit,
Coo acres.
timber and underwood are produced.
have already seen, that the soils of the different corn, grass, timber, and coppice wood, occupy the bordistricts into which Mr. Boys divides Kent, vary very
On the gravelly and
ders of the Weald and of Surry.
much. This circumstance, together with local situa- sandy soils near Deptford and Blackheath, early green
tion, &c. render the agriculture of each also different
l)ease, turnips, rye, winter tares, clover, oats, &c. are
in a considerable degree. It will, therefore, be proper to
grown. There are a few dairies of small size. On the
Downs, in this district, sheep are fed. The waste and
Husbandry give a brief view of the agriculture of each.
J. The
of the difWheat, oats,
general routine of the crops in the first district, or the common field lands are very extensive.
ferent disisle of Thanet, on its lighter soils, is fallow, barley, clobarley, rye-grass, clover, turnips, and beans, are grown
trict!.
ver, wheat, with occasionally pease instead of a fallow ;
in the Weald of Kent, which is principally an arable and
or beans, wheat, barley, on the richer lands.
woodland district. The timber is very valuable ; but
Canary,
raddish, mustard, spinach, and cabbage, are also grown.
the arable husbandry, and the crops, in consequence of
The arable husbandry is, in every point of view, ex- the wet nature of the soil, the badness of the roads, &c.
cellent.
It is remarkably well ploughed, flat, without
is far behind that of most other parts of Kent. The last
furrows. The crops are kept extremely clean by hand district is Romney Marsh, and the marshes contiguous
and horse hoeing, and the produce is commensurate to to it. These have long been celebrated for their unthe natural goodness of the soil, and the care and skill commonly rich pastures.
It is computed, that the
I>estowed on the land and crops.
The harvest general- number of sheep kept here, exceeds what are kept on
ly begins about the first week of August.
Sheep and the same quantity of ground in any other part of t|je
Kent

We

on the marsh lands. The condition
of the farmers in this district, is such as might be expected from this character and account of its agriculture.
They are intelligent, respectable, and in easy
circumstances.
On the chalk lands of the second district, or the upland farms of East Kent, sainfoin is extensively cultivated.
On the loamy soils, the routine
IS barley, beans, wheat, or fallow, oats, clover, wheat
and on the stiff clays, fallow, wheat, beans, barley. The
harvest is from
to 18 days later than in the isle of
Thanet. In this district the woodlands are extensive,
principally between Rochester and Dover, and on the
cattle are fattened

U

I

The arable lands, which, in consequence of
the high price of corn, are more extensive now than
they were formerly, are extremely productive of wheat,
beans, and pease.
Besides this rapid and brief sketch of the agricul- luipleture of the various districts of Kent, it will be proper luents.
to notice farther particulars of the crops generally cultivated, with reference to the county at large ; but previously, the implements used in its agriculture must be
noticed. Of these, by far the most important and singuTo those who
lar is the Kentish turn-wrest plough.
kingdom.

have never seen

it,

but

who have been accustomed

to

;
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WWat, tc

tbe nnall and light plough,

usetl in

Scotland, York-

and Suffolk, it must appear a most ponderous and unwieldy instrument. It consists of a beam
of oak 10 feet long, behind which is a foot 5\ feet long.
The ahare is of hammered iron, and weighs about 32
pounds. The chep. to which the share is fitted, is five
The upper end of the wheel rests on a carfret long.
riage with two wheels, 3 feet 2 inches high. The great
advantage of this singular plough is, that it goes well
among flints and roclM. Indeed, when drawn, as it often is, by 5 or 6 horses, it will force iu way through
the most flinty and obdurate clay, even when baked, as
it well may be tenne<l, by a hot summer : it also, as
being a turn- wrest, plmighs the land without water furrows.
In East Kent, four horses are generally yoked
in them, and they plough an acre and a half in a day.
In the western part of the county, six horses cannot
plough more than an acre in a day, owing to the stubbomneas of tlie soil. No other implement used in the
agriculture of Kent deserves particular notice.
From what has been already stated, it appears that
crop* most commonly grown in Kent, are wheat,
barley, brans, oats, and pease ; aUo hop*, canary- seed,
shire, Korfolk,

^

radian seed, turnips, and colewort. Kent is well known
Inferior to that
for the excellent qaiJity of its whe^it.
of some parts of Essex, it is not lurpa-sed, and scarce-

by any other English wheat brought to
Many sorts are sown. That whicli produces the finest sample, and brings tlie highent price,
ia grown on the ricn san<ly loams, and is called the
Whiu or Egg-shell Wheat. On the wet and colJ Innds,
wheat is sown in October ; but the general time for
the county is in Xoverober. While gruwing, it is carely equalled
Mark- lane.

The hardest is frota the first to the third
A ugust On the richest soil, umler good management, five auartera are no uncommon crop
but

fully wee<led.

week

in

;

iwtnty-two bufhcb are sapposcd to be the average of
tbe countf
The isle of Tnanet is celebrated for ita
barley, an<l indeed gives name to one species of Kent
grain.
Barley is sown from Candlemas to the middle
of May ; it is weeded when growing, and rraped on
the dry soils about the third week in July on Uie late
soils, not till the beginning of September. Seven quarters per acre have not unfrequently been grown, but
the average is about 95 bushels
A great variety, both
of tbe horse and garden bean, are grown in Kent. All
of thcin are either drillrd, or dropped by hand in furrows in February or March, an<l moat carefully hand
and hone-hoed; they are reaped in August or September ; ftam two to six quarters per acre are pro*
.

;

fesa^

doccd.
In the Krntith cultivatioa ofoats, nothing particular
f)fpr3«r there are several varieties, both for
fattanii
>nd for culinary purposes
they
r.iary or March
are all
hand and horsehoed, and reaped fnim .Tuly to the middle of September ; the produce i* from 1 ) to 5 quarters per acre.
Canary aecd is drillml, and, when growing, hand and
it
is later in ripening than
bonenoed repeate<lly
com, and in order to detach the seetl from the husk,
i* often lufTered to lie iiiwanls, till December, without
taffering any injury.
The produce is from three to
ftve quarters. Radishes, fur see<l, are sown in furrows,
in March ; (Vrquenlly and carefully hoed reaped in October ; and frequently remains out in the field till
'
The produce is from eight to twenty-four
per acre: the Ix>ndon f-eedrmen buy it. 9pifbr seed is sown early in .March, hoed and weede«1 ; an4, when the crojt is in full bloom, the greater
occur*.

:

'

;

:

C«n«rT
J. Ac.

;

"
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Kent.
part of the male plants are drawn out
The produce
IS from two to five quarters per acre.
Kidney beans ""'Y'"'
are much cultivated near Sandwich, and in the isle of
Thanet, for the London seedsmen; cresses and white
mustard are also sometimes grown for the same purpose.
Potatoes are grown
almost every part of
Kent, but principally for home consumption.
The
Cultivation of turnips, though extending, is not so good
as that of many other crops : On the poor lands in
the earlier part of the county, colesend is much grown.
Clover, red and white, are al.so in pretty regular rotation, especially on the lighter soils.
On the chalk
land of the east part, there is much sainfoin.
On the
poor stiff soils,
the western parts, near Surry, woad
is found to be a profitable crop.
There is little madder grown now.
As hops are grown extensively and
regularly only in tlie hop distric-t, it is unnecessary
here to notice the cultivation of this pinnt.
In East Kent tJiere is a very small proportion of .Meadow,
natural meadow ; but, in the VVcald, a vast quantity
of excellent hay is produced : In general, however,
the hay iTlfcadows of Kent are much inferior to those
of many otlier counties. There are no dairy farms of
any great extent. The chalky hills of Ea-it Kent afford excellent downland, and sheep walks. Betides the
marsh lands of Ilomney, which extend tcH-jOOO acres,
there are, on the borders of the Stour, about 27,000
and on the lionlers of the Thames, .VIetlway, and
Swale, about 1 1.500 acres ; the whole of which is employed in breeding sheep, or in fattening their cat-

m

m

tle.

The most extensive garden grounds are near Lon- Gardens
don, about Deptford, and Gravesend ; almo.st all kinds
of vegetables are gnurn in them. The orc.'iards near
Maidstone have been already noticed, as wtll as tbe
woodlands of East Kent, and the Weald.
With res|>ect to the modes of improving land, paring Modes of
and burning has been lung practised the usual ma- iniptoTing
nures are judidously and liberally applied
weeding '*"<'*
growing crops is performed in a careful manner, especially in East Kent, and about Maidstone; but irriga:

:

tion

is little

The

practised.

of Kent are of various breeds, there be- Cattle,
ing no breed peculiar to the county.
Those fattened
in the marahes are from North and South Wales ; and
the dairy cows are selected from the droves brought
from theoce, except in West Kent, where the cows are
of the Staffordshire and Sussex breed, as well as the
Welsh, and in the Weald of Kent, where the Sussex
kind are used both for the plough and the dairy. The
Itomney breed of sheep is one of the most valuable in Sheep,
the kingdom, and has long been deserretlly famous.
They l>ecome very fat at a very early age, and produce a very large fleece of very fine wool ; in this
latter respect they are superior to the new Leicester,
and little, if at all, inferior to them in the former respect
at two years old the fat wethers generally
weigh from 22 to S8 lbs. per quarter ; and their fleece*
about 8 or 9 Ihs. eacli. Ilomney .Marsh is calculated to
produce 'JO lbs. of wool to the acre, and as the land at
shearing time carries more than four sheep per acre,
tbe annual growtli of wool, in the marsh, will exceed
4000 packs. On the upland, and in most other parts
of Kent, the Dorset, \\'ilt», and South Down sheep are
kept ; in East Kent, tlie Roinney, also in Shepey, but
here they are of an inferior sort.
The horses mostly
employed, are a cross between the old Kentish cart
mares and ttalliuns, from the midlxnd counties
those
that have been bred in the isle of Shepey, from time
cattle

:

:
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immemorial, «re somewhat smaller than such as are
employed in other parts of the county.
The manufactures of Kent are few and unimportant.
Silk, which was Ion;? manufactured at Canterbury, is
now giving way to cotton. The first mill for making
white pper, was erected near Dartford, but the most
extensivc paper mills are now at Maidstone and Dover,
Tbcre are salt-works near Sandwich, and in the isle of
Grain large copperas works at Whitstable and Deptford, and in that part of the Weald which borders on
The gunSussex, there are furnaces for casting iron.
powder mills at Deptford and Faversham carried on a
At Craigford
very extensive business in time of war.
calithere are large works for bleaching and printing
coes, sacking, and hop-bagging, are made in diffijrent
;

;

parts of the county ; but the woollen manufacture,
which formerly raised to wealth and eminence many
Kentish families, no longer exists in qny extent or imporunce. One of the largest flojir mills in the king-

dom, is in Canterbury on the Stoure ; it is upon a most
excellent construction, and grinds and dresses 500 quarters of corn weekly.

The oyster fisheries of Faversham and Milton, and
of the Si vales of the Med way, are celebrated for the
quantity and quality of the oysters they produce.
From Faversham and the adjacent parts, the Dutch
have sometimes loaded 100 large hoys with oysters in
the year. The Medway was formerly celebrated for
its salmon and sturgeon, but little of either is now
caught. At St. Margaret's Bay, between Dover and
the South Foreland, large quantities of small but very
delicate lobsters are caught.
The principal commerce of Kent consists in sending
Commerce.
com to London, by the Medway and Thames, in hoys,
carrying from 300 to 500 quarters each. They return
with grocery goods, &c.
The money raised for the poor, in the year 1776j
Fooi-itttcb
was £86,832 ; the average of the years 1783-4-5, was
and in the year 1803, the poor-rates
j6 112,994;
amounted to £213,989, the maintenance of each poor
person being JC5, 2s. 9^d ; there were 41,632 relieved;
the rate on the population was fourteen shillings a-head.
There were 190 friendly Societies, and four in each
100 of the population members of these societies.
The population in the year 1700, was 153,800; in
Population.
The
the year 1750, 190,000; and, in 1801, 317,800.
returns in 1811 were as follow :
62,063
Houses inhabited,
Families occupying them,
72,265
Fuiieries.

Houses building,
Houses uninhabited,
Families employed in agriculture,

628

1671
27,077
Families in trade, manufactures, &c. 27,996
All other families,
21,192
Males,
183,500
Females,
189,595
.

.

Population in 1801,

'

55,295

Increase,
Hiitory.

The

history of this county is perhaps as interesting
as that of any other county in England;
but our notice of it must be very short. The Cantii
inhabited it at the Roman conquest they are supposed
to have been a Roman colony.
When Caesar invaded
it, it was divided into four principalities.
It was included in Brittannia Prima. The Romans appear to

and important

;

have paid particular attention to the defence of

:

KENTUCKY,

least width 40.
Its superficial extent is about Bounda50,000 square miles. On the whole of its northern ""^
side it is bounded by the Ohio, through a length of
645 miles. This river separates it from Indiana territory for 525 miles, and from the Ohio territory for 125.
On the east it is separated from Virginia by the Cumberland mountains, and by Big Sandy river, for 80 miles,
On the south it is divided from Tennessee by the paraU
lei of latitude of 36° 30' ; and on the west it is separated from Upper Louisiana, by the Mississippi, for 60
its

miles.

Kentucky was originally divided into two counties,
Lincoln and Jefferson, and afterwards into 42 ; but it
is now divided into 54, and sends
10 representatives to Congress.
The south-east part of this state is
mountainous. The principal mountains are the Cumberland mountains, which bound the state for about 80
miles on the south-east. The country below the mountains is hilly for some distance; but the great part of
the state is agreably uneven, and formed of gentle elevations.
The whole country below the mountains
rests upon an immense bed of limestone, from 1 to 20
feet thick, but usually about eight feet below the surface.

The soil of Kentucky is in general good. It is ei- SoU and
ther black, or tinged with a brighter or deeper vermi- agricullion, or resembles dark ashes.
Wheat was at one time taw*
the principal grain that was cultivated ; but no more of
it is now raised than is consumed in the state. Much rye
is raised for the distilleries. Maize is cultivated to a great
extent.
Plemp has lately been the principal article of
produce. An ordinary crop is about from 700 to 1000
weight the acre. Barley, oats, flax, cotton, and tobacco, are raised ; and it is said that 50, 60, and even 100
bushels of grain have been produced upon an acre. Of
wheat, or rye, 30 bushels is the ordinary produce. Kentucky is well covered with timber.' The principal
trees are the elm, the beech, the ash, the juniper, 'the
sugar, the coffee, the papaw, the hackberry, and the
.

373,095
317,800

Total,

KEN.

.

shores; and for that purpose they erected forts, which
Kent,
were under the direction of a particular officer, called Ken'ucky.
Count of the Saxon shore. •Vt'hen the Anglo-Saxons ^""'V""^
obtained possession of England, Kent fajyned one of
their kingdoms, which was founded in the year 454.,
and ended in 823. The Saxon kings of Kent discharged the office of Counts of the Saxon shore, in their regal capacity
and when England was formed into one
kingdom, this post was revived in the Lord Warden of
the Cinque-ports,
Boys' Agriculture of Kent ; Marshall's Southern Counties;
Beaulies of England and
Wales, vol. vii. and viii. ; Campbell's Survey of Great
Britain, (w. s.)
one of the United States of North
America, derives its name from the river Kentucky, by which it is traversed, and lies between 36°
30', and SQ° 10' North Lat., and between Sii" 50', and
89° 20' West Long. . It is about 300 miles long, from
north to south ; its greatest breadth is 180 miles, and

its

cucumber.
The mineralogy of this state has not been much exa- Mineralomined. Iron is found in various places. It is well gy.
fitted for hollow ware, but not for malleable iron.
A
valuable gold mine has been discovered between Cumberland river and Greenriver. Copper, sulphur, copperas, and alum, have also been obtained.
Nitre is
obtained from the earth in the caverns on Greenriver.
Coal is found in abundance, and in some places
there is an appearance of potters' clay.
An ira-

mense quantity of marble, of a greyish cast, finely variegated, and susceptible of a high polish, has been

'
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foam) on the bankx of the Kentucky river. On the
bank^ of Kentuoky atid Dick's ri»er are solid jjerpendi-

00

feel.
cutar roi-k«, ri:.ing to the height of 300 and
Some of tiiese are of common limestone, and others of
white marble, curiously cht-quered with strata of sinl^lar irrejfuliirity. These lofty banks are covered with
grovcD of red cedar trew, and the rivers have the apCaves of enormous
pearance of deep arti6cial canals.
Icfi^h I...1-. K„en di&covere<l in the limestone rock.
'1",
lebrateil of these is the .Mammoth Cave,
OdcriptiMi
of Um cxle- situate.. ... L..e lower part of Kentucky, calle<J the Green
bnud
This cave consists of one great trunk,
Ri^-er County.
with numerous and irregular ramifications, and the toCMC.
tal letrgth of it appears to be about ten or eleven
miles.
great Quantity of saltpetre is manufactured from the eartn in its interior. The following is
the only account of this remarkri>le curiomty which

A

has been published :
" About a quarter of a mile from the mouth is a mumniy, lately deposited there from a neightwnring cave,
and intended for Peale's Philadelphia museum, it is
grey headed, the teeth much worn, but round, and the
flMh entirely (Tried up.
It is supposed to have been a
queen, from the number of trinkets found with it, con'us kinds of feaMtliK^ of needles, head-dresxckasons, paint,
Uw*, necklaces of deer hoof^
a whistle, a bear's jaw-bone, a Ii3\rk':> claw, and a rattlesnake's tkin, with rattles.
These were enclosed in a
pack, (or Wallet used by Indians for transporting eoods,)
they being first enclosed in a fine wrought iiuli^cnsibie, afterwards in one of a coarser texture, and then in
the pack, which, with the body, was wrapped up in
two dressed deer skins, and the whole again enclo^ in
a Mat or coarse wrapper. The visage seemed quite venetMt, and the whole presented a truly antique apl>tit Hid nut
pearance.
I examined toe ears and nose
r had
discover angfat, whereby to r
icumever been decorated with mr'
ivit in vogue,
stancr, it may be presiu
,
when reiril :i:r'Titr. ind
were vested in
the hands and feet were per:i
'^ •;
;:i proportion to the body, which
was of a large stature.
" Proceeding on, I ontfrcd the haunted room, (so callformed of petrified ruck,
ed,) in which n an
rim the mouth of the cive.
ana one and a qoarti
Near to this is a spring of water falling from the arch
above, remarkably clear, and pleasant to the taste, having an agreeable sweetish flavour. In another branch
u a heap of petrifactions, resembling furnace cimlers,
a pond, tec.
"A stron" rnrrrmt of cold afr issoeS from the cave, per'.> before descending.
The current
ceptible u:
winter season ; but the temperature
sets in du: ..,^ ...
within is not affected bv Ae change, it being uniform
throughout the year. Honian trark • ,11 printed on the
sand, and from fonr to twelve in(
.;th, ere to
>>f cane or
be seen in sooM of the rooms ; ai
rubability,
racd strewed along the paths, tuvi:
li then frebeen formerly used f" i;..i^'s by i..-.
inhabited the place.
In
quented, and nOC ijT.

Striking a cannon of pretty large caHbre with a piece of Eentftcky.
wood. The height of the arch varies in different places. ^~y~"'^
In some it is estimated at fifty feet ; and in others, a
person is obliged to stoop almost to the ground to pas*
The arch, in many places, has a beautiful apalong.
pearance, being that of a plastered ceiling.
In one or
two places which 1 particoLirly noticetl, and where
the passage is wide, it presented a strong resemblMnce
to a spacious circular room
The effect was jiroduced
by the light of lamps, which showe<l distinctfy the while
ami smooth petrifactions above, and which was gradually lost by the shades becoming darker, as the jiower of
the light was lessened upon the more remote parts, and
until the eyes, by following them, were carried to silent darkness.
The descent (a small ascent in some
places excepted) is generally gradual as you advancrt
inwards.
The most rapid is down a rather steep hill,
of about 40 feet in height
By stamping occasionally,
I discovered that I passed over several vaults, or proThe siibterr.ineous
bably other rooms or branches.
sound produced by stamping, was not terrific, as I had
been letl to believe, before I made the e.vperiment.''
In I'lateCCCXLI. we have given a representation of
this remarkable cave, which will he understood from
the following^ references to the engraving,
1.

:

;

•

•'

1

1

t

;

placea are

lar^;*.

..... ..-

water dropphig flnXB the

f

yv^»-;<-..»;

—

''->-—.cd

by

nip,i,id the

arcl)

.

One

(or rsthfr lonp.
% nv
doWn
cave. i:iT- ui-i^ui .>; int- .irch in this
mand is ocva<rioned
iiImc teiag about eight feet.
Of serflting it with a stons, siitiikr to diat produced by
it.

Krt

n it is four feet
t*llM boWOMi of the
;

A

vol..

XIL

,-

.

dred
1

4.

1

.'

many

Indian mummy.
Right hand chamber.
4. .Mountain room the entrance ia fVom the top of liie
mountain.
5. Little room, with a spring and two pits.
6. Springs.
7. Sand room.
8. Part of the haunted room.
9. Sick room.
10. Haunted room.
Springs.
1 1
\J. Horn room.
13. Pit lOU feet deep, and water falling sevend bun*
3.

•

,

TART

II.

Mouth.

2.

_

j
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15.
1

6.

feet.

Part of the deserted chamber,
the salt rooms.

which runs under

Deserted chamber.
This room runs under the deserte<l chamber,

18.

A large spring falls several hundre<l feet.
Cilaubcr salts ( su l phite of soda) found here.

19.

.Mockason room.

17.

20.

A

SI.
22.

SalU

large

room

or pit al)ove 50 feet deep.

Ground room.S3. Basket room.
24. Sembin's room.
25. Weeping willow.
ter of a mile,

36.

27

This room runs about a quarand then returns to the suine place.

Two

springs in two large sink holes.
Reekman'-. room.

28. Miller's room.
29. Hell's gate.
30. Devil's chamber, tUfipoMttto

hi

tati

miles from

the month.
When the mummy was brought to New Yotk for exhibition, it was examined by Dr. Samuel L. Mitchill,
who has given the following accoimt of it in a letter addrewietl to the Esri or Buchan, and published
in the 2d volume of the TriivtacUoM ot the Socieit/ of
'
AH
It Was a perfect exsiccation.
SiiSHi»h Anfr
V ed xrenCire
as ht on an.rtoniicid
the solich v-i
prcparattOO, or tuu.ivt as drfed bMoM The poMore wst
3 ic

-
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tisms, and inflammatory fevers, then prevail.
The ex- Kcntufky.
tremes of heat and cold are unknown.
In 1 7g8, the
maximum heat was 89" of Fahrenheit. In the spring
and fall of the year, the weatheris delightful." A wind
from the south-west blows during half that'>!me. The
very cold winds are all from the north and west. The
winter generally lasts about two months, and is so mildj
that cattle subsist without fodder.

squatting, with one hand embracing the right knee,
and the palm of the other put under the left buttock.
First, a manIt was enclosed in four distinct wrappers.
tle of cloth and feathers, exactly like those worn at this
day by the chiefs of VVakush and Owhyhee. Second,
« Bhawl of cloth, manufacturetl after the manner now
practised by the natives of the Sandwich and Fegee

Mlands.
In both these, the material of the cloth is neither flax nor hemp, nor the product of any vegetable
known in America as an indigenous plant ; and the preparation, the twist, and the manner of connecting the
threads, is wholly unlike any fabric of the present indiDr. Mitchill, and
genes, or the European emigrants.
the most distiguished persons of New York, were decidedly of opinion, that there was a wonderful similitude between these cloths, and various cloths brought

The

In the winter tides, it is navigable for
boats of a considerable size for 180 miles ; but at Frankfort they can pass only during half the year.
Green
River rises in Lincoln county ; and, after an irregular
westerly course of 280 miles, runs into the Ohio, 120
miles below Louisville.
It is at all times navigable for
loaded boats for 80 miles. Licking river runs into the
precipitous.

with which they compared
them. The hair of the mummy is a brown sorrel, or
dark chesnut, and not either a sandy or a black. Thirdwhose hair had
lif, the next wrapper was a deer-skin,
been cut away by a sharp instrument, that had left incisions on the hide, exactly like those on the pelt of a
beaver by a hatter's knife ; and, Jourlhly, the outside
envelope was a deer's skin that had been simply dried,
without any cutting, or marks of any kind.
Dr. Mitchill conversed with Mr. Gratz, the proprietor of the great cave, who confirmed the account
we have given of its extraordinary length, windings,
and saline contents. Mr. Gratz was persuaded that
the chambers of this cavern had been formerly used as
places of refuge.
He had found heaps of mockasons, or

from the

Mineral
witen.

Ohio, by a mouth 150 yards wide, after a course of 180
miles.
It is navigable about 70 miles.

The principal towns in this state, are Lexington and Towns.
Frankfort.
Lexington stands on an agreeable plain,
about 120 miles in circuit, which is half encircled by
Kentucky river for a course of 60 miles, so that it is nowhere more than 20 miles from the town. It is the seat
of several flourishing manufactures ; and contains a
handsome presbyterian church, a church for the Bap«
tists, one for the Episcopalians, a college, and 4326 inhabitants.
The seminary, which is called the Transylvania university, is under a board of 21 trustees, and
has a president, 5 professors, and a teacher of French.
The number of students, exclusive of those of medicine,
is about 70.
The library contains 1500 volumes; and
the annual revenue is about 2700 dollars.
Frankfort,
which is the seat of government, is situated on the east
bank of the Kentucky, about 30 miles from Lexington.
It has a population of 1090 inhabitants.
The following Table contains a view of the manufac- Manufactures of this state in 1810.
aires.

coverings for the feet, all worn more or less, and thrown
by like old shoes, and the materials and workmanship
of these were completely different from those practised
either by the red or the white men.
There are in this state five celebrated hot springs,
or licks, namely the higher and lower blue springs on
Licking river, from some of which streams of brinish

water are said to
dimate.

islands,

Pacific

principal rivers are the Mississippi, the Ohio, the
|iiyj„

Big Sandy, the Tennesee, the Kentucky, tlie Green river,
and the Licking river. The Kentucky rises in the
south-east of the state, and runs through a north-west
course of 280 miles, where it empties itself into the
Ohio, by a mouth 250 yards wide. It has a rocky and
irregular course, through banks generally rugged and

issue.

The

climate of Kentucky is moist, though it is said
to be salubrious, except in the vicinity of ponds and low
grounds.
In the winter, and early in the spring, the
ground is generally very muddy, and colds, rheuma-

Number.

Tanneries
Distilleries

Looms

Hemp
Maple sugar
Powder mills

267
2000

....

24,450

Rope walks

Spirits

Cloth

.....

6
38

Cotton bagging manufactories 13
Spinning machines
15
Forges
3

...

70,432

.

....
....

Galls. 2,220,773

Yds.

4,685,375
5,755
lbs.
2,471,647
lbs.
115,706
Yds.
53,038
Bushels 324,870
lbs.
201,937

Tons

53
33
36

works

Saltpetre
Paper mills

Hides tanned

....

Fulling mills
Salt

Value in Dollars.

Powder
Cloth
Salt

.

.

.

....
....
....

Paper
Cordage
Bagging

.

.

.

.

.

.

Reams
Tons

6200

I99I1
Yds.
453,750
Spindles
1656

Total value
'Commerce

The principal articles of export, which are hemp,
wheat, and tobacco, are carried down the Ohio and
Mississippi to New Orleans; and the imports are
brought up these rivers from the same place. The
amount of exports, in 1801, was 626,673 dollars.

8,255,212
740,242
2,057,081
690,600
308,932
38,561
78,407
324,870
33,648
18,600
393,400
159,445

3.098,998

The legislature of Kentucky, called the general assem- Governon the 1st Monday of November, and consists •"""•
of a senate and a house of representatives. The members,

bly, meets

who

ar^ limited to 38, are chosen by districts, and retain their seats for four years ; and one-fourth must be

K E P
Kentucky
Kiplcr.

Govern*

A

member of the senate must be
rechosen annually.
35 years old, and a citizen of the United States ; and he
most have resided six years in the state, and the last
ye« in the district. The members of the house of representatives,

who

are limited to 100, are elected on

the first Monday of every August. They must be 24
Tears old, and citiiens of the United Sutes ; and must
have resided the two preceding years in the state, and
the last of them in the county or town which they reThe governor, to whom the executive gopreaent.
vernment is entrusted, is elected by the people once in
four years, and must be out of office at least seven years
He must be an Amebefore he can be chosen again.
rican citizen, and 35 years of age, and must have resided in the state for the six preceding years. The lieutenant-governor is similarly chosen, and must have siHe is president of the senate. If
milar qualifications.
the governor dissent* from any bill, it cannot become a
law unless it is again agreed to by a majority of both
"houMt*.

Baptists, Piesbyterians,

IcdcriMd.

and Methodists, are the

lead-

ing sects in Kentucky the Baptists being the most, and
the MethodUts the least numerous. There are a few
Catholics, who have a bishop at Bardstown, and !>till
The Presbyterians have fifty
fewer Episcopalian*.
clergymen, whose doctrines are, with a few exceptions,
;

strictly Calvinistic-

Hicoiy.

This part of America was well known to the India
many years before it was colonized. A map of
it was made from their description in 1752 ; and it was
It was again
afterwards explored in 1754 and 1769.
explored by Col. Daniel Boon in 1770. The first family 8ettle<l in it in I77-'. In 1777, it was erected into
a separate county by Virginia, and into a separate disIn I78'>, it was entirely separated from
trict in 1782.
Virginia; and on the 1st June 179^> it was received
The first settlers were harassed by
into the union.
the Indians, till General Clarke, in 1778, took their
posts, aa well as those of the French and English.
Tbe popolatioo of Kentucky was, in
7.%677
1790
traders

?9]>a]Atioa»

1800
1810

The

£'20,955

400,511

distance of Philadelphia by land to Kentucky,

between 70Uand 800 miles.
Sce Morse's Amrrican Geography, 8vo, Boston, 1 81 7,
The Medical lierx>*ilortf for February 1815,
p, 9i5
and Thr Trait'
publishc<lst New York, vol. ii. p. .S91
is

;

OTtfiwii iftfir Soeietif nf tke Anluruatiet ofSco'laH'l, vol.
L p. 61, 68, &C. Ecfinb. 1818. Very copious inforroa-

tioa respecting this state,

'

duux's Travels
ii-

may

to llie ft'estviard

16. 17,

also
iff
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be foumi

in MiAUrgkimy Mouh-

&c

John, a celebrated astronomer, was bom
at ^^ icl, m the duchy oTWirtemberg, on the e7th Dec.
1571, and was the son of Henry Kepler, a rrspectable
officer in the army, whom misfortunes had retluced to
It,

Notwithstanding this reverse
imligent circumstances.
of fortune, he was desirous to give hi* son the ben education in his power ; and though young Krpirr was
sent to different schoob, and placed under different
BMsters, yet his avidity for knowledge was so great,
tflat be made the most rapid proficiem-y in his early
tudiM. He was sent in the year l.'i89 to Tubingen ;
and in 1.'>9I. he studied mathematics at the un'versity of
that city, under the celebrated .Maestlinus, who had. in
his early life, made an oration in favour of the Copemican hypothesis, which issaid to have turned the attention
•f Galileo to the true system of the uaiverse. He was

admitted to the degree of bachelor, and afterwards
to that of master of philosophy ; and after studying theology, he undertook the duties of tJie ministry for a short
time.
His passion for science, however, induced him
to withdraw his views from the church, and to devote
his whole leisure to his favourite studies.
In 1594, he
was invited to Gratz in Styria, to fill the mathematical
chair in the university of that city ; and it seems to
have been after he accepted of the appointment, that
he embodied those speculations respectmg the analogies
and harmonies of nature, which he published at Tubingen in 1596", under the title of, Prodromm disseilaiionum cosmographicarum, conlinens mystertum cosmographicum de admirahili proporlione orbtum calesiium, deque
catuis calorum numeri, magniludinis, moluumqiie periodicorum genuinu el propriis, demoHStratum per quinque
regularia corpora geomelrica.
To this work is addea a
paper by Itheticus, on the Copemican system, and another by Maestlinus.
In order to discover why the planets were *u in number, and why the dimensions of
their orbits were such as Copernicus had described
them, he studied the properties of numbers and plane
figures with success.
It, however, occurred to him.
that while the plane regular figures may be infinite in
number, the number of regular solids was limited to
five ; and he attempted to discover a relation between
their dimensions and the distances of the planetary orbits.
A cube, for example, if inserted in the sphere of
Saturn, would, lie supposed, touch by its six planes the
sphere of Jupiter and, in like manner, the other regular soRds would determine the intervals of the other
orbits. When Kepler was afterwards asked by Thomas
I^ansius to which of his own works he gave the preference, he replied, that when he discovered the sublime
secret of the five regular bodies, he valued it more than
he would have done the possession of the whole electorate of Saxony.
^ff^ ***** * '^J o^^'^ ^<"''' to the celebrated Ty>
cho Efrahe. who had been too long familiarised with celestial observations, to place any value on such wild spe*
culations. He wrote to Kepler, and urged him " first to
lay a solid foundation for his views by actual observations, and then by ascending from these, to strive to
reach the causes of things." This advice, which contains the whole substance of what is called the Baconian philosophy, no doubt induced Kepler to renounce
these visionary speculations, and thus to lay the foundation of those substantial discoveries, to which be was
afterwards conducted.
In the same year on which that work appeared, Kep.
ler married a lady of a noble family ; but in the year
1 598, be was persecuted
for his religious principles,
and was driven from Gratz. He was, however, recalled by the states of Styria; but as he did not think his
first

;

situation sufficiently secure against future molestations,
he accepted of a very pressing invitation from Tycbo

and to assist him in his calculaand he accordingly removed thither with his family and books in the year (iOO. During this joumev,
he was seized with a quartan ague, which lasted eight
months
to settle in Bohemia,

tions

;

1

Ty cho

introduced Kepler to the acquaintance of the
Rodolpli, which led to his appointment as mathematician to the emperor, a title which he retained
under the successive reigns of Mattliias and of Ferdi*.

Emperor

nand. Notwithstanding this kindness, Kepler complained of an unwillingness on the part of his friend,
either to promote his interest, or to make him acquaint-

ed with tus discoveries and improvements.

The <leathi

Kepler.
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feelof Tycho, however, in 1601, put an ond to those
might soon have ripened into
inffs of discontent, which

a serious quarrel.
The uiiiul of Kepler

.

.

i

was deeply tinged with the erJn 1602, he published at Prague,

rors of astrology.
N<jva Disserlatiuncula

iiis

ad costno.'heoriam

ceriioribus.

de fuudamtnlis Aslrolos^ice
spectans, in

which he speaks

of the possibility of predicting future events by the aspects of the planets. And in another work on the same
subject, which appeared at Frankfort in lO'lO, entitled
Terlium biterveiiietis, he exhorts theologians,^ physicians, and philosophers, but principally Philip Feselius,
to take care that they do not injure their own interests,
by rejecting tlie errors of astrology ; and lie attempts
to shew, that an influence may be communicated from
the planets to the eartli, through the medium of the
light which they reflect.
"in 16'()4, he publi&lied at Frankfort, his ParaUpomena ad ViuUoiicm, quibii.s Aslronomice pars Optica traditur, polissimum de arlifciosn nbservationc el etlimalione
This work
diamelroruni, ddiquinriimque Softs el Lunw.
contains the method of calculating eclipses, which is in
use at the present day. In 1605, he published at
Prague, his Epislola ad rerwn celestiiim amatores universos, respecting the eclipse in the month of October

1605 ; which was followed in the same year, by his
Epislola de ComHa l604, SfC. which was the prelude to
his great work on the star in the foot of Serpentarius. In
1606,

and

tie

printed at Frankfort, his Sylva Chronologica

in the

same year, appeared

his

work,

entitled,

;

De

in pede Serpentarii el qui sub fjus exorlum
Irigono igneo, Libellus Aslrononiicis, Pkysicis
Melaphysicis, et Aslroh gicis dispulatioiiibus endoxis et

Stella

Novo

de novo

iniil

paradoxis plenus.
In 1608, Kepler pubUshed at Halle,
a history of the new comet of 1607, with a discourse on
the nature and motion of comets, and their indications.
In looking at the sun in a camera obscura, he maintained that he had seen Mercury on the sun's disc. He
published the same error at Leipsic, in 16O9, in a pamphlet entitled, Phenomenon singidare, seu Mercurius in
Sole; but in his ^/j/iemenVtofor 1616, he acknowledges
his mistake, and congratulates himself on having been
His fathe first that observed the spots of the sun.
mous work, entitled Aslronomia nova turioXayyiroi, sive
Physica caelestis Iradita comment ariis de motibus slellae
Marlis ex observalionibus Tychonis Brahe, appeared at
Prague in I6O9. This work, as we have already shewn,
(see our article Astronomy, Vol. II. p. 596,) conducted
its author to the great discovery of the true form of the
In 1611, appeared his Disserlalio
planetary orbits.
cum huncio Sidereo nuper ad mortaks misso a Galileo,
in which he announces to Galileo, the great satisfaction
which his discoveries had given him. He expresses his
hope, that he may discover other satellites round Saturn
and Mars. He states his astonishment, that telescopes
had not been made formerly, particulariy after what
Baptista Porta !iad said of them in his Magia Naiuralis ;
and, in addition to many interesting observations, he
conjectures that Jupiter had a motion of rotation about
his axis.

In 1611, he published at Augsburg, his D/opirica;
iiem examen prxf'ationis Jo PenaE Galli in Optica Euclidis ; De iisu Optices en Philosophia. This work was
reprinted at London, in 1653.
Descartes is said to

have borrowed freely from it. When Descartes was
charged with this, he acknowledged that Kepler was
his first master in optics, and that he understood more
of the subject than all his predecessors. In the same

year appeared hi« Slrtna, sen de Nive serangula, in
which he seems to have bee^ the first that^ discovered
the tendency of water to crystallize in angle's of fiO°.
In 1615, Kepler published his Eclogdf^hrunica: ex
epistolis doctissimonnii nliquol virarum el suis muluis
and in the same year at Lintz, his Nova Stereomelria do''
lioruni vinariorum, which he. is said to have composed,
in consequence of a revenue officer having made a false
measurement of his wine at the time of his marriage.
His Bphemerides Novae Mot. Celest. ab anno IC17, appeared at Lintz in 1617.
On the 15th May 1618, Kepler has left it on record,
that he discovered the beautiful relation between the
squares of the periodic times and the cubes of the distances of the planets. Inthe same year,hepublished atLintz,
his EpilomeAslronomiceCopernicancE in septan lihris conscripla. This work contained only the three first books
;
the fourth appeared in 1622, and the three last in 1621.
In 1619, he published at Lintz his Hannoiiices Miindi
libri quinqiie, geometriciis, archileclonicus, harmonicus,
psychologicus, aslronomicus, cum appendiceconlinens mysterium cosmographiciim ; also his treatise De Comclis Libelli Ires

attronomicus, pliysicus, astrologicns.

Cotnelarum phyiiologia nova

Ejiisdem

paradoxos ; and another
work entitled Prngnosticon, 8(c. or the Prediaion of Misfortunes jor Gotwrnmenls and Churches, principallyfrom
the Comet and the Earthquake in I6I8 avd 1619.
The
first of these works, viz. the Harmoniccs, is dedicated to
James VI. of Scotland. Kepler attempts to shew, that
there is a resemblance between the distances of the heavenly bodies, as seen from the sun in their aphelia and
perihelia, and the division of the musical octave ; but
though this part of his book is in every respect absurd,
yet he appears from this work to have studied music as
a science, and also to have been practically acquainted
with it. The discovery of the four satellites of Jupiter, seems to have first pointed out to him tjie error
which he had committed.
In 1624, appeared at Marpurg, his Chilias Logarilhmoriim, to which a supplement was added in 1625, when
he also published his Hypera^piftes, Sj-c. quo libra doclrina preslantissima de parallaxibus, deque novorum siderum
et

in sublima mthere discursionibus rcpelifur et confirmatur.

After the death of Tycho, the emperor Piodolph comto complete the astronomical tables
which had been begun by his friend ; but he was not
able to bring his labours to a termination till the year
1627, when they at last appeared at Ulm, under the
title. Tabula; Rudolphina, quibus astronoinicce scieutice,
temporum longinquitate coUapsw, restauratio continetur, a
Tychone Brake primum animo concepta et dcslinala anno
Chr. 1564, exinde observalionibus siderum accural iseimtts
post annum pracipue 1572, serio affectata, tandem traducta in Germaniam, inque Aulam et nomen Rodolphi
The delay in the publication of this
imp.- anno 1598.
work, arose from the difficulties which Kepler experienced in obtaining the pecuniary means which were
necessary for carrying it on.
The emperor Rodolph
had given orders in I6O9, that, besides the expence of
the edition, the arrears of his pension, amounting to
2000 crowns, and also 2000 crowns more, should be
paid ; yet it was not till two years after that these orders
were executed. Under the emperors Matthias and Ferdinand, he experienced the same difficulties ; but after
the .year 1621, Ferdinand paid all his arrears, and all
the expences necessary for completing the work.
As soon as these tables were completed, Kepler solicited, and obtained the emperor's leave, to take up his re-

manded Kepler

-

KEPLER.

—

KifleT.
tiiaaet at SsKan in Silesia, vher« he tpent the reauind""' r -t" '-is lift. Here he pubJished, in \(ii9,hh Retrwnsio

lolam Jac. Barlichii pritfixam
''

Ephemnidi

aitvi

'

-meridnm ; and, in
acts miita de Tab.
the aaoie ytar, fai* Sporli
Rudolpk* uim i* eompnialiuniuus asiniofieu cum modo
dirifftwH nemo «t nmluraii.
In tfaii remote tituation, KepUr aiAr^l great inconvenience frxjm the irrtj^lar payncat of his pension.
He was thereibre obliged, in 16S0, to make a journey
to Batisboa, to aoiicit the arraan which were due to
hnn ; and, in consequence of the fatigiie (06 nimiam
apniaiiomtm ) which he experienced, he was seised with
a fever, of which he die<i, on that city, on the 30th of
Koreoiber tSSO, in the 59th year of h'u age.
Ai we have alreaily given a brief view of Kepler's
diwoveriei in our Hisioru of Astbonomy, and in the
part of tixt article whicn treats uf Physical .Astbonoiir:.\i

de comjmlalione

et ril'

my, we have directed the

reader's attention, in the pre-

nciiag akfldi, prinoipally to the events of his life, and
the tidaa and tteaeiai ohject of hie Tarioos works. The
abatimcta which wc have given, short and iniperfiect a3
they are, are not iminstrHCtive.
It is a very diAailt natter to form an estimate of the
Tiie ingenious abtrue character of Kepler's genius.
auidkiaa wkli which he b^^an kis career, were a very
unfavoorabie onen of his futare wcctis. But he seems,
frum hii infancy, to have been impressed with the cooviction, that there were snslagiea or hiwa to be diaeiv
vered with regard to tha dnlaiipn ef <ha pbaeta ; ami
view which preaoniad itMif to hia ardent (Ktej,
to have been embraced aa the real law of the uniTbe advice of Tyohe, however, seems to have
^iren a right dirvetion to his inqoiriea ; and the observatiaoa of that aimtriuns aatrommer en the planet
Mars, and on the other planetary bodies, presented him
with the teats by whkh his spccnUtione could be tried.
Bet while we adoMN thaw fanir^'
to which
Kepler was thua tuintaulid, it
to restrain
oar iDdMoaiiMi aauBit ihew wild
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printing of this work ; and his son-in-law fiartschius,
who took the charge of the impression, did not live to
complete it. Lewis Kepler, tlieson of our author, who
was a physician at Koningsberjr, was with difficulty
prevailed upon to finish an undertakin^gr, during which
his father and his brother-in-law had died.
Kepler left behind him many volumes of MSS. Hevelius purchased these from his representatives, and
has given a list of them in the PhUosophical TramacitOM for 1674, No. 102, with the following remarks:
" As to the MSS. of the celebrated Kepler, 1 purchased them all from his representatives for a certain sum,
as well of those that have been published, as those that
have never yet been published; among which are a
great many letters that paned between him and other
celebrated persons.
Among these MSS. are found several well deserving to be published, not only many
letters, but some works also ; among which is his Hipparchus, which, though not quite digested, might be
easily put in sulficient order for that purpose.
I have
also his MSS. Chronology ; but 1 i\o not find a written
account of his life, though there are numerous facts and
traits, from which a clear account of it might be given.''
These MSS. were, after the death of Hevelius, purcha*
sed from his heirs by M. Gottlieb Hansch, a zealous

mathematician.
With the view of giving them to the world, Hansch
was presented to the emperor Charles VI. and obtained fiMSB him a thousand ducats to defray the ex pence,
and a pension of SOO florins during the life of the emperor.
With this pectmiary aid, he published at Leipsic, in 1718, in ana volume folio, Epulolit ad Joannent
Keplerwm, m etk imnfieiim CecMareum, tcriplte, inserlu ad
tatdem rMponmomHu t Kepkriamt, quotquot haclenut reperiri poltiermml, opmt aoeest, Sfc. cum Jo. KepUri vita \
ju*m et autpidit Caroli FI. Roman Imp. Having spent
all the 1000 ducats on this volume, and being obliged
even to pledge the rest of the MSS. for SS8 florins,
Hansch was unable to publish the rest of the MSS. He
addfCiacd himealfto the celebrated Wolfius to no purMissiilrtiBM, hi inuch he aAerwarda cfaoae to indnlge. poar, and was equally unsuccessful in his application to
That he was belie ver in atrology it is impossible to the Royal Society of London, and to other quarters. At
deiAc ; and tfaongh, in order to mee his reputation, La this time, M. de Murr of Nuremberg, happening to be
Land* haa affinnsd that Kepler pnbKahed his reveries in Ixmdon in 1 76 1, made great eflurts to acauire the
merely in order to prooure a sale far his works, by flat- MSS. and Dr. Bradley had almost determined to purtering the prciadi—sef the vulgar yet, in drawing the chase them. In 1 77.'^, 4000 francs were asked for them ;
character of this great man, we should be unwilling to and acme time aflerwards, M. de Murr succeeded in
l^Mkciae for his superstition, by such a heavy im- parchaang them for the Imperial Academy of St. PepMmai upon his integrity. The physical notions tersburg. I'he following are the contents ofthe Ii vo•T Kapler raapecting the planeu, are still more ri- lumes of M.SS. four of which were published by Hansch.
than his aatraioflical oonvietians.
In hi
I. Hipaarchui Kepleri, S79 leaves.
Hmnumutt Mumli, (tabu it. capi. ril) he endeavours
9. Kepleri Adversaria tabularnm lunarium, ttc cum
to pfova, that the earth haa a •ympadkr with the hes- Calendario in annum ltiU.S, \5i leaves.
b4. bjr a nataral imtiaat,' parctives the posi3. De stell.t nova Kepleri annotata ot observationes,
tianoT thaHam He maintaint also, that the earth is aliorumque epistola.
bnalhiag oat the winds from holes in
4.
Commenlaria in IHoIenupi Harmonicorum li; and that aU the planaU are animated,
brum tertiura. Aristoxeni, musici antiqui, HarmonicoproMtiooad to their balk, by aaaana rum elemcntorum libn tres.
they move tbrongfa abaolato
5. De genesi magnitudinum.
He even
that the faculty of tha
ii Ierri6ed at
6. 7, 8. The letters which have been published and
of a comet, that it **
deposited in the imperial library.
ef vapour through tamr, and that
9, Epistolse Kepleri, partly in L«tin and partly in
German, with many calculations.
In tiie year 1(04, appeand a posthumous woric of
10. Epistolce Davidis Fabricii ad Keplerum cum re>
KMlar,eiMitled, J. Ktpiiri Somnimm, uu •putpMlkmmmm sponsionibus I6OI, 1(>D9.
4« MM r t mom
Lunari, in which helreati ofthe phanu.
II. Littene.
mena which will be aaan by the inhahlmta rf the moon
Letters which have been published.
1 2.
and tito other plaoaCK Kaplar Uaaalfdied during the
18. DeBoBitiatioBM motuum Mercurii ct Veneris.
I

;

m

K E R
u. Cominentaria

Kcr|>uelcn'«

l.*nd.

15.

Kcrman.

Vavy^s^

Documenta observatarum

et

examinatanun

16. Chronblopia reformata Kepleri.
17. Nota- in Scaligeri et Petavii Uoctrinam

eclip-

tempo-

rum.
astronomica genethliaca et genealogica

varia.

Discursus de anno lunari.
20. Kepleri Schedse authenticae Tabularum Rudolphinanim.
19

spherici inchoatus. Meinotiiiira lunte correctio et constitutio. Tabula-

21. In 4to.

diorum

and magnificent cities in Persia; but from its ha- Kenna»,
ying been exposed to destn»ctive wars, it "has now lost ^*""~V"^
its former splendour.
In 1794, it was.^efended with
the greatest bravery for several months by Lutf AH
Khan, until it was betrayed into the hands of his rival.
The city was given up for three months to the fury of
the soldiers
the walls and the public buildings were levelled to the ground
great numbers of the inhabitants
were massacred and 30,000 were banished into the
remote provinces of the empire. From this calamity
lent

sium.

18. Kepleri

K E R
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ifUitra in tlieoriam Martis.

Canon rectanguli

—

— —

can scarcely ever recover. It is situated in an extensive plain, and so near the mountains, that it is nearly
surrounded by two of them. The walls, which are «f
it

rum Rudolphinarura

mud,

are high, and have 19 or

tionalis, sed

face

and a dry

emendationes.
Tabula proporcanon hexacontaton sive sexagenorum.
22. In 4to, De quadrantibus libellus, along with
other detached pieces.
For a very full and able account of the discoveries of
Dr. Small's Account of the Astronomical
of Kepler. Lond. 1804. 8vo.
KEKBELA. Sea Meshed Hossein.

Kepler,

see

Disc'ivcries

KERGUELEN'S Lanh, or the Island of Desolation,
an island in the southern Indian ocean, which was
first discovered in 1772, by M. De Kerguelen, who afterwards visited it in 1773, and discovered some small
In December 1776, Captain
islands in its vicinity.
Cook fell in with the same islands. One of them he
describes as about three leagues in circuit, and very
The other is of the same size, and situated one
high.
league to the westward. These islands seem entirely
They were almost completely
destitute of interest.
barren, and the few botanical and mineralogical observations which Mr. Anderson made upon them, are not
worthy of being repeated. The islands are situated in
South Lat. 49" 20', and East Long. 69" 30'.
See
Cook's Third Voyage, vol. i. and Relation des deux voyages dans les Mers Auslraks el des lndes,Jaits en 1771,
1772, et 1773, par M. de Kerguelen. Paris 1781. 8vo.
KERMAN, anciently Caramania, (but not the Caramania of Asiatic Turkey ) is a province of the kingdom of Persia. It is bounded on the east by the provinces of Seistan and Mekran ; on the north by Seistan
and Khorassan ; on the west by Pars, Lar, and Irak,
and on the south by Mekran and the Persian Gulf.
The large district of Burkind, in the south of Kerman,
is covered with mountains, which approach the sea between Cape Jask and the fort of Cohistry, situated in
57° 20' East Long. They then suddenly retire behind
Minab, and do not again advance to the south until
beyond Gombroon.
Their general name is the
mountains of the Silver Mines. The district of Nurmansheer is about 90 miles long, and from 30 to 80
broad.
A range of mountains bounds it on the north
and south, those to the south being the highest, and covered with snow during the greater part of the year.
The soil is fertile, and the country well peopled.
The province of Kerman contains no river of importance, and hence it abounds in desarts.
The climate,
which is by no means salubrious, is in some parts very
cold, and in others very hot.
Between Jask and Sereek, plantations of palms were numerous, and the produce of wheat was considerable. On the coast road,
is

between Minah and Gombroon, 'are a number of villaand a good supply of water.
The principal towns of this province, are Kerman,
Gombroon, Buram, Regan, Darabjerd, Krook, Tehroot,
Mahim, and Rayun.
Kerman, or Serjan, as it is sometimes called, is the ancient Caramana, and was formerly one
of the most opu.

ges,

;

ditch,

20 bastions in each
20 yards wide and 10 deep. It

has four gates ; and the governor resides in the ark, or
on the south side of the fort. There are nine
principal caravanseras within the walls, and many
others of" inferior note.
Kerman is celebrated for its
manufactures of shawls, matchlocks, and carpets, which
are exported chiefly to Khorassan and the northern provinces ; and for which they receive, in return, drugs,
furs, silk, steel, copper, and skins from Bockhara.
These articles are sent to India, along with pistachio
nuts, carpets, rosebuds, and bullion; and from that
country they import tin, lead, iron, chintz, wrought
silk, spices, indigo, muslin, kheem-khob, gold brocade,
china and glass-ware, broad cloth, hardware, &c. The
bazar, which, in one part, is neatly arched with a fine
blue stone from the adjacent mountains, is well furnished with articles of every description. The population
of Kerman is about 20,000, among whom are a small
proportion of Gentoos. There are also Armenians, Jews,
and Hindoos. In 1810, the revenues of the city were
about £25,000. The position of Kerman is in North
Lat. 29" 30', and East Long. 560 gs'.
Gombroon has already been described in a separate
article.
The city of Bumm is strongly fortified by a
high mud wall, flanked with towers, and encircled with
a broad and deep dry ditch.
It has only one gate ;
and its bazar is pretty well supplied with dates, milk,
and fruit. Its former fountains are said to have thrown
their water to a great height ; and the gardens, which
appear to have been inclosed by walls, and adorned
with elegant summer-houses, produce the most deliThe former extent of the city is
cious pomegranates.
shewn by the magnitude of its ruins.
Regan is a neat little town, surrounded by a mud
citadel,

The fort is quadrangular ; and the walls, which
good repair, are high, and flanktfd with bastions.
The town has but one gate, upon which a guard is conwall.

are in

stantly kept.

Darabjerd, situated nearly at the western extremity
of the province, was once a large city ; but a great part
It is finely situated in an e^^tenof it is now in ruins.
sive plain, and on the banks of a river, and is surroundThe juice
ed with groves of orange and lemon trees.
of these is exported to every part of Persia ; and tobacFour streets,
co is cultivated here to a great extent.
crossing at right angles, proceed from the four gates ;
and at their intersection is the market-place, which is
covered with the largest dome in Persia. The princiIt conpal streets have also been covered with domes.
tains from 15,000 to 20,000 inhabitants.
Krook is the capital of Nurmansheer, and is built like
Regan. It is however large, and is surrounded with a
deep ditch. The governor resides here.
Mahim, Tehroot, and Rayun, are small towns, surrounded with numerous gardens. The cattle belong-
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i<lr<l estalea are of great extent,
In this
and there are few small propertiea. The principal prorialon mn. Lord Kenmare, who haa .S5,000 acres,
Loni Vcntry, Lenl Innismore. Mr. Lock, Mr. Herring. Sir BeiijaiBin Walsh, Lord Corke, Lord Headly,
Marqoia of Lanadowne, Sir Edward Denny, and Lord
GhMMaro. Lcase»«re granted, in general, for thirty-one
yearn «m1 three lives and a coonderabie proportion of
the eoaoty is let to partnership tenanu.
Onmam m waaim aHendeJ to than tilUge. The people who Mafak the moantains rear the small native
breed of cattle, which are difficult to be obtained pure.
The aaail^btaad of sheep form excellent mutton ; but
they arc to few in namber, that neither the food nor
'

;
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ing to the governor of the province, are usually kept
at R»\ un. See MactlonaUl Kinneir's Geographical Memoir of the Persian Empire, p. U>1, which contains all
the information in the preceding article.
KEUMANSHAW, is the capital of a fruitful and
extensive district of Persia of the same name, in the
province of Irak. It is the residence of .Mahomed Ali
Meerza, the eldest son to the king. It is situated in
tlie southern extremity of a fine plain, through the cenIt contains no antre of which runs the river Karasu.
It is adorned with many gardens, has
cient ruins.
fourteen huromams or public baths, four mosques, and
rielda an annual revenue of 15,000 tomauns a-year.
kennanshaw is a flourishing town, and contains about
12,000 houaea. It ia situated in East Ixing. 46' S»', and
S4* S6' North Lat. See Macdonald Kinneir's GtogrO'
pUcnl Memoir of Ike Pertian Empire, p. 132.
KERMES. See Dycing, vol. viii. p 225, S49.
KERRY ia the name af a maritime county of Ireland, in the province of Munster. It is situated on the
-west coast and is bounded on the north by the
ShaaiMMi, by which it is separated from the county of
CUre ; oo the eaat, by the counties of Limeric and
Cork ; on the soath-east by Cork ; and on the southwest and weat by the Atlantic Ocean. In consequence
of twn great projecting tongues of land, comprehending the baronies of Ivoragh and Corcaguinny, the shape
of the county is rcry irregular.
Its extent, from north
t* aouth, is 67 i English miles ; its greatest breadth,
fttm eait to west, is 5^; and it contain* 179S square
EBcliah miles. This coiin^ iscnvered with moantains,
in the midst of which are the celebrated lake* of Kiilarney, (see KiLLARNC^ ); and a great portion of it is
thiM r« ndmd unfit for habitation, and incapable of being eokhralad. The northern baronies, which contain
much aood land, arc by no mtani lercl and the cuttivatcdSelda and fine paatuw art often interrupte<l by
Mack hmI slanry hilU, and orrwinn ally by tracu o(
bw. The barany of Coreagninny is the most western
nf • peninwilar form, and is full
peat *r
the high promontory of St.
«i By
Br^pdon u Ute moat conmicuous. The bitroiiy of I veragh coasists of a chain or rouch mountain* running into the aaa ; but it abouncb wrth magnificent prospects,
coHBactad with the view of the ocean and Kenmare
river. Glaienaght it oovere<l with very hij^h and nigged hills, and ia aepanted from the county of Cork by
a ridge of mcky moaalaiDS, which is passable only at
the Pricsfa l^tmp. The highest mounuin* in the county are thoae on the west and south of Kilkenny.
The
height ef

S

the wool can be regardetl as of national importance.
The horses of Iveragh are highly esteemed. They are
small, strong, and durable; and can remain out all winter, feeding upon heath, furze, and other shrubs.
In the year 1811, the average price of various articles
were as follow :— Wages of a man, per day, Is. ; of a
woman, 5d. ; of a carpenter, 2s. 8(1. ; grazing a cow, per
week, 35. 9d. grazing a horse, per week, 93. 9d. ; Kilkenny coal, per cwt 58. 6d. ; lime, per barrel, Is. 8d.
potatoes, per stone, 4d. ; fresh butter, per lb. Is. 2d.
whisky, per gallon, 10s. 6d. ; beef and mutton, per lb.
5d. ; cheese, per lb. Is. 8d. ; fowls per couple Is. Id. ;
turkey Is. Qd.
;

There are several marble and slate quarries in this Minenlogr.
county.
There are mines of copper and lead at Killarney. The copper ore is found at Ross island, in the
lake of Kiilarney. The mines are leased by a company
from Lord Kenmare for 31 years ; 15 of which are now
expired.
His lordship receives one-eighth of
( 1818)
the produce in lieu of rent
and that he lets again for
£ iOOO per annum. The ore is found in limestone rock.
When tiie mines are fully wrouglit, 200 tons of ore are
It is carried by land to Tralee,
raised per month.
whence it is shipped for Swansea, where it is smelted.
The coals consuitied by the steam engine, and in the
mine, are brought from Swansea, and cost two guineas
per ton. The whole works employ 500 men ; and, during the years from 1804
1808, were attended with
There was also a copper
an expence of £ 50,000.
mine at Mucross, which has not been wrought since
Almut £ 2.5,000 worth of ore was raised. Co*
1754.
bait was found in the limestone extracted from it.
Amethyst* are found in the cliffs at Kerry-head. The
Kerry stones, which are so often talked of, seem to be
common rock crystals.
Kerry i* watered with several fine rivers. The Cash- Bivers.
ing, formed by the Feele and the Gale, is navigable for
eif^t or ten miles.
The Lane flows out of the lake of
Kiilarney, which receives the Flesk.
The Itoughy
runs into Kenmare river. The Mang, which is navigable to Castlemain, runs into Castlemain harbour at
Dingle bay, which only admits vessels of moderate burThe roads of Dingle and Valentia, Ventry bay. Harbours.
den.
and Ballynaskelig* bay, are small but convenient harbours.
Kenmare river forms a secure haven. The
chief towns of this county, are I'ralee, where the assizes
are held, Kiilarney, Milltown, and Dingle.
Kerry returns two members to parliament; and the
principal influence belongs to Lord Kenmare.
The
Dingle mountains, which are dry and healthy, are very
populous ; but the district between Kiilarney and Bantry is very thinly peopled.
The popuUtion of Kerry,
in 1797, according to Dr. Beaufort, was 19,395 houses,
or 107,000 inhaliitants the Catholics amounting to
iOS.&iS, and the l'rote«UnU to 1337- The population
;

—

—

has, however, greatly increased.

See .Smitli's Hislorif
of Kerrif : Beaufort's Memoir of a Map o)' Ireland;
and Wakefield's Account of Ireland,
KESHO. See Tunkiv.
KESWICK is a small market town of England, in
the county of Cumberland, situated 228 feet above the
leve' of the sea, on the east side of the vale of Keswick,
and near the lower end of Derwcntwater, on the lake
of Keswick. The town consists of a long street, protected from the north winds by the lofty mountain of
Skiddaw but contains no buildings of any interest.
A cotton manufactory has been established here. Coarse
woollen goods, carpets, blankets, kerseys, and some
linens, are also made ; but the town is principally sup«
;

ported by travellers

5

who come

to visit the lakes.

In
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KEW

of Kew, will be found in our article Horticulture,

KEY, IN Music, is a term ambiguously used by
most practical musicians. Sometimes by this term
they mean a scale or system of intervals at others, it
implies the lowest or fundamental note of the system, as
al)ove and, on other occasions, this term also designates
one of the short levers on which the fingers act, in performing on org.^ns, pianofortes, &c. Writers, who have
aimed at greater precision in their terms and writings,
;

;

have made the following distinctions, viz.
KEY-no<<% called formerly ison or mese, the fundamental or bass mite of every mode or scale of intervals,
as above each tunc, or piece of music, usually begins
with its key-note, and invariably ends with it; otherwise, as experience has shewn, the ear would not be satisfied, or the subject of the tune seem closed and ended.
;

The moderns consider C as
mode and by a
its

;

the principal or first key
series of modulations into

successive or consecutive fifths, above and below,
Mr. Liston first
all the other key-notes.

they derive

shewed how

this modulation could be conducted, without departing from the harmonic relations of the first
key-note, or C, by returning sufficiently often to one of
the consecutive 3ds or 6ths of this first key-note ; and
thus he extended the scale to 59 notes in the octave ;
and Mr. Farey has now extended the same to 612
notes. See our article Intervals.
Key, or 3fodf, implies a system, or scale of intervals. The practical, and less correct writers on music,
have often asserted, that a key or mode, whether major or minor, consists only of 'seven sounds, which, in

HA

or principal key, or mode major, are C, D, E, F,
Kty,
G, A, and B; and, in the principal minor key, or note, Kharasra
are A, B, C, D, E, F, and C; but Mr. Liston, in pp. """'V""
59 and 6I of his Essay, shews that the major mode C
is not complete, or capable of correct or euliarmonic
performance in it, (such as violins and voices actually
accomplish,) without 10 notes inste.id of 7 ; viz. C, D\
D, E, F, ^ F, G, A, A', and B. In like manner, in
pp. 64 and 67, he shews that the first, or principal minor mode or key A, requires also 10 notes, viz. A, B,
C, p, * D, E, F, ^ F, G, and ^. G.
Combining, therefore, these two scales together, it
thus appears that 12 notes are required instead of
7, as some still inconsiderately assert, for simply accompanying, or producing the harmonics to' an ascending
and descending bass octave, in the motles C major and
minor.
It need, therefore, excite no surprise, that
in modulating through all the keys or modes in use, so
many as 59 notes become necessary ; but rather, how
so few notes should suffice, which is owing to so many
of the notes answering in various keys.
FingerK^ys, manual keys, or clavier, are the short
levers of the keyed instruments, by means of which
they are played upon ; usually there are 1 2 of these to
each octave, of the compass or extent of the instrument ; seven of them longer and broader than the other
five, which are shorter and narrower, and stand up
higher between the longer keys ; according to the ar-

the

first

A

•

rangement which is explained
Keyed liistiuments.

in our article

Finges-

organ in the Temple church in London, has two
short keys divided in their lengths, so as to produce two distinct levers or keys, by which means the
fingers can act occasionally on 14 notes in each octave,
instead of 12 we have read, or heard, of attempts formerly to divide more of the keys, one as early as 1683,
by a Mr. Player, and thus to multiply the powers of the
I'he

of

its

:

improved harmony but
and liabilities to mistakes, in the
hurry of performance, were thereby introduced, that
we believe these divided finger-keys nowhere remain
in use, except two of them in the Temple organ scale, as
fingers in performance, as to

so

vol. xi. p. 125.

of the major

K
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1793, the number of visitors was 1540. There are two
private inusoums in tiie town, which are open for publ^ruidical stones at Castlerijfg,
_, lie ini'pcction. The
'~'
about two miles to the south of the town, are worthy
of being seen. In 1811, the population of the township was ^52 houses, and UJS3 inhabitants; of whom,
258 were returnetl as employed in trade and manufactures. Tiie maximum quantity of rain that falls at Keswick is 84.605 inches, the minimum 34 306, and the
mean 68.5. See West's Guide to the Lakes; and the
Bcautks of England and Walts, vol. iii. p. 239.
KET'i'ERING is a populous market town of England, in Northamptonshire. It is situated upon a small
The town is but poorly
river running into the New.
The church, which
built, but is gradually improving.
has a nave, north and south aisles, a chancel, and a
handsome tower and spire, is a tolerably good buildThere is here a sessions-house, a well endowed
ing.
free-school, an aims-house, antj two dissenting chapels.
The manufactures of the town consist of sorting, combing, spinning, and weaving tammies and lastings of
In 1811, the parish contained 713
different sorts.
houses, and 3242 inhabitants ; of whom, 587 were returned as employed in trade and manufactures. See
Bridge's History of North amplonshire ; and the Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xi. p. 194.
of
13 a village of England, in the county
Surry, celebrated for the royal palace built there by
George III. and the magnificent gardens which belong
to it. There is a fine stone bridge of seven arches thrown
There is
over the Thames, from a design by Paine.
here one of the royal palaces, which is held on lease.
His
It is a small house, in a bad style of aixhitecture.
present majesty, however, began, in 1802, a new palace in the Gothic style, and of an embattled form, from
This palace is slill
the designs of James Wyatt, Esq.
A very full account of the royal gardens
unfinished.

JfMenng

many

;

difficulties,

already mentioned.
The late Dr. Robert Smith supplied the place of more
finger- keys, in his improved harpsichord, by stops, to be
moved by the hand, which put some notes out of action by tlie ordinai-y 12 finger keys, and brought others
into action in their stead ; and this mode remains yet
in use in the Foundling-hospital organ in London, for
four additional notes; but, within a few years past, Mr.
Hawkes, and, since him, Mr. Loeschman and Mr. Liston, have effected these occasional shiftings of the notes,
belonging or attached to the ordinary finger-keys, by
means of /;e(/fl/j, or short levers, to be moved by the
feet of the performer, which seems an improvement of
very considerable importance in tile practice of instrumental music. In March 1811, John Trotter, Esq.
took out a patent for finger-keys of equal width throughout, in two ranges, for facilitating the transposition of
music into any Isey, during its performance, as may be
seen in the second series of the Repertory of Arts, vol.
xxii.p. 197.

(?)
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KHARASM, or Ghorasm, IS a country of. Asi«5 ubound,

.

ed on the north by Turkestan, on the east by Great
Bucharia, on the south by Khorasan, and on the west
by the Caspian Sea. It is about 350 miles in length
powerful kingdom The
; and was once a
principal produce of the country is cotton, lamb-furs,
and a small quantity of raw silk. Cattle, furs, and hides.

and breadth

K H O

which they obtain from the Kirghesc and Turcoman
Tartars, are the articles which thfy export to Bticharia
anil Persia.
Khiva ia the capital of the district. It
staniU on a rising ground, on the west of the river
Gihon. It has three gates, and a thick strong wall of
earth, with turrets at short intervals, and a deep and
broad ditch full of water. The houses are low, and
built of mu<l, and the roofs flat and covered with earth.
Khiva is SGU miles \. W. of Saraarcand ; and is si>
tuated in East Long. 58° 25', and North Lat, 41° SW.

See Hanway's T'avrU.

KHATMAN'DU. Katmando, Catmandoo, Jinobu,
Kathipoob, Yindaise, and Gongoouputtcn, orCasiiTiiAMANDiR, signifying the Wooden Metropolis, are
the ditferent names which have been given to a city in
the valley of N'epaul Proper, and reckoned the capital
of that kingdom, from being the residence of the
Ghoorkali Kajah. It is situated on the eastern bank
of the Bishenmutty, along which it stretches for about
a mile. Its breadth is seldom greater than a quarter of
a mile, and never exceeds half a mile. The houses are
built of brick and tile, with pitchetl or pent roofs. Towanls the street, they hav< freouently enclosed wooden
balconies of open carved work, and of a singular fa*
•hion ; the front piece, instead of rising perpendicidarly, projects in a sloping direction towards the enves
of the house. The nouses which, not excepting even
tbe Rajah's residence, are of a mean appearance, are generally two, three, and four stories high.
The streets
are estrcnwlj narrow and filthy.
The iWNt alriking objects of Khatmandu are numerooa waadcn tanptcs, not only in the town itself, but
Mllaiwl ovar ita environs, and particularly along the
idaa of a auadrangular tank, or reservoir of water,
abort distance from the north-east quarter of the
town, called Rani-pokra. They resemble, both in their
form and construction, the wooden muniluts in other
parts of India.
Soaae of them are very large and high.
Khatmandu likewiaa poii e is H several rich temples on
a large scale, with two, three, and four sloping roofs,
diminishing gradually as they ascend, and terminating

I

gHMTally

These pinnacles, as well as
splendidly gilt, and have

in pinnacles.

MBM of the superior roofs, are
an agreeable and singular
'u

effect.

The number of idols

about 2733.

During tbe time of Jye Purkhaush, Khatmandu was
houses, including, no doubt,
the dependent Tillages, to the amount of SO or SO, aa
the area of the city cannot hold more than 5000 botuea.
Tbe popwlation of the town ia wtimatr-l at iH.OOO by

npposedto contain 88,000

ColonaiKirkpatnck, and that of thecapiul and its district at i8/>,(XW, not including Doom-baise, Noakote,
Kerjah, or any of the depencienciea beyond the valley.
The view of tbe town from the west bank of the river,
with the bridge on the right hand, and the lofty Hima.
hnra
a ina in the back ground, is remarkably fine.
TIm dia>if» of Khatmandu from the Himalaya rooantaina U 40 milea ; and it is situated in 85* 89* East
Long, and S?" SS' North Lat
See the Atiatk Retfarchrt, vol. ii. p. 307.
Colonel Kirkpatnck's Account
of thf Ktngdom of Sepaul, p. 158, &c. London, 181 1 ;
and Dr. Francis Buchanan's ActomU
rf Ntpaul, which

nyt

;

is

now

in the press.

KHIVA. SeeKHARASM.

KHOEE

is a town of Persia, and the capital of a
rich and eatcnsive district in the province of .\serbijan.
It is the emporium of a considerable trade carried on between Tarkey and Persia.
It is said to be
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of Alaxala, the former metropolis of J^'"""*"''
Kb °''"
stands in a plain celebrated by the bat^;
""
'
tie in 1514, in which 30,000 Persians encountered
beauroost
one
of
the
reckoned
300,000 Turks. It is

on the

built

Armenia.

tiful

site

It

and best

built

towns in

Persia.

The

streets,

which

are regular, are shaded with aveniies of trees ; the walls
and the ceilings of many of the
are in good repair
houses covered with paintings in good taste, which are
supposed to have been executed about the period of
Shah Ismael. According to Captain Sutherland, it contains a population of 25,000. East Long. 45" 1 1', North
Lat. 38° 30'. Distance from Tabreez 22 fursungs. See
Macdonald Kinneir's Geog. Mem. of the Persian Empire, p. 154.
is a town of Persia, in the province of
Irak, situated in a most interesting and romnntic manner.
It stands at the base of two parallel ranges oi
mountains, so very close, that the houses occupy the
bottom, and at the same time the face of the hills to
some height. Every house is surrounded by its own
garden, so that the town is connected only by plantations.
It is about six miles long, and about one-fourth
of a mile broad. " The hills," says Mr. Kinneir, " afford an ample supply of water; and the appearance
of the black and barren mountains, without a particle
of vegetation upon them, hanging over these gardens,
forms a contrast with the luxuriant and variegated foliage of the plantations, which can hardly be imngined
by a person who has never visited this little paradise."
"The traveller, in approaching it from the west, passes
over a road completely shaded on both sides, for al>out
five miles, by every kind of tree which the country proThere is no com produced in the valley ; but
duces.
the abundance of fruit enables the inhabitanta to procure every necessary in exchange for it. A kind of
cider is made of the apples, but it does not keep above
a month.
The women are celebrated for their beauty
and vivacity. The town contains about 2.500 families,
;

KHONSAR

an annual revenue of 5000 tomauns. East
Nortli Lat. 33° 2'.
See Macdonald Kin<
Heir's Grog. Mem. afthe I'ertian Empire, p. 128.
KHOI{.\SSAN, or tlie Cuuniru of the Sun, is an extensive province of Persia, l>ounaed on the north-east
and east by the Oxus and the country of Bulkh ; on
the south by Cabul and Seistan ; and on the west by
The northern and
Irak, Asterabad, and Dahestan.
eastern parts are said to be a level country, intersected
with landy deserta, and irregular ridges of lofty moun-

and

yielils

Long.

tains.

.50° 26',

The climate is in some parts temperate, and in
The wind called liad-e-iemum, which

others cold.

blows for forty days every year in the deserta, is instantly fatal to thoho who are exposed to it.
The soil,

which is in general good, produces wine, fruit, com,
rice, and silk, in great quantities, and of the best quabut, in consequence of the incursions of savage
have been demoli8he<l, iu commerce ruined, and its fertile districu converted into solity

;

tribes, its princely cities

The

of Meshed, Nishapour, Turtheir dependencies, belong
but the southern parts, including the city
to Persia
of Herat, are in the possession of the Afghans.
The different ridges of mountains appear to be con- Mountsias.
nected with each other, and with the Hindoo Koh, and
The mountains of Bamian and
the range of Elburz.
Goor, which separate Khorassan from Cabul, send out
an immense branch to the south-west, as far as 34'' of
North Latitude, and 65'' 20' of East Longitude. I'uraing suddenly to the north-west, it cuts the latitude of
S L
litary waste*.

shish,

cities

and Tabas, with
,-
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and the longitude of CO", and joins the mountains
of Meshed. In passing from Seistan to Herat, and thence
to Yezd, Capt. Christie found that the country was

KiaB|^lub S8',

„

I

.

J*'"""

>^..Y-w mountainous,

diversified with tolerably cultivated plains,

Some of the mountains were very lofty and at Okul,
half way between Ferrah and Herat, an immense range
;

WM seen to the east
Rivets.

m

.

the provmce,
Oxus, which is the chief nver
rises in the mountains of Pameer, and is said to form a
junction with the Jaxartes, before it throws itself into the

The

The Oxus

K

'

I

L

progress to Stourport.
The government of the town is
in the hands of a recorder, a bailiff, and the justices ;
and the corporation consist? •of 12 aldermen, and 25
common council men. There are three Tieading societies at Kidderminster.
In 1 8 II , the population of this town was,

Inhabited houses
Families
'
t\

Sjer''

'

i'-'

i

^^

'"

1

'

j

'

'

1546
17^7
,
?•
manufactures 1 569
"

i'

'

'

^

'

'

'

^°'*°

described as navigable for more
,
-p.
•.• '
*'9^
*,
il^""?
than 200 miles, in which distance tliere are many fer^°^^^ population
8038
ries, with from 8 to 10 boats each.
The cultivated
lands extend only about three or four miles from the
See the Beauties of England and Wales, vol xv.
river.
The Tedzen, or the ancient Oclitis, is next in
KIDNEY. See Anatomy, Vol. I. p. 837, and also
size to the Oxus.
It seems to have its origin near SePhysiology.
raks, and, after receiving many tributary streams, and
is a town of South Wales, in Caerparticularly the Meshed river, it falls into the Caspian
marthenshire.
It stands on both sides of the lesser
North Lat. 38° 41'. Herat, or»Herirood, (anciently Gwendraeth, which is crossed by a handsome stone
the Aries,) rises a little to the north of Herat, and runbridge.
The new township stands on the east bank of
ning southerly, is lost in the sands between that city the river, and the old township on the west bank. The
and the lake of Zerrah. The Murgab, anciently the town was formerly surrounded with a wall, one of the
Margiis, issues from the mountains of Goor, and is algates of which is now standing.
It once had a flouso said to be swallowed up in the sands near Herat,
rishing trade ; but from the obstruction to the navigaThe Ester, anciently Siderius, which is navigable for a tion of the river by a sand bank, its commerce has
short distance, is a considerable river, and gives its
long been trifling. Engineers have, however, been emname to the province of Asterabad, where it flows into ployed, with every prospect of success, upon a new
the Caspian.
plan, for improving its harbour.
Some iron and tin
The capital of the Persian division of Khorassan is manufactories have been carried on here; and the
Meshed; and Herat is the capital of the Afghan part neighbouring country abounds in coal and iron ore.
of it. See Herat and Meshed; and Macdonald Kin- The parish church, which is a plain structure, stands
neir's Geog. Mem. of the Persian Empire, for a fuller
in New Kidwelly.
The castle, which occupies a bold
account of the province.
rocky eminence on the west side of the river, has a grand
KIANG-NAIS. See China, Vol. VI. p. 212.
and imposing appearance, and the remains are in a very
KIANG-SI. See China, Vol. VI. p. 214.
perfect state. In 1811, the parish contained 329 houses,
KIDDERMINSTER, anciently Chideominster, is a 389 families, and 1441 inhabitants. See the Beauties
market-town of England, in the county of Worcester, of England and Wales, vol. xviii. p. 369.
It is divided into two unequal parts by the river Stour.
KIEL, is a town of Denmark, in the duchy of HolThe town consists chiefly of two good streets, one of stein, situated at the bottom of a bay of the same name,
which runs parallel to the canal, and the road from which forms a convenient harbour, resembling that of
Bewdly to Birmingham runs through the other, which Palermo. The town contains three churches, an uniis nearly a mile in length. The houses in the last street
versity, founded in 1650, and a college, established in
are the best; but both of them are well paved, and
In 1785, when Mr. Coxe visited Kiel, there
1768.
cleanly kept.
The houses are, in many places, cut out were 24 professors in the university, and about 300
of the solid rock. The church is a handsome Gothic students. The town is well built ; and the castle, which
structure, standing on a very commanding situation on
The buildings,
is finely situated, has an observatory.
the brow of a knoll, at the end of a street.
The tower and the collections of the university, the hospital of St.
is uncommonly fine, the windows have a rich tracery
George, and the manufactories of the place, are well de;
and externally, it is in excellent order. At the east end serving of being visited. Kiel is one of the most comof the church is a handsome Gothic chapel, which is now mercial places of Holstein. The trade has been much
converted into a free school. There are here no fewer facilitated, by the junction of the two seas, across the
than eight charity schools for boys and girls, to which duchy of Holstein, by the canal of Kiel and the river
several Sunday schools have lately been added.
There Eyder, which passes by Rendsburgh, and falls into the
are at Kidderminster 12 alms-houses, a dispensary, and
German Ocean at Tonningen. This canal was begun
25 friendly societies. The town-hall stands in the cen- in 1777, and was nearly finished in 1785. It will be
tre of the market-place, and performs the several funcable to navigate merchantmen of 120 tons burden.
tions of a council room, a market house, and a prison.
The promenade on the ramparts, and the promenades
Kidderminster has long been celebrated for its manu- of Schlossgarten, Dorfgarten, and the road of Viburg,
factures.
It was once famous for linsey woolseys, then
Population of the
are beautiful, and well frequented.
for friezes, and afterwards for tammies and flowered
town 7000. See Cox's Travels in Poland, &c. vol. v.
stuffs; but the carpet trade was not introduced till
p. 239.
1735 ; and in I749, the woollen carpets with a cut pile
KIEF. See KIOF.
were begun. About 44 years ago, there were here
KILDA, St. The name given to one of the western
1700 silk and worsted looms, 250 carpet looms, and islands of Scotland, is situated about twenty leagues
about 5000 persons occupied in preparing the materi- westward of North Uist. Its exact position has not
als.
The silk and worsted looms have been reduced to been ascertained ; but its latitude is about 575°, and its
700, while the carpet looms have increased to 1000. longitude somewhat more than 8°.
The natives call
The Staffordshire canal passes through this town in its it Herst, and it is also called Hirta. It is not easy to
Caspian.
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Among and oats,

'^^C"'^ the numerous springs of fresh water, is one called
Kilder
and the name Kilda being given to some
;

springs of cold water in Iceland, it is not improbable,
toat the appellation St. Kilda, may have originated
from the abundance of springs in this island. Bede
(Hist. Ecct. lib. S. cap. 24,) and Camden (Brit. pp.
>•
89, 906,) mention a religious woman named Kilda
who possibly may have wandered to this distant island,
and left her name attached to it. That this remote and
minute portion of the British empire was deemed worthy of attention from the zealous promoters of the Homan Catholic faith, appears from the names given to the
ruins, still visible, of some small religious edifices.
In
St. Kilda are the remains of three, one called Christ's
church, another St. Brianan's, and a third Columba's.
In the island Boreray, a few miles westward of St. Kilda, there are the remains of a buiidini;, and of a crucifix.
On a rock, forming the east side of the bay, at the head
of which stands the village of St. Kilda, is a ruin called
Dun-6r-Bholug, " the castle of the men of quivers ;"
and here ajao are remains of what hare been supposed
to have been mhan.
There is a similar appearance on
the islanda of Boreray and .^oay. In the former i«l.ind,
Mto be seen what is called Slallft^t House. It is built on
fo'.and between these are recesses, each distil
\iy its name, viz. Simmidran, Bearran, RatIs, uuii iiuulalla.
The whole is roofe<l with stones, and
covered with earth.
In a glen of St. Kilda, opening to
the sooth west, is a atructure aimilar to this, called the
Female Warrinr't House.
This iaiand extends in length almut two mile*, and
• C<«<nl ••
in breadth oeeriy one.
It is precipitous on all side*
fKU
bnt one, on which there is a bar opoiing eastward, bavinK a narrow sandy beach at the extremity, uncovered
As there is almost constantly a heavy
at low water.
swell breaking on the beach, it is ncoMsary to land on
a shelving rock on the north side, and in doing so there
is irequcntly much difficnhy.
It i* sametimes practicable to land among the rocks at the opening of the glen,
on the opposite kide of the island, l.ike many others,
this island has the appearsBce of a portion of a more extensive country no longer in existence. Two mountains,
joined together by a ridse, seem to have been broken,
aadaportian of ciich le<£ The rock* rising from the
see in the VitmiXy, appear also as the remaining halves
of detached taowntains ; one side sloping, and the other
pissnitiiii' a lofty perpendiculsr race.
The highest
point td SL Kilda appears, from barometrical obserration* made liy the writer of this article, to be 1453 feet
above the sandy beach mentioned above. The mountain Conagra ia the bichest ; and next the sea, it is per.
pendicniar aknost to the very summit. The rocks, called BefMiqr, Soay, Lavinith, Ac. all present forms highly picturcsriae ; and the whole group form* a scene
tnily magmfiocat.
.%liii«T»l*
The rocks are chiefly varieties of trap, grsnite ap.
Cpeering on the north side of the bay, near the landingplace and not far from this, a large vein of greenstone
rotersecta the granite.
()n the opposite side of the bay,
small veins of granite intersect the greenstone.
It may
be «ippo«ed, that these are contemporaneous rein* of
felspar ; but, to the best of the writer** recollection ( hi*
specimena having been lost) at the distance of eighteen
rears, these reins conuin qoaru as well as felspar, and
hare ererr appearance of true veins.
'
-KTilAround the village, there are some patches of rich
soil, OB, which, potatoes, and excellent crops of barley
;

•
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A.

are raised, sufficient for the consumption of the
inhabitants.
The pasture on the mountains, together
with that of the small islands nest St. Kilda, feeds

Kilda, St.

^""Y""^

about a thousand sheep, and a considerable number of
cows. There are a few horses' -on the island, used for
carrying home fuel. The value of a sheep varies from
two to four pecks of corn.
Sea fowl, which abound here, contribute largely to Bird«.
the subsistence of the inhabitants, and yield considerable profit from their feathers.
The fulmar, Prowllaria glacialis, breeds here in great numbers, and is the
most valuable of the feathered tribes of this region.
From its stomach it yields a supply of oil, and its flesh
is a favourite article of food, hotli fresh and salted. This
bird is never seen to feed ; but it brings supplies to its
young. The people descend the rocks, by means of
ropes made of slips of cow hide; and with a noose of
horse hair, rendered rather stiff by means of twisted
quills, so as to be kept open, and fastened to a long
rod, they catch the fulmar by the neck, which prevents
it disgorging its oil, which it would otherwise do in
self-defence.
The mode of catching the birds, is ge«
nerally similar to what we have described in our account of the Faroe Islands. The dogs are taught here
to search for tne puffin, among the loose atones and
earth near the sea ; they go out by themselves, apparently very fond of the sport, and bring the birds carefully home.
The gannei, or solan goose, does not inhabit St. Kilda ; but is found in great numbers on Boreray.
The natives frequently take them with their
fowling rods ; but they are most successful when they
attack them during the night, when all the birds are
asleep except one or two, wnich are carefully avoided,
because, if
the slightest degree disturbed, they would
instantly take wing, and alarm the others.
Approaching the bird* which arc asleep, the fowler puts his middle finger between the legs of one, and gently moves the
feather* of its tail.
On this, the bird utters a cry somewhat like the word birro, Lirro, and the others join in
it.
This is the signal for the fowlers that all is secure,
and they proceed cautiously to scire and kill their prey ;
and almost always the whole number within reach are
slaughtered, in deluuice of the watchfulness of the cen-

m

tineu.

From

the

first

appearance of the

village,

a stranger

might suppose that the island was very populous.
great

number of huts

PopiOation.

A

are built for preserving the fuel,
of dried birds. The
number of inhabited huts is small compared to these.
The inhabitants in number are considerably under a
hundred. At the time when the writer visited the
island, there were 97 ; 40 males, and .57 females, distributed in S4 families. According to Martin, the number, in I6g2, was 200.
Mr. Macdonald, the author of
the Survey of the Hebrides, found, in 1 795, 87 inha*
bitant* ; and, in I8O9, the number was 103.
Like the people of some of the islands nearer the Maoncrs of
mainland, the natives of St Kilda are very dirty in the people.
their person* ; and a very indifferent nose may be senTheir huts are cleaned but
sible of their approach.
once in the year, from the filth which is carefully accumulated in them, and which is preserved for enriching their fields. The straw is also removed from the
roofs of the hots every spring, and spread upon the
arable land.
I'he women of St. Kilda are constantly employed Manuracwith the distaff, and spin very good worsted, wnich is tures.
made into plaids and stockings. Every man is his own

which

is turf,

and

for the stores

K
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tailor,

;

;
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and shoemaker. They manufacture horn
8po«lis
needles and fish-hooks out of nails and bits of
iron and brooches out of halfpence and buttons. They
also make earthen pots of clay brought from the long
island, and use them for boiling milk.
A few days after they are born, many of the children
are seized with a peculiar distemper, which, for the
most part, pro*'es fatal. The same disease is common
in the Westmann Islands, on the south coast of Iceland,
and is fully described in the appendix to Sir George
w»»ver,

The

I

L

proprietors are the Duke of Leinster,
Kildare.
who has 73,000 acres of wha^ is c.-jlled gre^n land, or """"^r"*
land fit for tillage and pasture, ahd all of which is let on '""''"'
determinable leases ; Sir Fenton .^ylmer, TWio posses^j'i!c"^e,
scs an immense tract of land, including 18,000 acres of

bog

princip."il

Mr. Latouche, and Mr. Wogan Brown, who have
£ 6000 to £ 1000 per annum. The farms Agriculin Kildare are generally of a larger size than in most ture.
other counties ; and the leases, which formerly were for
31 years and three lives, are granted at present for 21
The people of years and one life. Farms are often taken by partnerMackenzie's Travels in that country.
ship, and are frequently advertised to be let to the best
St. Kiltla never connect tliemselves by marriage with
those of the Long Island; and few of them ever leave bidder.
The corn produced in Kildare is sent to Dro".
They seem to heda and Dublin. Wheat enters into the common
their native spot even for a short time.
be endowed with talent for music and poetry ; many of course of crops; but the fallows are every where bad.
them, both men and women, composing songs with Farming is pursued according to the English plan.
great facility, and exhibiting- imaginations of no dcspiThe ground is tilled with oxen and horses intermixed,
When they dance, all the party sing and the former being placed first. Six are generally yoked
cable cast
the tune goes round, every one sJhging a portion and
together, three pair deep, with a plough of the most
stopping, while the next takes it up instantly where the absurd construction.
Fallows are never ploughed more
This has a singular effect ; but it ap- than thrice.
other left off.
Harrows are used only in seed time, and
pears greatly to enliven the dance.
good roller.'^ are unknown. Clover has been introduA missionary is settled here by the Society in Scot- ced. In the parish of Kilbury, there are quarries of
land for propagating Christian Knowledge ; and he is limestone but lime is very little used as a manure, as
instructed to act also as schoolmaster, although, it is it has always failed on exhausted soils.
Limestone
feared, the natives are not much troubled with his lesgravel is more valuable.
Kildare has no determinate
The language is a corrupt dialect of the Gaelic, breed of cattle. The county is so much occupied with
sons.
probably a mixture of Scandinavian and Gaelic ; and it tillage and bogs, that cattle are no object. There are
would he of consequence to the poor people of St. Kil- a few graziers, who exclusively fatten sheep purchased
da, to be taught to read either Gaelic or English. Much at Ballinasloe ; but there is no peculiar breed in the
remains to be done to improve their condition ; and, county.
we hope, that this short notice may excite the benevoThe following were the prices of labour and articles prices of
lence of some, who may be able to exercise it towards of provision, &c. in 1811
Wages of a man, per day, labour.
them.
Is. 6d. ; ditto of a woman, lOd. ; grazing a cow, per
It is pleasing to read the encomium addressed to the
week, 3s. 3d. grazing a horse, per week, 5s. 3d. ; Kilpresent proprietor, by Mr. Macdonald, the author of the kenny coal, per cwt. Is. 6d. ; lime, per barrel, 2s. ; hay,
Agricultural Survey of the Hebrides ; and we are far per ton, £ 3 ; beef and mutton, per lb. 6"d. ; eggs, per
from undervaluing the great exertions which Colonel doz. 9d. ; cheese, per lb. 8d. ; potatoes, per stone, 5d.
M'Leod has made. Yet we may express a hope, that
The county of Kildare is full of springs and rivulets. Rivers and
while the people of St. Kilda are taught to cultivate The river Barrow forms its south-west border, and re- canals,
their soil to the best advantage, their minds will not be
Southwards from Athy, where it
ceives the Green.
neglected.
meets the Grand Canal, it is a considerable stream, and
M'Auley's account of St. Kilda is not very accurate. is navigable, and is ornamented with many delightful
Martin's description is more correct ; but as St. Kilda retreats. The Liffey runs in a circular direction through
was scarcely known to exist in his time, the propensity the north-east part of the county ; and the river Boyne
to amplify, and to raise trifles into importance, pervades
rises in the Bog ef Allan.
The Grand Canal from
the description. We doubt not, however, that, making Dublin crosses the Liffey on an aqueduct bridge ; and
some allowance for these, our readers will be enter- near Claire there is a collateral cut to the Shannon.
tained by a perusal of a work now become somewhat The county derives great advantage from the Royal
scarce.
See also Macdonald 's Account of the Hebri- Canal, which passes through the northern part of it.
des.
The chief towns are Naas, the assize town, Athy, Towns.
KILDARE, anciently Ckili-dair, or the Wood of Monasteraven, and Kildare. Naas, situated on the
oaks, is an inland county of Ireland, in the province of great post road between Dublin and Munster, lies near
Leinster.
It is bounded on the north by Meath ; on
the Grand Canal.
Near the entrance of the town is
the east by Dublin, and Wicklow ; on the south by Car- one of the Danish mounds, or Rathsi at the foot of
low ; and on the west by King's county and Queen's which are the remains of a house of Augustines and
county.
It extends from north to south 4.0A English
in the centre of the town are the remains of a monasmiles, and from east to west 26| English miles, formNaas was once the residence of
tery of Dominicans.
ing an area of 389,198 English or statute acres, of which the kings of Leinster.
Many of the houses testify the
41,035 are bog. There are no mountains in Kildare. dreadful effects of the last civil war.
Athy etands on
The county is a flat plain, exhibiting a general apjiear- the river Barrow, and is a neat little town. Kildare is
ance of desolation and misery, from the wretchedness pleasantly situated on a rising ground. There are here
of the cottages, and the want of gentlemen's seats. The the remains of several religious houses ; and there is
Curragh of Kildare, the celebrated turfy plain on which a round tower, in good preservation, and built of white
the races are held, is nearly 5000 acres in extent, af- granite to about twelve feet from the grwmd. The
fording pasture to an immense number of sheep.
rest of it is of blue stone.
It
It is 130 feet high, and. the
consists of the softest turf, and lies on a fine dry
door is 1 4 feet above the ground.
loam.
There is no burgh in Kildare of sufficient extent to
;

estates from

;

;
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KILKENNY.
wtum a member to parliament. The county is repre"Y""^ tented by two ineml>ers ; »nd the political influence belongs principally to the duke of Leinster.
The population of the county is e>timated at 11,205
ihtiiMi
kcDBT-

house*, and 5(>,000 inhabitants.

The

Catholics are to

the Protestants in the ratio of 30 to I. The proportion
of Catholic* to Protestants called on the ^rand jury, is
as 40 to 41. See Beaufort's Mrmoir ; Ilawson's S alislical Aceotmt of KUdare ; Wakefield's Account of Ireland f and W. Shaw Mason's Slaiislical Account (tf Ireland, vol. i. p. 447, for an account of the parish of Kilbeny in Kildare. See Mavnooth, for an account of
the Catholic college.
KILKENNY is an inland county of Ireland, in the
province of Leinster.
It is bounded on the south by
the river Suire on the east, by the Barrow ; and is intersected by the Nore, which flows through its centre.
Its greate«t length, from north to south, from the Slewbills to the Suire, is 45j English miles ; and its
)t breadth, from east to west, is about 24 Engmilet.
Dr. Beaufort makes its 8Ui>erficial contents
482,464 English acres but Mr. Tighe states, that, from
a survey lataly made for the use of the grand jury, it
amount* to 510,882 English acres.
This county is mountainous ; and though much furze
ti still seen on the hills, cultivation is making considerable progress.
In conseouence of the declivity of the
county firom north to south, which is about 500 feet, and
from the rapidity of the Nore. which descends 1 3 feet
in a mile, the water is carrie«l ofl", and the county is drv.
Kilkenny has al*o a favourable exposure to the south*
east.
There is little bog, «r marsh land and the sub•tratom is limestone, brittle tchistut, or porous argilbte
and retentire clay in a very small part of the county.
From these causes, the crop* are earlier in general than
in the tillag* counties to the north.
The soil is in general good. The northern paru are poor ; but, by the
jiuKciotts appliration of lime, and limestone gravel,
Uiey may be rendered productive in com and gras*.
The baronies of Ibercon, Idagh, and Iverk, are all cultivalcd.
In the plains and vallies of the southern portion, the soil is more fertile.
The banks of the Nare
cMilain many delightful prospects and luxuriant 6ekis.
In this county, the spring months of February and
March are in general rainy and rnilil, the winds being
moetly S. S. W. and S. April and May are drier, but
Dortherly and north-west wind^ of\en destroy the blosMisns on the fruit tree*.
June and July are frequently
dulled by rains and cool westerly winds. In August,
Saptanbert ami October, there is a much greater proottaan of north and casicriy winds. In November,
December, and Januanr. there is rain, but little frost
The west winds pierail, in g«Mral, during two-thirds
of the year.
;

;
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the most considerable of which are in the district called Kilkenny,
the Welch mountains ; which consists, in general, of ""^r""'
dry land fit for tillage, and inclined by nature to grass,
but perfectly unimproved, and almost uninclosed.* The
common cattle here, are a mixture of the Irish breetl
with some of the long, horned English. There are a few
of the native breed. The breed of sheep is rapidly improving in this part of Ireland. The state of tillage in
the county is the same as in Kildare, already described.
Fallows are here more attended to than in any other
part of Ireland.
The best farmers graze their stubbles
till Christmas ; give them a first ploughing before the
end of January ; even plough in spring ; and never
sow wheat till after three earths. Irrigation is practised in some parts of the county.
The following were the prices of labour and provi- Prices of
Wages of a man, per day, lOid. ; of '**«>"'•
sions in 1811 :
a woman, G^d. ; grazing a cow, per week, 5s. 5d. ; grazing a horse, "s. 7d. ; Kilkenny coal, per cwt. Is. S^d. ;
potatoes, per stone, 3<1. ; fresh butter, per lb. Is. 4d.
hay, per ton, £.5, lis. lO^Jd. ; beef, per lb. 4^(1.
mutton, S^d. ; egff^, per doz. lOd. ; cheese, per lb. Is. Id.
fowls, per couple. Is. Ukl. ; turkeys, Ss. ^d.
The granite hills of Wieklow terminate in Kilkenny. Minerals.
The stone whiah usually joins the granite, is silicious
schistus
and, lower down, argilaceous slate.
A few
beds of marie, and limestone gravel, are found near the
foot of Hranilon Hill.
Many of the lower hills consist
of silicean breccia, which, when of a fine grain, is
wrought for millstones. There are excellent quarries
for flags on the north of the county, p,irticnlarly at
Shawhill. They are sent to Dublin, Cork, tic. un<hrr
the name of Carlow flags, from their {uissing through
the town of Carlow. 1 he great collieries of I..ord Ormond, at Castle Cooner, have been wrought for a cenThey were discovered in 16"24, but were first
tury.
wrought by the father of the late Lord Wandesford.
The coal contains ;)7.3 per cent, of pure carbon. In
private houses it is by no means good ; but for drying
molt, and for forges, it is of great value. Forty tbousanu
tons are raised annually at this colliery.
The collieries
extend four miles, and the number of colliers is (JOO.
The coal is extracted at an expenre of lOs. per ton;
whereas, in some of the English collieries, they are delivered at the mouth of the pit for 38. per ton. A great
part of this coal is conveyed to Dublin by the canal,
and is sent to various parts of Ireland, as back carriage
for cars, which go into the neigbbourhoood.
Manga-

—

;

;

nese, iron ore, lead ore.

and copper

ore,

have been

the county. The iron ore was smelted at
Castle Coomer while the timber lasted, but the forges
have been given up more than eighty years ago.
There are many valuable marble quarries in the lime- Marble
stone district. The marble is black, and contains many quanitt.
The principal proprietor* in Kilkenny, are Lord Be*- impressions of madrepores, of bivalve, and of turbinaborough, who ha.« an esute of 17,000 acres, of which t*<l shells.
It contains y? per cent, of carbonate of
SOOO are let on leases for ever ; Lord Clifton, who has lime, 2 per cent, carbon, and 1 per cent, magnesia and
an esUte of SO.UOO acres, with the towns of Graigue iron. About 50 tons of it are exported annually. It
and Gowran ; Ixxtl Ormond. who has property worth is sawed and polished at a mill near Kilkenny.
about L^i,iiO0 per anhum ; LonI Moontmorrit, who
The rivers of Kilkenny are remarkable both for their Riven,
has about 400'> or 5000 acre* ; and Lord Desart, I.ord beauty and utility. The Suire, which separates for
Carrick, Mr fighr, and Mr. Bryan, who have each from about sixteen miles Kilkenny from Waterford, has a
.^OOO to £, 6(MH) jter ttiinum. The leases arc, in gene- winding and majestic course, and conveys the trade
ral, for three lives, and partnership lease* are oororaon. that passes between Waterford, Carrick, and Clonmel.
The land in Kilkenny is estimated as worth two fruineas It flows with great rapidity, and has a considerable
per acre. There are a great many dairies in Kilkenny, width till it approaches Waterford, where it becomes

found
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contracted between two rocks, beyond which there is
^—^.'"—^ a wooden bridge. The banks afford very beautiful
prospects.
It is navigable for large lighters from Waterford to Clonmel, a course of about twenty-five miles.
The BarIt abounds with excellent trout and salmon.
row skirts, for about twenty miles, the eastern borders
of Kilkenny. It is navigable to Carton, and thence
communicates with the great canal. From the new
bridge of Ross, to its junction with the Suire, it in general flows between very high land, and affords most
romantic scenery. The Nore, or Newre, flows through
It receives many trithe county for thirty-six miles.
butary streams, and is navigable for small vessels to
Inistioge.
The scenery from Kilfaine to Ross is very
Kilkenny,

county have been long famous
catch salmon
with a snap-net suspended between two cots, which
are small flat-bottomed boats governed by paddles.
The fish thus taken, are sold ctiiefly at Ross and Wafine.

The

rivers in this

for their salmon.

The country people

tures.

On the Nare there are several weirs for the
Most of them are ebb weirs, open
catching of salmon.
to the descending currents, and are fished only during
the latter half of the ebb.
In the Barrow there are no
weirs ; but the quantity of fish has been greatly diminished by the navigation and by mills.
There are no manufactures of importance in KilkenThe common farmers and cottars manufacture
ny.

Town*.

There was
a school at Kilkenny, where 12 children were taught
tlie art of making lace.
The towns in this county are Kilkenny, the capi'al,

terford.

ManufoC'

frieze,

stockings, linseys,

and

flannels, for

their

own

use, but very little for sale, except in Ivesk.

described in a separate article, Callan, Inistioge, Thomastown, Gowran, Knocktopper, Graigue, Durrow,
Castle Coomer, and Freshford.
The county sends two
members to parliament, and the political influence is in
the hands of the Earls of Ormond and Besborough.
Antiquities.

Population.

There are

round towers

Kilkenny, namely,
St. Canicc, Tulloherin, Kilree, Fartagh, and Aghaviller.
They all stand close to churches. Gramy, or Grandisin Castle, situated on the banks of the Suire, is one of
the most considerable remains of antiquity. As this
county is one of the first in which the English settled,
it is full of castles.
In 1 792, the population, as given by Dr. Beaufort,
was 17,569 houses, and 100,000 inhabitants. The population in 1800, as computed for the hearth returns,
is 17,212 houses, and 108,000 inhabitants.
There are
127 parishes, but only .31 churches. The Catholic population in 1800, seems to have been about 95,000.
See Beaufort's Memoir ; Tigh.e's Survey of Kilkenny ;
Wakefield's Account of Irelmid ; and VV. Shaw Mason's
Statistical Account of Ireland, vol. i. which contains a
description of the parishes of Fiddown and Grange-Silfive

at

VCE.

KILKENNY

is a city of Ireland, and the capital of
the county of Kilkenny.
It is delightfully situated
on the river Nare, over which there are two handsome
stone bridges ; and with the borough of St. Canute, or
the Irish town, it forms a large town, which is considered as one of the neatest and pleasantest in the

kingdom.

The houses are decorated with the marble (lug in the neighbourhood, and the streets of the
town are paved with the same material. Many of the

buddmgs are large and good. The most remarkable
are the bishop's palace, the castle of the Earl of Ormond, and the celebrated college or free school, a
theatre,

K
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an asylum for decayed house-keepers, &c.

The

I
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which there is a fine view from the
walks, on the banks of the river, was founded by
James Duke of Ormond, in»lC82. The present building was erected in 178*, at the expence of^5000, granted by parliament. The number of students is about
70, of whom 50 are boarded in the house.
The ap|)ointment of the master belongs to the provost and
college, of

senior Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin.
Ormond
Castle is a magnificent and noble building, on the banks
of the river, having its entrances flanked by two large
and unequal round towers. The stables on the opposite side of the road, are very fine.
The little cathedral is a fine gothic structure, with round towers.
The theatre is small, but neat. It is private property,
and is opened about a month annually. Amateurs of
the first rank perform, the female performers being engaged from Dublin. Tlie ruins of three monasteries, St.
John's, St. Franci», and the Black Abbey, still exist.
The windows of the latter are much admired. There
are only two churches in the city, but there are several
Roman Catholic chapels, each of which has congregations more numerous than both the churches.
The
city sends only one member to parliament.
The Earls
of Ormond and Desart are alternately the patrons.
The principal manufactures are those of starch,
coarse woollens, and very fine blankets.
The town
contains 2870 houses, and 14,975 persons. West Long.
7" 15', North Lat. 52° 38'. See the works quoted in the
last article, and Carr's Stranger in Ireland.
is a market and post town of Ireland,
in the county of Kerry.
It is neat and popidous, and
is situated on the side of the lake of the same name.
The town contains many handsome houses, and an admirable public school for Catholic children. The venerable ruins of Mucross abbey are in the neighbourhood of that town. They are half embosomed in a
prodigious
group of luxuriant and stately trees.
yew tree, about seven or eight feet in circumference,
springs from the centre of a cloistered court, the root"
of which it covers with its leaves and branches. The
town is much frequented by the strangers who come to
The population
see the charming lakes of Killamey.
of the town is about 5000.
For an account of the lakes
of Killarney, see our article Ireland, vol. xii. p. 26'9 ;
Young's Toi.r in Ireland; Smith's Survey of Kirry
We]dt's Account of the Lakes; Carr's Stranger in Ireland; and Wakefield's Account nf Ireland, vol. i. p. 66,

KILLARNEY

A

&c.

KILLICRANKIE, Battle
iv.

p. 612.

A full account of

of.

See Britain, vol.

the battle will be found

under the Life of Giiaham, John, Viscount Dundee,

in

vol. X. p. 387, 388.

KILMARNOCK

is a large and flourishing town of
Scotland, in the northern district of Ayrshire, 22 miles
from (Glasgow, and 12 from Ayr. It .extends about a
mile and a half along the banks of a small river of -the
same name, which flows into the Irvine at the southern
It is finely situated in the
extremity of the town.
heart of a rich, extensive, and fertile tract of land,
which abounds not only in all the products of agriculture, but also in rich mines of coal, an article so necessary to the growth of manufactures, and to the comfort
of life. Such is the abundance of coal in the neigh,
bourhood of this town, that, in the summer of 1817,
•

they were laid down to the consumer at somewhat less
than fourpence per hundred weight, and vast quantities are constantly shipped for Ireland, at the commodious harbour .which has lately been constructed at

KiUarnev
II

Kilmarnock.

;
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Troon Point, by his Grace the Duke of Portlaml This
enlightened nobleman has connected the Troon harbour
with the town of Kiloiamock, by a railway of ten miles
in length, which not only affords an easy and expeditkNU conveyance for the coals from his estates, but
pitmisea one day to be highly beneficial to the town in
a cooainercial point of view.
The appearance of the town is, in general, mean ; the
greater put of the bouses being roofed with straw ; a
great proportion of them consisting of only one story ;
and many of the etrecta being narrow, and ill arranged.
Great improvements, however, have lately been made,
under the provisions of an act obtained for that purpose.
Many commodioui anri elegant houses have been built
and such an alteration has been made upon the appearance of the place, that, in thoae parU which are adjacent to the crosa, it may bear a comparison with mokt
odwr town* of the aame magnitade. Among the late
lapPDVcnMnto of the town, miy be mentioned a handaoaae towrv-hall, and an elegant and commodious reading-room. The butcher market also deserves to be
nentioned as. an improvement, which is built upon an
arch thrown across the river. A handsome academy
ha* lately been erected here, which is furnished with
teachers in Latin, French, English, and the various
bnuwhe* of mercantile education.
Kilmarnock is a borough of barony, and is governed
by two bailie* and a town council. Its original supe*
nor* were the noble family of Boyd, who poasessed extMMve artatca in the vicinity of the town, and in the
mighhniirinr eountrjr. To this family it gave the title
(tf aarb of Kilmarnock, which was forfeited in the rebJKnn of 1745. The superiority of the town, with a
oomiderable part of the prooerty which belonged to
thia family, is now BoatcaMd by the Duke of Portland,
are two churchea in
in right
the tVicnaw.
this town, one of wlrieh ia a eolkgiaU charge, and four
or five uiuaCiiig Tiaam, balangj pg to different denominatioiw of illaaiiiHim. The papulation in December
1816, was 10,244.
As Kilmarnock is an inland town, its inhabitants must
derive tlMir (abnitanea chiefly from manufactures, various fafanchea of which aoogrdingly are here carried on

«
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a eoraiderabla extent. Many of the inhabitants are
emplayad in the weaving of cotton but as there are
learealy any in this place who manufacture on their own
aceount, the weavers are, for the moat part, supplie<l
with work by different manufacturrra in Paisley and
Glaagow. There ia an eatablishment for calico-printing la the town of conaidflfabie extent, at which a
food deal of work ia done. The chief manufacture*
of KJhna Bck , however, are those of leather and wool.
Here are two tan-works, one of which is extensive,
and at which a large quantity of landiar ia tanned and
DTMiared.
A great quantity of ahoea are made, chiefIV Mr csportatiea lo the American market and during
we late war, the amy contractors were furnished with
a ooosiderable proportion of their shoes from this town.
Han are several spinning mills, which are all employMi in the manufacture of woollen yam. A great number of Scotch bonnets were formerly made here ; but
this manufacture is now on the decline. Another woollen fabric, which waa formerly made in great quantity,
mI which is still made to a considerable extent, ia a
kindofitriped night-cap, which takes its name from
KflaaMOck. Here alao is fabricated a small quantity
at comm woollen cloth. Rut the most important branch
oftfca wti^fimx isanufacture which ia here carried on.

to

;

f

;

and

indeed the principal fabric of the town, are carThese,

pet3.

till

of

late,

were made

Kilmarnock

chiefly for expor-

If
tation, and were considere<l of an inferior quality.
But
Kinraitlinethe general stagnation of trade, tlrove the manufacshire.
turers into the home market ; and they have now made
such improvements in their m(xles of cleaning and dyeing, that they are able to compete with any other manufacturers in the kingdom.
A great improvement has
lately been made in the manufacture of carpets by an
inhabitant of this place, who, by the invention of an
ingenious machine, has greatly diminished the expence
of weaving, and, at the same time, considerably improved the fabric.
It would exceed the limits, as well as violate the order of our work, to give a particular description of this
useful machine, which appears to us capable of being
extended to damask work, and various other branches
of the weaving art.
It is sufficient to state in this place,
that one-fourth of the figure to be cast up, is formed
by wires upon the surface of a barrel or cylinder, which
is moved by the treddles, antl which, by means of small
levers connected with the harness, determines the
threads of the warp, which are to be drawn or lifted by
each tread of the workman. This machine enables the
weaver to dispense with the assistance of the draw-boy,
who was formerly an inseparable attendant of every car.pet loom ; and it saves all the tacks, or lashes used in
throwing up the figure, which often amounted to 40,000
yards, and five-sixths of the time consumed in changing the pattern, which frequently amounted to a fortThe inventor, whose name is Thomas Morton,
night.
has already made upwards of 180 of the>e engines,
which are all employed in the carpet manufactories of

Kilmarnock, Stirling, Bannockbum, and Glasgow.
In the vicinity of this town, there are about ISO acres
of nursery grounds, which not only supply the adjacent
country with plants and shrubs, but furnish a great
quantity for exportation.

KILSYTH, Battle

or.

See Britain,

vol. iv. p.

588.

KINCARDINESHIRE,

or The Mearn.s, is situ- Boundaries
on the east coast of .ScotUnd, between 56* 43', and cxioiu
and 57* 5' of North Lat. and between 1' 47' and 2* 30'
It is bounded on the
of West Ix>ng from Greenwich.
east by the German Ocean, for the space of nearly 35
miles on the north, by the river Dee and part of
.Aberdeenshire and on the west and south by the county of Forfar, from which it is separated, almost through
the whole Ixiundary line, by the river of North Esk.
It is of a triangular form, extending 3S miles in length
from south west to north-east, and 34 miles as its greatest breadth from north to south ; and comprehends an
area of about SHO square miles, or more accurately of
243,444 English acres.
This county, being much diversified in regard to Climate,
ate<l

;

;

and exposure, discovers a consider,
able difference of climate in its different districts. The
vicinity of the Grampians, (which even in summer are
never entirely free from snow, ) the great proportion of
its marshy and unreclaimed gr.iunds, and the deficiency of hedges and plantations, are all unfavourable circumstances, which probably render the clim.itc colder
upon the whole, than the latitude should give reason to
The district situated on the north side of the
expect.
Dee, though the most northerly division, is oonsidercd
as the most temperate, in consequence of its exposure
while the
to the <outh, and its shelter from the nortli
tract on the north aide of that river is much colder and
surface, altitude,

;

.

;;
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During the drought of
later in the several seasons.
summer, both sides of the Dee suffer more from heat
than any other part of the county. Along the coast,
the winter cold

is

more moderate, and agricultural ope-

rations may be carried on with less interruption during
that portion of the year than in the more inland districts
but the chilling east winds from the German
Ocean, prevent the seasons from being more genial, or
;

Glimate.

In the central portion, usually
of the Meams, which is well sheltered
both from the north and the east, the climate is more
temperate and equable than in any other division of
the county ; but is more liable to strong gusts of wind
from the south-west, against which there is no intervening height in that direction for the space of sixty miles.
In the Grampian tracts, the climate, during winter and
spring, is excessiviely severe, unless in a few deep glens
or vallies, which are uncommonly <varm.
The following Table, comtaunicated to us, and
drawn up by Dr. William Young of Fawside, from his
own observations between 1805 and 1816 inclusive,
shews the state of the weather, on the east coast of the
county, in North Latitude 56° 58', 500 yards from the
the crops

more

called the

How

sea,

and 150

early.

feet

above

its level.

Average Greatest Greatest
Vear.

1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

Heat

44"

45
43
44
44
43
181.' 45
1812 44
18I<1 45
1814 43
I8I5 45
1816 41

Average-

Lakes.

43.8

Cold.

Heat.

Days

Days

ivith

with

Rain.

Snow.

1

5

9

1

6

8

201

1

3

1

18

220
208
202
233

35
23
39

223
218
208

120

32

64

128
124

25
42
53

17
17
21
21

65

18

63
66
62
63
64

20

61

15

60

100
127
120
133
129
114
107
124
119

20

64.4

120.4 32.3 212.5

26

How

Meal.

£0

67"

20
20
20

71

Fiars Prices of

213
212
199
213

25"

67

Fair
Days.

37
25
24
35

18

1

1

2

1

U

6

16
12

6

1

1

6

1

1

9

There are only two lakes in the county worthy of
which are in the northern part of the

notice, both of

Biren.

with eels, which pass up the stream in immense num. Kinc»rdin<
bers during the months of May and June, and return to
'''''<^the ocean in September ancTOctober. Itsljanks, almost ^""^"^
every where clothed with wood, alwutnL in the most ^'**"'
picturesque scenery, and produce some of the largest
natural firs in Britain, particularly near the source of
the river, where many of these trees are from three to
four feet in diameter, and from 50 to 60 in height below the branches. 2. The North Esk, which forms the
boundary between the counties of Kincardine and Forfar, and has already been flescribed in the account
given
of the latter in this work.
3. Bervie Water, a small
river, but good trouting stream, rises in the centre of
the county, among the braes of Glenberorie, about 12
miles west from Stonehaven, and falls into the sea at
the town of Bervie.
4. The Cowie, a small river flowing from the foot of Kirloak, through a winding course
of 12 miles, and falling into the sea at Stonehaven.
There are, besides, the Carron, reaching the coast at
Stonehaven ; the Feuch, rising in the forest of Birse
the Avon, which waters the vale of Strachan, orStrathavon ; the Dye, which flows from the Grampians into
the Fuech, at the church of Strachan ; the Black Bum,
which runs into the loch of Drum ; the Canny, which
falls into the Dee at Invercanny ; and the Luther,
which rises above the castle of Drumtochty, and, passing the church of Fordoun, flows westward through the
into the North Esk.
The principal mountains in the county are the Gram- Mountains
plans, which, proceeding across the island from Dumbartonshire, terminate on the north of Stonehaven,
within about three miles of the sea. This elevated and
dreary ridge of dark brown hills stretches through the
whole breadth of the county from west to east, occupying a space of above 18 miles in length, and eight in
breadth.
These hills, at the eastern extremity, are
only 500 or 600 feet in height but rapidly rising into
a range of lofty summits, they reach an elevation, in
the west side of the county, of 3500 feet above the level of the sea.
The more remarkable of these mountains are Mount Battock on the west, the highest
in the neighbourhood, on the top of which the three
counties of Forfar, Kincardine, and Aberdeen, join
their limits; Cloachnabane, or the White-stone-hiU,
about six miles farther east, remarkable for a protuberance of solid rock on its summit, about 100 feet in
perpendicular height, which appears from the sea like
a watch tower, and forms a decided land-mark to the
coasting vessels ; Kerloack, about four miles from the
last mentioned, from the top of which a most extensive
view may be commanded over the greater part of
Aberdeenshire to the north, and southwards as far as
the hills of Lammer Muir, in the Lothians j Cairnmanearn, six miles more to the north-east, almost covered
over its whole surface with large blocks of hard stone
Caimamount, in the south front of the Gram'pians,
about 2500 feet high, over which passes the pubk'c
road from the
to Dee-side ; Strathfenella, also on
the south, remarkable for its being cut ofl^, on the north
side, from the main body of the ridge by a narrow but
pleasant cultivated vale.
Besides the Grampians, there
are the Garvock hills on the south, and the Arbuthnot
hills on the east of the How, both of which are low
ranges, never rising above 500 feet, and in most places
cultivated nearly to their summits.
To the north of Stonehaven, and over the whole of Mineniothe Grampian district, granite is the most prevalent gy.

Dee-side district. The one is the loch of Drum, in
the parish of Drumoak, but partly lying within the limits of Aberdeenshire. The other is the loch of Leys,
in the parish of Upper Banchory, the water of which is
in general shallow, and capable of being drained, by
deepening the channel by which it flows into the Dee.
These lakes are nearly of equal extent, each being
about three miles in circumference. Both of them are
well stored with pike ; and frequented by geese, ducks,
and other aquatic wild fowls.
Kincardineshire is well supplied with rivers and small
Btrearos flowing in a multitude of directions. The principal of these are, 1. The Dee, reckoned the sixth river
in Scotland in point of magnitude, which rises at the
head of Braemar, and flows nearly due east, through a
course of seventy-five miles, eight of which are within
the shire of Kincardine, and fourteen more form the
boundary line with the county of Aberdeen. It is a
pure limpid stream, flowing over a light gravelly bed,
and is well stored with saknon, trout, and occasionally

,-

How
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stone
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and southwards along the

coast,

and

in the
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dreary and sterile but, around Stonel-.aven, it Kincardine**''"'•
is highly cultivate<l, and beautifully diversified. South^
»
wards from this town, the appearance is extremely vanous, without two miles conterminous of the same general aspect ; but, through the progress of tillage and
planting, is likely to rival, in natural l>eaiity and ornamental improvements, even the celebrated South Downs
of Sussex. Supposing the whole county to be divided
into 100 parts, 50 of these are occupied by high hills
and barren heaths incapable of culture and, of the
other half, 8 are planted, 12 iinproveable and partially
reclaimed, and 30 only in full cultivation.
The soil in the northern division, on both sides of SoiL
In some places, contisim^ -ji ^.nall gravel, it is manu- the river Dee, consists chiefly of decomposed granite,
intermixed with a portion of moss and decayed vegetafactured nito milUtoncs ; and, in other situations overhanging the se»-caMt, it contains stones of eight or ten bles ; and, tliough not naturally productive, is capable
of melioration, by the removal of the large stones on
inches in diameter, which often fall from their beds
along the precipice*, leavmga continued series of emp- the surface, deep tillage, and the application of lime.
Very similar is the soil in that portion of the coast disty sockets, which are ucc<ipied as nests by the sea fowl.
Of this kind are the notetl rocks of FowU'-lieugh, about trict, which lies north of Stonehaven, except that it
three miles south of .Stonehaven, which form a range
bears a greater proportion of incumbent moss, almost
•long the coast ab«ut a mile in length, and 200 feet in all of whidi might be convertetl into the most producheight,
\ kind of jasper, of a darkish red, streaked tive arable land by the application of lime, but much
witn white, occurs in small detached pieces, all over of which is employed in furnishing drii'd peats as fuel.
the low part of the county.
In the coast district, south from Stoneh.-iven, there are
I-arge rocks of this stone,
and of porphyry, are found, particularly on the banks of great varieties of soil, from the most fertile loam to the
tJ>e North Eak, where it issues fnmi the Cirampians.
poorest till, or most obdurate clay ; but the loam is
Specimens of asbe>tos are i>b!>erve<l in the Mils of Bal- most prevalent, and in some places to a considerable
nakettle, near Fettercaim.
I'flibles of various kinds
depth. A peculiar soil exists in the vicinity of Bervie
--.-ik, and particularly in
Water, full of round water- worn stones of every de•re found in alaaoat rv
the decayed baaaltot
coast.
The Scotch to- scription, (even where the land is SOO or 300 feet
or •-•
long the < -"i^ of
above the bed of the river), rendering the ground
rUE,
iy aa in t!
incar
lich
troublesome in the tillage, but by no means injuring
are situai 1 lai iiii-r iiiiaiiu.
u'fii «ii!»4.uverita productive powers.
In the whole extent of the
iictals, except
How, the soil is almost uniformly a productive loam,
ed in any part of the county ;
- .^Mtivr imn, in loose
in one verjresembling in colour tlte red or grey sandstone, which
th of a po4ind to two
prevails in the district ; but, in the central hollow,
dcUdted p.
pounds wei^
1 among the soil of
there is a considerable portion of sterile gravel, little
'-.
field on t
susceptible of improvement, which has been chiefly
in the pariah of

the stones consist chiefly of sandstone, pudding.
**""
Sandstone of a redstone, limestone, and rotten rock.
~ i"™^ dish colour is found in fn*** abundance within the
coo^t district, and is chiefly used in building, as being
casilr cut ; but, in the soath-east comer of the coun>
ty, there is a quantity of beautiful white freestone of
the closest texture, excellently adapted for ornamenLimestone is found in several parts
tal architecture.
of the county, but not in great quantities ; and it is
chiefly on the coast, where coal can moct conveniently
be conveycti, that lime kilns are wrought to any considerable extent
pium •"•'•'•"_• stone composes a principal portion of the y
rocks along the coast.
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The

wild animals found in this county are, the roe- Zoology.
deer, which breed in the woods on the south side of the
Dee, but sometimes stray even into the How district ;
Foxes, which are numerous over the whole county, and
particularly haunt the rocks along the coast; hares,
which are incredibly numerous, and make great destruction of the turnip crops ; the badger, otter, wildcat, weasel, pole-cat, or fumart, occasionally ; and even
the h^dge-hog has recently appeared, though formerly
never known to have been seen in the Mearns. Grouse
on the hills, partridges in the low country, and sea-fowl
on the rocky coaat, are all equally abundant. Wildducks, snipes, and herons, are common in the marshy grounds. Wild-geese appear in large flocks in
November.
The rail also, and tlie grey and green
plover, (the latter arriving duly alraut Candlemas), ard
even a few swans, are occasionally seen. The hunting
hawk, or falcon, fs still an inhabitant of the county,
where it was anciently much renowned and the golden crested wren is a native on Deo- side. The draco volans, or flying dragon, has been seen in l!ie wcxkIs as
large as to measure four inches between the tips of the
wings.
Formerly, this county was united with Forfarshire,
from which it was di-goinetl by Kenneth 1 1. about the
year 83« ; and, according to traditionary history, was cAyil his,
given to his brotlier .Mcrnia, from whom it takes the u>iy.
name of Mearns. But it is observable that it is always
;
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lincardine- denominated The Mcams, and is considered as deriving
that.
this designation from the ancient inliabiuints, the Verni'^"'^'''^^

cones of Ptolemy. In theGaelic language, it is still called
Mhearn, pronounced Fearn. It is divided into 18 entire
parishes, and contains also part of Nether Banchory,
Drumoak, and Edzel. Thirteen of these parishes, composing the whole of the districts to the south of the
Grampians, form the presbyteiy of Fordoun, which is
comprehended in the synod of Angus and Meams. On
the nortli of the Grampians, the two western parishes
are attached to the presbytery of Kincardine O'Neil,
and the more easterly to that of Aberdeen. In what
regards the administration of justice, the whole county
is considered as one district, of which the county town

Cultivated

74,849

Kincardine-

AVood

i7,6()i>

shire.

Iinproveable by tillage
*.
Hills, &c luitit for tillage

37,8I«
12 34Jt)

11

King's
Bench.

^3,m

Total

There is an equal similarity between the kinds of live
stock reared in these two counties ; and, in tlie same
work, and at the same period, it is computed that Kin«
cardineshire supported

Cattle, comprising cows, oxen, calves, &c. 24,823
Horses of all descriptions
3,487
Sheep fed on the Grampians
21,565
Sheep fed on the lower grounds
3,392
Swine
478
The manufactures of Kincardineshire are extremely Manuftcis Stonehaven ; and is classed in one justiciary circuit
with Aberdeen and Banffshire. But, in maritime mat- limited ; and it is chiefly in the towns upon the coast '""*•
that any articles are produced beyond what the wants
ters, it is divided into two districts, one of which, north
from Stonehaven, and inclusive of that town, is connect- of the vicinity require. In Stonehaven, Bervie, and
ed with the seaport of Aberdeen," and the other to the Johnshaven, about one half of the population is supposed to be occupied in the manufacture of osnaburgs,
south with that of Montrose.
The principal antiquities observable in this county sacking, canvas, and coarse linens ; and there are a
Antiquities.
few spinning mills and bleachfields on a small scale.
are, a small artificial island, founded on oak piles, in
At Laurencekirk is an elegant manufacture of beauti.
the loch of Leys, on which are the ruins of an ancient
edifice ; tumuli raised over the slain in the battle of fully varnished snuff-boxes ; but the art is carefully
kept concealed, and the few hands employed in it are
Corrichie, near the estate of Glassil ; Fenella's castle,
about a mile and a half west from Fettercairn ; Green, not able to supply the demand for tliese articles.
The fisheries are by no means so numerous as might Fisheries
or Queen, castle, on the end of the hill of Strathfenella
be expected in so extensive a line of coast, and have of
Kame of Mathers, about six miles north from Montrose
late years considerably declined.
The sea, or white
Whistleberry castle, about two miles north from Berfishery, is estimated to produce only about je6000
vie ; and Dunnotar castle, about a mile south from
Stonehaven, all placed on the summits of lofty insula- yearly, and to employ about 300 hands, whose families
included would make about gOO of a fishing populated rocks on the sea shore ; a Roman camp remarkably
tion.
The salmon fisheries, the most valuable of which
entire, near the mansion house of Fordoun, and similar
are on the North Esk, let at nearly £3000, and give
vestiges near Stonehaven and Ury, supposed to have
occasional employment to above 130 bands.
been the encampments of Agricola and Galgacus.
The principal exports by sea are grain, about 50 TracTc.
The state of property is similar to that of Forfarshire,
Propeitjr.
tons of salmon sent annually to London, and a few
to the account of which we refer our readers.

The valued rent of the county is
The real rent in 1813 was nearly
The number of freeholders is about 75.

rspulation.

Agticul.
ture.

<£6,243

.

£84,,()QO

.

There

is

only

one royal burgh in the county, namely, Bervie, which
unites with Montrose, Brechin, Arbroath, and Aberdeen, in sending a representative to parliament; but
Stonehaven, a burgh of regality, and Laurencekirk, a
burgh of barony, are more populous and flourishing
towns; and there are also many thriving villages in
the county, particularly Fettercairn, Auchinblae, Drumlithie, and Johnshaven.
The population of Kincardineshire contained,—
In 1801, males 12,102
In 1811, males 12,722
Females
.
14,245
14 ,85^
Females
.
26,347
27,581

Of these, about one half are engaged in agriculture,
and the other half in manufactures, fisheries, &c.
The size, rent, and management of farms, the style
of the houses, and tlie articles of produce, bear so great
a resemblance to what has been stated under these
heads in the description of Forfarshire, that we must
again refer our readers to that article ; but the following table, from Mr. Robertson's survey of the county
1807, will afford a concise view of the state of cultivation and crops at that period :~
Engluh Acres.

m

Wheat

Bear
Oate
Feoae
Xuinip*

1,247
9,806
88,784
1,748

6,U«

Potatoes

Flax
Gardens

Sown

grass

Fallow

.

1,T60

836
478

.

.

28,641
8,61S

tons of dried fish to Leith.
coal, lime, foreign timber, flax.

The chief imports are
The shipping belong-

ing to tlie different ports and creeks amounts only to
about 800 tons burden, employing about 50 seamen ;
but a very great proportion of tlie traffic of the county ia
conveyed through the ports of Aberdeen and Montrose.
The roads of Kincardineshire in all directions are.
generally speaking, commodiously planned and preserved in good repair. There are several bridges over
the North Esk, one of which is mentioned in the ac.i
count of Forfarshire ; but a very fine one, lately built
by subscription near Marykirk, is particularly worthy
of notice.
A canal has frequently been proposed to be carried
through the How of the Meams, and the Vale of Strath*
more, to join the Tay about four miles above Perth ;
and as the middle space, for about 50 miles, is almost
an entire level, a few locks at the extremities only
would be required. See Robertson's AgricuUural Survey of Kincardineshire ; Description of the Strata which
occur in the Eastern District of the Grampians, by Lieutenant Colonel Imrie ; Tratis. Royal Soc. Edinburgh ;
and Statistical Account of Scotland, (ij)
KING. See Government and Law.
KING'S BENCH, Court of, (Bancus regius,) is the
supreme court of common law in England. It is called the King's Bench, because the king used to sit there
in person, and is still supposed to do so.
This court
con^sts of a chief justice, and three puisne justices;
who are, by their office, the sovereign conservators of
the peace, and supreme coroners of the land.
The Court of King's Bench is the rferanant of the

4
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actually sate at Roxburgh.
The jurisdiction of this court is very high and tranHmdcnt. It keeps all inferior jurisdictions within the
boaoda of their authority ; superintends all civil cor-

ward

I. it

kingdom commands magistrates and
odtm to do what their duty requires, in every case
wfaere there i* no other specific remedy
protects the
liberty of the subject by speedy and summary interpo•MoB ; and takes cognizance both of criminal and civil
eraaea ; the former in what is called the crown-side,
or crown office; the latter, in the plea-side of the
porations in the

;

;

court.
It has an original jurisdiction and cognisance
of aH trespasses, and other injuries, alleged to have
been committed et tt armit ; and by a fiction of law,
wbenby it ia smmiaed that the defendant is arrestee!
tat a tuppoaed tretpsw, which, in reality, be has never
committed, it has for ages held pleas of all personal

actions whataoever.
This court is likewise a court of appeal, into which
may be removed, by writ of error, all determinations

of the court of coiniDon plea^ and of all inferior courts
of reeord. An appeal also lies from this court to the
House of Lords, or the Court of Excheauer Chamber,
according to the nature of the snit, and the mode in
which it nas been prosecuted. Bhck stone's CommenL
B. iii. ch. i. and .lacob's Lam Diet.
KIN'
VTY is an inland county of Ireland,
It is bounde<l on the
in the )
of Leinster.
orth by U eatmeath and Meath on the east by KiU
siare and Queen's County
on the south and aouthweat tj Tl uperaiy and on the west by part of Gal.
way and Roacamroon. It is separated from Galway
ky the river Shannon, and the Barrow and the little
Brosna mark its boundary for a few miles.
It re>
ceived its name oat of compliment to Philip II. of
Spain, the husband of Queen .Mary.
;

;

;

It is :(9 English milea broad, contracting rapidly to
the south, and it extends fWim north to scnith 43 English miles.
Its superficial extent ia 707 square £ngliah milea, or *iS,310 acres.
Tho gcnenl appearanea of the county is flat, the onIt BiiwimMiia being the Sliebfafloor mountains, which
fDvfd* ll tnm QMcn'a eomty. This range extends
15 nilea, and is traveracd only br one pass, called the
Gay of Ghmdive, which ia oaW five Act wide, and is
««rr sieaB aad craggy, and difficult of approach.
'flM aoain the noithem part of the county is chiefly
Hea „^
a^pciixan. affiliaoeaH, and retpires a great deal of lime.
The
neks are a rad aigillitc and freeatone. In the central
part the aeila are a light sandy loam, a stiff yellow clay,
a grittjr ahdkw gravel, and a deep brown earth. "The
Baatmag* ii here good; limcatone prevails, and the
loomn is a stiff" clay, which yidda excellent crops.
Ia another part there is a cold tjpangy day soil, which
pMiea where the declivity vamahes into a deep irrechmnble bog. The principal cam crapt are ooto and
bartt).
Green cropa have been raised in some parts,
artiicial r aaa s i, and the drilling of potatoca, have
g
hMD iiMiwliwad. The pastures support nnmerous
fledta at sheep, the wool of which is excellent and
abnadanC Lime, and limestone gravel, which !« allow.
ed to be the beat manare, are found every where. The
hBMBtanf gf i ia often roixe<l with brig.
A great pot of the Bog of Allen lice in this county.

»«mI

^
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Ania Regia ; and although it hath, for some centuries
past, usually sat at Westminster, yet it is not fixed to
any certain place, but may follow the King's court
wherever it goes ; for which reason, all process issuing
out of this court is returnable " ubicum/Uf fuerimut in
Anglia." And we find that, during the reign of Ed-

I
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and it has been calculated that one-third of the county
is bog land.
Mr. Wakefield however informs us, on

King's
Couniy,

the authority of Mr. Bernard, that one half of the coun-

^g'"'™-:

ty

is

of that description.

The

principal

proprietors of King's

County, are Landed

Lord Digby, who possesses the barony of Geshill, containing 10,822 acres.
Lord Ross. Lord Charleville,
Mr. D. R. Daly, Mr. Stepney, and Mr. Bernard, are the
other proprietors. These individuals possess so much

property

«°<"en''f«

of the county, that the remaining landholders are scarcely sufficient to make a grand jury.
The tillage farms
here are small, but grazing ones are of great extent.
The rent of the county, without including bogs, mountain land, or towns, has been averaged at 35s. per acre.
Lord Digby grants no leases on live», and lets only for
2 1 years.
The other proprietors grant leases, in general, for 21 years and a life.
Mr. Wakefield observed
some of the best farms in Ireland, in this county.
The foUowing were the prices of labour ancl provi- Prices of
sions in 1811.
Wages of a man, per day, lOd. Of a Ubour, ftc.
woman, 5^. Grazing a cow, per week. Is. 2d. Gra- •" '^^l*
zing a horse. Is. 7d. Kilkenny coal, per cwt 2s. 6d.
Lime, per barrel, 1 s. Hay, per ton, £3, 3s. 4d. Beef,
per hb. 4d. Mutton, 5d. Eggs, per dozen, 6 A. Cheese,
per lib. 7d. Fowls, per couple. Is. 2d. "TurKeys, 2s.
The principal mineral productions that have been Minerals,
found in King's County, are manganese, iron ore in
small quantities, ocre, marie, limestone, freestone, and
potter's clay.

The principal rivers in this county are the Shannon, Rirer*
the Little Brosna, the Great Brosna, which falls into
the Shannon after winding through a great part of the
county. The principal loughs are Lough Pallis and
Lough Annagh. The nortliem part of the county derives much advantage from the grand canal which
passes through it.
The principal towns are Philipstown, Birr, or Parson's town, and Tullamore, of which Birr is the largest
Tullamore contains about 4000 inhabitants, of whom'
2,500 are Catholics
This county contains 52 parishes, and 15 churches. Population.
According to Dr. Beaufort, a population of about
Since the completion of the grand canal, how74,500.
ever, the population has increased.
See Beaufort's
Memoir qfm Map of Ireland; Sir C. Coote's Slalistical
Survey, and Wakefield's Account of 1 1 eland.
is a royal burgh of Scotland, in the
county of Fife, situated on the coast of the Frith t^
Forth, nearly opposite to Leith, and on the sides of
a dell opening towards the sea. It consists of a number
of lanea oanpioed of mean looking houses, heaped together without regard either to convenience or unitonnity.
King David I. invested it with the privileges of a royal burgh.
Not many years ago were to
be seen the ruins of a castle, which was one of the
usual seats of our ancient Scottish kings. An old building, called .St Leonard's Tower, stands in the middle
of the town, and is used as a court-house and a prison.
Thread stockings have long been manufacturctl here ;
and machinery for spinning cotton and flax has lately
been erected. A little to the west of the town there
are two basaltic rocks, composed of parallel columns
of different diameters, and about 12 or 14 feet high.
There is also in. the neighbourhood a medicinal spring,
called the Kinghom Spa, which is altogether neglected.
In 1618, Dr. Anderson wrote a treatise on the iiature
of its waters. He says that it is impregnated with

KINGHORN

gjrpstnn, and nitre, and recommends it as a
powerful diuretic. The population of the town and
pariah, in 1811, was 329 bouses, and 2204 inhabiunts.
crystal,

KIN
Kinpttn.

'"nr"^
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KINGSTON, a sea-port town,
of ccmimerce in the island of Jamaica, is situated on the
aouth side of the island, in 1 8° N. Lat. and on the north
side of a biiy or inlet of the sea, formed by the low
neck of land, at the |)oint of which the town of Port
Royal stands. This neck of land is nine miles in length,
and two miles in width, at the broadest part, fronting
the city. The channel is deep enough to admit ships
A thousand may anchor in perfect
of any burtien.
•afety ; and vessels of considerable burden may lie alongside the wharfs to deliver their cargoes.
Kingston was founded in the year 1693, after the almost total destruction of Port Iloyal by an earthquake
the preceding year.
The plan of it, drawn by Colonel
Lilly, an experienced engineer, was a parallelogram,
one mile in lengtli, by half a mile in breadth, regularly
traversed by streets and lijn'es, crossing each other at
right angles, except at the upper part, where a large
square was left ; but the town has extended considerably within these few years> to the west, east, and north,
so tliat this square is now nearly in the centre of the
city. On the south side of the square stands the church,
a hu-ge elegant building, with four aisles, and a fine
organ.
The tower, with a large clock, and the spire,
are well constructed, and are a great ornament to the
city.
On tlie north side of the square are barracks of
brick for 200 men and their officers.
The theatre is
likewise on this side of the square; it was nearly thirty
years without any performers, but it has lately under,
gone a thorough repair. It is neatly fitted up, and at
present the inhabitants are amused by a tolerable company of performers, A free school was established in
May 1 729. There is likewise a poor-house and public
hospital, and a very handsome church has been lately
erected for those of the Presbyterian persuasion.
The
houses are in general built of brick, two stories high,
the fronts beuig shaded by a piazza below, and a covered gallery above. Accidents from fire rarely occur
here, the kitchens being detached buildings, and there
are wells and pumps in the principal streets, and fireengines and leather buckets in the court-house, and the
inhabitants are obliged to keep a certain number of
these buckets, according to the value of their house.
The well water in general is bad, a few wells being fed
by subterraneous drains from the Hope river or other
mountain streams. The rest are brackish, and very apt
to cause a dysentery in habits not much accustomed to
it; but the inlrabitants of this town observe that the same
effect is produced by the water of Spanish Town, which
is

tiiken

from the Rio Cotese, and undergoes

K
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aiul the princiiKil seat

filtration.

In the lower part of the town is the market-place,
which is plentifully supplied with butcher-meat, poultry, fish, fruits and vegetables.
Of the latter, besides those usually found in a tropical country, are many American and European, such as pease, beans, cabbage, lettuce, cucumbers, artichokes of the finest kind,
carrots, turnips, radishes, onions, leeks, and other small
sallads.
These are brought from the Liguanea mountains.
There are also great quantities of the finest pine
apples, which grow on the Long Mountain.
Strawberries and apples likewise grow on the higher mountains,
and grapes might be cultivated to any extent in the
lower parts of the island.
Kingston was constituted a city in 1802. It is govcmetl by a mayor, 12 aldermen, and
J 2 common counCilmen, a recorder, two solicitors, and
a treasurer.
The population of the town is nearly 7500 whites,

with 2500 strangers, 2500 free people of
colour, 2500
tree negroes ; 8054. male, and 99OO
female slaves, total
l/,954i but as all may not have been returned, the

I
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number of

slaves may be rated at 20,000, so that the Kingstim.
po|>ulation cannot be less than.S5,000.
"""T"^
.
Kingston returns three members to the House of

Assembly,

an<l furnishes to

the militia <M-the island

two troops of

horse, two companies of artillery, two
batt;i1ions of infantry, nine companies in each, viz. six
of whites, two of Jews, four of Mulattoes, three of qua-

droons, and three of free blacks, well appointed ; the
batteaux, one captain, tliree lieutenants.
The Surrey
assizes are held here tliree times in tlie year, January,
April, and August.

The

situation of Kingston is highly favourable, rising
sufficient acclivity to give it the command of the sea breezes, which blow regularly during
the greatest part of the year, and likewise to have a

from the sea with

view of the ships coming down the coast to the harbour of Port Royal, and up to the toWn. The heat of
the night is tempered by a land wind. The plain on
which it stands rises with a gradual ascent to the foot
of the Liguanea Mountains, a distance of about six
miles, and is covered with country residences of the
admiral, and many of the inhabitants, and towards the
mountains with sugar estates.
A hill, called tlie Long Mountain, crosses this plain
diagonally, beginning near Rock Port, and extending
to near tlie Liguanea Mountains.
Over this towers the
first range of mountains in great grandeur, to the height
of 5000 feet, and covered to the height of 4000 feet
with coffee plantations, villas, &c. ; and above tliis range
are seen the Blue Mountains.
The city being situated on a dry soil, is not incommoded by any stagnation of water, and it is thoroughly ventilated ; but the slope upon which it is placed, is
attended witli one inconvenience, that it ailmits a free
passage to torrents of rain, which descend the streets
during the rainy season witli such impetuosity, as to
render them impassable for wheel carriages, and carrying accumuLitions of rubbish and mud to the wharfs.
It would be a great improvement to have the streets
paved, and a cut made above the town, to prevent the
torrents from pouring through the streets.
The thermometer, in the hottest part of the year,
sometimes rises to 96°, and is seldom below 76°. Kingston is hotter by about 3° than Spanish Towni, but is
not so subject to storms of thunder.
The following return of imports and exports, from
tlie 29th Sept. 1816, to the 29th Sept. 1817, laid before the House of Assembly on the 10th of November
1 8 1 7, will show the scale of importance in which King~
ston stands as a sea port.
Imports.
56,217 barrels flour; 2863 barrels, 4064
bags, 1085 kegs, bread; 1591 tierces, 396 barrels, 4476
bags, rice; 19,827 bushels, 1243 bags, 7804 barrels,
corn and com meal; 202 barrels, pease; 1481 hogsheads, 5131 casks, 2553 boxes, 397 quintals, dry fish;
239 tierces, 28,757 barrels, 866 kegs, pickled fish;
1,805314 staves and heading, 8,26l006 shingles,
7,672387 feet of lumber; 680 horses; 1998 miTles;
202 asses ; 2808 cattle. No account is here given of
the beef, pork, and herrings, imported from Great BriIn 181 6, 15,070
tain, Ireland, and North America.
barrels of herrings, and about the same quantity of
beef and pork, as also dry goods, iron, and hard-ware,
In 1817,
to a great amount; wines, brandies, &c. &c.
16,915 gallons of brandy and gin were entered at the

—

Custom House.
Tonnage, from 29th Sept. ISlS, to 29th Sept. 1816.
North of the tropic— from Great Britain and Ireland
Within the Tropic— from
35,162; America 36,032.
Uie Spanish Main and neighbouring islands, 20,803,

•
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See Hull.

K'.Nv..^ ^/^-cro^•-TllA^lES, is a town of England,
It is situated 11 miles from
in the county of Surry.
NVestrainster bridpe, on the southern ^bank of the
Thames, which is crossed by a wooden bridge to Hamp:

It consists of tw o principal streets, and seton Wick.
It is upon the whole well built
veral smaller ones.
but the mixture of the mo<lem and the ancient houses
gives it an irregular appearance.
The church is spacious and handsome, and has a tower with eight bells.
There is here a free school, founded by Queen Elizabeth a charity school for 30 boys, and an alms-house
for 6 men and 6 women.
In the market-place is the
town-hall, built by Queen Eliubeth. The Lent assizes
for the county of Surrj* are held here.
Kingston was either a ruj al residence or demesne so
early as the union of the Saxon heptarchy.
Close to
the north side of the church is a large stone, on whieh,
it is said, the Saxon kingi were crowned.
Here was
formerly the chapel'of St. Marj-, on the same side, adorned with the figures of the thfferent sovereigns that had
been crowned at this place. It fell in 17^0, and buried
in its ruins the sexton, who was digging a grave, his
daughter, and another person. The sexton's daughter was
dug out alive, at the end of eight hours, and succeeded
her father. The bridge over the Thames is said, by
Mr. Lyion, to be the moat ancient on the river, except
that of London ; and the corporation has a revenue for
keeping it in repair. In 1811, the town and pari-h,
includuig Ham, Hatch, and Hook, contained 7lC
houM't, ~SH families, and 4144 inluibitants.
KINIC" Acid. See Ciikmi^try, vd. vi. p. 59.
KINRO.SS, a town uf Scotland, and the capital of
the county o( the mme name, is situated on a plain at
;

we«t-«nd of Loch Leven. It eonaiita principally
U'oae long atFMt. which cnatutism:i<
"nthouse*.
This pUoe was once celebrated for
toctory of

tlie

ciMlcrjr good*.

nioh

of trade has greatly dearc principally employed in
i.i
cotton goods, and of coarse linen,
oOcd Sile«ia«, (4* which about L.4,441 worth were stahiped annually. The population of the town and pnnsh
in 1811, was 8214, of whooa 287 were rmploved in
trade and mMiaftcture.
See tlie following article.
'
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'

dinaa, ami tlut|M manufiicturr

8ii^iio>v

Clcnu*.

-

KINROSS-SHIRE, one of the inland counties of
Soodaod, is bounded on the north and west by the
ooanty of Penh, and on the south and east by Fife•hire.
It is situated between 56^ 9", and 56" 18' of
north lat. and bKwccn 3' and 81' of long, west from
Edinburgh. lu grMtett length rram catt to west, is
about IS milca, and iu graatnt braadth fVom north to
aondi, about 1 1 miles.
It is auppoaad to contain about
SS.M square miles, or 4'2,.'S.<M>
The climate of this cent
and genial. It is well si
by the range of the Ochil
boundary.

Lao-

which form iu northern

much exposed to tlie wesaituated in a plain, which it pnv
the west towards Alloa, and joins the llutf of
It

larly winda, as

longed on

fimttiab acres.
.^^ the whole, mild
the north winds,

m

hill*

is,
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droafgcrs 1889, trading under the free port art, 12,520;
tobU, 95,138
UTO "horses, 4735 mules, 433 asses,

S628
Kl

;

;

.

however,

it is

Fife on the east.
The grounds on the southern extremity arc Uneven but not hilly. The more level and
hiUy part of the county ia elevated but a few hundred
Saat above the level of the sea.
There are few springs in this county remarkable for
the «)uantity of water which they pour out, or for thiir
nadidnal qualities. Hut the frrsh water lake, of which
'^ InMa, hak at all time* been conaidcred a* one ai the

I
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most picturefqiie and beautiful collection of water to be
found in the lowland district of Scotland. The scenery
on the south and east sides of the lake, composed of the
Lomonds and Henartie, forms a very striking contrast
with the level grounds which skirt the opposite mnrgin, while the scattered islets relieve the eye in wandering over the surface of the water. There is here
little

that

is soft

is

Kinross'** '

"•

^"'V"'

very striking or bold, but a great deal that

und soothing.

The lake contains about 31fi,987 Scottish acres. Its l.ochleven.
height above the level of the sea is supposed to be three
hundred and nine feet. Its greatest ilepth about eightyseven feet.
It contains four islands, the largest of
which is calleil by way of eminence, the Inch, and contains 28.444 acres. The next is the castle, 1 .700 acres
the third is called P.-iddoek Bower, containing 0.360
and the last, or Reed Bower, contains 0.1 tiO.
In this lake there are many kinds of fish, particularly Lochleven
trouts, pikes, perches, and eels.
The trouts belong to irouu.
different species, which have not been distinctly characterised. The salmon trout, (Salmo tiiiltn), the river
trout, (5. /arid), and the char {S. alpimis), are well
known, and termed in general Lochleven trout.
These trouts are considered as a great delicacy, and
held in high estimation. They are sent regularly to
the Edinburgh market, and likewise obtain a ready
sale in the towns and villages in the neighbourhood.
Attempts have likewise been made to convey them to
London packed in ice. We have not the means of determining the number of fish which this lake might
support. But when we consider the extensive marshes
and shallow water on the margin of the lake, the numerous aquatic plants and shellfish which aliound in
and the consequent abundant supply of foo<l, it
it,
may be reganled as one of the mo«t suitable natural
fish-poncb to be met with in Britain and, under proper
msnaceiBcnt, might be made more productive to the
proonetort and the public.
We have stated that there is a great extent of shal- Drainage
low water in this lake, and marshy ground on the mar* tl<e lake^
Every intelligent traveller as he passes, expresses
gin.
his astonJKhnient that no measures have been adopted
to reduce the level of the lake, and thereby reclaim a
great extent of improveable ground, to free the air from
pestilential exhalations, and ameliorate tlie climate by
preventing chilling evaporations.
Upon inquiry, he
finds that plans have been (iroposed. which, if carried
into execution, would prove equally advantageous to
the health and the resources of the inhabitants of Kinroaa-shire.
By means of a cut three miles and a half in
length, and at the estimated expence of i.'4664, the
•urface of the lake might be lowered five feet.
By this
893,366 Scottish acres of ground might be acquired
from the lake, besides enabling the neighlmuring proprietors to drain their low wet grounds more eHcctually
;

than the present level of the waters permits them to do.
Were the surface of the lake lowered only two feet and
half, 447,412 acres of ground might be reclaimed from
the lake.
To this proposed plan, the proprietors and
tenants of the mills situateil on tlic river Leven, a stream
formed by the waters which How from this lake, have
hitherto offered objections.
'I'he most prominent of
these which they nave brought forward, and which
they have made the ground of a protest against the
proceedings is thus stated: " That the river Leven flows
to the mills, in a winding coarse, through that flat piece
of ground lying to the westward of Adimuir bridge,
called the Carses, and turns or crooks of the river there
oppose a natural barrier to the floods, that occasionally
inundate the river, and of course prevent the dam-
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and others, from being carried off by the
impetuosity of the current." We may, however, add,
that such overwhelming inundations as are here apprehended, can never happen, if the new cut be made of
proper dimensions. Besides, the additional quantity of
water gained, by the diminution of the surface of the
lake, and consequent reduction of expenditure by evaporation during the summer months, would secure for
the mills, fed by waters from the lake, a more uniform
supply during the dry season than tliey can hope to
As this patriotic
receive in the present circumstance.
measure, which Thomas Graham, Esq. of Kinross, had
the merit of suggesting, and of urging with all his influence, would prove of incalculable value to the proprietors of the lake and the grounds in the neighbournood, without injuring the interest of those who have

dikes, sluices,

hitherto opposed

Bivers.

it,

we

earnestly wish that

it

may be

soon executed.
This lake is chiefly supplied by three small streams.
The two first are termed Queichs or Cuichs, and are
denominated North Quiech and South Quiech, from
their position with respect to the town of Kinross.
They take their rise from the Ochils, to the north and
west, about six miles distant from the lake.
The Carney takes its rise from the Cleish hills, on the south
side of the county, and pursues a winding course towards the lake, into which it empties its black and
mossy waters to the sonth of Clashlochie.
Besides
these streams, there are numerous springs around the
margin of the lake, which likewise contribute to furThe quantity of water poured into the
nish a supply.
lake by these feeders, and extracted by evaporation,
being subject to considerable variation, the surface of
the water in the lake is elevated or depressed, according to these circumstances, about two feet and a half.
The outlet of this lake is towards the south-east, at
a place called the Gullet;Bridge ; and the waters which
flow from it give rise to the river Lcven. This river,
in its course of nearly fourteen miles, passes through a
part of Fifeshire, and iempties itself into the frith of
Forth at Largo bay. It gives motion to about 47 mills,
at which 5970 persons are employed ; requiring a capital, in buildings, machinery, &c. of £176,220 Sterling.

Vdti

The

river

Leven abounds with

eels, particularly

du-

ring the month of September, the period at which
these fish descend from the lake to the sea.
They are
taken by means of nets placed in the river, and chiefly
during night. Few of these fish are consumed by natives, but considerable quantities are sent to Edinburgh
and the inland districts.
The mineralogical structure of this county bears so
Mineralogy.
close a resemblance to that of Clackmannan, already
very fully described, that it would be superfluous here
to offer any remarks.
In zoology, the most interesting
objects are the trouts which reside in the lake, and the
various species of aquatic birds which breed on the islets
or frequent its shores.

This county originally formed a part of Fifeshire,
from which it was disjoined about the year l^Se. At
first it

E«pul8tion.

contained only the parishes of Kinross, Orwell,

«nd Portmoak, but in 1685, the king and estates of parliament disjoined from Perth and Fife other lands in
the parish of Portmoak, and in the parishes of Cleisli
and TuUiebole, and annexed them to Kinross. At present it consists of the parishes of Kinross, Portmoak,
Cleish, Orwell, TuUibole, annexed to Fossaway, and
part of the parishes of Abemethy and Arngask.
In the year 1811, this county contained 7245 souls.
It sends, alternately with the county of Clackmannan, a
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KinrossThe number of freeholders at
to parliament.
shire,
present on the roll amounts to twenty.
The sheriff
Kinsale.
court is held at Kinross, wljpre are likewiee the courts
'
of taxation, and all the state public meetings.
The population of this county is chi?fly supported
by agriculture. The soil, though rather light, is well
adapted for all kinds of crops ; and lime for manure is
to be obtained in abundance. If we consider the proximity to fuel, the abundance of fresh water, it seems rather surprising, that in this county there are so few
manufactures. Weaving is carried on in some places,
chiefly of coarse Silesias, and different sorts of muslin.
The objects of antiquity in this county are numerous Antiquities.

member

interesting, and have been very faithfully described
the industrious and intelligent Sibbaid.
The one
which attracts the greatest share of the travellers' notice is the old Castle of Loc/ileven, situated on a small
island, already mentioned, at the north-west end of the
loch, and about half a mile distant from the shore.
It
is said to have been the ancient habitation of Congal,
son of Donqart, king of the Picts. It has been the
scene of many memorable events in Scottish history.
In the year 1335, it was valiantly defended by Sir Allan
Wypont for King David the Second, against the EngIn this castle Queen Mary
lish party then in Scotland.
Stewart was imprisoned on the I6th June 1567; resign-*
ed the crown, with reluctance, in favour of her son
James VI. on the 24th July in the same year; and
escaped from her confinement there on the 3d of May
1568, by means of George Douglas, youngest son of
Sir Robert Douglas of Lochleven.
The ancient monastery of Portmoak, on the north side
of the Leven near the lake, was founded by Eogachmen, king of the Picts, and consecrated to the Virgin
Mary. This monastery is supposed to have been the
first place in Scotland, given by the Pictish kings, after
their conversion to Christianity, to the Culdees.
On the inch in Lochleven, anciently called St. SerTs
isle, are the remains of an old priory built by Achaius,
king of the Scots, " in honorem et ad gloriam Dei
omnipotentis et Sancti Servani." In this isle the first
archbishop of St. Andrew's was interred.
ScotlandWell was a ministry of the " Fratres Sanctae Trinitatis
de rederaptione captivorum," and founded by William
Malvoisin, bishop of St. Andrew's, who died in 1238.
As connected with the antiquities of this county, the Kinross
House of Kinross, the seat of Thomas Graham, Esq. *1°"*^'
ought not to be passed over in silence, as it is said to
have been the first house of regular architecture in
Scotland.
It was built by the celebrated architect. Sir
William Bruce, the proprietor, in 1685. See Stalisiical
Account of Scotland ; Sir Robert Sibbald's History of
the Sheriffdoms of Fife and Kinross ; and Dr. Walker's
Essays on Natural History and Rural Economy.
KINSALE, which has been called the Plymouth of
Ireland, is a sea-port town in the county of Cork. The
town is situated at the mouth of the river Bandon, and
It is about a mile in exis built under Compass-hill.
tent.
The chief street runs round Compass-hill, and
there are others above, which are connected with the
main street by steep lanes. The streets are narrow,
but they contain many good houses. There are six
The harbour is very
parishes in the town and suburbs.
commodious, and secure. The distance between Sandy
Cove Point and Prehain Point, which form the entrance to the harbour, is not half a mile, and between
them is a safe passage in four fathoms of water. There
is a light-house on a narrow point of land about ^ve
miles southward. The river is navigable for large vessels
for nearly twelve miles above the town, but large ships
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of war are prevented by a bar from conung into the
-in.

A fort, to which the Duke of Onnond gave the name of
Charles' I'ort, defends the entrance to the harbour. It was
begun by the Earl of Orrery in ^6lO, and cost upwards of
70,000. It »t«nds at some distance from the town, on a
neat and 'trnrrr'^'-'e; '* garrisoned w ill) a regiment uf foot,

£

harbour£ocompleiely,thatvesselsniust
aodcoi:
-shotof it. When it was built, the old fort
pasawit:.
on the otbtrMtle of the river was turned into a block-bouse.
This harbour waszo much frequented, in time of war,
with homeward and outward bound East and West India
fleets, and also by largesquadronsofuur ships of war, that
there was a provision in the leases, that the inhabitants
•bould pay double rent in such a sca^iOD. Kinsale sends
one mem be.' to the iirficrial |>arliami'nt. There are I'i
burceMC*, who elect each other. The political influence
of the burgh belongs to Lord de Clifibrd. There are two
well-built « illage*. Cove and .Scilly, on the opposite shore.
It was uicorpoKinsale is a town of great antiquity.
rated by charter in the reign of king Edward III. Henry
VIII. con ferred upon the to wn a Urge standard, embroidered with the arms of England. When the Spaniards took
poMCMion of tlie town in 1601, the charter was forfeited;
Dnt aAer the place was reduced, and the Spaniards tidien
prisoners, it was restored. James II. landed here on the
12th March, 16^8 ; liut, in the autumn of 16'90, the earl
of Marlborough took the old fort by storm, and obtained
powesaion of Chorlet' Fort and the town.
There are at Kinsale about 400 boaU, of about 30 tons
Mcb, called t lookers, which are employed in fishing, and
vhidi supply the market* of Cork, Kintale, and Bandon.
TbcM vcaaela are good sea-boata, and are serviceable to
•hjp* in tlie way of pilotage. Four men is the general number for each boat, and they are exempted from impressment. Money wai coined iu Kinaal* in 1672. Some of the
penny pieces still remain. PopaUtion 10,000. Distance
from Dublin 1:U> miles, south-west. West Lon^. 6' 38',
Sonh I It '.1 4u'. See our art. Ircland, vol. xii. p. S40.
Ef, or Kiev, is the capital of a government of
It is situated on the Dnieper,
Ru....^ -. :..L- same name.
and consists of three small towns, namely, the fortress of
Pethcrsky and its suburbs, the old city of Kiof, and the
town of Podol, otherwise called the low, or ttie new town.
The fortress is built regularly on an eminence facing the
KHith, and has a rampart of nine baatioos in good conditioo, bcaiUcs barracks for the garrison, magaxines, officers'
Imnhm, mmbc cburchea, and a oeautiful and rich convent
Th* mburba of this fortress are very large, and contain
icrend churches and convents, of which the principal is
that of *»• V" i".Uj. The convent, which was founded in
''«as called Petheraky, because the monks
the 1 1 tl
I'elshera, a ciivem in the mountain upon
forV stands. The vault* of the convent, which i*
«
like n .a. ., .iith, and oonaiats at cells and chapels, contain
Bombcn of undccayed bodies, supposed to be the relics of
The old city of Kiof stands upon a rising ground
•ainls.
fiKing the north, ft is fortified and defended by several
hom.K' -^- >'' cathedral, which stand* here, is the seat
tutelar uf Kiuf,and metropolitin of all
•f the
" '''>uses belong to the catliedral,
and to
RoMia.
'lacl. The new town is situated bethccoi.
low old t\.i<i. .111 iiif [J. • '— •'"banks of the Dnei|>er. It
avents, the hotel de ville,
MMains several cburcl>
mm! the academical colic^v, » mUi is a large and well built
ttmcture. East Long. 30" 56', and North LaU 5W 32'.
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p. 449, after examining its pretensions, very decidedlj'con* Kircher,.
demns this system, as undeserving the pains that had been Ki^k»Wy.

bestowed on it, and inferior to the Mean Tone system, and """"V"^
others which have been proposed.
({)

KIRCHER, Athanasu's, a celebrated natural philosoAt the age of 17, he
pher, was born at Fukla in 1601.
began his studies under the Jesuits, and was soon distinguished by the rapidity of his progress, both in science and
literature. When his studies were completed, he was appointed to teach philosophy, mathematics, Hebrew, and
Syriac, in the university of Wurtzburg in Franconia and
he filled this situation with great credit till the year \63l,
when he withdrew into France, during the war between
Ferdinand II. and Gustavus, and spent some time in the
Jesuits' college at Avignon. In this situation he pi'blished,
in 1635, his Primilice Gnomonicce, a work which contains
the description of many curious dials, a subject to which
he had paid particular attention. In 1643, he published at
Cologne his Masnts sive de Arte Magaelica. Kircher waa
after this called to Rome, in order to fill the mathematical
chair in the Roman colletre. After discharging this duty
for C years, he undertook the professorship of Hebrew. In
164(), he published at Rome, in folio, his Ars magna Lucis
et L'inlirce, a work which contains much interesting matter,
but particularly an account of Kircher's attempt to imitate
the burning mirrors of Archimedes, and a description of
the magic laiileni, of which he was the undoubted inventor.
In order to ascertain the possibility of .Archimedes having
burned the gallies of .Marcellus, he made a voyage to Syracuse, in company with his pupil and friend Schottus, in
order to examine the harbour of that city. In l650, he
published his Muturgia UniversalU, which he dedicated to
Leopold, .Archduke of Austria, and afterwards Emperor of
Germany. This work occupies 2 vols, and treats principally of the theory and practice of music. In 1656, he published hi* Iler exlalicnm caUtlequo munili op'ificium perjic'
li raptut intrgumeniumcxplanalum, nova hupothcti expoiitur.
A second edition of this was published in IG6O, to which
was added the Iler exlaticum Itrrestre teu Mundus siiblerrO'
neiu. Another e<lition of both these works wa* published in
1 67 1 , with additions and illustrations by Gaspar Schottus.
Kircher died at Rome in the year 1680, in the 80th year
of his age. Besides the works which we have mentioned,
he published a work entitled Ohetucus Pamphylius, CEdi~
pat Eguptiacut, in 4 vol*, folio; Obelitciis Egj/pliaciis, in
4 voUTfolio ; and China Illuslrala. His works extended to
22 vol*, folio, 1 1 in 4to. and 3 in 8vo. He employed himself in collecting, for the Roman college, a cabinet of antiquitie*, consisting of medals, mathematical instruments,
rare animal*, minerals, Sec This collection was finished
by Father Bonanni, who published a description of it,
which appeared at Rome in 1707, under the title of Muteum Rircherianum.
KIRKALDY,a royal burgh of Scotland, in the county
of Fife, lies in tlie bosom of the bay of the same name. It
stretches along the foot of a steen bank, and consists chiefly of one street, nearly a mile in length, with a few smaller
streets and lanesopening on each side. The principal street
is in general narrow, crooked, and inconvenient ; but, in
1 8 1 1 , an act of Parliament was obtained for widening and
psviug the streets, lighting and watering the town, which,
to far a* the trustees have been enahleu by their funds to
go, ha* been attended with the most beneficial consequences, and tliere is now on each side of the street an excellent pavement for foot passengers. The town is lighted, and is well supplied with water. There have been a
few substantial, and even elreant buildings, erected in the
town and neighbourhood of late ; but the houses are generally ratlicr mean, and many of them awkwardly placed,
witli their end* to the street, without any regard to unifurmity. The only public buil(linj;s worthy of notice are
.
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to the street, and is ornamented with a tower and spire
public weigh-house.
it contains also the guard-house and
The inhabitant* have long felt the want of a suite of rooms
for public meetings, assemblies, &c. and are now (1818)
engaged in erecting a handsome building to remedy this
inconvenience. The harbour, which is tolerably safe, but
has no great depth of water, is situate at the east end of
the town, and has been much improved of late years. In
1796, an inner harbour or basin was added to it, capable
of containing 1 5 sail of vessels of 1 50 to 200 tons. The

outer harbour can accommodate 30 to 35 sail of ships.
Kirkaldy was very early erected into a royal burgh;
but the precise date is unknown. It was granted in the
year 1334 by David II. to theabbey of Dunfermline, in
whose possession it continued till the year 1 450, when the
comraendator and monastery sold to the baifies and inhabitants the burgh and harbour, with all the rights and privileges. This charter was renewed by Charles i. in 164 4.
1'he government of the burgh is vested in a council annually chosen, consisting of 21 members, of whom 10 must
be mariners, eight merchants, and three craftsmen ; out of
these are elected a provost, two bailies, a dean of guild, and
a treasurer, which form the magistracy.
In former times, Kirkaldy enjoyed considerable prosperity and opulence, and in public assessments and similar
documents, it was rated as the sixth burgh of Scotland ; the
only burghs on which higher assessments were imposed,
being Edinburgh, Dundee, Aberdeen, Glasgow, and Perth.
During the reign of James I. and the commencement of
that of Charles I. it possessed 1 00 sail of vessels, many of
which were of considerable tonnage. From this latter period it appears to have fallen rapidly into decay. Between
the year 16'14 and 1650, and sTOrtly after, in the subsequent struggle with England, in less than 1 years 96 of
its ships were taken at sea. The distress of the inhabitants
was aggravated by the oppression of the then existing government, to which they had become obnoxious, by the active part which they took in the religious differences which
then agitated the kingdom. The battle of Kilsyth, in 1 6i5,
it is said left 200 widows of Covenanters in Kirkaldy.
At the Revolution in 1688, the vessels belonging to the
town were only 20 in number, and of small tonnage, and
in 17CO they were reduced to two ferry-boats and one
coaster. The trade has now greatly revived. There are at
present belonging to Kirkaldy five vessels employed in
the West India trade, two in the whale fishery, 26 chiefly in the trade to the Baltic and British North America,
five coasters, and three ferry-boats, making in all upwards
of 6500 tons, and employing 350 seamen. Ship-building
was carried on here with spirit about 1 5 years ago, but it
has now greatly declined. The manufactures consist principally of ticks, checks, and sheetings, the greater part of
which was formerly sent to the London market, but now
these goods are chiefly sent to Glasgow, whence they are
exported to the West Indies and America. On an average
of the last three years, the goods manufactured here and
in the contiguous villages of Linktoun and Pathhead, amount to 2,032,321 yards, valued at £166,219 Steriing.
Like every other manufacturing town, Kirkaldy felt severely the stagnation of trade inl816 and 1817, which has
reduced this average ; the value of the goods manufactured in 1 8 1 5 being £ 1 25,98 1 The trade is now again on
the increase. There are several mills in the town and immediate neighbourhood for spinning yarn, which is chiefly consumed by the manufacturers. There were also mills
for spinning cotton yarn, but these being found unprofitable, have been given up several years since. Of late years,
.
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Kirk»lily.
the church nnd town house. The former stands on a rising
^"-"y-"-^ ground behind the town. It was rebuilt in J 807, and is
rather a handsome structure. The town-house and prison
is a plain old building of hewn stone, projecting a little in-
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a considerable trade has been carried on in importing linen yarn from Ireland and Germany. Flax and ashes are
the chief articles of import from the Baltic.^ There are
two tan-works, and four salt pans, %vhich make annually
15,000 bushels of salt. Immediately adjoiiiiug the town,
to the east, is an extensive distillerj' ; and close at the back
of the town there is a coal-work, where 1 5,000 tons of coal
are raised yearly. There is a weekly market held on Saturday for the sale of grain, which is well attended. Kirkaldy is the seat of a custom-house, the jurisdiction of

Kirkaldy
Kirkcu<I-

which extends from Largs

to Aberdour, and in all this disKirkaldy has the only legalised quay for tiie shipping
and landingof goods. A subscription library was instituted
about 20 years ago, and now consists of 3000 volumes, in
general well selected. There are branches ot4 banks, viz.
the Bank of Scotland, Fife Bank, Glasgow Bank, and the
Commercial Bank of Scotland for the accommodation of
this and the neighbouring towns. The house rents of the
burgh are about £ 6S00 per annum. The corporation once
possessed a considerable extent of land, but this was, at
different times, sold, with the consent of the convention of
Koyal Burghs, to defray the expense of repairing the harbour. The revenue of the town now consists of the shoredues and anchorage, the impost of two pennies Scots per
pint on all ale and beer brewed or sold in the burgh, the
petty customs, and some trifling feu-duties. It amounts
annually to about £550. Kirkaldy has produced several
men eminent in their day amongst others, Michael Scott,
who flourished in the 13lh century ; and in the last century. Dr. John Drysdale, the celebrated Dr. Adam Smith,
and that able statesman Mr. Oswald of Dunikier. Kirkaldy joins with Dysart, Kinghorn, and Burntisland, in re«
turning a member to the British Parliament. Population
in 1811, 3()79. West Long. 3" 10', North Lat. 5C° 8'.
KIRKGHISES. See Tartary.
trict

,
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KIRKCL'DBRIGHTisatowninScotland,andtheprinsame name. It is tftte seat of the
steward courts, and is situated on the river Dee, about 6
milesabove itsconfluence with the Sol way Firth, in Lat. 54"
49' N. Long. 4° 43' W. ; and is therefore about 31 leagues
S. S. W. of Edinburgh, and 9 leagues S. W. of Dumfries.
In the valuable statistical account of Kirkcudbright,
drawn up by Dr. Muter, the name is supposed to have been
derived from an ancient church in the immediate vicinity Name,
of the burgh, which had been dedicated to St. Cuthbert,
and of which some vestiges stilf remain. It has, however,
been ingeniously suggested, that the learned doctor is mistaken on this point, and that the name Kirkcudbrightowes
its origin to tliat of the ancient British fortress of Caerbanloriguvi, situated on Druniore iiill, about 4 miles distant.
Kirkcudbright was anciently a burgh of regality, and
held of the Douglasses, lords of Galloway, as superiors.
But, upon the forfeiture of the Douglas estates, James II. Set of the
erected the town into a royal burgh, by a charter dated at '"''8''«
Perth, Oct. 20, 1455 ; which was renewed and confirmed
by a novodamus from Charles I., dated Holyroodhouse,
July 20, 1633. This charter, in commoh with that c^f the
other royal burghs in Scotland, involves the pernicious
It fixes that the town-council
principle of self-election.
IS to consist of 17 members, three of whom are magistrates, who are to meet annually at Michaehnas, and vote
out Ivjo or three of their number, and elect two or three
cipal in the stewartry of the

new councillors in their place.
The pecuniary affairs of the burgh

of Kirkcudbright
The whole property originally contained in the charter of James II.
remains entire, none having been sold or disposed of.
The town rental, and other revenues, amounted, in 1787,
to £333, and the debt to £1734; and in 1818, the total revenue amounts to £1198, and the debt, including
some fands mortified for charitable purposes, to £ 4682.

have been extremely well managed.

KIRKCUDBRIGHT.
A

bnehi.

salary of £\50 i* paid by the burgh to the princi]ial
And no assessment has ever
teachers in the academy.
been imposed on the inhabitants, either for lighting or
living the streets, for carrying any public work into
effect, or for any improvements macle on the town.
The chamberlain's accounts are regularly audited, and an
abstract is printed and circulated among the burgesses.
I'be harbour uf Kirkcudbright is the liest in the stewartry. At ordinary spring titles, tlie depth of the water
in the river is about :10 feet, and at the lowest neap
As there is no difficulty in navigating
tides 18 feet.
the river, it is well calculated for commercial purposes ; but as tlie population of the stewartry is chiefly
supported by agriculture, and as there is no internal
(tiinniunicatiun with any of the manufacturing districts,
foreign trade has scarcely any footin".
I'he salmon of
the river Dee is reckoned peculiarly excellent.
The
greater part is exported to Carlisle and Whitehaven.
Kirkcudbright has been vastly improved during the
The streets, which are well paved and
last SO years.
lighted, intersect each other at right angles.
The house* are generally two stories high ; and although those
in the new streets, built by the societies, have a somewhat monotonous appearance, tlit-y are all neat, clean,
and comfortable. There is no alternation of stately edifice* and miserable hqvels ; but the general aspect of
the whole town bespeaks at once the goo<l taste and
cacy circumstances of the greater portion of its inhabitaats.
In 1816, a commodious new jail, in the Gothic
style of architecture, was erected.
One of the towers
reaches to the height of 75 feet, and, viewed from a
diaUnce, the building has a magnificent and sombre
appearance. One half of the expence of this jail was
defrayed by the landlords of the stewartry.
large
aod elegant academy, containing a spacious room tor
the pabuc tubacription library, ha* also been erected in
the cuurse of the two last years.
The town is well supplied with butcher meat from a
regular market, and provisions of all kinds are abundant and comparatively dieap. The water for the use
of the inhabitants is conveyed in leaden pipes from a
ipring about Jth of a mile distant
There is here no bridge over the Dee, but passengers and carriages are ferried over in a flat-bottomed
boat, into which the latter can be driven without much
inconvenience, which is impelled along a cable stretching acres* the river.
In stormy weather, however, or
when there is an unusual current, this conveyance is
not without danger ; and the erection of a bridge, so
constructed as to admit of ships passing through, would
certainly be a very great improvement
The intelli.
gence and public spirit of the inhabitants, give us reason
to hope, that this will be accomplished at no very di*.
tant period.

A

Nothing can be finer than the environs of Kirkcud*
bright The rising grounds on each side tlie river,
frnn Tongneland to the sea, are embellished with thri>
ving plantations. And the policy of 8t Mary's Isle,
the family seat of the Earl of Selkirk, distant about one
mile from town, is liberally thrown open to the public
"The ruins of the old castle of Kirkcudbright, built,
in i58S, by M'Clellan of Bombie, ancestor of the pre>
sent Lord Kirkcu<ibright, are still pretty entire.
The
itself, appears fonncrly to have been surrounded
by a deep ditch and wall.
The higher class of the inhabitant* are, in general,
rxtmnely well informed. The range and compass of
their converiatioo, is perhap unequalled in so small a
and contrasts remarkably with the unvaried
;

town

Unm

«0U ku. fABT

li.
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sameness and vulgarity of that of the greater portion Krkciidof their agricultural neighbours. They are distinguished for their ho^^pitality and urbanity of manners; and
a stranger will nowhere meet with more civility and attention.
TI.e lower classes are, for the most part, sober and industrious ; and all ranks are uncontaminated
with the contagion of cant and fanaticism.
In 1801, the population araonntcd to 2080; and in
ISII, to 2760 individuals. The assessments under the
property tax act, on lands, tenements, &c. nilhin the
burgh, "for the year ending .5th April 1815, were fixed
at X ."^46, and on the profits of trade, &c. at £,^96.
As a considerable part of the late improvements in Buildinjj
Kirkcudbright, have been a consequence of the opera- «oc'*^tit3.
tion of two building societies, and ss the principle on
which these societies have been organised is quite novel, and at the same time exceedingly simple and efficacious, it may not be improper shortly to elucidate it.
One of these societies consists of CO, and the other ot
go members; the regulations in both are similar, except
that the monthly subscription of the one is greater than
of the other, and that the houses are also superior. At the
commencement, a general plan, suitable for the greater
proportion of the members, was adopted, and specifications made for securing the proper execution of the
Work. One guinea is paid by each member at entry,
and afterwards a monthly subscription of 10s. fid. in
When funds
the one society, and 5s. in the other.
'

are in this manner raised, sufficient to build two or more
houses, estimates are obtained, the contract executed,
and a ballot takes place, to decide the right of pro|>erty
in the houses to be built that season.
Kach member is
enabled to make additional improvements at his cm/t
expence, receiving from the society the contract price ;
and the contractors are also bound to execute all extra
work at fixed rates. I'he member receiving a house, pays
to the society, over and above his monthly contribution,

per annum, upon tlie sum expended in building his house, in name of rent ; so that the interest of the
capital laid out by the association, is annually added to
the monthly subscription of the members, and by this
means a progressively increasing rapidity in building
takes place ; and the society continues thus operating,
until every member is furnished with a dwelling-house.
The cost of a house depends upon the price of materials
and labour at the time, and fluctuates from £. '200 to
To equalize the payments of the meml>crs, the
Jt240.
sunu annually expended are all added together, and
the total interest is paid in equal proportions, by those
who have got their nouses. The shares in each society
are transferable ; but the person purchasing a share,
roust be acceptable to a majority of the members, and
must be responsible for any debts due by the original
subscriber to the association.
The greatest number of the members composing
these societies are tradesmen, and, independent ol' every
other benefit attending the institution, a tendency to
economise and accumulate capital is produced. In a
short time, each individual has a considerable property
embarketl in the concern, and is cheered by the pleasing and comfortable prospect, that at no very distant
period he will find himself the sole proprietor of a well
finished substantial dweliing-house worth from £ 200
to Jt 240, acquired entirely by the monthly savings of
IDs. GA. which, but for this association, might, in many
I'hese soinstances, have been spent in an ale-house.
cieties were organised in 1 808.
Dut however correct and well founded the principle
five per cent,

on which these

societies are instituted

3 N

may

at nrst sight
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bright.

appear,

much

will

depend on the number of houses

to

rapidity with which they are
stand, 150 houses must
present
at
matters
As
built.
years, and that,
be raised in the short period of 15 or 1 6
for presuming a corresponding
too, without any reason
improbable, that
iucrease of population. Hence it is not
number of houses may ultimately exceeti the demand,

be erected, and on

tlie

the

•while, to

procure tenants, improper persons

may

be in-

trotluced, and the more respectable inhabitants are thus
exposed to the risk of being burdened with a factitiously increased

and rethindant population,

KIHKCUDBRIGHT, (Slewarlry

(j. h.

m.)

The

stewartry
of Kirkcudbright, forming the eastern division of' the
ancient province of Galloway, is bounded on the east,
north, and west, by the counties of Dumfries, Ayr, and
Wi<Tton ; and on the south, by the Irish sea and the
Solway Frith. It is dividefl into 28 parishes, and, according to the survey of- Mr. Ainslie, contains 449,316

of)

Scots, or 5()4,84-0 English acres.
General as-

pecu

Lead mines were wrought extensively in the parish KirkcuJ.
''"^'"of MinnigafF, from 1765 to 1790, and the quantity produced during that perio4 was considQral)le. .M an jj;nJf^
'
early stage of the work, a tunnel was cut nearly a mile
into the bowels of the earth ; and the orfe was brought
in boats from the vein to the furnace for smelting, at the
mouth of the tunnel. Since 1795, the quantity of ore
extracted has been gradually diminishing, and the mine
is now entirely abandoned.
Of Lite years, attempts
have been made to work a lead mine at Ruscoe, near
Gatehouse ; but hitherto without any adequate success.
Coal has been discovered on the sea-coast, opposite to
Whitehaven ; but the seams are so poor that they are
not worth working, and this necessary is entirely imported from England.
Lime and slated were formerly
all imported, but of late ye-irs excellent slate quarries
have been opened in three different places in the stewartry.
Lime of an inferior quantity has been found in
the parish of Kirk'bean.
The stewartry of Kirkcudbright is watered by several Rireri;*
fine streams.
The Ken and the Deugh rise on the borders of Ayrshire, and, after uniting, pass near New
Galloway, and expand into the beautiful and romantic

hilly, and
But the district lying to the
north-west of a line, drawn from the middle of the parish of Irongray to Gatehouse, may be termed mounLoch Ken. The Dee falls into this lake, and gives its
tainous, when compared with the other or lowland disname to the refluent river, which falls into the sea five
trict, where the hills, with a (ew exceptions, are much
or six miles below Kirkcudbright.
It is navigable for
less high, and where, if the surface is not rocky, they
At first view, one would be vessels carrying 200 tons to Tongueland bridge, about
are generally cultivated.
apt to conclude, that even the lower district of the two miles above Kirkcudbright; and a little below the
stewartry was much better fitted for pasture than til- town it forms a spacious bay, termed the Manxman's
Lake, where 100 vessels may lie in perfect safety, delage, and this, in many instances, is really the case.
But the soil of the hollows between the little knolls or fended from the fury of the sea by a small island at the
mouth of the river. The different salmon fisheries on
hills, consisting chiefly of a gravelly or hazelly loam, is
The other
often of an extraordinary fertility; and in a wet sum- the Dee let for about £ 900 per annum.
mer, the arable knolls are covered with luxuriant crops. rivers in the stewartry, are the Urr and the Fleet, naviA considerable extent of alluvial land along the Solway gable for small vessels to Dalbeatie and Gatehouse,
Frith, is endowed with the usual productive powers of about four miles from where they fall into the sea ; and
such soils. In the greater part of the mountainous dis- the Nith and the Cree, which have their sources in
Dumfries-shire and Wigtonshire, and divide these countricts, the hills have a bleak and barren appearance, being almost entirely covered with heath and moss ; but ties from the stewartry.
The climate of the lower district of the stewartry, is Climate
in the parish of Carsphairn, on the confines of Ayrshire,
rather moist in summer, but extremely mild in wintlie heath disappears, and the mountains are covered
The va- ter, where the snow seldom lies for any length of time.
witii grass, aftbrding excellent sheep pasture.
In the upper district, however, the frost is often severe ;
ried surface of the country, affords many fine situations
and several proprietors have judiciously and heavy falls of snow frequently cause considerable
for building

The stewartry of Kirkcudbri'ght is generally

uneven

in its surface.

;

availed themselves of the natural advantages of the soil,
whose beauties they have heightened by ornamental
plantations.
ftlineralogy.

This

same generic mineralogical feawhich characterise the whole country on

district has the

tures as those

the southern declivity of the great high land to the
The rocks are in general
south of the Frith of Forth.
stratified ; and the strata run north-east and southwest, generally under an angle of 4-5°, and are either
The rocks
straight, or variously undulated or curved.
are transition, floetz, and alluvial. The Iransition rocks
are granite, gneiss, greywacke, greywacke slate, clay
slate, porphyry, syenite, flinty slate, and greenstone.

The granite, syenite, and porphyry, at their lines of
junction with the gneis, greywacke, and other rocks,
present various intermixtures and veins, the consideration of which have afforded to the Plutonians that
kind of evidence which they consider sufliciently satisfactory for the support of their notions in regard
to the formation of the earth.
Hitherto no considerable beds of limestone have been met with in this
part of Scotland.
The Jloetz rucks are conglomerate
red sandstone, and portions of the coal formation.
These occur but in small quantities, and their mineralogical relations still require elucidation.
The allu'
vial rocks are gravel, sand, clay, loam, marl, and peat.
3

losses to the sheep farmers;

The

climate has perhaps

been ameliorated, by the improvements of the soil. Intermittent fevers, once very prevalent, are stated to have
now entirely disappeared; and if any reliance can be
placed on the ratio of the deaths to the whole population, given in the statis-tical account of the parish of
Crossmichael, the chances of longevity are there greater than in any other district of the empire.
There are no extensive forests in this district ; but Wood*
there are considerable tracts of copse woodland, amountr
ing in all to about 4000 acres. The copse wood is generally cut at the end of 2,5 or 30 'years, although the
pressure of necessity .sometimes causes this to be done
The value of this wood depends
at an earlier period.
chiefly upon the quantity and the price of the oak bark
which it contains, and upon its contiguity to the sea,
and consequent facility of exportation. On an average,
it

may perhaps be reckoned

at

from £30 to £60 per

acre.

The plantations made during the last 40 years, both
with a view to revenue and ornament, have been very
extensive.
Those on the estate of the Earl of Selkirk,
cover about 800 acres. They were chiefly executed
under the superintendance of the late Lord Daer, and
are universally allowed to have been designed with infinite taste. Being chiefly planted on the rising grounds

piantatioi

;

KIRKCUDBRIGHT.
on each side the Dee, while they have encroached but
little on the arable lands, whose winding border they
generally follow, they have greatly contributed to shelSeveral other
ter and adorn the surrounding country.
proprietors have, within the

same period, made exten-

sive plantatiims, and every year is adding to their number.
The pinaster and the Hunlinglon trillotv, are reckoned best calculated to brave the deleterious effects
•»1-

of the westerly sea breeze.
In the lower district of the stewartry, the average
size of farms is reckoned at about 200 acres ; and the
There
ordinary length of leases at about 19 years.
are, no doubt, many exceptions to both averages ; and,
of late years, owing to ttte rapid and extraordinary rise
of prices, the length of leases has been very generally
rcduceil.
In the mountainous district, a single tarm
frequently contains several thousand acres.
Wheal appears to have been formerly cultivated in
In 1300, when
this district to • eonaklerable extent.
Edward I. invaded Galloway, he exported considerable
quantities of wheat from Kirkcudbright to Whitehaven,
and other perts of Cumberland ; and, at a still later
period, a great proportion of the stipend, or teind, belonging to the Catholic clergy, was paid in this grain.
In more modem times, however, its culture seems to
have been nearly abandoned. The excellence of the
Galloway breed of cattle, and the natural aptitude of
the soil for gracing, were perhaps the chief causes of
the decline of tillage and probably contributed to
render universal the restrictions in leases, by which a
tenant was strictly prohibited from breaking up more
than a third or a fourth part of his farm, however well
it might have been adapted fur the plough. But the high
prices subsequent to 1 797, again pronioUd cultivation,
and comparatively large crops have since been raised.
As the system of cultivation prescribed in modem
leases, is chiefly regulated by the quality and state of
the soil, the clauses relative thereto varr as they are
In general, however, in
applied to different farms.
good tillage lands, only one white crop ii permitted to
he taken, which must be followed by green crop, or
;

fallow sufficiently manured.
tillage,

when

laid

down

Lands

less adapte<i for

in grass, are generally allowe<l

lie 8 or 10 years, and, when plougned up, two white
crops are taken, followed as before by green crop and
fallow ; then another white crop with graw seed*
In farms appropriated
then hay ; and Ustly pasture.
to tillage, one-third of the contents are in com crops,
an»'«xth in green crop or fallow, one-sixth hay, and
one-third pasture ; and wheat is only permitted to be
introduceit once in every successive rotation.
In farms
chiefly u>cd for rearing cattle, the tillage is, as formerly,
restricted tu one-third or one-fourth of the arable land.
The average produce per Scots acre, on the tillage
£»Tns. may be stated as follows, vis. wh«at SO to 35, bw-

to

and

oato 40 to 50 Winchester boafacU.
fium-houtes and ofBce-houses, which are
excellent, are generally built by the landlord.
I'he tenant ronietimes pays a sum as interest for the capital
More generally, however, this is incluso expended.

ley 45 to 50,

The modem

ded

in the rent.

The

iinpltments of husbandry used in the tillage
firms of the stewartry, will bear a comparison with any
in the kingdom.
Thrashin); machines are generally iiitradaoed ; and the old Scots plough, which was long retained, owing to its being supposed best fitted for the
Money nature of the soil, has now given place to those
oTSmalU ami o(her modim artists. The carta, which
are all drawn bv single horses, are not surpMsed either
in

DcatncM or

tlurability.
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The

stewartry is every where enclosed, generally
with stone dykes of a very superior construction. These
vary from four to six feet in height. They are generally built tliree-fourths of their height double, and
then are covered with a flat stone projecting two or
three inches on each side, over which are placed one or
more stones, to the height perhaps of eight or ten inches, laid single.
The best dykes, however, are those
built with locked torn, consisting of flat stones laid on
edge, in lieu of tne single stones.
This contrivance
binds the top so firmly together, that it requires a considerable force to displace any one stone. Hedges have,
oi' late

years,

become much more common,

KitkcuJbright.
,.,

,

'

especially in

the moist lands requiring drainage.
The roads, which were formerly wretched, have been Road*
astonishingly improved during the last SO years.
The
new lines are laid out with considerable judgment ; and
notwithstanding the hilly nature of the country, are
uncommonly level. As a proof of this, it may be mentioned, that in the great road from Dumfries to Newtonstewart, a ilistance of .52 miles, the acclivity, wliere
greatest, is only one foot in forty.
Some very expensive and elegant bridges have been lately erected. The
Crincipal arch of Tonprueland bridge, near Kirkcudright, measures' 1 10 feet in span ; and the entire expence of this bridge amounted to near .i' 8C0U Sterling.
By the act of 179C, the road trustees are invested with
the power of assessing the landed proprietors to tlie extent of .SOs. Sterling on every one hundred pounds
Scots of old valuation, for the purpose of forming parochial roads, bridges, &c. Tolls having been established
on the other roails, the greater part of them Iwve been
constructe<l from subscriptions advanced on their credit.
I'he rearing of black cattle, forms the great object Breed of
of attention with the farmers of the stewartry of Kirk- *•*•"••
cudbright The genuine polled (iailoway breed, is
reckoned one of the very l>est in the kingdom ; but as
a particular account of it has been given in the article
AoaicL'LTURB in this Encycloptedia, it seems unneces*
sary again to notice its peculiarities in this place. The
black cattle are idmust all raised tor the English market, and are sold periodically during the whole season ;
but the principal sale takes place in the month of Sep^
tember, when they are in the best condition. Those
that are three years old, fetch from jC 10 to i! 15 a
piece.
They are reared on inferior upland districts,
and are purchased at two years old by the graziers,
who possess the rich old pasture land in the lower disThere are many
tricts, at about £ 6 or JC 8 a piece.
institnces, in which one .Scots acre of the latter description of land, will feed a bullock sufficiently fat for the
shambles in one season ; and very large tracts only reCattle of
quire about 1 ^ acres for the same purpose.
one year old are denominated itirkt, and sell at from
iC S to X 5 a piece.
few sheep, of various breeds, are kept in the lower She«p,
district, though but little attention has been paid to the
inpravenent of the race. The black-faceu breed are
universally kept by the sheep-farmers in the hilly disThey are rather smaller sized, and coarser wooltrict.
I'hey
ed, tlian the sheep of Tweeddale and Cheviot.
endure cold and hunger to an incredible degree, fatten
The dairy
extremely well, and the meat is excellent
has always been a secondary object of attention with the
Kirkcudbright fanners ; and the quantity of cheese and
butter, manufactured for the market, is but inconsiderable. A very considerable number of swine are raised in
the stewartry, about one third of which are exported.
The Galloway breed of horses, long famed for their Breed of

A

superior spirit,

and

for their fitness to

endure fatigues, Hones.

~

—
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The excellent roads that tranearly extinct.
bright.
verse every part of the country, admitting the employment of heavy carriages, and the increased demand for
draught horses, occasioned by the extension of agriculIn
ture, have contributed to diminish this hardy race.
several parts of the district, however, they are still to
Such of the
be met with, and bring a high price.
ordinary breed of hordes, as have a considerable portion of the old blood, are easily distinguished by asmallness of head and neck, and a cleanness of bone not
usual in draught horses ; they are generally of light
bay or brown, with their legs black.
Cotton spinning was introduced at Gatehouse about
Manufactures.
Several mills, upon a very large scale,
the year 1788.
were erected for that purpose ; and smaller establishments followed in different parts of the stewartry.
These had a temporary -success ; but their distance
from the regular markets for buyin'g the wool, and selling the yarn, occasioning a ^reat extra charge, the
works were soon abandoned. The spinning and manufacturing of wool, has been frequently attempted in
different situations in the stewartry ; but although the
raw material is got in the neighbourhood, these attempts have not succeeded. The want of coal, and of any
interior communication with the more populousand mercantile districts, seem to constitute an insuperable obstacle to the successful introduction of manufactures.
Except Kirkcudbright, New Galloway is the only
Towns and
Its situation at the head
royal burgh in the stewartry.
Tillages.
of Loch Ken, is sufficiently romantic but, destitute of
all commerce, and being surrounded by a poor country,
it never was of any consequence, and is now reduced
The villages are Maxwelto about 650 inhabitants.
ton, Castle-Douglass, Keltonhill, Dalbeaty, Gatehouse,
and Creetown. Of these Maxwelton is the most populous.
But although it is situated on the stewartry
side of the Nith, it can only be considered as a part of
Dumfries. Castle- Douglas is neat and well built ; but
the want of manufacturing industry must prevent its
having any great increase. The central situation of
Keltonhill attracts a considerable number of farmers
Kirkcud-

is

now

;

and cattle-dealers to its weekly markets
it is best
known, however, by its two great annual fairs, at which
an immense number of horses, chiefly Irish, are disposed of. Dalbeaty lies on the Urr, about four miles
above its confluence with the Solway Frith^ It is an
improving village, with about 800 inhabitants. Gatehouse, delightfully situated on the Fleet, four miles
above where it falls into Wigton Bay, owed its rise to
;

Price of
labour.

the introduction of the cotton spinning.
It is a very
neat and well built village, with upwards of 1000 inhabitants. Creetown lies about 12 miles farther up Wigton
Bay, and has nearly the same population as Gatehouse.
Farm servants receive from £li to £22 per annum
of wages, exclusive of their board in the farmer's house;
and women servants from £5 to £8, exclusive of ditto.
Potatoes and oatmeal constitute a considerable portion
of their food, but they generally have abundance of
pork and mutton for dinner ; and, in harvest, when
the labourers in Lothian are half starved, those of Galloway fare extremely well. Cottagers are worse off
tlian house servants; their whole wages, including
house, meal, &c. probably amounts to about £30 or
£35 per annum. The extra hands required in harvest,
are getierally engaged for its whole continuance, but in
many instances harvest work is now performed by
contract, at so

oned adequate

;

much an acre. Four reapers are reckto cut a Scots acre in a day, at the ave-

rage rate of working. The following is a statement of
the OTo«e^ pnce of day labour at St Mary's isle, near
Kirkcudbright, in different years, viz.

Years.

Winter. Smiimcr.

1760
1765
1770
1772
1776
1780
1791
1793

The

4d.
6d.
8d.
8d.
7d.
8d.
8d.
9d.

Years.

Winter; Summer.

lld>

179S
17.W
1800
1802
1811
1812
1816
1817

6d.
8d.
lOd.
12d.
9d.
lOd.
lid.
l^d.

following Table of the

12d.
14d.
I6d.
18d.
20d.
18d.
I6d.

14d.
15d.
I6d.
18d.
22d.
21.d.

22d.
20d.

Kirkcudbright Fiar

prices of the Winchester bushel of con\mon oats and
barley, for the same years as those included in the
foregoing Table, will enable the reader to judge of

the comparative REAL wages of labour in this district,
at different periods, during the last half century, with
considerable accuracy
Years.

1760
1765
1770
1772
1776
1780

Barley.

None.
None.
2s.

2d.

None.
None.

lid.
Od.
1793 3s. 2d.

1791

The

:

Common

2s.
Is.
Is.
Is.

Is.

Is.

3s.

Is.
Is.

Oats.

lid.
2d.
74d.

9ld.
3id.
5id.
9fd.
10|d.

money

Years.

Barley.

Coumion

Oats.

1798

3s.

2s.

Id.

1799
1800
1802

4s.

3s.

8d.
7|d.

Od.
9d.
8s. Od.
2s. 8d.
1811 5s. lid.

1812
1816
1817

4s.

5s. 4d.

lOd.
3{d.
4s.
2d.
3s.
6d.

53. Od.

3s.

6s. 9d.

Is.

3s.

2d.

wages in 1770, and
its fall subsequent to 1 772, appearto have been intimately connected with the establishment of the Douglas and
Heron Banking Company at Ayr. The facility with
which discounts were obtained from this bank, gave, in
the first instance, an astonishing impulse to improvement throughout Galloway.
But its failure in June
1772, only three years after it had commenced its operations, by ruining a great number of the most opulent
and enterprising individuals in the stewartry, effectualDuring the Amely checked this incipient progress.
rican war, improvements of every kind were at a stand,
and have only been carried on with vigour and success
rise in the

rate of

since 1790.
Owing to the ill success which has attended every Population,
attempt to introduce manufactures, the increase in the
population of the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, during
the last thirty years, has not been so great as might
have been expected. Nor is this to be wondered at
agriculture has no doubt been vastly improved during
that period ; but this, in many instances, has been effected rather with a diminished number of labourers.
The greater extension of farms, and the general introduction of machinery into the labours of the field, has
enabled a much greater quantity of raw produce to be
.

with a comparatively small number of hands.
increase of population, though very considerable,
has not therefore kept pace with the iraprovemerit of
But owing to the absence of poor-rates, to
the soil.
the consequent spirit of independence, and the powerful operation of moral restraint amongst the poor, their
raised,

The

is perhaps more comfortable in Galloway than
most other districts of Scotland. The total population of the stewartry, which in 1801 amounted, ac-

situation
in

cording to the census then taken, to 29,058 individuals,
of all ages and sexes, had in 1811 increased to 33,684;
of this number 28,328 lived in the country, and 5856
in

towns and villages.
Landed property is more equally divided

artry of Kirkcudbright than in

in the stew-

most of the counties of

Scotland.
In 1810, Mr. Smith estimated, that there
were in the stewartry,
.

State of

property.
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10,000
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1,000

500

held under entail, is less in the
other districts ; but this pernicious practice is gaining ground.
There were 142
freeholders on the roll in January 1818.
The valued rental of the stewartry is £ II 4-,.597, 2s. 3d.
Scots.
In 1792. Mr. Xiven estimated the real rental a:
£70,000 Sterling. The medium real rental of 1812,
and 1813, as ascertained by the property-tax comniisioners, amounted to no less than £201,745 Sterling.
Several remains of antiquity arc to be met with in
the stewartry. The magnificence of the ruins of Sweetheart and Dundrennan abbeys, attest the wealth and
power of the clergy in remote ages. The baronial and
feudal re«idences must at one tune have been numerous ; and the remams of Craigiiair Castle, believed to
bave been a favourite residence of John Baliol ; of
Tbreave castle, the residence of the Douglasses, lords of
Ian<l

•tewartrjr than in

many

Galloway, Kenmore Castle, Garlic's Castle, Cardonness
Castle, &c. fee. are

of

B'-tarj.

still

more or

The moat

less entire.

reckoned one of the largest artificial mounds
in the kingdom.
The andent history of Galloway is extremely ol>>
•cure and per|>lexed. Previous to the invasion of Agricoia, the Stlgotii, a British tribe, in addition to Durafries-shire and part of Cumberland, occupied the district lying between the Nith and the Dee ; and tbcdivision of the stewartry to the * i->t of the Dee, formed,
with Wigtonihire, the territory occupied by another
tribe, named Sovantm.
During the Roman dominion,
the greater part of the stewartry waj include<! in the
province of 'SotntnUhm, whose capital Coidida Cata,
•uppo«e<l to have been built on the site of the present
Wlulhom, is mentioned by Ptolemy. After the subveraion of the Roman power, Galloway was long a prey
to every speci's of disorder.
Sucrcaaively overrun by
the Cruithne or Picts, and the Angli, it still, however,
preserved a kiiul of independent existence and, according to I^ntl Hailes, so late as the ISth century,
the lords of Galloway were merely feudatories of the
Scottinh king*
This opinion has been controverted by .Mr. Chalmers, though, as it appears to us, on no
very Mtisfactory grounds
but, at all events, it is certain that Robert Bruce confirmed the Gallovidians in
the potaession of those >pecial and ancient laws, of
which rdward I. hod attempted to deprive them. The
first authentic mention of the lords of Galloway, occurs in the account of the battle of the Standvd in
1138, when Ulric and Dovenald, inve«:e<I with that
rank, were both slain. They were succeeded by Fergus, comntonly called the first lord of Galloway, whose
descendants continued to enjoy this title, until the expulsion of the abject JUIiol, who had married the heircaaofthc family. Bruce then bestowed the lordship
of Galloway on one of the branches of the house of
Pouglaa, in whose bands it continued till 1455, when
their totatea were forfeited, and annexed to the crown.
Long fabeequent to this era, Galloway, as well as
the other districts of Scotland, continued in a very unBut the gradual decline
civilized and unsettled Mate.
of baronial influence, and the increasing authority of
the crown, ami of the public law, were ultimately attended with the happiest effects and, in conjunction
with the refoiniation, and the constqucnt detlruction
L'rr, is

;

;

;
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of the exorbitant powers of the clergy, paved the way
for the rapid improvement that has since taken place.
The inhabitants of this district are a strong, active,
and healthy race. The general diffusion of elementary instruction has enabled them to acquire extensive
and solid information. But their dispersion over a
large extent of country ; the want of public meetings;
of political privileges ; and of all collision of political
opinion ; by depriving them, in as far at least as matters of public interest are conceinetl, of all stimulus to
mental exertion ; occasions a morbid uniformity of character, and an extreme sr.meness and insipidity of conversation.
These circumstances do not indeed affect
the inhabitants of the stewartry, more than those of
any of the other agricultural counties of Scotland.
But they have a curse almost peculi;ir to themselves.

The

extraordinary prevalence of cattle-dealing, and
the kind of universal jockeyship to which it gives rise,
is attende<l with the very worst conseqrences.
It not
only has a strong tendency to induce habits of dissipation, but is olYen accompanied with an extreme degree
of vulgarity. The whole ideas of such per!>ons are centered in cattle, and extend to nothing else.
They frequent markets when they neither need to buy nor sell.
And the most important tillage operations are neglected, or left to the care of servants, in order that the
master may be able to attend a market where he cannot have any particular business.
do not mean tn
say, that in every instance this would be a just character of the Kirkcudbright farmers. On the contrary, many of them are men of enlarged minds, who manage
their farms on the most approved principles, and who
despise the kind of gambling and agiotage indulged in
by their neighbours. It is only a general outline that we
are now sketching ; and as such, we are afraid, it will
not be foun<l very inaccurate.
This article has chiefly
been drawn up from private information ; but several
works, and, among others. Smith's Surwi^ 0/ Ga'loway,
have been consulted, (j. n. m.)
KIRXWALLis the principal town of the Orkney

We

—

Islands, of which a full account will be found under
the nr'icle Orkncv IsLANns.
KIRRIEMUIR is a small town of Scotland, in the
county of Forfar. It is situated on the south-west
side of a hill, near a romantic glen, traversed by the
small river CJairie.
The (larish church, which is a tolerably neat building, is the only public edifice of importance.
The town contains some good houses ; but
It is principally celebrated for its manufactories of Osnaburgs and coarse linen.
In 1792, the amount of
these articles manufactured in the town and neighbourhood was about £30,000. Kirriemuir is a burgh of
barony of considerable antiquity. The baron bailie ia
appointed by Lord Douglas, the superior. In 1793,
the population of the town waa 1584 inhabitants.
In
1811, the town and parish containefl 95:3 houses, 1201

643 families employed in tr.ide and manufacand 4791 inhabitants, lieing an increase of 370
Distance from Forfar si.T
since the census of 1801.
mile*, and from Dundee 20 miles.
KISHM.\, KisiiMi^ii, or more properly Jfzira Derauz, or the I^ng Island, is an island of Persia, and
families,

tures,

It is the Oaracia of
the largest in the Persian Gulf.
It stretches for about sixty miles parallel
the Greeks.
but its breadth no where exceeds
to the Persian coast
twelve miles. The channel by which it is separated
from the continent is navigable for the largest vessels.
It is about eight miles wide at the north point of the
island, and less than three opposite to Old I.uft, from
which it is said to wind among several wooded i^landsy
,-

Kiikcnd.
bright
II

Kishmo.
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Kisinah, as far as Bassadore, the extreme point of the island.
KUuMhall. Kishma formerly contained 300 villages, but not one
^^.-'"~'
Dates, wheat, and barley are
half of these remain.
produced in sufficient quantity for the subsistence of
the inhabitants, and it was formerly the granary of
Orraui. They breed cattle and sheep, and are much
occupied in fishing. An independent Arab Sheik, who
pays homage to the Imam of Muscat, possesses the
He resides in the fort of Kishma at the eastisland.
ern extremity of the island, but is not able to defend
his subjects against the incursions of the tribes on the
Arabian coast. The town of Kishma, situated close to
the sea opposite the island of Larrek, is surrounded with
a wall, and vessels may ride securely in the roads ; but
there is a bank which is said to extend nearly two miles
from a point southward of the town. The principal
places in this island are the ports of Luft and Khan on
the north-west coast, and Mion at the western extremity of the island. On approaclling the port of Old
Luft, which stands in North Lat. 26" 55', the tide
falls about 12 feet, the soundings become irregular,
and the bottom rocky. The harbour is however safe.
On the south coast is an excellent harbour formed by
It is so completely surrounded
the island of Angar.
Viy the two islands, which are only three miles distant
from each other, that a ship can anchor close to either
line-of-battle ship may lie within
shore at all seasons.
half a mile, and small vessels within an hundred yards of
the shore. The island of Angar is uninhabited ; but Mr.
Macdonald Kinneir observed upon it the ruins of a considerable town, and many reservoirs of water. It is covered with pits of salt and metallic ores, and also a soft
rocky substance resembling lava. The hills are covered with shells of oysters and other fish, and abound in
wild goats, rabbits, and partridges. In 1642, the Dutch
endeavoured to take this island ; but they failed in the
attempt, and were obliged to make their peace with
the inhabitants by considerable presents. On the west
side of the island, there was a nest of pirates, who were
destroyed by the English in I8O9. The position of Kishma is in East Long. SG" 8', and North Lat. 26° 57' 30".
See Macdonald Kinneir's Geographical Memoir of the
Persian Empire,yp. 14, 15; Milburn's Oriental Commerce,
vol. i. p. 130 ; and Morier's Travels in Persia, p. 6.
KISTNAH, or Kristnah. See India, vol. xii. p. 6S.
is a town of Germany, in the principality of Grubenhagen, and the kingdom of Hanover.
It contains two churches, an orphan's hospital, a mint for coining money, and a small garrison.
The town is open and regularly built, and derives its
importance from the mines of the Hartz mountains in
its vicinity.
It is situated 1374 Paris feet higher than
Gottingen ; and the lowest point of the mine of Roschofer is only 248 of these feet below the level of the
tame town. The richest mines here are the Caroline,
which is 630 feet deep ; and the Dorothea, which is
612 feet. The Georgestollen is a remarkable conduit,
nearly seven miles long, and 930 feet deep.
It was
begun in 1777 for the purpose of carrying off the subterraneous water of the mines.
The Caroline mine,
in the year 1780, produced every three months 54
crowns at each part of the mine, and the Dorothea
mine 04. This is a smaller produce than formerly, when
the Dorothea mine yielded, in 67 successive quarters,
110 crowns. In the year 1735, there were coined at
Klausthall every week 6OO marks of silver at the rate
of 12 crowns the mark, which amounted to 374,000
crowns a year. At Ludwiger Rechenhaus is a very curious collection of all the machines either employed in
nuning, or that have been prepared for that purpose.

Kleist,
Bosenhof is the Vauxhall of Klausthall and Zellerfehl.
Klausthall is the small •town of Gittekle, which Klopstock.
has several forges, and is remarkable a^ontaining '"""V™^
the ruins of Stauftenbourg, a chateau builtby Henry
Oiseleur ; and also the place called Heinrichswinkel,
where Henry was occupied in catching birds when the
German deputies came to offer him the imperial crown.
Population 8000. An account of the remarkable con»
duit called Georgestollen will be found in a work by
M. Gotthard, written expressly on the subject, and entitled, AiUhentisch Beschreibitiig vom bau del GeorgesVVemigerode, 1801.
ioUcns.
KLEIST, CuniSTiAN Ewald de, an eminent German poet, was bom at Zeblin in Poraerania, in the
year 1715. He studied law at Koningsberg, and af-

New

terwards went to visit his relations in Denmark, at
whose desire he endeavoured to obtain a civil appointment ; but his solicitations having proved unsuccessful,
he resolved to devote himself to the military profession.
Soon afterwards he entered into the Prussian service,
and distinguished himself, in several of the great Frederic's campaigns, as a brave, enterprising, and accomHe attained the rank of major, and
plished officer.
terminated his life at the battle of Kunnersdorf, on the
12th of August 1759, after performing the most galBeing attached to the corps of General
lant exploits.
Fink, he attacked the flank of the Russians, assisted
in storming three batteries, and received a wound in
the right hand, which obliged him to hold his sword
Having missed the commander of his bat«
in his left.
talion, he immediately put himself at its head, and led
on the men, under a heavy fire of cannon, to the attack
of the fourth battery. There he was wounded in the
left arm, and compelled to carry his sword again in the
disabled right hand.
As he approached the battery,
his right leg was shattered by a grape-shot ; and he
fell from his horse with the exclamation, " My lads,
As the enemy now rushed
don't forsake your king !"
forward in great numbers, his body could not be removed from the field. Some Cossacks having come up,
stripped him naked, and threw him into abog. In this
situation, he was found by some compassionate Russian
soldiers, who laid him on straw before a watch-fire, put a
covering over him, and gave hini some bread and water.
He was again stripped of his covering by the Cossacks,
and lay for several hours in a state of nakedness, until
a Russian officer ordered him to be carried to Frankfort
on the Oder, where he was delivered over to the care
of medical men. He died of his wounds 1 1 days after.
Kleist was well advanced in years before he discovered any decided genius for poetry, and his talents
were first called forth by an accidental impulse. The
productions, however, which afterwards flowed from
his pen, have secured for him a distinguished rank
among the poets of his country. He attempted variqiis
kinds of poetry descriptive,lyrical, and epic; but he excelled chiefly in the faithful delineation of rural scenes.
His most admired poem is that entitled, " The Spring,
or Vernal Season," which has been lately translated into
English.
See Kleist's SHmmlliche Werhe, with the au-

—

by Korte, in 2 vols. 8vo. Berlin, 1803. («.)
Fhederic Theophilus, a celebrated German poet, was bom at Quedlinburg. in the year
Having received the rudiments •f his education
1 724.
at home, he was sent to the public school of Quedlinburg, where he distinguished himself by his intellecAt the
tual powers, and excelled in bodily exercises.
age of sixteen, he went to the college of his native
place ; where he made great proficiency in his classical
Studies, and acquired a taste for elegant literature. Hi?
thor's

life,

KLOPSTOCK,
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poetical f^nius already displayed itself in some pasto.
and even at this early period, he conceived the
;

rala

de»if^ of his great epic poem. The Mestiak.
In the year 1745, he commenced the study of divinity
But his thoughts were conat the university of Jena.
stantly turned towards the great work he had projected,
of which he composed the three first cantos in prose.
AfterwanU, however, he resolved to adopt the versification of Homer and \'irgil as his model ; and having
•uccceded in bis first attempts, he, at length, determined
to execute the whole poem in German hexameters.
In 17*6, he removed to Leipsic, where he became
acquainted with a numlier of young men of poetical talent*, who published their essays in an occasional paper, called die Urrmische Be;ilrnge, or '• Bremen Contributions." In this piper w""re published the three first cantos of Klop»tock"< Messiah, with a number of his odes ;
which were receiveJ with such general approbation, as
encouraged hhn to persevere in his poetical labours.
He left Leip«ic in 1748, and went to reside at Lannoaalza ; where, in consequence of a disappointment
inlove, he was, for some time, thrown into a state of
nental dejection. About this time he published ten
booka of hi* Mettiah, by whicli his reputation as a poet
was completely established. The work, indeed, was
hatletl with rapture by the lovers of poetry and devotion ; the critic* looked upon it a* forming an era in the
poetical annal* of Germany ; and the author was generally regarded as the Homer of his native country.
In 1750, he made a journey into Switzerland, in consequence of an invitation from Bodmer to visit him at
Zurich. Here be was received with great resjiect ; atMl
be appear* to have formed a strong attachment to the
CouDtrT and it* inhabitants ; anong whom he would, Sn
all probability, bare spent the greater port of lii« life,
had not Baron BcmMoHT, who had conceived a high
regard for the talents of Klopstock, invited him t<j Copenhagen, with the assurance of conferring upon him
He
•ttcfa a pension as would make him independent.
accordingly *«t out for Copenhagen, in tlie year 1751 ;
and, in pMsinj through Hamburgh, he b«cume acquainted with a young lady, Mia* Molirr, of amiable
qualities and literary aceiMnpliabaBenU, whom he hmmi
afterward* married. The congeniality of their diapositiuns Mcmfd to prooiise much haopineas to both ; but
Klopftock was rery soon deprivea of his partner, who
died in childbed ; and be lamented her death, and chehabcd ber tatmorj, to the last hour of hi* exiitence.
He raanoad cfaiafly at Cnpsnliayn until the year
1771; after .which pariad ha renamed at Hamburgh,
in the capacity of DaoMh kvate, and counsellor of the
Marnava of Baden, ft««n whom he enjoyed a pension.
Hadwd at Harobuivh in the month of March, 1803,
in the 79th year of hi* age.
The moral character St Klopatock was exceedingly
amiable ; and this, no less than hk poetical talents,
roa<le him ba rqgafdad with sentiments of veneration
Hi* natubjr all ttaaaa who enjoyed hi* acquaintance.
ral dilBdcnoa was so great, that he seldom felt at hi* ease
in the presence of strangers, especially persons of rank.
jomy placed among
As a poet, KIcMtock has
the number of tnosc who have attain«I the very first
His productiona display a fertile imagina'nence.
and a cultivated taate and toey aboun<l in sublime
and pathetic aentinient. The Mettiah which
is perhaps too long for a deto twenty canto*
1 poem.
There is in it a paucity of incident,
wbkh the inapirati<m of genius finds it difficult to sapply t,and itjcannot be denied, that the sublimity of hi*
fra^ucntly carries the muse of Klopatock
°
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into the obscure regions of mysticism.
His lyrical effusions are remarkably spirited ; yet not altogether free
from the characteristic defect to which we have alluded.
His dramatic pieces are also written with great
spirit

and

force,

but are not properly adapted for thea<

trical representation,

(s)

KNARESBOROUGH is a

town of England, in the
situated on a rocky
eminence on the north-eastern bank of the river Nid,
which issues from the bottom of the Craven hills, and

West Riding of Yorkshire.

It is

flows below precipitous rocks, in a beautiful glen.
The town, which is tolerably large and well built, and
contains many handsome modem houses, consists of two
principal streets, and some smaller ones, along one
of which runs the high road through Harrowgate to
Boroughbrulge ; while along the other street, which
crosses it at right angles, runs the roatl from Ripley to
Wetherby. On an abrupt bank, overlooking the river,
are the venerable remains of a castle, built by Serlo de
Burgh, baron of Tonsburgh in Normandy. It contained
nearly two acres and a half within its walls, which
were flanked with eleven towers. Part of the principal tower still remains, and seems to have been built
about the time of Edward III. It consists of three
stairs above ihe keep, or dungeon.
The roof of the

dungeon
round

is

arched with stone, and supported by one

three feet in diameter.
parish church is neither spacious nor elegant. It
contains several handsome monuments, particularly of
the Slingsby family.
There is here a spacious marketplace, with a ne«t cross erectetl in 1719.
Besides a
free school-house, built by subscription in 1741, there
is a dissenting chapel, built in 1778
a Quaker's meeting-house, built in 1701
and a good stone bridge over
the Nid. The principal manufactures are coarse linens
and sheetings ; and a great trade is carried on in com.
\ ery fine licjuorice i» grown round the town.
More
than 1000 pieces of linen, each twenty yards long, have
ofUn been woven here in a single week. Knaresborough sends two members to parliament, and is governed by a bailiff, who is also the returning officer at the
election.
The right of election belongs to the posses*
pillar,

The

—

—

84 burgage holds.
This town has long been celebrated for its fine medicinal spring, and was a place of great resort before
Harrowgate and Scarborough came into such repute.
The Sweet Spo, or vitriolic well, discovered in 1620,
is situated in Knaresborough forest, about three miles
from the town. The Slinking S/m, or sulphur well, is
very foetid, and is used only for bathing.
It changes
sors of

.SV. Muxgo^t Well is a
about four miles distant from the town.
The famous Dropping, or Peln/j/ing IVell, is in the
long walk on the soutb-west bank of the Nid, and
opposite to the castle.
It rises in the declivity of the
hill, at the foot of a limestone rock, about forty yards
tVom the banks of the river; and, after a course of twenty yard», it spreads itself on the top of a rock, from which
it trickles down in about forty places, creating a musical kind of tinkling.
The quantity of water delivered
in a minute, is about twenty gallons. The rock, which
is covered with plants, flowers, and shrubs, projects in
a circular curve from the bottom to the top, so that its
brow overhangs its base nearly fifteen feet It is about
30 feet high, 48 long, and from 30 to 4-8 broad. The
ground that receives the water before it forms the well,
has l)een converted into a solid rock, through a distance
of 24 feet; and the spring water, in running into the
river Nid, has forme<l a rock some yards long.
The walk from the Dropping Well to the high

silver to the colour of copper.

cold bath,

Knaresba
rough.
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The wars

of tlie cross, which had originally been ex- KnightI)rul<re, is remarkablv
cited by the eloquence of a priest, and recommended
charTniiig prospects.'
to all believers by the promises. of a pope, presented to
near GrimbaUi Brld>;e, imd at the foot of a perpendiMiirlialdis.
the eastern world the strange spectacle of churchmen position of
cular rock, is St. Roberts chapel, which is elegantly
inches
is
feet
contending,
sword
truth
the
It
10
6
in
hand,
for
the
or
tenets
rock.
tlic
priests
hollowed out of the sohd
The roof and altar are which they professed, and the destruction of infidels. of tile we&C
lone;, and 7 feet C inches high.
Behind the The more hardy tril)es of the west, had, indeed, been
f.nely enriched with Gothic ornaments.
was formerly an long familiarized with such spectacles. Although ecaltar is a large niclie, where there
clesiastics, both regular and secular, were absolved by
image. There are also three heads, supposed to represent the Trinity ; and another, supposed to be that of their tenure, from rendering military service in person,
John the Baptist, to whom the chapel was dedicated. they were far from being always disposed to make use
On one side of the entrance, shaded with spreading of their legal exemption from duties, to which they
were so much inclined. They feared, or pretended to
ivy, is the figure of a warrior, cut out of the rock, in
fear, the degradation of their fiefs, should the obligathe act of drawing his sword to defend the entrance.
The borough and township of Kniiresborough contain- tions of their tenures be fulfilled by mercehnry hands.
The chapter of St. Germain I'Auxerrois, accordingly,
ed, in 1811, 888 houses, QQi families, 837 families employed in trade and manufactures, and 42.'U inhabi- continued to furnish the Bishop of Paris with horse
and straw /cr the army nf the king, till the middle of
tants. See Margrave's Hisldry of the f.astle. Town, and
Even the church had, long before
Forest nf Knaresborough, 1798;,and the Beauties of' the J 1th century.
the period of the crusades, sanctioned this military rage
Etivland and Wales, vol. xvi. p. 634.
KNELLEH, SinCooFREV, a celebrated portrait pain- by iheir example. Leo IX. marched against the Normans at the head of an army, refused them peace, alter, was born at Lubeck about the year IG^S, and was
though they professed their willingness to comply with
the son of M. Kneller, surveyor-general of the mines,
and inspector of Count Mansfeld's revenues. Having all his demands, and continued, in .«pite of all their
entreaties, to ravage their country in the most cruel
exhibited an early passion for painting, his father,
though he had destined him for a military life, sent manner, with a force chiefly composed of banditti, and
outcasts of every kind, who were glad to make their
liim to Amsterdam to receive instruction from Bol, and
he had also the good fortune to be honoured with in- booty under so sanctified a standard. Benedict VIII.
He went to Italy in iGl-Z, one of his predecessors, had violated, in a manner even
structions from Rembrandt.
where he spent some time in Venice. In 1674, he more shameful, the precepts of that religion, of which
came to England, without any intention of taking up he pretended to be the first minister. Not only did he
arm all his bishops to fight with him against the Sarahis residence in this country ; but having been accicens, but after having overcome these infidels, and
dentally recommended to Mr. Banks, a Hamburgh
merchant, he took portraits of him and his family. The slaughtered a prodigious number of them in the fieltl,
Duke of Monmouth having induced the king to sit to he did not scruple to stain himself with the blood of
He commanded her head to be cut off;
their queen.
Kneller, his majesty, who was engaged to have his
and reserved for his own share in the booty, her ornaportrait taken by Leiy, insisted that he should sit to
both artists at the same time. Kneller executed his ments of gold and jewellery. In Spain, nothing was
more common than to see bishops following the king
portrait with such expedition, that he had finished it
This little event in his wars. When, about the end of the ninth centubefore Lely's was dead coloured.
gained him reputation, and induced him to take up his ry, the Normans made a descent on the coast of GaliKneller was pa- cia, they carried every where fire and desolation, and
residence permanently in England.
tronised byChales II. James 11. and William III. and
met with no check till they reached the territory of RoThat prelate having
he had the rare honour of taking the portrait of ten sinus, bishop of Compostello.
called together the counts of' the neighbourhood, adsovereigns. He was knighted in 1('92, by William III.
vanced himself at their head, covered (as Ferrera exfor whom he painted the beauties of Hampton Court,
and who presented him with a gold medal and chain presses it) willi the harness of charily rushed upon the
worth i'SOO. He likewise took a portrait of George I. barbarians slew their chief with his own liand and
Not
forced them to seek for safety in their vessels.
who raised him to the dignity of a baronet.
In 1722, he was seized with a violent fever, of which even the authority of the council of Coyenja could
he languished for a considerable time, and which car- overcome the public applause of this valorous action ;
ried him off' in October 1723, in the 75th year of his
and, in spite of their fourth canon, which so expressly
age.
A monument was erected to him in Westminster disapproves of all sacerdotal combatants, St. Rosinus
still occupies his place in the calendar, among the most
Abbey, for which he left JKSOO.
KNIGHT-HOOD, Ohders of. In the article Chi- eminent of the holy.
valry, an account has been given of the origin of
The consideration of these facts, artd of the state of
knighthood among the northern nations ; of the cere- manners of which they are the evident marks, will premonies with which that dignity was in general con- pare us to inquire, with advantage, into the true origin
ferred ; of the obligations which it imposed ; and of the
of the orders of knighthood.
powerful influence which the spirit of chivalry long
The ambitious desire of an ancient origin, is not less Pretended
exerted, and in all probability still continues to exert,
conspicuous among bodies of men associated for parti- antiquity of
over the people of Europe. One very important topic cular purposes, than it is among families. There is no Uie orders
of knightconnected with the subject of that article remains to be church which is not apostolic, if we are willing to behood.
discussed in the present, viz. the origin, history, or in- lieve its bishop
even those of Troyes and Clermont,
fluence of those separate orders of hiijrhthood, as they
the most insignificant in France, have long since added
were called, which had their rise, as is generally sup- that. epithet to their titles. Monks who make profesposed, about the time of the crusades, and proceeded sion of humility, and renounce the world, are in. this
indeed from an union of the two principles of valour particular the vainest of men. The Carmelites think
and devotion, which we should seek for in vain among they have made out a clear title and precedency, by
the records of any other period.
taking Elijah or Mount Carmel for the patron of then:
fine, cxliiWtinjr n threat variety of
On the other side of the river,

'
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KNIGHTHOOD:
order.
They were desirous to increase the antiquity of their order, even at the exf»cnce of making it
But the hospitallers
Jewish ratiier than Christian.
made light of this Jewish antiquity, and made bold to
reckon among their founders Abraham, Lot, and Laban ; for this last, although his character is none of the
best, was, notwithstanding, according to th«ra, a
knight hospitaller.

Order nf

Couuml*"^

good

A letter,* written by Maffei in the year 17 J 2, was
suppressed by papal authority, because that illustrious
writer had succeeded in proving what he undertook,
and had for ever put an end to all rational belief in the
temote origin of orders of kni){hthoo(I. The fable is,
that Constantine the Great, afier his defeat of Magentius, received from heaven an express command to in•titute art order of knigtuhoud for the defence of the
Christian religion ; and as tliis command was brought
by an angel, who hehl in h'n hand a cross of gold, incribed with the well known words ii tmuiu viui, Constantine gave his knights the title of Equitcs angc/ici et
The only authority for the existence of ConAureati.
stantine's order is that of a pretended antique
a stone
dug up at Rome, which gives, moreover, a different account of its origin. On it appears Constantine seated
on his throne, giving a collar to several knights ; and
the inscription relates^ that the emperor, being cured of
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and baptised

hi/

Pope

Si/lveUer, created, for

the acfence of Christianity, ililites Equittt aureato*.
The leprosy and the baptism by Sylvester are now given up on all hands ; and the use of the word miUte*
hu no great resemblance to the language of the fourth
oenturv. The real founder of the Ordo Contlantinianut,
was without doubt the Emperor Isaac Angelus Comnentu, who took the idea of it from the Fraitks, and in
whose family the mastership so long remained.
The knights of St George are an cyder of great antiquity, who have extendi themselves from the east
Their patron taint is now, however, supto the west
poMd to.be fabulous, as well as all their legends respecting their own very remote origin and exploits. St
George was, according to thrm, a Christian saint, who
suffered martyrdom in Pertu during the reign of Diocletian.
But he is comyionly confounded with that
famous Arian bishop who was substituted in the room
of Atbanasius in the see of Alexandria. There is every appearance that they are in fact the same person:
Both were bom in Cappadocia, and both were called
George. George, taking poascsaion of his bishopric,
entered Alexandria armcu cap-a-pee, ami on horseback
and the other is represented a* combating the devil, in
the shape of* a dragon, on horseback also, and armed in
the tame fashion
George of Alexandria was massacred by the Pagans ; so he also has his claims to the
itamtXer of a martyr. The entire' silence of all histoflVia (affident to negative all belief in the legends of
the order of Si. George. These are not even in concord with each other. Their patron haa aufercd death
in almost every possible way, and in each way upon
equally good autnority.
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John Cantacuzenus made, as is recorded by himself, Knighthood.
some knights in the church of St. Georse TlxXcciKxsfi~
nsj.t
But the very name of the saint is sufticient to ~ *
_

prove that he had, nothing in common with either
George the champion of Cappadocia, or George the
bishop of Alexandria.
Notwithstanding, it appears,
that the removal of some relics of this St. George t/ie
Candian to Italy, after the Franks had obtained possession of Conitantinople, was the real origin of this
order, the ensign of which has since become so popular.

Of all

these legends,

we may

Smit tpmtr, Iriaeqme
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well say
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quid vUtut UtU.

In order to discover the true origin of the orders of True origin
knighthood, we must come down to the time of the "'" otden of
crusades, during the 12lh century.
The piety of some ''"'ghihood.
merchants of Amalfi, wljo traded in Judea, induced Order of St.
them to build a church in Jerusalem, which long after John, A. D.
preserved its name of the Latin, origin.tlly conferred '^°**
upon it on account of the language and rites of which
its founders had made use.
Near to this church they
built an hospital, dedicated to St. John the Almoner,
for the reception of the sick and the pilgrims who frequented the holy sepulchre. It is impossible to wish
any better authority for these facts, than that of William of Tyre, who wrote in the same century.J
He asserts, that, as the founders had been Latin merchants,
the monastery still retained the name of the Latin.
He atserU, what is now to our purpose, that these hospitallers, who had had so small a beginning, became
by degrees wealthy, and that their first step was to
withdraw themselves from tlie jurisdiction of the abbot
of the Monosterium Latinum, till at length, their power
increasing to a great di^ee, the Roman church emnn-.
dpated them from the authority of tlic patriarch of .Jerusalem. " Sic ergo de tam modico incrementura habentes pncdictfe domus fratres prius e jurisdictione
Abbatis se substraxerunt, deinde, in immensuum raultiplicates divitius, per ecclesiam Romanum a manu et
potcstate Domini Patriarchal sunt emancipati."
When the princes of the west entered the Holy Land,
the hospiLillers took up arms in their cause.
Some
remained attached to the purposes of their institution,
and took care of the sick. Persons afflicted with leprosy were admitted into their body, that they might
undertake the care of others in a similar situation ; and
the rule was, that the grand master himself should be
a leper.
But after all the sick persons in the hospital at Jerusalem had been massacred by the Infidels,,
the order was obliged to retire into Italy, and received
from Innocent IV. a dispensation absolving them from
the obligations of their original oath, together with permission to elect a grand-master of full and vigorous
health.
Those who were inclined for war, distinguish*
ed themselves by actions of valour, which soon attracted great reputation to their order. Such was the origin of the knights of the order of St John of Jerusa&m, the most ancient of all ; who afterwards, under
the names of knights of Rhodes, ( which island they
occupied from 1308 till A. D. 1522), more lately of
knignts of Malta, were of such signal service in repressing the progress of the Ottoman arms.
The government which this order afterwards eata«.
blished wa* a mixture of monarchy and aristocracy^
'
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jfrand-master exercised the rights of sovereignty
He
over the people of Malta and its dependencies.
coined money ; and had the disposal of the priories,
bailiages, and commanderies attached to the order.
All the knights, of whatever rank they might be, professed obedience to his commands in every thing not
contrary to the rules of the society, or the obligations
In all affairs, however, which respect reliof religion.
gion in the interests of the knights, an absolute authority was exerted by the grand-master, and the council
in conjunction ; the grand-master having no other preThere were two
rogative than that of a casting vote.
The ordinary council co'.sisted of the grandcouncils.
master, the prior of the church, the conventual baiThe
lies, the grand priors, and the capitular bailies.
council complete was composed, in addition to these, of
all the grand crosses, and of the two senior knights of
each language.
These languages were those of the different nations
of which the order was composed; and these were
in number eight, Provence, Auvergne, France, Italy,

The

Arragon, Germany, Castile, and England.
Of each
of these languages, there were knights of different
kinds, as, 1. Equiles Justicice, who made proof of nobility at their entrance, of four descents in all other
nations except Germany, where 16 quarters were held
necessary.
2. Equiles Gralice, who made no proof of
nobility, but had the order conferred on them on account of merit. These were, however, incapable of attaining the rank of bailie, grand prior, or grand-mas-

—

Besides these, there were serving brothers of two
1. those of arms, who took a part in all the cus;
tomary duties of the knights; and, 2. those of the
thurch, who were priests entirely devoted to the services of religion in the different churches of the order.
The influence of this order was extended through
every part of Europe. Their achievements were conspicuous, and they were long regarded as the most essential bulwark against the Turks.
Ashmole is of
opinion, that at one time their power was so great that
" they possessed in Christendom about 19,000 manors." •
ter.

kinds

In England, their prior sat in Parliament as the first baron of the kingdom, by the title of " Prior hospitalis
Sancti Johannis de Jerusalem."
The knights of St. John made profession of poverty,
obedience, and chastity, according to the rule of St.
Augustin, whose black habit they wore, originally with
a plain white cross on the breast, but afterwards with
one of eight points. In time of war they put the cross

on a

scarlet cassock.

The

order is now merely nominal, and the cross is
conferred by several sovereigns, who lay claim to the
title of grand- master.
Among others, Paul of Russia
celebrated a mock election of himself, with the concurrence of a company of comedians, and sold the insignia.

Knight! of

Ho'y
*J'*

^D

Scarcely had the hospitallers succeeded in transforming their society into one, uniting within itself the pro_

^^'*»°" of religion
Ill's

nons regular of

St.

and that of arms, before certain caAugustin, who, during the reign of

the Saracens, had been entrusted with the care of the
holy sepulchre, became desirous of imitating their example.
Baldwin accordingly gratified them in this
matter, and they assumed the title of knights of the
holy sepulchre. They were conspicuous for their valour and fidelity during the time of the Christian kings
of Jerusalem ; but, on the loss of the Holy Land, took
refuge in Perugia, and afterwards were incorporated

• See Ashmole,

with the knights of Rhodes.
a cross jjotetit, or.

Tlieir ensign

was argent.

Knighthood.

The

origin of the order of^he knights of the temple
succeeded close on that of the sepulchre. -Geoffrey of

^"^"^^
.f"^p|^,5

Omer, and Hugh de Paganis, were its founders, a. d. nip.
These, along with a few other pious persons, animated
with the desire of serving God, and bearing with much
impatience the insults which the Turks poured on the
pilgrims, established a society for the purpose of protecting the high-ways to Jerusalem.
Guarimond, patriarch of Jerusalem, and king Baldwin, willingly
granted them their approbation. They took vows of
poverty, obedience, and chastity, and engaged to keep
the high-ways free of robbers ; to be hospitable to the
poor, and to protect all who should be inclined to visit
the holy sepulchre. Baldwin permitted them to build
an hospital near the temple of the sepulchre, whence
they derived their name ; and they establislied themselves, in all respects conforming to the rule of St. Basil.
The services which they rendered by their care as to
the safety of the high-ways, soon spread their fame
throughout Europe, and were the means of attracting
to them great riches and splendid endowments.
The
wealth which they possessed was, indeed, in all probability, the chief cause of the destruction of their order,
which was accomplished by the machinations of Philip
the Fair, in the year 1312.
council was held at Vienne, at which the Pope, (Clement V. ) king Philip,
and Louis of Navarre, his eldest son, were present.
There the Templars were accused of drunkenness, incontinence, and blasphemy, which crimes were confessed by many of the knights on being put to the torture.
The council ordered all their possessions to be confiscated and bestowed on the knights of St. John of Jerusalem ; but the kings of France, Arragon, Castile, and
England, appropriated a great part of their possessions
to their own use.
The order contrived to get the decree of the council reversed, in so far as regarded Germany, where they remained long after, but with little
power. Jacques de la Maude, their grand-master, was
burnt in Paris along with many of the brethren ; and
the whole body were in England declared convicts and
felons by a statute of the first year of Edward 1 1.
In the same year with the. creation of the order of Teutonic
the Templars, took place that of the Teutonic order, order.
German nobleman, observing the inconvenience to
which pilgrims of his nation were exposed in the hospitals at Jerusalem, where their language was unknown,
erected an hospital in Jerusalem for their use.
This
hospital soon became rich by the liberality of its GerSt.

A

A

man

visitants.

Pope Celestine created these

hospitaller*

into an order of knighthood, under the obligation of living according to the rule of St. Augustin, and conti-

nuing to fight against the Infidels during life. The
emperor Frederic II. brought them vfith him into Europe, and proposed to them to occupy their arms in the
conquest of Prussia. The infidelity of the people of
that country was the pretence ; but his real motive in
this proposition, was nothing more than to get rid of a
band of warriors whose unemployed valour began to
incommode him. Being joined by the marquis of Turingen, they soon rendered themselves masters of Prussia, and built Marienburgh in honour of their patroness,
the Virgin Mary. This country they possessed till A.
D. 1525, when Albert of Brandenburgh, their last
grand-master, became feudatory to Sigismund, king of
From
Poland, who created him first duke of Prussia.
him the present royal family of Prussia derivB their
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ensijtn of this order was a plain black cross
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a white cassock.
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In addition to these, there were, about the same time,
founded various other orders of the same kintl, which
all distinguished themselves in their day by a diligent
use both of the sword and the breviary ; but few of
these succeeded iit obtaining any settlements in Europe
after the failure of the crusading expeditions; and the
few remaining knights were gradually incorporated into the orders of tlie Temple, or of bt. John, or into the
Teutonic order.
In Spain, however, the encroaching spirit of the Saracens kept alive the flame of devotion, and of patriotiam ; and the same cause which prtxluced in the Holy
Land the 6rst religioui orders of knighthood, gave birth
to a variety of similar establishments in the kingdoms
of Castile and Arragon. The four principal orders
Spain were those of Santiago, or St. James of Gallicia
or St. Saviour in Arragon ; of Alcantara and of CaDuring the subsistence of the Moorish kinglatrava.
dom of Grenada, the influence possessed by these orThe grand-masters controuled
der* waa iounense.
the aorereign in every thing respecting the administraThe rich
tion, either of foreign or of domestic affairs.
OOinmanderies distributed through every province of
the peninsula attracted the young nobles to enter into
these orders; and nothing could excee<l the insolence
By a dexterous piece of policy on
of their ih'iiwwiliwii
the 6nal ezpolaion of the Moors, Ferdinand, having
his power already increased by the junction of the two
kingdom* of Castile and Arragon in the persons of himself and his wifit, contrived to have the grand master*
•hip and prindpd enmnanderies united to the crown ;
an event which ha*, more than any thing else, oontributed to the Mtbaaqoent political degradation of the

m

;

ThcraVmlii doobt, that the esUblishment of orders
iwwiiliiHil a* to be liable to all thoae exdte•c4a* at
•B tlMBM». mcnti of the iaMchiatian, which are inseparable from a
atntlOm ntjnd
of hfc, and at the same time to have full
Surapsso
opportunity far patting all thrir romantic dreams into
cxecttti<xi by their military profeasion and pursuits, must
have exerted a powerlul inHiience on the idle and bighThese ordert
apiritcd nobility of the tSth century.
laid boltl of human nature by the strongest of all attraction*; and the magnificent poaaaiiiona which they so
aooa obtained, are a sufficient proof how well their
Jbaadaffi had calculated their measures, when thev
broodted the novel idea of enhancing the ardour of chivalry bv the enthtiaiaam of perpetual devotions, and
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tho BmUvartod oomtannr of a life of celibacy.
^'b* ^'*'T Mngvlar effect of the establishment of these
onfan in Earofie, cannot fail -to attract the notice of
evCTj one who peniae* the history of thoae time*. The
practice of ducliing increased immediately to a moat
alarming degree. Distingtiished valour was the only
mcaiM of •oouSring the rich rewards which these onlers
had it in tlMir p^^er to bestow. The young knight,
oewly admitted into an order, had no ambition but that
of making himself remarkable by some feat of arms.
Thia ambition, which easily found a proper channel of
displaying itself in the East, where they lived in a state
af parpctual war, and amidst a succession of skirmishos, found no other vent, on their establishment among
IIm poaecful kingdoms of the West, except in personal
nnaanaUra. The capricious impatience of insult, at
all time* the cfaaracterwtic of the northern nobility, was
now tenibid incraasod in each individual by the desire

'8*s]lafti,iMblUmMCMJlLiici«.
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protection, too,
of
afforded to the absurd punctilios of honour, and ridiculous ideas of satisfaction, by bodies so set apart as the
the religious orders, was more constant, as well as more

personal or social distinction.

Knighs>
hood.
^^
"""V*"

powerful, than any thing they had ever before enjoyed.

What had heretofore been a tolerated abuse, became now
a commended and a constant rule of practice. Doctors
and jurisconsults

about reducing to order the fanciilliterate bravos, and Europe soon
became acquainted with a new science the science of

ful rules invented

set

by

—

knighthood, as it was called, or scienza cava/lerescha.
The authors who were desirous of distinguishing Nature of
themselves by a proficiency in this new science, went 'he science
about the matter with all the coolness and precision so "^^knigbu
°
necessary in juridical writings. They enteretl into the
most minute details concerning the nature of insults,
the very mention of which can excite in us nothing but
laughter.
They examined them according to all the

and arranged every thing which concem«
ed them by the Aristotelic predicaments.
The various modes of giving and returning the lie,
formed another most ample subject of decisions; for
rules of logic,

there were affirmative

lies,

and negative

lies

;

lies

uni«

versal, particular, conditional, absolute, positive, priva*

and doubtful.* Each of these species had
subdivisions: there was one, " demente general pour
la personne ;" a second, " pour f injure ;" and a third,
" regardant tinjure ei la personne."
Honour was a thing very difficult to be defined ; for
they had to weigh exactly the cause efficient, the cause
formal, the material, and the final ; insomuch that there
were twenty different modes of defining it, each sup*
ported by one set, and condemned by all the rest. It
IS not to be wondered at after this, that the business of
duels was treated of in the most lengthy manner: it
was necessary to hold the balance even among no less
than fifty formulas of cartels. In a thousand situations,
in manv, there were
the challenge was to be accepted
difficulties whether it should be accepted or refused.
Out of the equality or inequality of conditions and of
persons, arose an infinite variety of speculations and
specialties, t
The very existence of such a science is
sufficient to shew to what a dangerous extreme the de«
rangement of the human faculties may be carried, under the grave shelter of academic fonnalities ; into what
a total absurdity of principle, and into what a lamen*
table, yet ludicrous, train of actions and manners must
not they have fallen, who had learned to regard as oracles of wisdom, the hair-brained and driveUing professions of this chivalric science.
As an instance of the height to which this infatuation
was carried, it may be mentioned, that, in the year 1 4^50^
Posso, one of the first jurisconsults of his day, published decisions touching this science, not only in Latin,
but in Italian also, (" ul nemo rerum lam gravium ignorantiam simulare posul,") by which his fame became
extended throughout the whole of Europe. This author
cited not only the maxims of the Greek and Roman wri«
ters as his authorities, but had the assurance to quote
the martyrs and the fathers as defenders and practition*
He asscrtetl that Go<l himself had
ers of duelling.
He ensanctioned the duel between Cain and Abel. J
tere<l into a serious disquisition as to which of the combaUnts ought to be held victor, in case one had lost an
He sought out different exeye, and the other a nose
peilients for saving the honour of a person who died
after the challenge, but before the day of contest ; but
the one to which he gave the preference was this, that
tive, certain,
its
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purged, till he had attained a degree of gracility and
If one
Jeebleness equal to those of the respondent.
party wanted an eye, the other must wear a patch ; if
one was lame, the other must have a leg tied up be-

Pozzo is only one out of an enormous
hind, &c. &c.
In all
list of similar writers to be found in Ducange.
of these authors we find forms of prayer proper for

The combatants uniformly prepared themselves

duels.

by taking the sacrament. The religious orders attended all duels in pompous array; and their masters, priors,
&c. were commonly appointed umpires of the fight.
The pernicious influence which all this had upon the
manners of Europe, is still but too apparent, in the
subsistence of a practice which could only have originated in a barbarous and credulous age. The belief in
the interference of providence in all duels, (the only
apology for duelling that could ever have had a shadow
of reason on its side,) is now no more; and we therefore surpass our ancestors in the absurdity of our conduct, in the same proportion that we have the advantage over them in the justice of our opinions.
KNISTENEAUS. See Canada, Vol. V. p. 343. and
Infanticide, Vol. XII. p. II9.
KNOX, John, the celebrated Scottish reformer, was
born in the year 1505, in the village of Giff'ord, in the
county of East Lothian. His father was descended
from an ancient and respectable family, who possessed
the lands of Knock, Ranferly, and Craigends, in the shire
of Renfrew ; but the particular period when his paternal
ancestors removed from the western to the eastern coast
of the kingdom, cannot be exactly ascertained. His parents were so far affluent in their circumstances, as to
be able to give their son a liberal education, (which
was by no means common in that age) ; and, after acquiring the principles of the Latin language in the
grammar-school of Haddington, he was sent, about
the year 1524', to the university of St Andrew's, at that
time the most distinguished seminary in Scotland. The
celebrated scholar Buchanan, (by whom he is always
mentioned in terms of high respect,) was his contemporary and fellow-student ; and their preceptor, John
Mair, or Major, professor of philosophy and theology
in the university, who had acquired in France more enlightened sentiments both in ecclesiastical and civil policy, than were generally prevalent in those times, appears to have early inspired these distinguished men with
some of the leading principles, which they subsequently matured and advocated in the cause of the Reformation.
Knox, in the mean time, applied to the scholastic studies of those days with great success ; and, after
being created Master of Arts, he taught philosophy
(probably as a private lecturer in the university) with
extraordinary celebrity.
About the same time, he was
advanced to clerical orders, and was ordained a priest
before he had reached the age (25) which the canons of
the church required.
Hjs studies, however, soon received a new direction, which led to a complete revolution in his religious sentiments, and future pursuits.
Having entered upon a fuller perusal of the ancient authors and earlier fathers of the Christian church, he was
attracted by the simplicity of their method of investigating and communicating truth; and was especially en-
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Knighthood a relation should occupy' the place of the defunct, to
prove that he had not died of fear. As he was a stick,
that a rofer for fighting on equal terras, he contended,
bust and healthy appellant should be sweated, bled, and

gaged by the writings of Jerom and Augustine to a
closer study of the sacred sgnptures, as tbe only pure
fountain of divine knowledger From this time, (about
the year 1535,) he renounced the study ">»f scholastic
theology and was gradually led to a more comprehensive view of evangelical religion ; but it does not
appear that he professed himself a Protestant before the
;

year

154'2.

This change of sentiment first appeared in his philo<
sophical lectures, in which he began to forsake the scholastic path, and to recommend to his pupils a more rational and useful method of study
and the suspicions
of heresy which this innovation excited, were soon confirmed by his proceeding to reprehend the corruptions
that prevailed in the church.
Finding it impossible to
remain in safety at St. Andrew's, which was wholly under the power of Cardinal Beatoun, the most determined supporter of the Romish church, he retired to the
;

south of Scotland ; and, in a short time, avowed his
of the Protestant doctrines.
"The cardinal,
not satisfied with passing sentence against him as a heretic, and degrading him from the priesthood, hired assassins, says Beza, to waylay him, by whose hands he
must have fallen, had he not been taken under the protection of Hugh Douglas of Langniddrie, into whose
;"
family he had entered as private tutor to the children
and in whose service he so conducted the religious instruction of his pupils, as to allow the people of the
neighbourhood to derive advantage from the lessons.*
But he was not permitted to continue long in this employment. Hamilton, the successor of Beatoun, sought
his life with so much eagerness, that he was obliged to
provide for his safety, by removing secretly from place
to place ; and at length, wearied out with such a state
of continual apprehension, he came to the resolution of
leaving his native country.
He was persuaded, however, by the lairds of Langniddrie and Omiiston, to relinquish this design, and to repair, along with their sons,
to the castle of St. Andrew's, which was then held, in
defiance of the regent, by the conspirators against
Cardinal Beatoun, and where a number of persecuted reformers enjoyed the free exercise of their religion.
In
this place, our reformer conducted the education of his
pupils in his usual manner, catechizing them in the parish church belonging to the city, and continuing his
expositions of scripture in the hearing of all who chose
to attend ; but he was soon constrainetl to take a more
public part in the promulgation of protestant principles,
in consequence of his election to act as colleague with
John Rough, preacher to the garrison. His labours
were so successful, during the few months that he
preached in St. Andrew's, that, besides the garrison in
the castle, a great number of the inhabitants of the
town renounced popery, and made profession of the protestant faith, by partaking of the Lord's supper after
the mode of the reformed churches.
After the dapitulation of the castle to a French armament in July 1547,
Knox was conveyed to France along with the other prisoners; and, in violation of the terms of surrender, was
confined on board the galleys, and exposed to all the
ordinary rigours of such captivity, with the additional
indignities which the Papists were accustomed to heap
upon the heads of heretics. In the summer of 154-8,
when the galleys, in which these sufferers were confined, were stationed on the coast of Scotland, his health
was so greatly impaired by the severity of his treatment.
full belief

ruins of the chapel at LangDiddrie, in which he publicly
catechized his scholars, and expounded to
tlie place is popularly denominated
John Knox's Kirk.

and

them the

scriptures, are stiUap-
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KNOX.
that he was seizetl with a fever, ^hich reduced him to
But even in this sute of dethe greatest extremity.
pression, his fortitude of mind remained unsubdued,
and he comforted his fellow prisoners with the most

animating hopes of release. When free from fever, he
relieved Uie tedious hours of captivity, by committing
to paper a confession of his faith, which he found means
to convey to his religious friends in Scotland, accompanied with an earnest exhortation, to persevere undaunted in the faith wiiich they had professed.
\tter enduring a aererc and tedious imprisonment of
nineteen months, he waa at length set at liberty, in the
month of February, 1549, according to the modem
computation ; and immediately repaired to England,
where he was immediately noticed by the English

and sent down as a Protestant preacher to BerDuring the two years that he continued in this
place, he gained numerous converts from the errors of
Popery ; and triumphantly maintained, before Bishop
Tonstal of Durham, his ciiarge of idolatry against the
•acrifice of the mas*.
In 1551, he was removed to
Kewcastlej and, about the end of the same year, was
appointed by the privy council one of king Edward's
chaplaini in ordinair. About this time he was consulted respecting the Book of Common Praifer, which was
undergoing a rerisal ; and was employe<l also in revicouncil,

wick.

sing the Artklet of Religion, previously to their ratification by parliament.
In this commission he had the
influence to pnxnire an important change in the conimanion office, by completrlv excluding the notion of
the corporea) pretence of Christ in the sacrament, and
guarding against the adoration of the elements, which
waa ao modi countenanced by the practice of kneeling
at th«r wcqitiwi. Aboot the end of the year I55i, he
waa iiiiMiiniiiMl to Londoa, in oonaeqtMnoe of certain
thtlgit ^ainat him by the popish faction ; but was
hofMorabljr acquitted by the council, and employed to
preach bnore the court. He acquired much favour
with the young king, who first procured for him a presentation to the vacant living of Atl-Hallont, in the
crity, and afterwards, with the concurrence of the privv
cooncil, offered him a bishopric
but he declined both
of thcae promotions, in consequence of his disapproval
of many points in the worship and government of the
English church. After the acce aaioo of Mary, he continued to preadi for some time in the southern iJountiaa; bat waa at length reduced to the necessity of
JMUMt Mifeqr hf flwht ; and, having procured a vessel
the Mod office* of his friends, he landed at
Dieppe, on Vbm <Sth of January, 1554. A short time
liefora hit departorc from England, he married Mis*
Marjoty Bowes, a yoang lady of bonommble fioily, to
wbom he bad become attached durinr hk first residence at Berwick, but whom he was obligod to leave
behind him in that city, with her mother.
One of hb firatarcs, aiW arriving at Dieppe, was
to employ hi* pen III writia^ suitable advices to those,
whom he ooald no lancer metmct by hi* sermons or
convenatian ; and, with this view, he transmitted to
England a practical e|:po*ition of tlte sixth psalm, and
a t«ig letter addressed to his former hearer* in Londeo, and other parts of the kmgdom. Me then travelled through Fnnoe towards Switserland, without any
1 pune or proapect* ; and spent some time in conwith the coast eminent divines of the Helvetic
by whom he waa treated with the most afhospitality.
After a short visit to Dieppe,
for the pui|iMse of receiving information from Englan<l,
he r^^Mixea'to Geneva, where be speedily formed an
;
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intimate friendship with Calvin, and fixed his ordinary
residence during the continuance of his exile.
About
the end of the year, he published his Admonitions to
England ; and, though now nearly 50 years of age, ap.
plied himself to the study of the Hebrew language,
which he had not previously enjoyetl any opportunity
of acquiring. While thus engaged in the prosecution
of his studies at Geneva, and supported principally by
remittances from his friends in England and Scotland,
he was invited to become one of the pastors of a congregation of English refugees in Frankfort on the
Maine, who had been permitted to use the place of
worship allotted to the French Protestants in that city,
upon condition of their conforming, as much as possible, to the mode of worship used by the French reformers.
But a short time after his settlement in that
ofHce, Dr. Cox, who had been preceptor to Edward VI.
having arrived at Frankfort with some other English
exiles, they insisted upon introducing their own liturgy
into the congregation ; and employed such crafiy machinations to render our reformer obnoxious to the German government, that he was obliged again to seek a
refuge in Geneva. Soon after his return, he received
such information from Scotland, as encouraged him to
revisit his native country, where he landed in the
month of August, 1555; and, after remaining some
time with his wife and her mother at Berwick, he set
out secretly to visit the Protestants in Edinburgh.
Here he found a number of the reformers assembled
from different parts of the country, with whom he continued longer than he had intended, preaching in a
private house to staccessive assemblies with little intermission.
He particularly exerted himself, and not
without success, to accomplish a foimal separation from
the Popi!ih church, by persuading the reformers to ab.
•tain from attendance on its public rites, to which they
had hitherto confomitd. He accompanied several of
the Protestant gentlemen to their country residences,
where he preached almost daily to the neighbouring
nobility anu gentry and was, particularly, the guest of
Sir James Sandilands, at Calder House
of the Earl of
(ilencaim, at Finlayston
and of Erskine of Dun, in
Angus-shire ; where the greater part of the gentlemen
of the Meams made profession of the refonned religion,
and entered into a mutual bond, or covenant, for its
furtherance and support. In consequence of these proceedings, he was summoned to appear before a convention of the clergy at Edinburgh ; whither he repaired,
before the day ap|>ointed, acc-ompanicd by Erskine of
Dun, and several other friends of distinction ; but his
adversaries, afraid to encounter a meeting which they
did not expect he would dare to give them, deserted
the diet, and let\ him undisturbed
his daily instruction* to large audiences, in the midst of the city. While
he waa thus employed in Scotland, he received letters
from the English congregation at Cieneva, urging him
to become one of their pastors ; and, at^r visiting his
Protestant friends in the different places where he had
preached, he repaired to that place with his wife and
mother-in-law, in the month of July, 1556.
Here he spent two of the most peaceful years of his
life ; and enjoyed all the comforts of literary society,
domestic happiness, and ministerial success. All these
personal advanta^^es he shew ?d himself ready to forsake,
upon receiving encouraging letters from Scotland ; and
actually set out, in the autumn of 1557, on his way to
that country, when he was met on his journey by such
unfavourable accounts, a* determined him to remain
some time longer on the continent. By bis letters
;
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however, and various publications, transmitted to his
native country, he greatly contributed to encourage his
friends, and to extend the reformed opinions; and,
about the end of the year J558, he received another,
and more animating invitation from the Protestant
lords of Scotland, to join them in their struggle for the
In the beginning of
religious liberties of the nation.
the following year, our reformer took leave of Geneva
for the last time; and, having spent some time in France,

knded
His

at Leith on the 2d of May.
arrival struck terror into the hearts of the

Po-

pish clergy, who instantly informed the queen-regent
of the event, and procured the publication of a sentence
of outlawry against him, which had been pronounced
He neafter his former departure from the kingdom.
vertheless hastened, without a moment's hesitation, to
present himself voluntarily at Stirling, and to share in
the defence and danger of the Protestant preachers,
On
•who were summoned to stand trial in that city.
his way, he preached at Perth against the idolatry of
the mass, and of image-worship; when a priest having
imprudently attempted, as soon as the audience was
dismissed, to exhibit his images, and celebrate mass, the
indignation of the mob was excited, and, in spite of all
the exertions of Knox and the other preachers, the ornaments of the church were trampled under foot, and
the monasteries of the place laid in ruins. The Protestant lords, having resolved to commence publicly the
reformed worship wherever their authority extended,
invited Knox to meet them at St. Andrew's for this
purpose ; and there, in defiance of the archbishop's
threatening to cause the soldiers to fire upon him in the
pulpit, he boldly preached in the cathedral several successive days, and engaged the magistrates and inhabitants harmoniously to abolish the Popish service and
ceremonies. Accompanying the forces of the congregation, he soon appeared also in the churches of Edinburgh, where a similar reformation had taken place ;
and accepted the invitation of the Protestant inhabitants, assembled in the Tolbooth church, to become
their minister.
Being soon after obliged to leave tlie
metropolis, in consequence of its occupation by the regent's army, he undertook a tour of preaching through
the kingdom ; and, within less than two months, travelled over the greater part of Scotland, diffusing the
knowledge, and strengthening the interests, of the Protestant principles wherever he went.
He greatly exerted himself, by letters to Secretary Cecil, and even to
Queen Elizabeth, to procure assistance from England ;
and was invited to meet the agents of that court upon
the important business.
He received their dispatches
•t Berwick, and hastened to lay them before a meeting
of the Protestant leaders at Stirling ; whom he was the
principal means of urging to such a renewal of their
applications, as at length proved successful in securing
the powerful support of ttie English government. The

management of

this political

correspondence devolved,

upon his hands ; but this was a task
for which he had no relish, and he expressed great sa^ tisfaction when he was relieved from the burden, by
the accession of the younger Maitland to the party of
the reformers. " His zeal and activity exposed him to
the deadly resentment of the Papists and the queenregent. A reward was publicly offered to any one who
should apprehend or assassinate him
and not a few,
actuated by hatred or avarice, lay in wait to seize his
But all this did not deter him from appearing
person.
in public, and from travelling through the country, in
the discharge of hie duty. His exertions at this period
for a time, chiefly

;

were incredibly great. By day he waa employed in
preaching; by night, in writing letters on public business.
He was the soul of the congregation.; was aU
ways found at the post of danger ; and by ^»^s presence,
his public discourses, and private advices, animated the
whole body, and defeated the schemes employed to corrupt and disunite them."
He had a principal share, along with some other ministers, in drawing up the Confession of Faith and First
Book of Discipline ; and one of the six ministers who
assisted in the first General Assembly, in the year 1 560.
About the close of the year, he sustained a heavy domestic loss by the death of his valuable wife ; and, in
addition to his other cares, was left with the charge of
two young children. By the arrival of Queen Mary,
he was called to new vigilance and vigour in support of
the reformed cause and had even been personally denounced by his soveteign as the ringleader of her factious subjects, whom she would not fail to call to a
strict account.
A few days after her landing, she required his attendance in the palace ; and held a long
;

conversation with him, in the presence of her brother
the prior of St. Andrew's, apparently with the hope of
awing him into submission by her authority, if not of
confounding him by her arguments. " The bold freedom,
however, with which he replied to all her charges, and
vindicated his own conduct, convinced her that the one
expectation was not more vain than the other ; and th«
impression which she wished to make on him was left
on her own mind." It required all his energy to counteract the influence of her arts upon the Protestant
nobles, and to keep alive the zeal of the nation ; and
some idea of his pulpit-orations may be formed from
the words of the English ambassador, who said of him
to Cecil, " the voice of one man is able, in an hour, to put
more life in us than six hundred trumpets contmually
blustering in our ears.'' His influence appears also
from his having been frequently employed in " composing differences of a civil nature among the Protestant nobility, and acting as mediator with the towncouncil in behalf of the inhabitants who. had incurred
their displeasure.
In the church of St. Giles, at that
time the only place of worship in Edinburgh, he performed all the parts of ministerial duty, with the assistance only of a reader."
He preached twice every
Sabbath, and thrice on the other days of the week. Hemet regularly once every week with the kirk-session
for discipline, and with the assembly in the neighbourhood for the exercise on the scriptures. He attended,
besides, the meetings of the provincial synod and general assembly ; and, at almost every meeting of the latter, he received an appointment to visit and preach in^
some distant part of the country." As he did not indulge in extemporaneous effusions, but devoted a part
of every day to study, those labours must have been
oppressive to a constitution already much impaired
and on this account the town council, with the approbation of the assembly, appointed the Rev. John Craig,
minister of the Canongate, to be his colleague. Hi»
public services daily became more extensive and important, and he seemed to fill the office of a Protestant
premier in the state, as much as the situation of a Presbyterian pastor in the church.
During the rebellion
excited by Huntly in 1562, he contributed most essentially by his journies, preaching, and letters, to preserve the southern counties in a state of peace, while
the vigorous measures of the council crushed the insurrection in the north.
He maintained a public disputation in the course of tlie same year, in the town oC
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Quintin Kennedy, uncle to the Earl
He employed all
"""i"™*' of C'a^silis and Abbot of Crosraguel.
his influence, without success, to induce the Parliament,
whicli met in the summer of 1563, to ratify the treaty
maile in July 15'J0, and to secure the establishment of
rnax.

Mtjbole,

ag^aintt

Having faile<i in this object,
the Protestant religion.
he laljoured to prevent any farther injury to the cause,
by publicly protesting against the queen's marriage with
•ny person of popish sentiments, and sustained unmoved
all her indignation on account of this interference. He
wrote a circular letter, (agreeable to his commission
from the church,) to the principal gentlemen of the
Protestant persuasion, requesting their presence in
Edinburgh to counteract the oppressive measures of
Xlary against certain individuals, who had insulted her
priest at Hoiyrood-hoiise during her absence.
This
appli ^lion was pronounced by the privy-council to be
treasonable ; and Knox was summoned to stand trial
for the offence before an extraordinary convention of
the counsellors and other noblemen. In spite of all the
employed to prevail upon him to acknowledge
and throw himself on the queen's mercy, he
boldly determined to encounter the storm and was
triumphantly acquitted of the charge, as well as commended for his demeanour before the court.
In March 1564, he contracted a second marriage with
Margaret Stewart, daughter of Lord Ochiltree, a nobleman of amiable dispositions, who had long been a familiar and atcdftat adherent of the reformer.
In the
lame year, h« defended, against all the acuteness of
•rtitices

hi* error,

;

Secretaiy Maitland, in a \aag conference before the
General .\Hembly, the liberties of the pulpit, and the
doctrine of the rcsutance to wicked and tyrannical
ruler* ; and continuing, in full conformity with his avowed principle*, to preach with the utmost freedom in
the church of St. Ode*, he gave so much offence to the
kin^, ( Lord Damley, ) that an attempt was made to
inhibit him from preacning as long as their ntaje*ties
ntided in the capital. This was reaoluteljr rcmtcd by
the town-council but after the murder of Rissio, and
the banishment of many of the Protestant lords, he was
obliged to withdraw from the violence of the queen's
mentment, and embraced this opportunity of paying a
;

visit to his two tons, who bad been sent to reside with
their mother's relations in England.
endeavoured
to render ihia journey subservient to the great cause
which engaged his whole heart, by carrying a letter
from the Aaaembly to the bitbop* and ministers of

He

England, interceding

of their brethren
a* (cnipled to aaa tba aacantoal drca* enjoined by the
laws.
He l e iuad to Ua charg* about the time of the
queen's flight with Botfawell to Dunbar and was delegated by the General Aiaerobly to repair to the we*t
ceuntxy, tat the patpose of persuading the Ilamiltons
tojoin the oooftdantad lords, in settling the distracted
fair* of tha kingdom. On the SSth of July 1567, he
preached the sefmon at the coronatiaa of James VI. in
the parish church of Stirling ; and was among the number of those, who strongly urged the trial of Mary for
the allegnl murder of her huslwnd, and adulterous connection with BothwelL He did not fail, at the meeting
-*
Uament at the and of the year, to urge the ratifi.
of all the acU paaaed
1560, in favour of the
and was appointe<l one of the comfor lenity to aocli

f

;
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fcr mnwing out the particular points, which
to ecdet iaatical juris<liction, to be presented
to neit mett i ng of parliament •• Our reformer had now
reached that point, from which he could lake a calm
•nd deliberate View of the bustling scene through which
I

I
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he had passed, and of the arduous struggle, which he
"^^"^
had been so long engaged in, and which he had at
" He now
length brought to a happy termination."
congratulated himself on the prospect of being released
from all burden of public affairs, and of spending the
remainder of his days in religious meditation." " He
even secretly cherished the wish of resigning his charge
in Edinburgh, and of retiring to that privacy from
which he had been drawn at the commencement of the
But he had yet to undergo farScottish reformation."
ther trials of a public nature, and to see the security of
the reformed religion endangered, and the peace of his
country disturbed, by a civil war among the Protestants
themselves.
It is impossible to describe the anguish
which he experienced at the assassination of the good
regent Murray ; and the grief, which he indulged on
account of this mournful event, preyed so deeply on his
In
spirits, as to inflict a serious injurj- on his health.
the month of October 1.570, he had a stroke of apoplexy,
which affecte<l his speech to a considerable degree;
and, though in a few days he was able to resume his
duty of preaching, he never recovered from the debility
pro<luced by the attack.
But, though so much weakene<l in body, that he never went abroad except on
Sabbath days to the pulpit; yet, whenever he saw tlie
welfare of the church and commonwealth threatened,
he entered into the cause with all the keenness of hit

—

—

more vigorous days.
His situation l)ecame very critical in April 1571, when
Kirkcaldy, the governor of Edinburgh Castle, who had
gone over to the queen's party, received the Haniiltons
into the garrison ; and their inveteracy against him was
so great, that his friends were obliged to watch his
house during the night. Intimations were often given
him of threatening* against his life ; and, one evening,
a musket ball was fired into the window of the apartment in which he was sitting. At the earnest entreaties
of his friends, who declared their determination, if he
should be attacked, to shed their blood in his defence,
he reluctantly withdrew to St. Andrew's ; where he continued with undiminished boldness to denounce the
enemies of the reformed faith, and to withstand the
encroachments made by its false friends upon the po" While he was enlity and revenues of the church.
gaged in these contests, his bodily strength was evenr
day sensibly decaying; yet he continued to preach, af.
though unable to walk to the pulpit without assistance;

and when warmed with his subject, he forgot his weakness, and electrified the audience with his eloquence."
During his stay at St Andrew's, he publishetl a vindication of the reformed religion, in answer to a letter
written to a Scots Jesuit, calle<l Tyrie; and seemed to
have intended this work as a dying testimony to the
From
truth, which he had long taught and defended.
the rapid decline of his health, in spring 1572, there
was every appearance of his ending his days at St
Andrew'*; but, in consequence of a cessation of hosti«
lities, he was invited to resume his charge at Edinburgh, where he arrivetl about the end of August, and
continued his public labours till the 9th of November
following. On that day, he presided at the installation
of Mr. Lawson as his colleague and successor, and neOn the 1 Ith of the same
vcrr again left his own house.
month, he was seized with a severe cough, which greatbut was able to see and ad1 v affected his breathing ;
dress his friends till within a few hours of his death.
Persons of every rank came in great numbers to visit
him during his illness, none of whom he suffered to go
away without exhortations, which he uttered with such

;
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variety and

suitableness, as astonislied those

He

love of study with a disposition tp active employment.
desire to propagate the reformed tenets, and to deliver his countrymen from the delusions of popery, was
his ruling passion. An ardent attachment to civil liberty held the next place in his breast ; and he laboured
to advance these great objects with a zeal of the most
His integrity was above the suspidisinterested kind.
cion of corruption ; and his firmness was proof equally
against the solicitation of friends, and the threats of enemies. His impetuosity frequently exposed him to danger
but he never neglected the precautions of prudence. He
discharged his ministerial functions with the greatest assiduity, fidelity, and fervour ; and no avocation or infirmity prevented him from appearing in the pulpit. He
lived in the utmost cordiality with his brethren in the
ministry; and there is no record of his having had the
slightest variance with any of his colleagues. In private
life, he was both beloved and revered by his friends and
When free from melancholy depressions,
domestics.
to which he was subject, and the morose influence of

A

often lamented, he used to indulge among his
acquaintances in innocent recreations, and in sallies of
humour ; to which, notwithstanding the gravity of his
general deportment, he had naturally a strong propenAlthough, in the course of his public life, the
sity.
severer virtues of his character were most frequently
called into action, yet repeated instances of acute sensibility occur in his history ; and the unaffected tenderness, which occasionally breaks forth in his private letters, shews that he was no stranger to " all the chariMost of his faults may be traced
ties" of human life.
to his natural temperament, and to the character of the
age and country in which he lived. His passions were
strong ; he felt the utmost keenness on every subject
which interested him ; and as he felt, so he expressed
himself, without disguise and without affectation. But
he protested, in his last sickness, that, in his sharpest
rebukes, he was influenced by hatred of vice, not of the
vicious ; that his great aim was to reclaim the guilty ;
and that, in using the means which were necessary for
this end, he frequently did violence to his own feelings.
He was austere, not unfeeling ; stern, not savage ; vehement, not vindictive. " Those very qualities which
now render his character less amiable, fitted him to be
the instrument of Providence for advancing the Reformation among a fierce people ; and enabled him to face
danger, and surmount opposition, from which a person of a more gentle spirit would have been apt to
shrink back." (-Ilobertson's Historic of Scotland.)
He
bore a striking resemblance to Luther in personal intrepidity and popular eloquence; to Calvin, in his reli-

which he

k
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who •waited

expired on the 24th day of November,
157i, in the 67th year of his ase, exhausted by his extraordinary labours of body and anxieties of mind, rather than worn down by the number of his years. He
was interred in the church-yard of St. Giles, (now the
area of the Parliament Square) ; and his funeral was
attended by Morton, the newly-elected regent, by all
the nobility who were in the city, and by a great concourse of people. When his body was laid in the grave,
the regent emphatically pronounced his eulogium in
the well-known words, " there lies he, who never feared the face of man."
This eminent reformer was possessed, unquestionably, of strong natural talents ; and, notwithstanding his
many disadvantages, was a stranger to none of the
branches of learning cultivated in that age by persons
of his profession. He united, in a. high degree, the

on him.

:

gious sentiments, severity of manners, and an impressive air of melancholy ; to Zuinglius, in his ardent attachment to the principles <Jl- civil liberty' and in his
exertions to advance, at the same time, thc^eformation
of the church, and the political welfare of the people ;
and though not, perhaps, equal in all respects to any of
those eminent characters, is well entitled to be ranked
next to them in honour, wliether we consider the talents with which he was endowed, or the important
services which he performed.
In this article, we have attempted nothing more
than to abridge, (as far as our limits would admit, and
as nearly as possible in the words of the author,) the
able and accurate life of the reformer by Dr. M'Crie
;
and content ourselves with referring to that standardwork alone, both for farther details on the subject, and
for the fullest notices of the most authentic sources of
original information.-
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KNUTSFOIip

See Tenessee.
is a town of England, in Cheshire.
It is pleasantly situated on the banks of a small stream,
called Birken, which divides it into two parts, called
High Knutsford and Low Knutsford. The town contains several good houses, and has a handsome modern
church, with a very fine organ.
The town is supposed
to derive its name from Canute's ford, as that kitig
forded the river here after having obtained a victory in
the neighbourhood. Races are held annually in the vicinity ; and at that season the town is crowded with
company. There are extensive cotton works in the
town, and a silk mill, in imitation of the one at Stock-

Shag velvets, and the best sewing threads,
are also manufactured.
The flax, from which the
thread is manufactured, is brought principally from
Ireland, Russia, and Hamburg.
The two townships
of Upper and Lower Knutsford contained, in 1811,
497 houses, 5'29 families, 313 families employed in
trade and manufactures, and 2357 inhabitants. See
the Beauties of England and Wales, vol. ii. p. 286.

port.

KOANG-tON.

See China,

vol. vi. p.

209.

KOAN-SEE. See China, vol. vi. p. 209.
KOEI-TCHEEO. See China, vol. vi. p. 214.
KOLIVAN, or Kolhyvan, is a village of Russia,

si-

tuated on the rivulet Bielaia, in the district of Kusnetz.
The silver mines, for which it is principally celebrated,
lie between the rivers Oby and Irtish, near the mountains which separate Siberia from China.
They were
discovered in 17''^8, by Akinfi Nikitich Demidof; and
were for several years wrought as copper mines for his
own private benefit. The secret was concealed till the
year 1743, when he made the discovery to the Empress
Elizabeth, who appropriated them to the crown. These
mines are situated near Voskeresensk, in the Mountain
of Serpents ; and receive the name of Kolyva Mines,
because the ore was foi-raerly smelted at that village.
From the scarcity of wood, however, about Kofyva,
new founderies have been erected at Barnaul, Novopaulofsk, and Susunsk, to the north-east of Kolyva. The
following is a state of the produce of the mines at different periods
General Produce ia
Pounds of Silver.

Years between 1749 and 1768
1763 ... 1769
1769 ... 1778
Since 1771

The

.

.

.

.

.

.

8,000

to

16,000

20,000... 32,000
40,000... 48,000

44,000 of silver,
and 1,200 of gold.

produce, up to the year 1771, amounted to
of silver, and 12,720 of gold.
The silver
contains above 3 per cent, qf gold,
total

400,000

lbs.
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No fewer than 40,000 colonists are employed in the
mines and foundries of Koliva. The silver melted in
carried twice a year to St. Petersburgh
on lar^ *l«dges. East Long. S 1 "20", North Lat 54* 20'.
See Coxe's Travel* in Russia, voL iii. p. 3t>0,- and Al-

the foundries,

is

tai Mountains.

KOLYMA, or Kovima. a great river of Siberia,
which rises in the Vircbayansky chain of mountains,
and falls into the Frozen Ocean after a course exceedin;; 1 200 miles.
The Kolyma is frozen over about the 20th of September, and the ice breaks up about the 2 l-th of May,
when it dduges all the lower country ; nor <lo its waters retreat within their proper boundaries before the
end of June. The cold is then excessive, the thermometer falls to from (JO** to 70° below zero : Mercury
itself freezes.
It becumea almost impossible to fell
timber, for the hatchets break hke glass.
The ice on
the river, and the timl)er of the houses, crack with a
report resembling that of a musket. On the approach
of thaw, the river, in little more than a week, rises
27 iieet of perpendicular height. The face of Uie country is like an immense lake, and only the tops of tome
of the trees are visible above the water: The river now
.

becMnes navigable.
Near the source of the Kol>-ma there are three huts,
and a storehouse for preterving provisions l>elunging to
government ; and barks are constructed there for conveying tben down the atream. Several Russian statioDS also stand along its bank*.

Virchni, or the upper Ostrog, about the middle of this river, is situated
on the Yasashnoi, a mile from its discharge into the
Kolyma. The nxwt northern station is c»lled .N'ischney
Kolymtk. situated ost an island in I.at. 0'8* 17' .\. and
L«ig.
It consists of a church, 70 houses,
ami a lu.--.
_,
td in a unurt- nf palisade* 8 feet high.
Anotlicr station, calli
Kolyma, of 15 hoa.
aeaof Uii«r'«n-' «>w| ac
uuidt
l^uSf 10" N.,
1

i

.

:

:

m

and L«i

E.
into

About 4U miles below the former,
two channels, and falls into the

the nve.'
il^^
ocean in Lat €&* l& W., and Long. !()«>» lO* £., its
course being N. B. in ^eral from the source. Between
Seredni Kolyma,and Niacbney Kolyma, a distance of 306
miles, the eastern banks are uniformly mountainous, affording porphyry, agatea,}as{ier,andcrysUls. The west,
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banks are low. The moat remarkable fosails found
here are the tuiks of the mamnioth, which lie at a considerable <leptli in the high sandy shores of the river, and
on the margin of tlieFrosen Ocean. They are ex|MMcd by
the washing of the spring floods ; and it does not appear
inguUr that they are buried so deep, at the flood every spring leave* immense quantities of earth and sand,
which perhaps accumulates to the depth of tn o or three
incbc* among the buahcs. The tusks are equal in
whitenM* and beauty to Uhm at the elephant, but of a

Segen-Gottes in der Nord, is 652 feet per- Konigsbir/s.
"""^^"^^
In 1769, these mines produce<l jE 79,000
but when Mr. Coxe visited them, they produced from
£ 50,000 to i; 54,000. About 2500 men were then employed.
Kongsberg contains 1000 houses, and 6000
inhabitants.
See Coxe's Travels in Norway, Sfc. vol. v.
See also Norway.
p. 33, 34.
est, called

pendicular.

•

KONIGSBERG, or Krolewibcz in the Polish language, is a city and seaport town of Prussia, situated
on tlie river Pregel, which flows into the Frische-Haf,
and is crossed with seven bridges. It was founded ia
the year 1255, and was rebuilt on another site in 1264.
Konigsberg is composed of 4 towns, and l6 suburbs,
and is surrounded by a rampart about seven Englishmiles
in circumference.
Aldstadt, or the Old Town, contains 16 streets, and 550 houses, of which about 100
are breweries antl malthouses.
It has six gates, four
bridges, and two well built towers.
Newstadt, or Lobenicht, was built in the year 1300, and Kneiphof was
founded in 1324. This last part of Konigsberg is situated on an island formeil by the Pregel, and the houses
stand on piles made of the alder tree, which has become
as hard as iron from remaining long in the earth
It
contains 13 streets, and 5 large gates.
The principal
public buildings and curiosities at Konigsberg are the
chateau ; the arsenal, (containing the Muscovite saloon,
and the octagonal table. value<l at 40,000 rix-dollars) ;
the gardens, stables, and mint, belonging to the arse<
nal ; the parish church of St. Nicholas ; the hotel de
ville, where the magistrates of (he three towns, who
were incorporated in 1724, hold their meetings; the
Junkerhof, the church of Rossgarte the widows' and
and orphans' hoopita] the cathedral, containing the
tomlMuf the margraves and the grand- masters, and also
an organ, which has more than 5000 pipes, and which was
completed in 17'.il ; the Alliertine college; the church
of Haberlterg, which i* the finest in Konigsberg ; the
exchange ; the hotel de ville of Kneiphof; the citadel
the palace of Kayserling ; and the anatomical theatre.
The university of this place was founded by the Margrave Albert, in 1544.
It has 38 professors, exclusive
of tutors, and in 1 802 it conUined 300 students. There
is also the lyceum of Frederic William, and the Ger.
;

;

man

Society.

The

citadel,

which

is

called Fre<lerick».

burg, wa* erected in 1657. at the conflux of the two
branches of the Pregel.
It is a regular square, surrounded with broad ditches and the river Pregel. The
principal collection of cabinets in the town are, the
royal library; the collection of antiquities and yellow
amber at the chateau the library of Wallenroth ; the
university library
and the town library.
The chief manufactures of Konigsl-.erg are woollen
;

;

stockings, ribbons, Danish gloves, sailwax, soap, English pottery, and works of yellow
amber, which amounted, in 1776, to 977,6.3y crowns.
different figure.
There are here no fewer than 224 breweries of beer,
This river contain* • considerable variety of fish, few 135 distillers of brandy, and 80 turners of yellow amber.
of wliich asornd higher than about half way to the
Konigsberg. which was formerly one of the Hanse
•ource.
Great shod* of salmon aM«nd in September, towns, ha* always carried on a thriving commerce. V'esand depart sliorlly after the river close*. Some of the *el>, which draw more than eight feet of water, canother* an common in the European river*.
Numlter* not ascend the Pregel, and remain at Pillau, which
are caught with the Beinc in summer, and by mean* is the port of Konig^be^g.
On the other side, this
of other expedients in winter.
town communicates with Poland by the Niemen, by
KONO.SHLRG, or Conixbcho, i* a town of Nor- means of a canal. Large Polish barks, called xxiUinues,
way, whiiii is traversed by the river Ix)we. It is chief- carry to Konigsberg grain hides, skins, oak, and fir
ly celebrated for its silver mines, which are about two timber.
About (>00 or 700 ships arrive here annuniW* distant from the town. No fewer than .se mines ally from the Baltic, and almost as many set out.
were working when .Mr. Coxe visited them. The deep.
The following was the sute of the importo in 1800:
voC xu. Pinr u.
S r
stuffs, flannels,

cloth,
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Iron
Iron wire

Alum

.

.

'

•'

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

^9 992
18r!209
67T,06S
186,390
71,749

'.'.'.'..

«20,'28*
1.156',795

•

•

.....

OrangM and lemon*
raisir.s

lbs.

{i?'?!!,

•

•

•

Brazil wo<il
CoflVe

Corinthian
'"dig"
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180,000

Totacco
Sugar
Syrup
French wines
So^*

.

.

.

414,672
483,799
4,000

pieces.
lbs.

barrels.

1.880 loads.

KOOM

is a city of Persia, in the province of Irak,
supposed by D'Anville to be tlie ancient Choana ;
and was built in the year of the'Hegira 203, out of the
ruins of seven towns, which formed a small sovereignThe Arabian prince, to whom it belonged, having
ty.
been overthrown, the inhabitants of the seven towns
founded the city of Koom, which was divided into
seven parts, each of which received the name of one of
the towns. Koom is situated on an extensive plain,
and- on the banks of a small rivA, which is absorbed in
the Gidat Salt Desert, and was long celebrated for its
manufactures of silk. In 1722, this city was destroyed by the Afghans. A part of it has since been rebuilt,
but it still resembles a vast ruin. The principal publie building is a beautiful college, with a celebrated
mosque and sanctuary, erected in memory of Sidi Fatima, the daughter of Iman Reza, and grand-daughter
of Mahomet. The tombs of Sefi the First, and Shah
Abbas the Second, are still in the mosque, and are frequented by pilgrims from all parts of Asia. The pub-

are small.

The

walls are lofty.

with seven gates. The bazar crosses the town, from
one gate to the other. In the time of Chardin, the
chief manufactures were white earthen- ware, soap,
sword-blades, sabres, and poniards; and the number of
houses was 15,000.
Its lofty dome has been gilt at
East Long. 50° 29', North
the expence of the king.
Lat. 34° 45'.
See Chardin's 2Vfli;c/«y and Macdonald
Kinneir's Geographical Memoir of the Persian Empire,
p.

1

16.

KRAKEN

is the name of a fabulous animal, which
has been described by Bishop Pontoppidan in his NaUnder the head of Sea Seriitral History of Norway.
PENTg, we shall have occasion to discuss this curious

subject.

KRISHNA. See India, vol. xii. p. 105.
KUMISS is the name of a beverage made

turns eastward through the plain interposed between
the southern Caucasian mountains and the most north*"*
"* Ararat ; where, meeting the mounUins

""f^

It is

Koom

•'J'

Georgia from Shirvan, the river takes a
southern direction, and twenty miles from the Caspian
sea divides itself into numerous branches, by the
mouths of which it is disembogued below Sallian.
The Kur, in general, is yellowish and turbid, owing to
the quantity of calcareous matter which it^holds in solution. Its course, for the most part, is tranquil, but rapid,
and (lowing between banks so steep in some places, that,
it is remarked, a traveller may journey "for hours without the possibility <jf quenching his thirst in summer,
though the river be constantly before his eyes, if not
provided with a leathern drinking flask, and a long
cord, to draw up the water."
It receives numerous
tributary streams, as the Aragwi, 25 miles above Teflis,
whose intermixture imparts a greenish hue for a certain
space, the Ktsai, Alasan, and chiefly the Araxes.
After the union of this celebrated stream, about 66 miles
from its mouth, the Kur enlarges to the breadth of 140'
yards, and is navigable to the Caspian.
Higher up it
is also navigable for part of its course to Teflis, by
means of i\ifts, whereby various commodities are carried from the fertile domain of Mughran.
But this
mode of conveyance is dangerous, and productive of
frequent accidents. At the mouth a very profitable
fishery is carried on by the Russians, but there are comparatively few. fish here, and in most of the other rivers in the country, owing to their rapidity.
From
'^'^''^'^ '^'^''^'^

Konigsberg contains about 4.908 houses, and 54,000 inEast Long. 20° 29' 15", North Lat. 54° 42'

squares of

R

Aghalzighe, or Akiske ; and, "after enlarge.
several streams, its course is du«. north, until
passing this city and Borgami, in Upper Kartel, it

habitants.
12".

lie

U,

J^'sh city,

™^".*^

uS'fior

^."''°'

K

,

to Reineggs, the source of the river is a number of
springs situated twelve miles south-west of the Tur-

of fermented mares milk, and originally used by the Tartars. A
full account of the process of making it may be found
in the Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions, vol. i.
It is prepared nearly in a similar way in Orkp. 181.
ney and Shetland. See also Pallas' Travels ; and Clarke's
Traue/i, vol. i.
An account of this beverage, and the
method of manufacturing it among the Calmucks, will
be found in our article Calmucks, vol. v. p. 268.
KUR, or Cyrus, is a celebrated river of Asia, which
rises a little to the west of the town of Khars, in Armenia, and falls into the Caspian Sea. It has been written Cymus, Cyrtus, Kyrus, Kyrros, Koros, and Koro,
of old. At present it is called Mttkwari by the Georgians, and Kor, Kur, Kourr, or Kourra; but all these va.
rieties generally subside into Kur, or Cyrus. According

their scarcity in the Kur at Teflis, wliere it is rapid, the Georgians are said to call it Mquinari, or the
Blind.

The banks of

tlie Kur are partly covered with fowherein the vine is uncommonly plentiful, together with various other fruits ; but towiards its mouth

rests,

there

is a great barren plain, wholedistrictsof which are
overspread with dwarf marine plants, from which soda
is extracted. Here the tortoise is seen, and is supposed to
live on snakes.
It has been affirmed, that these reptiles
are in such abundance on the right bank, both of the Kur
and Araxes, as to preclude a passage across the plain of
Mogan. But this prejudice, which even enlightened
persons entertain, is as ancient as the days of Plutarch,
who relates, that Pompcy was prevented from march.
ing down by the Kur to the Caspian sea, on account of
the number of serpents.
The panther repairs to the
banks of tlie river from Ghilan, taking refuge where
they are covered with reeds and underwootl. The wild
boar inhabits the marshes at its mouth; while the lynx
and hya-na are sometimes seen in the neighbourhbod.
Jackals are numerous, and the forests are full of deer,
The Caucasian pheasant is frequent among the bushes';
and the francolin in low and reedy places.
The Kur, in its course, pa.sses several celebrated
towns and fortresses, as Aghalzighe, on which the
Russians some time ago tr/ade an unsuccessful attempt,

a little below which it traverses a narrow ri<'ge called Bedreh, defended by a castle on each side. Tsgetta
stands at the union of the Aragwi, where the Kur

and

—

by a bridge ; and it intersects Teflis, the
of Georgia.— Sallian, near the month of the river, is denominated a city, though composed only of
several villages. Thus it appears, that the whole course
is

crossed

capital

Kur.
*
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carried to a great and beneficial extent, this project
was revived some time aga It was proposed to unite
the river Tscharuck, which flows into the Black Sea,

with the Kur, as their respective sources are not far
However, all
asunder, by means of a navigable canal.
projectors seem to have overlooked, that the two rivers
that the 'J'scharare separated by a chain of mountains
ulk is scarcely navigable in any part and that the Kur
is not nearly so throughout.
Plutarch relates, that Fompey, who forded the Kur
in one place, conveyed his army across it at another on
in.OOO skins. This plan of crossing rivers is not abandoned in the East The Arabs, dwelling on the banks
of the Tigris and Euphrates, support themselves on

—
—

inflated skins, in

which manner whole

families

may be

seen floating. The c^ebrated Persian usurper. Nadir
Shah, provided a number ot' inflated skias, on which
were laid plank*, or other materials, whereby hi* armies crossed in their march to India. I'amerlane was
enabled to pass the Kur along with his army, on a
(c)
bridjfe formed of branches and reeds,
KURDISTAN. See CtBDisTAN, vol. viL p. 50g.
KL'RILR Islands, is a chain of islands extending
iKtween Cape Lopatka, the most southern point of
Kamtschatka, and Jeaso, which several geographers
have cooaiderad as belonging to them. The total number ia nnkoown. Names ate ^ren by the Russiaiu to
25 : A Japmeae author, who bvsd abaat a century ago,
In•aya there are S7, and of tbeae be apedees S8.
stead of proper names, however, they are usually distingniabed bjr nambera, Mjint, tecond, third, proceeding from the north. Theae islands are of unequal di>
meniions, but their exact extent is no where laid down.
Sumscktt, the first, is said to be about S3 miles in length
and 20 in breadth : Porurouschir the next, double that
me. and aoroe still larger ; but several are only barren
Narocks, afanoet level with the surface of the water.
vigatioa is exceedingly dangerom, both from prevalent
few*, and the force of cnrrenta running among the
iaUnda. Hie channel between Cape lopatka, ia speoudly BRifaibited to Te«eh, on account of the hacards
ttwiding tta poMige, and the freqaent shipwrecks.
KrascMlem affirm*, that the widott channel, which he
calls the Straita of Nadeshda, between the islands lUukoke and Matnia, ia 16 miles acraaa, and tree of all dan-

tnic
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KtndUan, of the Kur, from it» source to the efflux, is through the
*"^*
kingdom of Georgia, aiid the province of Shirvan. But
**°°^. the source not being many miles from the easUrn shores
"^
of the Black Sea, a plan is said to have been entertained by Seleucus Nicator, of uniting the latter with the
Caspian.
As canal navigation, of late years, has been

Nothing is known of the mineralogy of this chain,
which is suppoani to present the summits of so many
submarine moantaina. Some are volcanic, and violent
earthquakes have been wHneaaad. The iaianda are, in
general, hillr, with steep and precipitom afaoree ; and
ranges of naiked mountains appear in the interior. SeverS of them contain mall lakes, and rivers stored with
fresh water fish.
Wood is in general scar - r-- 'ow and stunted ; and
titute of it.
'i'here
many of the islands are c:
cema to be scarcely any < ui.iv.ai.,ii, most probably becanae the climate ii unfavourable. Wila roots, such
as the ialiebitanta of the north are accustomed to sub<i«t Dpeo, are common ; and certain islands are visited,
chMj tar the purpose of obtaining them, and of catch,
beats.
inc taut or
•

6

According to information communicated to La Perouse, none were inhabited in 1787, excepting the first,
second, thirteenth, and fourteenth ; and the natives of
the thirteenth always wintered on the last. The total
number of inhabitants on the whole did not exceed
1400.
They were tributary to the Russians, who had
exempted them from tribute since 1777, owing to the
scarcity of sea otters.
The Russians claim dominion
over the northern, and the Japanese over the southern
islands.

The natives of the Kurile islands are of low stature,
and swarthy complexion those towards the north are
said to resemble the Kamtschadales
but towards the
southern limits of the chain, they are distinguished by
remarkably thick beards and all the body is covered
by an unusual profusion of hair. Sarytchew remarks,
that they are named hain/ Ktirilians, and that it is difficult to ascertain tlieir origin, " as scarcely any people in this quarter, either Chinese or .lapanese, or in
iact any other northern nation of the Asiatic shores, except the Clilaks, near the mouth of the Amur, have
any beard." The men shave part of the head, but the
:

;

Natives.

;

only cut part of the hair in froht. The lips
of the former are stained in tlie middle ; those of the

women

latter arc entirely 'blackened,

ed or

tattooetl as

and their arms are

high as the elbows.

They

stain-

dress in

the skins of birds and quadrupe<ls, which are patched
together, reganlless of uniformity ; and the costume
of l)oth sexes is nearly alike. Cloth, serge, or silk,
especially if scarlet, is extremely acceptable; and pieces
of^foreign manufacture are intermixed with what compotes their attire.
Their language is noft and harmonious.
They speak in a mild and agreeable accent,
slowly and <listinctly.
The Kurilians derive their subsistence chiefly from
the capture of wild animals and fish, though less than
some neighbouring nations, from the latter ; and they
dig roots from the earth, but arc little acquainted witli
a(;riculture.
I'heir habitations are excavated in tiie
ground, and the floor and sides are covered with mattings of grass.
Owing to the scarcity of wood in the
islands, what is drifted ashore from more distant countries, is employed ; and the wealthier inhabitants build
houses, which are supported on four posts, and furnished witli articles from Japan.
A man marries two
or three wives, with each of whom he has had a previous intrigue, and with whom, apparently, he does
not reside during the day al\erwards.
Parturition is
said to be uncommonly difficult among the women
and should there be twins, one is destroyed. In case
of adultery, the offended husband challenges the paramour to a combat with a club, which is interchanged
between them, and three blows alternately dealt out
If the husband declines
until the one or other falls.
to offer this perilous encounter, the price of his honour
may be satished in clothes, furs, provisions, or other
commodities.
The Kurilians are principally Pagans. They wor- Religion.
hip idols ; to which tney sometimes sacrifice the skin
of the first animal they kill, while they themselves eat
On changing their huts, the skin and the
its flesh.
But when undertaking danidol are both \e{i there.
gerous voyages, the idol is carried with them, and, in the
event of imminent hazard, is thrown into tJie sea. They
are also accustomed to throw chips among the waves
aa an oflering, when they attempt a passage of the channel which separates the first island from Cape Lopatka.
These people enjoy a favourable character: They Maancrs.
:

K U Z
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,
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combined. Their arrival is awaited on
the shore, and they are conducted to the huts, where
they are entertained after the best manner of the host,
who sUnds listening to the adventures of his guests.
The narrative sometimes continues two hours ; and,
when completed, the eldest among the islanders as
this task, or rather privilege, always belongs to senior,
ity,— begins a corresponding relation of what has occurred to himself and his friends. Previous to the fulfilment of the ceremonial, no conversation takes place
among the others. Notwithstanding the mildness of
their disposition, suicide is not rare.
Trade, or manufactures, can hardly be said to be

and

affability

—

Trade.
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are hospitable, honest, and inoffensive, and entertain a
high respect for old age. Strangers from other islands
are received with great demonstrations of ceremony

em

and western parts of the country afford pretty good

pasturage.

Kuzist

'"^'V

The Karoon, supposeAby D'AnvilFe to be the an- Towns,
cient Choaspes, is a noble river, in ni^ny parts more
than three hundred yards in breadth, and navigable for
boats of 2,5 tons burthen as far as Kishtibund, four miles
from Shuster. The chief towns of this part of the province, are Dorak, or Felahi, Ahwaz, Endian, Mashoor,
Goban, and Jerahi. Felahi stands on low marshy
ground, on two of the branches of the Jerahi.
Its mud
walls, which are about l6 feet thick, are nearly two
in circumference, and are flanked at regular Dorak,
intervals with round towers.
The population, which Folahi.

miles

amounts

calls

to about 8000, live in the subjirbs, under the
shade of the date trees. Its principal trade consists in
the manufacture of the abba, or Arabian cloak, which is
exported in great quantities all over Persia and Arabia.
Ahwaz, once a flourishing city, is now a wretched Ahwaz,
town of 600 or 700 inhabitants. It stands on the banks
of the Karoon. An old bridge, and a palace, are the
principal remains of the ancient city.
There are some

Kitat-Soeb, and entirely by barter, as the inhabitants
came down from the mountains to tiie coabt, to exchange skins, stuffs, and cloths, for rice, salt, tobacco,
and other commodities. Of later years, however, the
Japanese seem to have made permanent establishments
on some of the islands. The Russian embassy to Japan having experienced a contumelious reception at
that island, resented it by an attack on the Kuriles.

extraordinary excavations in the rocks.
Endian, situated in North Lat. 30" 18', is divided Endian.
into two parts by the Tab, and is nearly two miles in
circumference.
It trades with Bassorah and Bebahan,
and has a population of between 4000 and 5000 souls.
Mashoor, situated half way between Endian and Do- Mashoo:
rak, is about two miles from the sea.
It has a population of about 700, who trade with Bassorah and the

After returning to Kamtschatka, two armed vessels
were dispatched from thence in 1807, which soon
reached the settlements. The Japanese made a shew
of resistance with their bows and arrows, but speedily
fled, leaving their habitations and magazines at the
mercy of the invaders. Here were found cannon, and
arms of different kinds ; also beautiful lacquered utensils, books, and maps, together with a large provision
of rice, salt, and tobacco. The Russians returned with
considerable booty, among which were many interesting objects that they had fruitlessly endeavoured to
gain a knowledge of during their residence in Japan.
Although the Russian merchants have resorted to the
Kurile islands for a considerable time, little advantage,

Arabian coast.
The revenues of the chab are about £50,000 Sterling
per annum. He can bring into the field an army ait
5000 horse, and 20,000 foot.
The other part of Kuzislan, which is attached to the
government of Shuster, is the best part of the province.
It is fertilized by four noble rivers, namely the Karoon, the Abzil, the Kerah, or Haweesa, and the ancient Gyndes.
The principal towns, are Shuster, the
capital, (see the article Shusteh,) Dezphoul, Shus,
and Haweeza. Shuster contains nearly 15,000 inhabi-

practised here. Nettles.are made into stuff's, which are
sold to the Japanese, who, togetlrer with the Russians,
According
are the only nations visiting>the Kuriles.
to the eastern author, above referred to, a traffic was
carried on

from

Jesso, with

one of them which he

either commercial or scientific, has resulted
visits,

from

their

(c)

KUZISTAN, or the ancient Susiana, is a province
of Persia, bounded on the south by the Persian Gulf ;
on the south-west, by the Tigris and the Shat-ul-Arab ;
on the north-west, by the dominions of the pacha of
Bagdad ; and on the east, by the river Tab, which separates it from Pars. This province is divided into the
territories of Chab Sheikh, and those which form the
government of Shuster.

The Chab territories extend from the banks of the
Tab to the conflux of the Karoon and the Abzal, and
from the shore of the Persian Gulf to a range of hills
which skirt the valley of Ram Flomiuz to the south.
The rivers which water this part, are the Karoon, the
Tab, and the Jerahi. The greater part of it consists
The most ferof extensive morasses and sandy plains.
tile spots are in the neighbourhood of Doruk, the capital, and on the banks of the Hafar and the Shat-ulArab, where alone rice and dates are produced. XVheat

and barley

are

grown

in small quantities.

The

north-

nearly the same numstands in a spacious plain, on the east bank
of the Abzal.
The principal building is a handsome
bridge of 22 arches, 450 paces long, 40 high, and 20
broad.
The ruins of Shus extend over a surface of
about twelve miles.
They consist of hillocks of earth
and rubbish, covered with broken pieces of brick and
coloured tile. The largest of these mounds is about

Dezphoul contains

tants.

ber.

It

100 feet high^ and a niile in circuit. They resemble
Major Rennel regards these
tbe pyramids of Babylon.
ruins as the remains of the celebrated city of Susa,
while Dr. Vincent considers Shuster as occupying the
site of Susa.
Kuzistan possesses a healthy climate; and Shuster
the resort of invalids from the suf rounding territories.
In summer, its inhabitants avoid the excessive heats,
by taking refuge in subterraneous chambers durjng the
day, and spending the night on the fiat rjofs of their
houses.
Periodical rains prevail from December to the
end of March. Two crops of grain are obtained in the
is

year.
lent

is cultivated near Dezphoul ; and excelextracted from poppies, which grow near
See Macdonald Kinneir's Geographical Me«

Indigo

opium

Shuster.

is

moir of lite Persian Empire, p. B5.
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A ALAND

an island of Denmark, remarkable for
It produces all sorts of crain ; and
VMkndar. considerable quantities of wheat are exported from it to
^^^"^^ Copenhagen, and other parts of Denmark. It is, howI

M^

is

ita fertility.

The principal
ever, low, -marshy, and insalubriou?.
towns, are Na&kow, the capital, which is walled, and has
a considerable tride, with a rich hospital, and a cood
lMrlx>ur ; .Mariebow, situated on a Uke near the middle
of the island ; Nystcd, on tlie south-east coast ; and
Saxkioping, on the north-east part of the island. See
De.sjiahk. Vol. VII. p. 6H, 650, &c.
LAB(}RAT0RV is a place furnishe<l with all the
various kinds of chemical apparatus.
An account of
the difTerent instruments and apparatus used in experimental chemistry, will be found in our article ChemisTHV. Vol. VI. p. 151.

LABDANL'.M,

Laoanum,

than drains from the lakes and ponds of the interior, Ubrador.
running on a bed of solid rock, sometimes broad, but '*T'V*~'
rarely of any depth.
The climate is remarkably rigo- ^•''^'*«
rous ; and the winter lasts about nine months, from the
middle of September to the middle of July. But, on
this point, the following extract from a meteorological
journal ef the weather at Nain, in 57" of north latitude,
will afford the most accurate information, as far as regards the state of the thermometer.
Monlhi.
'

»^
-^

a resinous substance,
which oozes from the leaves of the cisliit crrtiau, or
Ufinnijcra.
An account of this gum has already been
given in our articles Candia, VoL V. p. 366, and CheMifcTRV, VoL VI. p. 133. See also Milbum's Oriental
Commeree, vol. t. p. 138.

LABOUR.

or
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is

a large peninsula about 850 mile*
quare, lyin({ between 50* and GOP of North Lat and
55* and Tlj* of West Long, from Greenwich.
It is
booDded on the south by Canada and the Gulf of St.
Lawrence on the east by the Atlantic Ocean ; on the
north by Hudson's Straits ; and on the west by HudIt was discovered, in 1496, by the Portu•on's Bay.
guese, and naroeil Terra de I jd>rador, or " ploughman's
Und," a designation to which it seems to have very litIt IS frequently called also New Britain ; and
tle title.
its we*tem coast is generally denominated the East
Main, by the Hudson's Bar settlers. The whole of this
vast tract of country, as ur as it has hitherto been explored, is extremely barren and dreary, the surface every
where uneven, and covered with large stones ; the
mountains devoid oT herbage, and produdng at best a
little moss, or a few blighted shrubs ; the vallies, in
sutnc places, full of low crooked trees of the pine and
birch species.
The southern parts present some appearance of soil capable of cultivation and in some of
the deep bays a little timber may he found. The native
plant* are wild celery, scurvy-grass, reddocks, and Indian sallad. The pre%'.i:''
;>cct of the whole reiil rocks.
gion is a heap of bare ai^
The high'' lul alon^ tlie eastern coast, from latiI
5y* or 6o' but their elevation does
not appear aii\- where to exceed 3000 feet There are
vast chains or lakes and ponds throughout the country,
produced by the rains and melting of the snow ; but
•prinss are extremely rare. There are several streams,
which empty themselves info the sea ; but they are nut
ring of the name of rivers, and are nothing mure

llighol.

of

4 3
87 1
39
45

1}

51

58 5
43 5

38 6

all

of Labrador, very

little is

known ;

Mincralh

and the only subterranean productions hitherto discovered, are a little iron ore, granite, hornblende, limestone, lapis olUris, hematite, and the beautiful shining
spar, called the Labrador stone.
This last mentioned

substance was discovered by the Moravian missionaries
in sailing over the lakes, where its bright hues were
reflected from the water ; and is supposed to be the
same article, which some of the early navigators brought
from the coast as a specimen of gold ore. Its native
rocks have not been discovered, but it is collected by
the Esquimaux on the shores of the sea and lakes.
The animals of this country are neither very name. Animalk
rous nor various.
Rein-fleer, whose venison is excellent, are tolerably abundant
Black and white bears
are frequently seen in considerable numbers, especially
where the fish, being retarded in their progress by tJie
cataracts, are found collected in one place
Wolves,
foxes, carkashew, mountain cats, martins, beavers, otters, hares, a few ermines, and plenty of porcupines,
are the principal quadrupeds met with in this dreary

region.

The more permanent feathere<l inhabihawks, homed owls, the red game,
species, called the xpruce partrid);e. Ma-

tants, are eagles,

and a smaller
ny migratory birds frequent the woods and lakes in
summer and autumn, and some of the smaller sort are
remarkable for their beautiful plumage but, after the
;

breeding reason

Brr. Mr. Suioliaucr, in the

"

is

pa&t, they seek a

happier climate be>
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insects or reptiles in the country ; but the
myriads of small flies in the wanner months are exceedingly tormenting
Labrador is very thinly inhabited, and the natives
They consist of
are a miserable and diminutive race.
various tribes, who are perpetually at war with each
other: and may be divided into two general classes;

no venomou j

Natives.

the mountaineers, who inhabit the inland districts ; and
The forthe Esquimaux, who occupy the sea coasts.
mer resemble greatly the Hudson's Bay Indians ; and
those of them who frequent the southern parts of Labrador, carry on a regular intercourse with the Canadian traders. They are of a low stature, and have very
small limbs ; but are of a robust fconstitution, and capable of enduring the greatest fatigues in travelling.
They travel chiefly by means of canoes, covered with
the rind of birch, which are sufficiently large to contain a whole family, with their articles of traffic, and
yet so light as to be easily carried on their shoulders.
In consequence of the multitude of large ponds in the
country, they contrive to go the greater part of the way
by water, and, when these lakes fall out of their course,
they place the canoe on their heads, and proceed over

land till they meet with another opportunity of emTheir chief occupations consist in hunting
barking.
These
rein-deer, catching seals, and collecting furs.
last articles they bring to the Canadian traders, and
have the character of being just dealers, and good-natured people. They barter their commodities for blanketing, firearms, ammunition, and spirits, of which
Some of them
last article they are immoderately fond.
have been visited by the Roman Catholic missionaries j
and still retain an attachment to the priests of the Canadian church.
The Esquimaux were formerly settled at different
Esquimaux.
places on the coast, almost as far down as the river of
St. John's ; but, in consequence of their quarrels with
the mountaineers, who are their inveterate enemies, or
of the encroachments of the Europeans, they have removed their habitations far to the north. They are of
small stature, and of a lighter colour than the other natives.
They bear a near resemblance to the Greenlanders, in their persons, language, and customs ; and
are considered as having emigrated from the opposite
coast of Davis' Straits.
They have flat countenances,
short noses, black coarse hair, and remarkably small
hands and feet. They differ from the more inland natives, in having beards, whereas these other tribes have
no hair on any part of their bodies except the head.
Their food consists chiefly in the flesh of seal, rein-deer,
and fish, which, till very lately, they used to eat altogether raw, and sometimes in a putrid state.
Their dress
is made entirely of skins, ( except a little blanketing
which they may have procured in traffic, ) and consists
of a hooded. close shirt, breeches, stockings, and boots,
generally worn at least in cold weather, with the hairy
side inwards.
The women are clothed exactly like
the men, except that they wear larger boots, and have

upper garment ornamented with a tail, while their
heads are loaded with strings of beads, or surrounded
with a hoop of glittering brass like a coronet. Their
houses in winter, resemble caverns sunk in the earth,
and consist only of one apartment, which, though not
their
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The curlews are extremefore the approach of winter.
)y abundant, and well grown, and excellent for eating.
The sea fowl are remarkably numerous, especially in
the little islands which lie along the eastern coast. The
most prevailing kinds of fish on the coast, are whales,
There are
cod, and salmon, with a very few shell fish.

very large, generally contains several brothers, or other Labrador,
^/—
relatives, with their wii'es and cliildren.
In summer,
they dwell in tents of a circttlfir form. con«ructed of Esquimaux.
poles, and covered with skins stwed tog^hfer ; and
which they are continually moving from place to place.
They have always a great number of dogs about their
camp, which serve to guard the habitution, and to draw
the sledges; or are occasionally used a.s food, and their
skins made into clothing.
These animals are larger
than the dogs of the mountaineers, and have a head
very like to that of the fox. They are incapable of
barking, but utter a hideous kind of howl. The weapons of these Esquimaux, are the javelin, bow, and arrow, in the use of which they are said to be by no means
expert, though they have no other means of defending
tliemselves, and of procuring their subsistence.
They
all practise polygamy, but their families are not generally numerous.
The. wives live together very Iiarmoniously, and have all the labour to perform, except procuring food. They are continually at work, and sew
very neatly with the sinews of rein-deer.
The husbands are strangers to jealousy, and very readily lend
one of their wives to a friend, like any other article of
property.
They have no government or laws ; and no
other punishment for the most detestable crimes than
general censure.
No man is held superior to another,
except in as far as he excels in strength or courage, or
in the number of his family.
They are a harmless
people, not apt to steal from one another, or to give
way to violent anger ; but are sufficiently harsh to the
poor women, when they happen to give any offence.
They are dexterous in the management of their canoes,
which they steer along the coast with wonderful exactness in the thickest fogs, without any aid from a compass.
They must be ranked at the same time in the
lowest scale of intellect, and are said to have no name
for a number beyond twenty-one.
The Moravian missionaries, since the year 1764,
have been endeavouring, with wonderful perseverance,
to bring those rude tribes to the habits of a civilized life,
and the duties of the Christian religion. They have at
length succeeded in forming three settlements on the
coast of Labrador, namely Nain, Okkak, and Hopedale,
which employ 25 missionaries, and contain altogether
about 600 inhabitants, of whom above one-half belong
to the congregations. The christianized E.squimaux are
said to have been taught to sing with great softness and
melody in their public devotions; and to read in their own
language, those parts of the scriptures which have been
translated for their use.
See Particulars of the Coun(rj/ of Labrador, from the Papers of Lieatenant Roger

—

Curtis, in the Philosophical Transactions,

London,

vol.

Cartwright's Journal,
(q)
is the name of an ancient edifice
built in such a manner, that any person who had once
entered it, could not again find his way to the entrance.
The few celebrated labyrinths were those of Crete,.
Egypt, Lemnos, and Italy. See the Travels of Anacharsis, vol. iv. p. -441; and Pocoke's Htslory of the
East, vol. i. p. 6.
LAC, or Lacca, is a substance prepared by the female of a small insect called the Coccus Lacca, which is
found on several trees in the East Indies.
It is found chiefly in the' uncultivated raountair" on
both sides of the Ganges, and it is also produced in
Pegu, and in other countries to the east. This substance
is divided into four kinds, stick-lac, seed-lac, lumplac, and shell-lac, which have already been described in
our articles Chemistry and Dyeing. The best stickIxiv.
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Seed-Uc is seldom imported. In 1808, 19 cwt. sold
for £ii.
Lump-lac is principally used in India.
The best shell.lac is transparent or amber coloured.
The thick, dark, and speckled kind is bad. The following are the quantities of shell-lac imported and sold
in the years, from 1803 to 1808 inclusive :
1803
laoi
180J

l«4«c«t.

t6<6
ej77

£ 9,800
IM13
12.978

1806
1807
1808

743

jC3,739
4,121
1,243

cwt.

in
938

An

account of the chemical properties of lac, will
be found under our article Chemistry, Vol. VI. p. 124',
and its use in dyeing, is explained under Dveino,
Vol. VIII. p. 225. See Philotophical Transactions, vol.
Ixxi. Ixxvii. and Ixxxi. ; Id. for 1804, Part ii. ; Mem.
Acad. Par. 1719; and Milbum's Oriental Commerce,
vol.

ii.

p 216.

LACC.ADIVE

Islands, are a group of about 32
islands in the Indian Sea, belonging to the
Bibv. The nearest of them is 73 miles from the coast
of Malaluir ; and they stretch from the 10th to the 12lh
degree of North Latitude, being separated by a very

low shoaliy

wide and deep channel. The largest of these
does n<K contain more than six square miles.

The only produce
nuts, betel nuts,

and

of the Laccadive Islands

islands

U

cocoa

plantains.

Tbey export coir, which is made from the husk of
the cocoa nut, jagery, cocoa nuts, and betel nuts. Coral from the surrounding reefs is also carried to India.
The beat coir cables on the Malabar coast, are made
fmn the 6brea of the Laccadive cocoa nut. Their
boats are made of the stem, and their houses are con•trvctcd wholly from the materials yielded by Uiis valuable palm.
Minicoy, the sonthemmost island, is 7i mile* long,
and \ a mile broad. It exten<ls in the form of a crescent
to the north-west, having a cpral reef across iL The
tnnrn is situated within the reef; and the channel
through this reef it vrry intricate and narrow.
Kaipeni i« about 37 miles north north caat from Mi.
nicoy, and is about 4 milea long, and 1 broad.
It is
Mirraundetl with reefs, and the town is in the midst
of cocoa nut trees.
Umkroot, the nearest to the .Malabar coast, is alwut
S milea long tma cast to west. It is well planted with
eoooa nat tree* : and the town is on the north side of
tbe island.
Ambergris is soncwbere to Ije met with among these
Wands. Vaaco de Gama visited the Laccadive islands
in 1499< on his return from Calicut, but they have
never been carefully examined. See Dr. Francis Buciiansn' jMnney Irnm Mndrai IhroUi^h the Mysore, ^.
vol. ii. p. SH; and .MUburn's Oriental Comrntrce, vol. i.
p. 320.
LACCIC Aan is the name of a new acid, lately
olttained by Dr John from stick-lac.
This substance
having been retluced to powder, was dige^ited in water,

iM
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of a red pnrplish colour; that which is yellow or
brown is InuL In the years 1805 1 808, the following
I
^•"^^^"^ quantities ofseed-lac were sold at the East India-house.
Lae

it eouod to communicate any colour.
The aqueous
nlstioB was evaporated to dryness, and the residue digaalcd in alcohol. The alcoholic solution was simdarly
•vaponrted, a..d the dry residue digested in ether. The
mapontido of the ether solution, left a syrup mass of

light yellow colour, which being again dissolved in
alcohol, and the solution mixed with w.iter, lets fall a

a

Lste.

^""V^

little resin.
This liquid contains the Laccic Acid,
united with a little potash and lime, from which it may
be separated by precipitating it with lead, and decomposing the laccate with sulphuric acid, just sufficient
to saturate the oxide of lead.
The following are the
properties of this acid
1. The taste is acid.
It
Its colour is wine yellow.
is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether ; and it is capable of crystallising.
:

2. It throws down lead and mercury from their solutions in acids white; but it neither precipitates lime
water, nor the nitrates of silver and bary tes.
3. It throws down the salts of iron white.
4. Its combinations with lime, soda, and potash, are

deliquescent and soluble in alcohol.
See Thomson's
CJiemistrif, 5th edit, vol ii. p. 177; and Schweiggcr's
Journal, xv. 110. quoted by Dr. Thomson.
is a delicate kind of net work, which is much
used for ornament in female dress. The meshes of this
kind of net are of a hexagonal figure, and are formed
by twisting or plaiting together very fine threads of
silk, flax, or cotton.
Thick threads are also woven into the net to form the figures or pattern, according to
some design ; and these thick threads, which are called
gimp, form the ornament of the lace.
There are several different kinds of lace, which nte
more or less esteemed, according to the fashion of the
day ; and, like jewels, and precious stones, they are valued in proportion to the difficulty of procuring them,
rather than Irom any real diflference in their ap]>earanoe
or qualities.
The lace manufactured in England is generally called RnelUh
Buckinghamshire, or Bedfonlshire lace, atlter those dis- Iscc.
tricts wherein it is made
it is also called pillow lace or
bobbin lace, because it is woven upon a pillow or
cu&hion by means of Irabbins. The latter terms are
chiefly used to distinguish it from an imitation M'hich
is made by machinery at Nottingham ; but by a recent
invention, this lace is made in the gr(ate^t perfection

LACE

;

by machinery, and

is

called l>obbin-net

The bobbin

lace consists of hexagonal meshes ; four of the sides of
each hexagon are formetl by twisting two threads round

each other, and the other two sides are formed by the
simple crossing of two threads over each other. I'his is
the same kind of lace which is known in France by the
name of Lisle lace, being manufactured in that town.
Another kind of lace is made at Honiton in DevonIt is of the same
shire, and is called Iloniton lace.

kind as that made

at. Brussels, and it is also called
Brussels lace ; two sides of each mesh of this lace are
plaite<I of four threads, and the four other sides by
threads twiste<l together. The plaiting renders it much
more durable than the twist lace, and it therefore bears
a much greater price.
The lace made at \'alenciennes is very highly esteemAll the six
ed, but is not manufacture<l in England.
sides of the hexagon are plaited ; but two of the sides of
each mesh are so small, that they appear like lozenges.
The Nottingham imitations of lace are of two kinds,
From the names of the mapoint-net and warp-net.
chines in which they are made, they are both a species
of chain-work, and the machines are varieties of the
The warp frame makes a very close
stocking frame.
imitation of the Brussels lace, but has very little durability.

The Buckinghamshire
cushion, which the

woven on a pillow, or
child who makes the lace

lace is

woman

or

i*''""" or
JJ,^]'"^

;
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The threads are wound upon
places on her knees.
bobbins, which are small round pieces of wood, each
about the size of a pencil ; round the upper end of each,
a deep groove is formed so as to reduce the bobbin to
« thin neck, and on this part the thread is wound a
To give form
separate bobbin is used for each thread.
to the meshes, pins are stuck into the cushion, and the
threads are woven and twisted together around the
pins ; a piece of parchment is first fixed down upon
the cushion, which has been previously pierced with
email pin-holes, to shew the proper places for the pins,
and on this parchment the design for the gimp, or thick
thread, is also traced, to guide the woman in pkcing
the gimp, so that it will be woven in between the fine
The work is begun
threads which form the net-work.
at the upper part of the cushion, by tying the threads
together in pairs, and eacTi pair i^ attached to a pin,
wrhich is stuck through the parchment into the cushion.
The round form of the cushion allows the bobbins to
hang do'vi-n by their threads, on different sides of the
cushion ; and on whatever side the bobbins are placed
they will continue. At the commencement of the work,
all the bobbins are put on one side of the cushion, and
are brought to the front side, four bobbins, or two
The woman
pairs at a time, to be twisted together.
takes one pair in each hand, and, with the finger and
thumb, twists the bobbins over each other three times;
the effect of this is to twist the threads of each pair together, or round each other, and this is done by both
hands at the same time. When the twisting, which
forms the sides of the mesh, is thus completed, the adjacent bobbins of each pair are interchanged, in order
to cross the threads of those bobbins over each other,
and make the bottom of the mesh. To render this
No. 1 is
clear, suppose the four bobbins numbered
twisted round, 2 and 3 is twisted round 4.
Then, in
order to cross, 2 and 3 are interchanged, so that 1 and
H come together, and 2 and "t ; and the next time that
the twisting operation is performed, these pairs of
threads will be combined together.
When a mesh, or half mesh is made, it must be secured by putting a pin into the cushion ; and, in order to
draw the twist work close, the pin is introduced between the recently crossed threads, and carried up towards the top of the pillow, so as to drive the twists
and cross before it, and concentrate or draw the twists
into a small compass
the pin is then inserted into its
proper hole in the parchment, and will prevent the
threads from returning.
These four bobbins are now
done with for the present, and are put to one side of
the cushion ; then two other pairs are brought forward
into the front of the cushion, and are twisted and crossed in the same way ; and, in this manner, the work
proceeds, till a row of meshes is formed all across the
breadth of the intended piece of lace, and then the same
bobbins are worked over again to make'another row. In
general, the number of bobbins and of threads is equal
to 48 or 60 to every inch of breadth.
The work-people perform these operations with great
dexterity ; but the work nevertheless proceeds very
slowly, as it requires so many meshes to make a small
piece of lace, and only one mesh is made at a time.
Taking the threads at 50 per inch, if the piece of lace
is one inch wide, it will have 25 meshes in the breadth,
or 625 meshes in each square inch of length, or 22,000
meshes in a yard. The price of a yard of lace of this
description is seldom more than 18 pence.
The point net frame is, as before stated, a variety of
the stocKing frame, which was mvented by Mr, John
:

:

;

Point net
frame.

Morris of Nottingham, in l'!6i but it was not used to
make lace in the first instance being intended to make
oilet holes for the cloaks, or ancle part, of stockings.
The machine is an addition to a stocking"Tft-ame, and
operates on the thread in the same way as in stocking
weaving, for a great part of the process. An additional
row ef needles is placed in front of the frame, which
are called points
these are fixed in a row upon a
moveable bar, which is mounted in a frame, so as to be
capable of being applied to the row of needles of the
frame, or removetl from them at pleasure but it will
always preserve its parallelism to the row of needles.
The lace in this machine is formed of one continued
thread, which is laid across the row of ntedles, and,
by the action of the jacks and sinkers, is formed into
loops, in the same manner as the stocking frame ; ^see
the article Chain-woj?k, Vol. V. ) but previous to finishing the operation of the chain- work, the row of points is
plied between the needles of the frame, and the points
being only half the number of the needles, they take
every other loop, and, by a particular motion, pick up
those loops, and cast them over the neighbouring
needles, so as to gather the loops two together, into
pairs, and leave intervals between each pair; conse;

Larr>

;

;

quently, when the usual operations of the stockingframe are resumed, the stitches will be found worked
two into one. At the succeeding course, the row of
points is again applied ; but the points are made to enter between those pairs of loops, which were combined
together in the last course, and separate them, but at the
same time to combine together those loops which were
These operations continued,
separated the last time.
form a net work of hexagonal meshe», which resembles
lace, and when stiffened with starch, to make the
meshes preserve their figure, has a very beautiful apThe objection to this imitation of lace is,
pearance.
that it becomes loose and irregular, after being washed
and if the thread breaks, the work will unravel in the
same manner as stockings.
The warp-frame is also a variety of the stocking- Warp
frame ; but the parts are very differently arranged, be- frame.
cause all the movements are adapted to be produced
by treadles, leaving the hands of the workman to manage the machine, which is a piece of mechanism applied in front of the row of needles oF the frame.
It is
to be understood that the needles, and sinkers, and
presser of the warp-frarae, operate nearly in the same
manner as the stocking frame, except that there are no
jack sunkers, because the thread is supplied to the
needles in a diiTerent manner from the common stocking frame ; and the operation of the sinkers is not to
form the thread into loops between the needles, but
only to move the stitches of the work backwards or forwards upon the needles ; and hence the nibs of the
sinkers have no catches upon them,' that is the name
given to the small projecting pieces which bear upon
the thread, when the sinkers drop down, and carries'the
thread down into loops between the needles.
In the warp-frame, the piece of lace is not formed of
one continued thi'ead, as in the point-net frame ; but
there are as many different threads as there are needles
These threads are warped, or wound
in the frame.
upon a roller or beam, the same as a loom ; and it is
from this circumstance that the machine is called warpThe roller is placed horizontally beneath the
frame.
rows of needles, and the threads are carried up from
it,
and conducted through the guides, and to the
Tliese guides are rows of small wires, with
needles.
eyes UiroUjIi the ends like sewing needles, and the

LACE.
threads pass through the eyes. Two rows of guides are
"Hr"™' used ; each row containing one half as manjr as the
number of needles in the frame ; and as each guide has
• thread, the two rows of guides together contain as
many threads as there are needles. The machine,
which is the frame containing the two bars on which
the rows of guides are fixed, is so poised upon centres,
that the guides are capable of advancing to the needles
when tb«y are required, to lap the threads upon the
needle* ; or, when the thread is supplied, the guides can
be drawn away from the needles, to leave tliem free for
the operations of the sinkers and presser. When the
guides are first applied to the needles, they lie beneath
the row of needles ; but the guides can be raised up,
to ascend in the spaces between the needles ; and
when the guides are thus raised clear above the row
of needles, they are moved so much sideways, that when
they are depressed again, they will not return between
the same needles, but between the adjacent needles. It
is plain that this action will loop the thread, which each
guide contains, round the needle, and that this is done
in the whole row of needles at the same time.
I'he
treatment of the loops thus formed is the same as in the
former machine ; the guides are so arranged, that those
of the upper row fall immediately over those of the lower, and therefore two guides will pass between the
aame needles. Br this means the working of the frame
combines two adjacent threads together, in a series of
lotting, or chain>work; but at the next course, the
guules are interchanged by moving them sidewise, so
that those guides which were mttr each other in the
former instance, and therefore puaed between the same
needles, will be separated from each other, and those
which wcK aepantcd in the former instance will be
L«c#.

MM

vn^pA togttutr,

Tm wari^lace

more permanent then the pointthe meahc* are made of two
or three loupe of diam- work drawn through each other,
which is not so liable to unravel • the point-net when
it

t, bacMMT the aidei of

a thread breaks. These loops resemble tiic plaited sides
of the Bnissela lace
but tnc warp-machioe is capable
nf making several different patterns. In both the point
;

is woven in very considerable
breadths, eren as great as a yard and a half ; but it is
afWwards dividedinto pieces of the breadth required,
a row of wide raeahes being formed at the intended line
of division ; but before the piece is divided, it is extended in a frame like that used for tambour work, and the
gimp, or thick threa<l, which represents flowers and ornmnents, is worked in by the needle ; for, it must be obaerved, that the machine only weave* the plain net work.
The nmeiiiliim' "^
^*'^ '" ^^^* manner, take* more

and warp frames, the net

^

lime thaa the weaving : It is performed by women and
children. They have an enlarged drawing of the flower, or figure, thry are to work ; and this they are enabled to cofnr with great exactness, by observing the
coww the thread is to take amongst the mcsbc* oi the
act-work.
The Nottingham lace trade wa* very considerable
aecne years ago, but is at present in a state of stagnation.
The Ikc, when well made, is exceedingly beauliAil and rerular ; and hence it was much atteemed at
int, particoWiy the large pieces for making veils and
dresee* ; but, when the want of durability was detected, it lost its value
Still, as the manufacturers were
able to make it at a very cheap rate, they sold immense
quantitiea for some yews.
It haa lou been an object of rejiearch with mech*^
niot, to fnaatt a roachioe capable of weaving the real
VOL. Ul. FAIT U.
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than tixleea patents were obtained for this
object before it was effected.
The nearest approach to juj^™
it was by John Morris, who invented the point frame
twisted lace, h'ke that which

and no

is

made on

flie

pillow

less

in 178J.

The

difficulties

are principally

attending this species of machinery,
to the fineness of the meshes of

owing

and it is essential to any machine for making
which the threads are twisted together, that
the ends of the threads, or the bobbins on which they
are wound, should be capable of passing one over the
other, as betbre described in making lace on the pillow Hence the bobbins must be detached ; and it is
very difficult to make and also to operate upon so many
lace

;

lace, in

:

small bobbins as a moderate breadth of lace requires.
Mr. Morris attempted to avoid this difficulty, by By Motrin
stretching all the threads in a parallel direction in a
horizontal frame, and ojjerating by madiinery upon the
middle part of the threads, to pass each one over its
neighbour ; which, being repeated several times, produced a twisting of the threads round each other, at
each end of the frame, so as to make two pieces of lace
at the same time.
The crossing, which completes the
meshes, was effected by interchanging the pairs of
threads which were to be twisted together
But this
process could not produce the real lace ; because, though
the threads actually twisted round each otlier, yet all
the threads employed in the fabric proceeded in the
direction of the length of the piece, and the meshes
had a tendency to flatten themselves, or close up lateraUy.
A pieoe of bobbin- lace is composed of two systems Lue has
of threads, like the warp and wefl used in weaving
""P
cloth.
*
The warp threads proceed, in a zig-zag direction, longitudinally through the piece; anuthe others,
which are called diagonal threads, traverse across the
breadth, not at right angles to the warp threads, as the
wefl in cloth, but they proceed in an oblique, or diagonal direction, from one edge or selvage of the piece
to the other, and then return in an opposite direction.
It is the intersections, or crossings ot these diagonal
threads over each other, which form the up|)er and
lower sides of tlie hexagonal meshes, as before mentioned ; whilst the twisted sides are formed by the union
of the longitudinal and diagonal threads.
Mr. John Meatbcoat, in 1808, invented a machine Heatlicoal's
fcr.' making this kind of lace, which answered the pur- '>"' >•pose very effectually. The ground-work of the inven- ''''"«•
tion, is to extend those threads which form the warp of
the lace in parallel lines, and dispose the diagonal
threads upon small bobbins, which are detached, and
are capable of passing round the extended warp threads,
ao as to twist with them. By this means, the number
of bobbins is reduced to one-half.
In Uiis machine
there are two horizontal beams, or rollers ; one to contain the tliread, and another to receive the lace ; also a
number of small bobbins to contain the thread.
Une roller is placed in the under part of the machine,
and the other in the upper part, but both in the same
perpendicular plane. The threads intended to form
the warp, or longitudinal threads, in the piece of lace,
are wound upon the lower roller, and ascend to the
upper rollers, to which they are separately attached.
Those threads which are intended to traverse the
piece of lace, (and are thence denominated diagonal
threads, ) are wound each upon a small separate bobbin.
The bobbins resemble the pirns used in a weaver's sliuttle, but they are made very small.
Each bobbin is • wire pin, round which the thread is lapped, in

^^
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the form of a small cone ; and a slender spring is provided, to cause such a friction as will make the threads
HeatbcoM'i draw tight, when pulled off from the bobbin.
Vint maThese bobbins are so arranged, l)etween the two rolchine,
]g„ above mentioned, that the threads proceeding from
them, accompany the longitudinal threads to the upper
Each of the longituroller, and are attached thereto.
dinal threads, in its way to the upper roller, passes
through a conical tube, or spindle, at the lower end of
which is a small pinion ; and the spindle is so supported as to be capable of turning round. On the upper
end of the spindle is a taper tube, composed of two
parts, which, when put together, form a tube; but the
two parts will separate in the direction of the length
of the tube. One of the parts of the tube, so divided,
remains attached to the spindle, and is thereby sustained, so that it will partake pf the revolving motion of
the spindle.
The longitudinal thread which passes through the
spindle, is conducted through the hollow part of this
half tube, and through a small eye at the extreme
point of it.
The other section, or portion of the tube, can be separated from the spindle, and contains within its hollow part the small bobbin on which the diagonal thread
r.«ce.

^"^y"^

is

wound.

I-«e.

"*^V"^

twisted.

The crossings are then made by one motion, which in«
terchanges the bobbins containing the diagonal threads.
The pins are then all introduced at onqe to regulate
the new meshes formed by the crossing and twisting.
This machine can be worked with great rapidity, by
means of handles and treadles disposed in nearly the
same manner as in a stocking-frame. It is calculated
to make lace of such breadths as are usually made by
the cushion, which seldom exceeds three inches ; but
it is not capable of any great width from the circumstance of the convergence of the spindles and tubes to a
centre.

The object of this convergence is to obtain a sufficient
space between the spindles for the pinions and bob*
bins ; whilst the extreme points of the tubes, where the
pairs of threads issue, are necessarily very close toge«
ther : and at these points the lace is formed.
Mr. Heathcoat, in 1809, invented another machine, Heathcoat't
which is adapted to make lace of any required breadth ; second ma.
and as the mechanism is much less complicated, it has "^liine.
superseded the use of the former machine.
Jn this, like the first machine, the warp threads are
wound upon a roller at the bottom of the machine, and
are carried up to a work beam or roller situated at the
bottom of the machine ; also the diagonal threads are
wound upon small detached bobbins, and rtgularly interspersed between the warp threads ; but there is no
farther similarity between the two machines.
The
bobbins are small flat wheels about the size and thickness of a shilling, with a deep groove in the edge to
wound the thread upon. These bobbins are fitted into
a small carriage or frame, in which it is at liberty to
turn round when the thread is drawn off; but there is a
slight spring which makes as much resistance as is necessary to draw the thread tight.
The bobbins and
their carriages are so thin, that, when placed side by
side in rows, they will not occupy more room than the
breadth of lace they are intended to make.
The longitudinal threads are stretched in a perpendicular direction from the thread roller to the lace roller, so as to form a row of parallel threads arranged at
equal distances from each other ; and, to guide them,
each thread is conducted through a small eye in a wire
resembling a needle. Two rows of such guides are
fixed on two bars, which are placed horizontally, and
each bar is capable of moving a small space endways,
and will then carry the threads sideways with them,
which indeed is the object of these rows of guides.
On each side of the row of perpendicular threads is
fixed an horizontal bar, called a comb-bar, the upper
surface of which is cut into notches or grooves for the
reception of the small carriages which contain the bobbins.
The grooves are in the upper sides of the bars,
and crossways or perpendicular the length of the bar.
The comb- bar at the back of the row of threads is exactly correspondent with that in the front, and the intervals of the grooves in both are the same as the spa•

When

*

B.

ing of the threads throughout the whole breadth of the
machine at the same time.
The pins by which the ufliformity of the meshes is
preserved, are all placed upon a moveal)le,^ar, and are
all inserted at once into the meshes formed by the two
operations of twisting and crossing.
The working of
the machine is a regular succession of the three operations of twisting, crossing, and taking up the meshes.
Thus the twisting is performed by the revolution of
the spindles and tubes containing the two threads to be

the latter section, with the bobbin, is applied
upon the other portion which is attached to the spindle, the two form a long taper tube, or spindle, containing a pair of threads, via. a longitudinal thread,
which comes up from the lower roller, and passes
through the hollow spindle, and the half tube attached
to it ; also a diagonal thread, which comes from the
bobbin contained in the hollow between the two sections.

These spindles are mounted

in collars, so as to

be

capable of turning round by means of the pinion at the
lower extremities, and when so turned will twist the
bobbin and longitudinal threads together.
The number of these tubes or spindles is just equal
to the number of pairs of each kind of threads ; and
their arrangement is such, that all the pinions lie in
the circumference of a circle, and the spindles and tubes
converge to the centre of the same circle in the manner
of radii. All the pinions can be moved round at the
same time by rack-work, the teeth of which correspond
with the pinions. This motion is to cause the pair* of
threads contained in each tube to twist together ; and
this twisting takes place in all the tubes at the same
time.

The crossing of the diagonal threads over each other
performed in the whole breadth at once as follows :
That moveable part of each divided tube, which contains the bobbin of diagonal thread, can be removed
from the other portion, and the bobbin will come away
with it ; also any of the separated portions, with the
bobbins, will fit and attach to any of the parts attached to the spindles. By a very ingenious piece of mechanism, the whole number of these moveable parts
can be detached from the spindles, and brought forward altogether until they are clear of the spindles.
During the time they are so detached from the spindles, one half of them are caused to move one space to
the right, and the other half one space to the left.
The lifted parts are then put back again, and attached to the spindle but, by this operation, each spindle
will have changed its diagonal thre.ad, without having
changed iU longitudinal thread. This effecU the cross-

is

;

;
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The carriages of the bobbins are placed in the grooves of the
oomb-bars, and slide freely therein, so as to be capable

CM

between the rows of guides and threads.

of pasting out of the groove of one bar between the
but
threads, and into the grooves of the opposite bar
the distance between the two comb-bars is such, that
the bobbins will enter into the grooTes of one bar be;

fore they quit the grooves of the other.

In working the machine, all the bobbins of the whole
row are oasincctetl together by means of a thin bar or
ruler, the edge of which is inserted in a notch made in
the carriage of each bobbin, so that all the bobbins can
be moved in the grooves of the comb-bar at the same
time, and can be passed from one bar between the perpendicular tbrca<U, and be received into the other bar.
At tbe opposite end of each carriage is a similar notch,
for tb« reception of another such ruler ; but only one
By means of these two rulers, the
is nsed at a time.
bobbins can be transferred from one comb-bar to the
otlier, and will be passed between the row of threads.
Suppose, for instance, that all the bobbins are situated
in toe front comb-bar, the ruler, which is in its notches,
being pushed backwards, will move all the Ixtbbins at
the tame time through between the threads, and enters
them into the grooves of the back comb-bar ; the other
ruler is then applied, and when its edge is put into the
notches at the back of the bobbins, the ruler in front is
lifted up to take its edge out of the notches in front
this bemg done, the bobbins are drawn completelv
thraagh between the threads in the grooves into the back

ooBbnur.

The

result, therefore,

of this train of manipulations,

to transfer the bobbins from the front comb-bar to
the back, and in to doing they are made to pass between the threads. This l>eing done, the bar sustainit

ing the guides is movett tideways through a distance
equal to the interval between two adjacent grooves of
the combs, and then the row of bobbins is returned from
the back comb-bar between the perpendicular threads,
and brought into the front comb-Mr by the same movements which have already been deacribed. Now it is evident that in the bobbins passing between the perpendicular threads the first time, those perpendicular threads
which were on the right side of each bobbin would be on
by
the left side of the same bobbins when they return
trbtcll means each of the threads of the bobbins makes
turn round its corretponding perpendicular thread.
The action bein^ repeated, each bobbin makes a com-
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the time that the bobbins pass, that they collect the
perpendicular threads one before the other, each alter-

Lsce.
"

nate thread falling behind its neighbour, by which
means only one half of tlie number of threads appear in
front, and of course the spaces between them are rendered double to what they would be if the whole number of perpendicular threads were placed at regular
distances.
After one half of the number of bobbins,
tliat is one of the rows of bobbins, has passed between
the threads, then, before the other row is passed, the

rows of guides are so moved as to separate those threads
which were placed behind each other in the former in«
stance, and arrange those threads behind each other
which were separated in the former instance; conse«
quently when the remaining row of bobbins is passed,
the whole number of bobbins will have passed between
but as this is effected «t
threads as we have described
two operations, bobbins of a double thickness can be
employed.
This separation of the bobbins into two rows, is also
requisite for making the crosses, which is done by moving one of the rows of bobbins one space to the right
or left without moving the other, and, when this is done,
the threads proceeding from one row of bobbins, will be
found crossed over the other row of bobbins instead of
being parallel to them. That comb-bar, which is in front
of the perpendicular threads, is moveable a small space
and, when only one of the rows of
to the right or left
Iwbbins is in this comb-bar, it is moved a space. The
other row of bobbins being at the same time in the
back comb-bar, will receive no motion. Consequently
when one of the rows is passed between the tlireads, so
so as to bring the two rows together into the same
comb-bar, one row of bobbins will be found to be moved
sideways with respect to the other, and tliis produces the
;

;

crosses.

The but operation to be noticed, is tliat of drawing
the twist close, and giving form to the meshes. This
is done, by a row of sharp pins, called points, which are
suspended in a frame, so that they can be brought down
low enough, to be introduced between the threads beneath the crosses just made, and being then moved upwards, these points will carry both the twists and
crosses upwards before them, and draw them close, and
There are two rows of
also give form to the meshes.
points ; one which is used as above, to give form to the
recently formed meshes ; and another row, which relieve the former, and hold fast the last made meshes,
plete twist round its cmreaponding bobbin thread, and whilst the first mentioned points repeat their action.
tlM sides of the meshes arc thui formed ; but it is to be
The whole of Mr. Heathcoat's machine is very ingennderslood that every time after the bobbins have been niously contrived, and it works with great rapidity.
paacd between the perpendicular threads, befot« they The workman is seated before the machine, and emare pasted asain in an opposite direction, the row of ploys both his hands and feet, to give the different mogniacs ia to Sr moved a space, as before mentioned.
The machines are made of different widths,
tions.
Bat before we can dearly explain the manner of from 1 to 24 yards, and the bobbins are from 10 to 12
crossing the bobbin thread.*, we mutt point out a cir- per inch in each row, that is, equal to 20 to 24 per inch.
cumstance which we omitted before, in order to render If the machine is 2 yards wide, the number of bobbins
the dcicription less complicated, via. that in order to will l)e from 1440 to 1728 ; but all these are passed beobtain more room for the bobbtny, they are arranged in tween the perpendicular threads in an instant, and it is
two rows, one before the other, in the same grooves of rarely that any derangement happens.
the comb bars ; and that one row is first passed between
The manu&cturers of Nottingham have exercised
the perpendicular threads, and then the other. Also much ingenuity in making lace-machines, since Mr.
the rows of guides before mentione<l, sre two in num- Heathcoat produced his ; but though their machines
ber, and one half of the number of perpendicular
differ in the mechanism which produces the movements,
thmuls, that is, every alternate thread, is conducted they are all on the principle of Mr. Heathcoat's second
through the guides of one row, whilst the intermediate machine, and work by license under his patent.
threadi are conducted through the guides of the other
This invention has been carried into France by some
row. ^In order to make room for the passage of the of Mr. Heathcoat's workmen, who have established a
hnbbias, the two rows of gaidet a*e to pfatecd during manofSMtorv at Douay.
;

I

;
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Mr. Heathcoat has recently invented machinery, by
his second machine is made to interweave the
gimp in figures or flowers at the same time that the lace
Hitherto the machines have only made the
is made.
plain net, and the figures have been worke<l by hand af(j. f.)
ter the net was finished,
LACED.^MON, or Si'ARta, now Misitra, the capital of Laconia, was situated at the foot of Mount
Taygetus, and watered by the river Eurotas. It is
said by I'olvbius to have, at one time, occupied so great
an extent of ground, as to include a circuit of fortyThere
eight Greek stadia, or about six British miles.
are no certain records of its origin ; but it is generally
said to have been founded about 1516, B. C. by Lelex,
from whom it was first called Lelegia ; and it appears,
from Homer's description, to have been among the
most considerable of the Grecian states in those early

which

Origin.

Tjrnilareus.

Heraclids.]

LycuTgiu.

HisUwt.

LACED^MON.
annulling or confirming (by simple votes, without the I.acrde""»"•
liberty of debate,) the laws which the senate proposed.
The kings were nothing more than hereditary sena- """y'^
tors, commanders-in-chief of the armies,"*-«nd high- l.aws of
priests of the nation. He next effected the most daring Lycurgus.
innovation ever attempted by a legislator, namely, an
equal division of the lands, and levelling of conditions.
The whole territory of Laconia was divided into 39,000
shares, 9000 of which were allotted to the city of Sparta, and the rest to the other townships.
His next step
was to prohibit all use of gold and silver, even as a
circulating

medium, and

to substitute a

cumbersome

coinage of iron money, which rendered the accumulation of wealth inconvenient and almost useless, as well
as abolished all foreign commerce and trades of luxury.
Resolved to destroy every temptation to avarice, as
well as to preclude every display of its gains, he orIts history is not distinguished by any redained that all the citizens, even the kings, should eat
times.
markable personages or events, till the reign of Tyn- only at public tables, where the strictest temperance
dareus, whose wife (the poetical Leda), was mother of should be observed.
He went so far as almost to annithe celebrated brothers. Castor and Pollux, and of two hilate private property, by enacting, that every individual must lend what he was not immediately using ;
sisters not less celebrated, Clytemnestra and Helen.
The two sons having died in early manhood, the and even that any one might take, without asking,
daughters were married to Agamemnon and Menelaus, whatever he wanted of his neighbour's goods, with the
About 80 years after obligation of replacing it undamaged. By all these
princes of Argos and Mycena.
the fall of Troy, Laceda;mon was wrested from Tisa- regulations it was his aim to exalt every individual
menus, grandson of Agamemnon, by the descendants and hence his laws farther required, that every citizen
^j- pjej-cules.
Aristodemus, to whose lot Laconia fell, should, in the strictest sense of the modern term, be
a gentleman. Every free Lacedaemonian was prohibitin the division of the subjugated countries of PeloponThe ed from exercising any of the mechanical or even agrinesus, left two sons, Eurysthenes and Procles.
mother refusing to declare which of the princes (who cultural arts. He was permitted to have no business,
were twins) was the first born, it was determined that except that ot the state ; and for this, whether in peace
they should succeed to the throne of their father with or war, it was the purpose of education to qualify every
man. Having attempted to provide against internal
equal authority, and that the posterity of each should
The evils, by rendering his countrymen a nation of philosoinherit the rights of their respective ancestors.
jealousy naturally consequent upon such a divided so- phers, he next secured protection against external violence, by making them also a nation of soldiers, supevereignty, led the succeeding kings of Lacedaemon to
court the support of the people ; and thus produced so rior to the rest of mankind. In this view he began
many concessions of authority, as at last to render the with measures to provide a strong and active race of
government of Sparta little better than a state of anar- subjects for the state. He directed that the young
In this situation of affairs, the celebrated Lycur- women should be trained, like the young men, to athchy.
letic exercises ;
and that both sexes should appear
gus,. generally reckoned the fifth in descent from Pronaked in the public places. He enacted that it should
cles, succeeded his brother Polydectes ; but contented
himself with acting as guardian of his nephew Chari- be disgraceful to be unmarried, and unproductive of
children to the commonwealth ; but, at the same time,
laus, who wa& born after the death of his father, and
whom he immediately presented to the Spartans as disregarding the sanctity of wedlock, he held it a matEither from a thirst for knowledge, or ter of indifference, who might be the father of the
their king.
from the calumnies by which, notwithstanding his dis- child, provided only it was healthy and well formed.
To prevent, however, the natural evils of promiscuous
interested conduct, his character was assailed among
the lawless Lacedaemonians, he resigned the reins of concubinage, (which would have defeated the end in
government, and resolved to spend the period of his view, ) he decreed, that it should be a reproach, and a
nephew's minority in foreign travel. The insubordi- species of crime, for young men to be seen in company
nation of Sparta, and the miseries which it produced, with young women, and that even their own wives
became in a short time so intolerable, that both the should be visited only by stealth. The Spartan legiskings and the people united in requesting him to re- lator sacrificed to his political system, not only the
moral feelings, but also the natural instincts of his' felturn, and take upon himself, in quality of legislator,
Aware of the influence low-creatures. He appointed that all children, as soon
the reformation of the state.
of religious sanctions on the human mind, he took as born, should be examined by persons set apart for
care on his way, to procure from the oracle at Delphos
the office, and that only the vigorous and well-formed
a high testimony to his claims as a legislator. Having infants should be preserved, while all that were defec•farther secured a strong party of friends to favour -his
tive in shape or constitution, should be instantly exextraordinary scheme of polity, he proceeded to reno- posed in the wilds of Mount Taygetus.
Those, who
vate the Spartan citizens.
He committed the execu- were found fit for being reared, were delivered to the
tive power of the state to a senate of twenty-eight, secare of public nurses, to be brought up according to
lected from the nobles, with the two kings as presi- the mode prescribed by law ; and were, after the age
dents ; and to this assembly was assigned the entire of se*en years, introduced into the public schools, where
privilege of originating laws.
The assembly of the all were educated on the same plan. There, both in
.people, on the other hand, was intrusted with the elecbody and mind, they were moulded to sudh a temperation of the future senators, and with the prerogative of ment, as wae thought most suitable for rendering them
6

.

;

LACEDJIMON.
Knriceable to the state. Letters were taught only for
u«e, not for ornament ; and the Spartans, while fametl
Great
for wisdem, were never eminent for learning.
attention was paid to conversation ; and, while loouaciousness was reprobated, the boys were exercised to
quickness of reply, conciseness of expression, and satiThey were principally taught
rical strokes of numour.
to cherish an ardent and paramount love of their country ; and formed to a high principle of honour, especially of sensibility to applause and shame. They were
allowed only one garment, which was to serve equally
for winter and summer ; were accustomed to sleep on
rushes, which they were obliged to gather for themselves ; and were supplied with very plain and scanty
food ; but encouraged to steal whatever they could,
provided they accomplished the theft without detection.
As they approftched the years of puberty, their
discipline became more strict, and their labour more seNo kind of remission or indulgence was permitvere.
and, while the
ted, except during military service
city was the scene of toil, study, spare diet, and rigid
discipline, the camp was a place of rest, relaxation, and
luxury.
Till the age of thirty, no one was permitted
to intermeddle with political or judicial affairs; nor
was either private study, or domestic business, considered as reputable ; but it was every man's duty to attend the plaoea of instruction, and to bestow a portion
of his time mi military and athletic exercise. Poetry
and music were allowed, undt-r the direction of the
magistrate, but rather on public festivals, than for private recreation ; and the amusements moat encouraged,
were hunting, and conversational meetings. In these
conversations, mirth of a peculiar species, the mirth of
wit and wisdom united, was prescribed ; and, while
all were trained from thc-ir youth to a ready and determined style of reply, great care was taken to preserve,
at the same time, a graceful, reapcctful, and even modcit dancanaur. The young were constantly under the
iMpwdoa of the old, to whom the greatest reverence
tccominended, and under whose eye a talent of
;

WM

Laecrfe.
so highly extolled by the military characters of ancient
Greece, is not easily explained, in consequence of the _"'""'^y
'
contradictory descriptions given of the system by Xenophon and Thucydides. It appears, however, to have a Laws of
l'y""'g"»near analogy to the arrangement of the modern European
armies; and to have performed all its evolutions on the
company, as the principle of motion. According to Thucydides, the enomoty, or lowest subdivision, consisted of
32 men, 4 of which formed a pentecosty composed of 1 28
four of these again making a lochus or battalion of 512;
and four of these last completing a mora or division of ikiiiiur;
These divisions were commanded by gene- code,
the army.
ral officers, named polemarchs, subordinate only to the
kings, who were commanders-in-chief of the forces, invested with fuller authority in the field than in the city,
but amenable to the civil power for tlie exercise of their

supremacy.

Every Laceucemonian was

a soldier

;

and

the infantry is calculated to have seldom been much fewer
than 40,000 ; but those only who had attained the age
of 30 years, were admitted to the honour of serving beyond the boundaries of Laconia. The soldiers wore a
scarlet uniform ; and the troops were abundantly proviilcd with all kinds of useful baggage, camp necessaries, waggons, and beasts of burden, with numerous
artisans, labourers, and servants from the Helots, that
every warrior might have no other business but that of
fighting, and be as much as possible at his ease when
not engaged on <luty. An advanced guard of horse always preceded tlie march of the army ; and the form of
encampment was directed to be as nearly as possible of
a circular figure.
The cavalry do not appear to have
ever excelled, and the infantry were always heavily
armed, even when circumstances seemed to require
some other mode. In order to restrain the love of war
and thirst of conquest, which could not fail to actuate
a nation of soldiers, Lycurgus expressly prohibited his
countrymen from engaging in frequent wars with the
same people, and from pursuing a flying enemy when
once decisively beaten. Thus also he provided against
the chance of foreigners acquiring the Spartan discipline ; and, by lessening to the enemy the danger of
flight, aecureu to hia countrymen the probability of a

drcumspection and attention to rules was acquired.
To prevent the corruption of Spartan manners, all
travelling into foreign countries was prohibited, and
cheaper victory.
•Inngers admitted under great limitations. To preLycurgus, having completed his plans, and seen tliem
•crre the state from the insurrection of the slaves, or fully retluced to practice, next proceeded to secure the
Helots, to whotn all agricultural operations and mecha- continuance of the system. He wou'd not consent that
nical arts were allotted, the most oppressive and inhuhis laws should be committed to writing; but wished
man treatmentjof tilMtnUMrable bondmen was enjoined them, like oradea, which were only uttered by the
by law. Everj tfaiag that could humiliate their minds, voice, to remain engraved on the hearts of his people
and remove than to a distance from the condition of with all the authority of divine institutions. With the
their haughty masters, was imposed upon them.
Even view of farther providing for their perpetuity, he assrioe
pnKfibed to them and they were compelled sembled the kings, senate, and people ; and bound them
to dmnkeniiMi, in onler to render it contemptible in by a solemn oath, that they would make no alteration in
the eyes of the T Mwlwuiiisn youth. Nay, to prevent the laws which he had instituted till he should return
the increase tf their numbers beyond what the safety of from Delphos, to which he was going for the purpose
the commonwealth allowed, the young Spartans were of consulting the oracle on some matter of public imoccasionally dispersed through the country, with a com- portance.
Having obtained from the goa a farther
mission to murder the stoutest and moat enterprising sanction of his institutions, which he transmitted in
Helots, whom they might meet, or b« able to surprise.
writing to Sparta, he put an end to his life by abThe military as well as the civil code of Sparta is staining from food ; that, by never returning, his counconsidered as the invention of Lycurgus.
Its fundatrymen might never be released from their oath.* His
menUl principle was this, that the I.aceda>monians institutions continued in force for the space of 500
should place toeir security in the discipline and courage years, and their influence soon became manifest in the
of their troops, not in the strength of their fortifications; martial spirit of the Lacedaemonians. They became imand, hence, the city was never providecl with walls. patient for war, and eagerly sought an opportunity of
The peculiar composition of the Locedannonian army. exerting their newly acquired strength.
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of the most imporUnt of their early struggles
on against the Messenians, which originated in a tumult at Linnse, where the Messenian
and Laced-rmonians, (being both of the Dorian tril)e,
were engaged in celebrating the worship of Diana
and where Tclechis king of Sparta, son of Archelaus,
The Lathe contemporary of Lyciirgus, was slain.
cedamonians complained, that the Messenians, having attempted to carry off some Spartan virgins, Teleclus received his death in their defence ; while
the Messenians averred that the pretended virgins
were armed youths in disguise, for the purpose of
assassinating the Messenian chiefs who attended the sojs'ew causes of dispute arose ; and the Lacelemnity,
daemonians, resolved against all measure of reconciliatiation, solemnly bouncl themselves to persevere in the
contest, and, according to some writers, to remain absent
from their homes till Messenia should be subdued.
But the Messenians maintained \he conflict with equal
advantage for many years, under their kings Euphaes
and Aristodemus ; and it was not till after the death of
the latter, that Spartan discipline and perseverance at
The Messenians were completely
length prevailed.
subdued, and half the produce of their lands was exacted as tribute to the conquerors. Among the events
of this war, an instance occurred of the singular spirit
which prevailed in Sparta, and which is so generally accredited by ancient writers, as to authorise the belief
that their accounts, though not altogether so consistent
•with each other, must have rested on some foundation.
The absence of the Lacedaemonians from their homes
was at length felt in the city, as not only a domestic
grievance, but also a public evil ; and in order to remove the check thus imposed upon the population of
the state, all the young men, who had joined the army
without having taken the oath of absence, were sent
home to supply the place of temporary husbands to the
women. After the termination of the war, the innocent offspring of this irregular connection, being slighted by the other citizens, and not submitting very patiently to the disgrace attached to their class, were persuaded to emigrate to Italy, where they founded the
city of Tarentum. After a period of nearly forty years,
the new generation of Messenians made a resolute attempt to regain their independence ; and, under the
auspices of Aristomenes, a descendant of Hercules,
through a long race of Messenian princes, sustained a
desperate struggle with the power of Lacediemon ; but
were again compelled to receive the yoke of the victorious Spartans, who repeopled the desolated tract,
which they had thus acquired, by colonies of Asinidans
and Nauplians, who had been expelled from their natural seats by the Argians.
With these last mentioned
people the Lacedaemonians had previously been engaged
in a severe struggle for the district of Thyrea, which
was situated within their mutual limits ; and which was
finally annexed to the Laconian territory, a circumOriginofthc stance which gave rise to a long and deadly animosity
enmity of
between the two contending parties. A similar conArgos.
tention took place between the Arcadians, who enabled
the city of Tegea to resist, with more than usual valour and success, the Spartan encroachments; till at
length the politic citizens of Lycurgus succeeded in
forming a close alliance with these brave mountaineers
whom they were unable to subdue, who afterwards
proved the most serviceable auxiliaries in the ambitious schemes of Lacedaoion.
As the Lacedaemonian institutions were so unfavourable to literature, adverse to all foreign intercourse, and
productive of strict secrecy in their own politics, there

One

was

carried

little accurate information to be found in ancient
writers with regard to the jnore early internal transactions of their state. There appears, however, to have
been a constant and violent struggle amol^ the nicely
balanced powers of the government ; and, in order to
restrain the overbearing spirit of the senate, king
Theopompus, who completed the first conquest of
Messenia, seems to have either originally instituted the
order, or at least to have greatly enlarged the authority,
of the popular magistrates, named Ephori. These were
five in number, elected annually by the people from
is

their

own body and bearing a near resemblance to
Rome. The primitive design of their

tribunes of
fice

was merely

;
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the

ofto serve as vindicators of 'the constitu.

tional rights of the people against any encroachments
of the kings or the senate; but, by 'degrees, they acquired a more extensive authority, deciding on measures of peace or war, determining the number of forces
to be raised, and providing funds for their maintenance;
holding courts of inquiry into the conduct ot all magistrates, supreme and subordinate ; engrossing, in
short, the whole administration of civil affairs ; and reducing the kings always to the situation of mere hereditary generals of the army.
The Lacedemonians were by this time by far the Powcr of
most powerful people of Greece. Masters of Messenia, Lacode.
and ancient allies of Corinth, they in a great measure "noncommanded in Peloponnesus. Their ambition was unbounded ; and they watched every opportunity of ex.
tending their power. Whenever the Grecian states were
involved in mutual wars, or agitated by internal seditions, they were ready to interfere as mediators ; and
while, in this capacity, they usually conducted matters
with much apparent moderation, they seldom failed to
strengthen the influence of their own state. They uniformly favoured the aristocratical or oligarchical parties
in the different Grecian cities ; and having always, by
this plan, a few chiefs in every place indebted to their
support, they easily rendered these dependent leaders
effectual instruments of securing to them the aid, and
almost the submission of their respective countries.
This policy they began about this time to pursue among
the Athenians, whom they had assisted to liberate from
the yoke of the tyrant Hippias.
But, for an account
of thoir proceedings in this affair, and also of their transactions in the Persian, Peloponnesian, and Theban wars,
we must refer our readers to tlie articles Athens, Epa-

MiNONDAs, and Greece.
A few of the more important of the intermediate and
insulated events, however, which belong to the history of Lacedaemon, and which affected its internal interests more directly and permanently, require to be noticed, as far as our limits will permit.
A short time af- Jnsurrcc
ter the conclusion of the Persian war, the Spartan com- 'ion of the
monwealth was thrown into the utmost confusion, and Ui^'ots.
reduced to the brink of ruin, by a destructive earthquake in its capital, and a formidable insurrectidn of
tne Helots.
By the former of these calamities, 20,000
lives were lo.st, and only five houses left standing in the
city.
The wretched slaves throughout the country,
profiting by the disorder and distress whieh ensued,
rose in a body to avenge their sufferings, and secure
their freedom ; but, by the exertion of king Archidamus, a sufficient number of Spartans was assembled, to
protect the metropolis; and the insurgents, many of

whom

were descendants of the Messenians, betook
themselves in a body to the strong hold of Ithome.
The Lacedaemonians, though singularly expert in the
use of arms, were utterly helpless in almost every other
occupation ; and b ' the simple desertion of their slaves,

I
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exclusive of their formidable opposition aa «n enemy,
n-.on.
y.gj^ reduced to the greatest straits.
The opera'
tions of agriculture, and the exercise of the mechanic
arts, were suspended ; and application was made for
succour to all the neighbounng states. By the reinforcements thus procured, the rebellion was so far reduced, that the remaining insurgents were blocke<l up
in Ithome ; but the extraordinary strength of the place,
and the desperate resistance of its possessors, rendered
every aaaault unavailing ; and it was found necessary
to solicit the aid of the .Vthenians, who were esteemed
the most skilful of the Greeks in the conduct of sieges.
Their united attacks still proving unsuccessful, recourse
was again had to the old method of blockade ; and it
was during the leisure of this tedious plan of proceeding, that the assuming vivacity of the Athenians on the
one hand, and the unyielding pride of the Lacedemonians on the other, occasioned those mutual animosities, which led directly, though not immediately, to the
fatal Pelopoonesian war.
So far did the suspicions of
the Lace<la>monian* arise, that they declined a continuance of the Athenian assistance ; and these last, on their
part, were »o exasperated by their dismissal, tliat they
forthwith renounced the confederacy with the Lacedemonians, and formed an alliance with Argos, the inveterate enemy of Sparta.
The re<Iuction of the Helots
was at length effected ; but nothing that they had ever
suffered from their relentless oppressors, can be compared with a measure which was subsequently adopted,
while the Lacedcmooians were bard pressed during die
TrMdiopM ^"^ period of the Peloponnesion war, and which is perhap* the most disgraceful that has been recorded in the
ucatmcai
•f UicM
annals of any nation.
Desirous to carry the war to a
•Utc*.
distance, but dreading the renewal of insurrection among
the slavea, should the troop* be removed from home,
tbey invited, by proclamation, such of tlie HcloU as
were wiHing to merit the gift of freedom, and the dignity of citizens, by deeds in arms, to present themselves
to the magistrates for the honourable trial.
Having
thus discovered the more enterprising individuals, who
might have been roost ready for insurrection, about
iiOOO were selected, inarched in solemn procession
around the temple, under pretence of being admitted as
freemen to the participation of religious rites, and then
privately massacred by their unfeeling tyrants.
CIujijH in
Towards the conclusion of the Peioponnesian war,
*• ^^'- CBoaiderable changes took place in the spirit and admi"*"*"^ niftration of the Spartan government.
Its kings, al>
ways more exalted in war tlian in peace, became intereatcd in holding commands on distant stations, but
found a constant check upon their schoaaes in the poverty of the state
Agis, while commanding at Derccl«ia,apact which the Laoadcmaiiians had occupied
in Attica, arailcd himself of a concurrence of favourable
drcumstaace*, toaccwnplish the establishment of a public revenue in Sparu ; and, for the better support of
this powerful arm of war, the Lacedemonians, departing still farther from the syitMn of Lycurgus, were perMiaded, firrt by Aldbiadea,
finally by Lysander, to
•olidt pecuniary aid from Persia, and to allow the introduction of cold and silver coin into the republic. This
licam of foreign wealth, speedily sapped the rigid intigrity which had hitherto distinguished the Spartan
character, and smoothed the way for those alliances
with the Persian court, which were too of^n constructed en principles hostile to the general Ubcrties of
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Greece.
After the conclusion of the Peioponnesian war, the
power of Sparta reigned paramount in Greece ; and its
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leaders acted a distingnished part in the assistance Laesde.
•"""•
rendered to Cyrus in the expedition against his brother
By the exploits of the ten thousand on '^""Y'^^
Artaxerxes.
that occasion, they had both learned to despise the Persian armies, and had exposed themselves to the vengeance of the Persian monarch. The Asiatic Greeks,
who were more immediately obnoxious to the appre-

hended retaliation, and who had formerly paid allegiance to the Athenian state, now solicited the more
powerful protection of Lacedsmon ; and a war with
Persia, famed for wealth more than for warlike spirit,
found a ready support among the needy states of Peloponnesus. The allied forces were conductetl by the War with
Spartan general Dereyllidas, who, without the splen- P«rsi».
dour of any memorable victory, and therefore with less
renown than his talents appear to have merited, accomplished the emancipation of the Ionian Greeks from the
Persian dominion.
That modesty in command, united with dignity of Spartan
manners, tliat contempt for wealth, and superiority in character
"
military and political knowledge, to which the institubegin*
tions of Lycurgus had formed his countrymen, had, in to degencformer times, raised so high the character of the Spar- rate,
tans, that the Grecian republics readily acknowledged
them as their head, yielded a willing obedience to their
generals in united warfare ; regarded an individual of
their nation at the public games with more curiosity
and admiration than even the victors in the contests
and manifested a respect fur their character, as was
never perhaps paid to that of any other people. But in
the long course of the Peioponnesian wars, and the ex<

^

tensive communication with strangers to which it led,
and the necessity of raising a larger public revenue
which it imposed, the Spartan man was become altered
and corrupted, and their high fortune gave rise to a
haughty tyranny in tlieir conduct, which gradually
alienated the most ancient and attached of their Peioponnesian allies.
Their implacable punishment of Elis
(to whom a kind of religious supremacy was admitted
among the Grecian states, but whose decrees against
Sparta were avenged by the terror of the sword,) produced a strong sensation against them among the Gre'
very considerable alteration had taken
cian people

A

place also in their own civil arrangements ; though little information exists of the particular steps, and regular
progress by which these encroachments were produced.
But, contrary to the system of Lycurgus, (which allowed no distinction of rank or privileges except what arose and old
from age and merit,) the families in the capital, pecu- '»»» infrinliarly named Spartans, had engrossetl the whole power ^
of the commonwealth ; and the rest of the people, under the general designation of Lacedaemonians or LaceThose
nians, was excluded from the higher offices.
Spartan families who appropriated to themselves the
superior dignities of the state, were distinguished by
the name of Peers, tliougli now greatly reduced in number, began to widen the distinction between themselves
and other classes, and to exercise their authority with

and discretion. This overbearing conduct
produced a dangerous plot, a short time after the accession of Agesilaus to the throne, for effecting a complete
change of government, by assassinating kings, ephori,
and senate ; but its leader Cinadon and his accomplices
heing iliscovered and executed, the spirit of sedition
less reserve

was checked, and the exclusive privileges of the peers
preserved. The unanimity ancl stability of the state
were at the same time more confirmed, than had been
the case for a long period, by the talents and manners
of king Agesilaus, who possMsed much of the genuine
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Spartan character, and paid equal respect to the ephori,
senate, and people ; but an event, which at first extended the power and fame of the Lacedsmonian king and
commonwealth, prepared the way for the final downfal
of Spartan pre-eminence.
Benewal of
Agesilaus, commissioned with a powerful army to
war with
protect the Greeks of Asia against the designs of the
Pcnia and
Persian monarch, entered upon a brilliant career of vicAgctUaiu.
tory equally prothictive of honour and spoil.
He scattered, with little difficulty, the Persian forces that were
brought against him ; passed from province to province
as if on an uninterrupted march ; excited the remoter
parts of the empire to throw off the yoke, and made the
great monarch tremble for his personal safety in the
midst of his dominions.
(See Agesilaus.)
This extraordinary success, however, urged the Persian court to employ a different weapon of defence. By
the distribution of gold, the premise of subsidies, and
the disposal of the Persian fleet, « powerful confederacy
of the Athenians, Corinthians, Argives, and Thebans,
was arrayed against the domineering commonwealth of
Sparta.
The defeat and destruction of their naval force
by that of the Persians and Athenians under the command of Conon, was the first fatal blow to their power
Dwiyofthefrom the effects of which they never recovered, and
Spartan
which was followed by a general revolt of their colonies
^wer.
and tributary allies. The subsequent victory gained
by Agesilaus at Coroneia over the confederate Greeks,
(the most sanguinary, according to Xenophon, that he
had ever witnessed, ) and the advantages obtained by
Praxitas at Corinth, still upheld the renown of the Spartan name ; and the peace procured by the Persian mediation, through the able policy of Antaleidas, secured
the supremacy, and served the interests of the Lacedemonians nearly as effectually as the successful termination of the Peloponnesian war had done. But the fatal issue of the Theban war which followed, and which their
own overbearing interference had excited, together with
the loss of half their territory by the restoration of the
Messenian state, (which was a consequence of that
war,) completely broke their long established influence
as leaders in Greece, and left the nation in a state of indecision and disorder from which it never recovered.
(See Greece and Epaminondas).
Feeble reBefore the power of Philip of Macedon had made
(iftance to
much progress in Greece, the Lacedaemonians had so
rhilip.
far recovered their strength as to renew their oppressions on the adjoining stiites, particularly of Argos and
Messenia ; but, though aware of the danger to be apprehended from the measures of the jwlitic Macedonian,
were either too degenerate, or still too feeble, to make
any decisive effort in behalf of the falling liberties of
Greece. At the assembly of the different states summoned by Alexander the Great to concert the expedition against Persia, they were the only people who ventured to remonstrate against the measure, (apparently,
however, from a spirit of pride rather than from any
<lppo»ition
settled principle of policy on the subject,) and openly
to Alexanasserted, in the strain of their ancient independence,
that " they had been accustomed to point out the
way
to such glorious deeds, and not to be directed
by others."
But they were obliged to submit to the prevailfng sentence of the assembly, and to concur in the
appointment of the Macedonian prince to the office of
generalissimo in the war.
Unawed, nevertheless, by the
power of Alexander, or by the terrible example of
his
vengeance inflicted on the city of Thebes, the Lacedswonians, under their intrepid king Agis,
the grandson

of Agesilaus, embraced every opportunity to thwart the
measures of the great connueror, and to ^vindicate the
independence of their country.
When the news of the victory at Arbehchad alarm,
ed the other states, by a dread of the growing Macedonian power, more than it gratified them by the humiliation of their old but despised enemy, Agis, more
daring than prudent, and more ambitious of restoring
Spartan supremacy than Grecian liberty, took the field
with a powerful army, and marched against Megalopolis, the only Peloponnesian city which
had acknowledged Alexander for its sovereign. But Antipater, who
commanded in Macedonia, arriving s))eedily with a superior force, the Spartans and their allies were defeated,

and their enterprising leader slain in the

battle.

Eu-

demidas, the son of Agis, a wise and virtuous prince,
and a decided advocate of peace, restrained the ardent
but ill-judged zeal lof his countrymen, to prosecute the
unequal contest ; and, when one of his subjects was
magnifying the victories which their ancestors hail
gained over the Persians, as an argument in favour of
hostilities against Macedon, " Do you think," said the
king, " that it is the same thing to make war against a
thousand sheep, as against fifty wolves .>" Of the subsequent reigns, little more is known than the names of
the kings, and of a few leading men ; but amidst all
the revolutions of Greece, the shadow of independence
Still retains
was still retained at Lacedaemon. It was still govern- the shew or
ed by its own princes and senate, and had never sub- independmitted to the humiliation of receiving within its walls ence!
a Macedonian garrison. A striking instance of its ancient spirit was displayed :against Pyrrhus, when in
his attempt to annex the Peloponnesus to his kingdom,
and who had reached the capital of Laconia at a time
when the army was absent on an expedition to Crete.
The women vied with the men in fortifying the city,
and repelling the enemy ; and, after repeated attempts
to carry the place by assault, the king of Epire was
compelled to retreat. This was nearly the last expiring blaze of Spartan valour; opulence and voluptuousness bad long prevailed in place of the poverty and dis- Total decipline inculcated by the laws of Lycurgus.
The most generacy I
remarkable corruption of those laws had been intro- manners.
duced during the administration of Lysander and Agesilaus, whose conquests had filled their country with
wealth, and opened the sources of luxury and avarice.
The most flagrant abuses succeeded in every department of the state, and threatened its total subversion.
The ephori, instead of answering the end of their institution as a check upon the despotism of the kings
and the turbulence of the people, had become an arbitrary and corrupted body, tyrannizing over all parties.
The public meals, the last pledge of Spartan temperance, had been discountenanced ; and the lands had
accumulated in the possession of a few families, who
lived in the greatest splendour, while the rest of the
population was doomed to extreme penury.
In -this
state of affairs, Agis, the son of Euda, ascended the
throne ; and, though his family was the most opulent
in the state, and himself brought up in all the ease of Attempt of
luxury, he nobly planned the restoration of the ancient reform by
discipline, and the re- establishment of the neglected A gi& and
Cleomenes.
laws of Lycurgus.
(See Agis.)
His failure and
death left the whole constitution of Sparta in the utmost confusion, and the country itself in a state of rapid depopulation.
His successor Cleomeiies, animated
with the same spirit of reformation, but less averse
from sanguinary measures, determined to pursue a

;
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source o(*the evil, he c-uisetl them to be put to death
in a secret and summary luauner ; and having called
an assembly of the people, restored the ancient constitution in all its simplicity and rigour.
But the habits of his countrymen were too depraved to be so instantaneously renovated ; and, as soon as he bad quitted the capital to take the cemniand of the army against
the AchsMms, with whom a quarrel had arisen, the new
discipline was again relaxed.
His efforts to break the
domination of the Aciiean league over the other states
of Peloponnesus were at first successful ; but, by the
:<i(l of .Antisonus of Macedonia, his army was almost
annihilated in a general engagement at Sellasia; and,
afraid to encounter his disaffected subjects, he sought
an asylum in the Egyptian court. The Spartans, no
longer worthy of the name, afker suiTering the most unparalleled cruelties from the sanguinary tyrant Nabis,
were reduced by Philupu-men to a state of complete
subjection to Achaia ; and, finally, surrendered their
own liberties, as well as the general independence of
(jreece, by committing thciuelvea to the protection
of the Romans. See the referaica under the article

Grekcc.

(q)

L.\CQL'tH

is a varnish applied to brass and other
metals, in order to improve their colour, and preserve
them from tarnishing. The different lacquers are
iivrmed by shell lac <lissolved in alcohol.
See Giloiko

Mid Vahm?ii.

LACTAN'TIUS, Firmiani;*, sometimes called alBo
Lucius Ciplius, or Cecilius, one of the Christian father*,
u suppoaed to have been born at Firmum, in Italy,
and to have thence derived his surname of FirmiBut he is more generally conaidcred as a naaOB*.
tiv* of Africa, where it i<, at least, aaoertained, tliat
he received a part of his education under Amobius
at Sicca, and where he was probably bom about the
end of the thinl century. There is noth'ng known
with certainty of hi< origin
but he soon became distioguialied as a rhetorician, and was selected by Dii>clMian a* a teacher of tlie art in Nicomedia.
It is not
'nown how h* wcaped the cruel persecution which
t emperor ioaa after directed avainst the Christians
!' It
he appears to have remained in Nicomedia for
<>n>e time after its coramencraent. He is said to have
AnhmI little emptojrnent as a teacher of rhetoric, and is
ODderstood to have betaken himself on that account to
writing.
During the greater part of his life he lived
in a state of poverty
but historians are not agreed,
whether this was in conaeqnence of his labours tailing
of thnr jit<t reward, or of a voluntary renunciation t^
WF./
own part He was at one time, bowrvci
iblv, and not unprolitably employed, when,
in his old age, he was ^pointed bv Conntantine to instruct hi* son Criapus Oeaar in the Latin language.
Ok this servioc be removed to Ciaul, and resided at
Mart but it is not known what became of him af\er
th* dii th of hi* popilt except that he attained to a
gtwt agg, and died, aa he had lived, in poor circumstaAoes.
He wrote a number of treatises, of which the
inoct valuable are his work De operibut Dei, in which
'tci the subjects of creation and providence ;
.. l.^.i.ulionet Divina, a general and able defence of
;

r ';

;

<

;

Christianity against all the objections of the heathen',
of which he aherwards drew up an abridgment, (long
to have been lust, till it was discovered by
PmIT, in the library of the king of Sardinia at Turin,
somI first pubtishad at Paris, in 1713 ;) and, laitly, bis
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Consi<]ering the cpliori aa the

book De

ira Divlna, a learned

and elegant, us well

as L«<;to«e«or.

complete treatise on the subject. There are numerous *"""'Y""^
editions of the works of Lactantius, the first Of which
was published at Rome in I4b'8, folio; and one of the
most ample at Paris in 1748, in 2 vols. 4to.
Lactantius, as a writer, is one of the most elegant
and pleasing of the fathers. He was possessed of eminent talents, which he employed in the service of religion with the most disinterested views.
His works
discover a considerable portion of learning, and arc peculiarly distinguished by the beauty and eloquence of
the style. He studiously imitated, in this respect, the
great Roman orator ; and is generally denominated
" the Christian Cicero." He was an ardent investigator of truth in general, and earnestly zealous for the
vindication of the Christian faith.
He is said to have
had a natural impetuosity of temper, whi'ih is supposed
to have biassed his conclusions on some occasions. But
he was distinguished altogether by uncommon uprightness and simplicity of character ; and though more
successful in refuting heathen errors than unfolding
sacred truth, be may be ranked among the ornaments
of tlie Christian name in tlie age in which he lived.
See Hutoire Lileraire de la France, torn. i. ; Tillemont,
Mem. Eccl. t. vi.'; Lardner's Credibility of the Gospel
Ilitlory, part ii. ; and A Concise View of the Succession
of Siicred Literature, by Dr. Adam Clarke,
{q)
LACTO.VIETER, is the name of an instrument, in- Dicas'sUe*
ventad by Mr. Dicas, mathematical instrument maker tometeb
in Liverpool, for ascertaining the different qualities of
milk, or the richness of milk, from its specific gravity,
compared with water, by its degree of warmth taken
with a standard thermometer. As we have never seen
the instrument, we have taken the following description of it from the Agricultural Survey of Lancashire.
It is constructed with ten divisions upon the stem,
similar to the patent brewing hydrometer, and with
eight weights, which are to be applied only one at s
time upon the top, to obtain the weight of milk ; an
wary sliding-nile accom))anie8 the instrument, upon the
middle or sliding part of which is laid down the lacto«
to 80 ; and
meter weight of the milk, going from
opposite thereto are placed the various strengths of the
milk, from water to 1 60; 100 having previously been
fixed upon, from a number of experiments, as the standanl of good ncw.milk, and each of the other numbers
l>earing a proportionate reference thereto.
At one end
of the sliding-rule, the degrees of heat, from 40 to KK),
are placed w^ith a star opposite, as an index to fix the
slide to the temperature of the milk ; the whole being
graduated to shew the exact strength of the milk, as it
would appear in the temperature of SH" of heat, although tried in any inferior or superior temperature
between 40° and 1 00* 'thus the great inconvenience
which would attend bringing the milk at all times to
one temperature is avoided, and a simple mechanical
method of allowing for the contraction and expansion
substituted.
And as skimmed milk, being divested of
the particles of butter which existed before skimming,
appears to have a less degree of afRnity with that than
the new milk hss, one side of the ivory sliding-rule is
adapted to gkimme<l, and the other to new milk.
(Irneral Rute.~-First, find the temperature of the
milk with the thermometer, and fix the sliding rule so
that the star shall be facing the degree of heat the mercury rises or falls to then put in the lactometer, and try
which of the weights, applied to the top, will sink it
to somt one division upon the stem ; aud the unuber
3 R
:

;

I

—
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Weight upon the top, and that of the division to^""V""^ gelher, and opposite the same, formed upon the side,

shewn the strength of the milk.
Examples ij' New MM. If, in the temperature of
72°, the IdCtoraeter with the weight 40 sinks to nine
upon the stem, fix the slide so that the star shall be facing 72°; then opposite 49 will be found 100, the
will lie

—

Again, if in 60° the lactometer
strength of the milk.
with 50 on the top sinks to 6 upon the stem, the slide
being fixed for new-milk, so that the star shall be at
60° degrees of heat, then facing 56 will be found 110,
the strength of this milk in proportion towards the
other, provided it is equally replete with cream.
To
discover which, it becomes requisite these two samples
should stand a certain time, that the cream may rise,
which, being taken off, they are to be tried with the
lactometer agnin and as- the cream is evidently the
lighter part, the milk will appear by the lactometer
denser or better in quality thah before. Suppose the
milk in the first example to be 57 by the lactometer in
60° of heat, then the strength by the skimmed-milk
side of the rule will be 112.
And admit the second
example of new-milk to be 58 in 64° when skinuned,
the strength would be 116.
As a comparison, say
:

No.

1.

Ne\^-mak
DiMo skimmed

100
112
Difference

No.

2.

New-milk
When skimmed

12

110
116
Difference

6

From which it appears, that No. 1. has produced a
larger quantity of cream than No. 2, and consequently
may be deemed the better milk. Some instances have
occurred where the strength of new-milk has only been
about 80, and when skimmed near 100. Thus it may,
without the least impropriety, be called a milk much
better adapted for making butter than cheese ; the serum or whey in general being near the same density.
The instances in which the lactometer may be useful, are, according to the same writer, in discovering
what breeds of cattle are most advantageous; jvhatt'ootl
in the winter season, whether carrots, turnips, potatoes,
&c. are best ; what the effects of different pastures may
be ; how far particular farms are best adapted to making butter and cheese how far the inconvenience of
large cheeses in some dairies being too rich to stand
may be prevented, by discovering when this redundancy of richness exists in the milk ; and in fixing a
standard for the sale of this useful article of life.
standard for skimmed milk may readily be fixed,
by saying w'liat strength the common saleable skimmed
milk shall be by the lactometer, or what its specific
gravity shall be in relation to that of water in the temperate degree of heat, and that an easy comparison may
be made between the specific gravity of any milk, and
its lactometer strength ; this instrument is so constructed, that one of specific gravity shall exactly correspond
with three of strength ; that is, the strength of 90 by
the lactometer is a milk whose specific gravity is 1030,
to common pump water 1000.
From a number of experiments and observations, it is observed, that the
common saleable skimmed milk in Liverpool is from
52 to 64 of strength, that of new milk from 70 to 80 ;
but it would be difficult to fix any standard for the lat;
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LKtometer. of the

some mode could be devised to discover Ladanum.
whether it was mixed with old milk or not. The only
method would be, after fixuig the strength of.it, to try, La>Ironn.

ter,

unless

II

by letting

it

stand, to discover if

of cream, which as
be expected to do.
tity

it

new milk

produceAthat quanit might reasonably

'

Another lactometer, upon a different principle, has Lactometer
been recently constructed at the desire of Sir Joseph with glass
Banks, by Mr. Thomas Jones, mathematical instrument *"'^*maker, Charing Cross. Sir Joseph has described it in
the Farmer's Journal, and it promises to answer the intended purpo.se.
It consists of any number of glass tubes, of the same
internal diameter, which is generally about one-third of
an inch, and about 1 1 inches long. They are closed at
one end, and open and a little flanched at the other,
like the test tubes used by chemists, and are mounted
on stands in the sarue manner. At the distance of 10
inches from the bottom of each tube is a mark, with 0,
or zero, placed opposite it ; and from this point the
tube is graduated into tenths of an inch, and numbered
downwards for three inches, so that each division is
T^th of the tube. If several of the tubes are filled with
new milk at the same time, and placed at the same temperature, the cake of cream will form at the top, and
its thickness or quantity will be indicated by the divi-'
sions.
In this way experiments may be made on the
relative quantities of cream produced by different systems of feeding, or by different animals fed and placed
under different circumstances.
The per centage of
cream is thus obtained by simple inspection. See
Brande's Journal, vol. iii. p. 393, 394.
LADANUM. See Labdanum.
LADOGA, or LAnoz^Koi, is a large lake of Russia,
in the government of Viborg, lying between the Gulf
of Finland and the Lake of Onega.
It is about 175
versts long, and 105 broad, and is deemed one of the
largest lakes in Europe.
The shores of the lake have
a flat coast, and a sandy beach.
It produces a great
number of seals. On account of the numerous shifting
sand banks, and the dreadful storms which prevailed,
Peter the Great, in 1718, projected the famous Ladoga
canal, cut along the southern shore, from the Volkhof
to the Neva.
It was finished during the reign of the
Empress Anne, and was at first carried only as far as
the Kabona, a rivulet which enters the lake to the east
of Schlusselburgh
but it now stretches without interruption from the Volkhof to the Neva.
It is 67^ miles
long, 70 feet broad, and the mean depth of water is 7
in spring.
feet in summer, and 1
It is supplied by
the Volkhof and 8 rivulets, and has 25 sluices.
The
barks enter through the sluices of the Volkhof, and go
out through those of Schlusselburgh.
In 1778, 4927
vessels passed through this canal.
The lake of Ladoga
is connected with the Baltic by the Neva, with Lake
Onega by the river Svir, and with Lake Ilmen by the
Volkhof. See Navigation Inland ; Too\ie's Rusfian
Empire, vol. i. and Coxe's Travels in Russia, vol. iii.
;

;

p. 374,

where the reader

will find a plan of the

Ladoga

canal.

LADRONES, or Marian Islands, a large archipe- situation'
lago on the verge of the Pacific ocean, stretching from and disconorth to south about 200 miles, are situated between the very.
] 1° and 21° of North Lat. and nearly under the 145th
parallel of East Long. They were originally discovered
by Magellan in 1521, who first gave them the name of
Las islas de las Velas, from the peculiar sails of their
prows; but afterwards denominated them Las islas de los
Ladrones, from the thievish disposition and dexterity of

;;;

LADRONES.
Udtooa. the inhabiUnU. Nearly a centuty and a half elapsed be>
•-^^ fore the Spaniard! procee<led to take formnl possession of
HUury.
these islands, or to make any kind of settlement upon
them but, about the year 1668, Mary-Anne of Austria,
widow of Philip IV. sent out a bo<ly of missionaries for

—

;

the instruction of the natives and it was owing to this
rircumstance that they received the name of the MaAbout ten
rian, or more properly Mary- Anne islamls.
year* aflerwanis, a small military force was dispatched
but di'iputes
to support the missionary establishment
betwet-n the soldiery and the inhabitants were the consequence of this measure and it was not till the year
1695, that the whole of the islands were completely
8ubjerte<l to the Spanish dominion.
These indolent
conqueror*, however, have done nothing either to improve the coixlition of the natives, or to render the
islands beneficial to their empire ; out have merely
held th«n as a post of communication between their
poweisicni in the East and We^t Indies : Their mea•oic* have rather tended to desolate the most fertile of
these distant po«se»»ion«.
About the end of the 1 7th
century, an epi'ieinioal disonler havinf; thinned the population, the remaining inhabitants of Tinian were
cruelly torn from their native shores, to recruit the settlenienta at Guam, where the unhappy exiles drooped,
and died in despair.
The I>adrones are fourteen in number ; but only three
Konn and
cauoi.
or four of them are inhabited. The principal are, Guam,
or St. John, the largest and most youtherly, which is
aboat
Icuuea in circumference, and is situated in
;

;

;

M

19*25' NortS Lat. (seeGrtM); Zarpane.or KoU, about
seven league*, fisrther north, and 15 in circumfcfcnoe
Aguignaa, or Sc Ann, a high island, of difficult acceaa,
mn» Iwgim roand, aod \t north of Zarpane Tinian,
aba«t 19 mile* long and mx broad, aeparateil from the
laat meatiMMd by a barrow strait
Saypan, or St. Jo;

;

aepb. thr*«

Oimstf.

Aiprct.

h*g«»a

north of Tinian, and 25 in circuit
Joachim, 10 leagues round, and 36'

Analachan, or St.
north of Saypan ; Sarigan, or St. Charlea, four leagues
in circumference, and teparated from the la.^t mentioned by a channel eight or nine miles in breadth ; Guguam, or St. I'hilip, still smaller, and six miles farther
north ; Amalagan, or Conception isle, 1 2 leagties northward, and live in circumference ; Pa^n, or St. Ignatius. 10 league* from the last mentioned, and 14 in
circuit : .\grigan, or St. Xavier, at 10 leagues distance
from the last mentioned, and nearly of the same sixe
Aaaonaong, or Asaumption island, nearly 12 leagues
northwards, a black, ruggf<l, uninhabite<l cone, about
40 toises above ttie level of tile sea, with the crater of
a volcano on its summit ; L'rac, a desert isle, three
leagues in circumference, and the moat northerly of the
chain, is situated in SO* 45' North Lat.
Among these iaiands are numerous rocks, shoals, and
currents, which render navigation extremely dangerous ; and there are few Kafe harlvours or roads in the
whole group, except on that of Guam, p,
'v at
the town of Ag^na, the rdidciice of ih<
/oremor.
The climate of the {..adrcmes, iii general,
though they lie under the torrid xone, is serene and
temperate, except in the mor)th» of July and August,
when the weather is intolerably hot ; and during the
season of the western monsoons, between June and
October, when tremendoas bnrricane* are experienced
at the full and change of the moon.
Their general
aspect is beautiful and pictureatjue ; tlieir mountains
and forests cinrered with perpetual venlure. and their
oil naturally fertile and pr>xluctive. The decrca.sing
nnmbew' ami d"<pt«
state of the inhabitants, how-
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have occasioned a deplorable change in those re- Lidrones.
gpects ; and the most delightful among them have been **"nr'^
suffered to relapse, from a state of cultivated beauty,
into the rudest forms of an impenetrable wilderness.
ever,

In the year 1T42, the island of Tinian, according to
the description given in Lord Anson's voyage, was one
of the most interesting and healthy spots in the world.
The lantl rose in gentle slopes from the beach to the
middle of the island, occasionally interrupted by vallies
of easy descent; and woods of lofty spreading trees,
many of them loade<l with salutar}' fruits, covered the
rising grounds.
The lawns, which skirted the forests
in various directions, and of considerable extent, were
clothed with a clean and uniform turf, composed of the
tinest trefoil, intermixed with flowers.
This beautiful
herbage frequently extended a considerable space under
the shade of the adjoining forests, which in many
places were entirely free from all bushes and under*
wood. In these woods were found inconceivable quantities of cocoa-nuts and cabbages on the same tree,
guanas, limes, sweet and sour oranges, and the celebrated bread-fruit, besides a variety of wholesome
vegetables, such as water melons, creeping purslain,
mint, scurvy-grjjss, and sorrel. Cattle of a milk-white
colour, with black or brown ears, and whose flesh was
extremely well Usted, were seen in herds of some thousands, grazing in the meadows ; and wild fowl of various kinds, particularly duck, teal, curlew, and the
whistling plover, abounded on tlie fresh water lakes in
the centre of the iel.-ind.
Even domestic poultry rangetl the woods in great numbers, and could be run down
with little trouble
Every circumstance, in short, in
the aspect of the country, and the habits of the animals,
conveyed the idea of a place recently inhabited, and
carefully cultivated.
The climate also was peculiarly
salubrious and agreeable, cooled by constant breezes,
and short refreshing showers ; and produced the most
astonishing effects upon the diseased and debilitated
frames of tlie seamen.
But, in little more than 20
years afterwards, the same spot, when visited by Byron and Wallis, presented a picture almost in every
feature, completely opposite to that which Anson be-

The woods were overgrown with underwoo<l,

held.

and

which obstructed every path.
grass and reeds,
furnishing a secure asylum to swarms of centipedes,
scorpions, and other venomous insects.
The cattle
were few in number, and so extremely shy, as to render the pursuit of them a most laborious service. The
air was so hot and oppres<iive, that tlie seamen could
parasitical plants,

The lawns were covered with rank

scarcely make the necessary exertion to procure the requisite supplies of provisions ; and had so powerful an
effiect upon the animals which they were able to kill,
as to render their floih almost instantaneoutily putrid.
7'he Water was brackish, and full tX 'worms.
The

rains were incessant, while a suffocating heat continued
to prevail
and the climate -proved so unpropitioug,
that many of the crew were i>dzed with fevers.
The
fruits were much the same as at the period of Anson's
visit ; but none of the vegetables, so salutary in the
If the picture
cure of scurvy, were to be found.
;

drawn by

the

first

voyagen may be 8up|X)scd

lieen overcliarged in the delightful sensations

to have
which a

crew would experience on reaching a verdant
same reasons should equally have influenced
the subsequent navigators, whose description presents
sickly

shore, the

so striking a contrast; and, after making every allowance for diffierent seasons and different feelings in the
writers, the change must obviously have been great in

;
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and furnishes a remarkable inatance of the effects produced by human culture on the
soil and climate of a country, and of the rapid relapse
into all their original wildness, whwi that influence is

ease of management.
They are usually about 40 feet
in length, 4 in depth, and little more than two in
breadth, formed sometimes of a single stern, but commonly of two pieces sewed together wiHi bark, and

•withdrawn.
With regard to the productions of these islands, in
general, it may be farther stated, that sulphur, and
some signs of metals, have been discovered on Guam,
and a pearl fishery near the coast of Saypan ; that the
cotton and indigo trees are very abundant on many of
them, and that the most valuable productions of both
the Indies might be easily introduced; that, besides
the .mimals already mentioned, there are numbers of
wild hogs of a large size, (some of which weighed 200
pounds) guanacoes, particularly on Saypan, which are
supposed to have been introduced by the Spaniards;
immense swarms of musquitoes, lar^e black ants, a variety of venomous insects, and ^a species of tick, commonly attached to the cattle, but which was apt to settle on the hands and limbs of the European visitors,
and burying its head under the skin, caused a painful
inflammation ; and that the fish on the coast have been

caulked with bitumen. The mast is above 20 feet high,
the sail of a square or rather triangular shape, and capable of being accommotlated in such a manner, as to
enable the vessel to steer indifferently with either end
foremost.
The lee-side is perfectly flat, but the windward side is curved like other boats, and is also provided with an outrigger or frame of bamboo, about 12
feet in length, resting on a log 13 feet long, hollowed
out like a little boat, the whole being kept steady by
braces from the head and stern of the mafn vessel, and
serving to prevent its being overset. These prows will
sail, with a brisk^wind, at the rate of 20 miles an hour
and nothing can exceed the dexterity of the natives in
steering, trimming, and righting them when overset.
When such an accident happens, they discover great
expertnes and presence of mind in the water, to whch
they are inuretl from their infancy, and are surpassed
by few savage nations in the arts of swimming and
diving.
They were without any regular government
before their subjection to the Spaniards ; but have a
class of nobles among them, who preserve a high degree of dignity and distance in their intercourse with
the other ranks, and are treated with great respect ; but
possess no farther authority than what their persuasion
can secure. These islanders, in short, carry the practice of liberty to the utmost possible extent, and pursue their own pleasure without any controul.
Every
man avenges his own quarrel ; and hostilities frequently
occur between the inhabitants of different districts ; but
their wars, which are conducted with more acrimony
than courage, are never sanguinary ; and the loss of one
or two combatants decides the battle, and usually terminates the dispute. In order to qualify themselves for
these martial exploits, they apply with much ardour to
active and athletic exercises, such as running, leaping,
wrestling, pitching stones, and throwing lances. Their
religion consisted chiefly in a superstitious dread of an
evil being, and of departed spirits, whom their magicians (who also practise surgery) teach them to appease

LadraD». the state of the island,

Pwk1u€.

Hl&yta.
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uniformly found to be unwholesome.
The inhabitants of these islands regardetl themselves,
before the arrival of the Spaniards, as the only human
beings in the world, and had a tradition that the first
man was formed of earth from the island of Guam. In
colour, speech, manners, and government, they bore a
great resemblance to the Tagals, the original inhabiThey appeared even to Matants of the Philippines.
gellan to have made some advances in civilization ; and
several monuments were observed by Anson and other
navigators, particularly on the islands of Tinean and
Saypan, which indicated the arts and antiquity of the
population. Square pyramidal pillars, measuring about
five feet at the base, and thirteen feet in height, each
surmounted by a semiglobe with the flat surface uppermost, so as to have the appearance of a large bowl, were
observed in various parts of tire islands, arranged in
double rows. These pillars were formed of a composition
of stone and sand, with a coating of plaster ; and seem to
have fallen rapidly into decay, after the depopulation
of the island took place. The natives are tall, robust,
and well proportioned ; of an olive complexion, darkened by the use of cocoa-nut oil ; with well grown beards,
and long black hair ; sometimes tied up on the top of
the head. The men wear very little covering, commonly nothing more than a cap of palm leaves ; but
the women have a kind of petticoat made of mat. Both
sexes stain their teeth black, and many paint their bodies with a red colour. They are naturally acute, lively,
and ingenious ; and the females are described as pecu-

and graceful in their
They are said also to be treated with great-

liarly cheerful in their dispositions,

deportment.
er respect than is usual among uncivilized tribes; and
in the married state, to hold rather a superiority in point
of privileges over the men. Their houses, or rather huts,
were formed by the palm tree, and divided by mats into different apartments, appropriated to distinct uses,
as places for sleeping, eating, working, and holding
provisions.
Their utensils, though few, were neatly
made and their weapons, consisting only of lances or
javelins, were formed of a tough strong wood, and
pointed with human bones. But the most striking ir>genuity is to be seen in their canoes, called by the Europeans flying prows, or prows, which are considered
as peculiarly adapted to the nature of the seas and
winds around these islands, and as altogether unequalled for simplicity of structure, swiftness of sailing, and
;

by

stated fasts,

also poets

and various ceremonies.

They have

among them, who

are greatly admired ; and
whose songs which consist in eulogies on their ancestors and nation) the women are accustomed to sing
in bands with a considerable degree of harmony of voice,
and gracefulness of gesture. See Modern Utiiversal HisAnson's Voyages, book iii. ch. i. ; Byron
tory, vol. ix.
and Wall is' Voyage in Hatvkesworth's Collection ; Marchand's Voyage round the World, vol. ii.
and Mortimer's Observations during a Voyage to Teneriffe, &c.
and the article Gu.\m. (</).
LsLAND, is an island ift the Pacific Ocean
discovered in 1765, by Captain Cook, and so named
frcm its having a Lagoon in the middle which occupies
the greater part of it.
It is of an oval form, and is covered with trees, principally cocoa nut trees, and palm
trees.
We.^t Long. Vifp 28', South Lat. 18° 47'.
See
Hawkesworth's Voyages, vol. ii.
L,\GUN.A. See 'Tenerifi'k.
L.^HORE, a l.irge and fertile province in Hindostan, lying between the 30° and 34* of North Lat.
and extending about 320 miles in length, and 220 in
breadth.
It is bounded on the north by the province
of Cashmere; on the south by Delhi, Ajmeer, and
Mooltan ; on the east by the river Sutuleje, stparatirg
it from Northern Hindostan ; and on the west by the
i

;

;
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Lahore.
Seik chiefs is one half of the produce ; but the whole
of this assessment is never levied, and the ryots or cultivators are treated with considerable indulgence. Owing, however, to the number of petty hostile states into
which the country is divided, and the frequent devastations to which it is exposed, many of its best portions,
contained five circar?, which were subidivided into 23+ especially that which lies betwixt the Jumna and the
pergunn^ih> and was capable of furnishing 54-, 480 ca- Indus, are very imperfectly cultivated, and much of the
land entirely waste. The inhabitants are composed of
valry, and 4:2i>,08() infantry. It has, of late years, fallen
under the ituininion of the Seiks, and greatly decayed Jauts, Mahommedans, Rajpoots, and other Hindoos of
It consists of two portions of nearly
lower castes, Seiks, and Singh.s. The Jauts, originally
in iti prosperity.
equal extent tlie mountainous districts, which occupy a tribe of Hindoos, who erected a state in the province
the whole space from Si' north ; and the flat country, of Agra, but no longer exist as a nation, and are chiefto the MMitii of this latitude, which is generally known ly found among the cultivators of the soil in Lahore.
by the name of the Punjab. This appellation is some- The Mahommedans, who are numerous, are, in the Seik
time* erroDCOUkly applied to the whole province, but territories, a poor, oppressed, and despised race, emproperly describes the lower part, reiernng to the five ployed chiefly in tilling the ground, carrying burdens,
noble rivers by which it is intersected, viz. the Sutu- and performing other kinds of hard labour. They are
not allowed to eat beef, or say their prayers aloud, and
lejc, the Beyah (or Hyphasia), the Chinaub (or Acelinw). the lUvvy (or Hydraotea), the Behat (or Hy- seldom permitted to assemble in their mosques, of which
The climate is generally temperate; and in few in the province have escaped destruction. The
daapes).
the northern regions the degree. of cold, during winter, natives of the mountains are composed of different classes of Hindoos, and difter very little from the Soutliern
ia little inferior to that of the central countries of EuThe Punjab is by far the vaoex. fertile part of Hindoos. The goitre or swelled throat is very comrope.
The inhabitants of the north-west
the province , and, when properly cultivated, produces mon among them.
abundantly wheat, barley, rice, pulse of all sorts, su- borders are chiefly Afghans, living in small forts, or
gar-cane, tobacco, and various fruits.
In the eastern walled villages, mutually distrusting one another, and
often subjected to the depredations of the Seiks.
The
perta, the aide* of the inhabited mountains, where the
eMrth w**hfd down by the rain is supported by but- Seiks, whose religion is a kind of deism, blended with
trwM* «f Imw rtMMi, so as to form range* of aeperate many of the Hindoo and Mahommedan tenets, form
one-fourth part of the inhabitants of the Punjab ; and
flata. ptudwce wheat, barley, and a variety of
grain* while rice, though not the usual food of the in- are daily increasing in number by converts from other
In the
classes.
They are chiefly descended from the Hindoos,
Sabitant*, is cultivated in the narrow vallies.
nHMHtaiaoua tnel towads CaahoMN^ pine* and wil- whom they reaemble in ttieir cast of countenance ; but,
lowaara weaoa Ibaadaaof thahilla; but the climate from their fuller diet, are more robust and active, even
toe hot Cor the Pcraian than the Mahrattas.
The original Seiks arc full of inof tlM aoftiwni diatrioto
pwiinfliana> jroi not aaAeHntfy warm to aaalw* thoae trigue, a<id remarkable from their insinuating manners,
of India, it MifiMowiUB lor firaiu and «mMaU«a. In posseasing all the artifice of the lower claases of Hinaaany parte of Ibo pravinoe large liedsof ioanlialt are doe* employed in business, and resembling them in
fovnd ; and it i* conjccturetl, tliat the movntainous dress, &c. so aa to be with difliculty distinguished.
A* the country The Singha, a name signifying lions, are those Seiks,
txaela arc rich ia all sorts of minerals.
by far the majority, who follow the tenets ofGooroo
to ao wtmj patty chiafi^ in a giMtdqgree inof one another, and acareely nb^ct to anv Govind, their last acknowledged religious ruler ; and
athorilativr head, the commerce of the country is have become a band of ferocious soldiers, distinguished
by the free growth of the hair on their heads and beards.
greatly obstructed by heavy duties in passing through
They are all horsemen, though many of thcin serve as
their iMBiii—l laiiituiiea ; and the rwnlar trader which
the Pnnjab used to cavry on with Uie other parts of infantry in oth(^r armies ; and tlieir courage is equal to
Uindostan, ha* in a great measure ceased. The Seik that of any of the natives of India, frequently roused,
by their enthusiasm, to a degree of absolute desperation.
chiels, however, have b^fun to perceive their error,
aad are cndcavoaring to afliird iacilitie*, and restore They are extremely rough and intrepid in their adunfidMM to the merdiant A trifling cuH im etee is, dress, speaking invariably in a loud tone of voice. They
in the
tine, carried on by petty traders, who indulge freely in spiritous liquors, as well as in opium
pMHnrta Aom tho rcepccture rajahs through and bang, and are rarely quite sober alter sunset. The
wmilM iea dicy have to pasa. In this way the whole lower orders of the Seiks, or Sii<ghs, are toleraexpofta to ti)« cowitrie* wc«t of the Indus, bly well protected from the oppression of their chiefs,
sugar, rice, indigo, wheat, and white cotton cloths;
by the precepts of their religion, which teaches univerand imports from these countries, swords, Iwrses, fruits, sal equality among all who hold their faith, and by the
condition of their country, which enables them easily to
lea<l, and ipioe*.
To CnsMMere, it* export* are nearly the same ; and transfer themselves to the territorie.s and service of a
new leader. Owing, however, to the unsettled nature
it* import* sfaarwls and uther ckitbs, saffron, and fruits.
To the Deccan are exported horses, cameU, sugar, rice, of the government, the whole province is in a most
white cloth, matchlocks, swords, bows, and arrows ; and wretched state of cultivation, and is one of the most
from that country are imported sulphur, indigo, salt, thinly inhabited in India. I'he population, dispersed
With over a surface of 70,U00 square miles, is not supposed
lead, iron, -piccs, and European broad cloth.
tba inhabilantB of the mountainous parts of the pro- to exceed four millions. It might otherwise, with its
great natural advantiiges, tlie remarkable tertilit} of its
viaoe, the people of the Punjab exchange cloth, matchlodu, and nones, for iron, and other smaller comrao- southern plains, and the temperate cliniate of its northdfaiM,, The. general rate of the revenue exacted by the
em dutricts, fans the basia of a powerful empire ; and^

It was reIndus, ubicli divides it from Afghanistan.
L»iMi(«.
^^m-^f-m^ duced by the Mahoinme<lan invaders under Sultan Ba>
b*r, in the year 1520, and continued for some time to
of the Mogul governnient, before
be the prir
thr ir power in the central parts of
they had i
iii i.j.->-.i, as described by Abel Fazel, it
Hindustan,
"
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from its topographical situation, hag been considered as the country from which Hindostan might best
be rule<l or conquered. See Malcolm's Polilrcnl Hit'
lonj of India, and HLsloiy of the Seiks ; Foster's Jour,
net/ from Bengal ; and Aaiatic Annual liegisler, vol. xi.
(9)

LAHORE,

vince,
in

is

the capital of the last mentioned prosituated on the south side of the Ravey river,

North Latitude

3P

50',

and East Longitude 73"

48'.

place of great antiquity, and has undergone
many revolutions. After its capture by Sultan Baber in 1 520, it was for some time the residence of the
Mogul sovereigns ; and was greatly improved by Acber
It is a

his immediate successors.
It was afterwards for a
Jong time possessed by the Abdalli Afghans of Cabul,
by whom it is named Sikrei ; and is now occupied by
Rajah Runjeet Singh, the tnost powerful of the Seik
But as Amristir, about 40 miles to the southchiefs.*
cast, is the capital of the Seik nation, Lahore has been
greatly neglected, and may be said to be in a progressive state of desolation. In iGCo, it is said to have
been about a league in extent, and is still a town of
The walls are
considerable size with a good bazar.
lofty and decorated on the outside, but hastening to
ruin.
The fort is a place of little strength, having no
ditch, or defences for cannon. The river on its northern
flank, though about 300 yards in breadth, is neither
deep nor rapid except at the height of the rains. There
are several manufactories of matchlock barrels, which
are esteemed the best in India, and also of cotton cloths,
and curious carpets. But the wealthier inhabitants have
migrated to Amristir, as a place of greater safety, and
many of the best private houses are falling into decay.
An avenue, celebrated by early Indian travellers, formerly extended from Lahore to Agra, a distance of
more than 500 miles, having an obelisk at the end of
every coss, and at every third coss a well for the reThe principal remaining cufreshment of travellers,
riosity in its neighbourhood is the magnificent mausoleum of Jehangeer, within a wall ^nearly 600 yards
Lahore is
square, about two miles north of the city.
380 miles from Delhi ; 6 1 7 from Agra ; 639 from Lucknow; 1.356 from Calcutta. See KmncYs Memoir of a
Map of Hindastan; Asiatic Annual Register, vol. xi.; and

and

Asiatic Journal, vol. Hi.

(9)

LAKE.

See Physical Geoohaphy.
LALANDE, Joseph Jerome le Fran^ais, a celebrated French astronomer, was born at Bourg in Bresse,
in the department of the Ain, on the 11 th July 1732.
At the early age of six, he was anxious to know how
the stars were attached to the firmament ; two years
afterwards, his whole time was spent in writing sermons, which he preached in the habit of a Jesuit; and
in 174t, his time was occupied in observing the comet
which then appeared. Having been sent to the Jesuits
at Lyons, he conceived a great taste for poetry and elo-

L

A L

quence ; but an eclipse of the sun, which happened Laluide.
about that time, turned his *iews toward* astronomy, '•"^r™^
His friends, however, had destined him for the bar, and
in obedience to their wishes, he went to Parts to study
law.
A visit to the ol)servatory, however, excited in
young Lalande an ardent passion for astronomy, and from
that moment he abandoned for ever his professional
studies.
Having placed himself under the tuition of
Delisle, at that time one of the most celebratetl of the
French astronomers, and professor of astronomy in the
College of France, he made rapid progress in his new
studies, and endeared himself to his master by the goodness of his disposition, and by his ardent love of knowledge.
Lalande also attended the lectured on natural
philosophy delivered in the College of France, by Lemonnier, another Cfflebrated astronomer, who was much
pleased with the progress of his pupil. The law studies
of Lalande being now finished, he received the title of
advocate at the age of 18; and, but for an accidental
event, he would have been for ever fixt-d in the profession which had been chosen for him. When Lacaille was
about to set off for the Cape of Good Hope, for the purpose of determinitig themoon's parallax, and her distance
from the earth, it was found necessary that corresponding
observations should be made in the same meridian, and
at the greatest distance from the Cape that could be conveniently obtained.
Berlin was chosen as the fittest
place for this purpose, being 85° distant from the Cape,
and Lemonnier had indicated an intention of making the
observations himself; but when the time of his departure
arrived, iie contrived to get his pupil Lalande appointed in his stead, although he was then only 18 years of
age.
When the young astronomer was presented to
Frederick, he shewed some astonishment at his youth,
and remarked " the academy of sciences has, however appointed you ; and you will justify their choice."
From that moment he was admitted at Court, welcomed
by the academy, and became acquainted with the most
eminent persons of Berlin. The observations of Lalande were made at the observatory of Berlin in 1751
and 1 75a, and he has published an account of them,
and of the results deduced from a comparison of them
with the observations of Lacaille, in three memoirs,
which appeared in the memoirs of the academy for
1751, 1752, and 1753.
Lalande was elected adjunct astronomer in the academy of sciences, on the 7th February, 1 753. He was
admitted associate on the 20th December, 1758, and
pensioner on the 4th March, 1772.
The first separate work which he published, was en"

titled Etrenves historiques a I'usage de la province de

and appeared at Paris in 1 75.5.
In 1757, he published his discourse, entitled L'espril
de justice assure la gloire, el la durie des Empires, which
gained the prize oil'ered by the academy, of Marseilles
in 1757.
Bresse,

recent accounts from 'India communicate the following intelligence respecting the personal qualifications and poliihis enterprising chief.
To a fine and prepossessing figure he unites a countenance remarliably animated. His eyes
are large, and of jet black, his forehead high, nose aquiline, mouth small, and smile expressive.
He possesses a richly endowed mind,
He selects his ministers with great
is well versed in the Eastern dialects, and speaks with fluency one or more European languages.
discrimination, and with a constant regard to their abilities.
During the whole of his reign, war has been his delight ; but, in a
late attempt to conquer Kashmir, he sustained a severe discomfiture through the treachery of his Sirdars, and gave a cruel vent to
his impatience upon his unhappy attendants.
He has little confidence in his own subjects as soldiers, but places his chief reliance on
the hardy mountaineers of Afghanisdan.
At Lahore he is said to appear to great advantage as the father of his people, administering mild and equal laws, patronising genius, relieving poverty, and, without the tyranny of Indian princes, at once awing and attaching his subjects.
He is amiable in private life, and courteous in his demeanour, though rather reserved in conversation ; but is deceitful in politics, and terrible to his enemies.
Under his administration the Punjab is daily regaining its prosperity by rebuilding of
•

tical

The more

conduct of

Tina^es, clearing of canals, and sinking of wells.
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demolished in 1788, a new one was constructed at the
solicitation of Lalande, and furnished with the bestin*
struments which could then be obtained. The direction of it was given to Lalande ; and in J 789, he and
of 1759.
Bttweei) 1789
In 1 760, he published the Orauonfuitebre de Maurice his nephew began their observations.
Comte He Snxe. In I7(i3, a discourse sur la douceur; and 1791, they had observed about lO.OOOof the norlhand in I7b4, appeared the first edition of his Traite em stars, with very excellent instruments.
Lalande was a member of almost all the distinjwuishThe only French works on astronoAttranvmique.
my which then existed, were those of Cassini the ed academies and societies in Europe, and correspondyoongcr, Lemonnier, and Lacaille, and there was ed with all the principal astronomers of the age. He
great room for a fuller and more correct system of published no fewer than 150 memoirs in the Slemoirs
He died at Paris, on the 4th
astronomy. A second edition of this valuable work of the Frencli Academy.
appeared in 1 77 1 in three vols. 4to. and was followed April, 1807, in the 75th year of his age.
Although the name of Lalande i» not associated, in
in I7hl with a fourth volume, which contained a treathe history of astronomy, with any important discovery,
tise on the tides, ami a large memoir by Dupuis on the
third edition was yet there is perhaps no individual to whom this science
astronomical orif^n of Fables.
published in 1 79£!, in three vols. 4lo. and was r^arded is under deeper obligations. By the most unremitting
as the best work on the subject, till it was superseded activity, during more than half a century, he excited
a love for astronomy, and contributed essentially to
by the masterly work of M. Le Chevalier Dclambre.
He had the
In the year 1760, Lalande was charged with the its progress in every part of the world.
compilation of the Connaisaances des Temps and be- honour also of founding an annual medal, which the
tween the years 1775 and 1807, he published no fewer Academy of Sciences awards to the author of the best
In 1770, he astronomical memoir, or of the most curious observathan ihirlu-lwo volumes of that work.
A full account of the chapubliabe<r his Duteriolion tur la caute de I'elevatioH det tion made during the year.
lioneurt dan* let tuhet capUlaireM
and in 1769, appear- racter and writings of Lalande will be found in M. Deaa in 8 rols. ISme. his Voyage (fun Frangoit en llalie lambre's Eloge in the Memoires de CImtiiul, torn. x.
LAMA. See Thibet.
dam let Amn^t 17^5 et I76(i, containing the fullest
LAMBERT, John Hcnrv, an eminent German
and best description of Italy that has been published.
Lalande composed all the astronomical articles for phdosopher, was bom at Miihihausen, in the Sundgau,
the Encyclopedia of Yvcrdun, which was published in on the 29th of August, 1728. He was descendc<l from
S8 vols quarto, and also those for the Supplement to a family which had emigrated from France, during the
the Encyrlopedie
and those for the Lncyclopedie religious persecutions after the revocation of the edict
Metbodique. Me wrote also the mathematical articles of Nantes. Notwithstanding his early di.sposition for
study, and tbc testimony which his 6rst teachers bore
in the Journal de Savans, from I76(> downwards.
In the year 1761, lalande succeeded M. De Lisle to the superiority of his talents, the limited circumstances of his parents preclude<l the possibility of their
in the duir of astronomy in the College of France, and
he discharged the duties of his new office with such conferring upon him the advantages of a lil)eral education ; anu he was destined to follow his father's trade,
ability, that his school became a seminary of disciples
which was that of a tailor. But the genius of Lamwho filK-d mu*t of the observatories in the world.
In I7h8, M. De Lalande made a ioumey into F.ng- bert soon enabled him to surmount all the difficulties
In order that he might not lose the
land, with the view of witnessing toe progress of the of his situation.
knowledge of I..atin, which he had acquired at school,
arts and scieiices in our country, and of bringing to
perfection tbc third edition of his astronomy, with which he read all the Roman classics that came within his
oe was then occupied. He spent much of his time reach and he procured light fur the prosecution of
with Dr. Herschel, Dr. Maskefyne, and Mr. Ramsden, his nightly studies, by selling to his companions small
and he consideretl himself as peculiarly fortunate in drawings, which he found the means of executing
iBTing bad the honour to walk through the 40 feet amidst his domestic occupations. A work on mathematics having accidentally fallen in his way, it laid
telescope of Dr. Herschel.
He pubiishcti about this time his Traiie det Canauj, open, at once, the richest vein of bis genius and from
and in IT9S appeared his BMiographie Aftromomique,in this book, without farther assistance or instruction, be
one volume 4to; a work which contains the most com- taught himself the principles of arithmetic and geometry.
plete catalegue of aatroaoaiical works tliat has ever been
With such talents and industry, the uncommon scipii(<li«h«<l, with oecaatOMl biographical notices of the
entific attainments of a youth of fourteen, in his unfa' r%.
In 179.*?. he pi
vourable circumstances, could not fail to attract noUiitorique, Theoriquf.
tice
and as he had learnt to write an elegant hand,
lie<l a new edition of Mmilucla'* i/uhe wis taken from the shop-board, and placed, as a
matupirM, in 4 vols. 4t<K
The two last copyitt, in the chancery of his native town. Soon afvdliiiues were preparetl from the papers of Montuda,
ter, he went, as book-keeper, into the service of M. de
with the aasisunce of I^pUcr, I^acrois, and other La Lampe, who possessed some iron-works in the
eminent mathematicians. In the same year, he pub- neighbourhood of Muhlhausen.
Here he learnt the
lished his pocket volume, containing tables or JogsFrench language. I'wo years af\erwarcls, he was enntbaaa. aincs, Ungenu, &c.
During the last years of gaged by .^I. Iselin, at Basle, as liis f^ecretary or amanuLalsode's liiSs, he publiahed an annuail history of astro- ensis ; and in this situation he found opportunities of
nomy, containing a short view of the most remark- acquiring instruction in philosophy and the belles letable facts, discoveries, and inventions, with which tret ; while, at the same time, he successfully prosethe acira ac bad been enriched during the preceding cuted his favourite mathematical studies.
year.
In the year 1749, M. Iselin recommended Lambert
When the old observatory of the MdiCary School was to M. dc Salis, president of the Swiss confederacy, as.a
2

His next work, which appeared in 1759, was a trans"'^'Y""' lalion of the astronomical ubles of Halley, enriched with several new tables, and the historj- of the comet
ijitBit.
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l.ainli«tt. proper person to superintend the education of his chil^—-,-—' tircn ; and, during his residence in the house of the
president, at Coire, his thirst for scientific information
was amply gratified, by the use of a large and valuable
Here he accordingly gathered in a store of
library.
useful knowledge in various sciences, and learnt seveHere, too, he began to
ral dead and living languages.
exhibit some of the fruits of his mathematical attainments, by the invention of several machines for facilitating scientific operations ; such as his mercurial chronometer, his arithmetical and logarithmic scales, and
About this
his machine for drawing in perspective.
time, he was admitted a member of a learned society,
instituted at Coire ; and he was also elected a member
of the Helvetic Society, whose transactions he enriched
with a number of mathematical and physical treatises.
After a residence of several. years at Coire, he accompanied his pupils on their travels through a great part
of Germany, Holland, and France ; and had thus an
opportunity of conversing with a number of the most
eminent cultivators of science in Europe. In the year
1758, he formed an intimate acquaintance with the
celebrated philosophical mechanic Brander, at Augsburgh ; and wrote hii Treatise on Photometry, in which
he set forth new principles upon this interesting, but
During his residence at
hitherto neglected subject
Augsburgh, he was chosen a member of the newly es-

tablished Bavarian academy of sciences, with a pension ;
and, at the same time, with permission to reside
abroad, provided he contributed to their transactions ;
an engagement which he faithfully performed. In the
year 1 763, he was appointed one of a commission employed to settle the boundaries between the territories of the
Valteline and the duchy of Milan ; and, after the termination of this business, he repaired to Leipsic, where
he published his Nciv Organon, a comprehensive system of logic, containing many original ideas, which
procured for its author no small portion of celebrity.
At length, on the invitation of the great Frederic of
Prussia, who fully appreciated his scientific attainments,
he went to reside at Berlin, where he was appointed
an ordinary member of the academy, and became a
On the estavaluable contributor to its transactions.
blishment of a college, for the purpose of superintending the general improvement of the Prussian state,
Lambert was appointed chief councillor for buildings
which situation he held until his death, on the 25th
of September, 1777.
Lambert was not less esteemed for the amiable qualities he displayed in the intercourse of life, than he was
respected on account of his scientific acquirements.
In his manners and habits, indeed, he exhibited many
traces of his originally humble situation in life ; but
these peculiarities were amply compensated by the exHis
cellence of his heart, and his uncommon talents.
morals were correct, and he was impressed with a deep
veneration for religious truths.
If we compare the difficulties with which Lambert
had to contend, with the actual extent of his knowledge, and the success with which he prosecuted his

may be

seen from his New Organon,
he endeavoured to investigate
our simple notions, as the Basis of all pRilosophical
knowledge, with the same acuteness and precision as
the notion of quantity is treated in mathematics. The
various branches of mathematical and physical science,
are eminently indebted to the researches of this philosopher
and his treatises on Practical Geomelry, Spherical Trigonometry, Optics, Astronomy, S^c. may be
studied with advantage, even in the present more ad«
vanced state of the sciences, which he proposed to il-

former sciences, as

and

his Architectonic,

;

lustrate or extend.
list, we believe, will be found to com*
most important publication^.
Photometria, s. de mettmra et gradihus tiimims, colo'
rum et umbrcE. Augsburgh, 1760. 8vo. This work is

The

following

prehend

all his

very scarce.

Kosmologische Briefe. Ibid. 176l. 8vo.
Insigniores orbitee Cometarum proprietates. Ibid. 1761.
8vo.
Neucs Organon. Leipsic, 1764. 2 vols. 8vo. Bei/Berlin, 1765trage sum Gebrauch dcr Mathematik.
Architektonik. Riga, 1771. 2 vols.
1772. 3 vols. 8vo.
8vo.
Freije Perspectio.Xar'\ch,\'J5^. 8vo. SecondEdiHj/gometrie. Augsburgh, 1774'.
tion, 1774. 2 vols. 8vo8vo.

The "

Berliner Ephimersden," an astronomical jour<
on the plan of the Parisian Connoissance des Temps,
was originally undertaken at the suggestion of Lam-

nal,

bert.

LAMBETH.

See Surrey.

LAMP is a well known apparatus, for producing artificial light.

A lamp, in the most simple form, has a wick, composed of several cotton threads, partially immersed in
oil, contained in a flat dish, furnished with some small
support, to hold the upper end of the wick in a perpendicular direction, a small height above the surface
of the oil; this oil-holder, or dish, wlien suspended in
a globular glass-case, is the common street lamp. When
the wick is lighted, by the application of a burning
torch, the heat of its flame causes the oil, which is
contained in the wick, to boil, or rise in vapour ; and
the combustion of this vapour, is the flame which produces the light. As fast as the oil in the wick is carried
a fresh supply is drawn up,
ofi", by this vaporization,
by the capillary attraction of the wick, from the oil contained in the oil-holder.
Hence it appears, that lamps and candles, are both
of the same nature as gas-lights. The difference consists in the materials from which the gass is to be extracted, and the manner in which the extracting of
it is performed; but in all cases, flame is nothing
more than the combustion of gas. In gas lights, an
apparatus is previously employed, to make and preserve the gas, and to conduct it to the place where artificial light is to be obtained from its combustion ; but
in lamps and candles, the heat of the same flame, which
produces the light, is employed to vaporize the combustible matter, and form gas for its own maintenance.
The diffierence between lamps and candles is, that
lamps are supplied with the combustible matter in a
fluid state, but candles are supplied with a solid material ; and the heat of the flame must first be employed,
and this
to reduce the tallow or wax to a fluid state
fluid, which forms itself round the base of this wick,

scientific researches
he must undoubtedly appear to
have been a man of no ordinary genius. Of him, it
may be said with truth, that he derived his knowledge
more from the resources of his own mind, than from
books; and, hence, he always places the subject of sustains the flame just in the same manner as the oil in
which he treats, in a new and original point of view. lamps. The process of burning in candles, has been exThe sciences of logic, metaphysics, and mathematics, plained in our article Candle, vol. v. p. 375 ; but, as
were those which he chiefly cultivated. In the two tlie combustion is more perfect in well cvnstructed
;

;
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I'he flame whicii we ein^iloy for artificial light, is
produced by the combustion of some gas, which conand it is most probable,
tains carlx>naceous matter
that Uie matter, while it burns in these gases, is chiefly
compoacd of pnrticles of carbon, in a very minute state
of division. Combustion take^ place when the carbon
combines with the oxygen of the atmospheric air, in
the requisite proportion to produce the carbonic acid
gas : and if the oxygen is supplied in a less proportion,
5ie oxide of carbon will be pro<luced in the form of
smoke or soot.
The chief circumstance influencing the combustion
of the diSerent carbonaceous matters which are used
for producing light, is the degree of temperature which
they require, in order to make them combine with tlie
oxygen of the atmosphere, in sulTicient proportion to
;

produce flame.

The

relative affinities of

oxygen and carbon increase

or diminish according to the degree of heat which they
po»scM at the time of union and, for tlii* reason, the
same carbonaceous miatter, which, when properly heat>
ed, will combine with oxygen in such a proportion as to
produce flame, will only produce smoke, when heated
to a less degree ; and that degree of heat, which is
tufficient to volatilize the carbonaceous matter, is not
;

•ufiicient to create that affinity for

oxygen, which will

inflame it ; but a higher degree of heat must be ap>
plied, or we shall have smoke instead of flame.
This
we see, whenever a lamp burns with the wick drawn
up too high, or when a candle bums with too long a
The wick then exposes a greater quantity of oil
to volatilization than the flame can perfectly consume;
for the heat of the flame is carried off so rapidlr by
this volatilisation, that it is not suflicient to heat all the
cas to that temperature which is necessary fur its in'' "'nte of thing*, such a portion of the
naromation.
gms a* is >'
heated, combines fully with the
osygan, aiKi I'lomiei flame ; another portion is heated suficiently to combine with the oxygen in that proportion which produces soot ; and some small portion
will be so little heateil, as to es<-ape in the state of vapour of oil, or t i"
rt of which will condense by
cold, into an en
greaac.
The nature of tiiu oiiv vapour is most clearly exhibited when a candle is blown out by a sudden current
of air ; this remove* the flame sideways from the wick,
and carries off so much heat from it, that the gas which
it still continues to afford, in the form of a tJiick white
smoke, will oAt combine with the oxygen u( the atmosphere, in sufficient dt-grce to produce cither soot or
flame, Tliis white «iiuik<-, when it aools, forms a rancid
tallow.
It* unpleasant o-Jour.
This
is Im*
ccausc oil seems to re<juirc a
greater ne.^'
th;tn tallow.
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we may deduce
a perfect lamp.
h carbonaceous matter,
and wiUi ox_vj;lii
2 J, It um-i Convert the former into
gaseous state; and, Md, it must bring the gas, to prodocetl, in conuct with
at such a Uuiperature,
that the carbon wdl
^^ ilh
the oxygen, in Uie
fullt^t degree, to produce ihc greatest quantity of flame,
without any smoKe,
"*^ o'ygWf we have
With r.-;
no
''P'y
mean* •n^f
,,r common use, in any grcatt'
cuocciitrAUou, than as it exists in atmo*imilerstood,
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pheric air ; hence all that can be attained in lamps is, Limj.
to cause a constant and liberal stipply of atmospheric ——v~~^
air to be given to the flame.
'"'"at^'n"'^
The proper supplying of oil to the flame, depends o"ia,nps.
principally upon the wick. The best material for a lampwick, is coarse cotton thread, very' loosely twisted ;
^^^
but a coarse article has, of late years, been manufactured from the refuse of the tow of hemp and flax. The
most common form of a wick, is several threads, put
together, and twisted slightly round each other ; this
is called the round wick.
It burns well, when of a
small size, but does not answer so well for large flames,
because the vapour produced from the central part of
the wick is not.sufliciently supplied with air.
The best form of a wick, is a flat band, composed of
a number of threads, disposed parallel, and united by .1
wef\ of very slight tolton. If a very great body of
light is required, the flat wick is bent into a cylindrical
form, so as to form a circle of flame, and the air is admitted to the inside of the ring, as well as the outside.

To make a lamp bum with a clear and steady light,
the length of wick standing up above the tube or nozzle,
which supports the wick, must be regulated according
to iu capacity for conducting the oil, otherwise the
whole of the oil which it supplies will be volatilizetl
by that portion of flame which surrounds the lower part of
the wick.
In this case, the upper part of the wick,
which

the centre of the flame, will burn to a charwhich will be an extraneous body in the
centre of the flame.
This is an unavoidable evil in
candles, and must be corrected by the constant application of the snuffers. In a lamp, a snuff must be avoided, by keeping the wick to a proi)er height.
snufl in the centre of the flame, pro<luces a smoke,
and a great diminution of light, which it occasions,
by increasing the body of the wick ; anil as the air cannot have free access to the wick in the centre of the
flame, the g«s there produced cannot burn inimediattly,
but must rise upwards, and will inflame when it get9
high enough to meet the air, provided it then retains a
sufficient heat.
This ascent of the v.ipour before it inflames, is tlie cause of the pyramidal form of the flame
;
the vapour arising from the central parts of the wick being obliged to rise to a greater height before it can meet
With suflicient oxygen to burn.
large snurt" to a
lamp or candle, occupies the space that should be filled with flame, and tliereby diminishes the heiit; it also
divide* the flame into several small points, instead of
being in one pyramid. Th« real jwint of the pyramid
is wanting ; and great part of the gas which should
form this point rises in smoke, for want of suflicient
heat to make it bum when it has risen into the open air.
On the other hand, a wick, which is too little raised
alwve the nozzle, or tube which holds the wick, will
rtot volatilize the oil so fast as it draws it up, because
tlie heated body of wick through which the oil is diffused, i* too small in pro|>ortion to the quantity of oil
contained in it hence the action of the flame is exerted
upon too large a quantity at once to volatilize it peris in

coal or snufl",

A

A

:

Still what is volatilizrd is perfectly burned, and
smoke is nut produced ; but the flame is diminutive,
and liable to be exliAguishcd by any shock or current

fectly.

of air.
I'he simple lamp, of which we have spoken, with a
flat dish of oil, is very imperfect.
I'hc oil is liable to be
spilled,

and the

oil vessel intercept*

tion of the light in

one direction.

3»

a considerable

por'-
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another form of the lamp

is used in
a small globe, and the wick
rises out of a nozzle formed on the upper side of it.
The only objection to this is, that the surikce of the oil
sinks down as it is consumed, and at length the wick
has to draw the oil up from such a depth, that it can
only yield a diminished supply to the flame.
The fountain reservoir is a very good method of suplamp, or
plying the wick of a lamp with oil See Plate CCCXLI I.
founuin rC'
In this, the reservoir A A, which contains the
Fig. II.
tervoir.
store of oil, has only one opening in it, and that is
rtATB
cccxLir. in a neck B proceeding from the lowest part. The reFig. 11.
servoir must be inverted in order to fill it with oil ; but
when it is in use, the opening into the neck is immersed beneath the surface of the oil contained in the small
cup or dish D. Where the wick C is placed, the oil in
the cup D precludes the admission of air, and conse<iuently the oil cannot descend out^of the reservoir. But

I.imp.

"'Y^*'

this account,

houses.

The

oil

vessel

is

:

D

when the oil in the Cup
is ^o far diminished, as to
allow a bubble of air to enter into the opening of the
neck B, it will rise up into the reservoir, and allow an
equal quantity of oil to descend into the cup for the
supply of the wick. But as this will raise the oil in the
cup, so as to cover the opening into the neck, no more oil
can come out until that which is in the cup is consumed.
By this means, as long as the reservoir contains oil, the
oil in the cup must always preserve the same level, but
will never run over. E represents the small nozzle, which
holds up the wick in a perpendicular direction.
It is
a short piece of tube, with three projecting feet at the
lower part, which stand in the bottom of the cup.
This fountain reservoir, was known by the name of
That
the lamp of Cardan in the time of Mr. Boyle.
gentleman made one in an improved form, which is
described in the early Philosophical Transactions.
It
consists only in making the cup D, into which the oil descends, of a considerable area, and forming a communication between this and another small cup, which receives the wick. By this means, the oil is less liable to
Portet's au-

tomaton

lamp
Fig. 10.

descend in gluts.
Fig. 10. is a simple lamp, which has the property of
supplying the wick very regularly with oil. This is
called the automaton lamp ; and a Mr. Porter had a patent for it in ISOi.
The wick is situated aXf, at one

end of a rectangular vessel AA, which contains the oil.
The whole lamp is suspended by a wire loop R on centre-pins at ]c, in the manner of a scale beam, so that the
lamp is at liberty to librate freely
The position of the
centre k is such, that the lamp will incline as the oil
contained in it diminishes, as is shewn by the dotted
lines ; and the inclination will in all cases be such, that

Argand's
lamp.

Figs. 1, 2.

the surface of the oil will just reach to the proper height
on the wick. The makers of these lamps have attained
this end from experiment with great precision, and the
drawing. Fig. 10. is taken from one of them.
The best kind of lamp is that of Argand, which was
invented in France about 1784. The wick is a hollow
cylinder or tube ; and the upper part of it when lightetl, forms a ring or short tube of flame.
A rapid current
of air is made to pass through the insideof the tube aswell
as the outside.
To produce this current, a cylindrical
glass chimney is placed over the flame, and the rarified
air which ascends through the chimney, causes a current to pass on each side of the flame that is on the
gutside and inside of the ring of flame.
This lamp is exhibited in Plate CCCXLII. Figs. 1 and
2, the former representing the external form, and Fig.
2, a section of the part called the burner, which con-

A, Fig. 1, is the oil reservoir, from
Lsmp.
which the oil descends into the oil cistern B, one drop at '^"V""^
"f^'""'''
a time, and is thence convened by a pipe C to the burner
tains the wick.

'^

E. The external appearance of the buioer is a per(•"•te
pendicular tube, E; within this is a smaller tube F, cjrxi.Il.
(Fig. 2.) which is closely united to the former at the Fig. 1, 8.'
lower end, but both are open at top. The space between the two tubes, therefore, forms a narrow circular
cistern, which is freely supplied with oil through the
pipe C, but the oil cannot rise above the dotted line e,
because the oil reservoir A is constructed in the manThe wick G is a circular tube of
ner of the fountain.
cotton placed iu the space between the two tubes E and
F, and the top or upper end of the cottQn nse^ a little
above the tubes at f. At that part the flame is prois the glass chimney, which rises up to a conduced.
siderable height, as shewn in Fig. 1. ; the lower part
is enlarged, and stands on a small circular gallery I f.
The interior tube F, Fig. 2. is open at the lower end,
and the air can freely enter therein as shewn by the
arrows ; and this air rising up through the tube F,
must pass in contact with the interior of the circular
The air for the supply of the external
ring of flame.
part of the flame enters beneath the gallery 1 1, and rises
up within the glass chimney, which is contracted at the
place most favourable for projecting the air upon the
flame. This chimney is one of the great improvements
introduced by M. Argand. The heated air in the glass
chimney, being lighter than the external air, is forced
upwards by the cold air which rushes in beneath the
edge of the glass chimney, and also up the interior
tube as shewn by the arrows. This cold air passing in
immediate contact with the flame affords oxygen to
it
and that portion of air which is not consumed
becomes heated, and, by ascending the chimney, give?
place to a fresh supply of air, so that a constant current is kept up.
Another valuable improvement, first introduced by
Argand, is the mechanism to elevate or depress the
wick at pleasure above the tops of the tubes E, and
thereby regulate the height of the flame. In Argand's
original lamjis, the wick was raised up by a rack and
pinion, but the more modern construction is shewn in
Fig. 2. The exterior surface of the tube F, Fig. 2. has
a spiral groove or notch formed round it, and the cylindrical cotton wick G is stretched tight over a short
piece of tube or ring r, which slides up and down upon the tube F, a small tooth projects on the inside of
Now it
the ring r, and enters into the spiral groove.
is plain, that if the ring r is turned round, its tooth
acting in the spiral groove will cause the tube to ascend
and descend, and also the wick which is attached to it.
To give motion to the ring r from the outside, a moveable tube is placed within the tube E and F, and in-

H

;

it.
On one side of this tube
cut from top to bottom, and a second tooth,
which projects from the outside of the ring, enters .into
this notch. The tube rises a little above the top of the
external tube E of the burner, and has three small wires
p fastened to it, which descend to the gallery I I, and
are fixed thereto so as support it ; the same wires also

closes the ring r within

a notch

is

the interior of the glass chimney, and prevent it
By turning the gallery I I
round, the tube attached to it is made to turn round,
and the projecting tooth of the ring r communicates
motion to the ring also. As before mentioned, the interior tooth of the ring, acting in the spiral groove,
moves the ring r and the wick up or down ; the
fit

from being overthrown.

•

;

LAMP.
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notch in the side of the tube, which turns the ring, aU
lows it to rise or fall without communicating a similar
\Ln. >i>otion to that tube or gallery. R is a shade which
surrounds the lif;ht and prevents its action on the eyes.
1, t,
This is particularly useful for reading or writing, as it
also reflects the light upon the paper.
The cuBatruction of the fountain reservoir for the
Argmnd lamp, is also explained in Fig. 2. The oil reterminate* at the lower end with a neck
servoir
which icrewi into the oil cistern B. A hole n made in
the neck at one side for the oil to come out
but this
CMUiot happen until the surface of the oil in the cistern
B is drawn down below the dotted line, so as to admit
air to enter the opening, and then a drop of oil comes
down. l°he air has free admission into the cistern B
through a hole x. When the lamp is extinguished, the
(mall knob or handle t is drawn up, which closes the
bote M by the short tube o sliding over it, and prevents
the oil frooi being spilt if the lamp i« inclined.
The fountain reservoir casta « very extensive shadow,
and is therefore best adapted to be placed against a wall.
It is a great advantage in lamps to have the oil reservoir situated beneath the burner, so that the light will
not be intercepted in any direction ; and there are several ingenious methods of raising up the oil to a con*
slant levrl for the supply of the wick.
Dr. Hook's semicyliudrical counterpoise, described
in our article HvoRODYN.tMics, Vol. xi. p. 484, was intended to retain the oil of a lamp always at a constant

'^'

A

;

height.
frforaHMtt-

The hydropneumatic lamp is a small Hungarian mactdDC or Chemnitz fountain
see our article HvdhoMAMics, Vol. xi. p. 567. The pe<lrstal of the lamp contain* three oil citterns, one above the other. The upfier
CMlem is at the top of tb* pedesUl, immediately b«iMMh tiie bumar or vide hoMMr, and is made air tight
---r^ >-~
It hafrom the bottom of it to fee<T the
bur:
therefore the oil reservoir. Tl»e
acoonii Mitrii iH piaceU beneath tb« former, and isopen
to the external air ; a pipt deacaod* Avm it to the boU
ton of the third or low«r dalani. Tbc tatter i* nadc
imperviouj to air, and haa • pipe aacendinf frma the
tof> of it to the top of the upper vcascl or reservoir.
Suppose the two upper cisterns to be full of oil, and
tbc lower one empty ; the oil in the »ecund cistern being
praasad upon bv the air, the oil in it descends through
lb* mpt to the bottom datem, and enters tlierein ; but
as tn* contained air cannot escape Irum this vessel exn|)t tfiniugh the nil
the upp«r vr»scl or reser)!r
It luccnda thi
rr.^c* uihmi the surface of
ll>e od so as t<>
to the bunier which
;

I

'.

;

«

constructc<l.

*.h

in Fig. «.

The

height to which tiio uil mil rut: in the space between
the two tubes EF of the burner, i* rqpiltfed bjr the
bcight of the middle astern above the lowest, bacanae
tba pnaaurt of that column of fluid is tranaArrad by
the aacdium of the air to elevate tbc oil out of the top
dalcm into the burner.
When all the oil in the sacood dstcm has descended
to the lower tistcm, the power at action will be exhanled, and must be renovated by inverting the whole
laap, and then the oil from the IvntoT-. cistern rtms
bacs, and tbc oil reaerroir being I, the
Ismp
afliB mdjr to proceed.
In Imi
>mmon use
the n Ml lull is made suffidently capacious fur the conaamptian of one night
but they have been made for
haOa aad auircaac* of a sufGcient hsc to hold oil fur a
cth** eBwaiuupUon.
This lamp ia called the French lamp, because the
;
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Lamp,
But we have seen a
first brought from France.
from Mr. Watt to M. Arganil, dated 1787, sug- ''""r'"^
guesting this plan in a form very little different from
what is at present used and in consequence of this,

were

letter

;

M. .Argand

first

made them

in France.

We

have lately found a figure of such a lamp in an
Italian Work, entitled Le Machine, by Branca of Home,
published in 1629.
The hydrostatic lamp, first described by Dr. St. Claire
in the Philosophical Tramaclions, and afterwards improved by Mr. Keir, is shewn in section in Fig. 3. FF
This may
is the burner where the wick G is placed.
be constructed u(>on Argand's plan, as we have already
described, but the figure represents a flat wick G, with
a rack and pinion for elevating and regulating its height
above the nozzle. The oil reservoir is situated in the
bottom of the pedestal at A, and is closed on all sides
except where a pipe a b ascends to the burner E and
also another pipe, which communicates with a small cistern U The latter is open to the atmosphere, and is filled with a solution of salt and water, which fluid being
of greater s|)ecific gravity tlian the oil, a column of it,
which is equal in altitude to AB, will sustain a higher
column of oil, viat from A to the dottetl line F, which

Si. Claire's

i^™"^"*^
proJjd by
Kdr.

Plate
CCCXLII.
^^'

'

;

the level at which the oil will stand in the burner.
proportion of the column of water to that of the
oil is generally as three to four. As the oil is diminished
by burning, the height of the column of oil will be diminished, and will no longer balance the column of
water, which will therefore descend ; but on entering
into the vessel A it will displace the oil from it, and
before the two come again to an equilibrium, the water
will have restored to the oil column three-fourths of
As this loss of
that height which it had lost by waste.
weight is to be reckoned on the surface of the large reservoir A, it is very slow ; and from the above contrivance, the height of oil only partakes of one-fourth
of it.
Therefore the height of the oil in Uie burner is
kept sufiiciently constant to supply the flame very re-

is

The

gnWiy.

A
4.

lamp for the same purpose
was invented by M. I'delcrantz.

statical

It

is

shewn
This

is

in Fig. fUti.

on the cmmz'g

same jirinciple as Mr. Keir's, except that the maintain- statical
ing power to raise up the oil is the weight of tlie lamp ^^',
or rather the weight of the upper part of it. The
oil reservoir is at A.\, and is capable of enlarging and
diminishing its dimensions. The bottom of the pedestal
is a cylindrical vessel LI,, which is open at top, and
within it is a hollow cjlindcr n n closed at the top ; the
two cylinders are closely joined together at bottom, and
form narrow circular space L n lietween the two ; this
The real oil vessel AA is
space is filleil witli niertiiry.
open at the bottom, and the lower etige of it is immersed in the mercury I, n, so that the oil cannot es»
cape.
tube a b rises from the oil vessel up to the
bomer E, which is made the same as in Fig S. Now the
oil vessel A A, and the burner E being filled with oil as
high as the dotted line Dl), it will not be able to escape, because the lower edge of the vessel is immersed
iu the mercurj' contained in the circular space n n, but
the oil will press on the upper surface of the oil vessel
.\A with a force proportional to the altitude of the column and to resist this the vessel must be loaded with
weight X .r, in addition to the weight of the burner and
»ii{nr«tructure.
As tlie oil diminishes, the oil vessel
and tlic upper part of the lamp will descend and diminish the capacity of the oil vessel A as much as the oil
has lo-t by burning; because the weight being constantly
tbc same, it will always require a colunxn f>f the same

'itself,

A

;

.«

'*'
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altitude to keep it in equilibrium, viz. from I to D.
Hence in this lamp, though the oil does not stand always
at the same level, yet the lamp sinks as much as the oil
wastes, so that it is always at the same height below
the flame. R is a wire fixed perpendicularly to guide
and steady the lamp when it rises or falls.
Barton'i
Mr. Barton's hydrostatic lamp is on the same princihydrostatic
ple as that of Mr. Edelcrantz, biit is more complete, be(snip.
cause it is not so liable to be deranged by a small difIn Mr. Barton's the external vesference of the load.
sel L is carried upwards to a sufficient height to employ
water instead of mercury ; this will be when the water
is as high as the dotted line KK, and it is evident that
the effect will then be the same as before described.
Mr. Barton does not employ the Argand burner, but
4 burners with wicks the size of that of a candle.
Carcel's
The lamp which we consider the most perfect for the
mechanical
closet of a student, is the mechanical lamp of Carcel.
lamp.
In this the burner is upon Argand's construction, and
Plate
CCCXLIl. the oil is always supplied to it by small double pumps
Fig. &
worked by a piece of mechanism in the lower part of
The advantage of this lamp is, that the
the. pedestal.
oil can always be supplied in abundance without ever
rising too high or sinking too low ; the pumps are adapted
to raise more oil than the flame consumes, and the superfluity runs over the top of the tube containing the wick,
and runs down to the pumps again.
Fig 5.
Fig. 5. is a view of this lamp, and a section of the
is
part containing the mechanism for the pumps.
the oil vessel ; B the pumps from which the oil is carto the burner at the top of the peried up by a pipe
The mechanism which gives motion to the
destal.
pumps is contained in the space beneath the oil vessel
the maintaining power is a clock- spring D, which
;
must be wound up every day by a key like a watch.
On the lower edge of the barrel is a cog wheel sf 108
teeth this turns a pinion of 12 leaves on the arbor of a
second wheel which has 84 teeth, and turns a pinion of
12 on the arbor of a wheel of 96' ; this turns a pinion of
12, on the arbor of which is a small crank to give motion to the pumps B ; on the same arbor is a wheel
which turns a worm, and a fly or fan, to regulate the
motion. To convey the motion to the pumps B which
are in the upper chamber or oil vessel, a small arbor
rises perpendicularly up through the bottom of the oil
vessel. This arbor has a lever on the lower end which
the crank actuates, and on the upper end a double lever
with two arms turning down to work the two pump
pistons ; the arbor of the lever passes through a tube
joined to the bottom of the oil vessel, and a small glass
is cemented round the tube to contain a few drops of
treacle, which is viscid, and will not suffer the oil to
leak down by the arbor into the wheel- work.
rigs. G and 7 represent the double pump. It has two
Fig. 6, 7,
barrels or chambers, with a piston working in each.
The pistons a b are only small pieces of steel wire, and
the chambers or barrels are holes drilled horizontally in
a thick piece of brass B, the wires are accurately fitted
to these holes, and require no packing.
The valves of
the pumps are shewn in Fig. 7 ; and for the convenience
of repairing them, they are situated in the joints between the piece of brass B, which receives the pistons,
and two others, plate E and F, one above and the other
below ; the ascending pipe C is soldered to the upper
piece, and all three are firmly joined together by a screw
at each angle.
These lamps are in great use in Paris ; and we have
found them answer their intended purpose better than
any of the others which we have tried.
Street Lamps.
The common lamps for illuminating
Iw<mp.

AA

X

A

;

the streets of London, are upon a very imperfect construction, being only a flat»oil dish for a burner, suspeniled in a glass vase. No provision is made for the entrance of the fresh air, except through the^me chimney
at which the smoke and heated air issue. From the defective supply of air, the flame is very weak, and the glass
is soon obscured by the smoke.
To increase the light,
some parishes in London have adopted lamps with
lenses, to concentrate the light, and throw it upon particular parts of the foot-path ; but as this must abstract
the light from other parts of the space which should be
illuminated, no advantage whatever is gained by this

Street
,

"'^

addition.
Fig. 8.

and Q. represent Lord Cochrane's patent lamp. Lord Cochwhich possesses all the advantages without any of the ranc's
defects of the common lamp.
The glass vase N, is "rect lamp
made of a hemisjilierical figure, and the light is placed cccXLIl,
in the centre, so that the rays pass through the glass Kigs.
perpendicular to its surface.
The top of the vase is

covered up by a close cover K, from the centre of which
a chimney L rises up nearly to the top of the roof or
head M, and terminates beneath the openings at the
top of the same, where the smoke and heated air issue.
To supply the lamp with fresh air, a curved tube is
carried beneath the oil reservoir c, and supplies a coiistant current of fresh air to the flame, which is situated
just between the orifices, or mouths, at the extremity
of the air pipe^i one being on each side of the wick,
so that they project the air immediately upon the flame.
The heated air, which is contained in the chimney L,
cannot balance the cool atmospheric air which enters
freely through the air- pipe /, and rushing by the flame,
displaces the hot air ; but, becoming heated, it will be

8, 9.

f

up the chimney by the fresh air which follows
through the air-pipe. By this means a most brilliant
flame is kept up. That as little light as possible may be
lost, the oil-vessel e is made very narrow, and the light
which is thrown upwards to the cover K, is reflected
downwards again on the pavement. The head, or roof
M. of the lamp, is made with holes all round the lower
edge to admit fresh air, and has also an opening in the top
to allow the hot air to pass out ; but both the air pipe
e, and the chimney L, are open to the chamber or space
within the head M, and the consequence is, tliat the
flame is never disturbed by winds, because, by the
blowing of the wind, the air in the chamber KL is rendered more dense, it will increase the pressure equally
upon the orifice of the chimney L, and upon that of the
air pipe c, so that the two actions will be balanced.
For the convenience of trimming and lighting this
is made to take off, but not the cover
lamp, the roof
K. The chimney L is not fastened to the cover, but
this piece being lifted
to a piece which lays upon it
forced

M

:

shewn in Fig. 9. will rise upon a joint, or hinge,
at a, and the oil vessel e being suspended on the same
joint, will be turned up likewise, so that the part containing the wick will rise up through a hole' in the
up, as

centre of the cover into a convenient situation for lighting the wick or replacing the cotton, as seen in Fig. 9.
The oil vessel e is of the fountain kind ; and when it is
raised up in this way, the hole, or orifice for the admission of air, will be higher than the vessel, so that
the oil can be poured in ; but when the oil vessel is restored to its proper situation, as in Fig. 8. this hole will
be immersed beneath the surface of the oil in the little
cup which contains the burner, so that it can only afLord Cochrane
ford the oil as fast as it is consumed.
has two patents for these lamps, taken out in 1813, and
they are used to great advantage in some districts in

Loudon,

(j.

T.)

(

L A K
l.anArk,
!:

-

;

ini-

very neat impravement upon the lamp has lately
been intro(ltice<l into this country from France. The
oil h contained in a circular rim, in the centre of which
i8 place*! the burner, which is 9upporte<l upon a verThis circular rim is supported hy two
tical stand.
slender arms, proceeding to the stand ; and as the rim
answers the purpose of a support for a hemispherical
•hade of pap^r on ground ((las^, the lamp has the appearance of being supplied with its oil, either hydro•taticmlly or mechonic^ly, from the lower part of the

Lanark was erected into a royal burgh by Alex- Lanark.
ander the First, whose charter, together with those ^"'''Y""^
granted by Robert I. and James V. were confirmed by ""'''"J'
Charles 1. in 16>32.
These charters, from the ample
privileges they confer upon the burgesses, prove that
it was at least, in the time of Alexander, the princip<il
place in this district of the country, and even then, the
county town, and as tuch, its inhabitants had the sole
right of carrying on commercial business within the
shire, all others being prohibited from buying " wool

stand.

or leather within our said sherifTiloin of Lanark, or exercising any other merchandize,"'
" or making and dyeing cloths" " except burgesses of our said burgh."—

would be foreign to the present article to enter
into any account of the recent and beautiful discoveries of Sir Humphrey Davy, respecting flame and combastion, or to describe the ingenious safety lamps
which he has invented. There is one invention, however, which has arisen from these discoveries, namely,
m lamp nilhouljlame, which we shall here describe, as
It

«alfluie.

it

may be

of great use even for domestic purposes.

If

cylindrical coil of thin platina wire, about the hundredth of an inch in diameter, is placed so that part of

sarraunds the cotton wick of a spiral lamp, and part
it is above the wick, and if the lamp is lighted so as
to heat the wire to redness ; then if the flame is blown
out, the vapour which ascends from the alcohol will
keep the upper part of the wire rrd hot, as long as
there is any alcohol remaining in the lamp. This red
bat coil of wire is capable of kindling (ierman fungus, or paper prepared with nitre, to that a sulphur
It is of great
OUIbefa.Ac. may be at any time lighted.
importance that the wire should be as nearly as possible the lOOtUh of an incii in diameter, as a wire of a
krger size yield* only a doll red light, and a smaller
•ne ia very difficult to use. About 12 tarn* of the
wire coil»i round a cylindrical Ixxly, a little larger
than the diameter of the wick, will he sulBcient. Four
or five coil* aboald be placed on the wick, and the
remaining seven or eight coils above it. Mr. Tboma*
Gill, who has been the first to give a deacription of this
lamp, found, by experiment, that a wick, composed of
12 thread, of the ordinary sised lamp cotton yam,
with the platina wire coiled round it, will require half
an ounce of alcohol to keep it red hot for eight houm.
During the ignition of the lamp, a slightly acid smell
is given out, arising from the aecomposition of the alThis Ismp has in one case been kept burning
cohol.
Mr Gill used it for sevefor upwanls of sixty hours.
ral nights in his bed-room with great convenience, and
we have no doubt that it will not only come into general tt*e as a night lamp for dooicstic purposes, but will
b« at name utility in the arts. See the AmaU of' Philatopkmfor March 1818, vol. xi. p. SI 7.
LAMP, SArrrv. See Coal Mines and Safety
it
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LANARK,

the county town of i^anarkshire, is situated on the ••
hank of the Clyde, on an elesouth-west of Kdinburgh, and
VBte<l lituati'i
85 iBilc* sootli-. .-L iiwiu the city of (ilasgow, in .5.>" 3-i'

—

'

^

of North luititude, and
Greenwich.
Hiitory.

LAN
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S**

i'

of West Longitude from

I^nark is a place -nf great antiquity. It i* supposed
- "-i .inroad having passed
tobellieCo/tfuiaof !'•
tlie site «f it* castle,
Cfthcr through or
fbrmeriy a station i^r uim |i<'ii|iie, in the direction of
Loudoii>hill into Ayrshire. At an a(\er period, it seems
— -'ortance; for here, «cT
'loen a place of
t<i
II. in tlie year (y78,
Huchanan,
belli a iiarlianient, or meeting ut tiieestates of the realm,
the first mentioneJ in Scottish history.
'

'

•

i

'

•

—

—

Charter rf Alrxamter I.
In 1244, Lanark, according to Fordun, was almost
entirely destroyed by fire, but from what cause it prois now unknown.
At thii town, in 1 297, Wallace made his first effort
to redeem his country from a foreign sway, by taking
the place, with a few of his friends, and killing Hesilrig, the governor or sheriilj and upwards of 200 of his

cee<led

countrymen, in consequence of his wife having been
unjustly put to death by Hcsilrig's orders. The castle
of Lanark, which was erected upon the site of the Roman station, of castrlliim, has undergone several siegesIt was built by David I. and, at times, was the residence
of that monarch.
From this castle, in the year 1197.
is dated the charter granted by William the Lion to the
town of Ayr, erecting it into a royal burgh. In the
ncgociation which took place between Philip of France
and John lialiol, relative to tlie marriage of Philip's
neice to Baliol's son, Baliol, in security of the lady's
jointure, mortgaged this castle along with his estates
in France and some other lands.
Lanark lia«, from a very remote period, had the pri<
vilege of keeping the standard for all weights that are
used in Scotland, as appears Iron several authentic documents ; {larticularly an act of parliament in H)I7,
narrating, that of old, the keeping and outgiving of the
weights to the burghs and others, was committed to this
town, and again of new committing to it " the care of
the weights," for the public use of tlie realm. In consequence of enjoying this privilege, new standard
'veights were sent from London to Lanark at the Union,

by which the other weights in Scotland should be re»
gulated.

This town is built nearly in the form of the letter K,
diverging from the centre in a similar manner; These are, the High Street, which runs east and
west in a line with the Bloomgate, and terminates at
the cross a little below which the Bloomgate begins,
and exten<I» west to theextremity of the town the IVelU
gale, which branches from the cross in a south-east diand the Caxttegate and Droowgate, which lik»<
rectiim
wisedi verge from the same point towards the south-west.
Lanark is governed by a provost, two bailies, a dean
of guild, and 13 councillors; and has seven incorporations.
It is classed with Linlithgow, Selkirk, and
Peebles, in sending a member to the British senate,
'i'he number of inhabitants has increased greatly since
the introduction of the cotton manufacture, and amount
The general aspect of the
at present to about SOOO.
its streets

—

—

—

superior to what it was formerly,
are built being erected in the mosuch
dem (tyle, and in every respect more agreeable and
commo<lious.
In Lanark are several public buildings,
such as a town-house, near the centre of the town,
with a coiinty-hall, a council-room, court-hall, and
Immediately adjoioing is the prison,
wcigh-house.

town

now much
new houses as
is

Public
buildings.
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Lanark,

containing the

-^.'^^

rocliial

It

church

is

was erected

in

with a square

of the town-clerk, &c. The pasituated in the centre of the town.

office

1

772, and

spire,

is

modern buildihg,
The grammar
besides a commodious

a large

and two

school in Broomgate Street has,

bells.

teaching room, a large room, containing a library for
the use of the inhabitants, bequeathed by the late Ur.
William Smellie, a gentleman well known for his skill
in the obstetric art. In addition to these, may be mentlon,ed the public markets and the county inn, the last
is situated in Rloomgate Street, and was built
by the subscription of a number of gentlemen interested in the county, the magistrates of the town, and seAt Lanark are also two churches, or
veral others.

of which

meeting-houses, belonging to such of the inhabitants
as are of the BuVgher or Relief persuasion.
The principal manufacture carried on here is the
.Manufacturea.
cotton manufacture, the staple of the county.
A great
the weaving of
number of the people are employed
muslins, and many at the spinnihg establishments of
New Lanark. Formerly a great quantity of shoes was
manufactured, and exported to our army in America,
during the war with that country ; but this manufacThe manufacture
ture has been long on the decline.
of stockings, cabinet-work, the making of candles, and
Here are
tanning of leather, are also carried on.
seven fairs annually for the transacting of business,
and the buying and selling the produce of tlie county.
They are, in general, well frequented, and often by
people from a considerable distance.
The country around Lanark is celebrated for its
Scenery
around
beautiful and picturesque scenery. The chief objects of
Lanark.
attention, and which have long and deservedly been
admired, are the Falls of the Clyde the scenes upon
the Mouse, called Carllane Craigs and the great cotThere are three remarkable water,
ton manufactories.
Stonebyres falls in this vicinity, viz. those of Stonebyres, Corra,
Fall
and Bonninglon. Stonebyres Fall, or Lin, is situated
about two miles below Lanark, and consists of three
successive falls, over which the whole body of the river
Its height is Gt feet.
rushes into a deep chasm below.
The ear-stunning noise, the lofty rocks which arise on
every side, the variegated copse-wood which covers
their summits, and the effect produced from the union
of the whole, renders this cataract a scene of great
beauty and interest.
The Corra Linn is situated about a mile and a half
Corra Linn.
from Lanark, in a southerly direction, and is reckoned
Here
the most picturesque of the fulls, of the Clyde.
the river, forming two separate falls of upwards of 80
feet, rushes with impetuous force into a deep abyss,
and with an incessant and overpowering noise. On
every side, the qourse of the river is environed with
rocks of a great heigt>t, of the most romantic forms,
and covered with trees of every diversity of foliage.
Upon the summit of one of the highest, and directly
above the upper fall, stands the ruinous castle of Corra,
formerly the residence of a family of the name of Somonerville ; and in its near neighbourhood, the modern
house of the same name, the seat of Miss Edmonstone.
Between these, and situated in a very singular and ro
mautic situation, and immediately upon the verge of
the fall, is a picturesque mill, whose feeble wheel, and
rugged walls, totter, as it were, with the concussion of
the waters. To <lescribe, however, in adequate language, the beauties of the scene, or the effect it has
upon every spectator of taste, would be a dilficult task.
The ruslung of the stream the rapidity of its mo-

m

—
—

—

—
—

—

Lanark,
the dashing of its waters from rock to rOck
the
thundering noise occasioned by these concussions the ^"""V^"'
height of the rocks the ivy*clad and mouldering castle of Corra— and the clouds of mist rising ajajehtically
from the abyss below form altogether a scene unrivalled in the island, and surpassed by few in any other

tion

—

—

situation.

From the Corra Linn, a walk conducts to the Fall of Bonnington
Bonniniiton, at the distance of about half a mile.
This ''''^•
walk is beautifully picturesque: Here, it passes through
groves of trees, intermixed with the honeysuckle, the
wild rose, and other flowering shrubs; there, it approaches the brink of some precipice, from which the
Clyde is seen deep ingulphed amongst rock^s, thundering and boiling through a broken and contracted channel.
Proceeding thus, a view is at length obtained of
the Fall of Bonninglon.
This fall, or linn, consists of one unbroken sheet of
water, precipitating itself over the rock into the channel below.
Its height is about 30 feet; and though
inferior in this and some other respects to the other
two falls of Corra and Stonebyres, yet, with its accompaniments of wood and rock, it presents a scene of
much interest and grandeur, and well merits the attention of the stranger.
Returning along the banks, a walk leads to a pavilion, near the house of Bonnington, a seat belonging to
Sir Charles Lockhart Ross, Bart, from which, by the
position of a mirror, another and reflected prospect is
obtained of the Corra fall pouring downwards, as it
were, upon the head of the spectator, and which, from
the singularity of the view, produces a pleasing and
striking effect.
From the windows of this summerhouse a variegated and romantic prospect is obtained
of the scenery down the river and the adjacent country, comprehending the town of Lanark, the village of
New Lanark, its extensive cotton-works, and many
other objects at a greater distance.
To the north-west of Lanark, and on the Mouse,
there are also many fine scenes deservedly esteemed.
The most remarkable,in this direction is Cartlane Craigs, Oartlane
at the distance of somewhat less than a mile from that Craigs.
town.
This place, which extends nearly half a mile
on both sides of the river, is a most romantic dell, bounded on either side by lofty rocks, diversified with natural wood and plantations. The approach from the north,
which is the most common point of entry, is particularly striking.
level piece of ground, around which the
Mouse makes a sweep, conducts to the mouth of this
great chasm, which consists through its whole extent of
a succession of grand and picturesque scenes, enlivened
by the water of tlie river, flowing over an irregular and
broken channel. In the most sequestered part of this
ravine, at some height above the Mouse, and embowered in copses, is a natural chasm in the rock, called Wallace's cave, which tradition and history cdnctir in assuring us was oilen resorted to by that hero.
Nor is this place valuable merely to the admirer of
the naturalist will also find
the scenery of nature
ample scope for entertainment, whether by examining
its geological formation, or its rich botanical treasures,
many rare and curious plants presenting themselves on
every hand in traversing its devious windings. An account of the mineralogy of the Cartlane Craigs has
been given by Dr. Mackniglit, in the IVernerian Trans-
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(n. j.)

LANARK, New,

is a well built and populous village
of Lanarkshire, about a mile to the south of Lanark, It

;

LANARK.
situated in a romantic picturesqae Eituation on the
banks of the Clyde, which rite around it to a consideris

able height in the form of an amphitheatre, and are finely variepatcd with wcxxl^ and rocks, the river passing
through the middle of the valle}-, and forming a small
isle immediately opposite to the village.
New Lanark owes its erection to an extensive establishment for the manufacture of cotton yam, which
was bfgun here by the late David Dale, Esq. in 1784,
previons to which time, the site of the village was a
mere morass, remarkable only for a mineral spring impregnated with iron, calletl the Well of Spa, the surroundir'i: liic;h grounds on the north side of the river
''room, furze, and fern.
At this
bc'
inventions of Sir Richard Arkpt-:
wrii;ht were ticitiiig considerable attention, amongst
such .IS were interested in the manufactures of the
country and as a command of water appeared then to
he absolutely necenary, for carrying on such manufacturcj, Mr. Dale was no sooner actjuiinted with this
•ituati«n, and its advnntages, than he fixed upon it as a
pUce well ajlaptfd for the purpoce. Accordin;^ly having
'Queen, Esq.
feued the property from the late Robert
of BraxISeld, Lord Justice Clerk, and obtained some land
adjoining, he began his operations, by founding the
first raill in .Aprd 1785, and cutting a subterraneous
aqueduct through a rocky t>ank of a considerable length,
for the purpose of procuring a fall of water from the
;

M

river.

In the year

1

788, a second

raill

wai

bi'ilt

;

but be-

finished it was destroyed by firo, and being
Shortly afterwards
finished in 17^9•fain rebuilt,
two others were erecteil all of which are nearly ad-

fore

it

was

wu

;

Wning, and are each from 150 to 160 feet in length,
Ojr from 30 to 40 wide, and seven stories high.
As the town of Lanark, and the surrounding counXrj, could not supply the number of people wanted to
tarry on this-e works, faniilira were invited from a distance ; and many children were procured, from some of
the charitable institutioas in Edinburgh, for this purpose.

In March I78'>, the spinning commenced, and the
manufir''-'- •'« been in a progressive state of adlilarly since it came into the poMe*.
vances
Owen and Co. and besides, being
•ion of .''.^-.
anioo^ the fint which was established in Scotland,
it is remarkable for being alill the largest in the island,
in respect to the number of people to whom it gives
.ind support.
emj'
mills, which are situated on the right
baiiK oi iMT river, and to which they are parallel, is situated a range of buildings, for the stowage and clean'"
' Jtc.
and at a little distance from the
ire
mi
cchanical establiahoient, with an iron
The whole of the extensive mean<l ura^< Kjuniifry.
chanism which these buildings contain, is impelled by
" < now at
the water of (he Clyde. The number i"'
r twist,
work, for the manufacture of what is
being about S3,000, besides the mule yjiinuics, which
ftrin • large proportion of the spinning here.
arc built afler a regular
The houses in t!
not inelegant.
They stand
plan, and of a coi'
on the face of a declivity above the works, and are
formed into regular and well paved streets, 'containing
of 2(00, all supported by the manufacto
a fx
ry
hom, excluding those who are too young
to wurk, (cliildrrn not l>ring admitted into these mills
till the age of ten,) and those engaged in domestic ocrupatioiu^ or such as are inlSrm through age or other;

—

-

*

*"

;

<

i-

^

.

ill

1600 or 1700 are actually employed. Their time
of working is ten hours and a half m the day.
As the principal proprietor, and sole manager of this
establishment, Mr. Owen, has been engaged, during a
period of many years, in endeavouring to meliorate the
condition of the working classes, it is hoped that a short
account of the excellent moral and economical arrangements which have taken effect, or are in progress here,
will not be unworthy of insertion.
The institution for
education may be first described.
The building, which
is centrically placed, and forms an ornamental part of
the village, is 145 feet long by 45 broad, and of three
stories in height, having a considerable inclosed area
or play ground in front.
The ground floor being unwise,

connected with the purposes of the institution, is entered from behind.
The first storey in front is divided
into three apartments, the other into two, the largest of
which is fitted up, so as to serve also as a general lecture room, or chapel, and being providetl with a gallery, accommodates 1000 or 1200 persons.
The day
school is composed of children between the ages of two
and ten, to the number of about 36"0, who are divided
into five classes, corresponding with the number of
apartments in tl^p institution. The youngest, or infant
class, under the age of five, are of course occupied only
in those amusements which are suitable to their age,
playing about in the area before the school, when the
weather admits it, under the charge of a male and female superintendant, and whose principal office it is, to
encourage amongst them habits and feelings of good
will ancTafTection towards each other.
The remaining four classes are taught, besides the
usual branches of elementary learning, music, vocal
and instrumental, dancing and the military exercise.
The girls are taught sewing and knitting ; and when the
further contemplated arrangements are completed, the
boys will be instructe<l in gartlcning and agriculture, and
the girls will attend in rotation at the public kitchen,
in order to acquire some knowledge of domestic economy. The masters of the different classes, are particularly instructed to make a well directed kindness,
( instead of force and severity) the instrument of exacting from the scholars due obedience to the regulations of the school ; and experience has, in this instance proved, that a system, combining amusement

with instruction, and conducted under such influence,
exonerates the master from all the difficulties which
usually attach to his office.
In the evenings, the institution is opened to the
young people, who are employed in the manufactory
during the day, when they are occupied for two hours,
to the number of three or four hundred, in improving
themselves in the different branches of learning, and
in

amusements, of which dancing and music form a

principal part.
There is a concert once a- week at tlie
mstitution, assisted by the village instrumental band
and on these evenings, as well as on every other occa*
sion, the place is open, of course, to the visits of the
older inhabitants, and of all respectable persons in the

neighbourhood.
The next object of our notice, is the building lately
erected for a public kitchen. It is of considerable dimensions, l)eing about 150 feet in length, by 45 broad, and
three stories in height.
The ground floor comprises
two spacious kitchens, a bakehouse, store-rooms, and
superintcndants apartments.
The upper stories are
divided, each into two equal apartments ; those on
the first being designed for eating rooms, and the two
above for lecture and reatling rooms, &c. to be open to

Lanait.

New.
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The obvious effect of such
the older class of villagers.
j'^"'*''
an establishment, besides many accompanying advan^^^> 's to diminish the expence, while it multiplies
shirc. '
^..^.-1^ the comforts of living to the inhabitants in general, by
the economy of fuel and attendance, and by the cheaper
and more nutritious preparation of food which may be
Lintrk,

thus attained.
There has long been granted to each householder, at
New Lanark, a portion of garden-ground to cultivate ;
but in order to increase the supply of vegetable food, a
new public garden has been laid out by the company,
which is to extend to seven or eight acres. It is surround.
ed by a belt of planting, and a spacious walk for the recreation of the work people. This promenade, and others
formed for that purpose, to which they have access,
commanding in every direction diversified views of a
beautiful country, may comprise an extent of probably
not less than two miles; and in ccfnsequence of the limited hours of labour which prevail at this manufactory, they are thus enabled to partake of that exercise
in the open air, which tlie nature of their employment
renders absolutely necessary for a moderate degree of
health and happiness.
The inhabitants here, in addition to these conveniences, are supplied with provisions, clothing, and
every necessary of a good quality, and at a reasonable
rate at the store, whicli has been long established by
the company, and conducted under regulations to induce, as far as possible, a provident expenditure of their
earnings.
Pothouses, and all their injurious consequences, have long been banisiied from the place.
fund for the maintenance of the sick and superannuated, is supported by a contribution of one -sixtieth part of
their wages ; and a surgeon, paid by the company, resides at the village.
Many other regulations and arrangements besides these, exist at this establishment,
which our limits will not allow us to specify. Suffice
it to say, that these have produced, as far as they hitherto have had time to operate, (according to the information of the writer of this article) all the effects
which the proprietors could wish or expect, both with
respect to the mercantile interests of the concern, and
the moral condition of the people.
But although the
^atter enjoy a large share of the comforts of life, when
their situation is brought into comparison with that of
many othei-s, yet it is the decided opinion of the principal proprietor, Mr. Owen, that manufactures, when
they constitute the exclusive employment of a population, cannot, by any possible arrangement, be made
compatible witli the possession of that degree of health
and happiness to which human beings are entitled;
and that this object can only be attained under a system, combining manufacturing with agricultural labour, an9 of which the latter is the basis.
See Denholm's MS. History cj' Lanarkshire; Tour to the Lakes,
by the same author; Statistical Account, Sj-c. (d. j.)
LANARKSHIRE, the name of one of the counties
in the southern division of Scotland.
The county of Lanark is situated between 55" 14'
NatuTilliis.
•tory.
42", and 55" 56' 10" of North Lat. ; and 3° 22' 51", and
4," 22' 51" of West Long, from Greenwich.
On the
north it is bounded by the counties of Dumbarton, Stirling, and Linlithgow ; on the soutli by Dumfries-shire
;
on the east by Peebles and Edinburghshires ; and on the
west by those of Renfrew and Ayr. The length ofLanarkshire, from Queensberry-hill on the south, to near the
eastern extremity of the burgh of Renfrew on the northwest, is 52 miles and its greatest breadth, nearly in a
line at right angles to its length, lirom the confines of

A

;

AN

Peeblesshire on the east at Garvaldfoot, to the source of Lanark.
the Avon, on the frontiers of Ayrshire on the west, is
''''«•
33 miles. It contains an afea of 926 square miles, or ""^("""^
471,278 Scots statute acres.
-t.
Towards the south, particularly in the parishes of Pace of the
Crawford, Crawfordjohn, Lamington, Coulter, and the country,
upper part of Douglas, the county is hilly and mountainous.
ridge of lofty mountains, called the iMnihers,
stretches through the country from near the Clyde to
the south-western boundary, where part of the chain
separates Lanarkshire from the county of Dumfries.
From the southern extremity of Lanarkshire another
ridge runs northward for many miles betwixt and Peebles-shire.
third chain, farther to the {lorth, crosses
the county towards the west, about 20 miles from the
southern limit. The eastern part of this chain is called
the hills of Tinto, and the western part, separated from
the eastern by the vale of the Douglas, the Haughshaw
hills.
The general surface of this hilly district is
about 1000 feet above the level of the sea. Many of
the mountains are of a great height; Lowther Hill is
2450 feet high above the same level; Tinto 2236 feet;
Coulter-fell about the same height ; and Cairntable,
on the borders of Ayrshire, measures 1650 feet.
To the northward of the hills of Tinto, Lanarkshire
is, in general, a fine champaign and variegated coun-try, declining to the north-west, and in many situations
remarkable for its picturesque beauty, and the gran-

A

A

deur of

scenes.
beautiful vales stretch alongst the numerous Valjigr
The chief of these is the vale of Clyde, extend-

its

Many
rivers.

ing from about two miles above Lanark, to within
three or four miles of Glasgow, every where remarkable for its natural beauties, its numerous country seats,
its waterfalls, romr.ntic dells, orchards, hanging woods,

and cultivated

fields.

The principal

river of the county, and in point of com- Riveri
importance the first in Scotland, is the Clyde;
which, traversing the whole length of Lanarkshire,
gives it the name of Clydesdale. It collects its supplies
from no less than 1200 square miles of surface, includtnercial

ing the areas described by its tributary streams.
Its
is situated near Queensberry-hill, at the
southern extremity of the count)', at the head of a rivulet called the Crook-burn, flowing into the river Daer,
and which, after a course of several miles, is joined
by a stream called Little Clyde ; this last has its rise
near the mountain of Clydeslaw, in the vicinity of
which the rivers Tweed and Annan have also their

farthest source

sources.

The general direction of the river is towards the
north-west. In its course, by a noble sweep, it winds
around the base of the mountain of Tinto ; then leaving
the hilly district of the county, and entering the more
cultivated division, at no great distance from the south,
em extremity of the vale of Clyde, it'formsthe celebrated waterfalls of Bonnington, Corra, Dundaff, and Stonebyres, in the vicinity of the town of Lanark. Continuing
to flow through this fine vale, it passes Hamilton, Rutherglen, and the city of Glasgow, a few miles above
which it first receives the influence of the tide; and then
gliding onwards, with a smooth and gentle current, and
passing Renfrew, Dumbarton, and PortGlasgow, itforms
the Frith of Clyde, nearly opposite to Greenock, after
a length of course from its most distant source to this
point, including its various windings and sinuosities of
1062 miles, and during which

it falls

no

less

than

1

100

feet.

The Clyde

is

navigable for upwards of two miles

6

i

:

r
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LANARKSHIRE.
above Gla«i»ow for small vessels and ste«n>-boats, and
do not exceed 170 or 180
to that city for such
ton^.
The improvement of this navijrntion has been
always considere<l by the inhabitants of GInsgow as an
object of Rre.it importance and from an early periwi,

n

;

much

attention has Ix-en paid to it, particularly of late
by which the trade of the river has greatly
and vessels drawing 9 feet 6 inches, can
increased
now navifrate the Clyde up to the city. This increa^ will appear from the following short statement,
for which the writer of this article is indebte<l to the

years,

;

politeness of James Spreul, Esq. cily-charobcrlain and
•uperintemlant of the operations upon the ri^er.
On the 8th January 1813, the number of vessels at
the Broomiekw
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118 aoMninllng
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Oa*«l«M«]r
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16th Jan- 1818
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do.

of the river, from 8th July, I8l6, till
tth July 1817, amounted to £7028
7 Stcrlinif.
The tide flows up the river about three miles above
C]*»raw, and in spring tides even farther ; the flow
contmaei at an average almat 4 hour* and 20 minutes;
and at that city the neap tides rise 3 feet 6 inches, and
the spriag tides 2 feet hiKher.
I'be Clvdc b very subject to inundations. The most
1 took place in the years 1712 and
remarkable -"f these years, the water rose 18
I78S- III t'
feet 6 inches mgnrr than the level of the tide, and in
the latter Tear, on the r2th of March, from 12 to S4
feet, aceordinf to the expansion or contraction of the
:

balks in

dilfcrent

The

plaoaa.

:

principal

tributary

inMH

of the Clyde are the Oser, the Coulter, the
Madnwns, the Doa|i^, the Mouse, the Nethan, the
A^ron. Cskl<
and So«th, Rotten Calder, KelI

vin, Cart,

n'

The
uiuieral Mirings are Walston Well, in
the par
tiame; Monkland Well, near Airdrie ;
a spring in the parish of Blantvre, and another on the
banks of the Clyde, near Rutherglen Bridge. These
•prinn were formerly in much mor«'
n at present, uir their medicinal f|n->litir<; |'
v thoseof
MonkLind Will and H
!>ich,alM>ut)H) vearaago,
were vl«itrtll>v ill*- ga)
•fiable from all quarters.
1'hi> mott ronsiaenUe lake is the Bishop's I>och, betwint thp p --Hp' of Cadder and OUI MonkUnd : il is
one m
iit a quarter of that extent in
!

•

'

New Monkland parish, is
length, and half a mile in
~cf<l anumberof other*, as Oed's
in the parish of Cadder ; and

brevit
three >i

in

I,

\e

brradti'

Loch, John^

m
I

HucrffrnficI

in the barony paextensive sheet of water,

Id Ixxrhs,

The most

ri

r.irmed, is the Hill- end

re^rand Clyde canal it is in
.l.>..<.l:in<l, and iwvers an extent of
the (uruli ul >.
817 acres, containing a supply to tlut navigation of
hi

!^.
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but this regards only the level (listrictv'br in the hilly
part of the county bordering on Dumfries-shire, they are
more frequent than in the central parts of the county.
Owing to the attraction of the numerous mountains in
that quarter, the heats of summer and cold of winter,
are aUo greater in these divisions than nearer the
mouth of the Clyde. The wind blows in this county
from the south- west, at an average, for more than twothirds of the year, and from this cause the trees almost
universally incline in the opposite direction.
The
north-east and cast wind, often continue for a considerable time during the spring months, and even sometimes in May and June.
The following Table shews the quantity of rain
'which has fallen in two different situations of the county, from 1807 to 1817, a* indicated by two excellent

Giatgair. \Uot/ivcrH CiuUe.

t9 from 60 to 100 tons, and
loo ton* and upitird*.
8 of

The revenue

ioit*.

Hamilton and Lanark, or even somewhat farther south;

Ust number there were

ao oT 40 ton*.
40 of from 48
61 of rrom 60

<

ral itistriots, and
diftfe- <'- ••

I..,;

like that of the island, is

>rom the situatiun of

its

seve-

other loc^l circumstances, there is a
•
-n degree, even in this respect, in
- low diMrict of the county, near
the ncf
the m<i<iui ui iiic iiyUe, the rains are reckoned to be
vol. ZII.
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lasting than in the country betwixt

L'limale.

ram gauges

10,907

.

more frequent and

Inches.

Inche*.

K.ii

8534
84.60
84.44

1811

81.79
85.13
81.43
87.80

33.18

1818

82.8

85 00

1807
18U8
1809
1810

Yrari.

1813
1814
1815
1816
1817

85.01

I

GUugv-ji. iBol/iwell CustU.

Inches
18 37
19.58
88.34

Inches.
88.71

8;1.80

85.91

81.C8

8179

36.0

The greatest degree of heat observed in the upper
Sart of the county lor many years, was, on the '28tli
une 1785, when the mercury in the thermometer stood
at 83^°, and at tlie same time, in the middle division
at 84.
Last summer, 1817. the heat for some days was
also very considerable, the mercury at Cilasgow, in the
shade, standing at 8.0".
In the level district of the
county in 1 740, during the winter, the cold was so severe, that the mercury stood 23° below the freezing
point, and in January 1 7b°8, it waa 34° below it. On the
14th January 1780, it stood 46° below the freezing
point, and on the 22d January 1814, at 8° below zero.
The mountainous district in the southern parts of the Mineralocounty bordering on Dumfries->.hire, appears to be of BYprimary formation. It consists chiefly of argillaceous
rock, or schistus, in a position nearly vertical, ranging
east and west, and contains frequent veins of heavy
and calcareous spar, indicating the presence of metallic
ores. This rock is covered occasionally by amygdaloid,
or toadstone, called there Copper Craig, and by basalt,

m

many situations, obtrudes it<
or whinstone, which,
self into dsy.
Towards the north-west, a considerable difference
takes place in the geological structure of some of the
mountains. Tinto, and its adjoining hills, which separate the mountainous district from the low country, is
of secondary formation, and may be described as a floeta
mountain, superincuml>ent on grey wacke, and of this
rock tlie great mass of the hills in the neighbourhootl of
Tinto seem to be composed. The substance which lies
immediately over it in the bod/ of the mountain, is a
conglomerate, with a basis of clay, over which daystone,
greenstone, and greenstone passing into clinkstone, and
porphyry slate, cuccessively appear till we arrive at the
summit of the mountain, which consists of compact felspar, and felspar porphyry, with crystals of quartz, mica,
Some miles to the westfelspar, and hornblende.
ward of Tinto, limestone occurs, and beds of sandstone.
Indeed the last rock, called by the Wemerians the old red sandstone, appears to compose the
whole inferior districts of I-anarkshire, though, in
many places, it is broken in upon by rocks of a very dif«
3 V
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;
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In the elevated ridges of hills and high
grounds running parallel to the Cl3'de, are many rocks
of granite and basalt ; and of this last, at the Cathkin
hills, near Glasgow, there is a very remarkable rock,consistinT of upward* of 100 columns, rising, at an angle
of about 70'-*, to the height of more than 40 feet.
It conThis county is celebrated for its minerals.
tains excellent freestone, limestone, ironstone, coal,
and granite. The most valuable freestone is found in
the lower part of the district, with which the buildings
in the city of Glasgow, and the adjacent country, are
Limestone is to be met with in many
constructed.
places, but principally in those parts of the country
lying to the northward of the Tinto hills.
In almost
all the limestone rocks, are to be met with shells and
other fossils, which are sometimes very numerous, and
of many different species.'
Ironstone is very abundant in some situations.
It
lies in regular strata above the limestone and coal ; in
others in contact with sandstone ; and in others again,
it is to be met with in the form of balls, which are of an
excellent quality, yielding upwards of 50 per cent, of
iron.
The ironstone found here, is entirely used in the
different furnaces in the. county, particularly at those of
Clyde, Calder, Cleland, and Shotts.
The richest mines
are those of Calderwood and Crossbasket, in the parish
of Kilbride, and which have been long wrought to
great advantage.
The most valuable metallic ores ai-e, however, situated
in the southern part of the county, where lead has been
wrought for more than two centuries. The principal
mines are at Leadhills, belonging to the Earl of Hopeton, and let by that nobleman to the Scotch Mining
Company. The most celebrated mine here is called the
Susannah mine, which yields an ore of a very rich quality.
The veins of lead vary in width from a few inchSilver is extracted from the lead, in
es to fifteen feet.
the proportion of 6 to 12 ounces in the ton. The number of bars of lead smelted annually, amounts at present to 18,000, each weighing 9 stone weight.
Of
these, the Earl of Hopeton receives one-sixth part as
ferent kind.

Mines of
Leadbills.

lordship or rent. There are 350 men employed in these
mines, who work only 6 hours in the 24-, which, considering the nature of the employment, is perhaps fully
sufficient.

In the same district of the county,

gold

is

often

found amongst the mountains in veins of quartz, or
washed down into the sand of rivulets and one of the
finest specimens which has yet been found, is in the
possession of the Earl of Hopeton.
Gold was first discovered here in the reign of James 111. by one Cornelius Devossec, a lapidary of London ; and a consider;

able quantity of these pieces, called unicorns, coined
it.
In the reign of James V. 300 men are said
to have been employed searching for this precious metal for several summers, and to have collected gold to
the amount of £ 100,000 sterling.

from

Lapis

lazuli,

and antimony, have

also

been found in

A

small quantities.
more valuable mineral than either
of these, is, however, found here in abundance, viz.

has been calculated, that the coal stretches
county in one solid mass, over nearly 110
square miles, or 55,000 acres ; and taking all the strata
of coal into account, the thickness cannot be less than 5
yards.
Indeed, in particular situations, there are veins
from 7 to 8, 8 to 9, and 9 to 14. feet, or even more. At
Cleland, it is found to be upwards of 22 feet thick ; at
FuUerton 24| feet; at Faskine 25 feet 8 inches; and
at Garion Gill no less than 39 feet.

coal.

It

through

•mL

The

this

field

of coal which has been most attended

to.

adjicent to Glasgow, and is hence calle<l the Glasfield, which dips upon either side of the Clyde towards the river. This fieltf like the others in the county, consists of 8 seams.
The most remarknble of these
are the first six, which have the following names, situalies

gow

tions,

Lanai
>'''"

'"'V
'"'

&c.

The upper seam 4 feet thick, below which are
strata of different substances 15 fathoms thick.
1st,

2d. Seam or rough coal 40 inches thick, below which
are 6 fathoms of strata of different kinds.
3d, Rough Main, or main coal, 4 feet thick, the intervening strata betwixt and No. 4. 10 fathoms thick.
4th, Humph coal about 30 inches, below 10 fathoms
»
of different substances.
5th, Splint Ell oal 40 inches in thickness ; below lie
strata of several substances from 1 to 10 feet.
6th, Lower Main, or Splint Main, 7 feet thick ; this
seam contains sometimes balls of ironstone.
Below these seams are the 7th and the 8th. The 7th
seam, called Sour milk coal, is about 12 fathoms below
No. 6, and measures about 3 feet thick, but is not at
present wrought ; and the 8th seam is lower still 10
fathoms, being about 30 inches in thickness, and is
likewise not as yet attended to.
In some parts of the county, as at Calder ipon- works,
the 2d and 3d seams unite, and form a seam of 10 feet
in thickness; and at Woodhall, 16 fathoms above the
upper coal, is a strata of candle coal about 8 inches
thick, which burns with a brilliant light, and yields a
much greater quantity of hydrogen gas for illuminating
than the common coal. At Pon eigh, in the upper part
of the county, where the coal field appears to be a continuation of that of Muirkirk, the seam is between 7
and 8 feet thick. And in the parish of Lesmahagow, at
Aiichenheath, Nethanfoot, &c. there are very fine seame
of candle coal, of a compact and close texture, which is
much valued, and carried to a great distance, from the
superior light which it yields, to that produced from
the ordinary coal.

At

these different collieries, immense quantities are
In 1816, at Calder colliery, about 9 miles east-

raised.

wards from Glasgow, 75,000 carts were put out ; and
immediate vicinity of that city,
the number raised that year was 60,000, each of 12
cwt.
There are in the county about 35 coal companies,
who employ about 2000 workmen, and raise annually
from the mine, for home sale and exportation, 700,000
at that of Govan, in the

carts of coal.

In the deep vales, sequestered dells, and woods of Bouny^
be found several rare plants. The
few following may be mentioned. Circcea a/pina, mountain enchanter's nightshade, in Hamilton wood ; VerO'
Ilka montau'i, mountain speedwell, in Cartlane Craigs,
near Lanark ; Mercitrialis perennis, dog's mercury, a
poisonous plant, banks of Clyde ; Circcea luletiaitfl, enchanter's nightshade, Gilburnsyke, parish of Kilbride
Impatiens noli me tangere, yellow balsam touch me not,
Alropa belladonna divale, or deadly
in moist groves.
nightshade, in waste ground ; luUpa sylvestris, wild tuCunvallaria viajdis, lily of the
lip, near Hamilton;
valley, falls of the Clyde; Berberis vulgaris, barberry,
in the woods about Lanark ; AntirrliinUm cym&alaria,
ivy leaved snap dragon, on the old walls of Bothwell
castle; Cheiranthius fruticulasits. wild wallflower. Mains
Geranium tuciCastle, Kilbride, Bothwell (Castle, &c.
diwi, shining cranesbill, Cartlane Ci'aigs, Blantyre Priory ;
Serapias lalifalia, broad leaved heleborne, in the woods
of Bothwell, Hamilton, &c. and Humulus lupulus, hop,
Craignethan Castle.
The Bison Scolicus, or nrus, described by Caecar, lib.
this county, are to

:

:

;

:
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appears to hare been once a native of this county, the
homs oflhis animal having been dug up at
New Lanark, in 1805, and the homs of another at Tor"^TJ^
'*^''
ranee, near Kdbride. Among the wild animal:) are, the
otter, muttrlla, which is rarely to be met with, and the
weasel. Musletia oulgarit, wliich abounds every where.
On the dry heathy spots, in the upper part of the county, you oAen meet with the retreat of the L'rsu tmeUs, or
badger ; and aaoacst the rocks of Cartlane Craies, and
The ibs,
similar sitaations, ilie wild cat, Colityferus.
the hare, &c are nearly alike plentiful in the cultivated
and barren districts.
Amongst the feathered tribe, may be reckoned the
eagle, Falco ckrysnctoi ; the heron, Ardra major ; the
wild gooae ; and a great variety of tiie duck kind.
The wuods and copaes are enlivened by the blackbird, the thrush, the bullfinch, and many other little
•ongaters ; and amongst the woods of Hamilton and
Bothwell, the pheasant is now no longer a stranger.
The birds of paasagc are, principnily, the swallow, the
martin, and the Und-rail, or corn-crake; and the moors
and wa<te grounds on either side of the county, abound
with game, particularly red and black grouse.
The rivers and lakes contain the salmon, the flounand the lower
der, the brtixe, the trout, the eel, &c.
part of the t^lyde is visited by several of the inhabitants
of the deep, as the porpoise, Dtlphinut phoctma, which
omatimea visits the Brooniielaw, and has ascended even
some mile* farther up the Clyde. Below the Stonebyre
hll, is also to be found tlie pearl bearing muscle, I'ltio
mmrgmrilijera, from which pearls have been sometimes
tboogb aakkan procured.
Lanarkshire, lying in the south division of Scotland,
Cinlht*c»>
tylit—ltd in the Koman province of V'alentia and,
according to Ptolemy, was inhabited by the Damini, a
nation or tribe •f twwiiiw atda note in the early period
of British Inatary. Thia eo«nt^ was formely much
more astanaive than at preaant, mduding the whole of
tlte rngn of Robert III. was
Raofirrwahirc, whicfa,
disjoined from Lanark, and Ibrned into a separate jurisdiction, in favour of his eldest son James, prince and
Stewart of Scotland, by a charter of erection, dated at
Perth, the 1 0th of December 1 »0*.
To facilitate the administration of justice, Lanarkshire, which is under tlie jiiris<liction of a sherifT-depute, and three stibntilutrs, magistrates of burghs, has
been long divide<i into three districts called wards,
vis. the upper ward, to the south-east
the middle
Ward, so termed from its situation
and the lower
ward, to the north-west. These wartts contain
pariahas, aselttsivc of certain part* of the paruchial districta of Moflitt, Kilhucho, and Cathcj<rt. which also belong to Cljrdcsdale ; and form, with the adjoining paof Skirling, Broughton, Olenholm am
bacho, in Perble*- shire, Combetnauld, in Dumlurtonshire, and Catbcart, the greatest part of which belongs
to Renfrew, the pre^byterirs of Bi|;g«r, Lanark, Hamilton, and Glasgow
the first is included in the synod
of L«<bian and Tweetlale, and the three others in that
•f Glasgow and Ayr.
The Mpper ward, which is the roost extensive, contains 5«4 square miles, or ^77.846 Scots acres ; the
middle ward OJ raile«, or 153,954 acres; and the lower
I Mii'i

•**^

Ti.

skeleton and

:

WM

;

m

;

;

M

:

Ward 78

miles, or 40 078 acres.
Acctofding to the eenaos of 1811, the population of
the county was as follows
Number of inhabitants in the upper ward SS,8fi8
in the middle ward 41.357
in the lower wani
liiS,501

Total in the county in 1811,

T^^TiS*
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Since that year, however, the papulation of some dishas greatly increased, particularly that containing
the city of Glas^jow, its suburbs, and of the adjacent barony parish, which contain at present about 120,000;
and allowing only SOdO of increase for the other parts of
the county, tlie population o( Lanarkshire may now be
tricts

stated at 2('5,O0O.
The greatest part of this county in former times be- Property
a"<l'elonged, in right of territory, to a few noble and ancient

Hamilton, ElanCarnwath, Hyndford, Lee, and the Bishops of
Glasgow These great landhold rs held their property
immediately of the crown in freehold in course of time
this was partly again disposed of to another class of occupantSj in consideration of miliury service or wnrrfholding.
Upon its abolition, such persons as held their
lands by that tenure had it converteil into feu holding,
they becoming bound to pay the superior a yearly rent
Others hold
in money or grain, nomine fcudi Ji'tnae
by a simple actheir lands by blmchliolding, that
knowledgment, or, which is mucJi the siime, an illusory
yearly duty o<"a penny money, a rose, &c. in acknowledgment of the superiority nomine alba firm x.
The valued rent of the county in Scots money, by

families, particulary those of Uouglas,

tyre,

;

i.-*,

which the land' tax and other assessments are proportioned,

is

as follows

Upper ward
Middle wait!

Lower ward,

ToUl

for the county,

.

.

.

£62.140 17

2

68,988 7
30,989 12

7

1

i;i6'2,U8 l6 10

The number of freeholders on the roll (January
1818) amounted to 99. Some of the qualifications for
this privilege have been lately sold as high as £l350
Sterling.

There are three royal burghs, Lanark, the county
town, where the chief c-ourts of the freeholders are held,
and the members o1 I'arli.-unent for the shire elected
the city of Glasgow, and ihe town of Rutherglen. The
other towns are Hamilton, a burgh of barony, Strathaven, Douglas, Biggar, Airdrie and many thriving and
populous villages, as Leadhills, Camwatli, Carluke,
Stonehouse, VVishawtown, &c.
Many extensive coppices and natural woods adorn Woodsani
pUnuiioin.
this county, particularly near the banks of the Clyde,
and, from the Falls, downwards. These are supposed to
amount to about 2200 acres, and are cut perio<lically ia
Till withcertain portions or allotments called hags.
in thei* 70 years there was very little attention paid to
the pLiiitingof wood. The late John Earl of Hyndford
was the fir-t nobleman who began to plant on a great
scale; and Ijciiig much abroad as ambassador to different eouru, his designs were carried into execiTttion bv
James Denholm, Esq. commissary of Lanark, his Lordship's factor, who, in the c urse of a few years, reckoning from 17.J8, planted upwards of 1200 acres; and
The presince then great additions have been made.
sent Lord Douglas has also p1ante<l very large tracts,
and the other
extending at least to about 2000 acres
landholdtrs have in like manner paid much attention
It is not ea.xy to sUte what may be the
to this object.
extent (il the plantations in the county they likely, however, excee<l at this time ( 1S18) 8300 acres.
r^ y
Orcbai*.
The orchards in Clydesdale are deservedly celebrated.
Labetwixt
Clyde
of
the
banks
on
the
They lie chiefly
nark and Hamilton, and may extend to about 36l)acret.
The iirincipal orchards are those of CambuMuthan
and DaUiel. The fruit of Cambusnetban in some sea;

;

;

^
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sons has sold as high as jCfiOO or

£900:

the averajre

i.'.i(X) and £ 60). So remnikhowever, lias been tbe failure of the fruit in the
vale of Clvtle last year, 1817. that that orchard only

may be reckoned between
able,

yielded thb sum of £51 lOs. In 1801 and 1804, the value of the fruit from the different orchards amounted to
£5000 per annum; and in the first of these years half
an acre of orchard-ground brought no less a sum than

£150.
Agriculture.

The arable ground lies principally in the districts
extending from the eastero b;ise of Tinto downwardii, alongst the Clyile, and its tributary streams
The foil in the upper
to the extremity of the shire.
ward, particularly in the neighbourhood of Lanark, is
light and friable this shades into the clay soil, the characteristic of that in the middle and lower divisions.
The arable land along the. Clyde, above the falls, is superior to any in the lower part of the county, exceeding in real intrinsic fertility the fine low grounds,
%vhich are 400 or 500 feet less elevated ; and the har;

*

more elevated

vests are in these

districts often earlier.

The rotation of crops differs in different parts. In the
lighter soils of the upper ward, the most prevalent method is, to divide the arable ground into eight parts,
and

each, in its turn, undergoes the following rotation
First year, fallow, or turnips in drills, and manured,
and a portion of potatoes ; second, barley, sown with
grass seeds ; third, hay ; fourth, fifth, and sixth, pas:

In the middle ward, the
ture ; seventh and eighth, oats.
following is prevalent: First year, the land is summer- fallowed, dunged, and limed, and wheat sown; second,
beans and pease third, oats, with grass seeds ; fourth,
hay, which is cut for one or two years, and afterwards
pastured, as long as it is thought fit to let it rest. In the
lower ward the following rotation is the most approved
The farm is divided into five lots, and each managed thus: First year, The land is spring-fallowed,
manured, and potatoes planted second, wheat is sown
as soon as the potatoes are taken up, and grass seeds
sown among the wheat in the spring third year, hay,
twice cut ; fourth year, hay, once cut, and the after;

:

—

;

;

foggage pastured

fifth year, the field having been
manured, in the latter part of harvest, with a compost
of lime, and some kind of earth, is cropped with oats.
Sometimes barley is sown instead of wheat, and sometimes the land is spring fallowed. After the wheat and

barley,

it is

;

sown with grass-seeds

;

and thus the

rota-

tion takes in another year.
Live stock.

The draught horses of this county are deservedly ceThey are bred principally in the upper dis-

lebrated.

of the county, and purchased by dealers from all
quarters, at the fairs of Lanark, Carnwath, Glasgow,
and Rutherglen. The superior qualities of the horse
lias greatly diminished the number of oxen
the numtricts

;

Manufactures and
eointnerce'

ber of these now kept is inconsiderable, perhaps not exceeding aOO. The cows here are a mixture of many different kinds.
Of late years, a considerable attention
has been paid to the improving of the breed ; and,
in consequence, they are gradually increasing in size
and value, and may amount to about .^0,000. Sheep.
are chiefly reared in the higher parts of the county.
The numbers are continually varying, but may be stated at 120,000. The rearing of swine has never yet
been a great object here, though now more attended to
than formerly. We have no rabbit warrens, and very
few deer. Domestic fowls are, however, in abundance,
and vast numbers are annually brouglit to market.
From the co-opt ration of a number of causes which
our limits will not allow as to investigate, the manufactures and commerce of Lanarkshire have arisen to a

I

R

E.

Ltinarkpitch of greatness and extent hitherto unknown in the
shire.
northern part of the island, and rivaling the first commercial districts, either iii Britaiivor on the, Continent. .." 'CT"'
At an early period, the inhabitants appeaf^to have been l^^f.^ an,]
much engaged in the buying and selling of wool ; the commerct
manufacture of coarse woollen cloths for home con-

sumpt; the making of malt

;

and brewing of ales.

In

process of time, these branches of business were extendetl, and some of the produce of the manufactures

were exported from Glasgow, in the lower part of the
county, which was favourably situated for a trade of
this kind ; and, owing to this and some other circumstances, the manufactures and commerce of that city
gradually increased, and attained, in a short time, a pre*
eminence over the other districts. In 1718, the first
vessel belonging to Clyde crossed the Atlantic
and
in 173.5, so much had the trade extended, that Glasgow counted no less than t»7 vessels trading to foreign
;

countries, with a tonnage of 5C()0 tons.

About the beginning, and towards the middle of last
century, a great deal of fine linen and checks was
made, and immense quantities of yarn spun every
where in the county. This encouraged the establishment of the manufactures of lawns and cambrics which
continued for many years to give employment to an
extensive population.
In the mean time, commerce
still continued to prosper, and an immense quantity of
American produce, ))articularly tobacco, was imported
into Clyde: no less than 57,143 hogsheads of that ar;

ticle, the year previous to the breaking out of the American war, having been imported by the merchants of
Glasgow. Beside the linen, check, lawn, and cambric
manufactures, which were carried on, there were several others, as glass, the incle manufacture, and calico
printing.
The American war gave a severe shock to the commerce of this district. By degrees, however, new channels of trade were found out ; and its effects began to be
less felt, when the cotton manufacture was introduced,
which soon became an object of great attention. Cotton mills were erected in different situations in the
county the muslin manufacture commenced, and pros-

—

and thus manufactures and commerce went

pered

;

hand

in hand, with increasing success, to the present

time.

The most remarkable spinning

establishment

is

that

Lanark, belonging to Messrs. Owen and Co. (see
Lanark, Netv.) These mills contain, at present, 2'-i,000
spindles for the manufacture of water twi.>t, be-ides the
mule spindles, whieh form a large proportion of the
spinning there. The Blantyre mills, the property of
Messrs. Monteith and Co. produce also a great quantity
There are 8000 water spindles, and 22,000
of yarn
mules.
In the vicinity of Glasgow there are also very
extensive works, particularly at Aiidtrston, Woodside,
the Gorbals, Calton, Bridgeton, Cowcaddens, Rutherglen, Wyndford, Coal Quay, and Tradestown. The number is 36, besides lesser establishments and if to these
we add the others in the county, the tot-tl number will
be about 4'i, employing nearly 450,0(X) spindles, and
producing annually cotton yarn to the value of nearly
one million Sterling.
Besides a very great number of weavers employed
in working the yarn, there are in the county five large
buildings filled with poner lonms, which weave daily a
great quantity of cloth. The number of looms employed
of

New

:

;

Bleaching, callenthis manner amounts to 1500.
dering, and other operations relative to this manufacAt Glasgow there are 18
ture, are also carried on.
in

calleiuler

works

;

at

which upwards of 117,000 yards

.
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are finished daily, exclusive of about 30,000 glazed,
and IIO.COO dres$e<l, or which do not pass under the
action of the callender.
Several otiier branches of bu•iness, dept-nding on the cotton manufacture, are also
carried on to a great extent ; aa the dyeing of Turkey

Cleland, or

acid

lead
vinegar.
be obtained of the siacid,

That a mure distinct idea may
tuation of the great staple manufacture of this county,
the following I'able is subjoined, of the qa;«ntities of
cotton imported into Glasgow in 1816 and 1817.
181S.

....

NtwOllMM.
Oihtr Ports in

N. America,

.

.

.

BnzQ and Portupl,
Drmcnn, Dnbke, •odStninam,

Wtm

India,

Em ladiM.
Loodoo,

t3»M

US

4477

117S

IM4

1331
6813Scniiu.
2706 6t3

1697
6636ScT0tu.

tStt
S3St
1i

169
li6T
ISVtO

.

LiTrrpool.

Wi

1161

50193

m

4M{6
73«7

ia IBIT.

.

For.

k Emu

India.

C—ltM.

1817.

first ture;.

ituni.

Bancfa
BarTth
•nd
Cadti.
Uld

Pundteoo*.

Bop

Cmlu.
1816.

The

tides of colonial produce into Clyde for 1817:

iMm.

•»»•
Br. Plinnrion

and Wilsontown.

these are likely'still to increase, more especially since by
the great attention which has been paid to the deepening of the Clyde to Glasgow, a very great part of the
foreign produce, and c»asting trade, is now brought up
to tlie city, employing a ccmsiderabU- and annually increasing number of vessels. The following Table shews
the quimtities of the imporU of the three princijMil ar-

3960

To«aIin lf«lT.
Total
I81C.

Shotts,

—

1817.

15irT

Omoa,

—

—

Bags.

and Sanaaab,

it

of these, h.is two blast furnaces ; Calder one, Cleland
two, Shotts two, and Wilsontown two. Besides these,
there are about twelve foundories in Glasgow and its
neighbourhood, where great quantities of pig-iron are
converted into articles of general ileniand. The manufacture of gkss bottles was early introduced, and is still
continued with success ; that of flint glass, or crystal, is
of more recent date, but is carried on with taste and
spirit.
In addition to the^e, may be mentioned the
making of ropes the brewing of porter and a.<.3, which
is now an extensive and weli-contlucted business— the
pottery manufacture the distilling of spiritous liquors
—and various others in different parts of the county,
which our limits will not allow us to particularize.
The flourishing state of the cotton manufacture has
contributed essentially to the present prosperity of commerce ; the annual value of the imports and exports
to and from the Clyde, amounting to an immense sum,
the value of the exports from that river, for 1815, being no less than i? 4,0l6',l81, 12s. 'i^d. Sterling; and

—
—
pyroligneoua
—sugar of —mu—
acid—
— and acetous
or
fluoric acid

The number

and converting

which employs, at 10 works, between 300 and
400 people ; the printing of calicoes ; the preparation
of cudbear—of sulphuric acid aquafortis bleaching
riatic

Lanarkis also carried on to a great
'" "'•
of works for smelling the ore,
Clyde, Colder, ^^J^f^;.
into pig-iron, is five

iron manufacture

extent.
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There are three canals connected with this county,
the Forth and Clyde Canal, the Monkland Canal,
and that of Ardrosaan.
The Bist connects the firths of Forth and Clyde, and
runs nrrou the i<thmus betwixt tlie middle and suuth14 of Scotland.
t:
It was first proposed in tlie
ri
'laries II. ; and the idea was afterward* several iimea revived, and attcnpla made to carry it into
Many un fataaii ii obatadea. however, preeiccutioa.
vented any thing from being done till the year 764,
when a survey having been made by Mr. Snicaton, bv
desire of the Board of Trustee*, a company was fonned,
and an act of parliamrnt obtained for this purpose in
I'tiH, for making a canal seven iieet deep.
By this
act, the company were empowered to raise jC 150,000,
in 500 shares, of £ 00 each, and to borrow £ 50,000
vii.

1

1

1

The

:

dividends to the proprietors not to escced 10 per
cent. ; an<l when it exQre<le<l that stun, the act ordained
that the tolls were to be lowered.
The operations upon this canal liegan on the 1 0th of
,...,| i„ July
J., I.. i-i:v
177.^, it was completed ar> far
I, wljere a ^ide-cut goes off to Port DunJ
• l"
iiiMitediate vicinity of Glasgow.
The exp<
mg at this time exceeded the estimate, and
• -'TU«te<l, an act was obtained from
tile tuinU
govemmeir
iioo from the forfeited esutes, govcnuneiit liraw mt^ oividends alongst with the other pro-

MOO

fOOO

In consequence of this assistance, the work
prietors.
again recommenced; and the cjnal was finished in July 1790, when the opening of the navigation lo<ik place.
This canal is raised from the Carron near the Forth by
20 locks, to the summit level 1 5() feet, and descends to
the Clyde, afler passing a remarkable aqueduct over the
The exriver Kelvin, by 19 locks, in the whole 39.
treme U'ligth of the navigation is 35 miles ; the medium
width of the surface of the canal is 5<) feet, and of the
bottom '^7 ; the depth throughout the whole being 8
Vessels of ly feet beam, (JO feet keel, and drawing 8 feet water, can pass alon/j the navigation, the
banks having been raised a foot since 1 787. The canal
is supplied with water by 8 reservoirs, which yield
In addition to these, are
annually 24,902 lockfulN.
several streams and feeders, by which an increased
annual supply of 29,51)3 lockfullscan be obtained when
feet.

required.

That this canal has been pnxluctive of great advantages to the country in a commercial point of view, will
appear from the following state of its revenue at different periods.

<

!
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In the y«»r 1774, the revenue amounted
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In the ye»r I7S8. therevenueamonnttd
IHOt

\m0'^y-m,f

£«?,!70

to

1

80.87? 17

U

7

10.454'
10
4fi,974 16 10

ItilO

1915
1S18

38,3(il

14-

10

45,000

1817,

structure, built about 40 years ago. The old bridge of Lanark was erected about the end of the 18th century. It
has three very fine semicircSlar arches, arid had lately
a gateway, but which is now removed.
Oarion bridge

Lantrli.
*hire

'"'"v'"'^^

situated nearly half way betwixt Lanark and HamilIt is the latest structure on the Clyde, and was
opened 12th .January IHIH, for the accon modation of
the public. Hamilton bridge was built in 1~80. From
is

ton.

MonUiind
caiiiil.

This canal connects the city of Gla'sgow with the extensive coal fieMs in the parishes of Old and New MonkIt was projected and cut, principally for the
land.
It is 35 feet
purpose of supplyinfT that city with coal.
in breadth on the level of the water, and 24 at the bottom ; its depth is 4 feet 6 inches and the upper and
Jower levels (at a place called Blackhill, where the
ground ascends to the east) are connected by 4 locks
The principal arof 2 chambers, of 71 feet in length.
ticle carried on the canal is coal ; but, besides this, there
are also transported iron, niarture, &c. paying a certain
tonn:ige per mile; and as it is now vonnected with the
Forth and Clyde Canal, its utility is every year becoming more apparent, and more especially since boats have
been established upon it for the conveyance of passen;

gers.
Ardrossan
nnal.

\

About the year 1805, this canal was projected by the
It was intended to form a commuEarl of Eglinton.
nication betwixt the city of Glasgow and the frith of
Clyde at Ardrossan. A stock having been raised by
subscription, a survey made, and legislative authority
obtained, the operations were begun in 1 807 ; and in
October 1811, that part of the canal, betwixt Port Eglinton, near Glasgow, and the village of .lohnston, was
opened, being a distance of 1 1 railes.
Upon this part
of the canal, which is all that has been yet finished, the
sum of £110,000 Serling has been expended. The
cutting of the remaining part of it to the harbour of
Ardrossan, is estimated at £ 1 43,000 ; but, owing to the
want of funds, the work is at present at a stand. When
completed, its length will be 32| miles ; its breadth is
30 feet, and 4| in depth. Before it is completed, it will
require 21 locks, viz. 8 betwixt Johnston and the summit level, and 13 betwixt that point and the sea at
Ardrossan. Besides the vessels employed upon this canal for commercial purposes, there are 3 boats for the
conveyance of passengers to and from the city of Glasgow.

Soadi and
kridges.

Previous to the year 1755, the roads were made and
repaired by the statute labour.
As the work was done
with much reluctance, and in a very indifferent manner,
turnpikes were intioduced about that time, and since
then a great alteration for the better has taken place.
The principal roads are those leading from Glasgow to

Edinburgh

from Glasgow to Carlisle from thence to
Greenock, Ayr, Pai.sley, Lanark, Muirkirk, Dumfries,
and Stirling; and from Edinburgh, by Hamilton, into
Ayrshire from the same city, by Biggar, to Leadhills,
&c. ; and from Lanark to Edinburgh.
From the great
resort to the city of Glasgow, the tolls upon such of the
roads in this county as lead thither, let annually at a
great rent.
These in the immediate neighbourhood, in
1815, yielded £20,000 Sterling; and one in particular,
the Gallowgate toll, let at no less a sum than £ 5630
Sterling, being nearly £ 100 more than the rent of the
preceding year.
;

;

;

The chief bridges in the county are upon the Clyde.
In the upper part of the river, are the bridges over Little Clyde ; and at Elvanfoot, alongst which the great
road leads from Glasgow to Carlisle.
Fartiier down,
are Wolf Clyde bridge and Thankerton bridge. Hyndford bridge, two miles from Lanark, crosses the river
•where it is 140 feet in breadth, and is a very beautiful

a sudden inundation of the Clyde, part of it gave way,
and fell into the river about five years ago, and it hasnever.yet been repaired. Bothwell bridge is an ancient
structure, famous for a skirmish in the reign of Charles
between the covenanters and the king's army, in
I J.
which the former were defeated w-ith great slaughter.
Rutherglen bridge, near that town, was built in the
year 1 77t).
The old bridge of Glasgow. This is the
most ancient structure, it is believed, on the river, having been erected by' Bishop Rae in 1S45.
It consisted
of eight arches. Two of these on the north side, have
for many years been built up.
One of its arches fell in
1671, and was again rebuilt : it was also since widened
and repaired. Eastward from this bridge, is a very
handsome wooden bridge erected in 1803, and placed
in the situation of a stone bridge, founded in 1794; but
which, before it was completed, was swept away by an
inundation.
The New or Jamaica- street bridge, is the
lowest on the Clyde. It was founded in I767, and
opened for carriages in 1772. The aqueduct bridge
across the Kelvin, and alongst which the great canal is
carried, is a very strong and beautiful structure, about
three miles north-west from Glasgow.
It is the largest
in Britain, being 275 feet in length, and 68 feet in height
above the river Kelvin. It cost the Canal Company
£ 9058, and was founded in the year 1787- Excepting
an old Roman bridge over the South Calder, the most
ancient bridge upon the other rivers of the county is
perhaps Avon bridge, near Hamilton.
It was built
previous to the middle of the i6th century.
The old
bridge of Partick, over the Kelvin below (ilasgow, is
likewise of some antiquity, having been founded about
the year 1577 ; and great part of it erected at the expence of Crawford of Jordan Hill, whose arms are still
to be seen on the west side.
A reference having been made to Lanarkshire in the
article Glasoow, in this work, for an account of the
Gorbals, in that county, the following short historical
sketch and description of that barony is in consequence

<

inserted here.

The barony of Gorbals, including the populous vil- Gorbals,
lages of HutchesonTown,Lawrieston, and Tradestown, HuichejoB
T"*"""
is situated on the south bank of the Clyde, immediately
''^
The lands of Goropposite to the city of Glasgow.
*
bals appear anciently to have belonged to the see of
Glasgow, with the exception of a certain space towards
the eastern boundary, which, in the I5tb century, was
the property (together with the jrrounds upon which
the Bridgegate of Glasgow is built) of Lady Campbell
of Lochow. That lady having erected an hospital tor
lepers upon her lands near Gorbals, named St. Ninian's
Croft, she assij;ned the revenues thereof, together with
the feu duties ot Bridgegate, for its support, and which
were collected as late as the year 1 6 :i4.
Upon the erection of the barony and regality of Glasgow by .Tames II in 1450, the lands of Gorbals were

included in that jurisdiction ; and, immediately after the
Reformation, they were feued out by Archbishop Bo\d
to George Elphinston, merchant in Glasgow, whose son
Sir George Elphinston, Lord Justice-Clerk, obtained
a charter of confirmation from James VI. in lO'll of the

;

LAN
Lawk'
hue.

the archbishop

;

;

;

;

,

likely its origin soon after the building of the old

of Glatgow, and at an early period, from
taation,

wm

calied Bridgend.

It

had
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and by which charter these
lands were di-joineil from the barony of Glasgow, and
erected into a separate barony and ref;>.lity with the
Sir George Elphinston
usu^l powers and privilef;e«.
having; l)ecorae insolvent, the property was attacbe<l by
his creditors, and sultl by them to Robert Douglas, Lord
Viscount Belhaven who, dyin? without issue, was succeeded in his estates by Sir Ro!>ert Douiflas of Blackerston, by whom the barony of Gurbals was sold in
16(7 to the magiiitrates and town-council of Glasgow,
the Trades' House, and Mutcheson's Hospital the latter
having purchased one half of the property at the price
of MiO,('tf>6. 13s. 4<l. Scots, and the other half being
MiuUy divided betwixt the magistrates and the Trades'
Hooae. In virtue of this disposition, the magistrates of
GUsfow became vested in the superiority and right of
regality, which they still retain.
'The laii:U and barony of Gorbals, till the year 1771,
formed part of tb« pariah of Govan. In tliat year the
village and burying ground, containing about 13 or 14
«cre«, were erecte<l into a new parish
and afterwards
the Unds of .Little Govan and Polmadie, containing about
fiOO or 600 acres, together »ith the whole barony of
GorbaU, including upwards of 400 acres, were annexed
The village of Gorbals had
to the parish of Gorbals.

gnnt of

for

many

its si-

years,

heiwertr, Made little progress ; as we are informed, that
lata as Uw beginning of the last century it conaistetl
only of a few thatched houses on each »ide of the fpvat
road Awn the louth end of the old bridge. These were
nuMtijr poMMMd by maltmen, who carried on the prinipal btwitia tt Uw village. In the year 1730, it had
incMwtd eonaUanbiy ; t.')e intermediate spaces betwixt
the old houaea beiiHC fiilnl up with others, so as to form
• regular and eonnectel line of street. In I74S, the
crtatMt part of the village was burnt, after which the
ware built after a more modem plan, some conof two, and others of three stories in height. It
cnSy, however, within these '^8 years that any remarkable improvcaacnts or ad<litions have been made
with respect to the laying out of new streets or erecting
buildings oa this barony. Previous to that time, the only stf—t, properW so called, was that running southward from tlie oUl bridge, and from which branched
two or three lanes, as Rutherglen lane and Paisley lane,
leading to these places. Since then, and in I7<H> the
directors of Hutcncaon's Hospital have fpued their property to the cut of the «ki village of Gorbals, which

O

hmim
MltM
k

a prison, &c. which was built by Lord Viscount Lanark'•""•
Belhaven, about the beginning of the 16lh century.
The chapel is now used as a court-house, police office, Lancashire.
&c. The old church of Gorbals, situated to the west of „.»~^.^
the main street, was built as a chapel of ease to Govan
in I7i9. and used as the parish church, till within
the>e few years. It is now a Gaelic chapel, where worThe
ship in that language is regularly celebrated.
new church is a handsome modern building, facing the
Clyde, to the east of Carleton Place, with a fine spire,
174 high ; it was erected in 1810. In Hutcheson Town
is a meeting-house for a Relief congregation, built several years ago, and in Tradestown, another for the Methodists, on an elegant plan, erected in 1812.
The barony of Gorbals is governed by a magistrate
appointed by the magistrates and town-council of Glasgow, who is one of that Ixxly, and under whom are
two deputies or magistrates resident within the barony,
who hold regular courts for the discussion of cases,
either civil or criminal.
An excellent system of police
has also been established of late years, which has been
found of tlie greatest service to the public, by the protection it affords to the persons and properties of the
as

inhabitants.

The

population of the parish of Gorbals, including

Hutcheson Town, Lawrieston, and Tradestown, has of
An enumeration was made two
late rapidly increased.
years ago, when it was found that the inhabitants
amounted to 17,000; but, as the buildings have been
still increasing, the amount of the population may be
stated at present, January 1818, at no less than 20,000.
Nasmyth's
.See Denholm's .MS. Hitlory of Lanarkshire
Afrieul/urr of Clifde^dale ; Denholm's History of Clatgotv ; Hopkirk's Account of the Forth and Cii/de Canal ; Slalitlical Account, (d. j)
L.ANCASsHIRli ii a maritime county on the north
west coast of England. It is bounded on tlie north by
Westmoreland, and a part of Cumberland on the east
by Yorkshire; on the west by the Irish sea; and on
the «)uth by Cheshire.
In shape, it is very irregular
;

;

at the northern extremity, there is a considerable portion of it, entirely detached from the rest, across an

ann of the

Indeed it may, in some measure, be
composed of three peninsulas, of which this
This is comprehended between
ju^t mentioned is one.
the river Duddei), which separates it from Cumberland,
and the Ken which divides it from Westmoreland ; the
second peninsula lies between the Ken and the Kibble; ^".''?
""""°"'and the third between the Ribble and the Mersey,
betwixt
boundary
is
the
this
which
county and Chenoar Gorma Hutcheson Town, having tevrral broad and shire. The first of these, which Camden and other anMtliWii streets, and regular and well built houses. l°he cient geographers call P'umess-falls, and whicli is still
Tredes' House of Glasgow and other proprietors have, in known by the name of Furness, is in some places 14
and in this miles from north to south ; but in most, not above setike manner, fvued the grounds to the west
-wrieston and Tradestown the last feued ven, an<l about 1 8 from east to west the line of coast,
situatii- --'
Uo contain many excellent streets. The however, stretches upwards of 30 miles. The second
in IT'
finest oi tuc»c IS Carleton Place, a beautiful range of peninsula, or natural division of Lancashire, which is
baildiogs scarcely to be surpassed in Scotland, upon the comprehended between Westmoreland, tliRtdividesFurbanks of the Clyde, between the old and new bridges of neu from the rest of the county, and the river Ribble,
Glasgow, and immediatelv opposite to Clyde atreot, was called by the Saxons, Acmundi-ness by the Normans, Agmardemesse and now commonly Andemess,
Charkxte and Claremont places in that citv.
extends about 25 miles from north to south, and about
It has (>een already mentioned, that an hospital called
The last natural division
Laper'a Hospital, was erected here about the middle of 12 miles from east to west.
the IMi oenlnry it was situated, with its burying of tlie county lies between the rivers Ribble and Mergrouml, to the east of the Old Bridge, but no vestiges sey it is the largest and finest part of Lancashire, exof it have been ob*erve<l for more than a century. An tending about 22 miles from north to south, and in
old chapd, dedicatc<l to St. Ninian, still remains on some places ^5 from west to east.
The greatest lenptlt of the whole county is al<out f* Extcnw
thc«M|aiiieofthc principal street of Gorbals, adjoining to whicfa is a square tower, with turrets, now used miles ; its greatest breadth, which is at the southern
sea.

regariled as

;

'

;

;

;

;
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situatioa.

;

;
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circumference 34 miles; its area covers
'""HT""' about 1 800 sqnare miles
and tlie number of acres is
about 1 ,200,000.
It is divided into six hundreds ; Salford, West Derby, Leyland, Blackburn, Amounderness,
Tlie number of parishes
or Anderness, and Lonsdale.
in Lancashire is extremely small, considering the size
of the county, proving its thin population at the period
when they were divided; they amount only to Gl.
There are 27 market towns, of which the principal are
Lancaster, the county town ; Liverpool and Manchester, nearly of a size, and next in population to London ;
Kolton, Rochdale, Preston, Garstang, Wipan, Berry,
Warrington, &c. It returns li members to Parliamenl
two for the county; two for Lancaster two for Preston
two for Clitheroe ; two for Wigan ; two for Liverpool
and two for Newton. It is in the province of York,
and diocese of Chester and-Carlisle, and in the northern

Lmneasliir.'.

end,

4'5

;

its

;

;

;

circuit.

Duchy.

a county palatine. The duchy was
crown in the first year of Edward IV.
the same time an act was passed to incorporate

Lancashire

is

forfeited to the

and

at

with

the county palatine.
his majesty possesses, as

The landed

property
of Lancaster, is
of great extent, and lies in the most northern parts of
the county.
The court belonging to the duchy of Lancaster, has the power of deciding all causes belonging to
it ; and amongst its officers, has a chancellor, attorneygeneral, &c. ; the offices of the duchy court are at Soit

which

Surface and

Duke

merset-place, London.
I'he surface of Lancashire varies very much ; the
disjoined portion of it, or the hundred of Furness, is
wild and rugged, and very similar to those parts of

Westmoreland and Cumberland, on which it borders.
That part of the county which lies between the road
from Garstang to Preston, and the sea, called the field-

•

Climate.

country, is flat ; the southern portion of the tract between the Ribble and the Mersey, is also flat from the
sea to the hill-s which lies on the borders of Yorkshire.
The eastern portion of Lancashire is hilly, and in some
parts mountainous, being connected with that ridge,
called the Backbone of England.
The soil varies nearly as much as the surface ; a sandy loam of considerable fertility prevails in the greatest portion of that district, which lies between the Ribble and the Mersey
this soil is also found in some other places ; but the
most prevalent soil is of a stronger nature, and not nearly
so warm and fertile.
The substratum of the sandy loam
is either red rock or clay marie.
The substratum of the
poorer soil is in general a cold clay. There is no gravelly soil in Lancashire, at least to any extent, and no
chalk or flints. Hence it will appear, that in respect of
soil this county is not highly favoured ; nor is it better adapted tc the purposes of agriculture, with regard
to its climate
Under the article England, we have
given many facts relative to the quantity of rain which
falls in it.
in this place, therefore, we shall merely
state, that the quantity of rain which falls in every part
of it is large that the atmosphere, even when no rain
is falling, is often cold and damp ; that the temperature
of the fcummer months is low ; that the winter, though
not often very severe, continues long cold and unpropitious ; that the springs are backward ; and that the
prevalent winds are the south-west and north-east.
From the latter, however, Lancashire is in a great measure defended by the ridge of mountains which lie between it and Yorksliire. On the other hand, this ridge
of mountains, ii.tercepting and breaking the clouds
#hich the west winds bring from the Irish sea, contri;

butes, in this way, to render the climate of tancashire Lancashire.
'
very wet.
^^^r--^
.
^
The principal rivers of this county are, the Frwell, Kivert.
the Mersey, the Douglas, the Ribble, the*Calder, the
Wyre, and the Lune j they all direct their course to
the west, and fall into the Irish sea.
The Irwell rises
on the hills that form the boundaries between Lancashire and Yorkshire.
Its first course is to Bury ; it

then bends to the west, and afterwards to the south-east,
to Manchester, where its waters are enlarged by two
streams its course is again ch.inged to the west, "till it
falls into the Mersej' below Flexten.
The Mersey
ri.ses on the borders of Clieshire and Derbyshire ; it divides Cheshire and Lancashire, for a coin'se of nearly
60 miles, about 35 of which are navigable from Liverpool, where it falls into the sea, to the month of the Irwell.
The Ribble rises in the Craven Moors in Yorkshire: its course is' first south to Clitheroe; it afterwards declines to the west to Rochester, and the valley
of Ribblesdale, to Preston ; and soon afterwards falls
into the Irish sea, by a very broad estuary.
The Lune
rises in the falls of Westmoreland ; and being formed
by several streams, it flows through the valley of Lonsdale to Lancaster ; here it becomes navigable ; and two
miles below the town, bears ships of considerable burden ; it also joins the sea by a very broad estuary. The
Diidden, which divides the west side of Furness from
Cumberland, at its junction with the sea, forms a considerable bay, at high water.
The Crake, which runs
nearly parallel to the Dudder, connects Thursten water with the sea, at Leven sands.
In describing the sea coast of Lancashire, Wfc shall Sea coaiu
Jjegin at its southern extremity.
The Mersey empties
itself into a great estuary filled with banks, and crossed
by a bar, over which, at low tide, there is but a foot or
two depth of water ; but the tides rise very high, from
21 to 28 feet. The coast here is very flat, and in some
places the sea is encroaching on it, particularly between
the Ribble and Morecombe Bay.
In the estuary of the
Ribble there are many sand banks, dry at low water,
but on which the tide rises six fathoms.
Morecambe
Bay is a large gulf, between the mainland of Lancashire
and the peninsula of Furness. Off the extremity of
this peninsula are several islands, the principal of which
is called Walney ; which is ten miles long and one
broad.
It is so low that it is frequently nearly inundated.
It would appear that these islands were formerly in one, and probably connected with the main
:

•

land.

In our description of the rivers and coast of this Sands,
county, it will be seen that the former generally empty
themselves into the sea, with very broad and shallow
mouths, filled with sand banks. This is caused by
their taking their rise in the mountainous districts in
the east county
the constant rapidity of their streams
and the shortness of their course.
The sands of
Lancashire most noted, are those of Lancaster and
Leven. By an inspection of the map of the county, it
will appear that the shortest route to the Furness district is across these sands ; hence, though this route ia
extremely dangerous,'it is frequently pursued. At three
miles from Lancaster the Lancaster sands commence.
They are fordable at low water for a distance of about
nine miles. The Leven sands lie between Cartniel and
Ulv.erton.
At spring tides the water sometimes rises
15 feet over them.
In the north of Lancashire are several lakes. Conis- Late*,
ton lake, or Thurston water, is about seven miles long,

—

—
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LANCASHIRE.
greatest breadth u not
more than three quarters of a mile from east to west.
Its (greatest depth of water is forty fathoms.
There
arc ^veral small bays on its shores, which are lined
with coppice woods, small farms, and rucks. The scenery of this lake is much praised by Mrs. Itadcliffe. It
aboun<ls in fish ; and the char found in it is much es>
''
wvjr.
E^tthwaite water is about two
teemed i'
iJ half a mile brood.
miles in
It is nearly di-

from north to South

;

but

its

^

vided by two [)tiunsulas, one of which projects from
each shore. The scenery of this lake is rather mild
iting, than bold, romantic, or picturesque.
there was in it a floating island ; but latterly
.

become

it Jidi

of

stationary'.

There are several

varieties

but it is remarkable, that though it is
cctniected with WimlenDere, no char is found in it.
The lake of Windermere ro^y be rej^rded as belonging
rtly to Lancashire and |tartly to Westmoreland, as it
uies the district of Furness from the latter county,
li ia fifteen miles long, with an average breadth of one
mile ; but, in sorae parts, its breadth does not exceed
Its great«at depth is about 201 feet
.400 yards.
It is
fi>h

in

it

;

'

•

.

Aaious fur its char.
So county in England abounds more in canals than
'^ci^hire.
The fir«( complete artificial navigation
Tied in it
This is called the Sankey Canal,
"IS a navigable communication between tlie
Mersey and the co^ and copper works near St. Helen's.
lu Iciigth, from the place where it separates into three
bratchea, is 9j mile*. Ihe whole distance from the
Mcncy 11 j mile*. There are eight single and two
dowbU locks apon it, with 60 feet falL The chief articW Gamad «pon it ia coal.
Baaidca thia canal, Lan.
caahire is faUnKted tnr parta of nine othon, four of
mhieh coawmmatu with Iilancbe«er. The Aahton'

oadar-line run* fro«u that town to Manchester.
It*
is 1 1 milea, with a rise of I2S feet
Near Ducknlilil lodaa it unite* with the Peak-foreat canal; and
at FairfalJ , • branch goes off towards Oldham.
One
part of the Doke of Bridge water's canal runs from Mancheater to Woraley, a di^ance of nine mile*. At WorsL.-y it is carried under ground to the colUerie*.
Near
thi* place, a cut branche* off to Chat Moa*.
Another
partton of the Duke of Bndgewater'* canal run* from
Mancheater to Runcorn, in Cheshire. The Manchetter,
Bury, and Boltoa canal, eoauncoces at the Meraej ancl
Irweil navigation, near Manchester, and terminate* at
the town of Bolton. At Bury i* a branch four miles
long, which joins the Haslingdean canal.
The Ilochdale canal coo nscta the Bridgewater canal, at Manchester, with the Calder navigation, near Halifax. The
DomIni river navigation commence* at the estuary of
the !>;''->- -"" •-•rminatca in the Leetl* and Liverpool
caBi
11.
The whole rise from the llibUe i9 i:' ii-'i-i. 1 lie Leeds and Liverpool canal begins
in the Mersey, at the lower part of Liverpool. It paaae*
by Ormskirk, cro**c* the river IJouglas, and aflerwards
the Lancaster canal, near Houghton Tower. The Lancaster canal run* upwards of 75 miles, through nearly
the whole county of Lancashire, and part of Westmoreland. It bc^;u>* at West Houghton, and thence proceed* to Wigan, Preston, Garatan^, and Lancaster.
Hera it is carried over the river Seme by an aqueduct
of five arches. It paaaes out of Lancashire near Bur.
torn.
Tlte great object of thi* canal, one of the moat
important in the kingdom, is to open a commuiiic:ition
between the coal and limestone counties ; the county
north of Prtstoa being destitute of coal, but abounding

layth

in lime.
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Besides these canals, several rivers in Lancashire Lancashire,
have been rendered more fit for navigation than they """^.""'^
naturally were.
In order to render the Mersey, above
Warrington, navigable as far as Manchester, through
its communicating branch the Irweil, an act of pnrlia.<
ment was obtained near a century ago ; and the object
has been clJ'ected by means of wears, locks, &c. ; but
the Duke of Bridgewater's canal has rendered this navigation of little use or profit.
About the same time,
the navigation of tho river Douglas was also improved
by artificial means ; but this has been since purchased
by the proprietors of the Leeds and Liverpool canal,
who have, in part, subtituted an artificial cut fur the
natural channel of the river.
The most abundant and valuable of the minerals of MinAals.
I^ancashire are its coals.
Immense beds of them are
found in the southern ports, and towards the centre ;
but none, as has been alreaily remarked, beyond Preston. The hundreds of West Derby, Salford, and Blackbum, are most abounding in this valuable article.
There is one species of it almost peculiar to Lancashire.
This is called Cannel coal. It is found at Haigh, near
Wigan. It bums with uncommon brilliancy, without
smoke. It is very apt to fly into pieces, if nut placed
on the fire in a piurticular position. It is very hard,
and susceptible of a high polish. If broken transversely, it presents a smooth conchoidal surface. Limestone
abounds in the north and north-east parts of the county ;
but none is found in the south or western parts, except near Liverpool, where it is met with in small
quantity, and at a great depth ; and near Leigh and
Manche*ter, where lime peculiarly adapted for tarras
occur*.
Mafle is abundant in the soutti and western
parts of the county.
Stone of various sorts alK>unds in
Lancashire.
Quarrie* of an excellent sort are wrought
near Lancaster. It bear* an excellent polish.
Lancas.
ter is entirely built of it
At Holland, near Wigan,
there are quarries of flap and grey slates ; and large
quantities of blue slate* are procured from the hills
near Hawkshead. They form a lucrative branch of
the export trade of the county.
Scythe stones are ob.
tained near Rainford. With respect to the metals, iron
ore abounds in Furness ; and at Anglesark, near Chor-.
ley, is a lead mine, consisting of several veins, intersecting the strata of the county almost perpendicularly,
and running in various directions. These mines are
noted for containing carbonate of barytes. In the north
of the county some copper mines have been wrought,
but not to much advantage.
As an agricultural district, Lancashire is not cele< Agricul.
brated. Its climate and soil are not favourable to agri- ture.
culture; and since the manufactures of the county have
spread so widely, and given employment to such a
large portion of it* inhabitants, agriculture has been
In the south of the county there
suffered to decline.
are few verv large estates, property having become more
minutely divided since the introduction of manufac>
tures. The yeomanry, formerly numerous and respectable, have greatly diminishcnl ; and most of the farmers
who have gained fortunes by agriculture, place their
children with manufacturers. There are, however, still
some large estates, as well as farms of considerable exOne of the largest estates in
tent, anclwell managed.
the county, if not the largest, belongs to tlie Earl of
Derby. The tenures are chiefly freehold ; leases for
lives are more common in Lancashire than in most
other counties. The general size of farms is about 50
very few exceed 20().
Although agriculture •
acres
has not advanced very rapidly in Lancashire, yet, in
3 V
;

;
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respect to agricultural implements, this county is not
*""' so far behind as many other districts, the agriculture
of which is more celebrated. The pJoujrhs in every
part of the county are light and well constructed; there
are no waggons ; and single horse carts are by no
•

means uncommon.

The rotation of crops followed, is by no means judicious or profitable.
In many parts, oats arc sown for
years together; and'even in the Filde district, where
agriculture is more extensively the object of attention,

the land

cropped

in a very severe and unhusbandlike
points of agriculture for which Lancashire is most noted, are the application of marl;
the cultivation of oats and potatoes ; and its cattle : of
the first, we shall speak afterwards.
The climate, and

manner.

foutocs.

€iaM

is

The

in general the soil of the county, are favourable to the
growth of oats ; and this' grain constitutes the principal

0«t«.

luids.

HoTticulture.

:

food of the labouring classes, ^even in the manufiicturing districts : hence oats are cultivated to a very great
extent, and in general with considerable attention and
ekill. Various kinds are grown ; especially the tartarian
and the potatoe oats. Wheat does not succeed well in
this county, more from the coldness and raoistness of
the climate than from the nature of the soil, for in part
of Furness, the low lands near the shore beyond Lancaster, the Filde, and the south-west part of the county,
there are excellent wheat land. There is still less barley grown, and scarcely any pease or beans.
For potatoes, Lancashire has long been famous; and indeed
the cultivation of this root is here extiemely well understood, and their cookery not less so.
Lancashire is said
to have been the first county in which they were grown.
The best mode of cultivating them is on the sward
they are always drilled, and well hoed while growing.
Great attention is paid to changing the seed, in order
to prevent the curl. The produce, on a medium, is from
200 to 300 bushels, of 90 lbs. each, to the statute acre.
Early potatoes are much cultivated, and with very great
care and skill, near the large towns.
Lancashire produces so little corn, that it is estimated
the corn raised in it would not support its inhabitants more than three months in the year ; hence it will
be concluded that the larger portion of its lands are under grass, which is the fact.
In this department of
agriculture, Lancashire presents little that is interesting ; its meadows produce hay not of very good quality, owing partly to the soil and climate, and partly to
the mode in which it is made.
The common average
of the best feeding lands will support one cow on the
statute acre during the summer.
There is one branch of horticulture for which Lancashire is celebrated ; the best gooseberries have their

rpgarde<l as impracticable, has been followed with sue- LsneaiWri
cess in some parts of Lanotshire, which deserves notice. '^'''V^

In order to protect the young trees from the-sea air, they
are placed in holes, and sods raised rotmTl them.
It is
remarked, that the sycamore, ash, alder, fir, and plataniis, thrive best in this situation.
This county abounds in bogs or morasses, called here Mossce.mosses.
The principal are, Chat moss and Traffbrd
moss.
Attempts have been made to drain and improve
these with considerable success.
Of the manures employed in the greatest abundance,
and with most effect, marl may be reckoned the chief.
There are several kinds in this county. The principal
are the blue, or reddish slate marl, wfiich contains a
large proportion of calcareous earth
and the strong
clay marl, which contains less calcareous matter.
The
poorest lands have been improved by marling ; and
though the expence is heavy, it is found to pay well.
The Lancashire long-horned breed of cattle have
long been deservedly celebrated : on them Mr. Bakewell made his improvements : they are found in almost every part of the county, but the prime stock is
bred in the Filde. Among the cow-keepers, all kinds
are met with, but especially the Holderness and Derbyshire.
A considerable quantity of cheese is made in
this county, but none of it is of very superior quality,
except what is made near Leigh ; this is little inferior
to the Dunlop cheese of Ayrshire, in mildness and
richness; yet it is surprising that the land here is
chiefly barren, the soil being shallow, with clay under
it.
The quantity made from a cow, is about S60 lib.
fit for the market.
There are very few sheep kept in
the southern parts of the county in the northern parts
they are bred and kept upon the hills; but LancaIt is said, there is not a
shire is not a sheep district.
single shepherd, properly so called, in the whole county.
Almost the only sheep kept, are the black faced
Scotch and Welsh. The Lancashire breed of horses
were used by Mr. Bakewell, as the basis of his improvements ; but in the county itself, little attention
is paid to improving or keeping up'this breed : they
are universally preferred to oxen for the purposes of
;

'

•

:

husbandry.

" The Filde is the principal district in this county
which keeps a surplus stock of poultry. Poulterers
also collect the chief part of what is brought to the
Ormskirk market, from the cottagers and farmers, and

Poultgr,

them out again at the Liverpool market. On
Martin Mere, are turned a number of flocks of geese,
on a certain day, brought from diflcrent parts of the
county. Those flocks are so marked as again to be
Upon this mere, they continue till about
known.
origin in this county ; and uncommon attention and
Michaelmas, where they find sufficient food from the
zeal are still shewn for the purpose of raising large and
The proprietor of the water
grasses, insects, &c.
new varieties. Meetings are annually appointed at dif- claims half of the stock that remains alive fpr their
ferent places, at which there ai*e public exhibitions of summer's keep."
gooseberries, and other fruits, and flowers; at these
It has been observed, that there is a greater length Roads^
meetings gooseberries have been produced which weigh- of roads in this county, in proportion to its extent, than
ed upwards of 17 dwts. ; and one year a gooseberry in any other county in the kingdom
in the north,
tree yielded 2 1 quarts of fruit, which weighed 28 lbs.
and north-eastern parts, they are made of limestone
avoirdupois. The manufacturers, who generally possess in the middle and southern parts, the roads are paved
a small quantity of ground adjoining their cottage, spend with stones, principally brought from the Welsh and
much of their leisure time in cultivating fruits and flow- Scotch coasts. On the road between Manchester and
ers.
Vegetables of different sorts are cultivated with Liverpool, slag or copper scoria has been advanta*
great care and skill near Liverpool and Manchester. gfeously used.
About five miles from the latter place there arc upwards
Lancashire is the most manufacturing county, with- Manfl^Uc.
of 60 statute acres planted with apple trees.
Its staple manufac- »>"»•
out exception, in the kingdom.
There are no natural woods of any consequence in ture is that of cotton in all its branches ; but as we
this county, and, in general, it is bare of timber.
A have entered very fully into a view of this manufacmode of raising trees Bear tlie sea, which is generally ture, in our account of the Statistics of Ehqmud, our
retail

:

Wood*.

Cattje»

;
:
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here must be brief and general. Mancheaconsiilereil as the centre of the cotton spinning and manufat-turing district. From this town this
branch of trade has spread southwards into Cheshire,
various branches of
and northwards as far as I're^ton
it are also carried on at Bolton, Chewbent, Bury, Wig.
am, Blackbume, &c. Besides those employed in spin*
ning and weaving cotton, there are bleachers, dyers,
printers, tool and machine makers, &c There are also
in Lancashire, manufactories of woollen goods, hats,

.uMublrc.

notice of

''^y^^

ter

it

may be

;

Oldham,

stockings, pins, needles, nails,
watch-movements, tobacco, and tobacco-pipes, snufT,
earthen ware, English porcelain, paper, L'tc. There
are also large works for smelting iron and copper, and
for casting plate glass, and the making of common
g1a»«, white lead, lamp black, vitriolic acid, &c.
rhe commerce of Lancashire is also very great : al'^c entirely from
Liverpool to America, the West
and Eatit Indies, Africa, the Mediterranean, Spain,
Portugal, Ireland, &c.
Lancaster also enjoys some
commerce, but the quantity is proportionally small ;
•nd it seems to l>e decliniitg. The principal articles of
export arc the various manufactures of the county ; and
the principle articles imported, are cotton, wool, sugar,
tobauDco, rice, timber, com from Ireland, &c.
It is generally supposed that the Bngantes inhabited
Lmoubire at the period of the Roman conquest. According to the authority of Ptolemy, however, they
werejprMcded by a trilw, whom he calls the Segantii.
The Rooians entered their territory, under Juliui< Af^ricola, about the year A.D. 7il ; and Mr. Whitaker says,
that the principal Koman stations were formed at this
period, of which Mancunium, or Manchester, was one.
The Itonun< als* formed aereral excellent roads
throagh the county. The whole of Lanca-shire, along
with Yorkaiiire, tic was called by the Riunans Maxima
nsia, or Britannia .Superior ; by the Saxons it
especially at

17.

Qwm
«M

Soon

d wrfrd

within

iii

after

tlie

ktngdatn

ol°

Northumbria

waa conquered by Egfrid.

it

About the

fanned into • tepamte county. S<x>n
aAcrwards it was divided into hundred*, tithings, &c.
South Lancaahirc was at first divided into three hun>
jrear 680, it wa-i

dnda,nnd,jwt be<°»rt' the ronqnest, suinlivided into six.
Pravious to and under tlw early .Vcrman sovereigns,
Una eonnty was diatingniahcd as an honour. Landed
benoura gumnlly belonged to the king, but were aometinMa gHUMed im fte to noblemen. Soon tSter the con>
mblrinen held the honour of Lancaster
nrt Kinc 9tafkma ooafirmcd it on his ton, and thenceifarward it aa eni s to have been attached to thove of royal
blood.
In the time of Henry III. it was con<ititute<l an
earidam; and in the time of Edward IV. the duke4mb of Laneaatar waa created, .lohn of Gaunt procured it to be raised to the dignity of a county palatine.
The antiquities of tfaia county are by no means
Bumeraoa or intcrcBtinf.
In the y«Br IMW, the poor's rate of this county
anonnted to £990,76.5: for the year ending S.lth of
Maicb 1815, the sum paid by 449 places (for, in
MBaeqvencc of the great extent of its parishes,
ikty are subdivided into townships) amounted to
returns had ncH been obtained
MOS3Ji\7 3 lOj
From comparing the returns in
flwB three places.
1815 it will appear, that the poor-rates of this
fiOS
In
eaanljr hare not increased in a very great degree.
the year 177fi, the sum of £56,163 was raised; and
the average of the years 17H3, 17^*4, and 1785, was
Jf80,J01.
In 1803, the number of persons relieved
waa 46^M)0, oe 7 in the 100 of the popuktion; the
money raised waa 6a. 10^ per head on the population ;
qneal, tbra*

f,^^

:

nd

:

:
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which each pauper was relieved, waa Lancashire,
Nine hundred and fifty-seven friendly Lanciu.tCT.
/""^
societies were enrolled at that time ; and the number
of members was 104,776, or 16 in the 100 of the ]X)putlie

rate at

£3:9:S\.
lation

;

the

number of children

in schools of industry

was 1704.

The population o€ Lancashire was very thin before
became a manufacturing county. In the year I70O,
it amounted only to 166,200; in the year 1750, it had
increased to 297,400
in the year 1801, it had augment.
ed extremely, being 695,100: by the returns it appears to have increased still further iu 1811. At that
it

:

time.

The

inhabited hauses were
Camilici inhabiting them
Houses building
Uninhabited houses
Families employed in agriculture
Families in manufactnres
Families not included in these

Males
Females

...
.

.

.

141.383
161,899

SOT
42»)9

23,305

m,o22
21,072
394,104
434,205

82S,309
In IBOI

(;9j,100

IncTciae

133,209

The

population in 1811, is nearly at the rate of 380
the square mile. The baptisms were 1 to 29, the burials 1 to 48, and the marriages I to 108.
.See Aikin's
Manchesler ; Beaulies of England and Wales ; and
Dickson's At^riculiural Survei/. (w. s.)
L.ANCASrEH, a town of England, in the hundred
of Lonsdale, in the county of Lancashire, lies in 54° 4'
North Lat. and 2° 56' West Long. It is -isg.J miles
N. N. W. from London. It is a borough, the civil government of which is vested in a mayor, 12 .ildcrmen,
a recorder, 2 baHifls, 12 common councilmen, or capital
burgesses, &c.
It returns two members to parliament.
The right of election is vested in the freemen, who
amount to about 1000. The returning officers are the
mayor anil two bailiffs. This town is situated on a gentle ascent, on the top of which stand the church and
CTStle.
The river Lane makes nearly an acute angle on
the north side of the town.
The direction of several of
the principal streets are from it to the south, the church
and castle being in some measure detached. Hence it
will ap])ear, that the situation of Lancaster is, upon the
whole, striking. The houses are in general good, being built of an excellent freestone found in the neighbourhood, and covered with slate. Many of the streets,
however, are narrow. The most important, as well as
the most interesting public building in Ijmcaster, is
the castle. It is supposed, that the Kom.nns first built a
castle on the sitcof tne present one, and that part of the
uKl foundations arc still visible ; and it is pretty well
ascertained, that the large square keep was the work
of the Saxons. But the main buildiiig was the work
of Edward III. and his son John of Gaunt, whom he
Its walls cover an area of
created Duke of I^ncaster.
SftO feet from east to west, bv 3.50 feet from north to
At present, the whole is appropriated to the
south.
county goal. The summit commanus very extensive
views, embracing the windings of the Lune, More*
caml)e bay, the mountains of Cumberland, WestmoreThe shire hall, a beautiful mo»
land, and Y'urkshire.
dem structure, and the county courts, arc attached to
The other public buildings arc, the townthe castle.
hall, theatre, custom-house, assembly-room ; and over
the Lune there is a very grand bridge, which was
built by the county at the expencc of £ 12,000,
1

Populstion,

:
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to the north-east of the town, is the aqueduct-bridge of the Lancaster canal, which consists of
Barges of 60 tons can
4-5,000.
five arches, and cost
pass over it. This town has communication, by in-

About a mile

£

navigation, with the rivers Mersey, Ribble,
Ouse, Trent, Derwent, Severn, Humber, Tliames,
This navigation, including its windings,
Avon, &c
extends about 500 miles into the counties of Lincoln,
Nottingham, York, Westmoreland, Cheshire, Stafford,
Warwick, Leicester, Oxford, Worcester, &c. There is
scarcely any manufactory of consequence in Lancaster.
ternal

It is chiefly celebrated for its cabinet ware.
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The

spin-

ning of twine, printing of cotton, and weaving of sail
Ship-building
clotli, is also carried on to some extent.
has been carried on to a considerable extent, and vesThe river
sels of 450 tons have been launched here.
being obstructed by shoals, only vessels of 250 tons can
Its trade is principally to America and
reach the quay.
In 1799, 52 vessels cleared out tor
the West Indies.
the latter, with cargoes estimated at upwards of two

he discharged the duty of land steward to that nobleman till within a few years of his death.
In the year I764, he published the first book of the
Residual Annli/sis, in which he applies it Jo the drawing
of tangents to the finding the properties of curve lines ;
to describing their involutes

and evolutes ; finding the
nulius of curvature, their greatest and least ordinate?,
and points of contrary flexure ; and to the determination
of tlieir cusps, and the drawing of asymptotes. He proposed in a second book, to shew its application to a
great variety of mechanical and physical problems ; but
never found leisure to complete this part of his plan.
the Itith of January 1766, Mr. Landen was elected a member of the Royal Society ; and in 1768, he
published his Sixcimen of a nerv method of comparing
lie

On

Curviliiieal Area!:, by tvhich many such areas may be
compared, as have not yet appeared to be comparable by
any other method.^ In the same work for 1770, he gave
Some new Theoremsfor completing the Areas of certain

Curve Lines.

In the Phil. Trans, for 1770, he published A disquiFluents, which are assignable
by the Arcs of the Conic Sections ; voliere are investigated, some new and useful Theorems for computins suck
Flufnts.
This subject had been previously treated by
Maclaurin in his Fluxions, and by D'Alembert in the
In the year 1801, Lancaster contained A/e;«o»\s of the Berlin Academy ; but Landen had the
their widows.
1601 houses, and 9030 inhabiunts. In the year 1811, merit of removing a very great defect in their methods.
In the same year, he published his Animadversions on
the returns were as follow
Dr. Matthew Stewart's computation of the Sun's distance
.
•
lC9t
Houses inhabited,
from the Earth, a work written in a style of acrimony
1906
Families occupying tliem.
disgraceful to a man of genius.
Houses uninliabitcd,
37
.
In the same work for 1775, he published an Investi188
families employed in agriculture.
gation of a general Theorem, fur finding the length of
1260
Do.
do.
in trade,
,
•
464
All other families,
.
any Arc of any Conic Hyperbola by means if two Ellip4237
il:ilcs,
.
•
tic Arcs; with some other nerv atid useful 'J heoremi de5010
Females,
duced from it. In this paper, lie has shewn that both
the elastic curve, and the curve of equable recess from
Total
9247
a given point, with many others, may be constructed
LANCEROTTA. See Canary Isles, vol. v. p. S56. by the rectification of the ellipsis only, without failure
LANDEN, John, a celebrated mathematician, was in any point ; whereas the elegant method by Maclaubom at Peakirk, near Peterborough, in Northampton- rin, of consti'ucting them by the rectification of the hyshire, in January 171 9So early as 1744, he was a perbola and the ellipse, fails when some principal point
contributor to the Ladies Diary ; but it was not till the of the curve is to be detennined, as the hyperbolic
year 1754, that he published in the Philosophical Trans- arc and its tangent then become infinite, though their
difference be at the same time finite.
actions, his first paper, entitled. An investigation of some
In 1777, he published in the Philosophical TransacTheorems, tvhich suggest several very remarkable propertions, A nerv Theory (f the Motion of Bodies revolving
ties of the Circle, and are at the same time of considerabout an Axis in free Space, when that Motion is disturbable use in resolving Fractions, the denominators qfivhich
are certain multinomials into more simple ones, and by ed by some extraneous force either percussive or accelerathat means facilitate the computation of Fluents.
In tive. In this paper, he considers only the motion of a
1755, he published a small volume, entitled Mathema- sphere, spheroid, and cylinder ; but in consequence of
his having afterwards found, that D'Alembert had
tical Lucubrations, containing a variety of tracts relative
to the rectification of curve lines, the summation of treated of tlie same subject, he purchased the Opuscules of that eminent author, where he found it staseries, the method of finding fluents, and other branches
ted, tliat some mathematician doubted, whether there
of the higher mathematics.
About the end of 1757, he published proposals for is any solid whatever besides the sphere, in whicli any
printing by subscription, the Residual Analysis ; and line passing through the centre of gravity will be a
in 1758, he published his Discourse on the Residual permanent axis of rotation.
He was thus led to resume
Analysis, in which he resolved a great variety of prothe subject, and he succeeded in pointing out several
blems by an entirely new mode of reasoning, and point- bodies, which, under certain dimensions, have that reed out the superior elegance of his methotl to that wliich markable property. This paper was published in a vohad been derived, from the fluxioiaary calculus.
lume of memoirs, which appeai'ed in 1780, and which
In the Transactions of the Roysi Society for I76O, conbiins also a lai-ge appendix, with a complete colleche published A new tnet/wd of computing the sums of tion of Theorems for the calculation of Fluents, princicertain Sericv, a sul^ect which he afterwards pursued in
pally investigated by himself.
his Mallteniutical Memoirs, which appeared in 1780.
Mr. Landen published three small tracts on the sumHitherto Mr. Landen had lived as a farmer at the mation of converging sines, in which he explained and
village of Walton, near Peterborough ; but in 1762, he
extended the tlieorems of De Moivre, Stirling, and
removed to Milton, the seat of Earl Fitzwilliam, where Thomas Simson.
millions ; but at present the trade is not so considerable.
On the 90th of September 1800, the registered shipping consisted of 140 ships, 19,094 tons, navigated by
1926 men. In the immediate neighbourhood of the
town, is an excellent salt marsh, of about 501 statute
acres, which belongs to 80 of the oldest burgesses, or

sition concerning certain
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motion, that he thought himself capable of resolving
the general problem, namely, to determine " the rotatory motion of a body of any form whatever, revolving
withont restraint aliout any axis passing through its
Ha\ing found, however, that tlie
centre of gravity."
resuh was materially different from that given by d'AThe solemtjcrt, he declined publishing his solution.
lution of the same problem given by Euler, in the Memoirf ofthe Berlin Acatlemy for 1757, hapjiened to
ikU into hi» hands, and he saw that the result waa the
ame as that of d'.Alembert ; but the great perspicuity
at Euler'a investigations, enabled him to discover the
point in which the solution differed from his own. After repeated examinations of his own solution, he was
finnly convinced of its correctness, and at last published it in the Pkilotophicai TranMoctions (or 1783- The
Rev. Charles Wildbore, a respectable mathematician,
attacked Landen s solution in the Phil. Traiu. for 1790,
in a paper on Spherical Motion, and olitained the same
•ohitxin as that of
and d'.\lembert. Mr. Landen
waa thus led to revise and extern! his solution, and having found a result similar to tiiat of Euler, in Frisi's
ComograpAia ; and having also learned, that Euler
had revised his own' solution, and obtained the same
resoh, in his T^eoria Motut corporum Solidorum tat rigidomm, which appeared in 1705, he set about a fuU
explanation of hi* own views.
'--ly afflicted with the stone; but
He was i^
during the
lenals of tliat agonizing disorder,
he continued tu write the second volume of his Memoirs,

EuW

j

which

mMBvd after his death.
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About the commencement of the year 1 788, Mr. Lan•"Y""^ dai had made such additions to his theory of rotatory
Lmdrti.

This volume contains,

among

otner important papers, a solution of the general
prabletn concerning rotatory motion, the resolution of
the problem relative to the motion of a top, and an inT
vetMwtion of the wecession of the equinoctial points, in
whim he had dtenonour of dctectii^ for the first time.
Sr Isaac Newton's mistake in his celrarated solution of
the same problem. Mr. Landen had the satisfaction of
receiving a cony of this work on the day before his death,
which took place at Milton, near Peterborough, on Uie
I5lh of January, 1790, in the 71st year of his age.
flat stone in the north aisle of the church of Castor in
Northamptonshire, is the only monument to the memoTj of this distinguished mathematician.

A

Asa

Mr. Landen is entitled to a very
high reputation but he possessed, in no small degree,
a coarseness of mind, and a disposition to contemn the
pursuits of others, which, we regret to say, is too often
matliematiciaii,

Laodeir,

Landes,

;

exhibited by those who exclusively cultivate the mathematics.
His treatment of Euler is by no means handsome ; and the controversy with Dr. Henrj- Cliu-ke respecting that gentleman's translation of Lorgna's treatise on series, was carried on with an asperity of language unworthy of a man of genius. From the siugular contrast between the maimers of Mr. Landen and
those of his noble friend the Earl of Fitzwilliam, the villagers often exclaimed, when they were seen to pa.<!s
together, " There goes Lord Landen and Mr. Fitzwilliam."
Mr. Landen left one daughter, who, we believe,
is still alive.
His manuscripts were sold to the shopkeepers of Peterborough for waste paper.
LAKDES, Lks, is the name of a department in the
south-west region of France.
It is bounded on the
north by the department of the Gironde; on the east
by that of Lot, and Garonne, and Gers ; on the soutli
by the Lower Pyrenees ; and on the west by the sea.
It contains 450 square leagues, or 9t75 square kiiometres, and is watered by the river Adour, and by theMedan, which pasjes by Mont Marsan.
Its principal productions are barley, wines, cork, charcoal, and resin ;
but the soil is in general sandy and unfruitful, the north
and west ports consisting of heath and marshes. The
sea is said to have once covered this department, and to
have flowed as far as Dax. The villages and hamlets
stand on spots of fertile ground, like islands, among the
sand.
The shepherds are remarkable for being mounted on stilts, which raise them from three to five feet
above the ground, for the double purpose of keeping
them out of the water, which lies deep on tiie sands,
and of enublfng them to see their sheep at a greater distaoce on the lerel ground. The principal towns are,

-

Population.

Mont de Marsan
St.

Sever

Dax
The

US&i
5844
4398

and oaks cover about 201 8 acres,
and belong in general to individuals. The contribu.
tions in 1 803, were 1,^07,597 francs; and the population
of the department 228,889. Mont Marsan is the capital,
forests of pines

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
tj^tf
^^^'^•.
'

lit the infancv of human arts, all gardening would be
uiinpii^wiilid in the culture of a tew fruiu and esculent pbntim a very limited space ; but at present, the
warn |(afdcn has at least three (liittinct significations
to designate a spot, destined for the culture of fruits and
culinary vegetables ; to mark a space, devoted to flowers
and botanical pursuit* ; and to denote a more extended
MHW, characterised by fori^t trees, and walks for
riiade and recreation, and combining luch other objects
belonging to external scenery, as taste, art, or locality
may confer. For kitchen gardening and botanic gardening, we refer to our view of Horticulture. The
art of farming the third class of gardens, and to which
wc pronoae n this article to confine our attention, has
bnn, tul of late, indilfcrently known under the terms
fitmmnt, armmeittal, and rural gardenin;; ; but is now
mot* fflHral^ -designated lantLcape gardening, a very
iHfipjr tmm, pvticauily at applied to the modem style
:

of laying out grounds. But as we intend directing our Landscape
attention to both styles, we shall employ the term gar- tinrdenmg.
ilcning as a generic distinction, comprehending both '•'Y'"^
the geometric or ancient, and tlie modem or landscape

We shall arrange our observations in the
gardening.
following order :
1. An historical view of ornamental gardening, ancient

and modem.

The

object of this art, and the principles of composition adapted to it.
3 The application of these principles to the different
materials employed in forming a country residence.
4. The application of these principles, in uniting these
nMtcrials in compositions or constituent parts of a country residence.
5. The union of these constituent parts, in the for2.

mation of the different varieties of country residences.
6. The practice of landscape gardening.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
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CHAP.

I.

History of ornamental Gardening.
Hiiiorji

What

known

of the history of this branch of garbe arranged in four different epochs. 1st,
From the earliest accounts, that is, from about tlie tenth
century antecedent to the vulgar era, to the second
century before the same era ; referring chiefly to the
Jewish, and some of the Greek authors, as Moses, Solomon, Homer, Hesiod, Pausanias, &c. 2d, From the
above period to tlie decline of the Roman empire, including the Roman poets and philosophers ; as Cato,
Varro, Virgil, Pliny, Columella, &c. 3d, From the
revival of the arts to the introduction of the modem
Btyle, or what is properly- called landscape gardening,
about the middle of the 18th centur^ ; including Zanoni, Clarici, &c. among the Italians ; Gesner, Trinkhouse, &c. among the Germans; Lobel, Liebault, &c.
among the Dutch, and the United Provinces ; Bertrand,
D'Argenville, &c. among the French; and Didymus
Mountain, Temple, James, Switzer, &c. among the
English. 4th, From the introduction of the modern
style to the present time ; among the principal writers
during which period may be reckoned Lauguier, Girardin, Wattelet, &c. among the French ; Hirschfield,
Grohmann, &c. among the Germans ; and Shenstone,
G. Mason, Chambers, Wheatley, Mason the poet. Price,
Knight, Repton, &c. among the English. We shall
take a cursory view of each of these peridds, and incur
progress, refer the more inquisitive reader to such

dening,

works

is

may

as will afford

Sect.

The

First epoch,
IfiOOto
er.
200 B. C.

first

I.

him ample information.

Asiatic

and Grecian Gardening.

garden on record

is

known

to every read-

Moses, in describing it, no doubt intended to combine every sort of excellence of which he deemed a garden susceptible; and it is remarkable, that in so remote
an age, his outline should contain so much of general
FaiadUe.
nature.
What was sketched by Moses, was ably completed by Milton, whose finislied performance, as Mr.
Walpole observes, exhibits all the higher beauties of
the rural scenery of a modern country residence. Thus
the origin of gardening, as of most other arts, is traced
to the eastern nations, through the writings of the Jews.
Garden of It is to be regretted, that
Solomon has left so imperSolomon.
fect an idea of the manner in which his garden was
laid out, though he has made some degree of compensation for this omission, by the hints of what it contained.
Besides fruits and odoriferous flowers, there
were baths, summer-houses, and water in various forms.
It was powerfully enclosed, as is generally the case
with eastern gardens to this day, for the sake of privacy
Garden of and seclusion.
That it was contiguous to some of his
Ahaauetus, palaces, appears more than probable, from
the circumstance of Ahasuerus, one of his successors, being mentioned as going forth from the banquet of wine into his
and of
garden, and returning ; and king Ahab wishing to exAbab.
tend his garden, desired the vineyard of Naboth for
that purpose, " because it was near his palace."
Carden of
The next garden in the order of time, was situated
Aldnous.
on an island in the Archipelago, on the confines of Europe, and is that of the Phoenician king Alcinous.
It
is very miinitcly described in the Odyssey, and
seems
to have been little more than an orchard of four acres,
containing three or four sorts of fruit trees, some beds
of flowers or vegetables, two fountains to water it, and
Garden of
a hedge as the boundary enclosure.
That of Laertes,
Laertt),
also described in the Odyssey, was very similar to the

above.
Both appear to have been placed adjacent to History.
the house, arnl evidently intended for use more than ^"""^r^
ornament.
Odyxs. lib. v. 1 1 5.
The paradises of Semiramis, or, according to Mr. Babylonian
Bryant. (Anal, of Ancient Mi/thologij, vol. ii. p. 100, &c.)
^^l^"^
of a people called Scmarim, ancient Babylonians, ai'c ™^pn"'^
They were distinguished by their the city oi
the next in order.
elevated and romantic situations, and also by their ex- Babylon,
" When Semiramis came to Chanon,'' observes
tent.
Diodorus Siculus, (book ii. chap. 13.) a city of Media,
she observed on an elevated plain, a rock of stupendous
Here she formed
height, and of considerable extent.
another paradise, exceeding large, enclosing the rock in
the midst of it ; on which she erected sumptuous
buildings for pleasure, commanding a view both of the
plantations and of the encampment."
Where nature did not furnish an adequate site, art
supplied the deficiency ; and hence those well-known
stupendous mechanical constructions, entitled the hanging gardens of Babylon, and ranked among the ancient
wonders of the world. " This surprising and laborious
experiment," observes Mr. G. Mason, ( Essay on Design
in Gardening, p. 9,) " was a strain of complaisance in
king Nebuchadnezzar to his Medean queen, who could
never be reconciled to the flat and naked appearance of
the province of Babylon, but frequently regretted each
rising hill and scattered forest she had formerly delighted in, with all the charms they had presented to her
youthful imagination. The king, who thought nothing
impossible for his power to execute, nothing to be unattempted for the gratification of his beloved consort,
determined to raise woods and terraces, even within the
precincts of the city, equal to those by which her na-

tive country

was

diversified."

among the eastern nations, seems
had different shades of meaning, as well as the
word garden of modern times The paradise of Alcinous was an orchard ; while those of queen Semiramis,
seem to have included all the external scenery approThe word

paradise,

to have

priated to a country residence.
Those of the Persians combined use with beauty.
Xenophon in his Econo7nic^, makes Socrates say of the
Persian king, " Wherever he resides, or whatever place
he visits in his dominions, he takes care that the gardens called paradises, shall be filled with every thing
both beautiful and useful the soil can produce." MeLysander finds the
morab. Socralin, lib. v. p. 829.
younger Cyrus in his paradise at Sardis. Ashe avows
to the Spartan general, that " he planted the whole
himself,' it seems to have been of a more simple deBut another paradise at Celena; was very
scription.
extensive, and abounded with wild bea>ts ; and we are
informed, that the same prince there mus^tered the GreHe
cian forces, to the number of thirteen thousand."

Aulus Gi,'lHus informs us,
Cyri Expedilione, lib. i.
that the vivarium, or park of the Romans, which- contained game and wild beasts, was the same as the. paThe Greeks, there can belittle
radise of the Greeks.
doubt, would in this, as in other particulars, copy from
the Persians.

The trees in the Persian gardens, were arranged in
straight lines and angular fissures, and the ground was
covered with tufts of roses and odoriferous flowers. The
kings themselves often assisted, as we have seen, in their
considerable variety of
culture with their own hands.

A

trees were introduced, among whicii the plane and the resinous tribe .seem to have held conspicuous places. The
Persian gardens, described by modern travellers, differ
little

from the

Figuerosa,

.iccoimts derived

from ancient writers.
the court of Spain

who was ambassador from

Differenl

meaning*
of ilie word
paradise,

Persian

g»;deM.

I

;
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AMaa

to that of Persia, in 1 61 7, inforra* u», that at Schirw, the
royal gzrden was so large that it appeared like a forest, the trees consisting of cypress, planes, and elms,
which were planted in squares and avenue<«, interming.

Such are the scanty
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col-

of ancient Greece.
If we
may be allowed to hazard a conjecture on the subject,
we would say that the country of Greece, being hf
The fruits were grapes, nature more picturesque, its climate more temperate
led with thickets of roses.
In the middle
than the Asiatic regions, and its inhabitants comparapears, pistachio nuts, and almonds.
was a Inrge and beautiful lake." Daines Barrington in tively active and fnigal, paradises of the most luxurious
Chardin, Le Bruyn, Sir description would not find a place. Kitchen gardens,
Archttolagia. vol. vii. p. 114.
Jolm Mwcoiro, and other modern travellers, a<ld no- and ornamental orchards, would no doubt be general
ttun^ material to the above features of an ancient and but liad any very extensive gardens or parks been posmodem Persian garden.
sessed even by the princes, it is highly probable we
Turning from Asia to Africa, we find only the fabu- should have had some traditionary hints respecting
ious gardens of the He«perides
They arc ranketl by them, through their own, or the early Roman authors.
Pliny with those of Alcinout and Semiraniis, ( Nat. Hist.
That their poets and philosophers had a just taste for
lib. xix. c. 4,) and described by Scylax as situated to the
the beauties of natural scenery, is sufficiently evident,
east of Berenice, in Cyrenaica, and " lying in a place from Homer's description of the grotto of Calypso, {Ra'
eighteen fathoms deep, steep on all sides, and two Cfmaziontn lur Garlenkitrul der Allen, bet Her von Boeltin•t«iia in diameter, covered with trees of various kinds, fier, ffc. 1800,) and from various descriptive passages in
planted rtrj doae together, and interwoven with one Hesiod, JE.li»n, Theocritus, Atheneus, and other writers.
another." Hutorical I'uie of the Gardent of Antiqxuly, It may just be remarked, however, that their deiscriptiuus
tfc. p. 29Among tlia fruit trees, were apples, pome- enlarge chiefly on the shade, coohiess, freshness, breezes,
granates, mulberries, vines, obves, almonds, and wal- fragrance, and repose of such scenes.
The picturesque
nuts ; and the ornamental trees included the arbutus, is a species of beauty, which it is not clear that either
myrtle, bay, ivy, and wild olive.
the Greeks or Romans recognised so distinctly as the
Little is known of the private gardens of the Greeks, modem Europeans.
though it is more than probable, that, from their conSect. II. Roman Gardening.
nection with Asia, thev would imitate, at far as the difference of dimate and otbar circumstances would perThe first mention of a garden in the Roman history, Serond
eijoch.
mit, the paradises or ^rdensof the Assyrians and Peris that of Tarquinius Superbus, by Livy and UionyThit lupposition appears justified, from the ad- sius Halicarna.<isus. From what they state, it can only . n
aiana.
Ifoo*
niratioo which Xenophon, a Greek philosopher of the be gathered, that it was .idjotning to the palace, and
fiMntb oentarjr before Christ, expresses for the garden* abounded in flowers, chiefly poppies. The next in the garden of
ti Cjrraa tk Satdia. We are informed by Diogenea Li^ order of time are those of Lucullus, situated near Baiae, "I"'"in the Bay of Naples.
They were of a magnificence Of Lucul.
attiaa, that EpicanM delif^hted in the piaaaarw of a
«d«D,aod made choiot of it for his school of philoaophy. and expence rivalling that of the eastern monarchs,
Plato lay* tba aoene dt hi* dialogue on beauty, in an um- and procured to this general the epithet of the Roman
brageaua mit on the hank* of the Ilissns: from which Xerxe*. They consisted of vast edifices projecting into
proof of bu taatc for the baantic* of natural scenenr, it the sea ; of immense artificial elevations ; of plains form*
not be too nach lo infer, that aomething of wildnea* ed where mountains formerly stood ; and of vast pieces
and irregularity might have been sometimes admitted of water, dignified with the pompous titles of Nilus and
Euripides. (Plutarch in v{/a Luru/Zi; Sallust, &c.) Luin Grecian paradise*, as well a* art and uniformity.
Tba Acaacna*, or public garden of Athens, Plutarch cullus had made several expeditions to the eastern parts
inform* us, wa* originally a rough uncultivated spot ofAsia, andit i* probable he had there contracted a
till planted
by the General Cimon, who conveyed taste for this sort of magnificence, whicli Varro aftertreams of water to it, and laid it out in shady groves, wards ridiculed for its sumptuosity. Lucullus had the
witb gymnasia, or plaoea of exercise, and philosophic merit, however, of introducing the cherry, the peach,
Among the treaa, were the olive, plane, and and the apricot, from the east ; a benefit which still re<
walk*.
elm, which had attained to such extraordinary size, mains to mankind.
We know little of the gardens of the Augustine age
that at the siege of Athens by Sylla, in the war with
Mitbri<lates, they were selected to be cut down, to supof Virgil and Horace, generally thought to be that
ply warlike engine*.
In the account of these gardens in which taste and elegance were eminently conspicuby Pausania*. we learn, that they were highly elegant, ous. Virgil and Propertius mention the culture of the
and decorated with temples, altars, tomb*, atatuea, mo- pine tree, as beloved by Pan, the tutelar deity of garnument*, and towers ; that among the tombs, were those dens ; that the shade of the plane, from tlie thickness
of Pirithous, Tbeaoua, (Edipo*, and Adrastes ; and at of its foliage, was particularly agreeable, and well adaptthe entrance waa the fnt altar dedicated to love.
In ed for convivial meetings. Tne myrtle and the bay,
the first ackyoa of Thoocritus, the scene is laid under they describe a* in high esteem for their odour ; and
the ihadc or a piao trat ; and the beauty of Helen is to such a degree of nicety had they arrived in this p.trcompared to a cvproaa in a garden. It would appear ticular, that these odours were discovered to mingle
fton this and other 'rr iiiiii ti**TT. that the love of Te- well together, and the trees were planted adjoining each
Flowers, and especially roses
rabinthinatc troas, ao general in Asia, wa* al*o preva- other for this purpose.
lected respecting the

i

were in great repute.
Cicero and the elder Pliny we learn, that trees
were generally planted in rows, or in quincunx ; and
from these authors and Martial, that the fashion of
dipping trees was first introduced by Cneius Matius, a
friend of Augustus. Propertius relates, that statues and
A mode of forcing
fountains now became in vogue.
flower* and fruita, and of growing cucunilwrs in the

lent in Greeoe ; icoA va» tmat flowera were probably
caJtiTatad in both comtriea.
The narciaau* wa* comaoa to both, aa ako the ivy and the roae. It may be
naMikod Mncrally, respecting the Aaiaticand Grecian
gfdeaa ortbeae eari^ ages, that forest treei were chief\y cultivated for theu* shade, fruit trees for their produce, and flower* for their odour. At any rate, it does
not ap pear that «trc beauty of form or foliage entered

and the

teto tlMr idan ofafeaalleMn.

winter waion, waa alip is tue b^ weaus

narcissus,

From

ol talc cases,
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Pliny's
l.aurenttne
gaiden.

Pliny's

Tuscan
Tills.

which
( Spehnicaria) or j)latcs of the hpis specularin ;
Seneca and I'liiiy inform us could be split like slate in
lenjiths not exceeding five feet.
Sir Joseph Banks conjectures, that, by the same means,
it is highly probable they had peach-houses and vineries.
(On the forcing houses of the Romans, in Horl.
Daines Harrington seems to be of the
Trans, vol. i. )
same opinion, which he considers more probable frcm
the circumstance, that the luxury of cooling liquors with
ice was in use about the same time ; these two arts
being coeval inventions in England.
Of the form and extent of Pliny's winter garden at
Laurentinum, nothing very accurate can be obtained
from his letters. It was evidently small, being surrounded by hedges of box, and where that had perishVines, figs, and mulbered, made good by rosemary.
ries, were the fruit trees.
He seems to have valued
this retreat chiefly from its situation relatively to the
surrounding country, which he (Jescribes with delight;
" pointing out all the beauties of the woods, the rich
meadows covered with cattle, the bay of Ostia, the scattered villas upon its shore, and the blue mountains in
(Preface to' Girardin's Essay on Landthe distance."
Eustace menscape, translated by D, Malthus, Esq.)
tions that the same general appearance of woods and

meadows exists to this day. [Classical Totir,\o\.\. p. 14'.)
The situation of Pliny's Tuscan villa was a natural
amphitheatre, formed by the richest part of the Appenines,

whose

lofty

summits, crowned with groves of

oak, are broken into a variety of shapes, their sides watered by numerous springs, and diversified by fields,
Of the artificial part of the
vineyards, and copses.
grounds, we have a particular and well known description in Pliny's Epistles, book v. letter 6th, which is
of importance to our purpose, as shewing what was esteemed good taste in the pleasure grounds of a highly
accomplished Roman nobleman and philosopher.
" It is almost superfluous to remark," observes Dr.
Faulkener, speaking of Pliny's gardens, " the striking
resemblance which they bear to one in the French or
Dutch taste. The terraces adjoining to the house; the
lawn declining from thence ; the little flower garden,
with the fountain in the centre ; the walks bordered with
box; and the trees sheared into whimsical artificial
forms, together with the fountains, alcoves, and summer houses, form a resemblance too striking to bear dis" In an age," observes Lord Walpole, " when
pute.''
architecture displayed all its grandeur, all its purity,
all its taste ; when arose Vespasian's amphitheatre,
the temple of peace, Trajan's forum, Domitian's bath,
and Adrian's villa, the ruins and vestiges of which still

and

excite our astonishment ami curiosity ; a Roman consul, a polished emperor's friend, and a man of elegant

and taste, delighted in what the mob now
scarce admire in a college garden.
All the ingredients
of Pliny's garden corresponded exactly with those laid

literature

out by London and Wise on Dutch principles; so that
nothing is wanting but a parterre to make a garden in
the reign of Trajan serve for the description of one in
the reign of king William."
We consider these remarks of this eloquent author as dictated by too limited a view of the subject.
Because the Roman
gardens were considered as scenes of art, and treat,
ed as such, it does not follow that the possessors
•were without a just feeling for natural scenery.

Where all around

is

nature, artificial scenes even of the

to take place only in the

open glades or plains, where K!«Wiy.
p!\j:ks and pleasure grounds ? '•"^'V*'^

>

would be the beauty of her

The relative or temporary beauties of art should therefore not be hastily or entirely rejected in ouradmiration
of the more permanent and absolute beauties of nature.
That the ancient Romans admired natural scenery
with as great enthusiasm as the moderns, is evident
from the writings of their eminent poets and philosophers ; scarcely one of whom has not, in some part of
his works, left us the most beautiful descriptions of rural scenery, and the most enthusiastic strains of admiration of all that is grand, pleasing, or romantic, in landscape ; and some of them, as Cicero and Juvenal, have
deprecated the efforts of art in attempting' to improve
" Whoever,'' says Mr. G. Mason, " would
nature.
properly estimate the attachment to rural picturesque
nations of old, should not confine their
researches to the domains of men, but extend them to
the temples and altars, the caves and fountains, dedicated to their deities.
These, with their concomitant
groves, were generally favourite objects of visual pleasure as well as of veneration.''

among heathen

Sect. III.

'

French Gardening.

As the French made the most conspicuous figure in
gardening during this period, we shall commence with

Third
'po*!!'

we have been able to collect of its pro- ' j^oq
gress in France, and pass successively to the other Garden of
countries in Europe.
ChaileThe earliest notice which we have been able to find magne.
of a garden in France, is in the Capit. de villis el ciiriis imperatiiris Caroli Magni, prepared about the end
of the eighth century, and referred to by Montesquieu
as a " chef-d'oeuvre of prudence, good administration,
and economy." It contains 70 articles, recommending or proposing every possible attention and precaution ; and the 70th contains a list of the plants and
trees to be cultivated.
Among these, medicinal plants
hold a considerable place ; there are but few shrubs,
and only the common fruit trees. This monarch had
domains in most parts of France, and sjave every encouragement, as the Abbe Schmidt (iiwcyc. Method.
tomes 4 and 5.) informs ns, to clearing away foFrom his
rests, and planting vineyards and orcl!.^rd3.
intimacy with the Saracenic Prince Haronn al Rus^
child, he introduced many chai-ming varieties of the
rose, the best sorts of pulse, melons, and the finer sorts
He had a noble palace at Ingleheim on the
of fruits.
such notices as

Rhine, supported by a hundred columns of Italian marand containing an immense number of apartments.
The whole is consecrated by Nigellus in a Latin poem
of considerable length.
The next notice of a garden in France, unaccompa- A. D. Isoo.
nied by any details, is that of the Hotel de St. Paul, at
The scene of
Paris, formed by Charles the V. in ISGi.
the Bomaunt de Rose is in a garden ; but, excepting
that there were edgings of violets and primroses, therfe
is not a hint as to its form or productions.
Little appears to have been done in France before
the beginning of the l6th century, when, in consequence of the marriage of Francis the I. with the
daughter of Leo the X. something of what that illustrious pontiff revived in Italy would be transplanted to
France. Stephens and Liebault published their Maison Bustique towards the end of this century ; from
which it appears, that gardening, and every other rural
What
art, had made considerable progress in France.
ble,

most formal description will please, and may be approved by the justest taste, from their novelty and con- •relates to ornament in La Maison Ruslique, may be intrast, and other associations.
If all England were a cluded in the directions given for forming arbours of
scattered forest like ancient Italy, and cultivation were jessamine, rows of box, juniper, and cypress, and the

I

;
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pUtes for parterres and lab>Tintlis. Botany b^an also to
be cultivated about this time, the Uste having been imported from Italy, where it originally hod its rise, this
country being now looke<l up to by all Europe as the
fountain of learning and elegance.
The Koyal Botanic (Jarden of Paris was first opened
and Boyceau publishctl his Traile du Jardiin 1634
nage teJom la rauon de la ncUure et de tarl, with figures,
From this book it appears, that considerable
in 1638.
ptogrcM had been made in the more common and easy
d crip^ions of planting and orcharding, but very little,
Benard, a modem writer also infonns a.', in the cuU
;

w
M

ture of exotics.

Le Notre, during
prove<l

and

the reign of Lewis the XIV. imFrench taste in Inying out

settled the

grounds. This taste, Eustace mentions, they acquiretl
originally, aa they did every thing else, from Italy ; to
which omintnr Le Notre was sent to study the art. He

retamed, and scetni to have detennine'l on exceeding,
Mis
at least in majnitude, every thing he had seen.
chief work it that of Versailles though there is scarcely a country in Europe for which he has not given designs.
His taste and manner continued in full repute
for above a century and appear* to have been in general vogue to late as 1771, 50 years af\er the introduction of the modem style in England ; for the editor of
;

;

the J'lurnal KmeyeloMdiqtie of that year, in a critique-on
the French trambtMn of Wheatly's Observations on Modem Oardfning, after the most liberal encomiums on
the work, cxpre«»et his doubts as to how it would be
reoeived in France, where he adds, " Le Notre's school
it itill followed, and every rich proprietor is anxious
that his gwden, if it doe* not resemble, shall, at least,
rccal to bis mind thoae of the court at Veraaille*,
TriflDoa,
doa, Sceaux, or CiogBV."
The adiMr, MiUin, mentioaa Daonaojr, • cotemponrf at L« Kotre, a* an artist of greater genius, and

Mw

to natural beauties, though less known
talent tat dcaigniBg gudena than liy his cotne-

more atudicd
few

bb
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octavo edit.)
blished in Italy about the middle of the preceding cen- '"^r"^
tury, (^Istoria Botaiiicn di Giacomo, Bologna, 1675,) led
to an extension of the culture of flowers in private
ganlens, and rendered them less exclusively architectural than formerly. Warton, in his Essay on Pope, 5th
edit, mentions, that in I'Adamo, a poem written and
published at Milan in 1(517, by G. B. .'^ndreini, a Florentine, " the prints that are to represent Paradise are
/uU of dipt hedges, square parterres, straight walks,
trees uniformly lopt, regular knots and carpets of flowers, groves nodding at groves, marble fountains and
water-works ;" a fact which gives rise to many curious
reflections.
In a verj- complete and learned work. Istoria c collura delle piante con un Trnllalo dell ArchUetUna d'UH Giardino, Sec. published at Venice in 1726,
by B. Clarici, the same style is treated of and displayed in an elegant engraved bird's-eye view of the
palace and gardens of S. Clerardo Sagredo, at Morocco,
near Venice.
In Percier's Choix des plus celebres mailons de plaisance de Rome, Kraft's Views, and Laborde's
Dcsignt, may be seen the general arrangement of an
Italian villa, both of the last century, and the present
It differs nothing in the general features from
day.
the description of the French style which we have just
given ; but in detail is much more architectural ; and
the area of the garden being less, the statues, terminf,
marble fountains, scats, &c. which cb.iracterize it, are
Their effect, however,
placed more closely together.
IS well harmonizetl by the exuberant vegetation, rich
display of oranges, and other fruits and flowers, and
by the clear sky, and mild climate.
From Italy the taste for gardening, and especially Gardens of
systematic botany, was first carried to Holland and <hc Low
the Belgic provinces during the flourishing periods of Counuies.
Dutch commerce in the beginning oi' the 16th century.
This attachment to the study of plants led to a great
degree of horticultural pertection among the Dutch,
and ultimately characterized their style. We are in-

X.

vol.

ii.

m

HirK^fiekl has remark- formed by Deleuze that, in ISO'O, exotic plants were
The French MblM,
As they did more cultivated in the Low Countries than any where
ed, were not attached to a country life.
not engage in agriculture, and took little or no interest else. This taste, which had existed among them from
in the welfare of their tenantry ; all that they had to dethe time of the crusades, and increased by the conjmertain them at their chateau* was the enjoyment of field
cial intercourse of the Flemings with the West Indies,
•ports,(to which, as a nation, they are not greatly attacbwas particularly prevalent under the Dukes of BurgunM,) and the inatnlity of supporting the expences of dy. During the civil wars which afterwards desolated
The splendour of the court, and these provinces, many of the estntes of the wealthy were,
a midence in town.
Lobel, in his " Histoire des
the gaiety and bustle of a city life, better suited their ravageil and destroyed.
Planlei,'' published in 1576- deplores the misfortunes
natural character; which this erudite author thinks
maj account for their be«t gardens being in or near to of his time, and gives a lift of the most considerable
timr large town*, a* well as for a too profuse introduc- country seats and gardens which had been desolatetl by
tion of bttle and trifling ornaments.
Among these he the enemy.
vaan and flower-poLt, with which, in I>ord
The parterre and botanic gardens appear to have arW^paliTa tima, every walk in Marshal Uuon's garden, rived at perfection in these countries, probably from
of 14 acre*, wa* " carefully buttoned."
the great number of species, then introduced and cultivated, requiring to be arranged in some regular form.
It is very probable that gardeningwas never entirely neglected in Italy from the time of the Human*
This characteristic of the Dutch style is a very natural
though in what consideration it was held daring the invention of a plodding industrious people, with few
overgrown nobles, and occupying a dull flat countrj'.
eaitiar Miisda of the Western Empire does not appear.
Willi
tthtr arta, it waa revived and patronised by The Dutch have still the reputation of excelling every
the Medici famBy, in the beginning of Uie I6th cen- other people in the culture of bulbous roots ; and it is
tarj ; and the moat celebrated garden.*, we are in- only in Holland that a citizen's garden can be found
ISgmMd bjr Mr. Roacoe, were those of Lorenzo de Me- wholly occupied by beds and knots of flowers, without
dia, and of the wealthy Bernard Rnccllai. The latter either tree*, shrubs, or culinary productions.
anred aa a model for the famous Boboli garden at
To the flatness of the country may also be traced, in
FViecnce, and those of the Vatican, and of the Medici, some degree at lea^t, tlieir attempts to find resources in.
Borghese, Aldobrandini, and other palaces in Rome." grassy terraces and slopes, perspectives of hedges, and

dfaa.

wctw

ii»ita.|

r-

tM

(duoTieri^ Rtvuw, Jan. 1817
TOL. XU. TkWt II.

;

Roscoe'* Life of
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Other topiarian works, which tliey carried to a
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extreme than the lUlians, of whose architectural decorations these verclant ornaments supplied the place.

Sclioen-

'J'he climate of the Low Countries is particularly favourable to pasturage ; and turf work and parterres may,
therefore, be termed the characteristics of the ancient
Dutch stvle of laying out grounds. Of country seats
on a grand scale, they necessarily had few ; but in these,
there can be little doubt the Italian and French arThere are two royal
ranpiement would be imitated.
palaces at the Hague, joined to which are level gardens, bounded by a moat, and passed by draw-bridges.
The one is entirely in the ancient style, the other partakes of a more free manner.
In neither are many ornaments, buildings, or statues ; but the utmost attention is paid to neatness and culture.
According to Professor Hirschficld, little was done
in the art of laying out grounds in Germany till about
the time of Le Notre, when assort of gallomania seized
the German nobles, and various avenues and parks were
planted in the French style in the different states. Nothing of great consequence, however, was done previously to the middle of the last century, when the gardens of Schoenbrunn were greatly enlarged, and magnificently laid out, under the Emperor Francis I. by

brunn-

Stockhoven, a Dutch

Germnn
gardens.

Grounds

o

The Augarten

Aufiarten
at

Vieona.

It

at

artist.

Vienna deserves

to

be mentioned.

was formed from a design of the celebrated Gennan

during the reign of the Emperor
is square ; the boundary enclosure
an elevated terrace walk ; and the space within filled
with wood, intersected by right-lined avenues and alleys, some covered and shorn, and others natural and
open. Attached is a public banqueting or coffee-room,
free to every citizen.
The ancient, royal, and principal private gardens at
Dresden, exhibit nothing remarkable in the way of art.
They were formed chiefly during the electorate of Frederick Augustus, king of Poland, and are remarkably
confined, and by no means interesting in detail.
The
situation and environs of Dresden every one feels to be
delightful ; but there is perhaps no city of the same
rank on the continent, equally deficient both in ancient
architect Fischer,

Joseph.

Gardens

at

Dresden.

Gardens of
Prussia.

Gardens at
Potsdam.

Its

form

and modem gardens.
Almost all the gardens of Prussia were formed during the propitious reign of Frederick the Great.
The
Thiergarten is a sort of ancient park, on a flat sandy
soil adjoining the gates of Berlin.
It is intersected by
public roads leading to the city ; and contains private
alleys and walks, a large place for military exercises,
statues, and obelisks, and several public coffee-rooms
and sheds for music and rural fetes.
The royal gardens at Potsdam, laid out during Frederick the Great's reign, are in a mixed style, very much
in Switzer's manner ; uniting straight with serpentine
and naturally winding walks, with every appendage and
ornament of the French, Italian, and Dutch taite. Various artists, but chiefly Manger, a German architect, and
Salzmann, a gardener, (each of whom has published a voluminous description of his works there,) were employed
in their design and execution ; and an ample history and
description of the whole, accompanied by plans, elevations, and views, has been published by the late celebrated literary bookseller, Nicolai of Berlin. The hill of
terraces in front of Sans Squci, in which every terrace
wall has a glass roof placed against it for ripening fruit
the superb picture gallery ; the magnificent architecture of the new and marble palaces ; the avenues, open
promenades, alleys, statues, fountains, and other artifi-

decorations in the fore ground ; the architectural
riches of Potsdam, the lak^, the river,. and extensive

cial

History.

fir woods in the middle distance ;
and a- horizon of
bleak and barren sands, varied but little J?lth spots of
verdure, compose altogether a scene unrivalled in its
kind, though less grand or elegant than it is artificial

and picturesque.
Very little was done

in Poland previously to the Gardens
time of the unfortunate Stanislaus Augustus. That Poland,
monarch built the beautiful palace or villa of Lazenki,
or the Bath, in a situation originally a marsh, from the
designs of Camsitzer, a German architect. This beau«
tiful piece of Roman architecture consists of a centre
and two wings. The centre is placed iA the middle of
a narrow part of the lake, and the wings are on opposite shores, joined to the centre by arches, with oran«
geries over.
The entrance is through a carriage portico in one of the wings, to which you arrive without
seeing the water. On entering the orangery, the cfJ'ect
is surprising and delightful.
In the lake, at one side
near the palace, is an island, which served as the proscenium to an open Roman amphitheatre of stone on
the shore. The orchestra was placed close to the brink ;
and in addition to the common business of a theatre,

of

'

.

ships and naval engagements were occasionally exhibited.
The theatre was open to every person without
exception ; and the effects of the music and the performances, are still mentioned in raptures by the more
elderly inhabitants of Warsaw.
The grouncis were not
extensive, and, excepting near the palace, not highly
ornamented. They contained varirus coffee-rooms, ice
cellars, circles of turf, or dancing places, situations for
tents and rural fetes, and three pavilions for the king'a
mistresses, connected by covered alleys with the palace.
The principal private garden in the ancient style, was
that of Villaneuve, late the property of Count Stanislaus Potocky, a few miles from the capital, and now
modernised. Judging from the excellent views of these
gardens, painted by Canaletti, and now in the royal
zamosk, or castle, in Warsaw, they were more in the
verdant and simple style of the Dutch, than in the
enriched Italian or French taste.
It is questionable whether the ancient style was at Gardens of
all introduced into Russia before the time of Peter the Russia.
Great.
Peterhoff, near Petersburgh, is the creation of Pcterhoff".
that monarch, through the French artist and author
Le Blond, and is worthy of the patron and the designer.
Its chief merits consist in its water works,
which are equal if not superior to those at Versailles.
The principal private ancient garden in Russia, is Gardens
ThenearMosthat at Petrowsky Razumowsky, near Moscow.
hedges and alleys are chiefly formed of spruce fir, which "''"'
are shorn, and seem to flourish under the sheers.
It
contains also a labyrinth, and a turf amphitheatre, on
which the Count at one time had 0][>eras performed by
his domestic slaves.
Sophiowski, in Padolia,

is a magnificent resideiice of
the Countess Potocki, laid out by a Polish architect, M.
Metzel, in the manner of Switzer.
It has a magnificent terrace or promenade, and extensive avenues, conservatories, and gardens.
Little or nothing appears to have been done in the Swedish
ancient style in Sweden.
Hermand, who published gardens.

his llegnum

Suecice,

in 1671, mentions gardens only

These belonged to the court, and were used, he
Tlie most beautiful
says, for delight and recreation.
were those between the Palatium and Vivarium. The
latter contained some wooden buildings, in which were
once.

;

-

:
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kept (peciniens of lions, leopartls, and bears. As kitchen j^ardeners and botanists, the Swedes, even at the
period of which we now ^peak, were in a considerable
state ot' advancement, of which there .trc proofs in the
history of the gardens of UpMl, given in the firn vo<
lume of the Amcnitates Academics.
Sir John Carr, and Her von Lchmann, have mentioned some ancient royal gardens at Denmark, which, however, are now in a state of dilapidation, and could
never hare been considerable.
'eatU
The Spaniards appear to have had less taste for garn nd
dening than any of the other nations of Europe. The
botanic garden of Madrid was not formed till 1757,
but they had at one time two or three magnificent
examples in the French style those of the Escurial
and Aranjuez,from designs by Le Notre and that of IIdefmao, of which we have not been able to learn the

Hklory.

;

;

name

of the designer.

Hirschfield describes tlicse gar-

dens from the journal of an Italian, in 1775. A detailed
account of thoae of the Escurial, has been published in
England by J. Thomson. They appear to have contained a splendid proftision of water works, and covered aUcyi, rock works, statues, and other details of an
ancient garden and we regret to find, from more recent tntTeUcn, that they are now in a state of dilapidation.
The oldest ganfana in Spain, are undoubtedly
thoae of the religious hdOMS. There are still some wa>
ter works, walks, and umbrageous scenes, adjoining the
Alhambra and the Alcazar. At the Retiro, near .Malaga,
a seat of Count Villacasa, and formerly a royal residence,
are gardens in the Moorish style, with straight cypress
walks, and excellent water works. Granja, the seat of
Don Ramon Fortuny, near Tarragona, appears to be in
flpod tatta^eoabdling the ancient style, and the cultivaSia tttnatge, oUv^ and other orctiartU, with vineyards
and with an acddenta) mixture of rocka and picturesque
;

i^btf
iaachfr

•eenery.
Montserrat, near Cintra, a seat of the late eminent
merchant .Mr. Beckford, was laid out by his English
gardener, but is in no respect remarkable.
WTiererer Europeans nave settled, and enriched
Uienuslrca in other quarters of the world, it is natural
le smn>Ose they would attempt to introduce their native
know of no remarkable inStyle ctf gardening.
stance applicable to that of the ancient style, excepting
thart of the Dutch governor at the Cape of Cood Hope.
Id Lactunan's Traveh eftht Jetvits, published in 1767,
it is described as a square enclosure, occupying 19 acres,
with " co vered bikI open walks, natural thickets, and
;" and, " on the whole," says Father l*rerills of water
mare, " is one of the most beautiful spots in the world,
in which art had taken far less pains than nature."

We

Lachman's Tntvett,

vol.

i.

p. 37.

of the earlie«t notices which we find of a garden
priauio in England, is in Leiand's Ilinfrary. He states, that
laghad.
"atWresehill castelie, in Yorkshire, the gardeins within
the mote, and the orchardes without, were exceeding
And yn the orchardes, were mountes, oprrr lo(sir.
piariu writhen about with degrees like turnings of cokil
{Itinerary,
sheile*. to com to the top withoute psyn."
Such s mount still exists in the gsrden of
ftc p. 60.)
the castle inn st Msrlborough, not ascended bv steps or
It is covered wild andegrees, bat by a wimling path.
dent yew trees, no longer opere lopiaris. Leiand also
UMBtions the gardens st Morli. in Derbyshire, and some
others of leas note in the northern counties.
- '-tlMtd.
The Snk park {habitation um /rramm'^ of which we
I too.
have anj notice, is that of Henry I. at Woodstock, men..._.. 1340. tioned iia Henry of Huntington's hiatory.
Lib. 7.

One
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The

features of a pleasure garden in Chaucer's days,
may be guessed at from three lines of his Troilus and
Cretsida

" The

yerde was large, anil railed

Hit tor)-.

all tlie aleyes.

And shadowed wcl witli blosomy bowis grcene.
And beached newe, and sondid all the weyes." \

8?1.

During the century of disputes between the houses .\. D 1400.
of York and Lancaster, little or no attention could be ">
'^*^'
paid to the peaceful arts ; and accordingly we find no *•
Heniy
other notice of a garden till the time of Henry VIll.
VIll.
when the royal gardens of Nonsuch were laid out and A. O. 1560.
planted. These gardens were of limited extent, and con
taine<l only two or three species of shrubs, (see our article Horticulture, where this garden is more particularly described,) and fruit trees, with a bowlinggreen and dial. Not a vestige of any part of these improvements remain at that seat, which is now private
property, and arranged in the miKlern style.
During the reign of Elizabeth, an Italian published Rlizabeth.
some Latin poems, in which he represents her majesty A- D. 15b«,
as curious in flowers.
In the same reign, Hentzcr informs us, that there was in the privy garden a jet-d'eau,
'-'•

which, by turning a cock, wetted all the spectators who
might be standing near. Hampton Court was laid out
at the enti of this reign by Cardinal Wolsey.
The labyrinth, one of the best which remains in England, occupies only a quarter of an acre, and contains nearly
half a mile of winding walks.
There is an adjacent
stand, on which the gardener places himself, to extricate the adventuring stranger by his directions.
Switser condemns this labyrintA for having only four stops,
and gives a plan for one with twenty. Daines Barrington says, that he got out by keeping close to the hedge.
It is not perfectly clear, that the whole of the ancient
gardens at this palace, were laid out during the Cardinal's life.
We know, that gome additions were made
in King William's time, and others during the reign of
Cieorge I. Here, in fact, the Dutch style was first displayed under the first of these monarchs.
James I. formed or improved the gardens at Theo- Jamn 1.
balds, of which a description from Mandelso has alrea- *• ^- ^010.
dy been given under the article Horticulture. The
same author mentions a royal garden at Greenwich,
improved by this monarch. Lord Bacon attempted
to refurm the national taste during this reign, but with
what success is not known. He wished still to retain
shorn trees and hedges ; but proposed winter, or evergreen gardens, and rude or neglected spots, as specimens ik' wild nature. " As for tlie making of knots or
fignres," says he, " with divers coloured earths
they

—

be but

toys.

1

do not

—

like

images cut out

in juniper,

or other garden stuff they are for children.''
Ettat/
(
<m Gardau.)
The Gardener's Labyrinth by Didymus Mountain, was A. D. \il9.
published in the reign of Elizabeth ; and Lawson's New
Both contain plates, exhibiting
Oi chard in 1626.
^""j'ege
" knotts and mazes, cunningly handled for the beautifying of gardens."
In a Janita 7'rUinguis, published at

Oxford during

Cromwell,

the commonwealth, we are informed that " gardening A. D. 1650.
is practised for food's sake in a kitchen garden and orchard ; or for pleasure's sake, in a green grass plat and
an arbour.'* As to the formation of the latter, he adds,
" The pleacher (lopiarius) prepares a green plat of the
more choice flowers and rarer plants, and adorns the
garden with pleach work ; that is, with pleasant walks,
and bowers, &c. to conclude with purling fountains and

water works." Chap. 3^.

We learn also from

this

com-
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prehensive author (Commenius) the ancient use of
narks.
We are tohl " the huntsman hunteth wild beasts ; whilst

he

either aliureth tl)eni into pit-falls,

and

killeth

them,

or forces them into toils, and what he gets
alive he puts
into a park."
Chap. 37.
Charles II.
are informed by Daine.s Barrington, that
Charles
A. D. 1560.
II sent for Perrault and Le Notre ; that
the former dechned coming to England, but that the latter
planted
Greenwich and St. James' parks.
The magJiificent
seat of the Duke of Devonshire at
Chatsworth,

We

was

m

laid

out
tins reign, and, it is conjectured,
from a design bv
the same artist
{lieaulies of England ami
byshire.

)

VV aller the poet

Wales ner.
BeaThe grounds there be-

formed

his residence at

consheld about the same time.
ing very irregular, he has been at
considerable labour
reducing the parts near the house and
banqueting
room, to regular slopes and levels, and in
forming an
oblong bason or canal. It is but-justiee to
the memo.
ry ot this amateur, who was undoubtedly
reckoned a
man of taste
his day, that, in the more
remote walks
no appearances of art are discernible, or seem
ever

m

m

ed by Switzer, at Leeswold,
in Flintshire
Uiat artist in a mixed
style, or what is

'"=

BrK

cdled
'^'^ "^ ^'' surpassedliy
\i K '""""^f S""'^"* '^t Petersburgh Hamr-

tToseof'tt
tnn

^^ ''
laid out by"

r

'?""'''

^"',

royal tainily, the gardens
underwent considerable improvements. An elegant alcove
and arched
tre

li

we";

°"" °f *^ ''"^y^
and four urns
Itl
f" ^l^
aced H
before
the principal part of the
p
house,
°^.

(Daines Barrington

;

supposed

,n

Archmologia) to be the first that
in England,
lotiny received
ronage of this king, who most
probably had acquired
^ome knowledge and taste in thai
Ho land. Towards the end of thisscienc^ before h'eS
century, vegetable
sculpture and embroidered
parterres, were^probf b? in

were thus p aced

tt^

to

•^""^''
have been intended. They are mere gravelled
^''- published during this
paths
-^^'^^ir'
llthJTn'
and
the fol owing re.gn.
Sir William Temple's
through natural woods, and exhibit a fine
Essav
contrast to
the artificial scenes at Prior's Park.
''P'?'-"^ '"'' ^^^" previLsly p^.
h"hed' ^h''"
l.shed.
"f
His
picture
of
a
perfect
It is conjectured, that one of the
garden, is that of a
first garden build'''"^'"'' "''^" °b>''"g ^hape,
ings was erected during this reign by Inigo
lying in
Jones, at
front of the house, an<l
descended to by steps from
Beckett, near Farringdon.
This banqueting-room is terrace,
a
extending the whole length of the
placed on a point of land, projecting into a
house. The
lake, and is
enclosure is supposed to be
surrounded with a broad base, or platform,
cultivated as a kitchen
protected
by a parapet wall, and shaded by the far
,^"/'' "^ g''"'^" ^' '"""'l at Moor
projecting
vZi"\unrf^-'^ark,
1
Hertfordshire, laid out by the
eaves of the building.
Countess of Bed.
It consists of one apartment
ford celebrated by Dr. Donne.
Sir William describes
with a cellar below ; and the covered platform,
or base
is conjectured to be for the purpose
r'^'^^^P'""' * *hink, that 1 have seen in
of angling. (Daines
n.viv
my
lite, Ibefore or since,
at home or abroad "
Barrington in Archmo'ogia.)
observes on this description,
Lord Keppel, and the Earl of Essex, are
that any
™,n might
Tf 'r^^
mentioned man
form as sweet a garden, who
by iwitzer as eminent encouragers of gardening
had never
during
been out of Holbon,. It has
since been destroy!
this reign.
The latter sent his gardener. Rose, to study
ed, and a beautiful lawn
occupies its place, and forms
tiie much celebrated beauties of
Versailles, and, on his
an appropriate fore ground to the now
return, he was appointed royal gardener.
highly cultivated
Me produ- vale, probably at that time unenclosed,
ced such remarkable dwarfs at Hampton
but varied with
Court, Carlescattered groups of trees and cottages,
ton House, and Marlborough gardens,
as a distance to
that London, his
the garden described by Sir
William Temple, would
apprentice and successor, and afterwards a
nurseryman
torm in its turn a landscape equally
interesting,
in his Retired Gardener, published in
1697, challenges
P"n?'Pal alteration of the royal gardens,
all the world to produce the like.
men- Queea
Daines Barrington
t;
Ji!f
tioned by D. Barrmgton,. as having
thinks It probable, that forcing-houses
taken place in Anne.
and ice-houses yueen Anne's time, was
that of covering the parterre *• ^- ^'"^^'
may have been introduced by Charles II. since at
the
before the great terrace at Windsor
with turf
installation dinner, given at Windsor
Switin April 1667
zer mentions, that her majesty finished
the old gardens
there were cherries, strawberries, and
ice creams'
at Kensington, begun by King
William.
Wise, who
Orangeries and green-houses had been introduced
be^
had been apprentice to Rose, and succeeded
fore, oranges having been first planted
him as
at Beddington
royal gardener, turned the gravel-pits
into a shrubin Surry, by Sir Francis Carew, previously
to 1595
bery with windmg walks; with which
Addison was so
(Camden). And from one of Leland's poems,
entitled
much struck, that he compares him to an epic
iJorh Gul. Guntheri hyeme vernantes, we may
poet
conjecand considers these improved pits as
episodes to the
ture that green-houses of some sort were
known before
'

Sn^rfr'^

•

Lg

his time.

Gardens

at

Sayes

Court

Evelyn's gardens at Sayes Court, near Deptford,
and
at >^alton in Surrey, flourished about
this time. Those
at Deptford, are described as most
boscarescme.
They
contained a fine holly hedge, of which
the owner was
proud ; and complains in liis letters to Ray
and Sir

Hans Sloane, that it was destroyed by the Czar
and his
servants, who had taken the house
at Sayes Court, to
be near the docks. This edifice is
now a miserable

work-house; and of the garden, only the
soil remains.
*° ''''^^ •""" '^""^ '» ^^^ --"^al gardens
A D 1.85.
A.0.
1 85 ^ni;
during ^r*"'^
the short reign of James the
II.
His successor, Mr. Barrington informs
us, gave vogue to dipt
yews, with magnificent gates and rails
of iron, not unfrequent in Holland, and about this
time introduced
James

II.

general effect of the garden. Wise
and London afterwards turned nurserymen and designers
of gardens, in
which capacity they were nearly in as
great demand
as was afterwards the celebrated
Brown. They made
regular journeys every summer for this
purpose: and
from their nursery at Brompton, which
was the first of
any consequence established in this country,
tliey are
said to have gained £2000 a-year.
To London and
Wise, succeeded Bridgeman, who appeai-s
to have been
a more chaste artist than any of his
predecessors
He
banished vegetable sculpture, and introduced
wild
scenes and cultivated fields in Richmond Park
but he
still chpt his alleys, though
he left to their natural
growth, the central parts ot the masses which
they
en•'
•

closed.

Blenheim, Castle Howard, and indeed almost

all
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the principal noblemen's seats in the ancient style, were
laiil out during this, the preceding, and part of the latter reigns, or between the years 1660 and 1720.
Nothing of consequence appears to have been done
Ctetfc ID. 1714- to the royal gardens in the reign of George I. though,
near the end of it, Vanburgh was appointed surveyor of
,,
ir.
anrr. the gardens and waters of the crown. In the succeeding
rrign. Queen Caroline enlarged and planted Kensington
^•rdana, and formed what is now called the Serpentine River, by uniting a string of detached ponds.
This
was a bold step, and led the way to subsequent changes
of taste. Lord Bathurst informed Daines Barrington,
that he was the first who deviated from the straight
line, in pieces of made water, by following the natural
lines of a valley, in widening a brook at Ryskins, near
Colebrook ; aud that Lord Stmffortl, thinking it was
dcMM from poverty or economy, asked him to own
Hiuerj.

"'-

t

—'

fiurly

how

little

more

it

would have

cost to

have made

it straight.

Cannons, the magnificent scat of the Duke of Chanis one of the principal places laid out in the ancient style in this reign.
We are not acqiiainto<l with
tlic French artist who gjave the design, but the execution was superintended by Dr. Black well, a physician
mnd agriculturist of some note. As far as we have
been able to learn, the last extensive residence laid out
ia tbe ancient style, in the south of England, was Exton Park, in Rutlandshire, finished about the year
1730. Kent had alreaily returned from Italy, and been
«BipIojr«d as a painter and architect, and began to display Ms genius a few years afterwards, as a landscape

^M,

giraener.
In this brief outline of tbe progresa of the ancient
style in Eagland. we heve not had room Ui dttail the

nuneroM

acMUad.

fan ptwcwema made hv private individuals ;
prafcrring rather to notice what had been done in tbe
gardens of the court, which, as they generally lead the
fashion in every country, may be considered as a tolerably exact index of the sute of a nation's taste. The
reader who is desirous of tracing more minutely the
histoty of gardening and laying out grounds, among
the landed proprietors of F.nglaml. will find himseH*
amply gntined by consulting •' The Beaulitt of Eng.
Uutd amd W»ki*' a work in which is exhausted every
Muroe of antiquarian and topographical research, up
nearly to the present time.
Useful and decorative ganlening, in the early ages, are
BCCMarily so much connected, that in our history of
tbe tirBcr art in Scotland, we have necessarily embraced the greater part of what was known of the laU
have, therefore, to refer to the article Hobtet.
r, for some part of what might have here oo'ir attention.
From the early and long conti*
,
nuad ODBiMCtian of tliis nation with the French, much
of tbe maaner, style of living and of art, bears the
marks of importation from that people. This is obTions to the most indifferent observer, in the common
airhiMctaie smi arrangements tX the towns built preyrwtAy to the union, and not less so to tbe curious eaquirer in that of the country seats and gardens of the

We

<

•ame
til.
.\.

D. liM.

period.

The carliaat distinct
T^rdcM iawell known

notice of a royal attention to

James III. being blamed for
!>-KgktiBgDore in musick and.policie, (probably from
lL« Fftnca foUr, to remove, level, or improve ; or
flMn a coemptioQ of tt poiir, to improve one's self, levelling and smo«thing tne grounds about a house, being naturally the first step after it is built,) and build;
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than he did in the government of his realm." History.
CAro«ic/M o/'A'co</an(f, 1590.) The general """Y^^^
residence of this monarch was Stirling Castle and a
marsh in the vale below is said to have been the site
of the royal gardens. Enough remains to justify a
conjecture, that at this early period they displayed as
much skill as those of any other country. We allude
to a mound of earth resembling a table, surrounded by
turf seats, the scene, no doubt, of rural festivities, and
an existing proof of the royal attention to the subject.
At Falkland is a large square enclosure, on a dull
flat, in which there exists only a few stunted ash trees,
though the boundary stone wall is still a formidable
fence.
The gardens of Holyroodhouse appear to have
been exceedingly confined ; the boundary wall only remains, and there are some indications of tbe rows of
trees which stood in tbe park, which seems to have
extended to the base of the adjoining hill, Arthur's
Seat.
The palace of Scone, we learn from Adamson,
a poet of the 17th century, was surrounded by " garing,

(Pitscottie's

;

and orchards, flowers and fruits ;" and the park,
which are still some ancient trees, " abounded in
the hart and fallow deer."
Generally a, few old trees in rows adjoin the other
royal residences, and oldest baronial castles ; but they
give DO indications to what extent art was carried in
their disposition, till about the end of the 17th century, when the grounds of the duke of Hamilton were
The
planted, in all probability by a French artist.
design of Chatelherault, an appendage to that palace,
luuned af\er, and in imitation of, the residence of that
illustriotu family in France, there can be little doubt
would be taken from the plan said to have been given
by Le Notre, for the origmal residence near the town
of that name, in the department of V'iennc.
•lens
ill

About the beginning of the 18th century, the Earl Gardens at
of Lauderdale is said to have sent plans, sections, and ^I*"""sacks of ear;h, from his domain at Hatton, to London
and \N°ise in London ; and these artists, it is added,
formed a plan, and sent down a gardener to superin>
tend its execution.
Switzer, Laurence, and Langley, mention in their
works, that they were frequently called into Scotland
to give plans of improvement. .Switzer appears to have
resided a considerable time in Edinburgh, as he there
published, in 1717, a tract on draining, and other useful and agricultural improvements.
The Earls of Stair and Haddington, (who wrote on
trees, ) both great planters, before or about this time,
probanly consulted them as would, perh.ips, Fletcher
of Saltoun ; the proprietors of Dundas Castle, Barnton, .Saughtonhall, Gogar, and particularly Cragie-hall,
a residence laid out with much art and taste, and next
in rank, in these resiiects, to Hatton. New Liston, Dalkeith House, I lopeton House, and various other places
New Lisnear Edinburgh, are also in Switzer's style.
ton and Hopeton House, planted, we believe, from
1735 to 174 1, were probably the last considerable seats
laid out in the ancient style in Scotland.
It is observed by the author of an " Essay on the Gardcni of
Riie and Progreis of GaTdcnin^ in Ireland," (J. C. Inluid.
Walker in Tram. R. I. Acad voK xiv. part 3d,) " that
Fynnes Morrison, a minute observer, who travelled
through that kingdom in the reign of Queen Elizabeth,
docs not once mention a garden, as appertaining either
to a castle or to a monastery ; he only observes, " that
the best sorts of flowers and fruits are much rarer in
Ireland than in England; which, uotwithstanding, is
;
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5S4
more

Hlftory.

''^^f^

.fAmef II.

be attributed to the inhabitants than to the
In an inedited account of a Tour in 1634, also
quoted by Mr. Walker, {Trans. R. I. A.) Bishop Ush.
er's palace is said to have a " pretty neat garden."
Some of the largest sculptured evergreens in Ireland
are at Bangor, in the county of Down ; and at Thomastown, in the county of Tipperary, are the remains of a
hanging garden, formed on the side of a hill, in one
corner of which is a verdant amphitheatre, once the
scene of occasional dramatic exhibitions.
Blissington gardens, if tradition may be relied on,
were laid out during the reign of James the 1 1, by an
English gentleman, who had left his estate at Byfleet
in Sussex, to escape the persecution of Cromwell.
The
to

ayre."

forcing house is supposed to have been erected in
these gardens; and the first plant stove at Moyra, in
the succeeding reign, by Sir Archibald Rawdon, an ancestor of the Marquis oJT Hastings. '
In king William's time, knclts of flowers, curious
edgings of box, topiary works, grassy slopes, and other
characteristics of the Dutch style, came into notice.
Eowe and Bullein, Englishmen, who had successively
nurseries at Dublin, were, in these days, the principal
rural artists of Ireland ; though Switzer and Laurence,
as well as Batty Langley, occasionally visited these
first

Arrangement^of
"

ailcRco.

Fourth
epoch,
1700.

A.p.

eardenini;

thf.t though he recommends regularity in g.w.
History.
dens, yet, for any thing he knows, there may be more ~""V""^
beauty in such as are wholly "irregular. " Somethnig t^hmesc
""" ""'"'
of this sort," he says, " I have seen in some places, gardening.
but heard more of it from others, who have lived much
among the Cliinese." Referring to their studied irregularity, he adds, " When they find this sort of beauty
in perfection, so as to hit the eye, they say it is sharawadgi, an expression signifying fine or admirable." It
appears from this passage, that the Chinese style had
not only been known, but imitated in England nearly
a century previously to the publication of the Jesuits'
Letters, and, at least, 60 years before Kent's time.
Sir
William Temple retired to Moor Park in 1680, and
died in the year 1700.
The first detailed account of this style, however, was

forms us,

brought to England by Sir William Chambers; and published in an essay in the appendix to his " Designs of
Chinese Buildings, &c. in 1757 ; and at greater length
in his " Dissertation on Oriental Gardening, in 1772; and
commended, as G. Mason observes, by so good a judge
as Gray.
{Life, p. 387.)
This author avows, that his information is not derived
entirely from personal examination, but chiefly from the
conversation of a celebrated Chinese painter; and it
countries.
has been very reasonably conjectured, that he has
Of the State of country seats in Ireland during the drawn, in some cases, on his own imagination, in order
jrj.j}j
jgjf, ^^j
centuries, we are not sufficiently acto enhance the reader's opinion of Chinese taste, with
quainted to be able to give any general outline. If the laudable end of improving that of his own country.
tradition is to be credited, they were more in the EngIn his Essaji of 1757, which was published in French
lish than in the Scotch manner ; and, as might be exas well as English, and was soon translated, as Hirschpected, inferior to both in respect to domestic convefield informs us, into German, he says, " the Chinese
piencies.
taste in laying out gardens is good, and what we have
Having now completed an historical outline of the for some time past been aiming at in Engl.ind." With
ancient style, or what may be, with equal propriety,
the exception of their formal and continual display of
called French or Roman gardening, in Europe, we shall
garden buildings, and their attempts of raising chaproceed to our next epoch, which embraces the modern racters, not only picturesque and pleasing, but also of
style.
horror, surprise, and enchantment. Sir William's directions, especially in his second work, will apply to
the most improved conceptions of planting and formSect. IV. Chinese Gardening.
ing pieces of water for the modem style ; or, in other
We have chosen this period to introduce what is words, for creating scenery such as will always resemknown of the art of gardening among the Chinese not ble, and often might be mistaken for that of nature.
ofily because we have now brought down our history
By perusing the work of Sir.William Chambers, some
idea may be tbrmed as to the probability of its having
*° ^^^ ^ime it first received the attention of Europeans,
but also because a previous account of it will serve given rise to the English manner, and how far the two
greatly to facilitate our investigations into the origin
varieties of gardening still agree.
of the English style.
There can be no doubt of the entire originality of
The first authentic notice of Chinese gardening re- their style ; though it may reasonably be conjectured,
ceived in Europe, is contained in the well known
that their taste for picturesque beauty is not exactly so
" Leltres Edifiantes et Cnrieuses,'' &c. in a letter dated conformable to European ideas on that subject as Sir
Pekin, 1743, giving an account of the emperor's gar- William would lead us to believe. At all events, it is
dens there. U was translated by Mr. Spence, under the carried to such an extreme, so encumbered with decepfictitious title of Sir Harry Beaumont, whom Lord Waltions, and what we would not hesitate to consider puepole describes as having " both taste and zeal for the pre- rilities ; and there appears throughout ?o little reference
sent style ;'' and was published in Dodsley's collection in to utility, that the more mature and chastened taste of
The chief features in the Emperor's gardens were Europeans cannot sympathise with it. It is indeed, al1 76 1
buildings, mock towns, villages, artificial hills, vallies, together a peculiar taste, undoubtedly perfectly nalakes, and canals ; serpentine bridges, covered by colontural to that people, and therefore not to be subjected
nades and resting places, with a farm and fields, where to European criticism.
" The Chinese gardens," observes Lord Walpole,
his imperial majesty is accustomed to patronize rural industry, by putting his hand to the plough ; or, as it " are as whimsically irregular as European gardens
has been otherwise expressed, " to play at agriculture were formally uniform and unvaried ; nature in them
once a-year."
In
is as much avoided as in those of our ancestors."
But some idea of the Chinese style must have been allusion to those of the emperor's palace, described in
known from the verbal accounts of Chinese merchants the Leltres Edifiantes, as of vast extent, and which conor travellers, nearly a century before. A proof of tained 200 palaces all painted and varnished, he says,
this is to be found in Sir William Temple's Essay,
" this pretty gaudy scene is the work of caprice and
written about the middle of the 17th century. He in- whim, and, when we reflect on their buildings, pre2
;

.
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sent* no image but that of unsubstantial tawdriness.''
At the same time, they do not seem to be altogether
devoid of picturesque and even wild scenes; for Lord
Macartney mentions that the view from one of the imperial gardens might be compared to that from the terrace at Lowther Castle, which is altogether vild and
romantic, and bounded hy high uncultivated mountain*, with'no other buildings than one or two native
In what degree of estimation such a view
cottages.
is there held, does not, however, appear ; it would be
too much to conclude, that, because it existed in that
situation, it was therefore considered as eminently beautiful

or desirable.

Hi* Lordahip's other observations, a.s well as those of
Sir George Staunton and Mr. Barrow, do justice to the
material facta and general character of Sir William
Chambers' account. " It is our excellence," observes
hi* Lordflbip, " to improve nature
that of a Chinese
gardener to conauer her his aim is to change every
thing from what oe found it. A waate be adorns with
trees a desert he waters with a river or a lake and on
a fmooth flat is raised hills, formed vallies, and placed
;

;

;

;

all sorts

of building*."

The Chinese

style most probably originated in that
country, as being an arrangement of verdant scenery,
the most oontraated to common cultivation. So tar this
is in ju*t taatc, a* the only means le{\ them of distinguishing oreaacMntal from useful scenes.
The farther
dcaire of obtaining distinction among the distinguished, could only be effected by lavishing expence in multiplying obfccts, or exaggerating expression. Art among
tbem Mcma to hmre attamed that last culpable extreme,
the object of which t* to excite admiration of the skill
of the artist : and the limited extent of individual territory, and the crmiped st;ac oTthe human mind in that
ooantry, aacm Is aecount iot thmt approbation of tiiis
expreanon.
An attentive examination of the great majority of
those aeata in which appeared the first indications of a
cfaangeof taste in this country, and throughout Europe,
will prove that oar object was to copy, or, at least, to
Sir William Chambers,
imitate, the Chinese manner.
(see a passage quoted in the beginning of this article,)
Hirscfaneld, ('/Aeon* det Garlentunti, 12mo, Lipsig,
1775,) Watel«, (" Cette nation (the English) imprunte,
Hit on, elle mrme l'id<« de ses jardins des Chinois.''
Estai tur Ui jardint, Paris, 1774.) say so in express
term* and the numerous books of grottos, root-houses,
covered seeu. Chincae boildinn of various sorts, rockworks, and other tkijfMa», pnbOshcd chiring the first 50
yean of the 1 8th century, put this matter, in our opinioa, beyond a do«<bt. The good sense of the country,
however, toon disapproved of such eapeorire and yet
heterogentoaa scenery; and bv introduciM greater smiplicitj, tb* EM^iah style gradually aroae nrom the ruin*
;

oftlMtofdMaiiiMae.
Scot. V.

EngUtk Gardening.

In the conclufling part of the last section, we have
if'iwi «MWta*ed our opinion of the origin of the Knglisli, or
art of laying out grounds ; which, aAtr the utA. D-lsia. roost attention which we have been able to give the subFselnh
jaei, we have been, in some degree, reluctantly comgarltBiiig,
ygHfil lo adopt ; not only a* being at variance with th.it
afwamt name* of great authority, but as depriving us,
As
in mate degree, of the merit of entire originidity.
in a wtfk of (his nature it is proper that our readers
should jndge for tfaemdrct, we ahall first slate the r»<

Faunh
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rious sentiments of other writers, and next enumerate
History,
the first eminent practitioners and artists.
^""v"™'
Warton, in his Essay on Pope, and Lord Walpole, in ^ "S'"*!'
uemng.
'"'
his History of Modem Gardening, agree in referring ^*" ^

the first ideas to Milton ;
the Seasons of Thomson

and the former adds, that

may have had

a very con-

siderable influence.
Eustace is ef opinion, that we
may, with nearly equal propriety, refer to Tasso's ce»
lebrated description of the garden of Armida ; and
Bcettinger, in his Racemazionen ziir Garten Kunst der
Allen,
carries us back to the descriptions of the

&c

grotto of Calypso, by Homer ; the vale of Tempe, by
Julian ; and of Vaucluse, by Petrarch.
To these opinions may be very properly added a remark of Mr. G.
Mason, that " were only classical authorities consulted, it would hardly be supposed that even from the
earliest ages any considerable variation in taste had ever
prevailed."
{Essay on Design in Gardening, p. 27.)
Mr. Alison teems to consider the modem style as derived from our taste for the classic descriptions of
" In this view," (alluding
the poets of antiauity.
to the progress of art from the expression of design
to the expression of variety and natural beauty,) he
observes, " I cannot help thinking that the modem
taste in gardening, (or what Mr. Walpole very justly,
and very emphatically, calls the art of creating landscape,) owes its origin to two circumstances, which
may, at first, appear paradoxical, viz. to the accidental circumstance of our taste in natural beauty being founded upon foreign models ; and to the differ'
ence or inferiority of the scenery of our own country
to that which we were accustomed peculiarly to ad«
mire."
The poet Gray ( Life and Lrllert, ^-c. Letter to Mr.
Hon, dated 1763.) is of opinion, that " our skill in
gardening, or rather laying out grounds, is the only
taste we can call our own ; the only proof of original
talent in matters of pleasure.
This is no small honour
lo us ; since neither France nor Italy have ever had
the least notion of it"
Mason, the poet, states, in a note to the English Gar»
den, that " Bacon was the prophet, Milton the he*
raid of modem gardening ; and Addison, Pope, and
Kent, the champions of true taste."
The efficacy
of Bacon's ideas, Mr. G. Mason considers to have
been " the introduction of classical landscapes," though
this does not very clearly appear from his essay, the object of which seems to be, to banish certain littlenesses
and puerilities, and to create more variety, by introducing enclosures of wild scenery, as well as of cultivation.
The title of champion applied to Addison, alludes to his excellent paper in the Spectator, No. 414i.
" on the causes of the pleasures of the imagination arising from the works of nature, and their superiority over
those of art, published in 1712; and when applied to
Pope, it refers to his celebrated Guardian, No. 1 73. published the following year. Bcettinger, howevei-, affirms
that the bishop of Avranches had thrown out similar
ideas, previously to the appearance of the Spectator. (Sec
" Huetiana," Pensce 51. " Beaut('-s naturelles preferal)les aux b«iute8 de Part ;" and P. 72. " Des jardins d

mode.")
Mr. G. Mason, the third writer on the modem style,
(Pope and Shenstone being tlie two first.) in reference
to Sir William Temple's observations on the Chinese
manner, observes, " little did Sir William Temple
imagine, that in not much more than half a century,
the Chinese would become the nominal taste of lus
country ; or that so many adventurers in it would do
la

-
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History,
great justice t« his observation, and prove by their
^"'"V"*' •works, how difficult it is to succeed in tlie undertaking.
Yet to this whimsical exercise of caprice, the modem
improvements in gardening may chiefly be attributed."
No man could be a
(Etsaj/ on Design, &c. p. 50.)
more enthusiastic admirer of the classics, a warmer patriot, or a more rigid critic, than this author; and it
appears from another part of his work, f^DUcussio7i on
Kent, p. 105.) that he was well aware, when he wrote
the above passage, that the origin of the modern style
was generally traced to Kent. That he should derive it
from our attempt at the Chinese manner, we consider as
a proof of candour and impartiality. Having now given
the different views respecting the origin, we shall next
advert to the improvement of the modem style, in which
happily there is a greater unanimity of opinion.
It is allowed on all sides, that .Addison (who had
Addiwn.
many years afterwards a sraall^ retirement at Bilton,
near Rugby, laid it out in what may be called a ru-

\

ral style,

and which

still

tion besides that of time,)

new

Pope,

alterafor the

gardening the firm basis of philosophical
principles."
Pope attacked the verdant sculpture, and
formal groves of the ancient style, with the keenest
art of

shafts of ridicule

;

and

in his epistle to

down

Lord Burling-

—

the justest principles of art
the study
of nature, of the genius of the place, and never to lose
In so far as was practicable on a
sight of good sense.
spot of little more than two acres, Pope practised what
he wrote ; and his well known garden at Twickenham
contained, so early as 17l6, some highly picturesque
and natural-like scenery, accurately described by various cotemporary writers.
(See Beauties of England
and Wales.)
But it was reserved for Kent, the friend of Lord
Burlington, to carry Pope's ideas more extensively into
execution.
It was reserved for him, says Daines Barrington, "to realize the beautiful descriptions of the
poets, for which he was peculiarly adapted, by being
a painter ; as the true test of perfection in modern
gardening is, that a landscape painter would choose it
for a composition."
Bridgeman, the fashionable designer of gardens previously to Kent, Lord Walpole
conjectures to have been " struck and reformed" by the
Guardian, No. 173. He banished verdant sculpture, and
introduced morsels of a forest appearance in the gardens at Richmond; " but not till other innovators had
broke loose from rigid symmetry." The capital stroke
was the destruction of walls for boundaries, and the
introduction of ha-has
the harmony of the lawn with
the park followed.
Kent appeared at this moment,
and saw that all nature was a garden ; " painter enough
to taste the charms of landscape, bold and opinionative
enough to dare, and to dictate, and born with a genius
to strike out a great system ; from the twilight of imperfect essays, he realised the compositions of the
" Kent," continues his
greatest masters in painting."
lordship, " was neither without assistance nor without
faults.
Pope contributed to form liis taste ; and the
gardens at Carleton House were probably borrowed
from the poet's at Twickenham."
The various deviations from rigid uniformity, or
more correctly, the various attempts to succeed in the
ton, laid

Kent.

with very little
and Pope " prepared

exists

—

Chinese manner, appear thus to have taken a new and
decisive character under the guidance of Kent, a circumstance, in our opinion, entirely owing to his having
the ideas of a painter ; for no mere gardener, occupied
in imitating the Chinese, or even Italian manner, would
ever have thought of studying to produce picturesque

Picturesque beauty, indeed, we consider to History.
little recognijed in this country, ex- ^""~*'"""
cepting by painters, previously to the time^of Pope,
who was both a painter and a poet. Tlie'fontinued
approbation of the modern style, as purified from the
Chinese absurdities, originally more or less introduced
with it, and continued in many places long after Kent's
time, we consider to be chiefly owing to the circumstance of the study of drawing and landscape painting
having become a part of the general system of education
and thus, as Mr. Alison observes, our taste for
natural beauty was awakened ; " the power of simple
nature was felt and acknowledged, and the removal
of the articles of acquired expression, l^d men only
more strongly to attend to the natural expression of
scenery, and to study the means by which it might be
effect.

have been but

:

maintained or imprpved."
Kent was born in Yorkshire, and apprenticed to a
coach painter in 17i9.
He soon afterwards came to
London, discovered a genius for painting, was sent
to Italy, patronised there by Lord Burlington, returned with his lordship, and lived with him in Burlington

House

till 1748, when he died at the age of
63 years.
his first return, he was chiefly employed to paint
historical subjects and ceilings, and the Hall at Stowe

On

from his pencil. Soon afterwards he was employed as an architect, and lastly as a landscape gardener.
It is not known where he first exercised his genius as a layer out of grounds ; probably at Claremont and Esher, two of his designs, both minutely
described by Wheatley, and, judging from the age
of the trees, laid out sometime between 1725 and
Kent was also employed at Kensington gar1735.
dens, where he is said to have introduced parts of dead
trees to heighten the allusion to natural woods. Mason, the poet, mentions Kent's Elysian scenes in the
is

highest style of panegyric, and observes in a note, that
he prided himself in shading with evergreens in his
more finished pieces, in the manner described in the
14th and 15th sections of Wheatley 's Observations.
Claremont has been celebrated by Garth, and Esher
by Warton, {in theEntlmsiasl, or Lover of Nature, I7i0;)
and Mr. Walpole, with the authority of an eye-witness, has very accurately delmeated Kent's manner of
realizing landscapes ; and has expatiated on his merits,
without concealing his few demerits in his profession.

" According

to

my own idea,''

adds Mr. G. Mason, "

all

that has since been done by the most deservedly admired
designers, by Southcote, Hamilton, Lyttleton, Pitt,

Shenstone, Morris, for themselves, and by Wright for
been written on the subject, even
the gardening didactic poem, and the didactic essay
on the picturesque, have proceeded from Kent. Had
Kent never exterminated the bounds of regularity, never actually traversed the way to freedom of manner,
would any .of these celebrated artists have found "it of
themselves ? Theoretical hints from the highest au'tho.
rities, had evidently long existed without sufficient effect.
And had not the>e great masters actually executed, what Kent's example first inspired them with
the design of executing, would the subsequent writers
on gardening have been enabled to collect materials for
precepts, or stores for their imaginations I" P. 112.
Lord Cobham seems to have been occupied in re-mo- Lord c^i^
deljing the grounds at Stowe, about the same time that ham.
Pope was laying out his gardens at Twickenham. His
lordship began these improvements in 1714, employing Bridgeman, whose plans and views for altering old
Stowe from the most rigid character of the ancient
others, all that has
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(tyle to a

more open and irregular design, are still in
Kent wa« employed a few years afterwards,

existence.
to paint the hall, and afterwards in the double ca.
padty of architect and landscape gardener ; and the
finest buildings and scenes there are his creation.
The
character of Stowe is well known : Nature has done litfirst

but art has created a number of magnificent buildby which it has been attempted to give a sort of
emblematic character to scenes of little or no natural
expression. The result is unique; but more, as expressed by Pope, " a work to wonder at,'' than one to
charm the imagination. The friends of Lord Cobham
seen to have cnnaidered Kent as the first who exhibited
the new style to bis country, if we may judge from the
concluding lines of an epitaph to his memor}', placed
tle

;

ings,

in the gariden,

IT EttOANTIom MORTOntJH CtJtTU
MIS rBIMCIt IN AORIS ILLUSTRATO
PATKUM ORNATIT
1747.

Southcote ia supposed to have been one of the first to
follow the new system struck out by Kent, by improving his own domain at VVobum, in Surrey. He poaseaaeiT a genius, in many respecta well suited to ^e purpoae, say* Mr. G. Maaon ; but was rather too lavish of
fiis flowery deooratioos.
The extent of the ground*

was one hundred and fiftr men* ; thirty-five of which
were ornamented to the bigheat dcjgree, two-thirds of
the remainder were in pasture on riain^ grounds, and
the rest in tillage. The aeoonrtians eonauted in having
a broad margin of shrubbery, and gravel walk, to alevery fence, but varied by difference of style,
buildings, &c.
It is minutely described in
Wheatlcy's Oburv^ont, a* an example of an ornamented farm. Mr. G. Maaon think* the decorated strip often too nam)w. and (ometimes oAensive, from the imTo this bordering
poaaibility of concealing the fence.
walk, he think*, may probably be attribute<l the introHi* remarks refer to the year
duction of the belt.
1 r68.
In 1803, it had repeatedly changed proprietors,
and acarcely a vestige remained, to distinguish it from
a coinnion farm.
Paina Hill, the creation of Hamilton, is supposed to
have been one of the next specimens exhibited nf the
modem style. Hamilton was originally a gardener;
but is said to have studied pictures, with a view to the
improvement of scenery. He purchased seats, and im;

proves! them for public sale. Pains Hill, which was his
own residence, is a small park, surrounded on three sides
by garden and picturesque scenery. Excepting from the

hotuc, there is no distant prospect ; but the grounds
being oonaiderably undulated, the views from the walks
acraaa the park have some variety, and are always
tetccable. This place Is one of the few, described by

Wheatley, which is still in perfect preservation.
Hagley seems to ha%'C Ixren improved about the same
time as Pains Hill, in efiVfting which, Lord Lyttleton
might proliably receive 5oine hints from the jKiet Thomson, w no wai then his guest. The grounds are much varied, and ttic distant prospect* picturesque. A very small
rill, which passed through the grounds in a sort of dell,
was surroundcti with shrubbery and walks, from which
the parli scenery formed a sort of fore grounil, and sometimes a middle distance to the offscape thus, in the
language of Wbealley, " blending the excellencies of
the park and a garden." The fine trees, the distant
prospect*, and the principal buildings, still remain ; but
;
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the garden scenery has been long since choked by the Hirtorj-.
growth of the forest trees ; and at last the fence was re- ^•^V**^
moved, and the whole thrown into the park.
Soon after the improvements of Hamilton andLyttle- pitt.
ton, " the great Pitt," Mr. G. Mason informs us, "turned his mind to the embellishment of rural nature,'' and
exercised his talent at the South Lodge upon Enfield

Chace. " The first ground surrounding the enclosure,
was then wild and woody, and is diversified with hill
and dale. He entertained the idea (and admirably realized it) of making the interior correspond with the
exterior scenery.
His temple of Pan is mentioned in
Obserralions.
But the singular effort of his genius, was
a successful imitation of the picturesque appearance of
a bye-lane, on the very principles Mr. Price supposes
it might be practicable."
The Leasowes were improved about the same time.
It was literally a grazing farm, with a walk, in imitation of a common field, conducted through the several
enclosures.
Much taste and ingenuity was displayed,
in forming so many points of view in so confined an
extent, and with so few advantages in point of distance.

Shenitone.

But root houses, seats, urns, and inscriptions, were too
frequent for the whole to be classed with a common, or
even an improvetf or ornamented English farm. It was
in fact intended as an emblematical scene, in which constant allusion was made to pastoral poetry ; and if we
consider it in this light
in that of a sentimental farm,
it was just what it ought to have been.
regret to
find that .VIr. Repton should attack the taste of this
amiable man, from a misconception, as we presume, of
his intentions, by blaming him for not " surrounding
his house with such a quantity of ornamental lawn or
park only, as might be consistent with the size of the
mansion, or the extent of the property." We fear
that if Shenstone had adopted this mode of improve*
ment, the Leasowes had never been distinguished from
places goT up by the common routine of professorship.
Shenstone broke his heart, through the infamous con«
duct of a Birmingham attorney, in whose hand he had
placed the title-deeds oi his estate.
The farm is nowmuch neglected, though the paths, and many of the
urns, seats, and root houses still remain.
Persfield was laid out so late as 1750.
It is a small Morris.
park, with an interesting walk, carried along the brow
of a romantic rocky bank of the river Wye, perhaps as
" I canfaultless as the nature of the place admits of.
not recollect," says Mr. G. Mason, writing of this place
in 1 768, " that any of the scenes on the Wye are the
least adulterated by the introduction of any puerile appendage whatever.
As Pope and Kent introduced English gardening. Authors,
so these are the principal voluntary artists, whose
works exhibited and established its character. We shall
now enumerate the principal authors.
Pope's Epittle to Lord Burlinglon has been already Pope,
referred to, as well as Shenstone's Unconnected Thoughts ; Shenstone.
the former published in 17 1 6, the latter in 176"4.
Mr,
CJeorge Mason's Essai/ on Design in Gardening, from g, MBsoa.
which we have fo frequently quoted, was first published ill I7(i8, and afterwards greatly enlarged in 1795.
It is more a historical and critical work than a didactic performance.
'The grand fundamental and standard work on EngH.nh gardening, is the well known " Observations on
Modern Gardening; published in 1770, by Wheatley. WhesUey.
It is entirely analytical, treating, first, of the materials,
then of the scenes, and lastly, of the subjects of gardenIts style has been pronounced by Ensor, inimitR*
ing.
3 V

—

—

We
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ble ; and the descriptions with which his investigations
""Y"^ are accompanied, have been copied and praised by
Mr. Alison in the first edition of his work on taste.
The book was soon translated into the continental languages, and is judiciously praised in the Mercnre de
France, Journal Encyclopedigue, and Wieland's Journal.
Mr. G. Mason alone dissents from the general opinion,
enlarging on the very few faults or peculiarities which
Mr. Wheatley was secreare to be foimd in the book.
tary to Lord Grenville, and published only this work,
soon after which he died. After his death, some remarks on Shakespeare, from his pen, were published
in a small 12mo. volume.
Mason the
The English Garden was published in four different
JMCb
books, the first of which appeared in 1772. With the exception of the fourth book, it was received with very
great applause. The precepts for planting are particidarly instructive. On the whole, the work may be classed
with the " Observations" of Wheatley ; and these two
books may be said to exhibit a clear view of the modern
style, as first introduced and followed by liberal and cultivated minds ; whilst the Dissertation on Orietital Gar'
Chombera. dening," by Sir William Chambers, published in 1772,
holds up to ridicule the absurd imitations of uncultivated amateurs and professors, who had no other
qualifications than those acquired in labouring with the
Hiitory.

Professors.

spade under some celebrated ground worker.
We shall now proceed to notice the principal prO'
fessors to which the demand for the new style gave
rise ; and by whom it was, in a short time, extended
over the whole country ; not indeed in so chaste, varied, and original a taste as is exhibited in the places
and publications we have enumerated, but according
to their diflerent degrees of talent for imitating what,
with one or two exceptions, it does not appear they understood.

The

Wright.

first

of these

is

Wright,

who seems

to

have

some repute at the time of Kent's death. His
birth and education, Mr. G. Mason informs us, " were
above plebeian ; he understood drawing, and sketched
been

in

plans of his designs ; but never contracted for work,
which might occasion his not being applied to by those
who consider nothing so much as having trouble taken
off their hands."
At Becket, the seat of Lord Barrington, he produced an admired effect on a lawn ; and at
Stoke near Bristol, he is supposed to have decorated a
copse wood with roses in the manner advised in the

He also designed
fourth book of the Ertglish Garden.
the terrace walk and river at Oatlands, both deservedly
admired the latter being not unfrequently mistaken
for the Thames itself.
The next professor, in the order of time, is the celeHe was bred a kitchen gai-dener
brated Mr. Brown.
;

Biawn.

a small place near Woodstock in Oxfordshire; and
was afterwards head gardener at Stowe till 1 7.50. He was
confined (see Beauties of England and fVales, Bucks,)
to the kitchen garden, by Lord Cobhara, who, however,
afterwards recommended him to the Duke of Grafton
at Wakefield Lodge, Northamptonshire, where he directed the formation of a large lake, which laid the
foundation of his fame and fortune. Lord Cobham afat

terwaj-ds procured for him the situation of royal gardener at Hampton Court and Windsor. He now at-

summit of his popularity. The fashion of
employing him continued, says Mr. G. Mason, not ontained the

ly to 1768, but to the time of his death, many years afterwards. Mr. Repton has given a list of his principal
works, among which Croome and Fisherwick are the
two largest new places which he formed, including at

•

Croome the mansion and offices, as well as the grounds.
The places he altered are beyond all reckoning. Improvement was the passion'of the day ;' and there was
scarcely a country gentleman who did ri^ on some

BrowD.

occasion or other, consult the royal gardener.
Mason,
the poet, praises this artist, and Lord Walpole apologises for not praising him.

Daines Barrington says,

" Kent hath been succeeded by Brown, who hath undoubtedly great merit in laying out pleasure grounds ;
but I conceive that, in some of his plans, I see rather
traces of the kitchen gardener of old Stowe, than of

Poussin or Claude Lorrain.
I could wish therefore
that Gainsborough gave the design, and that Brown

The works and memory ^of Brown have
been severely attacked by Mr. Knight and Mr. Price,
and strenuously defended by Mr. Repton, who styles
him his great self-taught predecessor. " Brown," observes Mr. G. Mason, " always appeared to myself in
the light of an egregious mannerist who, from having
acquired a facility in shaping surfaces, grew fond of
exhibiting that talent, without due regard to nature,
and left marks of his intrusion wherever he went. His
new plantations were generally void of genius, taste,
and propriety
but I have seen instances of his managing old ones much better. He made a view to Cheney's church, from Latimer, ( Bucks) as natural and picturesque as can well be imagined.
Yet at the same
place, he had stuffed a very narrow vale, by the side of
an artificial river, with those crowded circular clumps
of firs alone, that Mr. Price attributes to him. The incongruity of this plan struck most of the neighbouring
gentlemen, but was defended by the artist himself under shelter of the epithet playful totally misapplied."
{Essay on Design, p. 130, 2d edit. 1795.)
That Brown must have possessed considerable talents, the extent of his reputation abundantly proves ;
but that he was imbued with much of that taste for
picturesque beauty which distinguished the works of
Kent, Hamilton, and Shenstone, we think, will hardly
be asserted by any one who has observed attentively
such places as are known to be his. creations. Whatever be the extent or character of the surface, they are all
surrounded by a narrow belt, and the space within is
distinguished by numbers-of round or oval clumps, and
a reach or two of a tame river on different levels. This
description, in short, will apply to almost every place
in Britain laid out from the time (about 1 7iO) when the
passion commenced for new modelling country seats, to
about 1785 or 1790, when it in a great measure ceasexecuted."

;

;

—

The

leading outline of this plan of improvement
and easily applied the great demand produced abundance of artists and the general
appearance of the country so rapidly changed under
ed.

was

easily recollected,

;

;

Sir William Chambers
1 772,
declared, that if the mania were not checked, in a few
years longer there would not be found three trees in a
Brown, it is
line from the Land's-end to the Tweed.
said, never went out of England, but he sent pupils and
plans to Scotland and Ireland ; and Paulowsky, a seat
of the late Emperor Paul, near Petersburgh, is said to
their operations, that in

be from his design. Potemkin's gardener, Gould, was
one of his pupils. Brown, as far as we have learned, could not draw, but had assistants, who made out
He generally contracted
plans of what he intended.
ibr the execution of the work.
The immediate successor of Brown, was his nephew,
Mr. Holland, who was more employed as an architect
than as a landscape gardener though he generally directed the disposition of the grounds when he was emalso

;

HollanU.

;
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ployed in the former capacity. Mr- Hdland, we believe,
retired from business some years ago.
The next artist that deserves to be mentioned, is
Mr. Elames, of whom, however, we know little more
than that he is mentioned in terms of respect by Mr.
G. Mason.
Mr. Repton, a highly respectable artist, from being an
amateur, began his career as professor of landscape gardening about thirty years ago ; and, till a sort of de«
dine, or inactivity of taste took place ten or twelve
Though at
years since, he was extensively consulted.
fint an avowed defender and follower of Brown, he
baa gradually veered round witit the change eifected in public opinion by the Estaifs on lite Ptcturaque,
•o that now, comparing his earlier works of 79^ and
1805, with his FragmaUton Landtcape Gardening, published in 1817. at appears much more a diaciple of
Price, than a defender of his " great predecessor." Mr.
Repton is a beautiful draughtsman, and gives, besides
plans and views, his written opinion in a regular form,
generally combining tlie w hole in a manuscript volume,
which be calls the nd book of the place. He never,
we believe, undertakes the execution of his plans. Mr.
Itepton has not, as far as we are aware, been employed out of England ; but Valleyfield, in I'erthshire, was
viiited by his two sons, and arranged from Mr. RepThe character of this artist's talent,
too's designs.
seems to be cultivation rather than genius, and he
aiore anxious to (notify the preconceived wishes
of his employers, and improve on the fashion of the
day, than to strike out grand and original beauties.
This, indeed, is periiapa toe most useful description of
talent, both for toe professor and his employers.
Mr.
Replon's taste in gothic architecture, and in terraces,
and architectural appendage* to mansions, is particuHis published " Oitervalioiu" on this
larly elegant.
subject arc valuable; though we think otherwise of
his remarks on landscape gardening, which we look
upon as wanting depth, and often at variance with
each other. Un the whole, however, we have no hesitatioo ia asserting, that both by his splendid volumes,
and extensive practice among the fir»t classes, he has
suppoitcd the credit of this country for taste in laying
oatoroand*.
Though it may be true, that " in all liberal arts, the
merit of transccndant genius, not the herd of pretenders, characterises an era ;" yet in an art like that of
laying out ground*, whose pro<luctions necessarily
Jiava such afi influence on the general face of a countrr, it ia inmoaaible to jmlge otherwise of the actual state
of the ait, Ulan from the effect which is produced. This
effect, about forty yean ago, when clumps and bell*
t>iotted every borison, could never be mistaken for
that intended by such professor* as Kent, or such authors a* Wbeatley and Mason.
The truth is, as we
hare already hinted, such was the rage for improvemeat, that the demand fur artists of genuirtc taste exoaadad the regular supply ; and, as it is usual in such
cases, a false article was brought to market, and imposed on the public. This faue taste, which may be
said to have for the time reduced a liberal to a mechanic art, gave a new character to modem improvements,
which, nam consisting in a display of ease, elegance,
and natore, according to the situation, became a system of set forms, mdiacriminately applied in every
This system was in fact more formal, and less
1

mwi

Brovn
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varied, than the ancient style to which it succeeded,
because it had fewer parts. An ancient garden had '"''V""^
avenues, alleys, stars, pates d'oye, pelotons, or platoons, (square clumps,) circular masses, rows double
and single, and strips, all from one material, wood;
but the modem style, as now degraded, had only three
forms, a clump, a belt, and a single tree.
Place the
belt in the circumference, and distribute the clumps and

single trees within, and all that respects wood in one
of these places is finished. The professor required no
further examination of the ground, than what was necessary to take tlie levels for forming a piece of water,

which water uniformly assumed one shape and character, and differed no more in different situations, than
did the belt or the clump. So entirely mechanical had
tlie art become, that any one might have guessed what
would be the plan given by the professor before he
was called in and Mr. Price actually gives an instance in which this was done.
The activity of this
false taste was abated in England before our time
;

but

and

we have seen in Scotland, between tlie
180.1, we believe, above a hundred of
formed by

years 1795
such plans,

by an Engmaking annual
journies in the north, taking orders for plans, which he
got drawn on his return home, not one of which difin part

local artists,

lish professor, ^vho

was

and

in part

in the habit of

fered from the rest in any thing but magnitude.*
The good sense of the country soon revolted at such
monotonous productions and proprietors were ridiculed tor expending immense suras in destroying old
avenues and woods, and planting in their room young
clumps, for no other reason than that it was the fasliion
Partly on this account, and partly because
to do so.
almost every place in England had been metamor*
phoeed, and tnat lassitude had ensued which always
succeeds over exertion, the career of improvement
slackened its pace in England about the year 1780.
Various causes contributed to diminish its course, till
the almost decisive blow given by Mr. Knight and Mr.
Price in 179*.
;

The first symptoms of disapprobation that were ven- Change cT
tured to be uttered against the degradation of the new taste.
taste, appear to be contained in an epistolary novel, entitled I'HIage Memoiri, published in 1775, in which the
professors of gardening are satirized under the name of
Air. Layout.
A better taste, however, than that of
Mr. Layout is acknowledged to exist, which the author
states " Shenstone and nature to have brought us acquainted with." Most ol the large gardens are said to
be laid out by some general undertaker, " who introduces the same objects at the same distances in all.''
The translation of Girardin De la composilioH
P. 143.
dti paytagu, ou de* mot/en* d'cmbeliir la naliire aulour
det Habilatiotu, enjoignaiit Cagreabk A Futile, Sfc. accompanied with an excellent historical preface by Daniel Malthus, Esq. in 1 783, must have had considerab.e
influence in purifying the taste of its readers.
A poem
in Uodsley's collection, entitled, tS'ome Thoughti oh
Building and Planting, addressed to Sir James Lowther,
Bart, published in the same year, and iu which the poet
recommends, that

"

Ftabioo will not the works direct,

But reason be the

must have had some

architect,"

effect.

But the

Estat/ on Prints,

piaiu were, in general, mounted on lioen, which b« regularly nurcbtsed in piecss of some bundredi of yards al a limei
lileachteld (djoiiiinc rerth.

acsMrated

;

;
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and the various picturesque tours of Gilpin, published taste, who had not a sense of the picturesque, or had
•
^•^'V'*"
at different intervals from 1768 to 179t>, had the prin- mistaken the object of the b<)ok.
The beauties of
The first answer to Mr. Price's work, waa^ letter by Proiessors,
cipal influence on persons of taste.
Mr. Repton, in which candour obliges us to State, that
light and shade, outline, grouping, and other ingredients of picturesque beauty, were never before exhibi- Mr. R. has misrepresented his antagonist's meaning,
These by confounding the study of pictures with that of the R^^Pion.
ted to the English public in popular writings.
works were eagerly read, and brought about that gene- study of the principles of painting. Mr. Price published an able answer to this production, which, he inral study of drawing and sketching landscape among
the then rising generation, which has ever since pre- forms us, was even more read than the original essay.
Two anonymous poems of no merit made their apvailed ; and will do more perhaps than any other class
ef studies, towards forming a taste for the harmony and pearance, as satires on The Landscajte.
connection of natural scenery, the only secure antidote
The lievierv of the Landscape, and oj an Essay on the
Picturesque, &c by Mr. Marshall, was published in Marshall..
to the revival of the distinctness and monotony which
characterize that which we have been condemning.
] 79.^.
"There can scarcely be any thing more violent
The coup- de-main, however, has been given to this sys- than this publication. One reason for his not approving
Xnightwid tem by the works of Mr. Knight and Mr. Price, above of the essay <hi the picturesque, he has made evident
Fiice.
mentioned. Their effect -has been gradual but certain
by his remarks on, the same subject, and on painting
for, though at first they were violent'ly opposed by profesthe fact being, as we have already more than once
sors and periodical critics, yet 'they have carried con- stated, and wish strongly to impress on the reader's
viction to all men of taste; and even, as we have be- mind, that a taste for the picturesque is not so natural
fore stated, have converted Mr. Repton himself.
The as a taste for what is singular, grand, comic, or affecting,
object of TIte Landscape, a didactic poem, is to teach
but requires a certain degree of previous study or prethe art of creating scenery, more congruous and pictu- paration,
this preparation Mr. Marshall is evidently
resque than what is met with in that " tiresome and not furnished with.
monotonous scene called pleasure ground.*' Mr. Price's
Among the second class, or those with whom " what- Critics.
Essay on the Picturesque, and on the use of studying ever is is right,'' I shall just mention the periodical criPictures, with a viexo to the improvement of real Landtics, who, in reviewing these works, brought forward
all sorts of reasons against the use of the study of picscape, is written with the same intention ; but, as might
be expected from a prose work, enters on the subject tures, and deny (with truth perhaps as to themselves)
much more at length. In order to discover " whether the distinct character of the picturesque. Mr. Price
the present system of improving is founded on any they treat as " a mere visionary amateur," and Mr.
Knight as " a Grub-street poet, who has probably no
just principles of taste," Mr. Price begins by inquiring,
" whether there is any standard, to which, in point of other garden than the pot of mint before his windows."
The vague opinion of a great mass of country gengrouping and of general composition, works of this sort
can be referred ; any authority higher than that of the tlemen, tourists, and temporary authors, may be here
included, who, taking the word picturesque in its expersons, who have gained the most general and popular reputation by those works, and whose method of treme sense, and supposing it intended to regulate what
conducting them has had the most extensive influence was useful, as well as what was ornamental, concluded
on the general taste ?" This standard (which it will be that Mr. Price's object was to destroy all comfort and
neatness in country seats, and reduce them to mere porrecollected by the candid reader, is desired only for
what relates to grouping and composition, not to utility tions of dingle or jungle scenery. Such opinions we have
and convenience, as some have unfairly asserted, ) Mr. frequently heard expressed by men, in other respects
of good sense. Even continental authors have imbibed
Price finds in the productions " of those great artists,
who have most diligently studied the beauties of na- and disseminated similar exaggerations. " Egares par
Gilpin, que a cherche par ses voyages en diverses parture, both in their grandest and most general effects,
and in their minutest detail ; who have observed every ties de I'Angleterre et de I'Ecosse, a donner des regies,
pour y assujeter le genre pittoresque et romantique, ils
variety of form and of colour ; have been able to select
and combine ; and then, by the magic of their art, to ont pris I'occasion pour demander que I'art fut totaleMr. ment banni des jardins. Ils adoptent le pittoresque
fix upon the canvass all these various beauties."
Price recommends the study of the principles of paint- d'un Salvator Rosa dans les paysages, comme le vrai nature dans I'art de faire des jardins, et on rejette comme
ing, " not to the exclusion of nature, but as an assistHe points out and un asservisement a ce meme art, toutes les regies qu'un
ant in the study of her works."
Bridgewater (Bridgeman.-') et un Brown avoient pubillustrates two kinds of beauty in landscape ; the one
the picturesque, characterized by roughness, abrupt- liees dans ce genre." (Description Pittoresque des Jardins, du gout le plus moderne. Leipsig, 1802.
See also
ness, and sudden variation ; the other beauty in the
more general acceptation, characterized by smoothness, Tubinger Taschcnbuch, fur nature und Gartenfreunde,
Of enlightened and liberal minds, who
1798, p. \9^.)
undulations, intermixed with a certain degree of roughness and variation, producing intricacy and variety. have in some degree opposed Mr. Price's principles, we
Such beauty was made choice of by Claude in his land- can only instance the late Mr. Wyndham, who, in a let- Wyndhaaj,
scapes, and such, he thinks, particularly adapted to the ter to Mr. Repton, (Mr. Repton was at one period seembellishment of artificial scenery. These principles cretary to Mr. Wyndham, when that gentleman was in
are applied by Mr. Price in a very masterly manner, to office,) written after the publication of his defence, comwood, water, and buildings.
bats, not the works of Mr. Price, but the popular objecWhen the works of these gentlemen were published, tions to the supposed desire of subjecting every thing
they were opposed by professors, by a numerous class to the picturesque. " The writers of this school," he
of mankind who hate innovation, and with whom obsei ves, " shew evidently that they do not trace with
' whatever is is right," including perhaps some men of any success the causes of their pleasure. Does the

—
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pleasure that we receive from the view of parks and
^^"V™^ gardens, result from their affording in their several
parts, subjects that would appear to advantage in a picture ? What is most beautiful in nature, is not always
capable of being represented in a painting ; as proapects, moving flocks of deer.
Many are of a sort
which have nothing to do with the purposes of habita>
tion ; as the subjects of Salvator Rosa.
Are we
therefore to live in caves !
Gainsborough's Country
Ctrl is more picturesque than a child neatly dressed.
Are our children to go in rags ? \o one will stand by
tiiia doctrine ; nor do they exhibit it in any distinct
ahap* at all, but only take credit for their attachment
to general principles, to which every one is attached
well a< they.
Is it contended, that in laying out
a place, whatever is most picturesque is most conformaUe to true taste i If they say so, they rouitt be led to
CMiMqMncci whiek they can never venture to avow.
If th«jr do not aar to, the whole is a question of how
mncfa or bow little, which, without the instances before
Tou, can never be decided." " Places are not to be
laid out with a view to their appearance in a picture,
Iwt to their use, and the enjoyment of them in real fife ;
and their conformity to these purposes, is that which
constitutes their true beauty.
With this view, gravel
walk*, and neat mown lawns, and, in tome situations,
•traigfat alleys, fountains, terraces ; and, for ought I
know, paitcrrea, and cut hedges, are in perfect good
taste, and infinitely more conformable to the principles
which form the basis of our pleasure in those instances,
than the docks and thistles, and litter and disorder, that
may laake a much better figure in a picture." ( Letter
firom Mr. Wvndham, in a note to Mr. Repton's Obterva-

kiwy.

M

Hoiu on Ute TKaorymmd PracUce ofLa»d$cape Gariemng.
From the von of cscellent sense which pervades
this letter, and particnlaar^ the latter part of it which we
have extracted entire, it u impotaible to avoid suspecting, either that there is a culpable obscurity in the
to, or that Mr. Wyndham had not sufficiently, if at all, perused them.
are inclined to
believe tluit there U some truth in both suppositions.

works re ferred

We

We

have no hesitation, however, both from a mature
of a// the writings of these gentlemen, relating

Mudy

tUs

subject, as well as a careful inspection of their
•wn rcmdcnccs, in saying, that tliere is not an opinion
in the above extract, to which they would not at once as>

to

Mr. Knight's directions in regard to congruity and
Mility, are as awtnict as can well be expected in a poem.
Mr- rrtoe never entered on that subject His works say,
*'Tottr object \» to pnxlaoe beautiful landscapes ; at least
diia ia one pirnt object of yoar exertions.
Butyouprosent.

rika.

The beauty of your scenes
not or so high a kind as that of nature.
Examine
her prodootiona. To aid you in this examination, con>
iak the opinions of those who have gone before you
the same stndy. Consult the works of painters, and
the principles which guided them in their comdace vanr indiffeRntonai.
is

m

I

of natural and artificial objects. Group your
on the prnciplps they do. Connect your masaea
I

tree*

In short, apply their principles of paintIDg whenever you intend any imitation of nature, for
Ae prindplea of nature and of painting are the 8ame.
Are we to apply them in every case ? Are we to neglect regular beauty and utility ? Certainly not, that
•Wild be inconsistent with common sense."
We next present the opinion of Mr. Stewart on the
lie subject, as given incidentally in his philosophical
disqiiisition on tne beautiful {Eiunfi, 1810. p. S85.)
" Ai to the application of the knowledge thus acqui.
as they do.

8
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red from the study of paintings, to the improvement
Hiuorjr.
of natural landscape, I have no doubt, that to a siipe- '^'V^s"'
rior understanding and taste, like those of Mr. Price,
it may otYen suggest very useful hints; but if recognised as the standard to which the ultimate appeal is
to be made, it would infallibly cover the face of the
country with a new and systematical species of affectation, not less remote than that of Brown, from the
style of gardening which he wishes to recommend,"—
" let painting be allowed its due praise in quickening
our attention to the beauties of nature ; in multiplying
our resources for their farther embellishment ; and in
holding up a standard, from age to age, to correct the
caprices of fashionable innovations ; but let our taste
for these beauties be chie/li/ formed on the study of nature herself; nor let us ever forget so far what is due
to her indisputable and salutary prerogative, as to attempt an encroachment upon it by laws, which derive the whole of their validity from her own sanction,"
287.
We shall conclude by remarking, that, however indi- Seatt of
viduals have differed as to the theory of Mr. Price and ^'- **"'=•
Mr. Knight, yet all agree in admiring their respective ^" ^''
"
seats ; Mr. Knight's entirely, and Mr. Price's in great
port improved by himself, without professional assistance.
Nature has certainly done much for each, and
especially for that of Mr. Knight ; but in both the geniut hci has been so liappily humoured, that the operations of art have greatly heightened the natural expression of each, while a strict attention to convenience
and use has not been forgotten in either situation.
( See a Dacriplion of these Seats in Mr. Replon on the approaching change* of taste in Landscape Gardening and
Architecture.
8vo. 1810.)
If we have dwelt longer on the writings of these authors, it is because we consider a knowledge of them
of the greatest impoitance, not only to the introduction of a better taste than has hitherto l>een displayed,
even in the comparatively chaste periods of Kent, .Sfiena
ktone, and Hamilton ; but, as Mr. Stewart has express,
ed, as leading to studies which shall " hold up a stand'
ard from ate to age, to correct the caprices offasluona*
.

'

hU

iniiovaltons."

The

general taste for drawing, as already remarked,
and the late frequent practice of making tours to the more picturesque parts of
the island, have co-operat«l with Mr. Price's work, in
refining the taste of the higher classes.
Mr. Knight's
learned and comprehensive " Analytical Enquiry into
the Principles of Taste;" Mr. Alison's beautiful and
profound essay on the same subject ; and the Philosophical Essays on Beauty by Mr. Stewart, have undoubtedly had considerable influence. The necessity
of economising income has enforced the maxim, that
" from truth and use all beauties flow ;" so that, as Mr.
Repton observes, the characteristic of the present impmved taste may be said to be " a just sense of general
in the present generation,

u/ili'V."

We

confess, however, that this refined taste

is

by

Prcfent

no means of a nature impelling to action; for, partly ttateof
from a fear of doing mischief, and partly from the li^dscape
Ka™ening
great attention, during the last twenty years, to war
^
and agriculture, less has been done in beautifying
country seats, or improving their scenery, as scenery,

than appears to have been the case for at least

two centuries before.
Horticulture, and continental
travelling, seem now to take the place of war and
farming ; and so very little has been done since the
late

political

changes in Europe, that Mr. Reptoiv

;
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published in 1817, expresses his
^""^/"^^ doubts whether landscape gardening may not become
one of the artes perdila;. He observes also, that war,
and war taxes, have depressed the spirit of elegant improvement that the sudden acquisition of riches, by
individuals, has divided wealth into new channels
*' men are solicitous to increase property, rather than
to enjoy it ; they endeavour to improve the value, rather than the beauty of their newly purchased estates.
The country gentleman, in the last century, took more
delight in the sports of the field than in the profits of
the farm ; his pleasure was to enjoy in peace the venerable home of his ancestors ; but the necessity of
living in camps, and the habit of living in lodgings at
watering places, has of late totally changed his character and pursuits ; and, »t the same time, perhaps
tended to alienate half the ancient ^landed property of
the country." " The taste of the country has bowed
«' It is not thereto the shrine which all worship."
fore to be wondered at, that the art of landscape
gardening should have slowly and gradually declined."
In confirmation of these remarks, it is worthy of record, that one of Kent's first and best efl^jrts, Esher,
in his Fragmenis,

History,

—

•'

Where Kent and

nature vie for Pelham's love,"

example of modern garand one of Brown's most ce-

selected and described as an

dening, by Mr. Wheatley ;
lebrated creations, Fisherwick, ( See Marshall's " Planting and Rural Ornament," and Leicestershire in the
" Beauties of England and Wales," ) have been sold in
Let us
lots, and the mansions razed to the ground.
hope, however, that those who are now engaged in visiting other countries, will shortly return with a renewed love of their own ; and that landscape gardening, of which Lord VValpole aftirms we have given a
true model to the world, may yet flourish and perpetuate the credit we have obtained.
Scotland.
fhe celebrated Lord Karnes appears to have been
A. D. i7tO. jjjg g^g[ ^2,Q introduced the modern style into ScotA D 1818 ^''n^' sometime between 1740 and 1750, by displaying it on his own residence at Blair Drummond. An
irregular ridge, leading from the house, was laid out in
walks, commanding a view, over the shrubs on the deOne part of
clivity, of portions of distant prospect.
this scene was composed entirely of evergreens, and
Lord
formed an agreeable winter garden. Lord Karnes did
ICames.
not entirely reject the ancient style, either at Blair
Drummond, or in his Essay on Gardening and ArchiIn
leclure, published in the " Elements of Criticism,"
that short but comprehensive essay, he shews an acquaintance with the Chinese style and tlie practice of
V
Kent, admits both of absolute and relative beauty as the
objects of gardening and architecture, and from this
complex destination, accounts for that difference and
wavering of taste in these arts, " greater than in any art
(Vol. ii. p. 431.
that has but a single destination."
4th edit. 1769.)
Lord Karnes' example in Scotland, may be compared
to that of Hamilton or Shenstone in England ; it was not
generally followed, because it was not generally understood.
That the Elements of Criticism tended much
to purify the taste of the reading class, there can be no
Every person also admired Blair Drummond ;
doubt.
but as every country gentleman could not bestow sufllicient time and attention to gardening, to be able to lay
out his own place, it became necessary to have recourse
'

and, as it happened, those who were em- History.
;
had acquired only that habit of mechanical '""Y""'
imitation, which copies the most obvious forms, without understanding the true merits of the ori^al. In
short they were itinerant pupils of Brown, or professors in his school, who resided in Scotland; and

to artists

ployed,

thus it is, that after commencing in the best taste, Scotland continued, till within the last twenty yeiirs, to patronise the very worst. As a contrast to the style of Blair
Drummond, and a proof of what we have asserted in regard to the style introduced immediately atYerwards, we
next refer to the grounds at Duddingston House, near DuddingEdinburgh, laid out about the year 1 750. The archi- ston.
tect of the house was Sir William Chambers ; the rural Uiambers.
artist, whose original plans we have examined, was a
Mr. Robertson, sent down from London. We know of Roberts**,
no example in any country, of so perfect a specimen of
Brown's manner, nor of one in which the effect of the
whole, and the details of every particular part, are so
consistent and co-operate so well together in producing
a sort of tame, spiritless beauty, of which we cannot
give a distinct idea.
It does not resemble avowed art,
nor yet natural scenery ; it seems, indeed, as if nature
had commenced the work and changed her plan, determiin'ng no longer to add to her productions those
luxuriant and seemingly superfluous appendages which

produce variety and grace. The trees here, all planted at the same time, and of the same age, seem to grow
by rule. The clumps remind us of regularly tufted
perukes.
The waters of the tame river neither dare to
sink within, nor to overflow its banks
the clumps
keep at a respectful distance ; and the serpentine
turns of the roads and walks, seem to hint that every
movement to be made here, must correspond.
The extent of this place, we suppose, may exceed
200 acres. The house is placed on an eminence in the
centre, from which the grounds descend on three sides,
and on the remaining side continue on a level till
they reach the boundary belt. This belt completely
encircles the whole; it is from 100 to 300 feet wide,
with a turf drive in the middle. One part near the
house is richly varied by shrubs and flowers, and kept
in the rest the turf is mown, but
as garden scenery
the ground untouched. A string of wavy canals, on
different levels, joined by cascades, enter at one side of
the grounds, and taking a circuitous sweep through the
park, pass off at the other. This water creates occasion for Chinese bridges, islaruls, and cascades.
The
kitchen garden and offices are placed behind the house,
and concealed by a mass of plantition. Over the rest
of the grounds are distributed numerous oval unconnected clumps, and some single trees. In the drive
are several temples and covered seats, placed in situations where are caught views of the house, sometimes seen between two clumps, and at other times
between so many as to form a perspective or avenue.
There is also a temple on the top of a hill, partly artificial, which forms the object from several of these
seats, and from other open glades or vistas left in the
The outer margin of this plantainside of the belt.
tion is every where kept perfectly entire, so that there
is not a single view but what is wholly the property of
the owner ; unless in one instance, where the summit
of Arthur's Seat, an adjoining hill, is caught by the
eye. from one part of the belt, over the tops of the
;

;

trees in its opposite periphery.
That this place has, or had, in

we do

not

deny

;

1

790, great beauties,

but they are beauties of a peculiar

.
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—

kind, not of jjeneral nature not the beauties of Blair
Drummond, or such as a liberal and enliirhtened mind
would desire to render general but in great part
aocfa as Sir William Chambers holds up to ridicule in
his DUtcrtation oh Oriental Gardening, (See his Intro;

and Mr. Price, in his Essays on
Duddingston may be reckoned
the model of all future improvements in Scotland, till
within the last twenty years.
The sajne artist laid
out Livingston, effected some improvements at Hopeton
House, Dalkeith, Ualhousie, Niddrj', the Whim, Moredun, various other places near Edinburgh, and others
duction, p. vi. to xi.)
Yet
the Picturesque.

in Ayrshire.

One

of these places called forth the genius of Mr.

James Hamsay, who, from being a mason, became a
landscape g|ardener of considerable repute, and, at
the best which appeared in Scotland within the
period alloded to. He gave ground plans and draw.
mgs in perspective, both of the buildings and verdant
scenery.
Leith Head, a small place near Edinburgh,
is his entire creation.
His style was that of Brown, in
his waters and new plantations near the house ; but
he was Ids attached to the belt, his clumps were not
always r^ular, and he endeavoured to intro<luce a
portion of third distance into all his views.
Mr. Ram'
say died at Edinburgh in 1794, and some record of his

leat,

life is

Mncr.
NkoL

due

to his

memory.

Since Mr. Ramsay's time, no landscape gardener of
any note has settled in Scotland. The late Mr. Kyle,
gardener at .Vloredun, Mr. Mawer, gardener at Dud'
dingston, and afterwards nurseryman and planner at
Dairy, and Mr. Nicol, well known for his horticultural
writinn, gave plans fur policies; but it is as designers
of kit4%en gardens, and botbouses, that we have to be*
stow our approbation of these and various other similarly

produced

lm»m

profcsaotai

neaily ue fiiat intraduction of the new style
in Scotland, to the present time, annual joumies hava
been made into Scotland, from the county of D«irham,
by the late Mr. White, and subsequently by his son.
}>U. White, senior, we believe, was a pupil of Brown,
of much inloniMtion on country matters, and generally
reapecte^ in SeolSand.
Of his professional talents we
have mkI
when we nave mentioneil their

Fnnn

W.ii,.

'

source.

ear Stirling,

.\

and Bargeny

in

Ayr.

shire, are the principal productions of thit family.

In what respects the talents of Mr. White, junior,
from those of his father, or whether they differ
at all, we are not aware ; though we think it highly
probable they will partake of the general improve'
ment of the age.
We had bnorc mentioned, that none of the eminent
Eiwliah aititU bad ever been in Scotland ; but that
VaUeyfidd waa laid out iron Mr. Repton's dcsigna.
Soon after the publication of Mr. Price's Essays,
gentleaian of much taste and scienee, being about
to plant extensively, consulted Mr. Nasmyth, an emi>
nent landacape painter in Eldinburgh, as to the ge.
ncral c&ct of tne proposed improvement.
Mr. Na.
smyth has since, we believe, been much employed in
difier

timmjth.

Uic «ame

wsy by

nroprietors,

a circuiusLance
in an eminent degree to
^i have ('
II..,
Liie artificial
of Scotland.
recoU
lect to have seen,
1M>2, some sketches by this artist,
for planting part of the range of Pentland Hills, behind Drechorn, and a part of the Ochil Hills near Airthrie, and Alva, which struck us as in a grand and
very superior taste.
believe they have only par.
tially'licca Carried into execution.
Scotland has so
otlit-r

I

_,

m

We

7

We

many

facilities for
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landscape scenery, that under the

History.
^

guidance of such an artist as Mr. Nasmyth, much '^""V*"*^
beauty may be preserved and created.
There is now residing in Scotland, an English gen' Parkins,
tleman and amateur, who we believe is also employed
professionally, Mr. G. Parkyns, author of an " Essay
on the different natural siluaiiuns of Gardens," prefixed
to the quarto edition of Wheatley's Work, of some designs published in a work on Architecture, by Mr.
Soane, in 1798, and of some Plans and Descriptions,
published in numbers in Edinburgh, since 1800.
These works are, on the whole, of unexceptionable
merit ; the author appears to be a correct and elegant
draughtsman, and a man of general taste. We have
not seen any specimen of his practical talents.
The first attempts to introduce the modern stylo in Irrland.
Ireland, are supposed to have been made by Dr. Dela- A. D. 1T80
ny at Delville, near Glassnevin, about the year 1720. '" '8'^*
^*""'7Swift has left a poetical description of these scenes.
Like Pope, Dr. Delany impressed a vast deal of beauty
on a very small spot of ground. As tliere existed an
intimacy between these two characters, it is supposed
that Pope may have assisted his Irish friend.
This example appears to have had the same sort of influence in
Ireland, that' the gardening of Lord Kanies had in
Scotland.
It gave rise to a demand for artists of the
new school ; and the market was supplied by such as
came in the way. Much less, however, was done in
that country, partly from the abundance of woody
and picturesque scenery in many districts, and partly from other obvious causes.
Mount Shannon, near
Limerick, the seat of the late chancellor Clare, is
said to be laid out from his lordship's designs, as are
cliiefly the recent improvements at Charleville forest,
where one of the most comibrtablp and magnificent
cabtles in Ireland has been executed by Mr. Johnston
of Dublin, from designs which were the joint produC'
*

Lord and Lady Charleville.
Mr. Walker of St. VaKiri, a very beautiful spot near
Bray, laid out by the owner, mentions Marino, Castle,
town. Carton, Curraghmore, the retreat of St. Woolstars, and Moyra, as exhibiting the finest garden scenery
in Ireland.
Powerscourt, and Mucross, near the lakes,
are reckoned the most romantic residences, and are little
tions of

indebted to art
We are not aware, that any English artist of eminence has l)een employed as a landscape gardener in Ireland, the more common practice being to engage a good
kitchen gardener from England, and leave every
Suthertiling to him.
A .Mr. .Sutherland was, in 1810, the land.
native artist of greatest repute.
Mr. A. M'Leish has
M'LeUli.
since settled in this country, and, from what wc know
of tliis artist, we have little doubt he will contribute,
in an eminent degree, to establish and extend a better taste than has yet appeared there.
Though landscape gardeners from the capital have not been called
to Ireland, yet it has happily become not an unfrequent
practice to employ eminent English architects,
a practice certain of being attended with the most salutary

—

effects.

Hirschfield mentions Laugier, as the first French English
author who espoused the English style of gardening in garJ^ning
France, in his Essay sur I' Architecture, published in '".L'*"'^*'
'
1753 ; and next in order is Prevot, in his Homme du jgig,
Gout, published in 1770. About the same time, the first Laugier,
notable example was preparing at Ermenonvillc, the seat f icvut.
of \'iscount Girardin, about ten leagues from Paris. An
account of this place was written by Girardin himself Girardio,
in 1115, and published in 1777,
It was soon after
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translated into English by D. Malthus, Esq. and is
^''V"''^ well known for its eloquent descriptions of romantic
and picturesque scenes. Errnenonville (still in the
same family, but now rather neglected, ) appears to have
been laid out in a chaste and picturesque style, and, in
this respect, to have been somewhat different, and suUseless buildperior to cotemporary English places.
ings were avoided, and the picturesque effect of every
object carefully considered, not in exclusion of, but in
History,

WaUl^t

There is hardly an unconnection with their utility.
exceptionable principle, or even direction referring to
landscape gardening, laid down in the course of the
work ; and in all that relates to the picturesque, it is
remarkable how exactly it corresponds with the ideas of
Mr. Price. M. Girardin, high in military rank, had previously visited every part of Europe, and paid particular attention to England ; and, before publishing his
work, he had the advantage of consulting that of
Wheatley, from which he has occj^ionally borrowed, as
well as the writings of Chambers, Shenstone, and Gilpin.
He professes, however, that his object is neither
to create English gardens, nor Chinese gardens ; and
less to divide his grounds into pleasure grounds, parks,
or ridings, than to produce interesting landscapes,
•' paysages interessans,''
&c. He received the professional aid of J. M. Morel, the Kent of France,
who afterwards published Theorie des Jardins, and
probably that of his guest Rousseau, who seems to
have composed the advertisement to his book. M.
Magellan, in the Gazette Litieraire de I' Europe iat 1778,
in giving some account of the last days of Rousseau, who
died at Errnenonville, and was buried in the island of
Poplars there, informs us, that M. Girardin kept a
band of musicians, who constantly perambulated the
grounds, making concerts, sometimes in the woods,
and at other times on the waters, and in scenes calculated for particular seasons, so as to draw the attention
of visitors to them at the proper time. At night they
returned to the house, and performed in a room adjoining the hall of company. Madame Girardin and her
daughters, were clothed in common brown stuff, en
Amazones, with black hats, while the young men wore
" habillements le plus simple et les plus propres a les
faire confondre avec les enfans du campagnards," &c.
The next example of English gardening in France,
is of a very different description, and is that of M. Watelet, the author of an Essai sur les Jardins, which apappeared in

M.

VVatelet's garden was situated
and contained about four acres,
varied by buildings, grottos, temples, and inscriptions ;
and was, on the whole, more in the Chinese style than
in that of Kent or Shenstone. The author, who proiesses
to take utility for the basis of his art, seems to have
felt something wanting in this particular to his temples
and altars; and is ridiculed by Hirschfield, {Sur les
1774'-

in the suburbs of Paris,

scale near Paris, in Wat616t's manner.
Delille's celebrated poem, Les Jardins,

"Soon after this, ' History.
its appearance, and is perhaps a more iviexceptionable perform- Delille.
ance than The English Garden of Mason. Th^ French
indeed, have written much better on gardenfng and
agriculture than they have practised,
a circumstance
which may be accounted for, from the general concentration of wealth and talent in the capital, where books
are more frequent than examples ; and of professional
reputation in that country, depending more on what a
man has written than on what he has done. It does
not appear that English gardening was ever at all noticed by the court of France. The garden of Mousseau, Gardens of
before the revolution, the property of the puke of Or- the court oi
leans, was laid out in a romantic and irregular style, as Louis XVI,
were some scenes in that of the Petit Trianon, especially in the lower part of the grounds, now occupied by
ruins, water, and a cottage, and in their kind very picturesque. Bagatelle, in the Bois de Boulogne, formerly a
retreat of Count d'Artois, was laid out in the same

made

—

taste.

During the consulate, Malmaison, the residence of Consulate.
Buonaparte, was laid out avowedly in the English manner by a Scotch gardener ; and was afterwards stocked
with every variety of trees and shrubs from this counThe Grand and Petit Trianon have also been
try.
•

partially subjected to this style,

and more especially the

The dry arenarious soil of these places, joined
latter.
to the great heats in summer, is particularly unfavourable to the production of what constitutes one of the
a velvet turf;
finest beauties of English gardening
which in no country or soil is produced in such perfection as on the strong loams and under the temperate climate of England. This, we learned on the spot, was the
chief drawback to Errnenonville when in its greatest
perfection, and will probably ever prevent an English
garden from exhibiting in any other country that beauThere are a few excepty which it does in England.
tions, referring to maritime districts, which afford useful hints to any wIm) may think of displaying a British
country residence in any of the continental states.
For a more particular account of the present state of
gardening, as well as of that of rural architecture, and
the general arrangement of country residences in France,
we refer our readers to Craft's Plans du plus beaux Jardins

—

—

de France et d'llalie, ^c. Parisfol. 1809
10; Laborde's
Description des Jardins de la France, SfC. 1812—15;
the various works in French, Sur Architecture Rurale ;
and Le Grand's Histoire generale de P Architecture.
It was our intention to have collected from these
works, the characteristic particulars of the domestic and
rural economy of France ; but we have already far exceeded the limits of this chapter of our article.
shall only therefore add, that the Grecian style is employed not only in France, but everywhere on the Continent, to the exclusion of every other manner of build-

We

i. p. 168,) for proposing occasionally "de
aupres des temples, des autels, des arcs de ing.
triomphe, &c. une troupe de pantomimes vetues suivant
The English style appears to have been introduced
le costume necessaire— imitant des ceremonies, faisant
in Germany about the same period as in France, and,
des sacrifices, allant porterdes ofirandes," &c. The object as might be expected, by private individuals rather than
of such as attempt English gardening inFrance ona small royal courts.
The first example was a small spot,
scale, is still, more to imitate the garden of M. Watelet,
Garten der Schwobber, laid out about the year 1750, with
than the " paysages interessans" of Girardin. In much winding walks, seats, and a rich collection of rare
better taste is the Theorie des Jardins of J. M. Morel, plants and shrubs, in the neighbourhood of Pyrmont,
already mentioned, and published in 1776.
The fine mountains which skirt the
in Westphalia.
It appears
from this judicious writer, that very little had been done valley of Pyrmont, form picturesque distances to venein France up to the period in which he wrote. One place rable exotics of different species, which form now the
only is mentioned besides Errnenonville as worthy of chief remains of this interesting parent of the new style
attenUon,
Most of the attempts were made on a small in Germany. The next instance we shall notice, is a

Jardins, torn.
faire paroitre

MorcL

English

ga^cnmg
|"

j^^'^^^

ig'jg,

Garden of
Sdiwobber.

;
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splendid example exhibited by Field Marshal Lacy, at
Dombach, near Vienna, and which would probably
Dorabich.
originate in the family connections of that warrior in
England. It was laid out by the German architect
Fischer, and an English gartlener Morrison, between
the years 1766 and 1770, at an expence of half a milIts picturesque views and extensive
lion of fiorinj.
prospects are much and deservedly admired ; but on
the whole, as an English jjarden, it owes much more to
nature than to art. Lacy's example was soon followed
by a nnmlier of proprietors near \'ienna and an account of various English gardens is to be found in the
piides to that city and its environs. The imperial chateau and gardens of Laxemlxjurg, is an extensive example of art applied to the embellishment of grounds in
the English manner ; but rather in the manner of
Brown th.in of Kent. The Prater, situated in an island
on the Danube, in part an artificial grove, and in part
an extensive natural forest of venerable oaks and thorns,
open to the public, h certainly the most natural and
picturasc^ue public |>ark in Europe
as the grounds of
S<"
II are the
most majestic and extensive exai
ancient style of gartlcning.
.Q.1SU
There are now sj>ecimens of English gardening, more
or 1p»« extensive, in the capital towns of every state in
exceptions, they are of
n
uch », when the no\-elway, are not at all likely to
-e pmmtric".
From the arid
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t 'if vinnity of
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Dresden, Bruns„
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I'opliu, I-eipHic, and other
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».«e remarks, in whicfi even
Prussia, might lie included.
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gardens, a Doric mausoleum of great beauty, contains History.
the ashes of the much lamented queen.
covered ave- ^^"Y""
nue of Scotch firs, leads to a circle of the same tree, 100
or 1 50 feet in diameter.
Interior circles are formed of
c}-presses and weeping willows, and within these, a border of white roses and white lilies, (Lilium candidum).
The form of the mausoleum is oblong, and its end projects from this interior circle directly opposite the covered avenue.
A few steps descend from the entrance
to a platform, in which, on a sarcophagus, is a reclining
figure of the queen
a stair at one side, leads to the
door of a vault containing her remains.
The ga:den of the palace of the Heiligen see, is avow- Heiligen
etlly English, and is in much better taste than that at »ec
Charlottenburg.
The palace is almost entirely marble,
of chaste Grecian architeAure ; and placed close to the
lake, a covered nay leads to the kitchen 100 feet distant, disguised under the form of a temple rising from
the water.
These sumptuous works are the joint production of Mr. Langhans and Mr. Gontard ; and it is
said that Professor Hirschficld was consulted on the
plan for the gardens.
The Germans have no original author on the sub- Writers,
ject of landscape gardening. Professor Baron Hirschficld, almost their only writer on the subject, published
his Tfieurie der Gartcnhtnut, in 1775, in 12mo; which
contains a succinct outline of the history and principles of gardening, and seems to have been circulated
with a view to procure information for his larger work,
the first volume of which nppeare<l in Germany, in
quarto, under the title of Veber der Garlcnkimst, and
in Holland under the French title, " Sitr Us Jardins,"
in 177il. and the last, or fifth volume, in 1783.
It
contains a valuable assemblage of historical informa-

A

:

up to that time, some interesting descriptions,
drawn from Wheutley, Girardin, and other authors,
tion

comprehensive view of the principles of
gardening. The work is illustrated with many plates,
chiefly of buildings.
The following are a few of the principal German
works on gardening, besides those above mentioned.
Cnllrrie der Garlf nkiin.il , IVien, 8vo. 1788. Hirschfield
I'llirr drr l'frtrnndlic>rnj'l d'r Gartcnkumt und der Maler.
(C'rolliaish .Mag.) Garten and Parks,
c_:/,
J^r.
Leipzig, IN)8.
Aniteisiuigfiir ordiiung dtT Garten in Eng'
lifcl'rn Getchmark, Leip. 179tSee a more complete
list in .Suiter's 'Iheorie det beaux Arts, SfC.
The first gardens laiil out in the modem style, are Modern
those of the imperial residence of Zarskojezelo, begun style in
in 1778 by Mr. Bush, an Englishman, and father of Rnseiatheir present superintendant.
The gorgeous magnificence of this residence is well known.
A natural
birch forest, on ground somewhat varied, forms the
groimd-work of the park and gardens. The gate by
which they are approached, is an immense arch, of artificial rock-work, over which is a lofky Chinese watch
tower.
The first group of objects is a Chinese town,
through which the approach leads to the palace; a
building, which with its enclosed entrance, court, of>
fices, baths, conservatories, church, theatre, and other
appendages, it would seem like exaggeration to describe.
The rest of tlie garden scenery consists of
walks, numerous garden buildings, with bridges of
marble anil wood, a large lake, and extensive kitchengardens and hothouses.
The best specimen of the English style, in the neigh- Paulowsky,
bourhood of the Russian capital, or indeed in the empire, are the grounds of Paulowsky, begun during the
reign of Catherine, in 1780, from a design said to have
anil a just an<l

;;
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highly elegatit ; and the attacheil conservatories, Hittory.
stoves, antl decorated lawn, form a splendid and ^'"'V^
delightful scene, unequalled Ni Russia.
Petrowsky Razumowsky contains Inith a»v ancient Petrowskf
garden, already referred to in our third .section, and a lUzumow.
Near tlie house, there is a pro- large extent of ground, laid out in the modern style, '•'!'•
8S well as the birch.
r.nd adorned with designs by .Signior Camporezi.
every
description, including a nuof
exotics
fusion of
merous collection of standard roses, which, with some There is some variety of surface, abundance of birch
of the American shrubs, require to be protected with and fir woods, with some oaks and aspens interspersed,
Among the ornamental
straw and mats during winter. The Chevalier Storch and a large piece of water.
has given a very interesting description of these gar- buildings is a cotton manufactory, in actual use as such.
The practice of introducing manufactories as garden
dens, in Iiis Briefe iiber PauJotvsky, SfC. 1 802. We pass
over several imperial and private English gardens to buildings, is very general in Russia, and almost peculiar to that country.
The palace and gardens of Count
notice those of Potemkin, one of the most extravagant
encouragers of this art that modern times can boast. Alexy Razumowsky, and of Paschow, in Moscow ; of
The most extensive gardens of this prince are in the Zaritzina, a singular Turkish palace, built by PotemUkraine, but the most, celebrated were those be- kin for Catherine ; of Astankina Count Cheremetow,
longing to the palace of Taurida, now an imperial resi- Peckra, Prince Galitzin, and various others, would
dence in Petersburgh. The grounds are level, with se- well bear description, but we are necessarily precluded from doing this by our limits, and conclude by obveral winding and straight canals, and walks, adorned
with numerous buildings, a rich collection of exotics, serving, that extent, exotics, and magnificent artificial
and most extensive hothouses of every description. objects, is more the object of the modern style in Rus.
Their grand feature, in Potemkin's time, was the con- sia, than scenes merely of picturesque beauty.
think this may be accounted for, partly from the geneservatory, or winter garden, attached to the palace.
The plan of this part of the building is tliat of a semi- ral want of refinement of taste in that country, and
partly for its inaptitude for that style.
circle, embracing the end of a saloon, nearly 300 feet
The nobles of Russia, suddenly rendered aware of
They are lighted by immense windows, belong.
tween columns, with an opaque ceiling, and heated by being distanced in point of civilization by those of most
common German stoves. They are too gloomy for the other European countries, are resolved not merely to imi.
growth of plants, but those grown in the glass sheds of tate, but even to surpass thera in the display of wealth.
The most obvious marks of these, in the most refined
the kitchen garden, are carried there, sunk in the
ground, and gravel- walks, turf, and every article add- countries, are necessarily first singled out by rude and
ed to render an illusion to some fairy scene in the open ambitious minds, and large magnificent houses and
Their effect was after gardens are desired, rather than comfortable and eleair as complete as possible.
gant apartments, and beautiful or picturesque scenes
all, it is said, never satisfactory, but when illuminated.
This palace, the original exterior of which was in a since, as every one knows, it is much more easy to disvery simple style, and the interior most magnificent, play riches than to possess taste.
English gardening was introduced into Poland by Modem
is said to have been the entire design of Potemkin, but
the Princess Czartoryska, at Pulhawa. This lady, high- stylf'n Poit was entirely remodelled at his death by Catherine,
*"*^
used as barracks by Paul, and is now very imper- ly accomplished, of great taste, and much good sense,
The had been a consitierable time in England. She carried
(See Storch's Description.)
fectly restored.
gardens at Potemkin's other residences, as well as to Poland Mr. Savage, a gardener, and with his asmany imperial and private gardens in Russia, were laid sistance, and that of Mr. Vogel, and Mr. Frey, artists
of Warsaw, she laid out Pulhawa between 1780 and
Sir John
out by Mr. Gould, a pupil of Mr. Brown.
1781', and published in Polish, a folio work with plates,
Carr relates an anecdote on Gould's authority, which
was confirmed to us, in 1813, by the present gardener, orr English gardening, in 1801. The situation, like
Mr. Call, his successor, and deserves a place here. In almost every other with which we are acq\iainted in
one of the prince's journies to the Ukraine, Mr. Gould Poland or Russia, is flat and sandy ; but is somewhat
On the brink of this river,
attended him with several hundred assistants, destined relieved by the Vistula.
on a wooded bank, stands the house, a plain Grecian
to assist in laying out the grounds of Potemkin's residence in tlie Crimea. Wherever the prince halted, if building, and with the grounds described by Burnet,
Independent
only for a day, his travelling pavilion was erected, and in his view of Poland, (Chap, xi.)
surrounded by a garden in the English taste, composed clumps of shrubs are more frequent in these gardens
of trees and shrubs, divided by gravel- walks, and orna- than would be admitted by a good taste in England
mented with seats and statues, all carried forward with but all Poland is a natural forest ; and as the grand obthe cavalcade.
On another occasion, having acciden- ject of improvement in every country, is to obtain applause by the employment of art and expence, artifitally discovered the ruins of a castle of Charles XII.
of Sweden, he immediately not only caused it to be re- cial forms, from their rarity, are better calculated for
this purpose than such as are more universally beautipaired, but surrounded by gardens, in the English taste.
The most extensive seats laid out in the modem ful, but so common as to want the charm of novelty,
style, in the neighbourhood of Moscow, are those of or whose beauties are too refined to be generally unGorinka, a seat of Count Alexy Razumowsky, and Pe- derstood. Thus clumps in Poland, may be as much
trowky Razumowsky. The former is remarkable for esteemed, as groups are in England, on the same principle, that, in a wild country, game is less esteemed
its botanical riches, and an immense extent of glass.
The grounds are of great extent, but the surface flat, than butcher meat, because it is the common food.
and the soil a dry sand. A natural forest of birch and
The other eminent examples of the modern style,
wild cherry clothes the park, and harmonizes the ar- are those of Count Zamoski at Zamoyst, and Count
tificial scenes.
The mansion, built by an Englishman, Potocki at Villaneuve, mentioned in our third section.

Brown, from

a ilescripHlstnn-.
been furnished by the eelebratp<l
'^^'V""' tion sent him by Gould, am' finished afterwards during
This place possesses considerable
the reign of Paul.
variety of surface, and a varieil clothing of wood, the
Scotch fir and a«pcn bcinji natural to these grounds,

Gardens of
Potemkin.

is

and

We

Gorinka.
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'
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are of limited extent, but the latter, near Warsaw, are very extensive, and were laid out ohicfly iroin
The gartlens of
the designs o'" Princess Czartorj-ska.
General Benningsen near Wilna, were in a mixed style,
and rich in botany, before they were destroyed by the
retreat of the French army in 1812.
Those of Colonel Lju:hanitzki at Ponicmonia, on the banks of the
Nienien at Grodno, are not extensive, but contain more
romantic and picturesque scenery than any we have
awn in Poland.
Our remarks, as to the present state of architecture
and domt-^tic arrangements of Ru.ssia, will nearly apply to Poland; but the amir palria, from superior
education and recent intercourse with every country
in Europe, is of a much more active and intelligent
nature in the latter country, and will, we are per•uaded, within a moderate period, place Poland on a
level with any of the continental kingdoms, more especially if her individuality shall be preserved.
The royal gardens at the Haga, near Stockholm,
form the earliest and tiie chief example of the English

The

first
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be the first of Roman villas. " The gardens," Mr. History.
Eustace informs us, " are laid out with some regard, ^""Y"™'
both for the new and for the old system
for though
symmetry prevails in general, and long alleys appear
intersecting each other, lined with statues and refreshed by cascades, yet here and there a winding path allures you into a wilderness formed of plants, abandoned to their native luxuriancy, and watered by stream*
lets murmuring through their own artless channels."
Of Italian gardens in general, the same authcr observes,
" howsoever they may differ in extent and magnifito

;

cence, their principal features are nearly the

same

;

the same with regard to artificial ornaments, as well as
natural graces.
Some ancient remains are to be found
in all, and several in most, and they are all adorned
with the same evtrgretns, and present upon a greater
or less scale the same Italian and ancient scenery.
They are in general, it is true, much neglected, but
for that reason the more rural.
The plants, now abandoned to their native forms, cover the walks with a
luxuriant shade, break the long straight vistas by their
fantastic branches, and turn the alleys and quincunxes
into devious paths and tangled thickets."
{Classical

Sweden. They were begun by Gustavus III.
with the assistance of Maaretier, a Swedish artist, and
•ubscquently varied and extended, so tliut they now preToftr, vol. i. ch.-18.)
sent a mixture of picturesque, with some formal beauThe modem Asiatic gardens appear, from the ac- Modern
ty.
They are surrounded and interspersed with rocks, counts of travellers, to be exactly the same as described <t>Ie >"
covered with Scutch and b-pruce firs, and abound in in the earliest accounts of gardening in the east. The ""!'" ™""'
winding walks, Chinese, and other buildings. There gardens in Africa partake ofthe Turkish manner, which
are some conBncd spots laid out in the Kn^^lish taste, has nothing in it differing materially from the y\siatic.
chiefly by Britiah merchants, in the neighbuurhoo of
Those of the grand Sultan, remain the same as in Lady
Gottenbarg, as there are also near Christiunsaiid in Montague's time.
Norway but it may be rc^markrd, that tliis style is
Small specimens of the English style, we believe, are
not likely to be generally adopted in either country, to be fuun<l near almost every great commercial city in
because thev already pusacss much greater beauties of the world and undoubtedly in the chief towns of the
the same kmd which it is our aim to create, and with liritish colonies. The governor's gardens at Calcutta
are highly spoken of, as are others in Madras, at the
whidl tboae created w-ould not bear a comparison.
>
lisheil example of the Knglish style rxista
.\
Cape of Good Hope, and in Jamaica ; and .^tlight eliurts
in
at l>ronningaard, the residence of an emihave been made in the neighbourhood of llio de Janeinent wanisn merchant, DeCofininck.altout sixteen miles ro, and Buenos Ayres. In North America, the late
tnax CoptniiagRi. The grounds are situated on an ex- General Washington's Fcrme Oriue at Vermont, was
tensive oeclivity, which descends to a natural lake of perhaps the most elegant country residence in that part
but there are occasional English gardens
great extent, whose drcuitoo* shores are verged with ofthe world
to be seen near New Vork, Baltimore, and other elder
rich woody scenery and country houses. The soil here
p eches more to a loam than is general on the con- cities and Montesquieu mentions several country retinent, the turf is, therefore, happily of a deep tone of sidences in the interior, in which some attention to orgreen, and dose texture.
The oak and liecch abound nament was not deemed incompatible witli agricultural
improvement.
in these grounds, as well as firs, and a number of exoBuildings are not too frequent
tica.
but there are
Sect. VL liemarki on the differeni Sli/les,
MVeral, and among them a hermitage, to which it is
actually
The
common practice of almost every author who has Remarks on
retired, on occasion of
Mated one of the family
a matrimonial disappointment, and lived tliere for se- written on the nioilern style, is to condemn indiscrimi- '''* "'""'"'
ftjles.
nately every other taste as unnatural and absurd.
veral years, till called forth by tome military arrangeIf by
inenta.
There are numbers of small spots round Co- unnatural, an allusion is made to the verdant scenery of
penhagen of considerable beauty, in which something uncultivatetl nature, we allow that this is the case; but
of the English style has been imitated
but in none of we would ask, if, for that reason, it follows, that though
now absunl, these gardens were not as natural and reathe gardens ofthe court has it been atowedly introduced.
\Ve are not aware that the English style has been sonable in their day, as any of the manners and cusintroduced into .Spain, unless on a very small scale, in toms of these times ? Gardening, n$ a liberal art, is des*
tined to create scenes, in uhich l>oth beauty and use are
<!e, or other maritime towns,
the neighbourfaoocombined admitting, therefore, that both styles are
:.(>ugh Mr. Kepton mentions
bj the British reone instance in winch he was called on to give a de- alike convenient, to say tliat the modern only is beau«
mg» in the modem style, for a very small spot near tilul, is to say tliat there is only one sort of beauty
Lisbon. These are not countries for change of ideas, adapted to gardening or that there is no beauty but
that of the picturesque; or that all former ages, and
or r efine ent of tsate.
Very little more has been done in Italy than in every other country, is in a state of barbarism with reIf we take the term natural in a more
Spain and Portugal as to English gardening, and in a spect to this art.
extensive sense, and apply it to the climate, situation,
great meaaure from the same causes— the general stagnation of mind, and the abundance of picturesque condition, and manners of a people and if we allow
The villa Borghcac, is universally allowed these to be natural, why may not their gardening be iut«
style in
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History,

tural, as well as their particular

'"""V'"*'

The gardening we now condemn
subsisted, as we have seen, from

warm

climates

;

and

still

customs and dress }
so unreservedly, has

History.
Pliny informs us, is promoted by the quincunx, which
admits the breeze from cvyy quarter «f the compass '""'Y"'**
more readily than any other disposition. Anicturesque
or natural arrangement, would have stagnatfed the air,
and defeated one of the grand purposes in view. The
same reasons would guide them in their choice of
spreading broad leaved trees; and to tliicken their
boughs, or deprive them of such branches as were too
low, or tended to destroy the balance of the tree, the
pruning knife would be occasionally applied. Water
every form suggests the idea of coolness ; but agitated in cascades, fountains, or jelsd'eaux, it is used to
the best advantage, and the heat of the atmosphere is
moderated in pi-oportion to the evaporation which takes
place.
In still ponds or basins, it has another property,
Buildings, as
that of reflecting the objects around it.
arbours, aviaries, covered seats, banqueting houses,

the earliest ages in
prevails there, as well as in

countries, whose inhabitants arc not alIt may, theretogether ignorant of the modern style.
fore, be said to have gi-own up with mankind, and at
all events must be perfectly suited to the wants and
wishes of the inhabitants of such countries.
In order
to judge of the fitness or utility of a style, we must
know the purposes to which it is applied ; and in order
to judge of its beauty relatively to the people who employ it, we ought to know what beauties are already
most abundant in their country, as well as something
of the degree of their advancement in civilization.
The gardens of the east, we have every reason to believe, were used more as an arbpur or a conservatory
in this country, than as places of exercise and active
enjoyment. The object was repose, indolent recreation, sedentary or luxurious enjoyment.
To breathe
the fresh air, shaded from a tropical sun ; to inhale the
odour of flowers ; to listen to the murmur of breezes or
fountains, to the singing of birds ; or to observe the
minute beauties of the surrounding foliage, was and still
continues to be the ordinary class of beauties desired in
an eastern garden. A higher and more voluptuous kind,
consisted in using it as a banqueting place, bath, or seraglio, as is still the case in Turkey and Persia in feasting the eyes with the sight of dancing beauties ; in ravishing the ears with concerts of vocal or instrumental
music, and in firing every sense with wine. Exercise *
was incompatible with that langour of body, which is
attendant on a warm climate and a distant prospect ; inconsistent with security from wild beasts, and that privacy which selfishness or jealousy might dictate. Add
to this, that the natural surface of warm countries is
generally so parched with heat,f as to be far less agreeable to look on than the verdure of a limited space, kept
luxuriant by water.
If to tliese we subjoin the use of
fruit, and, what is common to every exertion of man, a
desire of obtaining applause for the employment of
wealth and skill, we shall include every object sought
in an eastern garden.
An eastern garden, therefore, appears to have been
a collection of all those beauties found scattered about
in general nature, in order to adapt them to the use and
enjoyment of man. Let us now inquire how their plan, as
far as we are acquainted with it, was calculated for this
end.
Moderate extent, and immediate connection with
the house, are necessary and obvious ingredients in
their design.
The square form would be adapted for
the enclosure as the simplest ; the trees would be ranged in rows, to afford continuity of shade ; and the walks
would run parallel between them, to admit uninterrupted progress ; that walk parallel to, and close under the
house, would be a raised platform or terrace, to give elevation and dignity to the house, to give the master a
commanding view of the gardej), and to serve as a connecting link between art and comparative nature.
By leaving open plots or squares of turf in the areas,
formed by intersecting rows of trees, a free circulation
of air would be facilitated ; and the same object, as

more temperate

Eastern
Gardcns.

m

baths, and grottos, would become requisite for their
respective uses, and would abound in pro)iortion to the
wealth or rank of the owner. Fruit trees would be
introduced in appropriate situations for the sake of
their fruit, and a choice of odoriferous flowers and
shrubs would fringe the margin of the walks, to admit
of a more easy inspection of their beauties, and nearer
contact of their odours with the olfactory nerves ; they
would also be disposed in greater profusion, in curious
knots or parterres near to tile house, or in front of the
resting places, or banqueting rooms.
In time, even
artificial objects of value, as dials, statues, vases, and
urns would be added, in order to create as much variety and interest in a small spot as was consistent with its

;

•

" The

.

utility.

(

Such we have found, (sect. 1.) to be the general arrangement of eastern gardens; and as there seems no
more obvious way of attaining the wants of those to

whom

they belonged,

fectly reasonable

and

we may pronounce

it

to be per-

natural.

As to the more extensive paradises or parks in which
wild beasts were admitted, and even whole regiments exercised, we have but few authentic particulars resjiecting
them. Those of the east must be regarde<l as royal extravagancies, calculated to excite astoni^^hmcnt and admiration at their magnitude, and the art and expence
in their construction ; and if any reliance is
to be placed in the account given by ancient authors of
the hanging gardens of Babylon, their design will be Hanging

employed

found singularly to unite this object with the minor gardens of
to combine the splen- Babylon,
beauties of the confined garden
dour of magnificence with the delights of the justest
feeling of nature. They were situated over, or according
to some, adjoining to king Nebuchadnezzar's palace,
or on a platform raised by lofty pillars, on the banks
of the Euphrates, in the middle of the city of Babylon.
They are said to have contained groves, fountains,
and in short, every object which we have mentioned,
as appertaining to the more ordinary description of
Their object was to gratify his Meeastern gardens.
dean queen, by that sort of verdant scenery and distant prospect, to which she had been accustomed in
The height,
tlie more romantic country of her birth.
;

.

would give that commanding prospect of the
water and shipping of the Euphrates and the city.

then,

Persians do not walk in gardens so much as ve do, but content tiicmselvC5 with a bare prospect, and breathing the fresh air. For
down in some part of the garden at their first coming in, and never move from their scats till they ate going
out of it."
Chardin's Travels, ch. vi.
" Nothing surprises the people of the East Indies so much, as to sec Europeans take pleasure in exercise. They are astonished to see
people walk who might sit still."
Kinderley's Letters from the East Indks, p. 1 82.
t " Before the end of May, the whole country round Aleppo puts on so parched and barren an aspect, that one woidd scarcely thmk it
capable of producing any tiling but the very few plants which still have rigour enough to resist tlie extreme heats."
Kussel's Aleppo, p. IS.
this reason, they set tliemselves

'

;
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well as Uie gardens within and without its wa1Ii>,
which she particularly desired. The air in that elevated region woulil be more cool than below ; the
noise and bustle of the city would cease to be otFensive ;
the whole would be more exposed to breezes and winds
and we cannot help fancying, that so much enjoyment in «o sinpilar and elevated a situation, would produce in the mind an impression of sublimity. But a
faint idaa of these gardens will be excited, by imagining
the qunt'— " ' "f .Somerset Houie crowned with a por;! gariiens; or of the summer garden
tion 01
of Petei- M..:;,! j.iaced over the Kremlin in .Moscow.
How and with wliat propriety the eastern style came
On the in'" .-\dopted in Greece, Italy, France, and
utdaenaa afterwnI, is our next inquiry.
The principle or
of lb* KaM. fioallv
on tjk
on, would be the first cause why the
in-v
iat» Xuons, whether colonies from the east, or
ii;
c-rs or conquerors, adopted tliis parent
return
obvious, as to require no comment bestyle.
yond wiiat will be furnished by individual inquiry into
HiMorr-

'

'

our earlieat tastes, habits, an<l predilections in dress,
amusmnentf, furniture, and otiier matters of common
The next principle is that of use or fitness, which
life.
would vary in application, proportion.-illy to the distance

•nd

different circumstances of the imitating countr}-.

Tboa it would not exactly apply in Greece or luly, where
the dioMte was more temperate, active exercise more
congenial, and the habils of the wealthy for a lung time
Add to this, that venlant
•t least comparatively frugal.
landscapes, shade, breezes, rills, waterfalls, and lakes,
with their •ocoinpaniinents of odours, murmurs, sing-

ing bitds, reflections of objects, were more liberally

dis-

The more actributed over the face of general nature.
tive character of man in such countries, woulil in time
tlf« appropriate to their use from this natural abun(knce, a greater variety of fruits and legumes.
know little of the private gardening of the
Graaka. but a rerr slight attention to thi< difference of
will enable us to account for the charac1^ the inaliiii style under the ancient Romana. The neceaaariJy different culture required for
perfecting fruits and culinarv vegetables would give
This would
rise to the orchard an<l kitchen garden.
simplify the objects of the ornamental garden, which
would thus exhibit less a collection of natural beauties,
than the display of art, the convenience of taking exerciaa, hat9 a nlaaaare rather than a fatigue, and the gratiliiahwn atibmit, eool braeses, and aromatic odours.
praap«ct of the summndinc country was desired, bemmte it waa bwntifhl ; and wDcra, fkim various circumitancea, it waa iiUai i uutaJ bgr the garden or its boundary fcoee, asooads or nlla of earth were raised, ami in
time nrnsnect-towers appended to the houses. Greater
d be required for more athletic recreations,
t\
i be indulged in also by the wealth and pride
ail.. -'
of the ovnar for obvious reasons. Abridgenent of laboar wo«ld suggest the use of the sheers, rather than
the aoMTF tardy pruning knife in thickening a row of
A row of low trcca so thickened, would suggest
tree*.
the idea of a row of dipt shrubs. Hence at first hedges ;
and subsequently, when art and expence had exhausted
every beauty, and when the taste had become tired of
repetition, verdant sculpture would be invented, as affantastic beauty, bordering,
larding novel, cnrtoHa,

We
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arrangements of a Roman country residence which we
know to have existe<l, and which it would be superfluous to describe. Various other circumstances might be
added ; but enough has been stated to shew, that the
gardening of the Romans was perfectly natural to them,
under the circumstances in which they were placed ;
it suited their wants,
and produced scenes, which
they found to be beautiful, and was therefore in the
justest taste.
To have imitated the scenery of nature,
or studied picturesque beauty in r. garden, woiiUl
have been merely adding a drop to the ocean of beauties which surrounded them.
Expence incurred for
this purpose could never have procured applause to the
owner, since the more like nature the production, tlie

would it excite notice. All that was left for man to
do, therefore, was to create those beauties of art, conve-

less

nience and magnificence, which mark out his dwelling place, and gratify his pride and taste by their
contrast with surrounding nature.
The gardening of the Romans was copied in France

and Britain, with little variations, beyond tliose dictatetl by necessity and the difference of climate.
It was
found to be perfectly beautiful and agreeable ; and
would have continued to prevail, had Britain continued
in similar circuftistances to those in which she was in at
But sucii lias been the
the time of its introduction.
progress of improvement in this country, that the general face of nature became as it were an ancient garden, and every estate was lined out, bounded, and subdivided, by stripes of wood, rows of trees, canals, ponds,
walls, and hedges.
The credit or distinction to be obtained here, by continuing to employ the ancient style,
could be no gre.iter than what the Uotnans would have
obtained by imitating n.iture.
In their case all the
country was one scene of uncultivated, in ours it was
one scene of cultivated, beauty. In this state of things
modem style was adopted, not solely from a wish to
imitate the ganlening of the Chinese, or a higli degree
of refinement in taste, but from the steady operation
of the same motives which produced and continued the
ancient style a desire of distinction.
The Chinese
style, if introduced, would never have become purified,
or endetl in our simple style, had England remained
an open country like France or Italy, or a thickly
wooded one like Poland or America. On this principle
it may be affirmed, that the English style cannot please
in these countries, otherwise than from its novelty, or as
giving rise to certain associations with the people, whose
the

—

What

A

name

M do

duced by the English style in Poland, for example, where
the whole country is one forest, and the cultivated
spots only so many open glades, with the most irreguBut let a proprietor
lar and picturesque boundaries?
there dispose of the scenery around his residence in the
Roman or French manner let him display a fruit or
kitchen garden, bounded by high stone walls ; a farm
subdivided by clipped hedges and ditches, and a pleasure ground of avenue?, stars, circles, fountains, statues,
temples, and prospect towers, and he will gratify every
spectator. The view of so much art, industry, and magnificence, amid so much wild and rude scenery, awake
so many social ideas of comfort and happiness, and so
much admiration at the wealth and skill employed, that
a mind of the greatest refinement, and the justest taste,
would feel the highest sensation of pleasure, and ap-

nd

extramca. upaa abaordity. A more extended
absolute apprapnatioa of territarr. than what we
mmf Mippose to have taken place in the comparatively
aMflMMontry of the east, would lead to agricultural
pursutta, and theae again wotdd give rise to the various

id

all

it

bears.

delight or distinction can be pro-

;

prove as much of such a country residence in the wilds
of Poland or ."Vmerica, as he would of the most natural
and picturesque residence of England, amid its highly
artificial scenery.

History.

:

History.
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enough

to prove, that every
trust we have
of gardening must be considered relatively to
the state of society, and of the country where it is employed ; and that the ancient and modem styles, viewed in this light, are each perfectly natural, and equally
mcritinij adoption, according to relative circumstances ;
less than from any positive beauty, or advantages of eiWe are consequently of opinion, that
ther manner.
the ancient style, divested of some ingredients which
relate to warm climates, and purified from the extravagances of extremes in decoration, woidd be in much
better taste in some situations in the Highlands of Scotland, and the south of Ireland, than the modern style ;
and that this style cannot, for a long series of years,
afford any other satisfaction on the continent, than
what arises from the temporary interest of novelty and
It may never be altogether lost
accidental association.
sight of, in subsequent arrangements ; but whenever
the influence of fashion has subsided, the beauties of
the ancient style will be desired, as fulfilling better the
objects in view, till landed property, in these countries,
becomes enclosed, subdivided, and cultivated, as it is in

said

England.
Part of the prevailing antipathy to the ancient style,
proceeds from a generally entertained idea, that the
modem is an improvement on it ; but the truth is, the

two styles arc as essentially and entirely different in
principle, as painting and architecture, the one being
an imitative, and the other an inventive art.
Landscape gardening agrees with ancient gardening
in no other circumstance, than as employing the same
materials.
try,

and

is

It is an imitative art like painting or poegoverned by the same laws. The ancient

is an inventive and mixed art, like architecture,
and governed by the same principles. The beauties
which architecture and geometric gardening aimed at,
were those of art and utility, in which art was every
where avowed. The modern style of gardening, and
the arts of poetry and painting imitate nature and, in
doing so, the art employed is studiously concealed.
Those arts, therefore, can never be compared, whose
means are so different; and to say that landscape gardening is an improvement on geometric gardening, is a similar misapplication of language, as to say that a lawn
is an improvement of a corn-field, because it is substi-

style

;

It is absurd, therefore, to despise
tuted in its place.
the ancient style, because it has not the same beauties
as the modern, to];which it never aspired. It has beauties of a different kind, equally perfect in their kind as
The question therefore is
those of the modern style.
not, whether we shall admit occasional specimens of obsolete gardening, for the sake of antiquity, but whether
we shall admit specimens of a different style, from that
in general use, but equally perfect in its kind.
If we have extended this chapter to a length that may
seem uncalled for in a work of this kind, we are not,
as we think, without weighty arguments in our justiThe disgust excited in men of taste, first by
fication.
the excess of buildings, which distinguished our imitations of the Chinese style, and subsequently by the
tame insipidity of that of Brown and his followers,
which nothing but their novelty, and the overcoming
force of fashion could render tolerable, has given rise
to a number of critical works on the subject, of great
merit and taste. These, especially the writings of Mr.
Price, have been very generally circulated ; and while
they have produced a salutary scepticism in the minds
of the patrons of art, have excited, in almost every description of artists, such an ii»discriminate and exclu-

sive admiration of the picturesque, as is scarcely com- History,
patihle with admitting that there is any other species of """~f~™^
beauty, or any occasion in matters of taste, for the assistance of good sense.
The retired courifry gentleman, puzzled with so many different opinions, is thus

deterred from improving, lest he expose himself to the
critical severities of a picturesque traveller, or to the ridicule of the common sense of his neighbours.
The historical view we have now given, points out
the picturesque as only one beauty among a number ;
and though of a superior class, yet not to be ailopted
indiscriminately or exclusively.
Another motive with
us has been, to expose and root out if possible, the
strong and most unphilosophical opinions which are
entertained of the ancient style, by shewing, tliat they
are founded in prejudice and a limited view of the subject.
Proprietors we know to be frequently deterred
from the improveinent of their seats, because to do so
in such a way as to obtain the approbation of the popular taste, the first step would be, to remove certain terraces, avenues, and other remains of the ancient stj'le,
third reason is, to prewhich they justly venerate.
vent our foi-ming erroneous expectations of our continental neighbours on the subject of English gardening.
It is almost the universal practice at present, to criticise
the gardens of the continent, with a reference to general nature, or the English style ; and thus to condemn
the whole of them as absurd and in bad taste.
have,
we think, shewn, that the contrary is true, and that the
imitation of the English style in many parts of the continent, displays a worse taste than the continuation of the
ancient system of improvement.
\ fourth reason is, to
account tor the share of attention which we mean to bestow on the ancient style in the succeeding chapters of
this article ; convinced as we are, that it merits occasional
adoption in this country. If what we have submitted
has the intended effect, the result will be a greater harmony of opinion among artists and professors, greater
decision of judgment in matters of taste among country

'

A

We

gentlemen, and more liberal views towards our continental neighbours.

CHAP.

II.

objects of Gardening, and of the principles UY WHiCH these OBJECTS ARE ATTAINED.

Of the

From the remarks in the preceding chapter, the Object of
reader will be prepared to include under the objects of Gardening,
gardening, as a generic term, all the various purposes,
useful as well as ornamental, of a country residence
" Gardens and buildings, (Lord Karnes observes,) may
be destined for use solely, for beauty, solely, or for both.
Such variety of destination, bestows upon these arts a
great command of beauties, complex not less than variHence the difficulty of forming an accurate taste
ous.
in gardening, and architecture ; and hence, that difference or wavering of taste in these arts, greater than
{Elein any art that has but a single destination."
Not to conments of Criticism, 4th edit. vol. ii. 431.)
sider the subject with a view to these different beauties,
but to treat it merely as " the art of creating landscapes," would thus embrace only a small part of the
art of laying out grounds, and leave incomplete a subject which contributes to the immediate comfort and
happiness of a great body of the enlightened and opu.
lent in this

and

in every country

;— an

art
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an imitative

and second-

Object? nf

Ganl etini-.

art.

Mabok.

Sect.
ADcient
*jl«-

The

on architecture and gardening;,
attetnpted to lay <io\. n any general princi-

ancit-nt authors

have rarely
Vitruvius hints obscurely, that
ples of composition.
the different parts of buildings, should bear some proportion among thetnselves, like that which subsists
between the different members of the human body
that the quantities constituting the magnitudes of temples, should have certain ratios to one another, and
he lays down canons for the individual proportions, and
vollective arrangement of the columns of the different
orders.
These however, are not principles, but mechanical rules fofmed on very limited associations.
The
ame remarks will apply to the directions respecting the
walks, walls, hedges, and bonlers of the ancient style,
laid down by D'Argenville, (larici, and Switier.
It is
in the writings of modem authors therefore, and chiefly
frmn the enlightened investigations of Mr. Alison, that
we »Tv to draw our information as to the principles by
which the artiste of the ancient style were instinctively
;

Mi

ti i a

fi^

guitled in their produrtions.
With respect to the motlent

$li/le, considered as in<ciwling what belongs to the conveniendes of a country
residence, as well as the art of creating landscapes.
Pope has included the principles under, 1. The study
ana display of natural beauties
2. I'he concealment
of defect* ; and, 3. Never to lose sight of common sense.
Wbcatley concurs in these principles, stating the busine** of a gardener to lie *' to select ami to apply whatever ia great, elegant, or characteristic" in the scenenr
at nature or art ; "to discover and to shew all the advantages of the place upon which he is employed ; to
supply its defects, to correct its faults, and to improve
ita beauties."
Mr. Hepton, whose works on landscape
gardening bear on the title page, " written with a view

principles in these arts," enumerates
congruity, utility, order, symmetry, scale, proportion,
and appropriation, " if," as he obaenres in one place,
•' tliere are any principles." Mr. G. Mason placed tne secret of the art in the " nice distinction between contrast
and incongruity ," Mason, the poet, invokes " simplicity," probably intending that this beauty should distinguish the English from the Chinese style; simplicity is

to establish

fixrti

also the ruling principle of lAtrd Karnes ; Girardin includes every beauty under " truth and nature," and
cverr rule *' uniler the unity of the whole, and the connection of the parts ;'' and Sbenstone states " landscape,
or pi(-tumc|ue gardening," to " consist in pleasing the
imaginiition by scenes of grandeur, beauty, and variety.
Convenience merely has no share here, any further than
as it pleases the imagination."
Congruity and the
principles of painting, are those of Mr. Price and of
Mr. Knight From Uiese different theories, as well as

from the general objects or end of ganlening, there appaar to be two principles which enter into its composition, those which regard it as a mixed art, or an art of
dnign, and which are called the prinaples of relative
beauty and those which regard it as an imitative art,
and are called the principles of natural or universal
The ancient or geometric gardening, is guidbaantv.
ed wboUjr by the former principles ; landscape gardcoiag, aa an imitative art, wholly by the latter ; but as
the art at forming a country retidence, its arrangements
are inllaeneed by both principle*.
In conformity with
idea*, and with our plan of including both styles
rlhf generic term gardening, we shall first coosi.
;

Of the

I.

and mixed

Beauties of Gardening as an inventive
and of the principles of their Produc-

art,

tion.

Works of art, Mr. Alison observes, may be considered, either in relation to their design or intention
to
the nature of their construction for the intended pur»

—

pose—or

to the nature of the end they are destined to
serve ; and their beauty accordingly will depend, either upon the excellence or wisdom of the design, the
fitness or propriety of the construction, or the utility of
The considerations of design, ofJiJness, and
the end.
of utilitt), therefore, may be considered as the three
great sources of the beauties of works of inventive art.
They have been called relative beauties, in opposition
to those of native and imitative art, which are hence
denominated natural or independent beauties. There is
a thinl source of beauty common both to arts of invention and imitation, which is that of accidental beauty,
or such as is produced by local, arbitrary, or temporary associations.
The beauties of objects, whether natural, relative, or. accidental, are conveyetl to the senses
by the different qualities of matter, sounds, colours,
smells, forms, and motion ; but form is the grand characteristic of matter, and constitutes in a great degree
its essence to our senses.
In our remarks, therefore, on
the beauties of inventive art, we shall chiefly consider
design, fitness, and utility, in regard to form.
The expression of design is displayed by such forms Design,
and dis|>ositions, as shall at once point out that they
are works of art.
Thus regularity and uniformity are
recognised in the rudest works of man, and point out
his employment of art and expence in their construcHence the lines, surfaces, and forms of gcomea
tion.
trie ganlening should be different, and in some degree
opposed to those of general nature. Irregular surfaces,
lines, or forms, may be equally useful, alike works of
art, and, considered with reference to other beauties,
may be more agreeable than such as are regular ; but,
if too prevalent, they might be mistaken for the production of nature, in which case they would lose the
lieauty of design
"but forms perfectly regular, and
divisions completely uniform, immediately excite the
belief of design, and, with this belief, nil the admiration
which follows tlie employment of skill and expence."
;

Ground in level or regular slopes, or in hills or hollows
of symmetrical shapes, woods of right lined boundaries ;
trees, and e.<pecially such as are foreign to the soil,
planted equidistantly in masses, in quincunx, or in
straight rows ; water in architectural basins, regular
canals, or fountains ; walks, and woods, of uniform
width and

perfectly

hedges,

ensily distinguished

are

straight,

straight

from

walls

nature's

and
ma-

nagement of these materials, and are highly expressive
of the hand of man.
Another reason why regular forms are satisfactory,
Mr. Stewart { Philosophical Essays, 238.) derives from,
the principle of a sufficient reason, adopted by Leibnitz, " What" is it, that in any thing which is merely
ornamental, and which at the same time does not profess to be an imitation of nature, renders irregular forms
displeasing ? Is it not, at least in part, that irregularities are infinite ; and that no circumstance can be
imagined which should have decided the choice of the
artist in

selected

favour of that |iarticular figure which he has
The variety of regular figures (it must be

?

)

;;
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ObjecUof acknowledgred) is infinite also; but supposing the choice
Gardcnmg. (^
g^^g fixed about the number of sides, no apparent

"^^'"^

^

caprice of the artist in adjusting their relative proportions, prevents a disagreeable and inexplicable puzzle
to the spectator."
In the progress of the arts, the expression of design,
though at first difficult, becomes afterwards easy, and
renders regularity and uniformity only expressive of
common design. Hence, to confer a character of superiority in works of design, variety would be introduced
and as uniformity was the sign of design, so uniformity and variety would become the sign of improved or
embellished design. " Considering, therefore, forms
in this light as beautiful, merely from their expression
of design, the observation of Dr. Hutcheson may perhaps be considered as an axiom with regard to their
beauty, viz. That where the uniformity is equal, the
beauty of forms is in proportion to their variety ; and
when their variety is equal, th^ir beauty is in proportion to their uniformity." (Alison's Essays, p. 106.)
To this stage, in the progress of design, may be referred tile architectural ornaments introduced in garden scenery, such as seats, buildings, statues, urns
and in the later stages of the art, sei pentine walks, labyrinths, verdant sculpture, and many other improvements. The variety and embellishment thus conferred
on jthe arts, produced in time many absurdities that
we would not wisii to see resorteil to with a revival of
the ancient style, imless in examples considered solely
with a view to imitation. * The sculpture of trees,
however, might, when first introduced, be greatly admired, even by men of sense, for its novelty, and the
discovery of a certain degree of skill in the artist;
but as, in our times, they would neither be new or meritorious, they could scarcely be consistently introduced
with a view to embellish design.
To prevent variety from degenerating into confusion, and, as Mr. Stewart characteristically expresses
" puzzle the spectator," unity of intention must
it,
never be lost sight of This, indeed, is necessarily implied in every work of art, since, without it, the slightest attempt at design would only end in a chaos of materials.

Fitness,

Fitness, or the proper adaptation of means to an end,
the second source of the relative beauty of forms.
Considered in relation to the parts of a building, it is
generally denominated proportion, and refers to the
adequate strei'gth of certain parts to bear certain
weights, &c.
In the detail of the ancient, and in scenes
of relative beauty in the modern style of gardening, it
relates to the magnitude and situations of buildings,
and other artificial objects, relative to natural ones to
the extent of the different scenes or constituent parts of
to the propriety
a residence, compared to the whole
and congruity of certain objects as ornaments and, in
general, to the adequacy of means to an end, whatever
these means or that end may be.
Utility is the third source of the relative beautj' of
forms.
None of the other beauties will compensate for
the entire want of utility in any scene of architecture
or gardening.
Objects at first thought beautiful, soon
lose this expression when they are found to be of no
use; and others, with first impressions the most disagreeable, are felt to become beautiful as they are known
" This species of beauty," Mr. Alison
to be useful.
observes, " is in itself productive of a much weaker
is

—

—

Utility.

;

:

—

emotion than that which arises from the different sources
of ornamental beauty but it is of a more constant and
permanent kind, and much more uniformly fitted to excite the admiration of mankind."
(Essai/s j)n Taste,
vol. ii. p. 201 .) " To unite these different kinds of beauty
to dignify ornamental forms also by use ; and to
raise merely useful forms into beauty, is the great object of ambition among every class of artists.
Whereever both these objects can be attained, the greatest
possible beauty that form can receive will be produced.
But as this can very seldom be the case, the following
rules seem immediately to present themselves for the
direction of the artist
1. That where the utility of forms is e<]ual, that will
be the most beautiful to which the most pleasing expression of form is given.

Objecii i
Gardenii

;

;

That where those expressions are at variance
the beauty of the form cannot be produced without sacrificing its utility
that form will be most universally and most penn-tnently beautiful, in which the
expression of utility is most fully preserved.
Essays,
2.

when

;

202.
of the various modifications of utility, as applied to country residences, may be here enumerated.
For the purpose of habitation, for example, good air
and wster, a genial climate, fertile soil, cheerful prospect, and suitable neighbourhood, &c. are known revol.

ii.

p.

Some

quisites.

Cotw^iience must be joined to use, coin/br/s to conveniencies, and luxuries to comforts.
Exercise, whether in the shape of walking, riding, or driving, requii'es to be provided for ; and recreation, whether in
the common field sports, athletic games, or in botanical, agricultural, and other useful, elegant, or scientific pursuits, must be kept in view ; rural fetes and

amusements might

also

be enumerated.

Accidental associations form the last class of relative Accidental
beauties, and are " such associations as, instead of being Associacommon to all mankind, are peculiar to the individual." '''"'*•
" They take their rise from eclucation, from peculiar habits of thought, from situation, from profession ; and
the beauty they produce is felt only by those whom similar causes have led to the formation of similar assoAmong these may be
ciations." (Stewart's Essays.)

reckoned,
1.

Classical

and

historical associations.

The

influence

of the former in architecture is well known ; the latter often adds charms to a spot, in no respect remarkable to those who are unacquainted with its history.
Classical associations, Mr. Stewart observes, " have added immensely to our natural resources, but, at the same
time, warped our taste in various instances ;" acquiring, as Mr. Alison adds, " a superiority over the
more permanent principles of beauty, and determining
for a time the taste of nations."
2. Nalio7ial associations are also frequently at variance
with such as are universal, and have perhaps g^reater
influence than any other associations whatever. (Stewart's

EsMys.

Personal associations, or such as arise from the accidental style of natural beauties, to which we have
been accustomed in our youth. Many particulars come
under this head, which it would be tedious to enuii'.erate ; but one mode of vanity and selfish feeling de3.

serves particular notice, as intimately connected with
the business of the landscape gardener. It is that in-

• As at a cottage and garden in tlie style of Henry the VIIL's time, formed at
dipt yews are very properly introduced to complete tlic illusion.

Wobum

by

Iiis

Grace the Duke of Bedford,

in wliidi
1

6

\
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attachment to propfriy create* in men's duction of natural or universal beauty, Miuic, poetry, Mistorjr.
minds, " rendering' them alive to every trifling recom- and painting, are the principal imitative arts; to these ^""""V^"
mendation Ijelonging to what it their own, while it blinds has been lately added landscape gardening, an art which
has for its object the production of landscapes by comtlicm to the most prominent beauties in the property
(Stewart's Etsaifs, p. 468.)
lit' their neighbours."
binations of the actual materials of nature, as landscape
This leacte to what, in laying out grounds, is called painting has for its object their imitation by combinations of colours.
Landscape gardening has been said
appropriatiomt or tuch an arrangement as shall, either
" to realise whatever the fancy of the painter has imain reality or appearatice. render all, or the greater
gined," (Girardin) ; and " to create a scenery more
part of what we tee from a country seat, our own.
The simplest way of ei&cting this, is br shutting out pure, more harmonious, and more expressive, than any
aU objects which do not coctespond with the idea, by that is to be found in nature herself," (Alison.) Such
BMia flf walk or plantatioiu.
more refined motie is, are Mr. Alison's ideas of llie powers of this art; and
by h aiuiMiiiig the scenery ; by adopting some of tlte such appear in some degree, to have been those of Mr.
forms, colours, and amngements in our own territo- Wheatley and M. Girardin.
A more correct idea of its
ry, which appear in those of our neighbours, as seen
capacities, in our opinion, is suggested by the remark
from the bouse, or some particular points of view. Ac- of Lord Walpole, when he represents it as " proud of
cording to Mr. Wheatley, " one property of a riding is no other art than that of softening nature's harshnesto astHid the idea of a teat, and appropriate a whole ses, and copying her graceful touch." It has also been
UMUJtiji tu the mansion."
For this pnrpose, he requires said, that it is " to poetry and painting, what the reIbe road of the riding to be diffemit from common ality is to the representation," (Girardin.) But experiraedi in SortB and ptCMnratioB, and di»tingui«hc<I by no- ence proves, that the former (the reality) is always exMmipi iawata borrowed (ram a park or garden, &<.-.' Mr. ceeded by the latter, both in respect to natural and picKnigfat (traagiy objecta to appropriation, and ridicules turesque beauty ; and this reality is supposed to exceed
Uwuptt of tnia tort, by placing the &mily arras on the any representatioji, if it is a scene of gardening, that
iaat and pubiic-boiMe* or the neighbourbood, and on is, if it IS any given variety of ground, rocks, and dis" alonee with diatances," at, he says, was recommend- tance, as the b.isis to be furnished with wood, water,
Ciirardin alK> olijects to the and buildings ; the rocks shewn, or concealed, as the
ed br one impeorer.
prinaple; bat Mr. Iteptun, and. we believe, almont gardener may wish, or as the genius of the place may
•very other proicational man, finds it a very principal require, and every other puqxise effected, which is in
Mr. Ilepton definat appropriation the power of ganlening tu perform : When all this is
object of attention.
to be, " that coianand over the landscape visible from done, it will be a scene greatly inferior in beauty, not
the windows, which denotes it to be private pi upeity only to the iniit'itive creation of a painter from the
belonging to the place." " A view into a square or aaiue ground work and materials, but to a similar scene
To put this matter in a clear
into tne parka, may be cheerful and beautiful, but it produced by nature.
wants appropriation ; it wants that charm wiiich only light, let their be a natural landscape, either of mediobeleoga to ownenhip ; the cxrlu»ivc right of enjoyment crity or of any given beauty, with every circumstance
'With the power of refu-i"" •'"•• '•then iliuuld>hareour so arranged, as to be alike suitable for both arts ; and
the most picturesque let a painter and a gardener, each attempt to copy it acpleasure. The most roin
aitwatioM, and the mu>t ... ..^....al assemblage of na- cording to their art, with or witliout permission to im>
Which of the two imitations would
materials, will not kmg tM%nge our in- prove Its beauties.
tara'a lii u i
terest without aome apprupriation ; aotnetaing we can be most beautitui, considered in the abstract, and with'
call our own ; and, if not our own property, at least
out reference to any selfish or arbitrary association?
that may be endeared to ut by calling it ourown home." Decidedly, in our opinion, tlie pro<luction of the pointer.
The great source of the beauty of every verdant
FragmtmU of Lndacaoe GardemiH^, p. SOti.)
(
In oondnding the somect of accidental associatiooa, landscape is wood ; and so much of the beauty of all
their
woods <lepends on accidental circumstances,
it ia proper to obierve, that the objections to their uae
anpty with &r leas force to the art m laying out grounds progress from the time of planting, till they attain a
tBM to anhitartiae, or any of the oilier elegant arts. considerable age, and which circumstances cannot be
For as a cotintry residence is created for the enjoyment •aid practically to be under the controui of the gardenof an individual family, that family have undoubtedly er, tnat however high our aim, however we may study
tercet irhicfa the
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m

n right to gntify their peculiar taste* ; but, in so fiu* as
'r tastes
refined, in ao far must they expect to
of general associations,

•
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of theae principles to the
rts of moJem country re.1
view to the beauties of
will be made in the course of treatmaterials and subjects of garden- judges.

ing.
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imitatitf art,
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and of ihe
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annacrcil at an

hctr proJtuiion.

chief object of all the imttattve arts

fill

itiaiiil

natural effects of time, and however correctly we
them, at the end of all our labours any
wood of art will always be far inferior to a wood of
natore under the same circum.ttances. For further illustrations we have only to appeal to such painters as
have made landscape their particular study, and who
certainly must be considered in this case as the beat
tlie

may imiute

iMiirt isij

II
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f

t
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the pro.
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To what kind, or degree of beauty then, can landscape gardening aspire I To this we answer, that, ab•traded from all relations of utility and design, it can
seldom succeed in producing any thing higher than
picturesque beauty, * or such a harmonious mixture of
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;

forms, colours, lights, and shades, as will be grateful
to the sight of men in general ; and to such, more par-

have made this beauty in some degree
This harmonious assemblage of objects
their study.
may be grateful and agreeable, without being accompanied by any, or at all events by much general
expression ; for example, of gaiety, melancholy, granticularly, as

deur, sinsplicity, or elegance; but it may also combine one or more of these poetic or general beauties in a high degree, and this, too, with or without being picturesque. It may recal many other pleasurable
emotions, if we admit the considerations of fitness, novelty or its contrast to surrounding scenery, and utility, or its adaptation to man.
Such is our opinion of the capacities of landscape
gardening.
If it is lower than that of some authors and
artists, we can only say, that it has been formed from
the observation and experience of what actually takes
place.
The artist may and' ought to aim at the highest degree of beauty, which his own imagination, the
genius of the place, and the views of the owner will admit of ; but let him not proceed with, or hold out to the
world, mistaken views of what his art can and cannot
perform.
From this view of the powers of art, it will be sufficiently obvious, that with Price, Girardin, Knight,
and other authors, we consider the principles of painting to be those of landscape gardening, in that view of
this term which limits it to " the art of creating landscapes of picturesque beauty;'' and in viewing it as adding to picturesque beauty, some other natural expression, as of grandeur, decay, melancholy, &c. we consider it, with Pope, Warton, Gray, and Eustace, as
requiring the aid of poetic mind ; that is, of a mind
conversant in all these different emotions, or pleasures
of imagination, which are called up by certain signs
ef affecting or interesting qualities, furnished by sounds,
motion, buildings, and other objects.
If, taking a third view of landscape gardening, as
" the art of laying out the grounds of a country residence," then, with popular opinion, we comprehend
under the term all the above beauties, with those of
relative beauty, the principles of which have been the
subject of the preceding section.
The principles of landscape gardening Uien, as an
imitative art, we conclude to be derived from nature.
1. As developed by the principles of landscape painting; and,
2. As recognised by poetic mind, or a mind alive
to those general beauties or associations universally
felt.

We consider this, perhaps to many, a tedious de velopement of the principles of landscape gardening, called
for by the vague and indefinite manner in which they
are spoken of by authors, no less than by artists and,
of Mr.

tiness are excited

this scene.

Unity,

All the parts unite in

;

,

men or horses, painted of different heights in
the same plane, as for example in the distance, of the
magnitude they appear in the foreground, would, from
the acquired habit of measuring unknown, by known
objects, give a falsehood to the scene, and appear as
animals of a different species, or as monsters.
It seems to be from the same principles of being
true to nature, that a gradation of scene, or what is
called distance is required, or at least is so satisfactory
The mind, after being impressed with
in landscape.
the effect of a whole, delights in examining its parts
in succession; the more simple and obvious the arrangement of these parts, therefore, the more readily does the
mind acquiesce in their effect. The eye of the artist,
seizing on the nearest and most remote parts of a scene,
readily marks an intermediate or middle distance ; no
given extent seems necessary for this purpose
to us, as

" To make
Three

And

refer our readers to the volumes
Repton, of whose practical taste, in many in-

we

by

llistorj

""n

forming a whole, which the eye can comprehend at
" La vue,"
once, and examine without distraction.
says M. Girardin, " le plus vagabond de tons less ens,
a besoin d'etre fix6e pour jouir avec plaisir et sans lassitude."
Were this principle not prevalent, the groups
of trees, the lake, and the building, would only please
when considered separately, and the result would be
as poor a production as a machine, the^wheels of which
are accurately finished, and nicely polished, but which
do not act in concert so as to effect the intended movement.
2. It is true to nature
that is, the objects or mate. Trull
The trees (which are
rials are what they appear to be.
neither very |old, nor very young,) though in the distance
diminished by their remote situation, we discover by
their trunks and contour, to be still trees. They are not
shrubs placed near the eye, with a view to produce a
false perspective; nor is the fragment of building
merely a disguised wall, because it has openings which
have once been windows, and is crowned in one part
by battlements. The water is natural, its surface being below the level of the adjoining ground, not raised
above it, as is often the case in artificial waters. This
completes the truth or reality of the scene.
The necessity of adhering to truth, is still greater in
painting, in which all objects must appear to be natural, not only in forms and colour, but also relatively to
Objects, espethe forms and colours around them.
cially those whose forms and dimensions are familiar

we

highly approve.
We shall attempt, as a proof of our theory, a slight
analysis of the principles of a composition, expressive
of picturesque and natural beauty. For this purpose
It IS a matter of indifference, as far as respects picturesque beauty, whether we choose a real or painted landscape ; but, as we mean also to investigate its poetic,
or general beauty, we shall prefer a reality. We choose
then a perfect flat, varied by wood, say elms, with a
piece of water, and a high wall, forming the angle of a
ruined building ; it is animated by cows and sheep
its expression is that of melancholy grandeur ; and,
stances,

•

independently of this beauty, it is picturiesque, that is,
if painted it would form a tolerable picture.
1. The first obvious prtnciple which pervades this.
or any beautiful or expressive view, is a c«];tain degree
of nnitij in its expression. No ideas of gaiety or pret-

;

as a proof of this,

:

the landscape grateful to the sight.

points of distance always should unite

howsoe'cr the view

Three marked

divisions

may be
we

77(6'

coniiued,

shall always find."

Lundscajie, by It. P.

KjraoHT.

Having been pleased with the impression of this
landscape, and having satisfied ourselves that its com3.

ponent parts are individually natural,

let us, in the
next place, observe their disposition, or how in this respect they concur in forming a whole. 1. As toj'orms,
we find tliat their disposition is in groups or masses.
The largest group, for example, is placed towards one
side of the picture in the foreground, another towards
the opposite side of the middle distance, including the
building and adjoining lake; and the remote, or third
distance, consists of a low line of wood, with projecting groups or masses. 2. As to colours, we find only

Dispositio:

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
yellow and green on the trees and
-^'r"^ ground. 3. As to the light, we find one large and
principal light near the mid<lle of the view, diverging
into shade as it approaches the sides ; the clearest part
is the water, and the next clearest the building, and
the third light spreads over a broad space of ground,
near the water. The groups in the foreground, are all
One of these, near the water, parin a deep shadow.
take* of the principal liglit, and those in the third distance are diistinguished by a sort of neutralization of
light, colour, and shade.
Such is the disposition of the
groups or parts, in order, in a complex view of the
whole, to fix the eye, and prevent it from being distracted by scattered lights, confusion of forms, and inharmonioiu oobufs.
-section.
4. We shall next remark the connrc/ioM which sub«
lists between these different groups.
1. They are connected in each dialwioe by a real nearness of tilualion;
and, 2. In the view as a whole, from the one group
coming in put before the other, fo as to produce connection hjappareut prarimiiy. Suppose the reverse to be
the caae, ana that the groups were unconnected either
by real or apparent distance of situation, the consequence would be, that each group being surrounded
by light, would become a distinct object The eye
would have no retting place, and the assemblage would
oonpoae a whde.
iMiMi
5. VVhat cone* next to be examined, is the rrlaiion
which subaiata between the parts composing each individual group.
I. In regard to the^brm of the parts of
each group, aa they are all groups of the same sort of
tree, we find one elementary form prevalent, but diflfering in magnitude, and in combination, by their contrMtcti diflpoaition, to such a degree, that each group
diAn in form from the others, without at the same

-Amy.

II

P

different shades of

tnM
Cdcm.

Mng of opponte rorms.

In regard to colour, the tame kind of colour preeain and in all of the groupa, but is varied in degree by tJie tame contrasted disposition. In some parts
a yelk>with green prevails, in otners a greenish yellow,
in others a nu«M or red green, and occasionally a bright
green, as on that part of the turf where the light strikes
with the greatest force.
3. In regM^ to light and ikade, those parts of the
groupa which rise above the horison, and are backed by
the sky, are dark, and generally darker than such as are
backed by the ground, or by other adjoining groups.
The prominent parta of each group, are lighter than
the retiring parta or reoeaac* among the spray and
leavca. Thoe prominent and retiring parts, in tiie near
are very numeroos ; in the distance they are
It may
in the general vrial ahade of the group.
be obterved
• general prindple, that trees, from
their ro^gb saHaee, and wmifgnent imperfect reflection
of light, are always comparatively darker than water,
In creating real landscape, they
builuinga, or ground.
serve in some maMure as ahade*, as the other materials
mentioned •cnreas ligbta.
We have said nothing of the sky, the cows, and
tbcep. Suppoae, then, in order to complete this sketch,
that we represent the sky as merely grey and cloudy,
and the cattle and sheep grouped in the middle disLince, what will be the expression of the view ?
think it would express very little to general observers;
but there being nothing glaringly offensive in the arrangement, it would be expressive of some beauty to
hiui who had bestowed some attention to the subject of
andacapaa; for .though it exhibits but little harmony
of forms and colours, light or shade, it still poaaeatei
g.

vails in

*^"J
"**
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enough of these' ingredients to render

it

worth looking

at as a picturesque view.
It remains to account for the general or natural
expression of melancholy and grandeur.
For this
purpose let the building be the ruins of an ancient
castle, whose lofty quadrangular form may be readily
imagined from the walls we mentioned, as composing

the ruinetl building.
The character of grandeur, then, is not in this instance communicated to the picture, by the picturesque
effect of the walls, which have no variety of form, light,
or shade, in themselves, but by the mental associations
to which they give rise in a cultivated mind.
It will not be supposed from this, that we mean to
recommend the introduction of artificial ruins in improved scenes, we have merely made choice of this expression, as very obviously pomting out tlie distinction
between picturesque and poetic or general beauty.
shall add a few other examples.
1
Imagine the cattle and sheep removed, the surface
of the ground covered by smoothly mown turf, and
the luxuriant branches of some of the fore ground trees
nearly reclining on the ground.
The first expression
would be that of beautiful, or elegant picturesque; the
next that of stillness, and consecration to wan, stillness, as being without animals, or moving objects ; and
consecration to man, from the mown surface, greatly
heightened by the circumstance of the branches of
trees reclining on the ground, which never can happen
where sheep or cattle are admitted, and which forms
the leading; visible distinction between a group of trees
in a park, and a group on a mown lawn.
It is not
from the smoothness of the turf, or any particular mixture of light and shade in the reclining branches, that
this expression is produced, but from reflecting on the
canie of this appearance.
2. Imagine, instead of the -smooth turf, uncouth rough
ground, covered in come places with furze, briars, brambles, and tangled thickets ; the water fringed with rushes, and |>artia]ly concealed by aquatic shrubs ; and wild
horses and deer forming the animated part of the scene.
The expression would be eminently picturesque ; but
there would also be an expression of wildness, not resulting from the picturesque qualities as such, but from
mental reflection on the difference between this scene
and one of cultivation.
3. Imagine the view deprived of the lake and the
building, and consisting only of the wood and ground,
with the heads of a straggling row of willow trees appearing in the middle distance, and the sound of a disHere to pictutant waterfall heard through the trees.
resque beauty we have an idea of water of an immense
body of it in the lake or river which supplies the wateriall^-and of the rocks, which oppose their powerful obThe reader will here re^*
struction to a body of water.
mark, how much of the sublime beauty of this scene de.
pends on sound, which can never be included under picturesque beauty. The leading expression is that of sublimity, accompanied by various associations of dignity produced by the rocks, and of grandeur suggested
by the stream, after the waters have renewed their
tranquil course, and rolling, as we may imagine, majestically along under the shade of the line of willow

We
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trees.

Otlier examples of a more striking nature might be
adduced but these instances we consider sufficient to
shew the difference between a composition merely picturesque, and one expressive of general or natural beauty, and to prove our position, that both poetry and
;

Historv.
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Of the M«- painting enter into the principles of landscape garteri»!sof dening.
Garilenin;;.
They will also shew, how very little the production
of natural beauty is within the power of the landscape
He may display it to more advantage. In
gardener.
the first example of expression, for instance, the build,
ing, or such parts of it as more obviously show its re;d
character, might be displayed by the removal of some
over obtruding branches; imd in the second, a garden seat, and some garden trees, as the lime, elder, &c.
might add to the idea of consecration to man. In the
third, a com field or a barn in the distance, would aid
the effect by contrast ; and in the last, a bridge would
determine the situation and reality of the river. But
to attempt effecting these expressions by building a
ruin, placing a garden seat in a paddock, or erecting a
bridge where there was no wjter, would, however
common in the infancy of th^ art, be now justly considered ridiculous.

But much more might be done in improving the picturesque beauty of each of these scenes, provided the
trees were already grown to matnrit)', and too numerous rather than too few ; but if these trees are yet to
plant, it is evident tliat only the ground plans of the
masses and groups of trees, and of the breadth of the
lawn, could he formed by the artist. But in doing this,
he will still be guided by the principles laid down. To
illustrate the application of which, both in forming infant and improving mature scenes, is the business of
our succeeding chapters.

CHAP. HI,
Of THE Materials
Materials ef

gudening.

Whatever
j.jg]g y^jjjj

style of

of Gardening.

gardening

^hidj we work

we

adopt, the mate-

in order to obtain the desi-

Those of nature, are ground,
to these, art has added buildings ; roads, walks, fences, and animated or moving
objects, sounds, &c. may be considered as accompanired

effect,

are the same.

wood, water, and rocks

;

ments.

Sect.
Ground.

I.

Of Ground.

'^^^ operations of art on this ponderous material, are
The most
necessarily of a very limited description.
extensive and costly operations, to restore or create natural surfaces, even when attended with the desired effect, afford less gratification to personal feeling than
most other improvements. If a large space, naturally
or artificially deformed, has been restored to natural
beauty, we are delighted with the effect, whilst we recollect the difference between the present and the former surface ; but when this is forgotten, though the
Beauty remains, the credit for having produced it is lost.
In this respect, the operations on ground under the
ancient style, have a great and striking advantage ; for
an absolute perfection is to be attained in the formation of geometrical forms, and the beauty created is so
entirely artificial, as never to admit a doubt of its origin.
Long, therefore, after the improvement is finished, the credit and the beauty remain to gratify and
charm the owner. Improvements on surfaces, whatever be their object, ought to be made in scenes which
are near the eye, or intended to be frequently seen ; at
a distance, they are lost if the effect be on a small scale,
and often better effected by wood, if on one of consilUrable magnitude. All operations on ground may be

included under, 1 Those which have for their object *' '>i* ^'
the Ijeauty of art or design ^ and 2. Those where natu- *"">'«<'
Garilcnir.L
ral beauty is intended to be produced.
-^
). Oieratinns tvilh a viftv to relative or arltftcial beau GrouiiU.
The forms in use for this purpose are few and sim(y
Operation
ple.
They originate in, and are influenced by those with a vit
of the house j and are, for the greater part, hounded to relatu
by right lines ; and the surfaces are levels or slopes of or artilicic!
different degrees of abruptness.
The magnitude as beauty.
well as form of each of the figures in the ground immediately adjoining a house, or in a detached walled enclosure, should he regulated chiefly by the magnitude of
the rannsion, or extent and grandeur of the whole place,
though they are often obliged to conform, in some degree, to the natural surface.
When the ground slopes
from the house in all directions, narrow parallelograms
will be the prevailing forms both of the levels and
slopes, the broadest level, and greatest perpendicular
depth of slope, being placed next the house, and the
next broadest level, &c. in succession, till, after three or
four levels, and as many slopes are obtained, the artificial
surface shall finally blend with the natural, unless, as is
frequently the case in the geometric style, a kitchen garden, or some similar scene of art, is joined to it. In this
case, separation by some architectural or other accompaniment, will, by forming a break in the order of forms,
admit of adopting, in continuation of the artificial surface, such levels and slopes as the character of the scene
may require, or a due regard to economy dictate. When
the mansion, or scene of operations, is on a surface na«
turally flat, the levels will be of greater dimensions,
the slopes smaller, and both forms fewer in number.
But though parallelograms are the common figures employed, sections of polygons, trapeziums, circles, and
curvilinear figures, are frequently admitted.
They are
.

—

m

architectural elevations, and in fortifications,
which are the prototypes of this part of ancient gardening ; and, therefore, when apparent in the mansion,
should be reflected, as it were, by the grounds.

used

The forms to be used, however, is a matter easy to
The principal difficulty is to arrange them
determine.
together, so that they may concur in producing a whole
In disposing, connecting, relating,
or a good effect.
and contrasting them for tTiis purpose, the artist will
preserve regularity and uniformity in the complex view
of the whole, varying and harmonizing the detail according to the degree of beauty and variety he intends
to produce. If he has duly prepared his mind by theoretical studies, and practised architectural and landscape drawing, his own feelings will suggest when he
has attained the desired effect ; for the models of artificial surfaces, which remain of ancient gardens, are
poor productions compared to what might be created
in this way, through the judicious application of the
See' Terrace in the sucprinciples of relative beauty.
ceeding chapter.
As the right lines and Natural
2. Natural beauty of ground.
geometrical forms of the architect, take the lead in
J^'''"'^^*'^
grounds of artificial beauty, so the flowing and broken *
lines, and undefined forms of the landscape painter,
take the lead in those of natural beauty. To create them
in ground, is generally impracticable and unadvisable
but where they exist concealed by accidental deformities,
or incomplete in expression, through dullness in their
leading features, art may relieve from the impediments
to beauty, even though the situation is .-ome distance from the eye. In recluse scenes immediately under Tiew, art may aspire to create beauty even from

—
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but eipccially Axxn it* opposite, a flat
bounding nith deformities. In effecting ail those pur>

a tarae
ot

ilat,

same principles apply. The first thing to
fix in the mind ia the ciesired surface, or that style of
natural ground which is best to be imitated.
The
next thing is to examine on what parts, forms, and
hnes, the natural beauty of this ground chiefly depends
if undulating, whether the concave or the convex prevails
if broken ground, whether horizontal and perpendicular, or curved and inclined lines prevail. These

)MMe«, the

;

;

are then to be imitated in the improvement, ever keeping in view the important principle of a whole as the
•od of connection, and the other principles we have
cbMoawdaa the means of producing it.
TImnom*
1. TMe rtmaval of accidental deformities, forms one of
Old quarries
dtqulth- the eooHBoneat operations on ground.
and other pita, uaeleaa cattle ponds, open drains,
mounda of earth, marks of ridges, are to be considered
of thia deacription. As they have been raised by art, so
in diipening them, the best general rule is to restore
the natural surface but sometimes the remains offences
are so numerous, that advantage may be taken of the
earth to be remored, and some variety given to a surface otherwise dull and featureless.
If the fence contista of a great number of turns of different lengths, by
removing both the mound and part of the surface en
eacfa side of the drain, a small winding hollow or vale
may be formed tl»e effect of which may be heightened,
b)r lacin g the earth removed on adjoining indications
p
of natural eminences ; not so as to form knolls, but so
aa to coooflct and harmonise with the prevailing idea
of aapiwaioii. The moat nmple and obvious improveMDt of exhaaated quarriei and dry pits, is to pUnt
thca ; but thia, though it will form a series of pleasing
Menca, it not always consutent with the general exrtaiioii to be created, and auch gronpa aa would arise
tram these spots, might dcatroy breadth of light and
connection, indepcnotntly of excluding distiuit objects.
In this case, tliey roust l>e filled up by undergrowths, or by lowering the adjoining surface in such
a way, aa not to interfere with general effect, or a sufWhere broken
ficient dewrent for the surface water.
groond enters into the idea of the composition to be efKcted, open dralaa, or hollow pits, afford line sources
of picturesque beauty, eapecially if the ground is dry,
or can be readily under-araincd. This character, however, can aeUom be introduced as an original feature ;
but in ground naturally leading to abrupt and broken
line*, it may be more deairable to improve this expresnon, than attcfltpt creating a more polithed surface.
In easel of this sort, almost every thing depends on
the introdactian of wood, copse, and verdant roughncaaea, to harmonise the broken surface ; for mere broken ground, without a character of luxuriance and wildOMi cnmBunicated by wood, is teldom better on asmallcr aeala than a surface defixincd by aeara.
8. Natural bumpi or exertMCtitut are not uncommon
ViiMi
in nany groonds whkfa hare not been subjected to agWhen these are not large, the
'licnlbinu inrnroreraent.
praam of fiuowing with the plough will remove tbem ;
thay are of aoane magnitude, they may often beboth of polished and picturesque beauty.
If they arc numerous and so distributed, as that by the
nnoval of aome, and the enlargement through that
of flthers, they may give an impression of unduly if tituatwi on a naturally irregular
f on a declivity, and covering rocks or nuge
a mixture of flowing Une* wiin abruptnesses
9»mj be happily iotroducedi
;

:
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may

often be improved by a skilful artist. By studying the character
indicated by nature, it will generally be found, that
the deficiency of expression, is owing to the hollows
being in part clo^jged up, either naturally or by long
continuation under the plough ; and the swells lowered
in a corresponding degree by the same process.
In
this case, the obvious improvement is to remove earth
from the hollows, and place it on the eminences, ever
keeping in view the natural expression, and avoiding
to end the improvement by leaving the hollows gutters, and the eminences pointed ridges.
This sort of
improvement is not a very obvious one, though often
attended with surprising effects, for every foot of depth
taken from a hollow, and laid on an adjoining hilJ,
adds two feet to the height of the latter.
4-. In recluse scenes, immediately under the eye, art
may create a sort of miniature of beautiful ground. Man
is but a puny object, compared to those of in.inimate
nature.
He may overlook a distant hill separated by
low ground ; but a mound of three paces in height,
placed near the eye, confines the view, and all other
objects being shut out, acquires, if apparently a work
of nature, a degree of importance in his imagination.
Winding walks, four feet below the surface, will supply earth for accompanying tbem by wavy hills or
swells eight feet high. If these hills or swells are formed and connected, so as to pro<luce a varied and natur9. y1 varied but yet dull turfact,

0/

the

of
Gardening.

Ground,

A

varied

but yet dull
suifuce.

Reclusescenes-

with every change of position, a very
suitable basis will be raised for a picturesque shrubbery,
or flower garden. It was to this sort of art that Pope's
garden at Twickenham was indebted for so great a variety of beauties in a small space ; and the flower garal-like whole,

den at Lord Harcourt's, at Nuneham, near Oxford,
was laid out under the eye of Mason the poet, on the
same principles.
All these observations, will be understood as referring to grounds near the hou.se. Distant scenes of a park,
hills or mountains, are only to be improved by wood ;
and these remarks, in so far as they extend, will suggest not what is to be removed, but what must be concealed.
Many excellent remarks on this part of the
subject, are to be found in the picturesque tours of Mr.
Gilpin, referring to ranges of hilly scenery in different
parts of the country, of much of which he has given
views.
W'ilh respect to ground, as respects garden
scenery, almost the only writer who has treated of it at
length, is Mr. Wheatley, whose excellent book so freouently referred to by all succeeding writers on gardening, ought to be in the h.inds of every man of tasteIn the chapter on ground in that work, tne author concludes with a salutary caution which ought ever to be
taken in connection with the wisest rules, " a caution

which has more than once been alluded to, must always be had in remembrance ; never to suffer general
considerations to interfere with extraordinary great efwhich rise superior to all regulations, and perhaps
owe part of their f^rcc to their deviation from them.
Singularity causes at least surprise, and surprise is alThese effects, are not, however,
lied to astonishment.
attached merely to objects of enormous size ; they
frequently are produced by a greatness of style and
character, witliin such an extent as ordinary labour may
The
motlify, and the compass of a garden include.
caution therefore may not be useless within these nar-

fects,

row bounds but nature proceeds still farther, beyond
the utmost verge to which art can follow, and, in scenes
licentiously wild, not content with contrast, forces even
The groUscjue discordant
contradictions to unite.
i

Ma.

Icrials

Distant
scenes^

!
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Oi the Mb- shapes which arc often there confusedly turublcd totftiiJs of
But the
gether, might sufficiently justify the remark.
G.riltning.
caprice does not stop here ; to mix with such shapes a
"'""''"^^
form perfectly regular, is still more extravagant ; and
yet the effect is sometimes so wonderful, that we cannot wish the extravagance corrected." Obs. on Mod.

Card, p 23.
Sect.
Wood.

II.

Of

Wood.

Almost all the grand effects in both styles of improvement are pro(hiced by wood, which, whether in
scattered forests, tiiickets, or groups, or in compact
geometric squares, avenues, or rows, constitutes the
charm of every country. A tree in itself is indeed the noblest object of inanimate nature ; combines
every species of beauty, from its sublime effect as a
whole, to the most minute and refined expression of
mind in the individual beauty of its leaves ; exhibits
that majestic uniformity and infinite variety which constitutes the essence of relative beauty, and the natural
expressions of individual species, are as various as are
their forms and magnitude, their utility to man, and
the situations, soils, climates, and other general and accidental circumstances of which they are indications.
Previously, therefore, to entering on the subject'of wood,
we shall endeavour to form some arrangement of this
^reat storehouse of beauty.
The hardy trees of Europe may be classed according
to magnitude, form, colour, mode of growth, duration,

greatest

Trees.

and expression.
are, the Engand Carolina poplar, &c.;
but the laburnum, mountain ash, and evergreen oak,
are very low trees. A medium in height may be found
Some trees exceed in
in the maple, pine, and birch.
breadth, as the oak, Spanish chesnut, and Scotch elm ;
1.

Magnilude.

Trees of great lieight

lish elm, ash, larch, Polish

others of different heights are very slender, as the
bardy poplar, cypress, and bird cheri-y.

Lom<

The oak and Spanish chesnut afford the
2. Form.
most irregular and picturesque shapes with round
heads the English elm, and ash, have long narrow
forms and round heads ; the beech and horse chesnut,
compact oval forms, with obtuse heads the larch,
spruce, and fir tribe in general, have conical shapes, and
;

;

pointed spiry tops, &c.
3. Colour.
The Scotch fir, yew, and horse chesnut,
.are dark greens ; the laixh and elm, a yellow green ; the
abele, huntingdon willow, a silvery green, &c.
4. Mode and time of grovclh.
The nature of some
trees is to lose their lower branches as tliey increase in
height, as the fir tribe ; and others have a tendency to re.tain them, as the wych elm.
In some the branches descend, and often recline on the ground, as the lime tree
and platanus. Some are very compact in their foliage,
as the horse chesnut ; others very open, as the ash and
the acacia. Some have drooping spray, as the weeping
willow ; that of others t«nds upwards, as in the Lombardy poplar horizontally, as in theoak; and obliquely,
as in the Scotch fir.
Some grow with rapidity, as the
Carolina and Athenian poplars ; others very slowly, as
the oak and the stone pine.
5. Duration.
The most durable of trees is the oak ;
the least so, some of the poplar and fir tribe. A medium
is to be found in the elm and lime.
6. Exprefsion.
Some trees convey ideas of utility in
the arts, and m;uk the attention and industry of man,
as having planted them for this purpose, as the oak,
.ash, elm, &c.
Others are known, or supposed to be
;

2

little use, and convey ideas of neglect or of mildness. Of the Ma.
^"Mi of
as the hornbeam, sorb, trembling poplar, &c. Some indicate general improvement and artificial plantations, ^" ^^"'"g-

of

as the larch and spruce fir ; others garden sSsnery or
\v^od.
plantations near a house, as the cedar, stone pine, and
platanus. Some indicate rich deep soil, as the oak ; and
rich thin soil, as the elm ; others chalk or gravel, as

~

the beech ; rocky ground, as the ash ; marshy ground,
as the alder ; the proximity of water, as the willow.
There are also natural expressions belonging to
trees, partly from general, and partly from accidental
association ; as strength and stability to the oak, ease
and elegance to the birch, sweetness to the lime, gloom
to the cyjjress and yew, melancholy to the weeping

willow, &c.

Shrubs may be similarly arranged, but we prefer arranging them into magnitude, mode of growth, evergreen, deciduous, native, naturalized, and exotic.
1. Mogniluile.
Some shrubs are high, approaching
to the character of trees, as the mespilus and common
holly ; others very low, as the butcher's broom and

dwarf

birch.

Mode of

growth, including creepers, as the ivy;
climbers, as the virgin's bower; trailers, as the bramble;
compact forms, as that of the arbor vitae ; open airy branches, as in the tamarisk ; and singular branches, as those of
the stagshorn shumach. Some as shrubs soon acquire
picturesque shapes, as the thorn, holly, and elder.
3. Evergreens, as the holly, laurel yew, laurustinus
arbutus, &c.
4. Deciduous, as the guelder-rose, lilac, syringa, &c.
5. Native, as the holly, privet, hazel, thorn, briar,
2.

&c.
6. Naturalized, as

the rose, syringa,

lilac,

laburnum,

&c.
7.

Exotic, or foreign, as the accuba, rhododendron,

azalea, &c.

The above arrangement refers to the plants as growing detached from other trees, and as nearly full
grown. It is less intended to comprehend every characteristic distinction, than to suggest to the artist the
principal light in which he ought to view trees and
shrubs.
Nor could he with confidence attempt planting, with even such a knowledge as could be obtained from the above arrangement, completed by inserting all the names under their proper heads ; for unless he has seen the majority of the full grown trees
himself, both singly and connected in groupsandmasses,
and is acquainted with the comparative rapidity of their
growth in different climates and soils, he cannot well
foresee the result of his labours, or look forward " with
Of this
the prophetic eye of taste" to certain beauty.
there are numerous proofs, arising from the unjust preference given to exotics of unknown shapes and duration, in situations where the general form and situation
of the tree, or even of one or two trees, is of the' utmost consequence to the effect of a whole. How frequently on a lawn, or in a plantation near a house, do
we see acacias, ciitleaved elders, variegated sycamores,
&c. where the oak, birch, lime, or Spanish chesnut,
would have produced a much more impressive general
effect

For the history, character, and culture of trees and
shrubs in general use, see Planting and Rural Ornament, by Mr. Marshall ; Hunter's Evelyn's Si/lva ; and
Hanbury's Complete Body of Planting and Gardening.
We shall now proceed to consider planting, with a
view to relative and natural beauty, or, in otlier word^.
the ancient and modern style.

Shrubs.

'
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have a tendency io produce that sort of con.Oi' the Manection required ; and, while it gratifies the proprietor's toials of
love of appropriation, will please the eye of the travel- ?"''^"'"S'.
'~'
ler, who views the country as a whole, and delights to
\Voo<l.
observe the harmony iind beauty of its principal feaGeometiition, will

'^*.*'
LjardcBiiitr-

Part

Plantitip in the Geometric or Ancient

I.

"

Slijle.

consideration is the nature of the tvhole or
and here, as in the ground, geometric
;
forms will still prerail, and while the masses reflect
forms from the house, or represent squares, triangles,
.ncral cfor trapeziums, the more minute parts, characterised
by lines rather than forms, such as avenues, rows,
clumps and surs, &c. are contained in parallelograms,
In regard to the parts, masses and
squares, or circles.
avenues should extend from the house in all directions,
to diffuse around the character of design ; and
so far
a* much farther in particular directions, as the nature
of the surface admits of, the distant beauties suggest,
and the character of the mansion requires. In disposing these masses, whether on a flat or irregular sur&ce, regard will be had to leave uncovered such a
quantity of lawn or turf, as shall at all events admit a
free circulation of air, give breadth of light, and display Che fonn of the large masses of wood. Uniformity and variety as a whole, and use as well as beauty in
the parts, most be kept constantly in view. Avenues,
alleys, and vistas, should serve as much as possible as
roads, walks, lines of fences, or screens of shelter or
shade ; but where this is not the case, they should point
to some distant beauties, or near artificial objects, to be
seen at or beyond their termination. The outer extremities of artificial plantations may either join natural
woods, other artificial scenes, cultivated lands, or barren heaths or commons.
When artificial plantations join natural woods, the
rjrr.tttioo.
avmues, alleys, and circular glades of the fonner may
be continued a certain length in tlie latter, so that the
point where the natural wood begins, and the artifirial
In aid of
plantation ends, mar not be discoverable.
tUi •fact, the sort of tree which prevails in the natural
ictnaa. siMwkl also prevail in the adjoining parts of the
When artificial scenes join other artiaitiliaal wood.
ficial senH^ nothing can be easier than by the reciprocal cootaiBatiKi of avenues, strips, or masses, so far to
unite the two scats, as to concesl the boundaries of
each, while the two mansions will thus each borrow a

The

first

eeticra! design

M

qtlcndour from the other.

There are still existing proofs of the attention paid
to this subject in former times, an instance of which
occurs in the apparent connection by avenues between
BtenlMim, Ditdiley, and Heythrope, though the last
ansiiin is nearly ten miles distant from the first
When artificial scenes join cultivated lands, if those
laitds are cndoscd, broad «trip«, hedge-rows, square or
round clumps in the angles oif the fields, with such reciprocal disnoiitiun of lines or forms as the case may
suggest, wit! continue the character of artificial planta-

m

and where roads are neceMary, if utility doe*
;
not forl>id, they should be formed in part at avenuesi
in continuation of those within the artificial scene.
When artificial plantation* are bounded by barren
heaths or commons, all that can be done is to advance
beyond the boundur of the place, portions of avenues,
and rows of tree* or different lengths. Sometimes an
tion

thicket, may proother occasions, where the heath
or waste may be so black as to convey no agreeable
eapteision, and tbcrerore is, of course, struck out entiftiy (Vom the improved scene, a sort of connection
may be given, by advancing strips or rows from the
boundary plantation into the heatli. Even single or
acat tcfBU tieaa, if Ibey can be protected in that sitiia<

inequality,

DMte the

crowned by a clump or

idea.

On

tures.

planting.

Having disposed of the whole, and of the
far as respects their general effect

parts, as

and connection, what

remains to be considered is, the sort of tree, manner of
disposing the plants, fences, and future management.
The object in view, the expression of art and design.
suggests the propriety of employing different species to
those which are natural to, or most abound in the surrounding country. In a country of common firs, the
spruce and silver fir, and cedar, afford a choice.
In a
country of oaks or elms, chesnuts, limes, and planes,
form suitable contrasts. Where the plantations are extensive, tlie value of the timber must always be a principal object ; and, therefore, the contrasted trees should
be chosen accordingly. Some species, however, are so
happily adapted for this style, and as ornamental trees
in both styles, tlmt they ought seldom to be admitted
near the house. Such, for example, as the horse chesnut, lime, Spanish chesnut, plane, lucombe oak, cedar,
stone pine, &a.
As the four last species mentioned
are in exposed situations, liable to injury from extraordinary severe winters, a few hardier sorts, resembling
them in general appearance, should be intermingled in
the plantation, to preserve the larger masses in case of
accident, but to conform with the general efiect in coDifferent
lour and style of foliage, as well as in form.
species ought not in general to be mixed together in
the masses ; one, or at most two, conforming varieties
is sufficient, more would destroy the breadth of colour
of the mass, and the character of its surface. Different
masses, avenues, and more minute parts, may, however, be planted with different species of trees ; rare
sorts may be also introduced in lines, along the front
of many of the masses, ranged along stars, p/ilcs-d'oye,
&C. The snow-drop tree, from its beautiful blossoms,
and the birch and hazel, for the display of their catkins
during winter, are well calculated for walks adapted to
that season of the year, and should be planted in front
of firs, or other evergreens. Such also is the principal
situation for flowering shrubs, and no plants can be
more showy than tlie horse chesnut, common lilac,
acacia, guclderrose, Portugal laurel, holly, birdcherry,
mespilus, and laburnum, in similar situations, and for
general purposes.
In distributing the species of tree
in general masses, Uie same general principles of composition must be attended to, which we liave pointed
out as far as respects form. The colours and character
of the heads of tlic trees must be connected, and, at the
same time, to a certain degree contrasted, in order to
produce an artificial and yet harmonious effect.
It may perhaps be asked here, whether the new varieties of American, and other shrubs, obtained since
the introduction of landscape gardening, are to be adanswer,
mitted under this style of improvement
There can be little doubt they would decertainly.
stroy part of the allusion to an aneient place ; but we
do not contend for the revival of the ancient style, as
producing imitations and illusive characters, or on account of Its antiquity, but as a distinct mode of gardenwould therefore not copy its faults, or study
ing.
its defects, but add to its beauties from all the resourcesfuriiisiied by the present improved state of the arts of
design, as well as by the continued accession to our
stock of trees and shrubs.
.>

We

We

Species of
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The manner of ditposing fhe plants is influenced by
the same principle ot avowed art in rows, equidistant
Gardening.
masses, in squares, or in quincunx, and in every case so
as never to be mistaken for trees or shrubs sprung up
WooJ.

On

the

terials

Maof

Geometric
planting.

Fences.

;

accidentally.

—

Here the ancient style has a grand advanFences.
tage over the modem, in which, as far as respects the
imitation of nature, all fences are to be considered as
temporary, and therefore to a certain degree lookeil on
Besides, their
as nuisances to be afterwards removed.
irregular and circuitous line is displeasing to many
who do not understand grountl plans, with a view to
picturesque beauty, when the trees are grown up. But
in geometric gardening, fences are to be considered in
cases as ol)jects, and when not regarded in this
light, their directions and limits are so minutely pointed out by the determined outline of the plantations,

many

tliat the eye acquiesces in their situation and use.
Fences of any common and economical description are
employed to protect the trees' of open avenues, open
But tiie more common
roves, and single open rows.
f ind are walls, wliich in the prominent p;irts ought
to be well built of shaped stone, and substantially
finished by raised or flat copings, bearing some relation to the copings of the simpler parapets of the
•

Ihe gates necessary in these walls, as well as
house.
in some sorts of permanent verdant fences, supply occasion for such architectural forms and lines, as are advantageous in reflecting those of the mansion, and
strengthening the prevailing idea of dignity, art, and
design.

Every

sort

offence belonging to the modern

may be

occasionally employed in the ancient,
and besides walls, half sunk walls, and raised mounds
with a walk at top, we may enumerate holly, yew, laurel, and other shrubs, either simple or chequered, by
alternate deciduous or evergreen species, varied by
style,

arcades and standards, shorn into shapes, or in their
natural growth.
Hedges of flowering shrubs may also
be introduced ; of creepers on open palisades ; and va-

may be invented, or are to
be found in books on this style of gardening.
Management. In this respect, also, the advantage is
rious others of great beauty

Management.

—

greatly in favour of the ancient style ; for as all operations of pruning and thinning in the other should be done
under the eye of the landscape gardener, so all these operations here may be performed by any labourer ; the
object being simply to produce a straight upright smooth
stem, to ascertain height according to circumstances,
and allow each particular tree to attain its full size.
Shearing or clipping is always a mere mechanical operation ; plain hedges, and close alleys, require only a
line for a guide ; and in the case of arcades, or verdant
sculpture, there is, or always should be, a frame of trellis work of correct design to guide the gardener.

the comparative brevity of this view which we
have taken of planting under the ancient style, the
reader will perceive, that we are far from supposing it
to take the lead of the natural method to which we
now proceed, referring for more particular information
to Le Blond, and other French authors ; and to Swit-

From

zer's

Ichnographia

Part H.

Riistica.

Planting under the Modern Style, or
view 10 Picturesque or Natural Beauty.

voitk

a

we

This subject
Modern
shall consider as it respects the efplanting ;
feet of the whole, the parts, the natural surface, species
effect of the
of tree, manner of planting, fences, and managcmLnt.
" °*
1. The effect oj the whole, as
have had

we

repeatedly

occasion to observe, is always the first and the grand On the M.
consideration in every work of art, whether that art terials of
has for its end the creation of objects of invention or ^"^'^"'"8'
~
imitation.
All planting, as respects the formation of a \ifood
country residence, must necessarily be materially influenced by tlie character and situation of the house, as '^j'"'""
the capital feature in the composition.
To this feature, ej^xt of i!
the leading masses of wood and lawn, answering the whole.
end of light and shade in painting, must invite and direct the eye in the general view of the place.
Each
must embrace it on one or on more sides, and diverge

from

it

in

masses suitable to

extent of the grounds,

and

its

in

magnitude and the

forms and characters

of woody surface, suitable to the natural situation and
the expression to be created.
If the mansion is on s
declivity, the principal light should embrace the front
which looks down, rather than those which look up, or
on either side. The views from the windows suggests
this arrangement, and will point out in every other situation, whether a flat, a hill, or an irregular surface,
on which side or sides, the leading masses are to have
their origin.
To determine their magnitude form, and
number would be impossible, without a plan or particular case to refer to. To point out their style is suflicient, which must always be irregular like nature
; generally stretch along such rising grounds as the situa-^
tion affords ; and, like her, always combining a certain
degree of uniformity or recognizable shape, even amidst
the greatest seeming deviations from this quality of fi-

'

gures.

As the house indicates the commencement of the
masses, the character of country surrounding the scene
of improvement must determine the limits and style of
their termination.
If the lands are laid out in regular
enclosures,

same

style

least in as

bounded by hedges and hedge rows, the
must prevail in the margin of the park ; at
many places, and to such a degree, as will

produce connection ; and, if possible, as much farther
as will harmonize the scene within, with the country
without.
If it is entirely or in part surrounded by forest scenery, the termination

is

easily

and completely

by attending

to the style of w'ood and species
of tree prevailing without, for a moderate distance witheffected,

If bounded by the sea, or a large
an abrupt termination will be as natural as it
would be formal on the margin of a cultivf^ted surin the boundary.

lake,
face.

2. The parts which enter into the composition of a The
mass of wood, and compose its varied and intricate
boundary by real or apparent connection, are thickets,
groupes, and single plants. A single plant may either
be a single tree, or a single shrub a group, two or
;

three plants, either of trees or shrubs, or both, connected, yet contrasted in their positions ; and as they are
generally planted of .'^ome size, in order to be speedily
out of the reach of cattle, they ought to be contrasted
in the inclination of their stems, in order, as far a§ art
can go, to transfer a similar variety to their branches
and future growth.
thicket, or as it is called by .Mr.
Wheatley, a clump, (though undoubtedly he never
had in his mind's eye the round and oval shapes which
now pass by that name,) is a small irregular mass, or a
cluster of groupes, and may contain either trees alone,
or trees and shrubs.
Every one of these, though considerably detached,
must be considered as belonging to the nearest mass
either of wood, of building, or of rocks, or some other
object of magnitude which rises boldly into the iiir.
group, or a single tree, equidistant from every other
'

A

A

"

parts,

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
M«- object, can fonn no part of any of them ; it cannot,
« rf
therefore, enter into the composition of a whole, and
"°K- can only be regarded aa a spot in the composition, or
'""'
admired for its particular beauties. Connection, thereI

apparent, ia the leadini; consideration in reipect to the situation, or positions of thickets and groups.
As we have before ob<^ved, they must be either near,
or apparently near to the nuMses to which they belong,
so as to effect th.it loo«e and airy appearance in tlie
boundaries of the mass, which the painter effects by the
touches of his pencil in finishing the outline of a tree.
For this purpose, groups, tliickets, and single trees,
may be used at the same time. When a considerable
length of unvaried line is to be broken into parts, a
thicket may stand detached from it, connected by a few
I'his thicket,
•traggling trc«s in the interval between.
in itt turn, may have its boundary similarly varied
by detached groups, and from these may stand out
one or two single trees. The next break in the line to
be varied, mar be eflected by two or three groups
contrasted in disposition ; some attached ; others playing caaily round them at moderate distances, but still
By proceeding in
•o as to slide easily into a whole.
fore, real or

*
**'

*"

way alooc the most formal and monotonous line,
may not only be varied, but change<I in character, so

this
it

M to present every variety

of prominence and recess.
w hich these parts of forms,
(speaking of them always with reference to their ground
plan,) ought to be from the mass and from each other,
almost every thing will depend oo the situation. They
may he at some distance on a flat, not to be viewed
from an eminence coRnderably above its level ; be>
cause the effect of vision will, at a moderate distance,
in this situation, throw a surface, scattered with single
Kut on declivities, viewed
trees, intoa masa of wood.
from opposite declivities or diiitant plains, the contigui*
ty must be graatcr to form a breadth of mass. Hut here,
as in neat other instances, the practice of sketching

With

respect to the distances

Widaeipe, and cepecially trees, will afford a more corof the alSect and the principle, and a more
apt illustration of the practice, than a volume of the
justentand most minute instructions.
Thickets may next be considered in regard to their
form, that is, the form of their ground plan ; and with
groups and single trees in regard to the choice of spe>
dc*. Thickets are produced by nature, by the inroad*
of cattle, or other animals, grazing or cropping the
herbage, and with it the yoonp trees in forest scenery.
On levels and sheltered situations, we find their form
cooparatively regular, because there appears no permanent or gcneru reason to occasion their encroadiment
on one side more than on the other. But on varied
surfaces and soils, a preference is given by depasturing
animals to certain natural plants, and the side on
which they abound is penetrated more <leeply than the
other. The plan of the thicket therefore vane* accordingly.
In elevated grounds exposed to a particular
wind, the tliickcta wiU exceed in length, which will be
found generally to be in the direction of the storm.
The cause is too obvious to be pointed out ; but this
tffect, and every other observed in the groups and
'tals of natural scenery, always merit studv, and
rect idee

«t*i

;

frequently dcaenre imitation in creations o^ land-

The

apecies of tree ought obviously to be those of
part af the mas* to which they belong ; for thickets,
groape, and tingle trees, ought to resemble disjointed
and broken fragments from &o*c nuuse*. But in par-

Ae
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prominence
minent, or increasing the depth of a

ticular cases, for rendering a

more pro- On the M«recess, a few <e"»'s of

still

plants of similar or not discordant growths, but of dark- ^^^^^^|ng^
er or lighter greens, may at a distance add to the ef- w'ooU.
feet of each.
By the same process, with more contrasted species, where no other mode can be put in execution, the formality of a single row may in some degree be varied in its situation and contour.
3. The natural surface, we have already hinted, must Planting
influence in a considerable degree the form and mag- a'=<='»''''>nR

both of groups and masses. The beauty of all
J^ s^"^'^'
verdant scenery depends, more than on any other circumstance, on the inequalities of the ground's surface.
Wood will almost always add to this beauty by
heightening the eminences. A few trees on the summit of a knoll, raise it to the character of a hill. A connected train of groups placed along the back of a ridge,
proiluce at once a bolder and more varied outline, and
render a feature prominent and beautiful, which was
before dull or disagreeable in expression. To plant the
hills, and leave iMire the vallies, is therefore a good
iiitude,

general

maxim

;

though carried

to

an undue excess, or

used without taste or feeling, by Brown and other popular artists. At the first introduction of the moden*'
style of gardening, all the hills were planted, but few
of them presented more than a circular clump of a few
yards diameter perched on their summit. The country
abounds in examples which ought to serve as beacons to
all future improvers, and warn them against an ignorant adoption of any maxim, without duly studying its
spirit and meaning.
To plant a hill, is not to plant
only its summit, but in all cases a part, and in many
the greater part of its sides. Their beauty individually
requires this ; and the idea of a whole, renders their
connection with other hills, by clothing more or less
not only their sides, but the intermediate vallies or
plains, an essential consideration.
In extending this
practice to mountain scenery, the powerful effect ofwood
may be nobly tlisplayed by the huiul of the master, who,
following the idea of the poet, shall

" hin to hni unite.
Wiih 1 w eeping inin of foiat snd
'

prodigtlity of Bhadc."

Masov.
iptciet of tree. Were the imitation of natural gpedes of
to be the object in all cases, the variety in the trees,
plants would be limited to three or four native species,
as a greater number are seldom found wild in Great
Britain, within the limited extent of forest scenery,
which would enter into the composition of a country
4.

The

woods

But if the style of nature be imitated in
residence.
their arrangement, the variety may be much greater
without interfering with general effects. Nature disseminates her plants by scattering their seeds, and the
offspring rise round the parent in masses or breadths,
depending on a variety of circumst.nnces, but chiefly on
the facility which these seeds affonl for being carried to
a distance by the wind, the rain, ami by birds or other
So disseminatetl, they spring up, different
animals.
sorts together, affected by various circumstances of soil
situation ; and arrive at maturity, contending with
other plants and trees, and with the browsing of animals.

and

At last, that species which had enjoyed a maximum of
natural advantages, is found to prevail as far as this
maximum extended, stretching along in masses and angular portions of surface, till circumstances changing ini
favour of some other species, that takes the prevalence

4b
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In this way it will generally be found,
tcrialt of
that the numl'er of species, and the extent and style of
Ganlening
tlie masses in which they prevail, bears a strict analogy
to the changes of soil and surface and this holds good,
Wood.
not only with respect to trees and shrubs, but to plants,
Species of
grasses, and even the mossy tribe.
tiee.
.'

the

its tiirn.

r^

;

With

this principle

of distribution, any

number of

species miiy be a<hnittcd into improved grounds; commencing with the rare sorts near the house, as the

centre of art and refinement, and ending with the comtrees of the country, at such distances as the extent and style of the whole may suggest.
The proportions of such trees as are only ornamental, and such as
are valuable as timber, must be in some degree determined by the ch.iracter of the place, but chiefly by the
taste and view of the owner.
Beauty alone, without
utility, will not long please ; an^l a few single groups
and plants of the rarer speciej, in the grounds more immediately consecrated to man, will generally afford
more satisfaction than a lavish display of exotics ; the
former will always present a more luxuriant and thriving display of scenery than the latter, and sooner attain
the maturity of beauty.
In determining the order of the sorts, regard must
be had, not only to choose forms and colours which will
accord and form harmonious breadths of woody surface to the eye, but to place every species as much as
possible in its natural situation.
The more delicate
sorts should be placed in sheltered, the more hardy in
exposed surfaces ; the resinous tribe on hills and rocky
ground ; and aquatics in low vallies, banks of rivers, or
dells, using caution, howevjer, not to di.splay an expression of moisture or bleakness, when the idea of di-yness
and shelter would be more desirable. In precarious situations, a thin sprinkling of the best common hardy trees,
as of the oak, birch, Scotch fir, &c. should extend over
the whole residence in case of accident to the others. In
such cases, it is always best to depend on the native, or
naturalized trees, for general effect, and confine the
introduction of foreign sorts to the shrubbery or some
otlier limited scene.
Mr. Price has treated this subject with much ingenuity ; and in reprobating the
common practice of mixing as many different sorts
as can be procured, in order to produce variety, observes, tliat " variety, of which the true end is to relieve the eye, not to perplex it, does not consist in the
diversity of separate objects, but in the diversity of
their effects when combined together, in a difference of
composition and character. Many think, however, that
they have obtained that gi'and object, when they have
exhibited in one body all the hard names of the Linnaean system ; but when as many plants as can be well
got together are exhibited in every shrubbery, or in
every plantation, the result is a sameness of a different
kind, but not less ti-uly a sameness than would arise
from their being no diversity at all ; for tliere is no
having variety of character, without a certain distinctness, withovit certain niai'ked features on which the eye
can dwell."
5. 7'Ae manner nf planting is alike suggested by naManner of
planting.
ture ; and the plants ought to be inserted in such a
way, that if any particular part were separately examined, it might present clusters of groups not equidistant
plants.
The effect of tliis arrangement will not be
that composition of low and high, oblique and upright
stems, and young and old trees, and low growths,
which we find in forest scenery ; but it is all that can
be done in imitiition of it at the first planting; and subsequent thinning, pruning, cutting down, moving, ftn-

mon

—

versing, planting, and sowing, must be used from tune Of tlie M
terials
to time to complete the imitation or allusion, luiless the

owner

will

rest

satisfied

with an inferior degree of

("aKtenin

<»
beauty.
Wood.
In plantations of trees alone, to plant thick is, we appreliend, a great error, because it leaves so much to the Manner o:
planiiig.
risk of future m.inagement ; and even should this be
bestowed, the first and second thinnings are of no more
use than as faggot wood ; but where trees and inidergrowths are mixed together, any degree of proximity
may be admitted between the plants, because the trees
will always overtop the low growths
and if thinning
is attended to, the low growths will be of as much value during the first ten years as in the utlier case. The
best general rule is, to [)ut in the trees at such distances, as that, when so far advanced as to recjuire thinning,
they will have attained such a niiignitude as to be of
use, as poles or tunber ; and to fill up the intervals
with under-growtlis, which may be removed or not at
pleasure.
6. The fences, in imitative planting, are to be consi- Fences.
dered as only temporary ; and therefore, as a general
rule, the cheapest fence the local situation will afford
will be the best, regai'd being had, that they shall endure till the trees, shrubs, and growths shall, in the
given soil and exposure, have attained a sufficient age
to protect themselves against the injury of sheep and
cattle.
The present improved stiitc of the manufacture
of iron offers a very desirable accommodation in this
respect, affording the best guards for single plants and
groups ; and iron hurdles, or hurdles indeed of any
sort for masses, have a light and temporary appearance,
highly congenial to the idea of their speedy removal.
The lines of the fences conforming to the irregular
shapes of the masses will not be disagreeable to the
eye, if those of the thickets are aiTanged with any regai'd to a])parent connection ; for any objects, whether
lines or forms, however deficient in beauty of themselves, acquire a degree of interest, and even chai'acter,
when connected and arranged in such a way as to fbrm
a whole.
When a plantation is finally to be composed both of
trees and under^growths, thorns, sloes, hollies, barberries, and briars, may, in many cases, prevail in the margin, which, when the fence is removed, will form a picturesque phalanx, and protect the whole. Partial inroads, fonned by cattle, will only heighten the variety
and intricacy of such masses.
7. So much depends on the future management of Manageplantations, that we cannot avoid expressing our deep ment.
regret that so little attention is generally paid to the
To consider that as finished which is only
subject.
commenced, is a common failing ; but in no part of
landscape gardening of more unhappy consequences,
both in regard to future beauty and use, than in the article of planting. A plantation is too often allowed to grow
up like a field of corn, and, like it, at the end of a few
;

The
in a body.
of thick plantations of
trees in a neglected state, is reduced inversely as their
progress to maturity ; for their side branches rot and
drop off, the light is seen through a rank of naked stems,
whose " inglorious heads," as the poet remarks, serve
only to " blot the fair horizon." Thinning and pruning are the obvious means of averting these biid consequences, where the plantation consists of trees alone,
or in the greater part ; and the planter, from what has
been already advanced, will effect this with a joint view
to the value of the timber, and the picturesque disposi-

years,

is fit

only to be swept

beaut)', grandeur,

and

effect

down

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
But we consider it jfreatlv preferable not
"^•f to depend entirely on thinning and pruning, but to fol""<• low tne suggestion given above, of " mixing a few trees,
with a great many under-growths." It would be a happy circumstance for both useful and ornamental planting, if this suggestion were considered as a general rule,
and with that of " plant the hills and leave bare vallies,"
the eaiential part Of planting would be included in the
two mwTJnM.
Ma- tion of the

trees.

SicT.

III.

Waler.

Tlii- material is of so captivating and intcreiiting a
description in the different characters in which it oix-urs
ill :i;iture, that iio
view can be reckoned complete in

ch it does not compose a feature.
It forms a )>art
every garden in the ancient style, in the various ar.
tifirial characters which it there aamimea of oblong canals, panda, baaons, ax»Ajeit-itcaiix ; and in modem imprmrencnt, aach is the value attached to its effect, that
no place it deemeii perfect witliout a river or lake and
•uco is the indiacrimiiiite desire of obtaining them, tliat
nature haa been too frequently diarq^ded in their
form and situation. Of the characters which water assumed under the geometric style, we can only observe,
that their names eoKucy, in a great degree, an idea of
the fiMina. Their situation* were near the mansion ;
and their maminal aoooapaniments of masonry, turf
walks, and hra^, were oetermined by the architeiturai foma and lines of the capital feature in the scene.
The dioioe, firom the most intricate and ctirimitt fountains to the plain obtons canal, depended on tlic iqilendour of the general design ; ven- little on natural situation.
The sopplr was generally obtaiiie<l from Mnnc
OBOcealed reservoir.
In landscspc gardening, the object is to imitate lakes, rivem, or rills, and their acoompaninienu ; and of each of these natural characters, we
shall remark the leading drcumstanoes in the originals
and the imitations.
All water is either running or stagnant.
Lakes,
panda, and pools, are of the former daas ; rivers, rivulets. Slid rills, of the latter description.
In certain situations, lakes may be created where their supply is
moderate ; rivers and rills only when it is abundant.
Both chiatleia, when they exist in nature, may be imptwed by studying the natural characteristics of each
v<

ot

;

The Arst oonsidentian rtapccting water in wliateym fttm h nav appear, is its situation relatively to
tbc

t^'"'i^ or

the ground's sur&ce.

No situation

in

which this material may be supposed to exist and expand itself into a body, can be truly natural, that is not
.Mountain
to be oonsidered as a vale, flat, or holk>w.
streams are out of the question ; and small lakes or
pools, in hollows or eleviOed groonds, are more to be
eonssdcrad as accidental than as general nature. Even

lakes or rivers on a oonsidcrable scale, to be
either be, or seem to be, situsted in the
If
luwisl part of the landscape tlien under tlie eye.
otherwise, if placed tin tlie side of a declivity over
which the eye can range at the same time, it may be
attractive to a stranger at first view ; but the want of
truth or fidelity to the tiling to be imitated, will mmmi
tiring on an increasing aversion in tlie mind uf genuine
artificial

natural,

most

taste.

Pcmdt

in different levels seen in the

same view, are

this principle.
The littk beauty
they di^itay.as saats, ill compensates for the want et
yn^ntty ; and toe leading idea which they suggest, is

very objectionable on
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a question between their present situation and their of the Manon-existence.
The clioice, tliercfore, as to the situa- terials of
tion of water, must ever depend more on natu- tiai'dening.
~
*
ral circumstances than proximity to the mansion.
Is
then all water to be excluded, that is not in the lower
-

^

grounds

We

?

have no hesitation in answering this

''"""""'•

question in the affirmative so far 'as respects the princijial views, and when a lower level than that in which
the water is proposed to be placed is seen in the same
view.
But ill respect to recluse scenes, which Addison compares to episodes to the general design, we
would admit, and even copy these ponds on the sides
or even tops of hills, which we have designated as accidental beauties of nature.
A beautiful lake, or part of a circuitous body of wa- Lakts.
ter, consideretl as a whole, will be found to exhibit a
form, characterized bv breadth rather than length ; by
that degree of regularity in its outline as a whole,
which confers that, which, in common language, is call-

ed shape
this

;

and by that irregularity in tlie parts of
which produces variety and intricacy.

outline,

Supiiosing the situation to be fixed on for the imitation
of a lake, the artist is to consider the broadest and most
circuitous hollow i6 his principal mass or breadth of
water, and which he will extend or diminish according
to tl:e extent of aquatic views the place may require.
From this he may continue a chain of connected masses
of water, or lakes of different magnitudes and shapes,
in part suggested by the character of the ground, in
part by the facilities of planting near them, and in part
by his own views of propriety and bcHuty. The outline of the plan of tlie lake, is to be varied by the contrasted position of bays, inlets, and smaller indentations,
on tlie same principles which we suggested for varying
a mass of wood. To the irregularity of outlines so produced, islands and aits may l>e added on the same prin<
cipic and for the same objects as thickets and groups.
This will i-omplete tlie character and beauty of the
plan of the water but the grand effect of this element
;

on wood as its accoin|>animent.
variety and intricacy of outline, the reflection of
forms and colours, the shiidy recesses a.ndjlickrring lines
of light, all depend on trees. These are not to lie sparingly or indiscriminately scattered around the margin,
but Uberally in some places, for the sake of a contrasted mass of grateful colour or shade, to relieve the brilliancy of the water ; and with discrimination every
where to mark the beauties, and heighten tlie variety
of the outline, without destroying breadtli of effect, or a
whole, either as res|)ects the water alone, or the entire
in land.sca|)e, de|>end8

The

residence.

The marginal bank*

of water are next to be consi-

deretl.

In nature, they are tame or bold, gravelly or sedgy. Margin, or
stony or rocky, according to the character of the sur- banki of
**"*'
roumling ground. Art, tliercfore, must imitate each
in its proper place, not always by a studious picturesque arrangement of the marginal accompaniments iu
each case, but by excavating the ground-work, planting tlie trees and shrubs, and leaving the rest to the
motion of the waves of the water. After the effects
of one winter, stones or gravel may be deposited in
But to enspots suitable for stony or gravelly shores.
ter into this, and many other circumstances in the imitation ai' lakes, would exceed tlie proper limits.
add two cautions. The first is, in all cases of the beautiful picturesque, so to arrange by puddling and underdraining, that a marshy appearance may not surround
the lake ; and that rushes, and sudi aquatic plants, may

We

;

:
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Ma- not extend farther than a few feet or yards from the

teiiala of
Gardening.

Water.
Iiluidt.

y^argj,, <,f tJig water.

The

other respects islands, which

But that island
are the greatest ornaments to lakes.
which is placed in the centre, or in any situation where
it does not connect with other islands, or with the
shore, .so as to form part of a prominence or recess, is
injurious to the effect of the whole inversely as its
b^uty, when properly placed.
Rivers and rills, we have said, are rather to be improved than created ; for we cannot sympathise with
that taste, which directs the mimicry of so noble a
character as a river, or is satisfied with a nearly stagnated rill.
do not consider the river at Blenheim as an exception, because that piece of water was
formed by widening a considerable brook.
allude
to those wavy serpentiije canals, which are never mistaken for natural scenes, and 'in almost every case

We

We

might be advantageously exchanged for a lake.
The two leading ideas which belong to running waters, are progress and impetuosity.
The first expression may be heightened by counteracting any tendency
to expansion ; by removing some of the circuitous and
oblong projections of earth or stone in the banks ; and
.sometimes by deepening its bed, orby substituting a more

The idea of impetuindicated by its effects, in reverberating against
liigh banks, or common banks, on which trees are situated, and may be increased by augmenting the cause or
the effect, and thus either digging and undermining the
trees, cutting down the high banks on which the water
acts, or placing very slight piers as jetties on the opPicturesque additions to the marginal
posite shore.
accompaniments both of rivers and rills will readily
suggest themselves. Cascades and waterfalls may sometimes be created ; and the occasional expansion of natural brooks into pools, afl^ords a fine hint for imitation,
when this form of water comes within a scene of imdirect line for a circuitous course.
osity

is

provement.

Skct. IV.
Socks,

heir cha.
"•^r.

,

Rochs.

It forms no part of the geometric stj'le of gardening
to imitate rocks, which are a material of the natural
style equally unsuitable to be created. But though rocks
cannot readily be imitated, their expression may sometimes be heightened when desirable, and concealed

when disagreeable.
The character of

rocks may be savage, terrific, sublime, picturesque, or fantastic.
By attending to the
forms of the milder characters, and their connection
with ground and trees, we shall discover whether, and
to what extent, they may be improved.
Savage rocks
are too inhospitable to be permanently admitted, in any
All rocks convey something of
extent, near the eye.
this idea that are not accompanied by vegetation ; and,
therefore, planting among or near them, is in every
All
case an improvement, where trees do not exist.
rocks are expressive of dignity ; tliose eminently so,
are not greatly varied by projections from their surface
their beauty is to be augmented, either by increasing
their surface in height or depth, or by connecting it
if too scattered.
The removal of a few feet of earth,
or part of the bushes or trees from the bottom of a precipice or ridge, and the implacement of a line of wood
along its summit, will increase its real and apparent
height; a similar process with respect to the sides, will
add to the idea of stability and continuation. If the
parts are too much scattered, a few trees placed before,
or bushes or creepers planted in the intervals between
the parts, will connect them, and give the idea of a

whole, partly concealed. But in this ease, a consider- Of the Vik-i
able breadth of surface is ^necessary, at least in one *«' '"''' of
''*"'°^
place, otherwise dignity must give way to picturesque
beauty.
But tlic least indications of rocks that are not Rocks.
very fantastic in their foi-m, even incluchng such whose
chief expression is picturesque beauty, are to a certain
degree expressive of dignity. The slightest indication
of a stratimi or ledge appearing above the surface, conveys sometlung of the idea, and ought not to be neglected.
Wlien they are discovered by alterations in
tiie ground with a view to the fonnation of roads, fences,
and water, or to the erection of buildings, occasional
advantage may be taken of their appearance. A road
across a declivity, may be accompanied by a ledge of
rocks, instead of a bank of earth.
Ground merely
broken and picturesque, will display a more sufficient
reason for the appearance. The walls of a terrace, evidently in part founded on a rock, will give an idea of
(h-yness, dignity, and security to the liouse ; and the
margin of a stream displaying even large stones, increases the idea of impetuosity ; or in lakes, of the action of water in washing away the earth.
Among imitations of wild scenery, detached stones heighten the
illusion, and carry back the mind to the aboriginal
state of the country.
Loose or detached fragments of
rocks may often aid the effect of real or supposed
masses.
The appearance of a large rude stone near a
wooded steep, unless of one evidentl}' rounded by water or art, always leads the mind to the larger mass up
the acclivity from which it has been broken and rollecJ
down ; if partly sunk in tlie ground, and concealed by
vegetation, the fertility of the imagination considers
them as parts of magnitudes which lie buried under
the surface. All this, however, can only be successfully accomplished in a country which, by the character of its general surface, does not preclude the idea of
rocks.
On a flat or a champaign counti-y, tlie want of
truth, or seeming truth, would render them disagreeable; and, indeed, did rocks exist in such a landscape,
they should be hidden rather than displayed, unless of
such extraordinary magnitude and effect, as to form an
exception to general principles.

~

•

Sect. V.

Buildings.

Buildings, as materials of scenery, are entirely un- Buildingi
der the power of man ; and, from that circumstance,
were carried to an unwarranfcible excess in the decline
of the ancient, and the infancy of the modern style. Improvements on ground are forgotten by their effect
that of planting may be accounted too distant or too
slow by ordinary minds; but a builtUng is complete the

moment
to the

it is

owner

finished.
;

It affords

and, being

known

immediate

satisfaction
as a costly object, full

is given to him for tlie expence incurred.
Thus
wealth, confiding in its powers, nniltiplied garden buildings to an excess, which ended in creating 'a disgust,
which still exists, in some degree, at their appearance in
improved scenery. Buildings, as independent architectural compositions, are treated of under our article
shall here, therefore, confine
Civil AncHiTECTUnE.
ourselves to a consideration of their effect as parts in a
composition of verdant scenery, and to their natural
expression in scenes of improvement in both styles of
gardening.
As parts of a verdant composition. Shenstone ob- as comp
serves, that a landscape, to him, is never complete ingpaiti
without a building or rocks ; and certainly, consider- verdant
"*"**
ing it merely in the lightof a picturesque view, a building, in addition to merely verdant scenery, forms a bet..

credit

We
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M*- ter picture, by giving a desirable feature or resting- such a distance, obliquely, as that the e\-e may now Of tlie Afn(ntal* at
By an optical law^, it 'efj^'s "f
place foc the eye. Considered, however, in the light readily comprehend the whole.
'"'"j'''
of lutntal expreMioa, the meanness of root-houses, and appears, that objects are seen to most advantage when
grottos—the abcnrdi^ of hermitu' cells, heathen tem- a line drawn from the centre of the eye to the sum- Accidental
mit of the building, forms, witli a horizontal line also accompaniples, and triumphal arches, mock chapels, ruins, Chinese baildingi, &c. ; and the inutility of all of them, drawn from the centre of the eye, an angle of 36". mews.
idxier them pontiTe deformities in scenes of natural But as a knowledge of optics and perspective are absoor pictwcaqiie beauty. The last species break in upon lutely necessary both for an architect and landscape
all aUasion to natural scenery
gardener, we have not considered it necessarj', in this
repose, siniplicity,
by their frequency, and suggest ideas of ostentatious rapid sketch, to apply them in the case of terraces,
vanity in the owner, radier than of propriety and ele- views from rooms, views of buildings, &c. where they
gMice of taste. Bat though their excess is so general are of the greatest consequence to the full effect.
Walks are the next accomjianiment to home scenes. Walk*,
and so obnoouous, the occasional introduction of some
Garden seau are without which, they cannot be viewetl but in |)articuaorta may be made with propriety.
They were
for shade or shelter; bridges for communi* lar states of tlie weather ami the surface.
between the bsoiks of rivers or rills cottages, straight, angular, or in regular curves, in the geogala or w itiMic r lodgca, as abodes (cr labourers ; and metric style, and are in easy natural like lines in the
flpenabeda, as places of resort for cattle. Evenapms- modem manner. Thoujjh avowed objects of art, they
pect-towcr is a dedidUe object in a flat ooontry, afibrd- ought always to bear a certain analogy to the scenes
w§ no other meaiH of obtaming a bird's eye view. A th«^ pass through ; with formal kept edges in highly
tTT**. aAtr all, is in many cases bat a garden seat ; fmiahed scenery, and edges blending with the gravel in
and if beautiflil in itself, and judiciously placed, we the picturesque manner, recommended by Mr. Price in
can see no objection to its introduction in tne ganien- more wild scenes. Taste must determine their general
aooBe of a princely mansion certainly none ti> more course, from the range of beauties to be displayed ; and
thm one of duaa, onder the geometric ttjle of pknt- their partimilar turns, from local beauties and accidental circuin.>itances.
The princijjle of a inifficietit reason
To raise a monnment in memory of a great public ought never to be lost sight of, in laying out walk»
danctcr, or consecrate an um to private friendship, and roads.
One of the finest descriptions of hill or mountain
psicntal memory, can hardly be ofiensive to any
A son-dial is both a useful and an agiceable ob- walks is, where it is carried along the side of an irregular decUvity on a perfect level
such were calle<l teriact; and statues and bustt, in highly poliabsd scenery,
Vy tlM twHiast in the kind of hematf displayed, renl race walks in the ancient style, and two fine specithe mind for a moment fron cantannlating the wide mens exist at Lowther Castle, near Carlisle, and at
of aaturt, to adnire the hana of art concen- Craigie-Hall, near Edinburgh.
A walk by a wooded river, retiring from and meeting
In thia view, perhaps, there
in a aqgis point.
wmf te a^V otjscta of this Jtw.ii|ilif admissible in the stream, is one of the mo>it inttresting of valley walks,
tha more poMilMil wenesof gawlens. fte. as marble foun- xif which there are fine examples at Downton Castle,
But when simpli- near Ludlow, and Dalkeith, near Edinburgh.
tatns, ft ag imuts of antiquity, &c.
Fencti are necessary- accompaniments in both styles. Fences,
cAy and natiiral-lifcs baanU are the prevailing idea,
aQ works of art nnMt interfere more or less with the and have been alrearly consitleretl in some degree, in
idea ; and onleas they can raise np and maintain a more treating of the permanent materials of scenery.
AnhuUed nature. Deer, wild, and tame hiires, cattle. Animate*!
iiawialiin cnvHaion, they must be regarded aa inju.
sheep, game, singing birds, all belong to a residence, nstiire.
Tiona rather tnoi beautiful.
and are necessary to complete its beauty. Pheasants
Sect. VI. Of lie acddenlttt aceompanimenU to Ike per- and other game, ranging, undismayed by man, in garmaterialt qf Landteape.
den scene's, give a high idea of seclusion and removal
Of dMi^ the fcst are roadt and of roads, the prin- from common nature. The cawing of ro»)ks, the shriekThis article of beauty, as well ing of the owl, tlie screams of peacocks, the notes of
cipal is tbt apprsacA.
as nl OMMraoMaae, noght to display to advantage the birds, are all desirable circumstances in certain situations, and ought to be attended to, by introtlucing such
liiaiitiM of that pan of the place it passes through,
and
nany other beaotias as may be displayed with- trees or plants aa are favourable to their increase. The
OMt shawinc the priadpa]. which are f^erally those smoke or a cottage, or a farm house; the view of a distant
at the garam frant. In both styles, it ought to as- village, or the spire of n church, become interesting in
crkI to the hoase mhar than deannd, and^paas along eartam views ; and, with a thousand other instances of
a lat or hollow rathtr than over faMqualiUea of stnw natural ejmi e saion, in a great measure beyond the reach
of art, wUll)? sought for and turned to account by the
In the geometric style, it was generally a wooded judidous artist
avenue, ia one or in several lines. In the modem, it
every
is generaDr a bold, tne, gently waving line
CHAP. IV.
tarn of which ia produced either by some gentle
rariatien in the suruoe, or by the position of a group,
ar two or dvve single trees. It may pass through Or THt UNION or the materials or GAnntKiKo, in
roRMiRo THE constiti;ent parts or a coi'Ntry
woad only, or thnm^ fereat-like scenery. The first
BBSIDBNCE.
view obtained of the house oopht tobe as fhvourable
as possible, and not of anv parbcuLnr front, but rather
Having now applied the principles of natural and Union rf
aa ai^pilar view, bosomed in treesi The leoond, or if
there are two or more, the last view, on a nearer ap- reUtive beauty to the materials of gardening separate- ^'^^^J
nnach, should be different, and shew the entrance ly, we shall next apply the same principles to the for- jening.
osnl^aBd perch, or portioo ; the road approaching it at maticn of those scenes of use, convemence, or ele<
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Union of

gance^ which foim the constituent parts of a country

the Mattriresidence.
Ills of Gar1. 2'he
dening.

Mansion and

Offices first

demand

attention,

What reas the central feature of ait and refinement.
lates to the design of these ^oups of buildings, be-

longs to Akchitecture; but the situation, aspect, style,
and accompaniments, are within our province.
In determining the situation, a great variety of circumstances, some of a general, and others of a local
or peculiar nature, require to be taken into consideration. Natural shelter, dry subsoil, the view of the house
as seen from a distance, and distant prospect, belong to the fonner ; and removal from the boundary or
a public road, suitfibleness of the adjoining grounds
for the garden scenes which accompany mansions, trees
already there, or so situated as to aid the effect, &c. belong to the latter.
The aspect of the prindpal rooms deserves particular attention in every ciisc, huf. more particularly in
bleak or exposed situations. The south-east is, most
commonly, the best for Britain ; and the south, and
due east, the next best. The south-west Mr. Rej)ton consitlers the worst, because from that quarter it
rains oftener than from any other ; and the windows
are dimmed, and the views obstructed, by the slightest
shower, which will not be perceptible in the windows
facing the south or east. A north aspect is gloomy,
because deprived of sunshine; but it deserves to be remarked, that woods and other verdant objects look
best when viewed from rooms so placed, because all
plants are most luxuriant on the side next the sun.
" The aspect due east," Mr. Repton considers " nearly as bad as the north, because there the sun only shines
while we are in bed ; And the aspect due west is intolerable, from the excess of sun dazzling tile eye
tlirough the greatest part of the day.
From hence we
may conclude, that a square house, placed with its
front duly opposite to the cardinal points, will have
one good and three bad aspects." Fragments on Landscape Gardening, <^'c. p. 108.
A mansion for the country, if a mere square or oblong, will thus be deficient in point of aspect, and certainly in picturesque beauty, or variety of external
forms, lights, and shades.
An irregular plan, composed with a combined view to the situation, distant
views, best aspects to the principal rooms, effect from
different distant points, and as forming a whole with
the groups of domestic offices, and otlier masonic appendages or erections, will therefore be the best ; and
as the genius of the Gothic style of architecture is better adapted for this irregularity than the simplicity of
the Grecian, or the regularity of the Roman manners,
it has been justly considered that the Gothic is, on the
whole, the best style for country residences. Another
advantage of an irregular style is, that it readily admits of additions in almost any direction.
Convenience, as well as eflfect, require that every
house ought to have an entrance and a garden front
and, in general cases, neither the latter, nor the views
from the principal rooms, should be seen fully and
completely, but from the windows and garden scenery.
^ot to attend to this, is to destroy their contrasted effect, and cloy the
appetite by disclosing all, or the
greatest part of the beauties at
once.
The landscape
which lornis the back ground to a mansion, the trees
which group with it, and the architectural terrace wliich
* See Ranarkt on

James

btreet.

The

Vie Corutruction

of Hot-homes," &c.

4to.

forms its base, are to be considered as its accorapaniments, and influenced more or less by itj stj-le. The
classic pine and cetlar should Vicomjjany the Greek and
Roman architecture, and the hardy fir, tlie oA, or the

Union of
Wa'en-

'•'*

*

"'
j "„;„

_

^

_-

lofty ash, the baronial castle.
2.

Terrace, Garden, and Conservalory.

We

observ- Terrace,

under the ancient
must be jointly influenced by the magnitude and style of the hou.se, the
views from its windows, (that is, from the e3-e of a person seated in the middle of the principal rooms) and
the views of the house from a distance. In almost
ed, wlien treating of ground, and
style, tliat the design of the terrace

Rarilf. and
«>'>««'''»*<»-

^'

every case, more or less of ai-chitectural productions will
The level or levels will
enter into these compositions.
be supported partly by grassy slopes, but chiefly by
bevelled walls harmonising with the lines and forms of
the house. These, in the Gothic style, may be furnished by battlements, gateways, oriels, pinnacles, &c.; or,
on a very great scale, watch towers may form very picturesque,

characteristic,

and useful

The

additions.

.

Grecian style may, in like manner, be finished by parapets, balustrades, and other Roman appendages.
The grounds enclosed by the terrace walks ai-e generally laid out in what may be termed terrace gardens,
or borders of low select evergreen shrubs, roses, and
flowers, and in a convenient place was formerly added a
bowling-green.
Connected with this scene, and with
the library, or some other public room, should be placed
the conservatory; which, in the present improved state
of horticultural architecture, and chiefly by the invention of a solid iron sash bar, may be formed of any
shape, extent, and dimension ; and so as thus to admit
the full growth of the plants, Ike*
ii.
Flower Garden and Green-house. When all the Flower garhot-houses, that are not mere forcing-houses, are at- '''=" *["*
gf'=«"''<>"*e.
tached to the conservatory, so as to form one extensive
range, which is much the most desirable mode, the
green-house may be placed in the flower-garden and
both should be at no great distance from the terrace.
There are various styles of flower-gai'dens ; from those
combining some degi-ee of picturesque beauty, to the
Dutch parterre, laid out in parallelograins or oblong
beds.
See HoHTicuLTunE.
The name sug- winter gar4. Winter Garden and Hot-houses.
gests the proper trees, slu'ubs, and flowering plants of dea and
;

tiiis

scene.

Where the

pine,

and plant stoves are not placed

camelia,

rose, exotic hot houses,

in the kitchen-garden,

or ai'ranged in connection with the conservatory en suite
with the principal rooms, they may be placed in the
winter-garden, and connected by a glazed passage
The arrangement of plants in the
with the house.
stoves and winter-garden, may either be natural, that
kind, in imitation of natural
is, in groups of each
scenery, or according to Jussieu's Si/slema Nnturce. Almost any arrangement is better than the common mixture, in which the only guide is the height of .the
plants.

The Kitvhen Garden should be placed near to, and Kitchen
connected with the winter-garden, with concealed en- g"''^"trances and roads leading to the domestic offices for culinary purposes, and to the stables and farm buildings
In these, if not otherwise disposed of,
for manui'e.
may be placed the forcing-houses. For what concerns
the design of kitchen-gardens and orchards, see Hor-

ticulture.
These scenes, in the ancient

style,

with massy stone

1817; and " Sketches for Curvilinear not-houses,'" 1810 ; Harding^
by W. and D. Bailey, 272, Holborn, London.

bar, leading to so important an improvement, is manufactured

6
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walls or ornamented mtes, and crossed by immense
holly h«lj»es, were at least more grand in effect than
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garden, a garden of native, rock, mountain, or aqua- Union of
tic plants, picturesque flower-garden, or a Chinese gar- .''j* M«tc'*'"" "^^ the modem gardens.
den, exhibiting only plants in flower, inserted in the "
jenin''"'
__'.!
6. Orchard, the situation of this should, all other cirground, and removed to make room for others when
^suitable,
be
near
to
the
garden
and
the blossom begins to fade, &c.
rumstance« being
;
10. The park is a space devoted to the growth of The park,
between them may be very properly placed the gardentimber, pasturage for deer, cattle, and sheep, and for
er"* bouae, connected with the fimiace, sheds, fruit
roooM, &c. An elevatetl room, commanding a view of adding grandeur and digjiity to the mansion. On its
both «cenc«, aboold be adopted as the bed-chamber of extent and beauty, and on the magnitude and architecthe principal gardener ; from this rimm w^ires may be tural design of the house, chiefly depend the reputation
conaucted to each forcing house, and there attached to and cliaracter of the residence. In the geometric style,
the more distant or concealed parts were sulxlivided
Keteiei/M alafm Ihermomeier, one of which should be
placed in emcfa house in a state of forcing. This ther- into fields, surroiuided by broad stripes or double rows,
mometer, on the least, or on any given depression or enclosed in walls or hedges, and tlie nearer parts were
chiefly covered with wood, enclosing regular surfaces
elevation oi the mercury from the desired temperature,
of pastiu-age.
will ring the' bell, and the master gardener can then,
In the modem stj-le, the scenerj' of a park is intendby meana t£ a speaking tube, communicating with the
joomeymen's room, iaaue proper instructions as to tlie ed to resemble that of a scatteretl forest, the more poIn li«hed glades and regular sliapes of lawn being near the
particular li';use requiring an accession of fuel, &i^
house, and the rougher parts towards the e.xtremities.
like m.tnntT, if nevt-tsary, wire* may be stretched across
The paddocks or regular enclosures are generally
the orchard in ditfen-nt directions, and about tliree feet
from the in'ound, which by being pressed agaiiut by placed between the family stables and the farm.
'T, will setoff* an alarum, or discharge a spring
11. The Farm, or that )>ortion of agricultural sur- The fsim.
orchard, and ring a bell in the nuuter gar* face, retiiined in the hands of the owner for private cul;.
tivation, was, in botli styles, placed without, but addeiMT's prospect room.
joining the park; and when circumstances admitted,
L««n.
7. The term lawH is applied to that breadth of mown
near to the paddocks.
turf in front of, or extending in different directions
In some cases, on a moderate
in the geometric
scale, part of the park constitutes the whole, or a piut
friMu the garden front of the house
of the farm, and is kept in arution. The trees in this
style, varied by architectural forms, levels, and slopes
and in tJie mudem by a picturesque or painter-like di*- cultivated s]>ace are arranged in nntuyal-like masses, so
as to give tlie idea of part of a forest scene subjected
poaition of gTou|i», plac«a *o as tu connect w ith the leading ro«Me», and throw the lawn into an agreeable shape to tlic plough. When the park is extensive and truly
In very small villas the lawn may embrace forest like, the effect of the whole is much improved by
wr ohaiiea.
the contrast, and recals to mind tliose charming scenes
tiie garden or principal front of the house, without the
in the woody districts of Germany where cultivation
intervention of terrace scenerv-, and may be sepemted
smiles in the glades and recesses ot eternal forests.
fWirn the park, or park-' k.- field, bv a light wire fence;
nfiould embrace a tert
18. The Riding, or drive, is a road indicatetl rathci- Ki<iiP|.
but in more extenti
... i.:jcial architectural basis
to
than fiirmed, which passes through tlie most interestrace, or iMiine svov.
ing and distant parts of a residence not seen in detail
the rnaiision, and a -ui:k wall, as the distant separation,
from the walks, and as far into the adjoining lands of
will be more dignified and permanent than any iron
The park may come cloae up to the terrace gar- wildness or cultivation, as tlie property of the owner
fence.
den, especially on a flat, or in many cases where the extends. It is aL-so frequently conaucted as much faxther as the disjiosltion of adjoining proprietors permits,
breadth of this scene ia considerable.
or the general face of the country renders desirable.
8. The 4hnU*ry is a scene in which the o>>ject is to
In Plates CCCXLIII. and CCCXLIV. the whole of Plates
a ooQectian of foreign trees and shrubs in a
cccxi.111,
^... i.-,-i^_ generally on the north side of a walk, or
these scenes are arranged in the ustiul manner, and nearthere
are
representing
ly as above described ; the one plate
what
Mupn and patches. In either case
may be called a vertical |>roflle ot a complete residence of
ti<i<^ f.^KiJitg style* of arran^tement, preferable to tlie
cxnimon ro^e cf indiscrinuiuOe mixture, which we the first rank in the getnnetric, and the otlier in the modem style. But dmugh the arrangement exhibited in
hate meaiioiiMl under minter garden.
Whatever arranmnent is adopted, one very princi- these pliuis will be found in general the most convenient
in a flat surface, or one gently varied, we are far from
pal conakleratioa is, to connect, partly in appearance
The distwct unconnected ob- recommending their universal adoption. Situations are
only, the dug patdies.
always fertile in suggesting new ideas, which
trusion of such socnea ia justly reprobated by Mr.
Priee, who give* exoeUoit ioatnictions for creating the
'• Start even from difficullia, Mrike from diance;"
beautiful picturesque among dug groaps, and preserving
with
tlie
keeping
nigh
or
aD the polish and appearance
and a mind already stored with a knowledge of every
moat delicate culture of the plants.
|>art of the subject, works from principles, and natural
9. Th« pUasun-ground is a term applied generally to
We would rather see
suggestions,
rather than models.
Sometimes
of
reaiclence.
walks
a
graondand
kept
the
than the most beautiful arthe walk merely passes, in a winding direction, tlirough an original idea attempted
glades and groups of common scenery, kept polished rangement imitated.
PUte CCCXLV. shews, in two general views, tlie ef- Plates
by the scytM, and from whence catUe, &c. are cxfeet
of both styles ; and Plate CCCXLVI. to be afler- ^^cxlvL
all
the
of,
or
part
includes
a
it
rfttded. At other times
plan of Plate
•oanes above mentioned; and may include several wards described, is the working ground
CCCXLIV.
an qiisude*, verdant amphitheatres, labyrinths,
uthers
a Liiineaii, Ju>«»uian, American, French, or Dutch flower
{Joioa rf
th* M»«e-

.
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ces in the

Formation
of Cuunuy
Krsitlcneo.

modem,

luid

ing in the geometric

CHAP.

V.

double hedges and slipB of plant- Ateoflay*
'"«

style.

<"»••

seen from the appr6ach, it will ^'°"°''»~
~
heighten the expression of a villa or gentlema:j>r^ farm.
All or any pait of the otlier constituent parts of a
mansion, such as hot-houses, gardens, orchards, pleasure-grounds, &c. may or may not be added, according
to its extent, and the particular taste of the proprietor.
But the gi-eat number of villas adjoining large towns
cannot have this characteristic distinction of a villa;
they may therefore be designated cilizens villas, as a
variety of the species.
3. An omamenled Collage, we think, might be charac- Ornamented
terised by the garden front opening into ;i^ picturesque couage*.
orchard ; or a lawn, varied by groups of fruit trees, instead of a lawn or park planted with forest trees.
It
may contain any part of the scenes of the villa, at the
will of tlie owner.
If the situation of the house is elevated, so as to give
a view from the principal rooms of a great part of the
desirable foundafarm, it wiU be the more desirable.
tion for this improvement is an old English farm-house;
by adding to wliich one or two principal rooms, a very
interesting group may be formed at little expence.
4. Temporary residences, as marine villas, sporting or Temporary
shooting boxes, seldom contain much land attached, reaiilencai.
No hot-houses, and but little pleasure-gTound is here requiretl.
What land there may be, should be appUed
to use rather than to beauty.
Speaking of huntuig
boxes, Mr. Marshall observes, " a suit of paddocks
should be seen from the house ; and if a view of distant covers can be caught, the back ground will be
complete.
The stable, tlie kennel, the leaping-bar, are
the appendages, in the construction of which simplicity,
If a

com

field

is

"^

of the constituent Scenes in forming Residences of particular Characters.

Of the Union

In the preceding chapter we have given a general
idea of the parts or scenes, and their connection, which
enter into a palace or a complete residence of the first
have now to notice their arrangements in
order.
different gradations of style, and these we must previously acknowledge are so intimately blended, that we
hardly know how to separate them, and give a distinctive character to each ; every country gentleman, from
the occupier of the mansion to the cottage, adopting
such luxuriant scenes as suits his particular taste, without reference to any thing but hia own desires ; and

We

this

Maiuions.

happy circumstance

contribjites,

perhaps as

much

as the (lilfcrence of situations, to the variety in the beauty and style of country residences. Mansions, villas, ornamented cottages, temporary residences, and public
gardens, may be said to include the leading distinctions.
As a specimen of this style, we shall
1. Mansions.
give the aiTangement at Michel Grove in Sussex, the
residence of R. Walker, Esq. from the works of Mr.

Eepton.
" In determining the situation for a large house in
the country, there are other circumstances to be considered besides the fences and appendages immediately
contiguous.
These have so often occurred, that I have
established in imagination certain positions for each,
which I have never found so capable of being realised
as at Michel Grove.
" I would place the house, with the principal front,
towards the south-east.
" 1 %vould place the offices behind the house ; but as
they occupy much more space, they will of course
spread wider than the front. I would place the stables
near the offices. I would place the kitchen-garden near
tlie stables.
I would put the home farm buildings at
rather a greater distance from the house; but these several objects should be so connected by back roads as

Villas,

.

A

and eonv«niency should prevail."
Public gardens.
These, with very few exceptions. Public garhave been in all ages and countries laid out in the geo- ckns.
metric style. The Academus at Athens, is an ancient
example. The summer garden at Petersburgh, a modern one. Even in China, where in-egularity in gardening is so much desii-ed in general, Mr. Ellis {Journal
of the Embassy of \%\<d) informs us, that " the Fatee
gardens at Canton, the resort of the fashionables, conto be easily accessible.
sists of straight walks ;" and however much our gar" I would bring the park to the very front of the dening has been praised and copied by private persons
house.
on the continent of Europe, yet, with the exception of
" I would keep the farm or land in tillage, whether Count Rumford's walk at Munich, and the late Earl of
for use or for experiment, behind the house; I would Findlater's at Carlsbad, almost all the otliers are very
make the dressed pleasure-grounds to the right and left properly in straight lines.
of the house, in places which would screen the unThe object of public gardens is less to display beausightly appendages, and form a natiu-al division between tiful scenery than to affbrda free wholesome air, and an
the park and the farm, with walks communicating to ample uninterrupted pi-omenade, cool and shaded ia
tlie garden and the farm."
summer, and warm and sheltered in spring and winter.
2.^ FiV/rt, being originally a farm house, we think that In a limited extent, these must be attempted in one
the Roman arrangement, in which the farm offices principal walk, which, for that purpose, should as much
were joined to, or at least so near, as to form with it and as possible be laid out in a north and south direction.
the domestic offices one gi'oup of buildings, might be In more extensive scenes, certain covered walks may
adopted as a characteristic distinction of tliis class of be devoted to summer, and certain east and west open
residences. The farm buildings should, in this case, be walks, to spring and winter.
The broad, open, and
dignified with more architectural design than when narrow covered avenues of the ancient stj'le, are valuplaced at a distance ; but stiU in due subordination to able resources on a large scale ; these conjoined, and
the mansion.
Instead of deer, sheep may graze the laid out in a soutli and north direction, give in the cenpark on the garden front, separated from the liouse by tre an opened sheltered sunshine walk in mid-winter ;
an architectural barrier, or in some situations, with a and a close or covered avenue being lined out along
platform of gravel, and walks and knots of flowers.
each side of the open central one, will afford shady
glacis of turf, with a light fence below the slope, will
walks for summer, and occasional places of retreat fronv
be sufficient protection from sheep or cattle, and not casual showers in spring. Oxford and Cambridge afunpede die view of the lawn from the windows. The ford some fine, open, and covered avenues, though far
entrance-front may be approached tlirough grass fields, inferior to many on the continent.
Public
not separated with common, but with pictiuresque fen.
Public squares, of such magnitude as to acfanit of be- squares.
substantiahiess,
5.

A

4

•
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ing laid out in ample tralks, open and shady, are

most peculiar to

Britain.

The prand

al-

object is to get
is pos-

M extended a line of uninterrupted promenade as
given limits.

and

fence,

A

walk parallel to the
at a short distance within it, evi-

sible within the

boundary

dently indicates the maximum of extent ; but if the
enclosure is small, the rapid succession of angles and
turns becomes extremely disagreeable, and continually
breaks in upon thi- p/rtdet promeneurs, the conversation
€>f
P*>^> or individual contemplation. The angles,
tberefore, must be avoided by rounding them offin a
large square ; in a small one, by forming the walk into
B cirrle ; and a small parallelogram, by adopting an
oval (arm.
Rnsael Square, laid out fi-om a design of Mr. Repton
in 1810, is one of the most complete in these respects
in London.
It has been objected to as over-planted ;
tmt this is only a piece of vulgar inju.stice, applied indiaaiminately to every rural artist, all of wnom, as a
matter of eoarae, conclude, that when magnitude effects the purposes of number, the superfluous plants
will of course be rootefl out.
These remarks on public tvalkt and squares are also in
fmrntnait*
ikctmL
a great measure applicable to ])romenades en cheval, regard being had to the difference in point of extent.
Sodi proinenade* are scarcely known in Britain ; but
are aourcw of considerable splendour and entertainment on the continent. The Moscow promenade of
the fint of May, held in a natural birch forest, which
fimned the burial place of the Germans in Peter the
Great's time ; a similar one at BieUny, near Varsaw,
held in a fir wood on the Banks of the Vistula ; and
the ntimeroiis proinenade* of the Prater (chap. i. sect.
Britain has at present only
5.) an eminent examples.
the inferior and ill arranged resourre of Hyde Park ;
but the Rescnt's Pkrk,
in 1810, chiefly from the
de sign of the late surveyor of woods, Mr. Fordyce, will
enable oa to c«pe with, if not to surpass our continental
BcWiboun. In this design some regard has been hod
to Kjdl stylet ; Ibr thcMgh the leading roads are in geometric Kncs, part of the tree s are in groups, and a piece
of artificial water is of an irregular shape. According
to our idea, however, the original intention of Mr. Fordyce, and the beauty and use of the whole to the public, will be much injured by certain bidditions to the
planlatianB, of surrounding streets and interspersed villaa, which can only be made from motives of profit, unworthy, one wouM suppose, of a park roynt. The recent walks, foTTned on the Calton Hill at F.dinburgh,
under the direction of Mr. Jardine and Mr. Stevenson,
and rrrtain pnip«ned equestrian promenades in other
<lir«ctions, will add to the elegance of that city, alreat}^
•o richly endowed h ith local beauties.
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cause the gentleman who constantly resides at his Artoflsy.
•"£ ""•
place, must be a better judge of the means of improving it, than the professor whose visits are only occa- .^'°""'^^.
fiional ; for if this reason for a preference were granted,
'
Ve "might with equal truth assert, that the constant
Companion of a sick man has an advantage over his
physician.
•' Improvements
may be suggested by any one ; but
the professor only acquires a knowledge of effects before they are produced, and a facility in producing
them by various methods, expe<lients, and resources,
the result of study, observation, and experience."
" He knows what can and what cannot be accomplished within certain limits. He ought to know what
to adopt, and what to reject ; he must endeavour to
accommodate his plans to the wishes of the person who
consults him, although in some cases they may not
strictly accord with his own taste."
Observations on
Landscape Gardening," p. 10.
A more wise plan than that of doubting on the subject;
would be to have the separate opinions of different landscape gardeners and architects, for no opinion need be
followed if di.sapproved of; while the probability is,
that there would be something valuable in each, and
the pn)prietor might finally, aided by the artist he preferred, decide for himself, never, however, forgetting
the idea of a consis^tent and beautiioil whole. As to the
expence, Girardin observes on this subject, " N'allez
pas le regarder . il vous en coutcra bien d'avantage
pour des variations, et des retouches continuelles."
The intimate connection between landscape gardening
and architecture, and the propriety and advantage of the
joint consultations of the uuioscape gardener and the architect, as to the situation, asjiect, and stj-leof the house,
together with the almost unavoidable encroachments of
the former on the latter, by designing and executing
earden buildings, has given rise to an opinion, that the
landscape gardener ought to combine the iiinctions ot
the architect Mr. Repton jtistifies the idea, by referring
to tlie many excellent houses built by Brown, with no
other knowledge than that acquired by observation of
all the best houses ; and of Kent, who was at once landscape gardener, architect, and historical painter.
are of opinion, that in the case of garden buildings and
small villas, or ornamented cottages, the knowledge
both of the theory and practice of architecture, which
it is necessary every landscape gardener should possess,
will enable him to combine tlie duties of both professions ; but surfi are the advant-iges of a division of labour in the fine as well as in the useful arts, that in
all more extensive buildings, and indeed even in those
we have mentioned, we would recommend the employment of a regular architect, jointly with a landscape
gardener, as a surgeon consults with a physician in im.

.

We

portant cases.
The duties of the landscape gardener resolve themselves into the formation of a plan or design, and the
carrjing of it into execution.

GlUWNDS.
tnw«h«

Ths

question has been agitated

respectable
tfaaritiea, whether every pruprietur ought not to be-

ne his own landscape ^srdener
**

"sps^"-

by •ome

I

thai

had die

art

of working-garden

rtill

;

to

which Mr. Repton

rnnthiurd under the dirserv-men, the proy of such landscape

aright supenede t1
gafdtnera, pronded he liaU prtviously made this art
hi* abi^ ; but not (as it is frequently asserted) be<
'

VOU Xa. PART

II.

Sect. I. Of the Study of the given SiluatioH, and Circumttanca, aiidjbrmalton of a Plan of Improvement.

On whatever occasion tlie opinion of a landscape Study or»!-^
gardener is desired, he should be furnished with a tuatioas,
written or verbal instruction as to the points to which
he should chiefly direct his attention, with a complete
map of the estate, an accurate detailed history and description of its localities and peculiarities. From these

*c

;
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and

,-uch other particulars

he will be able to procure from

topographical and county surveys, and similar -works, after a residence of a few days or weeks, according to the
extent of the subject and season of the year, (sjiring, before tlie leaves exjwnd, being the most favourable time,)
every requisite inl'ormation ; and to establish in his memory every tiling relating to the situation and \icinity.
He is tlicn, and not before, to embody andmaturc his ideas
of improvement, directing his attention first to the situation and aspect of the house and offices, tlie extent of
the j)ark, and the cniplacement of tlie kitchen garden ;
tiext to tlie general masses of wood, and then successively to the breadth of lawn, the situation and character of water, tJic ple;:sure ground, farm, and otlier
details.
Before making up his mind on any part of the

he

it of importance to have secgrounds in different directions, levels
of springs and rills, &c. and most frequently he will
have occasion for stakes, for murking out lines on the
ground of flag-staffs or poles, from 6 to 50 feet high,

subject,

will often find

tions fciken of the

;

gested this mode of obtaining an opinion sy.stematically ; Art of Isj^^
and his remai'ks on tlie fallacious effect of beautiful draw- »"» o"t
ings instead of outlines, are w«ll deserving" of attention. ^tt"'"'>^
" Vous tachercz meme que cette esquisse ne j^it qu'un
'
~,
simple trait, et ue presente d'abord que les formes principales des objcts, et la disposition s^enerale des j^randes
masses de votre ensemble. Un dessein bien finie n«
manquera pas de vous seduire pfir I'agreinent de la
touche d'un habile ai'tiste ; vous vous determineriez
d'apres un dessein dont vous ne reussiriez peut-etre pas
a obtenir I'cffect dans la nature, et il faut bien mieux
avoir a gagner qu'a perdre dans rexecution."
Mr. Uepton has the merit of first empioying this system elegantly and extensively in Engjand, and of
adopting, instead of one entire landscajie to shew the
previous state, and another to shew tlie effect of the
alterations, a slip of paper of the size and shape of those
parts of the landscape whicJi require alteration.
This
is fixed at one edge of the entire landscape, and lies
flat over pai't of it, so that when lifted up it shews the full
,

it must be confessed, however, that, though an
elegant mode, it is not perfectly fair, since the view in
which the cut paper fonns a part can never look so
'
paitially covered with boards, to shew tlie effect of well as the otlier, even from the mere circumstance of the
buildings and he may even require boring irons, or bounding line of the paper.
For some cases, however,
it may be used, though in general it wiU be found, that'
pits dug, in order to inquire into the nature of the subBeing furnished with a plan of tlie present state two entire landscapes afford the most impaitial means
soil.
of the grounds, such for exan.ple as of Plate CCCXLVI. of judging of the effects of an improvement. The discussion and sketches of the place, and improvements bewhich- represents Plate CCCXLIV. in its previous state,
he will, as he m.akes up his mind on particular im- ing finished, and bound in a book, the ground or working plan, Plate CCCXLIV. is to be put on canvass, or
provements, mark them down on this* map in pencil
and when the whole is finally adjusted, he will put copied on pai-chment, for the common use of the garthem in red, or in any distinguishing colour, as is done dener, or whoever sets out the work ; and the profile,
in Plate CCCXLVI. by dotted lines.
And on one or Plate CCCXLV. put on rollers, to be preserved along
more general or panoramic views, as well as on the with the red-hook of the place. These being delivered to
the proprietor, he will determine, after mature deliberaparticular views which he may have taken on different spots, he will also mai'k in red the outlines tion, whetlier or not he will adopt the whole, or any part
that will be made by the improvements adapted to of the improvements, J) reviously consulting tliose friends,
tlie different situations.
In addition to these, he will whose taste or judgment he considers adequate to formshew the effect, by geometrical sections taken in dif- ing a judicious opinion on the whole, or on any one
" Lorsque I'esquisse de votre enpart of the subject.
ferent directions across the grounds, several of which,
semble sera faite, alors vous reflecherez, vous concerteto shew the ground's surface, appear in Plate CCCXLVI.
His next oper.ition is to make a vertical profile, such rez, vous discuterez avec des gens de gout I'ordonnance
generale de la disposition qu'elle vous presente."
as Plate CCCXLV. shewing tlie effect of the whole,
supposing the alterations to be fifteen or twenty years
In this example of forming a plan, we have chosen
completed, with such corresponding, panoramic, or a dull and nearly flat site where nothing has been done ;
general views, as are contiiined in Plate CCCXLIV. but it is evident, tliat the same general principles are
and with particular landscapes. It remains for him to applicable to such places as are to be altered, diminished,
give reasons in WTiting for all that he proposes ; a prac- or enlai'ged.
tice which no employer or artist should ever omit to
Sect. II. Of carrying a Plan into execution.
have done, as such opinions remain as data, to be referred to concerning the management and future effects,
Whether this must be done by contractors, or by the Of carrying
as well as in point of present or future justification of proprietor at his own risk, must depend on circum- * P'™ '"'"
^''^™'""i'
the taste, both of the artist and proprietor.
Tliis may
stjmces, both respecting the knowledge, taste, and leibe done in the following order
1
Recapitulating the sure of the proprietor, and the nature and extent of
given instructions; 2. The characteristic of, features and the improvements. Where an entire hew house and
other details of the given situation and vicinage ; 3.
grounds are to be created, an eminent substantial condescription of, with the reasons for, the general outline tractor for the buildings, and another for the ground
of improvement ; 4. The description of, with the reasons operations, will lie found the most speedy and certain
for the detail ; 5. An outline of the future management
as to expence ; the work, in both cases, being liable
6". Directions for
the execution ; and 7. An estimate of to be regularly examined at stated periods by a neutral
the expence.
surveyor, accompanied by the original designer of the
In all these discussions, proper references wiU be improvements.
made to the maps and sketches. Simple language will
If this mode is not adopted, the whole, or greater
of course be employed in describing future effects ; but, pait, m«y be done uniler the eye of the owner and his
above all, simple sketches, which shall owe little of their steward; various, and as many parts as possible, being
effect to shading, and none to colouring, or finishing,
let by the job.
shall take a cursory view of the
are essentially necessary.
chief objects of alteration or addition, and indicate
Mr. Girartlin seems to have been the first who sug- some things in each, which may in most cases be more

to represent the effect of trees, and other objects ; of
strips of white sheeting, to shew the effect of water, by
forming a white outline on a perfect level ; of frames

effec-t.

;

:

.

A

We
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done by the job, premising, that whenever
"".•
the cost or intricacy of any piece of work is consideraQmad*. ble, unless a contractor of some respectability is
employed, the work is much better done by the labourers of

^

the proprietor.
BuiUingt. All altnratinwi or new erections, may
be readily eatiinated and executed by contract, an^
almost in every caw at leas expence to the proprietor.
The mere diravnce between the trade price and the
gentlonan's price of the materials and labour, and between the hours kept and the quantity of work done
in a fpven time by a •joume\Tnan to a master tradesman and to a gentleman, will, (if the former should, by
error in irili—ling', find no other jrain,) afford n certain
profit to the trarfc'i'iinn ; and thus, suppose a contractor to estimate a piece of work at jEiOJO, and which
the pn^inetor, changing his mind, in^^tead o( letting
to toe contractor, executes it himself and finds the
•nouBt £1100, die contractor, had he got the job,
would have actually had a profit, and the owner been
• gainer of £100.
The mansion, doniertic and farming offices, gardenwall*, and hot-hoMMa, may all be separately contracted
tar.

Gnttutd.
The reisoval of ground, fences, or diggiq^, may in every case be let by the job, and with
MCMled advantage to both parties. The extent of pariKBakm eaHtracts riioald, or course, be in proportion to
lh« rMpoMibility cf d>» cuiHrattii
parties.
Pmitinff. Tbe mdosnres and tne preparation of the
sbD mar,
all extenaive case*, be executed by contract ; but the plaotinff, or in<r-rtion of the plan'u, on
which to much depenos, afaoukl uniliirmly be done bv
imf work ; excepting, however, diose cases in which
a NsHCtabl*
nrsar wan will engage to put in a cery
of filaats of a certain kind, sise, and age,
tham there for at least three years. In
extensive caars, the land may be prepared by
fiiUowing, which the at^oimng tenants will generally
e at a very inwlwaw price per acre.
In most
tbe cmi tr actflr fior fSmoas, of whatpvor description, ahoold nndertakc to uphold them for n given number of yean ; and in cases of thorn he<lges, or other

y

m

m

hewne

live fences, nnlil they

sufficient barriers.

Raod and Wnlk making may
ed for

;

frequently

l>e

contract-

but in this case, as in every other, much will
on the skill, activity, and ex])erience of the
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be better effected by adopting the ancient than the Art of lay.
modem style of gardening. For imitations of nature, '"S ""'
surrounded by nature itself, will ever be surpassed by ^'"° _',
~
the original, and lose half their beauty from the want
of contrast ; but scenes of bold and avowed art, in such
a situation, raise at once a character striking and original, and convey a thousand interesting ideas of human art, industry, and refinement, which would be
wanting to the odicr and the wild scenerj' around,
will

"^

;

while it strengthens these ideas, is itself, by contrast,
heightened in expression. Even on the plea of the superiority of natural to artificial beauty, it may be said in favour of adopting the ancient style in such cases, that no
existing beauty is lost, while much new beauty is created. In such a situation, very few external circiunstances can be supposed to influence the arrangejnent of the
component parts of the residence. The house, therefore, is placed near the centre of the park on tlie ridge
already mentioned, and with a south-east aspect.
No. 1. Is the covered entrance, through a Gothic ar- Plate
cade, with the porter's lotlge (No. 2.) at one end, CCt'XLHl.
washed by the waters of the moat, and the entrance
No. 4. Is the gi-and stairhall (No. 3.) at the other.
case of the whole height of the building, and lighted
from windows above tlie general roof. No. 5. Is a chaNo. 6. Is the library,
pel, with a billiard room under.
communicating witli a conservatory, green-houses, and
hot-houses, at No. 7., and by an elegant Gothic cloister
(.No. 8. under the chapel) with the drawing and dining rooms at Nos. 9, and 10. The rest of the internal
arrangement is easily conceived. The whole building
is supposed to be roofed flat, and covered with lead.
No. 12. The domestic
11. Is the kitchen court.

Na

and coacli-houfes, SiC. No. 1 S. The f:u7n-yanl
and farm. No. 14. The paddocks. No. 15. The walled
stables

orchard, with No. 16. a fruit-tree border surrounding
No. 18. The
it.
No. 17. Is the kitchen garden.
forcing-houses, with mushroom sheds, gardeners lodges,
furnaces, &c. behind.
No. 19- The gardener's house,

and watch room over. No. 20. The melon grountl,
and pits for forcing a-siwragus, roses, growing young
pines, &c.
No. 21. Heaps of compost. No. 22. Back
road for manure and fuel. No. '23. Mcnlem flower garden, covere<l with wire netting, and serving as an aviary.
No. 24. Water engine house for forcing water to
No. 25. Upper terrace garcisterns in tlie hot-houses.
den, with No. U6. a jet d'eau. 27. Under terrace, or
No. 28. Descent to the water, with a view to
from a botit, or setting off floatingNo. '29. House for fishing tackle, and for
bait, &c.
No. 30. Pleafishing from in hot or rainy weather.
hure-ground, consisting nf broad gravel walks, accompanied by an etjual breadth of turf, and bordered by
a phalanx of shrulw, rising in gradation to the highest
One hiilf
trees, and arranged in the Linna-an manner.
of these walks will generally be in shade, and the
other tiilly exposed to the sun, so that a choice may be
made according to circumstances. No. 31 French parNo. 32^ Labyrinth. No. 33. Forrester's house,
terre.
with banqueting room over. No. 34-. Natural forest
scenery, blended and harmonized with the artificial
plantations.
No. 35. West entrance. No. 36. Fountain which supplies a jet d'eau in the French parterre,
No.
(No. 31 .) and also in part supplies the large bike.
lawn.

o^rcfaccr.

sailing or fishing

Skct.

1 1 1.

DtMTipiiomojPlatti

CCCXl.V, nnd CCC'XLf'I.

CCCXUII. CCCXLIV.
eombi-iimg a conremlraled
Modem GoritetUMg.

tiew, hoik

f^ the GramHric ami

m

III

Till

iilBliiig|Wi

sperimeiu of residences laid out,

CtCXLV. both in titeMonMtric and in the modem style. Plate
CCCXLV.ri|^1.iiaprDfileof a complete residmre in
the geometric manner, the trees soppoaed to

!><•

of fifteen

j«m growth.

The situ atfam, as rar as respectH natural
niifiwf, ia daH and u iiiii W i<ti H being nearly a flat, but
i

with a gmtlcrise ottIT
oMre, and on which
dans, are placed.

,

« e^ near tbe
bot-hotises, and gar-

Mig east ami
-e,

The surrounding ccmntry

mparatively unmltivRtml

poasd to be in a co

thv mamtainalM or flat,

with remn

'

sup-

is

•rntr,
'

ri'rest

Soeh situations abounds
>ccrtland,
ara to ba fiiond also in aonu- l^n^'ti^h districts,
as in YerUlire. bet wee n Mslton and Whitby.
Tte object or art is to create a magnificent, and at
the sane tima a comfortable residence ; and amidst

saaMTf.

mi

Mb wild

and uncultivated scenes,
S

we

consider this

.

37. I-Arge triangular field, enclosed by fences, In the
directions of the lx>tmding strips, and under the trees.

No. 38. Unenclosed meadow land beyond" tlie park,
harmonized by (No. 39.) rows and scattered trees.
No. 40. Open arable lands. No. 41. Public road. No.
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Plate

may or
not be subdivided by hurdle fences, in the direc
No. 44-. Embattled
tions of the strips and avenues.
No. 46. Walk
avenue. No. 45. Avenue of platoons.
No. 47. Winding walks in the natural
to the farm.
42. Principal entrance.

maj

forest scenery.
Fig. 1. of Plate

CCCXLV. of this
Vig.

1.

Plate
fCCXLIV,

No. 43. Park, which

CCCXLV.

represents a general view

residence.

I'late

CCCXLIV.

a profile of a complete residence

is

in the moclern style of laying out grounds ; the trees,
as in the other specimen, being supposed, with the exception of such as were already there, to be of fifteen

years growth.

This situation, as far as respects surface, is supposed to
be exactly the same as the other, a flat, with a ridge or
rise in the middle; but instead of being situated in a
wild country, it is supjx)8ed to be surrounded by cultivated fields, enclosed and subdivided by hedges, strips
of plantation, walls, and other'fences. A magnificent
and comfortable residence is, in such a situation, to be
created by a more refined display of art and human industry than in the former case ; and wild nature, now
banished from the general surface of the country by extended cultivation, is to be invited back as a more elevated and distinguishing description of beauty, partly,
as being more rare, and calculated to strike, by contrast, and partly as being more suitable to the taste and
Botions of man, after a certain progress in civilization

and refinement.
Scarcely any motive but general convenience can here
be supposed to influence the situation of the house ;
the offices and gardens are disposed on the contrary
side to the other, merely to afford some difference between the two designs but their general form, style,
and elevations, are ne;u-ly the same, in order to exclude
any classical associations which a Grecian building
might have introduced, and thus have occasioned a partial judgment as to tlie effect of the new style of gardenmg, compared witli that of the ancients.
;

No. 1. Is the entrance portico for carriages to drive
under, a mode which should never, in our opinion, be
omitted either in public or private buildings ; for what
can be more ridiculous and inconsistent with our general attention to comforts and luxuries, than issuing from
a warm room, and walking half a dozen yards in tlie rain
or wind to enter a carriage ? No. 2. Hall and grand
stair-case leading to a cloister on the first floor, extending
round the quadrangle, and communicating with No. 3the family stair. No. 4. Stair for married strangers. No.
6. Stair for single strangers, &c.
Np. 6. Dining room.
No. 7. Library. No. 8. Drawing room. No. Q. Music room.
No. 11. Chapel.
No. 10. Kitchen side.
No. 12. Conservatory.
No. 13. Glass varandah, or
passage open on both sides, with a glazed root^ under
which vines may be trained, leading to No. 14. Aviary,
or garden covered by a wire netting, 40 or 50 feet from
the ground, so as to include forest trees, in which native and foreign birds may range undisturbed, &c.
No. 15. Green-house.
No. l6. Flower garden. No.
17. Hot-houses.
No. 18. Winter garden.
No. 19.

Open walk in ditto. No. 20. Covered walk formed
entirely of evergreens.
No. 21. Group of statuary and
rock work for winter and early flowering plants. No.
21. Passage, to No. 22. the kitchen garden.
No. 23.
Forcing houses of approved curvilineal forms, being segments of spheres. (See note to chap, v.) No. 24. Gardener's house.
No. 25. Orchard.
No. 26. Melon

ground.
U> stables.

No. 27. Walk to farm. No. 28. Back road
No. 29. Line of wire fence enclosing the

pleasure ground. No. 30. Part of the park fed by sheep.
No. 31. Broad gravel walk, with an equal breadth of
turf on each side for such as jTrefer walking an that material, shade and cover being produced by plarfting trees
in the line of separation between tlie gravel and turf. No.
32. A similiu- walk in tlie pwk, or forest scenery.
No.
33. Permanent sunk fence between the deer park and
that part to be grazed by sheep.
No. 34. Bridge over

Art of lay.

ingout

^™"nds.
'

p^ate
CCCXLIV.

No. 35. Park scenery. No. 36. Cultivated
scenes, harmonized by bringing one arable field. No.
37. into tlie park, and extending trees. No. 38. and

the lake.

grass. No. 39- among the arable lands.
ations for furze, briars, ferns, and other

No. 40. Situlow growths.

No. 41. Approaches.
No. 42. Public road. No. 43.
Fields appropriated to the park, the fences of the public road being sunk walls.
No. 44. Fann. No. 45.
Bam. No. 46. Bailiff's house and garden. No. 47.
Straw yards.
No. 48. Rick yard.
No. 49. Line in
which a riding may be taken, or in which carriages
may drive round tlie park, and from thence in any desirable direction, witli a view to enjoying the beauties
of a riding.
Plate
sidence.

CCCXLV.

The whole

Fig. 2.

is

a general view of this re- piate

CCCXLV.*

extent of the park is not shewn either in Kig. ?.
Plates CCCXLIH. or CCCXLIV. partly because it is
unnecessjiry in conveying a general idea of style and
arrangement, but principally because the necessarily
limited magnitude of plates in a work of this nature,
precludes tlie idea, on so small a scale.
In these plans, a very slight shade is adopted as the
aerial tint for the surface of the higher gi-ounds ; and
the lower levels are darkened in proportion to their
depth.
The situation of the sun is taken at south-east,
and his elevation at 45" ; whence it follows, that the
shadow of every object, measured in that direction, will
shew exactly its height. In the case of trees and conical objects, the dimension must, of course, be taken
from their centre or highest points.
Plate CCCXLVI. is the working plan to Plate pi.ate
CCCXLIV. The first thing to be observed in this plan, CCCXLVI.
is the original positions and divisions of the fields, and
public and private roads, brook and farm houses : tlie
tTosses thus ( X,) on certain. lines, signifying that they
are to be removed ; the dotted masses represent the forms
of the proposed plantations ; and the dotted crosses adjoining these, the situations for single trees ; and the small
circles (o,) the situations for groups. The kind of tree to be
planted, is represented by capitals, and the sort of shrub
by small letters. These must refer to a prepared list of
trees and shrubs.
The fences, culture, and other particulars of the plantations, will be contained in the
book of improvement, or, as it is tenned by Mr. Repton, the rrd book of the place.
No. 1. Is the site and outline of ttje house .ind ofEces,
which must be left for separate plans and details, or
for the architect.
No. 2. Site of the pleasure ground,
terrace, gardens, kitchen-garden, hot-houses, &c. which
must be explained and executed from separate plans,
sections, and particulars, it being sufficient in this general plan to mark out their site, so as to admit of executing the grand masses of jilantation. No. 3. Lines of
roads and walks, which may be executed independentNo. 4. Outline
ly of the house and pleasure grounds.
of water. No. 5. Sections of ditto, shewing the difference between the present and former surface, the line
a 6 being the level of the water. No. 6. General sections across the residence, the hne a b being that of the
level of the ground on which the house stands.
No. 7>
2
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Fields to be retained.
8. Public road, to be bounded by sunk walls instead of hedges. No. 9- Fields be.
lotif^uig to tlie proposed fann.
By a general plan of this description, accompanied
by others more detailed, of the kitchen piu-den, pleasure
groundii, terrace, &c. and by the explanatory details of
the red boot, any jfnrdener of ordinary intelligence may

natural beauty in great Britain ; and, if to this he can Landsc^
add an excursion to Italy, and the south of Germany, Painting,
I'ax.
he will richly profit from the time and expence so em- Landployed.

execute the most intricate design ; and if this design
haa been carefully formed from in.s-pecting the premise*, and propf general views have lieen minutely taken fipom different points, the landscape gardener may
haw the eSiNl of futiut; improvements with confidence,
and le«v« behind him a buok of improvements, or, in
other words, such plans, iections, views, and written
ilMtnicticns, aa may enable the gardener gradually to
prodncc them, with nearly as much certainty as an architect (firects a builder to raise an elevation of masonry.
Distantly situated pnnuietors, ambitious of dis-

we doubt whether any

{Mying aome refineincnt of ioeM on rural matters, might
in this way fint procure, and then work to a general
plan, initwid, as is often the case at present, of working
according to their own crude nations, and producing
oenea which afford no pleasure to any one but Uieir

owner.
SccT. IV.

Of the profemonal Education

of a Landicape

We may suppose the pupil, afler such a course, to
have attained the age of 25 years, when he may commence

practising the art.
Before that period of life,
person, however great his natural sensibility or industry, can have acquired a mature taste and a sufficient stock of theoretical and practical knowledge.
Without these combined, and qualified by good sense, he may throw out occasional brilliant ideas of improvement, but cannot be relied on for
a general plan that shall bear, in all its parts, the teat

But " where theoretical knowand practical skill," Mr. Stewart observes, " arc
happily combined in the same person, the intellectual
power of man appears in its full perfection, and fits him
equally to coiidurt with a m.isterly hand the details of
ordinary business, and to contend successfully with the
untried difficulties of new and hazardous situations."
ElcmenU of the PhUosophy of the Human Mind, p. 232.
2d edit.
The following .works may be advantageously consulted on the art of gardening and laying out grounds.
of critical examination.
ledge,

Gardener.
Sir William Chambers complains, that, in his time,
ftrfwi iwul
the art ok' laving out grounds was too generally left to

iTahad-

kitchen garaeners ; and .Mr. Repton, (who has died !>incc
the figrmcr part of tliis article was written), in his introdnction to 06»€fvalioiu on the Titt rg amd Praetict of
iMM^cape Cardtminr, and in his LiUtr to Mr. Price,
Matea,diat be«««ppea&rward(tn I790we believe) under
tba protection Jt aome of the first characten of the
ooantrr, and rcacaed the art fiom the hands of Ubour.
cfa.
Wright, Eaoea, Hamilton, and some others, according tu .\lr. G. Mason, must be excepted ; but whether uiLs be tlie case or not, no blame can be attached
to thia ingenious and intelligent class of men for their
attempts at lantlacape gardening ; since it is just as natural, in the infancy of art, fur a kitchen gardener to
liecome a landscaiie gardener, as for a mason tu become
an architect ; and ezpeiicnoe haa shewn, that the one
ciaM k not lea* fit <br the aatamed profession than the
olhcr. There w, indeed, a certain degree of practical
knowledge ret^uiaite fur both architects and landscape
ganfanen, which no person who haa not studied as a
carpeotar, maaoo, orgardcner, can easily if at all obtain.
Whoeter is intended fur a landscape gardener,
ahoold, in our opinion, be sent for at least one year to
aa eminent nurter}-man, or horticulturist, where he
may acquire a pnictical knowledge at once of the
name* and culture of plants and trees, and the general
economy of a garden. If he is to act also occasionally
as an architect, ha should next be sent for at laaat one
year to an cnunent carpenter and builder, during
which time he ought to study the theory of carpentry,
as well as the mechanical principles, and principles of
On the supposition Uiat he
design in architecture.
haa, previooslv to all this, had a liberal education, he
ni^ now be placed under a landsc^ie gardener, where,
is addition to the comnum routine of the profession, he
ought to be aasidiinin in sketching and studying the
emct of landscape and buildings, in particular ; and
in studying the principles of taste and of the fine arts,
in generaL
He may, during this time, or as soon afterwards aa possible, employ great pert of his time in
visiting tba principal gentlemen's seats, and scene* of

1

.

Geometric Style.

1638. Traits du Jardinage, selon les raisons de la Nature et de tArt.
4to.
1673. Boyceau D'ATf^rw'iWe, Theorie et Pratique da
Jardinage ; im I'on traite A fond des beaux Jardins appcl'
let communement les Jardins de ptaisir.
4to.
1702. Geometric pratique des Maisons et det Jardins,
par Mallet. 4to.
1719. Ichnographia rustica. 8vo. 2 vols.
1726. Clarici del Architettura d'un Giardino. 4to.
1728. Le Blond's Theory and Practice of Gardening,
4to.
2.

Modern

Style.

Shenstone's Unconnected Thoughts on Modern
Gardening.
l2mo.
17(>8. Ma.son's Essay on Design.
8vo.
1770. Wheatlcy's Observations ori Modern Gardenings
8vo.
1772. Chambers' Oriental or Chinese Gitrdening. 4to,
n'6. Morel, Theorie des Jardins. 8vo.
1777. Girardin de la Compoution det Paysages, ou der
tnoyeni d'embellir la nature aulour dej liabitationt en
12mo.
Joignant tagriable A I' utile.
178.5. Marshall's Planting and Rural Ornament. 8vo,
1793. Hirschfield, Theorie des Jardins, 5 \o\s. 4to,
1794. Parky n's Essay on the Different Natural Situations of Gardens.
4to.
Repton's Sketches on Landscape Gardening, fok
1 7;»5.
1797. De Lille, The Gardens, a poem. 4to.
1798. Price's Essays on the Picturesque. 8vo.
I8O7. Repton's Observulio^s on the Theory and Prac4to.
(j. c. l.)
tice of Landscape Gardening.
17f>i'.

LANDSCAPE PAINTING.

See Painting.
an annual impost, which superseded all the former methods of rating either property or
persons in respect of their property, whether by tenths
or fifteenths, subsidies on land, hydages, scutages, or

LAND-TAX,

is

talliages.

In the beginning of the civil wars between Charles
his parliament, the latter, having no other sufficient revenue to support themselves and their measures,
introduced the practice of laying weekly and monthly
asaestmenU of a specific sum upon the several countiea
I.

and

LAN

and raised upon individuals, (their personal estates, as
well as real, being liable thereto,) by commissioners appointed in the act. being the principal landholders of
Blackstone's Comment,
the county, and their officers.
b.

i.

ch. 8.

In the year 1799- the land-tax, which, as has been
already observed, was formerly an annual tax, was made
perpetual, and offered for sale to the proprietors of the
land, or to any other persons who chose to purchase it.
In the course of the first year, after the passing o' this
act, upwards of <£ 1 3,000,000 was purchased ; and, since
that period, a great proportion of the land-tax has been
redeemed. (2)
is one of the largest and finest
villages in Switzerland.
It is situated in the county of
Berne, about half a league from the great road between
Berne and Arau. It is remarkable for its fine bleachfields, its dye-houses, and its manufacture of linen, and
ribbons, one half of which is wool, and the other silk.
This village is the depot of the cheeses of Emmenthal,
and of the cloths which are manufactured in the canton of Berne. It has three fairs, and about 1 1 ,000 pieces
of cloth are annually sold, and exported to Spain, Portugal, and America.
The baths of Langenthal ai'e situated about half a league from the village. Distance
from BeiTie 18 miles N. E.
LANGHOLME, is a market town of Scotland, in
the county of Dimifries.
It is situated near the river
Esk, and the great ro:ul from Edinburgh to Carlisle

LANGENTHAL

it.
The town consists principally of
which contains some good houses. Langa burgh of barony, belonging to the Duke

passes tlirough

one

street,

holme

is

LAN
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of the kingdom, to be levied by a pound-rate on lands
and personal estates, which were occasionally continued
during the whole usurpation. After the Restoration,
the ancient method of granting subsidies was only
twice renewed ; for the monthly assessments were now
established by custom, they were raised by commissioners named by parliament, and, besides, produced
These periodical assessa more certain revenue.
ments, as well as the subsidies which preceded them,
and the more ancient scutage, hydage, and talliagei
were, to all intents and purposes, a land-tax, and were
sometimes expressly called so. Yet an opinion has
prevailed, that the land-tax was first introduced in the
reign of king William III. because, in the year 1692, a
new assessment, or valuation of estates, was made
throughout the kingdom ; and, according to this valuation, the land tax has continued an annual charge upon
the subject The method of raising it, is by charging a
particular sum upon each codnt5', according to the valuation given in A. D. 1692 ; and this sum is assessed

Kirby-Stephen

Westmoreland

but the precise year LaBghorn;
of his birth has not been ascertained. Xittle informa- Langrtt.
tion has been preserved with regard to the particulars
of his life. His father, the Rev. Joseph LSmghorne of
Winston, died when his son was young; leaving him
and his brother William to the care of their mother.
The place of his education is not known ; his name is
not to be found in the list of graduates either of Oxford
in

or Cambridge.

He

appeared as an author in 1 758, when seveby him, were inserted in
the Grand Magazine, a periodical work published by
Mr. Ralph Griffiths, the proprietor of the Monllihj Ilc'
view. His first publication was 'J'/ie Deftlh of Adonis, a
Pastoral Elegy, from Bion, 4to, 1659; which was followed, in the same year, by The Tears of Music, a Poem,
to the Memory of Mr. Handel, with an Ode to the River
Eden, 4to. Having taken orders, he became tutor to
the sons of Robert Crancroft, Esq, of Hackthome, in
Lincolnshire; and, in 1760, he published, at Lincoln,
a volume of Poems on several Occasions, 4to. for the benefit of a gentleman in distress.
Soon after he repaired to London, where he engaged as a writer in the
Monthly Reoicm, espoused the interest of Lord Bute,
and published various performances in prose and verse.
In 1764, he published Lennox.?, in '2 vols. l'.?mo.
In
the month of December 1765, he was appointed assistant preacher at Lincoln's Inn, probably through the
interest of Warburton, to whom he had dcflicated his
Letters of Theodosius and Constnnlia. In I76S, he published his Poetical Works, in 2 vols. 12mo. About this
time, he obtained the valuable rectory of Blagdon in
Somersetshire, which he held until his death, and was
appointed a prebendary of Wells. In 1767, he married Miss Crancroft, the sister of his former pupils, who
soon after died in childbed of a daughter, and was pathetically lamented by her husband in some verses to
her memory.
In the year 1770, he published, in conjunction with his brother, Plutarch's Lives, translated
from the original Greek, with Notes critical and explanatory, and a new Life of Plutarch, in six vols. 8vo.
He
died, after a lingering illness, at Blagdon House, on the
1st of April 1779.
The private character of Langhorne appears to have
been amiable and respectable. His works are very numerous ; but of his prose writings, none have obtained
much popularity, excepting his Solyman and Almena,
Theodosius and Constantia, and his translation of Plutarch's Lives, As a poet, he exhibited undoubted marks
of genius, imagination, and sensibility ; and some of
his verses hold a respectable rank among the producHis chief faults appear to
tions of our minor poets.
be an occasional redundancy of diction, and an affectation of false and unnecessary ornament.
See the Life
of Langhorne, in Anderson's edition of the Poets ; and
first

ral pieces of poetry, written

of Buccleuch, who is the jiroprietor of the greater part
of the parish. About half a mile from the town is situated the village of New Langholme, at the confluence of the Wauchope and the Esk. It consists of about the Gen. Biog. Diet, (z)
100 houses, built upon a plain, on feus granted by the
is a town of France, and the chief place
Duke of Buccleuch. A cotton manufacture was esta- of a district, in the department of the Upper Mame.
blished in it, which employed about 00 persons. Lang- It is situated at a greater height than any towai in
holme has a weekly market, and four fairs, one of which France, and has a fine appearance at a distance, when
is held on the 26th of July, and is one of the greatest
approached from the side of Vesoul.
Some of the
in Scotland for lambs.
Langholme Lodge, the seat of streets are wide, and many of the houses commodious
the Duke of Buccleuch, is situated near the town, in a and well built.
The church of St. Martin, which has
delightful valley, surrounded with hills covered with a lofty tower, is a large and handsome building. There
wood. The population of Langholme is about 1500, is a fine promenade between the two gates on the road
and that of New Langholme 600. The population of from Vesoul.
Langres is famous for its cutlery, and
the parish, in 1801, was 20.99; and, in 1811, '2636.
There are also
its scissars have long been celebrated.
John, D. D. an English poet and extensive paper works in the town.
PopiUation,
jQiscelUneous writer of some eminence, was bom at 7S58.
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LANGUAGE.
IjANCfACE, (from the French Lan^ue, and

that from

the Latin Lingua, " the ton|fue,") in its proper sense,
meaai " theexpresaion orenunciation of human thoughts
and sentiments, by means of the articulate sounds of
It has usually, however, been exthe human voice."
toided to comprehend in seneral, " all the means of
ezpreaaing or announcing thought and feclinz by sen-

Taken in this extended sense, language
properly be distinguished into Natural or IhsUhclive, and Arlificiql or Conventional ; as the sensible signs,
by which the annunciation is made, may be either
suggested immediately by nature, or formed by human
sible signs."

may

all ill

and

intentian.

The power of oommunicating
ami

feetinst,

muat be

live at all in aocietj.

the inward thoughts

essential to a being destined to

Without

this

power, each indi-

vidual must fur ever remain insaiated and solitary, incapable of either imparting or receiving social aid or
en)0jmcnt. Nature has accordingly provided means
(at aoch communication, sufficient, in all cases, for that
degree sfaociBl union iii which each class of animals
ia to Nbeiit.
The inferior species accomplish it by
certaia ngna and gestures, and, above all, by iieculiar

10—da

or oric*, wholly taught by instinct, an<t understood also, as far
necesaary, by immediate instinct,
without instruction, and independent of experience.
This limited extent of the power of communication, is
sufficient for the purpose* of their being ; but for man,
* ntional a* well as social being, much more was re(]uiiile.
Ineoomon with other animals, indeed, he is fur-

•

niahed bji nature with certain powers of employing
the liaiba or the voice, so as to denote, in a manner recognised imtinctlTelj by all hi* fellow men, many of
hi* inward foeiings, emotions, and decires : these, therefore, ctitn aerve as natural signs, for imparting to one
man what paaae* in the mind of another. But these
natural signs are few, and extremely limited in their
application. They may intimate a few of the more simple feeling* ; but by far the greater part of what paaae*
the mmd, cannot tbu* be made a subject of exhibition.
If men arc to hold a communication co-extensivc with their bcnhiaa a* rational beings, a far more
extended data of aign* mutt be formed and employed, hf the coovantioaal «ae of which, all the various
tktMhli, faaKng*, and emotion* of the mind may be
apaAuUy tiwlaiiit. Thia neceaeity gives rise to what
is tamed Art^kitd or Comentional, in contradistinction

m

.

to

Smimrmi L/ngm^g*.*

Nalwral Language.

certain motions or ciianges in the external appearance Language..
universally known and recognised.
The angry coun- ^~'Y"™>'
tenance, the scowling eye, the indignant frown, mark
with precision what is passing within ; the placid look,

the composed mien, the benignant ^mile, give univerThe same is the case with many other
feelings.
These natural signs are interpreted without
reasoning; neither the savage nor the polished citiKen
are at a loss for their meaning.
They are applicable,
however, chiefly to the feelings and emotions, though
they may occasionally be made to express also the dic«
tates of the understanding.
The natural signs, by which the inward thoughts and classes of
feelings can thus be externally announced, are of three natural
classes: Modifications of the /ea/art* q/'/Ae^ace; vari- s'gisations of the limbs or gestures o/ the body ; and mocfulationt of the voice.
These constitute a primitive and
uniform language, to which recourse can be had in every
society, when conventional signs are unattainable or inadequate to the paAicular occasion.
The expression of mental feelings by the features o/ Features of
the /ace is a matter of general observation.
From this tlie face.
expression, it has been juktiy remarked, much of the excellence of the art of the painter, and not a little of that
of the statuary, is derived. A familiar acquaintance too
with this class of signs, is of the highest importance to
the actor ; and, on many occasions, the orator will find
his advantage in cultivating it.
All this holds true of
the expression of feelings and passions.
These are often fully exhibited in the features.
But not satisfied
with this, many have gone farther, and maintain the
countenance to be an index not of passion only but of
character.
Hence haa arisen, what has been termed ''"P" "''
W^'gnothe »cience of physiognomy.
It is well known how
much this has, in all age*, engaged the attention of ingenious men, and to how many discussions and investigations it has given occasion.
The examination of
these belongs to the article of Physiognomy.
It is sufficient to remark at present, that it is evident from uni«
versal experience, and even from the speculations, however fanciful, of the physiognomist, that a class of natural signs, indicating many of the emotions of the
mind, does unquestionably exist ; and this forms one
branch of natural language. The particular detail of
these signs themselves, constitutes the chief part of the
sal pleasure.

.

physiognomical science.
Besides the features of the face, we have another class Geitures
of natural signs, indicative of mental emotions, in the and motions
The knowledge of "f ''"''"'''5
getluret and motions o/ the botty.
these, as well as of the former, must always be indispen- *" ° *'

and the actand ought never to be neglected by the orator. In
•adneaa and mehuicholy, the head is apt to sink, and
sable to the historical painter, the statuary,

hat aalablislinl a connection between many
of the feeling* and pMaion* of the human heart, and

Natdbi

or,

• TUsasesuatif teaattaalarigiaaf iMnMpnaBikaBsn ikcidM, chat lanffisy wn ktmei and inveDtcd for the purpme ofanIt bis imbed been ingeniotuly contended of late, that
esaoM Ml *t*'^-* * j<ut
MBBcbw <r (MaaaaisaliBa tbsaubt t and Oat iam
uaiaihltwi ttttm itiiaj|hli m not in ktx the abject or ptDpasc of Uofuafc, but tlat its real or definite object conidtta in the producOm
llm tftmmgkU fa At wimdt ^aOttrt kf mtmu tftral ilgiu. It Is readily admitted, tbu tbe pitxluction of certain thoughia in the mind of

•

—

1

But this nitimate obnee of bn^ni^S ttdsiibDpUed in the Teiy act of employing it.
The specific purpose of
aaqr be eqaally pndfaMed of e««ry qiecie* of mutual or social action.
aiiiili it aiav at in tiiaiwM'^i widf other uiunwn of human action, but in the peculiar
Tium ll sesnn mriml. Ihil il ii wlrlj hj thr niinriminn nf ihr
of dial iJllal* atjim
conceive
ef (ha •salMr, that iMlgMfa can aova ta yiuduca tfaoqgkls in the mind of another.
t-'ttM^
vansMad,
Mad, fa
fai hoidiag itt eoauBuakaiifia or aaDimdatkni aC thoughts, fiwHiiti. or mental eneigiei, tbe direct and

aMba.aBDTliBaMolijeetcfdM
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These various classes of natural signs might undoubt- Language,
edly have served for carrying on some kind of inter- 'T"^'"""'
indignation, its motions are quick and irregular ; in course in the rudest st-tges «of human society ; but it ^*^"'jj,'
gaiety and merriment, the comers of the mouth are con- cannot be dis])uted, that their application iaj^xtremely )jc;pnt"for
limited, and if man was ever to rise above the condition aii the pur
tracted, and in some degree raised, t!ie cheeks rather
drawn inward, and the muscles of the lower part of the of mere animal existence, he must have a mean of com- poses of
countenance in a slight measure convulsed, which gives munication more suited to his situ.ition, and co-extensive C'lnimunici
'""'•
with his rational faculties. Hence arises the necessity
rise to laughter ; in admiration and surprise, the body
of employing a different and more enlarged class of signs,
is thrown back, and fixed seemingly immoveable in one
indicating not only feelings and passions, but thoughts
position ; in fear, the arms are extended, the eyes opened wide, and the limbs often affected with tremulous and ideas, objects, actions, and relations ; a class of signs,
and desultory inovements. All these, and many other in short, rising fi-om natural and instinctive, to convenvariations of gesture, are the instantaneous and involuntional and artificial language.
tary effects of passion.
They may justly be said to be
constituted by nature as interpreters of the feelings of
Conventional or Artificial Language.
This class of natural signs appears to be
the mind.
more susceptible of extended application than some of
the others, and the extension and improvement of them
The situation of man as a member of society, and his Keeetsttf
The extent to possession of powers and faculties as a rational being, for aeonFoundation has given rise to the art of j^ntomUne.
of the pan- which this art has often been carried, is very great. In
rendering a much more extended and enlarged mode of ^"""110081
tumimic ait. ancient Rome, the exhibition of dramatic action, withcommunication necessary for him, than could be ac- '*"8''*8*'
out the accompaniment of words, was a common amuse- complished by mere natural signs, an obvious question
ment, and the audience were never at a loss to follow .'irises. What means the Author of our Being has furnish*
the action through all its parts. The modern panto- ed for the attainment of an object so important to the
mimes, too, often exhibit both character and passion by great ends of human existence? It is by no means inthe medium of action and gestures alone, with a high conceivable, that any one of the classes of natural signs,
degree of accuracy. These exhibitions are unquestion- or instinctive expressions of thought, might have been Materials c
ably the productions of skill and art, but they are adopted as the ground work of a more enlarged conven- convention
founded upon the natural signs of the inward feelings, tional language ; the features of the face, or the gestures sl^atiguage
manifested in the gestures and motions of the body. of the body, might perhaps have been moulded into
Were there no other means of communication, it is dif- forms, to each of which, an arbitrary but determinate
meaning might have been attachetl, and these, united
ficult to say to what perfection this class of signs might
.
in time be brought.
Savages, ignorant of each other's with rude inarticulate cries, might have served to carry
language, can thus make known their desires and feel- on some kind of intercourse among men.
But how inings without difficulty ; and all of us have often witadequate must all these, even in their most improved
nessed the readiness with which dumb men can, upon state, have been,, to answer the ends to which speech is
AU the variations of which they are susoccasion, adapt their gestures to the expression of their
subservient.
inclinations and wishes.
ceptible, could mark only a few emotions, but by much
the greater and more important subjects of thought and
third class of natural signs, expressive of our inModulations of the ward feelings, is to be found in the instinctive modulavolition would have been beyond their reach.
It betion or tones of the human voice.
These natural cries came necessary, then, that some other means of commuare uttered involuntarily even at the earliest period of nication should be fodnd to effectuate that intercourse
life ; and at every age, when the feelings are strongly
upon which so much of human happiness and well being
excited, they burst forth spontaneously, in spite of all
depends. And such a mean of communication had
artificial refinements, without design, and without rebeen provided by the Divine Author of our nature.
gard to consequences. Joy, gi'ief, suspicion, admira- The human voice is so framed and constituted, as to be Arliculite
tion, despair, exultation, hope, fear, and many otlier
susceptible of articulate modulations in an almost end- m->dul. tion
emotions are thus manifested. These modulations of less variety, and the power of forming at least to a cer- oi thevoiM
the voice approach to, but are by no means of the same tain extent these modulated sounds, is possessed by all
nature with the articulate sounds which form the ma- men whose faculties are entire. In tliese articulate
terials of artificial or conventional language.
They are sounds, then, we find materials furnished by nature,
uttered only under the influence of passion or emotion
and placed within the reach of all, which human ingethey are taught. by nature, and require no instruction to nuity and industry can easily form, by the uid of expeexplain their meaning.
From their near relation to rience, into a collection of conventional signs, fit to.' exwords, however, they have obtained a place in gram- press every thought of the human mind.
mar, and are commonly stated as one of tlve parts of
But though the materials of langtiSge, as well as the 'f'"' '''^"'
Speech, under the denomination of interjections.
They power of employing them, are thus provided by nature, "°° »""'"

LanguAje. the

arms hang down

"'"'Y'™' displaying pride,

;

it ia

in Joy, the head is elevated
stiff and erect ; in contempt

;

in

and

A

Interjee-

tiOB*.

undoubtedly mingle

empassioned discourse, and
often contribute to the force and effect of eloquence
still they can only be regarded as the natural and instinctive expressions of feeling. Among different nations,
the number of those instinctive sounds which still claim
an occasional place amidst the use of conventional words,
may vary, either from different intensity of feeling, or
from the fuller adaptation of words to the expression of
passion ; but in all languages they do to a certain extent
in all

remain, occasionally employed by the orator, and frequently biusting forth to indicate the strength of the
interpal feelings.

has been made a question, how mankind were at first
induced or impelled to have recourse to this mode of
communicating thought by the fabrication and ase of
articulate sounds. Children, it has been observed, learn
to speak by imitation ; and it would appear by the examples of one or two solitary savages, found at different
times remote from human society, that where the opportunities of such imitation ai-e wanting, the use of arIn what way then
ticulate speech is nearly unknown.
was the use of speech, or conventional language, first introduced and adopted ? According to one class of writers, it was originally revealed, and taught to man by the
it

utlanguagi

;

,
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Aothor of hit Being

;

according to others, it was entireinvention.
The fonner opinion,

the truit of human
its advocates contend, is supported by the authority of
Mom*, who cxprataly tells us, tliat the Creator, allcr he
bad fonnad the bcatts of the field, und tlie fowls of the
air, brought them to the first man tint he might give
them names, and that the names so given, were thosie
by which they were 8t\erwards called ; the latter opinion however, has been held, not only by nuuiy of the
ancient phUoaophers, Iwt by a number of tlie moderns
also, who admit fully the authority of Scripture, though
th^ contoid, that the Mosaic narrative does not imply
aay ipccial revdatian to direct our first progenitor to
the aae of atticalrte aoiinda. Those who consider a
ptcial rerelatiao ai ncceMary for the invention, allow,
at the 4nme time, that all tlie faculties anil powers requisite fur f<imung upcech, are given as constituent parts
c>f the humaa conatitution, requiring only a specific impulse to brinK them into action ; hhI those who roost
eagerly contend for attributing the whole to human ingenuitjr, adnut, that the invention must have been one
of OKtranM^if culty, which could only have originated
ly

wkh aome

nperiur miuda, who might first be led to it
the imitatioa of certain natural sounds with their
own voice, and then gradually communicate to the otlier
of their tribe, the nMide of forming and applyimilar aoimd* for the exprcMion of thought.
an<l t^idition have l)een exj)endcd
< UCb nUfSBuity
•^'< umatiuil,
One side has been maintained by
'ndSlac, Dr. Adam Smith, and above all, by
— T'rthor of the " Origin and IVogress of
D<-laney, Warl)urt<>n, Dr.
!i« other by

by

I

'

'

'

'

'

'-

—1(1 otliera

;

but al\cr

all tlieir

labours,

uncertainty remain, that we
M.I. ..I i» leave the point undecided, nor in all
y will it ever receive a complete solution. Two
-.icts. however, we nay n|^vd aa eatabliahed
mce ; that wherever, fiwn defects in the orig, or ftom wclasiaa in infancy from hulO opportunity baa been given of learning
form articulate auunda, the faculty of
'Iways been found wanting, except so far
V acquired, witli lalxnir and peneverance,
from thone who previou.ily practised it
actual power of speech is found
the formation at those articur been learnt in infimcy,
fiicaJty the prawndation
<-<! at a BBore advanced
ler to lead to the oon-iim of the organs
aiwl

'

-^

I

>

'

'

'

'

•

'

must have

Iteen

to lead to tlie
•tent, or in what
ii»

ven,

to

it is

(Ted Scrip-

arc Jiik:.
the earliest p<
nation in regard to it
expfrimce, can we den
r cwioaity.

l>ack

tu.-rs

I

'

•

r

any

into

infor-

from ri-aMtning nor
of grati-

iLtory meaits

wf'
rnf heri

°

we

p rimeval laiwnage cmtld
DmJmiMedly extend no ferther
\ and a.? these, in the

'it this
'

.nnerous, the laiig\iage

aaMt have besn OMial^ aeais^. It wa« sufficient,
if the hmnliaie aana afcq— laiKiim were providin aae
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and a foundation

structure coiUd in

tlie

which the entire super- Language,
"^""nr"^^
progress of society be reared.

laid ujtan

The rudiments of articulate language being once Progress of
formed, new occasions for communication would quick- language.
ly occur ; these would, of course, require the adoption
of new articulate sounds for making the communications required.

At

all

times,

men

are

more

dis)K)sed to

improve, enlarge, and alter, than to invent. The new
signs required would, therefore, in general, be formed
from the first rudiments of speech by modification and
composition ; retaining still the original meaning, but
with such variations superinduced as might point out
the new relations to which it was to be ap))lied, or the
new associations into wliich it was to be brought.
Such may l>e stated to be the general outline of the
formation and progress of language ; but it is a curious
snbjett of iiiquiiT. by what }>articular steps, and in
what j)articular fines tlie progress was accomplished
what class of words may most jiroperly be regarded
as the ground-work of s]>eech ; and what WiW the inarch
of tlie human mind, so t<i s)ieak, in this gradual advance
from the first elements, to all the varieties and forms of
words. Ill such an investigation, we must, it is tnie, in
a great measiu'e rabt u|m>ii conjecture, but still circumstances may be observed, which will serve to a certain
degree to guide our inquiries.
Language, tlieii, it is to be observed, is tlie applies- SigBiHeition of articulate sounds to denote and to communicate '>on of
the emotions, feeliug«, and actings of tlie niiml
now,*'™* "
the only motive for making sucli cominuiiiciitions by
^^^ ^i^.
the use of langiui^-, must at first have been to obtain gut distincthe jcrrntificatioii of i^nie desire or w ish, for which tlie tion of
concurrence of others was deemed in sonic way neces- ""bs or
sary.
When the first articulate sounds, therefore, were""""'" *"
made use of, it is most probable, tliat the nieiital emotion or desire, tlie wish for the concurrence of the person addressetl, and the object to which these pointed,
would all be included in one significant sound ; and of
sounds containing this complex power, we may conceive tlie primeval movemeiiLs of language to have
been formed. Still, however, in these complex sounds,
the wish or desire of ct>ncurrence, which was tlie diief
im]>elling motive to tlie employment of it, would be al;

;

ways viewed as tlie predominant part, to which the
other parts of the ctniiplcx signification would be regartled as subservient.
In tlie constant intercourse of
men, even in the earliest period of society, the necessity of new ooiimiunications, and of new mcKles of makSimilar mental feelings or
ing titein, must soon occur.
emotions might often be excited by totiilly different objects ; aiul, on the odier hand, the same object, under
diierent circumstances, might give rise to very dissimilar fi^eling<>.
For the eswession of these variations,
appropriate articulate seunds would lie required, that
the precise point, or the precise object to which it wa.s
wished to call aUention, might be denoted. The most
obvious and ea^ mode of accomplishing this, woulil
l>e to retain the radical part of the |)rimitive sound, and
by variations or addititms, to indicate the precise manit was to be applied.
have already observed, tJiat in tlie complex ImperaciTg
primeval viumls, tlie wish or desire of concurrence, mood tlie
''""'<•''•''*
which was toe chief impelling motive of communiTo ' *
cation, wcHtld be viewed as the predominant part.
this, therefore, the radical sound would be specially appropriated, to intimate such desire, along with tlic di-tcrluination to have it gratifietl, if tliat was in the speak-

ner in which
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of the imperative verb. We may therefore con- ed by it. Hence would arise the class of nouns, the
names at first of external objects chiefly, .the usual subsider ourselves as warranted in assuming the imperatitv verb, denoting in general our desire to accomplisli jects of action, and as such for the most part exciting the
an object, either by direct command, if we conceive emotions and feelings of the mind, afterwartis extendourselves possessed of power to compel it, or by request ed to tlie mentid operations themselves, and to the aband supi)lication, if we can only attain it by the per- stract conceptions suggested by human actions and humission of another, as constituting the nucleus or radi- man conductIn regard to any specific action, the agent and the subcal })art of language, from which not only the other
branches of the verb, but also the other classes of words, ject are certainly completely distinct ; yet, in the course
'of human affairs, it continually occurs that they, as it
were gi-adually to be formed.
For the accomplishing any object of desire by the were, change places; so that the agent in one operation
Origin of
concurrence of others, it is absolutely necessary, in the becomes the subject in another. From this circumilie other
p»rt-s of the fost place, that an
stance, it takes place, that in language, no separate class
action of some kind or other should
'^^^
be performed ; action is, therefore, always implied in of words, in general, has been formed fof marking whethe use of the imperative sign, whether in the way of ther an object stands in the one relation or the other ;
command or entreaty. When the person addressed is yet still the distinction is in most cases attended to, and
willing to comply and concur foe the attainment of the the relation denoted either by a particular, though midesired object, he will naturqjly signify this by repeat- nute, change in some part of the word, or by such a
ing the sign by which that wish was signified, but by position in the sentence, as indicates in what relation it
repeating it with such a variation in form, as may at is to be held.
To complete the idea of an action, another part still
once indicate that he complies with the wish, and that
he is willing to concur for accomplishing it. Hence, is wanting the effect produced that is, the change occasioned in the subject.
besides the imperative, another branch of the verb, deThough this is intimately connoting the willingness to comply, is formed. That in- nected with it, it is by no means to be viewed in the
tention of compliance may exist in various forms, it
same light with the subject itself. The subject is conmay amount to an absolute implied promise or agree- sidered by us as the permanent material, the effect as
ment of concurrence, either instant or future ; or it merely the form which this material is to assume. For
may amount only to an engagement, to be regulated by the expression of this, then, a class of words xnust be
some intervening event. It is easy to conceive that devised, nearly alhed indeed to those which denomieach of these would soon come to be denoted by vari- nate the subject, yet so far differing, that they may be
capable of adaptation to many different objects, and
ations of one species or other upon the primitive imperative sign.
As soon as the action was performed, this easily referred to any one with which, at the time, they
In this manner is formed the
too would be communicated, and for that communica- happen to be associated.
class of attributives, marking a quality or property ontion another variation would be formed, still referring
ly, which may be predicated alike of many individual
to the first and radical sign.
In this manner, we can easily conceive how all the subjects, and thus exhibiting a marked distinction from
what is considered as pemianent and possessed of that
parts of the verb gradually arose from the simple imperative sign, merely by following out the communica- principium individuationis, which completely separates
one object from every other. * Each of these qualities
tions of thought which the necessity of mutual aid must
or properties might be named at first from the view of
produce in any society.
Although upon these grounds verbs may, and indeed some object in which that quality was first produced by
Orisin of
must be regarded as the real groundwork, or radical some particular action; and hence the attributive would
flouiis.
still retain the radical part of the primeval word, with
part of language, yet there are other classes of words,

taop nge.
'^"'y^^

istics

—

connected with them, that the same
different parts of the verb
must immediately suggest the necessity of some farther
variations.
The subject of language, as already stated,
is action.
Now in the conception of every action, it
cannot be doubted, that besides the operation itself,
also, so necessarily

principles

which formed the

there necessarily must be other three component parts
—-the agent, the subject, and the effect produced; each
of these it will soon be requisite to mark by corresponding vocal signs. The subject of the action is what first
would assume a separate denomination, formed probably at first by taking, as its radical part, the denomination of that particular Action, or class of actions, most
commonly du-ected upon it, or most generally exhibit-

attributive,

'"'j''^'"'*

(

mark its new application
when formed, would, from the

natural principle of association, be applied to designate
the same quality occurring in any other subject.

The rachcal and essential parts of language being
formed in the manner described, all the other species

Formatioa
otha
or classes of words, as well as all the necessary varia- pwts of

tions of the radical parts themselves, would gradually
follow in the constant use and habit of speaking. These,
in fact, are all nothing more than either modifications immediately attached to tlie radical words, parts
of these radical words themselves. piit into a new position, or abbreviations for the sake of dispatch, easily re-

solvable into their constituent parts.

The manner

in

is not the place to enter into the metaphysical questions which have been started as to our real notions of what is termed »i»5whether, as was long held by logicians, we are to understand by this term an unknown substratum, in which all conceivable qualites inhere, or whether, in fact, our notions of substance never gn beyond merely a collection of t/ualities, commonly perceived by us united in the same object. The investigation of this point belongs to Metaphysics.
In regard to the formation of language, it amounts
nearly to the same thing wliich of the two opinions is well-founded.
Whether we really conceive a substratum separate from qualities, or
only view qualities themselves conceived as imited and forming a whole, it is plain, that our giving a specific name to tliis substratum, or to
this assemblaire of qualities, implies a conception that soinetUing is regarded as permanent, essentia] to the existence of the object, and
constituting its iniUviduality, in opposition to the idea which enters into all our conceptions of mere qualities, that they may equally be;

long to many objects, and may be varied without destroying the nature of the object to which they pertain.
If, after all, it is only qiiali.
ties which we can conceive, still we shaU find, tliat in the formation and use of luhstantive nouns, as distinguished from attributives, the idea
«f permanence is for the time conveyed, aoU the distinguisbing idea of qunUties, coDsideied merely as qualities, is for the time kept
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bardness ; or we may think of its hardness independent LsngtUR*.
of its roundness or colour. If then, we find any parti- "'"V™^
cular mode in which objects may be placed sufficiently
important, and occurring with sufficient frequency to
force much of our attention to that, we shall naturally
be led to mark that mode of existence by a peculiar term
applicable to such a special relation, independent of any
object in which that relation or position occurs.
In the
We have viewed the verb as originally imperative, employment of speech, one of the most common relaand at such, always containing the idea of action ; we tions and positions in which j)ersons and objects occur
hare marked alao, that in making a return to the to us, and one which most forcibly arrests our attention,
command or entreaty conveyed by the imperative, Ls the situation of tlie speaker, the person spoken to, and
the mne term or sound would probably be used, but the subjecl spoken of. These peculiar relations peqietuwith such variation of tone, as might imply that the ally recurring, would soon fix the attention exclusively
person adtlretised was willing to concur. This ap}>cars ujion them, while the constant variations in the subto be the fint and moat obvious extension of the use o€ jects would irresistibly detach from the view any spelangna^ It is, in fact, tbejulure tense of the verb, cific object witli which they could be associated. Rencc
eoavepag the idea of the action, combined with the in- the relations alone being kept in sight, terms expressive of tJie relations merely would be formed, postention otperfixining it.
Instead, however, of barely
•ignifying a reedineaa to concur, after a command or sessing all the characteristics of abstract nouns, and
entreaty Dad been uaed, it is easy to see, that in many in the application tliey are susceptible of the most
CMes a Mmuhaneous effort might be agreed upon, which general of any. To these, the denomination of perwould give rise to the pretenl tense ; and in many cases sonal pronouns has been given ; a denomination not
it might happen, that the action from some other cause
perhaps in all respects strictly appropriate, but suffihad already been done, which would produce such a ciently descriptive for the purposes of language. How
variation a* to form tlic poMl tenses. All these different these persona] pronouns were originally formed, is a
meuiings, as well as the circumstance of the consent matter of much uncertainty. Some have conceived,
beil^only conditional and not absolute, or so doubtful as that they were derivetl from a word designating the
to <bliiuind aome Carther infoniiation in regard to it, could hand, pointing with the hand being probably first emeaailj be marked by the various inflexions of the voice,
ployed liefore a specific vocal sign, to denote these seor by adtlitional sounds annexed to the original radix, parate relations, was introduced. This, however ingeniand form either the tubjunclivt mo<Kl, or tiie intrrroga- ous, is perhaps somewhat too remote a derivation.
$ue form of tJie indicative. IIliicc the various parts of more obvious one, we should think, may be found. Adthe verb would draw their origin ; and it is easy to ex- mitting, what we have endeavoured to prove, that the
radical part of all language was the verb, and that neplain, front the tendency of men to proceed in the track
to which ther have been accuatomcd, bow the same cessity gradually impelled man to introduce various modifications of that radical sound, by means of accent, emvariations, wnich were oooe used to denote these pecuphasis, elongation, or addition, to mdicate its various apliarities ta regard to one action, would be uniformly,
or at least generally employed, to denote similar va- plications, whether for assertion, interrogation, supposition, promise, or desire, it may tlien be easily conriation* in every other, wad thiu a pretty general uniformity in the form of thcae several mo>lincirtions would ceivetl, tliat of these variations, some were uniformly employed to mark also the relations of speaker,
arise.
Nearly connected with the verb, we find what is person ajdresseil, or subject of discourse. As such petenned the participle. This seems to have taken rise, culiar modifications would, from the proneness of man
to imitation, be similar through the whole community,
firont a wiah to designate the action denoted by
the verb, aa either permanently or occosioiudly charac- it was an easy step to detach altogether from the complete verb, tliat part whiclj had received the variations,
teristic, of SMne person or object to which tlie attention
and these detached parts, of course, would form the
directed.
It u easy tlierefore to conceive, that in
a great measure it would retain the radical part of the pertonnl pronouns.
The origin of all the other kinds of pronouns can
varb, modified however in such a manner, aa to suit it
occasion no difficulty ; the possessives are merely thfe
to aaaume the form and texture of an attributive.
The origin of the prmoum ha* been variously stated personal pronouns in an adjective form; the other proby writers on grammar ; yet pronouns, in fact, are only nouns, as well OS the article, are merely definitive adin their real nature, absbact nouns of a peculiar medes. jectives, marking a particular position or relation in the
same way as adjectives in general denote a quality con*
It has become fashionable of late, among certain philosophers, to deny that the mind possesses such a faculty af sidered as belonging to an object.
Of the variations of these different classes of words,
akUraelkm, and the notion of an abstract noun is treated
by them as chimerical. Without stickling for terms, we of verbs by means of words, tenses, and voices ; of
may obacrve, however, that it cannot surely be denied, nouns by means of cases, numbers, and genders, this
is not the place to treat ; these belong to Gr&mmar,
that the mind does poaaeaa a certain power, when several objects are nreaentctl in combination, to fix its at- and are particularly detailed under that article.
The real nature and force, as well as the immediate Nature an)
tenticai exclusively on one of them, and for tlic time to
keep out of sight all the rest. That thij* is a power derivation of tlie other parts of speech, adverbs, prepo- ofigin »f
every day exercised, experience abundantly testifies. sitions, and conjunctions, Ijave been perspicuously de- ^
In considering any object therefore, any particular Qua- tailed bv some late etymological writers ; and we may Ljjji,.
regard it as now universally admitted, that they are in
lity posse ISC d by it may be made the sole object ot atreah'ty only nouns, adjectives, or verbs, in some abbretention ; in viewing a marble globe, we may direct our
thoughts entirely to its roundness, without taking into viated or mutilated fonn, employed for convenience or

of them came to be formed and applied, as
well as the particular stnw^ure and power of each, are
tubjectit which fall properly under the head of Grammar ; and, accordingly, umler that head they have already been treated at considerabk length. A few obervations, however, in r^;ard to them, for the completion of the tbecvetioil history of langujige, may here be
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The investigation of this
into their primitive forms.
point, forms by far the most vahmble and interesting
Tooke's disquisitions for his analysis
part of

Home

;

of abstract nouns and adjectives, although certainly inffenious, yet are often unsatisfactory, and many cf
his derivations altogether chimerical and unfounded.
Home Tooke, indeed, was not the first who struck
into that ]Mith, similar views having previously been
entertained, though probably unknown to him, by
the Dutch etj-mologists, Schultens, Hemsterhuis, and
Linnep but his writings are most generally known,
and he is regarded as the founder of the system. Tlie
system itself appears now to be so clearly establislietl,
that in tracing the fomnation of language, it is unnecessary to go into fuller investigation of the origin of
adverbs, pre])ositions, and conjimctions, than just to
observe, tliat the ndven/i is an adjective, with a iwun
united in an abridged and compehdious fonm ; the preposition either a noun, or an afljective, with a noun un;

derstood ; and the conjvnction may generally be resolved
into the form of a mutilated verb.

No

facts to

The

foregoing detail exhibits what appears to us a

and just deduction, from the nature of man, and
the circumstances in which he is placed, of the origin
and gradual formation of language. It is admitted,
that it is what, from the vei-y nature of the subject it
must be, in a gi-eat measure theoretical or conjectural.
It is evident, that we possess no documents from which
we might learn the actual rise and advances of this interesting art.
Wherever men have been found in society, there always a language of some kind, more or
kss perfect, yet always a foniied language, has been
found to prevail the earliest rudiments, therefore, or

be found in fair
history for

shewing
language
actually in
its rudest
elements.

;

regular speech, are buried in entire
If all the languages in the world were origi-

tlie first efforts at

Reason of
this.

oblivion.

nally derived from one form of speech communicated
from our first parents, it is easy to see, that however
great and numerous variations might take place in it,
yet the art itself would never be lost, the mode of com-

municating thought in articulate signs could never be

Even if we were to suppose, that langtiage
arose untaught in many separate communities, yet
still as the absolute necessity of such a mode of comforgotten.

munication must have been powerfully felt even at the
very commencement of society, the progress of speech
to a certain point would unquestionably lie most rapid,
and a language, in a great measure completely formed,
would very soon be in use. Upon either supposition,
then, it ceases to be matter of wonder, that no where
has a community been found, who had not advanced
l>eyond the first rudiments of speech, or among whom
all the essentials of langui^e were not actually in use.
But though, from these circumstances, it is evident
Particular
facts n)ay
we can have no direct documents in which the earliest
throw some stages of language are
actually exhibited, yet particulight on the
lar facts occur in many existing tongues, which serve
primitive
to throw some light upon their origin
organization of lan- organization ; and these, so far as they

guage.

tend to give validity to the conjectures

and primitive
can be traced,

now

theoreti-

thrown out, as to the mode in which the various
classes of words originated.
It is true, as observed by
a late writer, that in the more perfect and polished
languages, such as the Greek and Latin, and we may
perhaps add the Sanskrit and some others, the surface,
Ro to speak, is so highly varnished, and the joints so
closely fitted, that it becomes difficult to get sight of
the original materials, or discover the size and shape of
cally

the pieces thus nicely adjusted; but in languages less

such as the Hebrew, the Celtic, and the Gothic, Language,
the structure lies more open to inspection.
Accord* """—y""^
ingly it was in these less ptfliehed languages, that etymologists first succee<led in discovering thefcots ; but
by degrees, aided by the light thus thrown upon the
origin of words, men of acuteness and penetration
have been able, in the best adjusted languages, even in
the Greek, perhaps the most complete with which we
are acquainted, to advance far in unfolding their ori-

refined,

ginal form and constitution.
Wlierevei-, then, we have been able fully to de\'elope
the primitive roots, we find them ultimately resolvable
into verbs.
In verbs we find, farther, that the imperative

contains always the radix of the verb with

i

'

the

and sometimes without any adfrom verbs that the primitive nouns

least possible addition,

dition at

and

It is

all.

attributives are immediately fomietl,

all

enough of the root, to mark distinctly
Tiius in Hebrew, where the roots of the
language form an important branch of its grammar;
still

•

of them

retaining

their origin.

.

.

these roots are all either verbs, or plainly resolvable
into verbs.
In Greek, and its corresponding language
Latin, the radical parts of the language have all been
traced by the most skilful etymologists to the verb. In
other original langviages, the same i*emark will apjjly ;
and it is observable, that those very philologists who assert most strongly that nouns were the parents of language, yet in the analysis of individual words, generally
resolve them at last to a verb, as their ultimate source.
Farther, in analysing the parts of the verb, we find that
in Hebrew, for instance, the second person of the imperative, and the third person of the preterite, are the
same ; and it is this part of the verb which all their
grammarians and lexicographers unite in fixing upon
as the root.
In the Greek and Latin verb, the imperative of the present is that part which always approaches
In the Celtic and the Gothic, and
nearest to the root.
the modern languages which have taken their origin
from them, the imperative verb uniformly is that which
expresses often, without additional terminations or particles, the full action and intention of the word ; and
where some short termination is added, there is every
reason to think that this was not the very earliest form,
seem warranted then
but a subsequent addition.
in concluding, that the imperative of the verb is really
the radical part, to which all the others at first were
Afterwards, it is true, new verbs and nouns,
adjuncts.
a« well as other classes of words, would be formed from
the primitives ; but these are plainly derivatives, having their rise in an advanced state of the language.
The proof of these principles might be extended by

We

examples from many different languages; but such
a copious induction, however useful and curious, would
run this article into an inconvenient length. Those
who wish to go farther, will find, upon examination,

that in the principle now laid down, of using tire radix
of the verb as the imperative part of it, there- is an
agreement in languages nearly universal.
>
It might be a curious object of inquiry, were it Form of
prmiipracticable to arrive at any certtiinty in reg:u-d to it, *«
^"^ **" '*
what was the nature of the original radical sounds or
words, and from what principles did the application of
the different articulate sounds to contain particular
feelings, actions, or objects, at

fii-st

arise.?

Here, how-

so few data to proceed upon, that very
L'ttle can be discovered; still something may be stated.
The conjecture then, we may observe, is not improbable, tliat the primitive sounds by which men's feelings
ever,

we have

were announced would be very

short,

perhaps most of

—
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them monosyllabic. It sntos evident also, that as the
vowel sounds are often uncertain and vnri;ible in their
enunciation, they would frequently l)e interchanged in
toBunon ifMCch, and no variation in them would affect
the e*n i cwiui i of the particular idea meant to be con!)e to the con«onant sounds alone, in
Tered
which til'
:y is fixe«l and obvious, that recourse
HMt have been had an the radical and uniform signs
hf wfaicti the diveritity of idea.s or feelinf^ was to be
;

msIomL

Bach cHMOiMnt ao«nd

mifrht tlierefore have
to it, which it would
ahnqr* iMain, with whichever of the vowel Aoim<ls it
to be united.
Farther, there is surely nobaurd or inprobable in supposing, that when
to fnve names to what excited their feel.

;

f

CwW Mg nMkalian annexed

IJ

Mine or similar feelings would be expressed
the same, or nearly itimilar MNinds; that the exprespart at thtu MiuiMb being what formed the consonvits, whenever the desire or necemity of indicating a
fcefo
or idea once aigniiied recurred anew, this would
he dane br a l epaUlion at the name consonant sound
which hrM -flnt been cmplojred to make it known.
Hcnee aaeh di l ei it romonant, when enunciated,
woold aoon oome to denote a particular range of ideas,
ings, the
li^

«e

m

h

mgnnag among
"

inet

ham

What

some common quality,
what were exprnwed by any ot" the

theniselveii in

particular range of idea* each consonant
to expreai, mu»t have l>een

wa« to be applied
f,

none ot them poaaesMng any

specific

to remit r it more applicable to one idea than
ever then, any general principles are to
lie traced upon which any language has l>een originalfy t oi wu iiited , in regard to the annlication of partiaoaadt to paitieniir elMMa of ideaa, thn must be
don* nMjr bjr tbe utwemation at faeta, as actually
fcnad to oocnr in tbe exi«ng primitive Wmgnages.
As jat, h i a »»f , we want the matoriab tar sneh an indiKliie iiwwjtigatiow. Perhaps tetinr watarehes, conJTtiil upon imilasaiihieal views, faito the real camn<v.
nam parts of tboae langoagca that merit the sppelUtion of original tongnca, as Ibrming their roots within
tbanMelvcB, may in time elucidate some parts of this
eariooa aabicct. In any such investigation, however,
it woold be abaolately neccasary to examine each language separately, and trace its root« unmixed with
tlMsr of anr otmr tongue.
U'hen the root:* of ditTen-iit
|c« nave thus been investigated, a subsequent
of these with one another, might enable us
wbatber any, and what degree of affinity
th» laogaagrs to which they belong. A
1 on such an indocthw process would be
by no flMBM dnmeriral. U' ithin tka bounds of a par)

U

odv

w

I

\

ticular

kmguago, etymology

It
is a pretty safe guide.
applied to various a'll disconlant
language tbat it is raadv to bewilder and midead.
Coidd the various original languages of the globe be
brougbt iato ssch a point of eooipan"inch api<•, might
tatadiiaMtiaii, wbathar all are derivipsvhaps ba aatisftarily rtsolved. .A
the opiwimm it tbeir eaonBon origin may
I'
to carry
'
with it much prubibMli y , strert
V many eurieus proofs of actual cuMieideno
Mlisfactory
evidence a potteriori is wanting hd eviil<-n<'C such as a
radical analysis in the manner now |iointed out would
is

only

wban iwMj

'

.

I

akme be capable of furnishing.
Ahhongn we cannot attain to any complete
ot

Un-

disco-

very of the actaal origin ami progress of the diffierent
•pokan in various parts of tiie world, yet
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some

interesting facts in regard to the transmission, Languajte.migration, and filiation of languages, are within our """""Y"^*'
reach.
few remarks on that subject, may therefore

A

with propriety be here intrwluced.
From the most ancient and most authentic of all

his- Oae primithe fact, tive lanthat all mankind were originally descended from a sin- g"!'g<='
gle pair, and that our great progenitor did undoubtedWhat
ly possess and make use of articulate language.
the particular language was which was then employed
we have no means of ascertaining. We are, however,
euffirierrtly warranted to conclude, that this primeval
language must have consisted at first of very few and
simple sounds, and that it was gradually extended as
the new situations of men in society required new modes
of expression. The primitive language, in all probability, continued radically the same, though enlarged
by accessions closely related to the parent stock, during
the whole antediluvian ages ; and there is little reason
to doubt, when we take into view the longevity of the
patriarchs, affording opportunities to men of different
generations to mingle together, that from Adam down
to Noah the language first made use of suffered no essential ch.tnge. . When the tremendous event of the
deluge peducetl the whole ]x>pulation of the earth to a
single family, the primitive language, as received and
used by the patriarch Noah, would still be preserved in
his family, and form the only language then used among
men. In this state, we find that langu.ige continued
(Confusion
till the confusion of tongues at Babel, before which pe"'
rio<l, we are assured by the sacred historian, " the
^°|?'I"
whole earth was of one language and of one speech."
Whether this primitive language was the same with
any of the languages of which we have still any remams, has been a subject of much dispute. That the
primitive language continued at least till the dispersion
of mankind consequent upon the building of Babel,
there seems little reason to doubt. When, by an immediate interposition of divine power, the language of men
was confounded, we are not informed to what extent
It is unnecessary
this confusion of tongues prevailed.
.
.
to suppose, that the former lani'iiage was completely T^.I"""'"
obliterated, anil entire new modes of speech at once in- miage not
troduced.
It was quite sufficient, if such changes only obliteratetk
were effecte<l, as to rentier the speech of different companies or different tribes unintelligible to one another,
th.it their mutual co-operation in the matl attempt in
which they had all engaged might l)e no longer practic;ible.
The radical stem of the first language might
therefore remain in all, though new dialects were formed, bearing among themselves a similar relation with
what we fiiul in the languages of modern Europe, derived from the same parent stem, whether Gothic, Latin,
In the midst of these changes, it is reaor Slavonian.
sonable to suppose that the primitive language itself,
unaltere<l, would still be preserved in someone at least
of the tril>es or families of the human race. Now in
none of these was the transmission so likely to have
taken place, as among that branch of the descendants
of Shem, from which the patriarch Abraham proceedUpon these grounds, therefore, we may conclude,
ed.
that the language spoken by Abraham, and by him transmitted to his posterity, was in fact the primitive language, mo<lified indeed and extended in the course oftime,
but still retaining its essential parts far more completeIf these
ly than any other of the languages of men.
conclusions are well founded, tfiey warrant the inference, that, in the ancient Hebrew, there are still to be

torical records, the .Sacred Scriptures,

we know

.
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amalgamated, as it were, into one common mass, and Language.,
constructed with peculiar ciiaracters and .idioms of its
own. Thus, it is probable, ^ere formed the languages
unnecessary here to inquire these languages, it has of ancient Greece and Italy; and thus it 4k evident
never been denied, were originally and radically the also arose all the languages of modern Europe.
Proceeding upon these grounds, we may conceive Migrationt
same, though, from subsequent modifications, they apthe original language of the family of Noah spread in of the oripear to have assumed somewhat different aspects.
The dispersion of mankind was a necessary effect of various directions; carried by one set of colonies through ginal
BisDcrtion
Armenia, Persia, and the adjacent territories, into all tongue.
ormankinii. the multiplication and increase of the families of the
human race ; and in this dispersion, we shall find the tile regions of the east, as far perhaps as Tartary and
great sources of new and essential changes of lan- China, and forming the groundwork of the Armenian,
guage. A change of situation most generally infers a the ancient Persian, the Sanskrit, perhaps too of the orichange of climate operating on the organs of speech, ginal spoken Chinese, as well as of all the languages reand still more extensively affecting the productions of lated to each of them ; carried by anotlier set into the
the earth, the nature and number of human wants, regions of Arabia, Egypt, Abyssinia, and the remote
and the means of supplying them. Most frequently, parts of Africa, and tliere giving origin to the old Egyptian, the Coptic, the jEthiopic, and their related tongues;
too, does the change of- situation give rise to new occupations and pursuits, and these to the widest and again carried by a' third set to Scythia, or the Russian
most essential differences in th^ state of society and the territory, Asia Minor, Ionia, Greece, Italy, and gramodes of life, of manners, and of thought. In all these dually through the farther parts of Europe, and there
changes, it is almost impossible that language should constituting the radical groundwork of tlie old Pelasgic, the Gothic, the Celtic, and all their kindred or
fail to undergo many alterations ; new objects and purderivative dialects.
Among those families whose misuits require new expressions and new modes of speech ;
and if the dispersed and migrating colonies be so com- grations were least extensive, this primitive tongue,
undergoing fewest changes, would retain most of its
pletely separated by barriers difficult to pass, that little
or no communication with them can be had, it is easy original form ; and thus it is probable, that in the
to see, that where the languages originally brought language of Jacob and his descendants, of the Phoeniwith these colonies was scanty and incomplete, the cians, the Chaldeans, and the communities connected
change of language might be so great and so rapid, with them, more of the primitive form and character
that the languages would soon appear to be totally dif- remained, than among the remoter and more widely
scattered tribes that spread through Africa and Euferent, and much attention would be required to trace
out the original affinity. As these colonies diverged rope.
If these theoretical views of the filiation of tongues
still larther, new differences would arise, till the origicannot be fully and directly confirmed by the immenal stem became often nearly imperceptible.
Of the dispersion of mankind after the flood, we have diate comparison of the different languages as they now
a succinct account in the 10th chapter of Genesis. The are found t« exist, this- is not in the least to be wonthree sons of Noah spread their families in different di- dered at, considering the inevitable changes many of
rections ; from Shem proceeded the Elamites or Per- them must have undergone in their progress through
different countries ; but if we attentively mark the
sians, the Assyrians, the Syrians, and Hebrews ; from
Ham, the Cushites, Egyptians, Ethiopians, and inha- precise manner in which such changes might be exbitants of Africa ; from Japheth, the inhabitants of pected to operate, and make the necessary allowances
Northern Asia, and of the greater part of Europe. The on that account, in comparing the apparent groundoriginal language carried in each of these directions
work of the languages scattered over the globe, a comust have suffered numerous changes, so that in time incidence will be found, far- closer and more striking
than could at first be supposed.
it is not wonderful, that the traces of mutual analogy
should in a great measure disappear ; still coincidences
Changes in language, let it be observed, may take Causet at
are occasionally discovered, which give a high degree place upon single words by a sort of caprice among change in
of probability to the notion of the common origin of the different tribes, introducing sometimes a transposition the form
and use of
whole.
of letters, sometimes an insertion of letters, for the
words.
When the first migrating colonies had established sake of a real or fancied euphony ; sometimes a conthemselves in a particular territory as a permanent re- traction or abbreviation of letters, probably for the
sidence, the language which they carried with them
sake of dispatch ; and sometimes a reduplication of parwould assume a peculiar and distinctive character; ticular syllables, perhaps from some ideal emphasis atand if some ages afterwards elapsed before it was tached to them. Of ail these occurring in the same
again necessary for any new colony to migrate, the par- language, we have examples iamiliar to us, both in
ticular language of that territory would be so completeour own vernacular tongue, and in others with Which
ly formed and so firmly rooted among all the members we are generally conversant.
But changes of this kind
of the community, that much of it would necessarily are particularly observable in the transplantation of a
be carried along with any colonies that should afterwards word from one language into another. Thus, ftc^^n in
be sent forth, and thus would form tlie language of any Greek became forma in Latin ; from the Latin gratianew settled territory.
rium we derive our word garner ; the Celtic ros has
It is a fact perfectly well ascertained, that migrations
become our horse, just as, in common Scotch, the Eng.
of whole communities in quest of new settlements were lish grass is changed into garsc, thirty into threAy,
common in ancient times. Each of these national co- cross into corse. Consonants of the same order, too,
lonies, then, would bring with them their peculiar
are often interchanged ; p is used instead of b, d inspeech ; so that it is not in the least wonderful, that in stead of t, g for k. An aspirate is very frequently
many regions over which successive waves of popula- thrown in, by which p in one language becomes ip or J'
tion passed, a language should in process of time arise,
in another ; d or t becomes th, and g or c the aspirated
composed of several of the preceding ones, blended and gh. In transplanting words, likewise, it is very com*

i;»ngua(;e.

'"'ni'"""^

found the traces of the original speech. Whether this
ancient Hebrew more nearly resembled the Chaldean,
the Syrian, or what is now termed the Hebrew, it is
;

'

,

Language.
iMtfMtr. mon for one people to add, and another to take awav,
^"^(''"^ the peculiar terminations which characterise
tliffercnt
toiif;ae^.
The Latin rrgnum became rcign in English,
cttlum, del, in French
UUraJectum was made Vtiechl ;
pondut became ilie French ptmtt; sermo, on the other
nand, became icrmon, oralio, oration, and so of others.
Nor is it only in reganl to sound and form, that variations ensue in tramplanting words alterations sli(;ht-

four.

er al first, hot afterwards remarkable, often tike place
in their meaning and application.
part of a thing
comes to be used for the whole; the genus becomes
the species proper names bicome appellatives ; the

dea, seems pretty generally admitted.
Of the other
early languages, the ancient Persian, the Egj'ptian,
and the Scythian, we know so very little, that it would
be hazardous to say more, than that their relation to
the Hebrew admits of little doubt.
In spreading to
the westward through Asia Minor into Greece, this
ancient language transplanted by the Phoeniciansbecame,
through the medium of the old Pelasgic, the parent of
the Greek.

;

;

A

;

instrument and cause are substituted for the effect; the
•ign for the thing signified, and the thing containing
for the thing contained.
New combinations are often
formed from change of circum-tances, by which one
part of the meaning of a wonl only is retained, but
mitcb of the orij;inal idea forgotten.
In these, and many other ways, words may change
MBetiiaes their form, and sometimes their application,
in pMMng from one people to another ; yet, upon proper attention, their radical identity will be perceptible.
In the investigation of radicals, therefore, it would
be proper first to begin by throwing off the prepositive
paitidet and idiomatic terminations, retaining only
what may be termed the matrix of the word ; next, to
compare together the corresponding word in different
languages, marking the distinctive genius of each, and
thus gradually to proceed from one to another, as along
the links ofa continued chain, till the remoter relations
become apoarent. U°e are at liberty also to consider
letters of the same origan as commutable, labials with
labials, guttural* with guttural', dentals with dentals,
and palatines with palatines ; all nations have assumed
the liberty of such changes in the comparison of tongues,
thetefiwe these are invariably to be looked for.
Keepinf these general pnnciples in view, it will be
obvious that affinities, and close affinities too, may be
found, where none could at first have been suspected.
That our term^/oiiriM^ is from the I Jtin diet, might
at first seem absurtf; but by observing that from

comes diurnut, from that the Italian giorno, the
French^/oirr and Joum^e. we are at once led to the source
of our/0irniey. Buhop seems little related to rtiitcopus ;
but when we find that the wonl was anciently bucoji,
and that u and b are consonants of the same organ, the
identity becomes evident.
If, then, we wish to attempt the discovery of the radical iilentity of languages, we must be prepared to
meet with, and to make the necessary allowances for,
multiplied changes in the modes we have enumerated ;
and if thcaa necessary allowances are made, the filiations of langtiage often present a curious and interesting subject of contemplation. The subject, however,
is too extensive to be fully taken up in such a work as

die*

few remarks only on some of those languages
Ix-st known to us may be introduced.
Of the ancient languages of which any knowledge

this

;

a

which are
Asdcat
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formed from roots within itself, and these Laogua^er
roots are for the most part monosyllabic, consisting ^"*Y""^'
generally of three letters, sometimes but rarely of
It is regularly

renains, the Hebrew certainly claims the

first

place,

aoooiuit of its undoubted antiquity, its peculiar
structure, and the strong claims it seems to have to be
considered as cither the same with, or at least the im-

on

me<Uate descendant of the primitive tongue. It is a
language much admired by those who understand it,
and must ever be of high importance as the original
vehicle of the revelation of the divine will to man. In
it the cases of nouns are denoted by prepositions prefixed 1^ the tenses of the verbs are three— the past, present, an<l future, formed by certain additions to the root,
nd, properly speaking, it has but one conjugation.

That this language was in fact the same with the
Phoenician, and other languages spoken through Palestine and the neighbouring countries, in the earlier
times, as far at least as Syria, Mesopotamia, and Chal-

The Greek language

is

too well

known

to require Greek

any particular illustration. Its copiousness, elegance,
and force, have been the subject of universal panegyric.
The Greek language was evidently first brought
in a rude state from Piicenicia into Greece and the Grecian islands; its most ancient dialect, the .^volic, the
parent of the Dpric, exhibits probably the earliest formwhich it appeared in its new soil. Transplanted into Ionia, it assumed a softer aspect, suited to the disposition of a poetical and musical people.
Carried onwards to Attica, it became the language of business
and active life in an enterprising, commercial, and
at the same time an intelligent and polished nation.
There, accordingly, as we find in the Attic dialect, it
was subjected to abbreviations and contractions, adapted for dispatch, but, at the same time, regulated on
the truest principles of elegance and taste.
Though
the Greek language is justly regarded as forming its
words from roots within itself, and has accordingly
been distinctly analysed into its radical primitives, yet
these very primitives exhibit so full a resemblance to
corresponding roots in Hebrew, that the identity of
origin cannot be doubted.
The duration of the Greek
language from Homer down to the times of the Lower
Empire, exceeds that of most other languages ; and
even yet, although much corrupted, it holds its place
in the countries where it once was fixed.
From the earlier Greek proceedetl the Latin, which Latin.
is in fact little else than the i'Eolic Greek, with a mixture prol>ably of some Etruscan and Sabine, and perhaps some German and Gaulic words gradually received from the neighbouring countries.
While these languages we have mentioned were thus Gothic and
formed in early times, it is probable that the t'ounda- Celtic.
tions of the Gothic and the Celtic were also laid. How
far back, however, we are to date the first formation
of these languages, and in what order they spread
through the northern and western countries of Europe,
has been a subject of controversy, agitated with a keenness rather disproportioned to the importance of the
Both of them appear evidently to have been
subject.
brought, at a remote perioti, from the regions bordering on the Caspian and Euxine Seas, by colonies passing northward and westward in quest of a settlement.
It is not improbable, that at first the two languages
were not very dissimilar ; and even yet many resemThe Gothic
blances in their structure may be traced.
spread througli the north of Europe, and was evidently the parent of the Danish, the Svitdiih, the German,
and the ancient Saxon. Of one branch of the Gothic
tongue, the Mceso-Gothic, we have a valuable fragment
in the translation of the Gospels bv Ulphilas, written
so early aa the fourth century ; wiucb, although only

m
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a fragment, and consequently containing but a small
part of its words and phrases, is still highly curious,
from its exhibiting the early state of that language, and
enabling us to ascertain the near relation of the Saxon,

nised and distinguished

German, Danish, Swedish,

certain their

and Anglo-Saxon,
to the Gothic, as well as the affinity of all of them to
th| Phoenician, the original Greek, and even the PerTlie Celtic is by no means yet exsian and Sanscrit.
tinct ; dialects of it are spoken in the Highlands of
Scotland, in Ireland, in Wales, in that part of France
named Bretagne, and in the Spanish province of Biscay.

Both, in the

Icelandic,

modes of

inflection,

resemble the

Greek; in the roots from which vast multitudes of
their words themselves are formed, the most striking
Original

languages
of ttritaio.

eimilarity can easily be traced.
Of the original language of our own country, there
is some difficulty in fixingthe origin.
So far as can be

conjectured, it rather appears, that the earliest inhabitants spoke the Celtic language, and that, by suecessive impulses of the tide of population, new races

of settlers spreading in different directions, superinduced certain dialects of the Gothic. Accordhigly, we
can collect from our venerable Saxon historian Bede,
that in his day four languages prevailed in Britain—
the Irish, the British or Cumraig, the Pictish or Scandinavian, and the Avglo-Saxnn.
Of these, it is probable that the relation was not very distant ; and if the
ascending line were far enough followed up, they would
all be found to terminate in one.
The languages of the various other countries of Europe underwent similar revolutions ; but it would be
tedious to trace them through their separate stages. In
the southern states, the Latin tongue had been universally established, underthedominionof the Romans.
The incursions and establishment of the northern tribes

Slavonic.

introduced new modes of speech, which, blending more
or less with the native tongues, gave rise to the various
modern languages of southern Europe.
Towards the north-east of Europe, the Slavonic
tongue, with its affiliated dialects, Bohemian, Polish,

Hungarian, Lnsatian, Carinthian, Dalmatian, and the
widely extended Russian, have for many centuries
prevailed,
f he affinity of the Slavonic through its
different dialects to the

m

Macedonic Greek,

is

apparent

many of its inflections, but above all in its radical
terms, when thoroughly analysed and stripped
of the
additions and

mutations introduced in the channels
it has passed.
\Vhile the primitive tongue appears thus to have
been
carried
various forms to the north and west, its progress eastward gave rise to a different though
not less
remarkable set of languages. Of these the most eminent is the Sanscrit, a polished and elegant tongue,

through which

Sanscrit

and Indian
langudges.

m

and

fixed in the writings of its classic authors
at a period it
thought prior to the commencement of the Christian
era.
Both in the roots of verbs and forms of grammar,
the Sanscrit is found to bear so close an
affinity both
to Greek and to Latin, that those
philological writers
who have attended to its structure, do not hesitate in
considering it as a branch of that primeval
tongue which
IS

was graduaUy transplanted into various
climates, becoming SansaU in India, Pohlovi in
Persia, and Greek
on the shores of the Mediterranean.
The Sanscrit though it has now in
a great measure

ceased to be a living tongue, is
considered in India as
the language of science ; and it
is pretty certain, that it
was the immediate parent of the
numerous languages
still spoken through riiat
vast peninsula as far as the
borders of Chma. Two-and-thirty
at least of those
more obscure and inferior languages,
have been recog-

pore

and

;

it

is

by the

missionaries at Seram-

worthy of n^ice, that

wJiile

many of

those vary considerably in their inflections, the radical
parts of their words exhibit a similarity sufficieftit to

Language.
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as-

common

origin.

To the eastward of India, we find a language prevailchines
ing, totally dissimilar in many respects to those
which language '
have already come under notice, the language of China,
made up in a great measure of monosyllables, and
which

can hardly be said to have any inflections for distin.
guishing nouns, verbs, or attributives. Its
distinct
words are very few, but these are varied in pronunciation by accent, emphasis, and other marks,
to fit each
of them for expressing many different ideas,— a mode
of speech so inconvenient and embarrassing, that recourse must often be had to the written character for
indicating the particular meaning.
These written characters constitute in fact the substantial part of
the Ianthey are extremely numerous, amounting it is
said to no less than eighty thousand, formed from

guage

:

214
termed keys or elementary characters, each of
which is itself significant, and by additions to which,
roots,

not to the vocal sounds, all the varieties of meaning
are
conveyed.
In this language, from its peculiar structure, as well as in the languages of many remoter
tribes

.

and

islands, so many changes appear to have taken
place, that the traces of the primitive language
have
almost ceased to be discernible.

Having thus endeavouretl to take a general view of
Pcrfertion
the actual progress and filiations of language in
the ofhinguage.
different quarters of the globe, it remains only to
notice
the circumstances which constitute the excellence

AND PEHFECTioN OF LANGUAGE.
ral

be stated to consist

Thcsc may in o-encand adcqvate'coin.

in perspicuity

ousness, affording accurate expressions for all the various conceptions and separate ideas of the human mind
;
precision, having always one definite meaning to each

word;

rcgularit I) of structure ; and euphony or harmony
in its sounds.
No language possesses all of these qualities completely ; some, however, approach nearer
than
others to perfection.
Any inquiries, however, into the
comparative excellencies of each, and particularly the
discussion of the much agitated question, whether those
languages are to be deemed most perfect, which, like
the ancient Greek or Latin, mark the changes of nouns
and verbs by inflections of the words themselves; or
those which, as the modern languages of Europe, have
recourse to separate particulars and auxiliary words ?
are subjects which belong more properly to Rhetoric.

The same remark applies to the discussions regarding
the use of language in composition, and the various
modes in which it may be best adapted to the use of the
poet, the orator, the historian, and the philosopher.
It may be right here just to mention, the ingenious
Wilkin's
but visionary attempt of Bishop Wilkins to construct philosophia philosophical language and real character, in which the <^*' '='"objects of knowledge were to be arranged under certain 8"*^**
heads and divisions, and words and characters to be
formed with changes corresponding to each. The impracticability of reducing such a system to practice,
and bringing into use even among the learned such a
language, is too obvious to require discussion.
The writers upon language most deserving attention,
are mentioned under the article Grammar; to tho>e
taken notice of there may be added, Townsend On the
Character of Moses, vol. iii. ; Jenisch Comparison of
European Langunge; and Dr. Dewar's Dissertation on
Language, in the 7th volume of the Edinbtirgh Philosophical Transactions ; Bryant's Mythology; Pezron's
Antiquities.

(3j
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LANTERV,
LAOCOON,

MAorc.

S«e Optics.

in fabulous history, the son,
Hecuba, and priest of Apollo.

it is

said,

of Priam and
He oppoaed the de«i|ni of the Trojans, to admit within their
besieged city tne wooden horse, containing the crafty
Ulysses and the other Greeks ; and even dared to lance
But the artifice of Sinon,
a (iart at this fatal machine.
aiilrJ by the infatuation of the Trojnn.i, prevailed.
At
the very moment, when this insidious machine was
about to be introduced within the walls of Troy, and
while Laocoon was in the act of sacrificing to Neptune,
two enormous serpents issued from the sea, and attacked hi* two sons, who stood next to the altar. Having
attempted to defend his sons, the serpents coiled themselves round him and his children, squeezed them in
their compiicmted wreaths, and occasioned them all to
expire in the gmUst aconies.
The art of antiquity has conferred immortality upon
this fabulous event, by one of the noblest monuments
of Grecian icnipture, executed in marble by Agisander,
Polydoma, and Athenadorus, the three famous artists
>r Rhode*.
This monument was found at Rome, in the
-> of the palace of Titus, in the beginning of the
lulb century , under the pontificate of Julius II. and afterwarda (IcpMited in the Fame«e palace. When Italy
was overrun by the French during the late revolution,
this wonderlul monument of ancient art was, with many
others, removed from the Vatican, and placed in the
Museum of Art* at Paris. Since their more recent reverses, however, it haa been restored to it« former
owners.
Of the fact which has been so nobly represented by
tbe effort* of the sculptor, Virgil has given us the following poetical deacnption
I

Str/au tmfk M m irfrpff
Cliiilftmml,tfiHfmttgmtlitgmlltiu,ttJmm
Bt* mil
iiflr< Milwa»«|MWls rimrw
IVfys Ml, fu wm t at/Hi et etrvMhu aitii.
JBa. b. ii T. 199,

m
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ty.

one
of the linctt remains of antiquity, exhibits the most
astonishing dignity and tranquillity of mind, in the
midst of the moat excruciating torments. Of this group,
Pliny says, (lib. 36, $ 5.) " that which has been mjuriou* to the fame of certain individuals, in spite of the
exceUenoc of their productions, is the circumstance of
since
their having worketl together un the same piece
one alone cannot merit the honour of the whole, and
we do not choose the trouble of naming them all. .Such
statue,

which has been generally esteemed

as

;

u

tbe case respecting the I.aocoon, in the palace of the

emperor Titus, which must be preferred to all the efforts
ff the painter's and ot' the statuary's art. Agisunder,
s'lonis, and Athenodorus, celebrated sculptors of
»'

forming out of a
single block the group of the father and his sons,
b^ind together by the beautiful folds of the serpents."
I .psocoon, according to Dr. (iillies, may be regardc.l *i the triumph of Grecian sculpture ; since bodily
pain, the grossest and roost ungovernable of all our
paasiuns, and that pain united with anguish and torture
ot ound, are yet espreascil with such propriety and dignity, at afTotd lessoas of fortitude superior to any taught
in the schools at philosophy.
I'he horril>le shriek
which Virgil's Laocoon emits, is a proper circum!>tance
!' r
poetry, which speaks to the fancy by images and
Micas borrowed from all tbe senses, and has a thousand
VOL. XIL PAST II.
iJtixtcs, united their joint abilities, in
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LAO

ways of ennobling its object but the expression of tlie
It is
shriek would have totally degraded the statue.
;

softened, therefore, into a patient sigh, with the eyes
turned to heaven in search of relief. The intolerable
agony of suffering nature is represented in the lower
parts, and particularly in the extremities of the body
but the manly breast struggles against calamity. The
contention is still more plainly perceived in his furrowed forehead ; and his languishing paternal eye demands
assistance, less for himself than for his miserable children, who look up to him for help.
A variety of critical disquisitions have been written,
for the purpose of ascertaining to what period of the
Winkelmann and Visarts this chef d'auvre belongs.
conti ascribed it to the most brilliant period of the
Greeks ; while Lessing, on the other hand, referred it
to the times of the first Konian emperors. Visconti has
since gone over to the opinion of Lessing, though he
proceeds upon different grounds. Pliny says, the group
was sculptured out of a single block ; Raphael, however, discovered three ; Mengs counted five ; and it
appears in reality to consist of sue, including the plinth
altar rests, and to which the other pieces
of the block are attached. The right arm of the father,
and two of the aiTns of the children, are wanting.
These deficiencies have been supplied by arms, moulded on the group in plaster of Paris. See Gillies' Hist,

on which the

ii. 1 77 ; Winkelmann's Inedited Monuments ;
Lessing's Laocoon; the Dcscri/tlion of the Ancient Monumentt in the Mnxeitm Najioleon, published at Paris in
1805 ; and Plate CCXXXIV. Fig. 1. of this work. (»)
LAON, the Landunum of the Romans, is a town of
France, and the chief place of a district in the department of the A isne. It is beautifully situated on the
summit of a hill with very precipitous flanks, and is seen
on all sides at the distance of seven or eight leagues.
The town covers the greater part of the level summit.
An old castle occupies another part of it ; and on one
place, the top branches out into two arms on the side
towards Soisson, from which it got the ntcme oH Bibrax.
On one of these arms, are the ruins of an ancient ab-

of Greece,

bey, the outer walls of which still remain ; and the
hollow between them is covered with vines. The walls
of Laon are not in good repair. There is a fine mall
without the walls, and a delightful walk around them,
from which there is a most extensive view. There is
also a mall with young trees stretching across the summit, and separating the town from the old castle.
"The streets of Laon are narrow and dirty, and th»
houses appear poor and gloomy. The principal ornament of the town is the cathedral, which is a large and
The
splendid building, with five very lotly towers.
open buttresses, and the long open windows in the
square towers, give a peculiar air of lightness to the
But at a
building when seen from a short distance.
considerable distance, and (Kirticularly in the night,
they give it the appearance of a scaffolding, the light
coming through in every direction. The great portal
is not unlike that of Rheiios ; but it is less elegant in
There is a small spire on the south
the sculptures.
tower of the cathedral. The interior of the cathedral
In the nave, are ten circular pillars on
is very fine.
each side with capitals two of them on each side having four small columns round it. Above the choir, is a
most magnificent circular window of painted glass.
There is another fine circular window in the nave,
above an excellent organ, and at each end of the tranOn tlie north side of the nave, in a small aisle,
sept.
are deposited the remains of General St. Priest, wh»
4 E
;
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l..ios-I.to. died at Laon of the wounds he received in the cam^"•"-y"^ paign
of 1814. A small and simple marble monument
The theatre of Laon
has been erected to his memory.
is a neat building, with an end front finely sculptured.
The public hospital is situated out of the town, on the
Population 6691. For the preceroad to I.a Fere.
ding article, we have been eiidt-bted to the MS. journal
of a gentleman who recently visited the town.
LAOS-LAO, or Muon'g-Lao, a country of Asia, is
situated in the peninsula of India, beyond the Ganges,
between the 12th and ISth degrees of North Latitude. It is bounded on the south by Cambodia ; by Cochinchina and Tonquin on the east ; by ToiTquin and
Lac-tho on the north ; and on the west by the kingdom of Siam; and extends about 400 miles from
north to south, and between 100 and 150 from west
to east.
It is almost entirely enclosed by lofty mountains covered with forests.
In the interior are also
several mountains of considerable height, which divide
it into rich and fertile vallies.
Many of these mountains are so peaked, that the ascent is very difficult,
and even dangerous; and the tops of some of them
cannot be approached without taking a winding and
circuitous direction.
There are very few rivers, and
no canals in this country, which forms an almost insurmountable obstacle to the exportation of its productions, and its communications with the neighbouring
states.
The principal rivers is the Mecen, which is of
difficult access, owing to its channel being so much impeded by rocks and cataracts. This river, which has
been supposed by some to be a branch of the Ganges,
takes its rise in the mountains of Tartary, and directing its course southward, discharges itself into the sea
in Lat. 10° north.
This country yields a great abundance of rice, and timber of the finest quality, both for
building and joiner's work.
It produces also aloes
wood, and other precious woods, and a tree, from
which is extracted a varnish not inferior to that of Japan ; but as the inhabitants are entirely ignorant of the
art of preparing it, it is all carried to China. Scarcely a
tenth part of the land here is under cultivation, and

LAO

is employed chiefly in the production of rice, I.asf-La
which is preferred to that of other oriental countries. ""»"»!
The mountains of Laos c^^ntain several rich mines of
copper, iron, tin, and lead ; and the precious metals are
explored in the sands of the rivers. Tn^re are also
mines of rubies and beautiful emeralds. No country
furnishes ivory in such quantities, and of such a superior quality ; and this, with gum-lac, opium, and medicinal plants, form its principal articles of commerce.
It exports also elephants, wax, a great variety of bamboos, and some cotton stuffs.
This country was formerly an independent kingdom ; but it now forms a part of the empire of Tonquin.
The manners and customs of its civilized inha-

that

bitants are in many respects similar to those of Tonquin, for which see that article ; but the more bar-

barous part of the population live entirely secluded
from strangers, and are scarcely removed from the most
savage tribes. They are formed into wandering hordes,
which have very little communication with each other ;
so much so, indeed, that the language of one horde is
scarcely intelligible to another.
They are entirely unacquainted with commerce, or the cultivation of the
soil.
They live upon the natural produce of the earth,
and engage in no kind of labours but what is absolutely necessary for the supply of their most indispensable
wants. There are whole families in this country, who
for several generations have been employed in the capacity of beasts of burden.
They carry bales of merchandise from Laos to Tonquin, and sometimes from
Tonquin to Laos. Men, women, and children, as soon
as they are able to endure the fatigue of the journey,
are engaged in this work.
They form a distinct class
of the community, and there is scarcely an instance of
any of the children renouncing the profession of its

'

•

parents.

The capital of this country, which is called by the
Chinese Mohangheng, stands on both sides ot the Mecen,
and is a large city enclosed with palisades. See £xpos6 Slatisliquedii Tunkin,8jc. London, 1811. (p.)

LAPLAND.
Laplani).

'J-'APLAND, the most northerly country of Europe, ex-

"^^-y""—' tends from north to south about 500 English miles, and
Situation,
about 300 from west to east. Its limits are not very
precisely ascertained ; but it may be said to be inclu-

Divisions.

ded between the 61.° of Nortli Latitude and the Northern Ocean, and between the North Cape and the White
Sea. It consists of three distinct divisions, Russian, Norwegian, and Swedish Lapland.
Russian Lapland comprehends all that part of the country, which is situated
to the east of the river Tomeo, (which falls into the
Gulfof Bothnia, about 65" 40' North Latitude, after
holding a course nearly due south)
and is subdivided
;

into three districts, one stretching along the north coast,
another bordering on the White Sea, and a third inland,
adjoining to the lake Enarak.
Norwegian Lapland, the
smallest division, is a narrow strip along the west and

north coast, divided into three portions, named NorWest Finmark, and East Finmark. Swedish Lapwhich is the largest and most southerly division,
occupies the interior part of the country, on the west of
the river Torneo: and is divided into four provinces.
land.
land,

namely, Umea Lapmark, to the south ; Pitea Lapmark, Lapland
in the centre ; Lulea Lapmark, and Torneo Lapmark, ^—
towards the north. The city of Torneo was doubtless Mountain:
originally reckoned within the boundaries of Lapland
but as the Laplanders have been gradually driven

"v^

northward, Merononiska, a town about 140 miles distant from Torneo, is now generally considered as the
boundary between Westrobothnia, and Lapland properly so called.
Lapland has been divided by \Vahlenberg into five zones, concentric with the Gulf of Bothnia, and differing from each other in climate and productions.
The first, extending obliquely round the
Gulf of Bothnia, from North Latitude 64^ to nearly 69°,
and forming a zone generally 80 miles in breadth, is
covered with forests of the spruce and Scotch fir, and
named wootly Lapland. The second, higher and colder than the first, extending from latitude 66" to nearly
70", and generally only 6" or 8 miles in breadth, contains the Scotch fir, and is denominated subwoody Lapland.
The third, higher than any of the preceding,
stretches, like the second, from 65° to 70" of North La-

;

:
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about 12 miles in breadth, except
to the north-east of Dnontekis. where it is about 4-0^,
produces the birch, but none of the pines, and is called
the suhalplne region.
The fourth, immediately behind
the third, and nearlv of the same breadth, and still
1.. .1. .. .u^n
pf f|,g prece<ling, produces only the
en, a (pecies of willow peculiar to very cold
L.u'iaio, and is named the lower alpine region.' The
firth, the farthest from the Gulf of Bothnia, extending
•long the north side of Lapknd, and varying in breadth
according as it is indented by the sea, is the most elevatetl tract of the whole, the greater part of it being
above the line of perpetual congelation, and covered
with eternal mows, produces no trees, and scarcely any
vegetation whatever, except a feW hardy plants where
the snow haa been meltetl, is deneniinated the higher
alpine region.
The whole of woody I.apland is so level, that scarcely one of the mountains rises higher
than SIS feet above the neighbouring plains; and in
none of the three first sone* is the height above the level of the sea mnsidenible.
In those lower districts,
however, are several mountains considerably elevated
and one particularly named Quickjock, in latitude 67",
is 1 1 40 fret above the level of the sea.
The church of
Eoontekis is 1429 feet ntx>ve the level of the sea, and
thence to the top of the Lapland Alps the ground ri.
tea constantly, but so gradually, that it is practicable

soon leaves us ; then the birches become
shrivelled ; now they wholly disappear ; and between
the bushes of mountain willows, and dwarf birches, the
innumerable clusters of berry-bearing herbs have room
to spread, blaeberries on the dry heights, and mountain brambles on the marshy ground.
We at last rise
above them ; the blae-berries no longer bear ; they appear singly, with few leaves, and no longer in a bushy
form.
At last they disappear, and they are soon followed by the mountain willows. The dwarf birch alone
braves the height and the cold ; but at last it also yields
before reaching the limit of perjietual snow ; and there
is a broad border before reaching this limit, on which,
besides mosses, a few plants only subsist with great
difficulty.
Even the reindeer moss, which rises in the
woods with the blae-berry in luxuriance of growth, is
very unfrcquent on such heights. On the top of the
mountains, which is almost a table-land, there is no ice,
it is true, nor glaciers ;
but the snow never leaves
these heights ; and a few single points and spots above
the level, arc alone clear of snow for a few weeks." " It
is a melancholy prospect ; nothing in life is any longer
to be seen, except pcrliaps occasionally an eagle in his
flight over the mountains from one fiord to another."
On Akka Solki, one of these mountains on the westem coast, which is about 3392 English feet in height,
the following limits of the different productions were

to go in a boat to the UUce Kiclesjarvi, which is in so
elevated a situation, that the birch tree is scarcely to be
found in its nei(rhboiirhood. The I.apland Alpn, passing through the southern part of the country as high
as the lake of Tomeo, retam nearly the same elevation
through the whole of their extent, and no part is conaiikretl to be lower than 'IXHi feet above the level of
the sea ; but the ntost elevated mountains occur in the

accurately

titudf,

ffenerally

^y

;

pmhwru

DBta of Loka Lapmark

;

and one of them

MBMd Snlilrima, which is the highest mountain of Lap>
490s, and. at iu northern point, 6178 feet
above the level of the sea. This immense glacier is
aitnated in 67* North I.atitude, and Ui^' East Longitude from Greenwich. Another named Olmajalos, a
little to the north of Sulitelraa, is 5543 feet in height
and Tulpajegna, a very extensive glacier, is 4050 feet.
These mountains are more than 2700 feet above the line
of perpetual congelation, and are the coldest regions of
Lapland. Those of Getsetjack, Pemitjack, and RidatjacK, lying to the north of the last mentioned, are supposed to be little inferior in height ; but, from GS^" of
North L.i"'"''° **>'> alpine range, which continues with
little intc:
11 it terminates at the
North Cape,
ia the Fro^m >. .mi, diminishes in height ; and, though
covered with snow, is free from glaciers. Uf the maritime Alps, which occupy the western and northern
part of Lapland, the princijMl chain, extending from the
insular promontory oiif LofToden, an<l the western side of
IIm gulf of Alten, contains many mountains, which rise
above the line of perpetual congelation, and bear glaciers immediately over the sea.
I'he highest of these
are the Alps of Lyngen, which rise to an elevation of
4«M feet. The rest of the coast of Lapland is very
rwky ; but, excepting the promontory of Kunnen,
Onely contains any high mountain.*. The promonturisi of eastern Finmark, do not exceed an elevation of
feet above the level of the sea ; and those on its
north coast are only 1279 feet in height
" It ia extremely entertaining," says Baron Von Buch,
" to climb great
rapidly ascending heights in these
climates." " Tho vegetation, with which we are familiar
in the y^Blth, gndwilly disappears under our feet. The
land,

is

<.

Sm

md

Scotch

fir

I.apl.ind.

marked
£ng.

Limit of snow in latitude 70^,

Feet.

lietula nana, or dwarf birch,
Salix mi/niHilii, or wliortle-leaved willow,

3514
2742
215Q

Salix lanala, or downy willow, rises above
the Delula nnna, and approaches theper<
petual limit of snow.
I'accinium myrtillus, or blae-berr}'.
Bclula aiba, or birch tree,

2031
1579

Of the mineralogical structure of the mountains of Mineralf.
I.apland, little accurate information has yet been collected ; but the following facts are enumerated by Professor Jameson, as the most important of those which
have been ascertained by the observations of recent travellers.

1.

The mountains of Norway and Lapland,

are principally composed of primitive and transition
rocks ; ficetz rocks occur very rarely ; and alluvial
rocks are uncommon.
2. Granite, contrary to the general belief of mineralogists, is a rare rock in Norway

and Lapland it even occurs but seldom in Sweden,
and is to be considered as one of the least frequent of
;

the primitive rocks in Scandinavia. 3. The granite
4.
newer granite
frequently alternates with gneiss.
sometimes occurs resting on mica slate, as at Forvig ;
or connected with clay slate and diallagerock, as in the
5. Besides the gneiss, which is asisland of Mageroe.
sociated with the oldest granite, tliere is another of
newer formation, which rests upon mica slate. 6. Gneiss
appears to be by far the most frequent and abundant
rock in Scandinavia, all the other primitive rocks appearing in some degree subordinate to it. 7. In the
island of Mageroe, and in other quarters of Norway,
there appears a species of simple aggregated mountain
rock, composed of compound felspar and diallage. This
rock is the gabbro of the Italians, and appears in Norway to be connected with clay slate. 8. All the magnetic iron-stone of Scandinavia occurs in beds of gneiss,
and not in veins, as has often been maintained by mineralogists.
9. The class of transition rocks in Nor-

A
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way, contains, besides gref wucke, alum slate, clay
slate, limestone, and other rocks, well known to mineralogists as members of that class ; as granite, which
sometimes contains hornblende; syenite, which conLabradore felspar, and numerous crystals of zircon ; porphyry; amygdaloid; basalt; sandstone. 10.
The transition limestone of Norway is sometimes
granular foliated, like that which occurs in primitive
The councountries, and contains much tremolite.
try abounds in mines of iron ; and furnishes several
Lead, zinc, and arsenic, are not unalso of copper.
common ; and native gold has been found at Svappawara, in Tomeo-Lapmark. But the rich iron ores form
the chief treasures of the country, and might assist to
tains

introduce cultivation in those desert regions. The ore
found in thick beds in the gneiss, and, Ivhen the surrounding substance is. worn down, appears in many
The
places above the surface like mountains of iron.
bed of Junos Siwando, on th« boundary between Westem Bothnia and Lapland, is from fourteen to fifteen
fathoms in thickness. At Luossovara and Svappawara,
several miles lower on the banks of the Torneo river,
are beds of the extraordinary thickness of 34 and 38 fathoms. But even this is still exceeded by the iron hill
of Kerunaoara, about eleven English miles to the west
of Jukasjerfivi, where the pure ore has been seen to
the extent of 800 Paris feet. All these treasures, however, have hitherto been turned to little account, as the
ore must be conveyed by a land carriage of 46 English
miles with reindeer, and in small Laplandish pulkers;
and the furnaces cannot be erected nearer the niines,
The ore itself,
in consequence of the want of wood.
though exceeding in richness that of Sweden, is very
is

and yields an iron which becomes
it has been smelted with some
of the better sorts of ore from Uto or Dannemora.
The principal rivers of the country are, the Tana,
which rises in the distant mountains of Lapland, and,
after running through East Finmark in a north-east
direction, empties itself into a bay, or rather sound
of the same name, in the North Sea ; the Alten, which
runs through West Finmark in a north-west direction,
and empties itself into a bay, or rather sound, of the
same name, which opens into the ocean ; the Pitea,
which rises in the Lapland Alps towards the west,
about 67" North Latitude, and running in a south-

and the distance from the Gulf of Bothnia. Hence the
temperature is remarkably similar through tlie whole extent of country between tJie Bothnian" gulf and the alpine ridge of mountains, about C9° of Nitfjh Latitude.

But in those parts which lie between the Lapland Alps
and the Northern Ocean, the heat, excepting in some
of the vallies, is almost entirely regulated by the latiIn point of temperature, therefore, Lajjland may
be divided into two regions, the inland and the mari«
In the former, the winter is veiy severe, and the
time.
summer very hot in the latter, the winter is comparatively mild, and the summer cold ; the one being influenced by the temperature of the Frozen Ocean, and
the other screened I'rom its action by^the alpine ridge,
forming a circle round it. The following Table iurnishes a comparative view of the mean temperature in
both regions, by Fahrenheit's thermometer.
tude.

;

Cl:raa

At Enontekis, about
6Hj degrcts, H29
fet-t above the level
of the Sea.

January
February

March

....
....
....

April

May
June

.

July

•

.

.

.

....
....

August
September
October

November
December

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bivert.

when

of North Latitude; the Lulea, which proceeds
from a long succession of lakes in the Lapland Alps,
and, running nearly parallel to the Pitea, falls into the
sea at Lulea, in QS)^ North Latitude ; the Tornea, which
is formed by a number of streams uniting in one channel, and running nearly due south through a long
course, falls into the northern extremity of the Bothnian Gulf at Torneo. Most of the rivers in Lapland
are of small size during winter ; but, when the snows
melt in summer, they swell to an extraordinary height,
and frequently inundate large tracts of country.
The lakes of Lapland are very numerous, and many
of them of great extent. The most worthy of notice
are Virih-iaur and Vastinjaur, to which no others within the alpme range can be compared, either in breadth
Hence these
or height, which amounts to 1862 feet.
lakes may be considered as the centre of the alpine
country of Lapland.
The climate of Lapland is singular, especially as it

6.5"

CUmtte.

11

41

26
36
49
59

02

22° 08'
23 16
24 71

h6
49
63
55 89
41 78
27 44
12 20
1 01

30
34
40
46
43
37
32

02
07

32

13

U

42

70
62
00
25 75
25 74

cold, unless

easterly direction, falls into the sea at Pitea, near the

Lkle*.

0=41'
55

26 85

difficultly fusible,

brittle

At Mageroo,
North Cape.

The temperature of the air is reguaffects vegetation.
lated, not as in other parts of the world, by the latitude
of the place, but by the height above the level of the sea,
4

Though the me.^n temperature at Enontekis is nearly
6° lower than at the North Cape, yet is the former place
better calculated for vegetation than the latter, and
even brings to maturity certain kinds of corn, which is
The reason is,
quite out of the question at the Cape.
that the mean temperature, during the summer months,
Cape ; and the
is much higher at Enontekis than at the
power of vegetation is regulated more by the heat of
summer, than the cold of winter. In those countries,
snow, the
also, where the ground is long covered with
temperature of the earth is considerably higher than
that of the air, and this preserves it in a proper state
for vegetation, in spite of the intense winter-cold of the
atmosphere. Thus, at Enontekis the ground is consUntly covered with snow, from the beginning of October to the beginning of May ; while at the Cape, in
consequence of the vicinity of the sea, it is more frequently exposed to thaws. Sometimes it happens in
the Lapland Alps, that, when a colder summer than
usual occurs, the snow lies during the whole year, and
kinds of vegetables are completely destroyed, except
all

This
a few lichens, polytricha, and peltidea crocea.'
Norwegian
in
frequently
more
occurs
which
event
is an
Lapland, where there are greater rains during summer,
which reduce the temperature of the air, and prevent
it mto ice.
the dissolution of the snow, or even convert
The progress of the seasons may be readily perceived
at Utsfrom the following Table of Observations, made
^oj^ 53' North Latitude.
jocki, upon the river Tana, in

Jan.

21.

The

sun's half disk seen above the honzoa.

May

5. First rain fell.

June

S.

The

ice disappeared

upon

tlie

nvei Tana.

;

;
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Jane M. "nit hkei were

free

from

July li. Night fnwti begui.
Oct.
Ckt.

Not.
Not.

18. The riren fiozc.
25. "Vht lake* froze.
S. The giouiul corexed with

20.

The

mow.

tun tinder the horizon

Durinj^ the winter solstice,

when

the stm continues

durinj; seven weeks together below the horizon, instead
of a clear day-light, there is only a twilight of a few
hours.
It is not bo dark, however, but that a person
Blight see to write, or do any ordinary business, from
JO o'clock in the forenoon to 1 o'clock in the after-

noon

while the superior brightness of the moon and
with the aid of the aurora borealis,
and the reflwtian of the snow, supply in a great mea>
•ure the absence of the sun. The cold, at this time of
the year, is frequently so intense as to freeze brandy
and spirits of wine. The lakes and rivers are covered
with ice of extraonlinary thickness ; and the whole face
of the country buried under snow to the depth at least
of four or five feet.
In the alpine regions, the lakes
have been known (o be froxen to the depth of a fathom
on the 9tii of July and the whole range of these mountains utterly impassable in winter, on account of the ex*
trtne cold ; the total want of subsistence for the reindeer ; and the violent gusts of wind which overturn
both men and sledges. The driftinjff of the snow, when
newly fallen, render* it impossible to go abroad till a
partial thaw has taken place, when a hard crust is formed on the mMrtmee bjr fnwt, and enables the natives to
tnvd on tbair sMf^M with the utmost celerity. During a thaw the atmosphere is surcharged with vapours
but when the north wind blows, the air is clear and
the aky beautifully serene. Thunder storms are not
even in the depth of winter. At the sum, the sun is aa many weeks continiially'above
the horisoa ee below it in winter ; but his light during
the niirht it paler, and less brilliant than (luring the
<iajr.
The btstt is then extremely oppressive, especially
in the vallies ; and the air is darkened by clouds of
troublesome insects, which the natives have no possibility of avoiding, except by covering their heads with
a doth, or smearing their faces with tar, or involving
thMwIin in tlie smoke of a fire. " "The degree of
hetf," iajra Acerbi, " was twenty-nine (on the thermometer of Celsius) in the sliade, and forty-five in the sun.
The groond burned under our feet ; and the few shrubs
we met with in our way afforded us little or no shelter.
We were ahnoat MffoaOcd with heat ; and, to add to
o«r mtSttinm, we were under the neceasity of wearing
a df eee of thick woollen cloth as a security from the incta, and to cover our faces with a veil, which in a
great naeasare prevented our drawing breath."
In
many parts of Lapland, the days in summer are bright,
;

Urt at this aeuon,

;

I

a

warm, and the season, though short, re>
markably healthy and delightful. At Altengaard, aa
obaenred by RaronV'on Buch,in 79° North Let the thermometer gcnciBUy stood at 70° or 72' in July and the
mean temperatnre of the month was nearly OS".
The aoil at Lapland is generallv sterile. The greater part of the country is covered with rocks, or moss,
«r gravellv plain*, or a kind of turf compoaed of mosses
decayed Gy the frost, and impregnated with standing
water.
There are a few tracts of tolerable soil, especially in the more •outhem districts.
•erene. anil

;

tmL

•TkeataHssaihti

•
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vegetable production* are not numerous, but LaplMii.
more various than generally imagined. Wahlenberg's ^"""^'TT^
'
edition of the Flora Lapponica describes 1087 species
n,!^''c
of plants found in Lapland, more than double the num. Sons.
her observed by Linnaeus. Of this number only 496
are perfect plants; the remaining 591 are cryptogamous. Of grasses there are 102 species ; of algie, 55 ;
of fungi, 9+ ; of musci, 200 ; and of lichens, 207. Of
the perfect plants, the snowy Alps contain 93 species ;
the subalpine region, 125 ; and the woody region, about
3 1.3. Of trees (reckoning the salices) there are 26
kinds ; consisting^of the Scotch fir, spruce fir, birch, alder, poplar, mountain ash, bird-cherry, and nineteen
There are no fruit trees in the
species of willows.
country, but a variety of berries are spontaneously produced ; such as black-currants, rasp-berries, craw-berries,juniper-berries,bil.berries,

andthe Norwegian mul-

berry, which grows upon a creeping plant, and is greatly esteemed as an antiscorbutic. *
In the gardens towards the south, are raised cresses, spinach, onions,
leeks, chives, orache, red cabbage, raddishes, mustard
currants, barberries, elder-berry ; wild-rose, colum.
bines, rose-campion, carnations, sweet-williams ; pota-

toes about the size of poppy-heads ; French-beans,
broad-beans and tobacco when carefully managed ; but
neither white cabbage nor pease come to any perfection ; and apples, pears, plums, and cherries, scarcely
grow at all, though cultivated with the greatest atten;

tion.

The most abundant

which

is

native vegetables are sorrel,
of great service on account of its antiscorbutic properties ; angelica, which is highly relished as an
article of food ; and the lichen rangiferinus, which furnishes the chief subsistence of the rein-deer during
winter, and which the I..aplanders frequently boil in
broth for their own use. Of the indigenous fruits, the
most delicious is the berry of the rubus arcticus ; which,
when suflicicntly ripened, is said to be superior in fragrance and flavour to the finest raspberries or strawberries.
A small plateful fills an apartment with a more
exquisite scent than the finest perfumes; and it is preserved in Sweden as one of the finest sweatmeats.
Except in a few sheltered vallies, and on the banks Agriculof the rivers in the southern districts, there are no agri- tute.
cultural labourers in Lapland. In some places, a plough
of a peculiar construction, suited to ground full of large
stones, is employed in preparing the field for the seed ;
but in general the earth is dug by the labourer. The

which grows

grain,

best,

and

is

chiefly

sown

in

Lap-

lower regions
rye is occasionally cultivated ; and oats have been raised
even in the high level of Enontekis. It is found, that
grain will not ripen in any district where the mean
temperature of the three summer months does not
readi to Hj".
Its progress to maturity is extremely
land,

is

barley, or rather big

;

but

in the

and the com sown in the end ot May is commonly cut down in the end of July. From the commencement of the seed time to the end of harvest, seldom more than sixty days elapse. As an instance of
rapid

;

the rapidity of vegetation during the summer season of
Lapland, Acerbi has affirmed, that, at Enontekis, a tobacco plant generally increases more than an inch in
circumference during the interval of 24 hours. The
Finnish colonists in Lapland sow considerable quantities of turnip seed, which frequently succeeds ; and of
tliis root the native Laplanders are so fond, that they

the sea, are inalogoos to tboK of Scotland and Iceland
tbow ft Sibena.
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Lir'*"''will often give a cheese, says Linnoeus, in exchange for
"^^^T""' a turnip. The Finns have introduced the cultivation
of grain even into the country of Alten ; and theirs may
be considered as the most northern agriculture of the

world.
AnimaU.

The domestic animals of the Laplanders, are cows,
ehecp, dogs, goats, and rein-deer. The cows are fed during winter on Iiay from the meadows, or on the moss
used by the rein-deer. The sheep and goats subsist on
similar food ; and, notwithstanding the rigour of the climate, are remarkably prolific. The she-goats constantly produce two kids, and sometimes three at a birth ;
and the ewes often bring forth twins twice a-year. The
dogs are chiefly kept for collecting the herds of reindeer, and are trained to obey the slightest signal from
The rein-deer are the most valuable
their masters.
part of a Laplander's possessions, and the principal obThese animals have a consideraject of his attention.
ble resemblance to stags ; and thpir whole body is of a
grey colour, which becomes whiter before the hair falls
off".
They cast their horns every year; the males immediately after the rutting season, in the end of November ; and the females in May, after having brought
The new horns are at first flexible,
forth their young.
and so tender as to occasion pain to the animal when
roughly handled. Those of the male are often two
feet and a half in length,'_and tiieir points are as far
The height of the animal,
distant from each otlier.
from the fore foot to the top of the back, is generally
four feet ; and the length, from the shoulder to the tail,
two feet. The hoofs are constructed in such a manner, that, when the foot is pressed on the ground, their
points are separated from each other, and striking together every time the foot is raised, occasions a crackThe rein-deer
ling noise as the animal walks along.
eat grass during summer, and feed with avidity on the
great water horse-tail, even in a dry state ; but they
will not eat hay; and subsist during the greater part of
the year entirely upon the lichen rangiferinus, or reindeer moss, which grows eveiy where in great abundance, and which the animal easily contrives to reach
under the deep covering of snow, where it is protected
from the frost. They are said also to feed on frogs,
snakes, and lemnings, or mountain rats ; and to be particularly fond of human urine, which they greedily lick
up wherever it has fallen. Of these useful creatures a
wealthy Laplander often possesses a thousand, or more ;
a person of the middle class from 300 to 700 ; and the
poorer people from 50 to 200. The herds are commonly tended by the children and females of the family ; and are driven home, morning and evening, to
be milked. For this purpose they are tied, by a rope
put round their horns, to a small pole stuck in the
hands, master and mistress, men and
maids, are busily employed in milking. When the
milk does not come easily, they beat the udder with
their hands to cause a greater flow ; and each female
generally yields about the same quantity as a she-goat.
When the young males are about a year and a half old,
the Laplander proceeds to castrate them by bruising
the contents of the scrotum with his teeth, yet so as
not to break the skin, which would generally prove fatal.
These, if not put to work, become larger, fatter, and
tamer than such as are left in their natural state ; and
are counted of so great value to their owner, that the
•worth of any article is commonly expressed by equal,
ling it to a gelt rein-deer ; and it is considered as one
of the highest compliments to a friend, to tell him, that
he is as estimable as a rein-deer gelding. During sum.

ground

;

and

all

mer, the gelt rein-deer and the hinds are commonly l.apUnd.
'^'^^/"^^
suR'ered to range the woods without any attendance
and every person is able to l^iow his owfi deer by a Aniniuls.
particular mark, or incision, made in the aiiirQal's ear.
After seven years of age, the males are apt to die, of
the weakness and emaciation which succeed the casting of the hair and horns but the geldings live to the
age of 12 or 14 years. They are subject also to various
diseases
sucli as ulcers near the u|)per edges of the
hoof, which often render them completclj' lame, and
unable to keep up with the herd ; a vertigo, or giddiness, causing them to run round continually, generally
incurable, but sometimes removed by cutting the ears,
so as to produce a free discharge of blood ; ulcerations
in the flesh, an epidemic disorder, supposed to prove
fatal by the animal licking and swallowing the corrosive matter from his own skin, or from others of the
herd an affection of the spleen, which is accounted in.
;

;

;

;

and so infectious, that those which are attacked are immediately killed. They are much tormented
curable,

summer by a species of gad-fly, {ccslrus tarandi)
which deposits its eggs in the skin, and produce ulcerations which frequently prove destructive to the fawns.
Wild rein-deer abound in Norwegian Lapland but
few are found in Swedish Lapland, except between
Granoen and Lycksele. They are considerably larger
than the tame deer. Hares are plentiful, and in the
winter season become entirely white. Tiirte kinds of
martens are found, especially in Norwegian Lapland,
whicli are distinguished, according to the places which
they frequent, by the names of stone-marten, birchmarten, and fir-marten. The glutton is common in
the country, and its skin is of great value for making
muff's and gloves.
The beaver is also found in some
parts of Lapland, and in some rare instances are of a
in

;

•

—

white colour. Otters of different kinds ermines, a
squirrels, which are shot with
species of white weasel
blunt arrows to preserve the beauty of their skins—
7nus lemiius, a species of marmot peculiar to Lapland
and field-mice in immense numbers, are all natives

—

—

of those high latitudes. Foxes also are extremely numerous, some of which are white, with black ears and
feet
some red, or red with a black cross— some black,
or black with long hairs on the back of a silver colour
at their extremities ; the skins of wiiich, known by the
name of silver-haired, are highly valued in the north of
Europe. Wolves, generally of a tawny hue, but sometimes of a whitish colour, are also numerous, and extremely destructive to the tame rein-deer. Bears are
common in Lapland, and, though subsisting principally on berries and herbs, frequently prey upon the cows,
sheep, or goats ; but are not able to overtake the reindeer and, unless provoked, would rather avoid than
attack a man.
Many birds are found in Lapland,, which have not ^^^^
yet been discovered in other countries ; particularly the
Lapland wood-cock, which has its beak turned up at
the end ; the Swedish mock-bird, remarkable for the
variety of its notes, as well as the beauty of its plumage, and called by the natives the bird of a ' hundred tongues ;" the Lapland owl, a very rare bird ; a
species of magpie, called the Lapland crow ; the three
toed wood-pecker ; the great dark coloured wood-cock,
with a very long beak, of which the lower half is red,
&c. The only birds which remain during winter, are
partridges, crows, owls, and ptarmigans ; but great

—

—

multitudes resort, in summer, to the lakes and marshes
for the purpose of breeding; and are well supplied
with food from the berries and insects which abound at
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Among

these are observed the eagle and Finland.*
The Lapland language is represented as f.aplanill.i|iltnd.
•^--(—^ falcon tribe, some of which are entirely white ; owls, having a considerable analogy to that of the Finns, and """V^"'
one species of which is of a larpe size and whitish co- as distinguished by certain peculiarities, resembling
crows in prodigious numbers, which become ex- the idiom of the Hebrew. It is described as possessloar
tremely tame during winter ravens, which are fre- ing an elegant brevity, expressing by one woril what
quently so bold and voracious as to seize the fish hung in most languages would require several. It abounds
up to dry, and to pluck out the eyes of the sheep ; par- in tliminutives, but is barren in proverbs. It inay be
noticed as one of its singularities, that the names of
trid;;es, which become white in winter ; large bustards,
about the size of a full grown turkey ; magpies, pigeons, fluids, metals, minerals, grain, herbs, and fruits are all
expressetl only in the plural number.
plovers, thrushes, wood-cocks, snipes, snow-birtls, goldDnche9,cukoos, water- wagtails, ruflTand reeves, swallows,
The names of the first ten numerals are,
wheat-ear*, buntings, black-grous, ptarmigant!, swans,
Auft
1
Gut
6
wild geese, eider tlucks, cranes, gulls, goosanders, raGouft
^ieczhia
2
7
Golm
.
.
3
Kautze . . 9
zor-bills, little eared g^bes, pelicans, cormorants, &c.
Kielja
.
.
4
Autre
.
9
The only amphibious animals are the common frogs,
_,.!.
Vit
5
Laagc . .10
and lisards. The rivers abound in excellent salmon ;
The conversion of the Laplanders to Christianity
ami the lakes in pike, perch, trout, eels, and charr.
Whale* appear upon the coasts in astonishing numl)ers, cannot be dated much earlier than the middle of the
especially about Candlemas \ and the sword- fi«h, shark,
1 7th century ; and it is still so very imperfect as to conand porpoiac , arc sufficiently common. Holibut, skate, sist in little more than their receiving baptism, bearing
tarbot, and flounders are taken in vast quantities in the Christian names, and attending, in a manner by comnorthern ocean ; aod, when drie<l, arc exported to the pulsion, on a few festivals of the church. They are
neighbouring countries in the north of Europe. Cod, said to have still retained their ancient religion almost
unmixed with.any of those additions, which half-contoak, and ling are found on the coasts of Lapland
dning the whole year ; and herrings appear in ini- verted nations generally make from Christianity. They,
thoBls ; but from want of nets these last are
in gi-neral, acknowledge the king of Sweden as their
xemu
taken only in small qtuntities, and use<) chiefly as bait lawful sovereign ; and conform to the Swedish courts
The seas around I^pland furnish also of judicature established in difterent parts of their counfor other fish.
•turgeon, lamprey, soles, seg, grayling, gwiniard, lob- try.
A small number are tributary to Denmark and
Russia.
They are not a numerous people ; and are
•ten, craba, prawni, &c.
The msects of Lapland are more numerous than had calculated not to exceetl 60,000, scattered over an exIqkcu.
long been suspected by naturalists ; and have been tent of 150,000square miles. Even of this number. Baron
particularly described by Dr. Quenzel.
The most cu- Von Buch considers, that one-sixth part only is composed of the real Laplanders, and that the rest are prorious and unaccountable circumstance noticed by this
r^, which in other countries apperly Finnish colonists, by whose gradual influx the
traveller i«, th.it i *•
population of Swedish Lapland is said to have doubled,
!», and during the night time,
pear only towni
follow an entimy nnj-osite coarse in Lapland, flying in the course of thirty years. The Laplanders have
about durirg the day, and disappearing when the sun a swarthy complexion, black short hair, a wide mouth,
No venomous animal whatever is hollow cheeks, and a chin somewhat long and pointed.
it near the horizon.
Their eyes are weak and watery, in consequence, it is
foand in the whole country of I..apland.
The natives of Lapland are wholly ignorant of their supposetl, of their smoky habitations, or the driving
Nxivn.
origin as a people ; but there can he little doubt of and glaring snows of winter, which ofken have the effect
of ilcpriving the natives of sight for several days after retheir hanng l>eeti the first inhabitants of the country
which they now occtipy. Their descent has been de- turning from a hunting excursion. They possess great
some authors frora the Scythians, and by strength of body, and are capable of undergoing extraor11 the
ancient Hebrews; but the mo^t pro- dinary degrees of labour. They are not less remarkable
i«, that their more immediate ancestors
for swiftness of foot and bodily agility ; and are inured
w
It Finns.
The description nt least of from ihcir infancy to every kind of activity and exer!>y I'tolemy and Tacitus, is strikingly applition.
They are rather of diminutive stature, a circumt'
'o ''ic mountain Laplanders of the present day.
stance which has generally been ascribed to the seve(
They are toppoMfl to have been the people designate<l rity of their climate, and the scantiness of their diet.
by Herodotna, ander the epithets, C'j-nocephnli, Trog- Their slouching gait and want of artificial heels, give
that seuao.

;

;
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and Pigmies. They disclaim the appellation
of Laplanders, which is understood to be a term of reproacii, and to have been given to them by the Sweiles
npon the ffnt subjugation nC^the country ; but etymo.
lojfi«ts are not agreed about its precise import and deIt it t|p<ltice<l by some from the Latin lippin,
rivation.
its from the Swedish lappa, a patch
blear-eyci'

them, however, the appearance of being lower tiian
they are in reality ; and, as the boys have often the air
of maturer years, and are employed in driving the
sledges, it is not unlikely that they may have been
mistaken by many travellers for men. The smallest
person observed among them by Maupertuis, was a
well proportioned woman, who measured four feet,

garment; as some interpret the

two inches, and five lines and Hogsbrom frequently
met with natives of the different provinces, whose
height was between five and six feet. Even their
swarthy complexion is more the effect of the emoke

Imlytes,

'

in refere n
word, a bat,

ir

i

denoting their ugliness ; and by others
from the Finniah hppi, exiles or runaways, supposing
tbcm to haTe migrated, or to have been banished from

all found in the same northern latitude, appear to have been originally
have dtKcnded <rom the White Sea towaidi Norway and Sweden, while tlie Finns, on
'EtAaem araogh Ffadand. In the north of Xorwa'y, the Laplanders are called Tinns; and the Finns who

SaaojtOa, Tatfrntaar, tod Gracohlidcn,

Th* htflimiat ate tuppoMd
'

'

Ann

;

to

'

Qiani.

;
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in -which they are (loomed to pass so ^reat a portion of
their existence, than a natural hue of their skin ; for
Linneeus afhrms, that "the fairness of the bodies of these

dark-faced people rivalled that of any lady whatever.''
The dress of the Laplanders consists of a conical
cap in the form of a sugar loaf, and of a greyish colour, made with eight seams, which are covered with
stripes of brown cloth, with a tossel of various coloured shreds on the top, and a border of fur round the
lower part sometimes the colour of the cap is red,
and the stripes yellow. While engaged in hunting or
in tending the rein deer, they wear also a kind of riding-hootl, which covers the whole head, breast, and
thoulders, having only a small opening in front to look
The men rarely wear any covering about
through.
their necks, which are exposed naked to the weather,
with no other protection but what is derived from the
thick collars of their coats.
The co^, which serves at
once as shirt and outer garment, 'is generally made of
sheep-skin with the wool upou it turned next the skin,
and reaches below the knees, when not tied up with a
girdle.
It is open in front half way down the bosom,
below which it is fastened with hooks, as far as the
lower part of the stomach. The collar is high and
thick, quilted with cloth, frequently ornamented with
different coloured threads, anil extending a little way
down the bosom on each side. Instead of pockets, they
carry a little bag hanging over the breast, divided into
two compartments, and containing their tobacco pipe,
tinder-box, tobacco, and spoon.
The great coat made
of kersey or rein-deer skin, with the hairy side outwards, is like the jacket, open only at the breast, and
provided with an upright stiffened collar, with a running string to draw it close about the neck. The collar, the opening at the breast, the shoulder-band, the
cuffs of the sleeve, and the bottom of the coat and
jacket are commonly bordered with cloth or furs of
tlifferent colours, and worked with threads of various
The mountain Laplanders also wear around
hues.
their necks, when they travel, the skin of a fox's cub.
They sometimes wear gloves of tanned leather ; but
more commonly made of the skins of the fawn of the
rein deer, with the hair turned outwards, and a lining
finer sort is made of the skin of
of Cyprus-grass.
the black fox or of the rein-deer's foot ; and the upper
part, which reaches above the wrist, is formed of cloth
curiously worked with tinsel wire, and trimmed with
otter's skin. They use no stockings, but wear a kind of
pantaloons of coarse cloth or tanned leather, or the skin
of the rein-deer's legs, fitted close to the limbs. Their
shoes are made from the skin of the rein deer, the
soles being taken from the forehead, and the upperThe hair of the
leather from the legs of the animal.
sole is generally singed to render it less slippery in
walking ; and the inside is carefully lined with a kind
of soft hay, chiefly of the carx sytvatica. Sometimes
they buy leather from their neighbours for boots ; and
a finer sort is made for sale with the legs of coarse cloth
neatly worked with tinsel wire, and the toe prolonged
to a sharp point.
They wear leather belts ornamented
with tin, and with thongs of leather, to which are attached tin balls, keys, &c. hanging down behind. The
women wear caps of woollen or linen cloth, with stripes
and borders of yellow cloth, and ribbands of gold oisilver tinsel, and use riding-hoods, when abroad, like
those of the men. Their jackets and great coats resemble those of the men, except that the former is gathered
into plaits before and behind, and is rather shorter
than that of the other sex, while the latter is longer.
:

A

N'D.

The other parts of their dress are little different from Inpland.
those of the men; but their gloves and shoes are ge- '"'S'"^^
nerally of white skins, and their girdles "more ornamented.

They wear

sian linen or cotton,
stuffs,

also kerchiefs, or mantles^of

Rus-

and narrow aprons of the same

always furnished with a fringe or border.

their articles of dress are

All

made by

the women.
"I'he mountain Laplanders, or those who inhabit the Habiutlonj,
alpine country, have no fixed habitations, but live in
tents, which they move from place to place, in quest of
food for their rein-deer.
These tents are usually nine
feet in height, and about 1 2 feet in length.
They are
constructed by means of six poles or beams of wood
nearly meeting at the top, and in winter iixed at the
lower extremities in a wall of snow raised around the
inclosed space.
The tent is covered with walmal cloth,
generally in two pieces, fastened together with wooden
skewers ; and the ddor is simply a flap of cloth left between two of the main beams, but sometimes extended
on a wooden frame in the form of a pyramid, with a
thong of leather tying the top or point of the door to
the upper part of the opening by way of hinge, while
the side to windward is carefully kept close, and entrance allowed only in the opposite direction
The fire
place, which consists of a square enclosure of low stones,
is always in the centre of the tent, and .above it is left a
hole in the roof to let out the smoke, and a small beam
crossing the top of the principal poles to support the
iron hook by which the kettle is suspended.
The summer tent is covered with canvas cloth ; and a small
one, of the same materials, is carried by the Laplander
in his hunting excursions at all seasons.
The huts of
the maritime Laplanders, and of those who inhabit the
woody region, nearly resemble the tents now described,
in their whole form and structure, except, that in.
stead of a cloth covering, the roof is formed of the
bai-k of the birch tree and sods of earth.
The internal
arrangement is the same in both. The space between
the fire-place and the door is used as a receptacle for
fire-wood, and that behind the fire for the kettles and
other utensils.
The spaces on each side of the fire,
place are divided, by logs of wood, into three apartments, which may be styled the bed-chambers; of
these the space farthest from, the door, accounted the
most honourable, is occupied by the husband and wife
that in the middle by the children ; and the outer one
by the servants. It not unfrequently happens that two
families dwell with the utmost harmony in th» same
habitation, each occupying one side, and using the fireplace, with its front and back spaces, in common. The
whole floor of the huts and tents is covered with the
small branches of trees, and above these are usually
spread the skins of rein-deer, upon which the family sit
or recline, as, except in the centre, where the fire is
situated, no part is sufficiently high ,to admit of their
thicker covering of skins is laid
standing upright.
in the lateral spaces which are used as bed-chambers ;
and, however intense may be the cold, the mountain
Laplander always strips himself naked when he goes to
His outer coat serves as a pillow, and a sheep's
sleep.
skin, with the woolly side inwards, as a blanket, above
which, if necessary, is laid a woollen rug. During summer, a canvas quilt is commonly used as the upper covering, which the Laplander draws completely over his
head as a protection from the musquitoes, and keeps it
raised in the middle by a leather thong tied to the poles
of the tent, so as to allow a freer respiration in his hidAt all seasons these dwellings are constanting place.
'

A

ly filled with smoke,

which

is

considered as the best-

;
;

;

.
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wood which they art'
„
smoke i« to pitchy and dense,
ceivable

of the wetness of the
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employ

as fuel, this

as to render

how human beings should be

it inconable to exist, or,

such a situation.
In the hut* there is usually a stall near the door, for the
sheep and cattle, which enter by the same door, and pass
the nijfht tinder the same roof with the family.
Both
the maritime and mountain Laplanders have sheds and
hovels around their dwellings as receptacles for proviand other household stufis, which are not
imHiwluil> request ; and generally one of these is an empty
space under their hay^taclc, which is built on a fr.ime
of posts. Frequently, also, the mountaineers dig holes
in the jjround, and pave them with stones, as store-plaoea tor tlie fleah ot' the rcin-<leer.
The howhriiJ furniture of the Laplanders consists
of horn apoaa a, pota and kettles, made of brass or coppar, sniiirtililiil of stun* ; wooden bowls of birch
wood, capable o( holdinfr about 1 2 quarts ; a basket for
h</
>e ; and a barrel for their oil, and other liquiL.
.1 ::w of the riclHT natives possew two or three
•t least, to preserve their eye-sifrht in

MM,

m

pewter dishes, and silver spoooa. The maritime Lap.
laiMiers u»e a lamp made of a aea-shell, with a rushWick
but the momtatneers have rarely any other
liffbt than what the fire aifonls.
A few rennet bags
fiOed with milk for winter use, are suspended from the
roof; and one or two racks for cheese placed along the
upper part of the house. Oval fir-boxes, capable of
cootainiDg a few articles, and covered by a lacing of
eonla, are used as panniers in transporting their goods
ana two of thrm, weighing above two pounds each, are
earried by a rein-deer.
I'he most ornamental piece of
fumitore in the house of a Laplander is the cradle
which is a piece of woed properljr shaped and hollow<
cd, with a reoeaa for the head of the child. Cords are so
fixed as to paas round it and fasten it to the mother's
keek when she travels and a ring of beads is suspended from the upper part to amu'e the infant as it lies on
its heck with its hands at liberty.
In this case of wood
the inlJHits are rocked or swung, and sometimes fed
with unbailed milk through a horn. In four months
thejr are generally able to stand on their teet
but many
ef thcBi are su pposed to die from improper managenant, and fspsciaHy <Vom an early expuiure to cold.
Tlie diet of the LspUndcrs ooosists almost wholly of
•aimal CmkL Those who rcaide on the coast subsist
chiefly on fish, with a little beef and mutton occasionally.
They are lond of the cod fish roasted as soon as
cngbc ; and oonaider its liver, bruued and mixed with
Salmon is split
cnabarriaaw aa a very savoury dish.
and dried, and, in that stale, u eaten without any farther cooking or preparation, except dipping each piece
it in ineir mouths.
in train oil li
When
;

.

;

;

'

-

their stock ot

'

xhausted, or falling short,

they ooUect tia- hcod^ and bones, roast them betore the
ira, slew them in a kettle along with slices of sealMublMi^ aad oat liM OMaa with a seasoning of train oil.
Laptawder; subsist prindpally on tJie
The B iil
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rer.
lu mdk is useil in a
id flash of •
ii or
variety of wboded, or Iraileii and
n^^allla^l d with sorrel ; or coagulate*! in a MMir ktate,
mtito sotid as to be capable of bciug cut into slices ;
;

in (he

,

sccmnSi

/ tsavdlcn oo chi*

or coagulated together with its cream ; or boiled down,
when quite fresh, to the consistence of gruel, in which
state it is called sweet cheese ; or coagulated with rennet, and boiled with meal ; or drained in a napkin,
when just beginning to ferment, and, when sufficiently
firm, eaten with sweet cream.
In winter the pew milk
freezes as soon as drawn from the animal ; and in this
state is kept in small vessels of birch-wood, as an extraordinary delicacy, to be eaten with a spoon as it
thaws before the fire. In autumn it is collected in casks,
or other vessels, in which it speedily sours
and, as the
cold weather comes on. freezes hard.
It is frequently
mixed also with cranberries, and put into a clean paunch
of the rein-deer, when it soon congeals, and, togethef
with the paunch, is cut into slices for use in winter.
They make butter of the whole milk of the rein-deer,
which the women accomplish by stirring it about witJi
their fingers till it acquires the desired consistency. On
making cheese it is necessary, on account of the extraordinary richness of the milk, to mix it with water
and the cheese, which is still remarkably Ikt, is used
cold, boiled, or roasted.
The whey, boiled with meal,
forms another preparation ; and sometimes it is kept
for a long time merely in a viscid state.
Besides the
calf's rennet, the Laplanders produce a similar i)reparatiun by infusing the saiiid of the cod-fish, or the intestines of the rein-deer, in a quantity of butter-milk.
They use a great proportion of venison in their daily
fare.
From the time that the dried fish is consumed, a
family of four persons uses at le:ist one rein-deer every
week ; and three of these animals are accounted equivalent to an ox. This venison, slaught<red as required,
is cut into small pieces and boiled, which are dipped,
as they are eaten, into the fat previously scummed from
the pot, and washed down by a ladle full of the broth
taken occasionally during the repast. The legs are boiled for the sake of the marrow, which forms one of the'
greatest delicacies ; and the entrails are coriked for food,
though ni'ver along with the meat. Even the bones
are most economically broken down, and stewed as
;

long as any oil can be procured from them. The lights
only are reserved for the dogs. The flesh of th^ reindeer is frequently prepared, alto, by roasting on wooden spits, stuck in the ground, and placed before the
and occasionally parts of it are smoked by bangfire
It is killed only iii
ing in the upper part of the tent.
winter, and always used fresh. The blood is preserved
in bladders, kegs, &c. and mixed with a kind of gruel.
Both the maritime aud mountain Laplanders eat the
flesh of bears, beavers, wolves, foxes, seals, otters, gluttons, squirrels, martins, and almost uU quadrupeds that
they can contrive to catch or kill.* The Laplanders
make use of very little bread, except a little barleycake, luiked with water, or milk, or whey, upon the
hearth.
I'he jworer people grind the chaff, and even
some of the straw, along with the com. Sometimes
the inner bark of '.he fir and pine tree, collected when
the sap is rising, dried in the sun or over a slow fire, is
ground into meal and mixed with the barley flour. Another kind of brcitd is prejMired from the CaUa palus'
Iris or water dragon, the roots of which are taken up in
spring before the leaves shoot out, dried, pounded,
ground, boiled, till it becomes thick like flummery, and,
after staniling in this sute three or four days to lose its

point

;

Aceibi, who ciiie6y follows the Daniah niiuionary l.«8nis, sayii,
but Tbonuoo, who takes Lionous as his guide, affiruis, that
fox and wolf, and speaks of their fattening 8»-inc with meal

mt ail aaiinila but iwitx. pork bong to a I^aplander an abomination ;
Ml dM odIj IjifluiJ qiuulnipcds upun which »he natirts do not feed are the
'^- * •
Udi ef Ibe pine tre«.
I«t It.

Ums

Iks*

5<)3

r

* ^

;
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bittemcM, is mixed for use with the meal of bark or
*~''V""^ barley. In times of great scarcity, bread is sometimes
made from the ground seeds of the Spergula arvensis,
or spurrey. The Laplanders are exceedmgly fond of
the Ane^elica sylvestris, which grows abundantly in every
part of woody Lapland, and which they eat, either fresh
or dried, or boiled in milk, with great avidity, as at once
B delicious sallad, and an antiscorbutic medicine. They
use, in like manner, the Sonchus alpinus, a kind of small
sow thistle, which has a milky stem of a very bitter taste.
Among their dainties may be enumerated the inner bark
of the fir-tree, fresh, smoked, or steeped in train oil ; the
different berries found upon the melting of the snow,
thoroughly ripened 'in this winter repository ; and,
above all, tobacco, which they chew or smoke, as the
highest luxury, and when they can procure no more,
will even masticate slips of the bag or chips of the cask
in which it has been kept.
They are greatly delighted
with pepper, ginger, and othfer spices ; and peculiarly
gratified by a present of ardent spirits, of which they
prepare none themselves, but procure a little brandy
from Sweden or Norway. Before swallowing the liquor, they rub a little of it upon their foreheads or bosoms, in the jiersuasion that it will thus be prevented
from injuring their head or breast. Their sole beverage, in ordinary use, is water, procured in winter by
Ltjiland.

snow ; and for this purjiose a quantity is
kept always standing in a copper vessel in their huts.
All the cookery is performed by the men, and in the
dirtiest manner possible.
The dishes and spoons are
seldom washed, or, at most, only by squirting water upon them from their mouths, and rubbing them with
dissolving the

their fingers.
Slieues.

are said to live to a great age ; and
it has even been affirmed, that some of them have completed a century and a half
But, as they are little
skilled in the exact computation of time, much depend-

ence cannot be placed on their own testimony ; and
their premature looks of old age, and general wretched
tenor of life, are not very consistent with such accounts
of their longevity.
Their long endurance of intense
cold
their coarse and precarious food
their close and

—

—

smoky

habitations, and their neglect of personal cleanliness—are not likely to prove conducive to vigorous
health and long life.
But, on the other hand, their
roaming disposition
their employment in hunting,
fishing, and tending the rein-deer, which habituate

—

—

to air and exercise
their partiality to various preparations of milk as an article of subsistence
their
warm clothing, and careful precautions against damp
or cold feet
not to mention their exemption from the
dissipations of more refined states of society
are doubtless favourable to the prevention of disease, and give

—

the

seal,

or the rein-deer, as

warm

as possible.

Lapland
'^""^^'^

^»^''*'«

They

touch a diseased tooth with a splinter from a tree
which has been struck by lightning ; and, in order to
rub off the speck in a commencing cataract of the
eye, they introduce a common louse within the eyelids.
Before reducing a dislocated or fractured bone,
they cause the patient to swallow, in a drink, a little
powdered silver or brass. As a remedy for sprained
J
ancles, or other sprains, they bind the suffering part
with the sinew of the rein-deer's fore legs ; but, at the
same time, reckon it essential to the cure, that a female
patient must use the sinews of the buck, and a male
those of the doe.
During the winter time, and especially from the be- Afanners
ginning of December to the end of January, a sort of and mode
apathy, congenial to the season, creeps over the natives, "^ ^*'
and they spend in sleep more than one-half of the 24
hours.
Their principal care is to keep themselves
warm j and little employment of any kind is carried

*

The Laplanders

them

—

cases of hoarseness in spring and autumn
lumbago
and rheumatic pains, epilepsy and headaches, scurvy
and St. Antony's fire, deafirtss and asthma among old
people, are the most frequent diseases in Lapland.
The
great remedy employed in most of their diseases, especially for all aches and pains, head-ache,
tooth-ache,
pleurisy, lumbago, &c. is the actual cautery,
which
they apply by burning a piece of fine fungus, about
the
size of a pea, on the place affected, and thus
producing
a sore, by way of issue, which is allowed to remain
open till it heals spontaneously. In hard imposthuraes,
&c. they apply a kind of plaster made from the loose
scaly bark of the birch, scorched, chewed, mixed
with
fresh turpentine from the spruce fir, and kneaded
by
the hands into an uniform paste, which brings forward
the suppuration, and promotes its discharge without
much pain. As an ointment for burns, they boil fresh
cream to a thick consistence. Most of their other medicines are mere nostrums, or charms.
They pretend
to cure inward complaints by swallowing the blood of

—

—

credibility to the statements of their being a healthy
race.
At the same time, as in the case of most savage

highly probable that the great proportion
of vigorous constitutions among them, may be ascribed
to the circumstance of those who are of a weakly habit
dying in infancy. Fevers, agues, and dropsies, are
rare ; chilblains, not more common than in other coun*
tries ; the stone, gout, and jaundice, entirely unknown.
Even coughs and colds, notwithstanding the severity
of the climate, are very uncommon ; though a few cases
of consumption now and then occur. Swelled necks,
or goitres, similar to those in Switzerland sore, or
blear eyes, frequently inducing total blindness as old
age advances— a swelling, or falling down of the uvula,
cured by cutting off the affected part— colics, and other
/disorders of the stomach and bowels
pleurisies, and
;
tribes, it is

—

on.

The maritime Laplanders change their habitations
only twice in the year, namely, in spring and autumn
and in this case they leave their huts standing until
their return.
Those, also, who inhabit the woody region are more stationary. But the mountain, or wandering Laplanders, are continually moving from place
to place, to procure food for their rein-deer.
About
the middle of summer they move with their families
and herds towards the sea coast, seldom travelling above
four English miles a day.
They spend great part of
the summer in fishing ; and, as the rivers abound in
fish, they find no difficulty in catching as many as they
desire, which they hang up and dry for future use. In
this employment they are often attended on the lakes
by large flocks of sea swallows, which direct them to
the places where the shoals of fish are most abundant ;
and are rewarded with the small fishes, which are cast
on the shore, or left for them in the boats. They come
duly at the same hour in the morning, as if to inform
the fishermen that it is time to begin their work, and
set off with the boats as guides, ready, by their cries
and plunging into the water, to point out the most
proper places for casting the nets. On the approach
of autumn they return to the mountains, where they
move about, as occasion requires, from one wood or hill
to another.
On their way from the coast in autumn,
as the rein-deer are particularly fat in that season, they
generally kill a sufficient number of them, which they
deposit by the way in a kind of hovel or storehouse.

;
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renain there during winter, and serve as a supply
for their families in the following spring, on their progttia to the coaat.
In spring and autumn, when the
earth is free from its covering of snow, the natives trarel on foot, and convey tlieir tents and baggage on the
backs of the rein-deer; but, in the winter excursions,
sledges are used for transporting themselves and their
fbmiture. The sledge is made of birch wood, and
formed like a boat with a flat stem. The ends of the
tide planks are fastened with wooden pegs to the roundilh board, which forms the back, and their points,
brought together at the front, are bound fust with a
rope.
The sledges are caulked within, and frequently
E'tched also on the outside to keep out the water. The
nd most coiximonly used for travelling is so light, as
to be easily carried in the arms, and is no larger than
to admit the legs and thigtu of the Laplander.
It is
onen from head to stem but has occasionally a seal
kin fixed to the head, which covers the legs and knees
of the psMenger, to which is joined a rug, spreading
over hu lap, and fastened by leather loops to the side,
to defend him from the snow.
The larger sledges, employ etl for conveying provisions and bagg.igc, have generally a conves deck from head to stern, with a hatch
behind, which is raised by a projecting bolt, when any
thing ia to be drawn out, or stowed under the deck.
The sIcdgM are drawn by the female, or by gelt reindeer ; and it requires great perseverance to break Uiese
animals to the haraesi.
In yoking them to the sledge,
a broad collar of untanned deer skin is put over the
oack, from which a rope made of thong<i, cut from seal
•kin or the hide of an ox, passes under the belly between the fore and hind legs, and is fasteneil to the
to

;

•ledge by a hole in the fore part of the kec-L
.Another
collar, or kersey cit.th, and embellished with tinsel, is
occaaionally put on by way of ornament.
A broad
girth la soaietimes brought round the body of the deer,
with an opening bekiw the belly to let the rope pass
through, and to keep it steady in pulling the vehicle.
A rein, or thong like a halter, is fastened to the head of
the de«r, and, wbile the animal is standing still, Itangs
on the left aide. The Laplander, when placed in the
sledge, ties the end of the halter about the thumb of
hit right ImukI, and then shaking it witli violence from
«ide to side, the animal springs ibrward at great speed,
but in an irregular and serpentine course. When the
driver wishes to keep to eitner hand, he pulls the rein
to that tide.
When going down liill, he regulates the
lilting of the sledge by tlie movement of his botly ; or,
if the descent is very iteep, he ties a rein-deer by the
horns to the back of the sledge, which the animal is
trained to keep steady by drawing liackwards.
When
he wishes to urge the rein-deer to its utmmt speed,
which is at tba rata of ten miles an hour, he places him•elf on his kneca, and encourages him by certain sounds
and motrcnicnta ; and when he is desirous to stop, he
shifts the rein from the right side to the left, upon
which the animal immediately stands still. In transporting baggage or provisions, a train of four or five
•led^ mayLe conducte<I by one man, who seats himdfrn the forenuMt, while the rein of each deer is attached to the stem of the preceding sledge ; and one
deer tied to the back of the hindmost, to act as a check
upoa their velocity in descending the declivities. The
Mdcea, when not in use, are frequently lodged under a
woDoeo shed ; but, in general, they are merely turned
iipoD the snow, with the keel upwards, and in this position they serve the purpose of repositories (or veni•o(>>
For travelliog on foot in winter, the Lap'
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landers employ snow shors, which are about six feet Laplmd.
long, and six inches broad in the middle, tapering to a ~—~v—""
point at both extremities.
The upper part of the shoe ^'''""<'"

the edge on each side sharp, the under part of 'iii^°
convex, and furrowed lengthwise; and in the middle
of the broad surface is a place for the foot, with a band
to fasten it firmly about the ancle.
Many of the families in removing from one station to .mother, follow the
sledges on foot, driving the herds of deer. In this way,
they frequently travel by night as well as by day over
an entire surface of snow, without the slightest vestige
of a track to guide their way, and with the snow drifting in all directions ; yet, by observing the stars, or
the course of the wind, they rarely happen to miss
their reute.
In these cases, they fix bells to the collars of the rein-deer, in order to keep together by the
sound, when they can no longer see one another. They
are always provided with a steel, flint, and matches, to
light their pipes, or kindle a fire if requisite ; and when
obliged to stop, in consequence of the severity of the
weather, or the length of the way, speedily erect a small
travelling tent, and take their repose as occasion or neis flattish,

cessity

The

may demand.

employment of the Laplander, espeis hunting, in which he
makes much use of traps and other snares, some of
which are sufliciently ingenious. In order to take partridges and ptarmigans, they form a low hedge or fence
of brushwood in the thickets, with small openings about
a fathom from each other, just large enough to let the
principal

cially in the wifiter season,

birds pass through them.
In these, they place a forked birch twig, in such a manner as to form a sort of
arch, with the cleft stuck in the snow, and, in this arch,
it suspended a noose of packthread, or horse hair, by
which the birds are taken as they come running along,
and attempt to pass through the open spaces. They
frequently catch the |)elicans, cormorants, and other
sea fowl on the rocks, by means of baited hooks tiu-

tened to ropes. They take also in snares, foxes, hares,
ermines, m.irtins, &c. ; and even the wild rein-deer are
often caught by nooses suspended in the narrow passes,
or by driving them into enclosed alleys.
When the
snow has fallen in large quantities, and the wild reindeer, by sinking deep, are unable to run fast, the natives pursue them on foot in tlieir snow shoes, and
knock them on the head with clubs. But, in hunting,
the Laplander makes much use also of the rifle gun
with which, and the assistance of his dog, he rouses and
shoots the wild deer even in the summer and autumn
The hunting of the deer is attended with ex>
seasons.
cessive fatigue, on account of the animal's acute percep>
tion and extreme shyness ; and the hunter, upon perceiving one at half a mile's distance, takes a circuit to
leeward, creeping on his hands and feet till he comes
within gunshot. In this way, a single hunter frequently assails the bear in open day, especially in the au.
tumn, when the animal is more fearless, and is continually prowling about in quest of the berries which
abound at that season. The Laplander, taking his dog,
with a cord tied around its jaws to prevent it barking,
and holding the other end in his hand, advances to the
retreat of the bear, and ende.-ivours to keep on the leeward side, that the animal may not discover his approach by the scent Should he miss his aim, or only
wound the bear, his life is exposed to no small danger
In his flight, however, he
from the enraged animal.
generally contrives to drop his knapsack, which the
wild beast commonly seizes, and tears in pieces ; so
that the hunter either makes his escape in the mean

*
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time, or takes the opportunity to fire a second shot,
which usually proves efTectual. At other times, wheri
he has discovered the winter retreat of tlie bear, he covers the entrance of the den with branches, interweaving them so thoroughly, as to leave only a sufficient
space for the animal to thrust out his head. Armed
with his hatchet, he proceeds to rouse and irritate the
sleeping inhabitant, who generally advances in the ut.
most rage to the opening among the branches ; but, as
soon as he pushes forth his head, the hunter levels a
blow with the axe, which rarely fails, if it strike him
below the eyes, to fell him to the ground. They form
canoes of thin planks, fastened together by means of
cords, which are so light as to be easily carried on the
'

back ; and which they guide with surprising dexterity
in the most rapid currents.
The maritime Laplanders, are principally employed in fishing, and particularly during the summer .season, when the Russian vessels aVe stationed on the
coast, pursuing the same object, and purchasing the
fish of the natives.
At this busy period, they often lie
out at sea in their boats for many weeks ; and, by the
disposal of their fish, procure meal for their support in

Their condition is, however, very inferior to
that of the mountain or field Laplanders ; and they are
always eager to exchange their boats and earnings, for
the greater freedom and better living of their pastoral
\Tinter.

neighbours. Their fish, train oil, and meal, is counted
wretched poverty in comparison with the fat broth and
full repasts of rein-deer flesh enjoyed by the mountaineers.
It is only when they are forced by necessity, in consequence of the deficiency of their herds, that
they betake themselves to the watery element in quest
of that sustenance which they can no longer find amonothe mountains.
With three hundred of these animal J
they would be in a state of moderate prosperity ; bul
would live very miserably on the produce of one hundred.
From their predilection for the pastoral life,
they rarely apply themselves to improve the benefits
of the more stationary residence, which they might
have on the coast. Their huts, or gammes, are only
calculated for a few months duration ; and are changed
at least twice, and sometimes three times in the year, for
the sake of procuring pasturage for the few rein-deer, or
milk cows, in their possession Some of these dwellings,
which were seen by Baron Von Buch on the coast, were
calculated either for shelter or accommodation.
eight feet in diameter, and
four in height, nearly resembling a baker's oven, with
a square hole in the middle to serve as window and

little

They were not more than

chimney. They were constructed of branches, and covered on the outside with grass, but so carelessly put
on as to admit the wind in every direction. In these,
during the absence of the men at sea, are crowded together as one family, a mother, daughter, daughter-inlaw, and servant maids ; but even in the little circle
which they occupy, all confusion is prevented, by an
exact allotme^t to each of their own space and side of
the dwelling.
A great part of the Swedish Laplanders in Kemi Lappraark, and especially in the
Forsamling of Enare, live principally by fishing,
like those on
the coast and possess few rein-deer, but generally have
ten or a dozen sheep. In summer, they subsist
on fish
;

from the lakes, and drink, as a luxurious draught,
the
water m w Inch their fish has been boiled. In winter, their

diet consists of dried fish, and soups
made of water, fir
bark, and rem-deer tellow, with a little ewe
milk, and
a few mountain bramble berries.
In the lakes and
krger rivers, they Uke the salmon by means
of nets.

or by striking with the spear.
This latter moae is Lapl«n«,
practised chiefly during the night by means of lights or
fires, and is described as singularly picturesque.
On 5""'^?
the front of the boat, is an iron basket or grate fastenof Ufc
ed to the end of a long crooked stick, so that'fhe burning wood which it contains stands far above the boat
Immediately behind the fire stands the fisher with his
trident, which is a long spear, with five or six strong
barbed points; and behind him sits the pilot, who
moves the boat along with gentle and imperceptible
strokes.
The salmon is attracted by the blaze of the
fire, and, raising himself slowly to the
surface of the
water, comes within reach of the spear.
The silence
of the moving boats, the crossing of the fires as they
advance in diflferent directions, the immdveable figures
of the fishers hanging forward over the prow in readiness for the blow, and the sudden animation imparted
to these seeming §tatues when the salmon is struck,
render these fishing scenes peculiarly interesting ta
the eye of a spectator.
The dexterity with which the
Laplanders guide their boats down the most rapid falls
in the rivers, is not less remarkable, and presents
a
spectacle as sublime as the last m.enlioned is beautiful.
This, however,must be given in the words of an eye witness. Baron Von Buch thus describes his passage through
the fall of Eianpaika, below Muonianiska.
" I heard
the noise of the fall long before we approached it, while
the river still glided on smoothly.
Then followed several falls, which were not high nor long, but the stream

7^

became rough and

Rocks began now to rise
and points to appear above the surface.
The agitated water presses through between the
closely approaching rocks.
The waves began to rear
themselves up, to foam, and dash over. They drove
the boat with incredilile rapidity down the abyss ; they
dash over in the most wild and alarming commotion the
sky, rocks, a-id woods, all disappear and nothing is
seen or heard but the foam and roaring of the water.
The wave dashes the boat with one sweep against the
rock ; but the bold pilot guides it with a strong and
steady hand with still greater rapidity than the wave,,
as if in sport, from one side to the other ; and the next
moment it is again floating on the no longer agitated
along both

agitated.

sides,

:

;

current.
The two men in the fore part of the boat,
have a most frightful appearance. Their fixed look
their eyes, which seem to start from their sockets, endeavour to read every thought of the pilot, whether
they ought to row in the fall more rapidly or more
slowly.
Their own preservation depends on their correct understanding of the thoughts of the pilot. Every
muscle is stretched in the highest degree, and the arms
only are in motion." The boats are as strong as sea
boats, and their huge helms seem made for large ships.
In this way, the natives proceed down to Torneo with
large burdens of butter, tea, fish, and hides ; and drag
the boat with incredible- labour along. the bank, when
they come to the fall in ascending the stream.
The Laplanders discover considerable ingenuity in Maniial
making the various utensils which they possess. Their arts and
sledges and canoes are so artificially put together, that m-'"'"*'*'
not a drop of water is able to penetrate their sides. '""'•
From the wood of the birch tree, they form vessels
of various capacities, from an ordinary drinking cup,
to casks for holding the milk of the rein-deer.
From
the horns of the rein-deer, they manufacture spoons in
a very neat manner, which they stain with figures tolerably well designed.
With no other instrument than a
knife, they also carve their bowls and spoons with wonderful expertness.
The steel of these knives they ma»

;
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LapUoJ. nufacture for themselves, and onuraent in a style of
^-^ ~~' some elegance. They tan their leather with the first
inner bark of the birch, which they cut into small pieces, and boil for half an hour; and, having previously
freetl the liides from the hair, by plunging them in
warm water, burj-ing them under ground, and scraping them with a roundish knife, tliey immerse them in
the liquor, a little cooled ; and, for two days, the liquor ia wa'med, and the skins repLiced. By means
of fir bark, they give the leather a red stain ; and dye
their woi)l of tlut colour, with the blood-root, or tor" V cement broken e.irlhen- ware, by tying
mf'
together with a thread, and boiling the
the
wholt: i:i trc>h milk.
The women prepare the skins of
foxtn, fiwiu. otters, and other animals for sale, by stripping off the membranous pirts, and curing them with

giving

game

5Vf

way of the weaker

party.

A

more sedentary

in their long winter imprisonment,

that of the
a board.
Theis

Lsplaai,
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and geese, played with pegs, upon
Laplanders are said, by some travellers, to have a sort
of trumpet called lur, and pipes made of the bark of
mountain ash ; but Acerbi affirms, that they have no
idea of harmony whatever, and that all artificial music
appears to be banished from their solitary districts. He
affirms, that neither by the power of money or of
brandy, could he ever prevail with any of the natives
to produce any thing like a song, except a monotonousvociferation in a kind of fainting or fading voice, pro«
longed and repeated till the breath is exhausted. He
found as little poetry as music, in the song, of which
the words and notes, equally unvaried, were as follows:
" a good journey, my good gentlemen gentlemen—*
fiih oil.
The women make tinsel wire of different gentlemen gentlemen a good journey journeythicknew, by drawing it through a machine formed of journey my good gentlemen—gentlemen a good
and with this wire they embroider journey journey journey—journey."
a rein-deer'a skull
coata, gloves, harness. Sec. in a very f,knciful style. The
The Laplanders rarely intermarry with the Norwe« Marriagev
I^planders manufacture Uiread from the tendons of the gians or other neighbouring nations. Their matrimoreia-deer.
These they hold before the fire, and beat nial negociations are conducted with extraordinary forwith wooden hammers, to render them more pliant and ro.-ility and decorum. When a young man has select*
divisible.
They lay hold of them with (heir teeth, and ed his object, he^communicates his wishes to his own
family, who repair in a body to the dwelling of the
split them into filament;, mot'stciiing them occasionally
with rein deer marrow. These filaments are drawn young woman's parents, carrying a slight present, such
through boles of different sizes in a wooden or metal as a ring or ornamented girdle to the fair one, and a
instrument, to render them as >mooth as possible. They quantity of brandy to entertain the friends.
When arart then twisted into threads, by rubbmg them with rive<l at the hut, tfie suitor is left without, till he shall
the band upon the thigh or knee, and moistening them be invited to enter ; and as soon as the rest of the party,
have entered, their spokesman fills out a bumper of
from time to time with saliva.
During winter, the Laplanders carry on some traf- brandy, which be offers to the girl's father, and the acic with the Swedes, bartering skins, furs, dried fixh, ceptance of which, indicates nis approbation of the
and Tcniaon, gloves and short boots, for coarse flannel, match to be proposed. After the liquor has gone round
doth, hemp, co|>per, iron, and various utensils, but the company, leave is obtained for the young man to
present himself, while his advocate in a set speech
particularly fur (obaocn, brandy, meal, and salt ; beopens the treaty. The lover, upon being introduced,
side* exchanging fish for meal, from the Russians on
the northern const- Some idea of the amount of this takes his seat near the door, at some distance from the
commerce, may be furnished from the following abstract rest ; and it is only when the parents of the girl have
of the expofts from We^trobothnia to Stockholm, which signified their full consent, that he offers her the pre*
sent which he has brought, and promises wedding
principally come down from Lapland
Sometimes a sum of
clothes to her father and mother.
Rl^Mliis. Ik.
money is given, both to the bride and to her parents ;
m witf^^i ptn, task* cod, sea*
ruu
and not unfrequently considerable bargaining is em*
58,015 16
ployeil to raise the amount. All that the bride receives,
on this occasion becomes her own private property
««,199
bacf. fOvm. u ii Iwi'i tmh, sad uopics,
and among the better class, a wife, counting all ex*
BMss sad ran, chsafly haic. sqidml, calC Roal,
pences, commonly costs the husband about a hundred
H,»70
copper dollars. Should the parents depart from their
imh, i«ia>4wr. ham, glac,
promised consent, it is an established law, that they
70.14*
must repay all the e.\pences and presents, even to the
After
braiuly which has been drunk at the first visit.
S1l,ti6
the parlies have been in this manner betrothed, the
The principal weapons of the Laplanders in more young man is allowed to visit the bride, whose favour
remote times, were bows and arrows but now, they he generally endeavours to conciliate, by presenting to*
bacco, brandy, or whatever he thinks will.,be most ac«
chiefly employ fire-arms, and are in general excellent
marksmen 1 hey still amuse themselves witii throw- ceptable. On the marriage day, the bride appears
ing a javelin at a mark, as one of their sports. They in her best dress, but her head, commonly closelyOne usu.tl mode of covered, is on this occasion only adorned with a banare expert wrestlers and leapers.
the former exercise, consists in fastening their hamb in deau or fillet, while her hair flows loose upon her
•Mb other's belts, and striving who shall lift and throw shoulders. The banns are usually published only once.
The marriage ceremony, which is very short, is some*
hia oppoocnt ; and of the latter, in leaping over a stick
held by two persons in a borisnntal position, .\nother times performed before, and sometimes after the enter*
fox

'

:

—

—

;

—

—

——

—

——

:

^

l

,

;

:

diversion, is to strike a stuffed le-tthern ball into tlie
and to catdi it before it reaches the ground ; and,
at other times, two of them, or two equal parties, lay
hold of a rope by means of a stick at each end, and
strive to disengage it from each other's grasp, till the
•tmggle uTdtnkU by the breaking of the rope, or the
air,

The wedding feast is celebrated in a frugal
taiiiinent.
and sober manner, without music, dancing, or any other
Such of the guests as are able, make a prefestivity.
sent to the bride of money, rein-deer, or other useful
article, to

the

young

be^in the
couple.

.stock, or furnish the dwelling of
In some parts of Lapland, it is th|l.

1

;
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Funerals.

custom that the friends and relations of the parties meet
together, a few days after the marriage, and partake of
a homely entertainment, consisting usually of a mess
of broth, a little roast mutton, and metheglin. The
bridegroom usually remains with the parents of the
bride for the space of one year ; and, at his departure,
receives what portion they are able to give with their
daughter, to establish the young people in the world.
It is usual, at the birth of a child, to assign a female
rein-deer, with all her future offspring, as a provision
for the boy or girl, who is thus, when grown up, not
unfrequently the owner of a considerable herd.
The funerals of the Laplanders are conducted with

ceremony. The body, slightly wrapped in a coarse
grave by the friends and relatives, who are entertained with a slight repast, and a
small portion of metheglin. In former times, it was
the custom to raise a heap of stories over the grave ; but
an old sledge turned with its'bottom upwards, is now
the only monument placed over the spot of interment.
Before the conversion of the Laplanders to Christianity, they placed an axe and tinder-box beside the corpse
of a man, and beside that of a woman her needle and
scissars, supposing them to require these implements in
the other world. They likewise interred a quantity of
provisions along with the dead body ; and, during the
little

cloth, is carried to the

three years after the decease of a relative, were accustomed, from time to time, to deposit, in holes dug
beside the grave, small quantities of tobacco, or of whatever was most agreeable to their departed friend during his life-time.
From the time that so large a portion of Lapland fell
under the dominion of Sweden, repeated attempts were
made to convert the natives to the Christian faith and
the same object was diligently prosecuted by the Danish
government. The Laplanders, however, continued to
retain a strong attachment to their ancient mythology
and, even so late as the middle of the 1 8th centnry, a
great part of the nation secretly worshipped idols, while
publicly professing the Christian religion.
Their ancient deities were Sufficiently numerous, but may all be
arranged under four classes.
1. The super-celestial,
namely Radien Atzhie, the chief divinity, and Radien
Kiedde, his only son, to whom was transferred the
power of creating and governing the world. 2. The
celestial, namely, Beiwe, the sun, the fountain of light
and heat ; Ailekes, and Ailekes Olmak, two deities to
•whom were dedicated the days of Friday and Saturday.
3. The sub-celestial, namely, Maderatja, who kept the
region of the air nearest the sun, and procreated all
things ; Maderakka, his wife, the protecting goddess
of the Lapland women; Sarakka, and Juks-akka, their
daughters, equally adored with their mother, and to the
latter of whom were particularly recommended the newly
born children ; and Horagalles, the god of thunder.
4. The subterranean, namely, Sairvo and Sairvo
Olmak, the gods of the mountains, who preserve the traveller from dangers ; Saiwo Guella, the conductor of
souls to the shades below ; Jabme Akko, or death, who
presides also over the region of departed spirits, where
the good, furnished with new bodies, enjoy, in an
exalted degree, all the dignities and pleasures
which they
had lefl on earth, and are prepared to attain a more
complete felicity in the presence of Radien Rota,
the
;
sovereign of the infernal regions, where
the wicked are
first

BeligioD.

;

for ever banished,

on men and

;;

and the god who sends all diseases
The rein deer, and the rest of the
were also believed to partake of the

beasts.

brute creation,
peaceful enjoyments in the regions
of Jabmfe

Akko.

To

these deities were presented various offerings and
Lapkni
Upon any change of habitation, libations ^*—->,-».
were made of whey or mill? to conciliate the guardian Religion,
divinity of the place ; and of brandy to thb Lares or
household gods, who were supposed to reside under the
fire-place.
To conciliate the favour of the deities to
their children, sacrifices of sheep or deer were offered
before the child was born ; a dog was buried alive at
the moment of the birth ; and some other animal killed
when the infant was at the breast. Offerings and sacrifices were usually made for the removal of epidemic
disorders, for success in hunting, &c.
In these cases
sometimes the whole of the victim was presented;
sometimes only a part ; sometimes meiiely the bones
while the blood was sprinkled upon staves, which were
left on the spot, or mingled with the waters of an adjacent river or lake. The liver of a bear, the horns and
other parts of a'deer, taken in the chase, were very
commonly consecrated to the deity of the place. Different mountains and rocks, remarkable for their shape
or height, were distinguished as holy places ; and, to
this day, the Laplanders abstain from hunting or pitching their tents in the vicinity of these sacred spots,
and sometimes pay them a respectful annual visit, dressed in their best clothes.
All these sacrifices were performed by a privileged class of men, named Noaaids,
who divided the victims with great expertness, and wore
at the time of sacrificing a peculiar habit.
No woman
was allowed to have any concern in preparing or solemnizing these rites ; but the females had a full share
in the ancient magical arts of their nation. Their skill,
indeed, is now nearly extinct, and not a wind is to be
(
purchased along the whole of the coast. But a few of
these superstitious practices are occasionally observed,
particularly the Runic drum, Ganic flies, and Juoige.
The Runic drum, resembling the head of a common
drum, has its wooden frame hung round with brass
rings, placed so near each other as to rattle together
upon the slightest touch.
The skin or parchment
stretched over the drum is covered with painted characters, representing the different deities, and other
mystical figures, to the number of forty-five symbols.
These drums are esteemed according to their antiquity
and are preserved with great care and secrecy. In any
affair of importance, they are consulted in the following
sacrifices.

i

manner :^

A ring is placed upon the drum-head, which is then
smartly struck with a small hammer made of ileer's horn,
so as to drive the ring from side to side over the painted
surface : and according to the course which it takes, or
the figures which it touches, the omen is interpreted as
good or bad. Private families have their own drum
for ordinary cases ; but in matters of public import,
such as an epidemic sickness among the people or cattle, the Noaaids, or privileged soothsayers, regularly
trained to tlie art, hold a public consultation of the oracle.
During the ceremony, he makes a number of
frightful grimaces, and takes an unusual quantity of tobacco and brandy, by which he is at lengtii so intoxicated as to fall into a deep sleep.
Upon awakening
from his supposed trance, he pretends to have been
conveyed to one of the holy mountains, where he had
an interview with the deities, and delivers their directions as to the proper sacrifice to be offered, which is
commonly that of a well fed deer; at whose immolation the soothsayer himself is always the principal guest.
Should the sacrifice fail in procuring the desired object,
the simple Laplander consults another Noaaul, whose
response commonly requires the sacrifice of another fat

;

!

:

LAPLAND.
deer and so on, till either the rites are considered sucThe
cessful, or Uie victims happen to be exhausted.
Ganic flies are evil spirits supposed to be under the
Noaaid's authority, to whom alone they are visible, and
who pretends to keep them safely in a box till he re-

Should he be employed to retlieir services.
cover stolen (;oods, he repairs to the tent where he suspects the tliief may be found, and pouring a quantity
uf brandy into a dish, makes many grimaces over it
He then takes the suspecteil
for a considerable time.
person aside, charges him with the crime, declares that
his countenance distinctly reflected in the dish
ne
of brandy, and threatens to let loose upon him a swarm
In this manof Ganic flies until be nuike restitution.
ner be so works upon the fears of the suspected perwm, that, if really the thief, he seldom fails to replace
the stolen goods as secretly as he had token them awa^.
The juoige, or song of incantation, is used by the Noaaid
in the eserdse of bis magical function, and is delivered
with the most hideous kmd of yelling that can be ima^ned. It is fre(|iiently employed by those who are not
ptwfcised magicians, as it is supposed to have the power
of drivini; away the wolf, and other enemies of the
herds.
The words and import are sufficiently simple
but the mode of uttering them is accounted by no means
unlikely to alarm cvta the ravenous prowler in bis

quires
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pensing their labours among them as missionaries, by
recalling them to better situations,
prove successful.

are wholly destitute of learning ;
division of time. They begin the
yeiir with the Friday before Christmas ; and have names
for all the festivals, of which they are reminded by the
clergy, who insist rigidly upon their attendance at
church on these days, even in the most stormy weather,
and from the greatest distance. They use no almanack
of their own; but tlie better instructed among them,
and particularly the clergy, have almanacks from Sweden.
The Laplanders employ, in place of these guides,
a kind of instrument composed of seven small splinters
or boards, like the ancient Runic calendar of the Goths.
They have no months, but divide time by weeks. The
following are their names for the days of the week
Sunday,

.

Solnopeivi:

MoiuUy,

.

Mannutaktu

Tuesday,

Wcdneaday,

-

Thunday,

.

Tistaka.

-

Kaska vaku

.

Friday,
—
Saturday,
.
Midnight,
The ccmaindcT ol night,

fi» Imms away
veads a* Isafcc ti»yi

woandi.

Tke L^ipbndtn still reUin much of this

superstitions

which they have adopted. Tbey particularly regard the sacrament as a powerful charm to prr<erve them from the attempts of evil
spirits.
It is not long since they used to take a cloth
with them to church, into which they were accustomeil
to spit out the sacramental bread, which they wrapped
up witli great care, and afterwards divided into as great
a number as possible at small crumbs. One uf these
crumbs was given to every one of their cattle, in the
full persuasion that the herd would thus be secure from
Their ver^ deficient acquaintance with
all injury.
Christianity may, in aomt measore, be ascribed to the
very inefficient manner in which they are instructed.
It has generally been the practice of the missionaries
•nd pastors to address the natives by means of an interpreter ; and the attempts of the Danish government
to remedy this defect, have hitherto proved unsuccessful.
Neither could the Laplanders be prevailed upon
even in the Christian

mid

•

Lttrrilaka.

Kaskia.

Pojda

.

Afternoon,
Sun-Kt,
Night,

kaskia.

Thdcdc'ili/ja.

Pchi Moiotak.

.

8

Arciteec.

"!

Arroftivi.

.

.

K(ukaj>tiii.
£ketit pcivu
PeivilitL

-

-

Ja.

dour.

.

.

.

Though

Ttj iMMt, and tmk •Mh'* ubaiMt boonds.

Or PmM bjr A* taoMB*!

e.

Tourestaktt.

of milking the rein-deer

9 o'clock.
Noon, or diimer

ifaae

(i.

FcTietaka.

or three hours after sun-rise.

Hour

Makaia

Literature.

die of the week.)

Two

hewuct.
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likely to

The Laplanders

Sun-rise,

jctilys lalui

more

and have no accurate

The morning da« u.

haunts.

spirit

is

rites

to pursue in Denmark the necessary education fur officiating as preachers to their countrymen ; nor could
they be induced to adopt the Danish language as the
prevailing dialect.
The plan of encouraging young
pariCBS to study the Lapland language, and of recom-

the lot of the Laplanders is full of toil and character
penury, their attachment to their native country is re- of natives.
markably strung. Of this the Danish missionary Leanis
mentions a striking proof in the difficulty which he experienced in prevailmg upon any of their young men
to accompany him to Copenhagen, to be presented to the
king of Denmark. Notwithstanding the ingenuity and
dexterity with which they construct their canoes and
sledges, manufacture thread from the sinews of animals, and sew the harness of the rein-deer, they discover very little intellectual ability. In their persons
they are dirty, and covered with vermin ; never cutting
their hair, or employing any other comb than their fingers.
In their manners they are destitute of any kind
of delicacy, rising naked from their beds, and dressing
themselves promiscuously in the presence of either sex.
They are described as very ignorant, which may well
be supposed as extremely indolent, which is the case
with most nations so little removed from the savage
state ; as strongly addicted to the use of spiritous liquors, which is so commonly characteristic of the inha;

Some travellers have farbitants of cold countries.*
ther stigmatized them as cowardly, covetous, and knavish ; a description which appears to be more applicable
to those who inhabit the woody country bordering on
Sweden, tlian to those who occupy the alpine regions,

who are much more distinguished by their

honesty and

cms vidi <Ih r*—'^—- L^Jandos oo the noitbem eoatt. who arc calculated to contume the half of tlieir annual
aad vbo an isMSMaltfv coaviaccd, that bandy mod be aa nourishing ai bread, because, like bread, it is prepared from
OaiB. ~ TWy do aet dnnk," aiyi fiann.Vso Bach, " lor ihc purpoae of lighlTP-re the severity of their labour, or for the purpose of keepI^iil^llll WHSi la viBHr ta Ma ; far ihcy
•ddom haT« brandy in the boot with them in their voyages. They do not drink to assist
All is consumed at the mer!
iflhii
all rflil
I ftl llili 11 im. far they teidom have any brandy in their gamma.
(kiat's, and bdbn Ua dost ; and ifan would tbcmsdra be aMoiihed if they returned from the merchant's witliout becoming raving mad
'* The biandy at last deprives them of
wiih lbs livMT, Mid sAarav^ tyoM im sental bsOM wiwItw. and dead drunk before the door."
|H»llll, mA worn doim, aud art at Ian unable to pcrfoim the most uecc«sary operations."
II aaitfaij bseaas
Tkii
I

b

pscriiaiiy the

< biM^

i

my

Aiaylw

—

Ml^
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as those of a people who enjoy undisturbed
en age
the blessings of freedom, contentment, innocence, and
There is good and grave authority, at least, for
peace.
saying, that they are very attentive to religious dufies,
particularly observant of the Sabbath, and decently devout during the performance of divine service; that
they are uniformly respectful towards their pastors and
;

missionaries

;

chaste in their manners,

and

free

from

that beggars
every kind of profanity in their speech
are unknown among them, and the wants of the aged
and infirm duly supplied by their neighbours and relations ; that they are strangers to the vice of thieving,
never needing to use such things as locks or bolts, and
very generally sleeping with open doors in perfect secu
rity.
See Lemmius ile Lapponi Finmanhice Ci'wmcnlalio, a work which is held in liigh estimation for its accuracy by the nortlvern literati ; Acerbi's Travels in
Stveden and Lapland, where the substance of the last
mentioned work is contained ; Linnxus Lachesis Lnpponica, or Totir in Lapland, translated by Dr. Smith ;
Baron Von Buch's Trai^eh through Not tvni/ and Lapland;
Skioldebrand's Picturesque Jotirn cy lo the North Cape ;
;

Trax^els in Sweden ; Wahlenberg's InlroducGengraphica to his Flora Lapponica.
(9)
LAR. See Laristan.
LARCENY, (laliociniiim,) in the law of England,

Thomson's
tio

signifies thft.
ple larceny, or
other atrocious
larceny, which

It is

distinguished into two sorts: sim-

unaccompanied with any
circumstance ; and mixed or compound
includes the aggravation of a taking
from one's house or person. VVhen simple larceny is
committed, by stealing goods above the value of twelvepence, it is called grand larceny ; when of that value,
These offences are consior under, it is petit larceny.
derably distinguished in their punishment, but not
otherwise.
See Blackstone's Comment, b. iv. ch. 17;
and Jacob's Lan> Did. (2)
LARDNER, NAxnANiEL, Dr., was born at Hawkherst in tlie county of Kent, on the 6th of June l(i!S4;
•;md was the son of Mr. Richard Lardner, a respectable
plain theft,

the Protestant dissenters.
The place
where he received his grammatical education cannot
be ascertained ; but, after studying a short time at a
dissenting academy in London, under the care of
Dr. Joshua Oldfield, he was sent, in the sixteenth year
of his age, to prosecute his studies at Utrecht, under
professors Dr. Uries, Grosvius, and Burman.
After
three years residence at Utrecht, he removed to Leyden, where he studied about six months ; and returned
to England in 170.j, from which period there are no
memorials concerning him till the year 1 709, when he
preached his first sermon in the 26th year of his age.
In 1713, he was engaged as domestic chaplain in the
house of Lady Treby, widow of Sir George Treby,
Lord Chief Justice in the Court of Common Pleas; and
at the same time as tutor to her youngest son, Brindley
Treby. At the death of this lady in 1721, he seems
to have been thrown into considerable perplexity with
regard to his future plans, having now preached (to
use his own words) many years without being favoured with the approbation and choice of any one congregation; but, about the year 17'i3, he was engaged, in
conjunction with a number of ministers, in carrying on
minister

LAR
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hospitality.
On tlie other hand, their state and manners have been pictured in the most pleasing colours,
as almost realizing the ancient descriptions of the gold-

among

* Particularly his " Vindication of the three MirBcles,
^nd his " Caution against C'oufonnity to this World."

a course of lectures on a Tuesday evening in the Old
Jewiy ; and the proof of the credibility of the (Jospel
history having been assigned to his department, he became from that time busily occupied in preparing the
first part of his admirable work on that sifliject.
It
was not till the year 1729, when he was forty- five years
of age, that he obtained a settlement among the dissenters, as assistant minister at Crutched Friars.
In this

time was chiefly employed in preparation
and in the prosecution of hi.s great work
alreatly mentioned ; but he found leisure, nevertheless,
to publish several occasional pieces,* which not only
extended his reputation amcmg the dissenting deno>
mination, but also attracted the regard of the most distinguished characters in the church oP England.
In
the year 1740, upon the decease of his colleague, Dr.
William Harris, h€ was unanimously invited to undertake the pastoral charge of the congregation at Crutched
Friars, in conjunction with some other minister of
whom they were to make choice ; but, in consequence
probably of an extreme deafness with which he had
long been afflicted, and it may be of some other reasons, he declined taking any share in the pastoral office and continued to act in the capacity of assistant
preacher.
In the beginning of the year 1745, he received from the Marischal College of Aberdeen the degree of doctor m divinit}', a mark of respect which, being bestowed without solicitation, he did not think it
unbecoming in him to accept; and in the following
year he was appointed one of the corresponding members in London of the Society in Scotland for propagating Christian Knowledge. In 1751, he resigned the
office of morning preacher at Crutched Friars, chiefly
in consequence of his increasing deafness, and his application to the important work in which he was engnged on the credibility of the Gospel history. This
invaluable performance was finally completed in 1755,
the supplement in 1757, and the Jewish and Heathen
situation, his

for the pulpit,

in 17b'7.
Upon these works the laboand learned author had employed the greater
portion of his time during the space of forty-three years.
In pursuance of the same design, he next applied him-

testimonies

rious

self to give an account of the heretics of the first and
second centuries, but he did not live to complete his
intentions, though he left such materials on the subject,
as formed a posthumous publication of considerable value.
It is rather remarkable that he experienced very

limited encouragement in the prosecution of his literary
labours ; that few men of the wealthy dissenters purchased his volumes; that he incurred loss instead of acquiring gain by the publication of most of thrm ; and
that he finally sold the copy right of the Credibility for
150.
In the summer of 17h8, he was
the sum of
seized with an affection of the lungs, and was removed
to Hawkherst, the place of his nativity, where he had
a small paternal estate, in the hope that a change of
He died at this place
air might recruit his strength.
on the 24th day of July, at the advanced age 'of 85
years, retaining all his faculties (with the exception of
his hearing) to the last in a remarkably perfect degree.
In eonsequenc.- of his own particular request, no sermon was preachetl on the occasion of his death ; but,

i

with an English
was erected to his memory in Bunhill-fields,
where his remains had been deposited,
Dr. Lardner's mode of life was extremely retired, in

some time

after his decease, a stone,

inscription,

•

against Woolston i" his

" Counsels

of Prudence for the use of

Young

People j"

;

'
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in his

aad

elocution.

langua^, he was utterly devoid of eloquence
His utterance was in fact ratlier unpei ha|ia in conaequenoe of hi* deafness ; but
thwnarlvaa, as far as can be judged from
wbicfa have been published, were too dry and
dicJactic in their whole strain of sentiment and expres*
I

I

sion to interest ordinaiy haanra. In theological learning, critical skill, patient research, and sound judgMBt, aa &r aa regard the external evidences of Christiaaky, ha boida a most distinguished rank as an author ; and baa rcmlarcd by his writings the most esaen>
tial tenricca to the cause of revealeid religion.
As a
private Christian, his whole character was peculiarly
•aanpUiy ; and his bumble piety, unostentatious beBCToience, unaffected candour, unassuming dispo»ition,
'
lauipu, purity of life, and modesty of
i, may be prcpaatd te universal imitation. He was
idallT devoid of all hterary vanity and ambition ;
aanraily shewed a disposition to estimate the
t iftn ta of the Christian spirit above all the powers of
inlcUect and stdfM ti learning, even when exerted in
behalf of Chrialiaa trsth. "1 have lately publikhetl,"
he said oo one Offaaiiin. " tlie seventh volume of the
socood part of the Credibility ; but a temper and con*
dnet worthy the doetrioe of the Gospel are more va>
ludUe than any written dafencea and apologies for it or
a t iuii of it.
I beg that I may be more and more
pos ie iaa d of that temper of humility and meekness,
which shall bear good fruits." He was peculiarly characterised br an ingwiiows and candid mind, a cahn
and diapaasionata inq wii y aAer truth, a temperate
and humble statement of ma sentiments ; virtues which
arc tlie mora worthy cf being recorded, as being so
rarely exemplified in almost u\ the numberless con*
trovcniea which agitate the literary, the political,
or Ihe t
world.
His learning waa mixe<l
lqgical
with
his seal tenpered by prudence, and
hia AidI iuBaMpaniirl by baneroience.
Thus far all
Naaa in the Christian church concur
but,
the character of Dr. Lardner
white thay aamowledge the excellent spirit which p<.'ryaJes hia wi i linga^ aoatfae aninent services which his
fwadnctians have landeaed to the general authority of
iho aaorcd reootda^ they cannot fail to lament, that he
ahoahl have been able lo extract from the page of revelatioo nothing batter than the creed of Sociniantara ; a

plk

hw
dtMnm^

;
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creed which a Socrates might have taught, and almost Lardi er
did in fact teach, without any revelation at all,'
(q)
LARISTAN", is the name of a small province of Per- J-^'"'"-,
"~
sia, whicli stretches along the northern shore of the
gulf of the same name, from the 55th degree of East
Longitude to the 5Sth. It is bounded by Fars on the
north-west, and Herman on the north-east.
The province is diversified wiU» plains and mountains.
It
is poor and unproductive, and is so extremely arid and
destitute of water, that the inhabitants are barely enabled to cultivate the date tree, and a little wheat and
barley.
The coast is in the possession of several piratical Arab tribes, who reside in small towns and mud
forts on the shores of the Gulf.
Their sheiks pay a
small tribute to the king.
Lars, t!ie capital of the province, was formerly a mag«
nificent city, but is now in ruins.
It is situated in East
Long. 52= 45', and North Lat. 27° 30', at the foot of
a range of hills, in a wide plain, covered with palms. It
contains many elegant buildings ; and the bazar is said
to be the noblest structure of the kind in Persia.
It is
built on a much greater scale than that of Shiraz, with
loftier arches, and of superior workmanship.
The
houses in the town are convenient, and well fumisheil.
Each of them has a badgeer and surdab j the former to
cool the inner apartments, and the other as a place of
retirement from the insupportable heats of summer.
The residence of tlie khan is in the middle of the town,
and is encircled with a strong wall, flanked with towers.
The ruins of the famous cattle of Lars, are still to be
seen on the summit of a hill, immediately behind the
town. The principal manufactures of Lars, are muskets
and cotton cloth; and tlie population is about 12,000.
The city of Tarem contains about 12,000 inhabitants.
It stands on a plain on the banks of a salt river, and is
a mean town, consisting of a mud fort, encircled by
wretched huts, formed of the branches of the date tree.
The port of Congoon contains about 7000 inhabitants,
and has an excellent roadstead. See Macdonald Kinneir's Geog. Memoir of the Persian Empire, p. 81.
LAUYNX. See .A.natomy, vol. i. p. 8i.'7, and vol.
ti. p. 2 1
11

>

LA.SSA.

See Thibet.

I.ATAKIA,

the ancient Ltiodicea, is a sea- port town
of Syria, in the pachalic of Tripoli. It stands on the
southern side of a small peninsula, which runs about
half a league into the sea. The harbour, which is a sort
of basin surrounded by a mole, is capable of holding
from 'J5 to 30 vessels ; but it is now choked up. This
place carries on a considerable trade in olives and tobacco, of the last of which about 20 cargoes are annually sent to Damietta, fur which rice is obtained in return.
Population about 5000. East Long. 35^ 44-' 15", and
North Ijit. 3.5" 32' SO". See Vohiey's Travels.
LATHE. See TunxiXG.
LATI.VIER, Huoii, bishop of Worcester, was the
son of an honest yeoman at Thurcostan, in LeicesterAt the age
shire, and was born about the year 1 470.
of four years, he gave so great proofs of a ready apprehension, that his parents, having no other son, resolved
to educate him for a learned profession ; and at the age
of fourteen, he went to the university of Cambridge,
where he applied himself chiefly to the theological
Having taken priest's orders,
studies of those times.
he distinguished liimself, at a very early period, by his

A CMmtM* sdMlMl at dw wack* of Dr. Laidncr, in dcvcn Toluma,
\
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hU extreme

deafness, as well as bis inHe was continually
defttickblc application to study.
WMttJ, however, by persons of various prot'e^sioiis
and maintained a very extensive correspondence both
with the learned of other nations, and with the most
of his own rouniry. He
eminent hterary
.Iship of many respectable
was honourwl wit'
tiurdi ut England, and received rederjrvnv
-of their esteem for his character;
potteid
Mpacially trom i^ishop Waddm^on, Lord Rarrington,
mil AicnbMbop Seeker. His private deportment was
peculiarly amiable and decorous ; and hu manners in
«Tery reapect polite, (;entle, and obliging. In commuBiaUing with hiii visitors, it was requisite for them to
propoae tlieir remarks in writing; to which he replied
with fn«at frankness and cheerfulness. As a preacher
be waa not held in much estimation ; and his pulpit
dMCoimM
mUsoi attended by a numerous auditncfe
Tboogfa acrious id hit manner, and perspicu-

consequence of

.

»ro. with

Uv, bat jtnt bem prialcd

tat

lift of die author, by the Rev. Andrew Kippis, was
T. HamiltOD, PiUcniMter Row. London.
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LATIMER.

zeal for the tenets of Popery, and his invectives against
the principles of the reformers ; but having subsequent*
ly embraced the Protestant faith, principally through

ever

have

way

the matter was settled, he does not appear
to
fallen in the king's estimation ; and,
soon aaer

the date of these troubles, 'he was promoted
to the see
the instructions of Thomas Bilney, a devout clergyman of Worcester, through the influence of
his steady pain the university, he became equally ardent in promo- Irons, Cromwell and Butts. In this
station, he applied
ting the cause of the rtformed doctrines. His eminence himself with all his usual fidelity to
the discharge of
as a preacher, and the exemplary life which he led with his office ; and proceeded, with as
much zeal as the
his friend Bilney, had a very considerable influence in state of things would admit, in
correcting the tendency
spreading the new opinions ; and all the exertions of ot Popish superstitions.
In 1536, he attended the sesthe opposite party were called forth to counteract his sion of parliament and convocation,
in which the Progrowing popularity. Doctor West, bishop of Ely, was testant influence so far prevailed, as
to abolish form out
at length constrained to exercise his authority as dio- of the seven sacraments and
to authorise the translacesan ; but, being a man of great moderation, he con- tion of the Bible into English.
Returning to his bitented himself with preaching against the heretics, and shopric, and shunning all concern
in^state affairs, he
forbidding Latimer to preach in the university.
Doc- occupied himself entirely in the silent discharge of his
tor Barnes, however, prior of the Augustine Friars, li- pastoral duties, till the year
1539, when the act of the
censed Latimer to preach in the church of his priory, Six Articles was passed, which
reduced him to the newhich, like most religious hoifses, was exempt from cessity of surrendering his
office, or his conscience.
Inepiscopal jurisdiction ; and here, in spite of all the ma- stantly he resigned his
bishopric, and retired to a prichinations of his adversaries, he continued for three vate situation in the country
;
but being obliged to reyears to address the most crowded audiences with dis- pair to London, in
consequence of a severe bruise,
tinguished success and applause. Even the bishop of which required better medical
assistance than his neighEly was frequently observed among his hearers, and bourhood could supply, he was
soon discovered by
candidly acknowledged his excellence as a preacher. Gardener's emissaries and,
upon an allegation of hav;
About this time, King Henry VIII. desirous to conci- ing spoken against the Six Articles, was
committed to
liate the Pope, had enjoined Wolsey to put the laws in
the Tower, where he suffered a severe imprisonment
execution against heretics ; and Laiimer was summon- during the remaining six
years of Henry's reign. Imed, among others, to answer for his avowed sentiments. mediately after the
accession of Edward VI. he recoAccording to some accounts, he consented to subscribe vered his liberty, and found his old
friends again in
the articles which were proposed to him ; but others power; but he declined
all their proposals to reinstate
aflirm, that Wolsey was so pleased with his answers,
him in his diocese, and took up his residence with Cranthat he dismissed him with a very gentle admonition. mer at Lambeth.
Here he occupied himself
in
He had even begun to be in favour at court ; and hav- redressing the grievances of poor persons, whochiefly
flocked
ing preached before his majesty at Windsor, was noti- to him in great numbers and
assisted in preparing the
;
ced with more than usual affability. He was not the first part of the English Homilies.
He seldom failed,
less resolute in his adherence to the cause of the rehowever, to appear in the pulpit on Sundays ; and, beformed religion : and had the courage even to write a sides preaching the Lent sermons
before his majesty,
letter to the king, against a proclamation which had been
frequently officiated at St. Paul's cross, and other
issued for prohibiting the use of the Bible in the English churches in London.
language. Though his remonstrance, which singularly
After the death of Somerset, he withdrew from the
marked the sincerity and openness of his character, pro- metropolis, and made use of the king's licence
as a
duced no effect, yet the king, who had before been general preacher, wherever
his services appeared to
pleased with Latimer's plain and simple manner of ad- be required. But, upon
the restoration of Popery, at
dress, or who had at the time other ends to serve
by the commencement of Mary's reign, he was once more
his aid, received it with the utmost condescension.
He silenced, together with all the Protestant teachers ; and
was afterwards still more firmly established in the royal in a short time, summoned to
London before the ecfavour by the exertions which he made, in full consist- clesiastical council.
He had long been persuaded, that,
ency with his principles, to support the plea of the sooner or later, he should
be called to answer with his
kmg's supremacy. By the friendship of Doctor Butts, life for the cause which he had espoused
; and, particuthe king's physician, and of Cromwell, the prime mi- larly, that, in the
eye of Bishop Gardener, now prime
nister, both favourers of the reformation, he was
pre- minister, he was marked for proscription.
Though
sented to the living of West Kingston, in Wiltshire
forewarned of the designs meditating against him, and
and, contrary to the advice of his patrons, he resigned of the approach of the
messenger with the citation from
all attendance at court, to devote himself to
the duties court; he was so far from availing himself of the opof his parish. He extended his labours also with great portunity to escape, (which, it
is, conjectured, would
diligence into the adjoining parts, wherever he obser- have been more agreeable
to his enemies, than his apved a deficiency of pastoral instruction ; and was rising pearance,) that he instantly
made ready to accompany
rapidly in the estimation of all good men in those dis- the officer, and
addressed him in language expressive
tricts, when his enemies drew up a
charge of heresy of the utmost readiness to attend his orders The mesagainst him, and procured a citation for his appearsenger, however, acquainted him, that he had no auance before Stokesley, bishop of London. But
thority to seize his person ; and merely delivered the
this
step only furthered his promotion
for while he was
citation, took his departure without delay.
;
Latimer
greatly harrassed in the archiepiscopal
court, by freprepared to obey the summons, proceeded straight to
quent examinations, and crafty interrogatories, and
the metropolis; and, on the day after his arrival, preurgent mjunctions, to subscribe their articles, the
sented himself to the council, by whom he was loaded
king,
having been privately informed of the treatment
with reproaches, and committed to the tower. Notto
which he was subjected, interposed Ills authority,
and withstanding the infirmities of his advanced age, and
stopped all proceedings against him. Other
accounts the severity of treatment which he experienced, he
seem to imply, that he had previously made all
the bore his confinement with the utmost patience, and
submissions which the bishops required
; but in whateven frequently indulged in his habitual jocularity.

;!;
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B«in^ denied the benefit of « fire, even in the midst of
winter, he s«id one day to the under-keeper, " that if he
did not look the better to him, )>erchance he should
deceive hinj." The lieutenant, upon being informed
of these expressions, became apprehensive of some in*
tention on the part of his prisoner to effect his escape ;
and, coming to him in person, require<l an explanation
of his words. "Yea, master, lieutenant," said Latimer ;
" for, you look, I think, that I should bum but, exeapt you let me have some fire, I am like to deceive
your expectation, for I am like here to starve for cold."
In M5*, af^ half an year's imprisonment, he was
conveyed to Oxford, together with Cranmer anil Ridley,
for tbit pvpoM of holding a public disputation with
the oMMt emmetit I'opish divines. At these conferences,
which were conductetl in a most disorderly manner, it
is observable, that, though I^timer avowe<l his inten*
tion to shun argument as of no avail, and to content him-

and his other array, which, to look into, wai
very simple ; and being stripped into his shroud, he
seemed as comely a person to them that were there
present, as one should lightly see ; and, whereas, in
his clothes he appeared a withered and crooked silly
old man, he now stood bold upright, as comely a father, as one might lightly behold."
As the taggots
were kindling, he said to his companion in suffering, " Be
of good comfort, Mr. Ridley, and play the man ; we
shall this day light such a candle by God's grace in
England, as, I trust, shall never be put out ;" and as the
flame embraced his body, he repeatedly cried with a
firm voice, "
Father of heaven, receive my soul \" and
expired in a short time without any appearance of extreme agony.
The general character of this venerable person is
most honourable to the cause which he embraced,
and presents a worthy pattern to every Christian
bishop.
He was always more attentive to the pursuit of useful knowledge than of curious literature
and, even in his advanced years, was regularly occupie<l with his studies many hours before sun rise, both
winter and summer. He avoided all interference in
secular or political-concerns, and devoted himself wholly to the discharge of his office as a christian pastor.
He was a celebrated and popular preacher in his time ;
and his manner of address in the pulpit is described as
having been remarkably earnest and impressive ; but
his sermons, which are extant, • though frequently
marked by the most affecting simplicity, abound too
much in the low familiarity, and even studied drollery,
which suited the taste of tliat age, and which had their
origin with so many other deviations from apostolic ex>
ample, in the most corrupted church, and darkest periods of Christendom, f See Fox's Acts and Monuments
Strype's EccUsiaslkal Memoirs ; Wordsworth's Eccle»
siatlical Biography.
(5.)
off his hose

;

O

with offering a plain account of his faith, he never,
the controversy with more ability and
c un ii i liBBy tnan his colleagues, who attempted to an•war the dtadoos fhmi the Fathers, in the quibblmg
tyk of the tchoolroen, while the other adhered to the
pure strain of scripture language, and disclaimed all
authority which did not coincide with its plain import.
" Then you are not of Chrysoctome's faith, nor of St.
AngiutiiM'a faith f" said his opponents. •' I have said,"
Um btabap, " when they say well, and bring
for them, I am of their faith ; and farther
rcquireth not to be believed." After the
I of the disputations, sentence
prnnounc>
wl WgtkMH the three Protestant prelates as heretics but
thay remained in custody till the month of September
in the following year, when commissioners were appoint wl lo •aamine them • Mcond time, and to afford
anoppartaaky ofratncting the sentiments which
the^ had fonoerly avowed. The aged bishop adhering rrsolutciv to his cowfeiaion, waa led to tne stake
alone with his fellow prisoner Ridley, on the I6tli of
Oclwe i 1 555, where he met the painful death of his
Martyrdom with the utmost eompoanre and fortitude.
*< Mr. Latimer very quietly mfccd Ma keeper to pull
self
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LATITUDE.

See Astronomy, and Geooraphv.
a royal burgh of Scotland, in the coun»
ty of Berwick.
It is situated on the river Leader,
which runs into the Tweed below Nfelrose. The town
consists principally of one long street, which contains

LAUDER

is

Ttw icniMBs DcretthdcH, Atom nrach Gght upon the itste of monls and society in those times, and are tanked among the most cuaad aialag nw iw ii «faa exriv literature.
t TIh felaateg aectaMB «f dw foad faWtop*! pulpH pkaantiy may gniify the euriorily of the reader, and furnish some idea of the
•MM aftfM agate afadl haBaaL ••
I •wU all aien wmdl look m DmIt dutie a* God hath called thcni, and then we should have
aiMiMjAagGMMhaaaaaiMWHl. Ami atia I auaM Mt sIim^i mwaliiiii Whu ii the nunt dili)(i-ntt.bt buhop and prelate in all
i<BdMiM(iad*lBgUa«Accr I can teU,te I knov him who it is; I know him welL liut I think I Kte you
'

n

li

i

WA

t

ibA haikoiay

dial I

abooU aaoic him.

There

is

one that paaaeth

all the other,

and

is

the most diligent prelate and preacher in

iMKlimdt. Aad vill yc knov who it is ? Iwillldljwi. It is thedeviL He is the most diligent preacher of all others he is never
mmttmkHaemt, b« is aavn Aon Ot cart ; ye dull never finde hfan unocrupyed he is ever in hLi parish he kecpvth residence at all
;

;

;

llMM I «a skill aaw ted Urn aol ef ih* *a* « call for him when you will, be is ever at home, the diligentest preacher in all
saHaH I Im la tnt as Us 1^"^ ao kidtai ar lojrttnag can hynder hin ; ha is ever applying his busnyess ; ye shall never
ad kiM ifla, I ranat yta, Aad taa adb* la M hiader laligioa, to mayniaine siqiaiKition, to set up idolatry, to teach all kynds
at ftfrnf. Ha is Mady aa caa be wkbti. fia t» sat facth Ua pkwgb, to devise a* many ways as can be to deface and obacwa Gad's jiaiy.
Wbaa tfaa dsvill is nsidcnt, vid bath bis plo<i^ ff'^'t' ti>ere. Away with books, and up with candles
Where
Aaar wtA fuSm, aad an widi beadM ! Away with die ligbt of the goapd, and up with the light of candle*, yea at noon daycs
<ka diviD is raiUaBt, Aa* ba may pievayle. Up wiih aD iinaistllbm and idolatry, sensing, paynting of unages, candles, palmes, ashes, holy
MSMr, aad aaw Mis faa of aa's inventing ! as thoi^ nan aaoU iavvt a betler way to honour God with, than God himself liatli apiioynted.
JDowa wlib Cfaiisi's cms, up vilh iiiiniliaj pkk.pum I vf with hiia, the Fopssb purgatory I mean. Away with clothing the naked, tlic
paM, Mid inpaMai; op with dac^i^ ttimimm, aadaaygKlMwig tt sMKks ud stgaca ! Up witli man's traditiims and liis lawes down
•ilk God's IsadlBaaa, saal h» bmM boK w«i3. Bat hsn mom "»" will My to me, • What, sir, are ye so privy of the devill's counsel, that
And
v( kaav all thia to be IraaT' Tnialy, I knov Ub too wcD, aad have obeyid him a little too much, in condescending to some fullyes.
I know him by St. Peu-r, wluch saytli
I kaav Mb m odMr bmb do ; yaa, diat b« is ever oeemad. and aver busy in following his plough.
af tte. Skal Im ngtrn* clnaM faai v se yams ittvrtt.he foeth about like a roaring lyon, seeking whom he rnay devour. (I would have
'
'fib Oraii, be gocth about in every oorner of his dyocese. He goetli on visitation dady.
HaliiiBfcaaahaaarhiacaiaMri^ai.
iMfiiiMd. Ha walkalk laaad abant Aoatpkea to place, and ctaaeth not. Sicnt Uo, as a lyon; that iir,
Ru/ficns,
•naagly, baldly aad fnadlj. aartaiy aadI fianaly, with haoH loafcM, witb his pnude countenances, widi his stately bragginge-'.
Qiurrcm, he gacdi about seeking, and not
accMJ
lo qieaka or to roar out whan he sectb bis tyrae.
naataft Ibr ha laMtt aat alia aavrnriisinii
He rovcth abroad
•iHfkig M aor MskaoB daa I bolliataahi
taakslb diligently, bajMitlictb diligently all comen, whereas he may have hi:^ prey.)
la arciy JJWjfklltjiaisi. kl ilMirlilh aat stilU be ia never at rest
but ever in hand with liii plough, that it may go forward. But tliere
their
M* afnakM kl Ki^^d ba ia Who is able to teU his diligent preaching ? In the mean tyme, the prelates takelordly
Thij
hlwiWH 1 botlfaa deviU is diligent at his plough. Ue ia 00 uopteaching prelate. He is no
hafc. mA
Iki

!

—
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some good houses, but it has no public buildings de«
"""V™^ serving of notice, and no trade. Close by the town, on
I.auder.

the banks of the Leader, stands TWrlestane Castle, or
Lauder Fort, a handsome building, which was erected
by Edward I. of England, and is now one of the seats
of the Earl of Lauderdale. Lauder unites with Jedburgh, Haddington, Dunbar, and North Berwick, in
sending a member to parliament. The population of
tlie town and parish in 1811 was 336 houses, and 1742
inhabitants.

LAUD,ER,

Sir John, Lord Fountainhall, was born
Edinburgh in 16+6, of the family of Lauder of Lauder Tower, of which he afterwards became the representative.
He was the eldest son of John Lauder of
Nevvington, merchant, and bailie of Edinburgh. Having early displayed a predilection for the bar, he went
abroad to finisli his education at Leyden, and, after visiting Paris, he returned to his' native country to prepare himself for the profession he had chosen, and
passed advocate in 1668.
There is reason to believe, that his talents as a pleader were of no mean
character, and that his practice soon became considerable, for he seems to have appeared in causes of importance not long after he had put on the gown. He
was one of those fifty advocates, who, disgusted with
the partiality of the judges at that time composing the
court of session, and more particularly with their arbitrary endeavours to crush appeals from their sentences
to the king and parliament, were so spirited as to desert
the court in a body, in February, 1678 ; and who were,
at

in consequence of this determined step, deprived of the
power of exercising the functions of their profession.
He was afterwards restored, along with his companions,
in January, 1 679.
Soon after this he had the honour
of knighthood conferred upon him. Upon the occasion
of Argyle's trial for the alleged treasonable interpretation of the test, in l68I, Lauder, with seven others of
his brethren who formed the earl's counsel, had nearly been subjected to imprisonment by the tyrannical
Scotch administration of the time, for having, merely
as an ordinary piece of duty to their client, signed a favourable opinion as to the meaning of his expressions.
In 1685, he was returned to the Scotch parliament
as member for East Lothian, in which county his father had purchased the estate of Fountainhall ; and he
represented that shire for twenty-two years. When
James IL made his attempt, in 1686, to pave the way
for the introduction of popery, by endeavouring to procure from his Scottish parliament the repeal of all penal laws and tests relating to religion. Sir John Lauder
made a vigorous stand in the house against the royal
party, and seems to have materially contributed to their
defeat, in regard to the chief object of their manoeuvres.
He was created a lord of session, under the title of
Lord Fountainhall, by King William and Queen Mary,
in 1689.
In the same year he had a pension of £100
Sterling granted to him; and, in 1690, he was made
one of the lords of justiciary.
His father, when in his dotage, having married for
his third wife Margaret Ramsay of Idington, a designing woman, she had succeeded in persuading him to
apply for a baronet's patent from James II. which she
had also managed, by her clandestine intrigues, and
without her husband's knowledge, to get constructed
in such a mamier as to make the title descend to his

son by her, instead of to his proper heir. Lord Foun- LauneeM
tainhall, however, raised an action of reduction, and Lausain
obtained its annihilation ; «nd another", running in the
proper line, being granted by William qfld Mary, he
soon afterwards succeeded to it. At that period, the
office of lord advocate was frequently held in conjunction with a seat on the bench.
This situation was offered to Fountainhall in I692, and was refused by hiro,
because he was denied permission to prosecute the inhuman perpetrators of the diabolical massacre of Glenco.
He was twice married ; first, to Janet, daughter of
Sir Andrew Ramsay, Lord Abbotshall
and, secondly,
to a daughter of Anderson of Balram ; and he had a
numerous family by both these connections. Regular
circuits having been established in 1707, Fountainhall,
who by that time found himself too infirm to be equal
to the fatigue of this additional duty, resigned his justiciary gown to Queen Anne, though pressed by her
majesty to continue to hold it ; and a little time before
his death, he also resigned his seat as a lord of session.
In resigning these offices, he also gave up the salaries
appended to them. He died in September 1722.
Lord Fountainhall was most particularly remarkable
for his uncommon industry and unwearied assiduity,
and for his devotion to his profession, and accuracy in
recording its doctrines and precedents.
Besides his
occupation in the arduous duties of a lawyer and of a
judge, he devoted much time to writing. Those MSS.
which exist in his hand, are but a very shiall portion of those left at his death, as is manifest from the
frequent references he makes to numerous volumes, by
a variety of different letters and figures.
The children
of his second marriage being his executors, were too
yoimg to know the value of these writings, which was
probably the cause of their being lost. Eight folios
and three quartos now remain, said to have been originally rescued from a tobacconist's shop, but which
fortunately came at last into the Library of the Faculty
of Advocates, who, in 1759, published from them the
two printed folio volumes entitled. Decisions of the Court
of Session from June Q, 1678, to July SO, XIVZ, containing
also the Transactions of the Privy Council, of the Criminal Court, and Court of Exchequer, and interspersed

—

•with

many

There

Historical Facts,

and other curious Anecdotes.

remains muchi unpublished matter, of a historical nature, scattered through these MSS. which, it
it^ hoped, may, at some period be arranged and submitted to the press, as they display considerable observation, and afford much information regarding the politistill

cal characters and transactions, as well as the manners
of these interesting times.
LAUNCESTON. See Newport.
LAUSANNE, the Lausonium of the ancients, is a
city of Switzerland, and the capital of the Canton de
Vaud. It is built on three hills, and in the adjoining
vallies, and is situated 432 feet above the lake of Geneva, from which it is distant about two mi]es. One
of the principal public builduigs in Lausanne, is the
It is a large Gothic building, situated in
cathedral.
the highest part of the town, and has a lofty square
tower, terminating in a small pyramid, with lesser pyramids at each angle. The portal, or entrance on the
south side, contains many finely sculptured figures.
The interior of the church is very fine. The south
window in the transept is circular, and filled with

from his cure, but a busy ploughman ; so tliat among all the prelates, and all tlie pack of them that have cure, the devill shall go
fc he still applyeth his busyness. Therefore, ye unpre.iching prelates, learne of the devil] to be diligent in doing of your
;
Leame of tue devill ; and if you wiU not learne of God, nor good men, for shame learne of the dcvUl ! Ad crubcsccntlam vcstram
I speake it for your shame.
If ypu vill not learne of God nor good men to be diligent in your office, learne of the devill."— Preached

loyterer
for

my money

office.

dico.

in St. Paul's church, London, 1548.

'
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painted glass ; and opposite the pulpit are several
seats of finely carved M-oo<t, for the members of the
council.
Within the catheilral are the tombs of Pope
Felix I. the Countess Orloff, the Counte$s Walmoden,
and several English.
From the top of the tower,
which is ascended by 250 steps, there is a fine view
of the town, and tlie lake of (Jeneva, with the Savoy
Alps towering above it. There are other two churclies
in Lausanne, namely, that ef St. Francois, and St
Laurent, none of which are particularly handsome. On
the north side of the cathedral, and very near it, is
the oollege, or academy, founded in 1537, and endowed
from the secularised convents. The academical library,
fiwtidw l in 15H>> is in the upper story of the college,
mmI
enriched with the library of M. de Quiros,
• Spauiah gftl—»ii, who seuled in Lausanne in 1750,
and
MMOMad pttilMsor of church history. The
Maisoa de Ville, is a large stone building, with an arcade
below, two stories above, and a small spire in front.
On the north of the academy is the chateau, which
the bailirit inhabited. It was built at the beginning of
the fit^ernth century, by the bishop William de Challaiit.
The chateau, in which the public offices are
kept, has iu upper p«rt built of brick, and the lower
part of atone, with four projecting bastions of brick at
the angles. Theboapiul is a neat building, with two
projecting wings. It consists of three stories, end is
ornamented with Tuscan pilaatert. BmiimAete buildings there is a numege, and a cfaari^ atkaak A lyceum
or ichuoi of design waa fioanded bgr the cantotial govcrament in 1808, and was liircctcd by M. Ducroz,
celebrated painter, who spent 32 years at Uome.
Thet* k a |(ood ooUection of natural history and mi*
neraio^ at tiie howe of I'rofcaaor Stfvn, mai Mwther
belonging !• M. Lardy. The omillMlagical collection
of the Ule Colonel Dmniat* it placed in the acailc
mical library. A sodaty of esnaUtion was established
hara in mot', and has publiihed several interesting
naoMira, under the title of Soticet ifulUiU pubUi/ue.
The ancient Lmmtomium was situated between the
oountry bouaea of \'idi and Dongry. on the great
road to Morges. about half a league from Lausanne.
Parts of walls, bricks, lioman coins, and a group in
branac, ri'pmiiiitiin a pneat preparing a bull for the
lacnfioa, mve bam at diferent times found in this
MM. Tlie rrmaina of a Roman road, which went
Vidi t» Ouchy, and Vevay, have alw been disJ.
In February 1807, there were found in tlie
of \'aus, not £sr from Vidi, a subterraneous
Allad with anna and medal*, and containing four gnat ampborv, the remains of marble columns,
ifon and capper pens, silver and copper pins, a bronze
ftatna of Duinat and otiwr remains of antiquity. ,
Tbe bum! inlatoiting promenades at Lausanne, are
that of Montbcnon. at tba gate of St. Francois s the
Signal, aif a twl on the top of a high eminence, north
of the •- — -x"^ -^ - —
.!i a prospect of all the
adjaci
hich is a beautiful glen,
iaitty woodea, anu iii^iit^ |)icture:i(|ue, through which
nine a anall alrcam. 1 he views from the terrace of the
cathedral, ftom tbe terrace of the
npicd by
(jibbon, (now the banking-house ol
j|in), are
very much adaufad.
The pnpulatiun oi Lauisnne is
about 800a Eaat Long. 6° 45' HO" North LaU 46" 3 1 5".
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performed in about 3 hours, and as
there is no carriage road along the banks of the lake,
travellers sail along the lake to Newhaus, which is accomplished in less than three hours. The traveller arrives at Interlachen, through Unterseen, in less than an
hour, and he generally ascends to a wooden pavilion, on
the other side of the Aar, from which there is a charming view of Unterseen, the Aar, the lakes of Brienz
and Thun, and tbe mighty summit of the Jungfrau.
The journey from Interlachen to the village of Lauterbrunnen is generally performed in little more than
two hours in a charabanc. The road passes through
beautiful orchards and rich green fields, and then enters the valley of Z weylutschinen, defended on the right
hand with magnificent and lofty rocks. The valley soon
separates into two, namely, that of GrindelwakI, and
tliat of Lauterbrunncn
the Black Lutschinen running
through the former, and the White Lutschinen through
the latter. The valley of Lauterbrunncn is now very
narrow, and is flanked on both sides with lofty calcareous rocks, exhibiting the most extraordinary contor;

tions in their stratification, and generally rising to the
height of 800 and 900 feet. The rocks of Eisenfliie,
JKK) feet high, have a village of the same name on their
summit, and are beautifully covered with wood. The
singular cylindrical rock of Hunenflue presents at its
base horizontal strata, while those above are highly
inclined, and in great confusion.
The view up the valley of Lauterbrunncn from the
village is extremely grand. On the right is seen the Staubach throwing itself over a rock about 1000 feet high ;
and a little farther up, on the same side, the fall of the
Spisbach ; beyond which, on the same side, is a mag«
nificent bare wall of rock rising to the height of 900
feet.
In returning in an autumn evening from the fall
of the Spisbach, tne writer of this article had the good
fortune to see the scenery of the valley in all its beauty
and grandeur. The deep valley, and its precipitous walls
of rock, were almost involved in total darkness, while
the red twilight shed a bright hue over the snowy flanks
of the Jungfrau, the Brcithom, and the Lauterhom,
which appeared through the extreme opening of the valThis
ley as if they were portions of a diflerent world.
appearance was still more striking at a later hour, when
Siatum appeared over the Jungfrau, and when the lights
in the Cottages seemed like so many stars on the dark
declivities of the valley.
The valley of 1-autcrbrunnen is about five leagues
More than
long, and seldom half a league in width.
twenty brooks rush over the rocks which enclose it
and it is probable, that from this cause it has received
The village of
its name, which signifies mani/ .\pritigs.
Lauterbrunncn is situated 715 feet above the lake of
See Jungfbau.
Tiiun, and 24.50 above the sea.
LAVA. See Volcano.
LAVATEll, John Caspar, the celebrated writer on
physiognomy, was bom at Zurich, in Switzerland, on
His father, Henry Lathe 15th of November, 1741.
vater, was a doctor of medicine, and a member of the
government of Zurich ; a man of a most respectiible
character, of a sound understanding, and great Industr}-, but l)y no means gifted with any uncommon taHis mother possessed more genius, a very livelents.
ly imagination, and an insatiable thirst for knowledge
Sv
of every description. Bolli his parents were remarksen, or Lautfrbrovnn, is the able for their piety.
ul ^ \^li.y umi of a villa'.'/.crianil, in the
In his early youtli, Lavatcr appears to hare exhibitCaMon of Berne, remarkable
luty and gran- ed no indications of superior talents ; on the contrary,
deur oftes iceOery. LauterbruniiLii ii> commonly visited his progress in learning was extremely slow. His paby travellcn from Bcnie. The journey from Berne to rents were exceedingly attentive to Iiis education ; but
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seems to have been very rlifficult to fix his mind upon
any particular study. As he was not permitted to
join
his companions in any of their youthful
sports, he
spent a great part of his time in modelhng all kinds
of figures in wax. It is remarkable that, for a long
period, he was considered as totally destitute even
of the most ordinary talent of expressing his thoughts
by language, and especially of the power of reasoning
upon any subject ; insomuch that he was often taunted
by his school-fellows on account of his apparent dulness.
In the year 1753, he was seized with a
dangerous
iltaess.
During the progress of his recovery, which
was slow, he amused himself with optical experiments
and drawing ; and throughout the whole of his
subsequent life, he retained a fondness for
these occupations.
In other respects, this illness had a
beneficial
It

influence upon his disposition.
About this time, Wieland, the celebrated poet, came to
Zurich, a circumstance which excited considerable sensation
in the town
i-ven the boys at school talked with
admiration of the
man who understood so many languages, whose attainraents in science were so great, and
whose powers of
observation were so unrivalled.
Lavater was so

much

engrossed with this subject, that he could
think of nothing but Wieland; and although he
only saw him
" ^^''^ *° ^^"^ frequently remarked, that
^x^V
J
Wieland
s image was indelibly
impressed upon his
mmd. From this period, he began to display a fondness for reading.
He had recourse to his father's library, where he perused a variety of
books on different subjects, but in a desultory manner,
and without
adhering to any regular plan
He had neither patience
nor resolution to read any work from beginning
to end
whatever required laborious study or reflection disgust^^ * '''**'' P^"°^' ''« endeavoured, with great
rn:
difficulty, to acquire a habit of steady
and regular application, and even made it an inflexible rule
never to
lay down a book which he had once begun,
without
perusing it to the end, whatever exertion it might
cost
hira, and however small the
entertainment or informa.

•

Uon he might derive from it.
Having finished his school education, he entered
the
academical gymtiasium, or humanity college, in
the year
1758.
Here he formed an intimate friendship with the
two brothers, Henry and Felix Hess, and Henry
Fuessli, who
were his fellow students of theology. Bodmer and Breitmger, who were at that time the most
distinguished professors at the gymnasium,
did not
to perceive the characteristic excellencies
of Lavater's understanding; and they paid
particular attention to him and his friends.
Bodmer especially devoted much of his time to them ; a circumstance
which is
supposed to have had considerable influence
on the
poetical talents of Lavater.
In the year 1759, he at/ail

tended the philosophical lectures; and
towards the
end of ^at year, he was admitted into the
theological
class.
His attention was now almost exclusively devoted to the study of divinity. About
this time, too, he

composed many devotional poems; some of
which were
afterwards inserted in his Collectim
of Spiritual Songs.
in the year 1762, having
completed his theological
studies, he entered into the
ministry.
About

R.

master of Zurich was his father-in-law.
Lavater and
ins triend first addressed
an anonymous letter to the
unjust magistrate, containi.l|.
a list of his offences, and
threatening a public accusation,
unless he gfcve immediate satisfaction to those
whom he had plundered. No
notice having been taken of
this letter, the two friends
made their complaint public, in a
pamphlet,
entitled.

Magistrate, or the Complaint
,
^V'l'^
of a Pal
, ,f
trw,
which was printed and introduced into
the houses
ot the principal members
of the government.
The
business was at length taken up
by the council at Zu,
.'"qu'T was instituted; and the an,
'
lu
V'g"*"**"^
thors
of
the complaint were called upon
to make themselves known.
Lavater and Fuessli immediately
stepped forward, and boldly avowed what they
had written
I he magistrate, however, did
not choose to await the
issue of Uie mquiry; but thought
it prudent to ab.

scond. The result of the investigation
was such, as
did equal credit to the patriotic exertions
of the compiainers, and to the impartial
administration of iustice
by the council of Zurich. The unjustly
acquired property was restored, and the guilty
magistrate condemned to a suitable punishment.
With a view to his improvement, Lavater
now undertook a journey through a great part
of

Germany
durmg which he had an opportunity of visitin.^
and'
conversing with many individuals of the
higher eminence in literature, and of making many
observations

on the characters of men. After being
absent about
a year, he returned to his native country
in 1764
Al
though he had at this time no living in
the church, vet
he preached often j and the style and
form of his ser.

mons, though new, were much admired.
His delivery
was warm and energetic, and he possessed
great clear-

ness

m

year

1766",

the exposition of scriptural truths.
In the
he married Anna Schinz, the daughter
of
a respectable merchant in Zurich.
In 1769 he was
appointed pastor of the Orphan's Church
a'situation
;
winch gave him an opportunity, which he
always
sought, ot being useful, and of doing good.
Here, too,

he improved that talent for communicating
instruction
which he afterwards brought to such per-

to children,
fection.

*

From an

early period of bis life, lavater had
been
accustomed to observe, with particular attention,
the
varieties of form in the human countenance,
and to
make drawings of such features as appeared to him to
indicate any peculiarity of character.
The more he

observed, the more was he confirmed in his belief,
that
the essential qualities of the mind of every man

were

sensibly pourtrayed in the conformation of his
whole
body, especially of his head and face. The result of
these observations induced him to think, that it
might
be possible to discover some certain principles upon
this subject, which might be systematically
arranged
in the form of a science.
He both corresponded and
conversed upon this subject with his friend Dr.Zimrtiermann ; and in spite of his objections, and those of

other learned men, Lavater still continued to be persuaded of the truth of his favourite theory. The principles from which he set out are to be foiind in a small
this time
work, published by Zimmermann in 1772, entitled,
a circumstance occurred,
which at once developed the " John Caspar Lavater on
Physiognomij," being the
characteristic energy of his
mind, and laid the foun- first publication which appeared upon
the subject.
dation of that celebrity which
he afterwards enjoyed.
The first volume of his great work on Physiognomy
^'""'^ Henry Fuessli (the celebrated was published in
1775, uniier the title of" Fragments;'
mintPrVhhad1 heard
if
painter^
much of the acts of injustice com- which was soon followed
by three other volumes. This
muted by a ruling niagistrate in one
of the bailiwicks work, which contains a great many curious and
interof Zurich.
But although the complaints of his
con- esting observations, exhibits much debcate feeling, and
duct became daily louder, and
his guilt more evident,
refined, though fanciful reasoning, was read with great
yet it seemed difficult to obtain
redress, as the bur-oavidity; and the theory of Lavater, although now al-
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moat conMfrned to oblivion, became a fashionable study,
t'^*' among the learned und the unleame<l, throughout the
whole of Europe. It was soon discovered, however,
that thi» theorj- wanted consistency, and that it was
founded on no jast or certain principles. Lavater himself, who was roore remarkable for the liveliness of his
'•<"•

members of

the Helvetic Directory, and he became a I.avoiniet.
victim to that system of deportation, by which the re- "•^•"y'^^
volutionary faction endeavoured to rid themselves of
all those who ventured to call their measures in question.
The sentence against him, however, was after-

wards recalled, and he was set at liberty. At the
imagination, than for depth of reflection or soundness storming of tlie city of Zurich by the French army unof wtonmg. seems to have totally overlooked those der Massena, in 1799. Lavater had the misfortune to
circaBMtMMM which were most calculated to give his receive a wound in the breast. The wound was not
theory even the appearance of systematic science. He considered dangerous, although he was obliged to consought the indicatians of character chiefly in the solid fine himself to betl, and suffered great pain. Having
parU, especially the forehead and the nose ; and from exerted himself, however, beyond his strength, in retheac he drew conclusions with regard to the wijrjnal ligious and charitable duties, before his wound was
dispofltiaaa of men.
He neglected the soft and more completely cured, he brought on a train of dangerous
moreabfe ftalwca, such as the eye, and {larticalarly symptoms, which at length terminated his life, on the
the lines about the mouth and nose ; from which he 2d of January, 1801, in the sixtieth year of his age.
The character of Lavater was in the highest degree
might have been, perhaps, better warranted in forming cwnclniiona reapecting the acquired dispositions, amiable ; he was a zealous and upright patriot an acthe fliaiinfli. and the pasaioos of the individual. But tive and conscientious minister of religion and a man
of the most genuine benevolence. His moral conduct
this work must be considered as the producwas, upon every occasion, most exemplary; and his
ei/ul, rather than of a scientific mind, it
whole life wa.« spent in unwearied efforts to promote
lly many ingenious and interesting
obMrVationa, which shew, that the author possessed the happiness of mankind. His virtues, indeed, seem
much delicate knowledge of the human heart. There is to have contributed more than his talents towards elevating him to that height in the scale of celebrity which
in it, however, as in almost all the productions of LavaMM gnat a parade of language, many elegant and he held during his life. So great was his popularity at
Zurich, that, in his walks, the people fi-equently flockaaateadotts pMMgca, not gnatlv oiterburthened with
meaning. Many wiU aslaam the work as valuable, ed around him, and kissed his hand in token of their
chiefly on account of the engravings ; a number of rc-»|)ect.
V\c have already allude<l to some of the works of
which, exhibiting the heads of men and animals, arc
Lavater.
Among these, his physiognomical publicaexquisitely finished, and singularly expressive. It may
be proper to observe, that the French translation of tions enjoyed a very extensive, though ephemeral celebrity.
His other works, chiefly on religious subjects,
Lavatcr's Phmtiogimmy, from which the English verare very numerous ; and some of them were extremely
sraa aMcle, was not a mere translation from the orinopnlar in their day, though now little read. His
ginal Gemun work, but, in many respects, a new trealearning was not verj' extensive— his powers of reatise, tmnaiatad ander the eye, and revised by Lavater
hiaaaaK An abridgment liC the work, in four volumes soning by no means remarkable and, in all his productions, he seems to give full scope to the play of his
8*«. was published bf Amibruster ( 1 783- 1 IxCi), which,
fancj', and to revel in the regions of enthusiasm.
au-mdiii g to Lavater, contains, in a less expensive form,
His
pulpit eloquence, however, was much admired ; for his
the whow aaaanee of the large edition.
In the year 1778, Lavater was appointed dean of genius seeme<l Ijetter calculated to influence the feelings of an audience, than to display itself in writings,
.Sl Peter's church, which consi<lerably enlargetl his
sphere of exertion.
From this perio<l he continued which were destineil to be perused and coolly analysed
His Apliorisnu on Man have been consito publish numerous works, which were calculated to in the closet.
praaiola the knowledge, and advance the interests nf dered as one of the best of his miscellaneous publicaHaving translatetl lionnet's Intpiir/^ into the tions and his Schweitzerlieder, (Songs of the Swiss,)
ra Mgicw.
BwitkHtri of Ckrittianilif, he iia<l the imprudence to and some of his devotional effusions, are still read and
admired by his countrymen. See Leonard Meister's
dadieala the book to the celebrated Jewish philosopher,
Moaes Mendalasobn, with a challeti|^, either to refute Bfrulimtf '/.urichrr, and Beriihmte Manner Helveliens.
1782; K. L. von Haller, Deitkmal der Wahrheil auj
It pnblidy, or to profcae his cimviction of the truth of
its mgammttt. by embracing the Christian faith. MenJ. K. Lavater; J. K. Lavatcr's Lebcnsbesc/ireilmng von
aaawered in a style at once modest and man- teinem Tochlermnnne Georg Gessiicr, 1 S02, 1 803 ;
Meiner's Br^eJ'e ubcr die Schxueitz, 2d edit. Berlin, 1788;
ly ; and lavater aitarwMds repente<l of the step he
had taken, and acknowledged in public, that his seal and Jonlen's lexicon Deiitscher Dichter und Prosaisten.
had led hini bejwod tba bound* of discretion.
(:)
LAVOISIER, Anthonv Lawrence, the celebrated
AtthaeoBDMnflenMntof the French Revolution, LaFrench chemist, was born at Paris, on the 26th of Auvater, who hail always been distinguished for his ardent love of genuine freedom, was naturally led to re- gust, 1743. His father, being in opulent circumstangard that event with a favourable eye but aftrr it had ces, gave his son every advantage which a liberal
MMroed a character of strooity, and threatened de- education coidd bestow ; and the genius of Lavoisier
was directed, at an early period, to the study of the
"f reli(traction to the si
gjan, of morals,
y pro- physical sciences, which he ctdtivated with great zeal
'
In the year 176"4, he drew up a memoir,
!i it ocan<l success.
hia abborreuce uf tlie
to avert the
lii-h imin answer to a question proposed by the French goOuriiig the revoluvernment, on the best and most economical mean's of
hi* native country.
t klf i aeenca which
ensued in Switzerland, he prelighting the streets of a great city, which obtained for
him the prize of a gold medal, and was printed at the
sti aao the chanatar of a sincere and zealous patriot. H^ aiidaMWiiad to infuse a spirit of moderation
expence of the Academy of Sciences, of which he was
During
elected a member on the 18th of May, 1768.
into -all partiaa, and never ceased to raise his voice,
ftacly and boMlj, againat all manner of oppression an(l
this period, he distinguished himself as the author of
injnatiea.
Hia enpoact, indeed, gave umbrage to the several valuable treatises on philosophical subjects, which
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were printed in various periodical works.
Uia obser.
vations on the experiments made with
a ^new to

E

R.

""^ •*" !"'"""^ °'' '"''""facturing asprove s'g'ioU,
2«tT1."„1
'r securing them
and of
the possibility of converting water into
against forffery.
Having
earth, will be
found in the Memoirs of the Academy for
"* '^^ t«-^itint A^em^
^
1770
In blv-" in V-o 'r
the course of various journies through different
'"• ren*ringmore
districts
•^'^^"P •» P'^"
simneth'^ •„
of France, he found opportunities of collecting
''"°\°^ ^''^ '''«^°' ^^ Producedl. most
copious vaknble .^
°" '•'^.^^rious productions of the coun.
materials for the mineralogy of that kingdom,
which ser- trv nil
ved as the foundation ofa work on the revolutions
";"^"™P'-«".
fhich was afterwards printof the !7bv
ea by order
orderof the assemb
globe, and the formation of the strata of
y, under the title of lf,rk
the earth of esses terrioriale.
,e la FraJcL
which he gave interesting sketches in the
Af^ert Jing been one
Memoirs of
the French Academy for 1772 and
1787.
The brilliant discoveries in chemical science
commissioners of the national
which treasury
treas.^v and into 1-^
this department he
were made, about this period, particularly
;
introduced tne
""roauced
the
by the Bri- greatest order
and regularity.
tish philosophers, attracted the
attention of Lavoisier
A
lite
thus
spent
in the cultivation «f
who seems to have been fully aware of the
science and
great im.' talents thus actively
and beneficially devoted to th;
portance of these discoveries in the further
ser
prosecution vice of his country,
ought to have secured for Lavoi
of physical research
.In his Opuscules Chymiques,
L;
the
lasting
esteem
of
his fellow-citizens, and
which were published in 1 774. he
the quiet
exhibited a clear and enjoyment
of that reputation which he
eegant view of the history ^f pneumatic
had so well^me:
chemistry,
ted by his exertions.
along with some ingenious and
But he had the misfortune to
accurate experiments of live
during a period, when talents,
his own
In the year 1778. he entered
however eminent
into an examination of Dr. Priestley's dephlogisticated
"^"^ Conspicuous, were
insufficient to
air, and pubnrotJnt
tf'
pro
ect
their possessor from the
l.shed his proofs that this substance
wanton outrages of
is a constituent
awless
power.
During
the
principle of all acids; and to this
horrors of Robespierre's
principle, therefore,
usurpation, he seems to have
he gave the name of oxygen. This
in part foreseen the
was the first great fate that awaited
him, and used to obsei^e to
step in his progress towards a new
la!
system of chemical lande that when
stript of his property,
science
He next proceeded to make experiments
he was preon
pared
to
earn
his
subsistence by'his'^labodr.
the production of water, by
His o'^u.
burning oxygen gas with lence
indeed was his chief crime;
hydrogen gas and on its decomposition
or that, at least
into the same
which marked him out as a proper
elements; and he at length completed
victim to the rapac[:
his system, by
ty of the e-xisting rulers.
his theories of combustion and
Having been involved in
oxydation, his analysis charges
fabricated
against twenty-light farmers-gene"
of atmospherical air, his doctrine
of caloric, &c
In ral he was capitally
condemned. A\ain attempt was
the year 1789, he published his
Elemens de Chymie, a made to touch
the compassionate feelings
work which has been much admired as
of the tribu.
a model of sci. nal by a description
of the works, and a recapitulation
entific composition. In these
elements, the author comof
the merits of Lavoisier. The
pletely overthrew the previous
hearts of these fero.
theory of Stahl ; and, Clous
instruments of oppression and cruelty
by a beautiful chain of logical reasoning,
were comestablished
one more consistent with the recent
^" ^PP««' ' ^n'J ''« sufdiscoveries.
The
fr
i?.""''
'u"^
fered
on the scaffold, on the 8th of May
system of Lavoisier, however,
1794
was not received withSuch was the unmerited fate of Lavoisier
out opposition but its merit
; a man no
;
has at length been gene- less
distinguished for the mildness and
humanity of his
^"'' "* principles were ultimately
private character, than for his
ifLf^^Zl'^^"^'
adopted by the most eminent
scientific attainments.
chemists of France and in his person
he was tall, and his countenance
Great Britain. In order to
indicatcomplete the revolution in ed genius,
mtelligence, and benignity.
chemical science, Lavoisier and
The great inhis associates invented
fluence
he jjossessed. on account of his fortune,
a new nomenclature, whicii,
his taafter a violent controvercuts, and Ins situation in the
sy, has been pretty
treasury, was continualgenerally adopted.
ly employed in doing good.
He was married, in J 77
'*".'' ^<^^^nufic acquirements
«f Lavoisier, to Marie-Anna-Pierette
nn^tfrl^K™"
Paulze. the daughter of a farpointed
hnn out, upon several occasions,
as a person
mer-general; a lady of pleasing manners,
Whose services might be employed
and consifor the benefit of the derable
talents and accomplishments.
public.
In he year 1776, he was
She engraved
engaged by that en- with her own hand,
the copperplates to his last" work!
J"'S°'' '° ^"Pennfendthemanu- Ihis lady afterwards gave her
SurTof
tac
ure of "'"''''•'
hand to the celebrated
gunpowder; and his chemical

r""'"^

t^""

Tl

-

f

£fL

investigations

'!>- -tide, were so
t^:j,ri^t:-.:jl'^^^^
'""'^"^^'^
^'^Pl^^i^e force by onefZr while,
'J^*^
tourth;
by reforming the
''''

existing regulations

'°":'

°f ™--*te""als fbr th^e manu!
^ tureT
lacture,
r'J'l''""
he quintupled
the produce.
To the sciences
arts, and manufactures,
he rendered many other most

Sr ar»T^
HLf"^"'
T
to the

^'''^ '> ^

P"bl- -'I private cTpa"^^^ "^ treasurer

.^Pl'T'^'^ *° ^^^

^^ '""-"duced order
ind eelnr^'
and
economy mto the expenditure.

wtntrrr°'f"""/"'

into the accounts,

He

was a most
P'^"^ -'^ inq^irie:; and

t^r:r[xz irsrorthaSiS t
"^ %

""^P^"'^ °i ^^nd, on his estate
in the Venrlnmo,. f°' .k
the purpose of experimental
"
^'
farmHe was consulted by the National

i^i
"'g.

H

Convention

Count Rumford.

The

merit of Lavoisier, as a philosopher,
particular,
ly with regard to the services he
rendered to chemical
science, are universally acknowledged.
His own experiraents were generally simple and
well choSen, and

performed with great accuracy; but his
talents were
most conspicuous m the judicious use he
made of the
discoveries of others, which his genius
enabled him to
reduce into a lucid and connected system.
In the Me.

rnoirs of the

Academy of Sciences, from 1772 to 1793
there are forty papers of his writing,
containing many
va liable observations on seme of the
most important
subjects of physical research.
One of the last of his
philosophical works was a treatise on the
perspiration of
animals, which was first read to the Academy
on the
4th of May, 1791, which contains the result of
a number of curious experiments, made with great
delicacy
and highly interesting to the science of physiology.'
See Lalande's Accomit of the Life and Writings
of La^
voisier ; Diet. Biog. et Hist.
Gen. Biog. Diet.
(2)
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Mbjects are more comprehensive than that of
It has, indeed, in every department of it,
been orerloadetl uid oppressed with a mass of commentarv, sometimes contradictory, often unintelli.
gible, commonly futile, and therefore almost always
alike unprofitable to the student, and disregarded by
But, independently of
the intelligent practitioner.
to monstrous an overgrowth, the main stem and
branches of this noble science occupy a large space,
and to be adequately conceived, would require a
very ample delineation. Besides the principles commoa, or which ought to be commen, to all law, (we
mean the immutable principles of morality and religion,)
how various and important are the mollifications of the
different systems institated in different countries
How
various the cirraiiutaiKea on which these mo<liGcations
neceiiarily depend !—the peculiar genius of the people,
from whatever causes originating the habits and cus>
loms which have insen»ibly ^own up among them
the inland or maritime situation of the territory ; the
greater or le-M degree of progress already made in civi.
liaation
the character of the popular superstitions,
whether introduced by accident, policy, or imitation ;
the nature of the government ; the agricultural orcom«
nercial fkcUitic* o( the coantry ; and a thousand other
l*
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atnct Ot the iwilH i|lla. and their practical di»belief in
But with regard to
tha obliaatarT iiahifi of the rule.
laws ot human iaatitalioB, this propensity to disobedtenee, ao far aa the aicre principle in question is con
cnaari, aaat br greater. The source from which ihei/
pneaad, oeen in their purest state, is ever liable to be
ilialailiart hif iatcrcrt

fore, in

or error.

There

is

hazard, there-

every inataDCC, that the obligatory principle
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3</, An institute or abstract of the
;
law of' England ; and, 4//(, A similar institute or abstract
of the law of Scotland. For the judicial establishments
of other countries, with whose institutions it is less
necessary we should be intimately acquainted, we refer
our readers to what they may find under the different
corresponilent articles of this work.
We only here observe, that, with the exception of certain local customs,
the laws of Ireland, and of the various extensive colonies depen<lent on Great Britain, are, with a few occasional modifications, similar to those of England ; and
that the enactments of the British Parliament reach
to every quarter of tlie empire, either where it is expressly so provided, or where the general tenor of the
enactment has indicated such to oe the intention of

the law of nations

the legislature.

OF LAW IN GENERAL.

** applicable to human condact in general,
defined a rule of moral action proceeding from
a superior Itaviug right to command, and directed to inOf this autliority on the one
ferior* bound to obey.
hand, ami obligation to obedience on tlie other, the
foondation, or principle, i* the happineaa of tboae to
whom tb« rulo m dircctctL If the rule doe* not substantially ooatamplato thia happincM, it haa proceeded
witliout tha eaiTMpandent authority in the superior,
and i« not obligatory on the inferior.
talva^
8. It i*, however, a very different consideration in
what manner the prtttice of thia obligatory principle
U to be ascertained. To assert that every individual is
Iwiid (o obadiance, according only at he wtay discover
tlM camMCtiaa of his hafpiwsa with the rule, would be
lo Huke icnonaoc the ncMure of submiuion, and to
rabjoct orSer to the blind caprice of inclination, prt juEven in thli adminiatiatioa of tlie undiet, or nasaioa.
liaiijaafiii nfiri|it« of aanlity proceeding from the
i hard, even to the inittiima
Dcitjr fci—Jf, it
nANtiiig, to reconcile the observance of
taOi0Bt
Uranao particular circumstances, with the
how much oftener to the
of the i'
', who, unii.
y contemplation, ur blinded
br tW telfisbncaa of vi(;« or passion, so frequently indicate by ihatr conduct their ignorance of the prcI-

•hai>

causes which infinitely diversify the judicial systems of
different communities.
It is not to be expected, therefore, that we should in this place attempt any thing
like a detail of so comprehensive a subject.
must
confine ourselves to such branches of it as appear to be
of paramount importance, or of which a detail, as far as
our limits will admit, may be tlie most generally interesting and useful.
mean to submit, therefore, \st.
Some observations on law in general ; '2d, An outline cf

mar be

absent, whilst, in some, that absence is obvious
Hence a perpetual occasion to the ignorant, that is, to the people in general of whom every
community is composed, to question the obligation of
The obligations of morality, indeed, can in
the laws.
no instance be denied, even by the intelligent and reflecting, without involving a contradiction in their conception of the divine nature, since the moral constitution af man, by which he judges of right and wrong,

and

certain.

disapproves, proceeds from the same
Being who has ordaine<l the precepts of morality thembut in laws oHiuman institution, such an arguselves

approves and
;

ment

for the invariable presence of the obligatorj- principle, can have no place, 4nd the intelligent must sometimes unite with the vulgar in regarding the rule as

wanting the essential characteristic of its authority.
3. Of what use, then, is a principle which it may be Yet not th«
often difiicult to discover, antl which is always liable to !"» real.
be misunderstood or perverte<l by those who stand most
in neeil of the restraints of law

?

The

principle

it-

answer, is not therefore the less real ; nor is it
possible to discover any other reasonable foundation on
which, on tlie one hand, the authority .of him who issues the rule, and, on the other, the obligation to obeIn fact,
dience of him who is to obey, can be rested.
it is for the most part sufliciently obvious, where selfish
views of an exclusive interest do not interfere to mis-

self,

we

lead the judgment ; and bad must be that system of
law where it is not in most instances recognizable.
Yet as it is often found, even where it is sufficiently
apparent, to be of too fine or distant an apjilication to
effect popular control, other sanctions more direct and
impressive than the mere privation of the good consequent upon obedience, are commonly superinduced.
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In morality, the reproaches of conscience, and the disapprobation of our species, amounting, in aggravated
cases, to direct hostility, constitute this sanction ; in
institutions, it consists in the personal suffering

human
of the

offender, or the diminution of his estate by
pecuniary penalties. Where the principle is less apparent, or peculiarly liable to be misapprehended

or perverted, such
vious,

becomes

still

mission to the rule.

superinduced sanction,

more
Yet

it

is

ob-

requisite to secure subit vpere absurd to regard

this sanction as the test, either of the superior's right
to command, or of the inferior's obligation to obey ;

Origin of
the various
sorts or species of law.
First, Religion, or the
divine law,

natural.

revealed.

is, the good
absent from the rule, or it
may be his positive hurt plainly contemplated, superinduced sanctions, and these of the severest sort, become
Whilst, therefore,
the most indispensably -necessary.
on the one hand, these superaddctl sanctions are necessary to secure obedience to tlie law, there is, on the
other, no principle but the good of the inferior, by
which we can measure its legitimate authority. Undoubtedly, where its enactments are on the whole beneficial, a wise people will, for the sake of the general
system, yield their obedience, even in those cases where
their good is obviously not contemplated ; nor, whether
prospective reasoning be consulted, or the actual experience of nations, will they withhold their submission,
until, by an honest and accurate estimate of all the tremendous consequences of revolution, they plainly perceive a preponderance of advantage as the result.
4. From the various relations in which the human
species is placed, arise various classes or denominations
of law ; some more, others less general As,
First, From the relation in which man stands to the
Deity, arises religion, or the divine larv, comprehending
those duties which, as a creature variously endowed, he
^^gg {„ jj^g Creator, from whom these endowments
proceed. Possessing life, reason, moral perception, the
affections of the heart, and all the other sources of enjoyment incident to his condition, he recognises the
duty o( gratitude, as at once founded in natural sentiment, and demanded by its own reasonableness. Possessing intelligence, by which he derives a glimpse of
that infinite wisdom and power which appear to pervade creation, he in the same manner acknowledges at
once the sentiment and the duty of adoration. Dependent from day to day for every good he enjoys, and
conscious of the ennobling influence of communion with
a Being so holy, so beneficent, so powerful, he feels
his obligation to 2)rai/er, and delights in the exercise of
Perceiving, in fine, that what are usually called the
it.
evils of life cannot, consistently with the notions of perfection which he is forced from every consideration to
form of the divine nature, be otherwise regarded than
as ultimately connected with a scheme of infinite beneficence ; and awaiting, upon grounds of the highest
reason, an immortality beyond the present existence,
where the perfect wisdom of that scheme shall be fully
disclosed, he recognises the duty of resignation, and derives from the practice of it a support and satisfaction
infinitely beyond the reach of any philosophical precepts unconnected with that principle.
Thus, from the
various points of relation between man and his Creator,
may be deduced the various duties of religion, or those
divine laws which the Deity has made it at once the duty
and the happiness of all his rational creatures to observe.
But to these obligations, which are common to all
the species, being the duties of mere natural religion,
tlie doctrines and duties of revealed religion are to he

since,

vherc the principle

of the

inferior, is altogether

in question, that

:

superadded, which, as Cliristians, we are in like manner bound to believe and practise.
Second, From the relationSn which, as partaking of
one common nature, the different individiv^s of the
species, under whatever government or in whatever region of the globe they may be placed, stand to one another, arise the obligations of moralitij, or etkicg. Hence
the duty of benevolence, or an affectionate desire of the
happiness of all men, prompting us to the actual performance of every kind office within our power. Hence
likewise the obligations o(justice, truth, candour, and all
the other duties which form the proper subject of the

I.aw.

Second, Ethics, or

mo

ral law.

moralist.

Third, From the relation subsisting between men as Third, In,
constituting different nations, communities, or bodies ternationnl
law, or law
politic, is derived international law, or as it is usually
of nations.
though less accurately called, the Ian of nations ; of
which we are afterwards to treat more at large.
Fourth,Vrom the relation subsisting between the diffe- Fourth, Cirent individuals who compose one nation, or commu- vil, or munity, arises civil, or municipal law ; being that body nicipal' law.
of rules which, issuing from a supreme authority duly
constituted by national consent, direct or implied, are
obligatory on each individual alike, for the good of all.
Thus, there are as many separate systems of civil or
municipal law as there are separate and independent
communities, for no people can exist in a state of union
without a system of rules of some sort or another, by
which their transactions and conduct may be more or
less regulated and controlled.
5. Each of these general departments, or sorts of Subordinate
law, may again be divided into distinct subordinate dirislnm of
branches, according to the subject or class of circum- each sort or
species.
stances to which they more immediately refer.
Thus,
civil law may be divided into jmlitical law, which relates to the principles of the constitution of the state,
and the rights and duties of the governors and governed relatively to one another ; into criminal Ian, which
refers to the moral conduct of the citizens in cases of
such atrocity as are thought to affect the general peace
and welfare of the community ; into ecclesiastical law,
which relates more immediately to the police of religion, and the rights of the church and its functionaries ;
into civil law, in a restricted sense of the word, or
those rules which, in contradistinction to ecclesiastical,
criminal, and other branches of the municipal code,
refer to contracts, succession, &c. ;
into the law of
process, comprehending the structure of courts of law,
and the various modes, adapted to various circumstances, by which civil suits as well as criminal procedure must be conducted. And so of the other general
departments of law.
6. Like every other science, law has advanced gra- Outline of
dually to its present state.
At first, laws regarded tlie history
only great inconveniences and concerns of highest im- of law.
Criminal laws extended only to such crimes
portance.
as were most dreaded, and in proportion as new and
more artful disorders arose, new remedies were applied;
whilst civil institutions, properly so called, regulated
the public worship of the gods, the distribution of
To detail the progress of
lands, marriage, succession.
law in dift'erent countries, and to trace the successive improvements which one country derived from another in
tliis respect, would be sufliciently interesting and instructive.
here sketch only the outline.
7. The earliest of all laws is that of nature, according Law of nato which, men, in their wildest state, originally lived. ture.
As in such a state they had little need of law, so the

—

—

—

—

We

dictates

of nature were comparatively few and simple

en
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a mere ray of that moral sentiment anJ right reason
which God has intended should, in a more advanced
stage of the social progress, direct and regulate our
more frequent intercourse with one another.
8. So far as regards human regulations, it is scarcely
to be doubted that the first were those domestic rule's
•aiboritr
faoito(ot. which the father of a family would have occasion to obioii of
serve in the control of iu
Nor can these regulations,
or first principles of human laws, be regarde<i as unimportant, since, in tlie earliest condition of society, famiiic* form so many distinct communities.
rommuai-

When men

began to unite in villages and cities,
more private regulations would be found inadequate to restrain a more numerous society and a body
9.

these

lid.

;

of rules, as well as an authority accompanied with great*
er power than the merely paternal, became necessary.
Afterwards, when many towns and districts united for
their camnoa convenience and defence, the judicial regulatioot ntceMuily multiplied ; and the Supreme
Authority from which they emanated and were to be
•oforccd, isnied, sooner or later, in the difTerent states
thus formed, in a Monarchy, an Aristocracy, a Demucracy, or a compound of two or more of these simpler
form* of ma^tracy.
10. The conduct.of the justest and wisest individu9»^ toil
als in all their transactions of a public nature, would naphcn^natU'
turally suggest a rule of behaviour to others. whiLst
nil; lint
their counsels and advice would gradually acquire force,
]MWgtfttt.
and be adopted aa a general regulation. 'I'bus sages
and philoaopher* were the first authors of laws.
1 1
Moaea, the most ancient of legislators, ordained
MoMt.
ereral aorta of laws to the Jew*. Besides those which,
we are bound to believe, were dictated to him by the
Deity himself, commonly denominated the decalogue, as
being diuributed into ten commandments, he instituted cerenoaial laws for the regulation of their public worship, and political laws tor their ciril govern.

M

rx-

MiMif

and a public education of the youth. He established a
senate which might temper the power of the kings by

'""'*

an equipollent authority. He prohibited the use of
gold and silver money, that by thus obstructing commerce, he might the more effectually cncoui-age the
military spirit.
He forbade the exercise of any of the
superfluous arts; ordained an equal distribution of the
lands among the citizens ; and confined agriculture exclusively to the Helots, that the attention of the citizens might not thus be withdrawn from their martial
He permitted a community of wives, wishexercises.
ing, as it would seem, to people the state without affording occasion for particular attachments, or the more
endearing affections, lest the aptitude of the men for
military occupations might be thereby impaired.
With
the same martial policy, unhealthy children were ordered to be destroyed ; for Lycurgus deemed the man unworthy to live who was incapable of bearing arms. In
the same spirit, the youth of both sexes had their exercises of amusement together, which they performed
naked, and in public ; and one of tiie severest punish-

ments to which the young men were subject, was that
an extraordinary department of edufor inexpert thef\
cation, in which they were carefully trained as tho
means of rendering them enterprising, dexterous, and
bold. And, finally, to secure these martial institutions
from all mixture of foreign and less hardy manners,
strangers were strictly prohibited from settling at

—

Sparta.

\(i. Draco, the first lawgiver of Athens, introduced Athenian
laws of such extraordinary severity that they were said '»wg'V8.
''"^'''
to be written in blood. He visited the most inconsiderable offences with death ; and even things inanimate
ment
18. The lawgiver* of nations bordering on that of did not escape his terrific enactments ; a statue, for
the Jewa, borrowed many of their institutions from the example, iiaving bruised a citizen by its fall, was
banished the city. Institutions so ridiculous and dislaw* of Mow*.
proportioned to offences, could not long be enforced ;
13. Osiris, one of the earliest of the kings of F.gypt,
regulated the worship of the god«, the distribution of and accordingly they enjoyed not the same immortalitie abolishetl the ty to which the enactments of other early legislators
lands, and the distinction of ranks,
were destined, being quickly superseded by the miltler
creditor's right to reduce his insolvent debtor to slavery in acquittance of the debt ; and, to insure a better and more equitable institutions of Solon.
This celebrated lawgiver had no difficulty in cancel- and Solon,
chance of sound decision in the courts of law, he prohibited the use of rhetorical embellishment in public ling the institutions of Draco, which had necessarily
become altogether unpopular. The law against murideadinga.
Amaab' annexed the punishment of death to murder, der was almost the only part of this sanguinary code
calumnr, and perjury and they who, having it in their which was ret.ained ; and every punishment was propower to assist a fellow-tubject in danger of losing his portioned to the crime to which it was annexed. He
made no law against parricide, because such a crime,
life, allowed the fact to Uke place, became liable to the
he said, was so horrible, that he woidd not, even by
aaioc penalty.
Thia extraordinary people used to deposit the em- the mention of it, have his countrymen suppose human
balmed oames of their fathers with their creditors in nature capable of it. They who died in the service of
pomp,
security of their debts, and if the pledge was not re- the state were ordered to be buried with great
deemed some time before their own death, the deepest and their families were maintained at the public exThey had even a tribunal be- pence ; and such as refused to bear arms in defence of
infarny was incurred.
their country were declared infamous. The institutions
fore Which they tried men after their death, that the
fbcad of poathumous condemnation on the one hand, regarding marriage were iniprove<l ; the childless were
and the hope of applause on the other, might impel permitted to dispose of their estates as they pleased;
them to the practice of virtue. Their kings themselves and the adulterer was thought a fit object for capital
were subjected to certain ezclutive regulations ; their punishment. The associate of^ lewdness and debauchery
speaking in public ; " for," said
food, in particular, and occupations, were the objects of was prohibited from
" a roan who has no shame is not capable to be
certain fixed rules, from which they could make no de- Solon,
entrusted with the people." To speak ill of the dead,
viation without responsibility to the laws.
as well as of the living, was declared a crime ; nor was
1 4, In Crete, Minos instituted a community of tables
their decease.
repMta ; he required all the children in the state to the character of the worthy, even after
;

inarj

Law.
be brought up together, proscribed idleness and luxury,
and enjoined the greatest reverence to be paid to the ^^-'Y"'"'
divinity and to the fundamental laws of the state.
15. Lycurgus, the Lacedaemonian lawgiver, also in- I.ycurciis of
stituted, in imitation of Minos, a community of tables La»,ed;D-

nd

5
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thought undeserving of the protection of the laws. It
was tlie great purpose of Solon to protect the poorer

power and influence of the rich ;
and by dividing the whole body of the Athenians into

citizens against the

W".
which had so long flourished in Italy and some
other
countries, and had begun to take root in
almost all the

other districts of Europe, wa» never entirely
supplanted
by the customs and laws of the barbarians ;
-ftnd when
the revival of letters brought to light the
high degree
of refinement to which the Roman people
had

Law.

separate classes, the last of which, consisting of the ordinary citizens, being permitted to speak and vote in
attained,
the assemblies, thougli not to participate in the offices their civil institutions
naturally claimed a pre-eminent
and honours of their superiors, he conferred upon them attention. The discovery
of the Pandects at Amalphi
a privilege which, considerable even from the first,
(It indeed that or any part of
Justinian's Collection had
came at last (what he probably did not intend) to con- ever entirely disappeared;)
the importance of the
troul all the affairs of government, and rendered the
science of which it treated; the beauty
and excellence
people masters of the republic.
He reformed also the ot Its dictates, being the result of the reason
actin-r upon
Areopagus, increased the authority of the members, the experience
of the most civilized nation which the
enjoined them in particular to inquire yearly how worid had
hitherto produced; the easy vadaptation of
every citizen maintained himself, and to punish such the greater
part of it to modern circumstances all conIncorporatas, living in idleness, were not serviceable to the state
tnbuted to recommend it to the attention of princes
and ed with law
by the exercise of some honourable or lucrative em- legislators.
It came therefore to be adopted in
some of Home.
ployment. These celebrated laws were engraved on countries
as the great body of their common law
in
;
public tablets, and that the Athenians might the better others,
it was only partially received,
according as its inretain them on their memory, they were written in
stitutions corresponded with the native customs
of the
verse.
people ; whilst in all, its maxims were more or less
exRomulus
17.
and
Numa Pompilius appear to have tensively incorporated with their own proper
Lawgivers
institutions.
been the first legislators among the Romans who deof Kome,
The
various systems of jurisprudence which
19thus Variety and
and proserve any notice.
And yet so rude and uninstructed grew up in modern Europe, compounded
partly of the diversity of
modern sys.
original laws and customs of the respective
nations who terns.
supplanted the Roman greatness, .and partly
of the
more refined institutions of that people, form a
suffi.
ten laws.
About that time the discontents of the ple- ciently extensive branch
of study. Fortunately it is to
beians having risen to a great height on account of the the general
student more curious than useful. A knowarbitrary proceedings of their superiors, they justly
ledge of the laws of our own country, aided by
some
conceived that a written body of law, duly promulgated, acquaintance
with such foreign institutions only as are
would be the surest means of controlling their oppres- of acknowledged
excellence, or of the nearest affinity to
sors, and securing their own protection.
Accordingly our own, constitutes an object of paramount
imporafter long and violent struggles they succeeded
General obdepu. tance. Without, therefore, attempting any
detail of
ties were sent to Athens and other Grecian states to
servations
that nature, we shall here content ourselves with
bringapplicable
collect the laws of Solon and of other renowned legising together a few observations applicable to
all systems to all syslators, upon whose return ten persons, called Decemof law collectively.
tems.
viri, were chosen from the senate to select and
arrange
20. (1.) We have said, that the obligation of law is L Subordithe most appropriate of the institutions thus collected. ultimately
grounded in its reference to the good of those nate instituTwelve
The celebrated law of the Twelve Tables was the re- whom it is intended
to control.
In like manner, the tions must be
Tables.
sult, of which Cicero, De Graf. i. 44. observes,
consistent
omnibus obligatory force of any inferior law may. be
considered
omnium philosophoritm bihliolhecis antepotiendam. No- as more
immediately derived from that which is supe- with, and
derive their
thing now remains of this collection of laws but frag- nor
to it.
Thus, with regard to families, corporations, authority
ments scattered in different ancient authors, and chiefly and other
subordinate societies, we can prescribe no- from, otiiers
in the writings of Cicero, but there is little
doubr that thing which is contrary to the law of the state of which that are
It served, if not as the root, at least as the
more gestem from they make a part ; the municipal law of each
particuwhich that immense variety of Roman laws afterwards lar state
must prescribe nothing contrary to the law of neral.
sprung, which was destined to become the rule of civil nations
in its turn, be consistent
; and this law must,
conduct to so many subject nations, and ultimately to with those
essential principles of morality and religion
mmgle itself, more or less, with the municipal code of which the Deity
evidently intended to be obligatory on
every nation of modern Europe.
every individual of mankind. And thus good civil
It were idle to select here any part of so
great a body laws are nothing else than natural law itself
detailed,
of institutions as more curious and important than anomodified, and applied by the sovereign power in a state.
ther, of which the whole has been properly
denomi- If the inferior law contain any contradiction to the su;

:

nated, a written collection of human reason
applicable
to almost all the relations of civil life.
shall only
observe, that under several successive emperors
abridged digests were made of it, and particularly under
Justmian, whose collection, known by the title
of the CorCorpusJurig P'« Juris Civilis, (See art. Civil Law,) is the latest
of Just!and by far the fullest and most valuable that
has come

We

nian.

Modern na-

down
18.

to

modern

times.

The northern

nations

who

over-ran the

tionsof Ell- territories, naturally introduced
their
t"°"s into their new conquests, and
Feudal
instimtiojis.

own rude

Roman
institu-

particularly thefeudal
regulations, so well adapted to the views
of a warlike people anxious to retain permanent
possession of their settlements. It IS probable that the

Roman jurisprudence.

by the established nature of things itbe ultimately and substantially inconsistent with
the good of those who are required to obey it ; and
therefore wants, by that contradiction, the proper obligation of law.
Such laws, when their deviation from
tlie principles of morals and religion is direct
and immediate, excite detestation, and, in aggravated cases,
horror.
In the edict of proscription against the Prince
of Orange, Philip II. promises to him who shall kill
the prince, and to his heirs, 20,000 ecus, with the rank
of nobility, and that on the word of a king and as the
servant of God.
Nobility for murder and its perpetration enjoined by a servant of God
Here insult
and outrage is offered to every sentiment of honour, of
4
perior, it rnust,
self,

!

!
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morality, «nd religion—which nothing but
the poison
ot bigotry could have so entirely stifled
in the breast of
the tyrant who dared to publish the reward.
ASMioo
21. (^'.) Nothing (hould be so dear to
a

people as
taws when intended to be a rampart against
despotism,
the subsunce and «afe.gu«rd of a raUonal

for (heir

Ii»i to be
ioculcaicd

on the

citi-

ttSM.

liberty^ and
them good, wise, and
^''*' ^^* difference,"
aayg Xenophon,
.. P^^u
"which t"
Lycurgus createtl between Lacedamon
and
other Jtatw, connsts in this—that he has,
as a primary
f*"*

"»'*"*' '"*''»«. of rendering

principle,

wcuml

the submission of the citizens to the
to yield obedience at the call of the
iiiagi«trat«; but at Athens, a rich
man would go frantic
to think that hu conduct depended
upon

Uwa.

They

fly

of any roagirtrate."

the authority

The

act of the Ephori on entering upon their office was to issue a
proclamation inviting the citizens to lure, rather than
enjoining them
to i)brj, the laws, that their submission
to them might
thus be natural and eaay.
In truth, among the Smt-

t«ni^« well

nman

first

M among the

earlier

Komans, laws and

mpptmr to have been so intimately blended as
***
*° to speak, but one body.
Luxury,
°^^*J°"*^>
c«nmeroe,
and the love of gain, seem to be inconsistent
with fuch a sute of public sentiment.
2« (S.) All new law« which it may be proposed
to
introduce, should bear reference to the
state of circum'»*"«* Ihe people may at the time be actual?**"f*JJP
ly placed; to the nature of the
government already established ; to the climate ; the character
of the
soil

;

the extent and local situation of the
territory
maner of hfe of the inhabiunts, as consisting in; the
agricultjinil, ooniiuerual, or other
pursuiu ; their customs
tlmr prcjndicet; their supentitiona. Yet laws
may
contribute much to form the morals, manners,
and character of a nation.
All that is meant is, that we ought
not to attempt a direct change, in any of these
ntpecta
by violent enactraenU. This were the highest impolicy^ if not rather a species of tyranny. Following rather the example of Solon, legislators should
impose
such Uwa only as the people are fit to receive,
not
such as are mort perfect in the abstract since it
is better to leave disorders altogether untouched
than to or;

should speak in the purest

spirit

of innocence and can-

dour.

Law.

'^^-Y',^

26. (7.) Perhaps laws ought always to commence
7 ?„„„
at once with the enactment.
Preambles, originally in- bles im,>ro
troduced no doubt for tlie justification of. the legisla- per.
ture and the satisfaction of the people, are often
unsatisfactory, because not containing a sufliciently

and

strong

explicit reason for the

enactment ; often imperfect,
because not reaching to the whole of the enactment
;
always superfluous, because if the law is bad, that
is'
contrary to the general welfare, it ought not to be
enacted ; if good, there is no occasion for an apology.
But if a reason be at any time thought necessary,
e"ither in the enactment itself, or in the writings
of those

who

are autliorised to expound it, that reason ought
be wortliy of the law :
law of Rome declares, that no blind man shall exercise
the oflice of
advocate, because, says the law, he cannot see the
decorations of the magistrate
a paltry reason when so
many better were obvious. 2d, The reason alleged
should be true: Charles IX. of France was declared
major at the commenc<wcn/ of his 14th year, in place

A

1st, to

—

of its terminatioi) ; because, says the Chancellor Hopiul, the law respects the begun year as finished, where
the acquisition of honours is in question— as if the
go-

vernment of a people included nothing but the honour
who was to govern. Finally, It should be deduced by reasoning from what is real to what is real,
and not from what is figurative to what is real, or from
what is real to what is figurative. A law of the Lombards, 1. ii. tit. 37. prohibits every woman from mjirryof him

'

who turns nun " for," says this law, " if the
man who, by the ceremony of the ring, has merely
ing

;

contracted, without consummating, a marriage, cannot
witliout a crime marry any other woman than her with

whom he has contracted, afortiore she who has become
the spouse of God, cannot."
27. (8.) Laws, to be obeyed, must be known. Hence a
Promuh
Uie absurdity, once so prevalent in some countries ofgationof
Europe, of expressing laws in a language of which the lawspeople are ignorant. The English acts of pariiament
were at one time written in Latin, at another in French
a proceeding equivalent to a concealment of the very

—

djuntaw* which will either l>e impcrtectly olwycd, or
Itoftthv a^lcctcd; and thu.i the whole body of the rules to which obedience
was required. Among some
um mcnr disrespect.
nations of early antiquity, laws were composed in verse
UfWa.
*^- (•) Thfy "-ho enact and who administer law,
and sung to popular airs, that they might be the more
woaMtbanMelve*. of oonrM, be bound by it indi^cri- generally known
as well as easily retained on the meataataly with the rtat of the people. It is tho law,
mory. The Athenians engraved their laws on plates
tor the "M i>ot
men, wjw ought to rule. This constitutes the of brass, which they
ool
fixed up in public places
and,
wian tial diffmnce between a free and an arbitrary go- among the
to commit to memory the Twelve
wmment - Law." says Plutarch, " is queen over Tables was Romans,
bt
an indispensable branch of the education of
morula and immortal*." The e<lict. U99, of Louis children.
^'V •• • 'w* inttance of magnanimity in a prince pos28. (9.) The laws which are borrowed from other
II u the
9. a
****"!? **^ •baolute dispoaa) of the laws
"
;

the law

;

**7* •". " i* to Ix" ol>eye<l, notwithsUiiding any
•••Jy""
orden
to the contrarj- which importunity may clidt
nwB the monarch."
Uflite.
.'*: (5) In the best system of law* some are found
••wfdate to matter* beneath the dignity of law,
• rtiearf
which are altogether useless. .Such laws are
••'•ftmiwiae, because, treating of things trifling or
•Wor
•"wjwwit, they lead men's minds to regard as trifling

MOmM

tf tadiArent what
•loiter

is

esaentially

important

9Bk (ft) The tli/le of laws should be simple, defaitf. ccadae—bardeaad a* Kttk a* possible with ex.
tt fit iw ^ Ihakaticn*, aiadifioBtiooa^-without
subtlety,

—

•*'*• *fl^ '• not a system of dialectics without
rUfice, becaase then- prime intention being to
advance
the pubb'c moral*, prosperity, and happiness,
they

law

countries, sometimes appear to be the same with those equitable'
of the countries from which they have been derived, '" one
when, in truth, they are materially different. The ^ounfy,
Greek* and Romans punished the receiver of stolen """^ ""^^
goods with the same pains as the thief himself, and some
^^^ ^°.
modem nations follow the example. In the former grafted
into
case, this state of the law was just, in the latter it is the code of
otherwise for among the Greeks and Romans, a pe- another,
cuniary penalty was the only punishment of theft, and
it is just that every man concerned in occasioning damage to another, should be obliged to repair it ; but in
England, in Scotland, and in France, (at least before the
Revolution,^ the thief being punished with death, it is
impossible in most instances, without confounding
crimes, to punish the receiver with the same severity.
The receiver may often be altogether ignorant of the
;
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10. Pervading principle of »

cri-

minal code
should be
to adapt

punishment
to nature of
oifence.

the thief himself never
particular theft in question
can.
The receiver it is true, by his very trade, encourages, generally, the commission of the crime, and
often renders the conviction of the criminal more difficult ; but it is the thief who has committed the crime
all is passive on the part of the receiver, the thief is
active; the latter must have overcome greater obstacles
before he could arrive at such a point of guilt, and acquired greater boldness in the commission of crimes.
29. (10.) There is a principle, capable of being reduced to considerable precision, which will serve as a
general rule for estimating the merits of the criminal
code of a people.
capital excellence in such a code,
consists in the punishment being drawn from the peculiar nature of the crime committed, and a correspondent defect in a deviation from this principle. Nothing can tend more to connect the idea of punishment
with guilt, as well in the bneast of him who is about
to commit the crime, as of them wlio are witnesses of
his punishment, whilst also it naturally conducts to a
just proportion between the punishment and tiie offence. Upon this principle Montesquieu * has sketched

A

the outline of a criminal code.
" There are," says he, " four sorts of crimes: the
Outline by
first sort offend against religion ; the second, against
Montesquieu on
manners; the third, the peace of society; and the fourth,
this printhe security of the citizens.
The punishments proper
ciple.
to each of these sorts of crimes, should be derived from
the nature of each.
" The class of crimes which relate to religion, should
Application of prin. comprise such only as directly attack it, as are all cases
ciple to ofof simple sacrilege +; for crimes which disturb merely
fences.
the exercise of religion, belong to the class either of
I. Against
those against the public peace, or the security of the
|eli£ion.
citizens.
That the punishment of these acts of simple
sacrilege may be derived from the nature of the thing,
it ought to consist in depriving the guilty person of all
the advantages which the national religion confers
such as exclusion from places of public worship, excommunication, &c. In matters relating to the public peace, or the security of the citizens, acts, though
of a less open or direct nature, may be the proper subject of human justice; but in matters relating to the
Divinity, where there is no public act, there is no
ground for accusation. In that case, the matter is solely between God and his creature ; and to God alone
it then belongs to make the measure and the time of his
vengeance. But if, confounding the nature of tilings,
the magistrate is industrious to detect such private deviations from the national standard, % he introduces an
inquisition which is not only unnecessary but highly impolitic, and destroys the liberty of the citizens by arming
against them the united zeal of every timid and every
intolerant conscience.
The evil arises hence, that it is
deemed necessary to avenge the Deity ; as if it should
not be our study rather to honour the Deity than to
avenge him. Proceeding upon this idea, where shall
punishments stop I If human laws are to avenge an
infinite Being, they ought to be regulated by adequate
notions of his infinitude, not spring from the imbecility, the ignorance, and the caprices of human na-

—

\^.

are such as violate public or private decency in the
l-aw.
mode of gratifying the sensej. The punishment of these """^r^
should in like manner be drawn from the nature of
the thing.
Deprivation of all those advailfages which
society has connected with purity of manners ; shame ;
necessity of withdrawing from the view of the citizens;
public infamy ; expulsion from the city, or even from
the community; in short, the different sorts of punishment which are properly corrective, should suffice to
repress the shamelessness of either sex.
In truth, such
offences are less founded in criminality, or an intention
to injure another, than in forgetfulness or contempt of
one's self
But we must here keep in view those offences which affect manners only,
itot those crimes
which, affecting also the security of the citizens, snch
as the abduction of women, and rape, fall properly under the fourth class.
" The crimes of the third class are those which relate 3. Agaii
to the public peace.
And here also the punishment ''"^ P"H
ought to refer to the nature of the offence, and be strict- P^'"^f"
ly corrective, as confinement, exile, and such penalties

—

as tend to reform unquiet spirits, and bring them back
to established order.
But neither must such offences

be confounded with those which include a violation of
the public security, but must be confined to a simple
breach of police.
" The penalties of the fourth and last class of crimes, ^. Again
or such as offend against the security of the citizens, are tlic secur
those which are more strictly denominated punish- of the cit
ments. Tliey arise from a sort of /ex t'llionis, which re- jl'^"^'. '"'''
quires that the society should withdraw its security g^^j
„
from him who has deprived, or endeavoured to deprive, their peranother of that security. This sort of punishment is sons or p
derived from the nature of things, is founded in reason, per'y.
and has a direct reference to the very principles themselves of good and evil.
citizen deserves death when
he has violated the public security so far as to have deprived another of life. But this punishment of death
ought to be regarded as an extreme remedy for diseased

A

It may sometimes happen that when the pubsecurity with regard to property has been injured,
there may be reasons for inflicting a capital pain ; but
it were perhaps wiser, and would certainly be more
agreeable to the nature of things, if the punishment in
such cases were commonly confined to the loss of property.
But as it usually happens that the property of
others is attacked by those who have none themselves,
corporal punishment supplies, of necessity, the place

society.
lic

of pecuniary."

30. (11.) As enactments cannot foresee and parti- jj. ho*
cularise every case, it is the business of reason to com- laws to b
pare the facts which are omitted with those which are construci

With the public good in view as the great "" '"'"
^'"^ '
rule of decision, the new law should be compared with
the old; a strict regard maintain'edto the whole tenor;
the real spirit and import considered rather than the
mere terms ; the defects and obscurities of expression
supplied and explained by reference to that real import ; and even recurrence had to neighbouring institutions.
Yet we must be jealous of an arbitrary exten-

specified.

ture.
t. Against
manners.

"The second class of crimes, or

those against manners,

sion of one case to another, and above all in matters
That subtlety which busies itself in drawing
penal.
consequences is contrary to the sentiments of humanity.

• See Thearie des Peinea et des Recompenses, par Jer.
•f-

Lei sacrileges simpks

received religion

Bentham, who has enlarged upon this sketch of Montesquieu.
all violent and grossly indecent attacks upon the
the public mind, and adopted as a part of the law of tlie land, cajinot be

—by which we suppose Montesquieu means,

which, being hallowed in
insulting the law itself, and the whole body of the people.

J Ldf

;

tacrilegcs cathecs.

doctrines of the

insulted without

LAW.
derogttory to the legislature, and inconsistent with li.
-^ ."^ bcrty. It is only in favourable cases that a liberal interpretation can be allowed ; in all others the evil
should be tolerated until an express enactment can be
made to suppress it.
SI. (12.) But a custom perfectly established by a
ruoom
fKvalcBi long succession of examples, and thus unequivocably
• *""•
adopted by the people, supplies the defect (which in
4Ut CMe must be supposed to be intentional) of the
enadment, holds the place of a statute, and becomes
'

-M-

tacitly a

S Vsnn*
ffssiulim

""

'"''

law by prescription.

9S. (IS.)

To

and accurate

enable courts of law to arrive at a just
decision, forms of procedure are indis-

pcnsable.
The misfortune is, that it is the interest of
ptactitioacn', sqoietiroes of the judge, to multiply these

ranna, and to baffle every attempt of the most upright
magistrate, as well as of the legislature, to simplify and

PART

II.

Each

nation being considered as a moral being
of nature, the obligations of one nation
towards another are no more than those of individuals
modiScd and applied to nations ; and this is what is
called the nalHtai law nfnationt.
It is universal and
nccrnari/, because all nations are obliged by it, and whether they will or no. The foundation of this natural,
mmvtrsal, and nccestary law, is the relation which a human bring, as such, bears to God, to himself, and to
the rest <» the specie*.
Henee writers on international law commonly begin with a statement of the obligatieii* arising from thrM? three rtlation*, or a view of the
law of mature ; and tlii« law they apply as the rule in
all questions bct\rrcn independent states, where speciFor this part of the
al convent'on or cuitotn is silent.
fbondation uf international law, we refer the reader to our
articles HrLioioy {Sataral), and Moiial Philosophy.
-• But as the simple law of nature is insufficient,
IWp«*iiirt
vt n*., even in qnestionj between individuals, and still less be*•
tween nations when they come lo have intercourse
and to carry on commerce with one another, their common interest obliges them to soften the rigour of the
law of nature, to render it more determinate, and to
depart from that perfect equality of rights which must
crer, according to that law, be considered as extending
These changes take place
itself even to the weakest.
in virtue of conventions f express or tacit) or of simple
custom. The whole of tne rights and obligations tlius
etttabtiahcd between two nations, form the positive law
tthtnt.

1.

of Jiving in a state

of nations between them.

It is calletl positive, particuor arbitrary, in opposition to the natural, universal,
and necessary law.
3. On the example of two nations, all the nations of
>;,.!.f
l.v romraon consent, make treaties to
Eur""
rent rights
and then these general
regi
n a co<^ which might be called the
trea'w.^ .fiut there never yet existed
po«iti«e law of nations,
such a general treaty, cither between all the powers
of Europe or even a majority of them. In this sense,
positive law of nations, and perI, there exist* no
none nich ever will exist.
other hand it is clear, that what has beit on the
a law between two or three, or even the majority
of the powers of Europe, either by treaty, or from custom, can proiluce neither rights nor obligations among
the rest. However, bj comparing the treaties which
lar,

iicd.

;

X-

which requires so much formality even

to correct

it.
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Law.
abridge them. Thus forms are every where so numerous as to embarrass the operation of the very laws "^^'Y'""^
which have established them ; a suit becomes an inheritance ; property remains uncertain; and the parties
and their heirs are ruined in their endeavours to ascertain the right.
.#
33. (14.) After the example of the Athenians, such U. Revision
laws should from time to time be carefully collected as of 'he laws.
are superannuated, contradictory, or useless, that the
national code may thus be purified and diminished, lest
that contempt which awaits or has already overtaken
such laws, should like a gangrene overspread those
also which are truly excellent.
Yet let this reformat
tion be wrought with much precaution and solemnity,
that the people may perceive the sacredness of the law,

the powers of Europe have made with one another,
we discover certain prindples that have been almost
universally adopted by the different powers that have
made treaties on the same subjects. It is similar with
respect to custom
a custom received among the majority of the powers of Europe, particularly among the
great powers (when it is not founded upon their particular constitutions) is naturally adopted by other powers,
as far as it can apply to them ; and, in general, all nations give a certain degree of attention to the customs
admitted by others, although it cannot be proved that
they have ever been admitted by themselves. It is
true, we cannot say as much of express conventions.
It nevertheless often happens, that a treaty made with
a particular power serves as a motlel for the treaties
of the same sort to be made with other powers ; and
very often what takes place in one nation in virtue of
treaty, is admitted in others as a custom
so that, in
many points, the law of nations is founded on treaty in
one country, and on custom in another.
It is then the aggregate of the rights and obligations
established among the nations of Europe (or the majority of them) whether by particular but uniform treaties, by tacit convention, or by custom, which forms the
general positive law of nation?.
4. We find some vestiges of a positive law of nations ns
among the ancients, particularly among the Greeks and
Romans ; but it is nee<lless for us to go back so far.
The political situation of Europe is so much changed,
since the fifth century in particular; the introduction
of the Christian religion, of the hierarchical system, and
all its other important consequences ; the invention of
gunpowder ; the discovery of America, and of the passage to the East Indies ; the ever increasing taste for
pomp and luxury ; the jealous ambition of powerful
slates ; the multiplication of all sorts of alliances ; and
the introduction of the custom of sending ambassadors
in ordinary ; have had such an influence in forming
our present law of nations, that, in general, it is necessary to go no farther back than the middle centuries of
the Christian era : and, indeed, on many points, no information can be obtained by going farther back than
the lime of Henry the Great, the peace of Westphalia, or even the beginning of the 18th century.
It is, then, in the general history of Europe during
the latter centuries, and of the particular states of which
it is composed, that we must look for the existing law
of nations.

—

v

:

history.
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Of Treaties.

1. As sovereign powers acknowledge no legislator
oypr them but God, they can have no rights and obhgajj^u^ between them but such as the divine laws impose.
But they may add to these primitive obligations, by
renouncing volunuirily a part of their rights, or taking
on themselves new obligations, after which they stand
engaged to do, not to do, or to suffer, what they were

not absolutely obliged to do, not to do, or to suffer.
basis of these new rights and obligations which
form the positive law of nations, is then the mutual
This will may be declatvill of the nations concerned.
red by words, gestures, or other marks received as the
signs of thought, or by actions from which consent
may be deduced ; or it may he presumed. For instance,
what a nation has always done hitherto we may presume it will do for the future. Hence the different
foundations of the positive law of nations, viz. express
covenant, tacit covenant, and custom.
^- ^^P^^^^ covenants made between nation and nation, are called public covenants, or treaties.
^- ^*"' ^ covenant to be obligatory, five things are
First, That the parties have
necessarily supposed
power to consent. Second, That they have consented.
Third, That they have consented freely. Fourth, That
the consent be mutual. And, Fijth, That the execu-

The

•

Treaties.

Of

the Ta-

lidity of
treaties.

:

tion be possible.
First, The parties must have

power

to consent.

The

treaty must have been contracted in the name, and by
Any thing that
the authority, of the sovereign power.
has been promised by the chief, or his agent, beyond
the limits of the authority with which the state has

entrusted him, is, at most, no more than a simple
promise, which only obliges the person who promises to use his endeavours to procure its ratification,
without binding the state, which, of course, may refuse such ratification.
On the contrary, every thing
that has been stipulated by an agent in conformity to
his J'aH powers, ought to become obligatory on the
state, from the moment of signing, without even waitHowever, not to expose a state
ing for the ratification.
to the errors of a single person, it is now become a general maxim that public conventions (but not simple
military arrangements in time of war) do not become
The motive of this custom
obligatory till ratified.
clearly proves that the ratification can never be refused
with justice, except when he wlio is charged with the
negotiation, keeping within compass with respect to his
j^ublic full powers, has gone beyond his secret instructions, and consequently has rendered himself liable to
punishment ; or when the other party refuses to ratify.
Second, That thei/ have consented. The consent must
have been fully and clearly declared, either by words,
or by signs, to which custom has attributed the same
value.
It is totally indifferent as to the obligation,
whether the words have been actually articulated, or
whether they have been committed to writing. Nowa,-day8, however, in order to facilitate the proof, they
are always committed to writing.
The form of the
treaty is of no consequence a simple promise, declared
and accepted, has the force of a treaty between nations
as of a contract between individuals.
:

Third, That

thetj

act of each contracting
Law
has been extorted by physical necessity of Natioai,
is not obligatory, because th« party has "not consent- '"""Y'^
ed.
What has been extorted by moral nece§?ity, that
is, by the fear of a greater evil, is obligatory, if the
violence employed by the other party was just ; but if it
was unjust, the obligation ceases through default of title
in him who wants to acquire the right.
However, the
security, liberty, and independence of nations, could not
subsist, if, in default of a superior judge, and in default
_
of a right to judge in their own cause, they did notacjt
*
knowledge as just (with respect to external effects) all
!'
violence employed by each other.
Therefore, the plea
*
offear cannot be opposed to the validity ^of treaties between nation and nation, except at most in cases where
the injustice of the violence employed is so manifest as
not to leave the least doubt.
The consent
jfourth. That the consent be mutual.
must be mutual, and must be given for the same object.
When an error takes place with respect to the
object of the covenant, it excludes the consent.
It is
of no consequence whether the error be involuntary, or
owing to the insincerity of the contracting parties, or
one of them, or to a third person.
The injury on the contrary that a nation may sustain from a treaty is not a justifiable reason for suchnation to refuse complying with its conditions.
It is
the business of every nation to weigh and consult its
own interests ; and as nothing hinders a nation from
acquiring a right by a covenant with another, and it
being impossible for any one to determine the degree
of injury requisite to set a treaty aside, or to judge, in
an obligatory manner, of the injury sustained, the security and welfare of all nations require that no exception should be admitted which would sap the foundations of all treaties whatever.
The execution
Fifth, That the execution be possible.
of the treaty must be physically and morally possible :
so that if the accomplishment be physically impossible,
either from the nature of the promise or from circumstances, or if the accomplishment interferes with the
interests of a third party, or tends to ruin the nation
which has promised, the covenant becomes, void, or at

party.

have consented freely.

The consent

What

least ceases to

be obligatory.,

Treaties serve either to confirm to a nation the Of the dir.
rights which belong to it by the law of nature, or to f"™' s"ft»
"' ''^aties.
change into a positive right what was before a natural
There are some treaties that are fulfilled at
one.
once ; as treaties of boundary, of exchange, &c. And
others which can be fulfilled successively only and as
4.

the occasion presents itself; such as treaties of commerce, alliances, &c. These latter are called treaties
in a more particular sense, (faedcra), in opposition to
To this may
transitory covenants {^pacta Iransituria)
be added, that treaties are sometim(j8 mixed, inckding
articles of both sorts.
5. Treaties, properly so called, are either personal Treaties
They are personal when tiieir continuance properly m
or real.
«'in force depends on the person of the sovereign ^^^'^'''
^
with whom they have been contracted. They ^^^ exl^l^'
indethe
state,
depends
on
duration
their
real when
pendently of the person who contracts ; consequently
All treaall treaties between republics must be real.
ties made for a time specified, or for ever, are also
With respect to those which are made for an inreal.
definite time, attention must be paid to the terms of the
treaties themselves, to circumstances, and to the constitutions of the contracting states, in order to decide to
which class they belong. Of late, sufficient care has
.

.

'

'

LAW.
been taken to express

room

D nun sf

this matter so fully as to leave

no

for dispute.

be obligatory when the sovereign
power with whom they were concluded ceases to exist,
ami when the state passes under the dominion of another power. Sometimes they cease when the state
change* its constitution and always when a war, on
^" Treaties cease to

;

whatever accoant, breaks out between the contracting
parties ; except provisions be contained in them specially in reftressce to the event of a war.
.Such provimaam, tat hutaww , as friate to the treatment of each
odMt'a Mbjacta, dieir voMels, merchandise, Ike. in the
case of a rupture.
All treaties, then, existing between
belligerent powers, previous to the war, must be renewed at tM peace, if the parties wish to continue
them.
Fultilmert
of tr«i'irt
p»o-

J

for.

7. In order to secure the observation of treaties, the
contracting parties had recourse formerly to a great
nombar or aeotMary covenants, soina of which were rtdiculoas enough. They almost always made use either
of oatliK, hoatagea, pledges, or guarantees, for which
the s ubiect* or vaasals of the contracting states were
oltoo cn
Bat tew oaths are laid aside in trea1.
Hostages are yet made use
tita between sorereigns.
of, but this is ganerally in military arrangements, or
ffar the fulfilment of some particular article of a treaty
of peace. The custom of cnooaing subjects and rassals
for guarantee* has changed by little and little since
the sixteenth century, till it it now liecome an established rule to solicit foreign powers to take on them that
oSce : Hence our modem guarantees, which, after all,
re perhaps mot* fivquent than usefuL

o—
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Law
a presumption that the nation will continue to
act as it hitherto has done as long as it does not de- of Nations.
'*
clare its intention to the contrary, and as long as circumstances do not change. This presumption may be
founded on a single action, if the action be of a presumptive nature. It is naturally strengthened by time;
and a frequent repetition of actions uniformly undertaken, grows at last into an established custom.
custom does not consequently rest on tacit consent,
but on the presumed will of the party that observes it.
One nation having a right to presume on the will of
another, implies an obligation on the other side to give
timely notice before it abolishes, or deviates from, a
custom ; so that no other nation may be induced, by
such custom, to take a step that might be contrary to
its interests.
This obligation, although imperfect in
itself, has much weight with nations united by treaties
of friendship, and is generally acknowledged and observed by all the powers of Europe.
3. Analogy often forms the basis of decisions in the AnaTogr
affairs of nations.
It is no more than the application
of what has been determined by tlie treaty or custom
in certain cases, to other cases whicii resemble them,
and which have nut yet been decided. The weight
and justice of ah analogous decision depends, therefore, on the resemblance of the two cases.
tions

is,

A

BOOK
Or TUE States
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of Europe in General.

CnAr. l.— Of the States of which Europe

Chap. 11^— Of TacU Corenanli, Cuttom, and Analogy.

As

exptcas coo sent suppoae* words, or signs which
BsBt>,*tvu. have the aaoM valoaaa woitu, so tadt consent nuppuscs
actions, wbidi, though not tb« signs substituted for
words, prove the will of the party that makes use of
Br tbcae are formad what we call tadt coveThey bav* the same furce as express covenants, with regard not only to the nature of the obligation they produce, but to their irrevocability also.
There an an infinity of actions from which we may dedttca eouHBt to what is of a transitory nature ; and
there arc alto actions by which a power engages itself
tacitly for the future.
But for an action to produce
tbia iffact, it miut, Jirtt, have been undertaken or omit•id ftvaly aiMl knowingly ; trcoml, the party must luve
believeal himaalf in duty bound to act thus; or, at
least, iltird, Uw action must be of such a natare that it
cannot be oasitted, or committed, once, without giving
the other party a nght to require its continuation for
ever after.
When tiiaae three ctrouMlancea, or at least the two
flnt aancur, one sin^e action is enough to prove a tadt eaoMiit ; a repeUtion of it serve* only to facilitate
and atMa^tbaB taaproofl
a. A smcto aelion. afaeolntcly arbitiary, or dictated
luely by ine co
an piiiiciplM of humanity, decency,
or poiiteneaa, b by no nmms sufficient to prove that
tke party making use of it engage* to do the same for
crcr after, when a like occasion presenU itself; nor
even if, during whole ages, a nation has continued to
repeat such an action, can that repetition ever amount
to aa engagcaaCBt for the future nor can it ever take
iVoaa ene nation the right of changing its conduct in
tiMt respsct a* often mn it thinks proper, without con•hing anji ollwr> Ail that can be built on such ac-

Taat nr*-

I

wm

:

v«»i_ XII.

paiT 11.

is

composed.

I. Upon a view of the state* of which Europe is of thedifcompoaed, we see that there are some which are en- fcrentdetirvly free and aovereign, and others which, though gfees of
they pretend not to an entire sovereignty, ought ne- •overeigniy.
vertheless to be considered as immediate members of
the society of I-!uro|)ean nations. For a state to be entirely free and sovereign, it must govern itself, and
acknowledge no legislative superior but God. Every
thing which is compatible with this independence, is
also compatible with sovereignty, so that mere alliances of protection, tribute, or vassalage, which a state
may contract with another, do not hinder it from continuing perfectly sovereign, or from being looked upon
as occupying its usual place on the great theatre of
Europe.
The limits or strength of a state make nothing with respect to its sovereignty; if it be totally indepi'ndent it is sovereign. All subordinate corps, on
the contrary, (whether communities, cities, or provinces,) which form but a part of a greater corps,
and which, consequently, do not enjoy an entire independence, are represented mediately by their sovereign
It may and
in all transactions with foreign powers.
does liappen, however, that the different members of
otmpound states acquire a right, not only of governing
oleiy in their own internal affairs, but of treating, of
their own accord, with foreign powers ; provided always that they adhere to the restrictions which their
bonds o( union and submission impose. Members of
such states have then a right to treat each other,
and to be treated by other powers, as independent
sUtes and ought to be looked upon as immediate memNevertheless,
bers of the society of sovereign states.
their sovereignty not being entire, the distinction has
arisen of sovereign and demi- sovereign states ; but as
the law of nations, with some few restrictions ex;

i
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cepted, applies to the lattfr in the same manner as to
ofhlauons^
the former, they must both be reffavdeel as the subject
'
of the science of the European positive law of nations.
The number of sovereign and demi-sovereign states in
Europe has varied at different epochs. Sometimes it
has been augmented by the division of a state into two
or more, or by revolutions ending in the independence
of some hitherto subjected part of a state
at other
times the number has been diminished by the union
(often caused by the extinction of families) of many
states into one.
IJations of
2. There was no general connection existing between
Kurope,
the states of Europe, till the Romans, in endeavouring
*" make themselves masters of the world, had brought
ncctei""
the greatest part of the European states under their dominion. From that time there necessarily existed a
:

between them ;, and this connection
was strengthened by the famojis decree of Caracalla;
by the adoption of the Roman laws and by the influence of the Christian religion, which introduced itself insensibly into almost all the subdued states. After
sort of connection

;

the destruction of the empire of the West, the hierarchical system naturally led the several Christian states

to consider themselves, in ecclesiastical matters, as unequal members of one great society.
Besides, the immoderate ascendant that the Bishop of Rome had the
address to obtain, as spiritual chief of the church, and
his consequent success in elevating the emperor to the
character of its temporal chief, brought such an accession of authority to the latter, that most of the nations of Europe showed, for some ages, so great a deference to the emperor, that in many respects Europe
seemed to form but one society consisting of unequal
members subject to one sovereign. This order of things
remained till the different powers, perceiving that their
rights were violated, and shaking off the yoke of the
Pope or diminishing his influence, reduced all the prerogatives that the emperor enjoyed over the other crowned heads to the mere point of precedence. Since that
time there has subsisted no such general unequal connection between the powers of Europe, either in spiritual
or temporal afl\iirs. An exception might indeed be made,
with respect to spiritual affairs, of those states which
still remain attached to the Romish church ; but as
to temporal affairs, every sovereign state enjoys an
equal degree of independence. However, the resemblance in manners and religion, the intercourse of commerce, the frequency of treaties of all sorts, and the
ties of blood between sovereigns, have so multiplied
the relations between each particular state and the rest,
that one may consider Europe (particularly the Christian states of it) as a society of nations and states, each
of which has its laws, its customs, and its maxims, but
which it cannot put in execution without observing a
great deal of delicacy towards the rest of the society.
There exist, moreover, particular relations between

some members of this

society,

which bring them, more

or less, near to each other.
Some states are held together by equal connections ; as where several states
belong to the same sovereign, or where there exists a
perpetual treaty, in virtue of which a particular system is established between states. The connections
between others are unequal, such as those existing between Catholic states in spiritual matters, or between
the several members of a compound state and there are
other states which have neither treaties nor commerce
with each other. In short, these relations are almost
as various as are the conditions of the particular states
:

-relatively to their

power and
4.

constitutions.

I.a\r

Chap. 11.— Of ihe Slates of Europe, classei according

to

°'^'"'^

tkeir Dignity, Thteer, S(c.

^

*

f,
1

The

states of

Europe may be distributed into

ferent classes, as great,
sovereign, &c.

little,

royal, sovereign,

dif- States of

demi- Kurope
may

be

'

va.

The

division of the great states according to their ",^'j
into northern, southern, eastern, and ' **"
western powers of Europe, has less to do with law than ^''^ '"'"'with politics, and with the particular interests that some- '""^P"**"
2.

*

local situation,

times actuate neighbouring states. But there is another division which, though it depends in some measure on the local situation of states, ought not to be
neglected in treating of the law of nations; we mean the
division into maritime powers, and powers not maritime.
It is common enough to call every state maritime that is situated on the borders of the sea, and is
capable of carrying on commerce on that element ; but
a maritime power, properly speaking, is a power that
keeps up a fleet of ships of war ; and in this acceptation of the term, there are only Great Britain, the Seven United Provinces, Spain, Portugal, the Sicilies,
Denmark, Sweden, Turkey, the republic of Venice,
and, since the beginning of the eighteenth century,
France and Russia, which can be called maritime
powers. The other powers have either never been
maritime, or have ceased to be so.
But this term, in a
more restricted sense, is applied to those powers only
whose principal strength consists in ships of war, or
whose power by sea has a preponderance over that of
the other powers on the same element.
In this double
sense, England and the United Provinces have, since
the end of the seventeenth century, been exclusively distinguished by the appellation of the maritime powers.
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Chap.

Of the

I.

internal
1.

The

OF A State, as

faji

PoWERS AND THEIR SuB-

Rights of a Nation with respect
Government and Constitution,

to its

internal constitution of a state rests, in ge-

Rigi,t,

of«

on these two points viz. On the principles state in readopted with respect to him or them in whose hands gard to its
the sovereign power is lodged, not only at present, but """ govern"""•
for the future also; and on those adopted with respect to the manner in which this sovereign power is
Both these depend on the will of
to be exercised.
the state, foreign nations having no right to interfere
Howin arrangements which are purely domestic.
neral,

:

ever there are some exceptions to this rule. ,In case
a dispute should arise concerning either of the points
above mentioned, a foreign power may, frst, Offer its good offices, and interpose them if accepted ; second, If called in to the aid of that of the two parties
which has justice on its side, it may act coercively ;
third. It may have a right, from positive title, to intermeddle ; a.nd fourth, If its own preservation requires it
to take a part in the quarrel, that consideration overbaThese
lances its obligations to either of the parties.
exceptions, and particularly the two last, have been so
extended by the practice of European nations, that no
internal dispute of importance can now arise in any of
them but fwreigu powers find some pretence to take a

L A W.
in it, ivithout looking upon their interference as a
of NaUaoi. violation of the law of nations.
•'~'
2. Suppose that the interior troubles of a state come
in ">«
to an o|)en rupture between the sovereign and his sub^m^ a, jects, and t)>at the whole nation, or part of it, should
wish to drive him from the throne or suppose that a
d(3wib
province or territory, subjected to another state, refu-

ta«

\
W^

put

.

;

se* obedience to it, and endeavours to render itself independent in either of these cases there are two points
which must be separated in determining on the conduct
that foreign powers ought to observe Jirst, The conduct to be obwrved towards the old or new sovereign,
or towards the people who, after having revolted, have
declared themselves independent ; lecottd, The assistance to be given to either party.
;

:

i

With respect to the first of these, a foreign nation,
not under any obligation to interfere, does not appear
to violate it* perfect obligations, nor to deviate from
the principles of neutrality, if, in adhering to the possesxioa (without examining into its legality) it treats
•• sovereign him who is actually on the throne, and as
an independent nation, people who have declared, and
The opposite
till mamtain themselves independent
party, however, never fails to complain of this conduct,
as long as he does not himself acknowledge, by treaty,
the validity of such poMMHOB ar indcpendmce.
As to the second point, naraelj, the mawtance to be
given to either party, » hen once olieilience has been formally refused, and the refusing party has entered into
the poiaession of the indapcndence demanded, the dispute become* sinailar to tBoae which happen between
tadependent state* ; oonaequently, any foreign prince
1m* a right to lend asaistance to the party whom he believe* hsM justice on his side, whether he be obliged so
to do by treaty or not ; provided, however, that he has
ol promised to observe a strict neutrality. But as to
capouse an unjust cause is unlawful, and as it is impossible that the opinions of the two parties should not
differ with respect to the justice of their cause, it is also
impossible that those against whom succours are directed, should not consider such a step as a departure
from neutrality, and as an injury. In fact, whether we
speak of the paasave conduct observed in such circumstances, or of the succours furnished by foreign powers,
it is state policy that commonly decides whether he
who feels himself uSended shall dissemble, or at most
complain of the injury, or whether he shall seek retaliation by violent means.
VV'han a nation acknowledges, expressly or tacitly,
the indepaadence of the revolted state, or a prince renounce<> '^- •'--•ne he occupied, foreign powers have
no loogt
expose the revolution, nor is even
their acki.ox imminent of its validity necessary.
•
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Law
established between tlie powers of Europe ; and it is
particularly so among the states of the German empire, of Na t ions.^
But as this liberty ought not to become prejudicial to ~
the state, every power has reserved to itself the right,
^firsl. To be informed of the name and quality of every
foreigner that arrives ; and to this end, passports taken
at the place from whence a foreigner comes ought to
be regarded as authentic, provided they have been
granted by persons having authority to grant them,
such as sovereigns, magistrates, or foreign ministers ;
second, Each state has a right to keep at a distance all
suspicious persons ; third, Each state has a right to forbid the entry of foreigners, or foreign merchandises of a
certain description, for a time or for ever, as circumstance may require ; fourth. The liberty of entry and
passage extends to individuals only.
number of
armed men, before they enter the territory of a foreign
state, must have an express permission from the sovereign.
This takes place also with respect to vessels of
war entering a port to take shelter under the cannon of
a fortress, unless this permission has already been grant't

A

ed by

treaty.

The expences of government ought to be defrayed by all those who enjoy the protection of tlie state,
2.

•

tutions.
3. One of the most essential rights in the hands of the Of tlie ju•li'"'7
sovereign, is the judiciary power.
It extends indiscriminately to all who are in the territory, and the sove- P""""*
reign only is the source of it.
But it must be remembered _first, That there are persons whose exterritoriality exempts them from this jurisdiction, such as foreign princes and their ministers, with their retinues ;
tecond. That the sovereign sometimes grants to foreign-

ers the privilege of being tried by their
under the name of consuls, or some other

own

judges,

title.

tribunals of a state being intended to supersede
of violence between individuals, foreigners,
even though they should not live in the territory, are
obliged to address themselves to these tribunals to obtain justice against the subjects of the state ; and if

The

acts

whom they proceed should
porary subjects, they must nevertheless
same tribunals. But, on the other hand,
is, to all intents and purposes, obliged
those against

The

be only tem-

sovereign has a right to forbid all foreigners
topass tlirou^h, or enter his dominions, whether by land
or sea, without express permission first obtained, even if
iich passage or entry snould not be prejudicial to the

plead at the
the sovereign
to administer
justice to them as promptly and as impartially as if they

atate.

Now-a-days, however, no power in Europe relime of peace, to grant such permission to the
sabiecta of another power
nor is it even necessary for
racn subjects to ask permission to enter a state and
faring thor property mto it.
Thus then the liberty
«r entry and passage may be considered as generally

were

fuses, ia

Foreigners have never a right to demand a preference in judicial proceedings, nor have they a right to
demand judgment by a special court. And if (in cases where the competence of the judge is indisputable)
the cause has been determined accoruiog to form, and

I.

;

right

"f taxing

When the reve: le of the domains is not sufficient for ""«'K"o"
the purpose, imposts must be raisetl. A foreigner, en- prupe^y
joying the protection of the state, cannot, while he re- while with.
mains in it, expect to be entirely exempted from im- in the terposts.
Besides, it may be made a condition of his ad- fiiorymission.
He may even be loaded more heavily than the
native subjects of the state, if no treaty between this
state and his own specifies the contrary.
Yet, as far
as Concerns personal imposts, it is customary not to exact tliem from foreigners till they have for some time
been inhabitants of the state. Imposts on real estates,
on the contrary, and duties on the entry and consumption of merchandises, ought to be paid indiscriminately by foreigners as well as subjects, unless they can
prove an exemption. Consequently the tolls that are
imposed for the maintenance of institutions of public
utility, such as turnpike-roads, canals, &-c. are collected
indiscriminately from those who profit from such insti-

all
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his

own

subjects.
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the judge is not siispcctetl of having actetl contrary to
of Nations.
his duty, the sentence that he has pronounced in the
last resort cannot be called in question by any foreign
power whose subjects may be dissatisfied with the decision.
This principle is justified by the reciprocal advantage of nations.
Btit a formal refusal of justice, or an unusual delay,
And if a foreign
is a violation of the law of nations.
subject has reason to complain of it, his sovereign may
not only retaliate, but may make use of ail the means
employed by nations when their rights are invaded by
others.
He may make reprisals and even declare war
to oblige the state, which has thus failed in its duty, to
make a proportionate satisfaction.
4. In determining the effect thata sentence pronounSentences
pronounced ced in one state m;iy have in other states, it is necessainonettate, ry to distinguish two points: its execution and its vahow far ef- lidity.
With respect to the first, no sovereign is posifectual in
tively obliged to execute in his territory a sentence that
anoilicr.
has been pronounced out of it.
Nevertheless, first.
The particular connection subsisting between several
states, and in virtue of which they form a compoimd
state, may oblige them to execute reciprocally every
Second,
sentence pronounced by a competent judge.
.Sometimes states enter into reciprocal -jngagements by
Third,
treaty, for the purpose of executing sentences.
Friendship and utility often induce a state not to refuse the execution of a sentence pronounced by a competent judge, when the usual request has been made
with an offer of rendering the like service.
With respect to the validity of a sentence pronounced in a foreign territory, if such sentence has been
pronounced by a judge every way competent, and is
the result of a trial conducted in the usual mode, according to the laws that ought to serve as a basis for
the decision, and if the cause has been judged definitively, no foreign judge can admit of a second suit on
the same cause, between the same persons
the sentence has the same force as the awards of arbitrators
fixed on by the parties ought to have in a state of naI

:

This

latter is never granted except in virtue of
Law
or if it be, the sovereign must have an extra- of Nationif
ordinary deference for the power that makes the re'•'
quest.
6".
On the other hand, the sovereign, owing the pro- Reciprocal
tection of the state to foreigners as well as to his sub- ag-iinst subjects, is obliged to punish witli the same scrupulous, jects.
ness, and with the same rigour, all crimes committed
against the persons and properties of foreigners living

try.

treaty

;

would punish the same crimes
committed against the persons or properties of his
own subjects. But with respect to crimes committed
in his territories, as he
if

out of his territories, the sovereign is not perfectly
obliged to punish the criminal who seeks'shelter in his
dominions, nor to execute a sentence pronounced
against his person or property.
However, the general
good seems to require that those who attack immediately the safety of a state, should not go unpunished
and accordingly, in case of requisition, no sovereign
refuses dirccllij to take cognizance of such crimes.
7. The criminal power being confined to the terri- Confined l«
tory, no act of its authority can be exercised in foreign the territocountries without violating their rights.
Consequent- ry of the
sovereign.
ly neither the pursuit of a criminal by armed men,
nor a seizure or carrying away by force, nor the conducting of a criminal by an armed force, can take place
on a foreign territory without 'permission from die
sovereign.
8. The right of cancelling a criminal suit, or of par- night of
doning the criminal, can be exercised by no sovereign pardoning,
its extent.
beyond the limits of his territory.
prince may pardon a crime committed in his own or a foreign territory, but tiiis pardon cannot hinder a. foreign sovereign
from prosecuting the same person, for the same crime,
when he can seize him. The prince who first pardoned him has no means of hindering the effects of such
prosecution, but those of intercession ; except in cases
where the manifest innocence of the accused party au«
thorises coercive means.

A

ture.
5. The end of civil society requires that the soveRight of
punishing
reign should have a right to forbid actions hurtful to
crimes com- the state and its members, to award penalties for such

miuedby
foreigners.

apprehend and judge the criminals, and execute the sentence pronounced on them.
These rights
collectively taken, together with their necessary concomitants, form the criminal power.
This power extends
to every one in the territory, whether subject or foreigner.
So that though foreign sovereigns and their
ministers may not be subject to the jurisdiction of the
state, yet the sovereign is justifiable in taking such
measures even against them as are necessary to save the
state from the dangers into which their crimes would
otherwise plunge it.
A sovereign can punish foreigners whether they
have committed a crime in his dominions, or whether,
after having committed it in a foreign country, they
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actions,

seek shelter in his dominions.
In neither case is the
sovereign perfectly obliged to send them for punishment to their own country, nor to the place where the
crime was committed ; not even supposing they have
been condemned before their escape. According to
modern custom, to send a criminal back to the place
where the crime has been committed, is more frequently granted on the request of a power who offers to
render the like service, than to send one from the
place where the crime has been committed to his own
country, or to some court of justice of his own coun-

IV.

Chap.

Of the

I.

Liberty and Security of Nations.

1. A natural consequence of the liberty and inde- Sovereign
pendence of nations is, that every sovereign has a states not
right to make in his own dominions whatever ar- obliged to
rangements he may judge proper for the internal se- ^i^g°"-'ntercurity of the state; whether it be to return the blow „„) tiansache has received, or to ward off the one that menaces tions.
him. So that, provided he has the authority, and
provided he is not bound down by treaty, he may
build or rebuild as many fortresses as he thinks proper, as well on the frontiers as in the interior of his
dominions ; he may augment the number of his troops
and vessels make treaties of alliance, of subsidy, &c.
and, in slwrt, do every thing that he thinks necessary
;

enable himself to support a war without being
obliged to give an account of his proceedings to any
Yet such extraordinary ar.
other power whatever.
maments seldom fail to give umbrage to the neighbouring powers, and to create suspicions, which every
For
state ought to remove when they are unfounded.
this reason policy has introtluced the custom of requiring explanations concerning armaments of this
to

*

LAW.
"

tort,

and of giving tuch

ought to be

as

satisfactory,

that is to say, vrhen such
powerful
explanations can be given with sincerity, and when
they have been asked for in a becoming manner. Very
<. ;tn
a sovereign informs before liand the powers in
IVitndahi)) with him, that he finds it necessary to take
general,
It is,
•uch or such mt>asures of security.
only when a satisfactory answer cannot be given, that
a <iovereign pleads that independence of nations which
dispenses with his giving aiiy at all.
On a principle ebtnbli&lied on this custom, it is un*
<lf r'^tood that those powers who take umbrage at the
\tr4x>rdinary armaments of titeir neighbours, should
cede hostililiea by an amicable explanation
t-d thi% to a certain degree, is acknowledged
by ine law of nature.
S. Every state baa a natural right to augment ita
f^"!,^
power, not only by the improvement of its internal
Mi of
1Mb
ooostitution and resource*, but aUo by external ag•

'

""^'^l

""'

~

even to

ttates less

;

m

I

;

for maintaining

a

Law

balance of power aniong the eastern powers of Eu- of Nations.
rope, among those of the west, or those of the north ; '—"v-^
among the states of Germany, or those of Italy ; among
the Europeans in America, &c.
The same principle
may be applied to commerce, and more particularly to
navigation
but it never can be carried so far as to hinder a state from extending its commerce by lawful means,
or from augmenting the number of its vessels of war, at
least while it does not abuse its power by exercising
or
extending an usurped empire over the seas.
5. Every free sovereign state has a right to form
lUght of
with other powers whatever treaties may appear to be conciudiag
conducive to its interests, provided such treaties do not 'reaties
violate the rights of another.
Foreign powers cannot "•'S"'"";'
force a treaty upon a free state, nor can they dispose
of its rights by treaties made between themselves.
This liberty is reciprocally acknowledged by all the but often
powers of Europe, as far as the theory goes ; but, in conirollwl
;

practice, JirsI, Modern history furnishes examples ''^ "'°"'
enough of a combination of powers liaving forced in- P°""""'

anautgn the

deigning to consult them before hand. Second, In surveying the weaker states of Europe we see that they are
far from being able to exercise that liberty in relation
to treaties which the universal law of nations attributes
to them ; and that there are but too many of these
bttle sUtes which, enjoying a nomiiinl independence,
•re reaUy dependent on their too powerful neighbours.
Third, Sometimes it liappens that nations have themselves contracted their liberty of making treaties, by
treaties they have already maile with other powers; and
the demi'Sovereign states are subjected to certain laws,
which sometimes act as restraints on their liberty of

wful

;

that

;

is,

aaicty and liberty of the neighbouring
In auch caae there arises a collision of rights
which authorise* the ktt«r to oppose by alliances, and
by force of arms, so dangerous an aggrandizeThis right is still more fsssnrisl to states which
a sort of general society, than to such at are
at a great distance frooi each other ; and this
tha raason why the no wai s of £«rope make it an
prinoiple in tMir poliliral system, to watch
and mmauia the balance of power in Plurope.
S. In all agtt nationa hava re^^anlcd with a jealous
•jr* Ika dispia|isitiuiists aggt aiMK aaia s n t of any one
aaaagst tbans.
sea tMt nany entcrptiaes were
OTxiertakai by anciaat aatians, to diminish the overitntea.

'

Wa

grown preponderanee of some particular state; but
UMjr scan ncrer to have made the maintenance of
a balance of power a systematic part of their policy.

Tha graatiMBa of the Ronana, and, since the migration
of tha aoftbam nations, that of Charlemagne, and perlM|ia that of Henry V. are convincing proofs that it
was vct7 long before the nations of Europe saw the
necassity of attending constantly to the prevention of
of this sort. It was not till the sixteenth century ,^wben the immense addition to the power of the
of Austria, and to that of the King of France,
tham Aroin their lethargy. They tlien began t:>
the other of thoae powers might estathat an*
~
asonarchy ; and since that time, following tha aaampic of England, the other nations of
r.iirope have ncrer lost sight of the system for raaintajning a balance of power.
.Some of them, however,
consaiting their immediate interests only, have occaclai^ ss s

m

sioaally ifcsiatad

from

this system.

The grtatast

part of the states of Europe at present
look upon this right of maintaining the balance of
power, as a right that belcngs to them.
It is for politicians to mcrmine when this balance

danger, and-to point atit the means of re estab .
tha history of Europe proves how many
il haa nn^frgfinf since the beginning of the
osntufy.
The prindpla treated of in the last section, nuy
aMsnariaa the powava of a cettain part of Europe to
t of any state
III

iislMBC it:

in

Hence the system

provide<I that the means employed are
that they do not violate the rights of
another.
Neverthcleak it may so happen, that the
aggrandizement of a state already pi>wer<ul, and the
{arepondcnace multing from it, may, sooner or later,

Evmliaement

r
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among them.

dependent sUtes to accede, against their will, to treaties
made by the combination ; and even of their having
put such states among the contracting parties without

making

*

'*"

treaties.

Chap.

II.

Of Commerce.

1. The commerce carried on with foreign nations
of combeing one of the most efficacious means of augment- merce in
ing the ease, the riches, and power of a nation, it general,
is of the first importance to examine what are the
rights of nations with respect to it. External commerce,

that is, the commerce l)etween nation and nation, has
several branches.
It consists in selling the superfluity;
in purchasing articles of necessity, as well productions
ss manufactures; in buying from one nation and selling
to another ; or in transporting the merchandise from the
seller to the buyer, to gain the freight.
2. Men being by nature obliged to assist each other
Liberty of
reciprocally, there exists a sort of general obligation commerce.
on them to carry on commerce with each other. This
obligation, however, is only an imperfect one ; it does

not go to hinder a nation to consult its interests in the
adoption of certain conditions or restrictions in the
commerce that it finds convenient to carry on. Suppose even that one nation has, for a long series of
years, carried on commerce with another, it is not
obliged to continue so to do, if there are no treaties
or agreements which require it.
Still less can one nation oblige another to trade with it alone.
It is permitted to promise one nation not to trade with such oi
such other nation ; but, this case excepted, if two nations think proper to trade with eadi other, a third has
no right whatever to hinder it In this sense, the li*
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berty of commerce

is

conformable to perfect natural

which

Generally speaking, the commerce of Europe

is

so

no nation refuses positively and entirely
to permit the subjects of another nation, wiien even
there is no treaty existing between them, to trade with

far free that

possessions, in or out of Europe, or to establish
A state
themselves in its territory for that purpose.
of war forms here a natural exception. However, as
long as there is no treaty existing, every state retains
its natural right to lay on such commerce whatever reA nation is, then, fully authorised,
striction it pleases.
Jirst, To prohibit the entry or exportation of certain merSecond, To institute customs, and to augchandises.
ment them at pleasure. Third, To prescribe the
its

•manner in which commerce with its dominions shall
be carried on. Fourth, To point _out the places where
it shall be carried on, or to exempt from it certain
Fifth, To exercise freely its
parts of its dominions.
sovereign power over the foreigners living in its territories.
Suth, To make whatever distinctions between
the nations with whom it trades it may find conducive to
of

treaties

•of coin-

tnerce.

its interests.

The mere

general liberty of trade, such as is
Europe, being too vague
to secure to a nation all the advantages that it is necessary it should derive from its commerce, commercial
powers have been obliged to have recourse to treaties
The number of these treaties
for their mutual benefit.
is considerably augmented since the sixteenth century.
However they may differ in their conditions, they turn
generally on these three points First, On commerce
Second, On the measures to be purin time of peace.
3.

acknowledged

at present in

:

Theory of
treaties of

sued with respect to commerce and commercial subjects
Third, On
in case of a rupture between the parties.
the commerce of the contracting party that may happen to remain neuter, while the other contracting party is at war with a third power.
4. With respect to the first point, the custom is
:

First,

To

commerce. tracting

settle, in general,

the privileges that the con-

powers grant reciprocally

to their subjects.

To

enter into the particulars of the rights to
be enjoyed by their subjects who shall reside on the
territory of the other power, as well with respect to
their properlt/ (particularly in regard to imposts, confiscation, sequestration, &c. ) as to their personal rights.
Particular care is usually taken to provide for the free
enjoyment of their religion ; for their right to the benefit of the laws of their country ; for the security of
Third, To mention spe•their books of commerce, &c.
cifically the kinds of merchandise which are permitted
to be imported or exported, and the advantages to be
granted relatively to -customs, tonnage, &c.
With respect to the rights and immunities in case of
a rupture between the contracting parties, the great
First, An exemption from
objects to be obtained are
seizure of the person, or effects, of the subjects residing in the territory of the other contracting power.
Second, To fix the time that they shall have to remove
•with their property out of the territory ; or to point
out. Third, The conditions on which they may be permitted to remain in the enemy's country during the

Second,

To

agree on the manner in
Lair
'Fointh, Tosti- of ^'atians.
pulate wiiether neutral bottoms are to m^kc neutral '*'"~V"™^
goods or not, &c.
5. Sometimes nations permit, either from custom or of consuls.
treaty, other nations to send consuls into their territories.
We find instances of this as far back as the 12th
century, when some states began to establish, at hovie,
judges whose particular function it was to decide on
matters purely commercial, and to whom was given
the name of consuls.
In process of time, some of the
powers stipulated, in their treaties with the Mahometan and Pagan states out of Europe, fqr the right of
sending consuls into those states to watch over the
interests of their 8u!)jects trading there, and to judge
and determine on differences arising amongst them
touching commercial affairs, and sometimes even others.
Following these examples, the Christian powers of Europe began, in the fifteenth century, to send consuls
into each other's territory ; but even at this day, the
custom of receiving them cannot be looked upon as
universally established.
Besides, the rights of these
consuls, where they are admitted, differ very widely
in different states.
Almost all the consuls who are
sent out of Europe, exercise a pretty extensive jurisdiction over the subjects of their sovereign.
In Europe, there are some places where the consuls exercise
a civil jurisdiction, more or less limited, over their fellow subjects residing there ; in others, they can exercise no more than a voluntary jurisdiction ; and in
others, their functions are confined to watch over the
commercial interests of the state, particularly the observation of the treaties of commerce, and to assist
with their advice and interposition those of their na«
tion whom commercial pursuits or connections have
led to the place for which they are named.
They assume their functions sometimes in virtue of credentials,
but oftener by simple letters of provision and letters of
recommendation. Although they are under the particular protection of the law of nations, they are far from
enjoying the advantages that custom! allows to ministers, either as to jurisdiction, imposts, religion, or honours ; so that it is only in a very extensive sense of
the word that they can be called public ministers.
The greatest part of the consuls out of Europe approach much nearer to the rank of ministers ; some of
them are, indeed, ministers and consuls at the same

of contravention.

of Nadont. right.

Necessity

^V'.
Third,

vessels shall be searched at sea.

time.

These
Sometimes consuls-general are appointed.
are to officiate for several places at the same time, or
In
else they are placed at the head of several consuls.
other respects their functions, as well as those of their
vice-consuls, differ but little from those of simple
consuls.

:

war.
In specifying the rights of commerce to be enjoyed
by the neutral power, it is particularly necessary, First,
To exempt its vessels from an embargo. Second, To
specify the merchandises which are to be accounted
contraband of war, and to settle the penalties in case

Chap.

III.

Of

the Rights

of Nations upon

the

Seas.
1.

the

A nation

may occupy and extend its dominion on

sea, beyond the

of

^^^g

immediate vicinity of its ownparticu- more

dls-

lar coast, either in rivers, lakes, bays, straits, or the ocean; tant parts
and such dominion may, if the national security re- of «he sea.

be maintained by a fleet of armed vessels.
a nation on the seas, may extend as far
as it has been acknowledged to extend by the consent
of other nations, and beyond the boundary of its pro.
perty. It remains then to be considered, whether or

quire

it,

The empire of

L A W.
liw
Natioas.

^"V"^

not there are such extended limits on tlie European
geoi, acknowletl){ed !o be tlie property, or under the
dominion, of particular nations.
Among the bays,

and guU's, there are some which are generally
acknowledged to be free there are others which are
looked upon as under the duminion, and, in part, even
straits,

;

the property of »he masters of the coast ; an<l there are
others, the property and dominion of which are still

eind
:t

'f

"'

in dispute,
2. (I.)

The following are acknowledged
The Spanish Sea, tlie Aquitain Sea, the North

as free:
Sea, the

White Sea, the Me»literranean Sea, the Straits of Gib(i ) The three .StraiU between Denmark, and
Sweden, are under the dominion, and are looked upon

"^ niur.

as the property, of the king of Denmark ; St. George's
Ctiannel, between Scotland and Ireland, is under the
dominion of Great Britain ; the Straits of Sicily are under the dominion of the king of Sicily; the Gulf of

Bothnia

is

under the dominion of the king of Sweden

;

Um Black Soa, the Egean Sea, the Bosphorus of Thrace,

e

the Propontis, and the Hellespont, are all under the do.
minioD of the Turkish emperor. (3.) Other nations
dispute with England lier claim to the dominion, and
ia part to the property, of the four seas that surround
her : particularly the British Channel, and the Straits
of Dover. They tlispute with the republic of X'enice
her claim to the dominion over the Adriatic ; and with
Genoa, her claim to the dominion over the Ligustic
More than one dispute has arisen concerning the
Sea.
dominion over the Baltia
S. With respect to the vast ocean, and the four great
sea* that oonpow it, JirH, The enormous extent of each
of theM Maa, and particularly that of tlie Indian Sea,
aboot which the greatest disputes have arisen, renders
it not ooljr extremely dirticult to occupy, but puts it aboiuldy oat of the power of any of tlie states of Euto maintain and defend the poaaession of it. And,
if this could be done, the want of a justificatory
in for keeping such poas es sion would render it un.
Neither the right of discovery, nor the dona>
lawful.
tion of the f luly P'sthcr, nor prescription, has been able
to exclude other nations from Uiat possession in common, which ought to be preserved. The sole dominion
must exist in tiie theory but it has never been acknow>
ladgad by the nations of Europe to belong to any one
ofuem. Thaooean, then, is free; and surely it ought to
be so. After the vain pretensions an<l contestations of
the Portugocae on the subject during the Kith and
17th centuries, ail the powers of Europe now acknow>
ledge the ocean anri tlie Indian Sea to be exempt from
11 property and dominion, and to be the common pos*
acaaion of ail nations.
A nation may, however, re>
nounce the liberty of navigaung in the Indian, or any
other sea.
4. Rivers and lakea are useful for navigation, or for
fishing, or for other emoluments arising from their possession ; and, therefore, the powers that are masters
of the banks have a right to appropriate tlie use of
them exclusively to themselves. In general, they do
forbid foreigners to fish <m them ; but with respect to
navigation, as such a prohibition would pro<lucc retaliation, and as it is contrary to the commercial liberty
generally introduced in Europe, foreigners- are now
permittcfl, in time of peace, to navigate freely and
without restraint This liberty is founded in part on
tnaties, but in some demi- sovereign states on law.
Bai in every case where it is only founded upon custom, that custom does not hinders nation from making
what«vcr,jegulatioas and reitrictioni it pleases, or from
;
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exercising over such part of its territories all the rights
Law
of Nations^
of sovereign dominion.
^^"^
5. The sea surrounding the coast, as well as those ,~
parts of it which are land-locked, such as the roads, ([,(.
g^j,
little bays, or gulfs, &c. as well as those which are situat- near the
ed within cannon shot of the shore, (that is, within the coast.
distance of three leagues,) are so entirely the property,
and subject to the dominion of the master of the coast,
that, Jirst, He has the exclusive right to all the produce of it, whether ordinary or accidental, as far as relates to things unclaimed by any other lawful proprietor ; second, He can forbid or restrain the navigation of
foreigners in his roads, and their entry into his ports.
Yet, in time of peace, this liberty is generally permitted
to merchant ships, and even to ships of war to a certain
number; third, He has aright to impose duties, tonnage,
fees of entry, of clearance, &c. and he can institute
tolls for the benefit of his navigation ; Jhurl/i, He may
require the mantime honours that custom allows to
those who have dominion over any part of the seas.
In short, the parts of the sea surrounding the coast
ought to be looked upon as forming a part of the territory of the sovereign who is master of the shore.
6. The master of the shore cannot be said to have a Of ship-^
right to appropriate to his own use the wreck of any wrecks.
foreign vessel cast away on his coast, nor the goods,
&c. that, in a moment «f danger, have been thrown
over board.
This pretended strand-right, contrary
most certainly to the laws of nature as well as those of
humanity, was formerly exercised pretty generally in
Europe. It has been restrained from time to time,
particularly since the thirteenth century, by privileges,
laws, and a number of treaties ; so that it may now be
considered as generally abolished in our quarter of the
globe.
If there still remain some relics of it in a few
places, it is against such places only that it is made use
of by way of retaliation.
7. The rights exercised on the sea nearthe coast, are straits^
exercised also in those straits which arc not wider than
two cannon shots. It is for this reason that the King
of Denmark, by possessing the property and dominion
of the navigable part of the Sound, claims there, not
only the maritime honours due to him as sovereign, but
certain tolls or rates for the liberty of passing. This payment is now fixed by his treaties with other nations.
8. With regard to the extent of the rights exercised of the
on the seas adjacent to the landed territory of particu- rights
claimed
exercises his right of by partiproprietor and sovereign of the Black Sea, in such
a manner as not to permit even the entry or navigation jj,;^ ^^^
of it to any nation whatever, unless he has granted it
lar states

First,

by

The Turkish Emperor

treaty.

Second, Denmark, wishing to extend her empire and
rights as proprietor over the seas adjacent to Iceland
and Greenland, to the space of four miles from Iceland,
and fifteen miles from Greenland, claims a right of excluding foreigners from fishing, and even navigating
But this is disputed by many nations,
in that space.
what conand particularly by the United Provinces
cerns the right of fishing.
Third, (ireat Britain, claiming the property- and em«
pire of certain parts of the four seas that surround her,
empire over more distant parts, and maritime honours on all the seas, has very often had contestations
with foreign nations, who, on their part, except bound
by treaties, have never yielded her any thing more
than what belongs to every master of the shore.
Fourth, The republic of Venice claims empire,_

m
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on tlie Adriatic;
neighbouring states dispute them with her,
and recently she has not been in a situation to mainAn annual ceremony is of
tain this pretended right.
little use towards it.

nnd

particularly maritime honours

^"*

'''^

Fif'lh, Genoa has no longer a naval force respectable
enough to claim, with effect, the maritime honours
which she prbtends to be entitled to on the Ligustic Sea.
Sixth. After many disputes with respect to the empire of the Hsltio, and particularly with respect to the
honours of the flag, some of the states situated on its

Afuicime
honoun.

Salutes of

merchant-

men.

shores have agreed to yield those honours in certain
districts, and to omit them reciprocally in others.
maritime honours about which there have
,9. 1'he
been so many disputes, and which have often led to
violent acts, and even to war, consist ; Jirst, In saluting
with cannon ; and on this point, it is to be determined
who shall salute first, 'at what, distance the salute
shall be given, with how man^ guns, and if the salute
shall be returned gun for gun ; second. In saluting with
the flag, or yvhh the pendant ; and here it is to be fixed
whether it shall be furled up, lowered, or hauled
quite down ; third, In saluting with the sails, by lowerThis last way
ing, or hauling down the fore-top-sail.
of saluting is usually made use of by merchantmen, but
vessels of war sometimes use it also.
l^- Merchants ships, even when they are armed, are
obliged to salute all vessels of war, fortresses, and posts,
as well with their cannon as with their merchant flag

and

their sails.

BOOK
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V.
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their Rights, Duties, ^-c.
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title.

In time it became customary to grant to the gentlemen of birth a certain ceremonial, which, though very
vague in the beginning, sometimes came nearly to that
of ambassadors, but oftener resembled the ceremonial
of residents. The custom of the present century has
raised them above residents, and they now form a separate order, between ambassadors and residents, called envoi/s. Many causes gave rise to a multiplication
of the qualities of ministers, particularly of the second
orders.

Hence

"

ministers plenipotentiary, mi-

nisters, ministers resident, residents, ministers

Public Minister, is commonly meant, the pernisteis.
son whom the state has charged with its public affairs
in a more particular sense, the person who is at the
head of some department of the government ; and in a
still more confined sense, the person whom the sovereign has appointed to superintend his affairs at some
foreign court.
This last sort of minister, (ambassador,
in a general sense, ) is that of which we are to speak
here.
The sending of this sort of ministers being
a necessary means of treating of state affairs, the right
to send them becomes one of the natural rights of sovereignty.
These ministers are now employed, not only
to negotiate the affairs of the sovereign by whom they
are sent, (though all their rights are grounded upon
their acting in that capacity, ) but on points of ceremony
also ; and, since the introduction of perpetual embassies, sometimes the principal business of such a minister is, to watch over the interests of his master, and
give him an exact account of every thing that passes
and of which it imports him to be informed. Whatever difference a rigorous attention to theory might
make as to prerogatives, &c. between negotiators and
other ministers, in practice the same prerogatives that
are enjoyed by negotiators are also enjoyed by embassies of ceremony, perpetual embassies, and embassies in
ordinary.
^* '^^^ universal law of nations acknowledges but
TheircUffer.
It considers them all as public
cnt oiders, one order of ministers.
mandatories of the state which they represent, as far as
relates to the business with which they are charged,
and entitled to the rights essential to that quality, and
to no other rights whatever.
But the modern law of
nations has established several orders of public minisPublic mi-

mere empty

and third

Emdassies,

CuAP. \.--0f Ministers,

or ambassadors, which differs essentially in what«
ever concerns the ceremonial.
Formerly, there was buto«e class of public ministers,
who were all called ambassadors. On their private affairs, sovereigns sometimes sent agents ; and on missions of ceremony, or of little importance, they sent
gentlemen of birth ; but neither of these enjoyed the
rights, or were honoured with the ceremonial, due to
ministers.
In the fifteenth century, ministers began to
be received as the representatives of their sovereign ;
but the disputes resulting from their rights in that capacity, and the expence which became more considerable . as perpetual embassies grew more customary,
gave rise to an order of ministers under the title of Residents, much inferior to ministers representing their
sovereigns.
These latter now took, exclusively, the
title of Ambassadors.
Residents were considered as
the agents above, mentioned, even when they were
charged with affairs of state. These agents were afterwards called Charges des Affaires, and the title of
agent fell into disuse, except for those who were charged with the private affairs of the sovereign only, or as a
ters,

charges

affaires.

3. The next point to be considered relates to the re- Retinue of
tinue of the minister, and to his being acknowledged a minister.
in his diplomatic capacity.
The military procession
accompanying ministers formerly is fallen into disuse,
except in the great embassies that the Turks send to
some European powers, and those they receive in return. The retinue of a minister varies according to his
order.
In that of an ambassador, there are often several gentlemen and pages, secretaries, clerks, (sometimes a chancellor at their head) one or more interpreters, a numerous train of servants, in and out of
With respect to his moveables, plate of all
livery, &c.
sorts and in abundance, and several coaches and sets
of horses, seem necessary accompaniments. The retinue of ministers of the second and third order is
much less the envoys have rarely any gentlemen, and
:

The heavy expences
attending embassies of the first order, and which must
be defrayed either by the court who sends the ambassador, or by the ambassador himself, have much contributed towards the disuse of perpetual embassies of
the first order. Some courts, for different reasons, never
send any at all of the first order.
4. Before a minister can expect to be acknowledged His letters
at a foreign court, he must produce a letter of ere- of credence.
dence written by the sovereign who sends him to the
sovereign who is to receive him.
This letter makes
mention of the motive of the mission, the name and
quality of the bearer, and prays the person to whom
it is addressed to give full credit to what he shall say
The form of these letters
on, the part of his court.
varies according to circumstances, but commonly they
One letter of
are in the form of letters of council.
credence may serve for two ministerB sent at the same
seldom more than one secretary.
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time, If they are both of the same order.
Sometimes,
on the contrary, one minister has several letters of credence ; this happens when he is gent to several 8ove>
rei^s, or to one sovereign in different qualities.
5. Minister* to whom a n^otiation is confided must
•Ifo produce their full powers, specifying the degree

^

aathority with which they are vested.
These full
|MM*ais are either general or special, as circumstances

nay

A

power may be enclosed in the
if it be separate from it, it is
drawn ap in form of a letter patent. Mi>

raouire.

letter or credence

•w—nw ly

full
;

but

niatita sent to

a congress, without being furnished
of credence to any court, produce only
their full powers, which they exchange with each
other, anil which answer the purpose of letters of credence.
Sotnetimes the full powers produced at a congrcM are pat into the hands of the meiliators.
6. The minister who is to carry on a negotiation is
furnished with inatmetiaiM ; these are to be bis guide
in his general cotidact towards the court to which he
is sent, and towards the ministers of other courts whom
he may find there, and particularly in the manner of
opening and conducting his negotiation. These in•tructions, as well as those that it may be necessary to
disptch to him in the coarse of his embassy, being inteaided for himself akwe, are not usually produced to
the coart to which he is sent, unless his own court orders
hint to do it, or unless he, fixxn urgent motives, thinks
hiimalf JMtifldMe in communicating certain passag es
of them. Sometimes he has two sets of instructioiu,
the one nu)>lic and the other secret.
rf«x.
7- All s n baaai kir s have now an indisputed right to
My.
the title nf esotUemtm t bat, of all ministers, they only
have that right. If it ia aooMtimes given to the envoys e atfordinanr of longt, and even to other minis.
tan of the aeeani order, it is because it is due to them
in MMM dlMr yilite than that of minister ; or elae it
ia ^ivcQ torn out vn mere ooBipaaaance*
8. The ambassador is diilii^viihed from ministers
Orhcrmarfa
of the inferior orders by many points of the ceremonial.
r< liuoacThis, however, depends so much on the particular
of each eooft, tha* we can mention only such
ac OMat yitwHy received such is the
right of goiqf ob viaita, Ac of ceremony, in a coach
•ad loct of oraaoHaliag the horse* with /oc/U, of being
aaluted with miltCaiy honours, of being admitted to
bolls and icMslf and at court on all days of ceremony.
Great uowta grant lesa to ministers of the second and
thini order llian tiie little courts do ; these sometimes
aa aoch to ministers of the third order as the
nraMT do Id th<v« of the second.
d i ences to which ministers of the first and
9. The
Of
aaeosid order ore admitted in the course of their misaion are either ordinary or extraordinary, and the latThese last take place
ter are either private or public.
when there is notification to be made in ceremony,
as also at taking leave.
10. AU ifareignera are under the protection cf the
Uviihtatly of aeii. law of natiena; but ftreign ministers of the different orders enjoy a higher degree of inviolability
than that insured to all for eigne r s by the general
law of nations, which extends no further than proThis inviolability they derive
tection from injanr.
firom the digaily «t the alale they represent, and from
the inteteac tbat every nation takes m the honour and
security of thoac who are to tnmaact its affairs in foreign comtries. The sovereign, then, must be carefulto abstain from every kmd of violence against the
o#a public niniiter lent to liis court; and he
VOL.
rkKt u.
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ought to punish, to the utmost rigour of the law, and
Law
as crimes of state, every act of violence committed of Nations,
against him by others: provided, however, that the """"Y"*^
offiender commits such violence against the minister
knowing him to be such, and provided he be subject
to the jurisdiction of the sovereign.
All the powers of
Europe acknowledge this inviolability in ministers of
all the orders from the moment they enter their territory

till they quit it;
so that Christian states permit even the minuter of an enemy, residing at their
courts at the breaking out of a war, to return home in
perfect security.
The Turks only have preserved the
barbarous custom of imprisoning foreign ministers on
account of a rupture with their courts. In the course
of a war, no minister can pass through, or enter in
safety, the territory of an enemy, unless express permission has been first obtained.
11. The universal law of nations acknowledges in
the minister a perfect independence in every thing

His externtotialitjr.

that concerns, directly or indirectly, his functions as
minister, and considers him in that respect as exterrilorial.
But that part of the law of nations which is

founded on custom, extends this exterritoriality still
According to it, the minister, his retinue, his
further.
house, and his carriages, are usually considered with
regard to the rights of sovereignty as out of the territory where the minister resides, and as in the state
from which he is sent. This is what is now understood by exterritoriality. As it is, however, the effect
of the will of nations,

it is susceptible of limitation,
in fact, limited in many respects.
12. In virtue of this exterritoriality, the minister Bxeraptioo
and all those belonging to his retinue, as well as his of himself
property, are exempted from the civil jurisdiction of »"^ retinue

and

is,

The minister can be cited before no tribu- -J^I^j?.!;the state.
nal except that of the sovereign who sends him ; but |,av f„ „*
we must except here, ^rsl, When he is a subject of the tesded <
state to which he is sent, or when he is in the service
of the state to which he is sent ; second. When he has
voluntarily acknowledged the jurisdiction of that state;
third, When, as plaintiff', he is bound to submit to the
jurisdiction to which the defendant is subject ; and
consequently is obliged to plead, in case of an action
against him arising from the process ; fourth, With respect to property, that which belongs to him in any
other quality than that of minister is subject to the
jurisdiction of the state, and may be seized on for
causes not connected witli the quality of minister.
Though, strictly (peaking, the property belonging to
him as minister is exempt from seizure during the time
of his mission ; yet, the mission once terminated, if
he attempt to quit the state without paying his debts,
the state may refuse to let him depart, or at least to
carry away his property ; and may even seize upon it.
There are instances of this right having been exercised,
though generally it is not.
13. Ministers and their retinue (the latter less gene- from crimirally) are exempt from the criminal jurisdiction of "aljurisdicA crime, then, com- '''"'•
the state to which they are sent
mitted by a minister, does not deprive him of the special protection of the law of nations, and of that inviolability which the interest of his sovereign requires
him to preserve. Nevertheless if it be some crime immediately against the safety of the state, the sovereign
has a right to act against him as against an enemy of the
If the safety of the state require it, his person
state.
may be seized, and he may even be put to death like
another enemy. But, on accnunt of the consequences,
.

it

would be dangorous

to establish the principle.

It is
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l.«w
a custom among the courts of Europe, when a minis»f Nations jg, j^gg committed a crime of a prirate nature, to de,

»

~ mand

Rights of
ministers

with regard
to religion.

Of imposts
on the personal effects
of the

mi-

nister.

his recal ; and if it be a state crime, to seize his
person and keep him confined as long as the state is
in danger ; and when that danger ceases to exist, to
But even imprisonrelease him and send him home.
ment is seldom had recourse to, unless the danger be so
very pressing as to render it unsafe to send him home,
With regard to the retinue of
or write for his rccal.
ministers, it often happens that courts do not grant the
same exemptions to them as to the ministers themselves.
I*. The general notion of the exterritoriality of the
minister, and of his dwelling, seems to give him a
great degree of liberty on the point of religion, but
this exterritoriality itself admits of modification on all
the points not essential to the object of the mission.
Every thing here, then, inust depend on custom and
"
particidar conventions.
15. The exterritoriafity of the minister exempts him,
and all his retinue, from the personal imposts to which
as subjects of the state they would be liable.
With re-

spect to duties, either direct or indirect, on merchanan exemption from them is not essential to the
quality of minister.
Formerly it was the custom to defray, either wholly
or in part, the expences of foreign ministers while
on their mission.
Since this is fallen into disuse
among the Christian powers, they have generally subdises,

room an exemption from

stituted in its

duties.

Ne-

the enormous abuse that has been made
of this exemption at many courts has caused it to be
much restrained, or entirely abolished. At courts
where it still subsists, it subsists during the first
months of the embassy only ; and where it is entirely
abolished a gratification is given in lieu of it.
It must be observed, however, that the dwelling
and carriages of the minister are exempt from search,
unless he consents to their being searched.
16. The immoveable property that a minister may
and on his
immoveable acquire, should it be even the house in which he lives,
property,
jg jj^j exempt from the ordinary imposts, any more
than property of the same kind belonging to a foreign
sovereign.
Such moveable effects also, which it is
clear a minister does not possess in his quality of minister, ought to be subject to the ordinary imposts.
Tolls, posminister cannot, any more than another fo17.
tages, &c.
reigner, demand an exemption from the ordinary tolls,
intended to reimburse the expence of a public institution of which he partakes in the advantages, for instance, for turnpikes, bridges, &c. ; neither can he demand an exemption from postage for his dispatches,
&c. nor is this granted to ministers in general, not
even to ambassadors. There may, indeed, be some
motive for exempting them from post charges in those
countries where the postage is become a sort of tax, as
vertheless,

A

in Great Britain.
Extinction
of

"'iJ'""*
credence,

being mandatories of the state, it folof credence and full powers must
become void in case of the death of their own sovereign, or of the sovereign to whom they are sent.
They must then, in both cases, be provided with new
credentials, without which they can neither continue
to negotiate, nor perform their other ministerial functions, nor demand the honours and prerogatives due
them as ministers in such a situation, all they can
claim is their inviolability till they can quit the state.
Nevertheless in practice, when circumstances make it
reasonable to suppose that the interruption will not
continue any time, the court to which they are sent
18. Ministers

lows that their

letters

;

notonlycontinnes to treat them as ministers, but some-

Law

times to negotiate with them also. But this depends of Nationi*
wholly on the will of the Sovereign at" whose court '"nr'™'
they reside.
f^
A minister whose credentials and powers authorize
him to act for a certain time only, or per interim, can
<
act no longer than during the time specified, or till the
return of the minister whose place he supplies.
His
functions in either case cease without his being recalled in form.
1 9- An embassy is sometimes terminated by a recal. RecaL
This takes place, Jirsl, When the object of the mission
is accomplished ; second, On account of something that
has no relation to the court at which ti\e minister resides; third, At the request of a court, complaining
against the minister and demanding his recal ; fourth.
For reasons of state; for instance, by way of retaliation, in consequence of an infraction of the law of nations, and, in general, in consequence of any dispute
that threatens a rupture between the two powers. In the
latter case, the minister is often ordered to depart without taking leave but in the two former cases, (and
sometimes even in the latter,) the minister, if present,
ought to request an audience at taking leave. At this
audience, which is sometimes public and sometimes
private, he presents his letters of recal, anil makes a
speech.
If the minister be absent at the time of his
recal, he may take leave in writing, annexing to hia
;

*

own letter his letter of recal. In both these cases he
receives letters from the court where he has resided,
which, if there be the least room for it, contain an
eulogium on his character and conduct. After this
he receives the ordinary or extraordinary presents intended for him, and his necessary passports. Having
thus taken leave of the court, he takes leave of the
other foreign ministers, ministers of state, &c. which
is done in visits made in the same manner as his visits
of arrival ; and this ceremony ended, he takes his de«
parture.
20. Sometimes a minister terminates his embassy Departure
himself, by quitting the place of his residence without of a minis-.
being recalled. This happens, ^ri<. When, in virtue of'*''. w"f">ut
his instructions, he may take leave without waiting for
.^Ji'gj'^"
a recal in form ; second, When the sovereign at whose
court he resides requests him to take leave, or obliges
him to quit his territory. This latter is sometimes
done by way of retaliation, or in consequence of the
misconduct of the minister, or in case of an approaching rupture.
Third, When he quits the court of his

'

This is done when
accord without taking leave.
some gross infraction of the law of nations has been
committed against his person.
21. An embassy may be terminated by the death of Embassy
the minister.
Those who have the care of his inter- '""""""^

own

ment have

certainly a right to insist on his being bu- L*a,h
of
ried honourably ; but whether a minister of a religion minister.
not tolerated in the country where he dies, is entitled
to a public solemn interment in the usual burial-place, is

point which, in default of particular convention, must
be determined on the principles of the religion of the
country where he resided at the time of his death. In
case the corpse is sent home to the coimtry of the sovereign who has sent the minister, it is customary to exempt it from the ecclesiastical dues known in some
countries, commonly called jura slolw, and which are

_

paid by subjects only.

Chap.
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IL— Of secret Embassies.

Secret embassies are of several sorts.

Sometimes a Of secret
embassies;

LAW.
t*»

tartteign wad* a person of confiJenee, to treat in se•(Xitioiw,
gf ggfug ,fliirs of importance, or that require dis~ patch, without giving him the quality of minister ; or
'
at lea&t without permitting him to assume it openly
till the object of hia mission be out of danger.
If the
court to which he is sent, be informed of the object of
his mission, be ought to be granted all the inviolability due to him as minister ; if not, he may be treated
as a private person.
Such persons can demand no part
of the ceremonial due to them as ministers while they
forbear to discover their quality as such ; and, in general, they are looked upon by all the other ministers as
private persons.

„^

Chat. III.— C>f State Mestengert.
Seats

I

are the bcarew between sovereigns and
_
miuiilcn of whatever they wish to convey with dispatch.
Every sovereign grants, in time of peace, a
full and entire inviolability to the pentons of messengers, as well as to the dispatches of wliich tliey are the
bearers, whether they are sent to his own court, or are

en the road ia some other court ; but in order to this,
thajr most anoounoe themselvct a* such, and produce,
the neoaoary paaaports, &c. This invibeen confirmed by treaty ; and to
ooamit aa act of violence againat a messenger is now
looked upon as an anormous oflenoe.
They are fiirther granted an exemption from imposts
and from being seardied as long as tney do not abuse
if rec^uirad,

olability baa often

this fiivonr.

In tine of war, this inviolability is not so much re>
ipwt ad. BcUiferent powers take the liberty of seizing tha isas ng i ii of their enemies, or of the allies of
their enanias, whcr* tbtn are no treaties to the contrary.
Sanwtiawa it is agreed to grant them passports;
and this very often is one of the Snt objects of a n^o-

m

ciation for peace.

BOOK
Or

VI.

rOBCTILI MBANS EMPLOYED BY A NaTION IN THE
DBPrNcc OR PvR§iriT or its Rioiits.

Guar. I.— Of' RttoiiatioH and RtpruaU.
1. In case of a difference between two sovereigns, he
who oonaplains of a violation of bis natural or positive
ricfata ongbt, nlcas his pretensions be of an indisputaba natnr*, to begin by sufficiently proving those
fights, as wail as the violation of Uiem complained of.
Ims dona, if he cannot obtain due satisfaction by amicable mean^ or if be foresees that it would be useless
to try soch means, he may, if be does not choose to
rcnoanoe sarisfartion altogether, have recourse to forcible means, whether it be in the defence or pursuit of
his rights.
Forcible means are, indeed, in such cases,
the eoly onaa that are \e(t to sovereigns who acknowIccLm no lodge or soperior.
Fordbla means are of several degrees, which differ
widely from each other, and every sovereign is obliged
to confine himself to the employment of the lowest deSea by which he can obtain due satisfaction. Above
means of re, be ought to distinguish carefully the
dicsa proper to be made use of in case of a violation of
an imperfect obligation, from those which would be justifiable in case of a violation of a perfect obligation.
8. Thcra are many ways of violating an imperfect
L.1.—
1^ genml, a sovereign vioutes hi* unper-
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by refusing

do what
equity and humanity dictate, and by doing what in rigour he has a right to do, but which humanity and

feet obligations

Law

to permit or to

of Nations.

"*"'^/'"~^

equity forbid. Particularly, Jirst, In refusing to observe a point of simple custom ; second. In introducing
into his dominions some partial right or law, to the prejudice of foreigners.
From the nature of imperfect rights and obligations,
it is clear that no violation of them can authorize the
use of forcible means, or the infraction of perfect obligations, in the pursuit of redress ; but it is no less
clear that in order to obtain such redress a sovereign
may make use of retaliation. He may, for instance,
refuse to comply with the same custom with respect to
another sovereign, that that sovereign has refused to
acknowledge with respect to him ; or he may refuse to
comply with some other custom which is equivalent to
It.
He may introduce a partial right or law to the prejudice of such foreigners as have done the same with
respect to him or his subjects. By these means he reestablishes reciprocity, or obliges unfriendly powers to
change their conduct.
3.
sovereign v.olates his perfect obligations in in- Of rcprifringing the natural or perfect rights of another. It mat- sal*.
ters not whether these rights arc original and inherent,
or whether thev have been acquired by express or tacit
covenant, or otherwise.
In case of such violation, the injured sovereign may
refuse to fulfil his perfect obligations towards the sovereign by whom he is injured, or tow:ards the subjects of
such sovereign. He may also have recourse to more
violent means till he has obliged the offending party toyield him satisfaction, or till he has taken such satisfaction himself, and guarded himself against the like inju-.

A

ries in future.

Whether the state or its subjects be the offending
party, if the state refuse to make satisfaction, the property of each of its subjects coming within the reach
of the injured state, is liable to seizure, (in which case
such subjects have a right to be indemnified by the
state to which they belong;) and even the persons of
such subjects may be seize<l ; but the life of an innocent person cannot be taken, unless in extraordinary
cases where there are no other means of obtaining satisfaction, and of preventing future violations.
There are many acts by which a sovereign refuses
to do or to suffer what he is perfectly obliged to do or
to suffer, or by which he does what he is ordinarily
perfectly obliged to omit, in order to obtain satisfaction
for a real injury sustained : all these acts are called reprisals.
4. One species of reprisal the most frequently em- Seizure.
ployed, ia the seizure of the property and persons
of the subjects belonging to the state from whom an
injury has been received.
This is done witli a view of
obtaining satisfaction by tlie confiscation of the property seized, if all endeavours should fail of obtaining it
otherwise from the offending state.
5. Whatever difference there may be in the different Approxima'*"
species of reprisals, they resemble one another in this, ''"." "'
that they are all determinate acts of violence, and that
^'Jual'sute
they are exercised separately ; but when all these spe- „( wm.
cies of reprisals are exercised at once, they form a sort
of warfare ; indeed they no longer differ from actual war.

Chap. II.— Of the Commencemenl of War.
1.

flict

Nttlional liar, as distinguished from

between nation and nation.

It

cjr»7, is a connever can be un- ^^"i

'J"**'
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dertaken or carried on but by the authority of the soveof Nationa.
reign ; but he may vest tlie right of making war in
such of his subjects as he thinks proper. Thus the In<Ha Companies of England and Holland, who enjoy a
territorial superiority with respect to their possessions
out of Europe, have also obtained from their sovereigns
the right of making war.
Their troops and vessels
ought therefore to be treated as lawful enemies.
Offtnsive or
2. National wars are offensive or defensive.
War is
defensive.
offensive on the part of the sovereign who commits the
first act of violence against another, whether
in entering his territory with an armed force, attacking him on
the high seas, or in the territory of a third power.
It
js defensive on the part of him who
receives the first
act of violence.
But it must be observed, that if a
sovereign sees himself menaced with an attack,
he may
take up arms in order to .ward off the blow,
and may
even commence the exercise of those violences that
his
enemy is preparing to exercised against him, without
being chargeable with having begun an offensive
war.
Such measures in such a case are no more than the
means of simple defence.
Reatoxa
3. Nothing short of the violation of
a perfect right,
which justieither committed, committing, or with which
fy war.
a nation
IS threatened in future, ean justify the
undertaking of a
war. On the other hand, every such violation when
proved, and when amicable means have been tried in
vain, or when it is evident that it would be
useless to
try such means, justifies the injured party in
resortine
o
r j
&
to arms.
It is impossible that the sentiments of
the belligerent
parties should not be in direct opposition with
regard
to the justice or injustice of the war; yet if it
be not
manifestly unjust, their own welfare induces them
to
consider it as lawful, as far as respects the treatment
of
the enemy, and the validity of conventions and
treaties
of peace.
Of the de4. The universal law of nations acknowledges
no
claration of general
obligation of making a declaration of war to
warthe enemy, previous to a commencement of
hostilities.
Many ancient nations looked on such a declaration as essential,

Bights coil'
sequent

upon

it.

and

it

was practised

in

Europe

till

the seventeenth century ; but now-a-days
nations content themselves with publishing a declaration
of war
through their own dominions, and explaining their
motives to other powers in writing. The publishing
of war
in this manner is looked upon as so essential,
that nations
have often demanded a restitution of every thing
taken
from them by the enemy before such publication.
Sometimes, however, nations over-rule such demands
by insisting that the war has been tacitly declared.
5. From the moment a sovereign
is in a state of war
he has a right, strictly speaking, to act as an enemy
not only with respect to the persons and property
found
in the territory of the enemy, but also with
respect to
his enemy's subjects and their property
which may
happen to be situated in his own territory at the break-

ing out of the war.

He

has a right, then, to seize on
all their other
property, to arrest their persons, and
to declare null
and void all the debts which the state may
have contracted with them.
Nations, however, for their mutual

their ships

found in his ports, and on

benefit,

mduced to temper the rigour of this right.
many instances nations have stipulated, in

have been
First, In
case of a

rupture between them, to give
each others subjects
residing in their territory at
the breaking out of a
war, or coming to it not knowing
of the declara.
tion of war, a specified time for
the removal of them-

2

W.'
selves

and

their property.

Second, Sometimes it is
L.*
the subjects of an enemy remain during "f Nation.,
the whole course of the warj or so long aa
they live "'"'V-'
peaceably and quietly.
Third, Besides thes«f precautions taken between nation and nation,
many state*
have provided, by particular laws and privileges, for
the
protection of the persons and property of
an enemy's
subjects.
Fourth, Generally a nation does not venture to touch the capital which the subjects
of the enemy may have in its funds, or which it may otherwise

agreed to

let

owe to such subjects.
Where there are neither

treaties

these points, nations continue

property belonging to
carried into

its

still

nor laws touching
to seize on all the

enemy's subjects which is
the declaration of war.

its territories after

Sometimes too we see a

state make seizures provision^
assurance is received that the state which has
done the injury is ready to make reparation, or fulfil its
ally, till

obligations.

Whatever be the conduct observed towards the suban enemy, his ambassadors or other public

jects of

ministers are always obliged to quit the state as
soon
as a war breaks out ; but they are allowed
to depart,
and to remove their property, without the least molestation.
The Turks are the only nation who violate this
law.

Chap. III.— Of the Manner of Hiding War.
1.

The law of

means necessary

nations permits the use of

all

the Laws

to obtain the satisfaction sought by
a war,
lawful war.
Circumstances alone, then, must determine on the means proper to be employed ; and therefore war gives a nation an unlimited right of
exercising
violence against its enemy.
But the civilized powers

of

of Europe, animated by a desire of diminishing
the
horrors of war, now acknowledge certain
violences,
which are as destructive to both parties as contrary

to

sound policy, as unlawful, though not entirely forbidden by the rigour of the law of nations. Hence those
customs which are at present called the lams
of war.
These laws, wliich are sanctified by custom, and in
some cases even by treaty, have been observed with
greater punctuality since war has been carried on
by
tneans of regular troops
nor does any civilized nation now think itself justifiable in departing from
them
unless the enemy set the example ; or unless an urgent necessity, arising from extraordinary circumstances, admit of exceptions authorised by reasons
of
:

war.

2. According to modern usnge, every individual
in c„ijj.„
a state is not allowed to fall upon the enemv, even after
&«. may
war has been declared against him. Soldiers, by the alone law.
order of their commanders, and such other subjects as f"")' «""may obtain express permission for the purpose from "^' '"*"'^'

may lawfully exercise hostilities; and
are looked upon by the enemy as lawful enemies ;
but
those, on the contrary, who not being so authorised
take upon them to attack the enemy, are treated by
him as banditti ; and even the state to which they betheir sovereign,

*"*'

long ought to punish them as such.
If subjects confine themselves to simple defence, it
would appear that cireumstances ought to determine
whether, acting by the presumed order of their sovereign, they ought to be treated as lawful enemies or
not.
They are, however, generally treated with more
rigour than those who act by express authority.

Among the arms and other means of doing injury
an enemy, there me several which custom has de3.

to

Unlawful
ajma.

LAW.
dared to be unUwfuL

Such

are,

among secret means,

but not different sorts of
open means, certain arms the use

poison, assassination, &c.

Among

strataf^ems.

which

too cruel, and which the object of the war
does not render absolutely necessary.
4. From the moment we are at war, aH those who belong to the hostile state become our enemies, and we
have a right to act against them as such ; but our right
to wound or kill being founde<l on self defence, or on
the resistance opposed to us, we can with justice
wonnd or take the life of none except those who take
an active part in the war. So that, frtl, Children, old
men, women, and in general all those who cannot carry arms, are safe under the protection of the law of nations, unlew tfacy have exercised violence against the
Steortd, Retainers to the army, whose profestrf.
at to kill, or directly injure the enemy, such
ma, torgcons, &c. ought not to be killed or
ddSicntely.
Third, Soldiers, on the conf, inittg looked upon as ever ready for defence or
ck. OMi^ at any time be wounded or killed
unless
when it is i—nifrat that they have not the will or have
loit ibe powerto ruin. When that is the case,
when
WiWiiliiil, surrounded, or when they lay down their
and ask for quarter ; in short, from the moment
they arc reduced to a state in which it is impossible
Car tbcm to exercise further violence against the conmcnr, he ia obliged by the laws of war to spare their
Hvta; except, bomertr, Jirtt, When sparing their lives

ol"

is

;

—

me

would be moooaiatent with
In caaea wiMre he has a right

his own safety ; tecond,
to exercise the talio, or to

When

the crime committed by

make
'

'

reprisals

who

fall

;

third.

into his hands justifies the taking of

Uvea.

alwaya justifiable to make the vanquished solriaooera of war, and even those who are not of

It ia
'

n

the

Ukaiy
When

ptefiaiieM.
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taken possession

of, generally determines the conqueror
in the alterations he makes in the form of government, if he makes any at all. It is clear that the conqueror is not obliged to preserve the constitution of a
conquered country or province, nor to leave the subjects in possession of the rights and privileges granted
iheia by their tbrmer sovereign, unless he has made
them a promise to that effect previously to their sub-

Law
of Nations.

mission.
7. The conqueror has a right to seize on all the pro- Right of the
perty of the enemy that comes within his power it conqueror
matters not whether it be immoveable or moveable. over the
property of
These seizures may be made, Jirst, In order to obtain the enemy.
what he demands as his due, or an equivalent ; second,
To defray the expences of the war ; third. To force the
enemy to an equitable peace ; fourth. To deter him, or,
by reducing hi» strength, hinder him from repeating
in future the injuries which have been the cause of the
war. And with this last object in view, a power at war
has a right to destroy the property and possessions of the
enemy for the express purpose of doing him mischief.
The modern laws of war, however, do not permit the
destruction of any thing except, Jirsi, Sucli things as
the enemy cannot ije deprived of by any other means
than those of destruction, and which it is at the .same
time necessary to deprive him of; secoiid. Such things
as after being taken cannot be kept, and which might
if not destroyed strengthen the enemy ; third. Such
things as cannot be preserved without injury to the military operations ; to which we may nAA, fourth, Whatever is destroyed by way of retaliation.
8. It is in buttles that the laws of war ought to be Of battles.
adhered to with the most scrupulous exactnesi, as well
witli regard to the arms made use of as to the treatment of the vanquished.
The victor, he who remains master of the field of
battle, ought to take care of the wounded and bury the
dead.
It is against every principle of the laws of war
to refuse or neglect to do either.
It is, however, sometimes a question, who is master
of the field ? and in such a case a truce is agreed on for
some days, during which period both sides bring in
their own wounded and bury tlieir own dead.
9. The taking of a fortress or fortified town is ef- Of a siege.
In
fected by surprise, by a blockade, or by a siege.
the two last cases, the place surrenders by capitulation,
:

(he eonMMNt receivca the conquered as
of WMP, eta violence between them is un<
to have ceased.
The ancient custom of making alavca of the conquered is no longer practised
by the powers ti( Europe, except by way of retaliation
towarda barbariana. Christian powers generally keep
pa isopet a of war under a guard till they are ransomed
or exchanged by cartel, or till the re-establishment of
Officers are often released on tlieir parole of
r. by which they promise not to serve against the
or is taken by assault after being summoned in vain.
rnr «lk» releases iMn, for a certain time, or during
All the means necessary to the reduction of a fortress
the war ; and to appear et an appointed place as often are justified by the laws of war consequently there
aa they shall be duly stimwooeo. Those who, regard- are cases which m.-jy authorise the demolition or bum*
lOM of their parole, take up arms while the convention ing of the suburbs. But, except in cases of necessity,
is observed on the other side, are looked upon as infait is now admitted that the besiegers ought to direct
aons i and if they again fall into the hands of the their artillery against the fortifications only, and not
enemy to whem they have given their parole, he is intentionally against the public edifices, or any other
Bet by the laws of war obliged to give them quarter.
buildings either within or without the ramparts.
6. The oonqoeror hat, strictly speak. ng, a right to
10. If a fortress or fortified town surrenders by ca- Of the takmake priaoncra of war of all the subjeou of the hostile pitulation, on that capitulation depends the fate of the ing of a forsMe who may fidi into his power, though they may have garrison, arms, warlike stores, and of the inhabitants trini or fortified towir.
committed no violence against him and of course he and their property.
bee a right to remove them to another country. But in
The terms of a capitulation depend entirely on cirsodcm usage, the oonqoeror generally carries his rights cumstances they are usually more or less honourable
in this respect no further thnn to submit «uch subjects as the situation of the besieged is more or less favourlahi« domination, to make them swear fealty to him, able but if the place, after being duly summoned, reto axerciae certain rights of sovereignty over them,
fuses to surrender and is taken by assault, those found
sneb as raiaing and quartering troops among them, in it are obliged to submit to the discretion of the victor.
makimr them pay taxes, obey his laws, &c. onci punish- All that the garrison can expect is to have their lives
ing aa rebda UMac who attempt to betray him or shake spared if they immediately lay down their arms. It is
off his yoke.
however customary for the vicUw to forbid pillage on
The iniintica with which a country or province is such occasions.
A.

;

;

;

;
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IV.— 0/ Conventions

entered into with the

Enemy

during the War.

Conven1 . The belligerent powers often enter into conventienaofwu. tions either at the beginning or in the course of the
war. By these conventions they promise not to make
use of such or such arms, or such or such moans of injuring each other ; settle the conditions and the man-

ner to be observed in the exchange or redemption of
prisoners of war ; make arrangements relative to passports, safe conducts, &c adjust the terms of a truce,

&c.
Hostagef.

2. As a security for the tulfilment of conventions made
in the course of the war, it is still customary to place
hostages in the hands of the party who would suffer by
a non-fulfilment. If the other party breaks his engagements, it is allowable to treat his hostages with severity,
but not to take their lives, un*less for some crime that

they have committed, or by

Chap. V.

Of Allies,

way of retaliation.

Subsidies,

and

Auxiliaries.

A

\(r.

sequence of whatever treaty. Policy however, has induced the powers of Europe to depart from this rigorous principle. They now admit, first. That a sovereign who furnishes troops in virtue of a'treaty of
subsidy, does not thereby become the enemy of the

power against which those troops

act

;

second,

That

Law
of Nations,

as

long as a sovereign sends to the assistance of his ally
no more than the number of troops, &c. stipulated
in the treaty of alliance, and does not authorise them
to serve upon any other footing than that specified
in the treaty, such sovereign ought to be looked upon
as an auxiliary, and not as the enemy of the power
against which his troops make war ; and, of course,
that such sovereign ought to be permitted to enjoy his
rights of neutrality.
This is more especially the case
when the aid of an auxiliary is the consequence of a
treaty of general defensive alliance, concluded before the
beginning of' the mar.
We have seen some powers claiming the rights of
neutrality even while they were furnishing the greatest part of their troops, and contributing principally
to the resisting of the enemy and the continuation of
the war ; but imperious circumstances and motives of
policy only can induce the enemy to treat such powers

sovereign may be obliged to join his forces to
1.
those of another power, sometimes in fulfilment of his as neuter.
er to assist
When two powers become allies in form, by carrytreaties of alliance, and sometimes in consequence of a
another.
ing on the war in common, and with all their forces,
particular connection existing between him and such
power; or he may do it from his own choice. In none without doubt they may and ought to be treated as
of these cases does he act against the law of nations, if enemies by the adverse party.
the cause he espouses be not unjust. To a sovereign
so situated there result two sorts of rights and obligaChap. VI.— Of Neutrality.
tions ; first. Relative to the power whom he assists
second, Relative to the enemies of that power.
1.
To observe a perfect neutrality a state must, Obligations
2. Alliances are simply defensive, or they are offen- first. Abstain from all participation in warlike expedi- implied by
Alliances.
tions.
Second, It must grant or refuse nothing to one neutrality.
sive at the same time. An alliance is simply defensive
when the allies promise to assist each other in case either of the belligerent powers, which may be useful or neshould be attacked first, or be in danger of an attack cessary to such power in prosecuting the war, without
by some other power; it is offensive and defensive, granting or refusing it to the adverse party; or, at
when they promise to assist each other, not only in case least, it must not establish an inequality in order to
of a first attack, but even should either of them make favour one of the parties more than the other.
The moment a neutral power deviates from these
the first attack on some other power.
Both sorts of alliances are either general or particu- rules, its neutrality is no longer perfect but limited:
lar.
They are general when they extend to all wars in and, indeed, though neutral states sometimes promise
which either of the allies may be engaged ; and parti- more, and enter into a sort of conventional neutrality,
a limited neutrality is all that the laws of neutrality
cular when directed against a particular power, or confined to a particular war.
impose.
Alliances are formed sometimes before, and sometimes
2. It is now generally acknowledged that a neutral Modern law
after, the beginning of a war. As to their duration, it is
power ought not to transport to either of the bellige- of nations
sometimes for a definite, and sometimes for an indefinite rent powers merchandises unequivocally intended for with respect
The list of these merchandises, to neutral
space of time, and sometimes for ever. The allies either warlike purposes.
commerce.
called
contraband,
has been differently compromise a specific number of troops, or vessels, or of commonly
both; or they promise a certain aid in money; or to posed in different treaties of commerce. Sometimes
assist each other with all their forces; or finally to make
this list has been swelled out with merchandises
which are not evidently and unequivocally intended
common cause.
for the purposes of war, though they may be useful to
3. Simple treaties of subsidy must be distinguished
-Subsidies.]
from alliances. A treaty of subsidy is a convention by the enemy ; and at other times such merchandises
which one power engages, in consideration of a cer- have been expressly declared not contraband. This
tain sum of money, to bring into the field a specific
last ought to be presumed also between powers that
number of troops, &c. to be in the pay and service have no treaty with each other.
of another power. The time for which such troops
Besides this, the maritime powers have begun, esare to remain in service is sometimes determinate and pecially since the latter end of the 17th century, to
sometimes not.
issue declarations at the beginning of a war, adverpower often receives a subsidy in consideration tising neutral powers that they shall look upon such
of engaging to keep a certain number of troops, &c. in and such merchandises as contraband, and forewarning
Rights of
readiness for service, and sometimes of engaging only
them of the penalties they intend to inflict on those
•ne bellige'
to augment its own forces.
who shall be found conveying them to the enemy.
rent power
4. Strictly speaking a belligerent power has a right
These declarations are rather advertisements than
in relation

Of the right
of one pow-

1

A

'

to allies of
the other.

to treat as his enemies all the powers who lend assists
ance to the enemy, from whatever motive, or in con3

laws

;

effects be by any means extended
powers with which the powers that

nor can their

to those neutral

L A W.
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iuue them have
matter

is

treaties

of commerce in which the

settled.

3- When a priie has been made, the captor cannot
appropriate it to his own use till it has been con«
demncd as a Uwful prize in a court of admiralty.
The customary, as well as conventional law, authoraes every aorereign in Europe to institute courts
of admiralty and other superior tribunals vested with
fiill power to determine on the legality or illegality of

prize*

all

In

made by

trials

it is nut the laws of the country where the
beld, but existing treaties and the universal
law of nations that ought to be the basis on which all
decisions of this sort should be foundecL

rapecU,

..
^Muok
wmtd
iaU'7-

tovriad-

s^

is

4. During the latter wars of the late century, the
neutral powers complained that the belligerent powers,
and Great Britain in particular, had encroached on
their rights of neutrality, either in swelling out beyond just bounds the list of contraband nierchandiseii,
or in giving the notion of a blockaded place a too extensive construction; or in vexatious examinations of
their veaaris, anil particularly in deviating from the
principle est«bhthe<t by the customs and treaties of
the seventeenth century, according to which (as was
alleged) neutral vessels save neutral goods.
In consequence of these imputed encroachments, the Empress
of Rusaia drew up in 1780, at which time she was
aaoaag the neutral powers, certain principles reUtive
to neutral commerce, which she communicated to the
belligerent powers, accompanied with a declaration
tlut she would maintain them by force of arms. Hence
the lystem of armed nrutraUtg
^ '''''* P""<^'p'*» ^' the system of armed neutrality
m,Jirtl, That neutral powers have a right to enjoy a
fVee trade with the ports and roada of the belligerent
power*; tfttm'i. That neutral vessels make neutral
gooila, that is, that enemy's goods found in neutral ves.
•eb ought not to be confitcated ; third, That no merchandises suall be reputed contraband which have not been
declared so in treaties made with the Iwlligerent powers, or one of them fourth. That n place ahall not be
;

ti»i la
liw

looked upon as blockaded except when surrounded by
the enemy's vessels in such a manner as to render all
entrance manifestly dangerous ; and, Jifih, That these
principles shall serve as the basis of all decisions touchmg the legality of prize*.
6. Almont all the powers that remaine<l neutral at

when this system was formed successively
acoidcd to it ; ami, among the belligerent powers,
Prance and Spain did not oppose it. Great Britain
''* never acknowledg- d it.
If this system was adopted in 1780 for the then

nw- the lime

**• P™*
^Jl*
^tti-

present war only, the declarations of the parties sufficiently prove their intention to have Iteen that it should
•

Ob

ike long mat

vmrfy

Chap. VII.

Of Maiing

;

and

Peace.

The enemy

ought, strictly speaking, to put an Of the fStat
as soon as he has obtained or can ob- overtures
tain the satisfaction demanded, a compensation for the '"' P«»«1.

end

to the

war

for the future.
But
policy that usually iletermines the duration of a
war. Sometimes the demanded satisfaction is never ob«
tained, and sometimes the war is carried on for ven«
geance or conquest's sake, after satisfaction is or may
be obtained.
The first overtures for peace are sometimes made by
one of the belligerent powers, and sometimes by a neutral power, their common friend.
The negociations
also are sometimes opened by the belligerent powers
themselves, and sometimes by a neutral power that
interposes its good offices, or becomes mediator. These
negociations are carried on at the court of one of the
belligerent powers, at that of a mediator, or at any
other place named by the parties as the place of assembly for the congress.
2. When the negotiators have come to an agree- Of prelimiment on the points which are to serve as the basis of nary treaa treaty of peace, and certain difficulties remain to be ties of
done away which are not of importance enough to in- peace.
duce the parties to continue or renew the war, preliminary treaties are generally agreed upon. These treaties
differ as to their form ; sometimes they are mere mi.
notes, and sometimes they have all the clauses usually
found in formal treaties. In general, when signed and
ratified, they are obligatory, even before the definitive
treaty is concludetl, and remain so if the definitive
treaty should not be concluded, unless stipulated other>
wise.
When the preliminary treaty is concluded, the parties continue to negotiate on the points that remain unsettled, in order to the conclusion and ratification of the
it is

definiiive treaty.
3. In a treaty of peace, we may distinguish the ge- Ofdefinineral articles, which bear a strong resemblance to each tive treaother in all treaties of peace, from the particular ar- ties of
peace.
ticles, which being proper to the treaties in which
they are insened are not susceptible of comparison.
After the introduetion usually follow the general arrespecting the re-establishment of peace and
ticles,
friendship, the cessation of hostilities and contributions,
the exchange or release of prisoners of war, and the

general amnesty.
Then follow the principal particular articles, which
aAer having specified and renewed the treaties that are
to serve as the basis of the peace, treat of the matters
which occasioned the war, and particularly of what
concerns possession, whether there are concessions or

djqintid mbject of mnlral rif^U, tet, li(,

A CoOeetioii of pubUe acts and papers relating to the principles

AnrMd NcuDbIUj. Lnadon, IMOI. td, Ijni Livopool't 'Trealiw on tht conduct of Great Britain with respect to Neutral NatfMb I \mdan. IH<iI. M, A Tnaow of the nktiw ri^ts aad dutia of Belligerent and Neutral Powers in Maritime Affairs, by KoLondon, 1801. 4(A, A Treatise upon the Visitation of Neukarl Wa4, Eaa. • arf a 'TiiiIm «b CoMiabud, by dM anw Author.
Ori V«ads aaM Casva*. tut. t*. bjr J f.W. Schlagtl, Doctor and Fiofeaaor of I Jtw in the University of Copenhagen. I,ondon,
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tax of di* Caanmkn with Runa
StA, Letters of Sulpiciua on the Northern
lily, vbv NanBcffB
rioacy of IMO, and die Convention with Kuaoa. London, 180S
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^im'iw'n a( the CaiiTSalion wnduded between tiicat Btitain and Uusw. Londoo, 18U1.
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of Nations.^

expences of the war, and security

his subjects.

of this kind the original proprietors of the

prize, or those who claim in their stead, are required
to prove that the prize is not a lawful one.
In other

court

631

serve as a basis for a like system in future wars
experience has fully confirmed the conjecture. *

L A W.
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Of guaraii'
tees.

compensations to be made, or whether the principle of
tjjg „(i postulelis has been adopted.

Xhe

treaty concludes with specifying the time "when,

and sometimes the place where, the ratifications are to
be exchanged.
4. Sometimes foreign powers are called in as gua-

such assistance.
guarantee has no right to oppose the alterations
that the contracting parties may afterwards make in
the treaty by mutual consent; but neither is he obliged to guarantee the treaty wWen so altered.
5. The treaty of peace being signed and ratified, it only
remains to publish and put it in execution. The former
is generally done with solemnity ; the latter oflen meets
with a great deal of difficulty, particularly when an invaded territory is to be evacuated, or provinces, &c.
are to be ceded to a power that is not in possession of
them at the time of making the treaty of peace. These

A

execution of

-tteaties.

PART
Law
of England.

guished.

III.

Following the method of

Justinian's body of the
law, modem writers of digests or institutes of
the codes of their respective countries, have commonly
arranged their subject under the three great titles of
Rights of Persons, Rights of Things, and Actions, or
the several sorts of legal process.
This division is either not logical in itself, or is expressed with great inaccuracy.
All law relates to rights of persons only.
Things have no rights ; and to them, therefore, as pos
sessing rights, law can have no relation.
Actions, also,
or the different kinds of legal process, are nothing else
than a particular class of rights, of which the several
members of the community may avail themselves as
much as of their rights of any other description. But
if, on the other hand, Justinian, and the writers who
have followed him, mean only by rights of persons,
rights of things, and actions, three great classes of rights
comprehending the whole subject of law, there seems
no good objection to the arrangement, although the expressions they have used are sufficiently inaccurate, and
liable to misapprehension.
Certain rights arise from the status, condition, or rank
of men in society, as the ecclesiastical and military
states,
from their more usual and intimate relation to
one another, as governors and governed, husband and
ixife, &c.— and from kindred or affinity, as parent and
child.
From this status, relation, and affinity, proceed
what may be called, in a more limited and peculiar
sense, the rights of persons.
Another class of rights is more immediately connected with property ; and this being divisible into two
great species, real and personal property, hence a correspondent distribution of this class of rights into the
two subordinate divisions of real and personal. This
class of rights may be denominated rights arising from

—

property.

may be

quiries

on

this

as
subject,

may wish to extend their inmay consult the following

works
Cumberland's Treatise on the Lam of Nature, Latin,
by the Rev. J. Towers, with Notes, 4to. 1750.
Grotius be Jure Bdli ac Pads. There is a translation in folio, 1738, with all the valuable notes of

translated

'

Barbeyrac.
Heineccins, System of the Law of Nature and iVations, translated from the Latin, with Notes by Dr.
TurnbuU, 2 vols. «vo. 17'^;3.
PufTendorfl 's Latv of Nature and Nations, translated
from the'Latin by Carew, with Barbeyrac's Notes, folio,
1749.
Burlamaqui's Principles nf Natural and Political Law,
in French, translated by Nugent, 2 vols. 8vo. 1763.

Montesquieu's Spirit of Laws.
Mably's Droit Publique de C Europe.
Wicquefort's Ambassadeur et ses Fonclions.
Vattel's Droit des Gens, translated, with Notes, 1797,
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OF THE LAW OF ENGLAND.

Roman

A third class of rights

<,

Such of our readers

A

guarantee may extend to the
rantees of a treaty.
treaty in general, or be confined to some particular artide or articles of it ; in the former case it is called geneIt may also be for one
ral, in the latter particular.
of the contracting parties only, or for all of them.
In general a guarantee engages to maintain the
treaty, by promising to lend assistance to the party who
shall complain of an infraction of it, and who shall de«

mand

Of the

sometimes occasion particular conventions,
La«
and even congresses of execution ; and itjs fortunate if of Nations,
by such means the embers* «f war are entirely ex tin- "^"^C^^

difficulties

arranged under the

of acf/ons, being the several modes of judicial proLaw
which every member of the state has right as of England
the means by which he may claim or defend all or any '"'V"^
of his other rights.
We shall, accordingly, in the following abstract, observe this threefold distribution of rights. But as it
may sometimes serve to place the rights both of persons, strictly so denominated, and those arising^iofM
things, in a stronger point of view, we shall occasionally
regard them in a negative or violated state, or, as it is
more usually expressed, under the aspect of private
title

1

cess to

wrongs. The several modes by which these rights are
acquired and transmitted will also fall to be considered.
And under Actions, besides what is more proper to the
subject, we shall introduce some notice of the different
sorts of courts, their jurisdiction, &c.
A fourth division of our subject will relate to Crimes;
which may be regarded as the rights conferred by nature, or derived from law, in a state of suck gross violation as occasions alarm, by occasioning insecurity, to
every member of the community. And hence this
branch of the subject has by writers on the law of England usually been denominated public wrongs.—We shall
premise a brief Introduction on the sources and component parts of the laws of England.
Introduction,

The municipal law of England, or the rule of Laws of
conduct prescribed to the innabitantsof that king- Kngiand
"""
dom, may with sufficient propriety be divided into P*"'''
two kinds ; the lex non scripta, the unwritten or com- pj[Jiiy"^(
mon law ; and the lex scripta, the written or statute ten.
1.

civil

law.
2. The lex tion scripta, or unwritten law, includes
not only general customs, or the common law properly
so called, but also the particular customs of certain

Unwritfea.

I

LAW.
;

*>*«
parts of the
.lisA l^yra that are
,

~

and

kingdom and likewise those particular
by custom otMerred only in certain courts
;

jurisdictions.

W hen we call these parts of the law

leges

non scriplw,

we would

not be understood as if all those laws were
at present merely oral, or communicated from former
ages to the present solely by word of mouth, but because
taeir original institution and authority are not set
down in writing as acts of parliament are, but receive
their binding power, and the force of laws, by long
and immemorial usage, and by their universal reccp<
tion throughout the kingdom.
S. This unwritten, or common law, is properly dis«
ni^.
p^ibtdin- tinynahable into three kinds: Firsl, General customs,
which are the universal rule of the whole kingdom of
• ihm
id^
England, and form the common law in its stricter and
mora naval signification. Second, Particular customs,
which for the mo.'-t part affect only the inhabitants of
particulardistricts. jf'Atri/, Certain particular laws, which
by custom are adopted and useu by some particular
courts of pretty general and extensive iurisdiction.
4 Fint, A* to general customs, or the common law
C«^
mproperly so calleo, this is that law by which proceed*
lag* and detenninatiotu in the king's ordinary courts
pf justice are guided and directed. This for the most
part settle* the course in which lands descend by inneritance; the manner and form of acquiring and trans*
ferring property; the solemnities and obligation of cao«
tracts ; the nil« of axpounding wills, deeds, and acts
of parliament ; tba icspectiTe remedies of civil injuries;
the sereral species of tamporal offences, with the man-

ner and dejiM of pooishaMnt ; and an infinite number of Tttnt'**T* partiaulara, which diffuse themselves as
cxtenshrrly aatlta ordinary distribution of common iusTImm, for example, that there shall be
tica reqmna.
fcor suparior eoorts of record, the Chancery, the King's
Beach, the Cosnman Pleas, and the Exchequer ; tluit
the eldest ton alone is heir to bia ancestor ; that property may be acquired and transferred by writing ; that
a deed is of no validity unless sealed and delivered
that wills shall be construed more Civourably, and

dieds more

strictly

;

that

money

lent

upon bond

is

re-

coverable by action of debt ; tliat breaking the public
is an ofl^oee^ and punishable by dne and imprisonment. All these are doctrines that are not set
down IB any written statute or ordinance, but depend
merely upon immemorial usage, that is, upon common

MMe

,

p«Ri-

r cm"^

law for tneir iui)port.
5. Hecomd, The second branch of the unwritten Uws
of England an particolar custom* or laws which affeet omy the iahabitanta of particular districts.
These particniar outoms, or some of them, are witho«t doabt the remaina of that multitade of local customs before mentioned, out of which the common law,
it now stands, was collected, at first by King Alfred, and afterwards by King Edgar, and Edward the
Ciwifasin : each district mutually sacrificing some of
ita tfwn special usaces, in order that the whole kinga^joy the benefit of one uniform and unidea
But for reasons that have been
Tarsal ajratem of laws.
now long fergottca, particolar counties, cities, towns,
asanora, and kirdahips, were very esLrly indulged with
the pHvilrge of abiding by their own customs, in contradisti:iction to the rest of the nation at Urge ; which
pn«ii«ge
>«ii«ge ia confirmed to them by several acta of par-

M

%»

ll
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6. Such is the custom of gavel-kind in Kent, and
some other parts of the kingdom, (though perhaps it
was also general till the Norman conquest,) which ofi
vou Ub rA«x U.

63.3

among other things, that not the eldest son only
Law
of the father shall succeed to his inheritance, but all of Englaml.
the sons alike; and that though the ancestor be attainted and hanged, yet the heir shall succeed to his estate, without any escheat to the lord.
Such is the custom that prevails in divers ancient boronghs, and therefore called borough- English, that the youngest son shall
inherit the estate in preference to all his elder brothers.
Such is the custom in other boroughs, that a widow borouafishall be entitled for her dower to all her husband's English,
&c.
lands ; whereas at the common law, she shall be en.
dowed of one-third part only. Such also are the special and particular customs of manors, of which every
one has more or less, and which bind all the copyhold
and customary tenants that hold of the said manors.
Such likewise is the custom of holding divers inferior
courts, with power of trying causes in cities and trading
towns ; the right of holding which, when no royal grant
dains,

can be shewn, depends entirely upon immemorial and
established usage. Such, lastly, are many particular customs within the city of London, with regard to trade,
apprentices, widows, orphans, and a variety of other
matters.
All these are contrary to the general law of
the land, and are f^ood only by special usage, though
the customs of London are also confirmed by act of parliame^^
7. To this head may most properly be referred a Custom of
particular system of customs used only among one set merchants,
of the king's subjects, called the custom of merchants, or lex mcr*
or lex mercatorin ; which, however diflerent from the catoricu
general rules of the common law, is yet ingrafted into
it, and made a part of it, being allowed, for the benefit
of trade, to be of the utmost validity in all commercial
transactions ; for it is a maxim of law, that " cuilibet
in sua arte credendum etl."
8. Third, The third branch of the leges non scriptce, or 3(1, Pccu.
unwritten law, are those peculiar laws which by cus- liar laws
tom are adopted and used only in certain courts and ju- used by
certain
risdictions.
And by these we understand the civil and courts.
canen laws. See Cit'i'/and Canon law.
9. Let us next proceed to the leget tcriptee, the writ- Written
ten laws of the kingdom ; which are statutes, acts, or law.
edicts, made by the king's majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the lord's spiritual and temporal
and commons in parliament assembled. The oldest of consists of
statutes.
these now extant, and printed in our statute books, is
the famous magna iharla, as confirmed in parliament 9

though doubtless there were many acts bewhich are now lost, and
the determinations of them perhaps at present current-

Hen.

111.

fore that time, the records of

ly received for the

maxims of the common

10. Statutes are either general

law.
or special, public or which

A

general or public act is an universal rule
that regards the whole community ; and of this the
courts of law are bound to take notice judicially and ex
officio, without the statute being particularly pleaded,
or formally set forth by the party who claims an advantage under it. Special or private acts are rather exceptions than rules, being those which only operate
upon jNirticular persons, and private concerns such as

privale.

either
lic

are

pub-

ur pri-

vate;

:

the

Humans

entitled senalus-decrela, in contradistinc-

which regarded the whole
community and of these (which are not promulgated
with the same notoriety as the former) the judges are
not bound to Uke notice, unless they be formally shewn
and pleaded.
11. Statutes also are either declaratory of the common law, or remedial of some defects in it Declaratory, where the old custom of the kingdom is almost
tion to the senatus-consulta,
;

4l

declaratory
or remedial.

L A
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Law
fallen into disuse, or become disreputable; remedial,
nf Englnnd. when made to supply such defects, and abridge such
^"""V"^ superfluities in the common law, as arise either from
the general imperfiection of all human laws, from change
of time and circumstances, from the mistakes and unadvised determinations of unlearned (or even learned)
And this
judges, or from any other cause whatsoever.
being done either by enlarging the common law where
it was too narrow and circumscribed, or by restraining
it where it was too lax and luxuriant, has occasioned
another subordinate division of remedial acts of parliament into enlarging and restraining statutes.
12. These are the several grounds of the laws of
Equity.

•

England ; over and above which, equity is also frequently called in to assist, to moderate, and to explain
them. What equity is. and how impossible in its very
essence to be reduced to stated rules, we shall not here
We shall only observe, that (besides the liinquire.
berality of sentiment with which the common law
judges interpret acts of parliament, and such rules of
the unwritten law as are not of a positive kind,) there
are also peculiar courts of equity established for the benefit of the subject ; to detect latent frauds and concealments, which the process of the courts of law is not
adapted to reach ; to enforce the execution of such matters of trust and confidence as are binding in conscience, though not cognizable in a court of law ; to
deliver from such dangers as are owing to misfortune
or oversight ; and to give a more specific relief, and
more adapted to the circumstances of the case, than
can always be obtained by the generality of the rules
of the positive or common law. This is the business of
our courts of equity, which, however, are only converFor the freedom of our
sant in matters of property.
constitution will not permit, that in criminal cases a
power should be lodged in any judge to construe the
law otherwise than according to the letter. T'his caution, while it admirably protects the public liberty, can
man cannot sufnever bear hard upon individuals.
fer more punishment than the law assigns, but he may
suffer less.
The laws cannot be strained by partiality,
to inflict a penalty beyond what the letter will warrant
but in cases where the letter induces any apparent
hardship the crown has the power to pardon.

A
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op Persons.

Of Parliament ; and of Magistrates,

supreme

and subordinate.

men

1. The most universal public relation by which
Relation of
governors
are connected together is that of government ; nameand govern- ly, as governors and governed ; or, in other words, as

ed.

ParUainent.

Its consd-

tuent parts.

Iti power.

magistrates

and people.

Parliament is the legislative branch of the su.
preme power of Great Britain and Ireland, consisting
of the king ; the lords spiritual and temporal ; and the
knights, citizens, and burgesses, representatives of the
commons of the realm in parliament assembled. The
consent of these three states is required, to make any
new law that can bind the subject.
3. The power of parliament is so transcendent and
absolute, that it cannot be confined, either for causes or
persons, within any bounds.
It has sovereign and uncontrollable authority in making, confirming, enlarg2.

ing, restraining, abrogating, repealing, reviving,

expounding of laws, concerning matters of
denominations, ecclesiastical or temporal,

all

civil,

and

possible
milita-

1

A^.

Law ^
without doubt, a court
of record over which none other can have jurisdiction, "f Kn gland,
'^"^^
4. Every member must be alMJve twenty-one years ^~
of age and before he is permitted to takt his seat, '^"j"™"'"'
must take the oath of allegiance, supremacy, and abju- memb^
ration.
A member has privilege of speech while in the
house ; and proceedings in parliament cannot be impeached or questioned in any court or place out of
parliament.
Every member is privileged from arrest
forty days after prorogation, and forty days before the
next assembling. The person of a peer is always sacred ; but neither peer nor commoner has privilege
against an indictable offence.
A member who is a trader, may be served with legal process for any just debt
to the amount of £ 100
and unless he makes satisfaction within two months, it shall be deemed an act of
bankruptcy, and thereupon a commission may issue.
ry, maritime, or criminal.

It is,

;

;

5. The peculiar privileges of the lords (who sit in a Peculiar
separate house by themselves) are, to be attended by P"''i'«ses
the sages of the law in matters of appeal, &c. ; to make ° ""
proxies ; to enter protests ; and to regulate the election
of the sixteen peers of North Britain.
But their most
distinguishing privilege is that of exercising the judicial authority as a court of appeal of the last and high-

-

est resort.

The

peculiar privileges of the commons (who sit
in another house, ) relate principally to
the raising of taxes, and the elections of their members.
7. With regard to the first, it is the ancient indisputable privilege and right of the House of Commons,
that all grants of subsidies or parliamentary aids do begin in their house, and are first betowed by them ; although these grants, to be effectual, require the assent
of the other two branches of the legislature.
8. With regard to the election of members, three
things may be considered.
1. The qualifications of the
6.

by themselves

electors.

2.

The

qualifications

of the elected.

3.

Peculiar
privileges

"^ <^°''""
°

^

^""i"
must

origi-

nats with

them.

Election of

members.

The

proceedings at elections.

And, first, Q»alifica9. As to the qualifications of the electors.
those of electors of knights of the shire.
1. By sta*'^"t'o°so{
"
tute 8 Hen. VI. c. 7, and 10 Hen. VI. c. 2, (amendetl county
III.
c
the
knights
Geo.
of
by l*.
the shire shall menibeia
58,)
be chosen by people whereof every man shall have
freehold to the value of forty shillings by the year
within the county; which (by subsequent statutes) is
to be clear of all charges and deductions, except parliamentary and parochial taxes. The knights of shires
are the representatives of the landholders, or landed inTheir electors must therefore
terest of the kingdom.
have estates in lands or tenements within the county
represented.
These estates must be freehold, that is,
for term of life at least.
2. No person under twentyone years of age shall be capable of voting for any memThis extends to all sorts of members, as well for
ber.
boroughs as counties ; as does also the next, viz. 3. No
person convicted of perjury, or subornation of perjury,
shall be capable of voting in any election.
4. No person shall vi>te in right of any freehold granted to him
fraudulently to qualify him to vote. Fraudulent grants
are such as contain an agreement to recover, or to defeat the estate granted ; which agreements are made
void, and the estate is absolutely vested in the person
And to guard the better
to whom it is so granted.
against such frauds, it is farther provided, 5. That every
voter shall have been in the actual possession, or receipt of the profits, of his freehold to his own use for
twelve calendar months before ; except it came to him
by descent, marriage, marriage-settlement, will, or promotion to a benefice or office. 6. That no person shall
vote in respect of an annuity or rent-charge, unless

LAW.
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registered with the derk of the peace twelve calendar
»f gngltnd nionths l)efi>re.
7. Tliat in mortgagetl or trust estates,
''^'y'^
the p^rsi^m in postession, under the above mentioned
8. That only one perrestrictions, shall have the vote.
•on ahal) be admitted to vote for any one house or
Macnt, to prevent the splitting of freeholds. Q. That
no flrtate ahaU qualify a voter, unless the estate has
been MMMed to some land-tax aid at least twelve
manths before the election. 10. That no tenant by
copy of court roll, shall be permitted to vote as a freeI'hus much for the electors in counties.
bolder.
.

Of dccun

As for the electors of citizens and burgesses, who
supposed to be the mercantile part or trading interest of t.Se kingdom, the right of elections in boroughs
u various, depending entirely on the several charters,
CuiCofns, and constitutions of the respective places,
which has occasioned infinite disputes though now by
statute 2 Geo. 1 1, c. 84, the right of voting for the future, >ltall be allowed according to the last determination of the House of Commons concerning it.
II. Next as to the qualifications of persons to be
ttected members of the House of Commons.
Some of
thew de|)en<l upon the law and custom of parliament,
dedaretl by the House of Commons ; others upon certain stxtute*.
And from these it appears, I. That they
oiiut not be aliens bom, or minors.
2. That they must
BM be any of the twelve judges, because they sit in the
lorcU' bouse ; nor of the clergy, for they sit in the convooation ; nor pemons attainted of treason or felony, for
tbcj are unfit to tit any where. S. That sherifls of
miCiM, and
and b«i)i0s of boroughs, are not
•ligiUe in dieir reapective jurisdictions, as being returning officers but that sheriffs of one county are
eligible to be knigfata of another.
4. That no persons
tiM auBr^gMnent of any duties or taxes
•mce I699> csOTpt the commissioners of the
Treasury, nor certain other inferior officers enumerated
in tbe statutes ; nor any persons that bold any new of1 705, are capable of
la* vmitK tke crown cniuA
•beted, or aitting
members. 5. That no periTtng • fmmaa under the crown during plea;)ure,
•aohav
or for any tenn of years, is capable of being electe<l or
Mttiog.
6. That if any member accepts an office under
tba crown, except an officer in the army or navy aca new commission, his seat is void ; but such
Mnbir is wpabUi of being re-elected, j. That all
kniglMa of tli* iUva iball be actual knights, or such notable e sq uir ea and gentlemen as have estates sufficient
to be knifihts, and by no means of the degree of yeomen. Tni* is n^luced to a still greater certainty, by
ordaining, H. That every knight of a shire shall liave a
clear aalato of freehold or copyhold to the value of six
huiidwd ipaands per amtum, and every citixen and burm» value of three hundred pounds except the
•na of peers, and of persons qualifie<l to be
knights of shires, and except tnc members for the two
10.

of manbeti are

'"'j^
"f"*"

;

—

ynri
;

'

I

Wiwa

M

no

O^ng

;

univerities, which aomewhat halance* the ascendant
which the boreagha here gained over the counties,
bjr oUigiag the tiading lotneat to make choice of
and of this quahfication the member
;
make oath, and give in the particulars in writing at the tine of his taking his seat.
But subject
ta thcae atandingfeatrictions and disqualifications, every

h«e«*din(>

(abiect of this realm is eligible of common right.
18. The third point regarding elections, is the method of prooaeding. Thu is alw regulated by the law
«f pariiMBaat, aod the aevaral statutes ; for the various
minute pavticnlan of which we must refer our readers
to Blackatooc's QmmaUariu, b. I c. 2.
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The king

the supreme magistrate of the
J-»w
realm.
The crown of the united kingdom is descendi- "•" England,
ble, making no distinction of whole or half blood, to J^TT^'TT'
heirs-male or female; and when it descends upon fe^s supreme^
males, the right of primogeniture prevails. The course magistrate,
of its descent is subject to limitation by parliament;
the legal successor, upon the demise of a king, is immediately invested with all the ensigns^ rights, and
prerogatives of sovereign power.
14. Whenever the royal prerogatives are suspended Suspension
by indisposition or other causes,-—" The lords, spi- "' 'egal »uritual and temporal, and commons assembled, lawfully, '•""'")' 'Jiow
fully, and freely represent all the estates of the peo- '"PP""^""
pie ;" and it is their duty to provide the means of
supplying that defect, and to appoint a regency under
13.

is

may be deemed reasonable.
incumbent upon the king are, to go- Duties of
vem his people according to law, to execute judgment the sovein mercy, and to maintain the established religion, feign(which he is bound more especially to do by the coronation oath,) according to the laws and customs of
the reahn. The king is assisted in his councils by his
parliament, his peers, and his privy council ; and being so provided with counsellors, is supposed incapable of doing wrong, but his advisers and ministers are
punishable for wickedly deceiving him.
16. The prerogatives of the king are either direct His prerosuch limitations as
15.

The

duties

or incidental. The direct are such positive substantial S*'"'"*
parts of the royal character and authority, as are rooted
m, and spring from the king's political person. Incidenlal bear always a relation to something else distinct
from the king's person ; as that no costs shall be re>
covered against the king ; that he never can be a joint
tenant ; that his debt shall be preferred before that of
the subject ; that where his title and a subject's concur, the king's title shall he preferred ; an heir must
pay the king's debt, though he be not named in the
bend ; and ra all cases the king's debt shall be satisfied
before that of a subject, and for which there is a prerogative writ
He is supreme head of the realm in
matters both civil and ecclesiastical.
No suit or action can be brought against him, for the courts have
no jurisdiction over him ; so that if any person has, in
point of property, a demand upon the king, he must
petition him in his court of chancery.
All persons
bom in any part of his dominions are his subjects;
or in any part of the world when under his dommion.
Under the direct prerogative is comprehended also the
power of rejecting bills proffered to him by the lords
and commons ; making treaties and alliances with foreign states ; coining money ; conferring titles of honour; pardoning offences, with some exceptions; sending and receiving foreign ambassadors; of making war
and peace; of issuing reprisals; of granting safe conducts, &c.
He is considered as generalissimo over all
the military forces in the united kingdom; has the
power of raising and regulating fleets and armies ; can
likewise restrain his subjects from going abroad, or recal them from foreign parts.
17. The king is also the fountain of justice, and Is 'lie founof J"sgeneral conservator of the peace ; all jurisdictions de- •?*"
"'*•
rive their authority fVom him ; therefore he may
erect courts, prosecute offenders, pardon crimes, (except impeachments by parliament), and issue proclamations, if not contrary to the common law, statutes or customs of the realm, and no proclamations can create an offence that was not so before.
He is likewise the fountain of' honour and of office;
whereby he is enabled to reward those who have

—

'''

6
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been meritoriously serviceable to the state. He has
•f England, also the power of conferring upon any one the privi"""^/"^ lege of precedence, of converting aliens into denizens,

Law

Andhnd
of the
cburcb.

&c. He can likewise erect corporations, is the arbiter
of domestic commerce, by the establishment of markets,
and the regulating of weights and measures, &c.
18. The king is head, and supreme governor of the
church, regulating synods, nominating bishops, and

causes.
What if a
19. If an usurper obtains possession of the throne,
usurper ob- and takes the coronation oath, the people are bound to

iains

tlie

throne

P

Queen

reg-

nuit.

receiving appeals in

all ecclesiastical

obey him ; for by statute they are compelled to obey a
king de facto, and not a king merely dejure.
20. A queen regnant, is where a female holds the
crown in her own right, and such a one has the same
powers, prerogatives, rights, dignities, and duties, as
if a king.

The queen consort enjoys divers
women, and is considered a

prerogatives above
public person, exempt from the king ; she can purchase lands, and convey them, make leases, grant copy-holds, and do
other acts of ownership, without the concurrence of
her lord : she has separate courts and officers, distinct
from the king's ; may sue and be sued alone, without
joining her husband; but at her death, both her real
and personal estate go to the king, if she hag not previously disposed of them by will, which she can do
without license from him. She is considered in all lequeen dowager enDowager.
gal proceedings as a feme sole.
joys the same privileges as a queen consort j and
though an alien, is entitled to dower ; but she cannot
marry without the king's license, nor is it high-treason
to violate her person.
21. Subordinate magistrates of the state are, 1. SheSubordinate magis- riffs,
4. Con3. Justices of the Peace.
2. Coroners.
traces.
5. Surveyors of the highways.
6. Overseers
stables.
of the poor.
1. Sheriffs.
22. Sheriffs are the keepers of each county, annually
appointed by the king ; who are said to be viiajusliticB, to serve process, and to return juries for the trial
ConeOTt.

other

times in the year, and do other acts committed to their
Law
of KngUnA
charge, by a number of statutes.
^
25. Constables are officens of hundreds and town- ^^"Ty^"
ships, sworn and appointed at tlie leet,
wbft. ought to bies.*""'*"
possess honesty, knowledge, and ability, to perform
the office imposed upon them.
They are empowered
to preserve the peace, to keep watch and ward, and to

—

apprehend offenders.
The king is the principal conservator of the peace,
and can delegate power to any one to preserve it. The
lord chancellor, lord treasurer, lord high steward, the
justices of the King's Bench, and master of the rolls,
"'
are all conservators of the peace, and may commit the
*^
breaker's thereof, or bind them in recognizances to
"
keep it.
26. Surveyors of the highways are officers appointed J. Survey.
annually in every parish, to remove annoyances in and »" "' high^

direct the reparation of the public roads.
27. Overseers of the poor are substantial householders, appointed annually in every parish, to relieve
such impotent, old, blind, and other persons, being poor
and not able to work, as are settled in each parish, by
birth, by parentage, by marriage, or by forty days residence, accompanied with notice, or with such circum*

;

vita Irgis,

and vita
keep the peace. A man nominated
sheriff, should have considerable landed property, that
he may be enabled to answer the king and his people
To execute his vaif he should be guilty of neglect.
rious duties, the sheriff has under him many inferior
officers
as under sheriffs, bailiffs, and jailers ; who
must neither buy, sell, nor farm their offices, on forfei-

Overseew

°'

P^o^

stances as are held equivalent to notice.
II. Of the Clergy; of the Military and Maritime
States; and of the Piivate Relations of Hmband and
Wife, Parent and Child, Guardian and Ward, Master and Servant.

Chap.

—A

of men's lives, liberties, lands, and goods
to execute process, and make execution

^^i'^
6.

1.

ders,

be

The

clergy comprehends

and

all

in ecclesiastical offices.
compelled to serve on a jury,

persons in holy or- Clergy who,

A clergyman cannot and their

nor to appear at a privileges.
view of frank pledge, which almost every
other person is obliged to do
but if a layman is summoned on a jury, and before the trial takes orders, he
shall, notwithstanding, appear and be sworn.
Neither
can he be chosen to any temporal office, as bailiff,
reeve, constable, or the like, in regard of his own continual attendance on the sacred functions.
During his
attendance on divine service, he is privileged from ar«
court-leet or

:

in cases also of felony, a clerk in
orders shall have the benefit of his clergy, without being branded in the hand ; and may likewise have it
more than once in both which particulars he is distinguished from a layman.
But as they have their
privileges, so also they have their disabilities, on account of their spiritual avocations. Clergymen, we
have seen, are incapable of silting in the House of
ture of ,£500.
He has the power of calling out the Commons; and by statute 21. Henry Vlll. c. 13. they
posse coniilatus to defend his county, against the king's are not (in general) allowed to take any lands or tenements to farm, upon pain of jflO per month, and total
enemies, or to pursue and take felons and traitors.
avoidance of the lease ; nor upon like pain to keep
23. Coroners are permanent officers of the crown in
Coroners.
each county, elected by the freeholders, as sheriffs any tan-house or brew-house ; nor shaU engage in any
were formerly ; whose office is to make inquiry where manner of trade, nor sell any mercl^andise, under forany one comes to a violent death ; to inquire of lands feiture of treble the value.
and goods, and escapes of murderers, treasure trove,
2. An archbishop or bishop, is elected by the ehap- Archbiwrecks, deodands, &c. ; and also in particular cases to ter of his cathedral church, by virtue of a license from shops and
supply the office of sheriff. He is a conservator of the the crown, which is always to be accompanied with a ''"•'«'?!''
peace.
letter missive from the king, containing the name of ""
24. Justices of the peace are judges of record, (for the person whom he would have them elect
and if ^^
3. Justices
of the
none but justices of record can take a recognizance of the dean and chapter delay their election above twelve
peace.
the peace) appointed by the king's commission within days, the nomination shall devolve to the king, who
certain limits, for the conservation of the peace ; the may by letters patent appoint such person as he pleases.
principal of these is the custos rotulorum, or keeper of This election or nomination, if it be of a bishop, must
the records of the county ; and two or more justices of be signified by the king's letters patent to the archthe peace can inquire of, and determine felonies and bishop of the province, if it be of an archbishop, to
other misdemeanors.
They hold their sessions four the other archbishops and two bishops, or to four
;

rests in civil suits

:

ret publiccE, to

:

;

,

.

:

'
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requiring them to confirm, invest, and conwhich they are bound to
secrate the person so elected
perform immediately witliout any apphcation to the
see of Kome.
After which, the bishop elect shall sue
to the king for his temporalities, shall make oath to the
Jtlti- -.i,,! t,,.i>«. r.ther, and shall take restitution of his
oui of the king's bands only.
And
.. ^iiapter do not elect in the manner by
tiii
iitetl; or if such archbishop or bishop,
ilu r>.;.. .V .^ vunfirm, invest, and consecrate such bishop
elect, they shall incur all the penalties of a preemunire.
3. An archbishop is the chief of the clergy in a whole
province ; and has the inspection of the bishops of that
\ as well as of the inferior cler);y, and may dein on notorious cause.
The archbishop has
.... ...3 own diocese, wherein he exercises episcopal
junsdictioo, a* in his province he exercises archiepis-

bUbops

;

;

1

Lupal.
4. The power and authority of a bishop, besides the
administration of certain holy ordinances peculiar to
the sacred order, consist principally in inspecting tlie
manners of the people. and clergy, and punishing them
in order to reformation, by ecclesiastical censures. To
lli- purpose be has several courts under him, and may
V
.1 at pleasure every part of bis diocese.
6 Archbishopricks, and bishopricks, may become
void by death, ueprivation for any very ktom and noi.ms crime, and alto by resignation. AU resignations
t be made to some superior.
Therefore, a bishop
luust resign to Lis metropol.'tan ; but the archbishop
can resign to none but the king himself.
6. A dean and chapter are the council of the bishop,
to assist him with their advice in affairs of religion, and
:nporal roncrms of his sec.
alu'
I'he bishop
try and immediate superior; and has,
ia ll
g/uu illj sueakio^ tbc power of visiting them, and corncting tbeir •kc i iiii aod enunnities. Deaneries and
prebends may become void, like a bishoprick, by death,
oy deprivation, or by reaignalion to either the king or
tac bislwp.
parson, peruma tccUtia, ia one that has full
7.
poasewion of all tbo rights of a parochial church.
He
IS called parson, perioia, because, by his person, the
U is an invisible body, is represented ; and
cfanr
elf a body corporate, in order to protect
be •
and U«f«ud the rights of the church, (which he personate*) by a perpetual succession.
parson has, durreehold in himsrlf of the parsonage
iic tithes, and other dues.
.iri)ecowiiiga parson or vicar is much
it,
II there are four requisites necessary ;
holy anlara, preaentalion, institution, and induction.
The matbod of ooaferring the holy orders of deacon
and priest is according to the liturgy and canons.
9. Oa« OMijr caaaeto be a parson or vicar: 1. By
3.
death.
S. By CMsion, in taking another benefice.
By consecration ; for, as wa.* mentione<l before, when
a clerk ia promoted to a bishoprick, all his other prcfermenta arc void the instant that he is consecrated. 4.
By resignation. 5. By deprivation.
to. A curate is the lowest degree in the church;
htitM in the same state that a vicar was formerly, an
oCciating tempotmry minister, instead of the proper inciuabent.
11. Church- wardens are the guardians or keepers of
the church, and representatives of the body of the
pariah.
They are sometime* appointed by the minister. Mntetimee by the parish, sometimes by both together,
tuatom; directs. Their office also is to repair
2
:

i

'

I

A

A

'

u
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the church, and make rates and levies for that purpose ;
Law
but these are recoverable only in the ecclesiastical court. "^ Kigland.
They are also joined with the overseers in the care and """"V"^
maintenance of the poor. There are a multitude of
other petty parochial powers committed to their charge
by divers acts of parliament.
12. The military slate is constituted of the whole sol- Military
diery of the country.
That part which is called the state.
militia, cannot be sent out of the United Kingdom.
13. Officers, soldiers, and mariners, who have been its piivilegin his Majesty's service, are enabled at the close of the es.
war to use any trade or occupation they are fit for, in
any town in the kingdom, notwithstanding any custom
or statute to the contrary.
Soldiers or mariners in actual service, may make nuncupative wills, and dispose
of their personal chattels, without the usual forms that
are at other times required The military of the country are governed by martial law.
14. The maritime state consists of all officers and sea- Maritime
men employed in his Majesty's navy, who are impres- state.
sed or volunteer into the service ; neither soldier nor
mariner can be arrested for a less sum than £20 ; and,
if a seamen, after the debt is discharged the sheriff is
bound to return him safe to some officer empowered to
receive sailors ; upon the sheriff's failing so to do, he
is liable in a penally of £100.
15. The law recognises marriage simply as a civil Husband
:

**

*'
contract ; the spiritual courts take notice of all incestuous or unscriptural marriages.
By this union the
husband and wife become one person in law ; so that.
if an estate be granted to an husband and wife, and another person, the husband and wife take but one half.
16. Marriage is voidable when solemnized without Howmailicense or publication of banns in the church of the ''*g^ ™"'"
"*
parish where the parties dwell, in the time of divine * '
service, three several Sundays, or holy days, and if the trarvtolaw
ceremony be performed before a less number of witnesses than two, besides the minister; it is also voidable
where the parties are a boy under fourteen years of
age, or a girl under twelve years of age ; by a pre-contract, if accompanied with bodily knowledge ; consanguinity ; affinity by marriage ; and some corporeal infirmities.
The common law will not allow these disabilities after either of the parties is dead. When parties contract to marry, one above the age of twenty-one
years, and the other under, the one of full age is bound
but the minor is not.
party, marrying by license, if a minor, Consent of
17.
.

A

before, must have the parents or
consent of a father, if living ; if he be dead, of a guar- g"'«<'>''"«>
when necesdian latv/ulti/ appoinled ; if there be no such guarsary.
dian, then of the mother if she is unmarried ; if there
be no mother, then of a guardian appointed by the
court of chancery.
The guardian whose consent is
interposed between that of the father and that of the
mother, must either be a testamentary guardian appointed by the father's will, or a guardian appointed
by chancery ; but the marriage of an infant, without
such consent, may still be goo<l where banns are regularly published ; unless a dissent is openly declared by
the parent or guardian in the church or chapel at the
time of publishing ; in which case the banns are void.
18. No license can be granted by any archbishop, Lijjntes.
bikhop, &c. to solemnize any marriage in any other
churcn tlian that of the parish wherein the parties or
either one of them shall have dwelt for the space of
four weeks, immediately before the granting such license ; but the statute does not prevent the archbishop

and not having been married

of Canterbury from granting special licenses.

L A W.
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l-aw
] 9- If any of the person* whose consent is necessary
of England , jjg „o„ cnmjios mentis, beyond sea, nr refuse to consent,
'

and the

Lord Chancellor

lord chancellor shall declare it to be a proper
it shall be as effectual as if such person had

may marriage,

supply con- consented.
sent of pa20. The parties contracting in marriage must be both
rents, &c,
willing and able to contract themselves, and of sound

under

cer-

cumstances.

Consent of
parties-

Incident(

21. Conditions against marrying generally, are void
bond for the procurement of a marriage, alin law.
though a good bond in law, is bad in equity.
22. It is a peculiar incident of marriages, that they

A

are governed by the laws of the country in which they
law of maf' are celebrated.
riage.
23. During the civil war, marriages were frequently
relating to

.

performed by justices of the peace

were declared

valid

by 12 Car.

;

and such marriages

II. c. 23.

A

24.
natural child, during hiS minority, cannot legaily marry without the consent of a guardian named
by the court of chancery.
Incidents

consequent
to

25. When the marriage is consummated, the law denominates the parties baron and feme ; the consequences

consum- are shortly as follows

mation.

:

A

man may covenant with other persons to stand
26.
seised to her use, or make other conveyances to her use,
but cannot covenant with his

wife, to stand seised to her

use.

27. If the Jeme obligee take the obligor to husband, this is a release in law. If a man promises before his marriage to leave his wife worth a certain sum
of money, in case of her surviving him, it is good.
28. In trials of any sort, husband and wife are not
allowed to be evidence for or against each other.
husband and wife may have sureties of the
29.
peace against each other,
30. The freehold, or right of possession of all her
lands of inheritance, vests in the husband immediately
upon the marriage, the right of property still being
preserved to her.
31. As chattels vest wholly in the husband, equity
in most casae will take care of the wife's interest when
called upon, and see her properly provided for.
32. If a feme sole takes a husband, her debt becomes
that of the husband and wife ; but the husband is not
liable after the death of the wife, unless there be a
judgment against both during coverture.
33. Where a man marries a widow, executrix to her
late husband, her evidence shall not be allowed to
charge her second husband with more than she can
prove to have actually come to her hands. But if a
man marries an administratrix to a former husband,
who in her widowhood wasted the assets of the intestate, the husband is liable to the debts of the intestate during the life of the wife; and this shall be
deemed a devastavit in him.
34. A wife cannot convey either goods, lands, or any
thing whatsoever, without the consent of her husband.
35. The husband must maintain his wife with necessaries according to his degree and estate, but if she
contract above his degree or quality, he does not be-

A

come

chargeable.
3b. 'When a woman leaves her husband by her own
free wtli, and the separation has become notorious, whoever gives her credit does it at his peril, for the hus-

band

not answerable unless he takes her again: or
it there is a separation by consent, and the wife has a
separate allowance, those who trust her do it upon
her own credit.
37. The wife of a man who is civilUer mgrtuus, or of
is

may

sue and be sued as a

Law
of Knglat.

sole,

"""V*

38. In some cases, the'command of the husband,
either express or implied, will privilege », wife from

punishment

for the crimes she may commit, if committed in his presence, unless they be mala in se, as for
murder and the like.

A

memory.

tain cir-

one transported for felony,

Jeme

man must answer for the trespasses of his
39.
wife : if a Jeme covert slander any person, the husband
and the wife must be sued for it, and execution is to
be awarded against him.
40. Where a wife joins in a ^ne or recovery, she is
bound. By the custom of some cities and boroughs, a
bargain of sale by the h.usband and wife, where the
wife is examined by the mayor or other officer, binds
the wife after the husband's death.
So in some places,
a surrender of a copyhold by husband and wife, the
wife being examined by the steward, binds the wife.
41. If a feme covert levies a fine of her own inherit
tance without her husband, it shall bind her and her
heirs, because they are estopped to claim any thing ia
the land, and cannot be admitted to say she was covert
against the record ; but the husband may enter and
defeat it, either during the coverture, to restore him
to the freehold held jure uxoris, or after her death,
to restore him to his tenancy.
42. In the civil law, the husband and wife are con«
sidered as two distinct persons, and may have separate
estates, contracts, debts, and injuries ; and therefore, in
our ecclesiastical courts, a woman may sue and be sued
without her husband.
43. If baron and feme are divorced causa adullerii. Divorce «
which is a divorce a mensa et thoro, they continue baron '^'"^ «'
and feme : it is otherwise in a divorce
a vinculo ma- "T" *,
.
a vinculo
,
trtmontt, which dissolves the marriage.
tnairimoni
after
mar44. If a man is bound to a feme sole, and
ries her, and they are divorced a vinculo matrimonii,

,...,.,.,.,

the obligation is revived.

The most

usual and direct injuries to a husband Injuries
Abduction, or taking away his wife. 2. Crimi- proper to
And, 3. Beating her to "lafiage.
nal conversation with her.
each of which is assigned its proper technical form of
45.

are,

1.

—

legal redress.

46. Children are, 1. Legitimate, or those who are
in lawful wedlock, or within a competent time
after. 2. Bastards, are those bom out of lawful wedlock;
and also children born above nine months after the
husband has had no access to his wife. In a divorce a
mensa et thora, if the wife breeds children they are
bastards, unless access be proved : in a voluntary separation, the law will suppose access, unless the contrary
be shewn. If there be an apparent impossibility of
procreation on the part of the husband, the issue of the

bom

Parent aai
child,

Children
either Iegi«

timate,

or bastarda

wife shall be bastards.
47. In the case of a divorce in the spiritual court a vifi'
culo matrimonii, all the issue bom during coverture are
bastards.

•

_

_

duties of parents enforced by law to legitimate children are, 1. Maintenance, where they are unable to work through infancy, disease, or accident.
»^ r, ^ ^„ T- J
3. Education.
2. Protection.
49. The power of parents over children, is correcThe dution and consent to marry when under age.
ties of legitimate children to parents are obedience,
48.

The

protection,

50.

and maintenance.

rights of a bastard are such only as he can
for he is incapable of inheriting any thing,

The

Duties of
parents t«
'eg|t"nate
children. -

Power of
parents,

Andduiiap
"''

'^^'''T,

'""••

J'^*'^^

acquire ;
^^ J^^
the law considering him as the son of nobody ; though n^fy^^"
he may gain a surname by repute, and « putative chUdrcR*

LAW.
fiith«f for

some purposes, that

is,

by a man's acknow<

man

declares a child
to bie hit in ventre ta mere, and dies before its birth,
such child does not gain sutficient reputation by the
declaration, to entitle it to take a bequest from its father ; but if he liad devised an estate to it generally, as
to the child such an one is encienle with, the bequest
would paM to the child.
51. Guardian and ward are, pro tempore, reciprocally
subject to the same rights and duties as parent and
ledginf;^

it

to be

h'\»

child.

If a

The

natural and legal guardians of a diild are its
parents
for if an estate be let\ to an infant, the father
u by common law the guardian, and must account to
his child for the profits ; but an executor is not justified in paying a legacy left a child to its father : for if
the father becomes insolvent, the executor may be com\ father may by deed or
pelled to pay it over again.
will assign a guardian to his infant children.
53. Guardians for nurture are of courjte father and
mother till the infant attain the age of fourteen years :
and in default of father or mother, the ordinary may
igli smne discreet person to take care of the infant's
pwsmMJ estate, maintenance, and education.
;

54. Guardian in socage, i» where the minor is enaooM aaiale in lands, and then by the common
law the gnardiansbip derolrcs upon stich of his next of
kin to whoin the inharilaBce cannot possibly descend ;
as where an estate dcMsnds from the father's family, a
relative of the mother's will be appointed; so fice versa.
55. Gaardians by loeage for nurture, continue only
till the minor is fourteen year<> of age: for then, in both
caaes. he is presumed to have discretion to choose his
titled to

own

acts as affect their master's

guardian

by statute, is where a father appoints
a guardian for his child, bom or unborn, by deed or
will, whurh he may do to any person except a Popish
reauamt, until it attain the age of onc-and-twenty years.
56. Guardian

whatever a servant is
course of business, is equivalent to a general command;
so if a man invariably deals with a tradesman in ready
money, he is not answerable for what his servant takes
upon trust. If a servant by his negligence, and not
stranger, while
vcilf'iil defhttU, does any damage to a
actually employed in his master's service, his master
for

shall

chief injury to a parent at guardian, is the
of their children or wards, of which we may
take notice that the legal remedy is by action of
to nreover nossossiao of them and damages.
59. The relation oatwaao master and servant arises,
where one for a stipnlatad sum, or an implied contract
fur remunerstioB, nMlertakes to do certain work or ser-

I'T^''^'^
stewards,
&c.
Pf'^i'ege

™"*'q"'=''t

on a 7 vcars
apprentice.
ship.

^^^'^•

answer his neglect.
any person gives a

false character of a ser- Penalty for
vant, or a false account of his former service ; or if giving false
any servant shall ^ve such false character, or shall al- character of
ter a certificate of a character, he shall, upon convic- servant.
tion before a justice of the peace, forfeit £20, with
10s. costs.
In an action against a person who had
knowingly given a false character of a man to the
plaintiif, who was thereby induced to take him into his
service, and this servant having soon after robbed his
master of property to a great amount, for which he
was executed the plaintiff recovered damages against
the defendant to the extent of the loss.
6i. The most direct and ordinary injuries to a mas- Injuries
ter are, 1. Retaining his servants; and, 2. Beating proper to a

63. If

:

them

;

—the

injury,

is

remedy of both of which
by action on the case for damages.
legal

BOOK

classes of ""ss'er.

ir.

Of Real and Personal

his neKligence

The

En gland .

Liability of
masters for
permitted to tlo in the usual acts of ser-

57. A guardian is bound, when his ward comes of
ace, to give him an account of all that he has transact*
ca upon hit l>ehalf, and to answer for all losses through
58.

Lawof

employ.

61. Persons having served seven years as apprentices
to any trade, have an exclusive right to exercise that
1
1
»
_»
J? r1
trade in any part
of England.
62.
master is answerable for the acts of his servant if done by his command, either expressly given
or implied in all matters that are honest and lawful ;

A

child.

52.
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within seven years after the expiration of his original
contract.
Third, Lahoitnrs are hired by the day or
week, do not live intra mania as part of the family, and are regulated by a number of statutes. Fourth,
Stewards, factors, and bailiffs, whom the law considers
as servants pro tempore, with regard to such of their

Estates.

I. Of Oirporeal and Incorporeal Hereditaments,
Tenures, Freeholds, Eslale^ less tlian Freehold, Estates
in Remainder, in Reversion, SfC.

Chap.

I

,

'

rieei for anothsr.

i<l or
•otic

60. Firvt, M*mmd or dometlic tervant* are persons
The law
hired wilhat an^ particular time iiwiUed.
conttmea this hiring to be for a year ; and no master
can pot away such servant, nor such tervant leave his
maMer after basng to retained, either before or at the
end of bis term, without a quarter's warning; but a
master may turn away his servant instantly for any
breach of morality. Second, Apprentices are persons
placed under a master or mistress by deed indrnted, to
maiiiUiaod aad instraded in some particular trade
or bnainaaft. They may ba moderately corrected for
any mishaha asir, and may ba discharged on reasonabW cause, either at the request of themselves or master*, made at the quarter-sessions, or by one justice
with appeal to the quarter- sessions. If an apprentice
with wboaa lata than ten pounds has been given, run
away from his master, he is compellable to serve out
his time o( abaence, or maka satistaction for the time,

M

n

Things real
1. The objects of dominion or property are things,
or personal.
which are by the law of England distributed into two
kinds things real, and things personal. Things real,
are such as are permanent, fixed, and immoveable,
which cannot be carried out of their place, as lands
anil tenenienU; things personal are goods, money,
and all other moveables, which may attend the owner's person wherever he thinks proper to go.
whatever may Heredita2. Hereditaments, by which is meant
ments
be inlierited, are of two kinds, corporeal and incorpo;

""^'J
Corporeal consist of such as affect the senses,
such as may be seen and handled by the body : incorporeal are iiot the object of sensation, can neither be
seen nor handled, are creatures of the mind, and exist
only in contemplation
,
wholly of sub- Corporeal
8. Corporeal hereditamenU consist
which may be ^"^,^'*stantial and permanent objecU ; all
comprehended under the general denomination of land
real.

,.,„,,•

For land comprehends, in its legal signification,
It legally insoil, or earth whatsoever.
ground,
any
only.

buildings;
all castles, houses, and other
tha
they consist of two things; Umd, which is

cludes also
for

LAW.
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foundation, aiid the slruclure thereupon : so that if I
convey the land or. ground, the structure or building
passes therewith.
Land has also, in its legal signification, an indefinite extent upwards as well as downwards.
Ciijiis est solum, ejus est usque ad caelum.
Incorporeal
4. Incorporeal hereditaments are collateral to, and islicreditasue out of things corporeal ; such as advowsons, tithes,

i<r

Encland,

ments

namely,

Advowsoot,

commons, ways, offices, dignities, franchises, corodies,
annuities, rents, &c.
These we shall briefly consider,
and then return to corporeal hereditaments.
5. Advoxusons.

— An advowson

is

the right of presen-

and he who has such right is called the patron of that particular church. If annexed to,
or in possession of the manor from whence it sprung,
it is called appendant, and will pass with the manor,
but if once separated, it becomes an advowson in gross,
or at large, and is also .either presentntivc, where the
patron has the presentation ; or c'oUalive, where the bishop and patron are one and the same person or donative, where the king, or subject by his licence, founds a
church or chapel, and ordains that it shall be solely in
tation to a church

;

;

Tithes,

the gift of the patron.
6. Tithes are the tenth part of the increase of the
profits of land and stock, given as a remuneration to the
ministers of the gospel.
They are predial, when of
corn, grass, hops, and wood ; mixed, as of wool, milk,
pigs, &c. ; personal, as of manual occupations, trades,
fisheries, and the like.
Animals that are Jerce naturce
are not tithable.
No composition for tithes made since the 1 3th Eliz.
c. 10. is good for any longer term than three lives, or
twenty-one years. Land may be either wholly or partially discharged of tithes by custom, and such custom
is either de modo decimandi, or de non decimando.
modus decimandi, is the taking of tithes in any other

A

way

than in kind

it is

bad.

but this must be certain, invariable,
and beneficial to the parson. A modus for one species of tithes will not discharge the payment of another.
If a modus is so rank and large, that it could
not have been made before or in the time of Richard 1.
;

A prescription de non decimando,
tirely discharged of tithes,

to the king
<!ominon8,

Bight of

Offices,

Dignities,

and

is

is a claim to be enpersonally confined

—Common

m

A

—A

A

tate therein.
Franchises,

Franchises are a royal privilege subsisting in the
as to hold court leet, manor, or
:
lordship ; to liave waife, wrecks, &c.
1 1.

hands of a subject

upon

estate.

L«w
of Englani'

Annuities are certain yearly sums chargeable onCorodies,
granter, the security for which
Annuities,
may be merely personal.— .\ rent charge is a burthen
imposed upon, and issuing out of lands.
I*. lienl service has corporeal service incident to it. ""^d Rents.
Rnit charge is where the owner of the rent has no future interest or reversion expectant in the land.
Quit,
rent {quieti redilus) is an ancient invariable sum arisIn
1

ly

3.

upon the person of the

ing out of copyhold lands. Rack rent is where an hereditament is let at its full value.— We return to corpo<*
real hereditaments.
15. And first oi tenures, or the differeilt sorts of hold- Tenures,
ings.
The feodal constitution, although nearly in substance abolished by 12. Car. IL c. 24, still in a great
measure regulates the forms by which landed property is transmitted.
Free socage is a tenure by any
free, certain, and determinable service.
This tenure is
a relic of the Saxon liberty ; includes petit serjeantry,
which is holding lands of the king, by rendering him
annually some small implement of war.
16. Tenure in burgage, is where the king or other Tenure in>
person is lord of an ancient borough, in which the te- burgage,
nements are held by rent certain.-^The youngest son
succeeds to the burgage tenements upon the death of
the father.
1 7- In gavel-Hnd tenure, the tenant is of age suffi- in gavelcient to alien his estate by feoffment at the age of fif- •"id,
The estate does not escheat in case of an
teen years.
attainder and execution for felony.
The lands descend
to all the sons equally.
18. Pure vd/enage was a precarious 'and slavish te- In pure
nure, at the absolute fvill of the lord, upon uncertain ser- villenage.
from hence by general consent or encroachvices
ment have arisen modern copyholds, or tenure by copy of court roll ; in which lands may be still held at the
nominal will of the lord, regulated by the custom of the
manor. These are subject, like socage lands, to services, relief, and escheat, and also to heriots, wardships,
and fines upon descent and alienation.:

19- Privileged vilknage, or villein socage, is an ex- in privialted species of copyhold ttnure, upon base but certain leped vUIethe ancient demesnes of nage.
services ; subsisting only

m

and clergy.

Commons

ofpasture is the right of feeding cattle on another's land, the property
the soil
or common land being in the lord. Such common may
be without stint as to number and time. Common of
piscary is the liberty of fishing.
Common of turbary is
the right of carrying away the soil.
Common of estovers is the liberty of taking necessary wood for the use
or furniture of a house or farm. A tenant may take
reasonable botes or estovers, unless restrained by covenant.
right of way may either be enjoyed solely, or by
8.
any number of persons, is held by immediate grant or
prescription, and may also be given by implication ; as
where I purchase a piece of ground of a man situate in
the midst of his land, and at the same time acquire a
right to pass over, or make a way through his land to
that which I have so purchased.
9- Offices.
man may have a right to exercise a
public or private employment.
10. Dignities.—
man may have a property or es7.

12. Co»orfi« are a right of sustenance charged

any particular person or

the crown, whence the tenure is denominated the tenure in ancient demesne. Copyholds of ancieiit demesnes
have divers immunities annexed to their tenure, as they
cannot pass by any common law conveyances but merely by surrender, and are held by copy of court-roll according to the custom of the manor, though not at the
The attempt to alienate such lands in
will of the lord.
any other way than tlirough the hands of the lord, incurs a forfeiture.
20. Frank-almoign is a tenure by spiritual seryices,
whereby many ecclesiastical and eieemosynary corporations now hold their lands and tenements.
21. Next of the different sorts of estates. An 'estate
of freehold, liber um tenemenlum, is the actual possession
of the soil or land, created by livery of seisin in common
law ; and then the occupier is said to be seised in his
Freeholds are either of inheritance
demesne, as offee.
or for life only, and the fee or right is either absolute or
Tenant in fee simple absolute, is he that has
limited.
lands, tenements, or hereditaments, to hold to him and
his heirs for ever. An estate in fee, qualified or base,
is an estate to the holder of it and his heirs till a certain
event happen, or to be defeated if such an event occur.
The word tene.
22. All tenements may be entailed.

j^nj Frankahuoign.

Esutes.

;

Estates of
freehold, of

'"^entance.

Estates taU.

L A W.
ncnt comprehends all coqxircal hereditaments whatsoever, and ahio all incorporeal hereditaments thiit savour
of the reality; that is, which issue out of corporeal
or whicli concern, or are amiexed to, or may be
euniwd within the «ame; as rents, estovers, conunons^

floet,

like, ad also dif^ities and uttices.
Estate* tail are either general or tptcial.
Tail general, i« where land* and tenements are ^iven to one, and
begotten ; so that the whole of the
the Aeir« qf Am
im(ii iMoe of such a one are capable of taking in 8uceeatrre order.
Tenant in lail-tpeeial, is where the gift is restrained
to certain heirs of the donee's body, &a to the luirs of
hi$ bc^ tm Mary kit mj'e, or by any other person particularly nanked : here no other but such special issue
•o pointed ont can inherit
The word heire i« neceseary to create a fee, and the
word body, at tome other word of procreation, to make
a trti nil ; for witboot the word heiit, there can be no
iafactiianoe ; and without some body or root be pointed
ont tram whence the iasue is to spring, on whom
the infaerilance ia to be limited, there can be no fee-tail.
But in a beqoeat, wonU importing a perpetuity will be
construed into those of inheritance.
23. Freeholds not of inheritance are, 1. Conventional,
or craMed bjr the act of the parties, t. L^al, or cre-

and the

C<acnL

My

Special

I

MS

ated by operation of law.
C«1TCI1>

ia where an estate is created by
bate tat the term of a man's life, or aiiy num-

CofftnKMM/

S4>.
1

frrant or

Theaecilates nuy detennine u])on a man's
not granted for his natural life; as in tlie
eamt atm man being attainted of treason or felimv, and
r e iiesiad noon tmiapeetatian for life ; or if limited
p
u|>on a contHigancy, as to a widow during widowhood,
herr, upon the canliagency happening, they determine.
l>er <>f live*.

civil death, if

tUgd.
ImiKy

95. l^itl,mlenmteybytk*cMrUtyt^^Eafiand,-wiudi
when a man having Barried a woman aeised of an estate of iahcntance, and having issue by her capable of
(riiii^ at iicr daadi, ha shall hold the lands for his life.
TlMae iMMb mnat kave kMB in her actual poss e ssion
(bat iiusatiiinn b not rwiu^cd in the case of advowsons,

a,

bom

but if tlie mother
tte,^
die* priMr to the birth, the btuband cannot become tefcr here daacatatedaaoended to the child. In gaveUUnd lands. Ae tm^lr'^ may thus become entitled
the Imd* without itaue.
to
M. Or Iwaiy dtmer, which is where a woman
saifluacy
having fMvried a man who is possessed or becomes
liumtt.
'
of an crtate of inheritance, at any time during tlie
of which her isaue might by any possibility
heir, upon the husband dying, the woman
is entitled to dower, or one-third part of such landy,

The iimm moat be

alive

;

Mt;

Uf

m

ImM for her natural life.
97. Eetaica lea* than freehold, are eatate* for years,
at mitt, at trnfirmnee, and on eondUion.
S8. An titttt-fvr yemrt, is where a tenant is let into
MfSrycan, the noaaeaaieR of e euiiaes for any determined period.
[
only Pat half year or a quarter, the law recognizes
person detnising an heh>!n mt a tenant for vears.
rt-»liteimit i* celled the Icaaor, and he to whom the
lease for so many years as
leade the leasee.
to

1 1

A

A

•hall lire, ia void.

TrnaniM at viU, or fhtm year to veer, hold by the
'«ith parties. The lessee here is entitled to emlileinetit* or proAts of the crop upon bis estate determining, bkI « allowed reaaonsble ingreas and egress to

away hia goods.
An rfiaie •( lujferaitet, ia where a man lawfully
enter* upon an estate for a certain term, and after its exTOU XII. PABT IL

carry

.10.
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piration keeps illegal possession of it. Such a one shall
Law
pay double rent, which may be distrained for ; or dou- of Englan!:
ble the yearly value of the premises, which can only ^"^-r""^
be recovered by action of debt.
3}. Estates upon condition, are either upon condition on condiimplied or expressed.
Estates upon condition implied, tion impliare where cerUiin performances are connected thereto, ^i
that must necessarily be performed ; as in the case of
an office, private or public, which may become forfeit.
etl either by uonuser (neglect) or misuser (abuse) ; so
the case of estates upon condition expressed, it those
conditions are legal and ix)ssible.
32. Estates upon condition expressed, are where an on conditinn
express qualification or provision is annexed to the axpressed

m

grant of an estate, on the breach or non-performance of
which the estate so granted may be defeated ; as, first,
Vivum vadium, which is where a man borrows a sum of as, i. Vhimimoney of another, and grants him an estate until the imlium,
profits of that estate repay hmi.
Second, Mortuum , j^,
vadium, or mortgage, which is where a man giants an
t'mnnvaestate in fee, or for a term of years, as a security for a dium,
sum of money lent, &c. When such an estate is created, the mortgagee may enter, but is liable to be dispossessed upon thcperformance of the conditions, which
the mortgager may do at any reasonable time after the
time specified, provided he pays all expenses; this
is called the equity uf redemption.
Also a mortgagee

may

call upon the mortgager to redeem his estate, or in
default to be for ever foreclosed from redeeming it.
uji hedb
Third, Estates held by statute met chant or statute staple, statute
which are \ery similar to those held in licum vadium, merchant.
And, fourth, Estates hell by elegit ; so called from the and, 4. By
writ of elegit founded upon stJitute West. 2, by which elegit.

judgment for
him sonic part,
or the whole of the aefendant's lands and tenements,
until his debt and damages are fully paid.

the

sheriff",

after the plaintiff has obtained

his debt at law, is

empowered

to give

23. Remainder is an estate limited to take effect and
be enjoy e<l after another uarticuLir estate in possession
is determined ; as where lands are granted for life or
years to A. with remainder to B. in tail.
A cotitingcnl
remainder, is where an estate is limited to take effect,
eitlier to an uncertain person, or ujion au uncertain

Estates in

remainder.

Contingent
''

'

event.

3*.

by

dn

is such a disposition of lands
Executory
estate shall vest thereby at the death of devise.

executory devise,

will, that

no

the devisor, but only upon some future contingency,
without any precedent particulfir estate to support it
as where one devises land to ajeme sole and her heirs
upon her day of marriage. Here is a freehold infuturo, and such a limitition would be void in a deecl, but
is good by way of executory devise.
35. Revertimi is the returning of tlie residue of an RerciEtbn.
estate to the granter, to coimnence in possession after
the determination of the particular estate which he has
granted out of it.
36. Merger is where two estates, the one less, the Merger.
other greater, meet together in one and the same person, and in one and the same right; tliey then are said
to be roergecL
37. Severalty,

is

sole right, witliout

where one tenant holds in his ow^n
any other person being joined with

Estates In
wvcralty.

him.
38. Joint-tenancy, is where an estate is granted to
two or more persons ; in which case tlie law construes
them to be joint-tenants, unless the words of tlie deed
expressly exclude sucli construction. They must have a
unity of interest, of title, of time, and of possession ; tliey
are seised per my tt jyer lout ; so that upon tlie decease

i

M

Joint-tenancj-,

'
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I.

Mere pos-

sue; and upon a man leaving no other heirs but aliens.
Law
Escheat is a subordinate species of forfeiture.
of EngUu
5. Occupancy is the taking possession of'tliose things
which had before no owners. The law refognises oc- By occu*
cupancy only in the case of a tenant pour autre vie, panry.
dying during the life of cestui que vie, or him for
whose life any lands or tenements are granted. For
where heirs are mentioned in the limitation, the heir
shall take possession as a special occupant, and it shall
be assets in his hands. Where there is no special occupant in whom the estate may vest, the tenant pour autre vie may devise it by will, but it shall be subject to
the testator's debts ; and in the case of intestacy, it
shall go to the executors as a chattM interest.—An
islanil rising in any part of a river shall be the property
of him who owns tlie piscary, and has the freehold of
the soil.
If a river suddenly changes its course, and
thereby inundates a man's ground, he may claim what
the river has left ; but if this happens by gradual degrees, the one who loses his soil hits no remedy against
him who has the dereliction in his favour. Islands
rising in the sea vest in the crown, as also land left
suddenly dry ; but if by small and almost imperceptible degi-ees, it shall belong to the owner of the adjacent

session, its

land.

l.«w

ofEnghnd.

of one,

tlie intcrert

remains to the

fiir\

ivor or survivors.

means the jointure

ceases or is severed,
<
by either of its four constituent unities being destroyed, the right of survivorship, or jus accrescendi, the same
instant ceases with it.
Toparcena39. An estate in coparcenary, is where an estate of
Tinheritance descends from the ancestor to two or more
persons, who are then called parceners, and they all
together make one heir. The properties of parceners
are in most respects like those of joint tenants ; they
"'""

~

gy

^vhatever

may be

Estate in

common.

compelled to divide their estate by any of the
parceners sueing out a writ of partition, or obtaining
a decree in a court of equity.
40. An estate in common, is where two or more persons hold lands by distinct titles, but have a unity in
the possession; as one may hold in fee simple, the
other in tail. Persons thus holding lands, are styled
»
tenants in common.
II. Of the Title to Real Estates.— Bij Descent,
Purchase, Escheat, Occupancy/, Prescription, Forfei-

Chap.

ture.
1. There are several stages or degrees requisite to
form a complete title to lands and tenements ; the lowconsequenest is the mere naked possession without a shadow of
ces if unmo
This may happen where one forcibly, or by
right.
lested.

which in
turns another out of the occupation
termed an actual disseisin. In all such cases
the rightful owner may repossess by a variety of remedies ; but if neglected by him who has the legal
surjirisc,

law

:

is

may ripen into a perfect
indefeasible title ; and, at all events, without such
actual possession, no title can be comjiletely good.
man having an actual right of possession, may exert it
whenever he pleases, by turning the disseisor out.
2. Descent is the descending of an estate from an
ancestor dying actually seised of the estate, to the heirright, this actual possession

and

Title by

descent.

A

.

6. Presci'iption is a personal immemorial usage of
By preenjoying such a right as may be created by grant, as scriptioBii
right of way or common, the law supposing a grant to

have existed. Custom is a local usage, and is established by being " used so long that the memory of man
runneth not to the contrarj-." Custom binds particulaiplaces, persons, and things concerned therein; as in
the case ot gavelkind lands, and borough- English.
7. Forfeiture is a punishment annexed by law to By forfd^
some illegal act or negligence in the owner of things ture.
real.

Forfeitures are occasioned,
alienations contrary to law.

(2.)

By

er.

(4.)

—

By

lapse.

(5.)

By

simony.

By crimes.
By disclaim(6.) By waste.

(1.)
(3.)

Forfeitures for crimes or misdemeanours are,
1. For high treason.
2. Misprision of treason.
3. Pelineally ascend.
tit treason, or felony.
4. Assaulting a judge, or striking
2. Where there are
are admitted before the females.
two or more males, the eldes shall inherit, but the fe- any one in the presence of the king's principal courts
males all together. 3. The lineal descendants, in infi- of justice. 5. Praemimire. 6. Popish recusancy. (2.)
nitum, of any person deceased, shall represent their an- Alienations, or conveyarrccs which induce a forfeiture,
cestor, or stand in the same place as the person himself are, 1 Those in mortmain, made to corporations ; wherewould have done, had he been living. 4. On failure by lands become inherent in one dead hand, contrary
of lineal descendents, or issue of the person last seised, to the statute law, unless those corjjorations have a lithe inheritance shall descend to his next collateral kin- cense to hold in mortmain. 2. Alienations made to
3. Those made by particular tenants, when
dred, being of the blood of the first purchaser, subject aliens.
to the three last and the next succeeding rules. 5. And larger than their estates will warrant, and thereby putting the remainder in jeopardy ; here the remainderthis collateral heir of the person last seized must be the
next kinsman of the whole blood. 6. In collateral in- man is entitled to enter. (3.) Disclaimer, is where a
heritances, the male stock shall be preferred, or kinsmen man holding of a lord, and neglecting to render him due
descending from the blood of the male ancestor shall be services ; and upon an action being brought to recover
admitted before those from the blood of the female, them, and he disclaiming to hold-of his lord, he incurs a
unless where the lands did in fact descend from a fe- forfeiture. Copyhold lands are liable to a variety of forfeitures, regulated according to the customs of the diff'ermale.
ent manors.
(4.) Lapse, is a forfeiture of the right of
3. If a man becomes possessed of lands in any other
form than they would have descended to him by act of presentation to a vacant church, by neglect of the patron
law, he is said to take them by purchase; so where to present within six calendar montlis from the vacancj'.
lands are devised to an heir at law saddled with the (5.) Simony, is the corrupt presentation to an ecclesiassmallest limitation, he is said to take them by pur- tical benefice, whereby the presentation becomes forchase ; the consequence is, tliey are descendible to the feited. (6.) fVaste, is a spoil, or destruction, in any corowner's blood in general, and not to the blood of any poreal hereditament, to the prejudice of him that has
the inheritance such as removing things once fixed to
particular ancestor.
4. Lands held by escheat', are such as revert to the the freehold of a house ; reducing the number of creaat-law,

which

descend ad infinitum, but never
The rules of which are, 1. The males

shall

(1.)

.

By pur.
chase.

:

By

etcheat.

lord upon the blood of the person last seized becoming
extinct J upon a bastard dymg intstate and without is-

ponds, dove-houses, warrens, &c. cuttmg
timber-like trees, as oak, ash, elms.
tiu-es in

down

I
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CfiAP. Ul.—OfTukhy AUenation.—Of AUenaiiont in
pfnrra!.
Bi/ Deed, and Ihe sevrral sorts of Deeds.
Bif Halter of Record.
By Special Custom. By Devise.
By Adnrinistralion and Exeaitorship.

A ted,
vhMi

I

.

A

ilettl is

an

in.strurnent in writing, sealed, signed,

and delivered by the

otul

pijjfierty raav

partieii
by which real or perbe alienated from one party, and
;

conveyed to another : or some privilege or authority
granted to a particular person, or any number of per•oos; bat it is then more properly called a charter
(c*r/a) from

iliMtai>

its materials.
requisites of a deed are, 1. Sufficient parties,
with kgmi mthority to convey, and a thing or subjectMttar eontracted for ; all of which must be expressed

S-

The

by Miffdent names; the

by their additions or
residence*, degree, or protession; and absolutely in esse
at the time the ckcd is made.
But if a man gets ano.
tlier name by common eatetm, besidn his real Christian aid surname, a deod made under such acquired
iMrties

C

name wiU bci ||oocL
The consideration is the quid
or firo quo of any contract ; which must be lawful, and
such aa the law esteems an equivalent, as marriage,
money, or work done,
A nudum pactum is a iMre
•gToemcnt to do or pay a sum of money on one side,
witbout a ccmpwMtion on the other, which is totally
void ia Jaw. 9. The matter written must be orderly
and ><jnUy set forth.
S. The corapouent parts of a deeil are, 1. The premiirt in which are included tlie partie^t ; the recital of
deeds or facts that concern the conveyance, and the
eooMdenCiaas npon which the deed is founded ; tlien
the thing gmtad. a. The habendum ttad lenenditm seia
turth the quantity and quality of the estate granted
and this depends much upon the woroing : as. To have
mmdto kold to ksmm^dUs heirs, crwtcs a fee simple : To
A«M and to hold to him and the heirs of his body, an
mutt* tail : To hmoe and to hold to him for ever, an estate
for life only : if the conveyance is to a sole body poiit 11' or corporate, the word successors must be used in lieu
vt the word htir. The reddendum is the terms of stipulation or mervation to the grantor of a rent or <ither Uiing.

V

ThcM«dMM«i, which

The mmrrmmly, which

is

is either ezpreso or implied.
5.
acoveuant-real annexed to laada

and tenements, whereby a man and

his heirs arc

bound

to warrant the same.
O. The ooeenants, whereby cither
of the pertics stipulates for the truth of certain facts
«r bimai liimaeil to perform, or give suuictliing to tlic
;

pat^

wi!!i

covenants.
the corporeal delivery of the
pOHMtien ol a tatng conveyed, which ceremony is abolalehf nece siary where a freehoKI passes at common
law ; tor if a roan die before he has made an entry upon
the hereditaments, unfeoAed, his heiri shall nut be entilled to enter, bat the heir of him last seised ; and this
is one rt
un why a freehold cannot Commence inj'iitmro at oommoo law ; fur if a freehold be expectant
upon a term of years, livery must be given to the relan, who is immediately seized of his freeat the same time the termor is seized of his term.
It is usual to indorse the livery of seisin on tlie back of
the deed, spedfying the manner, place, and time of
making it, together with the names of the witnesses.
DMdatnhtf
5. Some deeds serve to cunvey real property, some
*y*»< " only to ckmrge or iucJtargt it
6. On^ieei ooMeyoiurf are, 1. Feoffments.
2. Gifts.
^- ^o)*^.
Ltau*. 5. EjtckoMgei. 6. Pariitioai.—
tHa^X.
lie

4b Lii

'<•, ia

M

2^2^
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law
Derivative are, 7- Releases. 8. Coiifirmalions. 9. Surof England.
11. Revocations.
10. Assignments.
_^
7. Feoffment is a conveyance of the actual possession o^js that
of an hereditament ; therefore it can only be adopted convey prowhere livery of seisin can be had of the thing convey- perty,
ed ; so that a person must be in the actual seisin, to Feoffment.
pass the seisin to another.
8. A gijl is properly a conveyance of lands in tail. Gift,
and when founded upon no valuable consideration, is
void to those that were creditors at the time of the donation, but valid as to subsequent ones.
Grant
9. A grant is the common law conveyance of those
things of which no livery can be made ; as of reversions and remainders, and other incorporeal heretlitaments, all of which are said to lie in grant.
\0.
lease is the granting possession of any tene- Lease,
lease for
ment to a person for life, years, or at will.
life, being a freehold, must pass by livery.
11. An exchange, is a mutual grant oi equal interests. Exchange.
as an estate of inheritance for an estate of inheritance,
a chattel interest for a chattel interest, &c. ; entry is
absolutely necessary to complete the exchange; for if
either party die before entry, it is voidable by his heir;
and if both die, it is ipso facto void.
Partition,
12. A partition h the division of an estate held in
joint-tenancy, in coparcenary, or in common, that each
tenant may hold in severality.
13. y< release is the relinquishment of a right or in- Release,
terest in lands or tenements to another who has an
estate in possession in the same lands and tenements.
1 4.
A conf.rmolion is a conveyance of an estate, or Contirma'"'°"
right jh esse, that one has in or to lands, to another
that has the possession thereof, or some estate therein,
whereby a voidable estate is made sure and unavoidable.
It is also defined to be the approbation or assent

_

renders.

A

A

to an estate already created.
surrender ia the yielding up of a less estate by Surrender.
i5.
one in possession, to him who has a greater estate in
the saiye lands; as the surrendering of a particular
estate to the reversioner or remainder- man.
-*ssign16. An assignment is a transfer, or making over to

A

"""''

another, of the whole right one has in any estate.
M. A revocation is the execution of a power reserved aadRevocaby the grantor to himself or some other person in a "<"'•
former deed, of calling back the estiite. A defeasance
is a collateral deed made at the time of making some
otlier conveyance, containing certain conditions, by

—

the non-performance of which the estate becomes forfeited.

Conveyances by statute, depend much on the To which
1 8.
doctrine of uses and trusts, which are a confidence re- maybe addposed in the terre-tenant, or tenant of the land, that he ^^^"by'^'
shall dispose of the profits according to the direction of j,^^„^^./
Cestui que lue, (i. e. of him to whose use any other man
Ls enfeoffed of lands or tenements,) or Catui que trust.
The statute of uses, having transferred all uses into
possession, (or rather having drawn the possession to
the use,) has given birtli and operation to three other
1.
covenant to stand seized.
species of conveyance.

A

2.

A bargain

and

sale enrolled.

.<?.

A

lease

and

release.

A

covenant to stand seised to an use is, where a person
covenants to stand seised to the use of another, in conbargain and sale
sideration of blood or marriage,
differs from the covenant to stand seised, as it must be
in consideration of money, though that consideration be
only nominal ; and the use so limited must be to the
As a release of lands can only be given to
bargainee.

A

him who has the

possessiou or seisin,

it is

necessary,

L A W.
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Deeds that
and

where the freehold

to be conveyed to a stranger without the formalities of livery, that an estate for a year or
other definite time be made to him, tliat he may be
capable of receivinjj a release.
19.

c>uirf.'e

Defeasances.

S.

1.

Ohitgalioiis.

Obligation, or bond,

2.
is

.

of Parliament.

Common
1. Private acts of
Parliament,

2.

The

king's
grants

2.

T^he

king's grants.

3.

Fines.

4.

recoveries.

21. Private acts of Parliament, are calculated to give
such reasonable powers to a person in possession of an
estate, as he may be barred of by the stipulations under
which it is limited ; as granting leases, settling a jointure, &c.
22. The ling's grants are also matters of record ;

these are contamed in charters or letters patent directed to all his subjects. In grants by a private person,
implications run strongly against the granter ; but it is
the reverse where the interest of the crown is concerned.
2.9.
Fine, is an amicable composition and agreement of an actual or fictitious suit, whereby the estate in
question is acknowledged to be the right of one of the
parties.
fine bars the right of all strangers, unless
they make claim within five years after proclamations
made ; except they be feme coverts, infants, prisoners,
persons beyond seas, and persons of non-sane memory ;
who have five years further allowed them and their
heirs to put in claims after their legal incapacities are
.

3, Fine

A

A

removed.
and

i.

mon

Com'

reco-

very,

[

24. A common recovery is an actual or fictitious suit,
or action, (carried on to judgment,) for land, brought
against the tenant of the freehold ; who thereupon
vouches another, who undertakes to warrant the tenant's
title ; but upon such vouchee's making default, the land
is recovered by judgment at law against the tenant
who in return obtains judgment against the vouchee
to recover lands of equal value in recompence.
recovery is an absolute bar, not only of all estates tail, but
of remainder and reversions, expectant on the determination of such estates.
25. Assurances bij special custom, are where copy-hold
lands held in ancient demesne pass from one owner to
another. This is effected, 1. By surrender, which is the
yielding up of the estate into the hands of the lord to
be regranted according to the custom of the manor,
upon the conditions expressed in the surrender. 2.
Presentment, which is made by the homage of such surrender ; and usually made at the next court baron held,
or by cu.Hom at any other subsequent court. 3. Admitianccs, which are of three kinds, 1. Upon the voluntary
grant of tiie lord, when lands have escheated or reverted to him. 2. Admittances upon the suiTender of another ; and then the lord is esteemed merely as a con-

A

.•\s5uranccs

by

special

custom.

26.
devise is the disposition of a person's proper- Devise,
ty to take effect after death. The deed containing this intention is called the testator's will ; which, to pass real
estates, must be in writing, and signed by the testator,
or some other person in his presence, by his express
direction, and subscribe<l in liis presence by three or
four credible witnesses. If the will is only to pass copyholds, or terms of years, and other personalities, signing only will be sufficient, without the form of wit-

Recngnizances.
a deed contain-

ing a penalty, witlt a condition annexed, for payment
of money, performance of covenants, and the like ; if
without a condition, it is called single, [simplex obligaiio,) but if there be a condition, and that condition
is performed, the bond becomes void.
Recngnizance
is an obligation of record, which a man enters into bs^
fore some court of record, or magistrate duly authorized, with condition to do some particular act ; as to
appear at the assizes, to keep the peace, to pay a debt
previously contracted, &c.
A Defeasance on a bond
or recognizance, is a condition ^hich, when performed,
defeats or undoes it, and nAy be indorsed upon the
back of the bond.
Assurances
20. Assurances by mailer of record, are conveyances
of lands and hereditaments, witnessed and substantiat''f T''"°^
record.
^j j^^, some court of record these are, I Private acts

As,

A

Deeds, which do not convey, but only charge

real property, are,

disc/tar^
property.

duit through which the land passes to the surrenderee.
law
3. Admittances upon descent ; when tbe lord takes no. ofRngW
tice of the heir as his tenaftt, instantly upon the death """V"*
'y
of his ancestors.

is

nesses.

27. The execution of a will in a court of law, is Probate o
proved by calling one of the subscribing witnesses, who devise or
proves, that the testator executed his will by signing *'^
and sealing in his presence ; and in the presence of the

two subscribing witnesses ; but where a

bill is filed to

the subscribing witnesses living
must be examined, unless they are abroad, and then
their hands- writing must be proved, as if they were
dead.
28. By the statute of wills, no person under the age
of twenty-one years can devise any manors, lands, tenements, or other hereditaments ; but a male infant
above fourteen years old, and a female infant above
twelve years, are capable of bequeathing personal proestablish a will, all

'

•

Who

c«i<
devise or

''*1"'»llu

perty.
29. And here it may be remarked, that all things What m*
whether real or personal, hereditable or moveable, of bt devieeO
which a man has the absolute property, he may by the
|
law of England devise by will. A nuncupative or ver- Nuncup*.
tive
will.
But a co.
bal will, extends only to personal property.
dicil, which is a supplement to a will, and may be either Codicil*
written or verbal under the same restrictions as regards
wills, is a form under which, if written and duly eaeculed, real estates

may

pass.

The

construction put upon wills shall be as fa- How wiUj
vourable, and as near the intention of the testator as the "'<= '"be
construed.1
rules of law will admit ; and where the intention is
clear, too minute a stress shall not be laid on the strict
and precise signification of words.
31. An executor, is he to whom another man com- Adminiimits the execution of his last will and testament. The 'ration «n
appointment of an executor is essential to the making "5*^"'"'"'^'
ofawill, and it maybe performed either by express
words, or such as strongly imply the same ; but if the ^v"^"'""*^
30.

testator

makes an incomplete

will,

by not naming an

executor, or if he names incapable persons, or if the executors named refuse to act ; in any of these cases, the
ordinary must grant administration to some person, cum AdminisWhere a person dies wholly intes- trators.
testamento annexo.
tate, without either making a will or naming executors, then general letters of administration must be
granted by the ordinary to such administrator as the
statutes of 31st E. III. c. 11, and 21st Hen. VHI. c. 5,
direct.
The office of an executor and administrator

Tiicimfficd

are very much the same, except that an executor is nearly alik«
bound to perform a will, which an administrator is not,
unless where a testament is annexed to his administration, and he can do nothing before letters of administration are granted ; but an executor may do many acts

before he proves the will j as, commence an action,
assent to a legacy, &c.
32. If a stranger takes upon himself to act as an executor, he is called in law an executor of his own
wrong, de son tort ; but, locking up the goods, or bury-

ing the corpse of the deceased, will not amount to such

ijvi,a,

jf,

str.ingtr in

teriueUdJe,

L

L A W.
•r Knf>luiil.

He

cannot bring an action in right
of the decea«ed, but actions may be brought against
him.
SS. By law, the appointment of an executor vests in
him beneficially all the personal estate of the testator
not otherwise disposed of; bat wherever courts of equity have seen on Ihr face of tlie trill sufficient to convince
tnem, that the testator diii not intend the executor to take
the furplus, they have turned the executors into trustees
for those to whom the law would cast the surplus in case
of a complete intestacr, i.e. the next of kin: as where the
executor* are expressly called executors in Inisl, or any
other expression occur, shewing the office only to be intended them, and not the beneficial interest. So apecanjnry legacy taa sole executor affords a sufficient argument
to exclude him from the residue as it is absurd to suppoae a tettator to give expressly a jnrt of the fund to the
penon whom he intended to take the whole. If the testator give the residuum to a person who dies in his lifetime, in conseauence of which this bequest is lapsed,
the executor, tnoogh he has no legacj-, shall be a trustee for the next of kin, because the testator has expretsed a manifest intention not to give it to the exe-

«n intemie<l<lling.

:

cutor.
34.
prup«r<

Of

be noted
ter

fhm

injurtet /a real property, the following

as the principal

the freehold.

sance. Fourth, Waite.

V

1.

Oui-

;

may

FirtI, Dis|)ossession, or ous-

Second, Trespass.
Fifih, Subtraction.

Third, NuiSixth, Dia-

turbance.
35. Ouster

is the dispossessing another of hk land*
or here<iitaments, and may arise by the following oanaea,
as, 1 Abatement, which is the entry of a stranger after the death of the ancestor, before the heir or devisee.
S. Intrusion, which is the entry of a stranger after a pai«
tieular estate is dotermine<l, before him in remainder or
rrvertion. 3. DisMisin, which is tlie wrongful putting out
of htm that is seised of a freehold estate. 4. Ijiscontinuanoe, which is where one having an estate-tail, makes a
larger etiate than by law he is entitled to do, in which
rate the eatate is good so far as his power extends who
.

5. Deforcement, which is where
the entry of the present tenant or posaesaor was originally lawful, but whose detainer is now become unlawful, I. e. such a detainer of the freehold from him
that has the right of property, but never had any posaesaion nnder that nght, as falls within none of the
Dispossession or oiisler of
injnries already mentioned.
chattels real, may arise from the amotion of him who
holds an estate t^ statute merchant, recognizance, elegit, or jreata, for aeciiring a certain sum of money, by
the bontnrrr raiainff the sum for which it is holden
before the ettate i* determined by lapse of time.
96. The unwarrantable entering upon another man's
•oil the law entitles a trespass, and a man must have a
property in the soil, and actual possession thereof by
entry, to enable him to bring an action of trespass.
I)y statute 6lh Anne, c. 18, if a guardian or trustee for
any infant, a husband seised jure uxoris, or a person
baring any estate or interest determinable upon a life
or lives, sihall, after the determination of their respective interests, hold over and cotitinue in possession of
the lands or tenements, without the consent of the peron entitled thereto, they are adjudged to be trespas-

made it, bat no farther.

ITr

a\ii

37. Nuitamu is that which worketh hurt, inconvenience, or damag e; and is either public or private.
Nniaance to eerporeal hereditaments are, such as a man's
liaiMtns a ho^ae to near mine that my andent window
is doacd «pi or the water from the roof of bis house

045

upon mine

by keeping animals or carrying on
any noisome trade, from which a stench arises so as to
render the air unwholesome neglecting to scour a
ditch, &c.
So, where any one neglects to do, or does
any act which inconveniences or damages another,
falls

;

Law
of England.
''""'^/'^^

;

a nuisance. Nuisances to incorporeal hereditaare, such as a man's obstructing another that
has a right of way, either by stopping it up or placing
impe<liments to his annoyance ; or if one sets up a
fair or market within seven miles of my private fair or
market, whereby I am injured.
38. Waste is the despoiling houses, lands, or woods, 4. Waste;
to the prejudice of him who has a right of common,
or of a remainderman or reversioner who lias an inheritance in expectancy ;, for if such a one has only a remainder for life, he is not entitled to sue for waste ; or
even during the continuance of an intermediate estate
of freehold to take effect before his expectancy. Accident by fire is no waste, and no person is answerable
for damages that may arise therefrom, except upon special agreement.
39. Subtraction is the non-performance of suit, duty, S Subtricit

is

ments

''""
by whom it is due.
40. Dislurba/ice is the hindering or disquieting any and 6 Disone in the lawful enjoyment of an incorporeal heredi- t'«l'*"<=«'
tament—All these several injuries to real property are
redressed by appropriate legal remedies, the technical

custora, or service,

particulars of

Chap.

which cannot here be

W.—Of Things

tonal.

1.

Succession.

By

Title to Things Per.
and Prerogative. 2. 2?y

Personal.

Occiipanci/

3. Di/

detailed.

Cvstom.

4.

6. lij/ Judgment.
Forfcituri.
Contract.
9- By Bankrttptcy.

By
7.

Marriage.

5. Bi/

By

8.

Grant,

ZJy

1
Things personal are comprehended under the ge- Thinjss
neral name of chattels; and are, 1, Chattels rca/.
2. personal ar^
either.
Chattels personal.
2. Chattels real are immoveable ; as interests in lands Chattels
and tenements, that are bounded by a definite time of real.
duration ; as estates for years, estates at will, and
estates upon condition.

3. Chattels j>ersonal are things moveable, which may or chatteb
be transferred from place to place. Property in chat- pcr&onul.
tels personal in possession, is where a man has not only the right of enjoyment, but has also the actual possession
and such possession he can liave in .-Ul inanimate things, as goods, plate, money, vegetable productions when severed from the ground, garments, &c.
none of which can be divested out of the owner's possession but by his own consent, and if without his consent, he su&tiiins an evident injury, which it is the business of the law to prevent or remedy.
4. But with regard to animals, which have in them- Qnitl jitrh,
selves a power of motion, the law makes a material as to aniAnimals are classed into such as are dumi- mals domidifference.
tw and anitee, and such as are/era; nalurte ; in such as are domila:
mahfi-ra:
naturar, as horses, kine, sheep, poultry, and the like, a naturx.
man may have an absolute property ; for these will not
stray from a man's house or person, unless by accident
in either of which cases the
or fraudulent enticement
owner does not lose his right of property, until they
have been sold in market overt; hut in such anima's
as ue/era naturae, a man can have no absolute pro;

:

perty.

A qualified property in animals ferce valurce, is per Qualifiea
industriam hominis, by a man's reclaiming them by property in
art, or by confining them within his own immediate !^'^'^^',',^^
'
power, 60 that they cannot escape and use their natural "^x-c.
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of

liberty

such as deer in a park, hares or rabbita in an
Knghntl
enclosed warren, doves in a dove-house, pheasants or
;

partridp^es in a

ed

Fropeity
action.

mew, hawks

that are fed

and command-

owner, and fish in a private pond or in
trunks.
Bees are also Jerte naturae, and are not the
property of any person until they are hived, and not
then if they are pursued by the person from whose hive
they swarmed, for they are his as long as he can pursue or keep them in sight. A man, indeed, may have
a qualified property in almost evrry thing |)ersonal that
c-m be enjoyed, even in air, light, and water ; for if a
man obstructs another's ancient windows, corrupts the
air of his house or gardens, pollutes his water, or unpens and lets it out; or if he diverts an ancient watercourse that used to run to the other's mill or meadow,
the law will animadvert thereon as an injury, and protect the party injured.
in
6. Property in action is where a' man has not occupation, but merely a bare right to occupy the thing in
question, the possession whereof may however be recovered by suit or action of law it is then called a
chose in action, as money due on bond ; and these chases may either be express, as a contract to pay a certain
sum ; or implied, as, where a covenanter fails to perform an act engaged to be done, he shall pay damages
to him who sustains an injury by the breach of covel)y their

:

nant.
1. Title

by

occupancy.

7.

Occupancy gives the

few things which have

first

occupant a right to those
legal owner.
1. Such

no
enemy,

still

as the goods of an alien
restricted however to
captors authorized by the king's proclamation, and to
goods brought into the country by an alien enemy after a declaration of war without a safe conduct.
2. Any

2.

By

suc-

cession.

thing found which does not come under the description of luaj/i, estrays, wreck, or treasnre-lrove.
3. The
benefit of the elements, light, air, and water, as far as
they are previously unoccupied, or may be occupied
without injury to another; as where I have an ancient window overlooking my neighbour's ground, he
may not erect any blind to obstruct the light, &c.
4. hmmaXa J'erce naturce, under the restrictions of the
game laws. 5. Property arising by confusion ofgoods ;
as where one intermixes his money, com, or hay, with
that of another, the law gives the entire property,
without any account, to him whose original dominion
(or property) is invaded. 6. Literary property, wherein, however, the author has an exclusive right of printing and reprinting his works for the term of fourteen
j-ears, and at the end of that term, if the author himself
be living, the right shall then return to him for another term of the same duration ; and a similar privilege is extended to the inventors of prints and engravings for the term of eight-and-twenty years, besides an
action for damages with double costs. And many subsequent statutes have been enacted to guard the rights
of literary property.
8. Succession is where a chattel interest is given to
corporations aggregate of many, as dean and chapter,
mayor and commonalty ; in which one body of men
may, by succeeding another body, acquire a property
in all the moveables of the corporations ; for in the
judgment of law a corporation never dies. And in
sole corporations which represent a number of persons,
as the master of an hospital, &c. they have the same
power as corporations aggregate, to take personal property or chattels in succession. But in sole corporations which represent no others than themselves, as
bishops, parsons, and the like, no chattel interest can
regularly go in succession ; and thereforcj if a lease for

w:
made to the bishop of Oxford and his succesLaw
such case his executors or administrators, and of HogUai^not his successors, shall have ft.
^""v""^
J). Custom is the acquiring property by thfr custom 3. By cosor local usage of some particular place ; as in the case torn,
of, 1 Heriots, which are a customary tribute of goods
and chattels, payable to the lord of the fee on the deyears be
sors, in

.

cease of the owner of the land.
2. Mortuaries, which
are a sort of ecclesiastical heriots, being a customary
gift due to the minister in many parishes on the death
of his parishioners, now regulated by statute. 3. Heirlooms, which are personal chattels, that, contrary to
the nature of chattels, descend by special custom to the
heir, along with the inheritance, and are in general
such things as cannot be taken away without dismembering the freehold.
The chattels of the wife are vest- 4. By mar10. By marriage.
ed in the husband, in the same degree of property, and riage.
with the same powers, as the wife (when sole) had over
them, provided he reduces them to possession, by exIn real estates, he
ercising some act of ownerhip.
only gains a title to the rents and profits during coverture, (unless he takes them afterwards also by the curtesy,) but in the case of a chattel real, as a lease tot
years, the husband shall receive the rents and profits of
it, and may sell, surrender, or dispose of it during coverture.
If he survive his wife, such chattels are to all
intents and purposes his own.
Yet if he has made no
disposition thereof in his lifetime, and dies before his
wife, he cannot dispose of them by will, but they shall
remain in her possession. So also in choses in action ;
as debt upon bond, contracts, &c. these the husband
cannot have, unless he reduce them to possession ; but
in case the husband survive the wife, the law is very
different with respect to chattels real and choses in action ; for he shall have the chattels realby survivorship,
but not choses in action.
The forfeiture of goods and chat- 5. By for1 1 . Forfeiture.
tels takes place upon conviction of the following crimes
feiturc
1.
High treason, or misprision of treason. 2. Petit
treason.
3. Felony in general, including _/«/o de se.
4. Manslaughter.
5. By conviction oi excusable homicide.
6. By outlawry for treason or felony.
7. By conviction oi petit larceny.
8. ByJlight in treason or felony, even though the party be afterwards acquitted of
the fact.
9. By j/anrfing' CTM^e when arraigned of felony.
10. By drawing a weapon on a judge, or striking
any one in the presence of the king's courts. By prtemunire.
11. By pretended prophecies, upon a second
14. By
conviction.
13. By owZing, (exporting wool.)
15. By challenging to ^fight
artificers residing abroad.
on account of money lost or won at gaming. All these
forfeitures commence from the time of conviction, and
not from the time of committing the fact, as in forfeiYet a fraudulent conveyance of
tures of real property.
them to defeat the interest of the crown, is made Void

—

.

—

:

by

statute 13 E.

c. 5.

—By judgment consequent

on a suit g By
only recover, but may also origi- ment.
nally acquire a right to personal property ; as where a
man agrees to buy a horse at a stated sum, the vendor,
or person selling, has a right to the sum agreed upon
as soon as the contract is made ; and the law gives
him a remedy by which he may recover the possession
of that right. In popular actions, commenced to recover penalties given by particular statutes to those
who will sue for them, no one has an acquired right,
but may originally acquire a right to the penal sum in
question, on judgment ; and it is not in the power of
12.

Judgment.

at law, a

man may not

luilg-

L A W.
the crown to rclejue an informer's interest whenever
"" • he hai Itr^un such fiilt.
"*'
13. (irant.
A grant or gift is a voluntary conveyB> jrU:C
ance of a chattel penonal in possessiun, without any,

—

or iii-Tely a nominal consideration, as five shillings
tn leases by always reserving a rent, though it be
biit a pepper com ; any of wiiich considerations will
convert the gift more properly into a grant. These
gills or grants may be made either in writi ng or by word
of mouth, attested by sufficient evidence, of which deli verir of possession is the strongest and most essential
prooT: bat sach deeds of gift made to the use of the
owner are void ; and if made to any other person, with
intent to defraud cre<Iitors, are also void.
14. Coulract.
This is an agreement upon tufficient
consideration, to do or not to do a particular thing,
which may be either express or implied, either executed or executory.
Esurets contracts are, where
one agree* to buy a load ot hay or any thing else for
a atatsd price ; an implied contract is, where one eman.

By cee-

na

;

I

—

ploy ancuicr to do a certain work for him. Here the
law implies, that he undertook to pay him for his labour : so where one takes up gooos of a tradesman,
without a stated price, he is bound to pay tiie value of
them. Ejtcutfd, is where one agrees to change lii.s
-i-r - net with
; or to do x:"
anoUier, and does it
iiatcly.
I
is where a contract is to be
.

mmatcd

at a

iui.i:ri-

period.

And

in all contracts,

where one fails on his part of the agreement, he shall
pay the other party such damages as he has sustained
by such neglect or refusal.

The moet usual species of personal contracts are,
Sale tit ejxhange, which is a transmission of property fimm eiM nan to another, in consideration of
•ome price or rMMnpensc in value for there is no
nl« without a reconpeDM ; there must be a quid pro
^o. If it be a oomrnntation of goods, it is more properly an exehamge ; but if it be a transferring of g(Mxls
t. Bad.
for money, it m called a talt.
3. BalrmenI, which is a
seal.
detivcrr of goods in trust, upon a contract expressed or
implied, tbiu the truat shall be faithfully executed on
the part of the bailee ; as if cloth be delivered, or (in
l^gal phraaa) bailed, to a tailor to make up a suit of
dotheti ha has it upon an implied contract to render
it again whan ma<le, and that in a workmonly manner.
If money or goods be delivered to a common carrier,
to convey from Oxford to London, he is under a contract in law to pay or carry them to the person ap& Hiiinf pointed. 3. Hiring or borroteiitg, which is a contract,
OT bwiiuw*
whereby the possession of cliattels is transferred for a
particular time, on con<lition that the identical goods
their value) be restored at the time ap(or '"'^'
pcnladf loprtber with ( in case of hiring) a stipend or
price tar the use.
16. Any contract whereby a determinate sum of
'Dtractssf
KNMjr baciwnis due to any person, and is not paid,
b«t riiaaint in action merely, is a contract of debt
And th«M 4tktU are, 1. Of reconi ; a.s where tliey arise
upon judgBMDt, statutes merchant and staple, &c. and
are cvidmced by a court of record. 2. Special contract*, or such aa whereby a sum of money becomes,
4» ia acknowledged to be due, by deed or instrument
seaL 3. Debta by simple contract, whicii possess
neither of the two last qualitiea, and are proved either
by real evidence or note* unacaled. BUlt nj' exchange
aitd promi ttg rif notei, are simple contract debts.
17. Bamirrmptey.
A bankrupt is defined to be a
-. B,
trader, who doe* certain act* to defraud his lawful
creditori, cr secret* himself to avoid their demands.
I A.

>v.l. Side

tndwt-

1.

;
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Tliosc who may become bankrupts, are persons uiiiig
of Engliiui.
t/ie trade of merchandise; and tlie acts whereby they

may become bankrupt

are,

1.

Where one endeavours

to avoid his creditors, or evade their juot

demands, as

^^.j^ Jj.

baukruricy.

by denying himself; but

this denial is not sufficient,
debtor is sick in bed, or engaged with company,
or if the denial is made to one who comes in behalf of
a cretlitor, and not the creditor himself. 2. Departing
the realm with intent to defraud creditors. 3. One
procuring himself to be arrested. 4. Suffering himself
to be out-lawed, with a view to defraud his creditors.
5. Departing from his dwelling-house, or otherwise
absenting himself from his creditors. 6. Making any
fraudulent conveyance of his lands or goods, or in fact
committing any act with intent to baffle the demands'
or claims of AonaT^r^e creditors.
18. The proceedings on a commission of bankrupt Proceedings
are, 1. By petition to the lord chancellor by one credi- on a com•"'
tor to the amount of £100, or by two to the amount of
["'''f'^"
•£l50, or by three or more to the amount of £200; ''*''''™I"such debts must be proved by affidavit, upon which
the chancellor grants a commission to such persons as
to him seem good, who are then styled commissioners
of bankrupt, ^'hen the commissioners have met, they
are first to receive proof of tiie person's being a trader,
and having commiltetl some act of bankruptcy, and
the amount of the petitioning creditor's debt ; and tlicu
to declare him a bankrupt if proved so, and to give notice thereof in the gazette.
They at the same time
appoint three meetings ; at one of which, an election
must be made of assignees, or persons to whom the
bankrupt's estate shall be assigned for the benefit of
the creditors ; and no creditor shall be permitted to
vote in the choice of assignees whose debt on the balance of accounts does not amount to £ 10 ; and at the
third meeting at farthest, which must be on the fortysecond day after the advertisement in the gazette, (unless the time be enlarged by the lord chancellor) the
bankrupt, upon notice personally served upon him, or
left at his usual place of abode, must surrender himself
personally to tlie commissioners.
19- If a bankrupt lias made an ingenuous discovery Discharge
of all his efiiects, and has conformed in all respects toofabankif the

the law, and the creditors, or four parts in five of them '"?'"
in number and value, (but none of them creditors for
less than £20), will sign a certificate to that purpose,
and it be allowed by the cliancellor,or two judges by him
appointed for that purpose, he shall have a decent and
reasonable allowance for his future support, and to put
him in a way of honest industry. And he shall be
clear from all debts owing by him at the time he became a bankrupt, even though judgment shall have
been obtained against him and he lie in prison upon
execution for such debts.
20. The injuries by which personal property may injuries to
be affected are so various and multiplied, as well as the personal
technical forms by which they may be redressed, that property.
we cannot here attempt even an enumeration of them.^
refer to the following book for a view of the mode
by which redress is obtainable against injuries in gene«

We

ral.

der

BOOK
Or

—

III.

SciTB oa Actions.

1. Wrongs or injuries, which are an infringement of civu'wrongs
the civil rights of individuals, are remedied either, by suit or

7

action.
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Law.

By

the acts of the parties, or, 2. By the operation of
of Kngland.
law.
Redress by the latter of these modes, (of which
only we are here to speak) is by suit or action in the
courts of justice.
Courts of
2. A court is a place wherein justice is judicially adjudicature.
ministered, by officers delegated by the crown for that
vhar.
purpose; f>eing either a court of record, or not of record.
A court of record, is where the acts and judicial
proceedings are enrolled in parchment : these rolls are
called the records of the court, and are of sucii high
and supereminent authority, that their truth is not to
be called in question ; nor shall any plea, or even proof
be admitted to the contrary. All courts of record are
the king's courts, in right of his crown and royal dignity ; and therefore no other court has authority to
fine and imprison ; so that the very erection of a new
jurisdiction, with the power of fine and imprisonment,
makes it instantly a court of record. A court not of
record, is the court of a private person ; such as the
courts baron, &c.
Court of
3. The Court of Piepoudre, curia pedis pvlverizali, is
I'icpouUie.
the lowest, and at the same time tlie most expeditious court of justice known to the law of England.
It
is a court of record incident to every market or fair, of
which the steward of him who owns or has the toll of
the market is the judge ; and its jurisdiction extends
to administer justice for all commercial injuries done in
that fair or market, and not in any preceding one ; so
that the injury complained of, must be done, heard, and
determined, before the determination of the fair or
market.
writ of error lies in the nature of an appeal
to the courts of Westminster, whicli are bound to issue
writs of execution in aid of its process after judgment,
where the person or effects of the defendant are not
within the limits of this inferior jurisdiction,
Pourt
4. 4 court baron is incident to every manor, is not a
Baron.
court of record, and is holden by the steward within
the said manor, and is of two natures ; the one a customary court appertaining to the copy-holders ; the other
a court of common law. This may hold a plea of any
personal actions where the damages do not amount to
1.

A

Proceeding may be removed from
hence into the county court, by a precept from the
sheriff, called a toll ; and also into the superior courts,
forty shillings.

by
Hundred
,

Court.

County
Court.

tlie

king's writ ofpone.

An hundred

court, is only a larger court baron,
the inhabitants of a particidar hundred, instead of a manor. It is no court of record;
causes are liable to removal from hence, and may also
be reviewed by writ of false judgment.
6. A county court, is incident to the jurisdiction of
the sheriff, and is not a court of record ; it may hold
pleas of debt or damage under the value of 40 shillings,
but by special writ called a juslicies, the sheriff is empowered, for the sake of dispatch, to do the same justice in his county court, as might otherwise be had at
Westminster.
Proceedings may also be removed from
hence into the king's superior court, by writ of pone or
5.

being held for

all

recordari.
Court of

Common
Picas.

The

pleas, or common bench.—
court are at present four in number,
one chief, and three puisne justices, created by the
king's letters-patent, who sit every day in the four
terms to hear and determine all matters of law arising
in civil causes, whether real, personal, or mixed and
compounded of both. These it takes cognizance of, as
well originally, as upon removal from the inferior
courts before mentioned.
writ of error, in the na7.

court of

common

The judges of this

A

ture of an appeal, lies from this court into the court of

King's Bench.

The

8.

common

1

court

law

•

Law

ml.

"f KiBianji'

.

of Kine's BencftAs the supreme court of *-OUItOl
,^~^>T^
I

1

•

1

kmgdom,

•

..

w

i.

.

consisting oi a cfliet jus- Kina's
who are by their office Bcucti;
the sovereign conservators of tlie peace, and supreme
coroners of the land. Though the king used to sit
here, and still is supposed so to do, he did not, neither
by law is he empowered to determine any cause or motion by the mouth of his judges.
This cOUrt may follow the king at his pleasure.
This court keeps all inferior jurisdiction within the its exlenvive
bounds of their authority, and may either remove their autlioriiy.
proceedings to be determined there, or prohibit their
progress below. It superintends all civil corporations
in the kingdom. It commands magistrates and others
to do what their duty requires of them, in every case
where there is no o'ther specific remedy. It protects
the liberty of the subject by speedy and summary interposition.
It takes cognizance both of criminal and
civil causes ; the former, in what is called the crown
side, or crown office, the latter in the plea side of the
Court.
But on the plea side, or civil branch, it has an
original jurisdiction and cognizance of all actions of
trespass, or other injury alleged to be committed " vi
et armis •" of actions for forgery of deeds, maintenance,
conspirac}', deceit, and actions on the case, which allege any falsity or fraud ; but no action of debt, or detinue, or other mere civil action, can, by common law,
be prosecuted by any subject in this court by original
writ out oi' chancery ; though an action of debt given
by statute, may be brought in the King's Bench as well
as in the Common Pleas.
This is also a court of appeal, into whicli may be re- Is also a
moved, by writ of error, all determinations of the court wuii of aj.
in the

and three puisne

tice

justices,

Common Pleas, and of all inferior courts of record in P'"*"
England, and to which also a writ of error lies from
Yet even this is
the court of King's Bench in Ireland.
not the dernier resort of the subject, for if he is not satisfied, he may remove his suit by writ of error into the
House of Lords or Court of Exchequer, according to
of

the nature of it.
9. The Court oj Exchequer is inferior in rank, not Court of
only to the court of King's Bench, but to the Common Exchecjuet.
Pleas also ; but is an ancient court of record, of law,
and equity. The preliminary business of this court was
to bring actions to recover debts due to the crown ; but
as by a fiction almost all sorts of civil actions are now
allowed to be brought in the King's Bench, in like
manner, by another fiction, all kinds of personal suits
may be prosecuted in the Court of Exchequer.
10. The High Court of Chancery, in which the lord Toutt of
chancellor presides, consists, like the court of exche- Chancery,
quer, of two distinct tribunals ; the one ordinary, being a court of common law ; the other extraordinary,
being a court of equity. This latter court is no>if become the court of the greatest judicial consequeirce
and from this court of equity, as from the other supeBut
rior courts, an appeal lies to the House of Peers.
there are these differences between appeals from a
court of equity, and writs of error from a court of law,
1. That the former may be brought upon any interlocutory matter ; the latter upon nothing but a definitive
judgment. 2. That on writs of error, the House of
Lords pronounces the judgment ; on appeals it gives

below to rectify its own decree.
The Court of Exchequer Chamber has no origi-

direction to the court
1

1

.

nal iurisdiction, but
•"

is

court of

court of appeal to cor- Exchequer
only
' a
Chamber.

•i
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rect the errors of other jurisdictions,

itlnlMii

Iceoru.

;

M

imj.

lariliBM

fsnt,

iHMif
sdaijawt^oifi-

to determine

causes by writs of error from the common law side of
the Court of Exchequer. From all the branches of this
court a writ of error lies to,
12. The Hrmse of Petri, which is the supreme court
of judicature in the kingdom, to rectify any injustice
of the law committed by the courts below, and in all
dubious cases referring themselves to the opinion of the
judges, who are summoned by writ to advise them.
1 3. The couri-i of' assize and mist prius are composed
of two or more commissioners, who are sent twice in
every year round the kingdom (except London and
Middlesex, where courts of nisi prius or sittings are
holden in and after every term before the chief or other
judges of the several superior courts, and excepting
the four nothem counties where the assizes are balden
once a year) to try by a jury of the respective counties
the truth of such matters uf fact as are then under
dispute in the courts of Westminster- HalL They usually make their circuits in the respective vacations after Hilary and Trinity terms.
14. Ecclesiastical courts (which were separated from
the temporal courts by William the Conqueror,) or
courts Christian, are, 1 The court of the arch-deacon,
which is the lowest court in the whole ecclesiastical pofrom whence an appeal lies to that of the bishops.
lity
2. The court of the bishops' consistory, which is held in
their several cathedrals for the trial of all ecclesiastical
causes arising within their respective dioceses; whence
an appeal lies to the archbishop uf each province retpectivcly.
3. The court of arches, whini is a court
of ppcai belonging to the archbishop of Canterbury ;
wboicc an appeal lies to the king in chancery (that is, to
a court of dcfegatea appointed under the king's great seal)
supreme head of the church. 4. The court of peculiars, which is a branch of and annexed to tlie court of
arches; whence alao an appeal lies to the king in chancary. 5. The prerogative court, which is established for
trial of all testamentary causes w here the deceased has left
boma notabilia within two different dioceses; the judge is
called the judge of the prerogative court, from wBom
an appeal lies to the king in chancery. 6. The court
of deMgaU* {judices de/egaii) which u the great court
of appeal in all ecclesiastical causes, appointed by the
king's ooramiaaion under his great seal, and issuing out
of cfaanoery. to represent his royal person, and hear all
appeals maide to him. 7- A commission of review, which
ia a oominiaaian sometime* granted ia extraordinary
run, to revise the sentence of the court of delegates.
15. Of c juris military, the only one is governed by
the laws of chivalry ; but even this one seems now in
Coarti marl.at are annually established by act
diaose.
of parliament, being only temporary.
16. Maritime courts are, 1. The court of admiralty,
which has jurtMliction over offences committed upon
the acaa, or in parts out of the reach of the common law.
8. The court of delegates; and, 3. The lords of the
privy council, and others authorised by the king's commiaaion for prize cause*.
17. OmrU r>f a private or special jurisdiction are,
1. The forest courts, including the courts of altachwuhU, rtgard, lueinmole, unA justice-seal, all of which
disuse.
S. The court of commissioners of
are bow
wwcrs, whose jurisdiction is to overlook the repairs of
*e« banks, and sea walls, the cleansing of rivers, pubUc streams, &c. 5. The Marshalsea and the palace
court, havingjurisdiction twelve miles round the king's
palace.
4. The courts of the principally of Wale*.
6. The courts
5. The court of the duchy of Lancaster.
of the counties palatine, and other royal franchises.
.
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The

stannary courts of Cornwall and Devon, to adLaw
minister justice among the miners.
8. The courts of °^ Englami
London, and other corporations ; to which may be re- ^""V™^
ferred the courts of requests, or courts of conscience,
and the modern regulations of certain courts baron, and
county courts. 9. The courts of the two universities,
which enjoy the sole jurisdiction, in exclusion of the
king's courts, over all civil actions and suits whatsoever when a scholar or privileged person is one of the
parties, except in such cases as where the right of freehold is in question.
18. Injuries to the rights of persons are redressed by Suits or
suits or actions, which are defined to be the legal de- actions are
mand of one's right, and these are, 1. Personal. 2. Real. e''l>er.

7.

3.

.

Mixed.

19. (1.) Personal actions are, where a satisfaction is
claimed of damages for some injury done either to person or personal property.
20. (2.) iiea/ ac/JOHf concern real property only, such

commons, and other hereditaments.
21. (3.) Mixed actions partake of the nature of both,
such as actions for waste, brought by him who has

as lands, rents,

the inheritance in remainder, or reversion, to recover
the land upon which the waste has been committed,
and treble damages in pursuance of the statute of
Gloucester.
22. The general and orderly parts of a suit in the
courts of common law are, 1. The original writ. 2. The
process. 3. The pleadings. 4. The issue or demurrer,

The trial. 6. The jmlgment and its incidents. 7.
The proceedings in nature of appeals. 8. The execu5.

(1.)

Per-

sonal

(2.)

Real

of.

(3) Mixed.

•J.^^g

ef a suit or
action in
'*',<'

?*

courts

"minon

tion.

23. (1.) The original tvrit must be regulated accord- (i.) The
ing to the circumstances upon which the action is original
founded, either detinue, trover, trespass vi et armis, ""'•
An original writ is from the court of chancery
Sec.
directed to the sheriff of the county wherein the injury is committed, or supposed so to be, requiring him
to command the wrong-doer either to do justice to the
complainant, or else to appear in court and answer the
Whatever the sheriff does in
accusation against him.
pursuance of this writ, he must return or certify to the
court, together with the writ itself, it being the king's
warrant for the judges to proceed to the determination
of the cause.
24. (2. ) The process is the means of compelling the ^g > p^g,
defendant to appear in court to answer to the original ceis.
is called original process, when founded
original writ, to distinguish it from mesne or
intermediate process, which issues pending a suit, as to

writ.

This

upon the

•summon

juries, witnesses,

&c.

The primary

step in process is to give notice to the Primaryparty to obey the original writ. This notice is given, st«P. and
except in trespasses real or presumed against the peace, "^ j^f5"?"*
by summons. If the defendant disobeys this monition, anj-j j",.'
the practice now is, to sue out a capias in the first in- obedience,
stance upon the supposed return of the sheriff; and if
the sheriff return nan est inventus, or that he is not in
his bailiwick, a testatum capias issues, directed to the
sheriff of whatever county he is supposed to be in. And
where an action is brought in one county, and the defendant lives in another, it is usual to make out a testatum capias at first, supposing a capias and an original
But where the plaintiff wishes to proto have issued.
ceed to outlawry, process must be gone regularly
through ; and upon a nun est inventus being returned,

then shall an a/i<u issue, and afler that a pluries : and
if a noH est inventus is returned upon all these, a writ
of exigentfaciat issues, to which is returned quinto «The defendant shall then be outlawed by the
actus.

4N
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If he appears.

If suit for

a debt contracted, arrest

may

follow.

Persons ex-

empt from
arrest.

and if after outlawry he ap.
he may be arrested by capias ullngatmn. These

coroners of the county

;

are the established rules of proceedtng in the common
pleas, in which the other courts vary but little.
If the defendant appears and puts in sureties for his
future attendance, which sureties are called common,
bail, being the same two imaginary persons that were
Sledges for the plaintiff's prosecution, John Doe and
ichard Roe; or if the defendant does not appear
upon the return of the writ, or within four (or in some
cases eight) days after, the plaintiff may enter an ap-

pearance for him and proceed thereupon as if the defendant had entered his appearance himself.
If it be for a debt contracted, and the plaintiff make
oath that the defendant truly owes him L.15 or upwards, over and above and exclusively of any costs,
charges, or expences that may have been incurred in
the endeavour to recover the samtf, (except wliere the
debt arose upon any bill or profttiissory note, for in that
case the sum of L.IO is sufficient,) and that there had
been no offer to pay in bank notes, he may arrest him,

and compel him to put in substantial or special bail.
The arrest must be by corporally seizing or touching
the body j after which the bailiff is justified in breaking
open doors to take his prisoner.
Persons exempt from arrest are, peers of the realm,
peeresses by birth or marriage, members of parliament,
corporations, clerks, attornies, and all other persons attending the courts of justice. These must be sued by
Clergymen performing divine serbill of privilege.
vice, members of convocation when in attendance, suitors and witnesses attending courts of record, and the
king's servants, are also exempt.
An arrest must not

take place in the presence of the king, or in the verge
of his royal palace, or where his justices are sitting.
No arrest can be made upon a Sunday, except for treason, felony, and a breach of the peace.
ConseWhen the defendant is regularly arrested, he must
quences of
either go to prison, or put in special bail to the sheriff.
arrest,
Upon return of the writ, or four days after, if the deand of non- fendant do not appear and justify bail above, that is,
appearance by the bailors swearing themselves to be householders,
to justify
and of sufficient substance, the plaintiff may take an asbail above.
signment of the bail below from the sheriff, and bring
an action thereupon, and if that bail be bad, the sheriff is
<3.) Pleadings,

responsible.
(3.)

plaintifiF

by default ; or traversing, that is, by acknowledging
some part, and denying the rest. The defendant may
plead a set off, by stating that the plaintiff owes him a
sum of money, and deducting such sum from the plaindemand, and paying the remainder into court,
which is done by motion and if the plaintiff do not
recover more than the sum paid in, he shall pay the
defendant's costs.
Pleas that totally deny the cause of
tiff's

:

complaint, are either the general issue, or special pleas
in bar, which deny at once the whole declaration ; as
7ul debet to a debt ; non est factum to a bond ; in real
actions, a general release, or a fine; in personal actions,
an accord, arbitration, nonage, statute of limitations, &c.

An

Law
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^-'-'
*thing to the contrary.
In all pleadings, it is necessary to observ*, I. That
p^ ,•
they be single, and without duplicity. But a man, with common tu
leave of the court, may plead two or more distinct mat- all pieaiters or single pleas ; as in an action of assault and bat- '"S*.
tery, not guilty, son assault demesne, and the statute of
limitations.
2. That the plea be direct and positive
and not argumentative. 3. That it have convenient
certainty of time, place, and persons.
4. That it answer the plaintifTs allegations in every material point.
5. That it be so pleaded as to be capable of trial. When
the plea of the defendant is thus put in, >if it does not
amount to an issue, or total contradiction, but only
evades the allegation, the plaintiff may plead again, and
in his replication may totally traverse the defendant's
bar, by denying the facts adduced. To the replication,
liyoinder
*;
the defendant may rejoin, or put in an answer called a
rejoinder.
The plaintiff may answer the rejoinder by ^'-^JO'B'
a sur-rejoinder ; upon which the defendant may rebut,
and the plaintiff may answer him by a sur-rebut- an/'u/'^rebutter.
.
Issues is where the (4 ) ijjue
26. (4.) Issue and demurrer.
parties in a course of a pleading come to a point affirm- and demured on one side and denied on the other, which, if it be '"•
matter of law, is called demurrer, and confesses the fact
to be true, but denies that the plaintiff has any legal
.

.

remedy ; a demurrer may also arise from informality in
The party thus demurring, if
the course of pleadings.
it be special, must set forth where such deficiency lies,
and the opposite party must aver it to be sufficient,
which is called a joinder in demurrer ; and then the
parties are at issue in point of law, which issue in law
is determined by the judges of tlie court wherein such
An issue of fact is where the fact
action is brought.
And where he that
only, and not the law is disputed.
denies or traverses the fact pleaded by his antagonist
has tendered the issue thus, " and this he prays may
be inquired of by the country ;" it may be immediately
subjoined by the other party, " and the said A. B. doth

the like." Which being done, the issue is said to be
joined ; the action is then to be tried by the country
(per patriam, ) that is by jury,
27. (5.) Trial,

and the

several species

of trial.

Trial

(5.) Trial

the examination of any fact put in issue. The trial of an issue
of an issue of law, or demurrer, is by the opinion of the "f '"«';
judges of the court. The trial of an issue of fact is, of an issue
2. By inspection.
3. By witnesses. °^ ^'^ '"
1. By the record.
6. By ^j".
5. By wager of law.
4. By wager of battel.
is

Pleadings are the mutual altercations beand defendant, delivered in writing
into the propter office ; under which are comprised,
1. The declaration, or count on which the cause of
complaint is set forth. 2. The defence, which is either
to action, or a dilatory plea, such as questioning the jurisdiction of the court, the ability of the plaintiff, he
being an alien, outlaw, infant, &c. A plea to action is
either by silence, and thereby suffering judgment to go
25.

tween tne

pens where a man has done some act, or executed some
deed that stops or precludes him from ^averring any

estoppel is likewise a special plea in bar

5

;

this

hap-

Trial by the record is had where the matter of record
pleaded in action ; as a fine, judgment, or where
such a manor is held of ancient demesne, &c and the
opposite party plead " tvul tiel recorrf," that there is no
is

as

by

the

record;

.

such record.
Trial by inspection or examination, is had when the by intpecmatter in question is the evident object of the senses ; tion
wherein the judges of the record shall decide upon
their own investigation. Trial by certificate is allowed
when the fact in question lies out of the cognizance of
the court ; as whether such a one was absent in the
king's army; this shall be tried by certificate under
seal.
Whether defendant be a citizen of London, here
the certificate of the sheriff of London is sufficient.
The trial by rvituesses, tvithout the intervention of a hy witness-'
jury, is the only method of trial known to the civil law, es without
^"'yand is used only upon the writ of dower, when the di- «
rect issue is whether the husband be dead; and in a

•
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few

collateral circunisUncCT,

^^; tenant

•'^

'^-' "f

jet of

to a real action,

as whether a juror, or

was duly summoned.

Trial by wager of battel, in civil cases, is only had
on a writ of right ; but in lieu thereof the tenant may
have, at his option, the trial by the grand assize.
Trial by K/iger of larc, is only had where the matter
in issue may be supposed to have been privately transacted between the parties themselves, without the intervention of witnesses, and may happen upon action of debt, detinue, account, and the like.
He that

has waged or given security to make his law, brings
with him into court eleven of his neighbours as compurgalori ; he is there ailmonished of the consequence
ana iniquity of perjurj* be then swears to the fact,
:

upon which

his

compurgators swear to his veracity.

Trial by Jury, in civil causes, is either extraordinary
or ordinary.
The former moide is now seldom usea.
We confine ourKlves therefore to the latter. A iur}- is
oomposed of twelve men, being equals or peers to thepartics litigaat. The cause being in court, the jury is sworn
.•njet
in, unless challenged by the party.
Challenges are of
two sorts challenges to the array, and challenges to
the polls.
Challenges to the array are at once an exception to the whole panuel, which may be quashed from
any appearance of the iiupannelling. If either party be
an alien he may challenge the array, and have one half
denizens, and the other foreigners, for more imparHWpeiltu tial triaL Challenges to the polls in capita are exf^priwis to particular jurors, the principal of which are,
for impidao of bias or partiality, and for some crimes
or misociBeaiMin that affect the juror's credit, as convictioa of peijurr, treason, felony, conspiracy, havinff been pillorieu, or in any other manner rendered
:

ioJamoiis.

imbngi

The jury being i mpannelled, the pleadings are opened
by the party who DoUs the afBnnative; the counsel
ontAy states what has been transacted in the court
above, the parties, and the nature of the action, and
upon what point tJie issue is joined he next states the
nature of the case and the evidence intended to be pro\Vhen this evidence is gone through, the adduced.
vocate on the other side opons the adverse case, and
supports it by evidence ; and then the party which b»>
gan is heard in reply.
:

•Utcnet:
1 fTTtliog

Evidence to a jury, in written proofs, are records or
and deeds of sufficient antiquity ; modem
deeds and other writings must be attested and verified
by parol* evidence; no hearsay evidence will ever be
writings,

"iTT'tt't^

One

witness, if credible,

is

sufficient evi-

daooc; and in tome cases the party himself takes what
is called the mmUlory oalh, and is then allowed to give
evidence, and if that evidence does not implicate himself, it is accounted good.
When the evidence is gone through, the iudge sums
to the jury, and gives them his opinion
of law arising upon that evidence. When
the jury are agreed, the foreman delivers their verdict.
In some difficult cases the jury give a special verdict ;
that is, tb^ state the fact, but leave it to the court to

up the whole

mlk-L

in matters

ju(]ge of the law.
Stf. (6.) Next follows thejudgment of the court upon
vshat has previously passed. Judgment may be here
suspended or finaliy arrested, for it cannot be entered
till the next term, and that upon notice to the other
»rty.
Ho that in case of any Jefect in point of fact, or
c!aw, or excessive damages, the party may have relief in
the court above, or by obtaining a new trial
which is
the rehearing of the cause before another jury, but with
as little prejudice to either party, as ii' it had never
;
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been heard.
final

;

Judgments

interlocutory,

when

are' either interlocutory or
given in the middle of a

upon some .plea, proceeding, or default ; which
intermediate, and does not finally determine the
suit.
Costs, or expences, follow judgment, and shall
be paid, after taxation, by the vanquished party.
cause,
is

Law

^ England,
'""'Y*''*'

on^

29. (7-) ProceedingsiHnatureof(\ppeals are, I. Writs Proceedof deceit which may be brought in the court of Com- '"S' ^J "Proon Pleas to reverse a judgment there had by fraud or P'*''
collusion in a real action.
2. Writ of audita querela,
to discharge a defendant upon some matter having
arisen since judgment where the party would be entitled to an audita querela, the court, upon motion, will
^ive a summary relief. 3. Writ of error, which lies
from the inferior courts of record in England, into the
King's Bench, to correct judgments erroneous in point
of law, and not helped by the statutes of amendmeuls
am\ jeofails. The parties bringing a writ of error must,
except in some peculiar cases, find substantial pledges
:

for prosecution.

SO. (8.) Execution.
If judgment be not superseded Execution.
or reversed, the next and last step is the execution, or
putting in force that judgment.
31. Proceedings in tlie courts of equity.
The pro- Proceedceedings in the coifrt of Chancery correspond nearly to 'ng* '" the
the practice in the court of Exchequer, the two great '^""f's of
courts of equity.
In describing, therefore, the proce- "l""y»
dure of the former, we sufficiently describe that of the
latter.
The business of equity is almost infinite, but is which are
chiefly to give relief in matters of fraud, accident, and bv bill
trust ; secundum conscienliam el arbilrium boni viri.
Proceedings are by bill, setting forth the circumstances
of the case at length, " and tliat orator is wholly without remedy at common law,'' praying therefore relief,
and also process of subpoena against defendant, to compel him to answer upon oath all the matter charged in
the bill ; if it be to star, waste, or to stop proceedings
at law, an injunction is also prayed.
'The bill must
call all necessary parties, however remotely interested,
before the court, otherwise no decree can be made to
bind them, and must be signed by counsel.
32. ^^'hen the bill is filed in the office of the six injunrtion
clerks, an injunction may be prayed, which may stay may be
execution on excessive judgment; and if the defendant prayed |
does not put in his answer within the stated time allowed, an injunction issues of course. If for waste or
other urgent injuries, then upon filing the bill, and a
proper case supported by affidavit, the court will grant
an injunction immediately, to continue until defendant
It is then determined upon arhas put in his answer.
gument, whether the injunction shall be taken off or
not.

33. If the defendant upon service fails to appear ir dcfenwithin the time limited, and plead, demur, or answer dant rails
to the bill, he is tlien said to be in contempt ; and the to appear.
court will attach him by writ, commanding the sheriff
to take up the defendant, and bring him into court. If
nan est inventus is returned, then an attachment with
proclamations issue, summoning the defendant upon
Upon
his allegiance personally to appear and answer.
noH est inventus being returned, a commission of rebellion is awarded against him ; upon nun est inventus being again returned, the court sends a serjeant at arms
in quest of him ; and if the defendant eludes him, then
a sequestration issues to seize all his personal estate, and
the profits of his real estates, and to detain them, subAflcr an order for seject to the decision of the court.
questration has issued, the plaintifTs bill is to be taken
If
pro confesso, aud decree to be made accordingly.
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the defendant
of England,
is

taken upon any orthese proceedings, he
committed to the Fleet, till he puts in his appearance
or answer. The process against a body corporate is by
is

distringas, to distrain

or ab>
sconds.

them by

their

goods and

chattels,

in order to compel them to obey the summons. If a peer
be a defendant, the chancellor sends a letter missive
to him ; and if he neglect to appear, he may be served with a subpoena; and if he still continue in contempt, a sequestration issues without any of the mesne
process of attachment. The same process issues against
a member of the House of Commons, except only that
the lord chancellor sends him no letter missive.
If a defendant absconds, as is belieTed, to avoid being served with a subpcena, a day is appointed for him
to appear to the bill of the plaintiff, which appointment
is to be inserted in the London Gazette, and read in
the parish church where the defendant last lived, and
fixed up at the Royal Exchange ; 'and if the defendant
does not appear upon that day} the bill shall be taken

enrolled,

it cannot be reheard or rectified but by bill of
Law
review, or by appeal to the House of Lords.
"f Knglaal
37. _A bill of review may1>e had upon apparent er- ^^'''"^^
""^ '**
ror in judgment, or discovery of new matter or'evidence.
vi'.'l
S8. An appeal to the House of Lords is effected by
Appeal t9
petition to the house.
House at

BOOK

Lords.

IV,

Of Crimes.
Where only

the rights of an individual are infringed, coupled with no violence, it is a civil injury
where the rights of society are invaded by the commission of violence, it is a crime or misdemeanor.
The
king, being the supreme head of the community, is the
person injured upon any infraction of the public rights,
and therefore is, in all cases of public crimes and
misdemeanors, the proper prosecutor. Misdemeanors
comprehend all indictable offences not amounting to
felony.
crime, or misdemeanor, may arise either
from the omission or commission of any act, in violation of public law ; as where a man digs a ditch across
a highway, he is guilty of a public misdemeanor ; and
if any injury thereby happens to an individual, he is
compellable to make satisfaction for the civil injury,
and indictable for the public offence. The law considers it not so flagrant an enormity to attempt an unlawful action, as the absolute perpetration; and the
violence of passion, or temptation by hunger, may in
some d^ree extenuate a crime. Circumstances may
also tend to aggravate an offence ; as where a servant
robs his master, or stealing privately from one's person
the value of twelve-pence, is a capital offence ; but even
the carrying off a load of corn from an open field, is
I.

I.

Of

tha

nature of
Crimea an4
punishments.

A

j>T0 confesso.

Ifdefen.
dant ap-

W.'

If a defendant appears and takes a copy of the
bill, he is next to demur, plead, or answer.
If on depears,
murrer the defendant prevails, the plaintiff's bill shall
must debe dismissed. If the demurrer is overruled, the defenmur,
dant is ordered to plead.
plea may either be to the
plead.
jurisdiction or to the person ; as that the plaintiff is an
outlaw, &c. or in bar ; as an act of parliament, fine, release, or former decree.
The truth of this plea the defendant is bound to prove, if put upon it by the plaintiff.
In bills containing various matter, a man may
plead as to part, demur as to part, and answer as to the
residue no exceptions to formal minulice will be allowed ; for the parties, upon discovery of any errors,
An answer is the usual defence to
or answer. may correct them.
a bill ; it is given upon oath, or honour of a peer or
peeress.
Answers in amicable suits are usually taken
without oath, by consent of the plaintiff.
35. If the plaintiff finds sufficient matter confessed in
the defendant's answer to ground a decree upon, he may
proceed to the hearing ol the cause upon bill and answer
only ; bijt in that case, he must take the defendant's answer to be true in every point But if the issue be joined upon the contradiction of facts, such facts are proWitnesses.
ved by the examination of witnesses, and their depoFor such purpose interDepositions sitions are taken in writing.
rogatories are framed in writing, which, and which ontaken in
writing,
ly, are to be asked of the witnesses
such interrogaand on spe- tories must be short and pertinent.
For those witcial interronesses who live in the country, a commission to examine
gatories.
is granted to four persons, two named on each side
and a commission may be had to examine persons resi34f.

A

:

punished merely with transportation.
II. All persons are capable of committing crimes, IL Persont
unless there be in them a defect of will ; for, to consti- capable of
tute a legal crime, there must be both a vicious will committing
and a vicious intention and such vicious intention or crimes.
overt act is demonstrated by some evident premeditation.
So where an act is the effect of idiotism, infancy, lunacy, chance-medley, compulsion, or necessity, there cannot be a vicious intent.
Infants under the
age of discretion, ought not to be punished by any criminal prosecution whatever. The discretion that accompanies the perpetration or secretion of a crime, will
determine how far the infant possessed discretionary
powers. Under the age of seven years an infant cannot be guilty of felony. In some cases of omission and
commission, the law privileges an infant, if such action
arise from his legal incapacity, but not for such acts as
ding beyond sea.
a breach of the peace when above the age of fourteen
Decree or
SQ. The chancellor's decree is either interlocutory or
years.
Persons o( non-sane memory, cannot be tried for
judgment. final.
It seldom happens that the first decree is final
what they have done in sound memory, and if after
for if any matter of fact is strongly controverted, the
trial they become mad, judgment cannot be pronounfact is usually directed to be tried at the bar of the
ced upon them ; or if they become deranged after
King's Bench, or at the assizes upon a feigned issue. judgment, execution shall be stayed, and a jury shall
And it a question of mere law arises, it is the practice determine, where there is any doubt, whether a party
of this court to refer it to the opinion of the judges of be compos or hot. Drunkenness is a voluntary madness,
the King's Bench, or Common Pleas, upon a case staand is consequently an aggravation of an offence. The
ted for that purpose.
When all issues are tried and parties stand excused of accidents by chance medley,
settled, and all references to the master ended, the
arising from the performance of some lawful act ; but
cause is again brought to hearing upon the matters of there is no excuse where accidents happen from the
equity reserved, and a final decree is made; the perperformance of an illegal act. The law seems to pro,J>ow enfor- formance of which is enforced, if necessary, by comtect the rvije in all felonies committed by her in comced.
mitment of the person, or sequestration of the party's pany with her- husband, except for murder and manestate.
And if by this decree either party think him- slaughter. Theft from necessity or starvation cannot
self aggrieved, he may petition the chancellor for
be justified by the "law of England; for in this country
a rehearing. But after the decree is once signed and
the poor laws are esiablishsd, to ameliorate the condi:

;
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tjon of the distressed.

lit. Prin.

apaUand
rics.

The law

will not

presume the

kins capable of doing any thing inconsistent with his
station and dignity ; it therefore considers him incapable of committing any crime.
III. A principal in a crime is he who commits the
fact, or is present at aiding, or in any way maliciously
abetting the commission
An accessary is he who doth
not commit the fact, nor is present at the commission,
but is in some sort concerned therein either before or
In high treason there are no accessaries, but all
af\er.
are principals.
In petit treason, murder, and felonies,
with or without benefit of clergy, there may be acces>
ames. There are no accessaries in petit larceny, and
an crimes under the degree of felony either before or
mfter the fact.
An accessary befnre the fact is one who,
being absent when the crime is committed, has procured, counselled, or commanded another to commit it.
ajhr the fact is where a person, knowing
a felony to have been committed, receives, relieves,
oomforta, or assists the felon with the means of escape,
to the hinderance of public justice.
The receivers of
alolen good* are aocessaries, ( where the felony admits
of sootMaries,) and may be prosecute<l for the misdemeanor even if the principal be not taken ; and if
convicted, in some cases transported for fourteen years.
IV. Offfncet againil divine law.
I. An apostate, or
any one writing, printing, or teaching doctrines that
have a tendency to invalidate the Christian faith, shall
neither have the benefit nor protection of the law ; is
liable to be imprisoned for the second ofience for three
yean, and rendered incapable of being guardian, executor, Watee, or purchaser of lands.
8. Offence* against the established church, such as
retUmg ilt ordhumttt, i* puntihed by fine and imprisonminialcr tpwlting derogatorily of the common
OMBt.
pnjtr, (hall be imprisoned one year for the first ofnnce, and for life tor the second if beneficed, l>e iinpriaooed lis months for the first offence, and forfeit a
Tcar't value of his benefice ; for the second offence lose

An accesaary

IV. Offence* (BiOlt
dWinellw.
I.

R«*Uiog

liw Cbtte-

lUa

t.

faitb.

Or the

diarck
cc«.

A

:

nil benefice,

and

suffer

one year's imprisonment

;

for

And if any person in
the third, imprisoned for life.
playa, aoogt, or other open words speak in derogation of
the Miid book, or prevent the reading of it, he is subject
Dimnlert
The penalties for Protestant
to pecuniary penalties.
Mt*ratc4.
dissenting, are suspended by the toleration act during
their compliance with the conditions therein enacted ;
and any one disturbing such congregation shall be
bound over to keep the peace, and forfeit £ 20.
X Pmul.
S. The pertaltie* for Popery are more severe; for
tbejr not only differ in religious opinion, but acknowPoperr.
ledge a foreign power superior to the sovereignty of
the kingdaa, consequently cannot be put upon the
But by 31 Geo. III. c. S2,
Iboting of good subjects
all Roman Catholics who renounce by oath the Pope's
civil power, and abhorrence of the doctrines of destroying and nnt keeping faith with heretics, and deposing
or murdering pnnce* excommunicated by authority of
the see of Rome, shall not be prosecuted under the seAnd by virtue
vere statutes enacted against Popery.
•f thu statute, any of them may practise as a l>arristcr,
Roman Catholics cannot sit in eiattorney, or notarv.
ther house of parliament, because every member must
take the oath of supremacy ; nor can they vote at
dcctiooa, fbr all votes must be given upon a simikr
Mth.
4. BtM|>lM>-

prophanely scoffing at the holy
tbrm tu contempt and ridicule,
arc ofuurai ponisbable at common law.
5, Every labourer, sailor, or soldier, swearing or curs4.

Blasphemy

in

Scripluree, or exposing
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ing, shall forfeit one shilling

every other person under
I-aw
the degree of gentleman, two shillings ; and every gen- "'" England.
tleman or person of superior rank, 5 shillings to the ^"'V"'
poor of the parish. These penalties are doubled and
trebled according to the number of times they are committed J and, in default of payment, commitment to the
house of correction for ten days the conviction must
take place within eight days of the offence before a justice of the peace.
If any person in any stage, play,
interlude, or show, profanely use any of the names of
the holy Trinity, he shall forefeit £ 10.
6. Any person pretending a knowledge in the occult 6. Pretendsciences or witchcraft, is punishable with a year's im- erstowitchctaCi, &c.
prisonment and the pillory.
7. Religious impostors, such as falsely pretend an 7. Religious
extraordinary commission from heaven, are punishable impostors.
with corporal correction and imprisonment.
8. Profanation of the Lord's Sabbath, such as sell- 8. Proftnaing merchandise, or frequenting any play or interlude tion of tiie
upon any holy day, infers a forfeit of three shillings and Sabbath.
fourpence to the poor. Any one working upon such
days shall forfeit 5 shillings ; nor shall any drover, carrier, or the like, travel upon such days under pain of
20 shillings. Auy baker exercising his occupation except between the hours of nine and one o'clock, shall
forfeit 10 shillings for the use of the poor.
9. Drunkenness is also punished with the forfeiture- 9. Drunof 5 shillings, or set in the stocks for six hours.
kenness.
10. The offence of notorious lewdness, as exposition 10. Lewdof person, or frequenting houses of ill fame, is punish- ne»s.
ed by fine and imprisonment.
y. OJf'eiicet against the law of nations, are 1. The via- V. Offences
lation of taj'e conduct, or fiatsports expressly granted against ihe
by the king or his ambassadors to the subjects of a fo- '?" °f "*reign power in time of mutual war ; or committing acts ''°°'*
of hostilities against such as are in amity, league, or '•'Violating
truce with the nation, which by the law of England safe conducts or
is high treason, and restitution shall be made to the
passports.
party injured.
2. The rights of ambassadors are cognirisUjle by the
j |„ ,,,
common law, and it will immediately stop all legal pro- in,Tor mocess sued out against them, or their domestic servants ; Icsling amso that all persons executing such process are deemed bassadors.
violators of the laws of nations, and shall suffer such
;

:

punishment as the lord chancellor and the chief justices,
or any two of them, shall think proper to inflict.
3. Piracy, or robbery, and depredations upon the high

3. pirncv.

seas, is felony in a subject.

Mutineers, or those aiding
or making a revolt on board ship, are considered pirates.
The widows of seamen slain when protecting a
vessel against the attack of pirates, .ire entitled to a

and seamen wounded in such defence, shall be
Greenwich Hospital.
VI. Another great branch of offences, relates to the vi.

bounty

;

entitled to a pension from

iii^ii

supreme executive magistrate; of these high treason is the treason"
I'his crime, (solar as distinguislied by 25th nhat? and
Erincipal.
dw. III. C.2.) is, 1. "Where any one doth compass or '•* several
imagine the tieath of our lord the king, of our iady his q'."!*''''
queen, or their eldest son and heir." In this descrip- ,., ' "„'
tion it is held, that a queen regnant is included, but not
Even an usurper, who has got possesher husband.
sion of the throne, comes within the meaning of the
statute ; for allegiance is due to him also for his temporary protection of the public rights ; and all subjects
ai-e excused from any penalty or forfeiture who asCompassing or imaginsist and obey a king de facto.
ing Ihe death of the king, is even the mind or will to accomplish his death, and not an actual perpetration ; the
malicious intent must be demonstrated by some overt act,

LA
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to constitute high treason.
Endeavouring to imprison
king, is an overt act of treason.
2. Violating with
rr without force the queen consort, the king's eldest
.i...~i,>„. ..„
,.,;ft, „f k;. »i,i~> .„„
o
:«j or
„. .»,„
daughter
the wife
of his eldest son. 3.
unmarried,
Levying war against the king in his realm. 4. Comforting, assisting, or giving information to the king's
enemies. 5. Counterfeiting the king's great or privyseal.
6. Counterfeiting the king's gold and silver
money, or importing counterfeit coin. 7. Killing the
chancellor, treasurer, king's justices of any of the
benches, justices of assize, and all other justices assigned
to hear and determine causes, being in their places

l,3w

of Knuland . ^l^g

doing their
i.

Other

High

2.

Iiigh trea-

III. are, 1.

sons created

offices.

treasons, created subsequent to 2.5th Ed.
as relate to Papists in certain circum-

Such

HI

stances ; as the repeated defence of the Pope's jurisdiction ; the returning from beyond sea of a natural-born

Punisli-

Popish priest, unless driveh in by ftress of weather
the renouncing of one's natural allegiance and reconciliation to the Pope. 2. Any person falsely counterfeiting, or importing and uttering counterfeit, such coin of
gold or silver, as is not the proper coin of this realm,
(counterfeiting the coin of the realm, being already provided against, by 25th Ed. III.) but shall be current
within this realm by consent of the crown or forffinff
•".
',
.1
,
"i. °
the sign manual, privy signet, or pnvy-seal ; or clipping, washing, rounding, or filing the current money
of the realm ; or having in his possession implements
for coining, or falsifying the current coin of the realm;
shall be deemed guilty of high treason.
And, 3. Writing or printing in derogation of the act of settlement.
or of the power of parliament to limit the descent of the
-u -11 1
1
1
1
1
crown, shall
also be
deemed
high
treason
3. The punishment of high treason in males, is to

since 25th

Kd.

:

.

.

.

1

3.

nientofhigh be, 1.
treason.

VII. Felonies injurin„«
.hp
nus .n
to the

king's pre.
rogative.

1.

Second

offence of

uttering
counterfeit

com, &c.
2. Assaulting, &c. a

Drawn.

2.

Hanged.

•

3.

.

Embowclled

alive.

4.

Beheaded. 5. Quartered. 6. The head and quarters
to be at the king's disposal.
But in cases relating to
the coin, only to be drawn, and hanged till dead.
In
the case of females, this last is the punishment for every
species of high treason.
VII. Felonies injurious to the king's prerogative, form
another class of crimes more immediately affecting the
Felony, in the general
s^P""^™^ executive magistrate.
acceptation of the English law, comprises every species
of crime which occasions at common law the forfeiture
of lands and goods ; and to which capital or other punishment may be superadded, according to the degree
of guilt. Felonies immediately injurious to the king's
""'
prerogative are,.1.
The second offence of wilfully ut-

counterfeit coin, and various other offences re'^''"8 t° the coin.
2. To assault, strike, wound, or
^"empt to kill any
privy, councillor in the execution of
- .
into foreign u:
~.
,.
.
„
ic
o Ti
i:_-r_
-^
<"'^ office.
3. 1 lie enustmg into a foreign
service, or
service.
the procuring men so to i'nlist, without the king's li

cmor.™""'

t^''.'"g

r fn
S. Enlisting

,

4.Embezzlingthe

stores.

Desertion

in times of

citing

—^ —

.

.
•

Embezzling
_ or destroying
.
„ the king's^ war20 shillings. 5. Desertion
from his majesty's army and navy in time of war; seducing any person to desert from that service, or inciting mutiny therein.
6. Taking or administering an
cense

4.

like stores to the value of

king's

.?.

.

escr-

VlII. Other offences of the same nature arc punish^^ prcemunire. The penalty of prjemunire was ori6 Takine
g'n^Hy intended as a barrier to the aggrandizing enor adminfstering false croachmcnts of the papal power; but since, attached
as a punishment to a number of offences
oaths.
the most re;
Vlll. Pr(e. markable of which is, the being present at, or wilfully
solemnizing any forbidden marriage of such of the demunire.
scendants of the body of George II. as are by act of
parliament prohibited to contract in matrimony with^'^

W.
A

out the consent of the crown.
person convicted of
Law
pra;munire, is out of the king's protection, his lands and °^ England.
tenements, goods and chattels, are forfeited to the king
and his body remains in prison at the king's pleasure.
IX. Misprisions comprehend a further clasS of of- jx.
m;,.
fences against the king and his government.
They prisions.
may be either negative, which consist in the concealment of something that ought to be revealed ; or positive, consisting in the actual commission of something
that ought not to be done.
1. Under the negative is i. Negative,
comprehended ; 1 Misprision of treason, or the bare comprcknowledge and concealment of treason ; for, by giving hending
the least countenance to a traitorous proceeding, the "];"'P"s>on
party becomes guilty of high treason. The punishment ^^'"''""'
of misprision of treason, is loss of the profits of lands
during life, forfeiture of goods, and imprisonment for
life.
2. Misprision of felom/, or the concealment of a
felony which a man knows, but never assented to ; and
.3.
The concealing of treasure trove, which belongs to
the king or his grantees ; in both of which misprisions
the penalty is fine and imprisonment.
2. Misprisions, which are merely positive, are deno- 2. PositiveJ
minated contempts, or high misdemeanors. 1. Mal-ad- compreministration of public trusts and employments, is pu- lending
nished by parliamentary impeachment, issuing in ba- P'^^^'s*tion input
1.
^ i!
? 1- >
nishment,
imprisonment, fines, or perpetual disabi- jj^ truste
hty.
2. (Contempts against the king's prerogative, contempul
such as refusing to aid him by advice in his councils, against tliel
or person in his wars, or neglecting to join in the posse king's pfe-i
comilalus.
Penalty, fine, and imprisonment, at the '"S^'"'^'
courts, &c.
discretion of the king's courts of justice.
3. Contempts
and misprisions against the king's person and govern.
ment, as speaking or writing against them, or doing
any thing that may tend to lesson him in the esteem
of his subjects, j Penalty, fine, imprisonment, and pillory.
4. Contempts against the king's title, are by denying his right to the crown in common discourse.
.

•

Penalties,

fine,

imprisonment,

.

and

disability,

being

nearly equal to the punishment ofpramunirc. 3. Contempts against the king's palaces or courts of justice are
high'misprisions, such as maliciously striking another in
the king's palace, whereby blood is drawn.
Penalty,
perpetual banishment and fine at the king's pleasure,
and loss of the offender's right hand. Striking in tlie
king's superior courts of justice in Westminster-hall, or
at the assizes, is not only a contempt of the king's majesty, but is also a disturbance of the public justice; therefore, the mere assaulting a judge by drawing a weapon,
is punished with the loss of tlie right hand, imprison-

ment for life, and forfeiture of goods and chattels, and
of the profits of his lands during life. A rescue from
^"J of these courts subjects the party to the like penal
jy Using reproachful words, or contemptuous behav!
our to a judge when in execution of his office, is punish"' with
>- fine
ed
Also, injurious treat^ - and imprisonment.
ment to those who are immediately under the protection of the court, and in execution of their office ; or in
any manner tampering with a witness, subjects the offender to the same punishment.
X. Offences ngaitist public Justice, arc, 1. f^'l'oting or '^ ^"^?^
Jalsifying records, or personating others in courts of lie justice
justice ; it is felony without benefit of clergy.
and 1. Viti.
2. A gaoler making his prisoner bear false uitness, or »''"" re
become an approver, or an appellor against his will. ^^7,?:
Penalty, judgment of felony.
witnesrbn
3. Oostnicling the execution of lawful process, or abii- compulsion;
sing any officer in his endeavours to execute h's duty 3 (,[j^,|.j|jj_
therein, so that he receives bodily hurt.
Penalty, I'e- ing lawful
'""7 *id transportation for seven years ; and persons process

I

L A w.
Lav
in diiguiM, joiniof; in, or abetting any riot to oppose
of EngUnJ g^gf, pro^j^j^ are
felons without benefit of clergy.
. An escape of a person arrested upon criminal proI. EMspc
ceM, before he is put in hold. Penalty, fine and imprisonment. An officer negligently permitting a felon
to escape, is considered guilty of an offence of equal
degree with that of the felony committed, and is liable
to DC punished accordingly, if the felon bie retaken and
convicted if not, to be fined and imprisoned,
-«l! of
5. Breach of priton, or any place of security, when
lawfully committed for treason or felony, is felony at
cooimon law ; and to break prison when confined for
an^ other inferior charge, is punished with fine and impr^onment as a high misdemeanor.
Rescue is the forcibly and knowingly freeing a
person from an arrest or imprisonment ; and is of equal
magrutude as the guilt of a gaoler voluntarily permitting a prisoner to escape ; consequently liable to simi.

;

'

lar puni*liment.
Itfturn-

•pona

7. Returning from trantportalion before the expiration of the term for which the ofiender was transported, or ordered to trai}sport himself.
Penalty, felony

without benefit of clergy.
8. Taiinjg a reward under the pretence of helping the
omner to kit $toleH goods ; the offender shall suffer the
tame puniahment as the felon is liable to who stole the
goods, unleai be give evidence against the principal
felon.

huming them to be slolen,
high misdemeanor such offender may be dealt
with as an acceaaory to the theft and felony, if the
principal felon be first taken and convicted.
10. Thrfl bote, is where a party robbed, not only
koowi the feloo, bat take* hia goods again, or other
mend s , upon afrcement not to proaecute. Penalty,
Ane and imprisonment. Even to advertise a reward
tat the return of things stolen, with no questions ask•d, or words to the same purport, subiects the advertiter and the printer to a forfeiture of £50 each.
11. ContMoa barretri/ is the stirring up suits or quarreU, either at law or otherwise.
Penalty, fine out! imIf any one who has been convicted of
priaonment.
wjt g er y , perjury, subornation of petjury, or common
barretry, iholl practise as an attorney, solicitor, or
It in any suit, the court upon complaint and proof,
'
direct the offender to be transported for seven
Recetving ttoUn goods,

9-

is (a

.eft.

LC«
ibw.

;

18.

MmaOenmct

natiiif in a suit
ty,
,

an officious intermeddling, or asthat in no way belongs to one. Penalia

tat and imprisonment.
19. Champerty ( campi-partido )

is a bargain with the
defaidant or plaintiff to divide the land ur other matter toed for brtween them, if either prevail at law ;
which is also punished with fine and imprisonment
f.
^«" ^ H. Componndimg of in/ormalion u)x>n penal statutes.
Pcaakjr, lioe, pillory, and rendered incapable of ever
(M*.
L
after
anon any popular action.
1 5.
Consptracy to indict an innocent man of felony,
rnwiil
who ia accordingly indicted and acquitted, is a farther
abnw and perversion of public justice, and is punished
Also sending
Imt tioM, imprisonment, and pillory.

C>iaai-

mmg

I

i

tkreatenint letters to extort money or other valuables,
apon which the same punishment follows.
16. Perj^rif'u where one swears wilfully, absolutely,
*"** &lsely to an oath, administered by those having
tiling'
lawful autiiority so to tlo. Subornation is the procuring another to take a false oath. For the latter offence,

the penalty ia perpetual infamy, and a fine of £W, on
tb« nibomer; and' in default of payment, imprison-

ment
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months, and to stand with both ears nailLaw
ed to the pillory. For perjury, six months imprison, of England.
ment, perpetual infamy, and a fine of aCSO, or to have ^"'V'^^
both ears nailed to the pillory.
17- Briberi/, or the giving a reward to influence a n.Briberv.
judge, or other person concerned in the administration
of justice, is punished in inferior ofiicers by fine and
imprisonment, as also those vpho offer a bribe, though
not taken. But judges forfeit treble the bribe, are
punished at the king's will, and discharged from the
for six

king's service for ever.
18. Embracery is an attempt to influence a jury corruptly to one side, by promises, persua&ions, entreaties,
money, entertainments, and the like.
Penalty, fine
and imprisonment and for the jury, perpetual infamy, imprisonment for a year, and forfeiture of tenfold
the value of the bribe.
19. /a/*e yfrrfic* o/'.;«r»es is punished by attaint.
20. Negligence of public officers, as sheriffs, coroners,
constables, and the like.
Penalty, fine and imprison-

18.

Embra-

"'y-

,

:

ment

'^ f*''*
y^"''""'
ao.'Neeligence of

21. Oppression of magistrates.
public offi22. Extortion by ajjicers.
Penalty in both cases, im- '^"^•
prisonment, fine, lyid sometimes forfeiture of the office. ^}' ^ppres'"*'
^'.°"
XI. Felonious breaches of the peace, are,
1. The riotous assembling of twelve persons,
or fg. Extormore, and not dispersing within an hour after procla- tion by ofmation made for that purpose, or opposing the reading ficers.
XJ- Ofof such proclamation by force.

^

2.

faces.

Appearinc; armed, in dissuise,
or with blackened
*

"^

^

^^",'^^^

*

gamstlhe

3. Extorting money by sending threatening letters ; peace.
each of which three offences is felony, without the be- 1. Riotous
assemblies
nefit of clergy.
4. Maliciously to damage or destroy any banks, °^ ^^ P^"sluices, or other works on a navigable river. To destroy '""^ "'.
any turnpike, gate, or fence, toll-house or weighing- jfAppearengine thereunto belonging, erected by authority of in'g armed
parliament.
Penalty, transportation for seven years,
and in dis5. Affrays, or the fighting in public of two or more gui»e.
persons in some public place, and these affrays are ?• '^"'"i"'more heinous according to the aggravation used, or '"C '"""*}•
tlic sacredness of the place wherein they are com- '
s'jujc^j.

menced.

Penalty, fine and imprisonment

and unlanful assemblies, must have
constitute them, and assembled to do

6. Riots, routs,

three persons to

some unlawful act, as to pull down
Penalty, fine and imprisonment

s. Affrays."
6.

Uiots.

enclosures, &c.

Tumultuous pelitiontng. By 13 Car. II. st i. c. 5. 7. Tuniiil.
enacted, " that not more than twenty names shall '"'""' !'*''•
be signed to any petition to the king, or either house """"'S'
of parliament, for any alteration of matters established
by law in church or state, unless the contents thereof
be previously approved, in the country, by three justices, or the majority of the grand jury at the assizes
or quarter sessions ; and in London, by the lord mayor, aldermen, and common council ; and that no petition shall be delivered by a company of more than ten
persons, on pain in either case of incurring a penalty
not exceeding £ 100, and three months imprisonment."
8. Forcible entry and detainer, as violently taking or 8. ForcibI
keeping possession of lands and tenements, with me- entry and
detainernaces, force, and arms, without the authority of law.
Penalty, fine and restitution, without inquiring into
only recognises a
the meriu of the title ; for the
7.

it is

.

kw

peaceable entry.
9. Riding or going armed with dangerous or unusual 9. Goinj
"'"''•'•^
wcajions.
Penaltj-, forfeiture of arms and imprison-

ment.

..
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10.

Englam? . fine
1

Spreading false ttCKS to creaie discord.

Penalty,

and imprisonment
False and prrhiided prophecies, with intent to

1 .

10. Spread'
disturb the peace.
Penalty for the first offence, fine of
ing Take
£\0, and one year's imprisonment; for the second,
news.
11 False
forfeiture of goods and chattels, and imprisonment du-

prophecies.

ring

li. Chal-

an excitement to commit a
felony, therefore is a misdemeanor.
13. Libels are the malicious defamation of any person, which becomes more heinous when a magistrate is

lenge* to
lixht.

13. I.ibct.

,

XII. Of.
fences a-

gaiim public trade.

I.

UwliDg.

life.

I'L Chnllcnge to Jighl is

the object ridiculed, either by printing, writing, signs,
or pictures, in order to provoke him to wrath, or expose him to public hatred, contempt, and ridicule.
Penalty, fine and corporal punishment.
And for the
greater facility in discovering persons who attempt
publicly to defame others, it is enacted, " that every
printer shall print upon the front of every paper which
is printed on one side only, and ,upon the first and last
leaves of every publication which contains more than
one leaf, his name and place of abode ; and in case of
omission, shall forfeit for every copy published, £20;
and every person who prints for profit, shall keep one
copy of every paper so printed, on which shall be
written or printed the name and place of abode of the
person by whom such printer shall be employed, and
shall produce the same to any justice of the peace,
who shall within the space of six months require to
see the same, and upon neglect or refusal shall forfeit

£20.
XI. Offences against public trade

are,

which is the transporting wool or sheep
out of the kingdom. Penalty, forfeiture of both sheep
and vessel, and £.3 for every sheep, imprisonment for
three months, and three shillings for every pound of
1.

Orcling,

wool,

fuller's earth, or pipe clay.
Smuggling, or importing goods without paying
the duties imposed thereon.
Penalties, fine, loss of
gUng.
goods; and when accompanied with any forcible act,
or even in disguise, felony without benefit of clergy.
3. Fraudulent bankruptcy, or any act that tends to
3. Fraudulent bank- defraud the creditors sf a bankrupt.
Penalty, felony
ruptcy.
without clergy.
4. Usury is the extorting more than £5 per cent, per
4. Usury.
annum for the loan of money. Penalty, such usurious
contracts vitiated, and the lender shall forfeit treble
the sum so lent.
5. Cheat5.
Cheating or cozening another by artful means.
ing.
Penalty, fine, imprisonment, and piUory.
6. Forestalling the market, is also an offence against
6. Forestal'
ling.
public trade.
7. Regrat7. Regrating, or buying com and selling it again in
ing.
the same market, for the purpose of enhancing the price.
8. Engrossing is also the buying up large quantities
8. Engros- of corn or other victuals, with intent to sell again. Ve•""Bnalty for each of these three offences, fine and imprisonment.
9. Monopo9. Monopolies and combinations to raise the price of
lies.
provisions, or commodities, or rate of labour. Penalty,
fine and imprisonment ; pillory for the second offence,
and increased fine ; for the tlurd, piUory, loss of one
ear, and perpetual infamy.
10. Exer10. Exercising a trade without having served an apcising a
prenticeship, or otherwise become free. Penalty, fine of
'
"tilling" per month.
*^\ ri^'u
11. Seducing artificers to reside abroad, or transport11. Seducing artifi- ing them, or engines for the manufacture of woollen,
cotton, linen, or silk, and the residing abroad of such
cers.
2.

Smug'

2.

^
•

-2

Penalty, fine, impriionment, forfeiture, in*
capacity of bearing any public office.
XIII. Offences against the Public HeaUh,.axt,
1. ^^^len peraona infected wilJrthe pla^e, or dwelling
in any infeetei house, being commanded to keejt within
such house by the mayor or constable, or other head
officer of the place, shall disobey the injunction, they

artificers.

I-a*
"^ EngUnd.

'KUXiT'
fences

B'."

gainst the
public
health,

^Pfeadbe punished as vagabonds, by whipping; and if
they have upon them any infectious sore, are guilty of
J"^„'"5""
felony. Ships coming from any country, visited with eases,
any infectious disease, are liable to be placed under
quarantine for forty days ; and persons coming from a
ship, while under quarantine, are subject to fine and
imprisonment.
2. Selling unwholesome provisions, or brewing im- 2. Selling
wholesome liquors, &c. come under the same class of unwholeoffences.
The penalty is amercement, pillory, impri- """^ I'™"'*"""'
sonment; and for the fourth offence, abjuration of the
town wherein the offence was committed.
XIV. Offences against iJte Public Police and Economy 'XIV. Of'-

shall

fences a-

are,

To solemnize a marriage g»'nst the
Clandestine marriages.
except wliere banns are usually published without li- P"biicpocense ; and to solemnize marriage in sach place without due publication of banns, is felony ; and the person j. ciani'sso solemnizing, liable to transportation for fourteen tine marTo destroy or riages.
years ; the marriage also being void.
falsify a marriage register, is felony without clergy.
2. Bigamy, or polygamy, is the having more wives g. Bigamy,
than one at the same time ; such second marriage is
void. Penalty, transportation.
3. Idle soldiers or mariners wandering about the 3. Vagrancountry, are esteemed vagabonds, and come within the cy.
1

^^*^

meaning of the vagrant

act.

Also Egyptians, or gypsies and impostors, shall be 4- Egyp'*"'•
deemed rogues and vagrants.
5. Common nuisances are, 1. Such annoyances as 5. Common
render highways or bridges impassable, either by ob- nuisances,
structions, or from the want of necessary reparations.
Persons so offending are proceeded against by indictment, and are liable to fine, besides reparation. 2. All
disorderly inns or ale-houses, bawdy-houses, gaming4.

houses, stage-plays, unlicensed booths and stages for
rope-dancers and mountebanks, are also declared public
nuisances ; and may, upon indictment, be suppressed,
and the owners fined. 3. Letting off fire works, or making and selling them. Penalty, fine. 4. The keeping
or carrying too large a quantity of gunpowder at one
time.
Penalty, fine and forfeiture.
6. Persons losing at play more than £lOO at any one 6. Gaming,
time, are not compellable to pay the same ; and the
winner shall forfeit treble the value, one moiety to the
king, the other to the informer. All bonds and other
securities, given for money won at play, or for money
If
lent at the time to play with, shall be utterly void.
•:<
any person at any sitting loses £lO. or upwards at
play, he may sue the winner, and recover it bdck by
action of debt ; and if he do not sue, any other person
may recover treble the sum so lost ; and in case of
cheating, five times the sum won shall be forfeited,
the winner rendered infamous, and besides be subject
No plates or matches under £50 shall
to whipping.
be run for by horses, except at Newmarket, under

heavy

penalties.

Killing or destroying game, or keeping engines
for that purpose, or having the possession of game not
being duly qualified, is prohibited under a variety of
7.

penalties

and

forfeitures.
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we have spoken

of oSences that affect the in goods or lands, or being an heiress. The offenders
L»w.
^^{"^ society generally. We proceed to consider those which with his procurers and accessaries, are guilty of felony
affect it through the medium of injuries committed
without clergy.
more immediately against individuals.
4. Marrying any woman-child under the age of «j- 4. Marrying'
XV. I. Homicide, the greatest injury that can be leen years, against the will of her father, mother, guar- without
Cxaaa
XV.Cnaa
mmc- done to the pfrtom of an individual is, 1. Justifiable. dians, or governors, infers the ponalty of imprisonment coosent of
patents.
»l3. Criminal.
i. Excusable.
for five years, and the forfeiture of the woman's lands
(I.) JuMtifiabte homicide must arise from necesiily,
during the life of the husband to her next of kin.
without any will, intention, or desire, and without neg5. Rape, or the forcible carnal knowledge of a woman 5. Kape.
ligence ; aa where s proper officer in the endeavour to againtl her mill, and the abuse of a female child under
t^M a felon, is prevented, he is thereupon iustifitd the age of ten, xdtk or without consent, is felony within luing violence to make the caption ; and if homi- out clergy.
ddt aiioald thereby etuue, either to the prisoner, or
6. The infamoui crime against nature, committed ei- 6. UnnatutlKwe oppoaing the process of justice, the officer stands ther with man or beast, is likewise felony without ral crimes.
rxcusca { or if a man be killed in the attempt to mur- clergy.
der, rob, or br«ik open a house ii the night, it U justi7. Assault, battery, wounding, and kidnapping, or the 7. Assault.
fiable homicide ;
alas where a woman or her rela- forcibly taking away the king's subjects, are punished Kidnap,
ping, &c.
tives slay another to preserve her chastity.
by fine, imprisonment, and pillory.
XV [. Of.
['i.) EjcutabU kvmidde i» eitheT frr injurtitniam or
XVI.
Of
oSences
again^
the
habitations
and
proper2««»a.)
Per imforltmiam, as where one doing a ty of individuals, we may enumerate, 1. Arson ab ar- fences att defrndctnlrK
halamM act without any intention of hurt, unfortunately dcndo, which is the malicious and wilful burning of the piinst
bitations
kilu another. StdefendeiJo, or chance-medley, as where house, or out-house of another man; and is felony with- and piafm-a
on<- kills another in bis own defence, that is, aAer he
out benefit of clergy. The wilful firing one's own
haa retreated so far as he poasibly can from the wrath house in a tottn is nunishable with fine, imprisonment, 1. Arson.'
of bis anlagooiat ; and this must be at the very time of and pillory ; and it with intent to defraud any person,
felony without clergy.
the aaaaulL
2. Burglary is the forcible entry into a mansion or i. Borgta(3.) Cnwtiital or Jttomiout homicide, is the killing a
DCiiai.
human crvtore without justification or excuse. 1. A dwelling-house, church, or wall or gate of a town by rrfth dt $t \» one who deliberately puts an end to his night, with a ftlonious intent If there be day light
•nwtfif ; and he that advises another so to do, is an enough to discern a man's face, it is no burglary. 'The
MCOMMT before the fact, if the murder abaolately take* breaking open an out-house that is attached to a dwelplace. A frio de $e U ignominiously buried, a stake ling house, or within the same common fence, is burgdriven through his body, and his goods and chattels lary. But the breaking open a shop that is let apart
fortaltd. S. ManslaMf^/iirr is the unlawful killing ano- from a bouse of which it is parcel, is no burglary, unAs, less some person usually sleep there ; penalty, felony,
ther, withont Bialioe either expressecl or implied.
when; two peraeos suddenly fight and one kill* the without benefit of clergy, for abettors, accessaries, and
lav.

Hitherto

t

m

other ;

this

muat

arise

from the beat of the moment,

and aoddca impulse of the

passions.

Penalty, feiony,

with bMieft of clergy, forfeiture of goods and cfaatteia,
fine.
Bat mortally ilabbiMg is punished as mur-

and

upon aatldcn provocation. S. Murwhere " a penon et tommd wtemory ami £tCTeti<m,
unlanJuUy lilldh anji rtatomabte ereoture in bang, and

der, tluMigh <l«n«

drr

is

mttder iMr king'* praet, with malice afortthcmghl, either

exfrm or iimHed;"
qacnee of which

at doe* any act the evident conaebe the death of aome one. The

will

•eoand>. at well as principals in a deliberate duel,
i!r« fatally, are all deemed murderers in
whi
law.
nent, death, the body anatomixed, and
PetiUlrnuon, is where a serM». the folvtiure* of fMooy.
Txnt kitit hit master; the wife her husband; or an
Punishment, to be drawn
ecrlniaatic hit superior.
and hanged, with the other penalties of murder.
S. Mayhem is the violently depriving another of the
,^,^

ae

at auch of

aMa

to

prindpals.
3. Larceny, is the felonious taking and carrying 3. Larceaj,
away the goods of another ; and it is either,
(1.) Grand larceny, where the property taken is (1.) Grand
above the value of twelve pence; which is felony, in larceny.
some cases within, in others without clergy.
(2.) Petit larceny, where the value is twelve pence i. PcUt lar.
only, which is also felony, but not capital, being pu- ceny.
nished with whipping or transportation ; or,
(3.) Afixeti or compound larceny, which is that where- (i.) Mixed
in the taking is accompanied with the aggravation of larceny.
being either, I. From tne house, or, 2. From the person.
Larcenies from the house, by day or night, are felonies
without clergy, when they are, 1. Alxjve twelve pence,
whether the house be properly a dwelling-honse.church,
iNmth, &c. any [)crson being therein.
2. When the value is five shillings, the house being broke open, though
no person be thtrein. 3. Larcenies of forty shillings,
from a house without breaking, and though no person
be therein. 4. I^jrcenies of five shillings from a shop,
warehouse, out-house, &c. whether broken or not, and
though no person be therein. I^arceny from the person, is 1. By privately stealing from the person of ano2. By robbery,
ther above the value of twelve pence.
or the felonious and forcible taking from the person of
another, goods or money of any value, by putting him

as may render him less
mself and even the lying in
malice aforethought, to cut off*
wait unlawful!;,
or disable any limb or memt>er of any perKm, tr/VA t'atraJ to maim or to di*figur« him, is felony without
clergy t or any one maliciously shooting at, stabbing,
ar csitting ano*^" ""^ inlrnl to murder, rob, maim,
or milk intrHl lo aid the rtca/ie
sHlfgSiv, or lit
of any person u.^..-^.^ >jt catting, is guilty of a felony in fear. These are also felonies without clergy. As
without clergy.
attempt to rob is felony.
4. MalicivHs mischief, such as the destroying dikes, 4. Mali.
3. The JarciUt abdaeliom and marriage, or stealing
dous misttt an hctrcaa, is where a person for lucre takes any
public navigations, bridges, &c. ; breaking open any
chieC
woman, whether maid, widow, or wife, contrary to her nouse or shop to destroy goods in the loom, or utensils
will, and afterwards she is married to such miadoer, or
used in manufacturing such eoods ; burning any bam
by bia cotMcnt to anatbcr, she having substance either or stack of corn or grain ; killing any horses, sheep, or
hit

fi|{ht or

rot. xit.

rarr

members

;

n.

4o
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6. Forgery.

other cattle ; cutting down trees or hop-binils; setting
fire to a coal-mine, &c. are felonies without clergy
and if the offender be not convicted, the hundred shall
Likewise the burning,
be charged with the damages.
or in any manner causing or advising the destruction of
any ship, with intent to defraud the insurers, is felony

without clergy.
5. Forgery is the fraudulent making or altering a
writing to the prejudice of another's rignt, which is felony without clergy. Forging the superscription of a
letter to evade the payment of postage, subjects the offender to transportation for fourteen years.
So much for the different species of crimes we next
consider the trial of them.
XVII. The criminal courts are, first, those of a public and general jurisdiction ; secondly, those of a pri:

XVII.

Tri-

Blof

vate and special jurisdiction.
1. Public courts, are, 1. fhe High Court of Parliacourt B.
ment, which is the supreme court in the kingdom, and
1. Courts of
proceeds by impeachment. 2. The court of the Lord
a general
High Steward of Great Britain, which is a court held
jurisdicin the recess of parliament, constituted for the trial of
tion:
peers, for treason or felony, or misprision, upon indictas High
Couit of
ment found by a grand jury of freeholders, transmitted
Parliafrom the assizes or court of King's Bench by writ of
ment,
certiorari, to be determined before his grace the steward
King's
the peers. 3. The court of King's Bench takes
Bench, &c. and
cognizance of all criminal causes, from high treason
down to the most trivial misdemeanor or breach of the
The judges of this court are the supreme copeace.
4. The court of Chivalry.
roners of the kingdom.
5. The court of Admiralty, held before the lord high
admiral of England or his deputy, who is styled the judge
of the admiralty. These five courts may be held in any
part of the kingdom. The following are of a local juris6. The courts of oyer and terminer, and genediction.
ral goal- delivery, which are held before the king's commissioncrs, (usually two judges of the courts of Westminster, ) twice in every year, in every county in the
kingdom except the four northern ones, where they
are held only once ; but in London and Middlesex they
In cases of urgency, the king
are held eight times.
issues a special or extraordinary commission of oyer
and terminer, and goal delivery, confined to those offences which stand in need of immediate inquiry and
punishment. 7. The court of the General Quarter Sessions, is held once in every quarter of the year to try
small felonies, and all trespasses whatever. 8. The Sheriff's toitrn, or rotation, is a court of record, and held
twice every year. 9. The Courtlect, or vietv offrankjiledge, is a court of record, held once a- year within
a particular hundred, lordship, or manor, before the
steward of the leet. 10. The court of the coroners, held
where a person comes to sudden or violent end, super
visum corporis. 1 1 The court of the clerk of lite market,
incident to every fair and market in the kingdom.
2. Courts of
2. Courts of a Special Jurisdiction, or private courts,
a special ju- are 1. The court of the Lord Steward, Treasurer, or
risdiction.
Comptroller of the King's Household, which has cognizance of offences committed within the limits of any
of the palaces and houses of the king. 2. The Univercrimes.

Criminal

I

.

sity courts.
3. Prosecutions, or proceedings in criminal courts,
are either summary or regular. Summary proceedings,
are such as are directed by particular acts of parliaSummary; ment, whereby a man may be convicted without the
intervention of a jury as for frauds upon the excise,

Prosecution of
crimes.

:

contempt of court, &c.
Regular

4.

The

first

step in regitlar proceedings

is

by

arrest,

which

the apprehending a person for such an offence
Law.
and in gc- "*~~r'*
^"^^^
>
By warrant,
which may l)e granted in extraordinary cf*e» by the
privy-council, or secretaries of state ; but ordinarily by
justices of the peace, either directed to a peace officer
or private person. 2. By qfflcei-s without warrant, as
where any one commits a felony or breach of the peace
in their presence. 3. By a private person who is present
when any felony is committed. 4. Upon hue and cry
raised upon a felony committed.
Divers acts of parliatnent have given rewards to those who apprehend
delinquents and prosecute them to conviction.
is

as will at least justify holding him to bail
neral an arrest may be madefour ways ; 1.

:

Commitment must be upon good grounds of suspi- Commit,
must be discharged and if he be ""ent;
committed upon good grounds of suspicion, he must be
5.

cion, or the prisoner

;

sent to prison, or give bail (if the offence is not of a ca- Bail;
pital nature) for his appearance to answer the charge
against him. If the offence be not bailable, or the party
cannot find bail, he is committed to the county goal by
mittimus from the justice.
6. 'The accusation of offenders is, 1. By presentment, Accusatio
which is the notice taken by a grand jury of any offence „.^,
from their own knowledge or observation; as upon inqui- by
prese'n
sitions of felo de se, of flight in persons accused of felo- nient;
ny, oi deodands, &c. 2. By Indictment, which is a writg i„jten accusation of one or more persons for a crime or uient
misdemeanor, preferred to a grand jury, who are previously instructed in the articles of their inquiring by
a charge from the judge who presides upon the bench, or 3. Info
3. By informaliott, which may be at the suit of the ™''"ob.
king and a subject upon a penal statute, or at the suit
of the king only, differing from indictments in this,
that it is exhibited by the informer or the king's officer
for misdemeanors only, and not on the oath of the
grand jury.
7. If the offender appears or is in custody, the next Arraign!
step is to arraign him ; that is, calling him to the bar ""ent.
of the court to answer to the matter of the indictment.
If he stands mute, the court will impannel a jury to in- What if
quire whether it is by the visitation of God ; for if that prisoner
is the case, the trial shall proceed as if he had pleaded *'*"'*^
not guilty ; but upon his standing obstinately mute he
is considered as convicted, and judgment and execution
.

.

1

be thereupon awarded, as if
tual confession of the indictment.
shall

he had made an ac-

^

TJ

8. Plea, or defensive matter alleged by the prisoner, Defence
plea to the jurisdiction ; as where an pleas of
may be, 1.
indictment is taken beforeacourt that hath nocognizance prisoner,
of the offence. 2. Demurrer to the indictment, which
is where the fact alleged is allowed to be true ; but the
prisoner joins issue upon some point of law in the indictment, by which he insists that the fact as stated is
no felony, treason, or whatever the crime is alleged to be.
plea in abatement which is principally for a misno3.
mer, or false addition to the prisoner ; and if the fact is
found by a jury, then the indictment shall be abated.
4. Special pleas in bar, as autrefoits acquit, or a former
acquittal.
5. The plea oi autrefoits convict, or a former
conviction for the same identical crime, though no judgment was ever given, or perhaps will be, (being suspended by the benefit of clergy or other cause, ) is a
good plea in bar to an indictment. 6. The plea of au7. Plea of partrefoits attaint, or a former attainder.
don which, if pleaded before sentence is passed, pre8. The general issue
vents the corruption of the blood.
or plea of not guilty, which brings the point of guilt or
innocence immediately to issue. In this case, the clerk
of the arraigns asks the prisoner how he will be tried ?

A

A

LAW.
rjii

if

he

uumtm

proceed

" by God and my 6ounitrj'," Ihc trial shall
but if he relaaei to answer in these words, or

;

obstinately mute, conviction as in the case of re^
fuiing lo plead will (bllow.
9. The old methods of trial founded upon supersti.
iktiuids

Trill.

tion, are now superseded by the trial per patriam, or by
Juty : and by the pters of Great Britain in the court

of parliament, or in the court of the lord high steward.

In

10.

all

cases of high treason, petit treason,

and

misprision of treason, anil oSiences against the coin of
the realm, two lawful witnesses are required to convict
a priaoaar, ubIcm be shall willingly and without vie
knee oonfw the same. But in almost every other acCHwricn one positive and unobjectionable witness is
•ufficient.

If the jury find the prisoner not guiUi/, he is then
and discharged of the accusation. But if
the jury find him gwily, he is then said to be convicted
of the crime whereof he stands indicted.
12. After trial and conviction, the judgment of the
court regulvly follows, unless suspended or arrested
br sooie hilervening circumstance, as the benefit nf
citrg^, which is a molified remnant of Popish abuse.
AftJrr conviction, if for a clergj'able offence, the culprit,
1 1.

for ever ouit

•kfn-

Jitaifmtal.
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the culprit dies before he is attainted, neither forfeiLaw.
ture nor corruption of blood takes place.
""""V"^
14. Juilgment may be reversed, 1. By matter dehors Reversal of
or foreign to the record, without a tvril of error ; as judgment,
where the judgment was given by persons who had no
good commission to proceed against the person conif

2. By mrit of error, which lies from all incriminal jurisdictions to the court of King's
Bench, and from the King's Bench to the House of
Lords.
3. By act of parliament.
4, By the king's Pardon.
pardon, which may be either absolute, commonly called
a free pardon ; or conditional, as that the convict shall
be transported, or undergo some other species of punishment inferior to that to which he has been sentenced.
Reprieve is only a temporary suspension of the Reprieve*
execution of judgment for some supervening or equitable cause, as pregnancy, insanity, &c.

demned.
ferior

15. The execution ofjudgment must in all cases be Execution
performed by the legal officer, the sheriff, or his depu- ofjudgty, and in strict conformity to the terms of the warrant menu
of execution.

The following are the most approved instilutionary writers on t|je law of England: Coke's Institutes
nf the Laws of England, with Notes, by Hargrave and
iattaad of burning in the hand as formerly, is either Butler, 7 vols. 8vo. 180!). Wootleson's Systematical
IWHHWimil, or employed for a definite term upon s-ome View of the Lams of England, 3 vols. 8vo. J792. Wood's
work of public utihty. By the same privilege, the of- Institutes of Do. 1772.
Sullivan's Lectures on Do.
fender regaioa the possession of his lands as if he had quarto, 1775. Wynne's Eunomus, or Dialogues concernncTcr bMB cenvjetM; but upon a tecond oonviction of ing the Latv and Constitution of England, 4 vols. Svo.
»ay danyabla oftnee, b« can have no benefit of cler- 1774. And above all, Blackstone's Commentaries on
gf. AlTclerka aettmUw in orders, are discharged on Do. with Mr. Christian's Notes, 4 vols. Svo. latest
pv^ingtb* benc6c of the statute without any infamous edition. To which may be added, De Lolme On the
paniilment. and this mt often as they olftnd. And all Constitution of England ; and the late Professor Milnede of parliament and peers of the realm shall be dit* lar's Historical View of the English Constitution, from
the time nfthe Saxons to the Revolution 1688, tvilh Disdiargcd in like manoer for t\ve\r first oflrnce.
13. Jmdgwttta iiMiwWetfly luUows conviction for
sertalioHS connected xvilh the History of the Government
tfMae Crimea which are either too high or too low to from the Revolution to the present lime, 4 vols. Svo. 1803.
ke ndodcd within the benefit of clergy but before Besides what the reader will find in some of these auJadfHeBt is paaMd, the prisoner ieasketl whether he has thors on the subject of crown or criminal law, he may
tnj tkiag to oftr whr judgment should not be award- further consult, Hale's Pleas of the Croxin, with Notes
ed afainal kim ^ If be has nothing to offer, the court by Mr. Doghcrty, 2 vols. Svo. 1800. Hawkin's Do.
must pronounce that judgment which the law has an- with the Additions and Notes of Mr. Leach, 4 vols. Svo.
ncsed tothcerine; econacquenceofwhichisa/Zninr/cr, 1 795. Foster's Reports and Discourses on some branch'
becomca dead in Uw, his real and per- rsqfihe Crovm Law. Leach's Coses in Crown Laiv,2vo\s.
wkereby •
onel eelMe ia ia tone cases forfeited to the king, and 8vo. 1800. And East's Treatise of the Pleas of the Cromi,
vols. i. andii. (being all yet published) Svo. 1803.
if ettHOlad ftr tniMn bis blood becomes corrupt ; but

.

;
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Pabt IV.
I^w

OF THE

LAW OF SCOTLAND.

riew of the law of Scotland we shall
aa nearly as the genius of the two systems will
admit, the distribution observed in our abstract of the
will only remark, that the law
of £nf(bnd.
reUlii^ to the king, parliament, Sec. or what is commonly understood by the puUic law of the realm, being in most respects the same in lx>th qiuulers of the
isUiid, we shall here touch upon it only in so far as
tkcre ia any peculiarity in the law of ."Scotland, referto Book I. of the foregoing Part, and
Mtkles distributed under our general altJtfke
I

% [iiesf nlinj a

•r ScotUpd. ratain,

^^z"""

We

Uw

t

pWjeC
»r<Ntairf

pvtij

hiTBODUCTION.

IIJ-

lIltOTjr i*€

i»fltrs»,aad

CfflAe Sources, or component Parts, of the

p*rtlySM.
looury oe
onwriure.

1.

.

Lam of

Scotland.

The municipal law

of Scotland like that of Eng-

land, and indeed of all other countries which have any
Law
fixed institutions, consists partly of statutory or written of Scotland.
law, which has the express authority of the legislative ^"^^^'^^
power ; and partly of customary or unwritten law, which
ilerives force from tlie presinned or tacit consent of that

power.
statutory or written law is compreActs of parliament, not those only which
were made in the reign of .James I. of Scotland, and
from thence down to the union with England in 1707,
but such of tlie British statutes enacted since the union
as concern this part of the united kingdom.
3. The remains of the ancient written law of Scotland were published by Sir John Skene, clerk- register,
in the Ijcginning of the last century, by license of parThe books of Regiam Majestatem, to which
liamcnt.
the whole collection owes its title, seems to be a system
of Scotch law written by a private lawyer at the com2.

Under the

hended,

first.

Written
'aw, acts of
parliament,.

neglam
Majestatern,
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Scotland.

mencement of David

and though no express confirmation of that treatise by the legislature appears, yet
it is admitted to have been the ancient law of the Scots,
by express statutes 1471, c. 47 1487, c. 115. The
borough-laws, which were enacted by the same king
David, and the statutes of William, Alexander 11.
David II. and the three Roberts, are universally allowed to be genuine. The Scottish parliaments once and
again appointed commissioners to revise and amend the
Regiam Majesiatem, and the other ancient books of
their law, and to make their report
but as no report
appears to have been made, nor consequently any ratification by parliament, none of these remains are receiI.

;

—

them. Neither can the judgments of the House of
Law
Peers of Great Britain reach farther thaato the parties ofScoiIanl.
in the appeal, since in these the peers act as.judges, not r'T^''"'"'
as lawgivers.
Nevertheless where a similar'judgment
ofHou'"'
is repeated in the court of the last resort, it must have
Peers,
the strongest influence upon the determinations of inferior courts.

BOOK

I.

;

ved, as of proper authoritj', in the Scotch courts ; yet
they are of excellent use in proving and illustrating
ancient customs.
4. The written law comprehends, second, the Acts
Arts or sederunt.
of Sederunt, which are ordinances for regulating the
forms of proceeding before the» Court of Session in the
administration of justice, made by the judges, who have
a delegated power from the legislature for that purpose,
1540, c. 93. Some of these acts touch upon matter of
right, which declare what the judges apprehend to be
the law of Scotland, and what they iu-e to observe afterwards as a rule of judgment.
5. The civil and canon laws, though they are not
Authority
of civil and perhaps to be deemed proper parts of the written law
canon lairs. of Scotland, have undoubtedly had the greatest influence in that kingdom. The powers exercised by the
Scottish sovereigns and judges, have been justified upon
no other ground than that they were conformable to
the civil or canon laws, 1493, c. 51
1540, c. 69, &c.
And a special statute was deemed necessary upon the
Reformation, to rescind such of their constitutions as
were repugnant to the Protestant doctrine, 1567, c, 31.
From that period the canon law has been little respected, except in questions of tithes, patronages, and some
other articles of ecclesiastical right. But the Roman
continues to have great authority in all cases where it
is not derogated from by statute or custom, and where
the genius of the law suffers it to be applied, 1493, c.

—

51—1540, c. 70—1587, c. 31.
Unnritten
6. The unwritten or customary law of Scotland, is
or customa- that which, without being expressly enacted by statute,
ry law.
derives its force from the tacit consent of king and people

;

whicli consent

is

tom of the community,

presumed from the ancient cusas the laws of primogeniture and

Of the

Rights arising from the state or condition nf Men
audjrom their more intimate relation, or
more usual connection with one another > usually called
Rights of Persons.
in Society,

TtTLE

l.-^Qf' Ecclesiastical Persons.

1. Upon the abolition of the Pope's authority at the Church gcReformation, the regular clergy were totally siqipres- vcrnmejit
sed ; and in place of all the different degrees which dis- '" Scotland
"
tiiiguish the secular clergy,
!
" V"'^"
^''. the Scots had only
J at first
^
formation,
,
,
^
,
parochial presbyters or mmisters, and supenntendants
who had overseeing of the church within a certain district.
Soon thereafter the church government became
Episcopal, by archbishops, bishops, ixc. 1606, c. 2 ; and'
after some intermediate turns is now Presbyterian, by
kirk-sessions, presbyteries, synods, and general assemA
,

.

.

.

blies.

2.

He who

founded or endowed a church, was enti-

Patronage,

f

tied to the right of patronage of it, or advocatio eccle.
whereby among other privileges, he might pre;
sent a churchman to the cure in case of a vacancy.
The presentee after he was received into the church,
had a right to the benefice prop7io Jure ; and if the

sice

church was parochial, he was called a parson. The
Pope claimed the right of patronage of every kirk to

which no third party could shew a

special title ; and
since the Reformation, the crown, as coming in place
of the Pope, is considered as the universal patron where
no right of patronage appears in a subject. Where two
churches are united which had different patrons, each
patron presents by turns.
3. Where a fund is gifted for the establishment of a Patronag«.
second minister, in a parish where the care is thought of coiiegi.
too heavy for one, the patronage of such benefice does ate church'^
not belong to the donor, but to him who was patron of
the church ; unless either where the donor has reserved
to himself the right of patronage in the donation, or
where he and his successors liave been in the constant
use of presenting the second minister without challenge
from the patron. The right of presenting incumbents

succession, the legitim, terce, courtesy, &c. No precise
time can be fixed as necessary for constituting this sort
of law, because some things require in their nature
longer time, and a greater frequency of acts to establish
them than others. Custom, as it is equally founded in
the will of the lawgiver with written law, has therefore was, by l690, c 23, taken from patrons, and vested in
the same effects. Hence as one statute may be ex- the heritors and elders of the parish, upon payment to
plained or repealed by another, so a statute may be ex- be made by the heritors to the patron, of 600 merks
plained by the uniform practice of the community, and but it was again restored to patrons, 10 Ann, c. 12; with
even go into disuse by a posterior contrary custom. the exception of the presentations sold in pursuance of
But this power of custom to derogate from prior sta- the former act.
tutes, is generally confined by lawyers to statutes con4. That kirks may not continue too long vacant, the Patrons
cerning private right, and does not extend to those patron must present to the presbytery, (formerly to the must prewhich regard public policy.
bishop,) a fit person for supplying the cure within six sf"' withui
uniform tract of the judgments or decisions of months from his knowledge of the vacancy, otherwise ^'* months,
7.
necisions
of Court of the Court of Session, is commonly considered as part
the right of presentation accrues to the presbytery jure
Session.
of the customary law ; and without doubt where a par- devoluto. Since the final abolition of Episcopacy at the ^'onrn of
^°"**""''
ticular custom is thereby fixed or proved, such custom
Revolution, a judicial act of admission by the presbyof itself constitutes law; but decisions, though they tery, proceeding either upon a presentation, or upon a
bind tlie parties litigating, have not in their own na- call from the heritors and elders, or upon their own
ture the authority of law in similar cases ; yet where jus devolutmn, completes the minister's right to the be*
they contiaue uniform, great weight is justly laid on nefice.

Its properties.

A

(

L A
Soon after the Rt-formation, the
men were prevailed u|x)ii to resign in
hanJs a third of their benefices which,
was appropristed, in the first place, for
5.

;

of the refonned

To make

clergj-.

this

Popish churchthe sovereign's

by 1567,

c.

10,

the subsistence

fund

effectual,

particular localities were assigned in every benefice to
the extent of a third, called the assumplion of' thirds ;
and for the farther support of ministers, Queen Mary
made a grant in their favour of all the small benefices,

not exceeding 300 merks, which was confirmed by
J 572, c. 52.
Bishops, by the act which restored them
to the whole of their benefices, 1606, c. 2, were obliged
to maintain the ministers within their dioceses, out of
the thirds ; and in like manner the laic titulars, who
got grants of the teinds, became bound, by their acceptation of them, to provide the kirks within their
erections in competent stipends.
6. But all these expedients for the maintenance of
the clergy having proved ineffectual, a cx>mmission of

UOf
.

and

Parliament was appointed in the reign of James V[.

and modifying stipends to ministers
1617, c. 3, to which a power was soon
superadded of dividing large parishes and erecting new
cliurchw, by 16'21, c.d
• second commission was appointed, 16SS, c 19, not only for modifying stipends,
iMtt for the valuation and sale of teinds.
After the
Rotontioa, aeveral new commissions were granted by
Parliament, with more ample powers of dismembering
and annexing churches as they should find just, 16b°l,
c. 6l, he. ; but the powers of all these were, by 1707,
c. 9, transferred to the Court of Session, with this limitation, that no p.irish should be disjoined, new church
erected, or old one removed to a new place, without tiie
cuoacut of three fourths of the heritors, computing the
tnotM not by their numbers, but by the valuation of
tbair rrata within the pariah.
I'he judges of the Seation, when ritting in that court upon the causes so devolved upon them, are considered as a commission of
Parliament, and have their proper clerks, macers, and
•ihir o<Bce of court, aa such. Their judgments in
that capacity may be appealed to the House of Lords
as in ordinary cases.
And the powers and duties of
this commission have been lately defined and regulated
by 48 Geo. III. c. 138.
7. The lowest stipend that could be modified to a
minister by the first commission I6l7, a 3, was 500
merk«, or five chalders of victual, unless where the
whole teinds td the parish did not extend so fur ; and
the highest waa 1000 merks, or ten chalders. The
Parliament, 1(>33, c. 8, raised the minimum to eight
chaldcra of victnal, and proportionally in money ; but as
nahhw the eommiasion appointeil by that act, nor any
of tfcr
onea, was limited as to the maxivium,
the «anaiMHmn have been in the practice of augmcntmg attpendt conaiderably above the old maximum,
where there » toffidency of free teinds, and the cure
la burdensome, or living expensive.
8. Few of the reformetl ministers were, at first, provided with dwelling-houses; most of the Popish clergy
having, upon the first appearance of the Kefonnation,
let their manses in feu, or in long tacks
Ministers,
therefore, got a right, by 1563, c. 72, to as much of
these manse* as would serve them, notwithstanding
ack ieua or tacks. When there was no parson's or
vioM'a manae, one was to be built by the heritor), at
the aight of the bishop, (now the presbytery,) the
cfame n«C exceeding il.lOOO Scots, nor below 500
oicrka, lUfg, c ^5-^X663, c. 21.
Under a manse are
for planting kirks,

out of the

tein<ls,

:

n

wUmynt

:
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comprehended stable, barn, and byre, with a garden ;
for all which it is usual to allow half an acre of ground,
Every incumbent is entitled, at his entry, to have his
manse put into good condition.
9. All ministers, where there is any landward or
country parish, are, over and above their stipend, entitled to a glebe, which comprehends four acres of arable land, or sixteen sowms of pasture ground where
there is no arable land, (a sowm is what will graze ten
sheep, or one cow,) and is to be designe<l or marked

Law
"f Scot land

Glebe.

by the bishop

or presbytery, out of such kirk-lands
within the parish as lie nearest to the kirk, 1593, c.
165—1606, c. 7. As the benefit intended by these
acts to the clergy must have been lost where there
were no kirk-lands in the parish, it was provided, by
1644, c. 31, that, in default of kirk-lands, the glebe
should be designed out of temporal lands ; and this act,
though falling under the act recissory of Charles II,
seems to have been considered as still in force by 1663,
a 21, which takes it for granted, that all ministers, except those in certain royal boroughs, have right to
glebes.
A right of relief is competent to the heritors
whose lands are set off for the manse or glebe, against
the other heritors of the parish.
10.

Ministers, besiiles their glebe,

were

entitled to Grass,

grass for a horse and two cows, by 1649, c. 45, which
is revived, by 1663, c. 21 ; and if the kirk-lands, out
of which the grass may be designed, either lie at a distance, or are not fit for pasture ; the heritors are to pay
to the minister ,£.20 Scots yearly, as an equivalent.
Ministers have also freedom of foggage, pasturage, fuel,
feal, divot, loaning, and free iah and entry, according
1663, c. 21. What these oiher prito use and wont, 1593, c. 165
privileges are, must be determined by the local custom vileges of
Besides the above mentioned ministers.
of the several parishes.
burdens which are imposed upon heritors, the parishioners were obligetl to provide communion cups and
lavers, I6l7, c. 6, and to repair tlie kirk and kirk-yard
dikes, 1572, c. 5'1
1597, c. 232 ; but these burdens are
now for the most part undertaken by the heritors.

—

—

Title

II

Of Husband and

Wife.

1. Persons, when considered in a private capacity, Mairiagc,
are chiefly distinguishetl by their mutual relations ; as what
husband and wife, tutor and minor, father and child,
master and servant. The relation of husband and wife
is constituted by marriage, which is the conjunction of

man and

wife vowing to live inseparable/ till death.
Marriage is truly a contract, and so requires the nullwithIdiots, therefore, and furious per- out conconsent of parties.
sons cannot marry. As no person is presumed capable ^«"'
of consent within the years of pupillarity, which, by our
law, lasts till the age of fourteen in males, and twelve in
females, marriage cannot be contracted by pirpils ; but
if the married pair shall cohabit after puberty, such
acquiescence gives force to the marriage. Marriage is
fully perfected by consent ; which, without consummaThe
tion, founds all the conjugal rights and duties.
A which must
consent requisite to marriage must be de prwsenti.
promise of marriage {slipulatio sponsalitia,) though it be rfc^re2.

was guarded by certain penalties
be
/. 5. c. de spans, may, by ours,

in the

Roman

law,

safely resiled from,

as long as matters are entire ; but if any thing be done
by one of the parties, whereby a prejudice arises from
the non-performance, the party resiling is liable in da-

mages

to the other.

The

canonists,

and

after thera

our

.

'~'^<'*™^

»'»'«•
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Pio ei
form
of
celebration
necessary,

Presumcd
marriage.

courts of justice, explain a copula subsequent to a proniise of marriage into actual marriage.
3. It is not necessary that marriage should be celebrat•'„,,
, ,
.•
,
^ ^
«' by a clergyman. Ihc consent or parties may be
declared before any magistrate, or simply before witnesses.
And though no formal consent should appear,
marriage is presumed from the cohabitation, or living
together at bed and board, of a man and woman who
are generally reputed husband and wife.
One's ac1

knowledgment of his marriage to the midwife whom
he called to his wife, and to the minister who baptized
his child, was found sufficient presumptive evidence of
marriage, without tlie aid either of cohabitation or of
Itahitc

Consent of

The

and

penalties of the act 1672 against clandestine marriages
Law
were found to be taken off. Fountainhall, 1 1th Dec. ofScotlantf.

*•
1705, Carriilhers.
Commu6. By marriage, a society is created beftpeen the
nion of
married pair, which draws after it a mutual communigoads.
cation of their civil interests, in as far as is necessary
for maintaining it.
As the society lasts only for the
lives of the socii, therefore rights that have the nature
of a perpetuity, which our law styles heritable, are not
brought under the partnership or communion of goods,
as a land estate, or bonds bearing a yearly interest
it
is only moveable subjects, or the fruits produced by
heritable subjects during the marriage, that become
:

common

repute.

by the Roman law, essenthe marriage of children infamilia. But by our
father's consent was,

parents not tial to
necessary, law, children

may

enter into njarriage without the

7.

to man and wife.
The husband, as the head of

sole right of

managing the goods

called jK* mariti;

in

^

the wife, has the Jus

mariti.

communion, which

This right is so absolute, that it
resemblance to a right of administering
father.
a common subject
for the husband can, in virtue
4. Marriage is forbidden within certain degrees of
thereof, sell, or even gift at his pleasure, the whole
Marriage
v/ithin cer- blood.
The Romans reckoned a degree for every per- goods falling under communion ; and his creditors may
tain deson generated ; by which rule, a father and a son are affect them for the payment of his proper debts; so that
grees of
in the first, brothers in the second, and first cousins in
the Jus mariti carries all the characters of an assignabloed null
the fourth degree of consanguinity.
The canon law tion by the wife to the husband, of her moveable estate.
computes by the persons generated upon one side only, It arises ipso Jure from the marriage, and therefore
which, in the direct line of ascendants and descendants, needs no other constitution.
comes to the same account with the Roman computa8. From this right are excepted paraphernal goods, Paraphertion ; but in the traverse or collateral line, makes a which, as the word is understood in our law, compre- nalia exconsiderable variation from it.
By 1567, c. 15, which hends the wife's wearing apparel, and the ornaments cepted from
adopts the law of Moses, Levit. c. 18, into ours, se- proper to her person, as necklaces, ear-rings, breast or this right.
conds in blood, and all remoter degrees, may lawfully arm jewels, &c. These are neither alienable by the
marry. By seconds in blood are meant first cousins, husband, nor affectable by his creditors.
according to the computation of the canon law, which
9. The right of the husband to the wife's moveable Burdens
was at that time the common way in Scotland of reckon- estate, is burdened with tlie moveable debts contracted affecting
Marriage in the direct line is forbidden by her before marriage
And as his right is univer- the^^ws
and in the ing degrees.
marili.
direct line, in infinitum ; as it is also in the collateral line in the
sal, so is his burden ; for it reaches to her whole movein infinispecial case where one of the parties is loco parentis to
able debts, though they should far exceed her movetum.
the other, as grand-uncle, great-grand-uncle, &c. with able estate.
Yet the husband is not considered as the
respect to his grand-niece, &c. The same degrees that true debtor in his wife's debts.
In all actions for payare prohibited in consanguinity are prohibited in affi- ment she is the proper defender
the husband is only
nity ; which is the tie arising from marriage betwi.ft cited for his interest, that is, as curator to her, and adone of the married pair and the blood relations of the ministrator of the society goods. As soon, therefore,
Other
Man-iage, also, where either of the parties is as the marriage is dissolved, and the society gootls
grounds of other.
naturally unfit for generation, or stands already married thereby suffer a division, the husband is no farther
nullity.
to a third person, is ipso jure null.
concerned in the share belonging to his deceased wife
5. To prevent bigamy and incestuous marriages, the
and consequently is no longer liable to pay her debts,
Proclamachurch has introduced proclamation of banns ; which is which must be recovered from her representatives, or
tion of
banns to
the ceremony of publishing the names and designations her separate estate.
what effect (addition ) of those who intend to intermarry, in the
10. The husband, by marriage, becomes the perpe- Husband
necessary,
churches of the parishes where the bride and bridegroom tual ciu-ator of the wife. From this right it arises, 1 is the
reside, after the congregation is assembled for divine
That no suit can proceed against the wife till the hus- wife's curator.
service, that all persons who know any objection to the
band be cited for his interest: And if she is married
marriage may offer it. Not bishops only, but presbyte- during the dependence of a process against her before
Conseries, assumed formerly a power of dispensing with proan inferior court, and if the husband dwells within quences of
clamation of banns on extraordinary occasions. Act Ass. another territory, he must be called by letters of sup- this right.
1638, Sess.ilS, 21, which has not been exercised since the plement, which are granted of course by the Court of
Revolution. When the orde.- of the church is observed, Session.
2. All dee<ls done by a wife, withoiit the
the marriage is called regular ; when otherwise, cUi?i- husband's consent, are null ; neither can slie sue in
Clandestine marriage, though it be valid, has any action without the husband's concurrence. When
Clandestlnc destine.
marriage,
statutory penalties annexed to it, affecting not only the the husband refuses, or by reason of forfeiture, &c.
parties, but the celebrator and witnesses, 1G6I, c. 34
cannot concur, or where the action is to be brought
1G98, c. 6 and, over and above, the par- against the husband himself for performing his part of
1695, c. 12
ties were punished with the loss of certain conjugal
the marriage-articles, the judge will authorise her to
rights; the husband lost his Jus mariti, and the wife sue in her own name.
To prevent the necessity of
her Jus relicla; by I672, c. '6. This last act, which applying for the court's authority, care is generally
also inflicted penalties against the then non-conforming taken in maiTiage-contracts, to name certain trustees,
clergy, was rescinded in the lump with other acts for
at whose instance execution may pass against the husconformity by 1690, c. 27; in respect of which the band. The effects arising from this curatorial power

knowledge, and even against , the remonstrances of a

is

bciirs

but

little

;

_

'

:

:
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discover themselves even before marriage, upon the
publication of banns ; after which the bride, being no
longer «uj /arii, can contract no debt, nor do any deed
either to the prejudiceof her future husband, or even
to her own.
But it is not enough for this purpose
that the banns have been published at the bridegroom's
parish-church ; the notification must be also made at
the bride's, in order to interpel persons from contract-

ing with her.
1 1.
If the husband should either withdraw from his
wife, or turn her out of doors, or if continuing in fa-

ScpHMe

mily with her, he should by severe treatment endanger
ber life, the oommissaries will authorize a separation
a wrnta ti loro, and give a separate alimony to the
wife, suitable.to ber husband's estate, from the time of
such separation, witil either a reconciliation or a sen-

vtfe.

WIfoi*
•i|«Mm iiv

tence of divorce.
12. A wife, while she remains in family with her
husband, is considered as jirecposita negoliU domestich ;
and riiii,fiiiipi.il\- ni«y provide tilings proper for the
f«i
whereof the husband is liable,
„.;
th^
pt; misapplied, or though the bus...-J
band sbovld have given her money to provide them
elsewhere.
A husband who saspccts that his wife may hurt his
fortune by f" ' '•'"•, may use the remedy of inhibi-

—

lahlMtloa

•rwtfb

;

tion against
firom oontraciiii^ «

'.hich ail |)ersons are interpelled

her, or giving her credit

ii<i

Af-

:

cenylft rng of this diligence, whereby the proswntkurm &Ua, the wife cannot bind the husband, unless
nr such reasonable furnishings as he cannot instruct
that be provided iter with aliunde.
As every man,
and coni«quently e^-ery hukband, has a right to remove his managers at pleasure, inhibition may pass at
the suit of the husband against the wiiV, though he
ahonld not oAisr to junify that measure by an actual
pmef of the ntravagance or proftrseneat of her temper.
13. As to the rights granted by the wife aifecting
her estate; she has no moveable estate, except her
paraphernalia; and thoae she may alien or impignofate, with consent of the husband as curator, otherwise
She can even, without the husband, bequeath by
not.
testament her share of the goods in ccmmunion
but
sbe cannot dispose of them iuter mot, for she herself
baa no proper right to them while the marriage subsiala.
A wife can lawfully oblige herself, in relation to
her heritabte eatate, with consent of her husband for
tfaoagh ber person is in some sense sunk by the marriage, she continues capable of holding a real estate
and in such obligations, her estate is considered, and
not her person. A busbsnd, though he is curator to
ter the

BighM

sf.

frcttof her

mfrvfuUt

•tiau:

;

Imt bcriiabit tsiau.

;

Ua

wilir, can, by bis acceptance or intervention, authorise rights gmted by her in his own favour ; for a
'led only for the wife's
kuaband's curatory i<
'

advantage, but

is

.is

ci>

a mutual benefit to

both.
tHaalntlsa

IDM-

^.
^L
^^kjiMk

wilful desertion,
'

^^hMjuar

^^"^7:
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It. By tbe law of Scotland, agreeably to the mles of
our holy religion, marriage cannot be dissolved till
death, except by divorce, proceeding either upon the
bead of adulUry, Matth. xix. 8, 9. Mark x. II. or of
I

Ci^r. vii. \5.

by death, either within
and
If it is dissolved within year and day, all rights
day.
granted in consideration of the in.irriage become void,
aDii things return to tlie same condition in which they
Marriage
yearand day of
15.

<l

I'

><>ntractcd, or after year

stand bewre the marriage.
wife, or tlwse from wIkwd

it

The tocher
came ; and

returns to the
all the inter-

6&3

or conventional, arising to the wife in
Law
the husband's estate, returns to the husband or his of Scotland.
est, either legal

16. Upon the dissolution of .a marriage afler year and after year
day, the surviving husband becomes the irrevocable and day
proprietor of the tocher ; and the wife, where she survives, is entitled to her jointure, or to her legal provi'sions of terce, and Jus rdictce.
If a living child be pro- afterbirth
created of the marriage, who has been heard to crj', the of allying
marriage has the same effect as if it had subsisted be- '^"''''•
yond the year. The disputes that miglit arise from the
dissolution of a marriage within the year, are generally
prevented by a clause in marriage-contracts, that the
mterest of the husband and wife shall continue, though
the marriage should be dissolved sooner without a living child.
17- Divorce is such a separation of married persons Dissolution
during their lives, as looses them from the nuptial tie, by divorce
and leaves them at freedom to intermarry with others, "pon adulMarriage being by the canonists numbered among the '^""y"
sacraments, is reckoned a bond so sacred that nothing
can dissolve it. In the case of adultery itself, they allow only a separation from bed and board ; and even
by our law, neither adultery nor wilful desertion are
grounds which must necessarily dissolve marriage; they
are only handles, which the injured party may take
hold or to be free. Cohabitation, therefore, by the in- Divorce txjured party, after being in the knowledge of the acts eluded by
of adulter}', implies a passing from the injury ; and cohabitano divorce can proceed which is carried on by collu- ''°" "'^J'^'^
'*'^'
sion betwixt the parties, lest, contrary to the first institution of marriage, they might disengage themselves
by their own consent. As by divorce the nuptial tie

the guilty person as well as the innocent
contract secojid marriages ; but in the case of divorce upon adultery, marriage is by special statute prohibited betwixt the two adulterers, 1600, c. 20, a doctrine Imrrowetl from the Roman law.
18. Where either party has deserted from the other Divorce
for four years together, that other may by 1573. c. 55, upon wilful
sue for adherence before the commissaries, whose de- desoiion.
cree the session may enforce by letters of horning.
If
these have no effect, the church is to proceed first by
admonition, then by excommunication ; all which previous steps are declared to be a sufficient ground for
pursuing a divorce. In practice, the commissaries pronotnicc sentence in the adherence after one year's desertion ; but four years must intervene between the
By the infirst desertion and the decree of divorce.
itself is loosetl,

may

structions, 1666, c. 2, the inferior commissaries can only judge in the previous action of adlierence ; the di-

vorce must be carried before the conunissaries of Edinburgh.
19. The legal effects of divorce on the head of desertion, are partiadarly defined by 1573, c. 55, by which
the party ofTendingforfeits the tocher and the donationes propter nuptias, (as to which see Nov. 117. c. 8. §
By these, when applied to our law, must be un2.)
derstofKl the provisions that the wife is entitled to, either by law or by paction, in consideration of the
tocher ; and the meaning of tije act is, that the offending husband shall restore the tocher, and forfeit to the
wife all her provisions, legal and conventional ; and on
the other hand, the offending wife shall forfeit to the

husband her tocher, and all the rights that would have
This,
belongeil to her in the case of her survivance.
Lord .Stair, I. \. § 20, judges to be also the rule in divorce upon adultery, as it was by the Roman law. But

its effects.

L
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by a decision 1762, Justice, founded on a tract of ancient
•f Scotland, decisions recovered from the records, the offending hus"^TY""^ band was allowed to retain the tocher.
Law

Law
5. If no tutor-of-law demands the office, any person,
even a stranger, may apply for a tutory-dative. But, of Scotland
because a tutor-of-law ouffht*U> be allowed a. competent .iT'^'T*'
Tutors ua-11
^11-1
i_
1
„»..
X
time to deliberate whether he will serve or iwt, no tu- ^^.g
tory-dative can be given till the elapsing of a year from
the time at which the tutor-of-law had first a right to
.

Title III. Of Tutors and Curators, Parent and
Child, Master and Servant.

a year after the deatli of the deceased, if
and if he has named tu;
tors, who have accepted, not till a year after the nomination falls b)- the death or incapacity of tlie nominees. It '' named
the king,
is the king alone, as the father of his country, who gives ^^
serve,

Tutory.

where pupillju-ity ends, and continues till majority, which by the law of Scotland is the age of twentyone years complete both in males and females ; but minority in a large sense, includes all under age, wheBecause pupils cannot in any
ther pupils or puberes.
degree act for themselves, and minors seldom with discretion, pupils are put by' law untl/er the power of tutors, and minors may put theigselves under the direcTutoi-y is a power and faculty to gO'
tion of ciu-ators.
vern the person, and administer the stale of a pupil. 'I'utors are either nominate, of lam, or dative ; whicli answers to the tutorcs testamentarii, legitimi, and dativi,

tutors-dative,

by

of the

Roman

law.
tutor nominate, is he who is named by a father
minate.
in his testament or other writing, to a lawftil child. As
the right of naming tutors proceeds from the fatherFather only
those who are named by a mother or stranI
power,
'
x^
can name
t
i
thiBU- powers are hmited to
S^'" '^^ "°* P''ops'' tutors ;
tutors.
pupil
therefore
their
;
and
the special estate left to the
Tutor

2.

no.

./

A

.

.'

•

.

being named cannot hinder tlie pupil from getting one
who may defend his person, and manage his other
The nomination of tutors being entirely penestate.
dent on the will of the father, may be altered at his
pleasure, even though it should have been engrossed in
a writing in its nature irrevocable, as a disposition.
tutor nominate is not obliged to give caution for the
faithful discharge of his office, because his fidelity is
presumed to have been sufficiently known to the father.
3. If there be no nomination by tlie fatlier, or if the
tutors nominate do not accept, or if the nomination falls
by death or otherwise, there is place for a lulor-qf-latv
so called, because he succeeds by tlie mere disposition
of law. This sort of tutory devolved by the ancient
Roman law, and devolves also by ours, upon the next
agnate ; but the word agnate is differently understood
Agnates in the sense of the
in our law and in theirs.
Roman law, were those whose propinquity was connected by males only ; in the relation of cognates, one or
more females were interposed. We understand by agnates, all those who are related by the father even

A

Tntor-oflaw, who

.'

tliough females intervene ; and by cognates, those who
are related by the mother.
Kot en4. Where there ai-e two or more agnates equally near
vnth
triistrd
^g ^j^g pupil, he wlio is entitled to the pupil's legal sucperson
cession falls to be preferred to the others, because it is
pupU.
presumed that he will be the most diligent in preserving the estate. But as tlie law suspects that he may
not be over cai-eful to preserve a life which stands in
the way of his own interest, this sort of tutor is excluded from the custody of the pupil's person, which is

commonly committed to tlie mother, while a widow, unthe pupil be seven years old ; and on default of the
mother to the next cognate. The tutor-of-law must be
at least twenty-five years of age.
He is served or de(.]ayg,j \)y a jury of sworn men, who are called upon a
brief issuing from the chancery, which is directed to
any judge having jurisdiction. He must give security
before he enters upon the management.
7
til

.

horinof
appoint'

mcDt.

e. till

named no tutors

The

begins

Majority.

i.

the father has

1

A

Minority.

1

stages of life principally distinguished in law,
are pupillarity, puberty or minority, antl majority.
child is in pupillarity from the birth till 14 years of
age if a male, and till twelve if a female. Minority

PupUluitjr.

ni»

.

his

Court of Exchequer

;

and no

I

gift

of tutory can pass in Exchequer witliout the citation
or consent of the next of kin to the jiupil, both by the
father and mother; nor till tlie tutor gives security,
There is no
recorded in the books of Exchequer.
room for a tutor-of-law, or tutor-dative, wliile a tutori
nominate can be hoped for
And tutors-of-law, or dative, even after they liave begun to act, may be excluded by the tutor-nominate, as soon as he offers to
accept, unless he lias expressly renounced tlie office.
If a pupil be without tutors of any kind, the Court of judicial
Session will, at the suit of any kinsman, name a factor foctor for a .
{^steward) for the management of tile pupil's estate, minor,
who must conduct himself by the rules laid down. Act "'"'
S. 13. Feb. 1730.
6. After the years of pupillarity are over, the minor Curators,
is considered as capable of acting by himself, if he has
confidence enough in his own capacity and prudence.
The only two cases in which curators ;ire imposed upon
minors, are, J . When they are named by tlie father in
liege poustie, (or in a state of health), in consequence of
1696, c. 8. 2. Where die father is himself alive; for a fa- The father
tlier is ipso jure, without any service, administrator, that is tutor and
is, both tutor and curator of law to his children, in rela- ""^j"!,*"
""*
tion to whatever estate may fall to them during their mi- '^
:

•

''

Tliis right in the father does not extend to
grand-children, nor to such even of his immediate chilNeither has it place in
dren as are forisfamiliated
subjects which are left by a stranger to the minor, exIf the minor
eluding of the father's administration.
chooses to be under the direction of curators, he must Fof". "f
raise and execute a summons, citing at least two of the *°°j^^
next of kin to appear before .his own judge-ordinary,
upon nine days warning. At the day and place of appearance, he offers to the judge a list of those whom
he intends for his curators Such of tiiem as resolve to
undertake the office, must sign their acceptance, and
give caution; upon wliicfi an act of curatory is ex-

nority.

:

.

:

tracted.

These curators are styled ad

negotia, to distinguish Curator «</
fi'om another sort called curators ad lites, who are lit"authorised by the judge to concur with a pupil or minor in actions of law, either wliere he is without tutors
7.

them

and

curators, or

where

his tutors or curators are parties

This sort is not obliged to give cairtion,
because they have no intermeddling with the minor's
They are appointed for a special purpose ; and,
estate
when tliat is over, tlieir office is at an end. Women
were, by the Roman law, debarred from the offices both
to the suit.

'

:

Yy],(,

jei,„J

,cd from tu-

of tutory and curatory, except in special cases With tor^ and
us they are capable, under the following restrictions curatory j
1. llie office of a female tutor or curator falls by her ^v"^"* '"5
what cases r
1
,
,
1
1
marriage, even tliougli the nomination siiould provide
otlierwise ; for after she is herself subjected to the
power of a husband, she is incapable of having any
person under her power. 2. No woman can be tutor
of lam ; for tliat sort is marked out, purely on the score
of blootl, without any regard to personal qualities. Pa:

:

,

.

.

1

•

'

L A
*«w

incapable of tutory or curatory by
j^xtonA 1700, c. S. Where the minor has more tutors and
cumtors than lone who are calle<l in the nomination to the
.it.
joint management, they must all concur in every act of
Wlut oum- adminiatratian Wliere a certain number is named for
pi«t» tre declared

:

twr 1

^Do-

"™>-

a quorum, that number must concur
ia

named

me qtio mm, no act

is

:

Where any one

valid without tliat one's

ipedal concurrence. But if they are named without
icmj oftheae liraitotionii, the concurrence of the majori>
ty of the nominees then alive is sufficient.
Dlfmae*
8. In this, tutory differs from curatory, that as pabctwMa tu> pj]s are incapable of consent, they have no person ca,*°*
pable o(mc\xng, which defect the tutor 8uj>plies But a
|^°7
r"***"''
minor jmbe$ can act for himself. Hence the tutor subacribea alone all deeds of administration
but in curatory, it is the minor who subacribes as the proper party
the curator does no more than consent Hence also,
the peraooa of pupils are under the power either of
tfacv tntora or of tnetr nearest cccnatea; but the minor, after papillarity, haa the diqioaal of his own
peraon, and may reside where he pleaaes.
In this
»«n8e, the rule of thie Roman law may be underirotoriil
In most other
lad curiio- stood, Mor dotur pertontt, curator rei.
-ul m.to- |iarticular«, the nature, the powers, and tlie duties of
the two offices coincide.
Both tutors and curators
mnat, prrrious to their administration, make a judicial
inrentory, subacribed by them and the next of kin, be>
fore the minor's judge-ordinary, of his whole estate,
personal and real; of which one subscribed duplicate
H to be kept by the tutors or curators themselves, another by tne next of kin on the father's si<le, an<k a
third by the next of kin on the mother'a.
If an estate
beUir^uig to the minor shall afterwards come to their
kno^i fctjge, they must add it to the inventory wiili.
two months after their attaining poaa easion of it.
'aaliVi or Should they ne^ect this, the minora debtor* are not
pf obliffcd to makep«ymcnt to them ; they may be remov>aMkt
ed from dwir oficcs aa suspected, and they are entitled
up.
to no aDowanoe for the sums disbursed by them in the
minor's aXutt, l67S, c. 2 which last penalty due:* not
reach to the ezpence laid out upon the minor's enteri

:

;

I

m

;

tainment, or upon hia Iamb and houses, Act. S. 2oth
Feb. 1693, nor to sums expended in completing bis
titles, 18th July, 1707, Yeoman.
9- Tatar* and curators hare power to sue for, and
levy the minor's rents, i nterest, and even princi]>al sums,
if his necessities call for it ; to grant occiuittances to tlie
set* of
HtkHfln, tad %a ohim (actors or stewards, with reasonlainiMrs. abia salaries.
Tbey may remove tenants, and grant
leases of the niaor's lands, to endure aa long as their
own office ; bat not under tlie former rental, without
either a warrant from the Coiut of Session, or some apparent necessity : But thoagii xhcy can use all diligence
i^gains t the minor's
debtors, the minor's creditors can
use no rxemtion against them fiir payment of the debts
due by the minor ; for theae are tne minor's proper
debts, and it cannot be known till accounting, wnetner
the tutors or curators have in their hands any funds
beiongtng to the debtor : Yet they may be charged for
.

d^ prrformance
make a

of &cts

in their

own power,

e.

g. to

subject fiirtl icuui ing, to renew investitures to
the heir* nf rassals, &c.
Oing
10.
-e power to sell the minor's moveables,
inab)«t; witho'
bis personal estate would freouently be
lost t''
!iey were by the Roman law denietf the
jr land-estates without the authority of
OhDlaC power
csa iud;j
it law obtains with us only in the case
IV alienation of heritage by a minor, with
of tuti"
consent of his curators, is valid tine decreto prtttorit.
VOL. JUL PAir II.
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the duty of tutors and curators to take proLaw
per care of the minor's person and education, anil to °^ Scotland.
disburse the expence necessary for that purpose. Tu- JT""'^'''"^
tors ought not to employ a yearly sum exceeding tiie
^^^l'^^^^
interest of tlie minor's stock, or the rent of his estate,
,o 'thf mi
tor his education and maintenance ; but curators may noi's
perencroach on the stock itself, where it is small, or even son
employ the whole of it if less will not do, for putting
,n regard to
the minor in a way of business.
It is also their duty to his reveemploy the minor's rents and interests profitably.
nues.
12. Though no person is obliged to accppt the office Howtutory
of tutor or curator, yet having once accepted, he can- anJ cu^anot throw it up or renounce it without sufficient cause, """y ^^S''«'
But if he should he guilty of misapplying the minor's
mrney, or fail in any other part of his duty, he may be
removed by the aclio, or rather accusalio, suspccli lutorit, which wa« by the Roman law, popularis, but with
us can be pursued only by the minor's next of kin, or
by a co-tutor or co-curator. The offices of tutory and
curatory expire also by the pupil's attaining the age of
puberty, or the minor's attaining the age of twenty-one
years complete ; and by the death either of the minor
or of his tutor or curator.
13. Deeds either by pupils or by minors having kir..,
_f
curators, without their consent are null ; but they ob- deeds by
lige the granters, in as fiur as relates to sums profitably minors.
applied to their use. A minor under curators can indeed make a testament by himself; but whatever is
executed in the form of a deed inter vivos, requires the
curator's consent.
Deeds by a minor who has no curators, are as effectual as if he had had curators, and
signed them with theij* consent ; he may even alienate
his heritage, with the interposition of a judge.
14. Minors may be restored against all deeds grant- Restitution
ed in their minority that are hurtful to them. Deeds of minors.
in themselves void, nee<l not the remedy of restitution
but where hurtful deeds are granted by a tutor in his
pupil's affairs, or by a minor who has no cursitors, as
these deeds subsist in law, restitution is necessary And
even where a minor having curators, executes a deed
hurtful to himself with their consent, he has not only
action against the curators, but he has the benefit of restitution against the deed itselij both by the Roman law,
It is

1 1.

:

and by

ours.

The persons of pupils

are protected from impri- Pupils can"o' be imc. 41.
16. Curators are given, not only to minors, but in P™°"'""°'^
general to every one who, either through defect of
judgment, or unfitness of disposition, is incapable of
15.

sonment

in civil cjcbts,

by 1696,

'

id"o|'3''gnj

Curators may be furious perrightly managing his own affairs.
also granted to lunatics, and even to persons dumb and sons.
deaf, though they be of sound judgment, when it appears that they cannot exert

it

in the

management of

business.

The law concerning the state of children falls Parent and
1 7.
next to be explained. Children are either bom in wed- child.
lock, or out of it. All children bom in lawful marriage Lawful
or wedlock are presumed to be begotten by the person children.
to whom the mother is married, and consequently to be
lawful children. This presumption is so strongly founded, that it cannot lie defeated but by direct evidence
that the mother's husband could not be the father of the
child, e. g. where he is impotent, or was absent from
the wif^till within six lunar months of the birth. The
canonists indeed maintain, that the concurring testimony of the husband and wife, that the child was not
procreated by the husband, is sufficient to elide this legal presumption for legitimacy ; which doctrine is
adopted by Craig, 37),

§ 20.

4 p

and Lord

Stair, II. 3.

f
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an agreed point, that no regwd is to be
but
paid to such testimony, if it be made after they have
owned the child to be theirs, St. IV. 4.5. § 20. A fa-

42

it is

:

ther has the absohite right of disposing of his children's
persons, of dii-ecting their education, and of moderate
chastisement ; and even after they become puberes, he
may compel them to live in family with him, and to
contribute their labour and industry while they continue there towards his service ; which power of compulsion lasts, in Lord Stair's opinion, 1. 5. § 13, after
Children, though in family with their
their majority.
father, are capable of receiving sums in gift or legacy,
either from strangers, or from the father himself, which
thereby become their property. A child who gets a
separate stock from the father for carrying on any trade
or employment, even though he should continue in the
father's house, may be 'said to bp emancipated or forisfamiliated in so fai- as concerns that stock ; for the proForisfamiliation, when
fits ai-ising from it are his own.
taken in this sense, is also inferred by the child's marriage, or by his living in a separate house, with his father's permission or good-will, St. I. 5. § 13. Children,
after their full age of twentj'-one years, become according to the general opinion their own masters ; and
from that period are bound to the father only by the
natural ties of duty, affection, and gratitude. The mutual obligations between parents and children to maintain each other are explained afterwards. Book II. Tit.
6.

Natural
ctiildren.

§2.

1 8. Children born out of wedlock are styled natural
children or bastards.
The state of these persons, while
they are alive, must be tried by the connuissaries ; but
all actions by the King or his donatory for fixing bastardy on persons deceased, must, like other declaratory

be brought before the session. For the
of bastardy, see afterwards, B. II. Tit. 11. § 11.
actions,

tards

may be

legitimated, or

made

lawful, either,

effects

Bas1

.

By

\^.
La»
20. Colliers, coal-bearers, and salters, and other persons necessary to the collieries and s.'ilt»works, as they of ScotUnii
are paiticularly described, 1661, c. 56, were, like the
Collier*,
[
adscriptitii gtebm of the Roman law, tied dftwn by our
&c.
former law, to perpetual service at the works to which
they had once entered.
Upon a sale of the works, the
right of their service was transferred to the new proprietor.
All persons were prohibited to receive them
into their service, without a testimonial from their last
master ; and if they deserted to another work, and were
redemanded within a year thereafter, he who had received them was obliged to return them within tw entyfom- hours under a penalty, 1 '06', c. 1 1
But by the
Stat. 15. Geo. III. c. 2S, and .'^cjth Geo. III. c. 56, all
colliers, coal-bearers, and salters, are now emancipated
from servitude ; and it is declared, that none shall be
bound to a colliery or salt-work, in any otlier way than
as a common servant or laboui'er.
21. The poor make the lowest chtss or order of per- Indigent'
sons.
Indigent children may, by l6l7, c. 10, be com- childj-en.
pelled to serve any of the king's subjects without wages
Vagrants and sturdy beg- Sturdy bej
till the age of thirty years.
gars may also be compelled to serve any manufacturer, gars.
by 1663, c. 16. And because few persons were willing to receive them into their service, work-houses
.

are,

by

167'^, c. 18,

to work.

ordained to be built for setting Uiem

The poor who cannot work, must be main-

Poor who
cannot

by the parishes in which they were born, 1535, work to bi
c. 22 ;
and where the place of their nativity is not iiraintaiil'
known, that burden falls upon the parishes where they ed.
have had their most common resort for the three years
tained

immediately preceding their being apprehended, or their
applying for the public charity, lti63, c. !(>
16.98, c.
V\ here the contributions collected at the churches
21.
to which they belong are not sufficient for their maintenance, they are, by 672, c. 18, to receive badges from
the minister and kirk-session ; in virtue of which, they
may ask alms at the dwelling-houses of the inhabitants
of the parish.

—

1

the subsequent marriage of the mother of the child
with the father. And this sort of legitimation, though
it was not received by our ancient customs, does, by
our present practice, entitle the child to all the rights
of lawful children. The subsequent marriage which
II.
produces legitimation, is considered by the law to have
been entered into when the child legitimated was begotten ; and hence, if he be a male, he excludes by his Of the rights akising prom Property, usually
CALLED Rights of Things.
right of primogeniture the .sons procreated after the
marriage, from the succession of the father's heritage,
though these sons were lawful children from the birth.
Title I. 0/ Heritable, as distinguishedfrom Moveable
Hence also, tliose children only can be legitimated who
Eig/its.
are begotten of a woman whom the i'ather might at that
period have lawfully married. Bastards are legitimated
1. For the better understanding the doctrine of this
by letters of legitimation from the sovereign.
Master and
title it may be observed, that though, by the Roman
19. As to the power of masters over their servants :
servant.
Though servants could not, by our old law, be sold by law, the person or persons next of blood to one dying
intestate, succeeded to the right of, his whole estate, of
their masters as their property, yet the condition of these
whatsoever subjects it might have consisted-; yet, by
called nativi, or bondmen, was in most respects as hard
the law of Scothmd, and indeed of most nations of
as that of the Roman scrvi. But all servants have now,
of a long time, enjoyed the same rights and privileges Europe, since tlie introduction of feus, wherever there
with other subjects, unless in so far as they are tied are two or more in the same degree of consangiiinity to
down by their engagements of service. Servants are the deceased, who are not all females, such rights as
either nece-isartj or voluntary.
Necessary are those are either properly feudal, or have any resemblance to
whom law obliges to work without wages ; of whom feudal rights, descend by law wholly to one of them,
Ordinary
immediately.
I'o/iintari/ servants engage without comwho is considered as the proper heir of tlie deceased
servants.
pulsion, either for mere subsistence, or also fosj wages.
the others, who have tlie n.ime of next of kin or execuThose who earn theii brei^d in this way, might former- tors, must be contented with that portion of the estate night,
ly have been compelled to enter into service by the
which is of a more perishable nature. Hence has arisen partly
justices of the peace, who had power to fix the rate of the division of riglits to be explained under this title ; heritable,
their wages, by 1 61 7, 8. § 14— 1661, c. 38; whicli stathe subjects descending to the heir are styled heritable, P'"'*'''
"">""
tutes are now repealed by 53d Geo. III. c. 40.
and those that fall to tiie next of kin OTOi-eaife.
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lands, under which are
•""'•'-••hetided houces, milU, fishiiijep^, teinds
and all
f aubjects that Kn/undn anuexa, whether comjM^iiv; by •eninar not, are heritable ex tua nalura. On
tlie other part, e\-ery thing that moves itseli', or can be
moved, and ni general whatever is not united to land
IS moveable ; aa hoiuehold furniture, corns, cattle, cash,
af l ear t of rent and of interest, even thougli they should
ff.

n.).

rif^U of me

aifectinfir

;

be due on a risht of annualrent ; for though the arrears
mentioned are secured on land, yet being already
pajaUe Aty are oonaklered aa cash. Bygone feu du>

laat

Hke otlier arrears are moveable, and' consequently
belong to the cuperior's executors. In rights bearing
a tract of future time, i. e. rights which cannot be tuU
filled at once, and which carry a yearly profit to the
creditor while they subsist, e. g. an annuity for a cer>
tain term of yean, though the arrears due before the
creditor's death are moveable, yet the rights themselves
•re beritaUe, both because they yield an annual profit,
and bccMue nothing &lls under executor}- but what is
i
tamly payable, and can be gathered in and distriSo that
btilMl muoBg thoae that have interest in it.
bam not to be heritable ex na nalura, the
only person that can take them. Leases of
heritable, both as they have a tract of fiitiue
time, and aa statute ha* given to them in certain resjiecta the cAect of real rights of land,
S.Dcbta(aoMMaiM*(onni) when due by bill, promis'rrwa
i^faM p«< tarj note or aecoont, are moveable.
When constituted
r< «f ko«k
|,y iionil, they are moveable aa to succession, but heri""*"*•
table aa to the isk and the relict, that is, though by the
-gnmal ral* moveable right* fall under the communion
«f aaadi Omiwinilllrt npon marriage, and the moveables
ties

m

ef MMonoed persona fall to the crown or
gle eaeiMBt, yat bond* bearing interest do

M» lliiilalilii

in both respects.

When

fisk

by

tin-

neither, but
constitutt-d by

bond having a clause of infieAment,
FMrasf

4k

Wherelands arc

tliey are heritnble.
voluntarily sold, either by a fonirnl

errn by a minute of sale, the price, if it
be not hartebly aecuRd, must a.i a moveable subject go
to the sdlcf's eMcntort.
But in judicial sales fur the
behoof of oeiUtnr*, the debts continue heritobly secured on the price tiU paymmt or tlic conveyance to the
piuchasti ; and therefore in so fiur as the^r ore'not paid

disposition, or

.•Lao

to the cTc«Ular himaelf, they roust go to his heir.
Wbal psri.
S. All qoettiona whether a right be heritable or
adaaksss moveable, must be determined according to the condin*j»cl b». tion of the suWect at the time of tlie ancestor's death.
•tuUt at
If it waa heritable at that period it must belong to the
heir ; if moveable it ma«t fidl to the executor, without
rnnrd to any akentions that nwy have affected the
Mlicct in the intcraMdiate period between the ances.
tor** death and the ewnpetition.

U.— Of ike Cotulimlion of Heritable Righlt, of
Ho/dimr*. mnd of ike retpeclive RtghU of' the Superior

TiTir

and
•riflasf

**(niM
hm.

y'aual.

UerilmUe righu are governed by the feudal law,
I
which owed ita origin, or. at least its first improvements
to the Longobarda, whose khogs, upon having penetra.

ted into Italy, the better to preserve their conquests
it their interest to make grants to their princi|)al
COMmandcrm of greet pvt of me conquered provinces,
to be again subdnridea by them among tJic lower officara, tinder the oonditkms of fidelity and military ser-

ftmnd

By what
t.

In fcodal queeUoPi we are governed,

plaor, by'oar

o#n

statntea

and

cnstosns

;

in the first

where these
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we have

regard to the practice of neighbouring
countries, if the genius of their law appears to be the
same with ours ; and should the question still refail us,

main doubtful, we may have recourse

to the written

books of the feus, as to the original plan on wliich all
feudal systems have proceeded.
3. This milit;u-y grant got the name, first of benejicium, and afterwards o( fcudum ; and was defined, A
gratuitous right to the properly of lands, made wider the
conditions offealty and military service, to be performed
by the grauter to the receiver, the radical right of the
lands

still

Definition
01 feus.

Under lands in this
rights or subjects so

remaining in the grnnier.

definition, are

comprehended

all

connectetl with land, that they are deemed a part thereof; as houses, mills, fishings, jurisdictions, patronages,
Fe»s now
&c. Though feus in their original nature were gratui- pattimunial.
tous, they soon became the subject of commerce ; services of a civil or religious kind were frequently substituted in place of militai-y ; and now, of a long time,

serWces of every kind have been entirely dispensed
with in certain feudal tenures. He who makes the
grant is called the superior, and he who receives it the
vassal.
The subject of the grant is commonly called
\he feu, though that word is at other times in oUr law
used to signify one particular tenure. The interest retained by the superior in the feu, is styled dumrniitm
directum, or the superiority ; and the interest acquired
by the vassal dominium utile, or tlie property. The
word /if is promiscuously applied to both.
4. Allodial property is ojiposed to feus, by which is
understood, property enjoyed by tlie owner independently of a superior.
All moveable goods are allodial
but with us no lands are allodial except those of tlie

AllodisI

property-

king's own property, his s\iperiorities, and manses and
glebes, tlic right of which latter is completed by the
presbytery's designation, without any feudal grant.
5.
vassal, tiiough he has only the dominium utile, Who ran
can sub-feu his pro|)erty to a sub-vassal by a subaltern grunt IliuIhI
right, and therel)y raise a new dominium directum in rkhts?
himself', subortlinate to that which is in his superior,
and so in infinitum. The vassal who thus sub-feus, is
called the sub-vassal's immediate superior, and the vas-

A

the sub-vassal's mediate superior.
capable of commerce may
be granted in feu. From tliis general rule is excepted,
1. "The annexed property of the crown, which is not
alienable without a previous dissolution in parliwneiit.
2. Tailzied bnds, which are devised under condition
that tliey shall not be aliened. 3. Anestjite in heredilate
jiicente cannot be effectually aliened by the heir apparent (i. e. not entered) ; but such alienation becomes
effectual ujion his entry, the supervening right accruing in tliat case to the purchaser.
sal's

6.

superior

Every

is

heritiible subject

7. Tlic feudal right, or as it is called investiture, is
By the charter, we
constituted by charter and seisin.
uiuierst;in<l that writing which contains the grant of the

WIi.it s;ib.
ject-i cull

granted.

Fcuital
charter.

feudal subjects to the vassal, whether it be executed in the
proper form of a charter or of a disposition. Charters by
1. A me de superiore Charter
are to be holden not of thegranter him- a me.
self but of his superior. This sort is called a public holding, because vassals were in ancient times pubUcly received in the superior's court, before the f)iiie.i curiae or
Or, 2. De me, where tiie lands are to be De mu
CO- vassals.
holden of the granter. These were called sometimes base

subject-sujieriors are granted, either

meo,

when they

from bus, lower, and sometimes private, because
before the estJiblishment of our records they were easily
concealed from third parties: the nature of all which will
be more lully explaiued in the following Title. An Qrigi>rights,

be
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nalchaitet is that by which the tee isfirslarnnfed; a charter b)) progress is a renewed disposition of tlint fee. Tlie
constituent parts of a charter are, tlie narrative or reciOriginal.
tal, which expresses the causes inducing the grant ; tlie
progre«.
By
dispositive clause, in which the subjects made over are
(19 conitidescribed by such characters as may sufficiently distintuciit parts. guish them, and here also the order of succession and
limitation of the fee is expressed ; the clause otlenendas,
declaring the particular tenure by which the lands are to
be holden; the clause ofwarrandice,by which the granter obliges himself that the right conveyed shall be
effectual to the receiver ; and the precept of seisin,
which is the command of the superior or granter of the
right, to his bailie, for giving seisin or possession to the
vassal or his attorney, by delivering to him the proper
symbols of that possession.
Instrument
8. A seisin is the instrument or attestation of a noof tcisio.
tary, that possession was actually* given by the superior
or his bailie to the vassal or Ms attorney and it sometimes gets the name oiinfeflmcni, though that word in
its proper sense signifies the whole feudal right.
For a
long time, the appending of the bailie's seal to the superior's charter or precept, and sometimes his separate
declaration tliat he had given seisin, completed the vassal's right, without tlie attestation of a notary.
But afterwards a notorial instrument came to be considered as
a necessary solemnity, not suppliable eitJier by a proof
of natural possession, or even of the special fact, that
the vassal was duly entered to the possession by the su;

perior's bailie.
Registration of seisins

and

other real
rights necessary.

What is
considered

a registration.

9- All seisins

and other

real rights

mentioned

in l6l7,

16, must be registered within sixty days after their
date, either in the general register of seisins at Edinc.

burgh, or in the register of the particular shire appointed by the acts, which, it must be observed, is not in
every case the shire within which the lands lie.
Unregistered seisins are ineffectual against third parties, but
they are valid against the granters and tlieir heirs.
The" attestation of tlie keeper of the records on
1 0.
the back of the seisin that it was registered, was deemed
a sufficient registi-ation lb'86',c. 19- But as this weakened
the security intended from the records to singular successors, the actual booking of seisins and of other writings presented for I'egistration, is now required, 1696,
Seisins regularly recorded are preferable, not
c. 18.
according to their own dates but the dates of their registration,

Crown
tight constituted

it

Seisin necessarily supposes a superior by whom
; the right, therefore, which the sovereign,

1 1

.

is

given

who acknowledges no

superior, has over the whole
constituted ^"Kre coronce without
seisin.
In sevei-al parcels of land that lie contiguous to
one another, one seisin serves for all, unless the right of
the several parcels be either holden of different sujieriors, or derived from different authors, or enjoyed by
different tenures under the same superior.
Charter not
12. A charter not ])erfected by seisin, is a right mereTeal till afly pereonal, which does not transfer the property ; and
ter seisin.
a seisin of itself bears no faith without its warrant.
It
is the seisin and charter joined together that constitutes
tlie feudal right, and secures the receiver against the
effect of all posterior seisins, even though the charters
on which they proceed shoidd be prior to his ; and still
more against all qualities burdening his author's right,
contained in latent personal declarations or back-bonds,
which have not been rendered litigious before his seisin.
Real bur13. No quality which is designed as a lien or real
dens must
be inserted burden on a feudal right, can be effectual against singular successors, if it be not inserted in the investiture,
in JDVestiwithout re-

gistration.

tUIti

lands of Scotland,

is

Feudal subjects are chiefly distinguiihed by their
manners of holding, which w^e either tvard,
feti, blanch, or burgage.
Ward-holdin", which is now
abolishetl by 20 Geo. I. c. 50, was that^hich was
granted for military service.
15. Feu-holding i» that whereby the vassal is obliged
to pay to the sujierior a yearly rent in money or grain,
and sometimes also in services proper to a farm ; as
ploughing, reaping, carriages for the superior's use,&c.
nomine feudifirmce.
16. Blanch-holding (not unlike the feudum francum
of the Lomljards) is tliat whereby the vassal is to pay to
the superior an elusory yearly duty ; as a penny money,
a rose, a pair of gilt spurs, &c. merely in acknowledgment of the superiority, nomine alliae firmce.
17. Burgage- holding is that by which boroughs royal hold of the sovereign the lands which ai-e contained
in their charters of erection,
18. Feudal subjects granted to churches, monaste14.

different

—

or other societies for religious or char'fcible u.ses, are
said to be mortified, or granteil ad manum mortuam ;
either because all casualties must necessjirily be lost to
ries,

l..a»r,

of Scotlan

Tenures

i

holiiings.

Ward,
holding.
Feu-hoi;!
ing.

Blanchholding.

Burgageholding.

MortiSca>'
tion.

>

•

the superior, where the vassal is a coi-j>oration which
never dies ; or because the property of these subjects
is granted to a dead hand, which cannot transfer it to
another.
In lands mortified in times of Popery to tlie
church, whether granted to prelates for the behoof of
the church, or in puram eleemosijnam, the only services
prestable by the vassal, were prayers and singing of
masses for the souls of the deceased, which approaches
more to blanch-holcUng than ward. The purposes of
such grants having been upon the Reformation declared superstitious, the lands mortified were annexed to
the crown.
But mortifications to universities, hospitals,
&c. were not affected by that annexation ; and lands
may at tliis day be mortified to any lawful purpose, either by blanch or by feu-holding.
19. The right of the superior continues unimpaired Riglits of
notwithstanding the feudal gi-ant, unless in so far as superior.
the dominium utile, or property is conveyed to his vassal
His infeftiTient in the lands subsists, and his heir Fixed
righte.
is entitled to be vested, not in the superiority only, but
in the lands themselves, of which his ancestor had
made over tlie property. Hence he can sue all real
actions concerning die lands, against every person
but the vassal, or those deriving right from hiin. The
superiority carries a rigiit to the services and annual duties contained in the reddendo of the vassal's
charter.
The duty payable by the vassal is a del/itum
fundi, i. e. it is recoverable, not only by a personal action against himself, but by a real action against the
lands.
The services with which he is charged, if they
are annual, as ploughing, cutting of corns or hay, &c.
must be exacted within the year. The services of personal attendance, by hosting, hunting, watching, and
warding, due by vassals, are abolished, 1, Geo. II.
St. 2. c. 54; and in lieu of them, the superior is. entitled to a certain annual papnent, to be fixed by the
Court of Session, if the parties themselves cannot set:

tle

it.

20. Besides the constant fixed rights of superiority, Casu.il
rights.
there are others -which, because they depend upon uncasualties
Casualties
The
certain events, are called casualties.
proper to a ward-holding, while that tenure subsisted, of wardBy the late holding
were ward, recognition, and marriage.
tjow aboward-hold- lished.
abolishing
statutes, 20 and 25. Geo. II. for
ings, the tenure of lands holden ward of the crown,

I

is turned into blanch, for payment
of one peiuiy Scots yearly, si petatur tantum ; and the

and of the prince,

LAW.
^'T, t«>«»re of those holilen of aubjeets, into feu for pay^9""*^ ment of such yearly feu-duty in money, victual, or cat-

I

~

'

~

tie,

in place

of

all services,

as shall be fixed

by the

Court of Seiwiun.
intumcyhf

u

i*^-

lantof Ccu- nef^Icct or

***Vmrnxrj.

1597,

payment

or rather forfeiture, proper to
tinsel of the feu-right, by the
of the feu-duty for two full years.

c

i%6.
82. The caaualdcs

common to all holding, are non.
rHUf, lifertnt, tickeat, duclamalion, and purpresiure.
Ko»-enlry is that casualty which arises to the
•nor out of the reata of the teudal subject, tlirough
hnr** neglecting to renew the investiture after his
'• death.
This casualty was introduced that
tkt Mtpcrior, while he was without a vaaaal, might be
enabled to provide hiroaelf with a proper person to
serve him ; the heir, therefore, aa soon as by entering
he beoooMi capable of aerving hk auperior, returns, by
our autOMM. to the fMll etqojrnent or bis feu.
WhMBM.
2S. The heir, from the death of the anceator till he
«M«<M be dted by the wpcrior in a process of gennal dedara**^ tor of aoa-eniTT. Umm only the retound dutiex of his
'
land*; and he iagtmU these, though his del.iy should
OS* aigM aa^ OBOtanpt of the superior, bt-cause the
CMMaky ia eonaidved to fill as a condition implied in
tl» fiHidal richt, and not as a penalty of transgression.
But who* iIm delay prooeeda not fhan the heir, but
tnm tk «|Mrier, nothing is forfeited, not even the
entrif,

?*

rMoorad
vhat tSut.
I

WiM as*,

dntiaa.
24. The heir, after he Is dted by the superior in the
action of fcatni. dodarater, is subjected to the full
rent* tiU hw tutty, bciranse his neglect is leM excusable
after eitatina.

"nie retoured duties due before dtation

Boy tmim tn dtUla fntuH, which the superior, as creditor, may
**** A»- rceover bv a poinding of the ground but the right
;

which he

DM to the

full duties that tall after dtatioo,

doc* not accm* to him as creditor, but as imttrim do.
mnmt of the rents ; in which character he can make
the NBls cActaal by a petitory action against tenants
and intnmitters. impmpertr eallad a speoal declarator.
BcticC
85. Btlirf is that CMuafty which entitles the supeliar to an acknowledge etit or consideration from the
heir tat rooming him aa vassal.
It is oiled relief, be.
cause by the entry of the heir his fee is relieved out of
the haMs of the superior. The sqperior can recover
thia wiahy, either ny a poinding or the ground, as a
' ffdi, or by a penonal action against the heir,
Utfi^>ti»m ^'
who, if the lands hold of the crown, is subjected by his
/•*/<.
taking a precept of seinn from the chancery, tiiough
he »iula not inMk himaelf u|xm it. In blanch and

m

^—

faa-hoUisBa where this casualty is expressly stipulated.
• ?•'• hhnffc or fen^doty is due in name of relief, be.
side* the cnrrmt year's duty, payable in name of blanch

orlM-&rm.

Knsbn-

96. EtcAml (from ttdttoir, to happen or fall,) anciently ignited any casualty or forfeiture by which a
right fen flwn the profwietar, or accrued to another
but it haa been since restricted to that special forfei.
ture which falls through a person's being denounced rebel.
It is ettfaer single or liferent—-Single escheat,
though it docs not aocmc to the superior, must be cxplatnctl in this place, because of its coincidence with
lilhiujt.

I'Ctun of

^""leC t

certain.

Where homing proceeds on a

.

:

The only caaualty,
Jf^-Mdinp, is' the low at
SI.
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Law
formal decree of the Session, the time indulged by law to the of Scotland
~
debtor is fifteen days ; if upon a decree of the commis- ~ ^^^
sion of teinds, it is ten
Where it proceeds on a regis- number of
tered obligation, which specifies tlie number of days, days they
that number must be the rule ; and if no precise num- ptoceed;
ber be mentioned, the charge must be given on fifteen
days, which is the temi of law, \inless where special
statute interposes ; as
bills, upon wliich tlie debtor

day

S7> After a debt is constituted, either by a formal
or by rwistation of the groimd of debt, (which,
to the s|Mcial eject of execution, is in law accounted a
dsCMcJ Ae creditor may obtain letters of homing, issoiiKmn) the(ignet,caramandinjt^ essengers to charge
the oriNar to pay or perform his obligation within a

dcom,

m

m

may be charged on six days.
28. The messenger must execute

these letters, (and

summonses) against the debtor, either personally or at his dwellhig-house.
If payment be not
made within the days mentioned in the horning, the
messenger, after proclaiming three oyesses at the market cross of the head borough of the debtor's domicil,
and reading the letters there, blows diree blasts with a
horn, by which the debtor is understood to be proindeed

all

*"'

exeeu.

"'"'

fona of denunciation.

claimed rebel to the king for contempt of his authority ; after which he must affix a copy of the execution
to the market-cross.
This is called the publication of
Persons its consethe dih'gence, or a denunciation at the horn.
denounced rebels ha\e not a persona standi in judicio ; qneaccs.
they can neither 'sue nor defend in any action. Persons cited to tlie Coiut of Justiciary may be also denounced rebels, eitlier for apjjearing there with too
great a number of attendants, or, if by failing to apBy Escheat
pear, they are declared ftigitives from the law.
the act abolishing ward-holdings, tlie casualties both of upon debts
"ow i^single and liferent escheat are discharged when pro' '"^
but
they
civil
debts
;
cectling upon denunciation for
still continue when they arise from criminal causes.
All moveables l)elonging to the rebel at the time of his
rebellion (whether proceeding upon denunciation or ^™.P''*J'
sentence in a criminal trial), and all that shall be atler- j„'"j^Jf^"
wards acquired by him until relaxation, fall under sin- estheat.
gle escheat.
rebel, if he either pays the debt charged Letters of
suspends the diligence, may procure letters of relaxation,
relaxation from the horn, which, if published in the
same place, and registered fifteen days thereafter, in
the same register with the denunciation, have the effect to restore him to his former state.
30. The rebel, if he continues unrelaxed for year Liferent
escheat.
and day after rebellion, is construed to be civilly dead :
right,
his
feudal
holds
any
he
And, therefore, where
superiors, as being without a vassal, are entitled each
of them to the rents of such of the lands belonging to
the rebel as hold of himself during all the days of the
rebel's natural life, by the casualty of liferent escheat ;
except where the denunciation proceeds upon treason or
proper rebellion, 1535, c. 32, in which last case the
29.

The

for, or

liferent falls to the king.
Disclama.
31. Disclamalion is that casualty whereby a vassal
'"'"•
whole feu to his superior, if he disowns or
disclaims him without ground, as to any part of it.
Purpresture draws likewise a forfeiture of the whole Piirpresforfeits his

it, and is incurred by the vassal's encroaching
upon any part of his superior's property, or attempting
by building, enclosing, or otherwise, to make it his
own. In both these feudal delinquencies, the least co-

feu after

ture.

Right of

vassal.
lour of excuse saves the vassal.
82. Under the dominium utile which the vassal &c- Dominium.
"*•/«•
quires by tlie feudal right, is comprehended the property of whatever is considered as part of the lands, ^^^^^« ^^
whether houses, woods, enclosures, &c. above ground ; ^^^^^ j^.
cept where
or coal, limestone, minerals, &c. under ground.
expressly
33. There are certain rights naturally consequent
conveyed.
property, which are deemed to be reserved by the

on

L A
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be specially conveyed.
silver mines are of this sort ; the first universally, and the other where three halt-pennies of
silver can be extracted from the pound of lead, 1424,
c. 12, (three half-pennies in the reign of James I. is
equal to about two shilh'ngs five pennies of our present Scots money, according to Mr. Ituddiman, PreJ'.
These were by our ancient
to Diplom. Scot. p. 82.)
Jaw annexed to the crown but by an unprinted act,
1592, No. 12, they are dissolved from it; and every
freeholder, (that is, as to tliis question, every proprietor, though he should hold his lands of a subject, 8th
Dec. 1739> ^- Argyll,') is entitled to a grant of the
mines within his own lands, with the burden of delivering to the crown a tenth of what shall be brought
up, 12th Jan. 3750, E. Hopelon.
This unprinted statute mentions also tin and copper mines, as if these

crown as
Gold and

regalia, unless tTiey

;

were
and salmon
f sbing

inter regalia.

Salmon fishing is likewise a right understood to
be reserved by the crown if it be not expres.sly granted; but forty years possession thereof, where the lands
are either erected into a barony, or granted with the
34.

general clause of fishings, establishes the full right of
charter of lands,
the salmon fishing in the vassal.
and forest- within which any of the king's forests lie, does not
carry the property of such forest to the vassal.
35. All the subjects which were by the Roman law
and now
accounted res publicw, as rivers, highways, ports, &c.
also res
are, since the introduction of feus, held to be inter repubiic4s.
galia, or in patrimonio principis ; and hence encroachment upon a highway is said to infer purpresture.
Pertinents
S6. The vassal acquires right by his grant, not only
belong to
to the lands specially contained in the charter, but to
la^al.
those that have been possessed forty years as pertinent

A

thereof.

37. As barony is a notnen universitalis, and unites
the several parts contained in it into one individual
right, the general conveyance of a barony carries with
it all the different tenements of which it consists, though
they should not be specially enumerated (and this holds
even without erection into a barony, in lands that have
been united under a special name.)
38. The vassal is entitled in consequence of his proS'sht to
levy rents. perty, to levy the rents of his own lands, and to recover them from his tenants by an action for rent before
his own court, and from all other possessors and intromitters, by an action of mails and duties before the
He can also remove from his lands tenants
sheriff.
who have no leases, and he can grant tacks or leases
A tack is a contract of location, whereby
to others.
fack or
the use of land, or any other immoveable subject is set
laase.
to the lessee or tacksman for a certain yearly rent, either in money, the fruits of the ground, or services.
It ought to be retluced into writing, as it is a riglit
concerning lands.
Tacks, therefore, that are given
Verbal
verbally, to endure for a term of years, are good against
lacks.
neither party for more than one year.
39. The tacksman's right is limited to the fruits
What is
included in which spring up annually from the subject set, either
the right
naturally, or by the industry of the tacksman ; he is
of tack.
not, therefore, entitled to any of the growing timber
above ground, and far less to the minerals, coal, clay,
&c. under ground, the use of which consumes the substance.
All tacks were, by 1449, c. 7, for the encouragement of agriculture, declared effectual to the tacksman for the full time of their endurance, into whose
Tacki arc hands soever the lands might come.
$trictiju40. Tacks necessaiily imply a delectus personcB, a
""*•
choice by the setter of a proper person for his tenant.
Privilege of

barony,
what.

—

\^.
Hence the conveyance of a tack not granted to assignees,
is

ineffectual without the landlord's consent.
41. It is not a fixed point" whether a tacksman

subset the lands without an express

power

i)f

T-'"'

of SrotI«n«

may

'

subset- Tacksman

Lord Stair, II. 9, 22, and Mackenzie It. I. affirm
he cannot ; but it was adjutlged. Hare, 955, that he
might, even where the tack excluded assignees per expressum far more ought he to have this power where
ting.

'""y ^"'»**'•

—

the exclusion of assignees is only implied.
42. If neither the setter nor tacksman shall proper- Tacit rel*.
ly discover their intention to have the tack dissolved cation.
at the term fixed for its expiration, they are understood
or presumed to have entered into a new tack upon the
same terms with the former, which is called tacit relocation, and continues till the landlord warn the tenant
to remove, or the tenant renounce his tack to the landlord. This obtains also in the case of moveable tenants,
who possess from year to year without written tacks.
43. In tacks of land, the setter is commonly bound Obligation
to put all tlie houses and office-houses necessary for the "i'on the
farm, in good condition at the tenant's entrj' ; and the **"" '9
°
tenant must keep them and leave them so at his remov- J^ ^.
al.
But in tacks of houses, the setter must not only
, 'k
v
deliver to the tenant the subject set, in tenantable re- houses.
pair at his entry, but uphold it in that repair during
the whole years of the tack ; and if it should become
insufficient before the ish, though without the setter's
fault, the tack-duty must either be entirely remitted,
or suffer an abatement in proportion to the damage sustained by the tenant.
44.
tenant, if his landlord should refuse to accept Obligatii
tidS
the victual-rent when offered in due time, is liable only on the
for the prices as fixed for the sheriff-fiars of that year; tacksman.
but if he has not duly offered his rent in kind, he must
pay the value at the ordinary prices of the country
and over and above make good to the heritor the damages incurred by him through the not delivery, if,
c. g. he should be thereby disabled from jjerforming a
conti'act with a merchant to whom he had sold his
farms.
If the inclemency of the weather, inundation, "hrt in
or calamity of war, should have brought upon the crop '^?**ii,„
j
an extraordinary damage {pins quam loteraljile) the
landlord had, by the Roman law, no claim for any part
of the tack-duty ; if the damage was more moderate,
he might exact the full rent. It is nowhere defined
what degree of sterility or devastation makes a loss
not to be borne, but tlie genenJ rule of the Roman
'

|

i

A

(

law seems to be made ours, by Dirl. OS. Tenants are Q'"''j'^"
obliged to pay no cesses or public burdens to whicli J^''(.u°a['bur
they are not expressly bound by their tacks ; but the ^^^^
law itself divides the burdens of the schoolmaster's salary equally between the proprietor and his tenants,
1

I696,

c. .26.

.

Tacks may be evacuated during their currency,
1. In the same manner as feu-right,*, by the tacksman's
running in arrear of his tack-duty for two years together;
but it may be prevented by the tenant's making pay-

Dissolulio*
of tacks

2. Where the tenant
at the bar before sentence.
either nms in arrear of one year's rent, or leaves his

'

45.

ment

at the usual season, the judge-ordinary, when applied to by the proprietor, is required by
the Act S 1 4th Dec. 1746, to ordain the teniuit to give
security for tlie arrears, and for the rent of the five following crops, if the tack shall subsist so long ; other\yise to decern him to remove, as if the tack was at an
end. 3. Tacks may be evacuated at any time by the
mutual consent of parties, c. g. by the tacksman's renunciation accepted by the proprietor ; but verbij renunciations may be resiled from.

farm uncultivated

during
'

'""""
" ''
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46. The tenant ^-ho intends to quit his possession at
the iah of liis tack, ovi^ht to make a renunciation tliereof to his landlord, either in writing or otherwise, forty
cby» before the term of the Whitsunday at or immediatelj preceding the i«h.

But

a landlord wants to reDiOTe a tnuuit, he is, by 1 535, c. 39, required to warn
him, npon a precept signed by himself, forty days preceding the term of the \\ hitsunday before described,
personallT or at his dwelling-house, to remove at that
tenn witn his family and effects. This precept must
be abo rxeruted on the ground of the lands, and thereafter read in the parish-church where the lands lie, after the morning service, and affixed to the most patent
Awr thereof. VVhiLsunday, though it be a moveable
ftact, is, in questions of removing, fixed to the 1 5th of
^^90, c 39.
In warnings from tenements
.*?•
within borough, it is sufficient that the tenant be warned forty day* before the ish of the tack, whether it be
Whitannday or Martinmas ; and in these the ceremony
of chalking the door is sustained as a warning, when
proccr<'
a vertial order from the proprietor,
thottgli
the warrant of a magistrate.
Where
the tenant is bound by an express clause of his tack to
rjBnove at the ish of it, without warning, such obligation ia, bj the above-quoted act of sederunt, Utli Dec.
1736, dedared to be a sufficient warrant for letters of
i>aniin|f ; upon which, if the landlord charges his tenant fiort^ days before the said Whitsunday, the judge
la audtanmd to eject him within six days after the term
of leuMWHig exnteaaed in the tack.
47. The landlord haa in aecurity of hia tack-duty,
o*lT and above the tenant's pergonal obligation, a taat
pledge of hjrpotbec. not only in the fruits, as he had by
the Roman Law, but in the cattle pasturing on tlie
The com and «Aher ftiiits are hypothecated
the rent of that year whereof they are tlie crop ;
for wliich they remain offiixrted, though the landlord
should not use his right for years together. The whole
rattle on the grouna considered as a quantity, are hypothecated for a year's rent, one after anotfier successively, provided the hypothec be applied within three
month* from the last conventional term of payment of
each year. In tacks of houses, breweries, shops, and
other tenements which have no natural thiit', the furniture and other goods brought into the subject sc^t (iiivrcla tt U/ala.) are hypothecated to the landlord for one
year's rent.—The king's prerogative process takes place
of the landlord's liypothec.
if
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III.

Of

lahit Rigklt
1.

tkt Volunlary Transniittinn of Heriby ComJirnuilioH and littignalioH.

A Taasal may transmit

'

.

il

Confirma.
tion of

them.
Resignations

;

ad perpetHam rema*
ncniiam.

favour either of the resigner himself, or of a third parThey liave not therefore the effect, like resignations ad remanentiam, of divesting the resigner ; for
tlie surrender is not attended with any purpose, or causa habitit of transferring the property to the superior,
but is only used as a step to convey to another ; consequently the fee remains in the resigner till tlie person
in whose favour tlie resignation is made, gets his right
from the sujierior perfected by seisin.
6. Formerly, one who was vested with a personal Transmisright of lands, i. e. a right not completed by seisin, ef- sion of
fectually divested himself by disponing it to another rights not
after which, no right remained in tlie disponer which completed
could be carried by a second disposition, because a per- by aeiain.
sonal right is no more than a jus ohlinalioni^, which
may be transferred by any deed sufficiently expressing
tlie will of the granter.
But this doctrine, at the same
time tJiat it rendered tlie security of the records extremely uncertain, was not truly applicable to such
ty.

;

rights as re(|uired seisin to conijilete tliem ; and tliereit now obtains, that the granter of a personal right
of lands is not so divested, by conveying the right to
fore

one person, but tliat he may effectually make it over
afterwards to another ; and tlie preference between the
two does not depend on the dates of the dispositions,
but on the priority of tlic seisins following upon tliem.

Of Rer/ecmahle Rig/Us, and of the two great
of Burdens affecting Lands Servitudes and

Title IV.
classes

his feu either to universal

SDCctssnts aa heirs, or to singular successors, i. r. those
who aoqniic by gift, purchase, or other singular title.
Tt«ry or Thia laat sort of transmission is either voluntary, by
disposition ; or necessary, bv adjudication.
8. Dispoait ions to be hoiden of the disponer are
Imiwiliwims only of the property, the superiority redlapo> maininy
This sort Joes not necessarily reIbrmerly
qtaire a wwitiuition by the granter's superior, beaiuse
hi* vassal continues the same notwithstanding the stibn of b«i altem right granted to the subvassal ; but because the
aubraaa^B u t
i ty is exposed to the haaard cf all the
liMtr cA
OMoahics failing by his superior, where confirmation is
not adhibited, it is commonly applied for.
^ '.lie
S. Dispositions to be holdcn of the granter's superi•r, may be perfected either by confirmation or resignatiMi ; and there fore they generally rontiin both precept
«f seisis im) 'prpcuratory of »e<ignation. When tlic

Law
of Scotland,

5. Resignations in favorem are made, not with an in- infavarcm.
tention tliat tlie pro|)erty resigned should remain with
the superior, but that it should be again given by him in

—

Teihds.

n el fan-

rl(hl>
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receiver is to complete his right in the first way, he
takes seisin upon the precept; but such seisin is' ineffectual without the superior's confirmation; for the disponee cannot be deemed a vassal till the superior receive him as such, or confirm tlie holding.
4. liciignniion is that form of law by which a vassal
surrenders his feu to his superior ; aiid it is either ad
perpelitam remanent iam, or in fnvorcm.
In resignations
nd rcmanenliam, where the feu is resigned to the effect
that it may remain with the superior, die superior, who
before had the superiority, acquires by the resignation
the property also of the lands resigned ; and as his infeftment of the lands still subsisted, notwithstanding
the right by which he had given his vassal the property, therefore, upon the vassal's resignation, the superior's right of property revives, and is consolidated with
the superiority, without the necessity of a new infeftment ; so that resignations ad remauentiam are truly
extinctions, not transmissions, of a right.

An heritable right is said to be retleemablc when
contains a right of reversion or return in favour of
the person
from whom the right flows. Reversions are
„
,.
, ^
,
either legnl, which arise from the law itseit, as in acljudicatioiis, which law declares to be redeemable within
a certain term after their date ; or convmliimal, which
are constituted by the agreement of parties, as in wadsets, rights of annualrent, and rights of security.
VMtdsft (from wad or pledge) is a right by which lands
or other heritable subjects are impignorated by the proprietor to his creditor in security of his debt ; and like
other heritable rights is perfected by seisin. The debt-.
or, who grants tlie wadset, and has the right of rever1.

it

.

,

,

11

.

-1^

•

A

sion, is called the

the wadset,
2.

is

Wadsets

merger

;

and the

creditor, receiver

ailled the wadsetter.
are either proper or improper.

A

Hcdeem"''''^

"Kh's

^'"''"""'8
* lever,ij|„_

Wadset

of

proper. Proper
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wadset

is

that

whereby

it

is ap;reed tliat the use of the

land shall jjo for the use of the money; so that the
wadsetter takes his hazard of the rents, and enjoys them
without accounting in satisfaction or in solutum of his interest.
Though, therefore, the rent of the lands should
be less than the yearly interest of the sum lent, the
lands are redeemable upon payment of the bare principal sum, without any claim for bygone interests ; if
it amounts to more, the wa<lsetter is not obliged to impute the surplus {in sorteni) towards the extinction of
the principal sum.
Where the wadsetter thus subjects
himself to all the chances by which the fruits may be
lost, it is a proper wadset, though the reverser should
be obliged to pay the public burdens.
improper.
3. In an improper wadset the reverser, if the rent
should fall short of the interest, is taken bound to make
up the deficiency ; if it amounts to more, the wadsetter
is obliged to impute the excrescence towards extinction
of the capital. And as soon as the whole sums, principal and interest, are extinguished by the wadsetter's
possession, he may be compelled to renounce or divest
Iliraself in favour of the reverser.
Where the wadsetter, in place of possessing by himself, grants a backtack of the lands to the reverser for payment of the interest of the wadset sums, as the tack duty, the wadset
is thereby rendered improper ; for the wadsetter has in
tliat event no chance of getting more than his interest
and consequently the redemption is burdened, not only
with the payment of the principal sum, but of the interest or tack duties remaining unpaid.
But this burden is ineffectual against singular successors, if it be
not expressed in the right of reversion, or if the backtack be not recorded in the proper register.
Kight of
4. Infeftments of annualrent are also redeemable
annualrent. rights.
right of annualrent does not carry the property of the lands, but it creates a real nexus or burden
upon the property, for pa3Tnent of the interest or annualrent contained in the right ; and consequently the
'^J*'"^*"^
•

A

bygone

due upon

are debila fundi.
Right of
.5. Infeftments iri security are another kind of redeemsecurity.
able right, (now frequently used in place of rights of
.mnualrent,) by which the receivers are infeft in the
lands themselves, (and not simply in an annualrent forth
of them,) for security of the principal sums, interest, and
penalty contained in the rights. These rights when
they are granted, not to the creditors for payment of
their debts, but to cautioners for relief of their engagements, are called infeftments of relief.
If an infeftraent in security be granted to a creditor, he may thereupon enter into the immediate possession of the lands
or annualrent for his payment ; whereas rights of relief are conditional, and have no operation till the cautioner either pays the debt, or is distressed for it.
6".
Preference
All rights of annualrent, rights in security, and
of ikUta
generally whatever constitutes a real burden on the fee,
fundi.
may be the ground of an adjudication, which is preferable to all adjudications or other diligences intervening
between the date of the right, and of the adjudication
deduced on it, not only for the principal sum contahied
in the right, but also for the wholepast interest contained
in the dijudication.
This preference arises from the
interests

it

nature of real debts, or debitafundi, and is expressly reserved by the art I66"l, c. 62, establishing the //«n
passu preference of adjudications ; but in order to obtain it for the interest of the interest accumulated in the
adjudication, such adjudication must proceed on a process of poinding the ground.
Servitude,
7. Servitude is a burden affecting lands or other heriwhat.
table subjects, whereby the proprietor is either restrain-

ed from the full use of what is his own, or is obliged
\aw
to suffer another to do something upon it.
Servitudes of Scotland,
ju-e either natural, legal, or cbavenlional.
Nature itself ^'"'V™'
may be said to constitute a servitude upon inifierior tene- "a'""' i
ments, whereby they must receive the water that falls
from those that stand on higher ground. Legal servi'
tudes are establislied by statute or custom from considerations of public policy among which may be numbered, the public restraints laid upon the proprietors of
tenements within the city of Edinburgh, by 1621, c. 26,
and 1 698, c. 8. There is as great variety of conven- conventional sen'itudes, as tliere are ways by which the exer- tiongl.
cise of property may be restrained by paction in favour
of another. They are constituted either Ay grant, where
tlie will of the party burdened is expressed in writing ;
or by prescription, where his consent is presumed from
his acquiescence in the burden for forty years.
8. Servitudes are either predial (sometimes called Servitude*
real) or personal.
Predial .servitudes are burdens im- either prejjosed upon one tenement in favour of another tene- '''•'' ""^ C"*
nient, and are divided into ruraZ servitudes, or of lands; ^o"^'and urban servitudes, or of houses. The rural servi- Predial
tudes of the Romans were iter, actus, via, aquceductus, ^'^''^I'udcs
*•'
aqiue limistus, and Jus pascendi pecoris.
Similar servi- ^ ° ™'*
'
tudes are recognised in die law of Scotland ; as of a foot ^c_
road, horse road, cart road, danas and aqueducts, watering of cattle, and pasturage.
The chief servitudes of
liouses among the Romans were those of support, viz.
licrni immittendi, and oneris ferendi.
The first was the
right of fixing in our neighbour's wall a joist or beam
from our house the second was that of resting the
weight of one's house upon his neighbour's wall. To
these may be added the servitudes altius non iollendi, el
non officiendi luminibus vel prospectui, restraining proprietors from raising their houses beyond a certain
height, or from rmiking any building whatsoever that
may hurt the light or prospect of the dominant tenement, which several servitudes are also known in the
law of Scotland.
9. But besides these, there are two predial servitudes Servitude
usual in Scotland to which the Romans were strangers, °f ^'^^^ """^
viz. that offuel or J'eal, and divot, and otthirlage.
The """•'»
first is a right, by which the owner of the dominant tenement may turn up peats, turfs, feals, or divots, from
the ground of the servient, and carry them off either for
j

,

:

'

;

—

fuel or thatch, or the other uses of his

own

tenement.

that servitude by which lands are astiictetl °^ '•'''*
or thirled to a particular mill, and the possessors bound 8*'
to grind their grain there, for payment of certain multures and sequels, as the agreed price of grinding.
10. Servitudes are extinguished, 1. Confusione, when Extinciiou
°f servitlie same person comes to be the proprietor of the do-

Thirlage

is

minant and servient tenements ; for res sua nemini servit, and the use the proprietor thereafter makes of the
servient tenement is not jure servilutis^ but is an act of
property.
2. By the perishing either of the dominant
or servient tenement. 3. Servitudes are lost non utendo,
by the dominant tenement's neglecting to use tlie right
for forty years, which is considered as a dereliction of
it, though he who has the servient tenement should have
made no interruption by doing acts contrary to the ser-

'"''<^'-

vitude.

Personal servitudes are those by which the property Personal
of a subject is burdened in favour not of a tenement but servitudes.
of a person. The only personal servitude known in our Liferent;
law, is usufruct or liferent, which is a right to tjse and
enjoy a thing during life, the substance of it being preliferent cannot therefore be constituted upon
served.

A

tilings

which perish

in the use

;

and though

it

may

i
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upon »ubjerts'"which gradually wear out by time,

as

hou»eholtl furniture, &c. yet witli us it is generally applied to heritalile subjects.
He whose property is burdened is usually called thejiar.
12. Liferents are divided into conventional and legal.
Coitvtnlional liferents are either timple, or by reservation.
tilnple liferent, or by a separate constitution, is that
which is granted by the proprietor in favour of anoUier
and this sort requires seisin, in order to affert singular

A

UfinMbr

UkMBUbr

succeMon.

A

liferent bi/ reservation, is that which a
proprietor rwerves to himself, in the same writing by
which he conveys the fee to another. It requires no
seisin ; for the granter's former seisin, which virtually
included the liferent, still subsists as to the liferent
which is expressly reserved.
1 3. Liferents ftjr laro are the leree and the courtesy.

The

CmbImj.

lerce (tertia) is a liferent competent by law to M-idows who have not accepted of special provisions, in the
tliinl of the heritable suojects in whicn their husbands
(lit-ti infefl.
Bnrgaf^tenementa and superiorities are
excluded from it. Courtesy is a liferent given by law

to the surviving husband, of
whkfa the died infeft, if there

riage

bcm

alive.

all

his wife's

was a

A marriage,

herit^^ in

marthough of the longest
child of the

condinuuioe, give* no right to the courtesy if there was
no brae of it. As in the terce the husband's seisin is
the ground and measure of the wife's right, so in the
ooortesjr the wife's seisin is the foundation of tlie husband** ; and the two rights are iu all other respects of
the Mine nature, except that the courtesy extends to

burgage hddingt and
ifcpiryor

to superiorities.

bv the liferenter's death.
rents which die lifcrenter had a proper
right to before his death fulls to his executors ; the rest,
bonis of tlie deceased, goes to
as never having been
14. Liierent is extingui>lied

That part of the

m

the

Vmniim

fiar.

Martinmas and Whitsunday are by our cus-

WhMklMI

therefore erectetl or secularised several abbacies and
priories into temporal lordshijis ; the grantees of which
were called sometimes lords of erection, and sometimes
titulars, as having by tlieir grants the same title to the
erected benefices that the monasteries had formerly.
17. Proprietors of land may sue the tituliirs for a va- Proprietors
luation, and if they think fit, tor a sale also of their teinds of land may
before the commissioners named for that purpose. The ^"^ ^"f *
rate of teind, when it is possessed l)y the proprietor ^*'"'"""'
jointly with the stock, for payment of a certain duty to tithes.
the titular, and so does not admit a separate valuation,
is fixed at a fifth part of the constant yearly rent, which
is accounted a rej^nable surrogalitm, in place of a tenth

of the increase. Where it is drawn by t!u; titular, and
consequently may be valued separately fi'om the stock,
it is to be valued as its extent may be asccitained upon
a proof before the commissioners ; but in this last valuation, a firth part is to be deducted from the proved
teind in favour of the proprietor. Where tlie proprietor insists also for a sale of his teinds, the titular is obliged to sell them at nine years purchase of the valued

and upon receiving the price, to execute a
;
disposition in the purchaser's favour, containing procuratory of resignation and precept of seisin.
teind-duty

tom the

legal terms of the payment of rent ; consequently if a liferenter of Lukf survives the term of
Aliitaimday, his executors are entitled to the half of

18. Some teinds are more directly subject to an alio- In what creation for the minister's stipend than others. The teinds dcr teinds
in the hands of the lay titular fall first to be allocated, "csubjef

that year** rent, because it was due the term before his
detth ; if he survives Martinmas they have a right to
the whole.

who
own

m

called benefices,-—»n apEcdeaiaatica] rights
from secular feus to church livings,
MCMUel
CMue they were given to churchmen in consideration
at their tptritnal warfare. They consist either of lands,
or of tile tithe or tcind of lands; the first is called the
temporality, the other the spirituality of the benefice.
Temds or titlir« are that liquid proportion of our rents
or goods which is due to churchmen for performing
divine service, or exercising the odier spiritual funcPersonal teinds,
tions pra|ier to their several offices.
i. e. the tenth of what one acquires bv his own industry or
employment, are not acknowledged by our law, though
they have been found due when sxipported by forty
Predial teinds are, bv the usage of
years poseeninn
Sootland, either pmrnmag* or vicarage. Parsonage teinds
are the teinds of com ; and they are so caSed, because they are due to the parson or other titular of the
benefice.
Vicarage teimls are the small teinds of calves,
lint, hemp, eggs, &c. which were commonly given by
the titular to the vicar, who served the cure in his place.
The first sort was universally due, unless in the case of
their infeodatioa to laics, or of a pontifical exemption;
but by the coaloins of almost all Christendom, the lesser
tciads wetc not demanded where they had not been
CMlaaanly paid. By the practice of Scotland, the teinds
ofaaimala, or of things produced from animals, as lambs,
1

5.

pellatioo
tUatioo tnuiafetied
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f^""
but roots, herbs, &c. are not tithable unless use of payof Scotland*
ment be proved.
~
16. After the Reformation, James VI. considered himchureh
self as proprietor of all the church lands ; partly because j^da seizthe purposes for which they had been granted were de- ed by
clared superstitious, and partly in consequence of the re- "own at
signation which he and Queen iMary his mother hati pro- ''"' Keforcured from the beneficiaries. And even as to the teinds,
though our reformed clergy, after the example of the canonists, claimed them as the patrimony of the churcli, our
sovereign did not submit to that doctrine farther than
it extended to a competent provision for ministers.
He

wool, cahr^ are due, toough not accustomed to be paid
VOL. XII. FAIT II.

since he is not capable to serve the cure in his ?" * h'^JIj"
person, ought to provide one who can ; and if the
titular, in place of drawing the teind, has set it in tack,
the tack-duty is allocated : This sort is called J'ree teind.
Where the tack-duty, which is the titular's interest in
the teinds, falls short, the tack itself is burdened, or,
in other words, the suqJus teind over and above the
tack-duty : But in this case tlie court of commission
of teinds is empowered to recompense the tacksman,
by prorogating nis tack for such a number of yeai-s as
they shall judge equitable. Where this likewise proves
deficient, the allocation falls on the teinds heritably
conveyed by the titular, unless he has warranted his
grant against future augmentations; in which case,
the teinds of the lands belonging in property to the titular himself, must be allocated in the first place.
19. Teinds are debitafructuum, notJ'undi ; for as by Teinds are
their first condition, the beneficiary might, if he used **''"
,

the proper diligence, make them effectual, by drawing-''''^'"""'.'
•'""
them out of the several crops, so he needed no reiil security.

The

action, therefore, for

bygone

teinds,

is

only

personal against those who have intermeddled either
with the teind by itself, or with stock and teind jointly ; unless where the titular is infeft in the lands, in
security of the valued teind-duty.
20. After a minister's death, his executors have right Annat
*°°*
to the annat ; which, in the sense of the canon law,
year's
the
Pope,
of
first
tlie
was a right reserved to
But the word annat or aim
fr uits of every benefice
as it is now understood, is the right which law gives to
:

4«

ot
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the executors of ministers, of half a year's benefice,
of infeflmert, and a fifth part more in respect the erei-aw
of^cotland, over and above what was due to the minister himself
ditor is obliged to take land for his monty ; but with- ofScotlanc!.
'^^"Y""^ for his incumbency. So that if the incumbent survives out penalties or sheriff-fees. *The debtor must deliver '—"nr"^
Whitsunday, his executors have the half of that year to the creditor a valid right of the lands to feb atljudgfor the deceasefl's incumbency, and the other half as
ed, renounce the possession in his favour, and ratify
amiat if he survive Michaelmas, they have that whole the decree of adjudication. And law considers tlie rent
year for his incmnbency, and the half of the next in of the lands as precisely commensurate to the interest
The executors of a minister need make of the debt, so that the adjudger lies under no obliNature of name of ann.
Um right, up no title to the ann by confirmation : Neither is the gation to account for the siuTplus rents. In this, which
right assignable by the minister, or afFectable tor his
is called a .special atljudication, the legal, or term of re- ?Pf5"^. ***"
'""""^
debts ; for it never belonged to him, but is a mere gra- demption, is declared to be five years ; and the crechtor ^"
tuity given by law to those for whom it is presumed the
attaining pos.session upon it, can use no further execudeceased could not sufficiently provide : And law has tion against the debtor, ^nless the lands be evicted from
given it without distinction to the executors of all mi- him.
V
nisters, even where the stipend is made up, not of
7. Where the debtor does not produce a sufficient General adteinds, but of the public revenue of a borough^ or of a
right to the lands, or is not wOhng to renounce the judication,
voluntary contribution.
possession, and ratify the decree, (which is the case
that has most frequently happened,) it is lawful for the
*
V. Of the Transmission' of Heritable Eights by creditor to adjudge all right belonging to the debtor,
Title,Y.
in the same manner, and under the same reversion of
the Diligence of Ike Lam ; or of Inhibitions and Ailjuten years, as he could by the former laws have apprised
dicalioHs.
it.
In tliis last kind, which is called a general adjudi1 . The constitution and transmission of feudal rights
cation, tlie creditor must limit his claim to the principal
being explained, and the burdens with which they sum, interest, and penalty, without demanding a fitlth
are chargeable, it remains to be considered how these pait more.
rights may be affected at the suit of creditors by legal
8. There are two other kinds of adjudication, those Ailjudica.
Diligences, diligence.
Diligences are certain forms of law, whereon a decree cognitionis causu, otlierwise called contra ''"" conira
by a creditor endeavours to make good his payment, hcereditatem jacentem, and adjudications in implement. 'f^<^''"''^^
either by affecting the person of his debtor, or by seWhere the debtor's apparent heir formally renounces''"""
curing the subjects belonging to him from alienation, the succession, the crecUtor may obtain a decree cognior by carrying the projjerty of these subjects to himself, tionis causa, in which, though tlie heir renouncing is
arere.il
They are either real or personal. Real diligence is cited for the sake of foi-m, no sentence condemnatory
can be pronounced against him, in respect of his renunor personal, t^** which is proper to heritable or real rights ; personal is that by which the person of the debtor may be seciation ; the only eftiect of it is to subject the hcereditas
cured, or his personal estate affected.
Of the first sort jnccns to the creditor's diligence. Adjudications in im- Adjiulicawe have two, I. Inhibition. 2. Adjudication.
plentent are deduced against those who have granted "»" i" '">•
;

t

Beal diligence of
inhibition.

How

per

fewed.

is a personal prohibition, which passes
under the signet, prohibiting tlie party inhibited to contract any debt, or to do any deed, by
which any p.?rt of his lands may be aliened or carrietl
off in prejudice of the creditor inhibiting.
It must be

deeds without procuratory of resignation or precept of ?'""«"*•

executed against the debtor personally, or at his dwelling-house, according to the order prescriljed in the
case of summonses by 1 540, c. 75. and thereafter published and registered in the same manner with inter-

may be

2.

by

hihibition

letters

dictions. It secures the creditor

who

inhibits against all

deeds of alienation, even onerous ones that are granted
posterior to the publication of the letters, provided he
shall, within the time statuted, proceed to perfect his

by registration.
Though inhibitions by

diligence
Limited to
heritage.

3.

their

uniform

style' disable

the debtor from selling his moveable as well as his heritable estate, their effect has been long limited to heritage, from the interruption that such an embargo upon
moveables must have given to conumerce.
*• This diligence only strikes against the voluntary
Does not af.
debts or deeds of the inhibited person.
It does not refeet necessary aeeUs. strain him from granting necessary deeds, i. e. such as
he was obliged to grant anterior to the inhibition.
Purging of
5. Inhibitions may be reduced upon legal nullities,
inhibitions, arising either from the ground of debt, or the form of
diligence.
When payment is made by the debtor to
the inhibiter, the inhibition is said to be purged.
Real dili6. Adjudication is a form of diligence, by which cregenceofad-ditors proceed against the lands of their debtors, by
judication,
.^ay oraction before the Court of Session.
Such part
only of the debtor's lands is to be adjudged as is equivalent to tlie principal sum and interest of the debt,
with the composition due to the superior and expences

seisin,

and refuse to divest themselves,

the subject conveyed

may be

—

to the

end that

effectually vested in the

grantee.

There

is a further diligence by which land estates Judicial
affected for the recovery of debt, calXeA judicial sales of
sales (if bankrupt estates.
The word bankrupt is in our ''a"»™P*

9.

whose funds are not
and sometimes not to the
debtor, but to his estate. There was no method known
in our law for the proper sale of a bankrupt esfcite, so
as the price might be divided among the creditors, till
1681, c. 17. by which the Court of Session was empowered, at the suit of any real creditor, to try the
value of the debtor's estate, and name commissioners to
sell it for the payment of his debts.
But as the com-

law sometimes applied

to persons

sufficient for their debts

;

missioners named bj the Session, in pursuance of this
were generally backward to undertake so imgrateful an office, and as the consent of the debtor, which
the statute required where his right of reversion was
not expired, could seldom be obtained, it was enacted,
by 1690, c. £0. tliat decrees of sale of bankrupt estates
should be pronoimced by the Court itself, and that such
sales might proceed in all cases without the consent of

act,

the debtor,

Title VI.- Of Moveable Rights, or of Obligations
and Contracts.
1. The laws of heritable rights being explained.

Obligation,

moveable rights fail next to be considered, the doctrine ^hat ?
of which depends chiefly on the nature of obligations.
An obligation is a legal tie, by which one is bound to pay
Every, obligatioa on
or perform something to anotlier.

6

.

j
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^^'"~'

the person oblijred, implies an opposite right in the creiiitor, SO that what is a burcleti in regard to the one, is
a
rl>cl>t with respect to the other ; and all rights founded

ward

There is this essenDiffcioue on oblytiong are called jiersonal.
bctwentttal tial difference between a real and a personal right, that
'•^"' '" "' ^*'**''"' o*" Pi''»perty, or of an inferior kind,
*i**'T*°"
n«w*
•
iervitude, entitles the person vested with it to po».

M
HH the subject as his own, or

he

is

;

,

;

m

Mwa

:

man

;

Imm, cnwtmodaU, dtpotilation, and pledge.
5. Law, er mithmm, is that contract which obliges a
person who has borrowed any fimgible subject from
nether, to restore to him as much of the same kind,
id of «|m1 goodness. Whatever receives its estimation in naniber, wvight, or measure, is a fungible ; as
The only proper subcoin, Ac.
jecu of this contract are things which cannot be used
hence the
witltaat sitiiertiiMr extinction or alienation
prapeny if tbe dung lent is necessarily transferred by

com, wine, convnt

;

WBJ

to the borrower, who consequently must
,
the hmurda either of its deterioration or its
pwiriring, according to the rule, ris peril mo dnmino.
amu Alfe is a species of loan, gratuitous on the
tf.
pan of the lend**, where the thing lent may lie used
witlwak either its perishing or its alienation. Hence, in
this sort of loan, the p roperty continues with the lender tlie only right the borrower acquires in the subiect
b its use, it(Kt which he moat restore the individual
ding ttm he borrowed.
7- DtjpttUalkm is a contract, bv which one who has
the niil^ pdi «f m fhing conunittea to him, (the deposi«>7,) is obliged to restore it to the depositor. If a re«
tldl

raidl

d

;

i

by a traveller's entering into an inn, ship, or
and there depositing his goods, or putting up his
horses ; whereby the inn-kee|)er, shipmaster, or stabler,
is accountable, not only for his own facts and those of
his servants, (which is an obligation implied in the very
barely

not in possession,
to donand it from the jiossessors whereas the creditor
in a personal right has only a jut ad rem, or a right to
compel the debtor to fulfil hi* obligation, without any
right in the subject itself.
t. Obligations, when considered with r^irard to their
we»e divided by the Romans into those arising
comttaci. quah-coHlract, delict, and qvnti-delict
But there are certain obligatiom, even full ami proper
ones, which cannot be derived from any of these sources,
OUiliwtiil "«' *" "hich Lord Stair gives the name of obediential.
ttJlgM MWI* Such is, amon^ odien, the obligation of parents to aliment or maintam their children which arises singly
from the relation of parent and cliild, and may be enftrted by the civil niagistnite.
Under parents are comprehenfled the mother, grandfather, and grandmother,
their prn^ier order.
This obligation on parents exOblifMlM
of allBMIIt.
tend-i to the providing of their issue in all the necessaries of life, and giving theni suitable education.
It
ceate* when die children can earn a live1ihoo<I by their
own industry ; but the obligation on parents to maintain their indigent children, and reciprocally on children to maintain their indigent parents, is perpetual.
S. AU obturations arising from the natural duty of
fttilltaiwr
MatflM«>i«dtiitiaa fiui nndcr thk daaa: Thus things given
*»T *f •••'
tte view of a certain ewnt must be restored, if
that want doe* not aito^ard* exist, «. g. what is given
in c—muptotioii of a marriage which ne\'er followed
And on die mine principle, one upon whose ground a
ha uw is b^t or repaired by anther, is obliged withoat any covenant to rcMore the expence laid out upon
it in ao far as it has been profitable to him.
4. A con tract is the voluntary agreement of two or
bycaitnct.
pwaona, whereby something is to be given or pertarmm upon one part, for a valuable consideration
Contracts
either ncaent er fbture on the other part.
were, br the Roman law, perfocte<l either re, by the intervention of things ; or by words or by writing ; Or
by sole conse nt. The real contracts of the Roman are
if
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Law
bargained for by the depositary for his care, it
resolves into the contract of location.
As this contract ofScotUnf;
is gratuitous, the depositary is only answerable for the *""'Y"™^
consequences of gross neglect ; but after the deposit
is retlemanded, he is accountable even for casual misfortunes.
An obligation arises, witliout formal paction,
is

stable,

exercise of these employments,) but of the other guests
or passengers.
8. Pledge, when opposed to wadset, is a contract, by and, f.
WhiA a debtor puts into the hands of his creditor a spe- Pledge.
cial moveable subject in security of the debt, to be retlelivered on payment.
Where a security is established
by law to the creditor, upon a subject which continues
in the debtot^s possession, it has the special name of an
hj'pothec ; as in the case of owners of ships, who have
an hypothec on the cargo for the freight.
9. There is nothing in tlie law of Scothind analogous ferial am^
to the verbnrum obligatio of the Romans, which was tracMcreated by the parties uttering certain verba solennia, or
words of style And therefore the appellation of verbal
may be properly enoiigh applied to all obligations to the
constitution of which writing is not essential, which includes botli real and consensual contracts ; but, as these
are afterwards explained, obligations by word may here
be restricted, to promises, and to such verbal agree:

as liave no special name to distingiiish them.
Agreement implies tiie intervention of two different
parties, who come under mutual obligations to one an-

ments

other.

Where nothing

on one

jiart, it is

is to be given or performed but
properly called a promise, which, as it
is gratuitous, does not require the acceptance of him to
whom the promise is made. An offer, which must be
distinguishe<l from a jiromiso, implies something to be
done i)y the other party and consequently is not binding on the offerer till it be accepted, with its limitations
or conditions, by him to whom the offer is made, after
which it becomes a prDjK?r agreement.
10. Writing must necessarily intervene in all obliga- Contracts by
'""fng-'
tions and b.nrgains concerning heritable subjects, though
when
which,
as
tacks
only
temporary
they should be
;
they are verbal, last but for one year. In these no ver- Writing re»
bal agreement is binding, though it should be referred ^^oblig'ato the oath of the party ; for, till writing is adliibiteil, j,^^ ^°^'
law gives both parties a right to resile as from an unfi- ceming henished bargain ; which is called locus poenitcniice. Verbal ritage.
or nuncupative testaments are rejected by the Scotch
law ; but verbal legacies are sustained where they do
;

not exceed

JC

1

00

Scots.

All writings carrying

11.

any heritable

right,

and How wnt-

other deeds of importance, must be subscribetl by the J^^'^™"j,,g
princiiw) parties, if they can subscribe, otherwise by two gj^^^m^j
notaries before four witnesses sjjecially designed, (or
In the case where the parties themdistinguished.)
selves subscril)e, two witnesses are sufficient, and in
Custom has
cases the witnesses must also subscribe.
constnieil obligations for sums exceeding £,\00 Scots,

all

"

obligations of importance."
new requisite has been added to certain deeds
They
since the Union, tbr the benefit of the revenue
must be exccutetl on stamped paper or parchment
paying a certain duty to tlie crown.
require the or13. Certain privileged writings do not
by
1. Holograph deeds (written
dinary solemnities.
himself,) are effectual without witnesses,

to be

12.

A

Mmtbeon
".tami-ed

:

the granter

P P"-

p

-i

~i

J^'^™*8"*
j

^^^^

p^pj,
inga.

,|^
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2.

Testaments,

if

executed where

men

of

skill in

busi-

ness cannot be had, are valid, though they should not be
quite formal.
3. Discharges to tenants are susUiined
without witnesses, from tlieir presumed rusticity or igre mercaloria.
business. 4. Missive letters
3. Ilischara- norance in
commissions, and fitted accounts in the course of trade,
es to tenants.
bills of exchange, and also inland bills, though they be
4 Merch- not holograjjh, are, from the favour of commerce, susants actained without the ordinary solemnities.
counts and
bill of exchange is an obligation in the form of
14.
letters.
a mandate, whereby the drawer or mandant desires
Bills of exhim to whom it is directed, to pay a certain sum, at the
change,
day and place therein mentioned, to a third party. An
inland bill is a similar mandate, but implying that both
and inlanil bills,
In
the drawer and acceptor live in the same country.
also privieither case, the bill is valid without the designation
leged.
either of the drawer, or of the person to whom it is made
payable : It is enough, that Uie drawer's subscription
appears to be truly his ; and one's being possessor of a
bill marks him out to be the creditor, if he bears the
name given in the bill to the creditor.
cre<litor in a
bill likewise may transmit it to another merely by indorsation, or writing his name on the back of it.
15.
writing, wliile the granter keeps it under his
Delivery of
written
own power or his doer's, has no force ; it becomes oblideeds;
gatory only after it is delivered to the grantee himself,
or found in the hands of a third person.
But the folio wexceptions. jng deetls are effectual without delivery
Writings
1
containing a clause dispensing with the delivery. 2.
Deeds in favour of children, even natural ones ; for parents are the proper custodiers or keepers of their children's writings.
For a similar reason, postnuptial settlements by tlie husband to the wife need no delivery.
3. Riglits which are not to take effect till the granter's
death, or even where he reserves an interest to himself
during his life ; for it is presumed he holds the custody
,of these merely to secure to himself such reserved interest.
4. Deeds that the granter lay under an antecedent natural obligation to execute, e. g. rights granted to
a cautioner for his relief. 5. Mutual obligations, e. g.
contracts ; for every such deed, the moment it is executed, is a common evident to all the parties contractors.
Lastly, the publication of a writing by registration is
equivalent to delivery.
16. Contracts consensual, i. e. which might by the
Comensual
Roman law be perfected by sole consent, without the
wutiacts.
intervention either of things, or of writing, are sale,
permutation, location, society, and mandate.
Where the
subject of any of these contracts is heritable, writing is
necessary.
1. Salc^
1 7- Sale is a contract, by which one becomes obliged
to give something to another, in consideration of a cerS. Pcrmu. tain price in cvurent money to be paid for it.
Permutation.
tation differs from a sale chiefly in this, that in permutation, one subject is given in barter or exchange for
another ; whereas the price in a sale consists of current

m

A

A

A

:

'

.

money,
s.

Location.

1 8. Location is that contract, where an hire is stipulated for the use of things, or for the service of persons.
It may, without impropriety, be considered as a species

of

4. Society,
•r partner,
•hip.

which

subject sold

the use or service
and the price is the hire, which, as in a proper sale, generally consists of money.
19. Society, or copartnership, is a contract, whereby
the several partners agree concerning the communication of loss and gain arising from the subject of the
contract.
It is formed by the reciprocal choice that
partners make of one another; and so is not constituted
in the case of co-heirs, or of several legatees in the same
subject.
copartnership may be so constituted that
sale, in

A

tlie

is

one of the partners

shall, either

from

his sole right

Law

of

property in the subject, or 4i;om his sujJerior skill, be "f Scotland,
entitled to a certain share of the profits, witjiput being '""V"^
subjected to any part of the loss but a society where
one partner is to bear a ccrtiin proportion of loss, without lieing entitled to any share of the profits, is justly
reprobated. All the partners are entitletl to shares of
profit and loss proportioned to their several stocks,
where it is not otherwise covenanted.— A joint trade is '"'i* »iate
not a copartnership, but a momentary contract, where
two or more persons agree to contribute a sum to be
employed in a particular sort of trade, the produce
whereof is to be divided among the adventurers according to their several shares after the voyage is finish;

ed.

20.

Mandate

is

a contract,

by which one employs

another to manage any business for him ; and, by the
Roman law, it must have been gratuitous. It may be
constituted tacitly, by one's suffering another to act in
a certain branch of his affairs, for a tract of time together without challenge.
21. Quasi contracts are formed without explicit consent, by one of the parties doing something that by its
nature either obliges him to the other party, or the
other party to hira.
22. There are certain obligations which cannot subsist by themselves, but are acce«sions to, or make a
part of, other obligations.
Of this sort axejidejussion,
and the obligation to pay interest. Cautionry, or Jidejnssion, is that obligation by which one becomes enga-

and

S. Mal^,

date.

(iuasi-contracts.

Accessory
obligations.

Cautionry.

ged

as security for another, that he shall either pay a
Interest (usurw) is the profit Obligation •
due, by the debtor of a sum of money, to the creditor topayinter-

sum, or perform a deed.

for the use of

gal interest

it.

was

Soon

after the Reformation,

our

le-

'^''

fixed at the rate of ten per cent, per an-

num, 1587, c. 52.; from which time it has been gradually reduced, till at last, by 12th Ann. Stat. 2. c. I6.
it was brought to five per cent., and has continued at
that rate ever since.
23. Donation, so long as the subject is not delivered Donation.
to the donee, may be justly ranked among obligations;
and it is that obligation which arises from the mere
good will and liberality of the granter.
Donations
imply no warrandice but from the future facts of the
donor.
Donations made in contemplation of death, or
mortis causa, are of the nature of legacies, and like them donations
revokable ; consequently, not being effectual in the """'" """*
granter's

life,

creditors, not

they cannot compete with any of his
even with those whose debts were con-

tracted after the donation.
24. Obligations may be dissolved.
1. By specifical
performance. 2. By the consent of the creditor, who
without full implement, or even any implement, may
renoimce the right constituted in his own favour. Q
Where the same person is both creditor and debtor to
another, the mutual obligations, if they are for equal
sums, are extinguished by compensation ; if for unequal,
still the lesser obligation is extinguished, and the greater diminished, as far as the concourse of debt and eredit goes.
4. Obligations are dissolved by novation,
whereby one obligation is changed into another, without changing either the debtor or creditor.
The first
obligation being thereby extinguished, the cautioners
in it are loosed, and all its consequences discharged
so that the debtor remains bound only by the last. Obligations are extinguished, lastly, confusione, where the
debt and credit meet in the same person, either by suecession or singular title, e. g. when the debtor succeeds
to the creditor, or the creditor to the debtor, or a stranger to both i for one cannot be debtor to himself.

'"'

Extinction
"/^

o^liga-

"°°*'
1.

By

per-

fotmance.
„ „
gj,,,

ofTrel

ditor.

3.

By com.

peosation.
4.

By nova-

"on.

,

and

lastly,

cou/iuionc.
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manner
TrxLt \TI. O/" /Ar Fohmtary Trantmuskm of Moveable and Pertonal Rights ; or of Attignations.
Hariuble rigbu, when they are clothed with in>
by disposition, which is a writing containinji; procuratory of resignation and precept
Waetsin ; but tbooe which either require no seisin, as
erritndcs, patronafes, reversions, &c. or on which
dsin haa not actually followed, and also all moveable
risbta, are tranamiMible by simple assi^ation.
He
wbo gianta th« aaaignation is called the cedent, and he
1

.

feflment, are transmitted

who receive* it, the mttignee or cessionari/. If the as•ignee oonveya his right to a third person, it is called a
IrmmMmtion ; and if he assigns it back to the cedent, a
TnmtMrocfuioH.
Certain rights are, from the uses to which
y are destine<l, incapable of transmission ; as alimentary rights Others cannot be assigned by the person Tested in them, without special power given to
ti not
tacka, 6cc
The transraisAion of a third sort is
iBBi,
netpnHnned t»be intended, without an express coneyawe, as of paraphernal goods, which are so proper
to the wife, that a general as«ignation by her to her
biuband of all that did or should belong to her at her
decease, does not comprehend tiiem.
A liferent right
is, by its nature, incapable of a proper transmission ;
but Hi profits may be assigned while it subsists.
Iniimation
8. Asacnabons must not only be delivered to the
aMJnee, bat intimated by him to the debtor. Intimations have been probably first introduced merely as
an inlerpelUtioa or prohibition to the debtor, that he
hoaid Dot pay to the original creditor ; but they came
ftermrds to be considered as likewise neceisary for
wiphliiig the coQveyanoe.
1 . InS. Certain conveyanees need no intimation.
iliii miiMii of bills of exchange ; for these are not to be
tuj ioc«r- fettcrad with fotms introduced by the laws of particular states.
5L Bank-notes are fully conveyed by the
bare deiiTerjr ti them ; for as they are payable to the
bawcr. llMir jpiniert^ must pass with their possession.
9. A^iMlieBtMlO, which is a judicial conveyance, and
HBiacc, which is a legal one, carry the full right of
th* tweets thereby conveyed, without intimation.
•

:

M

TiTtr VIII. Of

the Trantmittioii

by the Diligence of the

Law ;

or

of Moveable Righit
of Arrettment* and

as inhibition,

3.

Certain debts are not arrestable: 1. Debts due
Certaia
for those pass from hand to hand as bags of
debts not'

2. Future debts.
3. Alimentary debts, for
these are granted on personal considerations, and so
are not communicable to creditors.
4. Arrestment
gence; to perfect

only an inchoated or begun dili- Forthcom.
there must be an action brought jrtgoH arby the arrester against the arrestee, to make the debt restment.
or subject arrested forthcoming.
In this action the
common debtor must be called for his interest, that he
may have an opportunity of excepting to the lawfulness or extent of the debt on which the diligence proceeded.
5. Poinding is that diligence affecting moveable sub- Poinding.
jects, by which their property is carried directly to the
creditor.
It may have for its warrant either letters of
horning, containing a clause for poinding, and then It
is executed by messengers ; or precepts of poinding,
granted by sheriffs, commissaries, &c. which are executed by their proper officers. No poinding can proceed till a charge be given to the debtor to pay or perform, and the days thereof be expired.
6. In the execution of poinding, the debtor's goo<]s Form, of
must be appraised, first on the groimd of the lands poinding
where they are laid hold on ; and a second time at the
market-cross of the jurisdiction, by the stated appraisers ; or if there are none, by persons named by
the messenger or other officer employed in the dlligence.
Next the messenger must, after public intimation by three oyesses, declare the value of the goods
according to the second appraisement, and require the
debtor to make payment of the debt, including interest
and expences. If payment shall be offered to the creditor, or in his absence to his lawful attorney ; or if, in
case of refusal by them, consignation of the debt shall
be made in the hands of the judge-ordinary, or his
clerk, the goods must be left with the debtor ; if not,
the messenger ought to adjudge and deliver them
over, at the appraised value, to the user of the diligence, towards nis payment : And the debtor is entitled to a copy of the warrant and executions, as a
voucher that the debt is discharged in whole or in part,
by the goods poinded.

Title VK.— Of Prescriptions.
which

is

a

method both of establish-

negative.

is

which be who is

soactimes meant the securing of a
trial; but, as it is understood in
title, it is the order of a judge, by
debtor in a moveable obligation to the
till

cured.
S. AH debts in which one is personally bound,
theugh they should be heritably secured, are grounds
irhia the creditor may arrest the moveable

baionging to his debtor;

ibr

whiMfar the natore of his debt may

Am

Prescription,

/luimiinii.

arrester's debtor, is prohibited to make payment or delivery till the debt aue to the atreiter be paid or se-

Cpan what

it

Bovcme sabgects, are arrestment and

By a r mtwteni

every creditor,

be,

ought to have

the whole of hia debtor's estate subject to his diligence.
AimtMisnt laty proceed on a debt, the term of payment
whenof is no* yet come, in case the debtor be vergent
if jsi^i'jsi If a debt be not yet constituted by a decree
or mgiaieliiei, the creditor may raise and execute a
his debtor for payment, on which

m itmeDt
t

may

be used, in the

same

arrestable.

is

ing and of extinguishing property,

criminal's person
the rubric of this

Law
of Scotland.

affect his

creditor

upon a

by bills,
money.

1.

r

called arrestment

may

The diHganoci whereby •

dtblst't

is

dependence.

Poimdinge.
1.

which

is

Prescr/p-

either positive or tion poai-

Positive prescription is generally defined as ''"^ o"" "^*
the Roman mncapio, the acquisitipn of property, (itS*""*'
should rather be when applied to our law, the securing
it against all further challenge,) by the possessor's continuing ills possession for the time which law has deNegative is the loss
clared sufficient for that purpose.
or omission of a right, by neglecting to follow it forth
or use it during the whole time limited by law.
2. Positive prescription was first introduced into our Positive. -

law by 1617, c. 12, which enacts, that whoever shall
have possessed his lands, annualrents, or other heritages, peaceably in virtue of infeftments for forty years
continually atler their dates, shall not thereafter be disquieted in his right by any person pretending a better
title.

The

act requires, that the possessor produce, as

his title of prescription, a charter of the lands preceding
the forty years possession, with the seisin following on
it ; and where there is no charter extant, seisins, one

or more, stantling together for forty years, and pro.
ceeding either on retours, er precepts of clare constat.
.
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Negative.

Shorter negative prescriplions.

Prescription of

spulzie and
ejection

Of servants'
fees,

mer-

chants' accounts, &c.

Prescription in

questions of
erroneous
retours
Ministers'
stipends

multures

and arrears
of rent

Bargains of
moveables.
Limitation
of cautionary obligations.

Prescription of ho-

lograph
writings.

The

negative prescription of obligations by the
lapse of forty years, was introduced into our law long
before the positive, by 1469, c. 29
l*?*, c. 5.5. This
prescription is novir amplified by the foresaid act 1617,
which has extended it to all actions competent upon
heritable bonds, reversions, and others whatsoever, unless where the reversions are either incorporated in the
body of the wadset right, or registered in the register
of reversions. And reversions so incorporated or registered, are not only exempted from the negative prescription, but are an effectual bar against any person
from pleading the positive.
4..
shorter negative prescription is introduced by
statute in certain rights and debts.
Actions of spulzie, ejection, " and others of that nature," must be pursued within three years after the commission of the
Servants' fees,
fact on which the actirtn is fouijded.
house rents, men's ordinarie^, (£. e. money due for
board,) and merchants' and writers' accounts, alimentary debts, and workmen's wages, fall under the like prescription as totJf mean of proof bif nitnesses, i. e. these
debts may be proved af^er the three years either by the
writing or oath of the debtor. The right of reducing
erroneous retours prescribes in twenty years. Ministers' stipends and multures, prescribe in five years after they are due ; and arrears of rent (or mails and
duties,) five years aflerthe tenant's removing from the
lands.
Bargains concerning moveables, or sums of
money which are proveable by witnesses, prescribe also
in five years after the bargain. But these different debts
may also, after the five years, be proved either by the
No person binding
oath or the writing of the debtor.
for or with another, either as cautioner or co-principal
in a bond or contract for a sum of money, continues
bound after seven years from the date of the bond,
provided he has either a clause of relief in the bond, or
a separate bond of relief intimated to the creditor at his
But the act declares, that all direceiving the bond.
ligence used within the seven years against the cauAnd as this is a public law,
tioner shall stand good.
intended to prevent the bad consequences of rash engagements, its benefit cannot before the lapse of seven
years be renounced by the cautioner. Holograph bonds,
missive letters, and books of account not attested by
witnesses, prescribe in twenty years, unless the creditor shall thereafter prove the verity of the subscription
by the defender's oath.
3.

—

A

Title X.

O/" Succession in Heritable Rights.

Singular successors are those who succeed to a
person yet alive, in a special subject, by singular titles
and univer- but succession, in its proper sense, is a method of transmitting rights from the dead to the living. Heritable
tights descend by succession to the heir properly so
called ; moveable rights to the executors, who are someSuccession is eiSuccession times said to be heirs in moveables.
either by
ther by special destination, which descends to those
destination named by the proprietor himself; or legal, which deor legal.
volves upon the persons whom the law marks out for
successors, from a presumption that the proprietor
would have named them had he made a destination.
The first is in all cases preferred to tlie other, as pre-

Successors,
singular

1.

sumption must yield to truth.
2. In the succession of heritage, the heirs at law are
otherwise called heirs-general, heirs whatsoever, or heirs
suecessiim
of line; and they succeed by tlie right of blood in the
in heritage.
following order : First, Descvdants, whose preference
i. Descend.
before ascendants or collaterals is established by the
ASK
universal consent of nations.
The Romans divided the

Order of

succession equally among all tlie immediate descendLaw
ants of the deceased; but we, from our close attention ofScotlanfl.
to the feudal plan, prefer sons U> daughters, and the '^'''Y'*^
eldest son to all the younger. Where tliere M-e daughters only, tliey succeed equally, and are called heirs-por.
tioners.
Failing immediate descendants, grand-children succeed ; and, in default of them, great-grandchildren ; and so on in infinitum, preferring, as in the
former case, males to females, and the eldest male to
the younger.

Next

after descendants, cdlalerals succeed ; among g.
Collatethe brothers gennan of the deceased have the rals.
first place, i. e. brothers botli by father and motlier
for the full blood excludes the half blodd.
But as, in
no case, the legal succession of heritage is, by tlie law
of Scotland, divided into parts, unless where it descends
to females ; the iinmediate younger brother of the deceased excludes the rest; according to the rule, heritage descends. Where the deceased is himself the young«
est, the succession goes to the immediate elder brother,
as being the least deviation from this rule.
If there
are no brothers-german, the sisters-gennan succeed
equally ; then brothers consanguinean equally.
Next
.
the father succeeds, though by our ancient usage
he was excluded, Cr. 32 1 46. after him his bro- 3- Ascenfli
thers and sisters, according to the rules already ex- *"'*•
plained, then the grandfather; failing him, his brothers and sisters, and so upwards, as far back as propinquity can be proved.
Though children succeed to j^^ succe*.
their mother, a mother cannot to her child, nor is there tion by ihe
any succession by our law through tlie mother of tlie mother.
deceased ; insomuch, that one brother-uterine, i. e. by
4
the mother only, cannot succeed to another, even in
S.

whom

.

that estate

common
4.

which flowed originally from

their

own

mother.

In heritage there

is

a right of representation,

by

which one succeeds, not from any title in himself, but
in the place, and as representing some of his deceased
ascendants.
Thus where one leaves a younger son, and
a grandchild by his eldest; the grandchild, tliough
farther removed in degree from the deceased than his
uncle, excludes him as coming in place of his father

Right of
representstion in heritage.

the eldest son.
Hence arises the distinction bet»veen
succession in capita, wherethe division is made into as
many equal parts as there ai'e capita or heirs, which is
the case of heirs-portioners ; and succession in stirpes,
where the remoter heirs draw no more among tiiem
than the share belonging to their ascendant, or stirps,
whom they represent; an example of which may be
found in the case where a man leaves behind him a
daughter alive, and two grand-daughters by a daughThough the right or succession does
ter deceased.
in no case fall to the mother of the deceased, nor to his
relations by her, yet as children succeed to their mother, therefore in every case where> the mother herself
would have succeeded, had she been alive, her children
also succeed as representing her.
4. In the succession of heirs-portioners, indivisible Succession
of heirsrights, e. g. titles of dignity fall to the eldest sister.

A

single riglit of superiority goes also to tlie eldest ; for portioners.
it hardly admits a division, and the condition of the
vassal ought not to be made worse by multiplying suWhere there are more such rights,
periors upon him.
the eldest may perhaps have her election of the best
sisters are entitled to a recompense, in
so far as the divisions are unequal, at least where the
superiorities yield a constant yearly rent, c. g. a yearly
feu-duty.
The principal seat of tlie family falls to the

but the younger

eldestj

with the garden and orchard belonging to

ifc
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without rtcompensc to die yotmgtr sisters; but aU
(fScoiUnd. other houses are divi<)ed amongst them,
together with
the lands on which they are buik, a$ parts and pertinent* of these lands.

contract, cannot be disappointed of them by any gral.nw
tuitous deed of the father; and they may sue him or "f Scotland.
his cautioner to purge incumbrances, or to make gootl
dieir provisions
the event of his death.

6. Thoae heritable rights to which tlie deceased did
himself siicceed as heir to his father or other ancestor,
get suuietuues the name of heritage in a strict sense, in
cfiposttion to the feada nora, or feus of coTK/uesf which
hr had acmiired bv singular titles, and which descend
not to his heir of fine, but of conquest. This distinction obtains only where two or more brothers or undei, ar their issue are next in succession ; in which
CMe the immediate younger brother, as heir of line,
Mcccecb to the proper heritage, because that descends;
whereas the Conquest ascends to the immediate cider
brother.
It has no place in female succession, which

11. An heir is, in the judgment of Liw, eadem per- All heirs
tona cum defuncto, and so represents the deceased uni- represent
versally, not only in his rights, but in his debts.
In '*'* deceas.
the first view, he is said to be heir active ; in tlie se- '^'' ""'^'^fcond passive.
From this general rule are excepted ^^p\ '^^^^^
heirs substituted in a special bond; and even substitutes substituted
in a dispot^ition omnium bonorum, to take effect at the in a l)ond,
granter's death ; for such substitutes are considered as <" '"^'f^ of
singular successors, and their right as an universal le- provision,
gacy, which does not subject the legatee ultra valorem.
But heirs male or of tailzie, though their right be limited to special subjects, are nevertheless liable, not
merely to the extent of the subject entailed or provided,
but ill solidum, because such rights are designetl to carry an universal character, and so infer an imiversal
representjition of the granter.
12. Before an heir can have an active title to his an- Service of
cestor's rights, he must be entered by service and retour. heirs.
The service of heirs is either general or special. A ge- General
neral service vests the heir in the right of all heritable service.
subjects, which either do not require seisin, as reversions, bonils secluding executors, heirship moveables,
&c. or which have not been perfectetl by seisin in the
person of the ancestor, as dispositions, heritable bonds,
iic. ; but it can carry no right clothed with infeftnient,
not even the personal obligation contained in a right of
annualrent on which seisin had followed, so as to be a
A special Special sen
title to demand payment from the debtor.

Htiror
coaqacft;

,

hM

no

taul*

Uw

among the heirs-portioners.
die youngest brother, the im"Sale dder brother, whether of the same or of a foraMrriage, is heir both of line and of conquest. An
cKsponed by a Cither to his eldest son, is not
in the tern's person, but heritage
because the
•on would have succeeded to it though there had lieen
no disposition. The heir of oomjuest succeeds to all
rights affecting land which require seisin to perfect
them, and conseqaently to dispositions or heritable
bonds, dioagh they rfiould not lie actually followed by
seisin.
But teinds go to the heir of line, because they
are merdy a burden on the fruits, not on the land.
Tack* do not fidl onder conquest, becau.<ie they are
emiplKe righta without seisin ; nor personal bonds
taken to heirs exdading executors, bom tar the reason
just mentioned, and bnause they are heritable, not «r
«art ngtura, but b» the force of destination ; and therefire that heir is undrntood in the destination, who is
heir in the most oraper sense.
7. The heir of line U mfittcfl to the succession, not
only of sub}ecu pn^
le. but to that sort of
noveablen called heini.:^
\* the ImM of certain
kinds, HT4- c. .H.
This dortrine has Ijeen probably
introduced that the heir might not have n house and
estate to succeed to, quite diKinantleil by the executor.
8. A* to tnrretsion by destination, no proprietor can
settle any heritable oitatc in tlic proper ft>nn of a testament, not even bonds secluding expcuti>rs, though
these are not heritable e.t tna nalura.
But where a
testament is in part drawn up in the style of n deed
inter n'ror, nuch )Mrt of it may contain a .settlement of
heritage, though executors should be named in the testhe

pUctflo

dividea eaually

Where the dcnaacil was

MIC'

;

'

taaantary part

BttoiW
I

Btinof
fra«>«ka.

9- AH hcb* by destination may properly enough be
caHed, by a general name, heirs of tailzie, from tailler
to cot, beams* the lineal succession is cut off* in their
fiiTaur ; but they are usuallr distinguished into heirs
tfUntnt and ef praviaiom. Yhe appellation of tailzie,
or entail, is ehicily used in the case of a land-estate,
which is settled on a long series of heirs, substituted
one ^ta another ; whereas heirs pointed out in contracts ft wtrriage, ar in bonds containing clauses of
more commonly callc<l heirs of proviThe person '"— • -""rd in the tailzie is the imti'Ide, or the tubttitutet.
tUr, the rest the /
10. Heirs of pnn mim am those who succe€?d to any
SttbjcTt, in -virtue of s provision in the investiture or
other deed of settlement, and the appellation, as has
jost been observed, is given most commonly to heirs oi'
These are more favourably regarded than
a marriage.
heirs by simple destination ; for heirs of a marriage,
sc constituted by an onerous

""^T^

m

*'"^°"

followed by seisin, vests the heir in the right
of the special subjects in which the ancestor died infeft.
All services proceed on brieves issuing from thechancery, ^f"^ "•and the judge to whom they are directed is required to ''"^" I"°"
try the matter by an inquest of fitleen sworn men.
13. Practice nas introducetl an anomalous sort of Entry by
entry, without die interposition of an inquest, by the precept oC
""'
sole consent of the superior, who, if he be satisfied that
"^'"J''
'
the person applying to him is the next heir, grants him
a precept (<«lletl of dare constat, from the first words
of its recital,) commanding his bjiilie to infeft him in
the .subjects that belonge<l to his ancestor. These precejjts are, no doubt, effectual against the superior who
grants them and his heirs; and they may, when followBut, as no
ed by seisin, afford a tide of prescription.
person can lie declared an heir by private authority,
they cannot bar the true heir from entering after twenty
Of the same by hasp and
years, as a legal entry would have done.
nature is the entry by ha.sp and staple, commonly used staple,
in burgage tenements of houses, of which the bailie,
without calling an inquest, cognosces or declares a person heir upon evidence brought before himself; and, at
the .same time, infetts him in the subject by the symbol
of the hasp and s-taple of the door.
14. An heir, by immixing with his ancestor's estate Passive tiwithout entry, subjects himself to his debts as if he lies in hehad entered ; or, in our law phrase, incurs a passive ri'^ge.
ser>'ice,

tide.

jealousy of the weakness of Right of reand of the importu- ^""/""^''^
*-^'';^^
nity of friends in that conjuncture, has declared that all
dee<l5 affecting heritage, if they be granted by a j>erson on deathbed, (i. e. after contrarting that sickness
^^^^
j^^
which ends in death,) to the damage of the heir, are ^ ^J*
ineffectual.
And the privilege of setting aside deeds ex ^^ ^ ^f hgir.
coiAic lecli, is competent to all heirs, not to heirs of line
only, but of coMjuest, tailzie, or provision ; and pot only.
15.

Our

law, from

mankind while under

its

sickness,

'
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to the immediate
ofSoitl anJ . cession

but to remote heirs, as soon as the sucopens to them, though the deed in dispute
should not appear hurtful to tlie immediate heir of the
gi-anter.
But where it is consented to, or ratified by
the immediate heir, it is secured against all challenge
even from the remoter ; for such consent has the effect of a ficlio brevis manus, the dying person being
considered as disponing to the heir, and he to the
stranger in wlwse favour tlie deed was really granted.

'^

Title

moveable
succession
fcy law.

XL Of Succession

in Moveable Rights.

1. In the succession of moveable rights, it is an universal rule that the next in degree to the deceased (or
next of kin) succeeds to the -whole ; and if there are
two or more equally near, all of them succeed by equal
parts, without that prerogative wliich takes place in
heritage, of the eldest son over tlie younger, or males
t)ver females.
Neither does the right of representation

Collation

he

heir.

already explained, obtain in the succession of moveables, except in the single case of a competition between
the full blood and the half blootl ; for a niece by the
full blood will be preferred belbre a brother by the half
blood, though she is by one degi-ee more remote from
the deceased tlian her uncle.
Where the esfcite of a
person deceased consists partly of heritage and partly
of moveables, the heir in the "lieritage has no right to
the moveables if there are others as near in degree to
by the deceased as himself
But where the heir in such
case finds it his interest to renounce his exclusive claim
to the heritage, and betake himself to his right as one
of the next of kin, he may collate or communicate the
heritage with the others, who, in their turn, must collate the moveables with him, so that the whole is thrown
into one mass, and divided equally among all of them.
This doctrine holds, not only in the line of descendants, but of collaterals ; for it was introduced that the
heir might in no case fere worse than the other next of
kin.

Succession
in moveables

by

destination.

Testament.

2. One may settle his moveable estate upon
he
pleases, excluding the legal successor by a testament

whom

which is a written declaration of what a person wills to
be done with his estate after his death. No testamentary deed

is

effectual

may therefore revoke
by which
Executors.

Legacy.

till
it

the death of the testator,

who

make a new

one,

at pleasure or

tToe first loses its

force

;

and hence testaments

are called last or latter wills. Testaments, in their strict
acceptation, must contain a nomination of executors, i. r.
of persons appointed to administer the succession accorchng to the will of the deceased,
legacy is a donation by the deceased, to be paid
3.
by the executor to the legatee.
It may be granted
either in the testament or in a separate writing.
Legacies are not due till the granter's death ; and conse-

A

quently they can transmit no right to the executors
of the legatee in the event that the granter survives
liim.

Vfho can
test.

Minors after puberty can test without their curawives without their husbands; and persons interdicted without their interdictors ; but bastards can4.

tors

;

not test, except in the cases afterwards mentioned.
Division of
5. If a person deceased leaves a widow, but no child,
.a teftament his
testament, or in other words the goods in
in case of
nion, divide in two ; one half goes to the widow, the
a widow or

commu-

childres;

other

IS the dead's part, i. e. the absolute
property of the
deceased on which he could have tested, and which fall
to his next of kin if he died intestate.
Where he leaves
children, one or more, but no widow, the childi-en get
one half as their legitim ; the other part is the dead's

part,

which

falls al*) to

the children ii'the fatlier has not

npon it. If he leaves both widow and children,
Law
the division is tripartite ; the wife take^ one-third by of Scotlani
herself; another falls as legitftn to the children, equally ^""Y"""^
among them, or even to an only child, thougl/he should
succeed to the -heritage ; the remaining third is the
dead's -part.
Where the wife predeceases without child- in case of
ren, one half is retaiiied by the husband, the other falls '''<= *'•«'»
to her next of kin.
Where she leaves children, the di- P"^^'^"a»'
vision ought also to be bipartite by the conunon rules
of society, since no legitim is truly due on a mother's
death ; yet it is in practice tripartite ; two-thirds remain with the surviving fatlier, as if one-third were
due to him propria nomitie, and another as administrator of the legitim for his children ; the remaining
third being the wife's share, goes to her children,
whether of that or any former marriage ; for they are
all equally her next of kin.
6. For preserving an equality among all the children Collation
who continue entitled to the legitim, we have adopted """ong the
the Roman doctrine of collalio bonorum ; whereby the y.*"}"^"
child who has got a provision from his father is obliged
to collate it with the others, and impute it towards his
own share of the legitim ; but if, from the deed of provision, the father shall appear to have intended it as a
pr(Fcipuum to the child, collation is excluded.
child
is not bound to collate an heriuible subject provided to'
him, because the legitim is not impaired by such provitested

"^

A

sion.
7. As an heir in heritage must complete his titles by ConBrau^
entry, so an executor is not vested in the right of the'*'""'
moveable estate of the deceased without confirmation ;
which therefore is called by some lawyers, though improperly, the nddilio hccreditatis in mobilibtts.
Confir.
mation is a sentence of the commissary or bishop's court,
empowering an executor, one or more, upon making

inventory of the moveables pertaining to the deceased,
to recover, possess, and administer them, either in behalf of themselves or of others interested therein.
8. The legitim and relict's share, because they are Legitim and
_
rights arising ex lege, in consequence of the commu- relict's part
nion of goods, and of the natural obligation upon fathers "p^^""'
to give a certain portion of their estate to their issue,
TOnHrmaoperate ipso jure upon the father's death in favour of tion;
the relict and children; arifl consequently pass from
them, though they should die before confirmation, to
their next of kin
Whereas the dead's part, which falls but not the
to the children or other next of kin in the way of sue- dead's part,
cession, remains, if they should die before confirming,
in bonis of the first deceased ; and so does not descend
to their next of kin, but may be confirmed by the person who, at the time of confirmation, is the next of kin
to the first deceased.
Special assignations, though Special as.
neither intimated nor made p«iblic during the life of the ^'S"^"""'
granter, carry to the assignee the full right of the sub- ""
, nrnf
jects assigned, without confirmation,; and so also spe- not be concial legacies, as being also really assignations.
firmed.
9. The only passive title in moveables is vitious in- Passive
tromission, which maybe defined an unwarrantable in- title of "termeiddling with the moveable estate of a person de- "™' ""/""
'"'^"'"'
ceased without the order of law.
This is not confined
as the passive titles in heritage are, to the persons in- against
terested in the succession, but strikes against all intro- whom it
mitters ; because even strangers, when attending on ""kes.
dying persons, have frequent opportunities of intermeddling with moveables, which are more easily ab- p,^^ ^|,jt
sti-acted than heritage.
The bare intermeddling infers act inferred,
this passive title, though the thing intermeddled with
should not be applied to any use by the intromitter.
Where an executor confirmed, intermeddles with more
than he has confirmed, he incurs a passive title ; fraud
:

•

'

.

LAW.
being in the common case pre<iume(I, from his not giv„ <<aiteid ine up in inventory the full subjects intermeddled with.
y^P*"^ N'ltious intromission is presumed, by Act S. 23, Feb.
in the special case where the repositories of a
J^JJ^i,. 169t,
uomitium <lyiog pcnoo are not sealed up as soon as be becomes
incapable of sense, by bis nearest relations ; or, if he
dies in a house nut his own, they must be sealed by the
master of such house, and the keys delivered to the
iudjje ordinary, to be kept by him for the benefit of all
unn in- having interest.
But vitious intromission is excluded
TIHMOa
by any probable title, or by any circumstance that takes
off the presumption of frauiL
10. Where a vassal dies without leaving any heir
who can prove the remotest propinquity to him, it is
not the superior as the old law stood, but the king, who
•ucceeds as last heir, both in the heritable and move.-r« b BO
able estate of the deceased, in consequence of the rule,
r.lh.
quod tudliut eU, cedil domijio rtgi.
1 1. A bastard can have no legal heirs, except those
t1baM>tc "^ bis own body ; since there is no succession but by
the father, and a bastard has no certain father.
The
king tliercfpre succeeds to him, failing his lawful issue,

La»

Though

the bastard as absolute propriecan dispose of his heritage in
lUgt pcmtiie, (that is, exempt from the disease of which
he afterward* dies, } and of his moveables by any deed
inter vhot ; yet he is disabled, ej dej'ectu nalalium, from
bequeathing by teatament without letters of legitimaIf the bastard has lawful
tion (WxB the sovereign.
children he may test without ouch letters, and name tutors and curators to his issue ; for in such case, the king
y****.*^. can have no interest to object, the bastard's children
laat heir.

g]^,a^

anZ m

I

*"

own

tor of his

'•'^ bdng

bis

Uwful

catate,

heirt.

A

baatard ia not only excluded, 1 . From his father's •ooccasioo, because law knows no father who is
not aMrlud out by marriage ; and, 2. From all heritable
whether by the father or mother, because
he cannot be pronounced lawful heir by the inquest in
term* of the Drier; but, also, 3. From the moveable
•nooceeion of hi* mother ; for though the mother be
known, the bMtard ia not her lawful child, and legitiOMCjr ia implied in all succession deferred by law.
baatard. thoogh he cannot succeed ^'itre tanguinii, may
IS.

A

lattsf

munil by

deatination,

where he

ia

specially called to

the anoOBMion by an entail or testament.
'

Aliens are,

Ann

their allegianoe to a foreign prince, incapable of
aaececding in feudal rights, thMgfa not in moveables,
PapisU ma^ get free from
withoMt natiinlisation.

their diaabilitica on taking the oath of abjuration,
Baking the declaration prescribed by 83. Gea

and
HI.

C44.
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Law
our supreme courts of ses&ion and exchequer, not only
process but execution of diligence runs in the name of of Scotland .
""'
~
»
the sovereign, notwithstanding which these courts have
a proper jurisdiction, seeing all their necessary writs,
both of process and eKecution, issue under their own
direction.
3. Jurisdiction is a power conferred upon a judge or Jurisdicmagistrate, to take cognizance of and decide causes ac- 'ion, what,
cording to law, and to carry his sentences into execution.
That tract of ground or district within which a

judge has the right of jurisdiction, is called his territory ; and every act of jurisdiction exercised by a judge
beyond his territory, either by pronouncing sentence,
or carrying it into execution, is null.
4. All judges must at their admission swear, 1. The Oatlis to be
oath of allegiance, and subscribe the assurance, 1693,.^*''™ ''''
^^'
c. 6
2. The oath of abjuration was first imposed G''"
An. c. 14, and has been since continued by several
British statute?.
Lastly, The oath de Jidcli adminis-

—

tratiene.
5. By the treaty of union 1707, c 7, art. 3, the par- British parliaments of Scotland and England are united into one liament,
parliament of Great Britain. From this period, the Bri- '^'""' of last
"""'"
tiih House of Petrs, as coining in place of the Scots
parliament, is become our court of the last resort, to
which appeals lie from the supreme courts of Scot-

land.
6. Tfie Court of Session, or college of justice, the Coun of
supreme civil tribunal of Scotland, was originally form- Session su"]j
ed in the reien of James V. but has since undergone P"!f"^
tribunal ot
1

•

.

L

T^

..

..

•

r

.

It at present consists ot Scotland.
several important changes.
fifteen judges, who are vested with an universal civil
jurisdiction, and who are distinguished into three clas-

ses; one principally occupied in the preparation of Distributed
""'» "I'tet
causes, called the Ou/cr-HoMje judges ; and two others
"'"^'
for the final determination of them, called the First and
Second Divisions. Though the jurisdiction of the ses- and first and
second dision be properly limited to civil causes, the judges have
^'""""'
always sustained themselves as competent to the crime

of falsehood, either from its necessary connection with Its criminal
or perhaps because the summary proceed- jurisdiction
ings of the court of justiciary were not well adapted to J.^""^
the tedious proofs frequently brought in improbation,
whew pursued in the indirect manner. This court, "^ controul
'"'
besi<les its original jurisdiction, has a power of review °J"o„"
susadvocation,
processes
of
over inferior courts, by the
process
civil right,

^^

|)cnsion,

and reduction.

_

_

of review.

7. Five lords of session, as commissioners of justici- j^^^.^^^^
ary, the justice-general, and justice-clerk, form the jus- ^^^^^ ^uliciary court, or supreme criminal court of Scotland, preme oriThe justice-general, if present, is president of the court, minal court.

in his absence the justice-clerk. By the late jurisdiction act, 20 Geo. 1 1, circuit courts are to be held twice j,.^^j^
in the year in place of once as formerly, with a power ^^^^^
to his majesty to add to, or alter the places or districts
at which these courts are to be held, and to appoint their

and

BOOK
Or

III.

Actions.

Hitherto of the rigbta arising from the relation of
ptrmmt, unA of thoae arising from things, the two first
iu third object, whereby
Acthiu
objecta of law.
peraons make their righu effectual. An action may be
I.

m

•kM.

tttfat^,

A

dammnd

reguUrlif

made and

iiulited iu be/ore

thtfidgt comptUHl, for the rttaimng or rtcofoering of a
right.

sapreroe power, which has the right of enact**» ***' **** "K*" °^ erecting
judges, who may apply these
lava to particular case*. But in Scotland, this right
has baan from our earliest times intrusted with the
having the executive power of the sUte, In
crown,
i.

The

D«"*™"y
IStlimS "f '*•' ****•
t^tH^^enuU and appointing
Sttmu

M

VOL. III.

PART

It.

One judge may by this statute, protimes of meeting.
ceed to business in the absence of his colleague.
chain- Court of cx8. The Scots court of exchequer, as the king's
chequer.
berlain court, judged in all questions of the revenue,
By 6 An. c. 2b, (passed in pursuance of 1 707, c. 7, art.
and a new court erected,
19,) that court is abolished,
consisting of the lord high treasurer of Great Britain,
and a chief baron, with four other barons of exchequer.
This court has a privative jurisdiction conferred upon
to the duties of customs, excise, or other revenues
it

as

to the king or prince of Scotland, and as
honours and esUtes that may accrue to the crown j
of proin which matters they are to judge by the forms

apperUinmg
to all

4 R
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Law

ceedinpr use<I in tlie English court of exchequer, under
afJco iU n d the following limitations; that no debt due to the
~ crown shall affect the debtor's real estate in any other
*
manner tlian such estate may be affected by the laws of
Scotland, and that the validity of the crown's titles to
.

any honours or lands

shall continue to be tried by the
court of session.
Court of
9- The high admiral is declared the king's justiceAdmiraUy. general upon the seas, on fresh water within ttie flood-

mark, and

in all harbours

diction extends to

all

and creeks.

His

civil juris-

maritime causes, and so compre-

hends questions of charter-parties, freights, salvages,
bottomries, &c.
He exercises his supreme jurisdiction
by a delegate, the judge of tlie high court of admiralty; and he may also name inferior deputies, whose jurisdiction is limited to particular districts, and whose
sentences are subject to tiie review of the high court.
The admiral has acquired by usage a jurisdiction in
mercantile causes, even wherfe they are not strictly
maritime, cumulative with that of the judge ordinary.
Commissa10. At the RefoiTnation, all Episcopal jurisdiction,
ry Court.
exercised under the authority of the bishop of Rome,
was abolished by an act 1560, ratified by 1567, c. 2.
As the course of justice in consistorial causes was thereby stopped, queen Mary, besides naming a commissary for every diocese, did by a special grant mentioned
in Books S. 1, March 1563— 4, establish a new cotmnissary court at Edinburgh, consisting of four judges or
commissaries, which grant is ratified by an unprinted
act, 1592, c. 25.
This court is vested with a double
jurisdiction ; one diocesan, which is exercised in the
special territory contained in the grant, viz. the counties of Edinburgh, Haddington, Linlithgow, Peebles,
and a part of Stirlingshire ; and another universal, by
which the judges confirm the testaments of all who die
in foreign parts, and may re<luce the decrees of all inferior commissaries, provided the reduction be pursued
within a year after the decree.. They have an exclusive power of judging in declarators of marriage, and of
the nullity of marriage, in actions of divorce and of nonadherence, of adulteiy, bastardy, &c. because all these
matters are still considered properly consistorial.
1 1
Sheriff is the judge ordinary constituted by the
Sfceriff
Court.
cro^vn over a particular division or county.
He judges
in all actions upon contracts, or other personal obligations, to the greatest extent, and indeed in most other
actions.
His criminal jurisdiction extends to certain
.

and even murder, though it be
one of the pleas of the crown ; and he is competent to
most questions of public police, and has a cumulative
jurisdiction with justices of the peace in aU riots and
breaches of the peace. He has also a cumulative jurisdiction with magistrates within borough.
12. Justices of Ike peace are magistrates named by
capital crimes, as theft,

Justice of

Peace
Court.

the sovereign over the several counties of the kingdom, for the special purpose of preserving tlie public
peace.

Borough
Court.

13.

A

borough

is

a body corporate,

made up of

the

ground erected by the
sovereign, with jurisdiction annexed to it.
Boroughs
are erected, either to be holden of the sovereign himself, which is the general case of royal boroughs, or of
the superior of the lands erected, as boroughs of regality and barony.
Bailies of boroughs have jurisdiction
in matters of debt, services, and questions of possesinliabitants of a certain tract of

sion betwixt the inhabitants.
Their criminal jurisdiction extends to petty riots ; and by special statute, to
reckless (not intended) fire-raising.

I*. To constitute a 6aron in the strict law sense, his
Law
lands must have been erected, or at least, confinued by of Scotlantl
the king in liberam haroniam ; and such baron had

a certain jurisdiction, both civil and criminaf/ which is
now greatly abridged. His civil jurisdiction is reduced
to the power of recovering from his vassals and tenants
the rents of his lands, and of condemning them in mill
services ; and of judging in causes where the debt and
damages do not exceed 40s. Sterling. His criminal ju-

Court
Baron.

risdiction is

limited to assaults, batteries, and other
smaller offences, which may be punished by a fine not

exceeding 20s. Sterling, or" by setting the offender in
the stocks in the day time, not above tliree hours.
15. The office of the lyon king of arfns was chiefly Court of tfic
ministerial, to denounce war, proclaim peace, carry pub- Lyoii King
lic messages, &c.
But he has also a right of jurisdic- of Armstion, whereby he can punish all who usurj) arms contrary to the law of arms, and deprive or suspend messengers, heralds, or pursuivants, who are all officers
named by himself.
now proceed with actions, pro»
secutable in one or other of these courts.
16. Actions are either real or personal.
real ac^ Actions .ir
tion is that which •u-ises from a right in the thing itself, either rf al
and which therefore may be directed against all pos- or personal.
sessors of that thing.
Thus an action for the recovery
even of a moveable subject, when founded on a jus in
re, is, in the proper acceptation, real ; but real actions
are in vulgar speech confined to such as are directed
against heritable subjects.
A personal action is founded only on an obligation undertaken for the performance of some fact, or the delivery of some subject
and therefore can be carried on against no other than
the person obliged or his heirs.
Both rights are included in an infeftment of annualrent, which contains
not only a personal obligation on the gr-anter to pay,
but a right of hypothec on the subject itself ; and therefore the creditor can either sue the granter or his representatives in a personal action ; or he may, for his
payment, insist in a real action of poinding the ground
against the possessors of the subject affected, though
they .should not represent the gi-anter. Poinding of the
Poinding
ground, though it be properly a diligence or an execu- of the
tion, is generally considered by lawyers as a species of ground.
real action ; and is so called to distinguish it from personal poinding, which is founded merely on an obligation to pay. Every debilum fundi, whether legal or con-,
ventional, is a foundation for this action.
It is competent to all creditors in debts which make a real burden
on lands ; and is directed against the goods that are
found on the lands burdened, even though the original
debtor should be divested of the property in favour of a
singular successor.
All ac- Actions ei17. Actions are either ordinary or recissory.
tions are, in the sense of this division, ordinary, which ther ordinary or recisare not recissory. Recissory actions are divided, 1. Into
aory.
actions of proper improbation. 2. Actions of redu'ctionimprobation. 3. Actions of simple reductions. 'Proper improbations, which are brought for declaring writings false or forged, are treated of in Book IV.
Reduction improbation is an action, whereby a person Reduction.
who may be hurt or affected by a writing, insists for improbaproducing or exhibiting it in court, in order to have it tion.
set aside, or its effect ascertained, under the certification that the writing, if not produced, shall be declared false and forged. This certification is a fiction of
law, introduced that the production of writings may
be the more effectually forced, and therefore it operates
only in favour of the pursuer ; so that the vriting.
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tlMOicli declared False, continues in

(\i11

stren^

in all

^tions with third parties. In an action of simple
K-tion. the ccrtirication is only temporary, decLir'H! called for null until they be produced;
.

even

iTover their

full

force after production,

a((iuiut the

parraer him»clf.
18. AdttoiM are abo, both by the Roman law and
Vnar^t- oon, divided into rei ptrtecntoricc and pcenales. By
the lint, tlie purmwr insiirts barely to recover what paIrimomio ejus abeit, the subject that is hi.'i, or the debt
that
due to him ; and tliis includeei the dama^ sustained by tke jpurraer, damnum et inleresse; for one
is as truly a mBcMr in iiis patrimonial interest by that
as bv the loaa ot' the subject itself.
In penal
whicn always arise ex delicto, something is al-

demanded bjr way at' penalty.
19l Aclioos of spuilaie, ejection, and intrusion, are
action or spuihrie is competent to one dis'
of a norcabfe safaject violently, or without or.
of kw, against the person dispossessing, not only
(br being restored to the possession of the subject if ex.
tant, or for the ralue If it be destroyed, but also for
the violent profits. Ejection and Intrusion are, in he.
ritable subjects, what spuibie is in moveables.
so

An

SO.

law,

The most

celebrated division of actions in our

poneaory, and dtclaratttry, Pewhere something is demanded
from the defendrr, in consequence of a right of property or of credit in the pursuer. Thus actions for restitution of moveables, actions of poinding, of forthcuoung, and indeed all personal actions, upon contracts
or qu a si - cnntracU, are )>etitory. PoaacMory actions are
those which arc founded either upon possess ion alone,
as a|mi]aica, or upon possession joined with another
title, as remorfaigs; anf! •'"• --r- competent either for

{Xtl

mji

is

into petitory,

titoty actions are those

it, or for recovering
IpKting into p osse ssion,
It ; analagous to the inUi-iKi-> <>i the Roman law, quordtcUra- rwm tomtinim, uti pouidetU, and imt/e ri. A decLiratory
action is that in which some right is craved to be declared in favour of the pursuer, but notliing sought to
be paid or pwformed \ts the defender ; sudi as declarators of marriage, of irritancy', of expiry of the legal,
rerersion, actions competent to superiors or their donatories for declaring casualties incurred by vassals,
:

&C.

>

Under

this class

i:r

may be also comprehended

rescis-

timy actions, which, witoout any personal conclusion
against the defender, tend simply to set aside the rights
or writings libcOcd ; in consequence of which a conXSWrj right or immunity arise* to the pursuer. An action 6r proving the tenor, whereby a writing which
is ihatiujuJ or missing is endeavoured to be revived,
is in effect declaratory.
The action of double or multipiepoinding van be also reckoned declaratory.
It is
uMupeteut to a wfator who is distressed, or threatened
with distrcsa, by two or more persons claiming right to
the debt, and who there fiare brings the several cLiiniams into the fteM, in order to the debating and settling
their several preference*, that so he may pay securely
to him whose right shall be found preferable.

M. Actions proceeded andently upon brieves issuing
fWm the chanocrr, directed to the justiciar}- or judgc'

wiliniy , who tried the matter by a jury, u|>on whose
verdict judgment was pronounced.
And to this day
we ratam certain brieves, as of inquest, tercc, idiotry,
tutofy, pvambolation, and perhaps two or tliree others.
Not sniiMWUfs were, immediately upon the institution
of the eoDcge of justice, introduced into our law in
theplaeeof.Meve8. A summons, when applied to actions par—d befim the teuioo, ii a writ in the king's
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name, issuing from his signet upon the pursuer's comLaw
plaint, authorising messengers to cite the defender to ofScoUand.
apjiear before tlie court and make his defences.
The ^""y^T^
libel or declaration setting forth the ground of action,
!,"beT must
must be filled up in the summons before execution.
be engross23. Defences are pleas offered by a defender for elid- ed before
ing an action. They are either dilatory, which do not execution.
enter into the cause itself, and so can only procure an Defences.
absolv it jr from tlie lis pendens; or peremptory, which
entirely cut off the pursuer's right of action.
24. A cause after the paities had litigated it before Litisconthe judge, was said by tlie Romans to be lilisconlesled. testation.
By litiscunlestalion a judicial contract is understood to
be entered into by the litigants, by wliich the action is
perpetuated against Iieirs, even when it arises ex dcli.to.
By our law, litiscontestation is not formed till an
act is extracted, admitting the libel or defences to

proof.
2.5. All allegations by parties to a suit must be supProbation.
ported by projier proof. Probation is either by writing, by the party's own oath, or by witnesses.
In the
case of allegations, which may be proved by either of
the three ways, ajiroof is said to be admitted proul de
jure; because in such case all the legal methods of
probation are conijietent to tlie partj'.
If the jiroof lie
brings by writing be lame, he may liavc recourse either
to witnesses, or to hi.* adversary's oath ; but if he
should first take himself to the proof by oatli, he cannot
thereafter use any other probation.
26. As obligations or decjls, signed by the party By writhimself, or his ancestors or authors, must be, of ailing;
evidence, tlie least liable to exception ; tlierefore, every
debt or allegation may be proved by projxa* evidence in

writing.
27. Regularly, no person's right can be proved by by oath of
own oath, nor taken away by that of his adversary; party on
because tlicsc are the bare avenuents of parties in their reference »
own iiivour. But where the matter at issue is referred
by one of tlie jiarties to tlie oath of the other, such oath,
tJiough made in favour of the deponent himself, is decisive of the point.
The jiarty to wliom reference is
his

made, in place of making oatli, sometimes defei's tlie
point back to his adversary ; but tliis is not indulged,
unless it shall appear, from the circumstances of tlie ca.se,
tliat he himsell cannot depose in the matter referred to

him with
28.

distinctness.

The law

of Scotland rejects

tlie

testimony of by

witness-

witnesses, 1. In payments of any sum above L.lOO es.
Scots, all whidi must be provetl either scriplo veljuramcnlo. 2. In aU gi'atuitous promises, which, though In what
for the smallest trifle, cannot be proved by witnesses, cases proof
wi'nessIn all contracts, where writing is eitlier essential ^^
to their constitution, or where it is usually adhibited, as L'Jgj?"
And it is a general rule,
in the borrowing of money.
subject to the restrictions about to be mentioned, that

3.

no debt or right once constituted by writing can be
taken away by witnesses. On the other part, probation by witnesses is admitted to the extent of L. 100
Scots in payments, non-cupative legacies, and verbal
agreements which contain mutual obligations. And
it is

received to the highest extent,

1.

In

all

bargains,

which have known engagements naturally arising from
them, concerning moveable goods. 2. In facts performed in satisfaction even of a written obligation,
where such obligation binds the party precisely to the
performance of them. 3. In facts which with diflSculty admit of a proof by writing, even though the effect of such proof should be the extinction of a written
obligation, especially if the facts import fraud or vio«

in

what

admitted.
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a bond Is reducible er dolo, on a proof by
of ScotUnA witnesses.
Lastly, All intromission by a creditor with
"~'
'
the rents of his debtor's estate payable in grain, may
be proved by witnesses.
29. No person whose near relation to another bars
Who inadmissible as
him from being a judge in the cause, can be admitted
witnesses.
as a witness for him, but he may against him. Formerly domestic servants and moveable tenants, i. e. tenants who have no written tacks, were disallowed, from
the presumed influence of their masters and landlords
over them ; but now our practice admits them. The
lence.

Thus

.

command

not only to messengers, but to maapprehend and ini^rison the debtor.
35. Our law, from a consideration of coi^passion,
allows insolvent debtors to apply for a reledse from

contain a

gistrates to

Law
of ticotland.

prison upon a cessio bonorum, i. e. upon their making
over to their creditors all their estate, real and personal.
This must be insisted for by way of action, to which
all the creditors of the prisoner ought to be made parfraudulent bankrupt is not allowed this privities.

A

lege.

36. Decrees are executed against the moveable estate Execuiioit.
testimony of infamous persons is rejected, i. e. persons of the debtor by arrestment or pofnding, and against against
estate of
•who have been guilty of crimes that the law declares his heritable estate by inhibition or adjudication, of all debtor.
of
poind
spoken.
Letlers
already
have
which
we
of
infer infamy, or who have been declared infamous
by the sentence of a judge. Pupils are inhabile wit- ing as well as of horning, may be issued by warrant of
nesses, being in the judgment of law incapable of the the court of session on the decrees of inferior judges.
impression of an oath. The testimony of women was
formerly received with reluctance, but it is now as adIV.
missible as that of men, except in the single case of
acting as inslrumenlary witnesses.
Of Crimes.
Decrees of
30. Decrees of the court of session are either inforo
(OUIt.
contradictorio, where both parties have litigated the
1. By the law of Scotland no private party, excejjt Who com*
cause, or in absence of the defender. Decrees of the ses- the person injured, or his next of kin, can accuse cri- petent to
sion inforo cannot in the general case be again brought
minally : But the king's advocate, who in this question prosecution
under the review of the court, either on points which represents the community, has a right to prosecute all °^ crimes,
the parties neglected to plead before sentence, ( which crimes in vindictam publicam, though the party injured
we call competent and omitted,) or upon points plead- should refuse to concur.
ed and found insufficient, (proponed and repelled.)
2. Those crimes that are in their consequences most PunishBut decrees, though inforo, are reversible by the court, hurtful to society, are punished capitally, or by death ; ment of
where either they labour under essential nullities, e. ^. others escape with a less punishment, sometimes fix- crimes eiwhere they are ultra petita, or not conformable to their ed by statute, and sometimes arbitrary, i. e. left to the ^^" capital
grounds and warrants, or founded in an error in calcu- discretion of the judge, who may exercise his jurisdic<"" arbitralo, &c. or where the party against whom the decree is
tion either by fine, imprisonment, or a corporal punishobtained, has thereafter recovered evidence sufficient to ment.
Where the punishment is left by law to the dis- 'y*
overturn it, of which he knew not before.
cretion of the judge, he can in no case extend it to
^ententes
31. The sentences of inferior courts may be reviewdeath ; for where the law intends to punish capitally,
of inferior
ed by the court of session before decree, by advocation, it says so in express words, and leaves no liberty to the
cniuts reand after decree by suspension or reduction ; which judge to modify. But where in any of our ancient
iriewable by
last are also the methods of calling in question such delaws the life of the offender is put in the mercy or will
session,
crees of the session itself as can again be brought under of the king, it is probable that the judge, in place of
as well as
its own de- the review of the court.
pronouncing sentence himself, left it to the sovereign,
crees.
32. Reduction is the proper remedy, either where the who inflicted sometimes a capital, and sometimes a less
Reduction, decree has already received full execution by payment,
punishment on the person guilty, according to his
or where it ordains nothing to be paid or performed, demerit. The single escheat of the criminal falls on Capital
but simply declares a right in favour of the pursuer. conviction in all capital trials, though the sentence should
fJ^Tinglc"
Suspension. Suspension is that form of law by which the effect of a
not express it ; for if the bare non-appearance in a cri- ^^^beM.
sentence-condemnatory that has not yet received exe- minal prosecution draws this forfeiture after it, much
cution, is stayed or postponed till the cause be again
more ought the being convicted of a capital crime to
considered.
If the reasons of suspension be repelled,
infer it.
the court find the letters of diligence orderly proceeded,
3. Certain crimes are committed more immediately Crimes
i. e. regularly carried on ; and they ordain them to be
against God himself, others against the state, and a third against reput to farther execution.
kind against particular persons. The chief crime in the lig'"" » *'
S3. An appeal lies in the last resort to the House of first class, cognisable by temporal courts, is blasphemy. Blasphemy,
Appeal to
House of
Lords ; and by an order of that house, 24th March under which may be included atheism. This crime
Lords.
1725, no appeal is to be received by them from senten- consists in the denying or vilifying the Deity by .speech
ces of the session, after five years from extracting the or writing.
Blasphemers were pimished capitally both
Within
sentence, unless the person entitled to such an appeal by the Jewish law. Lev. xxiv. 16, and by the Roman.
what time
be minor, clothed with a husband, nan compos vientis, All who curse God, or any of the persons of the blesscompetent.
imprisoned, or out of the kingdom.
ed Trinity, are by our law, 166l,c. 21, to suffer death,
34. Decrees are carried into execution by diligence, even for a single act ; and those who deny him, if they
Execution
of decrees. either against the person, or against the estate of the
This act is ratified by 1693, c.
persist in their denial.
debtor.
The first step of personal execution is by let- 1 1, which also makes the denial of v. Providence, or of
Personal
ters of homing, wliich are granted by warrant of the
execution
the authority of the Holy Scriptures, criminal ; and
court of session, not only on their own decrees, but on punishable capitally for the third offence.
of diligence.
those of magistrates of boroughs, sheriffs, admirals, and
4. Some crimes against the state are levelled directly Crimes
If the debtor does not obey the will of against the supreme power, and strike at the constitu- against the
Letters of commissaries.
the letters of homing within the days of the charge, tion itself; others discover such a contempt of law as *'^'^' "'
horning.
the charger, after denouncing him rebel, and register- tends to baflfle authority, or slacken the reins of governLetters of
ing the horning, may apply for letters of caption, which ment.
Treason, crimen majestalis, is that crime which
caption.
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aimed anintt the majesty of the state, and can be
MUiBd. committedonly
by those who are subjects of that
~ either by birth or residence. It was high treasonstate
by
hat
'

by

of

L'.utory

is

the law of Scotland, to intend tlie king's death, to lay
any restraint upon his person, or to entice any foreign
power to invade his dominions, 1662, c. 2, and to rise
in anns, maintain forts, or make treaties with foreign
states without his authority, l66l, c. 5.
Certain facts,
thou||:fa not in their nature treasonable, were declared
b}- statute to be punishable as treason, viz. theft by
landetl men, 1587, c. 50, murder under trust, ibid. c. 51,
wilfully setting fire to coal-heughs, 1592, c. 146, or to
houses or corns, 1528, c. 8, and assassination, l601, c.
15.
Treason was punished by death, and by forfeitnre to the king of the traitor's estate, both real and
personal.
But this forfeiture did not cut off the right
of the creditors, tacksmen, superiors, vassals, heirs of
entaD, or widows of the forfeiting persons, 1690, c. 33.

Treason might by our law have been tried alter tlje
death of the traitor, and sentence condemnatory upon
•uch trial carried the esitate to the crown, 1540, c. 69,
which wa* indeed agreeable to the jut novum of the Romans, but contrary to the rules of law and tlie dictates
of humanity.
Eoilhh
5. Soon after the union of the two kingdoms in
^rtgard. 1707^ tj^ 1^^, of treason then in force in
England,
*'** ™*^ '^" ^y 7 An. c. 21 both with regard to tlie
MtefHuI.
facts constituting that crime, to the forms of trial, tlie
corruption of blood, and all the penalties and forfeitures
consequent on it By this act, the facts that inferred
Katu tary treason by our former law, are declared simply capital crimes. For what this crime consists in, for
the form of trial, &c. we refer to the preceding article
,

—

on the
MiUaob

&

Law ^EngUmd,

B. iv. sect.

The crime dtttdkiom

vi.

consisto in the raising

iBOtkins or disturbances in the state.

It is eittier

com-

verbal

Verbal sedition, or leaaing-making, is inferred
from the uttering of words tending to create discord
between the king and hii* people. It was formerly punished by death and the forfeiture of goods, but now
cither by imprisonment, fine, or lianistiment, at the discretion of tne judge.
Real sedition is generally committed by convocating together any considerable number of people without lawful authority, under the pretence of redressing some public grievance, to the disturbing of the public peatt?. Those who are convicted
of this crime are punixhed by the confiscation of their
goods ; and their lives are to be at the king's will. For
pre • ailing rebellious riots and tumults, it is enacted, 1
Ceo. I. DC 8. c. 5, that if any persons to the number of
twelve sbaD assemble, and being required by a magisor real.

trate or constable to disperse, snail nevertheless continue tooether for an hour after such command, the
persoDs diaobcjring shall suffer death, and the confisca-

tioB of moveables.
7- Judges who wilfuUy, or through corruption, use
Cormptioa
their authoritv as a cover to injustice or oppression, are
la judfM.
punished wit6 the loss of honour, fimie, and dignity,
ThcftbotSb 1540, c 104.
Under this head may be classed the/tboU, ffrom bote, compeaudoaA which is the taking a
consioeratioa in moi^y or gaotk from a thief to exempt
him firom punishment, or connive at his escape from
justice.
sheriff or other judge guilty of this crime,
And by a
forftiu his Ufe and goods, 1436, c. 137.
poster ior statute, 1515, c. 2, even a private person who
The buy•uyiac ol ^^^* theftbote suffers as the principal thief.
ritirtm.
ing of disputed claims, concerning which there is a
pending^process, by any judge or member either of the
»<-Mi<n or of an inferior court, is puuiahed by the loss of

A
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the delinquent's office, and
longing, 1594, c. 216.

all

Law

the privileges thereto be-

of Scotland.

8. Deforcement is the opposition given, or resistance
^TT^'"^^
^'
made, to messengers or other officers while they are em^em
ployed in executing the law, and is punishable with the
confiscation of moveables.
Deforcement of the officers

of the customs, by persons to the number of eight or
upwards, was punished by transportation to America,
for a term of years not exceeding seven, 6 Geo. I. c. 21.
34.
But now by 19. Geo. II. c. 34, armed persons to
the nimiber of three or more, assisting in the illegal
running, landing, and exporting of prohibited or uncustomed goods, or any who shall resist, wound, or
maim any officer of the revenue in the execution of his
office, shall suffer deatli, and the confiscation of moveables.
9- Breach of arrestment is a crime of the same na- Breach of
ture with deforcement, as it imports a contempt of the arrestment.
law and of the judges ; and it is subjected to the pains

inflicted on deforcement, by 1581, c. 118, viz. an arbitrary corporal punisliment, and the escheat of moveables, with a preference to tlie ci'editor for his debt, and
for such farther sum as shall be modified to him by the

judge..— Under this head of crimes against good govern- Forestallment and poUce, may be reckoned the forestidling of ing of marmarkets ; that is, the buying of goods intended for akets.
public market before they are carried there, which, for
the third criminal act, infers the escheat of moveables. Offences
1592, c. 148 ; slaying salmon in forbidden time, 1503, against the
c. 27 ; offences against the acts for preserving the game; S^'"^;
destroying plougn-graith in time of tillage, and slaying ^^"''"S"
or houghing horses or cows in time of harvest, 1587, c.
82 ; and destroying or spoiling growing timber, 1 698,
c. 16
1 Geo. I. St. 2, c. 48.
10. Crimes against particular persons may be direct- Crimes

—

ed, either against life, limb, liberty, chastity, goods, or against
reputation.
Murder is the wilful taking away of a per- particular
son's life without a necessary cause.
The distinction P"*""^ ' *'

which obtained in our ancient law between slaughter Murder.
premeditated, or upon forethoushl felony, and that
which was committed on a suddenty, or chaud melta,
indulging to the last the privilege of girth and sanctuary, St. Rob. II. c. Q.—1555, c. 31, was taken off by
1661, c. 22, (copied after 1649, c. I9,) which supposes
homicide to be a capital crime, without any such distinction.
Casual homicide, where the actor is in some Casual hodegree blameable, and homicide in self-defence, where micide,
the just bounds of defence have been exceeded, arepu.^
nishetl arbitrarily by this act ; but the slaughter of night defence.
thieves, house-breakers, assistants in masterful depre.

dations, or rebels

denounced for

capital crimes,

.

may be

committe<l with impunity. The crime of demembra- Dememtion, or the cutting off of a member, is joined with that bration.
of murder, in 1491, c. 28 ; but in practice, its punishment has been restricted to the escheat ot moveables,
and an assythment or indemnification to the party.
Mutilation, or the disabling of a member, is punished at Mutilation.
the discretion of tlie judge.
11. Self-murder is as highly criminal as the killing Self-murour neighbour ; and for this reason, our law has, con- der.
trary to the rule crimina morte exliiigmmlur, allowed a
proofof tlie crime after the offender's death, that his
single escheat might fall to the king or his donatary.
To this end an action must be brought, not before the
justiciary, but the session, because it is only intended
ad civilem effectum, for proving and declaring the selfmurder ; and the next of kin to the deceased must be

made aparty to it.
12. The punishment of parricide,

or of the murder

Parricide.
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Law

oTScoilond. himself.
'^"'"^

by

law

to the criminal
All his posterity in the right line are declared

of a parent,

is

not confined

oiir

of iniieriting, and the succession devolves on
next collateral heir, 159*, c. 220. Even the cursing or beating of a parent infers death, if the person
guilty beabo\e .sixteen years, and an arbitrary, punishment if he be under it, 1G61, c. 2. A prestiTn},livc or
incaj)al)le

tlie

slat iitori/

murder was constituted by

16<)0,

c.

21,

by

Murder of which any woman who should conceal her pregnancy
inraiits.
during its whole course, and should not call for or make
use of help in the birth was reputed the murderer, if
the child was found dead, or was missing.
This act
was intended to discourage the unnatural practice,
which yet continues too frequent, of women making
away witli their children begotten in fornication, to
avoid churcli censures. It is however now repealed by
49 Geo. III. c. 14, which enacts thjt tlie circumstiiuces
mentioned in the act 1690, shall, infer the punishment
of imprisonment only, for a space not exceeding two

We

'

years.

the crime of fighting in single combat, on previous challenges given and received.
The
single combat was authorised by the Gothic polity, as a
method of determining both criminal and civil questions ; but fighting in a duel without license from the
king, is by 1600, c. 12. made punishable by death.
This act is ratified by 1696, c. 35, which also enacts,
that whatever person, principal or second, shall give a
challenge to fight a duel, or shall accept a challenge, or
otherwise engage therein, shall be punished by banishment and escheat of moveables, though no actual fighting should ensue.
14. Haimsucken (from haim, home, and soclcen, to
^ucken.
seek or pursue,) is the assaulting or beating of a person in his own house. The punishment of this crime
is nowhere defined, except in the books of the majesty,
which make it the same as that of a rape ; and it is like
rape capital by our practice. The assault must be
made in the pro))er house of the person assaulted,
where he lies and rises daily and nightly ; so that neither a public-house, nor even a private, where one is
only transiently, falls witliin the law.
1 5. Any parly to a laxv-suil who shall slay, tvotind,
Battery
or otherwise invade his adversary, at any period of time
pendente
.ate.
between executing the summons and the complete execution of the decree, or shall be accessory to such invasion, shall lose his cause, 1584, c. 138.
1594, c. 219.
As these acts direct, that proof shall be previously taken
of the invasion, by the justice or other competent judge,
the court of session sustain themselves judges, because
they are truly competent to all causes where the conclusion is merely civil.
The sentence pronounced on this
trial against him who has conunitted the battery, is by
the act declared not subject to reduction, either on the
head of minority, or any other ground whatever. And
if the person prosecuted for this crime shall be denounced for not appearing, his liferent as well as single escheat falls upon the denunciation.
16. The crime of wrongous impritonment is descriWrongous
imprisonbed, 1701, c. 6It is inferred, by granting warrants
ment.
of commitment in order to trial, proceeding on information not subscribed, or without expressing the cause
of commitment ; by receiving or detaining prisoners
on such warrants ; by refusing to a prisoner a copy of
the warrant of coimnitment ; by detaining him in close
confinement above eight days after his commitment ;
by not releasing him on bail where the crime is bailable ; and by transporting persons out of the kingdom,
without either their own consent or a lawful sentence.
t&uelling.

13. Duelling

The persons guilt5r ofwrongons imprisonment are'putaw
nished by a pecuniary nudct, from £, 600 down to £400 "'" Scoiland.
Scots, according to the ranhf of the person detain- """"Y'*^
6(1, and the judge or other person acting corJtrary to
the directions of the act, is over and above subjected to
pay to tlie person detained a certain sum per diem proportioned to his rank, and is declared incapable of public trust.
All these penalties may be insisted for by a
summary action before the session, and are subject to
no modification.
Private persons may be guilty of
this crime, 14 Dec. 1736, Paterson.
17- Adtillery is the crime by which the marriage bed Adultery,
is polluted.
This crime could neither by the Roman
law, 1. 6"1, ad leg. Jul. de adult, nor the ^Jewish, Lev.
XX. 10. Deut. xxvi. 22, be committed, but where the
guilty woman was the wife of anotlier.
By ours, it is
adultery if either tlje man or woman be married.
distinguish between simple adultery, and that which ia
notorious or manifest.
Open and manifest adulterers,
who continue incorrigible notwithstanding the censure
of the church, were punished 1551, c. 20, by the escheat of moveables ; but soon thereafter, by 1563, c. 74,
the punishment of notorious and manifest adultery was
.
made capital. This crime is distinguished by one or
other of the following characters.
Wliere there is issue procreated between the two adulterers; or where
they keep bed and comjjany together notoriously ; or
where they give scandal to the cimrch, and are, upon
their obstinate refusing to listen to its admonitions,
excomnmnicated, 1581, c. 105. The punishment of
simple adultery, not being defined by statute, is left to
the discretion of the judge ; but custom has made the
falling of the single escheat one of its penalties.
18. Bigamy is a person's entering into the engage- Bigatnyr
ment of a second marriage, in violation of a former
marriage-vow still subsisting. Bigamy, on the part of
the man, has been tolerated in many states before the
establishment of Christianity, even by the Jews themselves ; but it is prohibited by the precepts of the
Gospel, and is punished by our law, whether on the
part of the man or of the woman, witli the pains of
perjui-y, 1551, c. I9.
1 9- Incest is committed by persons who stand within Incest,
the degrees of kindred forbidden in Lev. xviii. and it
is punislied capitally by 1567, c. 14.
The same degrees
are prohibited in affinity as in consanguinity, Lev. xviii.
As this crime is repugnant to nature itself,
14, ct seq.
it is an ill-founded opinion that incest cannot be committed but between persons born in lawful' marriage ;
for, in questions of the law of nature, all children,
whether lawful or natural, stand on an equal footing
Civilis ratio civilia jura cerrurripere potest, non vera naturalia.
It is difficult, indeed, to bring a legal proof
of a relation merely natural on the side of the father
but the mother may be certainly known without mar-

Is

—

,

.

riage.

20. There is no explicit statute making rape, or 'the Rape,
ravishing of women capital ; but it is plainly supposed
in act 1612, c. 4. by which the ravisher is exempted
from the pains of death, only in the case of the woman's subsequent consent, or her declaration that she
went off with him of her own free will ; and even

then he is to suffisr an arbitrary punishment, either by
imprisonment, confiscation of goods, or a pecuniary
fine..

21. Theft is defined a fraudulent intermeddling with Theft,
the property of another, with a view of making gain.
Neither the law of Moses nor of Rome punished theft
capitally.
By the first the thief was bound to restore,

LAW.
liw

in

some

cases, five times the value;

in others

less,

•f ScocUnd.

ExckI. xxii. 1. el teq. ; and by the Roman, cither the
""^^i""^ double or quadruple, according to the circumstances
attending the crime. Our ancient law proportioned
the punishment of the theft to the value of the goods
stolen ; heightening it gradually from a slight corporal
punishment to a capital, if the value amounted to thirty-two pennies Scots, whicli in the reign of David I.
was the price of two sheep, R. M. 1. 4. c. 16. § 3. L. B.
e. ril . § 6.
In several later acts, it i« taken for granted
that this crime is capital, \SST, c. 82.— 1606, c 5, &c
Bat where the thing stolen is of small value, we conaider it, not as theft, but as pickery, which is punished
eitber corporally or by banishment.
The breaking of
orchards, and the stealing of green wooti, is punished
by a fine, which risca aa the crime is repeated, 1579>
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Roman

law, made the cri^me capital, unless the forLaw
gery be of executions, or other writings of smaller mo- of Scotland*
v^—y.-^^
ment ; in which case it is punished arbitrarily.
26. Perjury, which is the judicial affirmation of a 3. Perjury,
falsehood on oath, really constitutes the crimen falsi;
for he who is guilty of it does, in the most solemn
manner, substitute falsehood in the place of truth. To
constitute this crime, the violation of truth must be deliberately intended by the swearer ; and, therefore,
reasonable allowances ought to be given to forgetfulness or misapprehension, according to his age, healtli,
and other circumstances. The breach of a promissory
oath does not infer this crime ; for he who promises
on oath, may sincerely intend performance when he
swears, and so cannot be said to call on God to attest a
falsehood.
Though an oath, however false, if made
upon reference in a civil question, concludes the cause,
the person perjured is liable to a criminal trial ; for the
effect of the reference can go no farther than the pjwS'v*'
vate right of the parties.
Notwithstanding the mischievous consequences of perjury to society, it is not
punished capitally either by the Roman law or by

the

84.
22. Theft may be aggravaled into a capital crime,
though the value of the thing stolen be trifling, as theft
Uwrt.
twice repeated, L. B. c. 121. < 5, or committed in the
night, org. 1661, c. 22 ; or by landed men, or of things
The receivers and concealers
Bfwt of
aaC apart tor lacred uses.
liieri.
of stolen good*, knowing them to be such, suffer as ours. The special punishment of swearing falsely on
thicvea.
Tboae who barely harbour the person of the an assize, was confiscation of moveables, imprisonment
criminal (rrceplalores) wiUiin forty-eight hours either for a year, and infamy ; which punishment came, in
before or after committing the crime, are punished as the course of time, to be transferred to peijury in gene,
partaker* of the thelt.
Such as sell goods belonging to ral, with a small variation, 1 555, c. 47thieves, or lawless persons, who dare not themselves
27. The crime of stdlionate. from stellio, Plin. Hist, 4. Sielliocome to market, are punished with banishment and the Nat. I. 30, c. 10. includes every fraud which is not dis- nate.
ctcbcat of moveables.
tinguished by a special name, but is chiefly applied to
SS. Theft, attended with violence, is called robbery;
conveyances of the same numerical right, granted by
BoHbcry,
the proprietor to different disponces.
nou'th. and, in our old statutes, riff, 1*77, c 78, or stoidhricf,
The punishment
"><<
1515, c. 2 ; under which class may be included iorning, of stellionate must necessarily be arbitrary to adapt it
tatuuif.
or the taking of meat and drink by force, without pay- to the various natures and different aggravations of the
ing (or it. Stouthrief came at last to be committeid so fraudulent acts. The persons guilty of that kind of it
audadoasly, bjr band* of men associated tt^ether, that which consists in granting dotible.conveyanees, are by
our law declared infamous, and their lives and goods at
it was thoaglit necessary to vest all our freeholders
with a power of holding courts upon somers and riev« the king's mercy, 1540, c. 105. The cognizance of
er*, and condemning them to death, 1394, c. 227. fraudulent bankruptcy k appropriated to the court o( Ani, S.
Nay, all were capitally punished, who, to secure their session, who may inflict any punishment on the of- Fraudulent^
lands from depredation, paid to the rievers a yearly con- fender that appears proportioned to his guilt, death ex- bankrupt'y(Uck 9ul tributioD, which got the iMme o( black-mail, 1567, c. 21. cepted, 1696, c. 5.
28. The crime of usury, before the Reformation, Usury.
—1587, c 102. An act passed I6O9, c. 18, commanding to banishment a band of somers, who were origi- consisted in the taking of any interest for the use
nuly froin Egupl, called gi/ptie*, and adjudging to death of money ; and now in taking a higher rate than
Cjfitt.
is authorised by law.
The punishment of usury was
all that should be reputM Egyptians, if found thereafby 1 597, c. 847. declared to be the escheat of moveter within the kingdom. Robbery committed on the seas
ables, annulling the usurious contract, and a forfeiture
Piracy.
is called piraq/, and is punished capitally by tlie high
admiral. Several of the facts which constitute this of the principal sum lent, with the lawful interest due
upon it, to the king or his donatory, with the burden
ofaM arc set forth in a British ctatute, Geo. I. c. 24.
ti. FalMhood, in a large sense, is the fraudulent imi- of restoring to the private party, in case he should conr>ti
tation or auppre»* ioo of truth to the damage of another. cur in the prosecution, the unlawful profits given hy
The live* ana goods of persons convicted of using false him to the creditor. But, by 12 An. stat. 2. c. 16. the
1. FalM
wctghta or measure* were, by our old law, in the King's usurious obligation is not only declared void, but the
mercj ; and their heirs could not inherit but upon a creditor, if he has received any unlawful profits, forfeits
The latest statute against this the treble value of the sums and goods lent Usury,
remisaiaa, L. B. c. 132.
crime, I6O9, c 2, punishes it by confiscation of move- when it is to be pursued criminally, must be tried by
the justiciary; but where the libel concludes only for
ables.
i5. That particalar species of falsehood which con- the voiding of the debt or restitution, the session is the
c.

-

ft

Porgsry.

the falsifying of writings, passes by the name
of forgtrif, and was by the Roman law punished capitally when the atrocity of the fact required it. By our
statute law, the punishment of this crime was at first
the amputation of <he hand; afterwards proscription,
banishmrnt, and dismembering of the hand and tongue,
joined with the other pains inflicted by the common
|aw ; and at last it is declared, in general terms, to be
he pain* due to the committers of falsehood, 1621, c.
Our liractice has now of a long time, agreeably to
%i.
aiata in

proper court.
29. Injury, in its proper acceptation, is the reproach- Injury or
ing or afii-ontingour neighbour. Injuries are either verbal libel
or real.
A verbal injury, when directed against a pri- gj,i,er T«r.
vate person, consists in the utteruig contumelious words, tai,
which tend to expose our neighbour's character by making him little or ridiculous. Where these words are
uttered in the heat of a dispute, and spoken to the person's face, the law does not presume any malicious intention in the utterer, whose resentment generally sub-

3
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sides with his passion

and yet, even in that case, the
truth of the injurious words seldom absolves entirely
from punishment. It does not seem that the twitting
one with natural defects, without any sarcastical reflections, though it be inhuman, falls under that description, as these imply no real reproach in the just opinion of mankind. Where the injurious expressions
have a tendency to blacken one's moral character, or fix
some particular guilt upon him, and are deliberately re;

peated in different companies, or lianded about in whispers to confidents, it then grows up to the crime of
slander, agreeably to the distinction of the Roman law,

De Inj. And where a person's moral chathus attacked, the animus injuriandi is commonly inferred from the injurious words themselves,
unless special circumstances be offered to take off the
presumption ; ex. gr. that the words were uttered in
judgment in one's own defence, or by way of information to a magistrate, and had* some foundation in fact.
The cognizance of slander was, and perhaps is to this
day, proper to the commissaries, who, as the judices
Christianitalis, were the only judges of scandal ; but, for
some time past, bare verbal injuries, or hasty words uttered intemperately in' rixtt, have been tried by other
criminal judges, and even by the session.
It is punished either by a fine, proportioned to the condition
of the persons injuring and injured, and the circumstances of time and place ; or, if the injury import
1.

15. § 12.

racter

is

scandal, by publicly acknowledging the oflence ; and
frequently the two are conjoined. The calling one a
bankrupt is not, in strict speech, a verbal injury, as it
does not affect the person's moral character ; yet, as it
may hurt his credit in the way of business, it founds
him in an action of damages, which must be brought
or real.
before the judge-ordinary.
real injury is inflicted by
any fact by which a person's honour or dignity is affected ; as striking one with a cane, or even aiming a blow
without striking ; spitting in one's face ; assuming a
coat of arms, or any other ma(rk of distinction proper
to another, &c.
The composing and publishing defamatory libels may be reckoned of this kind. Real injijries are tried by the judge-ordinary, and punished
either by fine or imprisonment, according to the demerit of the offenders.
30. Anciently, no person could be convicted of the
All higher
offences, a smallest offence till he was found guilty by a jury of
mounting his countrymen ; and though now, for more
than a cento crimes,
tury past, inferior judges have tried lesser breaches
must be
of the peace de piano, yet to this day all prosecutions
tried by a
of a higher nature, whether before the supreme or infejury.
rior criminal courts, must proceed bij jury ; and no
trial, even for a blood-wit, if pursued before the justiciary, can be carried on without a jury.
In the trial of
crimes competent to the court of session, the judges
may well be considered in the character both of court
and of jury.
Probation
31. Crimes cannot, like debts, be referred to the deof crimes
fender's oath; for no person is compellable to swear
against himself, where his life, limb, liberty, or state
is concerned ; nor even in crimes which infer infamy,
because one's good name is, in right estimation, as valuable as his life.
The law is however forced, in the
crime of usury, to depart from some of its common
rules, that the crime may be brought to light.
Where

A

the usury is founded on a written obligation, in the
hands of the defender, the pursuer may, by an exhibition, force him to produce it in evidence of the crime,
contrary to the rule, Nemo tenelur edere instrunienta
contra se; and where

it is

not founded upon writing,

the crime may be proved by the usurer's own oath, notLaw
withstanding the rule. Nemo tenelurjurare in tuam lur. ofScoiIand.
'**^'"
pitudinem, 1600, c. 7.
Crimes therefore are, in the general case, proveable only by the defenderV^, free confession, or by writing, or by witnesses.
No extrajudicial confession, unless it is adhered to by the pannel in
judgment, can be admitted as evidence ; for the whole
proof must be deduced in open court, in presence of
the assize, or jury, as well as of the pannel.
judi- by judicial
cial confession ought to be received with all the quali- confcssiun
ties that the pannel has thought fit to adject to it ; so
that the prosecutor, who pleads upon one part of it,
must admit the whole. Proof by writing is seldom ^y wriling'
used but in usury, forgery, and perjury. Though, in
deforcement, the written execution of the messenger
or officer is sufficient evidence of the violence in all civil questions concerning the validity of the diligence,
till It be declared false ; yet in a criminal trial moved
against the defbrcers, the messenger's execution, who
is a party interested in the prosecution, is not regarded.
32. All objections relevant against a witness in civil [,_ „;tnes«
cases, are also relevant in criminal.
No witness is ad- scs.
mitted who may gain or lose by the event of the trial.
Hence, in the crime of usury, the testimony of him %vho ad-'
who has given the unlawful profits is rejected, because missible.
he becomes a gainer by the conviction of the usurer,
In deforcement, the persons employed by
1600, c. 7.
the messenger to attest the execution ai'e in some sense
parties, violence being commonly used against them
as well as against the messenger ; yet, as the proof of
the crime would be frequently impracticable if their
evidence were rejected, the law considers themessengcras
*
the only party against whom the violence is intended, and
therefore receives the testimony of the witnesses, though
they should be beaten. Socii criminis, or associates in
the same crime, are not admitted against one another,
except either in crimes against the state, as treason ; in
occult crimes, where other witnesses cannot be had, as
forgery ; or in thefts or depredations committed in the
Highlands, 21 Geo. II. c. 34. 21. The testimony of
the private party injured may be received against the
pannel, where the king's advocate is' the only prosecutor, if, from the nature of the crime, there must needs
be a penury of witnesses, as in rape, robbery. Sec.
33. Where a crime is to be proved by several circum- Must tw»
stances connected together, every one of which makes witnesses
'<>
a part of the same criminal act, a single witness to each «'«'^"''
circumstance is sufficient evidence. But it may be
doubted, whether this ought to obtain in crimes reiterated by different criminal acts ; for if a single witness
should be deemed sufficient in such case for proof of
each separate act, it would destroy one of the strongest
checks by which the testimony of false witnesses may
be controlled. Formerly, the depositions of witnesses

A

in all trials before the criminal coiirt were reduced into writing ; but that practice is abolished by 21, Geo. II.
c. 19, unless where the libel concludes for death or demembration. Crimes which, by their nature, hardly admit Proof by
direct evidence.may be proved by presumptive evidence; presumpseverity of the
conclusions in criminal trials, to be so pregnant as necessarily to carry conviction along with them. But where
a crime is to be tried only ad civilem effectum, e. g.
where a process of adultery is brought for obtaining a
divorce, more slender presumptions will be received ;

and these presumptions ought, from the

so that the same proof that has been judged sufficient
for procuring a divorce before the commissaries, may
be cast if the crime should be afterwards tried criminally.

tior.

L A W.
S5. After all th« witnewes have been examined in
oourt, the •Miaer* are shut up in a roorn by themselves,

where tbew nmt continue excluded from all correspondenee till their verdict or judjjment be subscribed by the
fuivnun (or clMncellor) and clerk ; but if they are unrjiiwiwit, they may, by 54 Geo. III. c. 6"7, deliver their
wwdict at once by the mouth of their chancellor, withoot retiring; from the box. According to this verdict,
the court pronounces sentence, either absolving or condemning. It i» not necessary, by the law of Scotland,
that a jury should be unanimous in finding a person
guilty
the narrowest majority is as sufficient against
the pannel aa for him. Juries cannot be punished on
account of an erroneous verdict, either for or against
the pannel but they might, by our former law, for
;

;

el •

JofyiB "»••-

abeoiving him against clear evidence.
S6. Though the proper business of a jury be to inquire into the truth of the facts found relevant by the
oourt, for which reason they are sometimes called the
inaueat ; yet, in many cases, they judge also in matters
of law or relevancy. Thus, though an objection against
a wiUMaa shottid be repelled by the court, the assizers
arc under no nccetHty to give more credit to his testi>
Bsny than thejr think just ; and in all trials of art and
part, where special facts are not libelled, the jury, if
they return a general verdict, are indeed judges, not
only of the trutn, but of the relevancy of the facts that
sworn to by the witnesses. A general verdict is
tiiat which finds, in general terms, that the pannel is
gaihy or not guilty, or that the lil)el or defences are
proved or not proved. In a special verdict, the jury
find* certain tacts proved, the import of which is to be
afterwards considered by the court.
S7. By our old law, the sheriff was confined to a definite time, in pronouncing and executing sentence on
Ortain crinuaala. When a murderer was taken red
iMnd, I. r. apprehended in the criminal act, it behoved
the sberi? not only to try him, but to execute the sentaoaa witfain three suns ; whereas, if be was apnrehendmtmmlio, htty days were allowed for tJiat pur«l
It was afterwards provided, that in all cases
poae.
three
where the sheriff was tied down to do justice
sentence might be executed at any time within
davs, provided it bad been pronounced within
but, by our present laws, criminal judges not
oaljp nay, but must suspend for some time the exocutkn afsttch sentences as a&ct liCe or limb, so that conrhoae CMca daserve favour, might
No sento apply to the king Ibr mercy.
«t any court of judicature, south of the river
Forth, iaapoiting either capital or corporal punishment,
could ba aBecutcd in leas than thirty days; and if
north of h in leas than forty, ai\er the date of the sen-

«

«n.

m

m

Geo

This act, in so far as it
I. c. '26. 'lO.
punishments, less than death or disr. g whipping, pillory, &c. is altered ; so
nuy now inflict these eight days after sen-

bjr 11.
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tence on thi* side Forth, and twelve days after sentence
it,

fence, so that his trial

^f^

LAW,

JoHX, comptroller-general of the finances of
Ffeanoe, was the son of William Law, goldsmith and
baaktf in Edinbargfa,and proprietor of the lands of Lau(Mton, in the parish of ( ramond. He was bom at Edinb«|^ on the SI St of April, 1671- During the period
af pribMto, and for some considrrable time after it, he
great tigour to the sciences of
apfterf hf
yuj^nphy, ar thmetic, and algebra, in all of which he
aarff .with

is

truly a judging

upon the hear-

^^^^

^y

ing of one side ; and because, though his guilt should death of cribe ever so notorious, he is, after death, carried beyond minal j
the reach of human penalties, and consequently continues no longer an object of correction, which is one of
the greatest purposes of punishment.
Such trials,
therefore, can have no efiect, but to punish the innocent heir, contrary to that most equitable rule, Culpa
tenet suos auctores.
2. Crimes may be extinguished by oj, by rea remission Jrom the sovereign. But a remission, though mission;
it secures the delinquent U-om the public resentment,
the e.xercise of which belongs to the crown, cannot cut
off the party injured from his claim of damages, over
which the crown has no prerogative. Agreeably to
this distinction, no person was allowed to plead a remission, till he had given security to satisfy the private
party ; and in the case of slaughter, it behoved the
wife, or the executors of the deceased, who were entitled to that satisfaction, or as it is called in the style of
our statutes, aiii/themeiit, to sign letters of slains, acknowledging that they had received satisfaction before
any remission could be granted to the slayer. Whoever, therefore, founds on a remission, is liable in da»
mages to the private prosecutor, in the same manner ns
if he had been tried and found guilty.
Crimes are also
extinguished by acts (J'tndemniii), and by prescription. 3d, by acts
By the custom of Scotland, following in this respect "' '"^Itninithe Roman law, the term of prescription is twenty
J\ ,
years ; but in certain crimes it is limited, by statute, to by prescripvarious shorter periods, according to the quality of the tion.
.
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The following are the principal institutional works
Craig's Jtis Feurtale, folio,
on the law of Scotland
Stair's Institutions of the Loxv of Scotland, fo1 732
lio, 1759, (of this work, which is of the highest au:

;

thority among institutional treatises, a new edition,
with notes illustrative of the law since 1759, is in the
Bankton's Institutes of' the Lams of Scotland,
press.)
3 vols, folio, 1751-1753; Erskine's Principles ()f do.
with Sates, 8vo. 1816; and Erskine's Institutes of do.

nith Notes, folio, 1812. To which may be added, on
certain branches of the law, Ross's I^'ctures on the PracWight
tice of the Law of Scotland, 2 vols. 4to. 1 792
on Parliament and Elections in Scotland, tvilh Supplement, 2 vols. 4to. 1806; Bell's Commentaries on the
Lato of Scotland, and on the Principles of Mercantile
;

1816; and Kames' PrinFor the C'nWnai Law of
Scotland, see Hume's Commentaries on the Law of
Scotland, respecting the Description, Punishment, and
trial rj' Crimes, with SiijijiUment, 5 voh. 4to. 1797-1800,
Sup. 1814. (J. B.)
JuTuprudence,

ciples

vol. 1st. 4to.

of Equity, 8vo. 1800.
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L»w

ofScodand.
Geo. II. c. 32.
38. Crimes are extinguished, ]. By the death of {he
^~^^^^^^
criminal J both because a dead person can make no de
oi^nmes!'

beyond

made such

astonisliing progress, as to

be

able,

with a Law,

single glance, to solve the most difficult problems. His
mind seems also to have been led to the comprehensive
and complicatetl questions connected with political economy. He directed his attention to the state of trade,

manufactures, and commerce, in his native country ; to
the principles of public and private credit ; to the best
means of national improvement ; and, in a word, to the
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system of finance in

brandies, connections, and
consequences. A natural predilection for these pursuits, laid the foundation of all his future greatness,
and particularly of all the fame which he afterwards
acquired as a political speculator.
Shortly after the death of his father, which happened in ld^5, Mr. Law visited London. This step he
was induced to take, from motives similar to those
^hich stimulate most of our young adventurers, considering London as the theatre on which mental endowments and external, graces may be displayed to most
advantage ; and borne up, no doubt, by a sense of his
own superiority in these respects, he naturally conceived, that a residence in the capital of the British empire, would not only favour his progress in the pursuits
to which he had the strongest attachment, but likewise gratify him, sooner or later, in all his hopes and
wishes.
In London, Mr Law, remarkable as he always was for elegance of person, engaging convivial
powers, and an extreme propensity to deep play, soon
gained admission into the first circles of fashion. His
company was courted particularly by the fair sex ; and
his conversation was prized by every votary of the
all its

ieau moiide.
While thus at the very outset of his career, a circumstance happened which, at first view, was likely to
blast all his rising prospects.
His fondness for affairs
of gallantry involved him in a quarrel with one Mr.
Wilson, a gentleman inferior only to himself in those

endowments which

attract the notice and ensiu-e the attention of the gay. This quarrel, as commonly happens
in similar cases, ended in a mutual challenge to the
field.
In the encounter Law came off victorious, having left his antagonist dead upon the spot where they
fought. Having neglected to seek his safety by flight,
he was soon afterwards apprehended, and committed
to the King's Bench Prison.
Thinking it unadvisable
to stand trial, he took the first opportunity of making
his escape.
He went to the continent, and, during the
.period of his exile, betook himself to his favourite pursuits.
In these, which during his residence in London
had been almost totally neglected, he soon made great-

er progress than ever.

Indeed,

it

could not be

otlier-

wise, since his mind was formed with that inquisitive
disposition which prompts to the pursuit of knowledge
on all hands, and which no difficulties can discourage.
The field of information also was now much enlarged.
While in Britain, his attention was confined exclusively to the state of things around him.
Now, however,
his residence on the continent put it in his power to
view things on a larger scale. He examined the state
of manufactures and trade in the chief commercial
cities of Europe.
He visited the principal banking
houses ; and the office of secretary to the British resident in Holland, which he held for some time, put it
in his power to gain an acquaintance with the operations of the mysterious bank of Amsterdam.
It appears, however, that before the commencement of the
1 8th century, he returned to his native country, where,
in December 1700, he published at Edinburgh the
Introduction to his Proposals and Reasons for cmsliluling a Council of Trade.
His professed object in
this work was, to suggest measures whereby tlie commercial interests of his country might be promoted.

The attempt was laudable, and, which is not always
the case, well-timed. A variety of unfortunate circumstances, and particularly the failure of the Darien expedition, had reduced the trade and manufactures of the country to a low ebb.
In such a state
of things, it might have been expected that the ex-

however feeble, of any public-spirited jndivi- L»w, Jota.
dual, in support of the interests of the country, would """^f^^
have met with general encouril^ment. This, however,
was not the case with the publication of Mr. Law. His
projects did not accord with the sentiments of the supreme judicature, and consequently met with no encouragement from that quarter. The proposal, also, which
he made to Parliament in 1705, for the establishment
of a paper currency, was rejected by the house, from
an idea, that if carried into effect it would be prejudJ-.
cial to the landed interests of the country.
This re-

ertions,

peated disappointment in his plans, the object of which
was, at one and the same time, personal aggrandizement and public good, naturally alienated his mind
from his native country. Accordingly he left Scotland
soon after, and was at Genoa in 1708. For five or six
years after he rambled about the continent, observing
the manners of the 'different nations, and making his
fortune by skill in games of hazard.
It is said, that
when be settled at Paris in 1714', he was possessed of a
fortune, acquired in this way, of £ 1 1 0,000.
Prior to this period, he had visited the capital of
France twice ; but his plans there met with as little encouragement as they did in England. The natural jealousy of the Parisians, also, would no doubt be excited
by the circumstance of his being a foreigner. Through
the advice and under the patronage of his friend the
King of Sardinia, however, he visited Paris a third
time, in 1714.
The death of Louis XIV. happened
soon after ; and he was patronised by the Duke of Orleans, regent during the minority of Louis XV.
By Law's advice and direction, certain improvements
were made in the state of the finances, and measures
adopted for establishing upon a firmer basis the sinking
credit of the covmtry.
In connection with his brother
William, then settled at London, he set up a private
bank, under the firm of the " General Bank of Law
Co.". So great was the public confidence placed in this
institution, and so uncommon the success of which it
was productive to the proprietors, that, about the close
of the year 1718, the Duke of Orleans resolved to take
it into his majesty's hands, as had at first been proposed.
This measure was strenuously opposed by the proprietors; but all opposition to the will of the crown being vain, the " General Bank of Law & Co." was, on
the 4tli December, 1718, incorporated by royal charter
into what was afterwards termed the " Royal Bank."
It was perhaps this circumstance which led to the more
speedy developement of that stupendous scheme, which
seems to have long occupied the mind of Law, generally known by the name of the Missisippi System.
The object of this scheme was to invest the whole of
the national trade, with certain revenues arising from
different sources, in the hands of one great company,
who might tlius be enabled to extend their commercial
projects to an indefinite extent.
By the suggestions of
Law, such a company actually was instituted, under
the name of the Company of the West.
To this company was granted the whole province of Louisiima in
North America, a country watered throughout by the
Missisippi river; from which circumstance the scheme
was generally known afterwards by the name of the
Missisippi System.
This vast project, which owed its
birth entirely to Law, who was in consequence appointed director-general of the company, soon became the
The minds of the lowtopic of general conversation.
er orders were interested by the fair prospects which
it held forth ;
while the novelty of the scheme attracted the notice not only of France, but of all the
other European natione. Nothing was talked of ia Pa-

&
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LAW.
Liv, John. ri« bnt th« MIsstsippi ; and nothing; was sought after
>«»!("• with such avidity aa ahares in the India Company. The
reputation and tne fame of Law extended far and wide.

Hia bouse wis crowded from morning till night with
visitor* from all quarters, most of whom were satisfied
with a look or m amile from the illustrious foreigner.
He was con«idered by all ranks as the saviour of the
kingdom and the same honour was conferred upon
him, as up<xi the king and regent themselves. Soon
after, he wa* dadared comptroller-general of the finan.
ee», or, in other word.*, prime minister of state.
Honours were heaped upon him from all quarters. He
waa dected an booorary member of the Academy of
Sdence* ; aod the firccoom of his native city was transmitted to him in a gold box of the value of £, 300.
Thua waa an obacure foreigner elevated at once to the
aecond rank of authority and power in the politest nation of Europe.
The (jrtem of which Law was the founder, continued to gain credit and influence for sometime. Its
immediate effect
the exaltation of the lower orders
in Pari*.
As there wa* daily a prodigious rise in the
price of share* ui the Company, those who had purchaaed a share one day, found themselves possessed of a
;

w^

fortune by selling it the next The distinctions betwixt maatfT and lervant was for a time abolished.
Migh and low, rich and poor, were banded togetlier.
Paris was crowded with strangers Irom all quarters of Europe; aad there waa a prodigious influx of wealth into
the Freadi empire. Thinking men soon perceived that
the neoeaaaiy ooDsequence* of such a state of things
would be, the deatructiiin of all government, the stagnation of trade, and the dissolution of morals.
The
order of thing* in society is so wisely constituted, that
<l> ^;«a such aa that which touk place upon the estabUafamaoC of the Miasiaippi system, could not fail to
prodoea the most baneful effects. Tlie grand ol>ject,
too, which the original projector of the scheme had in
view, must have been fntstrateil at least for the present,
by the ooafusion and disorder of which it was the im-

l

mediate occasion.

A

scheme, such as that which

we

are now contemplating, requires, in a pre-eminent deWhere these quali'
gree, fautiqf and deliberation.
tice are wanting, a scheme may promise fair, and it

may be borne up
The springs of an

for some time by popular favour.
organised body may be kept in motion by the mere ener;nr of enthusiasm ; but it requires
not the spirit of prophecy to foresee, tliat a scheme,
which has nothing more than novelty and enthusiasm
To the want,
to support it, wvl speedily be ruined.
then, or cntious inquiry aud cool philosophic deliberation, we BMjr attribute the speedy downfall of the MissjrMcn. The Comiiany speculated to a most
• extant The original proprietors forgot the
fiat which it was organised, and were intent
\j on the acquisition of wnlth for themselves and
Haoce in the midat of the general deliflrMnds.
riaa, thare wa* observed a constant drain of specie
floB iIm bank. So ntut was the desire manifested by
tlw m^tittn of the Companv to have their shares conand sOver, tnot there was scarcely left
nrtad into
trr—e*' of tneae articlM for the purposes of ordinary
circumiaa. From this and other causes, apprehensions
Accordingly,
flf danger to the national interest arose.
b]( ortain edict* published from the crown, it was easy
to perceive, that the downfall of the Missisippi system,
anoof Law'a jtrcatnras, was speedily^ to haupen. In
nrooMiting these events, personal pique ana envy, no
wubt, had a considerable share of influence. The greatof a foreigner gave umbrage to tb^ Parisian minis*
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and

their influence tended to alienate the

minds of Lbw, jaidi.
the nobles and of the king from Law.
Accordingly on '"^/*"»'
the 21st of May, 1720, a royal edict was published, ap;

pointing a gradual reduction in the value of the Company's shares, from 10,000 livres, at whicli they then
were, to 5000.
reduction of the same kind took
place upon the notes issued by the bank, which had
been prior to this time incorporated with the Missisippi Company.
These reductions were little different

A

from com|x>$ition or banknipty ; and hence this edict
gave a death blow to the reputation of Law, and the
niterests of the system. All public credit was lost. All
connected with the system, particularly the director
and his coadjutors, were stigmatised and calumniated.
Popular favour was in an instant turned into popular
rage. The career of entliusiasm was stopt in an instant,
while consternation and fury pervaded all ranks of peo.
pie.
The Missisippi system was now completely at an
end.
All that remained to be done was the payment
of its debts, and this, upon inquiry, was found to
be no easy matter. A commission was appointed for
the purpose ; while the ministers of state, and all who
possessed rank
in their

With

^d influence

in Paris, did every thing

power

to restore things to their usual channel.
respect to the propriety and design of the Mis-

scheme, a variety of opinions have been entertained.
Some have thought, that the whole was a project devised for the purposes of mono{X)lisii)g individuals, at the expenee of the country.
Others have
thought, that it involved in it treasonable intentions
Neither of these suppositions, howagainst the state.
ever, is supported by any plausible arguments.
We
sisippi

have no right to impute evil motives, when the facts in
auestion may with equal ease be accounted for upon
In all likelihood, those
le supposition of good ones.
originally connected with the Missisippi business were
actuated by the best intentions. Law's object seems to
have been, to revive the interests of commerce, and to
extend the trade of France beyond its former bounds.
It readily occurred to him, as it would have done to
any one in his situation, that the grand obstacle to commercial sjjeculation in France, was the limite<l nature
of the exertions hitherto made. The means possessed
by individuals were ineflTectual to the production of any
It seemed necessary, theregreat and lasting effects.
fore, that commercial speculation should become an obThis appeared to be the most
ject of general interest.
efTectual method by which the evil might be remedied.
There is reason to think, however, that, in running
from one extreme. Law and his coadjutors fell into anInstead of applying the remedy with care and
other.
caution, they seem to have overdone the matter. They
formed ideas toa vast; and the plan to which these
ideas gave rise were too complicated and extensive. It
waa desirable that a great trading company should be
established ; but there was a danger lest tlie machine,
from its size, should become incapable of being moved.
Mental energies are especially requisite in order to the
promotion of some great object ; but there is reason to
think, that when a variety of principles, prepossessions,
and views, are associated together, the mental energies
of individuals may be lost in the general mass. Enlightened schemes may be counteracted by the suggestions of one parsimonious individual. The best concerted plan may be frustrated by a want of co-operation.
Where an association is formed upon so broad a basis as
that of the Missi.sippi, great discrimination in tjie admission of members is requisite. Such discrimination
does not appear to have been exercised by the Missisippians to « sufKcient extent. It was not iuquiied.
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l.siaretto.

betwixt those

who

scheme from mere

intentions shares in the company
line of distinction was not drawn
wished to be connected with the

A

after.

seciihir

and private ends, and those

who

entertained enlightened ideas of national improvement. In a word, the Missisippi system presents to
our view a .stately fabric, but destitute of a proper
foundation.
In it we discover a great and enterprising
mintJ, devising pkns of political good
while, at the
same time, we discern the want of that cool and discriminating judgment, from the union of which witll
genius, the most beneficial effects may be expected.
The prosperous career of Law was now tenninated.
The rage of tlie populace continually increased, and he
saw no prospect either of favour or of safety, if he
remained any longer at Paris. Accordingly "he left
France, and came once more to his native country. He
went by the way of Holland, passing under the name
of M. du .lardin. Wherever he was known, he was
received by all ranks with kindness and respect. All
were desirous to see the man who had extended his
fame far and wide, and who, from an obscure and private station, had, by the exertion of his-owii abilities,
risen to the highest civil rank which a commoner
can
atbiin.
He passed through Brussels and Venice, and
went to England by the way of Bohemia, Hanover, and
Denmark. At Copenhagen, he found a British squadi-on, in which he was safely conveyed to
London.
There he took a splendid house, and was daily visited
by the first ranks of people. Soon after his arrival, he
heard of the confiscation of his property in France.
Conscious, however, of the rectitude of his intentions,
and of the fidelity with which he had conducteti himself in tlie different stations which he was ajipomted
to
;

fill, he naturally expected, that, after the
fulle.-^t investigation, die balance would be found considerably in
his favom-.
In this, his expectations %vere frustrated.

The

who had always been

regent,

his friend,

and who

did not desert him in this sad reversal of his fortunes,
died suddenly on the 2d December, 1723. With him
perished tlie last liopes of Law. All prospect of recovering any pait of his property became every day fainter and fiiinter.
His official salary, which, through the
regent's kindness, had hitherto been regularly transmitted to him, was discontinued. He soon became embarrassed.

Suits against

England and

in France,

him were commenced both in
and he was threatened with

imprisonment by his creditors. He made another attempt, through the Duke of Bourbon, prime minister
of France, to recover his property ; but this entirely
failed.
In the yeai- ITa.-l, he bid a final adieu to Britain, and fixed his residence at Venice. There he
died in
a state of comparative indigence, on the 2 st of March,
1729, in the .58th year of his age. He was buried in
one of the churches of the city, where a monument is
erected to his memory.
The following epitaph appeared soon after
1

Ce
Ce

git cet Ecosso'n- cilehre,
calcidatcur sans egak.
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See Canada,

vol.

V. p. 323, S29,

331, 3i5.

LAYBACH. See Cahniola, vol. V. p. 475, 476.
LAZARETTO, is the name of a public building for
the reception of persons who are appointed to
perform
quarantine, in consequence of coming from places
suspected of the plague.
See Howard's Account of the
prtncipul Lazarettos in Europe, Warrington,
1789, and
the article

yuA«ANTiNE.

LAZULI
LEAD.

Lapis.

See Mineraloot.
See Chemistry, «vo1. VI. p. 24

S5 Og
Metal'-oroy and MivERAtoGY.
', '
'
LEADHILLS. See Lanakkshibe, vol. XIL p. 514
LEAF. See Botany, vol. IV. p. 39. and p. 58."
sect.

'

V.

LEAGUE.

See Measures.
OF THE Ten Jurisdictions.

LEAGUE

soNS, vol. X. p. 520.

LEASE.

See Agrtculturb, Index, and

Scotland, vol. XII. p. 670.

See Gnt-

Law
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LEATHER,

is a substance prepared from
the skint
of several sorts of animals, for various important
purposes.
It 13 used particularly by glovers,
hamesa.
makers, coachmakers, saddlers, breeches-makers,
gilt-

leather-makers,

cliairmakers, shoemakers, and bookbinders.
An account of the art of preparing leather
will be found under Tanning.

LEBADEA, is a town in Turkey, situated between
Delphi and Thebes. The streets of the town are narrow and ill paved ; and in consequence of the numerous
conduits and channels for supplying mil's and reservoirs from the bed of the Hercyna, water is seen
fidling
in all directions.
Lebadea is celebrated for the Hieron
of Trophonius, which is situated a few paces from the
spot where the river Hercyna issues from beneath
a
rock.
None of the Grecian antiquities are better authenticated th;m this.
An uncertainty, however, exists
respecting the Adytum, or residence of the oracle, in
consequence of the interior not having been exjilored in
modern times. The narrow aperture, supposed to lead
to the Adytum, is close to the ground, and is choaked
with stones and rubbish.
Below the aperture, a fountain issues from several small pipes into a bath, paved
with large hewn stones and pieces of marble, and which
Wits used by those who came to consult the oracle
The most sacred part of the Hieron, containing the
entrance to the Adytum, and the niches for the rfowo
voliva, is a perpendicular rock of black marble facinrr
the east.
The niches, which are 1 2 in number, are
above the Adytum, and to the right and left of it/ and
have different shapes and magnitudes. The largest is
an entire chamber of stone, containing a stone bench,
which may have been the throne of Mnemosyne. This
chamber is 5 feet 10 inches from tlie ground, and the
whole of it is hewn from the solid rock. It is 12 feet
« inches long, 1 1 feet 3 inches wide, and 8 feet 8 inches
high.
The stone bench is 8 feet 9 inches long, J 4
inches wide, and 1 8 inches high.
The fountain which we have mentioned, serves to
supply the town of Lebadea with its best water.
Dr. Clarke ascended the citadel on the summit of the
rock above the cave, and found there the capital of a
large Corinthian pillar, of a rare variety.
It was made
of the hard black marble of the rocks ujjon which the
citadel stands.
Within the fortress he observed a few
fragments of antiquity ; and in a mosque near it some

Lebadea has a considerable commerce in the produce of Attica, Bceotia, and Thessaly, and ciuries on a
thriving export trade even to London, of com, and cot>«
ton, and currant raisins, which it procures from Patras.
The ancient Anticyra, now Aspropiti, is the port of Le*
badea.
The wine of Orchomenus is sold here, and is
sometimes like the clearest spring water. The honey
of Lebadea is sent to the Grand Signior's seraglio
Le*
badea contains 500 houses. A very fuU and interesting account of the cave of Trophonius, with a drawing
of it, will be found in Dr. £. \). Clarke's Trautlt, vo1

iv. p.

125—136.
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Que, pur les regies de I'algibre,
mis la Fiance a Vhopital.
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LEBAVOM,

or Libancs, is a celebrated mountain
of Aaia, on the borders of Palestine and Syria. It is
purt of a group in the form of a horse-shoe, yrhich
""****??** 'itt'e above Smyrna, about three or four
Issues flmn the Mediterranean, and extending souths
towards Sido;i, takes an easterly direction toyoKi^ DaMUCns, and thence winds northward The
nam* of Lebmon is given to the western ridge, and
Amilebmon to the eastern, comprehending CoelosjTia
between them.
Mou nt Lebanon is raid to be composed of a hard calMlllM of » whitish colour, sonorous like freestone,
aad arTM^ed in «raU of various inclinations. The celaknted traveller, M. Burckhardt, whose recent death
u so deeply deplored, axcended this mountain in 1811,
and has stated in "letter to Dr. E. D. Clarke, that it is
e"«np«'««* of primitive limestone.
From a very ague calculation, Volney has estimated
the height of LebMwn at 1500 or 1600 tathoins. It is
about too leagues in compass, and consists of tbor
ridgw riaing one above another. The first ridge produces grain and fruits in great aljundance ; the second,
which IS rocky aad barren, produces nothing but thorns;
the third is covered with fruitful gardens and orchards;
and the laat, which is uninhabitable from the extreme
cold, is coverad with dea;> i iwwi, which remain almost
all the year.
The rivers which flow fWira this mountain, are the
Jordan, Rocham, Nahar-Rossian, and Nahar-Cadicha,

In 1811, the parish contained,
Inhabited houses
Families

ad aareral MnaHer streams.

!

!

Do. employed in trade and manufactures

!

!

.

.

Population
Sec the Beauties of England and Wales, vol.

wm^
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593

—

g04
654
242
3136
vi. pace
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LEDYARD.

See ArniCA, Vol. I. p. igg^
Vermes and Sui;gery.
a large manufacturing town of England,
in the West Riding of Yorkshire, is situated on the
north bank of the Aire, on an eminence, which rises
gently from the river to the upper end of the town,
and slopes to the east, west, and south. The suburbs
on the south side of the river, are connected with the
town by a freestone bridge, which foi-nis an excellent
entrance to the to^vn.
Leeds is about half a mile broad
from north to south, and nearly a mile and a half long
from east to west Briji^ate, the principal street, ib
about 500 yards long and 30 brond, and divides the
town nearly into two parts. In the middle of the town,
both to the east and west of Briggate, are several good
streets, and many lai^ and elegant houses. Ihe western
part is however tl>e most elegant, and is adorned widi
very handsome houses. In the old parts of the town
the streets are narrow and crooked, and in some places
not very clean
but in general the town is cleanly
kept, and every street has a flagged jwveraent on each

LEECH.
LEEDS,

See

;

side.

quantitiea of cyder arc manufactured in tit* neighbour-

The principal public buildings in Leeds, are the five'
churches, St. Peter's, St John's, St. James', Trinity
Church, and St Paul's, the dissenting chapels, the ge»
neral infirmary, the bouse of recovery, the free grammar sdiool, the mixed cloth hall, the white cloth hall,
the gaol and court-house, the king's mills, the water
works, the charity school, the Leeds national school,
and the circulating library. The churcli of St Peter
is a large and ancient building,
165 feet long and
9~ broad. It is built in the form of a cross, with a
tower or steeple 96 feet high, and underwent a thorough repair in 1811. I'his church contains many interesting monuments, one of which, designed and executed in marble by Flaxraan, is peculiarly elegant, and
was erected by the town of Leeds to the memory of
C^tains Samuel Walker and Richard Becket, who fell
in ISOg at the battle of Falavera.
St. John's church,
begim in 1631, and consecrated in 1634, was founded
and finislied by John Harrison, Esq. It consists of
two aisles only, with a single row of columns up the
middle ; and the tower is placed almost at one angle of
the west end. St James' church is built of stone, in
the form of an octagon.
It was first occupied by the
Countess of Huntingdon's preachers ; but was aflerwards bought for the establishment. Trinity church
is a handsome building in the Greek style, with a tower
surmounted by a spire. It is ornamented externally
with eight Doric pillars on each side ; and the roof is
sustained by a double row of Composite columns. The
entire expence of the building was £ 4.563.
St. Paul's
church is an elegant stone building, which was erected
through the exertions of the Rev. Miles Atkinson, at an
ex|>ence of It 0,000. It was consecrated in 1 793. The
architecture is Roman ; and the end front consists of a
pediment, supported by four Ionic pilasters. The spire
'fhe dissenting meeting-houses.
very handsome,
which are eight in number, are one Presbyterian, one
Unitarian, three of Independents, one of Scotch Pres«
byterians, one of Baptists, and one of Quakers, besides
two Methodist meetmg-houses, and a Roman Catholic

hood.

chapeL

The wines

of l.ebanon have long been celebrated,
The principal of these is the Vino d'Oro, or golden
colottrcd wme, which rs not boiled, but purifies itself
b* keeping. Tlie vintage commences about the end of

nMcobar.
If «nt Labanaw ia chiefly inhabited by the Maronites,
and by the wild Arabs, of the sect of Kali. The conTent occupied by the Maronite piitriiirch, consists of varioua grottos, of which the ehwrch is the Urgent, cutout
oTtibe rock.
It lies in a deep bottom, to which tliere
b a narrow and steep deaoent. See Volney'a 'I ravels in
Sgria, and darfce's rnrtU, vol. ii. p. J56.
LEDBUKY, is an ancient borougn and market town
of England, in the i-oiinty of Hereford. It stands
abovt one mile west of the river Leddon, on a declivity
within a snail valley, formed by the wcU-wooded eminmat, caHed Dog Hill, and other eminences. It conrfMi air two aticeta, crossing one another at right angles,
TWariiMipd street extends north and south, and hat a

iww R>w near the old

market- house, which is supand oonsiats of timber and
ca r ad with plaater, tihe beaaaa being painted
Mack. Matnr of the old homea are built in this way
wttli prejectn^ stories ; but the modem ones ore of red
I'he church is a large building
brick, and kxA welL
It consists of a nave, side aisles,
of Sason architecture.
dlHicel ; a chapel dedicated to .^t Catherine and
a detached tower, which rises to the height o( sixty
feet, terminating in a fine «iire. ITiere is a curious Saxon door- way on the we«t front; and the church con-
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The prinanal artidea mani&ctured here, are ropes,
the clothing tnule, which
linen, and sacks for meal
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flourishing, having tiow declined. Creat
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The

Leeds,

general infirmary is a large and handsome brick
building of Roman architecture.
It was founded in
1768, and was opened in 1771- It is 150 feet long,
and 88 wide. The court is 18fi feet by 30 ; and the
back court, with the offices and gardens, is 186 feet by
An attic story was added to the central part of
120.
the building in 1 7,9?. Mr. Howard, who visited Leeds
in 1788, says, that this hospital is one of the best in the
kingdom. The average number of in-patients annually during the three years preceding 1816, was 764,
and the out-patients 1675. The house of recovery was
founded in Vicar Lane in 1802, and opened in 1804,
and is apjpropriated to the reception of poor persons afflicted

The

with infectious fevers.
free

rison, Esq.

grammar
and

school

was erected by John Har-

I692 was enlarged by Mr. Lawson.
In 1 780, an excellent hoiise was erected near the school
in

for the use of the master.
,
The mixed or coloured cloth hall, built in 1758, is
.a quadrangular building, enclosing an open area of
127^ yards by 66. It is divided into six covered streets,

each of which contains two rows of stands. Each stand
is 22 inches in front, and has the name of the clothier
painted upon it. The total number is 1 800. The numjber of master manufacturers, however, does not exceed
.1780, some of them having two stands.
Each stand
originally cost three guineas ; but they are now worth
from £ 8 to £,15. The hall is so completely lighted,
that the colours of the goods can be seen as distinctly
•as, in the open air.

.

The

undyed cloth hall, built in I775, is a
99 yards long and 70 broad, and is divided
-into five covered streets, each of which has a double
row of stands, the total number of which is 1210. Each
^vhite or

fiuadrangle

-of these cost originally 30 shillings, but they now sell
from
3 to
8.
small hall was erected some years
ago in Albion street, for the use of those clothiers who
had not received a regular apprenticeship, and who
could not therefore be admitted into the other halls.

£

£

A

The market for coloured cloths is held every Mon.day and Saturday at nine in the mMTiing, and that for
white cloth on Tuesday at one o'clock. The market
commences by the ringing of a bell. At the end of an
hour a second bell rings; and at the end of a quarter of
an hour a third bell announces that the market must be
cleared.
All the business is therefore completed in an
hour and a quarter ; and if any merchant remain in the
hall after the last bell is finished, he is fined five shillings, and the same sum for every five minutes that he
continues there. After the cloths have been properly
fulled, and the uniformity of their fabric certified by a
leaden ticket affixed by the inspector, they are brought
to the market in the rough. The buyers purchase in a
few words, and the cloths are taken to the warehouses
to be examined.
part of the price is then paid, and
six months credit given for the balance.
Th? new court-house and prison, at the bottom of
Park-Row, may be ranked among the first public
buildings of the town.
The first stone was laid on
the 2d of September, 1811, and the edifice was completed in 1813.
The principal front is towards PaikEow, and consists of a portico of four CorintSiian columns, and two wings, which have paimels highly
wrought in bas relief, containing the fasces, fleece,
wreaths, &c. The rotation-office, and the West Riding
magistrates' room, are on eaeh side of the vestibule, and
communicate with the great room, which contains an
elevated stage for the public, capable of containing 800
persons. There are also two galleries, one for the grand
jury, and a ccrresjonding one fca: ladies ; a room fox

A

the counsel, and a retiring-room for the jury, which

communicates with their Imjx. The casement story,
which is entirely arched with 'stone, consists of an open
ground arcade, for the use of the military, belirnd which
is a guard-room, and an engine-room, sufficiently large
to contahi the whole of the town and fire-office engines.
There are also on this story, gaoler's apartments, which
command the prison-court, in which are thirteen cells.
The king's mills are held by a grant from the crown
by J. P. Neville, Esq. and all the inhabitants of Leeds
are obliged to grind their com there.
The water-works are near the bridge over the Aire,
and supply the town with abundance of soft water.
Adjoining to them are the vast warehoflges belonging
to the A ire and Calder Navigation.
The charity-school, in which 70 boys are taught
reading, writing, and arithmetic, and 50 girls reading,
writing, and knitting, was founded by Mr. Harrison.
The children are admitted at seven, and remain till
fourteen.
The Leeds national school is a convenient and handsome edifice, for the instruction of 320 boys and 1 80
girls on Dr. Bell's system.
It was begun in 1812, and
opened in 1813.
Lancastrian school was also erected in 1812, and
is a large and commodious brick building.
Wesley chapel, a very handsome and spacious
building, was erected in Maiden-lane in 1816.
Leeds has an excellent circulating library, which was
established in 1768 by the exertions of Dr. Priestley.
It contains a large and excellent collection of books,
and some valuable manuscripts, which are deposited in
a splendid apartment, erected at an expence of £5000.
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Magnificent assembly rooms have been built in Leeds,
and dancing assemblies are held every fortnight dm-ing
The theatre was built in 1771 ; but durthe winter.
ing four years previous to 1816 it was shut up.
Besides the institutions we have mentioned, there is
a workhouse, built in 1 636 by Mr. Sykes, several old
almshouses, founded by John Harrison, Esq. and consisting of 20 dwellings, to which 12 more have been
added, and 10 new almshouses, founded by Mrs. Potter,
for the widows of deceased tradesmen.
The principal manufacture of Leeds and its vicinity
is that of cloth.
It consisted formerly of the coarser
kinds, but the superfine cloths are now manufactured
on a great scale. Swandowns, toilenets, kerseymeres,
and various other fancy articles are also made here.
Manufactures of sacking, canvas, linen, and thread, have
also been carried on to a considerable extent. Two carpet manufactories have also been established, besides
several cotton mills, manufactories for flat and green
glass, and for fine and coarse pottery goods. There are
also several founderies. On the banks of the Aire, and
its tributary streams, are mills for grinding corn, dyers
wood, rape-seed, for fulling cloth, and for driving the
machinery for the carding and spinning of wool. There
is likewise a large manufactory of steam engines carried
on by Mr. Mathew Murray, which, we believe, is the
largest in England exceptuig that of Messrs. Boulton
and Watt.
Leeds is one of the principal marts of the woollen
manufactures in tlie west riding of Yorkshire, and a
great part of the cloths pass through the hands of die
Leeds merchants. The manufacturers of mixed cloths
reside chiefly in the villages belonging to the parish of
Leeds, westward of the town, and at Dewsbury and its
vicinity, &c.
The white cloth is made also at Dewsbury, and in a district six miles distant from Leeds.
The borough of Leeds, which includes the whole pa-
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councillors.

The country round Leeds is pleasant and beautiThe vale of tlie Aire is highly interesting. The

ful.

and within three or four miles of the
town there is abundance of coal, which is very cheap.
Within a mile of the town are vast quarries of argillaceous schiatBS, which supply Leeds, &c. with flag-stones.
The foUowing h an abstract of the population of the
town andUbcny of Leeds for the year 1811.
is

.'^>il

very

fertile,
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.

.

IS.SiS
13.641
11,T39
29,fiU

.

.

.

83.08?

Tatal popoliUiOQ
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.
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&c.

Long. 0*37' 26", and North

48' 0".

For &rther information respecting this opulent town,
see tbe magnificent work of Thoresby, entitled Ducatut
Leodientu, edited by Dr. Whitaker, and published at
Leeds in 1816; also Whitaker's iMdes and Elmele,
Leeds, 1816, a work of equal splendour and the Beautiet of England and li'akt, vol. xvi. p. 775.
LEETAKOO or Lattakoo, It a large and populous
dty of Africa, and the capital of the territory of the
Booahooana tribes. This town was visited in 1801 by
Dr. William Soroerville and Mr. I'ruter, and is sixteen days ioumey beyond tl>e Orange river. The account of the town given by these travellers, wiU be
found in our article Booshooanab.
LecUkoo was viaited in June 1813, by the Rev. Mr.
;

Caaipbell, minitter of King«land Chapel, who has given
a very full account of the inhabitants. He describes
tbe city aa lying in a valley between hills, and stretching about three or four miles from cwt to west. The
dty is divided into about 50 districts, separated from
cadi other, having each a headman, or alderman, and a
riarr endoaed for public resort, where the men spend
the greater part of the day together, dreaaing skins, and
mahmg knivea, and various articles. Copper and iron
from some nation farther west ; and it is
an
ondentooil that there are copper mines in mountains
not vary diitnt Cram Leetakoo. From these metals
thejMopie oiana&cture axes, adxes, knives, spears, and

^mir^

bodkiw, rings for the lees, arms, fingers, and ears.
Their doaka are made and sewed as well as those of
Saropaans. The women of Leetakoo build the hou.se!>,
Sg the fields, and sow and reap, while the men milk
Even the
the cows, make their clothes, and go to war.
Qlimi digs the ground along with the other females.
Tier use a kind of pick-axe. They all sing when at
w«rk, and strike the ground in time. In the house of
%'iVVt1~» (he king's brother, Mr. Campbell saw paintings, which were rude r e presentations of the cameleon

and

rfainaoeioa, elephant, lion, tiger,

and

steinlHick.

clay wall with white and black
paint by Saiakootoo's wife. The water by which the
town is supplied, is obtained from holes at the end of
a hill about a mile to the. westward. Each hole is one

They were drawn on
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governed b; a mayor, 12 aldermen, and 24

tlie

and two feet deep. From 50 to 100
are to be found at theae little wells fVom momFrom the best calculation which Mr.
i«^ till evening.
CanobeU couU make, he est intslnl the niunber of
hoMSs at 1500, and the inhabitanto at 7500. There
are, it is said, about a thousand places called outposts,
foot in diameter,

women

where there are people and cattle.
Mr. Campbell places Leetakoo in about 36° 12' of
South LaL and 85° U' East of Greenwich. See Barxow's Trmtii in (ht SoiUh <^ Afrkai and Campbell's

Travels in the South of Africa, chap. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20. Lond. 1815.
LEFOOGA. See Friendly Isles, vol. ix. p. 755,
col. 1.

LEGACY.
LEGEND.

See Law, p. 624, § 27, and p. 680, § 3.
See Medals.
LEGHORN, or Livorno, anciently Liburni partus,
and Litntmum, is a flourishing city and sea-port town
of Italy, in the Grand Duchy of 'Tuscany. It is situated in the Mediterranean, in a marshy and unliealthy
country, opposite to the small island of Malora. The
town, which is well fortified, is of a square form, and
is about 12,790 feet in circumference.
Its streets are
straight, regular, and wide, and many of the buildings
are tolerably handsome.
The fine street, called the
Street of Ferdinand, traverses the town in a straight
line from the gate of Pisa to the Colonella gate.
The
Place of Arms is a noble square.
Leghorn contains fourteen churches, two Greek chapels, an Armenian chapel, and a magnificient synagogue.
Its principal church is collegiate; and the
constant residence of the canons fixes several men of
learning in tlie town.
The fi-ee Turks and Turkish
slaves have a mosque ; but, with the exception of the
English, who have a chaplain, the Protestants are not
permitted the free exercise of their religion. One of
the principal objects of interest at Leghorn is the marble
statue, erected

by Cosmo 11. to his father the Grand
I., which is the work of Giovanni del

Duke Ferdinand

It stands in an open place before the harbom-.
gigantic figures of the Turkish slaves, chained at
the angles of the pedestal, are particularly admired.
The Campo Satita^ or the Cemetery of the Catholics, is
planted with cypress, and has some fine chapels. The
cemetery of the English is still more magnificent, and
contains some superb mausoleums.
The harbour is divided into the outer and the inner. The inner harbour
serves merely for four or five gallies, which are employed against the Corsairs. The outer harbour is formed by a mole, 600 common paces long. It is well paved,
with a partition in the middle for sheltering the shipping from the wind on one side. From this mole,
which is a favourite promenade, are seen the piinta Cavalfggieri, the lighthouse, which stands on a rock, and
has 30 lamps in one lanthom, the islands of Gorgona,
Large ships lie
Meloria, Capraia, and even Corsica.
beyond the mole, moored to pillars of large iron rings,
as there is not a sufl^ciency of water in the harbour.
There arc at Leghorn three lazarettos and an arsenal ;
and tlie vessels perform quarantine at Moleto. The inhabitants of Leghorn carry on an extensive trade, which
is greatly proinote<l by the freetlom of the port, as every bale of goods, whatever be its size, pays only two
Coral is the principal object of mapiastres, or scudi.
After it is obtained from the
nufactiu-e at Leghorn.
It is first
fisheries, it is manufactured for the Indies.
reduced into small grains (like those of beads) of different sizes, which is done by first cutting the coral into
small cubical pieces, then perforating them, and afterwards grinding them on a revolving stone, till they reThey are next arranged into
ceive uie desired shape.
siees by passing them through sieves, and assorted according to similarity of colour. The most lively colours
are the most prized in the Indies, and the palest arcmost esteemed in Germany. The largest are .sold at 60
At the orphans' hospital there is
francs per ounce.
The great part
a manufacture of artificial flowers.
of the trade of Leghorn is carried on by the Jews, who
live in a particular part of the city, and, though subject
to heavy exactions, they are still in a prosperous state.
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Articles brought into Leghorn from the Continent pay
heavy duties to goveinment, aiid from that cause, as
well as from the monopolies of brandy, tobacco, and
salt,

the necessaries of

life

are very dear.

Leghorn is famous for its great magazines of oils,
which were constructed by the Medici family. They
are square vaults, from four to five feet high, built of
brick, and covered inside witli a sort of stucco, matle of
pounded bricks. These magazines are capable of holding no less tlian 24,000 barrels. Every merchant has
his own reservoir, and keeps the key of it.
The bowhng-green, called Gli Sparti, and the ramparts, are the favourite promenades
The convent of
Monte Nevo, at a short distance from Leghorn, is highly celebrated.
Leghorn contains no antiquities. The
water of Leghorn is so bad, that tlie opulent inhabitants supply themselves frpm Pisa.
The principal imports of Leghorn from Great Britain are, alum, Jesuits' bark, cassia, fistula, and
lignea, cinnamon, cloves, nutmegs, pepper, pimento,
black and white ginger, Carraca, West India and Maranham cocoa, coffee, black and silver cochineal, Pernambuco, Maranham, Bahia, and Bengal cotton, cod
and stockfish, Buenos Ay res and Brazil hides. East India, Caracca, and Guatimala indigo, lead in pigs, lead
ore, litharge, nankeens in short pieces, Jamaica and
Leeward Islands rum, raw and refined sugar, Havannah
white and brown, Brazil ditto, tin in plates |d single,
and 4d double, Virginia and Brazil tobacco, English
and Scotch wheat, fustic, logwood, Brazil or Pernam-

buco wood, Nicaragua in large logs, Manchester, Birmingham, and Nottingham manufactures.
1 he principal exports of Leghorn are, sweet and
bitter almonds, anchovies, Bologna white argil, Florence ditto, red and white, Sicily barilla, juniper berries, Sicily rough brimstone, Tuscan ditto in rolls, cantharides, Parmesan cheese, cream of tartar, Zante currants,essence of hergamot and lemon, Smyrnablack galls,
Aleppo black galls in sorts, gum arable and tragaeanth,
Bologna hemp, Irios root, liquorice, paste, lemon juice,
madder root of Cyprus and Smyrna, manna in flakes
and in sorts, Lucca oU in jars and in half chests, GaUipoh oil, orange peel and buds, quicksilver, Lipari and
Smyrna raisins, Tuscan rags, sponges, saif-flower, saffron aquillas, Sicily sumac, senna, Tuscan hunb and
kid skins, white and mottled soap, valonea, &c.
The population of tliis town is variously stated. Some
make it 60, and even 70,000 ; others from 40 to 50,000
and Eustace calls it only 30,000. East Long. 10° 16'
45". and North Lat. 430 33' 5".
See Eustace's Travels,
vol.

ii.

p. 295.

LEIBNITZ, Godfrey William,

a celebrated philosopher and mathematician, was born at Leipsic in l646,
and was the son of Frederic Leibnitz, professor of rao;ral philosophy, and secretary to the university in that
city.
He made a rapid progi-ess in classical learning,
and discovered, in his youth, a ready talent of versification.
His academical studies were very extensive,
but were particularly directed to the writings of the
Greek philosophers, whose systems he attempted to reconcOe with each other, and with that of Des Cartes.
He devoted himself chiefly, however, to the study of
the law, as a professional pursuit ; and was admitted
bachelor of that faculty at Jena in 1665, and doctor at
Altorf in the year following. Upon a visit to the university of Nuremberg, he connected himself with a society of learned men, who were engaged in the pursuit
of the philosophers stone, and to whom he acted for
«Mne time in the office of secretary ; he having at-
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tracted

I

notice of Baron Bomebourg, first minister LeU,n^t^.
ot the Elector of Mentz, he
repaired under liis patronage to Frankfort on the Maifte. In
1C6S, he wrote a
treatise in support of tlie
elector palatine's prfiensions
to the crown of Poland,
which had then become va.
cant, and was in consequence
invited to the court of
tUat pnnce; but his patron
Boinebourg prevented his
acx:eptance of the invitation,
by procuring him tlie
tlie

'—v—

of-

of counseUor of the chamber of
review at Mentz,
and afterwards engaged him to take charge
of his son
at Paris.
He applied himself in that city to the study
of raatlicmatics, in which he had not
previously made
much progress, particularly to the writings of Pascal,
bt. \ mcent, Huygens, &e.;
and attracted^so much notice by his invention of a new
arithmetical macliine,
that he was offered a seat, as a
pensionary member,
the Academy of Sciences. But his
promotion in
l-rance would have' required his desertion
of the principles of Protestantism ; and removing
to England in
1673, he became acquainted with the learned members
of the Royal Society, and especially with
Mr. Collins,
fice

m

from

whom

he received some hints of the method of
which had been invented by Sir Isaac Newton in 1664 or 1665.
Receiving advice of the deatll
of the Elector of Mentz, by which he lost his office
and salary, he returned to France, and was soon afterwards appointed by the Duke of Brunswick- Lunenburg
one of his counsellors, but pei-mitted to remain at Paris
fluxions,

m

order to complete his arithmetical machine. In 1676
he returned to England, and went from thence to Hanover, where he experienced tlie same favour from Ernest Augustus, bishop of Osnaburg (afterwards Geo.
I.)
as from his predecessor, and at his request
began to compile a history of the house of Brunswick.
In 1700, he
was admitted a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences
at Paris ; and in the same year was appointed
perpetual
president of the Academy at BerKn, which the elector of Brandenburg (afterwai-ds king of Prussia)
had
founded by his advice. To this institution he sent numeroHS dissertations on various subjects ; and projected an academy of the same kind at Dresden, but which
the troubles in Poland prevented from taking effect.
About this time he applied himself to the construction
of " a universal language," which had already occupied
the attention of the learned, and which he proposed to
accomplish by employing characters resembling as much
as possible those of algebra.
His fame spread rapidly
over Europe, and attracted the patronage of several
crowned heads. In 1 7 1 1 , he was made aulic counsellor
to the emperor, from whom he received a pension of
2000 florins, and who promised to double die sum,
upon condition of his residing at Vienna. He was chosen as a privy counseUor also by the czar of Muscovy,
with a pension of 1000 ducats ; and it is said, that he
was offered the place of keeper of the Vatican Library
at Rome, by Cardinal Casaiiata.
Upon the accession

of his patron tlie elector of Hanover to the throne of
Great Britain, Leibnitz agam visited England in 1714,
where he was treated with great distinction ; and, soon
after his arrival, he engaged in a controversy wiUl Dr.
Saniuel Clarke, on the subjects of free-will, space, &c.
which terminated only with his death in 1716, at 70
years of age.
Leibnitz, as to his person, was of a middle stature
and spare habit of body; near-sighted, of a studious
air, and mild aspect.
He was extremely temperate in
his mode of living ; taking his meals only when hunger
impelled him, and using a plain though strong diet.
His temper was naturally hot, but he was able to re3

LEI
strain

it,

wa* both

after the first
attable

and

over,

and

polite in conversation, as well as
ffreatly averse to disp\itation.
was indefatigable in
his application to study ; and used to impress any sub-

He

ject indelibly

to paper.

on

his

memory by merely committing

it

He was

perpetually occupi«l with projects,
chiefly for the promotion of learning and science ; but
one of hit laoat romantic schemes wan that of a general
gowrmmeat (or Europe under one jwwer, in which the
•Bmror of Germany was intended to direct the civil,

na

the pope tlie ecclesiastical department He was
ntuhrtfiU of hi« own interest, in the midst of

•ekiflai
all

his •pecakftitns,

and was

sufficiently solicitous to

•rcore the favmir of princes, as well as to turn their patranafre to his own adrantage.
He was indeed conidered as food of accumulating money, of which he
left at his death about 60,000 crowns ; and the greater
part of the smn was found in sacks, in various kinds of
specie.
In his religious sentiments, he professed to be
a Littbenn, and wrote several treatises against heretical atheiMical tenets; but his scheme of setting the
pope at the- head of the religion of Europe his neglect
of all pablic warship— an<l the sentiments expressed in
serCTM of his writmgs, have made it probable that lie
had no ttry fixed cmmions on the subject, and that he
eonenled those which he really entertained. He was
nercr raarricd, though he made some proposals witli
that view, when he was al)out 50 years of yge ; but the
lady desiring time to consider, gave him an opportunity to do the same ; and led him to the conclusion
that " marriage was a good tiling, but that a wise man
ought to consider of it all his life." He was unjpe-tinnaWyam^. of eminent p^us and extensive
fcammg.
His writings treat of a vast variety of
saMccts, sdenttfie, literan'. pobtioid, and metaphysical,
and were pubUiiMd in diiHeretit forms and places but
ted by .^l. Dutcns, and printed at Gewe—
large vols. 410, in 1768.
nr
A verj- t«ill aceou.ii ' -..i- dispute between Leibnitx and Newton,
respecting the invention of fluxions, will be found under pLt- xioiKf, vol. ix. p. SUS. See also Mathematics,
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ward I. In the reifjn of Henry VIII. one wag chosen
by the mayor and his brethren, and the other by the
inhabitants at large.
This
till the time of Charles II.

mode of election continued "*"nr"^
when the commons at large
From this period, the right

and

paying scot and lot. The
supposed to be about 2000 ; but
persons living in the borough by certificate, not having
gained a settlement by renting £lO per annum, or serving in an annual office, are not entitled to vote. The
government of the town is vested in a mayor, recorder,
steward, bailiff, 24 aldermen, 48 common councilmen,
town-clerk, &c. The chief trade of Leicester consists
in combing and spinning wool, and manufacturing
The goods are chiefly coarse ; part
it into stockings.
alms,

in the inhabitants

number of voters

is

are consumed in the county, and part exported.
The
trade of Leicester was long stationary, but latterly it
has been much improved and extended.
In the year
IHSO, there was onl)' one stocking-maker in this town
at present there are nearly 100, who employ about 4000
frames ; and, when trade is good, between 15,000 and
20,000 dozen pairs of stockings are manufactured in a
week. Between 7000 and 8000 persons are directly or
indirectly in some branch of the ho.^iery business in tliit
town. In tlie year 1801, there were 3903 houses inhabited by 3668 iamilies; 85 houses uninhabited; 7921
males, and 9032 females ; 499 Jiersons chiefly employed in agriculture, and ll,3fiO in trade, manufactures,
&c. The following is the result of tlie population r««

turns in 1811
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building,
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is

It is 98 miles to
situated in the himdred ofGoocote.
r^
-rth of London
It stands on the river .Soare.
Miises are principally ranged in tiiree parallel
Tney are
stri-<T». intersected by sex-end smaller ones.
in general not so modem as are principally found in

Leieestw.
'h ire.

returned both members.
of election lias been vested in the freemen not receiving
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huty emotions were

6,193

Increaae,

-

MOiiifacturing towns. Theie are five parish' churches,
Ibe moat eelefarated of which is St Margaret's ; but .St.
The
Kicholas* church is esteemed the most ancient
floors of all. or nearly all, the churches in this town, are
ConaiderabiT lower than the level of the church-vards
and the StneU, whence it is sopposed, that the latter
.1
since the building of
must hare gracbi"
"

hicJi was built in the
tlw fanner. Th.
war 1791, b on Uie plan ol .Mr Howard. The town
hnik shout the same pericMl. At the stmtheni
Wl
town is the infirma^^•, a square buildflMnm
Ir. ^i,;
ij,. calculate<l to accommodate 54 pa- fever ward near it is an asylum
limta, ex. i.

WW

'

;

The exchange stands in the 'midfer indigent
iBe of the market-place. There is also a theatre in Leiceatrr, and it is noted f<jr the number and excellence of
To the south-east of the town is tlie new
its inns.
walk, S-4ths of a mile long, and 20 feet wide ; Itora it
there are many pleasing views of the town, meadows,
and sinwonding counUy. Leicester has returned two
membem to Parliament ever since the reign of EdVOL. III.

PA«T

II.

See Brautiet of England and Wales, vo\. \x. ; and Pitt's
(w. s.)
Agricnilural Survey of LeicesU) Mre.
LEICESTERSHIRE is an inland county, situated
It is bounded on tlie
nearly in the centre of England
north by Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, from which
it is dividetl, in some parts, by the rivers Trent and
Soare ; on the west it is bounded by Derbyshire and
Warwickshire, from the latter of which it is divided
by the small river Aiikor and the Roman road called
Watling Street on the soutli it is bounded by Northamptonshire, from which it is divided by the rivers
VVclland and Avon ; and on the east it is bounded by

BoimdarJes.

:

;

Rutlandshire and Lincolnshire. With respect to its
shape, it has lieen compared to a " shoulder of mutton
with the shank cut off." Its greatest length is from
«»«««•
the south of Lutterworth to the northern part ot the
vale of Belvoir

;

on

this

line

it

measures about 45

generid breadth, from east to west, is rather
more than 40 miles ; its mean diameter is about 30
miles ; the circumference is about 150 ; and its superficial contents have been variously estunated, as high
as 560,000 acres, and as low as 522,240. According to
miles

:

its

the latter estimate, Leicestershire appears to be the
26th county in England with respect to size.

* ^
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divided into six huntlreds, viz. Frairland, Gars_^-""_. tree, Goscote East and West, Guthlaxton, and Sparkenhoe. There are eleven market towns, of which the
Diviiions.
principal are l^eicester (the county town), Loughborough, Hinchley, Lutterworth, Melton Moubray, Market Harborough, Market Bosworth, and Ashley-de-laIt is

Zouch.

There are

in this

county

1

ya parishes

;

but

the number of places which pay separate parochial rates
is 3^3.
It sends only four members to pjirliament;
two for the county and two for Leicester. It is in the
province of t'anterbury, and diocese of Lincoln
The
whole county is under one archdeacon, and it contains
six deaneries.
It is in the midland circuit.
:

Surface and
Mil.

^ 'th

respect to surface

and

soil,

Leicestershire

is

the collieries and lime-works in that part of the e«un- Lelewter-.
shire.
'^v means
mpfliifi of the
tlip Leicester
T.piVpRtpr and
;infl MeltonMf^ltnn-MnuhrAv
ty.
By
Moubray
*'""™'
canal, the rivers Wreke and Lye form a communication ~
with the Soare ; and the fonner rivers, by iheans of
cuts, &c. are made navigable to Melton-Moubray,
where the Oakham canal commences. This c^nal runs
a course of 15 miles, about half of which is in l,eicestershire, the rest in Butlandshire ; in the first 8^ miles
it has a rise of \2H feet, afterwards it is level.
The
Grantham canal merely skirts the east side of the county, on the borders of Nottinghamshire, running through
the vale of Belvoir, to which it is of great advantage,
the roads being there almost imjiassable during winter.
The Union canal begins at and joins the 'Soare navigation at Leicester.
Its course for three miles is nearly

highly favoured by nature.
Its surface is not so level
as to render it unhealthy, or ill ventilated as to prevent parallel to that river ; it tiien ])asses towards U'igston,
the waters from flowing fVom it, sq as to render it fit &c. and on to Northampton, into the river New Navifor all the pur}X)ses of agriculture ; and, with a very
Its whole course,
gation and vJrand .function canal.
few exceptions, it is not so broken or lofty as to render from Leicester to Northampton, is iSf miles, with 407
it cold, or of difficult and precarious cultivation.
10 feet, and tlie fall
feet fi inches lockage; the rise is
It is,
in fact, in most ))art.s raised to such a degree, as to af197 feet 6 inches. It passes through 4 tunnels. 'I'liere
ford at once beautiful scenery and a fine field for the is a cut to Market Harborough.
In its course it crosslabours of the farmer. The highest ground in the coun- es the river Welland.
The Ashley-de-la-Zouch canal
ty is some of the peaks in Charnwood forest, towards joins the Coventry canal near Nuneaten. It soon afterthe noiiJi-west, and their elevation is not more than Si'O wards enters Leicestershire near Hinchley, and passing.
or 900 feet above the level of the sea. There are also Market Bosworth, proceeds to Ashley-de-la-Zouch. It
rough lands called Wolds on the southern side of the is 50 miles long, with 2.5n feet lockage. It was intendcounty.
The soil of Leicestershire varies very little ed to have been continued to the navigable part of the
over its whole area. It may generally be described as Trent, below Barton. There are several rail-ways, as
a loam of different degrees of tenacity, depth, and fer- appendages to this canal, to the collieries and limetility, according to its proportion of clay, and the subworks in this part of the county.
stratum on which it lies. The best, or rather the th-iest
The climate of Leicestershire is, on the whole, mild. Climate.
and sharpest soil is commonly found on the hills ; the and very salubrious ; and the harvest, especially in the
strongest and wettest soil in the vallies. The red loam, western parts of the county, at least ten days earlier
which seems to stretch across England, from Rutland- than it is in the coimties on the east coast of England.
shire to the very extremity of Devonshire, is prevalent
The average annuid fall of rain is supposed to be about
in this county, ft is a soil of gi-eat fertility ; and, being '60 inches.
easily worked at all seasons, of gi-eat value to the farmer.
This county is not distinguished for its minerals. Its Minerals,
The principal rivers in Leicestershire are the Soare, coal and limestone, however, are valuable, and in some
the Swift, the Welland, the Avon, the Wreke, and the parts abundant ; and there are also lead, iron-stone, CooL
Ankor ; but they are all very small streams. The Soare slate, and free-stone. The coal mines are situated in
rises in the south-west border of the county, whence it
tlie north-west of the county, not fai- from the borders
flows to Leicester.
Soon afi-Twards it is joined by the of Derbyshire. Those at Cole-Orton and Lount have
Wreke from the north-east ; its course then bends to been long wrought; but those on .Ashley Wolds have
Mount Sorrel and Loughborough, till it falls into the been lately estiblished by tlie Marquis of Hastings.
Trent.
It is made navigable for barges from its juncThe seam is nearly three yards deep ; but as it lies 200
tion with the Trent to several miles above Leicester, a yards below the surface, it is raised at coasidcrable exdistance of upwards of 20 miles.
The .Swifl rises in pence ; the quality of this coal is good. The niost cethis county, flows by Lutterworth, and then enters lebrated lime-works in this county are those of Bredon Limj.
Warwickshire. The course of the Welland in tliis coim- and Barrow-upon-Soare. Bredon lies in the hunch'ed
It
ty is also for a short space ; it rises in it near Harbo- of West Goscote, near the borders of Derbyshire.
rough, and soon aftcrwai'ds enters Northamptonshire. is situated at the base of a higli limestone rock, of a cothe straThe Avon rises nesu-ly in the same part of the county
nical form, with the top seemingly cut off";
but its course is directly opposite to that of the V\el- ta which compose the central parts of it (and which are
land, being through Warwickshire into the Severn. found nearly horizontal in the plain)' ai\3 raised .umost
The course of the Wreke has been already mentioned. perpendicularly, and placed upon their edges, while
The Ankor rises near the source of the So;u-e, and, those on each side decline like the surface of the hill."
running in a north-west direction near the borders of According to Dr. Darwin, the Bredon limestone conWarwickshire, falls into the Avon.
Hence it appears, tains two parts magnesian Ciu-th, and tlu'ee calcareous.
that the Soare, and its tributary streams, the VVreke The kilns, in which it is burnt, are in the form of an
and the Welland, flow inta the east sea, while tlie otlier invei'ted cone. Alternate layers of coal and limestone
rivers of this county flow into the west sea.
are placed at the top, and tlie burnt lime is ch-awn out
There are several artificial navigations in this coun- at the bottom, llii.-' L'mo, in consequence of the quanty ; that of the Soare, or the Leicester Navigaticjn as it tity of nlagnc^!a which it contains, is reckonijd prejudiis called, has already been briefly noticed,
cial to t!ie land, unless it is laid on with great caution
liesides the
The limestoi s at Barrow -on-Soare is
main strciUii, or cut, on or near tlie line of the river and judgment.
It consists
Soare, down the Soare valley to the Trent, there is a of a ditl'eront quality from that of Bredon.
The
of a hard blue stone, which lies in tliiu strata.
collateral brani h to Loughborough, which is continued
•ver p;u-t of Charnwood forost by cao^J, or rail- way, to first under the surface is tiugctl witli yellow, the rest
'

1

Kirerj.

'

'•'

Ouals.

LP.ICESTERSHIRE.
ji»ini**"'

*

,

an bhie

the under itnU tte six incheti thick, and two
fat winrW. This limestone strongly ri-sembles in npcomposition, and qualitic-s, the clay-stone of
ire, which, when burnt, protliices the strong
lineof that district. The liir.c of Barrow is used not
mij
• manure, and for the common purposes of

The wheat

baudtng, but alao

its soil is particulai-ly

;

"

u

for water-works, as,

under water,

it

Anna a Uiaog and

durable cement ; for the latter purit ia exported to Holland, &c.
When the pier of
built, Dutch torras was first used ; but
Ot being found to answer, Barrow lime was advantage•Hk^anbitituted. In the quarries of this limestone some
iriuua minerals are found, such as f<i6sil fish, plants,
&c. The moat singular is a plain and bold representation of a flat fish, but what particular fish is not known.
It is more than a foot long, and of a proportionable
depth the scales, fins, and gills projecting from tlio
•umce. In tlie vale of Belvoir, is a limestone similar
to that of Barrow. At Stantnn-Harold is also limestone
•fa good quolitv, in tlie fissures of which rich lead ore
is fmind, whicfi is smelted into metaL
On Ashley
Woldi, iron stone is' met with. It liea at the depth of
688 yards, and is mixed with clay marl ; but does not
pay for amdting. On the east side of Chomwood forest, a thick heavy slate is raised, which is use<l for co.
Tcriqg baHdings, aiid some of the thickest blocks for
grare-atones. There are few parts of the county which
;

free-stone and brick-clay.
The hill at
Sorrel ia formed of a rock of reddish granite.
Thia ia ao hard, eapedally afW being exposed to the
air for aoae time, as to resist all tools. " Many houses
ra boik with them, and make a very singular appearance.
They are often imperfect cones ; and being too
hard to be cut or bntken, the smoothest face is laid ou-

do not contain

Mount

in beds of the excellent lime of Barrow. These
from their unotaninan hardnesa, are coveted fur
paiMars' moUeta."
I tiicaatirihiw is one of the few coantiea in England
which ia equally celebrated fur its agriculture and its
manafadures. Some of the estates in it an- very large,
The tenures
paiticalariy that of the duke of Rutland.

are prinapnllv freehold.

'I

here

is little

copyhold, imd

lew holding church tenure. In tiie f^nizing disIjictt of thia oounty, there are many subhtantial yeowha farm their own estates : In those districts tlie
ftrms are large in the other parts they sekkxn exceed
900 acres. The graziers have long lieen justly celeatiU

MB

;

brttcd for their skill, experience, intelligence, capital,
and aiKceaa ; and there are many of them by no means
inferior, in most of these respects, to the well-known

fcknreU.

XtMi hof

I iiualwrahire ia

much more

distinguished as a gra-

than aa an arable county and the tillage land is
iesa, in pronortion, than that of most other counIn the aoDtli, e«it, tuid middle of the county, are
many farma witbotit any tillage land whatever. In
the north and writ a pniportion of each form is geneAccording to .Mr. Pitt, in his
rally kept in till.iprh-.M of the strong clay loam
Aaricnhnral Sur
irtimates at 160,U00 acres) is
(Se whole of «
in occBi^onal tillage: the whole of the more friable
laam, which he also estimatea at 160,000 acres, is in
According to this estimate, there
iiriaaiiaial tillage.
an 840,000 acres in occasional tillage, or under the
Of these, he reckons V jO.OOO
ca
e hnabandry
i
Older wheat ; 40,000 under bariey 30,000 under
1^000 under beana, peaae, and vetdies 40,000
tnanipa, cabbagea, &c.; 85,000 under clover and
;

i

mit M

:

;

;

;

SOOO clrantellow.

mpa there are

In the

mode of

cultivating these

few things requiring particular notice.

6'J9

harvest is in Augfist and the beginning of
September ; the average produce of the county is about
28 bushels. Barley is a favourite crop, and is generally sown atler some green crop
the produce is large,
about 4^ quarters per acre. Leicestershire was formerly famous for beans ; and, indeed, the gi-cater part of

Lticestersbire.

''^^'

~

;

well suited for this crop.
From
the large quantities and excellent quality of this crop of
grain near Barton, this village obtained the name of
Barton in the Beans. At present, however, beans are
not much cultivated. Turnips are extensively sown,
and their culture is pretty well understood. Cabbages

more grown in Leicestershire than in most other
counties, the soil particularly suiting them
They are
generally planted in drills : they are given with great
are

:

advantiige to ewes and lambs in spring.
The natural
meadows on the banks of tlie Leicestershire rivers are Me.idown.
not only extensive, but for the most part of good quality ; especially those on the banks of the Scare, near
Leicester, and, indeed, as far as its junction with the
Trent.
The oldest feeding land is in the south and
ejist of the county.
These pastures consist principally 1'as.iurct.
of grasses, there being little even of white clover.
There is very little old wood in the county, and, indeed, it is by no means a woodland county ; though in

many parts there is great deal
As tlie spirit of improvement

of hoop raw timber.
Leicestershire has
been chiefly directed to grazing, great attention has
been paid to draining the land ; and Mr. Elkington's
method was very e.irly adopted in this county. Irrigation lias also been carried on with considerable spirit

and

in

success.

and sheep, however, partiadarly
Leicestershire derives its fame as an
agricultural district ; and to this fame it is indebted to
tlie late Mr. Bake well of Dishley Farm, near LoughIt is

tlic

from

latter,

its cattle

Catite.

tliat

borough.
Before he began his improvements, this
county possessed no peculiiu- breed of cattle ; at least
it was by no means celebrated for a good breed.
It is
foreign to the object of this article to trace the means
by which he brought the Leicester cattle and sheep to
their present high character and perfection ; but we
may mention generally the results of his improvements.
" 'i'he present improved breed of cattle is finer boned,
finer in the neck, throat, and bosom the back straight,
wide, and loadetl with flesh ; the rump wide, thick, and
;

fleshy

on the

points,

insomuch that, in some indivifound thereon, and about the

duals, hillocks of fat are

root of the

tail."

The

colour

is

red, the legs short,

with thin, wide, and spreading horns. The weight,
when fat, from nine to ten score the quarter, but often
much more. The principal aim of the graziers, is to
fatten their cattle for the butcher ; but attention is also
Near
paid, in some parts of the county, to the dairy.
Hinckley, Bosworth, &c. are many large dairies ; and
also on die borders of Derbyshire, on the banks of the

Dairy.

Trent, and in the vale of Belvoir. The exquisite cheese
known bj' the name of Stilton, is made in Leicester- Stiltoa
shire.
A good deal of this kind of cheese is made on checst.
The quantity of
the farms near Melton Moubray.
ciieese generally sent to Leicester October fair, is about
200 tons annually ; and it is calculated, that of the
5000 tons annually sent tlown the Trent, from Leicester, Nottingham, Derby, and the north of Staffordshire,
Leicester produces at least 1 500 tons, which, it is calculated, will require 7500 dairy cows. There are three
kinds of sheep at present kept in Leicestershire ; the
old Leicester, the new Leicester, and the forest sheep.
The old Leicester seem to liave been a cross between
the Leicestershire and the old stock of the county

LEICE
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They

are Urge, heavy, and full of wool ; bnt large
thire.
boned, their wool coarse, nnd they take a long time to
fatten.
This breed, however, is gradually approachSheep.
ing to the second kind, or the new Leicester. For this
latter, tlie county, as has been remarked, is indebted to
Mr. Bakewell. " Their offals are small, and their profitable points are large; their backs are broad and
straight ; their breasts are fiill, bellies tucked up, heads
small, nedcs short, legs thin, pelts light, and wool fine
they are quiet in temper and disposition,
of its kind
and capable of being fattened in a short time, on a
small proportion of foo<l, and to a great weight, in proportion to their apj)arent size."
Mr. Bakew-ell has
fattened mutton to six inches thick of fat upon the
ribs.
Fat weathers will weigh about 2.6 lb. a quarter
the average fleece about 7 lb.
The weight of the
bones is proportionally very trifling On a shoulder of
191b. the bones frequently will not weigh more tlian
six ounces.
The forest sheep are principally confined
they are white or grey-faced, with
to Charmwood
legs of the same colour as the face ; generally without
horns, and with coarse wool.
Mr. Bakewell paid attention to the improvement of
Horses, &cthe breed of horses, as well as of cattle and sheep;
but long before his time, Leicestershire was famous for
.a useful and beautiful breed of strong black horses.
It
;

:

:

is still

ManufacMazti,

a horse-breeding county, not only for the plough,

waggons, &c. but also for tlie i-ace-course and the chase.
The fairs of Ashley, Loughborough, Harborough, Burton-on-Trent, Rugby, Ashburn, Stafford, &c. are principally supplied with Leicestershire horses, which are
here bought up for the drays of London, &c. Mules
have long been used in this county, both for draught
and the saddle; they have also been used in the plough.
The swine of Leicester.shire, having partaken of the
improvement of Mr. Bakewell, are of a better breed
than are to be met with in most other counties.
The principal manufactures of Leicestershire are intimately connected with its gi'eat product of wool. They
consist of wool-combing, woollen yarn, worsted, and
The chief
stockings principally or wholly of worsted.
seat of these branches is Leicester and its neighbourthe chief country villages also
hood, and Hinckley
partake in them. At Ashley are considerable cotton;

P»or-i«tcs.

works. Harborough is the seat of a considerable manufactory of tammies. At Hinckley and Ashley, a good
many hats are manufactured. Latterly, patent netlace has become an object of great attention in Castle
Donnington and its neighbourhood. The principal exports of the county, chiefly by means of the Trent, are
worsted stockings, hats, cottons, lace, wool, and cheese.
Sheep are sent to Birmingham, London, &c. These
two towns, and the popvdous parts of Staffordshire, take
off a large quantity of the cattle of this county.
The poor-rates in Leicestershire, in the year 1776,
amounted to the sum of £26,360; in the year 1803,
they had advanced to £107,568: the increase, therefore, was nearly as 10 to iOf.
In the same period, the
poor-rates of the whole kingdom had advanced from
£1,679,585 to £5,161,813, or from 10 to 31 nearly
hence it appears, that they had increased in this county
in rather a greater ratio than in the whole kingdom.
The number of persons relieved in and out of workhouses, in the year 1803, was 19,154, besides those
that were not parishioners.
Each person relieved out
of any workhouse at the rate of £3, 13s. 8^d. per annum; each person relieved in the workhouses cost at the
rate of £ 1 1, 4s. 6^d. per annum.
Taking both classes
logetbierj the expence per individual amouuted to £4,
:

7s.

The

resident population, in 1801, amounted
number of parishioners relieved from the poor-rates appeal to be 1,5 in 100 of the
resident population.
The amount of the total money
raised by parochial rates was 16s. 6id. per head on the
population.
The amount of the whole expenditure on

Sfd.

to 130,081

;

so that the

account of the poor averaged 12s. lO^d. on the population. The number of persons belonging to friendly societies appears, in 1803, to have been 8 in the 100 of
the resident population.
One hundred of these societies had been enrolled accordinjj to act of Parliament.
In the year ending 25th of March, 1815, the amount
of money raised by parochial rates in this county,

amounted

to rather

more

tlian

£ 140,150.^

When

the Romans invaded Britain, Leicestershire
was inhabited by a tribe called the Corani. On their
conquest, it was included witliin the province of Flavia

Historx.

and had milibiry stations established in
it, whicli were connected, as usual,
by military ways, the most celebrated of which were
the Watling-street and Fossway. Wlien tlie Romans
left the island, Leicestershire formed part of the kingdom of Mercia, and Leicester was constituted a bishop's see much about the time that England was divided into counties. Before this period, the kingdom
of Mercia was subdivided into two parts, distingui.shed by the names of Southern and Northern. The inhabitants of Leicestershire were then called Middle
Angles. Althmigh this county lies, it may be siiid, in
the centre of the kingdom, it was much subject to the
ravages of the Danes, who constituted and regarded

Cssai'iensis,

different jjarts of

Leicester as one of

tlieir five chief cities in the island.
After tlie Norman conquest, it was entirely parcelled
out by William among his relatives and favovu-ites, who,
on their part, regranted various allotments to their followers and dependents.
At this period, Leicestershire
contained as great a niunber of strong castles as perhaps
any district in the kingdom, most of which, however,
were utterly demolished in the reigns of Henry II.
John, and Henry III. When Domesday Book was
compiled, there were only four wapentakes, or hun-

dreds.

The whole county, at the time of the compilation of
Domesday, is said to have contained 34,000 inhabitants ; in the year 1700, the number was 80,000; in
1 750, the number was 95,000.
According to the population returns of 1801, there populatioi'.
were at that time 25,992 houses, inhabited by 27,997
families ; 63,943 males, and 66, i 38 females ; employed in agriculture, '23,823 ; in trade, &c. 42,036. The
number of inhabitants on a square mile were 159, the
average of England and V\'ales at that time being 152.
By some returns of baptisms and burials in the middle
of the 6'th century, compared with returns from the
same parishes in the middle of the 1 8tli century, it appears that, at the former period, the baptism^ were
1729, and the burials 1176; and, at the latter period,
the baptisms were 2765, and the burials 'il69; so that
1

the population in the.se parts of the county, in that
space of time, seems, judging fiom the burials, to have
increased only as 5 to 9 ; wliereas, by the births, it
seems to have increased only as 5 to 8. The increase
of population is snjiposed to have been chiefly among
From tlie account we have
the m.inufacturing classes.
given of its modern agriculture, it is evident tliat it
cannot grow wheat sufficient to support its inhabitants ; whereas, formerly, a nmch larger proportion of
its

land was arable, under wheat and beans princi-

pally.

LEI

following is the result of the population returns
in the year 1811:

HooM* iDhakind.
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31,480
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Burml in 57, 1 Marriage in I.SO.
Robert, was the eldest son of .\lex-

1

ander Ungliton, a native of Scotland, but a minister in
England, whose publications in support of the ^uritanical teneU, drew upon him the vengeance ot Bishc^
Laud, and ruhjected him (besides the indignity of having hia evs cut, an^ his noee slit,) to a cruel imprison,
inent for the space of eleven years.
His son Robert
waa, from his youth, distinguijihed by the most humble
piety, and at the same time by the most promising tolenta.
He was sent to complete his educaUon in Scotland, where he made considerable progress in the learn•d laqgufge* and afterwanLs spent some years on the
rtmtmmt, where he acquired a ready use of the French
tongue. Upon his return to Scotland, he was ordained minister of Newbottle, in the neighljourhood of
Edinbii"-'- «• 'ere he devoted himself to his clerical
.ral duties, without taking much con*««d»e;

cem

|„,ii(ical and theological contentions which
Drevailed in thoae days. In 1648, he declared
his approUatiou of the measures in favour of the king,
but was protected by the Earl of Lotliian from the violencc of the opposite party ; and, when censured at the
meeting o*' synod for neglecting to preach the duties
of the timeii, is said to have replied, " If all the bretlu-en
hare preached to tlie times, iuay_ not one poor brother

•o

ill

i..v

much

be (uflered to preach about eternity."

Fimhng it impossible, with all his moderation, to
avoid abanng in the disputes of that period, he resign^
hia charge, ajvl widulrew to a private station ; but was
•oon after called from liis retirement to preside over the
coUege of Edinbiu^, an office which lie discliarged,
for tne space at ten yean, with great fidelity and apjvobation.
During tne terms of vacation, he made freqnent excumions to London, where he had opportunit]C9 of obaerving all the eminent men of Cromwell's
court; and occaaumally also visited the Netherlands,
where be aeenu to liave found among the Jansenists a
greater csngeniality of views on his favourite idea, of
reri ving the purit v and simtilicity of tlie primitive ages
of the ChriiUan cfiurch. He seems to have considered
the form of t hiirch government as a matter of comparativc mdifftTfiice, and as not very strictly definecf in
Mcred scripture ; but may be supposetl to liave been
JBipcMaedby hia lather's snfferiqgs with a feeling of
aversion, rrrther than of attachment, to the constitution
of the
'icrarchy; and, when the measure of
intiodij
-('0|)acy into .Scotland was adopted, he
certainiv *hewad great reluctance to accept tlie promoHaving at leitgth
tion which was pressed upon him.
conaentcd, (chiefly, it ia said, through the persuaaion of
bia brother. Sir EUaha Leightou,) he m^uc choice of
DuflUaae, a small di<jcese, and poor revenue, to which,
howcvef, the dcan»-ry of the chapel-royal was annexed,
He appears from the hegimu^g, to have augured little
I

_
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good from the measure in which he coiicun-ed and
remarked upon the feastinj? and jollity, which attended
the consecration of himsell" and his associates, " that it
had not sueh an appearance of seriousness and piety, as
became the new modelling of a churcli." He was soon
'l'«'0"'-aged, by finding no support in his conci;

fj^'^''
liatory plans of

union with the Presbyterians, or in his
Christian views of promoting sober piety and orderly

worship among aU denominations, which he regarded
as more important than the mere form of government.
His colleagues discovered no disposition to co-operate
in his schemes, or to projmse any other scheme of their
Q^^n but compulsion ; and " before they reached Edinburgh, they were (as he said to Bishop Burnet) as
weary of him as he was of them." He left them at
Morpeth, and refused to join in the pompous entrance

which they made into the metiopolis. He declined also
taking hLs seat in the first session of parliament which
followed their arrival ; and indeed never appeared
that assembly, except when some measure came before
them relative to rehgion or the church. He particularly exerted hianself to procure liberty for the Presbyterian ministers, to take the oatli of allegiance with the
explication which they tendered ; and when he found
that he could not concur in the oppressive measures
which were pursued, he repaired to court in 1665, when
he laid his sentiments on the matter before the king, and
requested leave to resign his bishopric.
This proposal
of resignation was refused ; but Charles promised to
direct a change of measures ; and is said to have been
more friendly to Leighton's views than any of his counsellors.
The good bishop in the mean time devoted
himself to the business of his own diocese, in which he
gave an example of personal piety and professional du-

m

which all parties might have done well to imitate.
(ie r^ularly went round his district every year, preaching and catechizing from parish to paris"li,* and labouring to raise his clergj' to a higher sense of spiritual
matters.
He livetl in a very private manner, and gave
all his income to tlie poor, except what was requisite
for his personal expences.
In the hope of bringing
about a general accommodation, and in consequence of
promises of assistance from the court, he v/as persuaded,
l67u, to become Archbishop of Glasgow, where he
exerted himself to the utmost to reconcile the contending parties.
But at lengtli perceiving that he gained
nothing upon the Pre8b3rterians except their esteem, and
tliat he was suspected, and even hated by the Episcopal leaders, he resigned his chai'ge in 167a, and retired
to a private residence in Sussex.
But, though he resigned his preferment, he did not relax his professional
labours; but divided his time between studious retirement, and the clerical offices of preaching or reading
prayers in the adjoining parishes.
He retained to the
last an appearance of greater youthfulness and strength,
both of mind and body, than is usual in advanced years.
At the age of 70 his hair was still black, and his motions lively ; and his quickness of thought, power of
memory, and spirit of devotion, in no respect impaired.
tv,

m

But on a

visit

to

London

in

lo84',

he was suddenly

seized with a pleurisy, of which he died in a few hours,
" He was accountat the Bell inn, in Warwick Lane.
ed a saint," says Bishop Burnet, " fmn his youth up.

He had

a great quickness of parts, a lively apprehenwith a charming vivacity of thought and expression.
He liad the greatest command of the purest LaHe was a master
tin that ever I knew in any jnan.
both of dreek and Hebrew, and of the whole compass
of theological leaariing, chiefly in the study of the Scripsion,

tures.

But that which excelled

all

the rest was^ lie was

^
^

Leightoa,
Robert.
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I

and noblest sense of divine per Saxony, and situated on the Pleisse, in the fertile
tilings that ever I saw in any man.
Jle had no regard plain between the rivers Saalf and Mulda.
The town
to his person, unless it was to mortify it by a constant is neat and regularly built, artd is about 895^ paces in
low diet, that was like a perpetual fast. He had a con- circuiiifcrence. 'J'he suburbs iu-e extensive, and consist
tempt botli of Mcalth and reputation. He seemed to of good buildings and gardens, and is separated from
have the lowest thoughts of himself possible, and to the town by a fine walk of lime trees, which runs round
desire that all other persons should think as meanly of the town. The Grand Place is largo, and contiins many

prtsscsscd with tlie highest
Hubert.

r.ii
•eip^ick.

him

as he did himself.

He

bore

all

sorts of

ill

usage

and reproach like a man that took pleasure in it. He
had so subdued the natural heat of his temper, that in
a great variety of accidents, and in a course of twenty-

two years intimate conversation with him, I never observed tlie least sign of passion but upon one single oc-

He

brought himself into so composed a gravinever saw him laugh, and but seldom smile.
And he kept himself in such a constant recollection,
that I do not remember that ever I lieard him say one
There was a visible'tendency in all he
idle word.
said to raise his own mind, find those he conversed
with, to serious reflections lie seemed to be in a jierpetual meditation.
And, though the whole course of
his life was strict and ascetical, yet he liad notliing of
the sourness of temper that generally possesses men of
His thoughts were lively ; oft out of the
that sort.
way and sui-prising, yet just and genuine. And he had
casion.

ty, that I

:

laid together in his memory the greatest treasure of the
best and wisest of all the ancient sayings of the heathens
as well as Christians, that I have ever known any man
master of; and he used them in the aptest manner pos-

His sermons are full of sublime and Christian
sentiments ; his style combines, in a wonderful manner, a majestic force with a beautiful simplicity ; and
his pronunciation as a preacher is said to have been at
once grave and graceful. His extreme modesty rendered him inexorable to all the intreaties of his friends to
publish any of his writings during his life; but he was
very careful in the preparation of his discourses ; and
many of his works have been recovered since his death.
The chief of those which have been published ai-e, a
volume of sermons, with an exposition of the Creed,
Lord's Prayer, and Decalogue ; an exposition of the
first epistle of Peter ; meditations on certain psalms, originally in Latin ; theological prelections in the same
language ; a few lectures and letters. See Bishop Burnet's Hislory of fits orvn Times; life of Leighton prefixed to his volume of Sermons ; and preface to his Exsible."

of Peter by Dr. Doddridge, (g)
Buzzard, or Beaudesert, is a considerable market-town of England, in the county of
Bedford.
It is situated on the river Lyssel, or Ouzel,
and consists of one large street, crossed at right angles
by two smaller ones. The principal piece of antiquity

position

,

LEIGHTON

in the town,
S8 feet high,

is

It is
beautiful pentangular cross.
two stories. It is built of

its

and

consists of

and situated

in an open area in the market-place,
supposed to have been erected about the beginning of the fourteentli century. The church is a large
structure, and has a square tower surmounted with a
spire 193 feet high.
The Grand Junction Canal passes
on the west side of it, and within a furlong of the town,

stone,

and

is

and

is capable of carrying vessels of 80 tons.
half a mile from the town are the remains of a

About

Roman

encampment. The population of the parish, in 1811,
408 houses, 509 families, 187 families employed in
trade and manufactures, and 2114 inhabitants.
See

Avas

Britton's
vol.
ties

Architectural

Antiquities

of Great Britain,

Lyson's Magna Britannia, vol.
of Eni;land and Wales, vol. i. p. 36.
i. ;

LEINSTER.

i. ;

and Beau-

See Ireland, Vol. XII. p. 266, &c.
is a city of Misnia, in Up-

liEIPSICK, or Leipzig,

excellent houses.
The citadel, called Pleissenbourg,
its being situated on tlie Plcisse, is a place of great
strength. It is erected after the model of the ci-devant
citadel of Milan.
It contains a moat, finished in 1 752
and in its Roman Catholic chapel there is a monument
to Jablonowsky ; and on one of its towers is the observatory.
Leipsick contains eight parish churches for

from

Lutherans, and one for Calvinists. The church of St.
Thomas has a fine organ, and its tower is 200 feet high.
The exchange is a.good building, and the roof of its
hall is well finished.
The other remarkable buildings
and objects of curiosity at Leipsick, are the Maison Dufour, which is one of the finest edifices in Leipsick ; the
theatre; the manege ; the Hotel de Ville, built in 10"56"
the house and the court oi Auerbuch, built by the phvsician Strohmer; the auditory of M. Plattiier; thecon^
cert room at the old assembly ; the church of St. Nicholas; the college of princes; the Pauliuum, a vastand ancient edifice, in the garden of which is a monument to Gellert ; the hospital of St. George ; the Lazaretto, and the clinical institution ; the esplanade, with
a statue of the reigning king; the monument of Gellert
in the church of St. John, and his tomb in the public
cemetery.

The principal literary and useful establishments In
Leipsick, are the university, which was founded in
1 109, and has always maintiiined its celebrity as a place
of learning, and which has six handsome colleges belonging to it ; the two pubhc schools ; the Academy of
Painting and Design ; the Economical Society ; the
Society of the Sciences of Belles Lettres, founded by
Prince Jablonowski; the Collegiitni Piiihhiblicum : tlie
Institution for the Dumb and Deaf; the Inlclligenz
Comptoir, with its numerous coUections'of machines and
models ; tlie Museum of Bey gang, an excellent institution, which deserves the notice of travellers.
The chief collections and cabinets, are the libraries
of the city, the university, and tlie churches and schools
of St. Nicholas and St. Thomas; the cabinets of painting of M. M. Richter and Stieglitz ; the cabinet of natural history of Link ; the physical cabinet of M. Tauber, and the mineralogical cabinet of M. Hansen and
M.

Geissler.

Leipsick is a place of considerable trade, and possesses some important mercantile privileges.
Three great
fairs are held annually ; at the beginning of the year,
Easter, and Michaelmas, which continue during a fortnight each, and are frequented by foreigners froni all
parts of Europe, and even from Asia.
The Bohemians
bring all kinds of glass ware, linens, &c. ; the Silesians
bring linens ; the Poles leather, wax, and wool ; the
Prussians and Pomeranians, woollen and silken stuffs
the Nurerabergers toys; the Swabians linens, and gold
and silver articles ; the Austrians and Hungarians leather, wines and dye stuffs ; the Swiss, woollen, silken,
and linen stuffs ; the Russians, leather, hemp, and flax
the Italians silk ; the French lace and milinery ; and
the' English, Dutch, and Hamburgers, colonial produce
and British manufactured goods.
The general amount of the trade carried on at these
fairs, has been estimated at twenty millions of rix-dolThe almanac of^ Leipsick contains the
lars per annum.
names and addresses of more than 800 foreign mer-

I,cip«fcV.

""""^i'"'"

LEIT
chanta, who tVequent these fain, exclusive of from 260
to .90 bookselltrs.
The amount of books sold annually, has btcn calculated at 50<),000 rix-dollars ; and, for

accommodation of this trade, tlie booksellers have
recently established an exchange for the sale of books.
Its principal manufacture* are silk, gold, and silver
stufls, linen and cotton printing, velvet, leaUier, carpets,
hau, totMKCo, paper, playing cards, Prussian blue,
tiie
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and have been designed with much taste. They form
Leith.
the principal public buUding in ~Leith ; and contain the "—"v"—
assembly room, coffee-room, sale rooms, subscription
library, rea<ling room. These buildings ;ire three stories
high and the central part is ornamented with five fine
;

Ionic columns.

They cost £

J

6,000.

The bank of Leith, situated in Bernard street, is a Bank,
neat small building, erected in 1 806, and adorned with
&c.
Ionic columns and pilasters.
Lei|>sick is a depot both for foreign and Saxon merThe custom-house, which contains also the excise of- Custom,
dundjse, and the export of linens, silks, velvets, and fice, is a very large and handsome building, erected on liouse.
velveteens, made in the neighlx>urhood of tlie town, is
the north side of the harbour in the years 181! and 1 8 liJ.
very considenible. These, along w>"th leather and smalts, From the necessitj', perhaps, of its accommodating both
which are also exported, are shipped at Hamburg, from the excise and the custom-house, the architect has placed
which I«i|Mick procures her supplies of colonial and the two entrances as two small wings to tlie building
Other foreign produce.
and has ornamented the centi-al part of the front with
There are many promenades and public gardens two large fluted columns, which terminate several feet
around the town, which are deserving of notice. About from the ground, and rest on a sort of wall. These
thn-e-fourths of a leaguefWmi Leipaick.lietween the great two solitary columns, without any pilasters to flank
Itjod of XIagdeburg and Dessau, is the fieid of battle of tlieni, have a very extraordinary appearance.
1 he exBreitenfdd, celebrated by the defeat of Tilly. The field peiice of this building was about £ 1:2,61 7.
of battle of Lutzcn iit'al>o near the town ; and the spot
The high school of Leith is a very neat building of Hyhschool.
where the French army under Bonap-ute was tobilly freestone, erected by subscription in 80.'), on the south1

defeoUd by the combine<I

forces of the allies in

1813.
East I.oiig. I '2° 21'

Pbpolation of I.eipsiok .S.i,(H)0.
•'. North Lat. 51° *>' 16*.
;
See Kordansz's Euro ean
mmrrrf, I,ond. I "< 8 and Fhanck, vol. ix. p. 657.
- n sea-port town,
and burgh of barony of
Sci
.«te<l on the Krith of Kortli, in the county
of
tn.
It Ktanda upon the Water of I.eith,
whi
it into two parishes, called North and
Sootfa Leith, and is about two miles distant from Edinburgh lliese two parishes communicate by two drawbridges
By iar the greater part of the town is situated on the lotith side nf the river; but lx>tl\ in \orth
and ;-.outh l^ith, the streets of the old part are narrow
anJ !rr.-^-ulT. ..nd they contain numy excellent and
I

I

:

The princi|ial Ktreet is called tl-.c
a» it were a continuation of I .eith
parts of tlie town, however, which Ijave
iluring the last 8<) or .SO vears, such as
It

H

<'sssilis Place, and the
die east of the battery,
vh, contain most elegant houses,
tlif pnncipal merchants, Sec. and
u!
.,
t- finen buildings in
Edinburgh.
arc not snrp
11„. .-.r.n.
buililings in l,eith, are the old
the new church of North Leith,
Trinity
I..V I'piscopal chapel, the
.......... ,r.. ,.; ^..^
bottte, the exchange builuings, the bank of Leith, the
oistrnn-hoose, the new school, and .Seafiekl batlis
The old cluirch of .South Leith is a large Oothic
'
l>;r'
no beauty, with a tower suniMiunletl by a
«)
The lie-*- church of Ncirth l^ith isanelein l'*\fi, from a design by
'.-ietl,
\lr
of the church luis a M»rt of potico, friim which rises a verjr,
ir hand'iome fluted Ionic coelt-kReside tlie chapel of
nt
I.eith, which is a pL'iin and
.III
Epi'd)));)! chapel, built in
rig-ho«ise, an Aiitiburgher meeting- riuu-e, and a new Uurgher meeting-house at present

lames' Street,

>t.

II

Niirfli I.eith, to

'

0bu>cb<i

,

.

'

-

'

\

•

bttilding

Tlie

but

it

:

V

'

of Leith wa' crectetl in 155.5 ;
in 1817, and a very handsome
me Iios been erected in its room,

at^'

Jl.f

jrcv«a-

.

^,
..

which were begun some
on a very Lvge scale.

ctt.arc

It consists of two stories,
west side of Leifli Links.
disfigured with a paltrj' dome, for which we trust the
subscribers will see the necessity of substituting a pediment, or some other ornament.
The baths of Seitfield form a very elegant building, "^eafield
consisting as it were of two similar buildings placed baths.
at right angles to each other, and joined by nearly
One of the fronts
a (juadrant of a cylindrical tower
is to the eaxt, and the otlier to the north ; and each
The lower
is ornamented with a luuidsome porch
floor is devoted to the baths ; the entrance to those appropriated to the ladies being by the west porch, and
the entrance to those of the gentlemen being by the
These batlis were erected some years ago, by
east
subscription, on tlie property of Dr. (-eorge Wood,

by whose exertions

tliis

miderfciking

nieasiu-e carried into effect

They

su-e

was

in a great

situated

imme-

diately to the east of Leith Links, close upon the sea,
and are generally allowed to be amongst the most ele-

The expence
gant and commodious in the kingdom
of the building exceeded £ 8000, raised in shares of 50
guineas each ; the proprietors, or one member of their
It
families, having a right to use any of the baths.
^hot, tepid, cold, pump, and shower
consists of 1 7 baths
baths, besides a very large plunge batli, well fitted for
swimming ; and to tlicse is attached a capital hotel.
The charges are very moderate. The price of the hot
bath is 38 ; of the tepid bath, 5s. ; of the cold bath,
of the shower bath, I s. 6d. ; and of the plunge
1 8. 6d. ;
The whole establishment is in
or swinmiing bath. Is.
a most flourishing coiuUtion, attracting compa.ny from
every quarter of Uie couiiti-y ; as a proof of whicli, from
70 to 80 batlis have been given in one day. A considerable part of this projierty is already feued, and the
remainder is admirably adapted for that purpose; as
tlie
tlie salubrity of the air, the beauty of the views,
excellent opportunities for every kind of exercise, and
the vicinity of tlie best markets, added to the very great
advantages of hot and cold sea-batiiing, in a medical
jwint of view, must render Seafield in all respects a
most desirable and healthy residence. The grounds in
the neighbourhoo<l, part "of the same property as the
plan combinsite of the batlis, are to be feued, upon a
The streets have been so
ing cleg.mce and comfort
arranged as to prevent the buildings immediately upoa
the sea from interfering with the view of tliose more
rcjuoved.
As yet, only two houses of a small size have

—
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r.eith.

""V"^
Projected

improvemeats.

been erected

;

but as the demand for lodgings

I

far ex-

it is probable that the feuers will now
proceed with rapidity.
The town of Leith is extending itself rapidly in every
direction. The plan of a new town has been laid down
on the west of Leith, on the grounds of Hillhousefield
and Bonnington. This plan, which is partly carried
into effect, will extend from Newhaven road on the
west, to a line parallel with Leith Fort on the east, being bounded on the south by the Water of Leith. Several excellent houses are already built in Jamaica
Street, which forms part of the road from Queensferry
to Leith.
Some good houses are also built in South
Fort Street, which will communicate with Leith Walk
by a handsome bridge across the river ; and Bonnington Place, extending along the road from Newhaven to
Edinburgh, is very far advanced.
The formation of another naw town, on the grounds
belonging chiefly to Heriot's and Trinity Hospitals, lying on the south-east side of Leith Walk, will be immediately commenced. Various plans have been submitted to public inspection and a very able report upon these plans, by the late distinguished architect Mr.
Stark, has recently been publislied. Since the death of
Mr. Stark, Mr. William Playfair has been employed to
furnish a design for laying out a new town in the most
elegant manner, and we understand jhat this design is
in considerable progress. When this extensive plan has
been carried into effect, comprehending a magnificent
crescent on the north, and a terrace on the south declivity of the Calton Hill, and numerous streets and squares
upon the grounds between that hill and the town of
Leith, the towns of Leith and Edinburgh will be united
into one great city, which, whether we consider its ge-

ceeds the supply,

.

;

Charitable
insUtutions.

Fortifica,
tioni.

neral architecture, its public buildings, its picturesque
situation, its splendid and varied prospects, its charitable establishments, its literary and scientific character, and the general intelligence of its inhabitants, will
form the finest city in the worid.
Leith contains several charitable establishments, the
most important of which are the Female Society lor relieving indigent and sick women ; an Auxiliary Society for promoting Christianity among the Jews, and for
aiding the British and Foreign Bible Society in London ; a Society for the Relief' of the Destitute Sick; a
Sympathetic Society; a Female School of Industry;
and a Boys Charity School.
In consequence of Leith having been pillaged and
burnt by the English soldiers, when the Earl of Harcourt invaded Scotland in 54 1, Leith was re-built and
1

fortified.

The fortifications, however, were subsequent-

ly demolished, to prevent any invasion of the liberties
of the country from the introduction of foreign troops.

New
well,
exist.

fortifications

who

were again erected by Oliver Crom-

built the citadel, the remains of which
It consisted, at that time, of five porticos,

It is now tlie head-tptarters of the royal artillery in North Britain, there being two companies of
that corps stationed tliere, under the command of a

wall.

The

field-officer.

barracks are capable of containing

men, and there are stables for 150 horses. There
is also a large powder magazine and extensive warehouses erected within the fort, in which are deposited
.350

a large train of field artillery, with a suitable proportion of ammunition and stores.
The harbour of Leith
is defended by a fine martello tower, rising from the
sea, at the distance of about a quarter of a mile from
the pier.
It was built during the late war, at a very
great expence.
Whether wc consider the port of Leith, in connection Port of
with some of the most interesting and eventful periods Leith.
in the earlier history of Scotland, or as a modern port,
in regard to the extent of its harbour works, and the
number of its ships, wc shall find it equally deserving
our attention. In Leith, the extension of the quays
have kept pace pretty nearly with the trade of die port
and even in some instances the extent of birthage may
be said to have preceded the demand of the shipping,
probabl_v from the command of the necessary funds
arising from its powerful connection with the metropolitan city of Edinburgii.
In the former state of the foreign trade and commerce
of the Fn-th of Forth, it was much divided with numerous towns on the coast of Fife, but this now seems
to be confined to the ports of Leith, Grangemouth,
Dundee, and Aberdeen. It is, accordingly, curious to
trace the progressive advancement of the quays and
piers of the harbour of Leith, from small beginnings,
to works of the present magiiittide.
In early times,
when the vessels employed in trade were of a much
smaller class, there were no quays at Leith ; and the
vessels lay at the mouth and on the banks of the small
river, or stream, which runs tln-ough the liarbour.
breast wall, or quay, was first built by the city of Edinburgh, some time after their purchase of Leith, with
the adjoining lands, from Logan of Restairig, which
seems to have extended no farther toward the north
than St. Bernard Street, but the work was afterwards
continued to tlie signal tower, or ferry-boat-stairs. In
this state it remained for a long period, when it was
prolonged to the northward, somewhat in the form of a
crescent, by the extension of the wooden and stone
piers.
Perhaps the immediate inducement for the latter works was very much with a view to provide against
the ravages which the sea was making upon the shore

•

A

between

Leitli

and Newhaven, which

w<^s

endangering

the safety of the citadel, and had already taken away a
great piece of land on which a rope-work had been es-

still

tablished.

end of the eighteenth centur)', how- Njw
had so much increased, that
the merchants of Leith required further accommodation for their shipping ; and an act having been ob-

on the links of Leitli.
Leith is defended by a fort, situated immediately to
the westward of the town. The battery, which is a
semi-cu-cular one en barbette, is mounted with nine
heavy pieces of cannon. It was erected during the
American war, for the protection of the harbour and
shipping, in consequence of the alarm excited by the
appearance of Paul Jones' squadron in the Frith of
also

ri.

^
Forth ; since which period the boundaries of the fort
Leiihj
have been greatly extcnded,,^nd surrounded by a high **"''Y"™^

two

of which were demolished at the Restoration, and the
sale of the whole granted to the Duke of Lauderdale,
then prime minister for Scotland, and from him the
magistrates of Edinburgh purchased it for the sum of
L.6'000. The remains of the fortification are still visible
between the Yard-heads and the Water of Leith, and
L«ith Fort.

T

About the

latter

ever, the trade of this port

tained for increasing the shore dues, in the session of
Parliament of 1800, a design having also been furnished by John Rennie, Esq. civil engineer, for a magnificent suite of wet docks, which has since been partly
executed in the most substimtial style of workmanship,
The first
ulider the inspection of Mr. John Paterson.
of these beautiful basins, occupying an area of nearly
four acres, commenced in the ye;ir 1801, during the

provostship of Sir William Fettes, Bart., which was
for the use of shipping in the year 1806.
second dock was afterwards begun in 1810, and com-

opened

A

docks.-

*
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^•^.

P|«ted in 1817.

The« two docks,

^ 3** *^ together with
N^Ta^ mirchaM
of property,
&c.

comprehending near-

t!:ree gravinff

it i«

belir%e(l

docks, the

have cost about

£250,000, raised putly by traiisferaljle lionds, granted
upon the security of the rity of Edinburph, togetlier
with an advance, or Iain, from goveninient of ,€6(),noO.
But when the whole of this magnificent design is executed,

it will extend to about twenty-three acres
and,
according to the calculation of Mr. Stevenson, civil engineer, who allows 2,500 square feet to the birthage of a
vcMel of 100 ton*, these docks, together with the side
iurbour, will conuin upwards of 500 sail of this class
;

and

denUe

tnit.

Greenland whale Sshery. They carry on an extensive
trade with Russia, Denmark, and Sweden, and with
Hamliurgh, Ostend, and t' e sea-port towns in Holland.
They tr^e alao to the [Kirts in the Mediterranean, and
have begun to take a part in the direct trade to the
West Indies and America. They have a very extensive
trade with London, and other towns on the eastern
with the inland towns on the Frith
ooast of England
of Forth ; and alio with Glasgow, by means of the

distinguishing each Year.

Year

Com, riz.

r
Spirits,

-?

308
622

3

(wheat 1119

6

(Bailey
< Oatt

Brandy
Oeneva

(Uum

,

.

TaUow

.

.

.

34,067

Butter

i

.

.

.

.

Cheese

.

zii.

faai

II.

list

of the goods nost frequently,

7

1

22

qr.

lb.

Cwt.

7W

.

.

1

Ul

2

2

1

60

2

57
26

qr.

2 36,446
3 2+ 24,607
2 21 20,112

45

1

34

677
270

3
3

50
50

Cut.
45,888
18 24,364
7 25,295

qr. lb.

lb.

1

1
1

2

Lib.

Lib.

1,574,064

867,331

642,700

Bus/itU.

Bushels.

Bushels.

3

1,131

14,740

9,805
Cwt. qr.

B>.

8 808
23 9962

2

24.399
Cwt.

lb.

25

The goods most frequently, and

qr.

lb.

1

5

3

2

450
4245

15

3

16

1

2 26

Lib.

17,930
Cwt. jr.

.

gall Tuns. hhd. gall.

Iilid.

54
65
476
136

27
19

2

Hemp

.

Tunt.

hlti. gall.

...

in the greatest quanexported from Leith, are as follow
Apothecary
ware, beer and nle, coals, cordage, corks, cotton manufactures, earthen-ware, fish of all kinds, glass of all
kinds, hardwares and cutlery, hats of all kinds, jewellery, iron manufactures of all sorts, lead manufactures of
all sorts, leather manufactures of all sorts, machinery,
linen manufactures, molasses ; oil, train, of Greenland
titles,

:

—

painters' colours, plate, saddlery and harness, silk manufactures, soap, stationery, sugar, oil of vitriol, tin.
wares, and woollen manufactures.

Note of the quantities of the under- mentioned

articles ex-

ported from Leith in the three years ending 5th Jan,
1818, distinguishing each year.

Year

Caliroe.1

-'''""

P"^

print

MuriinJ"'?''"'P'«'"

1815.

1.233,035
1,784.669
125,678
4,047

1,151.537
1 ,597,992
88,310
20,605
Lib

457,333
Cwfc

q.
1

lb.

( Brown
^"«»'i Clayed

•

•

.

.

.

.

lb.

q.

1817.

Yards.

394,535
Cwt.

Year

1,602,139
4,126,382

575.755
32,502
Lib.

56.225

Cwl

q.

24 10,171 3 8 13.770

Barrels
>Vhiteh«rriDffi

1816.

Yards.

15.338

Refined nigar

Year

Yards.

Lib.

Cotton, twist, Ayatn.

,,

a

12.411
29,721
44,497

Flax

Coffee

is

Gallons.

CttL
31,872
27,356

Apples

4

1

6

3,329
14,781
15,315

33

.

51,632
74,157
82,000

Gnllont.

328

.

Buslt.

Qr.':.

5

13,515
40,969

^Spanish

.

Qrs. Bush.

1817.

Gallons.

Tuns.

Tobaeoo

Year

1816.

4,020
4,070
23,213

si,un

r French
Teneriffe
Wine
"""*• i
Portugal

Leith.

following

Yeah

1915

Q,s. Jinth.

Forth and ClyleCsiLal. What rffi;ct will be produced
by the Union Catul between Edinburgh and Glasgow
remains to be seen.
The following Tables will convey to our readers a
correct jdea oC the nature and extent of the trade of

The
YOU

:

Nole of the quaiili'tes of the seviral Articles undermentioned Imported from Foreign Countries into the Fori
of Leith, in the three Years ending 5th January 1 8 IS,

;

t^f**

imported into Leith

Ashes, pot and peail; cheese, butter, flax, hemp, v.ood,
iron ; bark, oak and birch ; hides, horse, cow, and
ox;
skins, calf, sheep. &c. quills, seeds of all sorts, honey'
spirits, wines, coffee, sugars, fruits, horns, rags,
cork,
wool, oils, blubber, whale fins, dye stuffs, feathers,
drugs, tellow, pitch, tar, bristles
linens, German and
J
Russia ; and marble.

of *hii>|iing

and the expence of the whole, however,
;
including the harbour at Newhavcn, will probably require the sum of 5 or £60O,0lK) Sterling. From the
unavoidablir great expence which such a weighty undtrtaking has already cort, and the difficulties and expence still interposed between the new works and deep
water, the merchants are rather apt to take up a despoodnig view of their own case ; nor is it much to be
aurprised that the public feeling leans that way. Yet
when we reflect on the progress of commercial improvement within the but 50 years, and look forward to
the advancement of the countrj-, we are inclined to
take a more favoorable view of this great undertakmg, and in this we are home out by many circumMances.
The connection of Leith with the capital
Must always hold it up, while we every where see a
eontmued demand for the additional birthage of shipping, not at Liverpool and London only, but in all conports throughout tlie kingdom.
Tl»e only doubtful i:iattcr connected with tlie present
Mate of Leith, is the want of a sufficient depth of water
for the general traile of the port, untQ the new works
reach Newhaven.
But witli t)ie most laudable intentkm*. Provost .Mackenzie and the present magistracy,
entering deeply into the case, have undertaken some
meaaura tor the improvement of the entrance to the
prcaent harbour, as the one ultimatply intended at \ewnavcn may, frr>m the unavoidable exix-nce, be very distant.
One obvious advantage, in regard to the present
harbour, would be to reduce the space between the
iouth and north pier, which Is so great as to render the
•ccMa to, or exit from it, extremely inconvenient ; and
it may alio be added, that in the present condition of
the entrance to this harLour, it is perhaps without an
example in the whole kingdom. It mav, indeed, be
twill and as the access to a great bay of tne sea, or natnral harboOr of Urge extent, but is surely unsuitable
a* the ajnoach to a small tide-harbour, built on both
de* wttD perpendicular walls or quays.
Tile tracle of Leith is now very extensive. The merchant* of Leith have 10 vessels employed in the
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in the greatest quantities,

Barrels.

lb.

10

Barrels.

30,062
34,91 ()
22,116
Cwt. q. lbCwt.
q. lb.
q. lb. Cwt
35,841 2 17il3,570 1 22 19,883 1 22
8' 2,084 2 23 3,771 2 19
3,^,8S5 2
16,402 3 231 9,823

4U

25
.

562

1

8

Expotte,
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T H.

Account of the Total Number of British and Foreign Vessek, their Tonnage, and Number of Men, that Traded
of Leith, to and from each Foreign Kingdom or State, in the eight years end^d 5th January, 1818.

at the Port

Leitk.

^"'^^

^,

Inwards.
BriUsh.

Year ended 5th Jan. 1811
1812
1813

56
101

1-814

149

1815
1816
1817

210
225
209

1818
Totals

125

.....

Foreign.

1

Men.

Tons.

Ships.

Men.

45,723 2523
23,554 1343
28,105 1666
21,770 1229
13,155
791
121 16,075
918
47 7,212
395

311
148
188
137
117

Men.

Tons.

154
88

16,056
10,461
81 1 ,571
189 23,401

1089
741
763
1677
2113
1329
1523

305 32,687
178 20,311

176 23,446

an Account of the

total

Ships.

Tons.

Men.

296 42,574 2254
203 30,229 1801
233 35,848 2105
154 24.670
124 ^5,747
102 14,406
36 4,9*3

1341

918
814
282

9235 1148 168,417 9515
2256
49 7,06
389

973 V 1452 172,383 11,491 1197|175,478j9904

1473]l90,531 12,077 1190 170,312

is

Ships.

8902 1069 155,594 8865 1171 136,933
3175 ;2J 14,718 H69 281 35,450

1075 13«,1 59
398 52,372

The following

Foreign.

British,

|

Tons

Ships.

1133
642
884
1092
1576
1790
1785

17.645
9,043
13,573
16,471
24,514
28,215
28,698

Outwards.

1

number of vessels, 8;c.
same period.

that

were emidoijed in

the Coasting Trade for the

OUTWABDS.

Inwahds.

Year ended 5 th Jan. 1811
1612
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818

Tons.

Men.

Ships.

2920
2512
26I8

167,928
151,604
157,168
181.858
178 863
132,409

10,064
9.353
9,947
11,528
11,140
8.729
8,452
10,508

1510
1534
1545
1528

2991
2835
1764
1731

2115

117.8.50

156 783

19,486 1,244,463 79,721

Totals

The following

Ships.

an average of the Foreign and Coasting
Trade for the above period.

is

Inwards.
British.
Ships.

Tons.

184

23,816

Men.

....

1509

....

1216

Foreign.

'^

Ships.

Tons.

148

21,289

Men.

Outwards.
British.
Ships.

Tons.

181

21,548

Men.

....

1436

Foreign.

149

Men.

Tons.

.^Ships.

....

21,935

....

123«

Coasting Trade.

Inwards.
Ships.

2436

Men.

Tons.

....

155,558

.... 9965

Outwards.
Tons.

Ships.

1432
-MMiuitctU(M.

....

107,454

Alen.

.... 7374

Leith possesses several manufactures of considerable

1311
1307

1277
1447
11,459

Tons.

104,267
112,236
111,737
102 '.92
107,067
105.774
.

Men.

6151
7508
7931
7586

6979
7391

119610

7343
8103

859.635

58,992

extent and importance.
There are six or seven glass
houses, where bottles and flint gla-s are manufactured
in great quantities. The soap works of Mr. T.Jameson
of Sherriff" Brae, and of Messrs. Morison and Co. at Bonnington, are on a scale of great magnitude. The manufacture of soft soap was begun in 1750, and of tallow
and candles in 1770, and that of hard soap in the same
year.
Soda is made to a considerable extent, by Mr.
Lawrence Jameson ; cards for combing wool, by Mr.
Steid ; leather by Messrs. Sommervail and Son ; vinegar by Messrs. Alison and Stewart ; and ploughs, cart
wheels, and other implements of husbandry, by Mr.
Morton, who has enriched agriculture by several new
inventions and improvements.
The 'iron work of Mr.
Anderson, and that of Mr. Gutzmer, are upon a scale
of considerable magnitude.
Ship-building is carried on to a considerable extent
and there are manufactories of sail cloth and cordage.
Several sawmills, someof which were constructed by the
celebrated engineer Mr. Brunei, have been erected upon
the Water of Leith.
There is an extensive distillery at
Bonnington, belonging to the Messrs Haigs, and two
bouses for the refining of sugar. Leith has long been
celebrated for its ale.
There are many breweries here ;
but we believe that of Mr. Giles is the most extensive.
Leith is governed by a baron bailie, appointed by
the magistrates of Edinburgh.
He sustains the character of admiral, and chuses two resident bailies, wb»
act as his deputies.

L E
The p«puIation of
i

Lctirim.

the parishes of North and South

Leith Jh 1811, was
1983
4921

l^td popuUtka,

The meridian of the

«U,363

observatory of Edinburgh pass-

I.e th Fort.

l.FIMMA. SeeLiMMA.
Lh.rrUlM,
a maritime county

ill
of Ireland, in the
pruvince of Connau^t, bounded on the north by the
counties of Dooesaland Fermanagh; on the east by C'avan ; on the south by those of Cavan, Longford, and
RoscoauDon ; and on the west by Sh'go. It is about 52
Eitfliah mi et long. Its greatest breadtli is 1 6 miles, and
its least H miles ; and it contiiiis 4; •7,'i60 English acres.
1'hia ccMinty is almoitt entirely covered with groups
of manatainH, which are not wholly barren, but afford
F*suSctent herbage for the breeding of cattle.. Towards
the sea the mountains are wild and lofty, and are sepaThe principal of these are the
fBted by deep vallies.
SiablMinewT and the Dartry, tlie last of which rise» to
imnimsf height The huge mountain of Sliebh-anErin, which is near the middle of the county, separates
the mountainous fruoi the level barriers, which form the
aoutbem pert of the county.
There i» • sreat dirersity of soil in this connty. A
Af""'rich dark soil on a limestone bottom
a ferruginous
lown CS1 the mountains, and an argillaceous stratum,
re the prindpaJ varieties. There are great quantities
of bog and moor land, and a considerable part of the
land is in pasturage. The farms are small, and are generally occupied in common by a number of tenantry.
From this,cause agricidture is
a very backward state
and few attempts nave been made tu improve the land
by draining, or by the cultivation of the bog and waste
Potatoes, barley, ire, and wheat, are raised
lands.
abundance for home conBall tpuntities, and oats
Butter ia produced in great quantities
«an|ition.
thnmgbmtt the mountainous part of the county, and is
The cattle of Leitrim are !^lnall.
sent tu >ligo for sale.
The sheep are very much of the native Irish kind, but
they are few in number.
The following were the prices of lal)0'jr and articles
rncvaf
of provision in 1811. Wages of a man per year £ 9,
Ditto of a woman £'/, IHs. Crazing a cow jier
Sa,
Lime per
year t S. Ciraxing a horse per year £ 4.
Hay per ton £ I, lOs. Beef, and mutbarril Is. Id.
Eggs per dozen lOd. Poton, and pork per lb. 5d.
tatoes per atone 'HThe river >hannon is said to have its origin in this
Ri'fTi lad
county at I.ough (lean, though this, however, is claimed by a spot near Florence Court, in the coiinty of Fermui- gh. Mr. Wakefield lielieves, that both these opinion* are true, and that the Shannon is derived trom
two rivulets, which afterwards unite. From Lough
Clem, which is a snull lake, the iShannon flows into
LoMg^ Allan, a lake about 30 miles round, and 7 miles
There
long, which lies in the centra of the county.
•I* several other lakes and nudl streams, which abound
ia trout, pike, eel, perch, and bream.
The nmcrala of this county are numerous and valuVimnk.
Iron ore occurs in gre»t quantities in the high
able.
HHimli^ and it is also found in dee]) and rich beds in
Ue Urw ground*. Copper and lead, a variety of clays,
aad pienty of limestone, are also found, hicn veins of
The seam is in a
coal have hern wrought at .\rigno.
moanta>i> near (>nigh All.in, the summit of which is a

n

;

m

m

m

Mlini<«.

boff.

M

into the hands of the Latouches.
Tlie eoal is not of a
quality, and has been employed principally in
founderies.

good

Number of honia,
"Sxaahtt ol daaEtB,

M througrh
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Thcae ooUieries iK-longed

company
by mortgage

originally tu a

fd the O'Reillys, upon whose failure it

fell

The manufactures of Leitrim, particularly that of linen, are improving rapidly.
There are several bleaching greens in the county, and numero»;s potteries near
Leitrim and Dromahare.
About a century ago, Leitrim was a continued forest
and immense heaps of charrod timber are still seen at
Dromshabo.
great deal of wood has lately been

A

planted.
The principal town of the county is Carrick, which Town*.
does not contain above 100 houses. Leitrim, about three
miles north-east of Carrick, is not considerable enough
to be a great town.
Dr Beaufort estimates the number of houses in this- Populatioat
county at 10,02(J, and the population at 50,000. Dr.
M'Parlan, who took the number of families in each parish from the books of each individual parish clergyman, found that they amounted to 15,326, which he
multiplie<l by 5, and obtained the population of 76,630.
The majority of the inhabitants are Catholics. Mr.
Wakefield e»timates the proportion to be as 30 to- 1, the
same a? in the cbunty of Sligo. There are^ 17 parishes
'Parian's Survey of Lcilrim;
in the county.
See
Beaufort's Memoir of a Map of Ireland; Robertson's
Traveller's Guide; and Wi^i.eRe]d'a Slatistical Accotini

M

of Ireland,

passim

LE.VINISCATE,
sembles the 6gure

is

8.

name of a curve which reThe equation of the curve i*

the

LKMNOS,

now Slalimene, is an island in the GreIt is about 15
cian Archipelago, belonging to Turkey.
miles long and 1 1 broad, and abuunds with mountains
and valleys. The whole of its eastern coast is inaccessible, on account of a shoal which stretches four leagues
into the offing.
On the west coast, there are a few
places of shelter for vessels against northerly winds.
There is a large road on the north of the island ; but
on the south there are two real harbours, Port Cadia,
and Port Sant Antonio, which are not very
fertile.

which

is

far

from

island of Lemnos is hilly, but very
Its protlucts are corn, cotton, oil, and silk^
used in the manufacture of a few light stuffs.

each other.

The

Sonnini observed here a spring of hot water, and ano*
The species of bole, called
thcr of aluminous water.
Lemiiian earth, is still obtained from a hill in the island.
This earth was formerly dug up with many religious
ceremonies.
The principal Turkish and Christian inhabiUnts met on the 6'th of August at a chapel
called Sotera, halt way between the village of Cochino
and the mountain where the earth is found, and thence
they went m procession to the top of the mountain,
where Greek priests read the liturgy. Certain persons
appointed on purpose then began to dig, and as soon
as they discovered a vein of the desired earth, they
announced it to the priests, who put it into small hair
bags, which they delivered to the Turkish governor and
The excavations are then filled up, and
other officers.
Some of the
the procession returns back as before.
hair bags are sent to the Turkish emperors, and the
rest, marked with his seal, or with the words Titi imac/iIon, or sealed earlh, is sold by the sangiak, or his depuThe
ties, to the inhabitants, or to foreign merchants.
sangiak accounts annually to the Grand Signior for his
sale of the earth; and the inhabitants are capitally punished, if they in any shape export or trade in that
The two
earth without the permission of the sangiak.
chief places in the island, are Cochino, formerly Heand Lemno or Stalimene, formerly Mexinea.
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I.co

X.

Pope.

LEO.

East Long. 23* \6', Kortli Lnt. 59* 54'. SeeSonnini's had incurred ecclesiastical censure, made a formal subTravels in Greece and Turkey, p. 504.
mission, and received absolution.
Having thus, in the
LENA. See Russia.
first year of his pontificate, sectfred intern.-u trauquillit)',
LENS. See 0«»tics.
the attention of Leo was next turned to the encourageLEO X. Pope, the second son of Lorenzo di Medici, ment of literature, and the patronage of men of genius.
was bom at Florence in the month of December, 1475, His first care was to restore to its former splendour the
and was baptized by the name of John. Having been Roman gymnasium, or university, by means of new
destined by his father for the church, he received the grants of its revenues and privileges, and by filUnw the
tonsure at the age of seven years ; and being then de- professorships with distinguished characters from all
Under the direction of Janus Lascaris, a colclared capable of ecclesiastical preferment, he obtained,
quarters.
at a very early period, through the interest of his fami- lege of noble Grecian youths was founded at Rome,
In 14S8, du- for the purpose of editing Greek authors ; and a Greek
ly, no less than twenty-nine benefices.
ring the pontificate of Innocent VIII. he was elevated press, under the superintendence of Lascaris, was estato the rank of cardinal, when only thirteen years of age.
blished in that city.
Public notice was given throughHis early education was entrusted to that eminent scho- out Europe, that all persons who should bring ancient
lar, Angelo Poliziano, assisted by other learned men,
manuscripts to the Pope would be liberally rewarded,
who frequented the Medici palace ; and the success of besides having thetp printed at the expence of the holy
their instructions was greatly promoted by the uncom- see.
Leo also endeavoured to promote the study of orimon gravity and solidity of his disposition. In 14'92, ental literature, by founding the first professorship in
he was formally invested with the purple, and imme- Italy of the Syriac and Chaldaic languages, in the unidiately went to reside at Rome, as a member of the saversity of Bologna.
cred college.
In consequence of his opposition to the
On the death of Louis XII. and the accession of
election of Pope Alexander VI. he found it prudent to
Francis I. to the throne of France, it soon became apwithdraw to Florence, in which place he acquired much parent that the flame of war would be rekindled in the
personal respect ; but on the invasion of Italy by Charles north of Italy.
After some ineffectual attempts to preVIII. of France, he was involved in the expulsion of serve a neutrality, Leo at length found himself under
his family, and obliged to take refuge at Bologna.
the necessity of joining in a league with the emperor,
In 1499, the cardinal, accompanied by his cousin the king of Arragon, the states of Florence and Milan,
Giulio di Medici, and a small party of friends, made and the Swiss cantons, against the French king and the
a tour through the states of Venice, Germany, and state of Venice. This league, however, was soon broFrance ; and returning by Genoa, he soon after- ken by the rapid success of the French arms, and the
wards went to Rome, where he fixed his residence, and defeat of the Swiss in the battle of Marignano ; after
in consequence of his prudent behaviour, was enabled to
which the Pope found it expedient to detach his cause
live safe and respected during the remainder of Alexfrom that of his allies, and to form an union with
ander's pontificate. During the earlier part of that of his
Francis, the terms of whicli were arranged at an intersuccessor, .Julius 1 1, he continued to reside at Rome, culview between the two sovereigns, which took place at
tivating polite literature, enjoying the pleasures of poBologna towards the close of the year 1515.
lite society, and indulging his taste for the fine arts. To
In the year 15 16, Leo found a pretext to gratify his
passion for aggrandizing his family, by excommunicathe exercise of the chase he was passionately addicted.
In 1505, when he had attained his thirtieth year, he ting the Duke of Urbino, and seizing his whole terribegan to take an active part in public affairs; Julius, tory, which, together with the ducal title, he conferred
on his seizure of Perugia, having appointed him to its upon his own nephew Lorenzo. In 1517, the expelled
government. Adhering with firmness to the interest duke collected an army, and by rapid movements comof the Pope, he acquired the confidence of his holiness pletely recoveretl his capital and dominions. Chagrined
at this event, the Pope endeavoured to engage all the
to such a degree, as to be entrusted with the supreme
direction of the papal army in the holy league against
Christian princes in a crusade against him ; and having
the French, in 1511, with the title of legate of Bologna. raised an army under the command of his nephew, by
At the bloody battle of Ravenna, in 1512, he was taken a profuse application of the treasures of the church, the
prisoner, and conveyed to Milan, where the dignity of duke was at length compelled to resign his dominions
his sacred office procured for him a respectable treatupon honnurable terms. In the same year, the life of
He contrived, however, to effect his escape, the pontiff was endangered, and his moments embitterment.
and returning to Bologna, he assumed the government ed, by a conspiracy which was finned against him in
Cardinal Petrucci, the principal author
his own court.
of the district, in the capacity of the Pope's legate.
Gn the death of Julius II. the Cardinal di Medici was of this conspiracy, had formed a plan of destroying Lea
elected to the pontificate in the month of March, 1513, by poi.son ; but having failed in this attempt, he withbeing then in the thirty-eighth year of his age. He as- drew from Rome, still however maintaining a corre*
sumed the name of Leo X. and ascended the papal throne spondence with his secretary. Some of his letters havwith greater demonstrations of good will, both from ing been intercepted, he was decoyed to Rome by a
Italians and foreigners, than the greater number of his
safe conduct from the Pope ; but on his arrival be was
predecessors.
His love of literature was displayed, by arrested, committed to prison, and finally strangled.
the appointment of two of the most elegant scholars of His agents and accomplices in the plot were put to
the age, Berabo and Sadoleti, to the office of papal se- death with horrid tortures ; and some of the other carcretaries.
dinals were degraded, and sul)jected to heavy fines. In
The first object to which the eflTorts of the new Pope order to secure himself against any future disafiection,
were directed, was the liberation of Italy from the dij- Leo created thirty-one new cardinals in one day, many
minion of foreign powers. With this view, he took of them consisting of his own relations and friends, and
into pay a large body of Swiss troops, by whose valour some whose talents and virtues rendered them worthj
and discipline the bloody victory of Novara was gained of such dignity.
over the French, who were in consequence forced to
Under the pontificate of Leo, the severest wound was
»l»aiidon luly.
The king of France, Louis XII. who inflicted upon the church of Rome, by the rise of the
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Ecfonnotiou tmiler LuUier. Tbe boundless profusion
L»
•"'1'^
of the I'ope having completely exhausted his treasury,
"-^f^^ be resolved to replenish his coffers by the profits arising
from the sale of indulgences. The etlicacy uf these
wares was extolled in such scandalous and extravagant
terms, as could hardly fail of giving offence to pious
and thinking men. Luther warmly protested against
this abuse, calling in question the authority of the pope
to remit sirta, and making some severe strictures on this
method of raising money. Leo seems to have treated
the matter at first very lightly and when hi.i interference became necessary, he shewed a disposition to
adopt lenient measures. All attempts, however, to effect a reconciliation proved fruitless ; the breach be•ame daily wider; and in the month of November,
1518, Leo published a bull, asserting the pope's authority to grant indulgences, which will avail both the living antlthe dead in purgatory. The works of Luther
were burnt in different places by Leo's command ; and
Luther, upon bis part, made a solemn and public conflagration uf the papal decrees and constitutions, and
of tbe bull itself.
But the circumstances connect•d with tbe rise and progress of the Reformation, will
be more properly related in another place. It was
this pootiff who rewarded the controversial talents of
lieiiry VI IL of Engluid, by conferring upon him the
title of Defender ot tiie Faith.
The itate of tranquillity which Italy enjoyed, at this
period, permitted the Hope to indulge his taste for magnificence in shows and spectacles, and in the employment of those great artists who have reflected so much
lustre on his rt^n.
His private hours were chiefly devoted to indolence, or to amusements, some of which
are said to bare been of a trivial nature, and little suited to the dignity of his station. He was not, however,
much eiigroued by these pleasures, as to neglect any
opportunity uf aggrandizing his family or his see. By
tbe death of his nephew, Lorenzo, the duchy of Urbino, with its dependencies, became annexed to tbe Roman see and other acquisitions were made by less
liaglioni, chief of Perugia, was dejustifiable means.
coyed into the power of the Pope, tortured, and put to
death and hit territories incorporated with the papal
dominions. Tbe city of Ferroo was seized by a body
of papal troops, and Frederic, the commander of the
town, killed by them in attempting to make his escape.
Leo even made an attempt to get possession of the city
end teit tor y of Ferrara, which, however, proved unIn the year 1521, he entered into a treaty
luceessful.
with the emperor, for tbe establishment of the family
of Sforsa, in tlie duchy of .Milan. For this purpose,
be hired a large body of .Swiss troops, which were suffered to march through the .Milanese into Romagna.
This iir<"v in i-onjunction with the Spanish and Gertook poasetsion of Parma, which, toman 1
..u-eiiaia, was to be united to the domain
gether ^ ....
of the church. The allies then crossed the Adda, and
the
were received, without opposition, into Milan
Swits in the service of France having been prevailed
«pon to desert. They next entereil tbe territory of the
duke of Ferrara, airainst whom the Pope had already
launched tbe thunders of the church. Several of his
strong place* were taken, ond the siege of his capital
waa impending, witen Leo, who had repaired to Rome,
to be present at the public rejoicings for these suceeaaea, was attacked by an indisposition, apparently
trivial, hut so. rapid in Us progrox, that after a week's
illaeaa, he expired, on the 1st of Deceml^r, 1521, in
tbe forty-sikth year of bis age, and the ninth of his
X.
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His death was by some ascribed to poi- Lcowiaster.
son, but of this there is no evidence.
^"Hf"™*
Different opinions have been entertained with regard
to the cliaracter of this celebrated pontiff, which, however, will be best estimated from the narrative we liave
pontificate.

given of the principal transactions of his life. Without
giving credit to many of those enormities with which
he has been charged upon insufficient evidence, it will
appear that Leo was far from exhibiting a pattern of integrity in his moral and political conduct. Self-interest
seems to have been his ruling motive of action ; and he
shewed himself by no means scrupulous with regard to
the means he employed for attaining his ends.
His
patronage of literature and the fine arts has been held
out as tbe finest trait in his character, and as a sufficient
atonement for all his faults. The age of Leo X. indeed,
is generally referred to, as one of the most flourishing
periods of art and literature in the annals of mankind.
But, without derogating from that just share of merit
which may be allowed to belong to Leo on this account,
we may be permitted to observe, that many of the subjects of this celebrated age must be sought for beyond
the sphere uf his protection and influence ; and that the
patronage he bestowed may be ascribed, perhaps, more
to his vanity, than to any real love of what is valuable
in literature, or any genuine admiration of what is e.tcellent in the arts. See Roscoe's Life and Pontificate of
Leo X. (z)

LEOMINSTER, or Lemstkr, is a burgh and marIt
ket town of England, in the county of Hereford.
is situated in a rich and fertile vale, abounding with
orchards, hop-yards, fine meadows, and arable lands.
The river Lugg runs on the north and east sides of the
town. Two smaller streams flow through llie town,
and other three considerable rivulets p.iss within half a
Leominster is about a mile long from north
mile of it.
to south, and about half a mile from e.ast to west.
There are many gooil motlern houses built of brick ;
but, in general, the houses consist of timber and plaster, p.iinted white and black, and adorned with curious grotesque carvings. The streets in the centre of
The
the tuwn are narrow, and the suburbs ill built.
church of Leominster is a large building, and irregular
both in its form and architecture. The interior length
The church of Leois 123 feet, and its width 124.
minster was partly destroyed by fire on the 1 8th March,
MOO, and was rebuilt at the expence of nearly £18,000.
Besides the church, there are four places of worship,
viz. for the Baptists, Presbyterians, Moravians, and
Quakers. The meeting-house of the Baptists is a neat

The town-hall, or butter close, is a singubuilding of timber and plaster, erected in 1633. It
new gaol was built here
stands on Vl oaken pillars.
in 1750; and in 1803, a neat market-house was erected by the corporation for the sale of grain. It is a small
building of the Tuscan order, with pediments and a cabuilding.
lar

A

pital.

The town is governed by a bailiff, chief steward,
recorder, 24 capital burgesses, a chamberlain, two sergeants at mace, and some inferior officers. It sends
two members to parliament, and the number of voters
is about 500.
Cloth is the principal article of manufacture at LeoThe manufacture of hats and gloves, and the
minster.
tanning and dressing of leather, are carried on to a
From the fertility of the surrounding
great extent.
country, Leominster has always been considered as one
of the best markets for wool, wheat, and cyder. There
is a free school here, two charity schools, an alms-
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house, and Sunday schools, t» which the annual bene'f™^ factions are considerable.
The population of the burgh and pnrish, in 1811,
was 730 houses, 839 families, 4S4 of whom were employed in trade and manufactures, and 3238 inhabitants.
See The Beauties of England and Walef, vol. vi,
p. .562— .174
LEON, a province of Spain, situated towards the
Bcundaries. north-west, is bounded on the east by Old Castile, on
the south by Estremadiira, on the west by Portugal and
Galicia, and on the north by the A^lurias.
Its form is
that of a long rectangular figure, about .52 leagues from
north to scjuth, anti SO at its mean breadth from east
to west, lying between 40° and 4 3° north latitude, and
10' and 5° 25' west longitude.
between
It was anciently the country of the Vettones, mentioned by StraHistory.
bo, and, for a long period, formed a separate kingdom. After the defeat of Rodrt-ic, the Gothic king,
at Xeres de la Frontera, its capital city Leon was taken from the Moors, in 17 17, by Prince Pelagius, who
had collected the dispersed Christians ; and in 915, one

~

.

V

of the successors of that prince took the title of King
of Leon.
In 1030, it passed to Ferdinand, surnamed
the Great, then king of Castile, and was finally united
with that kingdom in lOfig.
Aspect,
This province is mountainous, but less so than many
lountains, gf those immediately adjoining.
Its mountains are coan rivers,
yg^g^j yi[x\^ trees, particularly oaks ; and it ccmtains
many beautiful fields, luxuriant pasture grounds, and
extensive vallies.
The more remarkable mountains are
those which form part of the Sierras of Pico and Occa,
(formerly Mount Idubeda,) in the southeast part of
the province.
The principal rivers are the Douro,
which enters the province from Arragon, and divides

two nearly equal parts the Carrion, which flows
from Old Castile, and falls into the Douro at Simancas; the Eresma, which enters Leon at Macheda, and
afterwards unites with the Douro the Tormes, which
it

into

;

;

extremity

of the province,
runs northwards to Sal.nmanca, and thence north-west
to the Douro, opposite Bemposta, on the frontiers of
rises

aiinetals.

near the southern

Besides these, there are the Sil, the Biiroia,
Portugal.
the Sabor, the Baeza, the Arago, the Xero, the Pisuerga, and nearly as many more, which chiefly rise in
There are several
the province or on its confines.
bridges over these rivers, particularly over the Douro,
There is one below Benavento over the Ezla, consisting of nineteen arches ; one of eighteen arches over the
Porma, near Villa Rente ; and another over the Tormes, at Alva de Tormes, of twenty-six arches, supposed to have been built by the Romans. There is a lake
near Astorga, called Sanabria, about three miles long
and half as much in breadth, through which the river
Tuerto rushes with such force as to excite waves equal
to those of the sea ; and a rock rises in _ the middle of
the lake, on wliicli stands a fine old castle belonging to
the Counts of Benavento.
^^ ^^^ mountains are found iron and copper mines,
and a number of mineral streams. Four of these are
cold springs, namely, at Amusco, Buron, Bavela Fuente, and Astudillo.
There are also four warm fountains, namely, one near Almeyda, of a sulphureous
appearance ; one at Ledesma, where there is a public
bath of a moderate heat, which is found useful in cutaneous diseases one at Bonar, issuing from a rock,
and of a lukewarm temperature ; and one at Bariios,
near the frontiers of Estremadura, serviceable in rheumatic and nervous complaints. Near Zamora, turauoises aie found in the hills, and were formerly so
;

abundant, that the Moers called

it «< the tawn df turLeea.
'
^mi ^
quoises."
«,
A great number of excellent mules are rea'ii^ in the .Animah.
province, and considerable flocks of sheep and t oats;
and various kinds of fish are found in the rivers, parti,
cularly eels, barbel, and trout.
Tliere are many fertile vallies in the province, parti Agricn!.
cularly those of Mediano and liatuccas, and the soil ture.
is very productive in many districts, especially on the
east point towards Portugal.
The lower grouniis also
are free of trees, and agricuhure might flourish in the
province, were more attention paid to the irrigation of
the land by its numerous rivers.
The principal crops
are wlieat, oats, maize, flax, olives; and in some places,
extensive vineyards, particularly around Barnos, where
25.000 arobas of wine are produced yearly. But cultivation, in general, is in a languid state
and many
districts, capable of being rendered .--ufliciently fertile,
are left in a state of nature.
It is only in some of the
richer tracts that fruit trees are found, particularly
from Casas del Puerto to Villa Toro.
Formerly, very flourishing manufactories existed in \r.inufac.
several towns of Leon, especially iti Ciud.^d Kodcrio^o, ""^" "n't
'

^

;

where fine tapestries, embroidery, and laces were made,
and where the best leather in Europe was prepared.
But all these have greatly decayed. There are some
cloth manufactories in a few of the towns, particularly
at Crvas one for hats at Zamora for serges at Rio Seco ; and some of hosiery and leather at Leon.
The

'"""U'rce,

;

;

commerce of this province,

therefore, consists chiefly in
importation.
Some wines, especially those produced
in the south-east of the county, are exported ; but
those of the northern districts are so inferior, as neither
to bear carriage, nor answer any market.
considerable portion of the coarser manufactures are sent into
Galicia; and the madder produced in the vicinity of
Ciudad Roderigo and .Medina del Campo is conveyed
through Portugal to the English merchants.
This province contains six bishoprics, viz. Leon. Sa- Tow^;
lamanca, Palencia, Zamora, Astorga, Ciudad Roderigo;
2460 parishes, I96 convents, 23 hospitals, five asylums,
two military governments, four intendancies of provinces, one university, four superior colleges, 25 collegea
of all classes, six cities, 53':) towns or boroughs, 2005
villages or settlements, of which "G, formerly inhabited, are now deserted.
The principal towns are Leon,
Astorga, Zamoru, Tore, Palencia, Medina-del- Rio- Se-
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Villa Pando, Duenas, Marsilla, Villa
Franca, Benevente, on tlie north of the Douro; and on
the south of that river, Salamanca, Ciudad Roderigo,
Alva de Tormes, Pena-Aranda, Pena-de-Francia, Carco, Tordefrillas,

pio, Medin.i-del-

But many of

Campo, and Ledesma.

the towns are not h.'.lf inhabited ; and the population ropulati»|i,
has been recently much diminished.
The present
amount is estimated at 665,000 persons ; of w'hom
559S are secular priests, 2()64 monks, 570 nuns,
31,540 nobles, 25,^18 servants, and the remainder of
the other professions. The inhabitants of thi^ province
are distinguished by their gravity and taciturnity, and
greatly resemble those of Old Castile.
Among the
mountains near Astorga are a race called Mauregatos,
who preserve the remains of the ancient costume, in
their p3ramidal hats, neck-ruffs, short jackets, wide
breeches, and spitterdashes. Their women wear large
ear-rings, a kind of white turban widened like a hat,
a chemise clo^ed over the chest, a brown corset buttoning tight, witii large sleeves, opening behind, brown
.

1

veils
laces,

petticoats, and over all immense conil neckpassed several times round the neck and shoul-

and

LEON.
ga/^tered into a row or bandage over the bosom,
and falling in successive rows ilown to the knee, (q)
LEON, the capital city of the last mentioned province, is situated between the two sources of the Exla,
i)ert.

aouth from the mountains of Asturias, and is one of the
It was founded before
inost ancient towns in Spain.
the reign of Calba, and received its name from the circumstance of the I>egio Septima Germanica having been
It was known at a very early period
•tationed there.
lao as an cpiaoopal see ; and, in the time of the Gothic
kings, poMcwcd the privilege of appealing immediately
It was the first town of any importance reto Uotne.
covered from the Moors ; and was for three centuries
after that period the residence of the first Catholic kings
It contains l.'i parish churches, one collein .Spain.
giate church, four convents of monks, five of nuns, and
number of hospitals and hermitages. There are also
the royal houses of San-Isidoro, and .San-Marcos, of the
order of St. James ; and a chapter of noble cnnonesses,
But little now
doiatered, but who take the vows.
remains of jts ancient splendour and population ; and
the exterior magnificence of its public buildings forms
gre;«t part of its
it* principal boost and attraction.
walla ia constructed of green marble ; and at the bot-

Ok
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tom of one of the gates, which was formerly a famous
C'son, is a atatue ot' King Pelagius. The ancient pa• of ita aorenigns, which stands close to the wall on
dw weatem aide, is now in a decayed state, and has
been converteil into a cloth manufactory. The edifices
nuMt worthy of notice, and still in a good state of repair, are the monastery of the regular citnons of St. Auguftin, and the royal convent of .St. Mark, which are
both uf tolerable architecture the hotel of the Counts
of Luna, which i« a Urge and handsome building ; the
;

palat nf thn GuzmAn«, remarkable for its strong walls
and aopcrb portal the town-house, which has a toler;

The Place
ably regular front, and good appearance.
Mayor, oppoaite to the town- house, contains several
iMMMiftil an<l uniform buildings and there are several
aqnaiM and handiome fountains. But the great boast
ol the place is the cathedral church, which is esteemed
;

one of the finest in Spain, and furnishes a beautiful specimen of Gothic architecture, distinguished for its height
and boldness, just pro}>ortions, and admirable lightness
of structure. It contains the tombs of one emperor,
and 37 king* and the shrines of several saints, particalarly of ot. Isidore and St. Vincent There are a few
HDunctorics of woollens, linens, stockings, and leather
glwns; but the town is cbirRy supported by the expendttaiv of the churchmen. The streets are covered with
filth, and full of beggar*, who are fed at the convents.
The adjoining country is very beautiful, and is ornamented with numerous avenues of noble trees but litand the produce
tle ia dooe in the way of cultivation
than
fflnrff** more of vegetables, fruits, and pastures,
of grain. The population t^tbe town is estimated at
;

;

;

6000.

(o)

LEON

m

(Ikt* D«), a town and msulated district
the vicinity of C«iis, which has recently increased in
population and wealth ; and forms a singular instance
of a new Mid growing town in Spain. The island is
fanned by a canal which surrounds it, and which at
higb water ia to deep (about S.i feet) as to admit the
larMal ships. This insulated portion is still farther sepwattd finiro the continent by a marshy tract, through

which a oaiueway i« constructed ; and the whole adjoioiac cyuatry^ filled with salt pits, in which the
the fun make* the bay-salt, which is so import*
hert
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ant an article in the commerce of Cadiz. This north- Leonida*.
ern extremity of the isle is remarkably strong both by ''-'V"'"'
nature and art ; and may be considered as one of the
principal defences of Cadiz.
The road, which leads
through the marsh, (which is impassable in any other
way,) enters Leon by the bridge of Zuarzo, which is
flanked with batteries, and defended by gun-boats.
This bridge has evident marks of a Roman origin ; but
its modern structure is ascribed to a Dr. Sanchez Ziiarzo, who died in .Segovia in 14'37This island was so
entirely deserted in the 17th century, that there wa*
not a single house upon it; but at present the principal
street of the town is two miles in length, with shops of
every kind on each side of it ; and the number of inha«
bitants above 40,000.
Its extent is so considerable,
that, including the suburb of St. Carlos on the north, it
is supposed capable of containing double that number.
The streets are wide, and the houses l.irge; but, like
other Spanish towns, it displays a strange mixture of
grandeur and poverty. The hotel de ville, in the great
square, is a handsome building; and the house of the
Marquis d'Urena is provided with a well-chosen library, a philosophioal apparatus, and a fine collection of
paintings.
The principal church equals most of the
religious edifices of Spain in point of decorations ; but
one of the most striking objects in the place is the repository of the deceased ecclesiastics, called the Pantheon.
This is an open court, of an oval form, with a
corridor built on arches, and supported by pillars.
In
the walls, which are of competent thickness, are receptacles for the remains of the clergy, resembling the
mouths of ovens, which after interment are clo=ed with
bricks, and of which Mr. Jacob reckoned five hundred.
The town is much occupied by naval and military officers and establishments and presents a busy animated
scene. See Laborde's View (if Spain ; Burgoane's 7VflveU in Spiiin ; and Jacob's Travels in Spain, (q)
LEON] DAS, one of the kings of Sparta, who was
appointed to check the progress of the Persian army at
the pass of Themiopyla;, and who bravely devoted his
life to the cause of his country.
Coolly contemplating
the desjierate nature of the service assigned them, he
and his little band, before leaving Laceda?mon, celebrated their own funeral rites, and took a final farewell of
The general facts of his
their relatives and friends.
determined and reasonable resistance to the overwhelming force of the invaders, are sufficiently established to
warrant the eulogies which all succeeding ages have be«
stowed upon his magnanimous conduct ; but a variety
of circumstances, resting rather on the authority of tradition than of hi.^tory, have been detailed by his partial
countrymen, in illustration of the daring and deliberate
;

courage by which he and his heroic band were animated in this p-itriotic enterprise. When reconnoitred by
a Persian horseman, at their fatal post, they were observed exercising themselves in martial sports, and decorating their flowing hair, according to the custom of
When haughtily required by the Pertheir country.
sian monardi to lay down their arms, Leonidas return,
ed the laconic reply, " Come and take them." When
promised a kingdom from the invader, upon condition
of surrendering at discretion, he gallantly replied, that
" the Spartans were accustomed to acquire kingdoms
by valour, and not by treachery." When informed that
the Persians were so numerous that their darts would
darken the sun, the answer was briefly given, " then
we shall fight in the shade." When surrounded on the
third day of the contest, and determined with his three
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Leeser In-
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;

we died here in obedience to her sacred laws ;"
many years, it was the custom of the Spartans

and, for
to pronounce funeral orations, and celebrate public games, on
the anniversary of this battle, in honour of their heroic
countrymen. See HerodplUs, lib. vii. ; Diod. Siciilns,
lib. xi. ; Pausanias, lib. vii. ; Slrabo, lib. ix. ; Jiutin,
lib. ii.
tori/

;

Plutarch, in Apoplhegmf Lacon; Mitford's //»i.

of Greece,

vol. i.;

Goldsmith's Histurt/ of Greece;
i.
See also Greece,

Morell's Studies in Hislury, vol.
p. ^&o.
(q)

LEONTINI, Leontium, now Lentim.
LEPROSY. See Medicine.

See Sicily.

LEltlDA, anciently Ilerda, is a town of Spain, in
It is situated on the declithe province of Catalonia.
vity of a hill, on the west bank of the river Segra. The
town is long, narrow, nearly triangular, and close and
The streets are narrow, crooked, uneven,
ill built.
and paved with pointed stones unequally driven in.
It has only one tolerable street, about one-fourth of a
league long, which would have been handsome had it
The quarter of the town towards the
been wider.
fine
river is well situated, though gloomy within.
quay, extending the whole length of the town, has been
lately built, and unites the double advantage of restraining the waters of the Segra, and of furnishing the
means of amusement to the inhabitants. If planted
with trees it would form a handsome promenade.
The principal e;lifice in Lerida is the cathedral, which
has been lately built, but unfortunately stands in a narrow street. It is ascended by a double flight of twenty
steps, which leads to a terrace, on which the gates of
the church open. The front, which is of free-stone,
has six fluted pilasters of the Corinthian order, between
which there are three large doors, with iron gates of
handsome workmanship. It has two fine square towers,
At the top of the hill
terminating in round pavilions.
are the remains of a palace which the kings of Arragon
There was formerly a university at
had inliabited.
Lerida ; but it has now only a college, which is maintained by the bishop, and where sixty young clerks are

A

instructed gratuitously.
trade in salt fish was formerly carried on here, but
Lerida now exports the productions
it has now failed.
of the adjacent territory, such as fruits and pot-herbs,
Silk worms are bred here, but
to Urgel and Arragon.

A

to

no great extent. The surrounding country, which
and productive, is intersected with canals, and

is rich
is

Population 18,000.

well watered.

View of Spain,

vol.

i.

See Laborde's

p. 82.

LERWICK.
LESBOS.
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hundred Spartans, and a few Thespian auxiliaries, to
obey the law of his country, which prohibited retreat bef^^^ ^^ enemy, however superior in strength, " Come,"
he said to his fellow-soldiers, " let us dine cheerfully in
this place, for to-night we shall sup with Pluto." When
the last onset was made, Leonidas fell early in the fight,
under a shower of javelins and his undaunted followers, surrounding his dea<l body, died to a man on the
spot. A monument was afterwards erected on the field
of battle, with the following inscription by Simonides
" Tell, O stranger, the inhabitants of Lacedasmon, that

See Shetland.
See Metelin.
Intervals, in Music, are such as are

less«

ened either S or rf or, Lesser or Minor Intervals, are
such as are less than the Major Intervals of the same
name, by the intervals S or rf, and even by S and 4 c;
:

also in the discordant nomenclatures, followed
ferent writers, on Musical Intervals.
(5)

by

dif-

S

LESSING, GoTTHOLD Epmraim, a
man author, was born at Kamenz,

celebrated Gera town of Upper Lusatia, on the 22d of January, 1729. ^The first
rudiments of instruction he received from his father,
John Godfrey, the Protestant clergyman of Katnenz,
a man of excellent character, who acquired some reputiition from his theological writings.
Having spent
some time under the tuition of a private instructor,
and at the public school of his native place, he was
sent, in his twelfth year, to the free school at Meissen, where lie remained five years, and acquired, by
diligent study, an intimate acquaintance with the
Greek and Latin languages. Some tra^islations from
Anacreon, which he executed while at this school,
were afterwards published among his poems.
He
also applied with great zeal to the study of the mathematics ; translated for his own use the second,
third, and fourth books of Euclid ; and wrote an
history of the mathematics.
From Meissen he repaired to the university of
Leipsic.
It was the wish of his father that he should
study theology, with the view of taking orders ; but
this Lessing declined, conceiving that he did not possess the requisite qualifications.
Hitherto he had been
a diligent student ; but finding that he had addicted
himself too exclusively to books, to the neglect of bodily exercises, and the improvement of his mind by social
conversation, he laid aside for a time all serious reading,
and endeavoured to acquire those ornamental accomplishments, which might enable him to make a better
figure in society.
Poetry, and the belles lettres in general, particularly the drama, were now his favourite
studies.
He was a constant attendant at the Leipsic
theatre, then under the direction of Madame Neuberin,
with whom he contracted an intimate acquaintance
and made some attempts in dramatic composition. In
the mean time, his father, who had been informed of
his course of studies, and had hitherto with difficulty
supplied his expences, strongly urged him either to
take orders, or a medical degree but Lessing declined
to do either, and was now left to provide a subsistence
for himself by the exercise of his talents.
In a periodical work, published at Hamburgh by one M. Agricola, he gave the first specimens of his abilities as an author.
He also inatle translations of French )ilays along
•with Weisse, and furnished poems for a periodical pubThe first dramalication edited by his friend Mylius.
tic piece which he published with his name was a comedy, entitled, Der junge Gelekrle, which was performed with success by the company at Leipsic. From
Leipsic he was induced to remove to Berlin, in the
hope of finding a better field for his literary exertions.
Here, in conjunction with Mylius, he commenced a
periodical work on the history and .state of the stage,
which, although -written in a new and instructive manHe
ner, was discontinued after the fourth numben
next occupied himself with the publication of his poems,
which appeared anonymously, under the title of Trifles.
Soon after he repaired to Wittenberg, where he continued to prosecute his studies for about a year, and took
the degree of Master of Arts. During this period he
was employed in various literary occupations, in which
he had an opportunity of displaying the force and the
;

versatility

of his genius.

his residence at Wittenberg, he returned to Berlin, where he renewed his acquaintance with the eminent men of that city, and contributed the literary article to a newspaper, which b«d

Having become weary of

S

I.otfing;
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t mtng previously been written by his friend Mylius. In 1 753
'-^."^^ and 175*, he pubhshed an edition of his miscellaneous
writings in
vols. l2mo, which were well received,
and contributed to extend his reputation. Berlin was
at this period the residence of a considerable

number

of thooe men, to whose talents the literature of Germany has been most eminently indebted. Of this number were Moaes Mendelssohn, the celebrated Jewish
philosopher, Nicolai, the printer. Rambler, the poet,
Sa!zer, the philosopher and critic, Siissmilch, the statis.
tical writer, and several others of distin(;uished reputation.
From the charms of this literary society, Les•ing retired for a while to Potsdam, with the view of
eanpletin^ histra^^edy, entitled. Mitt Sarah Sammon.
This was the first specimen of the trag'-dii hourgeoite
which had appeared in Germany. It was received with
fttaX applause when first acted at Frankfort on the
Oder, and was afterwanls performed w^ith the same

on various other titeatres
It
was also
translated into the Italian, French, and Danish lan-

tuccess,

In 1755, he went to Leipsic.
Here he was introduced to M. Winkler, a youn(( man of fortune, who
engaged him as the companion of his travels. Their
journey, however, extended no farther than Amsterdam for M. Winkler having received intelli(;ence of
:

the irruption of the Prussians into Saxony, thought proLeasing now occupied himself,
per to return home.
for some time, in translating several works from the
English; and in composing a volume of original fables,
In 1757, he became associatin the manner of yEaop.
ed with Moae* MendeJasobn and Nicolai, in the publieii>in of periodical work, entitled, The Library of the
Bdta Lettret, containing a review of works in polite
He now reliterature, with original correspondence
tamed once mote to Berlin, and published his tragedy,
One of the roost remarkable fruits of the inrUlntai
liamer that tulwirted between Leasing, Mendelssohn,
and Nicolai, waa the joint production of the Lellers oh
Ultrmturt; a work which acquired threat celebrity, and
which contributerl perhaps more than any other publito form the taste and style of the German wriAbont tha taae time, Lessing published three
of ftblca in praae, to which he prefixed a treatise
an the thaory of tne fable. In 1760, he was elected
an honorary member of the Berlin Academy of SciI

I

eiKea.

T^t^Pg now entered upon a new scene. Without
giviiy the- tUgfateat notice, even to the most intimate
of hia friaoda, he set out for Breslau, as secretary to
the PnisaiaD General von Tauenzirn. This appointment, which he had been induced to accept on account
of his health, gave him an opportunity of acquiring
more knowledge of the worlit. He ttecame acquainted
with almost allthe officers <»f the Prusiian army, in the
•even years' war
nfiatfft

;

but,

gare him a

unfortunately, his military as-

taste for

gaming, which impeded

In the year 1765,
the yt ug ieaa of hi* literary pursuits.
he returned to Berlin, and resumed his former m<Kle of
He now published his iMOcoon, a treatii<e on the
life.
limits of poetry and painting, tor which he had collected the materials auring his residence at Breslau.
In 1766, he received an invitation from a »oc'iety of
lovers of the drama at Hamliurirh, who made liim ad-

vantageous proposaK for hix asfistance in endeavouring
Thi» inviciiion he
to improve the theatre in that city.
accepted, ami accor-linely repaired

i<>

Han-!'" /»h

m

Here he rommenced hu Hamburgh DramalurVOL. xu. rABT a.

1767

I

N G.
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gy, a weekly paper, which was afterwards published in l.<.siiii».
two volumes, 8vo. forming a mass of valuable dramatic ^~^'~~'
criticism.

Lessing's circumstances, however, were still very limited, and his prospects so little encouraofinjj, t'lat he
had resolved to sell all his eflects, and go to reside in
Italy ; where he fortunately met with a patron in Leopold, the hereditary Prince of Brunswick, through
whose influence he was appointed librarian at \\'olfenbuttel, and received the title of Aulic Councillor. Here
he found ample materials for the gratification of his literary curiosity.
A few days after he had begun to
discharge the duties of his new ofSce, he discovered an
important MS., the existence of which had been doubted, viz. the work of Berengarius of Tours, in which
he refutes Lanfranc's book on transubotantiation. This
work he intended to have published, had he met with
encouragement. In 1771, he commenced an improved
edition of his miscellaneous writings ; of which, however, only the first volume appeared in his own lifetime.
In 177'^, his popular tragedy, entitled Emilia
Galolti, was performed for the first time at Brunswick,
and soon afterwards upon all the other German theatres.
In the exercise of his functions, as librarian,
he commenced a periodical work, under the title of
Con'rthultOHS to history

ati'l lilernliire,

fr.m

sures of the ducal library at fVol/enbiillel, of
first

number appeared

thr

trea-

which

the-

in 1773.

Tlie state ot his health, at this period, induced him to
a journey to Berlin and Vienna; where he
was received with very flattering attention. At Vienna, he became acquainted with a lady of great intellectual accomplishments, the widow of a merchant, with
whom he united himself by marriage. Having accompanied the hereditary prince of Brunswick in a journey
to Italy, he returnecl. after an absence of eight months.
From thi* perio<l he devote<l himself chiefly to polemical divinity, and published the Frugmen's of an anonymous Writer, discovered in the Library at fVolfenbilttel ; which involvetl him in a controversy with some of
the German theologians, and ultimately occasioned the
suppression of the Co'itribtitions, by the interference of
the Consistory.
His next publication was that singular drama. Nathan the IVise, a piece which has been
sometimes represented on the stage, but which is more
The last effort of his pen
calculated for the closet.
consisted of a treatise On the Educniion of the Human
His health had been for some time in a decliRace.
ning state and his constitution being at length completely exhausted, he expired on the 1 5th of February,
1781, in the 53' year of bis age.
Lessing is generally t<<nsidered as one of the most
able and original writers whom Germany has produIn his youth he had been an indefatigable stuced.
dent, which supplied him with a large stock of acquirHe possessed strong natural abilied knowledge.
ties, and his mind was ever actively engaged in literaAs a poet, he is more
ry and philosophical inquiries.
remarkable for correctness than brilliancy of fancy.
His dramatic pieces were by h-.s own confession, the

undertake

;

I

of laborious effort, combined with critical
knowledge, rather than of any original talent for that
It is in his prose writings that the
species of writing.
vigour of his genius is most con.^picuous. These abound
in able disquisition, profound and original remarks, and
In tbii last recriticism at once judicious and acute.
spect, indeed, he deserves to be placed high in the
ranks of literature, as one of the most eminent critics
offspring
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Lcuwenhook.

LETTERS.

See Alphabet, Hieroglyphics, and

PniNTING.

LEUCTRA, now Leftiia, or Lefca, the name of a
town of Greece, celebrated by the battle fought there
between the Thebans and the Spartans. Dr. Clarke
informs us, that the traces yet remaining of its anmonuments are like those of a considerable ciThe ground is covered for a considerable space
ty.
with huge fragments of marble and stone, among
which the inhabitants have long laboured to introduce
" We saw them employed," says Dr.
the plough.
Clarke, " in breaking a huge bas-relief, and labouring
hard to remove the foundation* of ancient edifices ; but
the remains of the trophies, temples, and walls of Leuctra, will resist their utmost unremitted efforts for a
See Clarke's Travels, vol. iv.
long time to come."
p. 89. 90.; and Greece, vol. x. p. 471.
cient

LEUVVENHOEK, Anthony
sopher,

number

Van, a Dutch

philo-

who

has been universally celebrated for the
and importance of his microscopical observa-

He was born at Delft in Holtions and discoveries.
land, in the year 1632, and does not seem to have had
Leuwenhoek was
the benefit of a learned education.
first recommended to the Royal Society by Dr. De
Graaf, as a person who had made several microscopical discoveries by means of glasses contrived by himand surpassing even those of the celebrated EuHis first communication was sent to
stachio Divini.
the Royal Society by Dr. De Graaf, in 1673, and is entitled, Some Observations made by a Microscope contriv-

self,

ed by M. Lemvenlioek in Holland. His communications
to the Royal Society became frequent and important,
and amounted altogether to about 112 papers. He published also about 26 papers in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences. These papers were all collected into
four quarto volumes, and published at Leyden in 1722,
under the title oi Antonii a Leutvenhoek Opera omnia seu
Arcana Nalitrw ope exaciissimorum Microscopiorum detecta, ex})erimentis variis comprobata.
Leuwenhoek was elected a fellow of the Royal SoHe was made a
ciety of London in the year 168O.
corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences at
Paris in 1697, and received similar honours from almost all the learned academies in Europe.
When Queen Mary was in Holland, she paid a visit
to Leuwenhoek, and was much delighted with his curioHe presented her with two of his microscopes,
sities.
in testimony of his esteem. The success which attended Leuwenhoek's observations, seem to have arisen
wholly from his having paid the most minute attention
to the grinding and polishing of single lenses, which
he always used in preference to the compound microscope.

M. Leuwenhoek died at Delft in 1723, and bequeathed to the Royal Society a small Indian cabinet, in the
drawer?, of which were thirteen little boxes, or cases,
each containing two microscopes handsomely fitted up
in silver
of which, not only the lenses, but all the apparatus, were made with his own hands.
Each microscope had an object placed before it ; and the whole
was accompanied with a description of the objects, in
his own hand-writing. A fuller account ot these will be
found in the Phihsophical Transactions for 1723, vol.
;

xxxiii. p. 446.
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of modem times. An edition of his works has been
published at Berlin, in thirty volumes 8vo. See Lexicon dcuUchcr Didder unci Prosaisteii, by Jordens ; and
Denktvurdigh aus dent Leben ausgezeichn. Teutschen d.
(i)
ttchlzehnt. Jahrh.

LEVEL

and

LEVELLING.

See Navig.mion In-

land, but particularly Survbiking.

LEVEN,
LEVEN,

Loch.

See Kinross-shiiie. V,
a village in the parish of Scoonie, and
county of Fife, lies on the western extremity of Largo
bay, at the junction of the river Leven with the frith
of Forth, about nine miles north-east from Kirkaldy.
It consists of two streets running parallel to each other,
and several bye-lanes, which, owing to their being narrow and badly paved, are in general very dirty. In the
neighbourhood, particularly on the estate of Durie, are
several rich seams of coal, which, however, are not at
present wrought. These formerly employed a considerable number of ships in conveying their contents to
Holland ; but this trade has for many years been discontinued, and the shipping belonginsr to this place
There are
has, in consequent:e, been greatly reduced.
The
at present only two brigs and several sloops.
harbour, which is entirely a natural one, and formed
by the mouth of the Leven, is c.ap.'<ble of admitting
vessels of about 200 tons, and of affording secure shelter
to a considerable fleet ; but it is rpther difficult to take,
especially when the wind is adverse. The river Leven
issues from the east end of the loch of the same name,
and runs a rapid course of nearly fourteen miles. The
fall in that distance is above 300 feet, and it is thus
peculiarly adapted for public works.
In 1813, there
were on this river ten spinning mills, two paper mills,
two iron founderies, seven bleachfields, and twenty-eight
corn and other mills, giving employment to about 6000
persons, and whose buildings and machinery were estimated at £, 176,220. The salmon-fishery here, which
was formerly of some importance, is now very unproductive, owing, it is said, to the deleterious ingredients
brought down by the river from the bleachfields, &c.—
The fairs held at this place were formerly frequented
by merchants from distant parts of the country ; and
linen cloth, to a very considerable amount, was annually brought here for sale from all quarters of the counThese fairs, however, have now dwindled into
try.
Adjoining the
petty markets for toys and sweetmeats.
town are a mill for spinning flax, an iron-foundery, a
brick and tile work, and a- pottery for coarse earthen

—

ware.

— The population of Leven amounts

to

1

132

;

and

inhabitants are chiefly employed in the manufacture
of coarse linen and sail cloth,
{p)

its

LEVER.

See Mechanics.

LEW-CHEW Inlands. See Loo-Ciioo Tslands.
LEWES is a burgh and market town of England,

in
It is beautifully situated on a
the county of Sussex.
declivity, washed by the Ouse, and surrounded on every side, but the west, with an amphitheatre of high
The town
hills which form part of the South Downs.
is remarkably clean, and the streets, which are disposed irregularly, are in general spacious and well' lighted. Lewes had formerly twelve parish churches, which
are now reduced to six; namely, St. Peter's and St.
Mary Westout, formerly two parishes, but now generally called St. Anne's; St. Michael in Foro, St. John
sub Castro, All Saints, St. John Baptist South-over,

The most remarkable of
in the Cliffe.
John sub Castro, which is situated in the
middle of the oval camp, and contains some curious inSt. John's South-over is a
scriptions and monuments.

and

St.

these

Thomas

is St.

St.
church, close to the g,a.te of the priory.
Anne's, at the top of the High Street, is a new brick
edifice, with stone rustic quoins, built on the site of
St.
the old church, which was taken down in 1805.
Michael in Foro was rebuilt in 1755, and has a neat

large

[
'Ifinfc

'^T'^

LEWIS.
St. Thomns in the
front, •which is much admired.
Cliffe is a very neat parish church, and has a particuThere are also seven meetingUriy elegant altar.
houaes for the Presbyterians, Quakers, Arrainian Metbodiata. General Baptists, Particular Baptisu, and Cal-
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£ 10 per ton, is about £10,000 Lewis.
^—nr"^
annum.
The isWd of Lewis is formed into four parishes,
which compose the presbytery of Lewis, the parish of
Harris belonging to the presbytery of Uist. These parishes are Barras, Lochs, Stornoway, and Uig.

tual rent, valuing kelp at

vinHU.

The thire hall, erected in the High Street, is a new
The house
building, both elegant and commodious.
of correction was built in 179*, on a plan recommend.
ed by Howard. It has thirty-two cells, a chapel, &c.
The free granuaar school was originally establishe<l in
1512. The theatre, which is a neat building, has lately been enlarged and improved. A library society was
cttabliibed here in 1786, and now possesses an excellent collection of books. The Sussex Agricultural Society, instituted in 1796, holds its meetings at Lewes: Its
premiums are awarded about the beginning of August,
On a hill, about a mile from the tovnj, is a race course,
The races are
Wnlrwirfl one of the best in England.
gMMnDy held in the first week of August, and continue three days. The. only manufacture of importance
is at the iron-works, above the bridge, where cannon,

Sterling per

The parish of Barras occupies the northern extremity parish of
of the isbnd, and is about 36 miles long, and 13 broad. Barias,
It has about 45 miles of sea coast, which is bold and
rugged, but contains no harbours for vessels, and only
a few creeks where ships can enter in calm weather.
The ground is level, but the soil is poor, moorish, and
ill cultivated.
Attached to this parish is the island of
Rona, which is said to be the most north-western point
of Europe, being situated 10 leagues to the N. W. of
the Butt of Lewis.
It is about a mile in length, and
half a mile in breadth.
The parish of Lochs, so called from the number of Parish 'of
its

lochs or lakes,

is

about

broad at an average.

1

9 miles long, and 9 miles
of coast, from its nume-

Lochs.

Its line

The coast is bold
inlets, amounts to 90 miles.
and rocky. The soil is moory and unfit for culture, alThe river Ouse, which runs though by the industry of the inhabitants, and the use
shells, b«lla, &c are cast.
through the town beloF • handsome bridge, is naviga- of sea- weed, some parts near the coasts have been culThe inhabitants are principally employed ui
ble for barge* six miles up the county, and enables the tivated.
town to carry on a great trade in com of all kinds and the fisheries, and in the manufacture of kelp, gf which
lit ; and all the articles consumed in the adjoining CO tons used to be made annually. The Shaint or
coanty are imported at Newhaven, and sent up the Holy Isles, belong to this parish, and lye in the chan0«M tQ LawM fior Mle. In consequence of the in- nel which separates Lewis and Skye. One of these is
CMMaaf iU trade, two reqiectaUe banks have been es- ciiUed Uuan Moan, or St. Mar}''s Island, and has a
t«hlUhfn<,
The river Ouse was formerly navigable for chapel detlicated to the Virgin Mary. They are celebrated for pasturing sheep and black cattle.
soiall bafgea only from Newhaven bridge to Lewis,
The parish of Stornoway is very extensive ; but the
but ainoB the passing of the act in 1791, it has been
widened, deepened, and embanked, so as to be navi- inhabited parts have tlie form of an isosceles tiiangle,
gable for barge* of a larger burden. The remains of two sides of which are 10 miles, and the other 7. The
Uie castle of Lewes are still in existence ; and there is extent of sea-coa.st is 35 njiles. The chief bays are
reason to think, that Lewes is the site of the Roman Broad bay, Soutli bay. Loch Stornoway, and Loch
Grimsliader, all of which afford excellent anchorage for
station called Manlantmu.
The population of the borough of Lewes, in 1811, the fishing vessels. In Loch Stornoway there is sufficient water for ships of any burden, and no heavy sea
n-M
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the most northern and the
Hebndes, or the Western Islands of Scotlad. It M connected with the Island of Hams, by a
narrow isthmus on its southern side, which is entirely
dry at low water, and not wholly covered at high wa.
ter, so that the two may be con»iderc<l as one island, although the Lewis part of it w politically comiected

LEWIS

.

IS

.

the

-

name of

.

largest of the

widi Roa»-shire. while
•Wre.

The whole

island,

Hams

belongs to Inverness-

..„„.,,
82 miles long,

mcludmg Hams,

is

from the Butt of Lewis to the Sound of Bemera,
extending north-wcrt ami south-east ; and though it
doca not poaseaa such muncrous arms and indentations
aa the Inland of Sk\e, yet it furnishes some of the best
harbour* in Great Britain. The average breadth of the
island is 1 1 miles, and iu area 451,000 ScoU acres. Only
abouti6.000 acrcsareundcr reguLurmeadoworcom land,
the rest consisting of mountains, moors, marshes, and
o*her wartea. The circumference of Lewis and Harris,
The value<l rent
foltowitig the sea-mark, is 850 miles.
of the whole is £7783, 6s. 6d. Scots, and the real ac-

rous

pajisi,

^f

stomowsy.

can come into it.
At the head of this bay, upon a projecting point, is Town of
built the town of Stomowav, which, by the exertions Stomoway.
^f t|,e late Lord Seaforth, has, from being a paltry hamj^ ^f ^ jj^^^^ ^j. tjjatched houses, become the first town
in the northern Hebrides.
.j.^^ ^^^^ ^f ^y^.^ ^^^^ ^^ straight, and the houses
It has a
neat and well built, and covered with slate.
custom-house, a town-house, an assembly^^^ ^^^ convenient school houses, in which there
^
^^^^ educated, in 1808, no fewer than 219 scholars of
j^^ ^^^^^ Stornoway is a thriving town, possessing

^^^^^^^

^^3, ending
D,„i„ j,,g fi^^
^^,^ ^^j,^
g^g ^^^^^ (^^^^^ „f ^^^gj, herrings, and 7 1
^.
j ^^ fl^^ had been exiiorted from the
^^^
p]at.e, which had brought into the town at least i 52,000.
The quantity of oil exported during the same period
^o,^t„j to about £ 0,000. In 1 808 there were about

^

j^^.;^^

j^,

,

^

^

1

^^ registered

vessels,

of from 16 to 127 tons burden,

i,eion„ing to the port and district, which were naviga„f ^hich the tonnage
^^ ^° jgg ^p,^ j^^j |^yg^
a^o„ntetl to I6l2 tons. In addition to those which
there
^^.^^.^ regularly employed in fishing and in trade,

^^

^,^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ,,^tg^ navigated by 562 men, and ocpagjonaUy engaged in the herring, ling, and cod fishery.
ji^^^ y^^^^ jjitj n<,t all belong to Stornoway, but they
and conj^^j ^^^1^. residence there for part of the year,

The following
^ributed to enrich the place.
population of Stornoway in 1808
:

was the

LEWIS.

^/16
Lewis.

'^^{-"^

Married persons,
Children,

Male

servants

Female

and apprentices,

servants,

.Absent mariners,

.

Total population,

.

1012
1008
59
166
60

2305

Seaforth Lodge, the residence of the late Lord Seaan elevated situation^ near the town.
Tlie parish of Uig is about 1 5 miles long, exclusive
of the wide entry of I.och Koag, and 1 3 miles broad.
It has about 60 miles of coast, and everywhere affords
safe harbours for ships of all sizes.
The coasts alone
are level and cultivated, and the interior is hilly, and
covered with heath and lakes. Loch Roag is a large
arm of the sea, about 7 miles broad^ and ip long. It
contains several islands, the principal of which are the
Great and the Little Bernera, thfe former being 12
miles long, and 4 broad, and tHe other 4 miles long,
and 1 broad. This arm of the sea contiiins the finest anchorages, and abounds with immense quantities of fish
of all kinds.
HaiTis (which, with its smaller islands, is politically
attached to Inverness-shire) is divided from the Lewis
part of it by two bays, called Loch Resort, on the west,
and Loch Seaforth, on the east, having between them
an isthmus of about six miles over. Harris is 2.5 miles
in length, from north to swith, and very various in
breadtli.
It is almost bisected at Tarbert by two arms
of the sea, called East and West Tarbert, where the
isthmus is about a quarter of a mile broad. The country lying to the north, between it and Lewis, is a deer
forest, and consists of an accumulation of peaked and
rocky mountains, of the wildest and most fantastic character.
The district to the south of Tarbert is also
hilly and rocky, with the exception of a narrow stripe
of plain, running along the west coast, where the hills
also are green.
There are on this side two large tracks
of sand, one four miles in circumference, and the other
one and a half mile long, by one mile broad, both of
them capable of being recovered from the sea. The
east coast of Harris is singularly indented all along
with innumerable bays, creeks, and natural harbours,
and presents a frightfully rocky and barren appearance
when viewed from the sea. The neighbourhood of the
shore, however, is inhabited all along ; and near the
little settlements are patches of barley, oats, and potatoes, raised by extreme labour. The intermediate space
is a wilfl and uncultivated common.
The smaller islands attached to Harris, may be divided into the north and south isles. Of the northern
isles, there are three inhabited.
Taransay is high and
rocky ; four miles long, and one mile broad. Scalpay,
lying in the entrance to East Loch Tarbert, is low,
heathy, round, and about three miles wide; but is much
intersected by arms of the sea.
It has a light-house on
it, and at the western extremity, two of the best natural harbours in the Hebrides.
Scarp, situated in the
mouth of Loch Resort, is one entire mountain of rock,
about three miles in diameter. The uninhabited islands
belonging to this division, are numerous; the largest
are, Skeotisvay, about a mile long ; Isay, long and flat;
the two Soays ; Fladday ; and a large green island
forth, stands in

Parish of
«i3.

Isknd of
liariis.

Smaller
islands.

jured by the breaking up, and blowing of sand banks.
Lewis.
^—-v—»*
( For an account of the remarl^able tides irt the vicinity
S"'*""
of this island, see the article Beknerav.) Paljby, about
two and an half miles in diameter, lies about a league '^'""*'north-west of Berneray ; it rises to a peak in the centre,
higher than any part of the other islands in the sound.
It was once considered as the granary of Harris; but the
sand drift has destroyed much of its fertility, and gives
it a desolate appearance on its south-east side: the southwest side is still verdant, and cultivated. Calligray and
Ensay lie about a league and a half east from Berneray, being separated from each other, by a narrow
sound called Caolas Scaire, through wjiich the tide
passes with the most impetuous current known upon
these coasts.
The sea in which these islands are situated, is called the Sound of Harris, and is much frequented by shipping. Calligray is two miles long, and
one broad, having a deep moss at the south end, and a
cultivated sandy soil, at the northern extremity.
Ensay, is nearly the same shape as Calligray, and is verdant and cultivated all over. The names of the largest
uninhabited islands of this division, are, Hermitray,
Hulmitray, Saartay, Votersay, Neartay, Opsay, Vaaksay, Haay, Suursay, Torogay, Scarvay, Lingay, Groay,
Gilisay, Sogay, Stromay, Skeilay, and Copay. Besides
these there are a number of islets and high rocks; and
as all the larger islands end in ay, it is remarkable that
all these smaller ones end in em, as Tuem, Cuadem,
Coddem, &c. Gaelic is the universal language.
The great body of Lewis and Harris is uninhabited.
The straggling hamlets of the natives are found only
within half a mile of the coast, and there is scarcely an
inhabited dwelling more than 1000 yards from salt
fl
i
water.
The following is the population of Lewis and Harris, Populatiosi
according to the census of ISIL
'

Parish
Parish
Parish
Parish

No. of Houses.
458
.
.
382
and town of Stornoway
676
489'
of Uig
.
.
.
of Barras
of Lochs

.

Population of Lewis
Parish of Harris
Total Population

Populatiott,

2165
1927
3500
2500

2005 houses 10,092
760
3,569
2765 houses 13,661

This population of 1 3,661 inhabitants occupying 454,000
acres, gives 33 acres nearly to each individual.
The art of cultivation is very far back in these islands. AgriculPloughs are rarely used, and where used, the iraple- ture.
ment is the common Scotch one, with a feathered sock,
drawn by four miserable horses. The soil near the
shore is
general sandy, being covered by the partides (chiefly of finely ground shells,) drifted from the
heaps by high winds. Towards the rising grounds, the
soil is a mixture of black earth and sand, formed from
the decomposition of granite ; both these produce rich
crops of Scotch barley, or bear, when manured.
The
greater part of the soil is moss upon clay and gravel.
Sea-weeds in great quantities are drifted upon the
sheltered parts of the coast, and constitute 4-5ths of the
manure used by the natives. The remainder is produced by an indescribable species of domestic economy.

m

'

The chief crops are oats, barley, flax, and potatoes.
There was no hemp grown in 1808. From the sharpness of the soil, and the heat of the summer months,
It is not uncomthe harvest is generally very early.
north of Uist, is four miles long, and one and a half mon to cut barley the first week of August, and within
.broad, and very fertile; but its north-west side is in- nine weeks after the seed has been sown.
The quan«
called Gaskeer, frequented by geese.
Of the southern
isles of Harris, four are inhabited, Berneray, Pabbay,
Calligray, and Ensay.
Berneray, lying about a mile

LEWIS.
L«*"-

tity

of grain raised

consumption of

for the

"""V"*^ the islands, in spite of distillation and mismanagement.
Agriculture. Where the plough is not used, lazy beds are formed,
and the surface being thickly laid over with sea- weed,

:

;

tniaet.
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lewis.
running out in a line, another due west, and another
towards the north there are two straight ranges ^"^ T"^
of obelisks, reaching by way of avenue to an opening
between two of the stones of the circle. Each of these
penerally carried to the place on the farmer's back, it
ranges consist of 6 stones regularly placed. At Melish
M closely covered with sod, cut with a particular species in Uig are the remains of a nunnery, called " the house
of spade the bed is then left until late in the spring,
of the old black women." There is a Danish fort, or
when the clods are pulverized with a heavy kind of Dun of Cailaway, which is probably the most entire in
hoe, and the ground sown with barley, or planted with
Scotland.
The form is perfectly circular, and it has a
potatoes, the whole being afterwards harrowed with a
double wall of dry stone 30 feet high.
nandrake. having six timber teeth, and a handle two
Harris is a parish in the presbytery of Uist.
There Religion.
feet long.
The women and children assist in these are seven stated places for public worship according to
operations.
When the barley is ripe, it is generally the church of Scotland, in the parish of Harris ; two of
plucked up by the roots, and tied into sheaves and these are no less than thirty-six miles asunder: the
the stubble is ao valuable as thatch, that it is afterwards clergyman has a missionary assistant.
There are two
cut off with a sickle, and the barley built up in stacks.
churches of stone, with slated roofs.
On every farm there is a kiln for drying Xite corn ; the
The climate is, as may be naturally supposed, vari- climate.
priodpal tenants have also each a mill of a simple con- able and moist. The springs are very cold, the sum•trucuon ; but in general the meal is made by means of mers warm, the autumn attended with heavy rains, and
the auaim, an instrument in use formerly all over Scot* the winters are stormy and cold, but without long or
Thia ii formed by a couple of stones, the lower severe frosts, or heavy falls of snow. These islands,
land.
one hollow, and the upper made to fit easily into the however, are differently constructed from the continent
cavity, so as to be turned by a staff or handle fixed in it.
of Great Britain ; the high ridge running throughout
The home grown meal is generally consumed before the their length, being close to the east coast, and the west
month of June; and those who cannot afford to buy im- coast being comparatively flat.
ported meal, aabaut on the milk of their sheep or cows,
Of the mineralogy of Harris, we believe, little is as Mineralogy,
or upon fish, or on the root of the potrntiUa amcrina, yet known. There seems, however, to be neither limeuntil the potatoe crop is rexdy for use.
Mr. Macdonald stone nor freestone in the country ; and from all acconsiders these islands as the most backward in agricul- counts, granite appears to be the common rock. There
ture, and in the general state of the inhabitants, of all
are some appearances of copper and iron, and there is
the Western Isles.
a number of chalybeate springs.
Cattle and kelp are the chief saleable articles of proThe deer ( Cervus elapnus) in the forest amount to zwhsf.
duce. The kelp manufacture has been lately prosecu- perhaps 800 head. Some of the iminhabited islands
About 140 tons of a superior quality abound with rabbits (Lepus cuniculus.) Of wild birds,
ted with ardour.
are annually made from Loch Roog, and about 50 tons there are grouse, ( Tetrao attagen, ) ptarmigan, ( Tetrao
lagopnt,) woodcocks, {Scnlopax rttsiicula,) snipe, {^Scoin the pari^ €i( Lochs. The cows are much poorer and
mailer than those of the island of Skye but they lopax gallinago,) and plovers, {lring<e,) of various kinds ;
Bake very delicate beef, when exported and fed on also eagles and hawks, (Jalco, &c.) crows, Corvus corogood pasture. The parish of I.ochs contained in 1 795> ne, &c.) teals, (Atuu crecca,) curlews, {Scolopax arqua9*88 cattle, 4000 sheep, and 348 horses. The parish ta,) bemicles, {Anas bemida,') wild geese, {Anas aiiser,)
of Storaeway contained 2440 cattle, 2.'i76 sheep, and gannets, {PeUcanus bassanus,) cormorants, [Pelicanus
S56 bone* ; and the |iarish of Uig contained S562 carbo,) and scarts, {Pelicanus gracchus,) with innumeHarris rable other sea-fowls. The numerous fresh water lakes
cattle, 5044 sheep, 682 horses, and S04 goats.
and its islamls contain about 900 milk cows and about and streams abound with excellent black trouts, ( Sahno
SCO head of cattle are generally sold annually to drovers. Jario,) and a few salmon, {Salmo salax,) frequent the
The whole stock of cattle in Harris and its islets may be mouths of the rivulets in the spawning season. Tlie
aboat2500. The sheep in Harris are ofa diminutive size, basking shark, or sail fish, {Squalus innximus, ) is freof a thin lank shape, with straight horns, the face and quently killed in May and June ; they are from 25 to
40 feet in length, and the liver of a large one produces
legs white, tail short, and wool sometimes bluish-grey,
•onetimes black, brown, russet, or l)lotche<l of various eight barrels of oil. Seals {Phoca barbata et vilntind)
colours: their number is about 1 100. On Harris a con- are very numerous at all seasons. The sea-fish most
plentiful are the herring, {Clnpea harengns,) dogfish,
fidarakle tract of ground has l>een stocked with Tweed{Squalus caniciila,) cod, {Gadus morhua,) ling, {Gadus
dale or black facnl sheep, by Mr. Xfackinnon of Corry,
and other gentlemen. In some of the mountainous molva,) skate, {Raia batis,) mackarel, {Scomber scomMwiHs. they are said to have sometimes four, and some- ber,) cuddy, (?) and sandeel, (Ammodytes tobianus.)
The number of goats is trifling. There are also abundance of shell- fish, and the dredgtimes eren six horns.
There are not less than 1000 horses in Harris, of very ing for oysters, {oslreae,) and the taking of lobsters,
mmII sisc, bat remarkably stout and hardy. Some of {Cancer gammarus) might be a valuable increase of rethe gantlemen have larger horses on their farms, and venue to the inhabitants ; but they are ignorant of the
a few asses have been introduced. Fowls and fish of secret of catching them, and this natural advantage is
carried off from themby expert fishermen, who come
every kind are abundant.
There are many Druidical circles in these islands, to load their little vessels for the T.ondon market.
Lewis and Harris were certainly once covered over Botaiy.
and numerous Danish signal forts and most of the
proper names of the islands, &c. are of Danish origin. with trees, if we may judge from the remains found in
Near the small village of Colamish in Uig, there is an mosses ; but there is now no such thing in the whole
district ; and even the bushes and shrubs, which genentire Druidical circle, consisting of 12 stones, each
about 7 feet high, and 6 feet distant. In the centre is tlemen have attempted to plant in their gardens, die,
an obelisk cX a larger size, 13 feet above the ground. as soon as they rise higher than the wall. The list of
Three obelisks stand directly south from the circles, cryptogamous plants, particularly of Fuci and A!g<x,
is sufficient

;

;

;
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would undoubtedly be found to be extensive, if the
shores were accurately examined; but, in other respects,
See Martin's Dethe flora of Harris is very meagre.
scriplion of' Ihe Western Idands of Scotland ; Buchanan's Travels in Uie fVeslern Island v ; but particularly
M'Donald's Agricultural Survey of the Hebrides.

LEXELL, Andrew,

Joun, an eminent mathemati-

cian and astronomer, was born at Abo in Finland, on the
24th December, 1 T^O. He went through his early studies
in that town, and applied himself eagerly to the abstract
sciences. In 1760, he took his degree of doctor in philosophy, and published an inaugural dissertation, entitled, Aphorismi Mathemaiico-Phi/sici, after having disputed under the presidency of M. J. Gadolina, professor of natural philosophy.
In 1763, M. Lexell repaired to Upsal, where he distinguished himself by a disputation, entitled, De Methodo inveniendi tineas curvas ex datis radioriim osculi
proprietalibuf, which obtained for nim the situation of
lecturer in mathematics ; and such was his reputation,
that, in 1 766, he was appointed professor to the corps

of marine cadets.
In consequence of the arrival of Leonard Euler at
St. Petersburgh, and the preparations which were making, in 1769, to observe the transit of Venus in eight
different parts of the Russian empire, M. Lexell became
anxious to reside in a capital containing such attractions
for men of science, and where genius and industry never failed to meet with their reward. With this view,
he had sent to the academy, in 1768, a memoir on
the integral calculus, entitled, Methodus integrandi nonnullis wquationum exemplis illustrala. Euler was charged with the examination of this memoir, and gave a
very favourable report upon it. The Count Wolodimer Orloff, however, who was then director of the academy, stated his suspicion that it might be the work of
some able geometer, who wished to favour Lexell by
his assistance ; to which Euler replied, that, if this
were the case, it must have been written either by
D'Alembert or himself, and that Lexell was unknown
to both.

The Count, satisfied with this high eulogium on the
merits of Lexell, did not hesitate a moment in sending
to him an appointment of adjunct in the Academy for
the Mathematical Sciences. Lexell eagerly accepted of
the situation; and on the 17th October, 1768, he obtained the consent of the Swedish government, and
set off without delay for St. Petersburgh. Upon his arrival in that capital, he began to make himself familiar
with the use of astronomical instruments, in order that
he might be' able to observe with success the transit of
V^enus ; a duty which he performed to the satisfaction
of the academy, along with Father Meyer, who had
been appointed, along with him, to attend the observaM. Lextory during the absence of the astronomers.
ell became very intimate with Euler, who employed
him in writing out all the calculations and memoirs
with which he was occupied. Lexell had also a considerable share in the new theory of the moon, and in the
determination of the surfs parallax, as deduced from
the observations of the transit of Venus, which are
published in the 14th volume of the New Commentaries of St. Petersburgh.
The reputation of M. Lexell now increased every
In 1771> he was received among the number of
day.
ordinary academicians, and Count Orloff gave him the
place of one of the astronomers.
The academies of
Stockholm and Upsal elected him a member of their
body, in 1773 and 1774; and the Royal Academy of
Sciences of Paris sent him the diploma of correspond-
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ing member, in 1776. In 1775, the King of Sweden
conferred upon him the situatioij of professoi" of mathematics in the university of Abo, ti-ith permission to remain three years in St. Petersburgh; a period ''frhich
was twice prolonged for a year, till 1750. M. Lexell
was now upon the eve of quitting St. Petersburgh, and
of settling himself in his native town and the academy
would soon have lost his talents, had not M. de Domaschnef offered him leave to undertake a literary voyage
through Germany. France, and England, and to return
by Sweden to St. Petersburgh. M. Lexell undertook
the task, and returned to St. Petersburgh in the course
of a year, (in 1781,) highly satisfied with his journey.
In 1733, the Princess Daschkaw gave him the place
in the academy which had been vacated by the death of
Euler, and besides added considerably to his appointments. The Royal Apademy of Sciences of Turin received him in the same year among the number of its
foreign associates ; and tlie English Board of Longitude, in 1784, put his name in the list of philosophers
to whom* they sent all the works which they published
relative to the determination of the longitude at sea.
M. Lexell, however, did not live long to enjoy these
honours. He was seized with an illness before the winter of 1784, and he died on the 30th November of that
year, in the 40th year of his age, of a gangrenous tumour, followed by a malignant fever.
Besides the works we have mentioned, M. Lexell
published, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1775,
a paper on the occultation of stars, and on two curious
theorems respecting polygons, which were communicated in a letter to Dr. Morton.
In the same work
for 1777, he published a paper " On the Periodic Time
of the Comet of 1770," which he stated at 5^ years.
When theCreorgium Sid us was discovered, he set him.
self eagerly to observe its motions ; and, in 1782, he
published at St. Petersburgh a small work, entitled, Recherches sur la Nouvelle Planete, where he attempted to
compute its motions, upon the supposition that it moved in an orbit nearly circular ; and he has shewn, that
a circular orbit whose radius is about nineteen times
the distance of the earth from the sun, will nearly represent all the observations made in 1781. His papers
in the Memoirs of the Academy of St. Petersburgh, between 1768 and 1784, amount to about fifty- six. They
are principally on mathematical and astronomical sub;

jects.

LEYDEN, the Lugdunum Balavorum of Ptolemy, is a
town of Holland, and next in importance and population to Amsterdam.
It is situated on the ancient bed
of the Rhine, which divides the town into a number of
islands, connected by bridges, which amount to nearly
100.
The principal street, which is reckoned one of
the finest in Europe, is built in the form of a crescent.
The most important public buildings are, the chursh
of St. Peter, and the town-house. The church is esr
teemed one of the handsomest in Holland. It contains
the tomb of the great Boerhaave, with the simple inscription of Salulifero Boerhavii genio sacrum, and also
the tombs of P. Camper and Meerraan.
The townhouse has many spires, and is a handsome building,
with a stone front.
very capital painting of the last
judgment, by Lucas of Ley den, is preserved in the
burgomasters' chamber. The other public buildings
are the. observatory, and the chateau, which commands
a magnificent view. The subterraneous sewers of Leyden are ranked among the curiosities of the place. One
of them is about a quarter of a league long, and receives the boats, for the purpose of cleaning them.
The university was founded in 1575, by William,
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Prince of Oran;;e
""-.Jing of import"" no buildii
'*" ;' but it has
°^. "nee, as the professors live in private houses, and the
" students in lodgings. The library is open only once
a week, and contains abont 40.000 volumes. The salaries of the professors, e.\ elusive of fees, is about £200
per annum. There is also in the university a physical
Cabinet and a maseum of natural history. There is a
literary society at Leyden, and also a poetical society.

Leyden possesses some good private collections and
ctbineti. See.
The principal of these are, M. Uoeveren's cabinet of antiquities and collection of minerals;
the cabinet of natural history of
Francois Berkley

M

the bounic garden the anatomical collections of Doeveren, Rau^and Albinus ; the cabinet of paintings of M.
Selfus ; the collection of prints of M. de Leyde, which
wjs reckoned the best in Holland ; M. Tak's collection
of Ihitch paintings ; and M. Dibbel's cabinet of de~
and medals.
Leyden has eight gstes, ami its ramparts, which
;

—

fonn an excellent promenade, are formed of earth, part>
tj eorered with turf, and partly faced with brick, and
eonriatiaf of aeveral bastions.
Lcjrden has long been celebrated for its manufacture
of doth, and there is a staple hall erected for the use
of the manufacturers and merchants. There are also
inanufactonea of toap and indigo. The fair of Leyden
U (till much fre<)uentc<l. Its booths, arranged under
trees, and along the barks of the canals, occupy about
one fourth r«rt of the town. East Long. 4" 29' IS" N.
SOT.
Lat. 52"
Population 30,955.
Phial. See Electricity, voLviii. p. 435,
543.
Joiix, an eminent poet and oriental schobr, waa bom on the 8th September, 1775, at Denbolin, a village of Scotland between Jedburgh and
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Hawick, in the county of Roxburgh. Although our
author was nearly ten years of age before he hail an opportnnitT of attending even the reading school, and reoetved the whole of his early education under very unfavourable circumstances, yet he made rapid progress
in his studies
and overcame, by his own persevering
exertion*, difficulties which would have discouraged a
IcM ardent and ambitious character. His parents having determined to educate him for the Scottish church,
be waa instructed in the Latin language by Mr. Duncan, a Cameronian minister at Dcnholm, and was reck;

to enter the college of Edinburgh in the year
Here he was soon distinguishe<l by a profound
krow ledge of the Greek and Latin languages and

oned

fit

1790.

:

while he attended to the various sciences which a candidate for the church is compelled to study, his leisure
hours were employed in acquiring a knowledge of the
French, Italian. Spanish, and Carman languages, to
which he joined a familiar acquaintance with the ancient

Hebrew, the Arabic, and the Persian.
In the year 1798, he attended two young gentlemen
who were studying at the college of St. Andrew's ; a
amuMtance which secured him the acquaintance of
fliiftiw Hunter an excellent classical scholar and phiUqgiat, to whose instructions Leyden acknowledged
hioMelf deeply indebted. About this time, the expe(Btka of Mungo Park, who had been the early friend
college companion of Leyden, hnd excited univcraal notice, and naturally turned the attention of
Lcjrden to the history of Africa ; a subject which he
tadicd with much attention. His researches were publUttd in 1 7r^. in a small volume, entitled. A HittoriArf awf Pkakiopkkal Sktlck of the DUcoverie* and SetIslandic, the

od
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of the Europeans in Northern and Western Afrithe close of the \8th century, a new edition of

tlements

ca at

which has

lately been published.
In the winter of 1799 and 1800, Mr. Leyden became
acquainted by accident with Mr. Richard Heber, by
whom he was introduced to some of the principal families in Edinburgh, and particularly to that of Mr. Walter Scott, who was then beginning to display that fine
genius, and those splendid talents, which have placed
him at the head of the literature of Europe. In this
society, the excellence of Leyden's disposition, and the
depth of his knowledge, atoned for those unfortunate
peculiarities of manner, which can be tolerated only
when they are the accompaniments of genius.
In 1 800, Leyden received his license as a preacher
of the gospel, and he preached in several of the churches
of Edinburgh and its neighbourhood. In the autumn
of the same year, he accompanied two young foreigners
in a tour to the Hebrides, where he studied the traditions and manners of the Highlanders ; and it is a cu<
rious circumstance, that after a long and painful investigation of the Ossianic controversy, he adopted an
opinion in favour of the authenticity of the poems. He
composed several detached poems on the Highland traditions which he had collected ; and when he passed
through Aberdeen, he obtained from Dr. Beattie a
transcript from the only existing copy of the poem entitled Albania.
This poem is a panegyric on Scotland,
in blank verse, written about the beginning of the 18th
It was afterwards
century, by an anonymous author.
published by Mr. Leyden along with Wilscm's " Clyde,"
a volume entitled Scottish Descriptive Poems, which
appeared in 1802.
In the year 1801, Leyden contributed the ballad
called the Elf King to Lewis' Tales of Wonder ; and in
1802, he was diligently employed in procuring materials for the Mtnstrelsy of the Scottish Border, the first
work of Mr. Walter Scott. To this interesting publi*
cation Leyden contributed the ballads entitled Lord
Soulis and the Cout of Keeldar ; and though Mr. Scott
arranged and digested the Dissertation on Fairy Superstition, yet it was originally compiled by Leyden, and
" abounds with instances of such curious reading as
Leyden alone had read."
The next work of Leyden was a new edition of The
Complat/nt of Scotland, a very scarce tract, written
about the year 1548. It was published in 1801, and
accompanied with a dissertation, notes, and glossary,
» hich displayed an intimate acquaintance with Scottish
antiquities, and an extent of research, and power of arraiigement, which has seldom been equalled.
In the year 1802, when the Edinl)urgh and Scots
Magazine were united, Leyden undertook to edite it,
and discharged this duty tor about five months. In the
same year he began his poem entitled Sceites of Infancy,
" in which he has interwoven his own early feelings
and recollections with the description of the traditional
It was not pubhistory of his native vale of Teviot."
lished, however, till the year 1803.
Mr. Leyden was now in the 27th year of his age, but
without any immediate prospect of a settlement for life.
His friends were therefore anxious to turn his passion
for knowledge to some account, and the more so, as he
had actually made overtures, in 1802, to the Africin
Society, for undertakinga journey of discovery through
The peculiar talents of Leyden were
that continent.
therefore stated to the Right Honourable W. Dundag,
who had then a seat at the Board of Controul; and it

m
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John.
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that they might be advantageously employed in investigating the languages and literature of
Inih'a.
Mr. Dundas entered eagerly into this plan ;
but the only appointment at his disposal was that of
surgeon assisUmt, which could be held only by a person who had received a surgical difjloma, and could

pass an examination before the medical board at the InLeyden eagerly accepted of the appointdia Mouse.
ment, with the understanding, that he was to be em})loyed only in literary researches when he arrived in
ndia ; and he actually succeeded in qualifying himself
He received
for it in the space of five or six months.
a diploma from the College of Surgeons of Edinburgh,
and obtained a degree of M. D. from the university of
About the middle of December 1802,
St. Andrew's.
he left Edinburgh, to join the fleet which was on the
eve of sailing for India. On his jounjey to London he
was seized with the cramp in his stomach, in consequence of his excessive exertions in Scotland ; and when
he arrived at the India House under the influence of
this disorder, he was told that he must either proceed
The clerks
to the Downs, or vacate his appointment.
made out his appointment, and orders to sail in the
Hindostan, as if he had been in perfect health ; and
had it not been for the kind interference of Mr.
George Ellis, the author of the Specimens of Ancient
English Poetry, he would have been drowned in the
Hindostan, which was actually wrecked in going down
the river.
By Mr. Ellis's influence, he got permission
a circumstance
to go in the Hugh Inglis to Madras,
which allowed him to reside in London till the beginning of April ] 803. The Hugh Inglis set sail on the
beginning of April, and after a voyage distinguished
principally by a mutiny in the vessel, in which Leyden
evinced great intrepidity, he arrived at Madras, where
he was nominated surgeon to the commissioners appointed to survey the ceded districts ; and was at the
same time directed to carry on inquiries concerning the
natural history of the country, and the manners and
languages of the natives of Mysore. His health, however, was unable to resist the effiects of the climate,

—

his unwearied exertions to acquire the languages of
the Mysore; and, as appears from his " Address to an
Indian gold coin," his health and his spirits were sa
much injured, that he was obliged to leave the presidency of Madras, and repair to Prince of Wales's Island,

and

Previous to his leaving Madras, he succeeded in translating the famous Jewish tablets of brass, preserved in
the synagogue of Cochin, and which had puzzled all
preceding orientalists. He had studied the Arabic,
Persic, Hindostani, Mahratta, Tamul, Telinga, Canara,
Sanscrit, Malayalam, Malay, and Armenian languages
aud he had decyphered the inscriptions of Mavalipoorani, written in an ancient Canara character, and also
several Lada Lippi inscriptions, which is an ancient

Tamal dialect and charflcter.
During his voyage from Travancore to Pulo-Penang,
or Prince of Wales's Island, which was performed in a
Mapilla brig, it was chased by a French privateer, which
led Dr. Leyden to compose an Ode to a Malay Cris, or
dagger, the only weapon which the state of his health
permitted him to use.
(n this island Dr. Leyden found

many

and enjoyed the confidence of Philip
Dundas, Esq. who was governor of the island. During
his residence in that place, he visited Achi and some
other places on the coast of Sumatra, and the Malayan
peninsula ; and he collected the curious information respecting the language, literature, and descent of the
Indi-ChiiitBc tribes, which is given in the valuable dis«
friends,
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was suggested,

sertation

on that

subject,

atic Society.
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which he

laid before the Asi-

,^

left Pulo-Penang, and arrived at palcutwhere he was warmly patronised by Lord Minto,
who was peculiarly qualified to appreciate the talents
of his distinguished countryman.
Dr. Leyden was at
first appointed a professor in the college of Bengal
but that appointment was soon afterwards exchanged
for that of a judge of the twenty-four pergunnahs of
Calcutta, an office from which he received a very considerable yearly income.
Excepting the part of that income, which was remitted to Europe for the best of
purposes, the rest was spent in promoting the objects
with which his whole mind was occupied.
In 1811, Dr. Leyden accompanied Lord Minto in

In 1806, he

ta,

the expedition to Java, with the view not only of investigating the manners, language, and literature of the
various tribes of that island; but also for the purpose
of assisting in settling the government of the country,
or in communicating with the independent princes in
the neighbourhood of the Dutch settlements. When
they reached the island, he had the rashness, along with
another volunteer who accompanied the expedition, to
throw himself into the surf, in order to be the first Briton in the expedition who should set foot on Java. After the town of Batavia surrendered to our troops. Dr.
Leyden exhibited the same ridiculous want of regard
to his health, in his hurry to examine a library in that
city, where many valuable Indian MSS. were said to
be deposited. He accordingly went into an apartment

supposed to have been ill ventilated, and when he left
he was seized with a fit of shivering, which led him
to remark, that the atmosphere was enough to give any
His illness increased, and in three days
mortal a fever.
he was carried off in 1811, in the 36th year of his age,
and on the very day when the island of Java surrendered to the British arms.
The literary remains of Dr. Leyden, were committed
by his last will to the charge of Mr. Heber, and Dr.
Hare of Calcutta , but they have not yet been given to the
public.
For the preceding particulars of Dr. Ley den's
life, we have been indebted to a very interesting biographical memoir of him, which appeared in the Edinburgli Annual Register for 181 1, and which seems to have
been written by his distinguished friend Mr. Scott.
LIBAU, or LiEBAU, is a sea-porttown of the duchy
of Courland, situated on the Baltic, and built by the
Lettonians,
It is a large, open, and indifferently built
Its
trading town, consisting chiefly of wooden houses.
harbour, which was cleared in 1737 by Ernest John, is
now very commodious for light vessels. The harbour
never freezes up in winter, but it has only from 10 to
1 1 feet of water, depending on the wind, so that large
vessels must discharge in the roads, which is obtained
it

at considerable expence,
exports and imports are.

and some

risk.'

The principal

Exports.

Imports.

Wheat.

Fustic logwood.

Rye.

Coffee.

Barley.
Pease.

Cotton.

Crushing linseed.
Henopseed.

Ginger.
Pepper.
Pimento.

Oats.

Rice.

Bristles.

Sugar of all kinds

Goose

Molasses.

feathers.

Flax.

Salt.

Hemp.

Herrings,

Libau..
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ImpBrti.

Cochineal.
Ihidigo.

"T??1 allow.

Twist.

^"|-

"'«•
"**

r "if skins.
Vtalf
Oo«t akiiu.
Hone bKles.
cil^L*^''
^"**P •«""•
Sail cloth.

The wheat

superior to that from the Russian ports,
kiln-dried The other grains are sent
chiefly to Holland, Spain, and Portugal.
Flax, which
i« of an inferior quality, comes principally from Litiiuania.
The hemp ia like the pasfuhemp of Riga,
Hida* and akint are both cheap and good at Libau.
is

is

commonly

The mercfaanu

itore

it

in

vaulu

purchased by
bring supplies of Russian pro.
till it is

Um country people, who
dace.
The rniual exports of Libau, are.
fljf
'

Wheat
Barley, &c.'

Oatl
Film

.

'.

.

'.

'.

.

Hemp
Sowing linaeed
Hides and .kins
In the

ynr

JO 000 laata
g'pp^ jjj^'

4;000 ditto!
8 000 ditto
15 000 poods

n'oOO
.

.

.

.

ditto

10,000 ditto.
18,000 decker.

1800, there arrived at Libau 117 vessels,

and there set oat 111. The value of the exports had
been l,065.fi99 rubles, and that of the exports, 620,537.
North Let. 6& SI' 36", and East Long. 20* 55' 20".
See Catteeu de Calleville's Tableau de la Mer Baltii/ue,
tflm.ii p. S05. Paris 1818 ; and Rcwdansz's European
Cu e— i.

m

LIBEL See Law, Vol. XII. p. 656, 687.
LIBRARY. The obvious advantage of preserving
written language, led to the formation of books, any
eoneidcrable Mscmblage of which constitutes a library,
At the period of the Spanish invasion, emblems or pic
tures were employed by the .'•outh American nations
inataad of wntins, for they were unacquainted with
letters ; but in Yucatan and Hondura-s, there were
books made of the leaves of trees; and "in the province
of Mexico they had a library, histories, and calendars,
wherein they painted such things as had proper figures,
in their natural represenutions, and such as had none,
with other characters, and thus they represented what,
ever they plaaard " Herrara, Decade ii. Book ix. ch. 4.
This
be cooaidcred as a library in its earliest
itmr ; for all which are described to have belonged to
the anciently were oonposed of books, or rolls, resem.
bling those of the modmis.
Annexed to tiie edifice forming the sepulchre of
Osymanduas, one of the ancient kings oi Egypt, was a
library, inscribed with tliese words, " Foo<l for the
mind," and sculptures on the walls, represented " a
judge, with the image of truth hanging from his neck,
many books lying before him." Diodorut Sicutus,
One of the most celebrated libraries in
lib. i. can. ii.
the world was founded at Alexandria, 283 years anterior to the Christian wra, by Ptolemy Philade'lphus, who
obtained 'for it the bocjcs belonging to Aristotle, first
ba<iiieathcil bjr that philosopher to Tbeophrastus : and
VOL. XIL/ABI U.
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was collected at Alexandria, which was partly
extant in the time of Tertullian, and one of great ex**"* '^ **"' '° have been burnt by the Mahometans in
*h* i'^^ ^*' *"" ^50, by the Caliph Omar.
^ library is supposed to have been kept in the temple Jews.
°^ Jerusalem ; and the Jewish authors speak of " the
multitude of books."
library

Kavenduck.

and

LIB

here also the version of the Septuagiut was preserved.
No expence was spared on the collection, which at
length amounted to 500,000 volumes according to Jo.
sephus, or 700,000, according to AulusGellius and Amniianus Marcellinus; but after subsisting 244 years, it
''^^ '^"''"' accidentally during the expedition of Caisar
to Egypt, though the ancients disagree as to the precise cause of the conflagration. Seneca affirms that the
Alexandrian library was rather to be considered a pomP°"* spectacle for the public than a place for the studies
of the learned : De tranquillitale animi, cap. 9. Another

}^ scripture, it is written, that a search was made Persians!
" }^ the house of the rolls, where the treasures were
'*'d "P '" Babylon," for a decree by Cyrus to build a
temple at Jerusalem ; but it was found at Achmetha in
Media: Ezra, ch. v. 17. vi. 1,2. It docs not appear to
"^ ^* '° *°'°* authors, that the house of the rolls was a
library belonging to the Persians, or any thing else
than the archives of the kingdom.
risistratus founded a public library in Athens, which Greeks.
was carried to Persia by Xerxes, and brought back by
Seleucus Nicanor, plundered by Sylla, and restored by
°^ ?<^,'^^
^^'^S^"'"'' ^'^cordaig to
^''^l
u°'T*t
"u
which the
^'"'^ and PluUrch,
alter says, Calv.sius, a
retainer ot Caesar s, accused Mark Antony of having
given to Cleopatra: In Fit. Anton.
Many authors have written concerning the libraries
of Greece, and various conjectures have been formed
where the remains of the ancient historians may be expected still to exist : The subject has been renewed
lately by the Rev. Mr. Walpole, in the following obser*
vations published in Dr. Clarke's Travels :
" As many manuscripts had been collected, at vast
expence, in Greece for the library at Buda, (destroyed
by the Turks in 1256,) we ought not to omit mentioning it Alexander Brassicanus had seen in it the whole
of Hyperides with Scholia, the works of many of the
Greek fathers, and of the classical writers. From this
library issued parts of Pulybius and Dtmlorus Sicidus.
manuscript of Ildtodorus, from which was taken the
first e<lition of the /i'Mjo;j/M, was found l)y a soldier,
and brought to Vincentius Obsopa'us it belonged to
this library.
Neaiftler thus speaks of the collection
' Ex media Gr«cia inwstiraandis suniptibus
craerat Matthias Corvinus rex.'
Epiit. p. 10.
" There is no doubt that Constantinople and Athos
have contributed the greatest number of the manu.
scripts we possess in difTerent parts of Europe.
There
were monasteries full of learned men at liyzantium, to
a late period; and every monastery h:td its library.
The Turks, on their conquest, did not occasion that
indiscriminate destruction which idle declamation has
sometimes imputed to them. Mahomet the Second secured the library of the Greek Emperors, which was
preserved by his successors, until it was destroyed by
Amurat IV. At Byzantium, Constantine Lascaris tran.
scribed many of those works which were afterwards
In this city were proplaced in the Madrid Library.
cured those manuscripts which were left to the Escu-.
rial Library by Hurtado de Mendoaa; and which had
been presented to him by Soliman the Second. I^sse.

A
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hag given partial catalogues of some of tlie libraand a traveller, in 507, men;
tions a valuable collection which he had seen in that
yj,,

ries at Constantinople

1

city.

" With respect to Athos, we find that two hundred
manuscripts are dejiosited in one library alone, brought
from the monasteries on the mountain ; and a great part
of those at Moscow had been collected by the monk
Arsenius, in Athos, at the suggestion of the Patriarch
Nicon.

We

"
must add Thessaly, Chios, Corfu, Crete, Cyprus, Chalce, (the island in the Propontis,) Rhodes, and
Epidauria, as places which have sujiplied some manushould have had much valuable intelliscripts.
gence concerning the libraries in the monasteries of
Thessaly, if tlie life of Professor Biornstahl had been
He had visited all of them, and had reprolonged.
sided many days at Triccala, for the erpress purpose of

We

copying a Greek manuscript belonging to a monastery.
Biornstahl was attacked by a fe\'er at the foot of Mount
Olympusi here he was obliged to continue ten days,
without medicid assistance, and was then taken to Salonica, where he died, in July 1779" Notwithstanding oui- acquisitions are already
great, we sliould not intermit our researches in the LeMany inaiuiscripts may be saved by them from
vant.
' I myself,'
says Dr. Covell, ' have seen
destruction.
vast heaps of manuscripts (for I never found them on
shelves, or in good order) of the Fathers and other
learned authors, in the monasteries at Mount Athos,
and elsewhere, all covered over with dust and dirt, and
many of them rotted and spoiled.' An inquiry sliould
be made into the truth of what was stated to Hemsterhusius by some Greeks, ' tliat part of the Comedies of
Menander was still in existence. Application might
be made to the Greek nobles of the Phanar, many of
whom are versed in ancient Greek, and who ai-e probably the possessors of some valuable manuscripts.
Parts of the first book of the Demonstratio Evurigelka
of Euscbius were printed by Fabricius from a manuscript belonging to Prince Mavrocordato ; and a copy
of the Gvoek (Jrators, now in England, was the pro-

lumes, and of which an account is here subjoined, Librs^r.
by no means precludes the necessity of further exami- """""Y'™^
nation.
The Greek compiler of it has not stafa^ any
circumstance relating to the manuscripts, by which we
can form an estimate of their value he gives no information respecting the form of the letters or that of the
spirits, or any of those subjects which would lead us to
a knowledge of their respective dates.
" There is one manuscript mentioned in it, concerning which it is impossible not to feel more than common curiosity : it is one of Dioilorus Siculus. By an
acciu-ate inspection of it, we should learn whether the
hopes, which have been more tlian once entertained, of
the existence of the lost books of that historian, are in
this instimce also to be disappointed.
H. Stephanus
had heard that the forty books of Diodorus were in
Sicily.
This report arose, probably, from Constantine
Lascaris having said, in Sicily, Uiat he had seen all
these books in the Imperial Library of Constantinople.
Lascaris fled from this city at the capture of it by the
Turks. In the turbulence and confusion of that period, the entire copy to which he referred might have
been lost. ' Deum immortalem,' says Scaliger, ' quanta jactura historic facta est ammissione libronmi illius
bibliothecae, prsesertim quinque illorum qui sequebantur post quintum."
Mr. Walpole has given a list of the books in the H«
brary of Patmos, as copied by the Marquis of Sligo.
Notwithstanding the sanguine expectations of the admirers of ancient literatui'e, very few valuable MSS.
have been discovered of late years ; and it must be admitted, that even those accidentally rescued from destruction, were in general of comparatively modern
date, or of little consequence.
Neither the inquiries
which have extended to the African states, nor tlie researches at Herculiinasum, have recovered the lost historians, or any works of importance.
It was common
to make written copies of the Classics alter the introduction of printing, and the older editors seem to
have beenveiy unskilful judges of the antiquity of MSS.
•^Memoires de i Academie des Iiiscrip., torn. vii. AV«veau Trnitd de Diilovialique far deux Betiedictins. VilFabricius, Biblio'heca
loison, Anecdota Grceca, torn, iu
:

perty of a Greek noble.
" It may be reasonably supposed, that many manu- Grceca, torn. xiv.
Many of the Romans had libraries. Lucullus insti- Roman*,
scripts in Greece have experienced the treatment which
works of the same sort have met with in other coun- tuted one which was enlarged by Sylla from the plunPoggius, we are told, found, while he was at der of Greece, and destined for public use by Julius
tries.
the Council of Constance, a manuscript of Quintilian, Ca?sar. Cicero observes, that he studied in it. Libraon the table of a pickling shop. Masson met with one ries were established by several of the emperors, as
of Agobardus in the hands of a bookbinder, who was Augustus, Tiberius, Vespasian, Trajan, and others.
about to use it for the back of a book ; and one of As- Even Domitian sent to foreign countries, for the purconius was about to be employed for the same puspose. pose of storing his library, which was consumed by
Musculus found, in the roof of a Benedictine monas- lightning in the reign of Commodus, and restore<l at
tery, some of the works of Cicero, and the whole of great expence by the emperor Gordian, who added to
Ovid. Numbers of manuscripts in Greece are irreco- it 62,000 volumes, which had been bequeathed to tiim
verably lost to us, either by design or accident ; and of by his preceptor Quintus Serenus Samonicus. The
those^ which we may hereafter -meet with, we cannot most magnificent of all was the Ulpian library, founded
for the benefit of the public by Trajan, where the books
suppose all will prove to be of equal value
In
carried from the conquered cities were deposited.
the time of Constantine, there were 30 public libraries
Yet if we. n>eet with only few of which we shall be in Rome. This emperor formed a library of 120,000
able to say, as Casaubon once said to J. Scaliger, that volumes at Constantinople, which was greatly enlarged
they are ' ToAuTifUTa, et vere ^^umu aur*!/*,' the trouble by his successors, but destroyed by fire ; and was afterwards renewed by Leo Isaurus, who himself ordered it
of research will be well requited.
"
to be burnt. Zonaras says, that there was a manuscript
list of theological manuscripts in the Library of
Patmos, has been given by Possevin ; their number of the Iliad and Odyssey here, on the skin of a dragon,
Annalex. tom. ii.
•mounting, according to his statement, only to fifVy-five. 120 feet long
Little is recorded of the libraries of the middle ages Libraries of
The present catalogue, containing the titles of ninety-

A
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two manuscripts, and about

foiur

hundred printed vo^

between the destruction and revival of

literature in 'he nvidJlc
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But every era lias produced learned and inmen, by whom books were prized. Cassio-

uorus, minister of Theo<lore kinjj; of the Goths, retired
to a monaster\- which he had built, anil founded a library there for the use of the monks, about the year
550. Some time later, Charlemagne founded a library

near Lyons, which historians affirm contained books

bound in a masTiificent manner. After
Imoat exclusively possessed libraries

this monasteries

and such colformed by the accessions of centuries, are itill
to be seen on Uie continent.
Our observations shall be confined chiefly to a few
of the more celebrated mo<lem European libraries, for a
full account of them all would lead us into very copious
details.
I..ouis Jacob, a Carmelite, who wrote on this
subject in the middle of the seventeenth century, enumerates above 1100 libraries, ancient and modem.
Traiii det piu* belies BMiothcquet. .Many of tliese, how;

lection*,

brute*.

were contained in mon4»teries, now suppressed.
Ataong the libraries in Italy, acountry always the seat
of literature and the arts, the \'atican at Rome is predominant. Certain zealous authors have written, that St

ever,
ef
lucao.
rr

.';

\

Peter the Apostle first established a library, belonging to
the R«wn«i church, which, after augmentation by some
of the Pope*, waa carried to Avignon, and then brought
back to the Vatican, their ordinary abode. But authenNicholas IV. who was elected to
the papal chair in 1477, laid the foundation of this librafT, and lupplied it with many MSS. from Greece, and
that Siitus V. <pared no pains on its embellishment; nor
was it ncglectea by any of the nther< down to I'ope Pius
VI. Sofoe of its moat valuable acquisitions cann: from
the wOcctioa of the Elector Palatine, which was ta)(en
in 16S8 bjr the Duke of Ravaria, who presented it to Urban VIII. Qiiaen Chriatina of Sweden also had collected
1900 mamucripla. which, on her decease, descended to
the chief oTthe Ottoboni <Vaiily, afterwards Pope .Vlcxander VIII., who deposited them in the Vatican. I'be
exact number of books CiHind here is not known, as there
ia no published catalo/ue of the library : but there are
10,000 volumes of manuscripts, and. having consisted
of manuacripta originally, the printed books are said
Nevertheless they are
not to be in eqnal proportion.
very numerous ; and the whole library is chiefly contained in an immense gallery, Sil4 feet long, and 48
broad, and in other apartments superbly decorated by
tha iMBd* of eminent painters. A particular chamber is
caUad the Papyrus Rooni, from the quantity of writings it ootitains on the Papyrus of the Egyptians.
Among the MSS. arc preserved one of Virgil, written
in eUMtaU, on 90I fo'io pages of vellum, supposed to
be at the seventh century One of Terence, in 92 folio pagca, also on vellum, with figures, as old as the
tenth century.
Roth these celebrated .MSS. have been
pnbiiahoiiy Mt the reader must beware of considering
the priatinc of the former a fac-simile, such as we are
ecmtamedto publish in thia country, though generally believed to be such, for there are only approximaIn the \'atican are preserved a parchment
ttoo* to it.
roll, 81 7 feet long, an<l S3 inches broad, containing the
PeBtaleach, in Hebrew, written in the ninth century ; an
Arftfasc If SS. of the ninth century, of two of the evana Coptic .MS. on 279 folio
gtlista, on cotton paper
fugt* of vellum, of the Pentateuch, written.in the tenth
Mntnry ; a M.S. of the laws of the Visigoths, of the
e^hth century a copy of some of the works of Gregory of Tours, of the ninth ; and many other MSS. of
equal vklne and curiosity, such as Capsar's Commentalias, of the twelfih century ; the Acta of the Apostles,
tic historr prove*, that

:

;

;
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written in gold letters, presented by a Queen of Cy- Library,
prus to Pope Alexander VI., and the like. Pope Pius """"V™^
VI. added a superb collection of engravings to the library, which also possesses numerous curiosities, accu«
niulated by purchase and donation, Massi Catalogue Indicalif.
During the progress of the late usurpations of
the French, they demanded 500 valuable MSS. from the
library of the Vatican, along with early printed works,
and 5000 or 6000 medals, which were delivered to their
commissioners at Rome, in July 1797: Bibliotheca
Valkana, p. 136, 146. This library is divided into three
portions ; one is public, wliither all may resort on two
days of the week ; another is of more difficult access,
and the third is reserved for the reception of only
very few persons. There are besides several extensive
libraries in Rome, as the Barberini, containing about
.50,000 printed book?,and some thousands ofmanuscripts.
The Colonna library, distinguished by about 400 vo»
lumes of books and engravings of the fifteenth century j
and the library of the Roman College, wherein iscontainx
ed the library and museum of the celebrated Kireher s
Vasi Iliueraire, p. 552. The remaining libraries in Italy
are numerous; as at Bologna, Florence, Milan, Mantua,
Pisa, Venice, and elsewhere.
The Medicean library at
Florence is deposited in a spacious edifice, designed by
Michael Angclo. It consists of above 90,000 printed
volumes, and 3000 valuable manuscripts. The latter have
been (lescribed inacatalogueof eleven folio volumes, by

Assemanni, Biscioni, and Bandini

:

and 3000 volumes,

printed in the fifteenth century, are also described in two
folio volumes by one of these auth(jrs : Cambingi Gttida,
In the library of St. Mark at Venice, there
p. 47, Ifit.
18 a copy of the evangelist of that name, which is affirmed to have been written by himself. Pope Julius III.
is said to have ordered 12,000 Hebrew manuscripts
to be tiestroyed at Cremona, because that language
was written by a people hostile to Christianity. Gallois,
Bibliolheqiies de I' Europe, p. 23.
The literature of Spain is exceedingly restricted, and Libraries
the whole nation can boast of very few libraries truly va- Sp»in.
luablc ; for the importance and extent of a collection are
The library of the Escuto be separately appreciated.
rial, however, contains about 1 30,000 volumes, of which
4300 are manuscripts, said to constitute its more interesting part.
A fortress belonging to the Emperor of
Morocco had been taken, wherein 4000 Arabic MSS.
were found, and carried to Paris for sale, but not
being prized there, they were transported to Madrid,
and about 3000 selected by the command of Philip II.
Most of the library was destroyed by fire in 167I, when
a large proportion of the Arabic MSS. perished. In
1760 and 1770, Michael Casiri, a learned ecclesiastic,
published a catalogue, in two folio volumes, of 1805
that had escaped, to which he added as many as

make 1851 in whole: Bibliolheca Arabico-Hispano Escunatensis.
Besides those which are extremely curious, there are MSS. in various other languages: aa
one of the four evangelists, written in gold letters, on
160 leaves, supposed to be 700 or 800 years old a.
treatise by St. Augustine, de baptismo parmderuirti said'

—

—

the original works of St. Theto be in his own hand
resa
and a parchment roll, containing an original.
Greek MSS. of St. Basil. The library of the Escurial
was founded by Charles V. There are three public

—

Madrid, besides those in monasteries ; the
Royal Library, that of San Isidro, and the library of
The first consists oi
the Duke de Medina Sidonia.
about 200,000 volumes, according to the librarian, but
judging by the space they occupy, this number, ialibraries in

ia
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thought to be exaggerateil. Almost the whole books
published in Spain, as well as the best foreign works,
are purchased for the library.
A porter is stationed at
the door to see that the injunctionsrespecting the dress
of its visitors are observed
Fischer's Travels, p. ] 93.
In some of the Spanish libraries the books are arranged with the front, or edge, presented to view, instead
of the back as with us.
:

Librtiries in

Fiance.

Although there are many extensive and valuable libraries in France, those of I'aris are the most distiu>
guished, particularly the National Library, which is
unrivalled in the world.

immense depot of

Tiiis

10 other public libraries are open in Paris; and before Lbniry.
»>
>«—
the Revolution there were 32 of celebrity.
.

y—

The

collection next in

extenVand value

to the

Na- Germany,

tional Library of France, is the Imperial
of
Vienna, contained in an edifice 242 feet long, of "fine
architecture, and decorated with columns and pilasters.

Lib^y

It was founded by the Emperor Maximilian, in 1480,
and enriched by subsequent accessions, among which
is the entire collection of Prince Eugene.
The con-

tents of the Imperial Library, abo\e twenty years ago,
at 300,000 printed books, and from

were computed

12,000 to 15,000 manuscripts,

all arranged according
Besides these there are TOO large volumes of
prints, 200 of which are occupied by portraits, from
volumes, in the fourteenth century, which is said to every country, and of all periods. In this superb ashave contained originals, or translations, of the Greek semblage of literatHre, there are above 7000 volumes
and Roman Classics: but if was entirely dissipated. printed in the fifteenth century, many of them of exAnother collection, founded by Logis XL was enlarged cessive rarity, and almost unique at the present day.
by Francis L who had a decided predilection fur Greek One of the scarcest works is the ChrislianismcE Restitu.
literature. Not content with directing his ambassadors
Ho, by Servetus, printed in 1553, in octavo, of which
at the various European courts to procure Greek MSS.
it is said only another copy was known to exist in the
in the course of their respective missions, he sent three library of M. Gaignat, at Paris, where it was purtravellers to the Levant for that special purpose, who
chased for £200. The one in the Imperial Library was
brought home 400 volumes. The celebrated Budaeus presented by a nobleman to Joseph II., who bestowed
was appointed librarian by that sovereign ; which of- on liim a diamond, worth 10,000 crowns, in return.
fice he held until be died, in 1540.
In l66'l, the li- Here are preserved a celebrated manuscript of Livy,
brary consisted of 1 6,746 printed and manuscript trea- conjectured to belong to the fifth century ; a fragment
The acquisitions of the National Library have of St. Mark and St. Luke, in gold and silver charactises.
been numerous, from the accession of other entire libra- ters ; and a Mexican manuscript, in coloured figures,
executed on a human skin, deemed unique in its kind.
ries, and of late they have been very numerous, both by
purchase and plunder. It is entitled to two copies of eve- An extraordinary specimen of chirography, by a Jew,
ry work puWished in the kingdom. In the year 17S5, it is seen on a single page, eight inches long, by rather
contained 200,000 printed volumes, 60,000 manuscripts, more than six broad, whereon are written, without con5000 volumes of prints, and 2000 engravings ; since tractions, and very legible by the naked eye, the Penwhich period it has been much incre.ised. Its contents tateuch and Book of Ruth in German ; Ecclesiastes in
are at present computed to be 350,000 printed books ; Hebrew ; the Canticles in Latin ; Esther in Syriac ;
between 70,000 and 80,000 manuscripts, and, it is com- and Deuteronomy in French. The last line consists of
puted, 50,000 portraits. There is no complete catalogue 305 letters. This library is open daily, and is much
catalogue of the manuscripts frequented : Voyage de deux Frangais, torn. v.
of this vast collection.
The library at Dresden is kept in a handsome edi- Dresden,
in ten folio volumes, under a systematic arrangement,
was published during the reign of Louis XVI. Recourse fice, which forms a hollow quadrangle, almost square,
must be had to the library itself, or its catalogues, to form with seventeen windows on two of the external sides,
any correct opinion of its contents, which, in general, may and fifteen on the two others ; and on the internal side
be said to consist of all that.is interesting, rare, and pre- are eleven windows by seven. The ground floor is reserved for antiques, and the books are lodged in the first
cious, in literature. The MSS. embrace every different
written roll of papyrus, and second storey.
Two very spacious galleries and
branch of learning of all ages.
taken from the hand of a mummy in Egypt, was present- ten chambers occupy the first ; the second consists of
ed to it by Buonaparte, after he left that country in one gallery and nine apartments. In this library are
manuscript, containing the works of Pruden- above 150,000 printed volumes, and 5000 manuscripts.
1801
One of the latter is in Mexican characters, on the hutius, who was born in the year 348, in rustic capitals, is
supposed to be contemporary with that author. The Na- man skin, which Thevenot has explained to be a calentional Library is rich in early printed works, and those dar, and some fragments of the history of the Incas.
on vellum ; and all the arts and sciences are copiously There are also a fine copy of ihe Koran, which belongtreated of, together with history, in the modern part of ed to Bajazet II. and was taken from a Turk by a
the collection. By good fortune, it has constantly been Saxon officer at the last siege of V'ienna ; and the origipal
committed to the charge of leamed individuals ; and it MS. of the Reveries of Marshal Saxe, bearing to have
been written by him in thirteen nights, and concluded in
is now divided into two departments, each under skilDecember, 1733, while labouring under a fever. Among
It is conducted on the most liful superintendence.
beral principles ; open five hours daily, and so com- the printed books are 600 of the Aldine editions, and
A copious collection of antiquities
pletely accessible to the public, that it is supposed about many on vellum.
200 persons are constantly engaged here during sum- is preserved in twelve apartments under the library,
mer, and about 50 during winter. Not more than 10 below which are eighteen vaulted cellars, stored with
or 12 antiquaries are usually occupied with the manu- a vast quantity of valuable porcelain, of foreign, and
Known literary characters are allowed the use likewise home manufacture, for which the city is so
scripts.
of books at their own residence, which is seldom pro- famous.
The library of the University of Gottingen is said to Gottingfn.
ductive of inconvenience to others, from there being
frequently several copies of a work ; and losses to the exceed 150,000 volumes
That of Munich amounts to Munich.
library are very rare : Essai Historique sur la Biblio'
100,000, including a valuable collection of manuscripts.
ikeque du Roii Pinkerton'a RecoUections, vol. ii Above At Stutgard, the late King of VVirtemberg commenced Stutgard,

litera-

ture, formerly called the King's Library, is of obscure
It appears that Charles V. had a library of .910
origin.

to size.

A

A

.
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the roimation of a library, which, in 1791, amounted to
**' « ""' 100,000 volumes, contained in an edifice constructed
of wood. There were then f)000 Bibles, of all editions,
and in all langnajces ; and the royal owner still required
SOOO copies, whicli we believe he afterwards acquired,
to render his collection complete.
The university of
PitjUb
Vngue has a library consisting of 130,000 printed volumes, an<l 8000 manuscripts, deposited in a quadrangular building, nearly 250 feet in length by 150 in
width.
It contains a complete collection of Polyglot
Bible* ; ard among the manuscripts are a copy of Justin, on vellum, of the 13th century, in good preserTation ; one of Pliny, also on vellum, written by order
of the mastftrates of the city in 1350, beautifully executed, and well preserved ; and a table of logarithms,
in the handwriting of Tycho Brahe.
•••n^
There are few celebrated libraries in Poland, as may
be expected from the political distractions of that counWhat is calletl the King's Library, at Warsaw,
try.
doe* not exceed 20,000 volumes, most of which are mo<l«ni.
A maniMcript, in three folio volumes, with 172
fine drawing*, deacribea the antiuuities dug up at \'elleia, between 1760 and 1765.
Tne university of Cracow has a library, in which are 4000 manuscripts ; and
among them is seen a Latin Encyclopaedia, in a large
folio volume, written by Paul of Prague, in 1459.
more valuable and extensive collection, called the
Zalmki Libfwy, or Library of the Republic, was
fenned, and devoted to the public by two brothers of
that name in 1745.
But no funds were appropriated,
either for it* enlargement or suitable preservation. Orifinally the Zaluaki library consisted of 300,000 vof
um«, compriaing 58,000 duplicates. By the sale of
these, and from other circumstances, the collection was
supposed, in 1791, not to exceed 200,000 volumes,
while ita value was not uroportiuned to its size. But
Laaifc
it suffered many depredations, and at length was sent
I.ftiwy.

A

^

by General Suwarrow to St. Petersburg in 1 7<)5, where
it was deposited in three elegant apartments, and opened fur the use of the public in 1812. It was formerly
divided into five general classes of literature ; but, according to the recent work of Miiller, half its contents
are thcoiog}' ; and the portion embracing jurisprudence
The »ame auis distinguished according to languages.
thor observe*, that this is the only public library in the
The library ofthe.Acacrapital of the Russian empire.
flerny of Sciences, which some time ago exceeded 40,000
volumes, was founded with 2500 taken by Peter at the
aicge of Mittau.
It contains numerous diplomatic paper* of the reign of that prince, and the most extensive collcctian of Chinese works in Europe, amounting
to S800 diicrent treatises, of which there is an exact
catekcoe ; tome Japanese manuscripts, and several of

the Mongols and I'hibeL The original .MS. instrucin the handwriting of the late empress, to prea new code of laws (or her vast empire, is preserved in a fine bronze vase, which is always placed on
the table during the sitting of the academy : Mullcr
TahUam i Bacmoistcr Ettat.
Previous to the late siege of Copenhagen, the royal
library exceeded 130,000 printed volumes, and 3000
manuscripts, all contained in a gallery 252 feet long,
•ml other apartments, .^mong the manuscripts is an
imperfect copy of Livy, ascribed to the sixtli century ;
about 250 Uratises collected by Niebuhr during his
interesting travel* in the East ; and four large volumes
of paintingt of plant*, on vellum, from nature, by the
A large portion of the
celebrated, Madame .Mcrian.
I

-noit

duplicates of tbia library, particularly those relative to
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natural history, were purchased, sotne years ago, by an
T.ihrary.
intelligent Scotch bookseller, and carried to Edinburgh. '—
Copenhagen had also to boast of one of the most extensive private libraries of modem times, in the collection of Mr. Suhm, well known by his taste in northern antiquities.
It consisted of 60,000 printed volumes, besides manuscripts procured at great cost.
The king's library in Stockholm is said not to ex- Sweden.
ceed 20,000 volumes and 500 manuscripts.
copy of
the Evangelists, written on purple vellum, and supposed to belong to the ninth century, is commonly called
the codex aureus, from the quantity of letters in gold.
The library of the university of Upsal, containing
50,000 volumes, is possessed of a manuscript of still
greater celebrity, also a copy of the Evangelists,
written in gold and silver letters, on 187 leaves of
vellum, but wanting the beginning and end. The manuscript is ascribed to Ulphilas, bishop of the Goths,
who nourished under the Emperor Valens, about the
year 370. Junius, and also Ihre, have published dis-

T^

—

A

—

sertations regarding it.
The principal libraries in Great Britain, are the Royal
Library, those of the British Museum, Oxford, Cambridge, and the Advocates' Library in Edinburgh.
It

Britain.

calculated that the royal library amounts to 80,000
volumes, which have been acquired chiefly by his present Nlajesty. The library of the British Museum, Britisli
which is now considered the national deposit of litera- seum.
ture, has been composed of various others, successively
is

obtained, and

is chiefly valuable for its numerous manuThese are principally formed of the collections
made by Sir Robert Cotton, who was bom in the year
1 570, and by the Earl of Oxford, who died in 1 741
The
library of the former was put under sequestration in the
reign of James, owing to the appearance of a political
pamphlet falsely ascribed to the owner, because a cop)-,
under another name, was discovered among its contents.
It was purchased for the use of the public in 1701, and
annexed by statute to the British Museum in 1753.
This library originally consisted of 958 volumes of manuscripts, which were reduced to 86l by fire in 1731.
A complete catalogue, lately published by order of government, in one volume folio, embraces 26,000 ar-

scripts.

.

ticles,

which,

in

general, relate to British history.
to nearly 8000 volumes

The Harleian MSS. amounted

Now they exceed
10,000 volumes, besides above 40,000 original rolls,
letters patent, signs manual, &c. for the most part rela.
at the death of their noble owner.

and Ireland. It is difficult to
form a correct idea of this copious collection without
actual examination. There are numerous ancient MSS.
of the classical authors: such as a fragment of the
jEneid, and a copy of Quintilian, of the ninth century ; two copies of Terence, and one of Homer and
Ovid, of the tenth ; and a copy of Sallust of the eleventh.
Here are about 300 manuscript Bibles and
biblical books, in Hebrew, Chaldee, Greek, Arabic,
and Latin ; nearly 200 volumes of writing* of fathers
of the church ; numerous missals, breviaries, and liturgies an extensive collection relative to the topography
and antiquities of Great Britain many volumes of original letters from celebrated natives of the island and
among
foreigners ; works on the arts and sciences
which is a tract on the steam engine, with plans, diagrams, and calculations, by Sir Samuel Morland, who
styles himself master in mechanics to Charles II.
catalogue of the Harleian MSS. has been recently published by order of government, in four volumes folio;
one in an abbreviated form, of the printed books in the
lating to great Britain

;

;

—

A

.
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British ^^useum, is just about being concluded, in se^"""/""^ veral octavo volumes. These libraries are open daily,
and, on a suitable recommendation, any person is introduced to study in the reading room but no manuscript may be copied without special permission. There
are several other libraries in London belonging to pubThat of Sipn College, an institution for
He bodies
education of the clergy, is entitled to a copy of every
book published in the kingdom.
The different colleges of the universities of Oxford
and Cambridge have libraries of various extent, of which
the Bodleian collection is said to be the most ample in
Britain.
This was instituted towards tlie close of the
reign of Queen Elizabeth, by Sir Thomas Bodley, who
collected 129 1 rare manuscripts, which were afterwards
increased to 6818, independent of 18.98 in the Ashmolean museum.
catalogue of part of those relating to
oriental history, was executed by J. Uri, a Hungarian,
and published in a folio voluin^ in 1787. The printed
Library.

;

:

A

works

1460; Fust and

Schoefter's Bible,

li62

;

that

by S wey-

UbraryJ

—

Pannartz, 1471 ; a Dutch .Bible, 1477;
nr~'
Prince Radzivil's Bible in PdMsh, and those, in the different European languages.
Here are seen'the Latin
Psalter of Fust and Schoeffer of 1457, being the first
printed book to which a date is affixed ; and another of
nearly equal rarity, of 1459.
Many of the earliest editions of the classics, beautiful copies on vellum, and
the -works of all the celebrated printers of the 15th
century, add to the value of the collection.
An accurate opinion of the nature, value, and importance of
these, to persons who consider science as secondary to
the medium of imparting it, may be formed from the
laborious catalogue of Mr. Dibdin, in four royal octavo
volumes, wliich at once carries the reader back to the
earliest ages of the typographic art in every variety.
The library of the university of Edinburgh consists library of
of about 50,000 pri'nted volumes, and a few manuscripts, t'le t'nivefAn abbreviated catalogue of the medical books, includ- *'.'''. "'^
"^'"VB"ing some on natural history, together forming the most
complete part of the collection, is published in an octa-

heym and

'

are numerous and valuable.
The library of Trinity College, Cambridge, is extenLibrary of
Trinity Col- sive, and contained in a large apartment, floored with
vo volume. The library is under good management,
lude, C'am- black and white marble.
Here, among other literary and the respective demands of the numerous readers
.
bridii^.
The advocate's library in Advocates*
are expeditiously supplied.
curiosities, are some of Milton's poems, in his own
writing.
valuable collection of manuscripts, by Edinburgh, was founded in iGSO, by the exertions of library.
Parker, Archbishop of Canterbury, is deposited in the Sir George Mackenzie, and now consists of about
library of Corpus Christi college, several of which are
80,000 printed works, and 1000 volumes in manuscript.
Its most copious subjects are the national history, Greek
ascribed to the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries.
Two private collections in England demand notice ; and Roman antiquities, and jurisprudence in general.
Kibrar; of
Sir Joseph
the one from use, the other from curiosity.
The first Among the manuscripts, there is a fine copy of Martial's Epigrams, in perfect preservation, which ha«
is the library of Sir Joseph Banks, comprehending every department of natural history, together with a copi- been ascribed to the ninth century ; the most ancient,
in so far as we are aware, that is known to exist. This
ous collection of the transactions of learned societies
and its value is enhanced by an excellent catalogue, work is written in double columns, on 108 leaves of a
according to the most scientific and systematic arrange- peculiar kind of vellum, such as is not in use at prement, in five octavo volumes. The second is the li- sent, in the small Roman character, with the titles of
fcihrary of
brary of the Earl of Spencer, amounting to 45,000 the epigrams in rustic capitals. Instead of the uniform
the Earl of volumes, and which is understood to be the most exdivision of syllables, the words frequently run into,
Speacez,
tensive belonging to any individual in the united king- and are united with each other, as in the most ancient
dom. It was founded chiefly on that of Count Re- manuscripts, or being irregularly divided, the first sylvicsky, a foreign nobleman, who addicted himself lable is annexed to the word preceding, wliile the last
is prefixed to that which is subsequent.
The ancient
to the collection of works of a very peculiar descripmode of punctuation is particularly exhibited among the
tion, and contains an unexampled assemblage of those
Here are, besides, a fine copy of X'alerius
capitals.
illustrating the origin and progress of typography.
Here are several books consisting of impressions from Maximus on vellum, dated 1398, which merits co11a«
wood on blocks, previous to the invention of metallic tion; and fragments of several other classics, as Juve"
types ; thus exhibiting the earliest specimens of stereo- nal, Persius, and Ovid, of considerable antiquitj-. In
type, so lately revived.
In some, engraved figures the advocates' library are preserved thirteen of the charconstitute the principal part, to which is annexed a tularies, or volumes of records of the different religismall proportion of text, and only one side of the leaf ous houses of Scotland, which escaped the general deis employed.
Such is the Ars memorandi notabilis per struction in which the edifices themselves were involvJiguras, supposed to have been thrown off previous to ed, in promoting the reformation of religion ; a folio
the year 1430, which consists of a number of rude cuts volume of music for the service of the cathedral ofof the principal events recorded in the Gospels, with Scone, written in the sixteenth century ; several papal
The records of the relibulls and original charters.
text on the opposite page ; Ars moriendi, of which the
subject is a sick man in bed» surrounded by grotesque gious houses are particularly valuable, from ascertain*
and hideous figures of devils and angels. Something ing the ancient owners of property, which is often immonstrous or absurd was the fashion of the time, as portant in legal proceedings, illustrating the antiquiwe see in sculptures of various kinds; and, in the for- ties of the country, and from presenting a greater nummer work, St, Luke is represented by a bull standing ber of writings of the twelfth and thirteenth century,
on his hind legs, while St. Mark is introduced as a ram- than are elsewhere collected together. Law, and subpant lion ; Hktoria Veteris el Novi Teslamenti, sen jects of national history, occupy the great bulk of the
There
Biblia paiiperum, is previous to the year 1450, but manuscripts, which are of very unequal value.

A

.

which some have considered the earliest specimen of
block printing. Besides these and others denoting the
infancy of the art, the Spencerian library contains a
fine collection of early printed and scarce Bibles ; as
the Mazarine Bible, ranked between 1450 and 1455 ;
ope, supposed the work of Albert Pfister, anterior to

are a few works of old English history, numerous letter? of distinguished individuals, including one in the
handwriting of Queen Mary, and several of foreigners.
The printed books in the advocates'library embrace every department of science and literature, except theology and medicine, of which there are only some leading

LIBRARY.
^^*»»^-

^^^C™*

and early e<litions,
and many scarce and curious works as the Mazarine
Bible, as entire as when it came from the press ; a
Breviary of U78, in folio, printed on fine vellum;
three volumes of Rudl>eck's Atlantica, &:c. A cataloKuee, in three folio volumes, enumerates the contents
treatise*.

It contains several first

;

oTih.
the library down to ISO".
The funds for its support are ample, and its annual acquisitions are consi'
dcrable.
It is conducted on liberal principles, and acceaa to it has provetl beneficial to the authors of various
literary works, published both in T.u^Und and Scotland.
This library is at present kept in eight apartments, some of which are absolutely subterraneous.
Part of it, however, is about to be removed to a spacious gallery, wherein the most essential requisites for
omvenience and accommodation are overlooked ; the
COMMquencc of inconsiderately substituting a picture,
from MM»e imaginary point of view, for a simple and
unoMentatiout plan, suitable to the purpose for which

The altornies or writers to the signet
it was intended.
of Edinburgh have a Jibrar}-, computed at about 1 5,000
or 20,000 volumes ; of which there is a systematic catalocue in • quarto volume.
"flie library of the university of St. Andrew's conIJtearkx'
AroniTCT- taiiu about 36,000 volumes ; that of Glasgow is smalltitMsr< sc. er
and about 11,000 are in the library of King's col;
/natnw't,
lege, Aberdeen.
Among the manuscripts belonging to
ca Abn- the last are, a tplentlid copy of the Koran, said to be
the identical manuscript uted by the late Tippoo Saib ; a
work on Hindoo theology, written on fine vellum, and
railed on a piece ot ivory, after the fashitni of the voluauna of the audenti ; and a copy of tite Shaster, in
Sanacrit, on the leave* of trees.
Th* library -of Trinity College, Dublin, consists of
Ttvn'ljf
above 40,000 printed volumes, and 1100 manuscripts,
in different language*, all contained in a fine g'.liery,
Dulafaa.
tlO feet long, 41 broad, and 40 high. Amnnv' the
manuscripts there i* preserved the (io<ipel of St. Matthew, along with otiier fragments of Scripture, written
in Greek capitals, ascribed by Mr. Barret to the sixth
century. The subjects of the remaining manuscripts
Many relate to Irish history,
are much diversified.
particularly the troubles of 1(>41, concerning which
there are numerous original |>apers. Some are written
in the Ijitin language, which Irish characters are cmployed to ezprcs*.
According to a subsisting law, which is about to undergo some modification, eleven libraries are entitled
to a copy of ever)' pulilicntion in the united kingdom.
Thcae are, the royal librnry, British museum, Sion colities of Oxford and Cambridge, Edinlege, t)
I'w'*, Glasgow, Aberdeen ; the advoburgh,
cstaa* library ui Edinburgh, and that of Trinity college,
Dublin.
In respact to eastern libraries, we shall briefly reUWMM*.
mark, that they are, for the most part, very limited.
There are 13 public libraries in Constantinople, none,
except perhap* the Turkish emperor's, exceeding 2000
rolume*, of which a catalogue was obtained, with great
Inspection of it as
difficulty, by the Abbe Todcrini.
printed by that author, will demonstrate of what TurkThe libraries have several atish literature comi^ts.
Undants with fixed salaries ; and in some of them arc
seen translations of British and continental publications
into the Turkish language. Until its publication, with
which we are not aware that Mr. W'alpole is acquaintted, several of the lo«t classics were supposed to be depof itcd here. Toderini Lelteratura Turcfteicha, tom. ii.
At Scringapatan, the library of Tippoo was
p. 53.
^

'
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taken, consisting nearly of 2000 volumes, many of Library,
which are highly decorated. Stewart's Ca/a(o^?(e. There """"V"^
are considerable libraries in China and Japan, and also
in the capital of the kingdom of Ava.
The Emperor Leopold and the Elector of Bavaria com- Library of
menced a library of music in the seventeenth century, "lu^'cwhich Dr. Burney suggests should be done on a regular plan ; and gives a sketch of the arrangement to be
preserved.
But the reader will find a more comprehensive and useful system in a German work, pubh'shed last year, 1817, at Leipsic, entitled Musical Litemture, which is divided into 88 different branches, containing a complete catalogue of all music, the number
and species of instruments for which it is composed,
the price, and place of publication. In ITPt, a musical
library was instituted at Paris, but principally with a
view to instruction in the art.
It is not enough that a vast assemblage of books t^'"*log<'*'>.
shall be collected together, they must be deposited in
suitable receptacles, and rendered useful and accessible, from a proper arrangement of their names in a catalogue.
Some libraries are contained in one large
apartment ; others as extensive in several of smaller

which seems preferable. As books consist of perishable materials, air and heat are essential to their preservation.
Where a library is already completed, its
size,

contents may be deposited in different compartments
according to their subjects ; but this does not appear a
convenient distribution for one in a state of progressive enlargement. There it will be more beneficially effected merely according to size, while the contents are
explained in catalogues, framed under a systematic
form.
But although the utility of such catalogues be
indispensable, a-" without them it is impossible to repress
exuberances in certain branches, or to supply deficient
cies in others, the learned are not agreed on the best
and most comprehensive system ; whence the catalogues
of the greater number of libraries are prepared simply
according to the nan»es of the autliofs of the various
works. The great difficulty seems to consist in fixing on
leading heads. Some of these are obvious, but some frequently adopted are obscure however, it is evident,
tnat any division separating printed treatises from those
in manuscript, or classifying books according to lanBacon, Diderot, and other
guage, must be defective.
learned men have maintained, that all human knowletlge rests on three fundamental principles, memory,
reason, and imagination, by which latter we presume
invention is also to be understood ; that memory is the
source of history, reason of philosophy, and imagination
of poetry. It has been proposed to classify the catalogue of a library according to these and their subordiBy some authors, they have been farnate branches.
I. Memory, or history; 2. Reather interpreted thus
son, philosophy or science ; 3. Imagination, poetry, liIt has been also proposed,
beral arts, mechanical arts.
to arrange a catalogue under the five branches, theology, jurisprudence, history, philosophy, and belles lettres, and such was the plan principally followed of late
But in Britain, the
in the national library at Paris.
word philosophy is now of very doubtful interpretation ;
and belles lettres is so exceedingly vague and indefinite,
that miscellanies perhaps would be equally explicit.
system less defective, though also in five parts, is proposed by Debure, in theology, jurisprudence, sciences
and arts, belles lettres, history. This removes the great
difficulty of the plan of Bacon and Diderot, which places
works on sculpture and architecture along with those
of fable and romance; an arrangement quite repiJsive
:

:
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1.

Grammar;

Polygraphy.

Geography

2.

Hhetoric;
History into,

2.

;

3.

3.
1.

Chronology

Poetry

;

4.

Philology; 5.

Historical prolegomena;
4. Ecclesiastical histo.

;

ry ; 5. Profane history of ancient monarchies ; 6. Modern European and foreign history ; 7. Historical paralipomena 8. Antiquities ; 9. Literary, academic, and
bibliographical history; 10. Biography; 1 1 Historical
extracts.
This system is founded almost exclusively
on that of Gabriel Martin", who divides literature into
the five primitive classes adoptejl by Debure, and who,
by the arrangement of no less than 148 catalogues, had
an opportunity of reducing his theory to practice.
These systems have been followed, in many instances,
with very little alteration, though probably from being
;

.

more generally known.
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modern

ideas of the dignity of science, and the importance of the arts, Debure classified several useful
catalogues ccordingly, by which theology is subdivided into, 1. Bibles, interpreters, critics, commentators;
S. Councils, liturgies, fathers; 3. Theologians.
Jurisprudence into, 1. Canon law; 2. Civil law. Sciences and
arts into, 1. Philosophy ; 2. Physics ; S. Natural history
4. Medicine ; 5. Mathematics ; 6. Arts. Belles lellres into,
to

Denis, the imperial librarian

an arrangement under seven different heads, which probably could be adopted with
at Vienna, proposes

considerable convenience; theology, jurisprudence, philosophy, medicine, mathematics, historj', philology. He
considers that theology is connected with jurisprudence
by the ecclesiastical councils ; jurisprudence with philosophy by the law of nature ; philosophy with medicine by natural history ; medicine with mathematics by

anatomy; mathematics with history by chronology;
history with philology by heroic fables ; and that philology is connected with theology by mythology. Another system, rather more explicit, was offered at Jena,
which divides literary works into sixteen different
classes: 1. The knowledge of books ; 2. Philology; 3.

Theology ; 4. Jurisprudence ; 5. Medicine ; 6. Philoso7. Pedagogy ; 8. Science of the statesman ; 9.
;
Science of the soldier ; 10. Knowledge of nature; 11.
Knowledge of arts and trades; 1 2. Mathematics ; 13.
Geography and history; 14. Fine arts; 15. Literary

phy

ed into details, will prove exceedingly convenient, though
they are not intimately connected together. If all the
works on the military art, alf-those on engraving, and
all on music, are entered respectively undei^'three different branches, the welfare of the library to which they
belong, is in no respect dependent on their being ascribed to either science or the arts, their proper places, or
to the fruit of imagination.

be very profitably consulted

M.

Peignot's

for details

:

work may

See Diction-

naire Bihliographique, torn. ii. p. 271.
The principal
object is to associate works on analogous subjects, for it
is from this juxtaposition that utility is derived.
The

most convenient arrangement of a catalogue, therefore,
seems to be according to matter, along With an index
nuctorum. In one department, natural hiitoriy, the catalogue of Sir Joseph Banks forms an excellent model,
specifying the subject of every treatise, its extent, and
the number of plates; besides which, there is, in many
instances, an obituary of the authors.
Another catalogue, not of a library indeed, but of all works connected with mathematics and physics, was lately published
by F. G. A. Murhard, in five octavo volumes, which
proves exceedingly useful to those pursuing such studies, and is also a satisfactory guide to the classification
of a literary collection.
Rules for the formation of a librarj', must be depen«
dent on the taste of the age, and the purpose for which
it is designed, whether private or public.
Hence few
of those laid down by Gabriel Naude, in his Avis pour
dresser tine Biblrotheque, are now applicable with respect to the selection of works.
Nevertheless there are
authors historians, moralists, and explorers of natural
phenomena, who will be always prized, because their
writings are founded on immutable truth.
Some collectors have addicted themselves to the early editions,
to certain sciences, to arts

and

trades, to

works whose

chief embellishment is engravings, or to those merely
printed on a large size of paper.
It is by the union of
all these peculiarities that a great public library is form-

But

ought to rest on original works of truth,
knowledge commentators and critics hold a secondary place ; and works of
fiction may be introduced for amusement
The extent of
ed.

its

basis

for they alone are the source of

:

history; 16. Miscellanies.
We shall say nothing of the
system proposed by M. Thiebault for it does not seem a library is indefinite. One of the ancients, celebrated for
applicable to practice. A system in very copious detail
his learning, is said to have possessed only four volumes.
is suggested by M. Peignot, the author of several works
Leibnitz declares, that his library had no more than the
on what is now called bibliography, a subject which works of Plato, Aristotle, Archimedes, Euclid, Plutarch,
as yet has not been reduced to any fixed principles.
Sextus Empiricus, Pliny, Cicero, and Seneca. Lenglet
This is chiefly founded on the three great sources of du Fresnoy makes a calculation, whereby it appears that
knowledge, according to the philosophers before named, no one can read above 9OO folio volumes in his life ;
memory, reason, and imagination, preceded by the ar- from all which is deduced the inutility of extensive liticle bibliography.
M. Peignot enumerates about 250 braries. These remarks will not apply to those collecdifferent heads, under which the books may be arrantions destined for public use ; but the words of Seneca
ged but we cannot see on what sound principle natu- never should be forgot, 7ion rrj'ert quam midlos librus
ral history is ranked under history ; and the science of' sedquam bunos habeas, inferring, that tHequality of books,
nulurf, comprehending some of its most essential parts,
not their number, is the primary consideration. (c\
under philosophy. Neither can we reconcile the poLIBRATION. See Astronomy.
sition of the viditary art, which stands between engraLICHANOS-HYPATON, in the music of the
ving and music, with the principles of analogy. What Greeks, implied the D, next below the bass cliff of our
is now said, sufficiently evinces the difficulty of classimodern scale.
fying the catalogue of a great library according to any
LICHANOS-MESON, in the music of the Greeks,
unobjectionable system ; yet it is not absolutely essen- implied the G, next above the bass cliff of our modern
tial that such arrangement should proceed on the most
scale.
refined principles ; for a few general heads, each branch;

;

3
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LICHEN.
T.ich«n.
•

Mmmb.

J_/icHKN i» the name for an extensive natural order of
^^ lower scale of the vegetable creation.
Ejf**'
Thej' appear generally in the form of cnists, covering
rock* and the bark of trees.
In English, they are
known under the comprehensive denominations of rockmots and trer-mois ; but few of the species are distingniahed by particular names. The dye-stuffs called
orchal and cudbear, are kinds of lichen ; and so are the
omi-bmgM and ground-liverwort, which at different times
hare been in estimation as me<licines, the former in pulmonary complaints, and the latter for the bite of a mad
dog.

"

Bv the older Ixitanical writers, the lichens were classed along with the frondose musci. Our countryman,
Mbriaon of Aberdeen, Professor of Botany at Oxford,
toward* the end of the 1 7th centurj-, was the first who
Mpantted them. He formed them into a genus, under
the title of Mmco-fvnpu, their leathery substance leadiag bim to consider tfiem as allied to tfie fungi. Tournerart, in the Inrtiluliouet Rei Herbaria;, 1 700, first applied to them the general term Lichen ; but he made a
epante senus of those having a coralline shape, dearSiing tnem along with certain fungous plants, such
dsvarw, under the title of Coralloides. Michcli laboured iadefadgably in illustrating the lichens. In his
Naea PLmtmmm Genera, 1729, tliey are divided into
no fewer than S8 sections, and nearly 300 species are
dnoribed, and not a few of them delineated. Dilleniut, in his Hutaria Mtueontm, 1741, arranged them
under the name* of Ucnea, Ccnralloides, and Lichen.
oidei, leaving the simple word licheH to signify the offfcinal liverw«jrt.
The filamentous spet-ies were associated with the confer\-af, under the first-mentionc<l title
rf Umea ; the former bein^- L'snea; arborete, and the
bttcr U«ne« aquatics.
The juatly celebrated Linraeus employed Iiimself

w

Daknfaw.

diieflv in inveatigatfaig

phcnogamous

plants,

by means

of which he wat beat able to establish his Sexual Sysn the AigH', he did little more than arrange and
tem.
adnit to hi* own views the plants described by MicheHe greatly reduced the nimili, Dilleniu*, and other*.
ber of (pedes oTIidiens, on account, it is presumed, of
the ragueneaa of the descriptions given by preceding
I

which did not enable him to construct regnlariy the' compendious, but luminous specific chaHe comprehended the
racters in which ne delighted.
whole under one great and heterogeneous genus. Lichen ; but he divicled it into eight sections, distinguished br the general habit and appearance of the pLints :
2. cnistaccous with
I. Cmsiaceous with tubercles;
shields ; S. tiled ; 4. fulioceous ; 5. leathery ; 6. bearing cups 7. shnib-like ; and 8. filamentous.
Since the time of Linnaeus, great progress ha-s been
made in the investigation of the lichens. I'he distinguished He<Iwig, and the still more accurate Gsertncr,
writers,

;

namine<l with care the mode of propagation of this
which had hitherto been little
atten<le(l to.
Rut tlie auA<ir who principally extended
our iKJtanical knowledge of the lichens, was Dr. Hoffman of Gottingen. Between J 784 and 1 792, this laborioa* author published descriptions and figures of all
the known species, under the title of Eni'tnemtio Lithe same time, attempted tlicir divickemim.. He,
tribe of plants, a subject

M

sion into natural genera, foundetl, like the sections of
He was
Lintupus, on the general habit of the plants.
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succeeded in this department of botany by Dr. Erich
Acharius, whose works, it is remarked by Sir James
Edward Smith, " form a new era in cryptogamic botany, and will most likely prove the foundation of all
tliat can in futiu-e be done on the subject."
If, therefore, the illustrious Linnaeus was deficient in his acquaintance with the algse, it was reserved for another
eminent Swede to elucidate this difficult branch of the

Acbarhis.

science.

After some accoimt of the scructure of lichens, and
of the mode of fructification, or of propagation, in this
obscure tribe of plant', the reader shall be presented
with a detailed view of the Acharian system. Several
new terms must unavoidably be used ; but they shall
be as sparingly employed as possible, and their meaning carefidl)' explained. A short account of the uses
of the lichens, in domestic or rural economy, in medicine, and in the arts, will be subjoined.

Lichens are produced on the hardest and most barren rocks, and at great elevations ; on old walls ; on
the trunks and branches of trees, whether the bark be
smooth or rugged ; and on the surface of the earth, par-

moorish soils. They are found in all climates, and at all times of the year, being naturally fitted to resist, not only heat and cold, but dryness and
wetness. They suffer more, however, from drought
tlian from himiidity ; and in this country, like the musci. they appear to greatest advantage at the moist seafew notices regarding their kabisons of the year.
tats, will be more intelligible after the Acharian arrangement has been explaijied.
ticularly in

—A

Slriwturc of Lichens.
plants have no distinct and regular rooti. Some
common ground-liverwort, have
small fibres issuing from the edge and under-surface
of the frond : others are immediately attached to their
place of growth, for example, to stones, as if by a sort
of cement. They are equally destitute of stems, and
also of /eat'M, properly so called.
The part most. analogous to a leaf, and which constitutes the principal
body of the plant, is frequently termed \\\e frond : by
Acharius, it is denominated the Ihnllus. This thalhis is
often merely a thin flat crustaceous expansion ; sometimes, however, it is foliaceous and lobed ; .igain, it is
branched, and like a shrub in miniature ; in some cases
it seems to be only a pulpy or gelatinous mass ; and in
others, little else than a sort of powdery matter.
In the leaf-like, and in the branched .lichens, the

These

.structure of

species, such as the

thallus

is

distinctly

composed of two

commonly

parts.

(1.)

is

-

Thalliis, oi

'rond.

.

The

hard, cartilaginous, or crustaceous, homogeneous, with scarcely any signs of organisation in its texture, but abounding every where with
very minute granular bodies, the nature of ..which will
be afterwards explained. This is called the cortical
substance.
It forms Iwth the upper and under stratum
of the thallus, in most of the foliaceous lichens, being
exterior

lichens.

-

wanting l)elow however in some of these, and also in
the uniform crustaceous species ; in those which are
In
shrub-like, it surrounds the branches and ramuli.
the humid state, the parenchyma of this cortical subsUnce is somewhat gelatinous ; and in many species it
consists, to the extent of half its weight, of mucilage^r'
,

4z

L
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The

other constituent part of the
thalhis, inclosed by the cortical, is called the meduUart/
substance.
It is generally soft, cottony, or fibrous, and
gelatine.

(2.)

apparently vascular.

No

spirid vessels are observable, nor have any partikind of circulating vessels been traced in lichens.
Seldom, indeed, can the structure be shewu to be either

culai'

distinctly vascular or cellular.
Lichens, go simple in general structure, possess in a
strong degree that quality of the living principle, which

tends to the formation of new parts, or to the supply
of such as may have been injured. If a part of the
cuticle of a coriaceous lichen be destroyed, so as to
expose the intemid white substance, this wliite part
soon acquires a greenish colour, which Riunond traced
to the extravasation of a peculiar juice.
The different
parts of lichens often grow together, or become conjoined, and the plants thus assun\^ very various forms,
indeed, the more simple the organization, the greater
seems the tendency to irregular sprouting ; and the
greater, of course, the dissimilarity between individuals of the same species.
Lichens are not only perennial plants, but they possess the curious faculty of continuing for years, without
undergoing any perceptible change. Dr. Withering mentions one case, in which the parts of fructification of an
individual lichen remained, without visible alteration, for
the long period of ten years In such kind of fructification we may confidently expect something very different, in nature and properties, from the flowers and
seeds of phasnogamous plants ; and it will soon appear
that we do meet with something very different.
'

!

Fructification
Ftuctification of
Uchejjs.

of Lichens.

of lichens, or the mode in which
they are propagated, has long been a botanical problem, which has exercised the talents, and divided the
Before statopinions of the most acute cryptogamists.
ing the doctrine of Acharius, therefore, it may be proper to advert to what was taught by Hedwig, and by
Gaertner, as the two most distinguished writers on the

The

fructification

subject.

Hedwig.

Hedwig,

it

is

well

known, bestowed much pains

in

fructification, not only of the frondose
mosses, but of lichens ; and, till of late, his authority
was pretty generally assented to by botanists. On the
fronds of many lichens, numerous small mealy tubercles,
or wart-like excrescences appear, commonly of the same
On dividing, by a
colour and texture as tlie frond.
vertical section, some of these tubercles in an early
stage of their growth, Hedwig found them to consist
of a congeries of cells, each of them containing a granulous mass. The granules he regarded as particles of
When the tubercle acquires a deep brown copollen.
lour, it is at maturity ; the pollen then escapes, and
Here, therefore, we have
the tubercle becomes black.
something like a male flower, especially in the eyes of
one bent on extending the sexual hypothesis to plants
of every trilie. On a different part of the same plant,
or on a different plant of the same species, appear a
number of cup-shaped or target-shaped bodies, either
sessile, or supported on short pedicles, commonly of a
greenish colour, but gradually becoming dark as they
When the ripe cups and shields are divided by
ripen.
a vertical section, they are found to contain, immediately under the dark crust at the top, a number of
smaJl egg-shaped bodies, arranged in perpendicular
laje^-s.
These Hedwig considered to be the sperm, or

examining the

HE

k.

and the cups or shields were of course the fc- Li Jic».
"^.—y---^
•
male flowers.
^
The diligent and sagacious uaertner took a Afferent Gaertnn.
view.
His observations led him to conclude, diat the
powdery matter, and minute oblong bodies, conUiined
seeds

;

within the tubercles, shields, or saucers, consist not of
pollen or of seeds, but of a peculiar sort of gems or buds.
This kind of bud he denominates the profmgo, and describes as being a simple gem, without leaves or regular
shape, in some cases naked, and in others covered with

an envelope. When at maturity, these gems separate
from the parent plant ; they are dispersed in the same
way as seeds, and a new progeny springs up. They are
so far analogous to seeds ; but, considered physiologicalthey are more strictly allied to buds.
It may here be remarked, that several of the more
perfect plants are bulbiferous ; as may be seen in the
true Lilium bulbiferum of Linnaeus, and the tiger-spotted lily of China, L. tigrinum ; and in not a few of the
alliaceous tribe, such as Allium carinatum, and arenarium, which are both natives of Britain: viviparous
grasses are common on our upland pastures, as Aira
crespitosa vivipara, Festuca vivipara, and Poa flexuosa
and alpina and many plants can be propagated by tubers, as the common potatoe, and the Jeru.salem ai-tichoke.
All such plants, it will be observed, might, in favourable situations, produce seeds ; and if it be true, that
nature has provided these resources in order that tlie
species might with more certainty be continued in inclement regions, or on sterile soils, we might naturally expect that lichens would, in that respect, be adapted to the contingencies to which they are exposed,
of being successively scorched, drenched, and frozen on
the same barren rocks. It may be added, that the very
simple organization of the lichens might lead us a priori
to expect, that they would be increased by means less
complicated than are observed in phsenogaraous plants.
It is justly remarked by Sprengel, that the propagation
by gems, in the less perfect plants, prevails more and
more as the organization is lower. It begins to occur
in the ferns, is more general in the mosses, still more
so in the hepaticas, and most prevalent of all in the lily,

:

-

chens and confervse.
The opinion of Gaertner has been established by the Lichens prolabours of Acharius ; and lichens (and probably also ••"<' *'"<'*»
^'"^°*
Fuci, or sea-weeds) are henceforth to be considered as '""
gemmiparous plants, propagated only by bud-knots, or
gongyli.
It is

remarked by Acharius, that the frond, which

constitutes the body of the lichen, performs the functions of a universal receptacle, and may be regarded in
The numerous processes already alluded to
that light.
as generally observable on the surface of the thallus,

and which, according to their shape ^nd appearance,
have been called saucers, shields, and targets, are considered as part al receptacles, and are by him denominated Apoihecin. They are either regular or occesfori/.
When they occur of similar structure in various species
of lichens, and constitute a generic character, they are
said to be regidar or true ; when they are variable or
irregular, and afford only specific distinctions, they are
said to be accessory.

a kind of
ing the apothecium.
cies, rises

short;

it is

ing such

From

When

styled podicella.

new terms

the thallus, in

little stalk,

is

many

spe-

called podetia, support-

very small and
propriety of employ-

tlie stalk is

The

obvious

;

a penuncle, for example,

(the parallel term employed in speaking of phaenogamous plants,) sustains the flower and fruit, and springs
from Uie stem ; while the apothecia of lidiens presMit

Apothccia,
or shields.

LICHEN.
Ljdxn.

neither flowers nor finiit, and the stalks upon wliich these
'^'^^r~^ apothecia are elevateil arise from a common receptacle.
In order distinctly to see the structure of an apotlieCoiusa of
ihe Apocli^' cium, and the parts of which it is composed, it is neces'^
«ury to make a perpendicular section ; and, for this purpose, it is ri^ht to prepare the specimen by moistening it
gradually for some hours. The employment of a pocket
leiw, or small miotwcope, is likewise indispensable.
The «pothecia of lome lichens are observed at first
to be covered with an extremely fine membrane, somewhat analofifous, it has been thought, to the involucrum
or volva of the agarici. But this membrane is not very
generally foimd
and Acharius considers it as not
ctberwise ii.%ful than in protecting the apothecium
when tender. The apothecia, or partial receptacles,
therefore, may be regarded merely as modifications of
the thallua itself, and as composed externally of the
same substance, though frecjuently of a different colour.
Upon making the section, certain vessels, disposed in
vertical rows, are displayed.
These constitute the lawu*a proligera, or gemmiparous platf, (the seminal layer
. ._,_.
*'' ^pivngel).
They are compact, firm, smooth, and
f,,^tni»,
n'ithin these, numerous small bodies are obpellucid,
1^ JiiBii
»er\-ed, which are the gougyli at bvd-knolt already alpl«HL
luded fo, and which are nunute opaque bodies. The
selatinous subntance of the genmuparous plate being
Drought into a state of solution by continued moisture
during autumn and winter, the gong)-li probably then
escape and germinate.
In some lichens, the gongyli
are not produced in gemniiparous plates, but in gemmifmrout nuclei ; and each nucleus is invested with a
Moebw.
membrane called pirilhecitim, which is homy when dry,
tlMcium.
and |>rllucid aiul gelatinous when wet. Boui the plates
and the nuclei are di\ ided into celU, and oiVen also into
teticUa.
Cells (the thrcar of Hedwig) are mere oblong
vessels or cavitie*.
If tlieoe only occur, the parenchyma of the apcKherium is said to be of t!m/i/e Irjcture (simUart). The celU, however, are fmjuently compound,
or contain within themselves smaller cells : these smaller cells were erroneously considered as the naked seeds
bjr Heriwig ; but they have I>een ascertained to contain
oncjli like the simple cells and are by Acharius
diidnaished by the name of vesiclct. The cells of
both nnds are of\en found quite empty, though outwndhr pwr fett yet gongyU abound in other parts of
the funitance ot the same apothecium. Gong}-li are
universally to be found in lichens ; cells and vesicles,
however, are freouently wanting. These vessels are
apt to disappear Uirough age. They dr\- up, too, like
the lichen, during hot weather and on
other part*
the retain of the moist and cool season of the year,
they again expand ;—characters, it may be noticed in
passing, which are quite inapplicable to seeds.
1/ the apothecia were to l>c considered as the fruit of
lichen*, mea aae and the same species of plant must be
held as presenting ot\eti two, or even tnree different
kinds Of fructification ; for some lichens, besides regular apothecia, contain ttil)crcles, warts, or pores, all
ofwhidl furnish the supposed seeds. These, indeed,
are the parts which Hedwig regarded as the male organs, ammling pollen ; they do not, however, fade and
disappear, after a short time, like the antherx and stamina of flowers, but endure as long as the true apothe;

;

;

^

;

TTiey are termed cephaloiiia by Acharius ; and he
mention*, that from tlie powder taken from some of
them, the lichen ha* been observ ed to be ])ro)>agated. In
une great divinun of lichens, the apothecia may be said
to be frbiUahaped, and this might appear to strengthen
somewba* tb« arguiaent drawn IJrom analogy ; but in
cia.
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two other great

divisions, these organs are

nowise

fruit-

Lichen,

shaped, but are of tlie nature and habit of the thallus '^'Y"""'
itself.
Even where no regular apotliecia, or even no
powdery excrescences are to be seen, the gongyli or
bud-knots are not wanting ; for these are also distributed through the frond or general substance of the
lichen.
Some species of lichen, it is well known, very
rarely produce their shields gr apothecia; insomuch
that a specimen containing them is prized by botanists
as an invaluable treasure. This is the case, for example,
with Lichen nivalis and L. glaucus, (Cetrarise) ; L.
pustulatus, (Gyrophora) ; L. jubatus, (Alectoria) ; L.
pubescens, (Comicularia) ; L. perlatus and L. physodes, (Parmeliae) ; and with L. palmatus, (Collema)
perfect specimens of which form what Acharius would
call the " gazw of a lichenologist."
It has often excited surprise, that plants which so seldom presented their
parts of fructification, should yet be abundantly spread
over our rocks and trees. This difficulty, liowever, is
now satisfactorily explained. These lichens, although
incomplete in the eyes of the botanical collector, are in
reality perfect plants of their kind, being enabled to
reproduce the species by means of the gems dispersed
in the substance of their fronds.
It may here deserve notice, that, in this tribe of plants, Reproducthe reproduction by gems must be held as being as t'on perfect.
complete and permanent as that by means of seeds. It
follows, that Mr. Knight's doctrine, " That the only
genuine reproduction in vegetable nature must be effecte<I by seeds," cannot be considered as of universal
application, but will fall to be limited, at all events, to

phaenogamous

plants.

Perhaps

it

may be found

to

be

more particularly adapted to the arboreous plants widi
which this ingenious writer is most conversant, and to
it seems in every respect applicable.
Lichens, therefore, according to the vieMW of Acha- General
rius, may be described as forming a new peculiar Na- cliaiacterj
<•' l"^"'''"'tural Order, distinct from the other cryptogamia; and
whole
body,
as consisting of plants
in which the
whether frond or crust, performs the functions of a universal receptacle, or thallus;
of various shapes ; without
perennial;
furnished with
a distinct root, or stem;
vegetative coqiusdes or gmigyli, (analogous to, but something intermediate between seetls and buds, though
most nearly allied to the latter), by which the species
is continued ;
these gongyli abounding in every part
of the substance of the thallus, both externally and internally, either scattered, or collected in small nests,
and at the same time existing, inclosed in separate or
proper organs, which ai-e sometimes fruit-shaped, and
generally coloured, called apothecia or partial recep-

whicli

—

—

—

—

—

—

tacles.

No account, it is believed, of the Acharian genera,
It
has hitherto appeared in any English publication.
seems proper, therefore, not only to enumerate the generic names, but to detail the essential characters ; and
the subject may probably be somewhat facilitated and
relieved, by mentioning a few of the more remarkable
British lichens, as illustrative of the respective genera
of Acharius, under which they now fall to be arranged.
It may be noticed, that some years after the publication of his Pradrmntis Lichenographia: Suecicce, and of
his Methodus Lichenum, Acharius gave to the world, in

1810, an enlarged and improved work, entitled, Licheruxraphia Universalis, to the arrangement and nomenclature of which we shall adhere. It might perhaps be possible to dispense altogether with die terms
thallus and apothecium, and merely to denominate the
former universal, and Uie latter partial receptacle; unlgs

L
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the occtuTcnce of intermediate verrucous receptacles,
in some genera, should seem to present an obstacle. In
the mean time we shall adopt the language, and plan of
description, of the work last mentioned; not convinced,
however, that it would not be better, in laying down
the generic characters, to notice in the first place the
Thailus, which forms the bulk of the lichen, and then
the Apothecia, which are small and subordinate parts,
although they afford convenient distinctive characters.
Acharius divides lichens into three great classes. 1.
Idiotha/ami, in which the apothecia are different in substance and colour from the tliallus ; 2. Ccenothaiami, in
which they are partly formed of the thailus ; and 3. Homolhalami, in which they seem to consist wholly of a
production of the cortical and medullary substance of
the tliallus.
These three classes embrace forty-two
genera, the author having considerably increased the
number subsequently to the publication of his Methodiis
Lichenum. By way of appendix, a class of Athalami is
added, in which no apothecia appear, or have hitherto
been detected : This includes only or.e genus.

System of Acharius.
Class

I.

IDIOTHALAMI.

AeliariaQ

Genuil. Spilom A.

/ipo<Acc/a varying in shape, and coloured ; swollen or tumid, without a membranaceous
border, being composed of naked gongyli heaped together.
Thailus crustaceous, uniform or of one shape,
somewhat membranaceous, and scaly or powdery.

Spiloma.

This and the next genus are not so distinctly marked
most of the others. The species of Spiloma are found
on the bark of trees, or on decayed wood, having
usually the appearance of a scattered dark-coloured
powder.
as

^
Arthonia.

2.

Arthonia. /i/)o<Arc/« generally inclining to roundshaped ; flattish, without a membranaceous margin
covered with a thin black membrane ; internally,
somewhat gelatinous, and of simple texture. Thailus
crustaceous, uniform, or membranaceous, and sometimes approaching to cartilaginous.

Lichen lynceus, described and figured in Sowerby's
English Botany, t. 809, affords an example of this genus.
Solorina.

3.

Solorina. Ajwlhecia roundish, sessile, without a
border ; covered with a coloured membrane ; within,
subgelatinous, and containing vesicles.
Thailus leathery, leaf-like; beneath, veined or marked with

In

S. saccata, the apothecia or shields frequently appear sunk in sockets ; but this is only when the plant
is past its prime.

Gyalecta. ./4/)o/Aecta circular ; concave, immersed
in the thailus, but with raised edges formed by the
gemmiparous plates; urceolated

and of simple

texture".

Thailus crustaceous,
'

uniform.

Licfaea.

Achanan
genera.

The generic name is derived from the Greek yvxXtt,
concave, in allusion to the shape of the apothecia. This
genus includes only four or five species ; one of which
is the remarkable Lichen excavatus observed by Thunberg on tlie rocks at the Cape of Good Hope.
5.

Lecidea. Apothecia circular, sessile, covered with
a coloured membrane; bordered by a regularly equal
disk ; within, of simple texture.
Thailus varying ;
crustaceous, either uniform or figured rarely folia-

Leciile«>

;

ceous,

This

and

cloth-like or cottony.

an important genus, containing more than a
embracing many of the small
crustaceous lichens which ornament the hardest rocks,
and which first begin to operate their disintegi-ation.
The genus is divided into three sections: 1. CalUlaria,
with the thailus crustaceous and uniform; 2. Lepido?na,
with the thailus crustaceous, figured, and somewhat
leaf-like; and 3. Crocynia, with the thailus figured,
and cloth-like or cottony. In the first section occur
Lichen immersus, which is found sunk on the surface
of our limestone rocks, and of the chalk-cUffs of England ; the well-known and beautiful variety of Lichen
atrovirens, called L. geographicus, from its resemblance
to a coloured map,
a plant which is found at the
highest elevations, and which terminates the vegetation on Chimborazo ; L. Dicksonii, named in honour
of Mr. Dickson of Covent Garden, and found by him
on the Scottish mountains ; and L. sanguinarius, remarkable for the bright red which the apothecia present when cut with a knife, or which they ultimately
is

hundred

species, arid

.

As exaniples
acquire when they spontaneously open.
of the second section, may be mentioned L. cauescens,
luridus, and leucophteus of British authors.
Of the
third section, the only species is L. gossypinusof Swartz,
found on the Blue Mountains of Jamaica.
6.

Gyrophoiia.

Apothecia circular,

sessile,

spirally Gjropboiiu

plaited; with a border; covered with a coloured membrane (black); within, of simple texture.
Thailus
leaf-like, membranaceous, peltate, or supported by a
central stalk.

Lichen polyphyllus, proboscideus, and pustulatus, of
Linnaeus and of English authors, afford examples of this
genus.
7.

Calycium.

Apothecia

cup-shaped,

with a stalk

and surrounded by a border
filled M'ith a powdery mass, which forms at first a
flattish and ailerwards a somewhat globular disk.
(rarely

Ciiycivaft

sub-sessile),

"

Thailus crustaceous, uniform.

This genus includes merely two species, the Lichen
croceus and saccatus of Linnaeus and of English Botany,
which were formerly ranked under Peltidea by Acharius in his Methodus. Solorina crocea occurs on some of
the Scottish mountains, where it was first observed
by Dr. Stuart of Luss ; it is at once distinguished by
the fine saffron colour of the under-side of the frond.

4.

^.

tinous,

fibrils.

Gyalecta.

E

short tube with a wide mouthy, and covered with a
thin coloured membrane ; yitliin, somewhat gela-

—

A. HoMOOENEI.

genera,

H

(or resembling a

This genus

is

divided into three

sub-sessile cw^s,, AcoUttin; 2.

ed on

stalks,

Cups

sectiojis

:

stipitate or

and furnished with a border,

1

.

With

support-

Pluicotiitm ;

the disk sub-globular, almost inIn most of tlie speclosing the border, Strongylium.
cies the crust is extremely tliin, and in some it is scarce,
Several of those with stipitate cups
ly perceptible.
have, by different authors, been referred to the genera
Mucor and Trichia ; for instance, Calycium aciculare
of Acharius is the Trichia fulva of Withering.

and

8.

$.

Cups

stipitate,

Ajyothccia of an oblong shape, ses- Opcgrapha.]
covered with a coloured membrane (black); with
a straitened disk, inclosed by a border ; within, of

Opeorapha.

sile,

LICHEN.
•iinpte texture.

Tfiallut crastaceous,

membranaceous,

rouf^h, or granulated, uniform.

The generic name

implies a similarity to written characters.
There are two sections: Hyslerina, having
oral or elliptical apothecia ; and Alyxorina, having them

of a hnear

lihapc.
The former may be illustrated by a
reference to the Lichen simplex of the Rev. Hugh Daviea, in IJn. Tram. vol. ii.
Of the latter, a new speOM, named O. tridens, has been observed by Mr. Tur-

ner of Yarmouth.

9-

HETEROGENEt.

GnAPHii. Apothecia linear, immersed, or surrounded by a spurious border of the thallus ; the perithecium forming an interior border, within which a naked di»k is seen, bein^ the upper part of an elongated nucleus, which is cellularly striatetl within.
Thalluj crustaceous, membranaceous, or rough and
granulated

;

uniform.

The qtedea of this genus have perhaps a still more
Btriking resemblance to written chanicters.
One of
them is the Lichen scriptus of Linnieus, which is common on the smooth bark of many of our trees, particularly oaks, ehna, and birches.
A variety of this species
ia remarkable for having the apothecia so arranged, as
to repreaenf not unaptly many letters of the Hebrew
alphabet.
BiATORA. Apolhrria eircular, immersed, presenting a concave naked disk, encircled by the peritheoan, which forms a margin; nucleus compressed,
flf atvly uniform texture within, and very slightly
markad with cellular divisions. TluUlus crustaceous,
Qtufonn.

10.

Of this

genua there

i*

only a single species hitherto

known, B. tuivida, which inhabits rocks in the elevated woods of Switzerland.
It has much the habit
of a Lecidea ; but is distinguished by possessing a perhhechtm and nucleus. The name is derived from the
Greek word /iMtr*^, signifying a small jug or bowl.
V«rKvi(. II. Verrccaria.

4^Md

i4/io<A«ia subglobular, partly

immer-

covered by a double perithecium,
* the exterior one cartilaginous (black, J set with papilla*, which at maturitv exhibit small perforations
in the thallus

subglobular, cellular, the cells mcluding veThallut crustaceous,
Nclea of a concatenated form.
membranaceoai, somewhat granulated or powdery ;
unifcnn.

nndeus

Nearly fifty species of Vcmicaria are described by
Acharhu. They are divided into five sections, distingniahed \n the nature of the thallus: 1. Lcjophloea,
with tlw tnallua cartilaginous and smooth 2. Blenno;

;
S. IMhoicea, crustaceous ; 4. Cocnutaceotts and powdery ; and, 5. Itioderma,
the thallns lomewhat sponge-like. Few of the
rhich fall luuler this genus have been described
1^ British authors. Two, however, may be mentioned,
Lidwn teaaelatu* o( Bug. Bot. t. 533, and L. fuscellus
•f Tomar, in Lm. Trans, vii. p. 90. Of tlie 5th section. It BM^ be added, Sphsria byssacea of Withering,

rina, tobgclatinous
a,

1

genera.

the foliaceous species of Endocarpon, may
be mentional. Lichen miniatus, (E. miniatum, Ach.) L.
amphibius, (E. complicatum, Ach.), and L. aquaticus,
(E. VVeberi, Ach.) of English autliors.
13.

Trypethelium.

Apothecium hemispherical, ses- Trypethe(coloured), including several thalami, or smaller ''"»•
apothecia ; covered with a thick (black) perithecimn,
terminating above in a small prominent perforation;
the apothecium including the others within its proper substance, which is (hstinct from that of the thallus ; the nuclei globular, and furnished with cells.

rAatoimembranaceous, and somewhat cartilaginous

;

uniform.

Only two species of Trypethelium have been described ; one found on American, and the other on African
trees.
The common apothecium of tliis genus, producing subsidiary apothecia,

is

evidently a distinct organ,

and should be distinguished by an appropriate name.
In the next t>wo genera, taken from a recent paper of
Acharius,

it is

called Verruca.

Glyphis. Apothecia subcartilaginous ; roundish, cHyphir,
or somewhat elongated ; naked above, flattish, channelled ; homogeneous within
many crowded within a single wart-like organ, (Verruca,) formed of a

14.

;

coloured substance (black), proper to itself, or distinct
from the thallus. Thallus crustaceo-cartilaginous,
flatly expanded, and adhering closely ; uniform.

This genus has been proposed by Acharius, since the
publication of the Lichciiographia Universalis, in a communication to the Linnean Society, which is printed in
the 1 2th volume of tlieir Transactions.
It is allied to
Trj'pethelium, in having a peculiar wart-like receptacle or verruca, containing several apothecia ; or in having a common Jipothecium including several partial apothecia ; but it is distinguished from that genus by the
absence of perithecium, porous opening, and nucleus.
The species of Glyphis are found chiefly on the bark of
tropical trees.

Chiodecton. Many apothecia crowded within a Chiodecton,
single convex or spherical wart-like organ, (verruca,)
formed of a peculiar substance, distinct from the

15.

; the apothecia somewhat powdery,
roundish, (black,) heaped together within the body
of the verruca, while on its surface appear elevated
Thallus crustaceo-cartilaginous, flat, adhering
dots.
closely, uniform.

thallus, (white)

This genus, which is nearly allied to the former, has
been constituted by Acharius since the publication
of the Lichenographia, and communicated through the
medium of the Linnean Transaclions. Only two speboth are foimd on American
cies have been described
trees ; one on the bark of a remarkable tree, Bonplandia trifoliata, better known perhaps by the name of Analso

:

gustura.

Class

an example.

Emoocarpon.

Aputlircia globular, included in the
each covered with a membranaceous, diapha•imple perithecium, with a small (blackish)
pcrfSaration, marked by an indistinct border, and projectiag frain the surface of the thallus ; nucleus glo-

IS.

Achariaa

Among

;

;

aflbrda

Lichen.

sile,

B.
GflipUs.

733

commonly furnished with cells. Thallus either
crustaceous and uniform, or somewhat cartilagincus,
leaf-like, and lobed.
bular,

II.

COENOTHALAML

A. Phymatoidei.

I,

PoRiNA. Apothecia wart-like, formed of the sub- Porina.
stance of the thallus, including many thalami, or

16.

LICHEN.

734
Lichen.

smaller receptacles, covered with a very delicate
transjiarent perithecium, punctured above with small
perforations ; nuclei subglobular, furnished with cells
and vesicles. Thallus caitilagineo-membranaceous,
and somcM-hat crustaceous ; imiform.

Acharian
gpnera.

stance of the thallus

uniform

genus. Lichen pertusus of British authors

is

an examj)le.
Tlielotre-

m».

17. Thelotrema. Apothecia wart-like, formed of the
thallus, hollowed, with a Iwrder ; each including a

single thalaniium, or smaller receptacle, encircled

by a

membranaceous perithecium, ultimately bursting
bove

a-

nucleus compressed ; within, of simple texture, and acquiring somewhat of a striated appearance from the regular disposition of the gongyli.
Thallus cartilagineo-membranaceous, and somewhat
crustaceous; uniform.
;

Pyrenula.

Apothecia

wart-like,

formed of the

thallus, including a single subordinate receptacle or

thalamium, covered with a thick (black) cartilaginous
perithecium, which is prominent, and terminates in
a papilla ; nucleus globular, and furnished with cells.
Thallus crustaceous, or cartilagineo-membranaceous
nniform.
This genus contains very few species, and is nearly
and Porina. Lichen pertusus of
Thunberg is a Pyrenula ; but the pertusus of other auallied to Verrucaria

thors
Variolatia.

is

a Porina.

ip. Variolaria. Apothecia wart-like, formed of the
thallus, (every where rough or scab-like ;) with an
indistinct border, including and concealing a compressed gemmiparous plate, divided into cells, but
Thallus cartilagineodestitute of a perithecium.
membranaceous, or cmstaceous ; uniform.

Lichen fagineus of Linnteus, which is pretty common
on the bark of our beech and hornbeam trees, is a variLichen lacety of Variolaria communis of Acharius.
teus, Lin. is likewise a Variolaria.
Sagedia.

.4/)0<Af cm wart-like, fomied of the thalcovered above with a coloured membrane;
marked with a disk-shaped depression, and concealing a gemmiparous plate, which is shaped like a nucleus, immersed in the substance of the thallus, and
Thallus crustaceous, uniof simple texture witliin.
form.

20. Sagedia.
lus,

Only six or seven species of this genus are known ;
they are small, and peculiar to hard rocks. One species, S. rufescens, has been observed only on the sandstone rocks of England, where it was detected by Mr.
Turner. The name is derived from irayn, a shield, the
apothecia greatly resembling small shields,— which
might be said of several other genera.
B. DiSCOIDEI.

is divided into two sections.
1
which the disk has no distinct border.

Urceolaria. Apothecia circular, with a border
formed by the thallus ; the gemmiparous plate coloured, forming a disk of the apothecium, having a
proper border, or being elevated on the circumference, somewhat urceolate, and immersed in the sub6

.

/fspisle-

To

this

and the disk is distinctly raised. Of this division, Li.
chen scruposus, of Eiig. Bot. and L. calcarius, Lin. (L.
cinerascens of Withering,) are examples.
22.

Lecanora. Apothecia

circular, thick, sessile, foi-m- Lec^nora.

ed of tlie thallus; gemmiparous plates coloured, forming plano-convex disks of the apothecia ; encircled
by, but not in immediate connection with, elevated
unequal borders ofthe thallus ; within, atriuted, and
furnished with cells.
Thallus crustaceous, tartarlike

uniform, or somewhat lobed.

;

,

This extensive genus, of which Achai-ius describes
above 130 species, is divided into three sections. 1.
Rinodina, with a uniform crustaceous thallus; as in
Lichen ater, L. coarctatus, and L. Tumeri, of Eng. Bot.
L. quadricolor and coccineus of Dickson, L. ventosus
Lin. ; and the well-known dye lichens, L. parellus,
from which litmus is prepared ; and L. tartareus, which
affords the cudbear of the west of Scotland.
2. Psoro- piate
mw, with a figured thallus, which is imbricated or squa- LXXV.
mous. Ofthissection,the beautiful Lichen decipiens may '"'ig. «• b*
be mentioned as an example ; and likewise L. crassus of
Hudson, and L. candelarius of Linnwus, with the shredded frond of which " golden candles" are, in some countries, made for high festivals.
3. Placodia, with a flat
crustaceous thallus, stellated or lobed on the circumference ; as in Lichen gelidus, or L. Hedge of Flora Danica, L. flavicans of Withering, and the small but elegant
L. fulvus of Dickson.
23. RoccELLA. Apothecia circular, closely and wholly Uoccelli.
attached to the thallus; gemmiparous- plates forming plano-convex disks to the apothecia. encircled
witli sessile borders formed by the thallus ; covering
globular but compressed masses, consisting of two
layers, the upper transparent and rather gelatinous,
the under blackish and compact, including nests of
naked gongyli. Thallus cartilaginous, and somewhat
leathery; round or thread-shaped, also flat and shrublike.

To

genus belongs the celebrated dye lichen, L. Plate
Ach.) It grows on LXXV.
the sea rocks of Portland island, but is rare in England, •"'ig. *• a.
The only other species of this limited genus hitherto
described, are the Lichen fuciformis. Lip. and L. fucoides of Dickson, which occur on maritime rocks in the
south of England, and in the Channel islands.
this

roccella, Lin. (Roccella tinctoria,

EvERNTA. Apothecia circular, sessile, edges raised,
and slightly bent inwards ; gemmiparous plates forming concave disks, surrounded by a border of the
thallus, which rises beyond them ; within, of simple
Thallus branched or laciniated, cottony, or
texture.

24.

woolly
iffrceolaria.

charian

section belong Lichen lacustris of Withering; and
L.
cinereus, Lin. a minute but common species, which often gives bare hard rocks a greyish appearance. 2. Amphilomn, in which the border both of the apothecium

to.

18.

Lichen.

cells.

genera.

For illustration of this genus. Lichen inclusus, and
L. exanthematicus, of English Botany, may be referred
Pyrenula,

;

;

This genus
ria, in

Of this

within, of a striated appearance,
Thallus crustaceous and
sometimes granulated or powdery.

and furnished with

;

angular, sometimes compressed or

flat.

21.

This genus includes the well-known Lichen prunastri,
Lin. which grows abundantly on our trees ; and also
L. vulpinus, Lin. which is considered as poisonous, and
occurs sparingly on trees in this country. The generic

Evernia.

LICHEN.
name U taken from the Greek

nii»tK,

branched, in

al-

lusion to the ramification of the thmlus.

25. Stict*. Apoiheeia circular, thickish, adhering closely to the thallu.s, to which they are attached by the
centre, while they are otherwise free ; genimip;irous
plate* flat, forming disks, encircled by borders of the

which project beyond them. Tlialliiit someand cartilaginous, foliaceous, forming
large lobes beneath, viilose or woolly, and generally marked w ith pits or pores (cjphellse), and mealy
thallus,

what

leatJierj-

characterized by the beautifully fringed species L.
and L. tenellus of British authors.

Cetrahia. Apothecia roundish, plano-concave, attached obliquely to the margin of the thallus, and
therefore loo«e beneath, elevated and bent inward at
the circumference ; gemmiparous plate surrounded
by a projecting border fonned by the thallus ; within, of simple texture, or slightly celluliferous.
Thal-

This genus takes in the I^ichen pulmonarius, or lungwart moaa, "which is common on uie trunks of old trees

lus

;

This genus contains about sixty species, and includes
laigeat and most beautiful of the lichen
tnbe, and several of those which arc employed by the
Soattish Highlanders to tinge the woollen-stuffs which
ther manufacture. It is divided into three sections. 1.
LoMria.with a drcular leathery frond, dividetl into broad
flat lobes. Of this, Lichen glnmuliferus of Flt/ra Scnlua
may be mentioned as an example, while at the sanie

dMa

n

tfi atii s, sometimes used for dyeing wool of a
colour, likewise falls under this section ; and to
It VOKJ be added, L. perlatus ; betevirens or herbaceus
at Hudson; otivaceus; and the common yellow lichen

TcOow

of walls, L. parietinus. 8. Circinaria, with the thallus
«f a membranaceous substance and stellated form. To
this division belong Lichen omphalodes and L. saxatilis,
which are very abundant in the Highlands of Scotland
and Wales, aiid are much used as dye-stuffs likewise
L. plumbeus of LightL. merabranaceus of Dickson
foot ; L. fchlunensis and stygius, which are found on
;

;

the mountains of Scotland ; the very common L. stellaria ; and L. centrifugus of British writers, (Parmelia
f«'«»f.tw, Ach.) 3. Phiftcin. with the thallus somewhat
menbrBnaccous, and of a stellated form, but the extremittca of the s^ments appearing as if inflated. Lichen
physodes, Lin. aptly exemplifies this section.
BoaaciiA. Apnthecia circular, shaped like anall
cups or pedicles; geninii)>aroiis plates forming disks,
•orrounded and embrac«l by an elevated border of
the thallus, which is bent inwards; within, furnished
with vesicles, or sometimes of simple texture. Thalh* cartilaginous, branched, and laciniated, the lacinie rtneralljr naked and channelled below, often ci<

87.

listed

fo-

The well-known Lichen Islandicus affords an example of this genus.
To it also belongs L. nivalis, which
grows on the summit of Ben Lawers in Scotland, but
which has not there been found in fructification from
Acharius we learn, that the targets or apothecia are flesh
coloured, with a finely scolloped border, formed by the
thallus.
L. juniperinus and glaucus of Linnaeus are
likewise Cetrafiae : The latter species, with the apothecia in a perfect state, (in which condition it is rarely
found,) has been detected near Inverai'y, by a distinguished Scottish cryptogamic botanist, Mr. Robert
:

Maughan,

senior.

29. Peltidea. Apothecia circular, flat; gemmiparous
plates wholly above the thallus, and situated on appropriate small lobes, attached somewhat obliquely ;

Peltiilra.

surrounded by elevated borders formed by the thalThaU
; within, of simple texture, or celluliferous.
lus leathery or membranaceous, leaf-like
beneath,
veined and woolly, with partial lobules bearing the
lus

;

•one of the

tiane it may be referred to as an instance of die excelLilatt toloit fbr dcaaiption possessed by Lightfoot.

membranaceous, and somewhat cartilaginous,
smooth below.

Cettaris.

liaceous, irregularly laciniated,

;

S6. Pahmblia. Apdihrcia circular, somewhat urceolate,
membnuiaccoua, fixed to the thallus by the centre,
and free beneath genuniparous plate covering the
whole of the apothecium, and almost concealing it,
bent inward at the circumference ; witJiin, in some
species of simple texture, in others celluliferous and
7'A"'/m.< membranaceous or inclinetl to leastriated.
thery, foliaceout and of\en stellated, lobed and laciniated ; generally with fibrils on the under side.

'

cili-

28.

«raJta (aoredia).

but neither the cyphellae nor soredia
are teen in that species.
Lichen scrobiculatus, (verrueoana of Hudson,) and L. fiiliginosus of Dickson, afford,
therefore, better examples of Sticta. It may be noticed,
that both the Sticta pulmonacea and S. scrobiculata are
protniacuously denominated oikratv (oak-rag) by the
peapantTT- in the lowlands of .Scotland. .Several spreading ^lecica, which cover the huge stems of tropical trees,
alio belong to thb genus.

Lichen,

"""V^

aris

;

in this country

735

This genus, named in honour of a distinguished English botanist, Mr. Borrer of Sussex, (who, it is understood, has been long engaged in preparing, conjointly
with another eminent cryptogamist, Mr. Dawson Turner of Yarmouth, a Lichcnogrnjihin Britannica,) is well

apothecia.

This genus is well marked by the numerous small
lobes of the frond, but is named from the proportionally large pella: or targets (apothecia) with which these
lobules are ornamented.
1 he far-famed Lichen caninus, or ash-coloured ground liverwort, affords an example; and L. venosus, scutatus, horizontalis, and aphthosus of Linnaeus, likewise belong to it.
30.

Nephroma.

j4/)o/Aeaa kidney-shaped,

flat

;

attach- Nephroma,

ed to the under side of the frond, and on proper
lobes; embraced by a raised thallus-border, except
at the interior side or base of the lobe ; within, of
simple texture, and striated.
Thallus leathery and
membranaceous, leaf-like beneath, smooth, or only
slightly viilose, with partial lobules producing the
;

apothecia.

This genus is nearly allied to the preceding, being
distinguished chiefly by the reniform appearance of the
apotheciuni, or rather of the gemmiparous plate.
It
includes L. arcticus and antarcticus of Linnaeus; and
may be exemplified in L. resupinatus of our own country, the trivial name of which is taken from tlie circumstance of the apothecia facing downwards.

DuFouREA. y<f)nMmn circular, terminal, supported DufourM,
each by a tubular branch of the thallus, which forms
a border to it ; fixed by the circumference, beneath
free; gemmiparous plates forming plano-convex disks,
Thallus membranaceous
within of simple texture.
and soft, branched, roundish, withui fistular and cot-

31.

tony.

This genus contains only two or three species, and

L

ise
Lktien.

Acharian
genera.

C.
Ccnomycc.

I

c

HE

It is
these are natives of rocks and trees in Africa.
named in honour of M. Dufour, the most distinguished
liche'nologist of France, and who intends to publish a
Lichenosraphia Galllca, including the species found on
the Itaban Alps, and on the Pyrenees.

the apothecium, reflexed at the edges, within of
simple texture. Thallus cartilaginous and somewhat
crustaceous, leaf-like and laciniated, rarely imiform,
producing fistular cup-like processes (podetia), bear«
ing the apothecia on their- tips.
is

an extensive genus ; and

it

is

difficult

accu-

rately to discriminate the species, owing to the great
variableness both of the thallus or frond, and of the podetia or tubes.
The very common Lichen pyxidatus,

and L. cocciferus of Linnaeus may illustrate it ; and
these and some others readily attract the eye by the
Plate

bright red of the tubercles,

LXXV.

bit sterile

Fig. 4i

c.

ivlany of the species inha-

moorish grounds

;

Only eight

species are described

by

Lichen.

Acharius; and one of these, L. oculatus (Isidium ocel- """^C"^
latum, Ach.) he received from 'our countryman Dick- '^'''»"^"
^^'"^
son, nor does it appear to have been found el&where
than on the rocks of Scotland.

Stereocaulon. Apothecia solid, sessile, with a border ; at first turban-shaped, but afterwards acquiring
a hemispherical or almost globular form, covered
above ; tne gemmiparous plate ultimately dilated, and
extending over the border, reflexed; within, of simple
texture, somewhat striated. Thallm shrubwise branched, cylindrical or roundish ; within, rather of a wootly
texture, solid ; with a crustaceousbark, set with small

35.

Cephaloidei.

32. Cenomyce. Apolhccia roundish, convex, like the
capitula of mosses, without a border fixed at the circumference, beneath free, hollow within, covered
gemmiparous plate covering the whole surface of

This

i>r.

as an example.

of these, the well-known

rein-deer lichen, (L. rangiferinus, Lin.) is the most important.
In different species the frond is divided so as
to resemble the branching of the antlers of various
kinds of deer. Lightfoot describes an alcicornis, and
Acharius has added both a damcscomis and a cervicorOther species of Cenomyce, which occur pretty
nis.

frequently in this country, are, L. uncialis and comutus of Linnaeus ; L. furcatus of Hudson ; and L. vermicularis of Dickson.
The genus is divided into four
sections.
L Phyllocarpa, with the frond foliaceous,
lobed and tiled, and very short and indistinct podetia.
2. Cladonia, with the frond foliaceous and laciniated,
and the podetia cup-shaped. 3. Hdopodia, frond laciniated and imbricated, podetia cylindrical and fistular, terminated by apothecia resembling minute fungi.
4. Pycnolhelia, with the thallus crustaceous and uni-

form.
like
Bmiptcu. 33. B^OMvrES, Apothecia circular, convex, shaped
capitula, without borders, solid, sessile ; clothed with

granulations.

The

tcMv^ii) gives name to this geexemplified in Lichen paschalis of Linnaeus, which grows on the rocks of the Highland districts of this country.

nus.

solid

It

this genus.

The

generic name alludes to the circumstance of the
tubercles resembling small fungi, or lycoperdons; being
derived from jSaios, small, and hhkhh, a mushroom. Li-

chen ericetoruni and li. fungiformis of Withering may
be noticed as examples the former is Baeomyces roseus, and the latter B. rupestris of Acharius.

stem ((m^e^s

may be

Apothecia somewhat globular, Sphsro.
S6. SpHjiSRopHORON.
terminal on the branches of the thallus, of which they plioion.
are formed ; at length bursting on one side, when
they are seen to include a mass or ball (of a dark colour), which soon falls into powder.
Thallus shrublike, branched, cottony within, rather solid, covered
with a caitilaginous bark.
'

is a very well marked genus, distinguished byOnly
spherical parts of fructification (t^«i^« (pt^ti)three species are described by Acharius. Lichen fragilis,

This

its

Lin. (Spaerophoron compressum, Ach.) which is not
heaths, and which much resembles a small coralline, and L. globiferus, Lin. are two

imcommon on our upland
of these.

Rhizomorpha. Apothecia rather globular, termion the points of the biaiiehlets, filled with a
some what gelatinous mass; of simple texture. Thallus

37.

nal, or

filifomi, prostrate or creeping,
within, clothed with a cartilaginous bark.

branched,

Khizomorpba.

cottony

This root-shaped genus includes several plants which
have commonly been referred to the genus Clavaria by
English writers, and which particularly have been considered as varieties of Clavaria hypoxylon.

the gemmiparous plate, which is reflexed at the cirThallus
cumference, and of simple texture within.
crustaceous, uniform, with short, soft, solid podetia,
supporting the apothecia.

There are only three or four species of

Stereorau'""•

Class IIL
38.

Alhctoria.

HOMOTHALAMI.

Apothecia circular, thickish,

sessile, Alectona.

with a border ; afterwards becoming convex, and the
border nearly disappearing ; wholly formed of the
Thallus branched, with filiform branchlets
thallus.
(lorula), pendulous or prostrate; v ithin, fi; .lous aiid
of cottony substance, with a cartilaginous bark.

:

Ysidium.

Apothecia circular, in a great measure
formed of the gemmiparous plate ; at first almost included within the apex of the podetium, and bordered by it afterwards becoming prominent, thick, hemispherical ; beneath, flat, and sessile ; within, of

34. Isidium.

:

simple jfexture.
Thallus crustaceous or tartar-like,
uniform, furnished with solid short podetia, (papillae
of some authors), some ban-en, others bearing a gem-

miparous

plate, or constituting apothecia.

The name
(jpunt of its
fjy

Linnaeus

of this genus has been bestowed, on acgeneral resemblance to the coral called Isis
;

and Lichen

corallinus

may be mentioned

The well-known Lichen
horse-tail lichen,

name which

is

affords

jubatus of Linnaeu^, or

an example of Alectoria, a

taken from the Greek word for

hair.

39. Ramalina. Apothecia circular, thickish, somewhat Bamalin*.
peltate or supported on central pedicles, flat, with a

Thallus
wholly formed of the thallus.
;
branched and laciniated, in tufts ; within, rather solid, but composed of cottony substance, with a carti-

border

laginous bark.

This genus includes the well-known and common
Lichen fraxineus, fastigiatus, and farinaceus of Linna-us,
which are abundant not only on the oak, the ash, and
other forest trees, but often infest orchards. Lichen ca-

LICHEN.
Lichen.

rareicu-

Lin. (Runalina scopulorum, Ach.), which clothes
many of mir rocks near the sea, likewise belongs to it.
The generic name is derived from the Latin ramale, a
dead twig, the plants having been considered as resemblingj or perhaps as denoting, decayed branches.
licaris,

40. CuR.tiiccLARiA.

Apolkecia cirailar, obliquely pel-

with scarcely a perceptible border, but
afterwards becoming dentate and reflexed ; wholly
formed of the thallus. Thallut branched, slirub-like,
lender ; within, somewhat solid, of cottony subrtance, with a hard cartilaginous bark, rendering the
tate

;

at

first,

plant rigid and rather fragile.

Lichen comiculatus of Flora Scotica (Comicularia
Ach.), and L. hispidus (C. spadicea, Ach.), which
re found on rocks in the Highland districts, as well as
I« ochroleucus, which grows on the highest mountains
of JMXtJaml, affonl examples of tliis genus.
tristis,

41. UsNCA.

Apothfcin circular, peltate, very broad,
without a border, but on the circumference somewhat ciliated, or. set with hair-like fibrils, (rarely alntort miked ;) wholly fonned of the thallus, and of
cottony mbctance within.
Thallus branched, fillfunn, with a tough thread-like fasciculus of little
duct* running along the centre, covered with a carflat,

^Oafpato-arMMeewuk bark, rather

brittle

when

6iy.

Lichen pliotos, floridus, and liarlKitus of Linnaeus,
are cxainpW These grow generally on old trees, and
in thick ahadv wcxida ; Lichen plicatus, indeed, is otlen
p«rticnlarly cuatinguiihed by the name of I'ree-moss.
AifT'lhecw cirmlar, immersed, sessile,
4C. CoLLCMA.
(rarely with a sort of |>edicle), bordered, urceolate.
Tliallus varying
Hat, entirely formed of the thallus.
in shape, wholly of the same gelatinous kind of subatanoe ; when dry, becoming hard and cartilagi-
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Byssus candelaris of Linnaeus, or Lichen flavus of
English authors, may exemplify this doubtful genus.

?,ichen.

^-nr—

Such is the arrangement adopted in the Licheno.
graphia Universalis of Acharius, with the additions
suggested by the autlior in the 1 2th volume of the
Linnenii Transactions.
The greatest pains have evidently been bestowed on the execution of the work.
As a proof of this, it may be noticed, that the generic
characters are all minutely and accurately illustrated
by figures, in as far at least as these characters depend
on the apothecia or shields. These figures are usually
magnified, and represent perpendicular, and sometimes
also horizontal sections, so as to afford the clearest possible explanation of the descriptions.
But the generic
characters depend not only on the situation, shape, and
structure of the shields, but on the general habit and
form of tlie lichen. It has been objected, we believe, that
some of the characters of the genera are not sufficiently obvious ; that, so far from being so, unpractised
eyes might find difficulty in detecting spttcific differences where they ought to look for g-neric.
To
those, however, who are somewhat accustomed to minute discrimination, this difficulty in a great measure
vanishes ; and from a single perfect specimen of any
species, the genus may generally without hesita-

be determined, while the similarity in external
habit very commonly leads to the association of the
other species of the same genus.
In point of fact, too,
the principal generic characters of Acharius are taken
from the external parts of the plant, which are pretty
easily distinguished, although it necessarily happens
that these are often small, and must be examined with
a magnifying glass.
The difficulty attending the multiplication of genera, it may be remarked, consists more

tion

in

appearance than in

reality.

Genera,

it

must be

re-

membered, are

necessarily artificial divisions, species
only being natural. The forty-three genera of Acha-

generic name is derived from iu»ir, gluten.
they vary greatly in
specie* are pretty numerous
aspect, and are tnerefore distributed into no fewer than
ercn scctiomL I. /'/'cyn/'>t«i)i, witli a crust-like tludclitflii<m, with the
2.
Ina, aa in Lidten niger, Lin.
thaUua imbricated, composed of small lobes, and round-

The

The

;

E

L cristatus, Lin. (Collema pulposum var.
Ach.) and in L. faacicularia. S. Scytimum, thallus foliaceoua, soniewhat tiled, the lobes distinct, thick, turgid ; aa in L palmatus of Hudson. 4. Maltotium, fofiaceous, with the lobes rounded, and fibrils on the under side ; aa in L. satuminus of Dickson, and L. Bur5. Lathofirtum, foliaceous, with
arasii tt LigfatfooC
Uie lobea membranaceous, broad, loose, of a blackishgivea ^oiour ; a* in L. nigrescens, Lin. (L. vespertilio
of LighMot). 6'. I^ploftum, foliaceous, with the lobes
of a Tcry deucate diaphanous substance, generally glaucous ; aa in L. tremella of English authors, (C'oUema
7- Pol^chidtum, with the thallus very
bcerum, Ach.)
finely branched and laciniated ; as in the minute and
elegant Lichen tenuisainius of Dickson, and also in L.
rauscicola of tlie same author.
iah, a* in

(Appenou.)
Mjtfntn,

ATHALAML

Noapothecia. TTie gongyli (if such
they be) naked, looae, collected in little heaps. ThaiItu cruataceous, powdery or leprous-like, uniform ;
in general^ compoaed almost entirely of gongyli or
propagu^a.
TOL. 111. PART U.

4S. Lkpraria.

rius,

may be

tions of the

considered as equivalent to as

many

overgrown genus Lichen of Linna?us

;

sec-

and

thus the j>rincipal o!)jection will resolve into the additional Uix on the memory of the botanist, who must
treasure up so many more generic names, some of them
not a little uncouth.
W'hile Acharius has increased the
immber of genera, however, he has greatly reduced the
number of tpecies described by preceding writers. This
was to be expected, as tlie necessary result of a painfully careful examination of the different appearance of
the same plants in their early and advanced stages, and
of the same species taken from different habiti.ts, from
a rock or from a tree, from a shady or an exposed situation.
Colour, it is well known, is peculiarly liable to
variation, so that it cannot alone be depended on as a
character in describing natural bodies. But colours are
less liable to change in cryptogamic than in phaenogamous plants, and they are therefore with propriety occasionally noticed by Acharius ; still, however, when
colour is mentioned as a character by this cautious investigator, it is always in a subsidiary way, as indicated
by printing within parentheses. In the Lichenographia
Univrrsiiiit, the synonymy is not nearly so ample as in
the Meihiidiis Lichenwi ; but the name bestowed by
the discoverer, or by the author who first-described the
species, is commonly given ; and where species have
been represented in engravings, tlie best figures are re-

—

ferred to.

Dr. Wahlenberg of Stockholm, in his Flora Lappe^ Wahl«.
nica, 1812, has also divided lichens into three classes. Urg,

L

Athalanue, containing

two genera, Lepraria-and Va«

5a
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If. Homothalamee, containing four genera,
""""V*^ Lichen, Peltidea, Baeomyces, and Endocarpon. III.
f^ichea.

riolaria.

port themselves

by means of decaying mosses, around
which tliey fonn incrustations,»_as may be seen in ColHeterotfialamie, containing six genera, Verrucaria, Ope- lema pulposimi, fniax, and tvemelloides, and
jp Lecigraplia, Lecidea, Gyromum, Calicium, and Spha;ropnodea muscorum. Some lichens grow on stoncs'under
ron.
In this way, Wahlenberg confines the number of water, as CoUema f^u^•:atile, and C. flaccidum Vi\i.
/3.

genera to twelve ; but the limited scope of his work,
being the description of the plants of Lapland only,
may have prevented him from introducing some other
genera, which, had his subject led him to examine
them, he might otherwise liave felt inclined to adopt.
On account of the highly respectable character of this
author, it desei-ves to be noticed, that, in the work just
named, he mentions that his scheme for the arrangement of lichens was composed in 1801, and at that time

Lichen,

^""V^

Several species of Rhizomorjiha inhabit the galleries of
deep mines, such as those of Leadhills, particularly R.
spinosa (Clavaria hypoxylon of most English autliors),
and R. dichotoma and subterranea. A few small species take up their abode, parasitically, on the niusci hepatici, and even on other lichens ; thus, var. /3 of Lecidea cinereo-fusca has been observed on jungennannia},
and Calicium stigoneUum (Lichen gelasinatus of Withering) on the crust of Porina pertusa.

communicated

to Acharius,— evidently leaving the reader to infer, that this, eminent lichenologist had availed
himself, without due acknowledgmeut, of his commu-

It now remains only to give some account of the uses Uses
ef
of lichens.
Here no assistance is to be derived from lichens,
the labours of Acharius, his writings being purely boHabitats of Lichens.
tanical.
LinnsBus, Hoffman, Georgi, Lightfoot, Withering, and otliers, make amends ; and the essays on
The general distribution of lichens has already been this subject by Watson, by Amoreux the younger, by
slightly touched on.
Willemet, Westring, and Proust, might afford materials
It may here be observed, that
certain species show an attachment for particular kinds for a longer dissertation than would be suitable for this
of rocks, in the same way as the more perfect plants place. In the course of treating of their uses, we shall
evince a predilection for different varieties of soils. The notice the few observations which appear to have been
hardest masses of granite and gneiss on the Scottish made by chemists on the constituent parts of lichens.
mountains are the favourite residence of Lecanora geLichens are of great utility in the general economy In the ecolida, Lecidea petrsea, silacea, lapicida, sulphurea, and
of nature, although their operation is slow and almost "">"> of »«•
atrovirens, Parmelia fahlunensis, Verrucaria glaucina,
imperceptible.
The largest oaks of the forest, and '""•
Opegrapha petrsea, and Gyrophora proboscidea. Le- most ancient pear-trees of the orchard -trees which encanora fusco-atra var. dendritica has been observed on dure for centuries at length become " mossed with
pure rock-crystal. The porphyry rocks are preferred age," and more frequently owe their destruction to the
by Lecidea pustulata and confluens, Parmelia ciliaris silent attacks of parasitical lichens, especially of the
and furfuracea, and Gyrophora deusta. The mica-slate larger branched kinds, than to the ravages of storms.
rocks seem to be the choice of Cornicularia tristis and But it is not merely on the " monarchs of the wood"
that lichens exert their influence. Many species, as we
exilis, Gyrophora polyphylla, and of the \ai.frigida of
Lecanora tartarea, which often appears branched, from have just seen, vegetate upon the barest and hardest
rocks these, by their decay, prepare a suitable nidus
its twisting about mosses and remams of jungermanniae:
the clay-slate, of Lecidea Dicksoni and cupularis, Leca- for the smaller frondose mosses.
The mosses, in their
nora decipiens, and Baeomyces rupestris. The clay- turn, afford sufficient soil for rock plants of a larger
and thus
stone porphyries and different varieties of trap-rocks size, such as stone-crop, or sheep's-fescue
are the favourite habitats of numerous species, such as the rocks at length become covered with herbage, or
Lecidea fusco-ater, Urceolaria scruposa and cinerea, even with shrul)by and arboreous plants. In this way,
Lecanora tartarea, Parmelia saxatilis and caperata. we may distinctly trace to the vegetation of the humSandstone, especially if near the sea, is genersdly se- ble crustaceous lichen, the commencement of one means
lected by Ramalina scopulorum Lecanora parella and of that gradual but never-ceasing disintegration or decay, which is wearing down the densest and loftiest
atra are likewise very commonly found upon it. LimeMeantime, lichens tend to enstone is preferred by Lecidea immersa, CoUema nigra, pinnacles of the earth.
Verrucaria muralis, Urceolaria calcarea,'and Thelotrema liven and variegate rock scenery, by " bestowing tints
exanthematica.
All of the lichens now mentioned, of a delicate pea-green and primrose, which (to use
however, are occasionally to be found on rocks of very the words of Ann Radcliffe) it is not necessary to be a
botanist to admire."
different geognostic and mineralogical characters, their
growth being much influenced by the circumstances of
Food to Animals.— In the extreme northern countries in rural
of Europe, the branched coralline lichen (Cenomyce economy,
elevation and exposure.
In like manner, it may be remarked, certain species rangiferina,) is highly important in rural economy, Bein-deet
seem attached to particular kinds of trees ; but the as affording the principal food of the rein-deer ani- lichen,
same species grow on various sorts of trees, assuming mals in which consist the whole riches of the inhabita somewhat different habit on each kind, and to a cer- ants. In Lapland, as we learn from Linna?us, plains
tain extent acquiring different qualities.
Thus, of the of several miles in extent are often completely covered
Variolaria communis of Acharius, we have four varie- with this lichen ; and in places where no other plant
ties, indicated by the trivial names faginea, alnea, piwill even take root, this thrives and becomes luxuriant.
nea, and abielina, from their growing on the beecli,
These dreary wastes these " terrae damnatas," as a nathe alder, the pine, and the spruce.
turalist of a lower latitude has styled them— are the
The most naked heaths form the favourite habitation Lapland fields and fertile pastures. On these the reingf numerous species of Cenomyce. Coarse moist clay deer fee<l duiing winter.
By a kind provision of nais preferred by some of the Peltidea", as P. venosa and
ture, it happens that at this pmching season, when no
horizontalis.
The more gelatinous lichens oflen sup- other vegetoble is to be had, the lichen, buried under

nication.

Rocks.

Uses of Lichens.

,

-

—

—

:

'

;

:

Trees.

—

—

Other habitats.

Lie HEN.
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the »now,

is

found in

its

most flourishing

The

stale.

rrin-iletr, tossing aside the icy surface-covering

with

and scraping off the loose snow with their
devour the lichen greedily, and even be-

their antlers,
fore-feet,

upon it. When the proper lichen is deficient,
other species are resorted to by the deer, particuhaij Stereocaulon paachale, and the common roc<r-. air,
Aleetoria jubata.
In this country the rein-deer lichen
ia ifldoin found more than three or four inches high :
La|lknd, however, it flourishes exceedingly, and is
frequently from six to ten inches in height.
In some
distoicts of the north of Europe, it is collected like haj',
and atored as provender for black cattle. In the mountemoos districts of L'pper Camiola, Cetraria Islandica

come
mmue

fat

n

h

collected in quantities,

and

u-sed for fattening cattle.

Even in the southern States of America, particularly in
VucinU, a apedcs of Uchen is gatliered for winter food
XcckUc*.

both for liiMp and cowa. This is the necklace-moss,
Lkfaen articnlatiu, (which is L. harbatus in an adTanoed stage pf nowth, or Usnea barbaU of Acharius.)
llanr ^lecica of lichen are eaten by goats, and evidently aflord a grateful food to them.
Only two or three species of lichen have hitherto been
cmpiojrcd bv man as artidea of food. .Several species
bare, a( different times, acquired celebrity in the cure
rf itiw aa r i.
The most important and voliutble use of
lidiciM, Ikowerer,

is

mankind

ia

in the arts, particularly in dyeing.

J^W le Afaii.— lite

principal species

which

affords

the Lickm Idnudicus, or EryngoIwi i tJ Liverwort, (Cetraria Islandica, Ach.)
This, as
implied in tlie trivial name, is abundant in Iceland,
where no kind of grain can be ripened
It is collactcd in the Mmimrr, and, when dry, ground into
•al or floor, of which bread and gniel, or pottage,
ffaod to

are made. It is aoooetinie* alao put whole into bmth,
or is bojlcd in wbey, tfll ft be converted into a jelly.
Fn genera l, it is eitlier previously steeped for
Mtne hours in warm water, or the water of tiie first
boiling is rejected, in order to remove a part of the
bittrr extractive matter, which, if left, produces a dis.
tfreeable taate, and is apt to prove purgative.
It has
often been reoonnnendea as a light and delicate article
of food for persona of a phthiciral habit, or subject to
catarrhal complaints ; and for this puqiose it is yearly
bnported in small qunntitic>s into England In the JourMai ifir Pkytique, M. Proust particularly mentions its prowrtici aa at esculent subs^ce. One pound weight of
the dry bdMn in powder, weigheil, when boiled for a
qnorlcr of an boor, and well drained, aliout three
ownda ; and the same quantity of the dr}- lichen was
safficient for making no less than eight pounds
of toup ; and this soup was so rich, that, on cooling, it
tnmea to a tremulous jelly. The lichen, simply Ijoilcd, posatsaei a sort of membranous elasticity, on accoont of ita containing a considerable proportion of in.

mnd

olttMe r.arrhy matter.
One hundred parts of dried lichen afforded
IVoust, of
Bitter extractive
Matter soluble in hot water

.

.

to

M.

3
93

To
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account of M. Proust, it may be proper to
subjoin the result of an analysis performed by Berzelius,
as detailed in the yoth volume of the Annales de Chimie.
especially as this analysis is probably the most rigorous
and accurate which has hitherto been made of any species of lichen. From 100 parts he obtained the tbilow.
ing constituents
this

Syrup

3.6

Bitartrate of potass, with a

little tartrate

phosphate of lime

j

Bitter principle

100

The aolnble matter, he remarks, is nearly allied to
starch, and, like it, i» precipitated by infusion of galls:
it

diffec from

it,

however, in not

b«ng

glutinous, and
and separa-

in the solid matter of the jelly contracting

ting from the fluid, «s curd does from whey. The inohibio matter, on the other hand, hat much analogy
Willi giMcn.

.g

3

Green wax

j.g
3.7

Gum
Extractive colouring matter
Starch
Insoluble starchy matter

7

......

4,4.6

36.Q

101.6

A substance containing 80 parts in the

100 of starch,
or starchy matter, and small portions of syrup and
gum, must be highly nutritious ; and I'roust remarks,
that nature can scarcely furnish a more excellent article of food.
In general it retains a slightly bitterish taste, resembling the flavour of weak succory water
but if seasoned with sugar and lemon-peel, and
eaten with butter or oil, it is said to form a very palateable dish.
Sir George Mackenzie, in his Travels in
Iceltml, mentions that tliis 1 chen was mixed with chocolate made for breakfast, at the house of Dr. Clog, a
physicijui near Reikiavig, but that he could not, from the
taste of the beverage, have detected the presence of the
lichen.
Proust recommends it as a very convenient antiscorbutic vegetable on long sea voyages, and as a
home article of diet in times of scarcity. Liljeblad, it
may be added, has published a separate tract, strongly
recommending its use in Sweden, when visited with
unfavourable seasons and bad harvests.
The Iceland-muss has scarcely any perceptible flavour indeed very few of the lichen tribe affect either
the sense of ta.ste or of smell.
A small species (Lecidea aroniatica, Ach.) first described by Mr. Turner of
:

:

Yannoutli,

is

said to jwssess a slightly aromatic taste

;

and \'ariolaria amara and Borrera furfuracea are remarkable for their bitter qualities. From Mr Hookers work on Iceland, we learn, that Gyrophora hirsute of Achariiis, is considered by M. Paulsen as forming an article of food greatly superior in quality to
the Cetnu-ia islandica.
It is pro<luced only on lofly
crags ; and whetlier it can be collected in considerable
quantities is not mentioned.
It is, however, a pretty
common species on the gneiss rocks of Sweden. On
the same authority, it may be added, that Gyrophora
cylindrica is used as food in Iceland in times of scarcity this species, we may notice, was observed on the
mountain of (Joatfiekl in Arran, by Mr. Lightfoot ; and
by him described under the name of Lichen crinitus.
A lichen is noticetl by Professor Pallas, in his earlier
Travels, as growing on the calcareous mountains of the
Great Desert of I'artary, the thick coriaceous crust of
which is eaten by the wandering tribes It is described
by Acharius under the name of Urceolaria esculenta.
Gmelin informs us, that, in Siberia, the lungwort lichen, Sticta pulmonacea, is used, in the making of ale, as
a substitute for hops ; and Georgi notices it as an edible species, along with Parmelia phj'sodes, Usnea
These lichplicata var. hirta, and Ramalina farinacea.
ens, when boiled, yield a yellow mucilage, nearly insipid ; and, when eaten with salt, are said to form a tolerable food.
They all give out a portion of resin to
:

:

64

insoluble

and

Lichen,
'*-
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In medi-

but the taste of this, is not discernible in the
water in which they are boiled. Some others of the
branched and filamentous lichens, such as Ramalina
fraxinea and fastipiata, and Usnea barbata, have been
examined chemically bj' Berzelius, and found to be
characterized by the presence of a species of starch
possessing sevend peculiar properties.
Probably these
also might be employed as food.
Medicine.
Several of the lichens were formerly celebrated as specifics in the cure of diseases.
The common cup-moss (Lichen pyxidatus, or Cenomyce pyxidata, Ach.) was long regarded as an infiillible nostrum
for the hooping-cough.
The common ground livertvort (Lichen caninus, or Peltidea canina, Ach.) received its trivial name on account of the fame it had acquired as a specific for the bite of a mad dog. Even
the celebrated Dr. Mead, in his History of Poisons, eulogized this medicine, and declared that it had never
failed, during thirty years experience, in averting the
terrible consecjuences which result from the bite of this
animal when
a rabid state ; but at the same time he
mentioned, that copious bleeding was to be conjoined.
The tree lungwort or oak-lungs (Lichen pulmonarius, or
Sticta pulmonacea, Ach.) was renowned in former times,
for relieving pulmonary complaints.
In those days,
nothing was more common among practitioners who
trusted in simples for the cure of diseases, than endeavouring to find a plant possessed of some fancied resemblance to the part of the body affected the wrinkled
and reticulated frond of this lichen having some similarity to the surface of the human lungs, there remained no question of the propriety of administering it for
disorders of these organs.
It is scarcely necessary to
add, that it has now completely lost its feme as a specific.
FVom the experiments of Georgi and Amoreux,
however, it appears, that this species possesses a portion, equal to one-eighth of its substance, of a reddish
gum, having a slightly bitter taste it is one of those,
therefore, which may deserve the attention of the phai-macologist. The Iceland moss, as already hinted, has been
recommended in incipient consumptive cases in this
country, and a Decoctum Lichenis Islandici has a place in
alcohol

;

—

m

:

:

the Edinburgh PkartHacnpasia. It is generally considered, however, as scarcely otherwise useful, than as affording a light nourishing diet.
In Iceland and in Swe-

much employed as an evacuant in the spring seaDr. Withering tells us, that the country people in
England make an infusion of Lichen aphthosus ( Peltidea
aphthosa, Ach.) in milk, and give it to children affected
with the thrush, (aphtha; in themouth,) and that, in large
den it

is

son.

Uset of lichens in the
arts.

In perfumery-

dozes, it destroys worms, by exciting purging and vomiting.
Linnaeus infonns us, that the Laplanders apply a bandage composed of tree-moss, (Usnea plicata,
Ach.) to their feet, when excoriated with travelling,
and that they find great benefit from this kind of cataplasm, arising probably from the styptic quality of the
plant.
According to Pontoppidan, the yellow filamentous lichen, (Evemia vulpjna,) is so poisonous, that
it is employed for killing wolves, a carcase of some
animal, smeared and stuffed with the powder of it, mixed with pounded glass, being set as a bait. It may be
remarked, that a lichen, said to possess the active and
powerful properties of a poison, might deserve further
examination, as more likely to prove useful, when skilfully regulated by the physician, than such species as
have not attracted notice by exerting any remarkable
energy.

—

Lichens have for a long time been emPerfumery.
ployed in perfumery. It is now impossible, perhaps.

to determine with certiinty what tlie usnea of the ancients was, or whether it even Wplonged to the family

of lichens.

Lichen,

^—v—

According to Dillenius and Raj', i>, was a
found on trees in the East Indies, and

filifbrm lichen,

which, when moistened, exhaled iui odoiu- of musk or of
ambergris.
It is enrolled by Acharius under the name
of Alectoria Arabum, but it must be regarded as merely
a conjectural species. In the seventeenth century, some
of the filamentous lichens were undoubtedly kept in
shops, under tlie name of Usnea ; and they formed the
basis of a noted perfume called corps de Cypre gris, or
pulvis Cyprius.
Their employment for this purpose,
however, did not probably depend on any Remarkable
inherent scent, but on their aptitude for imbibing and
retaining odours.
Lichen prunastri (Evemia prunastri, Ach.) is, in fact, as well adapted for this purpose,
though nowise fragrant ; and to tliis day this «pocies
forms the basis of several perfi""cd powders.
Dyeing. Various species of lichen have long been In
used by the common people in the northern countries
of Europe for communicating different tints to cloths
of home manufacture. These are generally of coarse
wool, and the process of dyeing them is proportionally
rude.
Several sj)ecies, however, have likewise been

—

employed by artists, and from these the colour has
been extracted with the care and skill of the practical
chemist.
See article Dyeing.

dyeiag.

-

—

The

orchal,

or archil,

(Roccella tinctoria)

is

the OrduL

most valuable lichen as a dye-stuff. If we may trust
to Toumefort, the properties of this species were familiar to the ancients
it was collected in the islands
of the Archipelago, and, from one of these, acquired
the name ot Purple of Amorgus.
In modern times, ao.
cording to Berthollet, it was first prepared as an ar;

ticle

of commerce

at

Florence, the fine violet colour

which resulted from mixing it with urine having been
accidentally observed by a Florentine merchant, about
the year 1300, while visiting the Levant.
The lichen, reduced to powder, is put into a vat with urine
and quicklime, and frequently stirred, additional portions of these substances being added, till the mixture
have acquired the desired tint. Orchal, thus prepared,
yields a purple or purplish-red colour, which is not

however

easily fixed.

The

alcohol in spirit

thermome-

with orchal, and will aflfbrd to
the reader an idea of the tint commonly proMuced.
It
is sometimes employed, and with great success, for
brightening other colours.
The lichen grows very
abundantly on the sea rocks of the Cape Verd, and
also of the Canary Islands, and from both clusters it
is exported in considerable quantities.
About the
year 1750, not less than 100 tons were annually collected in these islands.
In the English mai-ket, it is
at present (1818,) worth about £^Q0 per ton, the price
varying, to the extent perhaps of tt40 a ton, according
to the quality of the jveed, as the merchants call.it.
The plant occurs, but sparingly, on the sea-rocks of the
south of England.
In France it is called orseille, and
is used to a considerable extent, in the southern provinces, for dyeing silks, being collected on the rocky
shores of the Mediterranean. By the Dutch it is manuters is usually tinged

factured into a paste called by them Lacmus or Litmus.
This is sold in square masses about an inch in length,
and half an inch in breadth and thickness, hard and
brittle, having the appearance of a violet-coloured earth,
with white spots. It may here be remarked, tliat another species of Roccella, R. fuciformis, is reported to vie
in richness of colouring matter witli the common orchal, while the plant attains to a much larger size.
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TTu$ gpeciet, like the former, occurs sparinfjly on the the teinluriers of France, before the lichen was collected Uchen.
'~ ' ~' sea-rocks of the
South of England but it is said to for economical purposes in this counti-y. It is now, ac- """y^
alH>und in the East Indies, especially on the shores of cording to Withering, gathered in considerable quantiSumatra, and might deserve the notice of some of our ties on tlie rocks in the north of England, and sent to Loneiiterprizin^ countrymen.
don in casks. From this species the finest litmus is pre- Litmus.
The names of Orchal and Orsei He are bestowed also on pared ; slips of unsized paper stained with which, are
I^ecanora tartarea, which has to a considerable extent well known to chemists as delicate tests for ascertaining
been employed as a substitute for the other. This species the presence of minute portions of uncombined acids.
has long been noted for its property of yielding co- It may be noticed, that M. de Cocq, in a memoir in the
piauslv a red, or brownish red colour, equally beautiful. Annates de Chimie, has created some doubt as to the
It is thought, but less durable, than tlie colour yielded
species of lichen from which the perelle or orchal of
hjr the true orchal.
Its use was early known in West
Auvergne is procured It is possible that the dye-stuflF
Gothland ; and, to this day, it is collected in Sweden sold under those names may, in a great measure, be
and Norway, and brought in whole cargoes to Britain. manufactiu-ed from the common Roccella but in the
Cudbear.
At Glasgow it is called citdliear a denomination whicli Flore Fiangaise of Lamarck and Decandolle, the Pait has acquired from a corrupt pronunciation of the
tellaria (Lecanora) parella is, without hesitation, referChri«tian name of the chemist who first employed it on red to as the genuine source.
Dr. Westring mentions
the great scale (D». Cuthberi Gordon) at least it is Lichen parellus as the only one which yielded to him
the principal species used in the cudbear manufac- a real blue ; tliis it did merely by infusion but he
ture. Car Urceolaria cslcaria, and some othor kinds, adds, that the colour is fugitive, nor could he discover
uit conunonly intermixed, being gathered promiscu- any mordant capable of fixing it.
ously by' the fitMia employed.
The true cudbear
The Parmelia saxatilis, is still used in some parts of
lichen might eaafy be distinguished by its yellow Scotland for dyeing woollen yams, and is known to the
•sucen, while U. nlcaria might as readily he discri- peasantry by trie name of stane-raw. It is also conunon- Stane-raw.
minated by its black tubercles. It is nut uncommon \y employed in Sweden, and other northern countries,
on the rocks of this country-. In the rocky districts for the same purpose. Dr. Withering mentions, that, in
of Wettrooreland and Cumberland, it is gathered by these countries, it gives a purple colour ; but, as managed
the pwsentij! for dyers, who pay them at the rate of in Scotland, it yields only a dirty orange. Parmelia omId. a pound ; and it is likewise collected in vari- phalotles is much used by the Scottish Highlanders, unous parts of Scotland, where it oflen covers the dif- der the name of crotal, for dyeing a reddish-brown. Ac- Crotsl.
Consider- cording to Rutt^, Parmelia caperata is used in the north
Iciciit kiads of trap and clay-stone rocks.
of Ireland and m the Isle of Man for dyeing wool of an
qiMPtities of tne dye-stuff are sold to nianufactorm engaged in the woollen and silk trade, gene. orange colour, and is often called arccll. The Sticta
and the pulmonacea, already repeatetlly mentioned, is sometimes
ralhr at the rate of about £, 1
per cwt.
OMWan of the article, themselves, employ a {lart of it in resortetl to by the same class of people for tinging
Tlic cotton their yam of a brown colour.
In the north and west
djriiqf arttiw of a Turkpy-red colour.
of Scotland these lichens are sometimes promiscuous|nTf*iT*T iMndkerchiefs fif (ilasgow are dyed with this
unfmitiaa; and the fixedness of the colour is well ly calle<i crolfles : in England, it is believed, they
oflen get the name of rags or hazel-rags, and in the
Known.
DtUennu fint took notice of a species of liclien, which south of Scotland liazcl-rnw. Although several spebe observed to be in use among the natives of Caer- cies of lichen very different in habit and qualities,
narvonshire for dyeing scarlet, and which tliey pre- are thus used by the common people of this counHe describes it " tartareum, try, so verj" defective are the means employed, that they
finrred even to orrhal.
From thence procure scarcely more than one colour. Linnxus men.
tinctorium, candidum, tuberculis atris."
has been considered as the Lichen calcarius of tions that a beautiful red colour may be prepared from
it
Linnsnts, or Urceolaria calcaria, Ach. which has just Lichen pustulatus (Gyrophorapustulata, Ach.); and Dr.
been mentioned as usually intermixed with cudbear Withering informs us, that it also yields a very deep
A lichen allied to tliis, and which has
Dillenius supposed that this is the species black |)aint.
lichen.
Bientioned by Martin, in his Hittory of the K'etlern already been mentioned as an edible species, Gyrophora
Itlamls of ScolLtHJ, under the name of corlcir, and cylindrica, is used by the Icelanders for dyeing woollen
with wkcfa the inhabitants produce a reddish colour. stufis of a brownish-green colour. In Sweden, espeThis lidien doea occur in tlie«ie islands but it is not cially in Smoland, and also in Norway, Evemia vulpina,
oonmion, the great body of rocks not being calcare- (the poisonous ))roperty of which has before been noThe
ooa, or of the kind to which this species is almost ticed,) is uscti for dyeing woollen-stuffs yellow.
peculiar.
The cudbear lichen, Lecanora tartarea, is Cetraria Islandica, which has already been spoken of,
fmoit
the true corcur of the Scottish Highlanders, and both as an article of food and as a medicine, is used in
The colour resides in the
mcntionefl by I.ightfoot, they employ for Iceland for dyeing brown.
vhkh,
a civet or pompadour colour. It is usuallv extractive matter, which is separated by slight boiling or
by merely steeping in warm water.— We have the auid by pounding tne lichen, and mixing it with
ehanber-ley, to which a little salt or kelp is add- thority of Bartram, the traveller, for stating, that Lied ; this mixture is kept in a state of maceration for chen barbatus (Usnea barbata, Ach.) is collected in
quantities from the trees in Pennsylvania, and employseveral weeks; being then brought to the anisistrnoe of ooarse paste, it is made up into balls, with a ed by the people for communicating an orange hue to
yam.
little lime or burnt shells, and is kept ready for use.
The species wHich have been mentioned are remark- szpniWhen used, it is coarsely powdered, and a small porable for abounding in colouring matter, and for tlie menu on
tion of alum is generally added. The other licliens emthe colourployed by the country people as dye-stuffs are prepared facility with which they communicate it to woollen,
Many otlier species, however, '"/^'|j^""^
cottoji, or silken fabrics.
much ia the same way.
ThtftrrUi or Onrilte iPAuvergne, prepared from Le- afford colour, and some minute lichens give the finest
;
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canora parella, was long a favourite material

among

tints.

The

writer of this article,

many

years ago,

made
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experiments, on a small scale, on some of the lichens
"""^ which are found on the rocks in the neighbourliood
of Etlinburgli.
Merely by drying and pounding,
and then throwing the powder into a phial containing

a little liquid ammonia or lime-water, or sometimes a
mixture of both, and fitting the phial with a cork, some
beautiful colours were procured, not however till after
tlie lapse of several days. Slips of white paper were the
only substances stained the paper ought to be unsized,
in which state it may be procured from the manufacturer ; for India paper, probably merely on account of its
being destitute of any glutinous ingredient, received the
delicate tints more freely and equally than that of
Jpnglish manufacture.
Treated in this way, Lecanora
ventosa, which is plentiful on some parts of the rocks of
Arthiu- Seat hills, gave a beautiful violet tint, superior
to what was procured, by the same ptocess, from Lecanora parella. Ramalina scopulorifm, from sea-rocks at
:

Br. WestTlD^.

Carohna Park, afforded little or no colour when young
plants were used, and a didl orange when old stems or
fronds were employed. Pamielia conspersa yielded a
very fine gamboge yellow ; and Parmelia parietina a yellow scarcely inferior in beauty, but approaching to
orange : This last species, as intimated in the trivial
name, abounds on old walls, and might easily be scraped
off and collected in considerable quantity: Both in it, and
in P. conspersa, (Lichen centrifugus, Lin.) the central
parts of the thallus ot\en decay, and the plants then appeju- to grow in circles. Lepraria chlorina, which grows
along with P. parietina, and in general appearance resembles it, having a fine lemon-yellow crust, afforded
no yellow colour at all, but rather a peach-blossom tint,
which was not permanent. Lecidea sanguinaria, from
rocks in the King's Park, instead of yielding a scarlet,
as was expected from the red colour of the tubercles
when cut, gave only a dull lead-grey. Neither the external nor internal colour of the lichen, therefore, afforded any indicfition of the tint which might result from
tlie powder treated with the ammonia and lime-water.
By such simple means, however, it may in general be
ascertained whether any particular species of lichen is
likely to yield colour at all : and it may here be remai'ked, that if it yields colour readily and copiously,
these ai-e the principal and most desirable qualities ; for
brown, purple, or orange, though at first they come dull
and dirty, may in general be greatly improved, in intensity and brilliancy, by varying the processes, or enlarging the quantities employed ; and it not unfrequeiitly happens, that the colour which first shows itself is, after a few days, or in consequence of some slight
fhange of management, replaced by one more agreeable to the eye, and which would prove more valuable
in tlie arts. It may be added, that where the same speties of lichen grows both on rocks and on trees, which
is not an uncommon occurrence, the specimens taken
trom the rocks will be found evidently more productive
of colour than those picked from tlie trees. The poiticular nature of the colouring matter in lichens does not
ajipear to have been yet subjected to accitfate examination by chemists.
This part of the subject has been excellently illustrated
by the labours of Dr. Westring of Nordkoping, physician
to the king of Sweden, who has given ample details
of judiciously varied experiments made by him upon
most species of lichen indigenous to Sweden, and upon
a considerably extended scale, with the view of ascertaining their eiFect in dyeing woollen-stuiFs and silks.
It may be proper here to detail the general rules laid
flown by this assiduous experimenter, (translated from

the Stockholm Transactions into the Annales de Ch'unie Liclicn.
may easily be followed by any '"^/""^
person inclined to pursue tlic investigation, ^apd the
subject is by no means exhausted.
The lichens should be gathered after some days of rain,
when they can most easily be detached from the rocks.
They are to be well washed ; tiien thoroughly dried,
and reduced to a powder, the finer the better. Pure river
water is to be used, the water of wells generally containing some earthy or saline ingredient, which is apt to alter
tlie hue. Twenty-five parts of water are to be added to
one of powdered lichen. When quickUine is employed,
it should be quite fresh ; and one p;irt of quicklime is
enough to ten parts of powdered lichen. To ten pounds
of the lichen, half a pound of sal ammoniac (muriate of
ammonia) is sufficient. Before plunging the thread or
stuffs to be coloured,' into the dye, they should I>» dipped in pure cold water, in ordpr thdt the colouring matter may act more equally : and they should be immersed
,
When lime and
in tlic same way when taken out.
sal ammoniac are used together, the vessel contiining the mixture should be closely covered for the first
two or three days. Sometimes the addition of a little
common salt (muriate of soda,) or of saltpetre (nitrate of
jjotass,) will be found to give a greater lustre to the
colours.
Dr. Westring did not, in general, employ
any mordant ; indeed, any acidity in the mordant
could not fail rather to destroy the gummy part of* the
lichens, which probably serves to fix their colours.
From several species, the Doctor procured colours naturally so permanent that they resisted both acids and
alkalies, and were not affected even by exposure for a
considerable time to the sun's rays.
In some instances, however, he emploj'ed different species of lycopodium as mordants, and with considerable success.
He praises, in particular, Lyeopodium aniiotinum, a
species which is found on some of the Scottish mountains.
Some lichens yielded a good colour when macerated in a cold liquid, and tlie same species in a hot
liquid gave a different and inferior hue: but the fact
was in other instances reversed.
Dr. Westring made trial of many of the Lichiiues
leprosi of Linnaeus, especially species belor.giiig to
the genera Lecanora and Urccolaria of Acharius, but
including also some species of Poriiia, Lecidea, and
Isidium.
The coralline-like species of the last-named
genus were found to be extremely rich in colouring
matter; and Lichen corallinus of Linnieus (Isidium
corallinum, Ach.), and especially L. pseudo-corallinus of Swai-tz (now appropriately nan.ed by .Acharius, Isidiimi Westringii,) deserve tlie particular attention of those who practise, and who wish to improve, the firt of dyeing.
I. corallinum is found abundantly on the Swedish mountains, and Westring gives
it as his opinion, that it may jirobably become a lucraIt is not uncommon on tlie
tive object of commerce.
rocks in some parts of Scotland. Worsted thread, kept
for about three days in the simple infusion ot the liWhen a litchen, acquired a pistachio-green colour.
tle common salt was added to the infusion, it communicated to the thread a citron-yellow. From the lichen digested in spirit of wine for t'our-and-twenty hours, a wax
yellow was procured ; and when the digestion was continued for three days, a deep chestnut-brown resulted.
But, what is more interesting, when the lichen was digested in simple water for the space of four days, a dark
and very beautiful che.stnut-brown was procured, of so
fixed a nature, that it wis not destroyed w hen the thread
shred of silk steep-was dipped in dilute aquafortis.
for llO'i): these i-ules
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yellow colour.
I. Wcstringii possesses qualities of still
a higher character, and seems to be superior in tingin<T
profwrtiM to orchal itself; but it is unfortunately a rare
•peeks.

It

may be enough,

therefore, to mention, that

yidded « rich orange colour, which was brightenetl
by th« addition of muriate of cobalt. Porina pertusa
yiddad a brown colour ; and Lecanora ventosa commaniCBted to wool the same colour, possessed of so
it

nuch fixity that it resisted the action of alkalies. Lecanora haraiatoffima, (Lichen coccineus of Dickson,) a
padM which occurs plentifully on the well known
mnnclwngi pillars, afforded only a w8X>yellow colour,
notwitbatanding the bright red of the tubercles. In
I>' We*tring'i hands, Lecanora tartarea, or the principal cudbear llciicn, yielded to wool a rich puce brown
;
and it waa only by the additiun of a solution of tin, that
he procured a brownish red, which, however, was vetj beautifuL Of the imbricated lichens he examined
the qualitifea of a good many species, chiefly belonging
to the i^enus Pannelia of Acharius.
P. laxatilis, already noticed as still employed in some parts of Scotland
fur dyeing wool, gave with soda a yellow colour ; with
lime and aal-ammoniac, a nankeen ; and with commoo lal' and nitre, an orange. P. physodes, which
grmra abuDdantly on trunk*
trees, and on stones in
yroodt, in tbia oountry, he found to be very rich in co•
loariqg atMr, aflbraing, by means of the same reagtata, tinM varying from a citron yellow to chestnut
brown. It deserve* notice, that P. stygia yieldetl, ui
hi* experiment*, a yellowish colour only, and no red
or vioMt, which preceding writer* had ascribed to it.
Soionna crooea, although of a aaffiron-yeliow aspect,
treated in the u*ual way with quicklime and
al-ammoaiac, gave out a red colour. This species,
a* already noticed, occurs on the Scottish muuntams,
but probably nowhere in sufficient quantity to render
it an object of importance.
Maohft ol One of the projects of the ingenious Lord Dundonald
waa to introduce the employment of the mucilage of
lif*Hn« for thickening the mordants, and fixing the coHis Lordship remarks, that
lour* in calico-printing.
lidMoa (owaoin|g cfaieiy the branched tree-lichens, but
widMnt ddaramjog accurately the particular species)
B9 TimTf*"*^ ti mflerent «ub*tance*. There is the
oolcr akm or cuticle ; below that, a green resinous mattar: the reroaindcr of the plant consist* partl)r of gum,
pMtly oTa matter Mjmewnat analogous to animal subtaoeoii aod a «atall proportion of fibrous matter, which
ia not diaaolrcd by boilmg, or by the action of alkaline
The frat procea* in preparing the mucilage is
•ilia.
t0 dftacfa the outer akin, and the resinous matter. This
by acalding two or three times with boiling
r, allowing the lichen to remain lo long in the water aa, by abaorbing it, to cwell ; for, in swelling, the
akin cradu, and comes off, along with the greater part
of the riainwi* natter. Or the some thing is accompliahad by gently boiling the lichen for a quarter otan
hour, then waahing it in cold water, and spreading it
upon a floor of brick or stone for half a day. An additional reaaon for this last practice is, that the expo•ure lo the air greatlv ftdlit^es the subseouent extracat the gum. The scalded lichen is tiien put into
It-iron boiler, with water in the proportion of two
gallan* to ever}- pound ut' lichen, and boiletl durfour or five hours, adding about half an ounce of poI or of aoda for every pound of lichen ; or, insteaa of
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ed in a beth composed of the water in which the h'chen
^"^^'"""^ had been
boile<l for half an hour, with the addition of
some common salt, acquired a fine and brilliant gold^

I

C

these salts, half an English pint of liquid ammoniu.
The boiling is continued until the liquor acquire a considerable degree of gummy consistence.
It is then taken out of the boiler, and allowed to drain through a
wire-cloth.
The residuum may be put into a hair-cloth
bag, and squeezed in a press similar to that used by
tallow-chandlers.
The first boiling, liowever, by no
means extracts the whole of tlie gum. The lichen is
boiled a second or even a third time, repeating the process above described, and diminishing each time the
quantity of water and of alkali added. When three
boilings are employed, the gummy extract of the last
may witli propriety be reserved for the first boiling of
a fresh batch of lichen.
The extract proceeding from
the first and second boilings is mixed together^ and
evaporated to the consistence necessary for block or
press printing.
The evaporating vessels are of tin or
thin lead, placed over a range of stoves, and moderately heated, which is best done by steam.
The mucilage thus procured is more or less coloured ; but Lord
Dundonald remarked, that, by continuing the digestion
longer, with a low degree of heat, and abstaining from
the use of any alkali, it might be produced nearly free
of colour. It a'ppears, indeed, from the experiments of
M. Georgi, professor of chemistry at St. Petersburgh,
that several of the lichens which have already been
mentioned, (particularly Ramalina farinacea and Parmelia ph^ sodes,) form with water a mucilage which
yields, when evaporated, a gum as transparent as gum
arabic, and in the proportion of about an eighth of
the weight of the lichen.
M. Amoreux repeated and
extende<l the experiments of Georgi, and obtained considerable portions of pure gum from many of the broadleaved lichens, such as Pellidea canina, Ramalina fraxinea, and Parmelia caperata.
All the lichens now mentioned are common in this country ; and the two species of Hamalina, in particular, might be collected from
trees in many woods and orchards, in great plenty and
in great purity.
See Pldlasuphical Transactions for 1758, (Watson);
Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences of Lyons, for 1786',
(Willemet); Amoreux Kecherches et Experiences stir
divers Lichens; Memoirs of the Stockholm Academy,
from 1792 to 1799; Crell's 'Annalsfor 1796, 1797, and
' 799.— and Annales de Chimie, vols. xv. and xvii. (Westring ;) Journal de Physiqtie, vol. Ixiii. (Proust ;) Philofoph'ctil

Magazine,

vol. x.

(Dundonald.)

(p. n.)

LICHFIELD,

or Litchfield, is an ancient city of
England, in Staffordshire, and, united with Coventry,
is the see of a l)ishop.
It is situated on a small river
running into the Trent, almost in the centre of England, in a healthy and agreeable valley, siurounded by
hills of moderate height.
The town is divided by a
large and fine sheet of water into two parts, the city
and the close ; and consists of three or four good streets,
with several smaller ones. The principal streets are
Bridge street, vulgarly Bird street. Beacon or Bacon
street,

and

St.

John

a southern direction.

street,

running

The high

off

from this

last in

road from Birmingham

to Newcastle-under-Lyne passes through the principal
street.
Many of the houses in Lichfield are elegant

and well built ; but several of them are constructed in
the ancient stj'le.
The principal public building in Lichfield is the catliedral, situated in the Close, and beside the sheet of

I

I

;

water already mentioned.

It is

supposed to have been

built about the year 667, during the bishopric of .furaman. It was rebuilt in 700 by bishop Headda, who
dedicated it to St. Chad, and removed his bones to

6
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Lichfield from Stowe church.
Ro/rer de Clinton erect'~'
ed a great part of the present building. Walter de
Langton built the portion of it which is called St. Mary's Chapel, as well as the cloisters ; and at an expencc
of ij 2000, he raised a shrine to the memory of St.
Chad. The cathedral receivetl great injury from the
sieges of the town during the civil wars.
Bishop Hacket had the honour of repairing the damage which it
then sustained ; and, in the year 1788, it underwent a
complete repair by private subscription, and under the
.superintendence of Mr. James Wyatt of London.
The extent of the whole cathedral from east to west

41

and 67 feet in breadth from north
adorned with three elegant steeples^ one
258 feet high, in the centre of the building, and the
other two 183 feet high, at its west end.
The western
front was formerly enriched with tfie finest sculpture,
from subjects of scripture history ; but several of these
were removed, in 1 74g, by order of the dean and chapter, and tlie rest have been much injurptl by thp gradual influence of time.
On the summit of the roof between tile two spires, is a statue of Charles 11. who had
contributed timber towards the repair of the church.
It was the work of Sir Williann Wilson, and is supposed
to occupy the place of a more ancient one of Adam, or
our Saviour. The portico of the cathedral is not excelled by any in Great Britain, and contains the richest and the lightest sculpture.
Within the porch, are
placed the four evangelists holding the gospels in their
hands. On the two sides are Moses and Aaron and
in the centre between the great doors, is the Virgin
Mary with the infant Jesus. These were formerly
is

1

feet in length,

to south.

It is

;

richly painted and gilt. The south and north entrances
to the cathedral are very fine, particularly the north
door, which is rich in the most beautiful .sculptured moulding. The roof of the cathedral was once covered with lead, but slates were afterwards substituted.

The body of the cathedral is lofty and spacious, supported by pilliu-s, formed by a variety of slender columns with neat foliated capitals
The length of the
body from the great west door to the choir is 2 1 3 feet,
its breadth
.53 feet, the breadth of the side aisles f)6
feet, and the height of the nave 60 feet.
The upper
rows of windows are triangular, including three circles
in each.
Over the great west door is a magnificent
circular window, formed at the expence of James Duke
of York, in the reign of Charles II. The painted glass
was the gift of Dean Addenbrooke, in 1776. There
are many interesting monuments in this church.
The
principal are, one to Lainicelot Addison, the father of
the great Addison ; one to Lady Mary Wortley Montague, representing the goddess of beauty weeping over
; one against the wall to Dr. Samuel Johnson,
an
with a bust of him upon the pedestal ; one to the celebrated Garrick, erected by his widow ; and one to Mrs.
Grove, wife of Dr. William Grove of Lichfield.
The choir, and St. Mary's chapel, were formerly separated by an elegant architectural screen, but diu'ing
the late alterations the two were tlirown into one. St.
Mary's chapel is uncommonly beautiful and magnificent.
It contains nine windows, three on each side, and three
at the end.
The slender east windows are filled with
painted glass, which Sir Brooke Boothby purchased
from the dissolved abbey of Herckenrode, in the bishopric of Liege. Sir Brooke transferred his purchase to the
dean and chapter. It consisted of 340 pieces, each
about 22 inches square, and amounted to £ 1100, in1

um

fitting

up

the win-

to receive it.
The centra, window oh the s;une
side exhibits the resurrection, executed by Mi'.^EgginThe orton, from a design of Sir Joshua Reynolds.
gan, which has the stone screen' formerly mentioned i'or
its western enclosure, has twenty-five different stops,
is esteemed a very fine instrument.
the choir are adorned with twenty-five

and

Both sides of
stiills.

I'he library, founded by dean Hey wood, contains several valuable iKioksand M.SS. One of these MSS. isan
ancient copy of the Valor of Pope Nicholas in the time
of Edward I. ; another is the Textus Si. Cedde, or the
Gospels of St. Chad, written in Saxon ch^acters, and
supposed to be about 10(K) years old.
I'here is here
also a Koran, which was taken from the Turks at the
siege of Buda. To the north of -St. Mary's chapel there
is a smaller chapel. In which tlie remains of two of th«

Mercian kings were interred.

The chapter, besiJc-. the bishop, consists of a dean,
precentor, chancellor, treasurer, 4 archdeacons, 27 prebendaries, 5 priest vicars, 7 lay clerks, 8 choristers, and
other subordinate officers.
The bishop's palace stands at the north-east corner of
It is a spacious stone edifice, bearing the
the Close.
date 1687, and the arms of the bishopric.
As the bishops now reside at Eccleshall castle, this palace is generally occupied by tenants, and was long the residence
The deanery house
of the family of the Sewards.
The houses of the
stands to the west of the palace.
prebends are situated in different parts of the Close.
The vicarage consists of two small quadrangles of low
built houses.
new house, belonging to the registrar
of the diocese, was built in 1 796, on the site of the ancient
prebeiidal house in which Bishop Hacket lived and died.
There is attached to this house a Lirge hall, containing an extensive and valuable museum, established by
Mr. Wright, a surgeon in Lichfield. The elegant building, faced with stone, which stands at the entrance of
the Close, was built at the expence of Andrew Newton, Esq. for the reception of twenty aged and necessitous widows, or unmarried daughters of clergymen,
and has been since liberally endowed for their support.
The city of Lichfield is divided into three pju-ishes,
St .Mary's
St. Mary's, St. Chad's, and St. Michael's.
is in the centre of the town ; and the cJiurch, supposed to have been originally founded in 8.95, stands on
The old buiWing
the south side of the market-place.
was taken down in 1717, and the present one substiIn its external appearance, it is totuted in its place.

A

and is fitted up with oaken pews. The
handsome, and on the nortli side of it ig
the buri;il place of the Dyott family.
The market-house is a light brick building near the
church.
It consists of eight archps, surmounted by
carved rails or bannisters, on the top of whicli were
lerably neat,
altar-place

is

statues of eight of the apostles.
The guildhall in Bore Street

is

a neat stone edifice,

adorned with the city arms, &c. The front hall is spaThe theatre, situatcious, and underneath is a gaol.
ed in the same street, is a small building, with a stucco
At the south-west corner of
front, erected in 1790.
the street is an English school, foundetl and endowed
by rhomas Minors, Esq. in l670, for the purpose of
"teaching 30 boys of the city to read the Psalter and
Bible in English."
In St. John's Street stands the free gi-ammar school,
founded by King Edward VI. At this sch(x)l were
educated, Addison, Wollaston, Ashmole, Garrick, and

Lichfield.

L
Samuel Johnson. The

I
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It is in a flourishing state,
stands opposite the school.
and is remarkable for the number and curious form of
the chininies which are placed in its front The chapel is built of stone.
The }iarish of St Chad's lies on the north-east of
Lidifield, and embraces a considerable portion of the
city and its suburbs. The church, called Stowe church,
is very ancient ; and the interior of it, which is very
neat, ha,-; lately undergone a complete repair. In a garden on the west side of the church stmids St. Chad's
wc!l, which is sup]>oscd to jxwsess medicinal qualities.
Eh-. Milley's hosjiital for 15 poor women stands in this

Bacon Street

parish, in

The

St Michael's i< on the eastern side of
the city, and comprehends a small part of the city.
The church is situated on a mount called Greenhill,
and is remarhakv for i^g cemetery, which contains no
le«« than seven acre* ot g»o.,nd.
"The church is an old
1
witJi n lofty spire, aiul U oaomed with many
I,
1-, both ancient and modem.
The city of Lichfield is a county by itself, and posMMes very extensive and peculiar privileges. The
count}' is about 12 miles in circuit, and is governed by
two bailiffs, elected ammally out of 24 burgesses, a reIt sends
corder, iheriff, steward, and inferior officers.
two members to parliaoient, and the number of voters
is alK>ut 624.
Lichfield i» chiefly occupied by genteel families, and
penan* at mall independent fortunes. Its chief manufnrtnrps are tbone of •ail-cloth and horse-sheetings ;
ncip*] trade consists in the sale of its ale, for
i.w long been famed.
The city is situated at
V
the disunoe of about half a mile from the WjTley and
EMinfltan extension canaL Lichfield has three fairs
one on A«h Wednesday for cattle, sheep, bacon, cheese,
and inm ; another on Mav l»h for sheep and cattle
another on the first "Tuesday of November for geese
parish of

;

nd

'aaddieese.
The following
fur 1811:

E

comprehends two parts, viz. the isle, and the
quarter of the Meuse. The high town is built on the
declivity of a hill, and stretches, in a soutliern direction, to the arm of the Meuse which separates it from
the old or low town called the Isle ; and towards the
east it touches the great Meuse, which separates it from
the quarter beyond the Meuse. The quarter called the
Isle is formed by two aims of the Meuse, which rejoin
at the lower end of this quarter.
The quarter beyond
the Meuse, which is nearly a peninsula, is situated,
as well as the fauxbourg of Amercoeur, between the
Meuse and Mount Comiller. There is a comnmnication between the different parts of the town by bridges.
The town is well fortified ; but the citadel, which was
upon the mountain St. Walbourg, has been rased. At
the foot of this mountain stood the episcopal palace,
which was a very large building. The court of the
palace was encircled with a peristyle formed by demigoiiiic columns.
The Hotel de Ville, which looks into
the principal square, is a large, but not a handsome
building.
It contains a public library.
The town is
in general ill built, and is filled with a multitude of
small streets and lanes, which have not that cleanness
and neatness which mark the other towns in HoU
divisions

land.
tlie French revolution, Liege contained, becathedral, seven collegiate churches, 30 parish

Before
sides

its

churches, five abbej's for men, five for women, and 36
convents for bodi sexes ; but it has since suffered greatly, both from the miseries of war, and from the barbarism of the revolutionists.
The cathedral church of St. Lambert is a very large
building, but the Gothic style in which it is built is
very bad. It was founded in 7f 2 by St. Hubert The
fountains of Liege are very fine ; and that which rises
near the centre of the great square deserves particular

1010
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The trade and manufactures of Liege were at one period very considerable and important.
The principal
natural productions of the surrounding territory are,
mines of coal and alum, tobacco, and iron. Great
quantities of the alum, which is of an excellent quality,

242
509
339
2237
2785

The tobacco is prepared in all its
are sent to France.
various forms ; but the greatest part of it is received
from Germany in leaves. Liege is celebrated for its
manufactures of iron, which are not surpassed by those
in France, and which still preserve their fornier repuClock-work is made very extensively ; but the
tation.

an abstract of the population return

F.i. lilies
chiefly

employed

in agricul«

ture
Ditto in trade, manufactures, &c
Ditto not in any of these classes

Males

FenulM

....

manufacture of hats has emploj-ecl from 12,000 to 14,000
workmen. Great quantities of them are sent to Holland, both for its own consumption, and for the East
See H«rwoo<r» Huiory and AHlupiUifs of Lichfeld, and West India trade. They are also exported in great
|o,,i.. I....L
.,•,
Huioty of ihe Cilt/ and Cathedral nf quantities to France, for the Levant and the coast of
Shaw's //w/orj/ and Antiquities ofStaf- Africa. The cloths of Liege are of a very superior quaI
1801 ; and The Beautie$ of Eng- lity. The tanneries are in great reputation, and pecu1798
I
liar methods of preparing the leather are said to be
819.
I
vol. xiii. p. 786
I.Irodimn of the ancients, in German practised in them. Great numbers of cannon, stores,
&c. are furnished by the iron founderies. The iron is
HI Dutch iMtfck, is a city of the NetherI nil:, h.

50S2

Total population

.

'

I

The town was formerly divided into the old or high
town, and into the new or low town. The last of these

attention.
is

Houses inhabited
I'aiiiilies

L
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hospital, originally a monastery,

.
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- *';f river Meitse, in a pleasant valley,
,ind containing finely watere<l mra-

IMS %,ipi_v is watere<l by the River Looj^c,
and Aniblcse, which throw themselves into the
i

Liege has ten great fauxMediae as it enters the city.
honrg* and two small ones, an<l contains 154 streets,
16 gates, 17 bridges, and two quays planted with rows
of trees.
VOL. ZIL rART II.

The
excellent for smelting, and takes a good polish.
other manufactiu-es are those of writing and printing
™])er, fine china, and black lace, which is preferred
by many merchants even to that of Brussels and MechPopidation .50,000. East Long. S" 31' 43". North
lin.
Lat. 50* 39' 22". See Rorsdanz's pAirapean Commerce.
LIEGNITZ, or Lionitz, Lignicium in Latin, is one

of the best and most ancient towns of

5b

Silesia,

It is the

I.iege,

LiegniU.

L

'

Liegnitz.

'"^t

I

E
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of a principality of the same name, and is situupon the Katzbach. The palace within the town is
surrounded with a moat and high wall. There is here
a superb stone edifice, in which the states of the procapital

ated

L

I

G

has many fine promenades. There is a fine view from
the height of Goldberg ; and at Walilstadt, a village
two leagues from Liegnitz, there i^a convent of the order of St. Benedict, which possesses very fine pictfc-es.
This convent is built on the spot where a bloody battle was fought against the Tartars in IZil, when the
Duke of Liegnitz perished. The kitchen gardens of
Liegnitz are very famous, and from them are exported
annually vegetables to the amount of 100,000 nx-dollars.
There is a well frequented bath at Grunstadt, or
Warmbrunnen. Liegnitz carries on a considerable trade
Population 7000.
in cloth and madder.

I.icou-

Kieou
II

Light.

vince hold their meetings. The Catliolics possess the
collegiate church of St. John, which was taken from
the Lutherans in 1 (>96 ; the church and the convent of
the Benedictines ; the church of St. John Nepomucenus, and the church and the convent of the Franciscans, and its gardens. The Lutherans have two parish
The church of St. Peter, and its library ;
chitfches
and the pictures of the church of the Holy Cross ; the
Hotel de Ville ; the Magazine of Cloths ; and the manuLIEOU-KIEOU. SeeLoo-CHoo.
LIFE. See Physiology.
factory of vegetable silk of M. Schnieber, are worthy
of being visited. There is also here a college, an hosLIFE-Annuities. See Annuities.
pital, a royal and municipal. school of the Confession
LIGHT. See the articles Aberration, Achromaof Augsburg; and a large academy founded by the tic Telescopes, Boi:any, Burning iNSTRnMrNTa,
Emperor Joseph, erected for the iastruction of young Chemistry, Heat, Optics, Photom«i.irv, Poiarisamen of both religions in military exercises. Liegnitz TION, SiC,
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